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1.1  RELAY: 

UNIT-I 

RELAY HARDWARE 
CIRCUITS 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

1.1 RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

1.2 RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 
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1.3 RELAY WORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

given below. 

Relay Design 
 

The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing. 
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We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 

The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 

contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

1.4 Relay Wiring 
 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 
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In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

 
Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 

 

1.5 RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 
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Energized Relay (ON) 
 

As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Energized Relay (ON) 

 

De – Energized Relay (OFF) 
 

As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
De-Energized Relay (OFF) 
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In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a 

magnetic field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed 

circuit. When there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no 

magnetic field. Thus, the switches remain open. 

1.6 POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before 

making and make before break contacts. 
 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 

Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 
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Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals. 

They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil. 

1.7 RELAY TYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

 

 
Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 
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used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 

 

In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with 

the alteration of the input signal 

 

We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 
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into action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other common 

examples of relays from our daily life. 

 

Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

1.8 RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic. 

Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are used to time the delay open 

and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current signals. 

They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 

characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it off. 
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Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 

All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

1.9 RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
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2.1  INTRODUCTION: 

UNIT-2 

PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example 
 

Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 

A PLC Saves the Day 
 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 
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This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

2.1 PLCs WORKING: 

A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program 

repeatedly. One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the 

inputs from the other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the 

outputs accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a 

second). The memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O 

and providing a means to store values. 
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2.2 I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 
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that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 

understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays. An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or 

current. Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive 

mass flow controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also 

contains other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC Input 

Module 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Circuit 

Diagram of PLC Input Module 

 
The input module of PLC does four main functions. 

 
 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 

So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 
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bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

PLC Output Module 

So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

2.3 Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules 

and external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input 

and output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component 

is independent of each other. 

          A Modular Type PLC 

PLC are divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and 

TRIAC Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen Bradley 

ABB 

Siemens 

Mitsubishi PLC 

Hitachi PLC 

Delta PLC 

General Electric (GE) PLC 

Honeywell PLC 

2.4 PLC Applications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

Glass Industry 

Paper Industry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&PID=ALL&hl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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2.5 PROGRAMMING A PLC: 

 
In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC.  The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality. 

 

The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

 Instruction list 

 Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc


 

2. Graphical Form 

 Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

 Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

 Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
PLC Ladder Logic 

 
In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 

 
Function Block 

 
The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Example Functional Block Diagram 

The figure below shows various function blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 
 

 
Structured Text Programming 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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2.6 SELEC PLC: 
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UNIT-3 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A STAR AND DELTA,      

FORWARD AND BACKWARD ELECTRIC MOTOR 
  

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
An AC motor converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The reverse of this would be the 

conversion of mechanical energy into electrical energy and is done by an electric generator. Motors are 

used to produce linear or rotary force (torque), and should be distinguished from devices such as magnetic 

solenoids and loudspeakers that convert electricity into motion but do not generate usable mechanical 

powers, which are respectively referred to as actuators and transducers. Most AC motors are started 

directly on line, but when very large motors are started that way, they cause a disturbance of voltage on the 

supply lines due to large starting current surges. To limit the starting current surge, large induction motors 

are started at reduced voltage and then have full supply voltage reconnected when they run up to near 

rotated speed. Voltage reduction during star-delta starting is achieved by physically reconfiguring the 

motor. During starting the motor windings are connected in star configuration and this reduces the voltage 

across each winding. This also reduces the torque by a factor of three.  

 

This work is on the forward reverse star delta electric motor control using switches. Moving ac motor 

clockwise and anticlockwise has many applications in the present technology, such as in our garage 

doors. Some garage door motors are easily reversed AC motors and geared down. Forwarding and 

reversing of an ac motor is done using a push button switches. Depending on the choice of the operator, 

starting the circuit is selected via the forward or the reverse push button switches. When the forward push 

button switch is selected, the command is transferred to the relevant forward function of the circuit which 

activates the forward main coil (blue). The relevant auxiliary contacts of the forward main coil (blue) 

would then be actuated opposite its normal state, that is, a normally open contact would eventually switch 

to a close contact whereas a normally close contact would switch to an open contact. 

3.2 WORKING 

The motor is required to start. To provide the maximum available torque, the motor is started in ‘star’, 

which provides a supply of 230volts to each of the windings (providing high current to each winding). 

Once the motor is running, it is running in an inefficient mode, due to the use of a high current supply, 

which will (if left) cause the motor to overheat. Three phase induction motors, also called asynchronous 

motors, are most extensively used motors in industries because of certain advantages like self starting, robust 

design, simple construction, less maintenance, efficient and comparatively low cost, though there is a 

problem of peak starting current associated with these motors. Peak starting current can be up to 5 to 7 times 
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of full load current (flc) and sometimes it may become as high as 10 times of flc. However, the problem of 

peak starting current remains only for few seconds till the motor attains its speed, this problem may become 

severe especially with the motors above 10 HP. To deal with the problem of peak starting current or inrush 

current associated with three phase induction motors, many different starters having different mechanism 

and principle of operation are used. Star-delta starters are used for motors ranges from 5 hp or 3.5 kW. Star 

delta starters first configure windings of 3 phase motors in star thereby reduce voltage across each winding 

and then after few seconds these starters configure windings in delta and motors start run at full load voltage 

without any difficulty. 

The forward and backward of an AC motor control is very important because of both local and industrial 

application. This work discus how three phase Motor will rotate in two directions viz forward and Reverse. 

 

3.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

The objective of this work is to design the Forward and Reverse controlling of an ac motor using star- 

delta connection for three phase motor. 

3.4 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

The Star Delta starting method is a motor starting mechanism that minimizes the large amount of starting 

current that motors draw in. The Star Delta, as the name suggests basically involves feeding the motor with 

1/sq.root3 (58%) of the full load current until it attains speed then applying the full load current. This method 

is commonly referred to as "Soft Starting" the motor, For this to work the whole set-up requires 3 contactor 

i.e The Star Contactor, The Delta Contactor and The Main Contactor. However for 

the motor to be started in Star Delta, its internal connection at the terminal box has to be wired in Delta- 

giving it capability of receiving the full-load current at any instant. 

With these work, a three phase motor can move Forward and Reverse direction. The operation of the star-

delta method is simple and rugged. It is relatively cheap compared to other reduced voltage methods. 

Good Torque/Current Performance. It draws 2 times starting current of the full load ampere of the motor 

connected. 

3.5 FEATURES OF STAR-DELTA CONNECTION 

 For low- to high-power three-phase motors. 

 Reduced starting current 

 Six connection cables 

 Reduced starting torque 

 Current peak on changeover from star to delta 

 Mechanical load on changeover from star to delta 
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3.6 APPLICATION OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

Industries are using forward and reverse ac motor solutions for process, control of devices such as ac 

https://hyclassproject.com/design-and-construction-of-star-delta-of-3-phase-motor-with-forward-and-

reverse-run-operation-design and construction of a star- delta of 3-phase motor with forward and reverse run 

operation control - for B.S... conveyor 

Consumer products including electronic toys, home security, gate and garage door openers also make use of 

this device. 

3.7 COMPONENTS OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

1. Star-delta motor Consists following units 

2. Contactors (Main, star and delta contactors) 

3. Time relay (pull-in delayed) 1 No. 

4. Three-pole thermal over-current release 

5. Fuse elements or automatic cut-outs for the main circuit 

6. Fuse element or automatic cut-out for the control circuit 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our collage. Learning 

something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand experience. At NSIC I got 

to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees can ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic 

on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits 

& PLCs. 
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1.1 RELA 

Y: 

UNIT-I 

RELAY HARDWARE 
CIRCUITS 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

1.2 RELAYUSES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

1.3 RELAYDESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. MovableArmature 

3. Switch pointcontacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 
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1.4 RELAYWORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

given below. 

Relay Design 
 

The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing. 
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We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 

The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 

contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

1.5 RelayWiring 
 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 
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In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

 
Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 

 

1.5 RELAYBASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 
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Energized Relay (ON) 
 

As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Energized Relay (ON) 

 

De – Energized Relay (OFF) 
 

As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
De-Energized Relay (OFF) 
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In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a 

magnetic field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed 

circuit. When there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no 

magnetic field. Thus, the switches remain open. 

1.6 POLE ANDTHROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before 

making and make before break contacts. 
 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 

Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 
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Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals. 

They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil. 

1.7 RELAYTYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

 

 
Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 
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used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 

 

In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with 

the alteration of the input signal 

 

We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 
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into action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other common 

examples of relays from our daily life. 

 

Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switchingcontacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

1.8 RELAYAPPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic. 

Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are used to time the delay open 

and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current signals. 

They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 

characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it off. 
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Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 

All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

1.9 RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
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2.1 INTRODUCTIO

N: 

UNIT-2 

PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional controlsystems. 

A Simple Example 
 

Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 

A PLC Saves the Day 
 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 
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This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

2.2 PLCs WORKING: 

A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the realworld. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program 

repeatedly. One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the 

inputs from the other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the 

outputs accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a 

second). The memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O 

and providing a means to store values. 
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2.3 I/OSYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 
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that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 

understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays. An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltageor 

current. Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive 

mass flow controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also 

contains other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC Input 

Module 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Circuit 

Diagram of PLC Input Module 

 
The input module of PLC does four main functions. 

 
 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 VAC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used byPLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoingfluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. thePLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 

So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 
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bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

PLC Output Module 

So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

2.4 Types ofPLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules 

and external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input 

and output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component 

is independent of each other. 

A Modular TypePLC 

PLC are divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and 

TRIAC Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen 

BradleyABB 

SiemensMitsub

ishi 

PLCHitachi 

PLCDelta PLC 

General Electric (GE) 

PLCHoneywell PLC 

2.5 PLCApplications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

GlassIndustry 

PaperIndustry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&PID=ALL&hl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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2.6 PROGRAMMING A PLC: 

 
In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC.  The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level offunctionality. 

 

The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladderlogic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

 Instructionlist 

 Structuredtext 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc


 

2. Graphical Form 

 Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. LadderLogic) 

 Function Block Diagram(FBD) 

 Sequential Function Chart(SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLC Ladder Logic 

 
In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 
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https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 

 
Function Block 

 
The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Example Functional Block Diagram 

The figure below shows various function blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 
 

 
Structured Text Programming 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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2.7 SELECPLC: 
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UNIT-3 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A STAR AND DELTA, 

FORWARD AND BACKWARD ELECTRIC MOTOR 
  

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
An AC motor converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The reverse of this would be the 

conversion of mechanical energy into electrical energy and is done by an electric generator. Motors are 

used to produce linear or rotary force (torque), and should be distinguished from devices such as magnetic 

solenoids and loudspeakers that convert electricity into motion but do not generate usable mechanical 

powers, which are respectively referred to as actuators and transducers. Most AC motors are started 

directly on line, but when very large motors are started that way, they cause a disturbance of voltage on the 

supply lines due to large starting current surges. To limit the starting current surge, large induction motors 

are started at reduced voltage and then have full supply voltage reconnected when they run up to near 

rotated speed. Voltage reduction during star-delta starting is achieved by physically reconfiguring the 

motor. During starting the motor windings are connected in star configuration and this reduces the voltage 

across each winding. This also reduces the torque by a factor of three.  

 

This work is on the forward reverse star delta electric motor control using switches. Moving ac motor 

clockwise and anticlockwise has many applications in the present technology, such as in our garage 

doors. Some garage door motors are easily reversed AC motors and geared down. Forwarding and 

reversing of an ac motor is done using a push button switches.Depending on the choice of the operator, 

starting the circuit is selected via the forward or the reverse pushbutton switches. When the forward push 

button switch is selected, the command is transferred to therelevant forward function of the circuit which 

activates the forward main coil (blue). The relevantauxiliary contacts of the forward main coil (blue) would 

then be actuated opposite its normal state, that is,a normally open contact would eventually switch to a 

close contact whereas a normally close contactwould switch to an open contact. 

3.2 WORKING 

The motor is required to start. To provide the maximum available torque, the motor is started in ‘star’, 

which provides a supply of 230volts to each of the windings (providing high current to each winding). 

Once the motor is running, it is running in an inefficient mode, due to the use of a high current supply, 

which will (if left) cause the motor to overheat.Three phase induction motors, also called asynchronous 

motors, are most extensively used motors inindustries because of certain advantages like self starting, 

robust design, simple construction, lessmaintenance, efficient and comparatively low cost, though there is a 

problem of peak starting currentassociated with these motors. Peak starting current can be up to 5 to 7 
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times of full load current (flc) andsometimes it may become as high as 10 times of flc. However, the 

problem of peak starting currentremains only for few seconds till the motor attains its speed, this problem 

may become severe especiallywith the motors above 10 HP. To deal with the problem of peak starting 

current or inrush currentassociated with three phase induction motors, many different starters having 

different mechanism andprinciple of operation are used. Star-delta starters are used for motors ranges from 

5 hp or 3.5 kW. Stardelta starters first configure windings of 3 phase motors in star thereby reduce voltage 

across eachwinding and then after few seconds these starters configure windings in delta and motors start 

run at fullload voltage without any difficulty. 

The forward and backward of an AC motor control is very important because of both local and 

industrialapplication. This work discus how three phase Motor will rotate in two directions viz forward 

andReverse. 

 

3.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

The objective of this work is to design the Forward and Reverse controlling of an ac motor using star- 

delta connection for three phase motor. 

3.4 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

The Star Delta starting method is a motor starting mechanism that minimizes the large amount of 

startingcurrent that motors draw in. The Star Delta, as the name suggests basically involves feeding the 

motor with 1/sq.root3 (58%) of the full load current until it attains speed then applying the full load 

current.This method is commonly referred to as "Soft Starting" the motor, For this to work the whole set-

uprequires 3 contactor i.e The Star Contactor, The Delta Contactor and The Main Contactor. However for 

the motor to be started in Star Delta, its internal connection at the terminal box has to be wired in Delta- 

giving it capability of receiving the full-load current at any instant. 

With these work, a three phase motor can move Forward and Reverse direction. The operation of the star-

delta method is simple and rugged. It is relatively cheap compared to other reduced voltage methods. 

Good Torque/Current Performance.It draws 2 times starting current of the full load ampere of the motor 

connected. 

3.5 FEATURES OF STAR-DELTA CONNECTION 

 For low- to high-power three-phase motors. 

 Reduced starting current 

 Six connection cables 

 Reduced starting torque 

 Current peak on changeover from star to delta 

 Mechanical load on changeover from star to delta 
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3.6 APPLICATION OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

Industries are using forward and reverse ac motor solutions for process, control of devices such as 

achttps://hyclassproject.com/design-and-construction-of-star-delta-of-3-phase-motor-with-forward-and-

reverse-run-operation-design and construction of a star- delta of 3-phase motor with forward and reverse 

run operation control - for B.S...conveyor 

Consumer products including electronic toys, home security, gate and garage door openers also make useof 

this device. 

3.7 COMPONENTS OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

1. Star-delta motor Consists following units 

2. Contactors (Main, star and delta contactors) 

3. Time relay (pull-in delayed) 1 No. 

4. Three-pole thermal over-current release 

5. Fuse elements or automatic cut-outs for the main circuit 

6. Fuse element or automatic cut-out for the control circuit 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our 

collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At NSIC I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming 

knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees can ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic 

on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits 

& PLCs. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy related  in 

fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its first plant was set 

up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment industry in India, a dream 

that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track record of performance. It has been 

earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores 

with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 – 2003. 

 Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country. The production of 

electrical energy and its per capital consumption is deemed as an index of the standard of living 

in a nation in the present day civilization. Development of heavy or large scale industries, as well 

as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., totally depend on electric power 

resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and means to supply required power at 

cheapest rate. The per capital consumption on average in the world is around 1200KWH. The 

figure is very low for our country and we have to still go head in power generation to provide a 

descent standard of living for people. The need for immediate increase in the country’s power  

production in vital. So, we have to utilize the available resources in better possible manner.      

An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical  energy  to  electrical energy. 

The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through a magnetic 

field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends upon the 

length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between the conductor 

and the magnetic field, and strength of the field. The  direction of polarity of the induced e.m.f is 

such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the conductor produced by it 

tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f.  In AC generator the stator holds the 

armature winding and rotor blocks up the field winding. In generator, the armature is stationary, 

the field is rotating. For  the rotating magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply 

to the rotor  winding of a Turbo generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as 

excitation.  As  the name suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The 

excitation is supplied  using a  DC machine  called  exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the 

same shaft. 
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                                                  CHAPTER - 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 
                              

           Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country. The 

production of electrical  energy and its per –capital consumption is deemed as an index of the 

standard of living in a nation in the present day civilization. Development of heavy or large 

scale industries,  as well as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., totally 

depend on electric power resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and means to 

supply required power at cheapest rate. The perception consumption on average in the world 

is around 1200KWH. The figure is very low for our country and we have to still go head in 

power generation to provide a descent standard of living for people. The need for immediate 

increase in the country’s power  production in vital. So, we have to utilize the available 

resources in better possible manner.       

          An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical energy to electrical 

energy. The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through 

a magnetic field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends 

upon the length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between 

the conductor and the magnetic field, and the strength of the field. The  direction of polarity 

of the induced e.m.f is such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the 

conductor produced by it tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f. 

               In AC generator the stator holds the armature winding and rotor blocks up the field 

winding. In generator, the armature is stationary, the field is rotating. For  the rotating 

magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply to the rotor  winding of a Turbo 

generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as excitation.  As  the name 

suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The excitation is supplied  

using a DC machine called exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the same shaft. 

 

 1.1 BHEL - AN OVER VIEW: 

  

BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy  

Related  in fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its  

first plant was set up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment  

industry in India, a dream that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track 

record of performance. It has been earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a 



sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 – 

2003. 

BHEL caters to core sectors of the Indian Economy Viz., Power Generation & Transmission, 

Industry, Transportation, Telecommunication, Renewable Energy, Defence etc., The wide 

network of BHEL’S 14 manufacturing divisions, four Power Sector regional centers, eight 

service centers and 18 regional offices and a large number of project sites spread all over 

India and abroad enables the company to promptly serve its customers and provide them with 

suitable products, systems and services efficiently and at competitive prices. BHEL has 

already attained  ISO 9000 and all the major units/divisions of BHEL have been 

upgraded to the latest ISO-9001: 2000 version quality standard version quality standard 

certification for quality management. BHEL has secured ISO 14001 certification for 

environmental management systems and OHSAS – 18001 certification for occupational 

health and safely management systems for its major units/ division 

1.2 POWER GENERATION: 

 Power Generation Sector comprises of thermal, gas, hydro and nuclear power  plant 

business. As of 31.3.2003, BHEL supplied sets account for nearly 68,854 MW or 65% of the 

total installed capacity of 1,06,216 MW in the country, as against Nil till  1969-70. 

BHEL has proven turnkey capabilities for executing power projects from concept to 

commissioning. It processes the technology and capability to produce thermal sets with super 

critical parameters up to 1000 MW unit rating and gas turbine generator sets of up 250 MW 

units rating. Co-generation and combined cycle plants have been introduced to achieve higher 

plant efficiencies t. To make efficient use of the high ash content coal available in India, 

BHEL also supplies circulating fluidized bed combustion boilers for thermal plants. 

The company manufactures 220/235/5.00 MW nuclear turbine generator sets. Custom made 

hydro sets of Francis, Pelton and Kaplan types for different head discharge combinations are 

also engineered and manufactured by BHEL. 

In all, orders for approximately 800 utility sets of thermal, hydro, gas and nuclear have were 

placed on the company as on date. The power plant equipment manufactured by BHEL is 

based on contemporary technology comparable with the best in the world and is also 

internationally competitive. 

The Company has proven expertise in Plant Performance Improvement through renovation, 

modernization and up rating of a variety of power plant equipment, besides specialized know 

how of residual life assessment, health diagnostics and life extension of plants. 
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1.3 TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION (T&D): 

BHEL offers wise ranging products and systems for T&D applications. Products 

manufactured include: Power transformers, instrument transformers, dry type transformers, 

series & shunt reactors, capacitor banks, vacuum & SF circuit breakers, gas insulated 

switchgears, energy meters, SCADA systems and insulators. 

A strong engineering base enables the company to undertake turnkey delivery of substations 

up to 400 KV level, series compensation systems (For increasing power transfer capability of 

transmission lines and improving system stability and voltage regulation), shunt 

compensation systems and HVDC systems (for economic transfer of bulk power). BHEL has 

indigenously developed the state of the art controlled shunt reactor (for reactive power 

management on long transmission lines), Presently, 1400 kV Facts (Flexible AC 

Transmission system) project is under execution. The company undertakes comprehensive 

projects to reduce AT Closes in distribution   Systems.       

1.4 INDUSTRIES: 

 BHEL is a major contribution of equipment and systems to industries: cement, sugar, 

fertilizer, refineries, petrochemicals, paper, oil and gas, metallurgical and other process 

industries. The range of systems & equipment supplied includes: captive power plants, co-

generation plants, DG power plants industrial steam turbines, industrial boilers and 

auxiliaries, waste heat recovery boilers, gas turbine, heat exchangers and pressure vessels, 

centrifugal compressors, electrical machine, pumps, valves, seamless steel tubes, electrostatic 

precipitators, fabric filters, reactors, fluidized bed combustion boilers, process controls and 

material handling systems. 

The company is a major producer of large – size thruster devices. It also supplies digital 

distributed control systems for process industries and control & instrumentation systems for 

power plant and industrial application. BHEL is the only company in INDIA with the 

capability to make simulators for power plants, defence and other applications. The company 

has commenced manufacture of large desalination plants to help augment the supply of 

drinking water to people.  

1.5 TRANSPORTATION: 

 BHEL is involved in the development design, engineering marketing production, installation, 

maintenance and after-sales services of rolling stocks and traction propulsion systems. In the 

area of rolling stock, BHEL manufactures electric locomotives  up to 5000  HP, diesel 



electrical locomotives from 350 HP to 3100 HP, both for mainline  and shunting duty 

application. 

 BHEL is also producing rolling stock for special application viz., overhead cars, special well 

wagon, rail-cum-road vehicle etc.., Besides traction pro passion systems for in-house use. 

 BHEL manufactures traction propulsion systems for other  rolling stock produce of electric 

locomotives, diesel-electric locomotives, electrical multiple unit &metro car .The electric & 

diesel traction equipment on Indian Railways are largely powered by electrical propulsion 

systems produced by BHEL.  BHEL also undertakes retrofitting &overhauling of rolling 

stock. In the area of urban transportation system, BHEL is geared up to turnkey execution of 

electric trolley bus systems, light rail systems, etc. BHEL also diversifies in the area of port 

handling equipment & pipelines transportation system. 

1.6 TELECOMMUNICATION: 

BHEL also caters to telecommunication sector by way of small, medium and large switching 

systems. 

1.7 RENEWABLE  ENERGY: 

 Technologies that can be offered by BHEL for exploiting non-conventional and renewable 

sources of energy include: wind electric generators, solar photovoltaic systems, stand-alone 

& grid – interactive solar power plants, solar heating systems, solar lanterns and battery-

powered road vehicles. The Company has taken up R&D efforts for development of multi-

junction amorphous silicon solar cells and fuel based systems. 

1.8 OIL & GAS: 

BHEL is a major contribution to the Oil and Gas sector industry in the country. BHEL  

product range includes Deep Drilling Oil Rigs, Mobile Rigs, Work Over Rigs, Well Heads 

and X-Mas Trees, Choke and Kill Manifolds, Full Bore Gate valves, Mud valves, Mud-line 

suspension system, Casing support system, sub sea well Heads, block valves, seamless pipes 

Motors, compressors, Heat Exchangers etc. BHEL is the single largest supplier of well 

Heads, X- mass Trees and Oil Rings to ONGC and OIL. 

1.9 INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS: 

          BHEL is one of the largest exporters of engineering products & services from India 

ranking among the major power plant equipment suppliers in the world Over the years, 

BHEL has established its references in about 60 countries around the world from the United 
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States in the West to New Zealand in the Far East. These references encompass almost the 

entire product range of BHEL covering turnkey power projects of thermal, hydro and gas 

based types substation projects, rehabilitation projects, besides a wide variety of products like 

transformers ,valves, well head equipment, insulators, switchgears heat exchangers castings 

and forgings, centrifugal compressor, photovoltaic cells & panels etc. Apart from over 1100 

MW of boiler capacity contributed in Malaysia, and execution of five prestigious power 

projects in Oman, some of the other major successes achieved by the company have been in 

China, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Egypt, Bangladesh, Azerbaijan, Sri 

Lanka, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Indonesia, Taiwan etc. 

The company has been successful in meeting the ever increasing customer’s requirements in 

terms of complexity of the works as well as technological quality and other requirements viz., 

associated O & M, financing packages, extended warranties etc., BHEL has proved its 

capability to undertake projects on fast track basis. The company has been successful in 

meeting varying needs of industry, be it captive power plants, utility power generation or for 

the oil sector requirements. Execution of overseas projects has also provided BHEL the 

experience of working with world-renowned Consulting Organizations and Inspection 

Agencies. In addition to demonstrated capability to undertake turnkey projects on its own, 

BHEL possesses the requisite flexibility to interface and complement with international 

companies for large projects by supplying complementary equipment and meeting their 

production needs for intermediate as well as finished products. 

1.10 TECHNOLOGY UP GRADATION, RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT: 

To remain competitive and meet customer’s expectations, BHEL lays great emphasis 

on the continuous up gradation of products and related technologies, and development of new 

products. The company has upgraded its products to contemporary levels through continuous 

in house efforts as well as through acquisition of new technologies from leading engineering 

organizations of the world. 

           The Corporate R & D Division at Hyderabad, spread over a 140-acre complex, leads 

BHEL’s research efforts in a number of areas of importance to BHEL’s product range 

Research and product development centers at each of the manufacturing divisions play a 

complementary role. 

 BHEL’s investment in R&D is amongst the largest in the corporate sector in India. Products 

developed in-house during the last five years contributed over 7% to the revenues in 2002-03. 

BHEL has introduced, in the recent past, several stage of the art products: Low Nix oil/gas 

burners, large capacity atmospheric fluidized bed combustion boilers, high efficiency pelt on 



hydro turbines, petroleum depot automation systems, 36 kv gas insulated sub stations, 

controlled shunt Reactors (CSR) and Performance Analysis, Diagnostics and optimization 

(ADO) package for power plants etc., The company has also transferred a few technologies 

developed in house to other Indian companies for commercialization. 

The company is also engaged in research in futuristic areas, such as application of 

super conducting materials in power generation and industry and fuel dells for distributed 

environment-friendly power generation. 

1.11 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE: 

BHEL, as envisioned to becoming “ A world – Class innovative, competitive and 

profitable engineering enterprise, providing total business solutions.” For realizing this 

vision, continuous development and growth of the 47,000 strong highly skilled and motivated 

people making the organization, is the only MANTRA. 

Human Resource Development Institute (HRDI), the Corporate Training Institute of 

the company in association with the Advanced Technical Education Center (ATEC) in 

Hyderabad and the human Resource Development Center at the units, is responsible for the 

total Human Resource Development of the Company. Further, Competency 

Development/Assessment Center for Senior Executives is taken up by HRDI 

1.12 HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT: 

BHEL, as an integral part of business performance and in its endeavour of being a 

world class organization and sharing the growing global concern on issues related to 

Environment, Occupational Health and Safety, is committed to protecting Environment in 

and around its own establishment and to providing safe and healthy working environment to 

all its employees. For fulfilling these obligations, Corporate Policies have been formulated as: 

Environmental Policy: 

Compliance with  applicable Environmental Legislation/Regulation. 

Continual Improvement in Environment Management Systems to protect our natural 

environment and Control pollution. 

Promotion of activities for  conservation of resources by Environmental Management. 

Enhancement of Environmental Awareness amongst employees, customers and suppliers. 

 

BHEL will also assist and co-operate with the concerned Government Agencies and 

Regulatory Bodies engaged in environmental activities, offering the Company’s capabilities 

in this field.  
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Occupational Health and Safety Polity: 

Compliance with applicable Legislation and Regulations. 

 

Setting objectives and targets to eliminate/control / minimize risks due to  

Occupational and Safety Hazards. 

 

Appropriate structured training of employees on Occupational Health and Safety. 

 (OH & S) aspects: 

Formulation and maintenance of OH & S Management programs for continual improvement. 

Periodic  review of OH&S policy to all employees and interested parties. 

The major units of BHEL have already earned international recognition by 

implementation of ISO 14001 Environmental Management System and OHSAS 18001 

Occupational Health & Safety Management system. 

In pursuit of these Policy requirements, BHEL will continuously strive to improve 

work practices in the light of advances made in technology and new understandings in 

Occupational Health, Safety and Environmental Science. 

1.13 PARTICIPATION IN THE “GLOBAL COMPACT’’ OF THE 

UNITED NATIONS: 

     The Global Compact is a partnership between the United Nations, the business 

community, international labour and NOGs. It provides a forum for them to work together 

and improve corporate practices through co-operation rather than confrontation. BHEL has 

joined the Global Compact of United Nations and has committee to support it and the set of 

core values enshrined in its nine principles: 

Principles of the Global Compact: 

Human Rights: 

 Business should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human 

rights and  

Make sure they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 

1. Labour Standards 

2. Business should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the 

right to collective bargaining. 

 

3. The elimination of all forms of forces.  

4. Compulsory labour. 

5. The effective abolition of child labour. 



6.            Eliminate discrimination. 

Environment: 

7. Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges. 

 

8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility  

 
9. Encourage the development and diffusion of environment-friendly technologies. 

 

By joining the Global Compact, BHEL would get a unique opportunity of net working with 

corporates and sharing experience relating to social responsibility on global basis. 

1.14 SYNOPSUIS:- 

 Maximum  percentage  of total power generation  is obtained by conventional  power plant. 

Of   these  steam,  diesel  &  gas turbine power plant  are high speed systems & here always  

three phase alternator  are  only used.                                                                                                  

            In such alternators, insulation  plays  a vital   role  of  these insulation  types, 

resin poor thermosetting  types of  (VPI) of  insulation is preferred  as its life  period is above 

500 years & as  its posses  good  mechanical , thermal  properties & dielectric strength  as the  

quantity  of resin  (the insulating material ) used  here is  less , so the overall   cost   reduces.   

In our project, we have a detail study of the design and manufacturing of TURBO 

GENERATOR & its performance is assessed. 

 

 

CHAPTER  - 2 

ELECTRICAL MACHINES 
 

Machine acts as a generator converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy.                  

The machine, which acts as a motor, converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The 

basic principle of rotating machine remains the same i.e. 

         “ FARADAY’S  LAWS OF ELECTRO MAGNETIC INDUCTION”. 

Faraday’s first law states that whenever conductor cuts magnetic flux, dynamically induced 

EMF is produced. This EMF causes a current flow if the circuit is closed. 

Faraday’s second law states that EMF induced in it, is proportional to rate of change of flux. 

       e = -N d/dt 
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EMF induced will oppose both the flux and the rate of change of flux. 

 In the case of AC generators the armature winding is acts as stator and the field winding acts 

as rotor.  

Efficiency of a machine is equal to the ratio of output to input 

  = Output / input   = Output / output + losses 

To increase the efficiency of any machine we must decrease the losses, but losses are 

inevitable. There are different types of losses that occur in a generator.  

They are broadly divided into 2 types 

 (1) Constant losses  

                  (a)   Iron losses                                              

                  (b)  Friction and windage losses (air friction losses).   

 (2)  Variable losses 

           (a)   Copper losses 

 Electrical machines are of two types AC machines & DC machines. AC machines are 

divided into single-phase AC machines and polyphase AC machines 

3 Phase AC machines are divided into 

1. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  Synchronous Generators (or) Alternators are those in which  the speed of 

the rotor and flux are in synchronism 

2. ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  These are the machines in which the flux speed and rotor speed will not 

be the same. 

                          Ex: Induction motors. 

Inherently all the machines are AC machines. AC or DC depends   upon the flow of current 

in the external circuit.  

 Synchronous generators can be classified into various types based on   the medium used for  

generation. 

 1. Turbo-Alternators Steam (or) Gas 

      2. Hydro generators 

             3. Engine driven generators 

(1) Flux carrying parts 

(2) Load carrying parts 

(3)  In large synchronous machines the stator have the load carrying parts, i.e. 

armature and the  rotor has the flux carrying parts i.e.; field winding. 



  Iron losses are also called as magnetic losses and core losses. They are broadly divided into        

(1) Hystersis losses  

(2) Eddy current losses 

These losses occur in the stator core. 

Copper losses occur in both stator and rotor winding. 

The general efficiency of a synchronous generator is 95-98 

The main parts in a synchronous-generator are  

STATOR, ROTOR, EXCITATION SYSTEM, COOLING SYSTEM, INSULATION 

SYSTEM, BEARINGS. 

 

 

FIG 2.1: CONSTRUCTION  OF TURBO ALTERNAOR 

 

CHAPTER – 3 

STATOR 
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FIG 3.1: CONSTRUCTION OF  STATOR 

 

 

3.1  Stator frame  

3.2  Stator core 

3.3  Stator windings 

 

3.1   STATOR   FRAME:                   

                    The stator frame is horizontally split type and welded construction and 

supports the lamination core and the winding. Both the air duct pieces and welded radial ribs 

provide for rigidly to the stator frame. 

 Two things are provided to the stator frame to support the stator on the 

foundation. The stator firmly fixed to the foundation plates with bolt through the feet. 

3.2  STATOR   CORE: 

 The stator core is made up of stacked insulation electrical sheet steel lamination with 

a low loss index and suspended in the stator  frame  from insulated   rectangular guide bars. 

Axial compression of the stator core is obtained by clamping fingers, pressure plates and non 

magnetic clamping bolts, which are regulated from the core. The clamping finger ensures a 

uniform clamping pressure, especially within the range of  the  teeth and  provided for 

uniform intensive cooling of stator core ends  

The purpose of the stator core is two ways: 



1. Support the winding Carries the flux 

So, the selection of material for building up of core plays a vital role. The losses i.e.; 

magnetic losses are mainly two types. 

1. Hysterisis Losses: Due to the residual magnetism in the material 

Eddy Current Losses: Due to the EMF produced in the core of the stator.  In order to 

minimize the Hysterisis losses silicon alloyed steel sheets are used for building up of 

core. The sheets has the following composition, 

    Steel                 - 95.5% 

    Silicon              -4% 

    Impurities         -0.2% 

The sheets are 4% Silicon Alloyed COLD ROLLED NON-GRAIN ORIENTED SHEETS 

(CRNGO). To reduce the Eddy Current Losses, the core is build up of 0.5mm thickness 

laminations, which are insulated from each other. The sheets are insulated by CLASS-B 

type of varnish. 

3.3  STATOR   WINDING: 

 The  stator winding is a fractional  pitch two layer type, it consisting of individual bars.  The 

bars are located in slots of rectangular cross section which are uniformly distributed on the 

circumference of the stator core. In order  to minimize losses, the bars are compared of 

separately  insulated strands which are exposed to 360.degrees transposing. To minimize the 

stator losses in the winding, the strands of the top and bottom bars  are separately brazed and 

insulated  from each other inserted into the slots and series connected such that two coils 

groups from one pole. Each coil consists of several connected turns, each of which consists of 

two  half turns  which are connected by brazing in the end section. The individual turns of the 

coils are insulated against each other, the layer insulation L-shaped strips of lamination  

epoxy glass fiber with nomex filler are used for slot insulation. The slot  wedges are made of 

high electrical  conductivity material and thus act as damper  winding. At their ends the slots 

wedges are short  circuited through  the rotor body. 

The centrifugal  forces of the rotor end  winding are contained by single  piece of non 

magnetic high strengthen steel in order to reduce stray losses, each retaining rings with its 

shrinks fitted  insert ring is shrunk into the rotor body in an overhang position. The  retaining 

rings is secured in  the axial position by a snap ring.  

The three-phase stator winding is a fractional pitch two-layer type consisting of individual 

bars; each stator slot accommodates two bars.It is a double layer lap winding with 60o phase 
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spread fractional Windings are used to reduce higher order harmonics and pitch of the 

winding is so Selected that 5th and 7th harmonics are greater reduced. 

The slot bottom bars and top bars are displaced form each other by one winding pitch and 

connected at their ends to form coil groups. The coil groups are connected together with 

phase connectors inside the stator frame. This arrangement and shape of the bars at the results 

in a cone shaped winding having particularly favorable characteristics both in respect of its 

electrical properties and resistance of only one turn insulation and main insulation identical. 

                     Stator core received after the core assembly is checked for the availability of 

foreign matter, so coil projections are checked in each slot.HGL drift is passed in each and 

every slot to detect bottom core projections. Winding holders are adopted and binding rings 

are assembled on both sides. The HGL binding rings are centered to the core and then bottom 

bars are laid. Each bar is pressed with a pressing fixture to obtain specified dimensions. By 

adopting this above procedure the entire bottom bars are laid in respective slots. After 

completing of bottom bar layer reinforcing the overhang portion by tying with nipping glass 

sleeve.  

              Temporary wedging is carried out, HV testing is done and then stiffeners are 

assembled. Top bars are laid by pressing each bar with a pressing fixture and all the bars are 

laid in respective slots. In between top and bottom bars HGL spacers are kept. And then top 

bars are tested.Individual eye jointing and bracing is carried out. Then after eyes jointing 

individual eyes are insulated with fine mica tape. After completion of eyes jointing connector 

rings are assembled & connected as per drawing and three neutral and three phases terminal 

are terminated out. Once again HV test is carried out before sending the stator to 

impregnation.     

 

CHAPTER - 4 

ROTOR 

                                                                

 

4.1 ROTOR: 

 The rotor shaft is forged from a vacuum degassed steel ingot. Comprehensive test 

ensures adherence to the specified mechanical and magnetic properties as well as a 

homogeneous forging. 



            The rotor consists of electrically active portion and two shafts ends. An integrally 

forged flange coupling to connect the rotor to the turbine is located out board of the bearing. 

 Approximately 60% of the rotor circumference is provided with longitudinally slots, 

which hold the field windings slot pitch is selected so that the two solid poles are displayed 

by 180 degrees. 

 Due to the non-uniform slot distribution is on the circumference, different moments of 

inertia are obtained in the main axis of the rotor. This in turn causes varying shaft deflections 

at twice the system frequency. To reduce these vibrations the deflections in the direction of 

the poles axis and neutral axes are equalized by the transverse slotting of the poles. 

  The rotor teeth at the ends of the rotor body are provided with axial and radial holes 

enabling the cooling air to be discharged into the air gap after intensive cooling of the end 

windings. 

4.2 ROTOR WINDINGS CONSTRUCTION:  

            The field winding consists of several series connected coils inserted into the 

longitudinal slots of the rotor body the coils are wound so that, two poles are obtained. 

 The solid conductors have a rectangular cross-section and are provided with axial 

slots for radial discharge of the cooling gas. All conductors have identical copper and cooling 

duct cross-section. 

 The individual conductors are bent to obtain half after insertion into rotor slots. These 

turns are combined of from full turns the series connected turns of one slot constitute one coil 

the individual coils of the rotor winding are electrically series connected so that one north and 

one south magnetic pole are obtained. 

4.3 VENTILATION CONSUME & 90 BENDING: 

           First the conductors are checked for their quality and ventilation holes are punched and 

they are checked for burr. Then edge wise bending is made. The conductors are bent more 

than 90o so that it will sustain spring back effect. Debugging ventilation slots by relevant 

tools.  

4.4 ANNEALING: 

 Then the conductors are heated and pressed at the bending so that the cross section of the 

conductors will be maintained equal through out. This process is called annealing. 

4.5 DOVETAIL PUNCHING&WINDOW DIMENSION: 

          A small portion near the bend is removed so that it does not cause any damage to the 

insulation trough while lying in the slots. This process is called relief filing. Then dovetail 
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punching is made which provides good brazing process when two conductors are joined. 

Window dimensions for the conductors are checked. The dimension of the window decreases 

from top to bottom conductors. 

4.6 CLEANING: 

 Then the conductors are cleaned with thinner (acetone) and then air-dry varnish is applied. 

Then keeping the conductors on a dummy rotor makes radial bending. For the conductors 

away from the poles prebrazing is done.  

4.7  CONDUCTOR MATERIAL:  

The conductors are made with silver content of approximately 0.1% as compared to the 

electrolytic copper; silver alloyed copper features high strength properties at high 

temperatures so that coil deformations due to thermal stresses are eliminated. 

             Insulation: The insulation between the individual terms is made of layer of glass fiber 

laminate with numex filler. 

 

Characteristics of copper to be used are: 

Density                                                                     8900kg/m3 

Melting point                                                            1083 

Thermal conductivity  w/m-oc                                  350 

Coefficient of thermal expansion at 20 oc/oc           16.7x10-6 

Resistively   ohm -m                                                 0.01724x10-5 

Resistance temperature coefficient at 20oc, -1oc      0.00393 

Specific heat    J/kgoc                                                390 

 

Arrangements of insulation in laying of copper in the slots: 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in straight part. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang before bend. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex at bends 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang after bend. 

 Shellac varnish P-80 & Insulating troughs. 

         The connections for the coils on both the poles will be as follows:       

 

                                 Pole 1   TS        pole 2    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    ES 

                               (+)                                         (-) 

Location of parts in rotor winding: 

4.8 ROTOR SLOT WEDGES:  

To protect the winding against the effects of the centrifugal force the winding is firmly 

secured in the slots with wedges. They are made from an alloy featuring high strength 

and good electrical conductivity and are also as damper winding bars the slot wedges 

extend below the shrink seats of the retaining rings the ring acts as short circuit in the 

damper windings. 

4.9 END WINGING SPACING:  

 The spaces between the individual coils in end windings are filled with insulating 

members the insulating members prevent coil movements and are used for intensive cooling 

of the rotor end windings. 

4.10 ROTOR RETAINING RINGS:  

 The rotor retaining rings balance the centrifugal force due to the end windings. One 

`end of each rings is shrunk on the rotor body while the other end of the ring overhangs the 

end winding without contacting on the shaft this ensures an unobstructed shaft direction of 

the end winding. 

 The shrunk on the hub at the free end of the retaining ring serves to reinforce the 

retaining ring and secures the end winding in the axial direction at the same time. A snap ring 

is provided for additional against axial displacement of the retaining ring. To reduce the stray 

losses and have high strength the rings are made up of non-magnetic cold worked materials. 

Comprehensive test such as ultrasonic examinations and liquid penetrate examination ensures 

adherence to the specified mechanical properties the retaining ring shrink-fit areas. These act 
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as short circuit rings to the induced currents in the damper system to ensure low contact 

resistance the shrink seats of the retaining rings are coated with nickel aluminum and silver 

by a three step spraying process. 

4.11 FIELD CONNECTIONS:  

The field connections provide electrical connections between the rotor winding brush less 

exciters. 

4.12 TERMINAL LUG:  

The terminal lug of a copper conductor of rectangular cross-section one end of the terminal 

lug is braced to the rotor winding while the other end is screwed to the radial bolt. 

4.13 RADIAL BOLT:  

The field current lead located in the shaft bore is connected to the terminal lug at the end 

winding through a radial bolt. The radial bolt is made from steel and screwed into the field 

current lead in the shaft before. 

4.14 FIELD CURRENT LEAD IN SHAFT BORE:  

The leads are run in the axial directions from the radial bolt to the end of the rotor. They 

consist of two semicircular conductors insulated from each other by an intermediate plate and 

from the shaft by a tube. 

4.15 ROTOR FAN: 

 The generator cooling air is circulated by two axial fans located on the shaft at both end two 

augment the cooling or the rotor winding the pressure established by the fan works in 

conjunction with the air expelled from the discharged along the rotor. The moving blades of 

the fan have threaded roots for being screwed into the rotor shaft the blades are dropped 

forged from an aluminum alloy the threaded root fastening permits the blade angle to be 

adjusted each blade is secured at its root with a threaded pin. 

4.16  BALANCING: 

After rotor is manufactured rotor is balanced .It is desired that every rotor should run 

smoothly in its bearings. In order to achieve it the rotor should be balanced before 

assembling. The larger the rotor the more the balancing is required. Balancing of rotor is 

carried out in two steps 

  1. Static balancing 2. Dynamic balancing 

1.Static balancing: 



                In static balancing, the rotor is put on two plain rails. Rails replace the shaft at the 

bearing ends. The rails should be perfectly horizontal as possible. The rotor should be in 

position to swing on these rails without friction. Then the eccentric force is balanced. This 

static balancing is only useful to bring the center of gravity very near to the axis of the shaft 

but for exact balancing dynamic balancing is needed. 

2. Dynamic balancing: 

It helps to find not only forced but also torques on the shaft when the machine runs. This 

method of balancing helps to balance the deviation of the axis of center of gravity from axis 

of rotation. Rotation is essential for dynamic balancing. Turbo generators are generally 

dynamically balanced under rotor hot conditions. The weights on either side of the axis of the 

rotor are determined. The centrifugal force on the bearings is measured and weights on either 

side of the axis of the rotor are not the same then the difference of weights are added to the 

required side of the axis. In this way, the rotor is balanced. For obtaining the most accurate 

balancing, it is to be carried out in the presence of vacuum.                      

     

CHAPTER - 5  

INSULATION SYSTEM 

              

              In Electrical Machines insulation is most important requirement to sustain high 

voltages and basically insulation is the heart for electrical machines. Insulation is the property 

which has enormous resistance to the conductivity that is basically the forbidden gap between 

valance and conduction bands are very large I.e. formic level very high in insulating materials 

.The property of good insulating material is non-conductive to electricity and conductor for 

heat. A good insulating material needs the following properties. 

1. The basic function of insulation is to provide insulation to live wire or live wire to earth. 

2. It should be good conductor to heat and bad conductor to electricity. 

3. It should withstand the designed mechanical stress. 

4. It should have good chemical and thermal resistively and environmental resistively.  

An insulator should satisfy the following properties for an electrical system are              

                 1. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

    2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

  3. THERMAL PROPERTIES 

  4. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
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5.1 INSULATING MATERIALS: 

  

Insulating materials or insulates are extremely diverse in origin and properties. They are 

essentially non-metallic, are organic or inorganic, uniform or heterogeneous in composition, 

natural or synthetic. Many of them are of natural origin as, for example, paper, cloth, paraffin 

wax and natural resins. Wide use is made of many inorganic insulating materials such as 

glass, ceramics and mica. Many of the insulating materials are man-made products and 

manufactured in the form of resins, insulating films etc., in recent years wide use is made of 

new materials whose composition and organic substances. These are the synthetic Organo-

silicon compounds, generally termed as silicones. 

 An ideal insulating material should have: 

(1) High dielectric strength sustained at elevated temperatures. 

(2) High receptivity or specific resistance 

(3) Low dielectric hysterics 

(4) Good thermal conductivity 
(5) High degree of thermal stability i.e. it should not determine at high 

temperatures.  

(6) Low dissipation factor 

(7) Should be resistant to oils and liquid, gas flames, acids and alkalis. 

(8) Should be resistant to thermal and chemical deterioration.     

 

5.2 CLASSIFICATION OF INSULATING MATERIAL: 

 The insulating material can be classified in the following two ways. 

I. Classification according to substance and materials. 

II. Classification according to temperature. 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SUBSTANCE AND MATERIALS: 

a) Solids (Inorganic and organic) 

EX: Mica, wood slate, glass, porcelain, rubber, cotton, silks, rayon, ethylene, paper and 

cellulose materials etc. 

b) Liquids  (oils and varnishes) 

EX: linseed oil, refined hydrocarbon minerals oils sprits and synthetic varnishes etc. 

c) Gases 

EX: Dry air, carbon dioxide, nitrogen etc. 

 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO TEMPERATURE: 

 Class Permissible 

temperature 
                   Materials 



       Y                            90                                                                  Cotton, silk, paper, cellulose, wood etc neither impregnated nor 

immersed in oil. These are unsuitable for electrical machine and 

apparatus as they deteriorate rapidly and are extremely hygroscopic. 

    A 105 Cotton, silk & paper, natural resins, cellulose esters, laminated wool, 

varnished paper. 

    E 120  Synthetic material of cellulose base 

    B                                                          130 Mica, asbestos, glass fiber with suitable bonding substance 

    F 155 Material of class B with binding material of higher thermal stability. 

   H 180 Glass fiber and asbestos material and built up mica with silicon resins. 

   C   Above 

180 

Mica, porcelain, quartz, glass (without any bonding agent) with silicon 

resins of higher thermal stability. 

 

5.3 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR MACHINES: 

 

Name of  

Material 

 

Insulation 

Class 

Shelf life 

(In months) 

 

Application At 

20 oC 

At 

 5oc 

1. Samicatherm calmica glass-n, 

mimica, domica, folium, 

filamic novobond-s, epoxy 

therm laxman isola 

calmicaflex 

F 6 12 Main insulation of stator 

bars 

2. Samica flex  H 4 8 Overhang insulation of 

motor coils, at 3rd bends of 

multi turn coil 

3. Vectro asbestos 

(365.02/365.32) 

4.  (used in resin rich) 

B/F 2 8 Main pole coils of 

synchronous machines 

5. Epoxide pepreg glasscloth 
F 

6 12 Winding holders and 

interhalf insulation 

6. Polyester resin mat&rope  6  Bar to winding 

holder&stiffner groove of 

support segment of 

clamping plate 

7. Glassoflex 

Turbo laminate 

F 6 12 Interturn insulation of rotor 

winding 

8. Hyper seal tape F 6 12 As finishing layer in 

overhangs of motor coils 

9. SIB775 or 4302 varnish  F 6 12 Stack Consolidation of 

stator bars 

10. SIB475 or 4301 varnish F 6 12 Base coat varnish before 

taping of stator bars 

11. SIB 643 or8003 Varnish or 

K8886 varnish 

 4 8 Conductive coat in straight 

portion of stator bars 

12. SIB 642 or 8001 varnish  4 8 At slot emerge portion on 

stator bars 

 

5.4 ELECTRIAL PROPERTIES: 

1. INSULATON RESISTANCE:      

 It may be defined as the resistance between two conductors usually separated by 

insulating materials. It is the total resistance in respect of two parallel paths, one 

through the body and other over the surface of the body. 
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2. DIELECTRIC STRENGTH:  

   The voltage across the insulating   material is increased slowly the way in which the 

leakage current increases depend upon the nature and condition material.   

3. POWER FACTOR: 

Power factor is a measure of the power losses in the insulation and should be low. It 

varies with the temperature of the insulation. A rapid increase indicates danger. 

4. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT: 

This property is defined as the ratio of the electric flux density in the material .To that 

produced in free space by the same electric force. 

5. DIELECTRIC LOSS: 

 The dielectric losses occur in all solid and liquid dielectric due to  

(a) Conduction current 

(b) Hysterisis. 

 



5.5  THERMAL PROPERTIES: 

 Specific heat thermal conductivity. 

1. Thermal plasticity 

2. Ignitability 

3. Softening point 

4. Heat Aging 

5. Thermal expansion. 

 

5.6  CHEMICAL  PROPERTIES: 

Resistance to external chemical effects 

                    1. Resistance to chemical in soils 

        2. Effect of water 

 

5.7  MECHANICAL  PROPERTIES: 

1. Density 

2. Viscosity Moisture absorption 

3. Hardness of surface 

4. Surface tension 

5. Uniformity.  

      

5.8  EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON INSULATION: 

 

1. Thermal property 

2. Chemical property 

3. Electrical property 

4. Physical and mechanical property. 

 

INSULATION RESISTANCE IS EFFECTED BY  

THE FOLLOWING FACTIOR  (Resistance between two conductor): 

 
1) It falls with every increase in temperature. 

 

2) The sensitivity of the insulation is considerable in the presence of moisture. 

 

3) Insulation resistance decrease with increase in applied voltage. 

 

5.9 EPOXY RESINS: 

   
These resins are product of alkaline condensed of epichlorohydrin and product of alkaline 

condensed of epichlorohydrin and polyhydric compounds. 

Epoxy resins are poly ethers derived from epi-chlorohydrin and Bis-phenol monomers 

through condensation polymerization process. 

In epoxy resins cross-linking is produced by cure reactions. The liquid polymer having 

reactive functional group like oil etc, otherwise vacuum as pre polymer. The pre polymer of 

epoxy resins allowed to react curing agents of low inductor weights such as polyamines, 
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polyamides, polysulphides, phenol, urea formaldehyde, acids anhydrides etc, to produce the 

three dimensional cross linked structures. 

 

 Hence epoxy resins exhibit outstanding toughness, chemical inertness and excellent 

mechanical and thermal shock resistance. They also posses good adhesion property. Epoxy 

resins can be used continuously up to 300F, but withy special addition can withstand a 

temperature of up to 500F. 

 

 Epoxy resins are made use as an efficient coating material. This includes coating of 

tanks containing chemicals, coating for corrosion and abrasion resistant containers. Epoxy 

resins are made up of as attractive corrosion and wear resistant floor ware finishes. 

 

            These are also used as industrial flooring material. They are also used as highways 

Surfacing and patching material. Molding compounds of epoxy resins such as pipe fitting 

electrical components bobbins for coil winding and components of tooling industrial finds 

greater application in industries. 

 

 The epoxy resins similar to polyester resins can be laminated and fiber reinforced 

(FPR) and used in glass fiber boats, lightweight helicopters and aeroplanes parts. 

 In the modern electronic industry, the application of epoxy resins is great. Potting and 

encapsulation (coating with plastic resin) is used for electronic parts. Most of the printed 

circuits bodies are made of lamination epoxy resin which light but strong and tough. 

 

PROPERTIES: 

 
1) Epoxy resins have good mechanical strength less shrinkage and excellent 

dimensional stable after casting. 

 

2) Chemical resistance is high. 

 

3) Good adhesion to metals. 

 

4) To impact hardness certain organic acid anhydrides and alphabetic amines are 

mixed. 

 

5.10 APPLICATION: 

  
1) They are used in the manufacture of laminated insulating boards. 

2) Dimensional stability prevents crack formation in castings. 

3) They are also used as insulating varnishes. 

  
5.11 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR LAMINATIONS:  

 The core stacks in modem machines are subjected to high pressers during assembly 

and subjected to high pressures during assembly and there fore to avoid metal-to-metal 



contact, laminations must be well insulated. The main requirements of good lamination 

insulation are homogeneously in thin layers toughness and high receptivity.  

We use varnish as insulating material for laminations.  

VARNISH 
 

  This is most effective type of insulation now available. It makes the laminations nest 

proofs and is not effected by the temperature produced in electrical machines varnish is 

usually applied to both sides of lamination to a thickness of about 0.006mm. On plates of 

0.35mm thickness varnish gives a stacking factor about 0.95.In order to achieve good 

insulation properties the following processes are in BHEL. 

 THERMOPLASTIC PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 THERMOSETTING PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 

 BHEL is practicing only thermosetting process of insulation so  

 Thermosetting types of insulation are of two types: 

 RESIN RICH SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 RESIN POOR SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 

 MATERIAL FOR RESIN RICH BARS: 

 Preprag 

 Nomex 

 Epoxy resin rich mica tape 

 Glass tape 

 PTFE tape 

  

VARNISH 

 Mica powder 

 Graphite powder 

 Conductive varnish 

 Semiconductor varnish 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR HALF BARS 

 EPOXY glass cloth 

 Nomex glass fleece 

 Fine mica polyester glass cloth 

 Nomex 

 Form micanite 

 Form mica tape 

 Copper foil 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite for ICP 

 Polyester fleece for OCP 
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 Polyester fleece tape with silicon carbide 

 Mica splitting tap 

VARNISH 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Rutapox 

 Hardener (H-90) 

 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR DIAMOND COILS: 

 Treated trivoltherm 

 Impregnated polyester fleece 

 Glass mat with accelerator  

 Hostofon folium 

 Synthetic fiber tape 

 Resin poor mica tape 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite 

 Semiconductor asbestos tape 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Polyester fleece tape 

 Nomex polyamide adhesive tape 

 

 5.12 RESIN RICH SYSTEM: 

In olden days, Resin Rich system of insulation is used for all Electrical  Machines. In 

insulator contains nearly 40% of EPOXY RESIN, so it gives good thermal stability Resin 

Rich Insulation consists of the following materials in percentage 

1.MICA PAPER TAPE -40-50% 

2. GLASS PAPER TAPE-20% 

3. EPOXY RESIN-40% 

The bars are insulated (or) taped with RESIN RICH TAPE and place in the Pre-assembled   

stator core including stator frame. 

In resin rich system of insulation Mica paper will give a good dielectric strength and Glass 

fiber tape will give a good mechanical strength and Epoxy resin can withstand up to 155 

degree Centigrade so it gives a good thermal properties. Resin rich and Resin poor insulating 

materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy Resin. In Resin rich system the 

content of Epoxy Resin tape is 40% so it is named as RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin 

poor system the content of Resin tape is 8%. By VIP impregnation process, the required 

amount is added to then conductor bars after assembling the core and placing the winding in 

the core. In resin rich system before placing of coils in the stator slots the rich tape will be 

wrapped over the bars. Nevertheless, this system has the following disadvantages: 

      1. This system is very time consuming and very long procedure. 



       2. Total cost of the system is more. 

In order to minimize the over all cost of the machine and to reduce the time cycle of the 

system, the VACUUM PRESSURE IMPREGNATION SYSTEM is being widely used. This 

process is very simple, less time consuming and lower cost. 

 BHEL, HYDERABAD is equipped with the state of the art technology of VACUUM 

PRESSURE IMPREGNATION. 

                

                                                   CHAPTER – 6 

6.1   FIELD  CONNECTION AND MULTI CONTACTS: 

The field current is supplied to the rotor through multi contact system arranged at the exciter   

side shaft end. 

6.2 BEARINGS: 

The generator rotor is supported in two sleeve bearings. To eliminate shaft current the exciter 

and bearing is insulated from foundation plate and oil piping. 

The temperature of each bearing is maintained with two RTD’s (Resistance Temperature 

Detector) embedded in the lower bearing sleeve so that the ensuring point is located directly 

below the Babbitt.  All bearings have provisions for fitting vibration pick up to monitor shaft 

vibrations.The oil supply of bearings is obtained from the turbine oil system. 

6.3 EXCITATION SYSTEM: 

 
              FIG 6.3: EXCITATION SYSTEM 

 

In all industrial applications, the electrical power demand is ever increasing. This 

automatically demands for the design, development and construction of increasingly large 

capacity Synchronous generators. These generators should be highly reliable in operation to 

meet the demand. This calls for a reliable and sophisticated mode of excitation system. 
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 When the first a.c generators were introducing a natural choice for the supply of field 

systems was the DC exciter. DC exciter has the capability for equal voltage output of either 

polarity, which helps in improving the generator transient performance. DC exciters, how 

ever, could not be adopted for large rateings because of the problems in the design 

commutator and brush gear, which is economically unattractive. Of –course, the problems are 

not uncommon in power stations but Of the environment with sulphur vapours, acidic fumes 

as in the cases of petrochemical and fertilizer industries, exposure of DC exciter. This adds to 

the problem of design. 

Types of a.c exciters are: 

(1)  High frequency excitation  

(2)  Brush less excitation  

(3)  Static excitation 

The high frequency D.C exciter is a specially designed “inductor type alternator” with no 

winding on its rotor. It is designed to operate at high frequency to reduce the size of the rotor; 

the a.c exciter was very reliable in operation. Though this system eliminates all problems 

associated with commutator, it is not free from problems attributable to sliprings and its brush 

gear. Thus brushless excitation system was introduced.  

 The BL exciter consists of field winding on the stator. This system proved to be highly 

reliable and required less maintenance. Absence of power cables and external ac power 

supplies males the system extremely reliable. The problem associated with brushes like fast 

wear out of brush, sparkling etc, are eliminated.  

This suffers from the disadvantage of lack of facility for field suppression in the case of an 

internal fault in generator.The system comprises shaft driven AC exciter with rotating diodes. 

 

6.4 PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR AND AVR:  

This system is highly reliable with least maintenance and is ideally suitable for gas driven 

generators.The static excitation system was developed contemporarily as an alternative to 

brush less excitation system. This system was successfully adapted to medium and large 

capacity Turbo generators. Though the system offers very good transient performance, the 

problems associated with slip rings and brush gear system are still present. 

This system consists of rectifier transformer, thyristor converts, field breaker and AVR. This 

system is ideally suitable where fast response is called for. The system is flexible in operation 

and needs very little maintenance. 



Thus, each excitation system has its own advantages and disadvantages. The selection of 

system is influenced by the transient response required, nature of pollution and pollution level 

in the power plant and cost of equipment. 

Exciters are those components, which are used for giving high voltage to the generator during 

the start up conditions. The main parts that are included in the exciter assembly are: 

(1) Rectifier wheels  

(2) Three phase main exciter  

(3) Three phase pilot exciter 

(4) Metering and supervisory equipment 

 

6.5 RECTIFIER WHEELS: 

The main components of the rectifier wheels are Silicon Diodes, which are arranged in the 

rectifier wheels in a three-phase bridge circuit. The internal arrangement of diode is such that 

the contact pressure is increased by centrifugal force during rotation.     

There are some additional components contained in the rectified wheels. One diode each is 

mounted in each light metal heat sink and then connected in parallel. For the suppression of 

momentary voltage peaks arising from commutation, RC blocks are provided in each bridge 

in parallel with one set of diodes. The rings from the positive shrunk on to the shaft. This 

makes the circuit connections minimum and ensures accessibility of all the elements. 

6.6 THREE PHASE PILOT EXCITER: 

The three phase pilot exciter is a six-pole revolving field unit; the frame accommodates the 

laminated core with the three-phase winding. The rotor consists of a hub with poles mounted 

on it. Each pole consists of separate permanent magnets, which are housed, in non-metallic 

enclosures. The magnets are placed between the hub and the external pole shoe with bolts. 

The rotor hub is shrunk on to the free shaft end.  

6.7 THREE PHASE MAIN EXCITER:  

Three phases main exciter is a six-pole armature unit, the poles are arranged in the frame with 

the field and damper winding. The field winding is arranged on laminated magnetic poles. At 

the pole shoe, bars are provided which are connected to form a damper winding. 

The rotor consists of stacked lamination. Which are compressed through bolts over 

compression rings. The three- phase winding is inserted in the slots of the laminated rotor. 

The winding conductors are transposed with in the core length and end turns of the rotor 

windings are secure with the steel bands. The connections are made on the side facing of the 
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rectifier wheels. After full impregnation with the synthetic resin and curing, the complete 

rotor is shrunk on to the shaft. 

6. 8 AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR: 

The general automatic voltage regulator is fast working sol thyristor controlled equipment. It 

has two channels, one is auto channel and the other is manual. The auto channel is used for 

the voltage regulation and manual channel. Is used for the current regulation. Each channel 

will have it’s own firing for reliable operation. 

The main features of AVR are: 

(1) It has an automatic circuit to control outputs of auto channel and manual channel and 

reduces disturbances at the generator terminals during transfer from auto regulation to 

manual regulation. 

(2) It is also having limiters for the stator current for the optimum utilization of lagging 

and leading reactive capabilities of turbo generator. 

(3) There will be automatic transfer from auto regulation to manual regulation  in case do 

measuring PT fuse failure or some internal faults in the auto  channel. 

(4) The generator voltage in both channels that is in the auto channel and the manual 

channel can be controlled automatically. 

 

FIG 6.8.1 : AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

6.9 COOLING SYSTEM: 

          Cooling is one of the basic requirements of any generator. The effective working of 

generator considerably depends on the cooling system. The insulation used and cooling 

employed is inter-related. The losses in the generator dissipates as the heat, it raises the 



temperature of the generator. Due to high temperature, the insulation will be affected greatly. 

So the heat developed should be cooled to avoid excessive temperature raise. So the class of 

insulation used depends mainly on cooling system installed. 

There are various methods of cooling, they are: 

a. Air cooling- 60MW 

b. Hydrogen cooling-100MW  

c. Water cooling –500MW 

d. H 2  & Water cooling – 1000MW 

Hydrogen cooling has the following advantages over Air-cooling: 

1. Hydrogen has 7 times more heat dissipating capacity. 

2. Higher specific heat 

3. Since Hydrogen is 1/14th of air weight. It has higher compressibility 

4. It does not support combustion. 

DISADVANTAGES: 

1. It is an explosive when mixes with oxygen. 

2. Cost of running is higher. 

       3.Higher capacity generators need better cooling system. 

The two-pole generator uses direct cooling for the rotor winding and indirect air-cooling for 

the stator winding. The losses in the remaining generator components, such as iron losses, 

windage losses, and stray losses are also dissipated through air. 

The heat losses arising in the generator interior are dissipated through air. Direct cooling of 

the rotor essential eliminate hot spots and differential temperatures between adjacent 

components, which could result in mechanical stresses, particularly to the copper conductors, 

insulation and rotor body. Indirect air-cooling is used for stator winding. 

Axial-flow fans arranged on the rotor via draw the cooling air for axial-flow ventilated 

generator via. Lateral openings in the stator housing. Hot air is discharged via. Three flow 

paths after each fan. 
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            FIG 6.9.1 : FLOW PATH OF COOLING SYSTEM 

FLOW PATH 1: it is directed into the rotor end windings space and cools the rotor 

windings, part of the cooling air flows past the individual coils for cooling the rotor end 

windings space via bores in the rotor teeth at the end of the rotor body. The other portion of 

the cooling airflow is directed from the rotor end winding space into the slot-bottom ducts 

from where it is discharged into the air gap via. A large number of radial ventilating slots in 

the coils and bores in the rotor wedges along these paths the heat of rotor winding is directly 

transferred to the cooling air.        

FLOW PATH 2: it is directed over the stator end windings to the cold air ducts and into the 

cold air compartments in the stator frame between the generator housing and rotor core. The 

air then flows into the air gap through slot in the stator core where it absorbs the heat from 

the stator core and stator winding. 

FLOW PATH 3: It is directed into the air gap via. The rotor retaining-ring. The air then 

flows past the clamping fingers via. Ventilating slot in the stator core into the hot air 

compartments in the stator frame being discharged to the air cooler. The flow path mainly 

cools the rotor retaining rings, the ends of the rotor body and the ends of the stator core.  

Flow 2&3 mix in the air gap with 1 leaving the rotor. The cooling air then flows radially 

outward through ventilating slots in the core within the range of the hot air compartments for 

cooling of the core and winding. The hot air is discharged to air cooler. 

 

 



6.10 OIL SYSTEM: 

 Lubrication oil is to be supplied in order that the rotor can be easily ruined. Jacking oil is 

first given in order to shift the shaft near the journal and so that it can be ruined easily. 

Jacking oil is given only at the starting and it is stopped and further lube oil is given 

continuously. This oil is to be continuously in order to reducing wear and tear on the bearing. 

6.11 LAMINATION PREPARATION: 

The core is built up of 6 sectors, each of 60ºC cut accordingly to the specifications. The cut 

steel is punched for slots and deburred up to 5 micron. 

Depending on the temperature withstand ability of the machine the laminations are insulated 

by varnish.  

The insulation used is ALKYD PHENOLIC VARNISH dried at suitable temperature. The 

lamination sheets are passed through a conveyor, which has an arrangement to sprinkle the 

varnish, and a coat of varnish is obtained. The sheets are dried by a series of heaters at a 

temperature of around 300º-400ºC. Two coatings of varnish are provided in the above 

manner. The thickness of varnish should be 8-10 microns when measured by a mini tester. 

Each lamination should be dried for around 90sec at constant speed. The prepared 

laminations are passed for various tests. 

i) Xylol test- for proper coat of varnish this test is made. When Xylem is applied for 1 

min, varnish should not dissolve. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

ii) Mandrel test- when wound around mandrel there should be no cracks. 

iii) Viscosity test- it should be 40-45 cp. 

iv) IR value test- for 20 layers the insulation resistance should have a minimum value of 1 

Mega Ohm at 23kg/cm2 pressure. 

 

v) Hardness test – minimum 7H pencil hardness, the coating should not be removed when 

scratched with a 7H pencil. 

 

vi)  Uniform test – coating should be done uniformly. 

 

6.12 CORE ASSEMBLY: 

 1. Trial core assembly: 

       Three packets are assembled on the clamping plate and all relevant   checks are 

carried out. Critical checks are inside diameter of the core, final inspection drift passage 

through the slot. After fulfilling the entire above requirement the packets are disassembled.  

   2. Regular core assembly:  

The packets  assembly is carried out as per drawing requirement the segments are 

staggered from layer to layer so that a core of high mechanical strength and uniform 

permeability to magnetic flux is obtained. Stacking mandrels and bolts are inserted 

into the winding slots bores during stacking provide smooth slot walls. The length of 

each packet of laminations should be as per the design. Between each packet 
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ventilation lamination sheets is assembled whose thickness is 0.65 mm and on which “ 

I” beams is spot-welded. This provides the ventilation in radial directions. 

 

3. Normal packets assembly: 

 The above process is repeated up to 800mm after attaining 800mm first pressing is carried 

out as per drawing requirement. After completion of the core assembly core lengths are 

checked in 8 to 12 locations either in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction if any variation in 

the core lengths is being noticed replenish the core height in subsequent final core assembly. 

After completion  of core assembly  clamping   plate is assembled. All the core lengths are 

checked around the outer& inner diameter clockwise as per the drawing requirements. So 

under   final pressure tension bolts are assembled and the core bolts are tightened with the 

specified torque. 

The clamping bolts running through the core are made of non-magnetic steel and are 

insulated from the core and the pressure plates. The pressure is transmitted from the pressure 

plates to the core by clamping fingers. The clamping fingers extended up to the ends of teeth, 

thus ensuring a firm compression in the area of the teeth. 

 Now first ring is welded on the both side under pressure similarly the subsequent ring are 

also welded. The total vertical core is shifted horizontally on exciter side and again winding 

brackets are assembled and checked for 90c as per the drawing requirements. After 

completion of cleaning  the total stator  in all respects like filling lamination projections sharp 

corners and interuption of foreign matter. Then the the stator is subjected for core flux test to 

detect hot spots.  

6.13 CONDUCTOR CONSTRUCTION: 

Copper coils are received and examined for physical and electrical  properties in accordance 

to the specification. The conductors are cut in to require size as per drawing requirement this 

operation is called CONDUCTOR CUTTING.   

6.14 ROEBEL TRANSPORTATION: 

The strips are staggered and are bend for Roebel transposition. The individual bars are 

transposed to 360c, equalize the induced EMF in all strands, to minimize the circulating 

currents and to reduce the skin effect and it gives a good rigidity to the bars. 

After  alining both bottom dye and top dye conductors are pressed   and checked as per the 

drawing requirement and center to center length is been checked, first and second bundle are 

assembled together to form a single bundle and then an insulation sheet is kept in between 

two bars and they are joined together to form a single bar. 

6.15 PUTTY WORK: 



Each individual bar consisting of uneven surface and width space are filled with nomax  and 

trivaltherom Mica fleece is placed on both the surfaces and further taping is done by PTFE 

tape (Poly tetra Fluro Ethylene) and are subjected for further processing. 

6.16 STACK CONSOLIDATION: 

The bars are subjected to a horizontal and vertical pressure of150kgs/cmsquare  at a  

temperature of  150deg.c for the duration of 2 to 3 hours. Passing gauges like  no go gauges 

and go gauges and lamp test is conducted  for inter strip and inter half shorts. 

6.17 FIRST & SECOND BEND OPERATION: 

Bending operation is done on   bending   table. First and second bend is carried out and  to 

achieve the over hang , third bend formation  the coil is laid on  universal former. Roto pax 

and harder is applied along with nomax in between two halves of the overhang portion and 

hence consolidation is carried out by keeping heating clamps.   

6.18 CLEANING AND PREPARATION OF BARS: 

Bars are cleaned and tested  for inter strip  and inter half shorts and subjected for final 

tapping. 

 

6.19 FINAL TAPPING: 

Tapping is carried out on the bars by two ways, they are:- 

1.Manual tapping 

2.Machine tapping 

Resin  rich and Resin poor insulating materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy 

Resin. In Resin rich system the content of Epoxy Resin  is 40% in tape so it is named as 

RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin poor system the content of Resin is 8%  in tape so 

named as RESIN POOR SYSTEM. 

6.20 RESIN POOR TAPPING: 

Resin poor mica tape is used for  resin  poor  bars the first layer is carried out by spreading 

the copper foils. Then 6x1/2 overlapping layers of resin poor tape is wrapped.Throughout   

the length of the bar including 3rd bend i.e. and 2x1/2  over lapping layers of resin poor tape 

is carried out only in straight  portion one layer of split mica is warped  by  spreading  ocp     

at bottom such that their must not be any overlapp between split  mica tape  ultimately OCP 

is wrapped in the straight portion  ECP is wrapped  from  the  end of  the  straight  part  up to      

overhang second bend. Starting from straight portion upto 3rd bend portion hyper seal tape is 

wrapped  on both sides and sent for stator winding. Transition insulation – nomex glass 
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fleece.  Halves insulation ect. top bar- fine mica poly glass clot Overhang separator coating- 

thoroughly mixes rotopox 164 & hardener H 90 in 5:1ratio 

Transposition filler- micanite. 

Inner conductive tape – fleece tape with graphite 

Outer carona tape- poly fleece tape 

End carona protection tape-fleece tape with silicon carbide 

Protective tape for overhang- glass tape 

ICP - (Inner carona protection)- Also Called Inner potential grading on the stack of the bars 

to avoid inner corona discharges. 

         -  To optimize insulation they’re by voltage stress grading. 

         -  Provided with conductive fleece tape with a copper strip. 

OCP -  (outer carona protection) 

          -   On the outer surface of the insulated startor bars. 

          -   Conductive fleece tape. 

          -   To provide effective path for outer corona discharges. 

ECP  - (end carona protection) 

       -  Semiconductive tapes on both ends of the straight part of the bars. 

         -  To dampen the voltage surges through additional surface capacitance. 

6.21 RESIN RICH TAPPING: 

All the operations relevant to Resin Poor Tapeing are common up to overhang consolidation 

only final tapping is differed.  In resin rich system i.e. 12x1/2 overlapping of resin rich tape is 

wrapped over the resin rich bar and subjected for final baking operation. The bar is heated up 

to 90c for the duration of 60 minutes.  This stage is known as GEL FORMATION and again 

the bar is heated to 110c with in the span of 30 minutes.  During this time the bar is 

tightened from the center towards the bend portion on both sides.  This stage is known as 

liquid formation from 90c to 110c, 15% of resin is oozed out and remaining resin is 

consolidated for duration of 3 hours at a temperature of 160c and allowed for natural 

cooling.   In straight portion k8880 conductive coating is carried out and in bend portion semi 

conductive coating is carried out.   Red gel paint is carried out in both the overhang portions. 

This process is repeated for each individual bar for the total number of bars required. And 

HV and tan delta test is carried out for each bar.  

6.22 CONNECTION OF BARS: 



Brazing makes the electrical connection between the top and bottom bars. One top bars strand 

each is brazed to one strand of the associated bottom bar so that beginning of each strands is 

connected without having any electrical contact with the Remaining strands. This connection 

offers the advantage that circulating current losses. In the stator bars are kept small. The 

strands are insulated from each other at the brazed joints. The coils connected are wrapped 

with dry mica/glass fabric tapes half overlapped. The thickness of the wrapper depends on the 

machine voltage. The gaps between the individual coil commendations being sufficiently 

large, no additional insulation is required. 

6.23 PHASE CONNECTORS: 

The phase connectors consist of flat copper sections, the cross section of which results in a 

low specific current loading. The connections to the stator winding are of riveted and 

soldered tape and are like-wise wrapped with dry mica/glass fabric tapes.The phase 

connectors are firmly mounted on the winding support using clamping pieces and glass fabric 

tapes. 

6.24 TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

1. ARRANGEMENT OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The beginning and ends of the three phase windings are brought out from the stator frame 

through bushings, which provides for high voltage insulation. The bushings are bolted to the 

stator frame at the exciter end by their mounting flanges. Bushing type current transformers 

for metering and relating may be counted on the Bushings courtside the stator frame. The 

generator main leads are connected to the terminal connectors outside the stator frame. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The bushing conductor consists of high conductivity copper buses. All connection flanges are 

silver-plated to minimize the contact resistances of the bolted connections. The supporting 

insulator of glass silk cloth is impregnated with epoxy resin. The copper buses are attached to 

the insulator only at one end and are thus free to expand. Flexible connectors allow for 

thermal expansion between the terminal bushing and the phase connectors. To prevent eddy 

current losses and inadmissible overheating, the mounting flange is made of glass silk cloth 

as well. 

3. COOLING OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

To dissipate the heat the terminal bushings are directly cooled with cold air. Cold air 

form the discharge end of the fan is pressed in to the insulator. The hot air is returned to 

the suction in take of the fan via the passage between the two copper buses. 
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CHAPTER - 7 

TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR 

 

To ensure that all functional requirements are fulfilled, and to estimate the performance 

of generator, the TURBO GENERATORS are required to undergo some tests. For 

testing, the TURBO GENERATOR was mechanically coupled to a drive motor-motor 

generator set with gearbox. The rotor was excited by thyristor converter system located 

in an independent test room and the operation was controlled from the test gallery. 

The following first two tests will be conducted on the stator and rotor before 

assembling and the third and final routine tests will be conducted after assembling the 

turbo generator. 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON ROTOR 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON STATOR  

ROUTINE TESTS ON TURBO GENERATORS 

7.1 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR ROTOR WINDING: 

Details of process tests to be performed at various stages: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

1. After mounting the excitation lead and slip rings and before actually commencing 

the winding, the slip rings are to be tested. 

First, measure the insulation resistance with 1000v Megger, if the insulation 

condition is found satisfactory, then perform High Voltage test for one minute, the 

test of which is to be determined according to the following equation. 

  U2=Ut+1 KV 

 Where U2 is test voltage 

  Ut is 10*rated rotor voltage 

 However the resulting test voltage U2 should be neither lower than 2.5KV nor  above 

4.5KV. 

After the high voltage test, measure the insulating condition again with 1000V Megger. 

2.  The next test is to be carried out after placing all the coils in the respective rotor 

slots and before clamping the pressing equipment. Measure the insulating condition 

with a 1000V Megger. It must not be lower than 1M for each KV of the tested 

voltage. Then measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. 



3. After tightening the winding with the pressing and tightening equipment and before 

actually baking the winding, measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. Then check 

the polarity of the winding.While clamping care should be taken to see that the pressing 

rings and other equipment are insulated from the winding and rotor body, by inserting 

insulation in every slot under the shims of the equipment. 

4. After baking and forming of the winding and removing of the clamping equipment 

and after the rotor cools down to ambient temperature, measure the insulation resistance 

with 1000V Megger.  

If the insulation condition is satisfactory, perform High Voltage test for one minute 

with a value of 1.15Ut 

Where Ut is 10 times the rated rotor voltage. 

After performing the High Voltage test, measure again the insulation condition. 

5. After driving the central wedges only in position, measure the insulation resistance 

and if found satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for 10 sec, 

i.e., just reaching the value and then bringing down to zero. 

After driving all the wedges in position, measure the insulation resistance and if found 

satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for one minute. 

6. After putting all the bracing’s, mounting of the end-retaining ring and just before 

dispatch of the rotor for further machining. 

Measure the insulation resistance. 

Measure the ohmic resistance of the winding and perform High Voltage test with a 

value of 1.05Ut for one minute. 

7. After machining of the rotor, and before its dispatch to the centrifugal tunnel, 

measure the insulation resistance. 

8. After setting the rotor in the centrifugal tunnel, check the insulation resistance and 

the ohmic resistance, while the rotor is at rest. Check again the insulation condition at 

3000 rpm. 

Measure again the insulation resistance after the rotor is balanced and just before its 

dispatch to the winding shop. 

9. Finally, just before the dispatch of the finished rotor measure the insulation 

resistance and perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.0Ut for one minute. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C resistance value of rotor winding is measured by using a Micro Ohmmeter. 

First connect the micro ohmmeter to 230V AC supply. And measure the resistance and 
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the temperature using RTD. This resistance at T temperature has to be converted to 

resistance at 20º C by using the formula: 

  R20= Rt * (235+20)/(235+T) milli ohms. 

Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

A deviation of 10 % from design values is acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF IMPEDANCE: 

By applying 50-200 V in steps of 50 V, Impedance value is measured at standstill and 

at the rated speed. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

   Z=V/I  

  Where Z =impedance in ohms; 

             V =voltage in volts; 

              I =current in amps; 

In the measurement of Impedance there will be a graph plotted between voltage v/s 

current. In this, there is no perfect value for the impedance but the only condition is that 

the impedance should increase with the increase in voltage. 

7.2 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR BARS: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS, STATOR BARS WILL BE TESTED IN THE 

FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After bars manufacturing bars are tested at four times the rated voltage. 

  Ut=4*Urated 

2). Individual bars will be tested for tan.  Is the angle between actual current and line 

current. When the insulation is perfect and dielectric strength is optimal  is zero. But 

due to the presence of impurities in the insulation there will be a phase angle difference 

between the two currents.  

This tan measurement is known as loss angle measurement or dielectric loss 

measurement. tan values should be within 2%. 

3). Outer corona protection resistance is measured and this value should be within the 

range of 75-300/Sq.cm. 



4). Interstrip and Interhalf shorts are checked. Interstrip means between the conductor 

strips and interhalf means between the halves. This shorts are checked by a series bulb 

test. 

7.3 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR WINDING: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS THE STATOR WINDING WILL BE TESTED IN 

THE FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After lying bottom bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+7) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

2). After lying top bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+5) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

3). After lying bottom, top and eyes joining, High Voltage test is conducted for 

(2Un+3) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

4). After final assembling and connections, customer witness test is carried at (2Un+1) 

KV  

Where Un is the rated voltage 

5). Interhalf shorts are also checked 

FOR RESIN POOR SYSTEMS THE FOLLOWING TEST IS CARRIED OUT: 

Bars are subjected for Inter strip and Inter half shorts tests. 

INTER TURN INSULATION TEST: 

The insulation between the windings of the rotor is tested by applying a high frequency 

current of about 500HZ. The insulation should be able to withstand this test. 

RING FLUX TEST ON STATOR CORE: 

Ring flux test is carried out on the stator core before winding is put in the slots. The 

rated flux density is generated in the stator core by passing current in it. This results in 

the temperature rise and generation of heat. The stator core is observed for the 

temperature rise through its surface by using RTD’s. If there is any hot spot found in 

the core, it is detected. Then it is rectified by carrying out electrolysis using phosphoric 

acid as electrolyte. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C Resistance of stator winding is measured by using Micro Ohmmeter.Connect 

the microohmmeter to 230V AC supply.Connect the measuring leads microohmmeter 
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across R phase of stator terminals. Measure the resistance and repeat the step for Y and 

B phases. Record the stator RTDs value. 

  R20= (Rt * (235+20)/(235+T)) m. 

 Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

The variation of maximum and minimum value of stator DC resistance upto 5% is 

acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF LEAKAGE REACTANCE: 

 This test is done without rotor inside the stator. 

Base Impedance Xn= En/(√(3) * In)  

 Where    En= rated line to line voltage 

     In= rated line current 

Total Armature leakage reactance (XL): 

               XL= √(Z²-R²) 

 Where     Z=U/((√3) * I) 

     R= P/(3* I²) 

    U= voltage measured during the test 

    I = current measured during the test 

    P= power measured during the test 

Resistance per phase is negligible compared to Z. Therefore measurement of P is not 

required. 

              XL=Z=U/((√3)*I)  

           % XL= (XL/ Xn) *100 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE AND CONTINUITY TEST OF 

RESISTANCE TEMPEREATURE DETECTOR (RTD): 

Short all the RTD leads together and connect one lead of megger to it. Run the megger 

and note down the Insulation resistance value after 60 seconds. This insulation 

resistance value should not be less than 1M. 

Remove the RTD terminals i.e. open the RTD terminals and connect to the multimeter. 

Note down the resistance value of RTD. For three wire RTD check the continuity 

between shorted terminals. 

CAPACITANCE AND TAN  MEASUREMENT OF STATOR WINDING: 



Stator winding has two values of capacitance’s. 

1). Capacitance with respect to ground called ground capacitance (Cg). 

2). Capacitance with respect to other windings called mutual capacitance. 

Measurement of capacitance is done using Schering Bridge and a standard capacitor.  

1). High Voltage applied to one of the phases and remaining phases are connected to 

body of stator Cg+2Cm. 

2). High Voltage to all the phases. 3Cg. 

  Cx = capacitance to be measured 

  Cn = standard capacitor 

   G = galvanometer 

        R3+S = variable resistance 

             C4 = variable capacitance 

              N = parallel step fixed resis. 

            R4 = standard resistor 

 Raise the transformer voltage to 0.2 Un 

         Where   Un = rated voltage of machine. 

Balance the Schering Bridge with proper selection (R3+s) and C4. And note down the 

values of C4 and R3+S 

 Take reading at 0.4Un, 0.6Un, 0.8Un and Un. 

           Cx = (Cn*R4*(R3+100))/(N*(R3+s) f 

   % tan  = (( *R4* C4)/10000)*100 

 C4 and Cn are in f 

 R3, R4 ,N and S are in  

7.4 ROUTINE TETSTS ON TURBO GENERATOR: 

MECHANICAL RUN AND MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATIONS AT RATED 

SPEED: 

The machine is rolled and run at rated speed after ensuring the bearing oil and kept at 

rated speed for stabilization of bearing temperatures. 

The vibrations are measured at rated speed on both the bearing housings in Horizontal, 

Vertical and Axial directions. 

The temperature of stator is monitored by monitoring RTDs embedded in core, tooth 

and winding. 
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The vibrations should be less than 5 microns and noise level should be in between 75-

90 db. 

SHORT CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for short circuit characteristic using current transformers and 

shorting the terminals as shown in fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and drive motor input voltage and current are noted 

and machine is excited gradually in steps, at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% rated current 

of machine (In). 

The excitation is reduced and cut off. The speed is reduced and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperature are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator winding temperature should be 

less than 60C) 

From the Short Circuit test, we will get copper losses. 

The short circuit characteristics is plotted from SCC results by selecting X-axis as field 

current and Y-axis as % rated current. 

OPEN CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for Open Circuit Characteristic as shown in the fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and the motor input voltage and current are noted and 

machine is excited gradually in steps, cat 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100%, 

105%, 110% and 120% of rated voltage of machine (En). 

At 100% rated voltage the following parameters are noted: 

Shaft voltage 

Checking of phase sequence 

Bearing vibration  

RTDs readings 

The excitation is reduced, cut off, the speed is reduced, and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperatures are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator core temperatures to be less 

than 60C. 

From the Open Circuit test, we will get Iron losses. 

The Open Circuit Characteristics is plotted on a graph paper from OCC results by 

selecting X-axis as field current and Y-axis as % rated voltage. 

MEASUREMENT OF SHAFT VOLTAGE: 



When the rotor shaft rotates inside the stator there will be some induced EMF will be 

developed inside the rotor. In addition, this voltage will go to the bearings and pedestal 

and to the earth as it is grounded and it will again come back to the pedestal, to the 

bearings through the earth. It will become a cyclic process. This voltage has to be 

reduced otherwise, the rotor will get heated. For this bearing pedestal is placed on, 

insulation called HGL. 

When the machine is under Open Circuit Characteristic testing shaft voltage is 

measured with multimeter and high input impedance AC voltmeter across the two ends 

of the rotor at 100% rated voltage. The shaft voltage should be as minimum as possible.  

CHECKING OF PHASE SEQUENCE: 

When the machine is under OCC condition at 100% rated voltage, phase sequence of 

generator is checked using a phase sequence indicator across PT. 

MEASUREMENT OF ROTOR IMPEDANCE (rotor inside stator): 

A variable 50 Hz A.C voltage of single phase is applied across the input leads and 

readings of voltage and current are noted down from 50v-200v in steps of 50V. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

  Z = V/I  

 WhereZ = impedance in ohms; 

           V = voltage in volts; 

            I = current in amps; 

Rotor Impedance is measured at standstill and at rated speed of the machine. 

The impedance of rotor at standstill and at rated speed is plotted as applied voltage v/ 

Impedance. 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE OS STATOR AND ROTOR 

WINDNGS BEFORE AND AFTER HIGH VOLTAGE TEST (machine at rest): 

Insulation Resistance of the stator and rotor windings is measured separately before and 

after high voltage test using Megger of 2500 V for stator & 1000 V for rotor windings. 

The Insulation Resistance values are taken at 15 sec and at 60 sec  

The ratio of insulation resistance at 15 sec and 60 sec is known as Absorption 

Coefficient. 

Absorption Coefficient = IR at 60/ IR at 15 

This Absorption Coefficient for High Voltage test should be 1.3 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST ON STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS(machine at rest): 
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The High Voltage is applied to winding by increasing gradually to required value and 

maintained for one minute and reduced gradually to minimum. The transformer is 

switched off and winding is discharged to earth by shorting the terminal to earth using 

earthing rod connected to earthed wire. The test is conducted on all the phases and rotor 

winding seperately. 

When High Voltage test is done on one phase winding, all other phase windings, rotor 

winding, instrumentation cables and stator body is earthed. 

High Voltage test levels: 

  Stator winding = (2 Ut + 1) kV 

  Rotor winding  = (10* Up) V 

 Where                 Ut = Rated voltage of the machine under test 

                  Up = Excitation voltage 

MEASUREMENT OF POLARISATION INDEX OF STATOR WINDING: 

In the measurement of the polarization index of stator winding, stator output terminals 

are subjected to 2.5 kV Megger for a duration of 1 minute and 10 minutes. And the 

respective insulation values are noted down. 

Polarization Index is the ratio of Insulation Resistance value at 10 min and Insulation 

Resistance value at 1 min. 

Polarization Index = Insulation resistance at 10/ Insulation resistance at 1 

The polarization index value should be greater than 2 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE OF STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS IN 

COLD CONDITION: 

 In cold condition means that measuring the D.C resistance of the stator and rotor 

windings before testing. 

D.C Resistance’s of stator and rotor windings are measured seperately using micro 

ohmmeter. The instrument terminals are connected to the machine terminals and proper 

range in the meter is selected. 

Variation in the values of D.C Resistance of 3 phases of stator windings up to 5% is 

acceptable.  

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCES AND INSULATION RESISTANCE OF 

RTDs: 

The D.C Resistance’s and insulation resistance’s of RTDs are measured using 

multimeter and Megger respectively. 

EVALUATION OF SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO: 



From the test data Short Circuit Ratio is calculated using the formula 

S.C.R= Field current at 100% Rated voltage from OCC/ Field current at 100% rated 

current from SCC. 

7.5 APPLICATIONS: 

 As the name implies Turbo-Generators are turbine driven generators. There are in 

reality at least three different classes of turbo-generators based on the motive that drives 

them. 

 

1. Gas Turbines drive the smallest class of turbo-generators. The motive force for these 

turbines is the burning of gaseous fuels. Because they can be started and stopped easily, 

they are used for a variety of intermittent applications including emergency power 

                                  

                                 FIG7.5.1: 18MW TURBO ALTERNATOR 

 

2. Steam Turbines drive much bigger turbo-generators. The steam is generated by a 

variety of methods including burning coal, nuclear power and geothermal energy. 

These types of turbo-generators supply the bulk of the electrical power in the US and 

other countries. 

                  

                             FIG 7.5.2: GLOBAL TURBO GENERATOR 
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3. The third class of Turbo-generator are powered by water turbines. Invented in the 

19th century water turbines are very efficient devices for extracting energy for moving 

water. They are used in virtually all hydro-electric power plants world wide.                 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Automation in Production of Sugar is the new innovation which leads to the production of 

sugar more efficiently and quickly. It includes the increasing pressure on sugar 

manufacturing in the world as the population in the has been increasing day by day. To meet 

the day needs of the population in the world we should produce the basic needs very 

effectively. Some of the basic needs are rice, wheat, sugar, salt andetc., 

Around the world, sugar processing plants are being modernized and computerized in light 

of the requirement for proficient generation and have the option to contend all around. The 

paper portrays the mechanization systems for Philippine Sugar manufacturing plants 

worked physically and semi-robotized. Accentuation is given on the solid and reliable 

activity in all conditions. The robotization techniques are clarified by the establishment of 

options of the recently created sugar production line mechanization idea. 
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Chapter 1 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Sugarcane is an individual from bamboo group of plants and is indigenous to India. It is 

viewed as one of the most encouraging converter of Solar Energy to Biomass and sugar. 

Sugar, Gur and Khandsari are the significant items arranged out of sugarcane, where 33% of 

the absolute sugarcane created goes to sugar processing plants, the last two substances 

expend two out of three portions. It additionally gives crude material to assembling fuel and 

synthetic compounds and the green top of the plant is utilized to encourage creatures. This 

harvest is helpful even in the wake of smashing, as Bagasse, the squashed stick buildup is 

utilized as a fuel for power generator and is an extremely valuable option for wood in paper 

making process. It is additionally utilized as dry feed. Molasses, one more result of sugarcane 

is the primary crude material for Alcohol based enterprises. Among the business yields of 

India, sugarcane has the biggest estimation ofcreation. 

It's without a doubt one of the most adaptable harvest of all, which settles on it the 

conspicuous first decision for ranchers, any place geological conditions support its 

development. 

The expanding pressure on sugar assembling organizations to be progressively proficient in 

delivering sugar is consistently the subject at whatever point sugar makers meet everywhere 

throughout the world. The calls for more noteworthy plant proficiency, adaptability, 

ecological security are regular sugar industry necessity that ought to be the primary concern. 

These necessities infers that everything must cooperate adequately: process controls 

frameworks, computerization and correspondence, electrical and drive innovation just as 

data innovation. Arrangement is, when the sugar generation is completely incorporated, 

everything works better, in like manner, a well-characterized mechanization technique is 

extremely indispensable in accomplishing the robotization of the sugar industrialfacility. 

Sugar processing is an energy intensive industry that requires precise control and continuous 

reliability, especially during seasonal production cycles. We help connect independent 

production processes and suppliers with a distributed control system that provides a single 

interface to control production. And, we help you do more with less energy, from reusing 

centrifuge braking energy to replacing cane mill steam turbines with variable speed drives 
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and induction motors. Along with energy savings, these solutions reduce maintenance costs, 

improve availability and provide precise speed control. 

Many known sugar brands around the globe turn to ABB with their requirements for 

distributed control systems (DCS), measurement & analytics, HMI, energy-efficient motors, 

drives and PLC, manufacturing execution systems (MES), process and production 

intelligence software, robots and more. They get access to the state-of-the-art, proven tools, 

process knowledge and partner network that help them reduce operating costs, get started on 

their digital journey and unlock new business value. 
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Chapter-2 

REVIEW AND SURVEY OF LITERATURE 

 

1.1 Sustainable conditions for sugarcanegrowth 

 

• Temperature 
 

Sugarcane is a long term crop. Contingent on the assortment, topographical conditions and 

planting time it takes 10 to 15 and even year and a half to develop. It is planted in various 

occasions of the year in various pieces of the world. In certain states it is planted just once 

while there are states (Karnataka and Maharashtra) where its planted thrice a year, though in 

Northern conditions of India its planted two times per year, once around Feb to mid- May 

and afterward for Autumn plating season in October and November. Sugarcane requires a 

normal temperature of 21°-27° for refined development alongside a solid precipitation of 

75cm-150cm.Hot and muggy atmosphere are positive conditions. High dampness helps in 

more stick prolongation. An excessive amount of precipitation or too less precipitation, both 

are heartbreaking for yield's development. As overwhelming deluge could prompt low sugar 

content while insufficient precipitation brings about sinewy yield. In regions getting lesser 

precipitation than as far as possible, water system of the yield shows better outcomes. For 

the sugarcane to be of right thickness and to have the option to extricate adequate and thick 

squeeze from the stick, open skies with a temperature above 20° is liked. Short cool dry 

winter season during maturing and collecting is perfect. High temperature and hot dry 

breezes can cause the Red Knot ailment while temperature  beneath 0 degree Celsius can 

make hurt less ensured pieces of the harvest. Ice is hindering to sugarcane. In this manner, 

if the yield is developed in northern pieces of the nation where winters can drop to less 

degrees, it must be gathered before the beginning of likely iceseasons 

• Soil 

 

It can develop on an enormous assortment of soils including topsoils, clayey topsoils, dark 

cotton soils, darker or ruddy topsoils and even laterites. Indeed, sugarcane can develop on 

any sort of dampness holding soil yet profound rich loamy soils are perfect for its 

development. The dirt ought to be wealthy in nitrogen, calcium and phosphorus and yet, it 

ought to have pH extending from 5.0 to 8.0, as such, it ought not be either excessively acidic 

or excessively soluble. As this is a long length yield and stays in the field for 12 to 
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year and a half, it requires extremely ripe soil and because of this its development requires 

overwhelming portion of excrements and manures. To encourage simple water system and 

transportation of stick to the sugar processes, a plain and leveled level is favorable. Since 

sugarcane development is profoundly work serious, modest plentiful work is an essential for 

its effective development. Consequently, sufficient human hands at each stage for example 

from planting, hoeing, weeding, flooding, and slicing to conveying sugarcane to the 

manufacturing plants are important. 

1.2 Production 

Known to have the biggest zone under sugarcane development on the planet, India is likewise 

the world's second biggest maker of sugarcane next after Brazil, while China and USA hold 

the third and tenth spot individually. According to records there was an intense increment of 

93 percent of stick creation during 1951-61 because of expansion of horticulture however 

this spurt dove to 14.9 percent development in the decade 1961-71 inferable from interior 

market vacillations which caused ranchers to lose belief and trust in the gainfulness of the 

harvest. From this decade onwards, sugarcane development saw upwards pattern for three 

forthcoming decades and generally in the decade 1971-81 where it saw a development pace 

of 22% as the market was growing with the presentation of more sugar plants. Be that as it 

may, the creation of this adaptable harvest arrived at an untouched high of 299.3 million tons 

at the turn of the thousand years after which fluctuating patterns have been watched. After 

four years, in 2003-04, generation of sugarcane in India was recorded at 236.4 million tons, 

more than 60 million tons lesser than what was delivered in 1999-00. Territory under 

development of sugarcane pursued a similar pattern as the generation of the yield as it 

enlisted a quick raise during the last 50% of twentieth century and afterward observed a fall 

directly after the beginning of the thousand years. From a rambling 1.7 million hectares of 

land under sugarcane development in 1950-51 to a magnetics 4.1 million hectares in 1998-

99, the numbers saw some immersion before long. Truth be told, dynamic development zone 

dropped from 4.4 million hectares in 2002-03 to 4.0 million hectares in 2003-04. Presently 

the third amount, which is vital in examining the development of a harvest throughout the 

years, is, the yield of that yield. Yield is determined by partitioning the measure of harvest 

delivered by the territory of development of the yield. Yield of sugarcane additionally 

pursued a similar pattern as its nuclear amounts. It altogether expanded twofold from 1951 

to 1998 takingoff 
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heightening from only 33 tons/hectare in the season 1950-51 to 65 tons/hectare in 1990-91. 

This upward pattern proceeded until 1997-98 when it arrived at 71 tons/hectare. The yield 

stayed at this level for three back to back a very long time from 1997-98 to 1999-2000. In 

any case, not long after the yield quickly decreased to 59 tons/hectare just in 2003-04. The 

reasonable justification of this fast decrease could be either weariness of soils or absence of 

modem farming data sources. In contrast with a solid sugarcane yield from nations, for 

example, Indonesia, Egypt and Mexico, India's produce doesn't remain in solid numbers with 

the individual nations referenced above who produce in any event 50 percent more 

sugarcane/hectare when contrasted with us. Numerous reasons have been refered to and 

numerous ends been attracted perspective on the significant reasons for low yield in India. 

The vast majority of them being the absence of composts, unsure climate conditions, 

deficient water system, poor assortments of stick, little and divided property and in reverse 

strategies for development. 

Table-1.1: Sugar Yielding crops 

 

Year Production(million tons) Area(million hectares) Yield(tons/ 
hectares) 

1950-51 57.0 1.7 33 

1960-61 110.0 2.4 46 

1970-71 126.4 2.6 48 

1980-81 154.2 2.7 58 

1990-91 241.0 3.7 65 

1997-98 279.5 3.9 71 

1998-99 288.7 4.1 71 

1999-00 299.3 4.2 71 

2000-01 296.0 4.3 69 

2001-02 298.0 4.4 67 

2002-03 281.6 4.4 65 

2003-04 236.4 4.0 59 
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Figure-1.1: Major sugarcane producing Areas in India 
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Chapter-3 

 
TECHNOLOGY AND PROCESS 

As we know that, second largest producer of sugar in the world is “ INDIA”. In India, 

industry of sugar is the largest agro industry located in rural part. Sugarcane is the money 

yield and its development assumes a fundamental job towards financial improvement of 

rancher's organization through salary and work age. 

Obviously, that sugar Industry is the foundation of country economy in at any rate twelve 

of states. We are utilizing the most recent Technology accessible to limit cost of generation 

in this way improving proficiency. Presently a-days we are moving towards the idea of 

Integrated Industrial Complexescomprising of Sugar Plant, Co-age (Power) plants and 

Fuel-Ethanol Distilleries. A large portion of the most recent Technologies being utilized at 

various stages might be recorded as beneath 

 

3.1 Bagasse DrierUnit 

The sugar Industry produces control for in-house utilization and the surplus power is 

offered to national framework. Improving the utilization of fuel for example Bagasse in the 

kettle is a significant modern methodology for more income of the sugar business. By 

utilization of Bagasse driers, kettle effectiveness can be expanded significantly by virtue of 

decrease of Bagasse dampness. 

 

Figure-3.1 Bagasse Drier Unit 
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Hardly any Companies in India have indigenously created Bagasse Drier units to diminish 

dampness of Bagasse to greatest conceivable degree before being nourished to the boilers. 

The framework utilizes Flue gases as the warming media for drying of Bagasse for 

example waste warmth recuperation idea. 

For the most part, Moisture of Bagasse leaving the last Milling couple stays around 49 – 50 

%. After establishment of Bagasse Drier, it has been accounted for that processing plants 

have accomplished a drop of around 8-10% of Bagasse dampness for example last bagasse 

dampness in the wake of drying goes to the tune of 40-42%. Kettle Efficiency increment 

by about 4% in this way bringing about critical improvement in Steam/Fuel proportion. 

 

3.2 Moisture ControlUnit 

Dampness % Bagasse assumes a significant job in Milling and Plant effectiveness. Parcel 

of work has been done in this field. When contrasted with Bagasse Drier units, MCU is a 

game plan created so as to diminish dampness substance of Bagasse somewhat. 

Dampness Control Unit(DCU) is indicating promising outcomes and henceforth might be 

utilized as an apparatus to improve generally speaking gainfulness of the plant. 

"Dampness Control Unit" is intended to diminish dampness of bagasse turning out from 

release nip of each plant which results in extra seepage ofjuice and decreases last bagasse 

dampness. This eventually improves generally speaking execution of entire couple as far as 

in general factory extraction and last moisture% Bagasse. 

3.2.1 Resultsachieved 

1. RME growth 

2. About 3% increase in Steam to Bagasseratio 

3. Average reduction in Moisture % Final Bagasse by 1.5-2 units though top decrease 

accomplished 2.5 -3.5%. 

3.2.2 Advantages 

1. Decrease in dampness % lastbagasse. 

2. Increment in Juice seepage at release nip, especially at heel clearanceof refuseplate. 

3. Permit to increment imbibition% fiber. This diminishes bagasse pol and dampness % 

bagasse can be kept up even after increment inimbibition. 

4. Controlling Re-retention of Juice infactories. 

5. Increment in by and large plant extraction,RME. 
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6. Extraction of juice even at uncompressed stick tangle at release nip incase of lower 

pulverizerate. 

7. End of Juice spitting from release nip offactory. 

8. Decrease in dampness % bagasse will expand GCV of bagasse whichincreaseskettle 

effectiveness and steam to bagasse proportionaltogether. 

3.2.3 High PressureBoilers 

The way that expansion in evaporator weight builds the steam fuel proportion is 

anestablished one. This expansion in steam fuel proportion is fundamentally because of 

high delta temperature of feed water by regenerative warming (Regenerative Cycle 

Efficiency is higher than the cycle effectiveness without recovery) and higher 

boilerefficiency because of the structure parameters of high weight kettle. By and large, the 

framework proficiency or the power plant effectiveness is more in the event of high 

pressurecogeneration than that of low weight, keeping other framework courses same. 

 

 

It is seen from the perceptions that the power creation at 125 ata heater weight is very 

nearly multiple times than that at 45 ata. 

 
 

Figure-3.2 High Pressure Boilers 
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3.2.4 Automation 

Sugar Manufacturing Process can be controlled and robotized utilizing a Distributed 

Control System (DCS). A portion of the Automation by and large utilized in the sugar 

Industry are as per the following: 

1. Bagasse belt transport speedcontrol, 

2. Mill drive speedcontrol, 

3. Boiler activitycontrol, 

4. Turbines Operationcontrol, 

5. Raw Juice Flowcontrol, 

6. Juice stream Stablisationframework, 

7. Process Temperaturecontrol, 

8. Juice pHcontrol, 

9. Chemical dosing framework, 

10.Vacuum container feedcontrol, 

11. Pumps activity, 

12. Water stream meters – to screen and diminish water utilization 

13.SHHWsystem 

14.Melting and Molasses molding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-3.3 Automation Concept for Sugar Boiling process 
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Drawn to easy Steps as 

1. Drawing in 

2. Concentration 

3. Seeding 

4. Graining 

5. First Boiling 

6. Brixing-up 

7. Discharging 

8. Steamingout 

9. Panempty 

 

 

 

 

Figure-3.4 System Configuration for Sugar Boiling process 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-3.5 Supervisory Control System Concept 
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Chapter-4 

 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

By using the automation process in any production industry we can produce large amount of 

products in a very less time. So, the efficiency of production can be increased by using 

automated system. And by using automation process we can save electric energy, fuel 

consumption and similar natural resources. We can reduce the human labor in the work field 

to decrease the error in the production. We can achieve high quality in production with low 

cost. Automation process is like one time investment as we invest at beginning of the 

installation and from then we can use those equipment by refilling or in case any repair 

occurs. 
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Chapter-5 

 
SUMMARY 

In a period where there is a requirement for comprehensive development, the sugar 

business is among the couple of ventures that have effectively added to the country 

economy. It has done as such by economically using the provincial assets to satisfy the 

huge household need for sugar and by creating surplus vitality to meet the expanding 

vitality needs of India. Likewise, the industry has turned into the pillar of the liquor 

industry.The division bolsters more than 50 million ranchers and their families, and 

conveys esteem expansion at the homestead side1. As a rule, sugarcane value represents 

roughly 70 percent of the ex-factory sugar price2. 

 

The segment likewise has a noteworthy remaining in the worldwide sugar space. The Indian 

residential sugar market is probably the biggest market on the planet, in volume terms. India 

is additionally the second biggest sugar delivering geology. India stays a key development 

driver for world sugar, becoming over the Asian and world utilization development normal. 
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     ABSTRACT 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for 

the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India.  It 

was founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture 

of image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems.  

 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, 

night vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for 

the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India.  It 

was founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture 

of image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL 

started producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 

1967, BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. 

The PCB manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid 

micro circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for 

Doordarshan. In 1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set 

up new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up 

at Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite 

programmes in 1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to 

its fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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for supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at 

Panchkula the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater 

focus to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 

1988 to focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also 

the set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first 

batch of 75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s 

Delft of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of 

the foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as 

also the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). 

The R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock 

Exchange. 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 

2005, BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that 

will enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and 

shore establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed 

in-house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space 

management multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense 

applications; battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance 

system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 
 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 
Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 
Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 
Antenna, Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 
optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 
Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 
devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 
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PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

Product Assurance Testing: 
Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

NIGHT VISION DEVICE: 

Definition: 
 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device 

(NOD), is an optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light 

approaching total darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible 

light and near-infrared, while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal 

imaging. The image produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most 

often used by the military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. 

The term usually refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective 

and generally water-resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also 

include optical components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD 

may have an IR illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 

Working Principle of Image Intensifier: 
Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient light. 

The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electrons. 
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  Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide 

with the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, 

creating a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons 

release photons and create green image on the screen. The green phosphor image is viewed 

through another lens. 

Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

 
All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature 

 
 A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting 

atoms and causing others. The focused light is scanned and creates temperature pattern.The 

pattern created is translated into electric impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that 

translates the information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the 

information to the is play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white in 

nature. 

Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 
 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

Classification of Night Vision Devices: 
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 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 
 

 The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use of 

flashlights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night 

vision devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the 

stars, to see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula 

and clusters in the sky in real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive 

x-ray machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for an x-ray
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CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES: 

Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 
1. Object Glass 

 

2. Focus 

 

3. Image intensifier tube 

 

4. Eye Piece 

 

5. Eye Guard 
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Image Intensifier Tube: 
 
 

 

Figure 2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 
 Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

Image Intensification: 
 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

so that a dimly lit scene can be viewed in real-time by the naked eye via visual output, or stored 

as data for later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes 

a charged photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro 

channel plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the 

light that strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is 

much like a CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 

goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 
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intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne 

platforms. Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source 

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision technologies. 
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CASE STUDY OF THERMAL IMAGING: 

 

Example: Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera with LRF Product 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: HHTI with LRF 

 
 HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight 

with in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks and vibrations. It is provided with electronically generated reticule. 
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Introduction:  

 
 

 
Figure 4: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an 

image of it or to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s 

by Texas instruments, Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in 

firefighting, law enforcement, industrial applications, security transportation, medical and 

many other industries. 

Thermal Imaging: 
 

 It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. 

Works in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, 

fog and haze. 

 Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the 

depth of the grey indicates variations between the two. Some thermal cameras, however, add 

color to images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 
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Working of thermal imaging: 
 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted 

by all of the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-

detector elements. The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a 

thermogram. 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the 

visible light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are 

invisible to the human eye. 

The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick 

William Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he 

directed sunlight through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the 

temperature of each color. He found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the 

violet to the red part of the spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond 

the red portion of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he 

found that this region had the highest temperature of all. 

Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave portions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or thermal 

radiation. Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius or 

0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very 

cold, such as ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 

The thermal imaging camera: 
 

Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared detector 

(C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate 
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the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the viewfinder or on a 

standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

 

 

 
Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of applications 

for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile guidance. They 

are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with efficacy during 

day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology and signal processing have 

enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology leading to the realization of 

third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of second generation and 

four times that of first generation systems. 

  DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIR TI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for 

long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform 

better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. either in standalone mode or 

as a part of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 
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 MWIR TI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part 

of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIR TI  perform better in hot humid 

environments and preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric 

transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in 

the battlefield. 

Principle of Operation and Types: 
 

 Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of 

their wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function 

of their temperatures. 

 Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the 

way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient 

light level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings 

and underground. 

 A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of 

glass, as glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire 

crystals must be used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to 

protect against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why 

thermo graphic cameras are more costly. 

Types: 
 

 Cooled infrared detectors 

 Uncooled infrared detectors 
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Principle of Operation and Types: 
 Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of 

their wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function 

of their temperatures. 

 Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the 

way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient 

light level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings 

and underground. 

 A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of 

glass, as glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire 

crystals must be used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to 

protect against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why 

thermo graphic cameras are more costly. 

Types: 

 Cooled infrared detectors 

 Uncooled infrared detectors 

Cooled infrared detectors: 
 

Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and 

cryogenically cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the semiconductor materials 

used.  Typical operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature, depending 

on the detector technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, 

depending on type and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 

common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by 

their own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both 

to produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Sterling engine cry coolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to uncooled ones. 
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Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-

number lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for 

cooled detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, 

nitrogen being a common choice. The pressurized gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and 

passed over a miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson 

effect. For such systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

Materials used for  cooled  infrared  detection  include photo detectors based  on  a  wide  range  

of narrow gap semiconductors including: 

1. Indium antimonide 

2. Indium Arsenide 

3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

Uncooled Infrared Detectors: 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and 

image quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their 

fabrication processes, limited by currently available technology.  

 Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor 

material; the pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization charge.  

The achieved NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. 

A possible sensor assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide 

thermally insulated connection. 

 Silicon microbolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer of 

amorphous silicon, or thin film vanadium (V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon 

Nitride Bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the 

sensing element is measured once per frame.
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WHITE HOT AND BLACK HOT IMAGES: 
 

 A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette 

(also known as Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette 

displays warmer objects as black or dark rather than white or light shades (Fig 2a & 2b ). 

The light brown Thermo Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering 

the material will appear hot, but only relative to the Thermo Bright. The material is most 

effective with ‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. 

Though we offer both polarities, ‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater 

ranges than ‘hot’. 

 

 

Figure 5: Black Hot Image 

 

 

Figure 6: White Hot Image
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Status Display: 
 

The HHTI generates the following status displays: 

 

a) COMM. status – indicates that the system is connected to the LRF or the STE 

b) INIT – indicates that system is in initialization mode – INIT 

c) WFOV/NFOV/E-ZOOM – indicates the selected FOV 

d) WHT HOT/BLK HOT – indicates the selected polarity of the picture: 

i. WHT HOT – hot objects will be displayed in white. 

ii. BLK HOT – hot objects will be displayed in black. 

e) LRF STATUS – indicates the LRF status 

i. READY – LRF is ready for ranging 

ii. XXXXX – Measured range 

SYSTEM START-UP AND CHECKOUT: 

 The following describes the Start-up procedures to be followed before operating the 

HHTI system. 

a) Verify that the battery is in place and the battery cover is locked with two latches. 

b) Switches the power to “ON” position. 

c) Remove front lens cover. 

d) During power ON the INIT indication and DET HOT warning will be displayed until 

the detector will reach the required temperature in less than 8 minutes. Then a thermal 

image is displayed and the cooler noise is reduced. 

e) If you have to change the field of view, push or pull the FOV handle. 

f) Rotate the focus knob to get the sharpest image of the object. 
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g) Press the Reticule BLK/WHT pushbutton and observe if the color of the reticle 

changes from black to white and vice versa with each pressure. 

h) Verify that the system is in NFOV mode and press RETICLE BLK/WHT pushbutton 

for three seconds. Observe that the E-ZOOM is activated. 

i) Press the pushbutton again to return to NFOV mode. 

j) Change for to WFOV mode. 

k) Press the RETICLE ON/OFF pushbutton and observe that the reticle disappears. 

l) Press the RETICLE ON/OFF pushbutton again and observe that the reticle is displayed. 

m) Change FOV to NFOV mode and press the RETICLE ON/OFF one more time. 

observe that the range estimated scale is displayed. 

n) Set the power switch to STBY. Verify that the CRT disappears while the cooler noise 

is still heard. 

o) Set the power switch to ON. Verify that a thermal image is displayed within 45 

seconds. 

Field Of View: 

 The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. 

In case of optical  instruments or  sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is   

sensitive  to electromagnetic radiation. 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Horizontal Field Of 

View 
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Figure 8: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 
INTENSIFIER TUBE VERSUS THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA: 

 

 
 

  

Figure 9: Intensifier Tube versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

 

Image intensification: Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the Saturated by looking 

directly to a light source and produces a clear image. Light source. 

 
 

FIG: Intensifier Tube versus Thermal Imaging Camera 
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Image intensification: suspect Thermal imaging: suspect hiding in Hiding in bushes is practically    

bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to mask 

 Image intensification, also referred to as I2 technology, and amplifies small amounts of 

visible light thousands of times so that objects can be seen at night. 

 Image intensification does require a certain level of ambient light, but even starlight can 

produce an image on a cloudless night. 

 Because the system requires at least a minimum level of ambient light, conditions such as 

heavy overcast can limit its effectiveness. Similarly, too much light may overwhelm the system 

and reduce its effectiveness. 

 Thermal imaging cameras offer substantial benefits over image intensification. They are 

not affected by the amount of light so that you will not be blinded when looking at a light source. 

TECHNICAL DATA OF HHTI WITH LRF: 
 

Characteristics: 

 
Thermal imager Spectral band: 8-12 μm Fields Of View (FoV): 

• Wide FoV: 8° x 6° 

 

• Narrow FoV: 3.2° x 2.4° 

 

• Electronic zoom (x2): 1.6° x 1.2° Image resolution: 754 x 576 

Thermal sensitivity (NETp): < 50 mK Axis stability: < 0.6 mrad 

Eye safe laser range-finder: 

• Range out to 10 km 

 
• High performance single shot 

Magnetic compass: 

 
• Elevation: 0.2° 

 
• Azimuth: 0.5° 

 
GPS receiver: 

 
• Integrated + external connection (PLGR) 
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Colour daylight camera : 

 
• FoV: 3.7° x 2.8° 

 
Laser pointer 830 nm : 

 
• Eye safe 

 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

 
Weight: < 3.5 kg 

 
Size: 310 x 250 x 110 mm 

 
Video output: 

 
• 625 lines or 525 lines (SMPTE 170 m) 

 
Power supply: 

 
• Battery or external power supply 

 

 

Battery Life: 

 
• > 4 hours with rechargeable battery 

 
Remote control: 

 
• RS 422 serial data link 

 
Cooling: 

 
• Integrated micro-cooler, rotative Sterling type 

 
Cooling down time: 

 
• < 5 min 

 
Internal display: 

 
• OLED 

 
Temperature range: 
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• Operating: -40° C to +55° C 

 
Environmental conditions: 

 
• Fully ruggedized / MIL STD 461 and MIL STD 

810 - Military wheeled vehicles 

ACCESSORIES: 
 

• Tripods, displays 

 
• Rechargeable batteries 

 
• Battery chargers 

 
• AC or DC converters 

 
• Narrow FoV (2°) tele-converter 

 

• Wide FoV (20°) teleconverter 

for operation in urban area 

• Transmission and tele-operation 

 
• Integrated Hand-Held Display/remote 

control box (POP6) 

 

APPLICATIONS: 
 

1. Military and Police 

 

 One of the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a law enforcement or 

military professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being detected 

and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to 

withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging 

rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using 

thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting 
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people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but 

this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or a foe. 

 

2. Surveillance 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance 

Because they work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its 

need for light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke 

and fog also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 

 

3. Energy Audits 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

4. Security and Law Enforcement 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS (Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 
 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperature test 

b) Heat and Cold Chamber Test 

c) Rain and Dust Chamber Test 

 Durable Test 

a) Vibration Test 

b) Bump test 

 Functional Test 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 
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Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 
 

 

 

 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are 

ranging in size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, including 

bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra 

low temperature test chamber, high rate of change of 

temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with 

humidity chambers. 

 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity 

chambers. Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range: 10% to 98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

 
 

 

Figure 10: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration 

during operation, accident, and natural catastrophes. 
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Conclusion: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still 

used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillance 
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                                          ABSTRACT 

Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for nearly 60% of the 

power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need minimum cost of 

infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power plant. Through their 

operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into existence due the large 

accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide employment to a large compared to any 

another plant.  

This project regard to the exclusive study on kothagudem thermal power station. It gets into 

details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper operating of the 

plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute aspect to be 

considered for the successful operation of plant. 

 Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation of thermal 

plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants in India and a 

study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation of electric power. 

This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and the issues concerned for 

proper operation. 
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                                           CHAPTER-1 
 

1.1.INTRODUCTION 

 

Both the historical and the present-day civilization of mankind are closely interwoven with 

energy, and there is no reason to doubt but that in the future our existence will be more and more 

dependent upon the energy. Electrical energy occupies the top position in the energy hierarchy. It 

finds innumerable uses in home, industry, agriculture and even in transport. Besides its use for 

domestic, commercial and industrial purposes it is required for increasing defense and 

agricultural production. In agriculture, it is used for pumping water for irrigation and for 

improving the methods of production and numerous other operations. Electrical energy is a 

convenient form of energy because in can be generated centrally in bulk and transmitted 

economically over long distances and is almost pollution free at the consumer level. Further, it 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, industrial and agricultural fields. The process of 

modernization, increase in productivity in industry and agriculture and improvement in the 

quality of life of the people depend so much upon the supply of electrical energy an that the 

annual per capita consumption of electrical energy has emerged these days as an accepted 

yardstick to measure the prosperity of the nation. Some of the advanced and developed nations of 

North America and Europe have a very high annual per capita consumption of electrical energy; 

say from 8 to 13 thousand kWh, while in most of Africa, Asia and Latin America it is too low to 

be considered. India had an annual per capita consumption of electrical energy of 15.5 kWh in 

1950, 105 kWh in 1975, 131 kWh in 1979, 154 kWh in 1984, 299 kWh in 1993, 349 kWh in 

1997, The annual per capita consumption of Japan 8,000 kWh, UK 7,200 kWh and USSR 6,000 

kWh. The United States has only 6% of world population but accounts for over 30% of electrical 

consumption of the world. 

The industrial growth of a nation requires increased consumption of energy, particularly 

electrical energy. This has led to increase in the generation and transmission facilities to meet the 

increased demand. In U.S.A., till the early seventies, the demand develops every ten years. In 

developing countries, like India, the demand doubles every seven years which requires 

considerable investment in electrical power sector. 
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Coal based thermal power stations are presently the main stay of power development and this is 

likely to be so in the immediate future also, considering the present status of the projects and 

various constraints in development of hydro and nuclear power.  

Besides quantity, the quality of Indian coal has been a major problem and concern for the power 

supply industry. With ash content of coals being in the range of 30-50%, the beneficiation of coal 

assumes special significance.  

The Thermal Power Stations in the country are mostly based on the following technologies:  

 Steam Power Plants  

 Gas Turbine Power Plants  

Energy extraction from coal:  

The two fundamental processes for extraction of energy from coal are  

 Direct Solid Combustion such as conventional Pulverized Coal (PC) Combustion or the 

emerging Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC)  

 Indirect combustion through Coal Gasification followed by coal gas combustion.  

In KTPS, Direct Solid Combustion is used. Let us study in detail about the functioning of the 

coal power plant.  

1.2.Basic Power Plant Model: 

Advantages of thermal power plant:  

 Low initial cost  

 Since located near the load center, the cost of transmission and the losses due to transmission 

are considerably reduced.  

 The construction and commissioning of thermal power plant takes lesser period.  

Disadvantages of thermal power plant:  

 Fuel is a non-renewable source of energy.  

 Efficiency decreases with decreasing load.  

 Cost of power generation is high.  

 Smoke produced by burning the fuel causes air pollution.  
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 Life of thermal power plant is 25 years. The efficiency decreases to less than 10% after its life 

period.  

About TSGENCO 

Vision  

To be the best performing power utility in the country, and one of the best utilities in the world 

with the use of state–of–the–art technology and smart solutions. 

 Mission 

To generate adequate, reliable, cost effective and eco-friendly power by spearheading 

accelerated power development through the proper planning and implementation of new power 

projects. 

Installed capacity 

Thermal 

1 
RTS- B, 

Ramagundam, Karimnagar (Dt).  
62.5 MW (1x62.5 MW) 

2 
KTPP I & II, 

Chelpur Warangal (Dt) 
1100 MW (1x500MW)+(1x600MW) 

3 
KTPS(O&M), 

Paloncha, Khammam (Dt).  
720 MW (4x60MW+4x120 MW) 

4 

KTPS V & VI, 

Paloncha 

Khammam (Dt).  

1000 MW (2x250MW +1x500MW) 

 

Hydel 

S.No Name & Address Capacity Units 

1 
Pochampad, 

Nizamabad (Dt)  
36 MW (4x9 MW) 
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2 

Nizam Sagar HES, 

Hasan Palli, 

Nizamabad (Dt)  

10 MW (2x5 MW) 

3 

Singur HES, 

Pulkal , 

Medak (Dt)  

15 MW (2x7.5 MW) 

4 
PJHEP, 

Revulapallay Village, Mahaboobnagar(Dt)  
234 MW (6x39 MW) 

5 

Srisailam Left bank HES, 

Srisailam Dam west, 

Srisailam, 

Mahaboobnagar(Dt)  

900 MW (6x150 MW) 

6 

Nagarjunasagar Left canal, 

Pylon colony,  

Nalgonda (Dt)  

60MW (2x30MW) 

7 

NSHES, 

Pylon Colony,  

Nalgonda (Dt)  

815.6 MW (1x110MW)+(7x100.8 MW) 

8 Paleru 2 MW (2x1MW) 

9 Peddapalli MHS 9.16 MW - 

 

Solar 

S.No Name & Address Capacity Units 

1 
Solar Plant at PJHEP, 

Revulapally, Mahaboobnagar(Dt) 
1MWp - 
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1.3.Thermal Plant Functioning: 
 

In a coal based power plant coal is transported from coal mines to the power plant by railway in 

wagons or in a merry-go-round system. Coal is unloaded from the wagons to a moving 

underground conveyor belt. This coal from the mines is not of uniform size, so it is taken to the 

Crusher house and crushed to a size of 20mm. From the crusher house the coal is either stored in 

dead storage( generally 40 days coal supply) which serves as coal supply in case of coal supply 

bottleneck or to the live storage(8 hours coal supply) in the raw coal bunker in the boiler house. 

Raw coal from the raw coal bunker is supplied to the Coal Mills by a Raw Coal Feeder. The Coal 

Mills or pulverizers pulverize the coal to 200 mesh size. The powdered coal from the coal mills 

is lifted to the boiler in coal pipes by high pressure hot air (Primary air Fan PA fan). The 

pulverized coal air mixture is burnt in the boiler in the combustion zone. Generally in modern 

boilers tangential firing system is used i.e. the coal nozzles/ guns form tangent to a circle. The 

temperature in fire ball is of the order of 1300°C. Tubes are present along the sides of boiler, 

water is sent in to tubes from the drum in a cyclic process. Water is converted to steam in the 

boiler which flows in to the drum. Steam and water are separated in the drum. The saturated 
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steam from the drum is taken to the Super heater, for superheating. The superheated steam from 

the final super heater is taken to the High Pressure Steam Turbine (HPT). In the HPT the steam 

pressure is utilized to rotate the turbine and the resultant is rotational energy. From the HPT the 

out coming steam is taken to the Re heater in the boiler to increase its temperature as the steam 

becomes wet at the HPT outlet. After re heating this steam is sent into the Intermediate Pressure 

Turbine (IPT), & then to the Low Pressure Turbine (LPT). Steam is sent to condenser turbine 

where the steam is condensed back to water & collected in the hot well through the outlet of 

LPT.  

The water collected in hot water is extracted by the condensate extract pumps (CEP) & sent to 

LP heaters to increase the temperature of water. This heated water enters into the ejector in 

which it extracts the non-condensing gases and heat exchangers of turbine & water is sent to 

deaerator. BFP pumps water from the deaerator to the economizer. Economizer absorbs heat 

from the flue gases and adds this as sensible heat to the feed water before the water enters drum. 

This cyclic process continues.  

When steam passes through the turbine, it rotates the turbine, which in turn rotates the generator. 

The rotational energy imparted to the turbine by steam is converted to electrical energy in the 

Generator.  

Flue gases from the furnace is extracted by the ID fan which maintain balanced draft (-10 to -15 

mm) in the furnace with FD fan. These flue gases emit their heat energy to various super heaters 

in the pent house and finally pass through air preheaters and goes to electrostatic precipitators, 

Where the ash particles are extracted. This ash collected is mixed with water to form slurry and 

is pumped to ash pond.  

 Boiler feed pump increases the pressure of fluid with the help of centrifugal action.  
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                                         CHAPTER-2 

 
2.1.Turbo Generator and Its Auxiliaries: 
 

Turbine is a machine, condensing type tandem compound with throttle governing & regenerative 

system of feed water heating. The turbine is suitable for sliding pressure operation to avoid 

throttling losses at part loads. Super-heated steam having the temperature of 535° C with 

pressure 130kg/cm2 is entered into the HP turbine at its narrow inlet. Due to expansion of steam 

in the HP turbine, Pressure & temperature are reduced to 33 kg/cm2 and 350° C respectively. 

The steam is reheated after it has partially expanded, improves the thermal cycle efficiency. Then 

it passes through IP turbine there it expands and reduces the temperature & pressure. The steam 

enters into LP turbine. Due to rotation of turbine shaft the generator also rotates. There the power 

generates.  

Due to the rotation of shaft the winding temperature of generator increases. You reduce the 

winding temperature we have to use hydrogen cooling system, To avoid the leakage of hydrogen 

& to prevent the air to enter into generator we use seal OIL SYSTEM.  

Based on the principle of action of steam on turbines, it is classified mainly impulse and reaction. 

In addition to that there are many types of turbines i.e., compounding, velocity compounding, 

pressure compounding and multistage turbines.  

Impulse  

In impulse turbine, the steam is expanded in fixed nozzles. The high velocity steam issuing from 

nozzles does work on the moving blades, which cause the shaft to rotate. The essential feature of 

an impulse turbine is that as pressure drop occurs in the nozzles only, and there is no pressure 

drop over the moving blades.  

Reaction  

In this type, pressure is reduced in both fixed and moving blades. Both fixed and moving blades 

act like nozzles and are of same shape. Work is done by the impulse effect due to the reversal of 

direction of the high velocity steam plus a reaction effect due to the expansion of steam through 

the moving blades. The impulse reaction turbine was developed by late Sir. CHARLES. A. 

PARSON and widely used in power station. It is sometimes called parson‟s turbine.  
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2.2.Heat Cycle of Steam Turbines:  

When steam is allowed to expand through narrow orifices, it assumes kinetic energy of steam is 

changed to mechanical energy through the impact or reaction of steam against the blades. The 

blades are designed in such a way that steam will glide on and off the blade without any 

tendency to strike it.  

As the steam moves over the blades, its direction is continuously changing & centrifugal 

pressure exerted as the result is normal to the blade surface at all points. The total motive force 

acting on the blade is thus resultant of all the centrifugal forces plus the change of momentum 

this causes the rotational motion of the blades.  

2.3.Regenerative Feed Water Heating: 

In regenerative feed water heating part of system is bled after partial expansion in the turbine & 

is used to heat up the feed water going to steam generator. In this process the latent heat of 

liquidification of bled steam is also utilized in heating feed water, which otherwise would have 

been dumped into condenser, thereby increasing the cycle efficiency. Usually feed water is 

heated to 0.65 to 0.75 times saturation temperature in 5 to 9 heaters by regenerative heating.  

As a consequence of steam extractions for feed water heating, increased steam flow through 

turbine is required to generate the same power usually thermal cycle employing regenerative 

feed water heating will have 30% higher flow at stop valve & 30% lower flow at turbine exhaust 

as compared to thermal cycle without regenerative feed water heating. This makes regenerative 

feed water heating even more attractive due to following reasons  

 Increased steam flow in initial stages results in increased blades heights resulting in improving 

internal efficiency.  

 Reduced flow at turbine exhaust demands lesser exhaust area resulting in smaller blades in last 

stage blades in last stage blades, which is limiting factor in turbine design.  

 The decrease in steam flow at turbine exhaust also reduces flow of working fluid through 

auxiliary equipment thereby reducing their sizes & saving in capital investment.  

2.4.Components of steam Turbine:  

Turbine has HP, IP & LP rotors and the generator rotor is connected by rigid couplings. The 

critical speed of HP & IP rotors are well above the operating speed while that of LP rotor is 

below operating speed.  
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Steam is admitted to the HP turbine through 2 combined main stream stop & control valves. The 

lines leading from two HP exhaust branches to the re heaters are provided with check valves & 

the exhaust from the IP turbine is taken to the LP turbine by two cross around pipes one either 

side of the turbine at the operating floor level. This reduces the requirement on the overall height 

of the turbine bay.  

HP Turbine  

The outer casing of the HP turbine is of barrel type construction. This avoids mass accumulations 

due to absence of the flanges. As a result of the almost complete rotational symmetry the wall 

thickness is kept moderate & of nearly equal strength at all sections. The inner casing is fixed in 

the horizontal & vertical planes in the outer casing so that it can freely expand radially in all 

directions & axially from a fixed point when heating up while maintaining eccentricity. The 

barrel construction permits rapid start-up & higher rates if load changes due to absence of high 

thermal stress. Barrel type casings are also easy to cast which means the castings can be of 

exceptionally good quality.  

The connections of the main steam piping with the HP turbine are by means of sleeve joints 

having buttress threads. These threads are located in the outer casing & connection with the 

piping is made through breach nuts. This arrangement provides ease of opening the joint during 

the maintenance.  

Siemens (120 MW) Internals  

 Double Casing  

 Both spilt Casings  

 Inner casing is mounted with all stationary stages as a single piece  

 Unidirectional flow  

 1x 26 stages  

 Rigid shaft  

 Mainly reaction  

 130 ksc & 535°C HP inlet  

 MS Flow: 360 T/hr  

 36 ksc & 348°C HP exhaust  

 Throttle governing  
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 Independently balanced under operating conditions  

 Balance leak off connected to HP exhaust  

 One extraction from CRH to HP  

IP turbine  

The IP casing is split horizontally & is of double shell & double flow construction, with the inner 

casing carrying the guide blades & kinematically supported within the outer casing. The 

construction provides flexibility for choosing the locations of blees steam point to suit the best 

thermal efficiency.  

The re heated steam enters the inner casing through the top and bottom. The arrangement 

confines the high steam temperature to the admission branch of the casing, while the joint of the 

outer casing is only subjected to lower casing and temperature at the exhaust of the inner casing. 

Although casing are of split design yet these don‟t impose restrictions in start-up timings and 

rapid load changes due to the provision of suitable stress relieving grooves built in the inner 

casing. The hydraulic turning gear blades are located on the coupling of the IP router.  

SIEMENS (120 MW) INTERNALS  

 Double Casting  

 Both Spilt Casings  

 Inner casing contains first 12 stages with extraction tapping after sixth stage  

 Balance 8 stages are mounted in two carriers, 4 each.  

 Total 1 X 20 stages  

 31.63 ksc & 535°C at exhaust  

 2.44 ksc & 215°C at exhaust  

 Rigid shaft  

 Adjustable axial key at IP rear  

 Mainly reaction stages  

 Independently balanced – balance leak off connected to crossover pipes  

 Not required  

 „L‟ shaped seal rings provide adequate flexibility and effective sealing  

 Matching extraction (after stages 32, 38, 42 & 46) are provided in castings – sliding „L‟ seals 

are provided for extraction to HPH(Stage 32)  
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LP Turbine  

The LP casing is of triple shell fabricated construction. The outer casing consists of front and 

rear walls, two side numbers called longitudinal girders and top cover.  

The twin shell inner casing is supported kinematically at each end by two supporting arms 

resting on the side members of the outer casing. The inner shell of the inner casing carries the 

guide blade carrier of the first stage of the turbine. Rings of the guide blade carriers, which 

constitute the remaining stages of the turbine, are boiled to the middle inner outer casing. The LP 

turbine is provided with the exhaust-hood spray facility.  

SIEMENS (120 MW) INTERNALS  

 Single casting, split type  

 2 x 6 stages, Drum mounted  

 Solid shaft (37.5)  

 Mainly reaction stages  

 Self-Balanced (Double Flow)  

 2.44 ksc & 215°C at inlet  

 Condenser Vacuum at exhaust  

 3 extractions (after 48, 50 & 51 on  

 LP Heaters are mounted on LP casing  

Glands  

In the HP and LP cylinders the seal consists of a series of sealing strips caulked alternatively in 

the shaft and into stationary rings. In the case of LP cylinder gland sealing strips are fitted in the 

stationary rings only. Each sealing ring consists of six or eight segments and is carried in the 

grooves in the casing to allow radial movement. Each segment is held in position against a 

shoulder by two coil springs. Both fixed & moving blades are fitted with a continuous shroud in 

which steps have been machined to produce a labyrinth. The sealing strips are caulked into the 

casing & shaft opposite the blade & are of stainless steel which is easily replaced.  

Turbine shaft glands are sealed with auxiliary steam supplied by an electro hydraulically 

controlled seal steam pressure control valve. A pressure of 0.01 kg/cm² is maintained in the seals 

above a load of 80 MW the turbine becomes self-sealing. The leap of steam from HPT or IPT 

glands is used for sealing LPT glands. The steam pressure in the header is then maintained 
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constant by means of a leak-off- control valve. The last stage leak off all shaft seals is sent to the 

gland steam cooler for regenerative feed heating.  

Cooling Towers  

Hot water from the condenser is brought to the cooling towers. In cooling towers the hot water is 

sprinkled from the top as droplets. The hot water droplets exchanges heat to the atmospheric air 

& gets cooled, which is collected from the bottom. As the temperature of the air gets increased, 

density of air inside the tower gets reduced & it starts moving up. The outside air comes inside 

the tower & this cycle continues. It is constructed such that the draft pressure because of hot air 

moving up remains same. 

 

 
BOILER  

Boiler is device for generating steam, processing or heating purposes. Boilers are designed to 

transmit heat from an external combustion source contained within the boiler itself.  

There are many types boilers in KTPS we 

use water tube boiler. Type  

A Tangentially fired, balanced draught, 

natural circulation, radiant reheat type, Dry 

bottom with direct fired pulverized coal 
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with bowl mills.  

Maximum rating  375 t/hr  

Rated steam pressure at SH out  138 atg  

Rated steam pressure at RH in  34 atg  

Rated steam pressure at RH out  32 atg  

Rated steam temp at SH out  540°c  

Rated steam temp at RH in  360°c  

Operating pressure of drum  148 kg/cm²  

 

Design pressure of drum 158.2 Kg/cm² 

Design pressure of RH 

45 Kg/cm² 

Water Capacity of Boiler 

At operating conditions 

107.4M3 

At Hyd Test 

174.52M3 

At pressure test of RH 

44.78 M3 

Principle of combustion 

Primary function of oil& coal burning systems in the process of steam generation is to provide 

controlled efficient conversion of chemical energy of fuel into heat energy, which is transferred 

to heat absorbing surfaces of the steam generator. 
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The combustion elements of fuel consist of carbon, hydrogen and a small amount of sulphur. 

When the combustion is properly completed the exhaust gases will contain carbon dioxide, 

sulphur dioxide and a large volume of nitrogen combining carbon, hydrogen or hydrocarbons 

with oxygen in air brings about combustion. When the carbon burns completely, it results in the 

formation of gas known as carbon dioxide. When carbon burns incompletely it forms carbon 

monoxide. 

Ignition 

Fuel must be ignited before it can burn. Raising the temperature of the fuel to its ignition 

temperature brings about combustion. This temperature varies with different fuels. 

Furnace 

A boiler furnace is that space under or adjacent to a boiler in which fuel is burned & from which 

combustion products pass in to the boiler proper. It provides a chamber in which the combustion 

reaction can be isolated and confined so that the reaction remains a controlled force. In addition 

it provides support or enclosure for the firing equipment. 

Boiler furnace can be classified as front fired, front and rear wall fired, corner fired, cyclone 

furnace and slag type furnace. Two types of firing for a coal fired boiler are grate fired & 

pulverized fuel fired. In pulverized fuel boiler the un-burnt loss is considerably reduced, so it is 

generally used. 

Pressure parts 

Economizer 

Earlier economizer were introduced mainly to recover the heat in flue gas that leaves the boiler 

& provision of this additional heating surface increases the efficiency of steam generation, 

saving fuel consumption. Size of economizer is less compared to other units this is because hat 

available in boiler exit flue gas can be economically recovered using air heater, which is essential 

for pulverised fuel fired boilers. 
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Water Walls 

Walls of the furnace are made up of water tubes. The tubes are connected to headers and feed 

water is circulated through them. While water passes through the tubes, heat is absorbed from the 

furnace. 

In the boiler 50% of the heat released by combustion of fuel in the furnace is absorbed by water 

walls. Heat so absorbed is used in the evaporation of water supplied to the boiler. 

Water circulation in Boiler 

Water is filled into the boiler drum it comes down through 6 down comers to the bottom ring 

header at the elevation of 42.44 mts . & is connected by the furnace water walls, it directly 

connects ring headers to water wall outlet header at 59.15 mts 

For the left and right side line headers (H3, H4) are connected to side water wall inlet headers at 

an elevation of 8.4 mts by supply/ loose tubes. The furnace side water walls connect to the side 

water walls outer header at 59.15 mts elevation. 60 riser tubes (120 mm) connect the boiler drum 

from water wall outlet headers on the four sides. 

Drum 

Boiler drum has two functions 

 Separating steam from the mixture of water and steam discharged into it 

 Purification of steam after being separated from water. This purification equipment is called 

drum internals. 

Drum size is determined by the space required to accommodate the steam separating and 

purifying the equipment. The steam space provided should be sufficient to prevent priming and 

foaming drum diameter and length should be sufficient to provide accessibility for installation, 

inspection and servicing of the drum internals. 
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Steam generated in a boiler is intimately mixed with the relatively large and variable amounts of 

circulating boiler water. Before the steam leaves the boiler drum & enters the super heater 

practically all of this is associated boiler water must be separated from the steam. 
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                                          CHAPTER-3 

3.1.Super Heater: 

Super heaters are usually classified according to the shape of the tube banks and the position of 

the header, also according to whether they, receive heat by radiation or convention. 

3.2.Radiation superheater 

Radiant super heaters absorb heat by direct radiation from furnace and are generally located at 

the top of furnace. In some older designs, the superheater tubes form part of the furnace and 

receive practically all the heat of radiation. 

Since the furnace temperature, and therefore the amount of available heat from radiation, does 

not raise as rapidly as the rate steam heat flow, a radiant superheater has a falling characteristic, 

the steam temperature drops as the steam flow raises. 

3.3.Convection superheater 

Convection super heaters absorb heat mainly by the impingement of flow of hot gas around the 

tubes. A purely convection superheater has a rising steam temperature characteristic. The mass 

flow and temperature of gas entering the superheater zone, as well as the steam flow from the 

boiler increase with an increase in the firing rate changes in temperature produce a greater 

average temperatures difference, between the gas and steam, and this together with the higher, he 

gas mass flow, causes an increased rate of heat absorption, resulting in an increased temperature. 

3.4.Desuperheater 

De-superheating i.e. the reduction or removal of superheat from steam to the extent required. De 

super heater are provided in the superheater connecting links and the cold re heater lines to 

permit reduction of steam temperature when necessary and to maintain the temperature design 

values within the limits of the nozzle capacity. 

Temperature reduction is accomplished by injecting spray water into the path of steam, through a 

nozzle at the entering end of the Desuperheaters. The spray water source is from the boiler feed 
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water system. As mentioned earlier, the characteristic performance of the superheater, which 

receives heat by. Convection from gas flowing over it is rising temperature with increasing 

output. 

To obtain some degree of control, the superheater must be designed for full temperature at some 

partial load. As a result, there will be excessive surface, with corresponding excess temperatures 

at higher loads .A Desuperheaters may be used to reduce steam temperature. 

The preferred location of Desuperheaters, especially for temperature above 450 deg C is between 

sections of superheater. In such installations, the steam is first passed through a primary 

superheater where it is raised to some intermediate temperature .It is then passed through the 

Desuperheaters and its temperature reduction is controlled so that, after continuing through the 

secondary or final stage of the superheater, the required constant conditions are maintained 

outlet. Desuperheaters are either non-contact or direct contact type. 

3.5.Re-heaters 

Increased capacity of generators necessitates increased capacity units. The steam entering high 

pressure turbine does some work due to steam expanding through various stages. The steam 

exhaust in high pressure turbine is again admitted in the re heater circuit to reheat the steam at a 

constant pressure to raise its temperature to almost equal to superheated steam . The heat energy 

in the steam is expanded doing some additional work before exhausting into condenser from L.P 

turbine. 

3.6.Heavy Oil Guns 

They are used to light up the unit to bring the unit up to a temperature and pressure at a control 

rate to provide ignition energy when lighting of adjacent elevation of coal nozzle and for 

stabilizing purpose. Oil guns are provided in BC and DE elevations. 
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                                         CHAPTER-4 

4.1.Atomization: 

By atomization the oil is split into very fine droplets by using high speed and turbulent jet of dry 

steam. 

4.2.Wind Box Assembly: 

Each wind box assembly is divided into number of compartments. 

1. Coal compartment containing a coal nozzle. 

2. Top bottom and intermediate compartments are used for admission of secondary air. 

3. Combustion air is admitted into intermediate air compartments and each fuel compartments 

through set of dampers. 

The lower drive cylinders at each elevation are operated by secondary air damper control system 

in conjunction with the FSSS. 

4.3.Flame Scanners 

These are provided for some flame supervision and are used by the furnace safeguard 

supervisory system to initiate a star fuel trip upon flame failure when the ignites are not even in 

service. 

4.4.Induced Draft Fan (ID Fan) 

The function of induced draft fan is to suck gases out of furnaces and throw them into stack. 

Boiler is provided with two no. of Induced Draft Fans. Each ID Fan is provided with regulating 

damper control and scoop control for controlling the loading on fans, Inlet/Outlet gases for 

isolation to facilitate start-up/maintenance of fan. Flue gas interconnection with damper is 

provided before ESP in order to maintain balanced flow through both the APH / second pass 

when only the ID Fan is running. The major sub-assemblies of the fan are as follows. 
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 Impeller with shaft assembly. 

 Bearing and thermometers. 

 Shaft seals & hydraulic couplings. 

 Suction chamber & spiral casing 

Oil circulation system is provided for cooling and lubrication of fan bearings, which consists of 

one pair of filter & coolers, one each being stand by. The pump 

draws oil through a suction strainer. The discharge oil from the pump passes through a duplex 

filter gets cleaned, & passes through an oil cooler, gets cooled & sufficient number of valves are 

provided in the system to control the flow of oil in various pipelines. 

Specifications of ID fan 

Type 

Axial impulse 

Capacity 

126 mᶟ 

Total Developed Head 

420 mm WC (design), 105 mᶟ/sec 

Type of fan Regulation 

Inlet guide vane control 

Drive motor 

6.6 KV, 400 KW , full load 43.7 A 
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4.5.Forced Draft Fan (FD Fan) 

It supplies excess air required for complete combustion. Boiler is provided with 2 forced draft 

fans. Each FD fan is provided with blade pitch control for controlling the loading on fans. Outlet 

damper is for isolation to facilitate start-up/maintenance of fan. The fan consists of 

 Suction chamber assembly 

 Impeller casing 

 Diffuser assembly 

 Main bearing assembly 

 Hydraulic servomotor linkage assembly & Silencer 

Oil for main bearing assembly & servomotor operation is provided by oil circulation system. The 

pressure in the system is maintained by recirculation valve. Oil from the pump is cooled & 

filtered. After filter, oil branches into 2 sections one leading to servo system known as “Control 

Oil Line” & other to the main bearing assembly for lubrication termed as Lubricating Oil Line. 

Specifications of FD fan 

Type 

Axial, reaction 

Capacity 

52.7 mᶟ/sec(design),42.2 mᶟ/sec(100% MCR) 

TDH 

572 mm WC (design),387 mm WC(100% MCR) 

Type of fan regulation 

Variable pitch impeller blade control 
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Drive Motor 

6.6 KV, 560 KW, full load 60.4 A 

4.6.Primary Air Fan (PA Fan) 

It has 2 functions i.e. drying the coal and transportation to the furnace. Boiler has 2 PA fans. 

Each fan is provided with blade pitch control for controlling the loading 

fans, outlet damper for isolation to facilitate start-up/ maintenance of fan. Fan consists of 

 Suction chamber 

 Fan housing with guide vanes (stage-1) 

 Rotor consists of shaft, row impellers with adjustable blades with pitch control 

 Main bearing (Anti frictional bearings) 

 Outlet guide vane housing with guide vanes(stage 2) 

 Diffuser & silencer 

Oil for main bearing assembly &servomotor operation is provided by Oil circulation system. The 

pressure in the system is maintained by recirculation valve. Oil from the pump is cooled & 

filtered. After filter, oil branches into 2 sections one leading to servo system known as “Control 

Oil Line” & other to the main bearing assembly for lubrication termed as “Lubricating Oil line”. 

Motor is an asynchronous squirrel cage induction motor with grease lubricated anti-friction 

bearing at both ends of the rotor. 

Specifications 

Type 

Radial 

Capacity 
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27.2 mᶟ/sec(design), 21.8 mᶟ/sec (100% MCR) 

TDH 

1050 mm WC (design), 877 mm WC(100% MCR) 

Type of fan regulation 

Inlet guide vane control 

Drive Motor 

6.6 KV, 400 KW , full load 43.7 A 

4.7.Lubricating oil system of steam turbine 

Good lubrication is one of the most important factors effecting the safety & availability of 

generating plant. Considerable damage can occur if the correct care & attention is not paid to the 

lubricating system. Because of high capital cost of plant, heavy losses are incurred if efficient 

plant is kept out of service per lengthy repairs. 

By using this we can reduce friction & dissipation of heat from bearings. 

Main Oil Pump (MOP) 

MOP is mounted directly on the HP turbine shaft & comes into service as the speed attains 2850 

rpm. All other pumps are installed on the top of the oil tank & all are submersible type with their 

prime mover & the cover. 

A 3 way temperature control valve is provided with electric dry, which operates automatically & 

maintains the temperature of lubricating oil at normal 45°C. 

The main oil tank has a direct reading fluid level indicator & fluid switch. 

Specifications of MOP 

Type 

Centrifugal, single stage double suction 
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Capacity 

4500 Litre/min 

Discharge pressure 

10-12 Kg/Cm² 

Regulating oil pressure 

10 Kg/Cm² 

Drive 

Turbine shaft 

Starting Oil Pump 

It is driven by AC motor. It will serve the purpose of MOP during start-up & after trip out of the 

turbine. 

Specifications: 

Type 

Centrifugal, single stage double suction 

Capacity 

4500 Litre/min 

Discharge Pressure 

10-12 Kg/Cm² 

Regulating Oil pressure 

10 Kg/Cm² 

Turbine shaft 
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                                          CHAPTER-5 

5.1.Condenser: 

Exhaust steam from LP turbine enters into the condenser, where it condensates into water by 

exchanging its heat energy to the cooling water. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower 

is circulated through the tubes in the condenser & as steam from the turbine passes around them 

it is rapidly condensed into water. Because water has a much smaller comparative volume than 

steam, a vacuum is created into the condenser. This allows the steam to reduce down to a 

pressure below that of normal atmosphere & more energy can be utilized. 

This is the duty of the condenser in performing the above process as efficiently as possible. For 

this reason, it is the largest & most important of the heat exchangers in a power station. 

Generally there are 3 types of condensers 

 Mixing type of jet condensers 

 Non-mixing type or surface condensers 

 Non-conventional direct contact condensers 

Specification 

Type 

Two pass, divided water-box type, surface condenser 

Cooling water surface 

3380 m² per condenser 

Quality of cooling water 

15400 mᶟ/hr. for both condensers at 30° 

Temperature of cooling water 
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30 C normal 

36°C max 

Pressure in steam space 

0.093Kg/Cm² 

Number of tubes in each condenser 

6800 

5.2.Condensate Extractions Pumps (C.E.P) 

The function of these pumps is to pump the condensate to the deaerator through ejectors, gland 

steam cooler, drain cooled and LP heaters. In a 220 MW unit three pumps are installed, having a 

pumping capacity of 505 each. Two pumps are for normal use and one is standby. Since the 

sucking action is at negative pressure, the special arrangements have been made for providing 

sealing to glands. 

Type 

Vertical, Centrifugal, 7 stage 

Capacity 

2260 lit/min 

TDH 

270 meters. WC 

Drive Motor 

6.6 KV, 1480 rpm,200 KW, full load 22A 
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5.3.Ejectors: 

Ejector consists of starting ejector and two main ejectors. Starting ejector is used to accelerate 

the creation of vacuum during starting of turbine & is switched into operation in parallel with 

main ejectors. Main ejectors are used for extraction of air from condensers and heat exchangers 

of turbine. The pressure and discharge of condensing gases depend upon the conditions of 

working of condensers and ejectors. 

5.4.LP Heaters 

In regenerative system of 220 MW, KWU units three LP heaters are provided. These LP heaters 

are installed after CEP discharge in condensate cycle. Extractions steam is taken from LP turbine 

for heater No. 3, 4 & 5. 

Specifications 

LP heaters 1 & 2 

Number per Unit 

1 Each 

Type 

Vertical, Shell & tube 

Water side 

Rated flow 

272.143 T/hr. 

Operating pressure 

20 Kg/Cm² 

Operating temp 
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78°C 

Steam side 

Rated flow 

4.8 T/hr., 8.155 T/hr. 

Operating pressure 

Vacuum, 0.411 Kg/cm² 

Operating Temp 

83°C 

LP heaters 3, 4 & 5 

Number per Unit 

1 Each 

Type 

Vertical, Shell & tube 

Water side 

Rated flow 

308.469 T/hr. 

Design Pressure 

28 Kg/Cm² 

Design temp 

156°C,158°C,178°C 

Steam side 
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Rated flow 

25 T/Hr 

Design Pressure 

20 Kg/Cm²,40Kg/Cm² 

Design Temp 

164°C 183°C 

5.5.HP heaters 

In regenerative system of 220 MW, KWU units two HP heaters are provided in feed water line 

after BFP discharge. Extraction steam for HPD one is taken from IP turbine and HPH-2 from 

HRH line. 

Number per Unit 

1 Each 

Type 

Vertical, Shell & tube 

Water side 

Rated flow 

361.5 T/hr. 

Operating pressure 

172 Kg/Cm² 

Steam side 

Rated flow 
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25 T/hr. 29.1 T/hr. 

Design Pressure 

20 Kg/Cm²,40Kg/Cm² 

Operating pressure 

17.04 Kg/Cm²,32.03Kg/Cm² 

FW inlet temp 

160.3°C, 197.16°C 

FW outlet temp 

197.16°C, 231.27°C 

Steam inlet temp 

460°C, 359°C 

5.6.Deaerator 

The function of the deaerator is to remove dissolved non- condensable gases and to heat boiler 

feed water. It consists of a pressure vessel in which water and steam are mixed in a controlled 

manner. When this occurs, water temperature rises, and all non-condensable gases dissolved 

gases are liberated and removed and the effluent water may be considered corrosion free from an 

oxygen or carbon dioxide standpoint. Free air or other non- condensable gases should be vented 

prior permitting the fluid to enter the deaerator. 

Deaerator protects the feed pumps, piping, boiler and any other piece of equipment that is in the 

boiler feed and returns cycles from the effects of corrosive gases i.e. oxygen and carbon dioxide, 

to a level where they are no longer a corrosion factor. 
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5.7.Boiler Feed Pumps 

Boiler heed pumps is a multi-stage pump provided the pumping feed water to economiser. 

Generally teo pumps each of 100% of total capacity are provided. One is standby 

The high pressure BFP is very expensive machine, which can complained with the stated 

requirements. The safety in operations & efficiency of the feed pump does not only depend on 

the correct design and careful manufacturing in the works, but also reliable operation and 

maintenance so the operation and maintenance staff should be well acquainted with the 

instructions procedures laid down by suppliers. 

Specifications 

Type 

Horizontal, Centrifugal, 6 stage 

Rated Capacity 

445 T/hr. 

TDH 

178.22 atg 

Temperature of feed water 

176.15°C(max) 

Vapour Pressure 

9.36Kg/Cm² 

Drive motor 

6.6 KV, 4000 kW, full load 400A 
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                                         CHAPTER-6 

6.1.GENERATOR AND ITS AUXILARIES 

An A.C generator also known as synchronous generator or alternator, as it is driven at constant 

speed for it to produce a constant frequency essential for the power system to be stable works on 

the principle of Faraday‟s law of dynamically induced emf. Generator is of 2 pole 3-ф, Y- 

connected, lap wound machine of M/s BHEL make. Electrical power will be generated in the 

generator at 16.5 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV through 16.5/220 KV 290 MVA 

transformer and then connected to the grid through 220 KV SF6 circuit breaker. 

The generator consists of the following components: 

 Stator frame 

 Stator core 

 Stator winding 

 Hydrogen coolers 

 Rotor shaft 

 Rotor winding 

 Rotor retaining rings 

 Field connections 

 Bearings 

 Shaft seal 

The following additional auxiliaries are required for generator operation 

 Oil system 

 Gas system 
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 Excitation system 

6.2.Generator Design Data: 

Type : TGP 234260/ 2H 

Rating : continuous 

Hydrogen Pressure : 2 atg 

Apparent output : 137,500 kVA 

Active output : 120,000 KW 

Power Factor : 0.8 lagging 

Rated voltage : 11,000 V 

Rated Current : 7220 A 

Rated Speed : 3000 rpm 

Critical speed of Generator : 2158 rpm 

J of Generator Rotor : 13.78 m² 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Phase connections : Double star 

Generator terminals : 6 

Generator Brushes Number : 42 

Size : 25 x 32 mm 

Grade : HM 6 R 

Minimum Diameter of slip rings : 420 mm 

Maximum output with hydrogen cooling and : 96,250 kVA 
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with One of the 3 cooler units out of operation 

Maximum output with Air cooling : 68,750 kVA 

Maximum inductive output at the rate voltage and : 110,000 kVA 

Zero power factor lagging 

Maximum capacitive output at the rated voltage and : 50,000 kVA 

Zero power factor leading 

Maximum amplitude of the sudden short circuit current: 9.2 X In peak 

Including DC component 

Inherent voltage regulation : 39% 

Short circuit ratio : 0.5 

The efficiencies of the turbo-generator including losses in the exciter, bearing and gear box. 

6.3.Principle of generator: 

The A.C. generator or alternator is based upon the principle of the Electromagnetic Induction. 

The stator housed the armature windings. The rotor houses the field windings; DC voltage is 

applied to the field windings. When the rotor is rotated, the lines of the magnetic flux cut through 

the stator windings. The magnitude of EMF is given by the following expression. 

E=4.44 Ǿ f T volts 

6.4.Generation Protection: 

The core of an electrical power system is generator. During the abnormal operating condition 

certain components of generators are subjected to increased stress and therefore, could fail, 

referred to faults. It cans either internal fault or external fault depending upon whether they are 

inside or outside the machine. The machine with fault must be tripped immediately. The 
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corrective measures against generator’s abnormal operation are taken care by stubborn protective 

system. 

Generator protection is classified in to three types. 

CLASS-A PROTECTION: 

  This covers all electrical protections for faults within the generating unit like 

generator field breaker, generator breaker etc. Protections are as furnished below.  

1. Generator differential 

2. Generator –transformer differential 

3. Generator and generator transformer overall differential 

4. Earth Fault Protection: 

 Stator earth fault 

 Stator earth fault, stand by 

 Rotor earth fault  

5. Stator inter turn fault. Generator back-up impedance protection 

6. Loss of excitation 

7. Over voltage  

8. Over excitation  

9. Low forward power 

10. Reverse power 

11. Generator under frequency protection  

12. Voltage restrained over current protection 

13. Breaker fails protection.  

CLASS-B PROTECTION: 

  This covers all mechanical protections of the turbine in which turbine will be 

tripped first and following this generator will trip on reverse power low forward power 

protections. 

1. Generator Transformer oil temperature very high. 

2. Commands from automatic voltage regulator control. 
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CLASS-C PROTECTION:  

This covers electrical protection for faults in the system in which generator will be unloaded by 

tripping of generator breaker only. The unit will come to house load operation and the UAT will 

be in service. Various protections of this class are: 

1. 220 KV (HV side of Generator Transformer) bus bar protections. 

2. Generator Transformer HV side breaker pole discrepancy.  

3. Generator negative phase sequence protection. 

4. Reverse power protection without turbine trip. 

5. Pole slipping. 

 

 

Stator winding faults: 

Stator winding faults involve armature winding and must therefore be cleared quickly by 

complete shutdown of the generator. Stator winding fault may damage the laminations due to 

heat generated. Hence it needs particular re-insulation and re-building of the core. These faults 

are the most dangerous and are likely to cause considerable damage to expensive machinery. 

 Phase to Phase fault: 
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A short circuit between any two phases is called a line to line or phase to phase fault. 

 Phase to ground fault: 

A short circuit between any one of phase conductors and earth is called a phase to ground fault. 

It may be due to the failure of insulation between a phase conductor and earth, or due to phase 

conductor breaking and falling to ground. 

 Stator-inter turn faults: 

Short circuit between the burns of one coil may occur if the stator winding is made up of multi-

turn coils. Such faults may develop owing to incoming current surges with a steep wave-front 

which may cause a high voltage (L*di/dt) across the turns at the entrance of the stator winding. 

The stator winding is made up of single-turn coils, with only one coil/slot inter-turn fault may 

occur. Differential protection and over current protection does not sense inter-turn faults. 

Rotor faults: 

Faults due to insulation failure: 

 Field winding fault: 

Rotor faults include inter-turn faults and conductor to earth faults. These faults are caused by 

mechanical temperature stresses. The unbalanced loading on generator gives rise to negative 

sequence currents which causes negative sequence component of magnetic field. It rotates in 

opposite direction of the main field and induces emf in rotor windings. Thus the unbalanced 

loading causes rotor heating. 

 Loss of excitation: 

The loss of excitation of a generator may result in loss of synchronism and slightly increased 

generators speed since the power input to machine remains unchanged. The machine therefore 

behaves as an induction generator and draws its exciting current from system which is equal to 

its full load rated current. This leads to overheating of the stator winding and rotor body because 

of currents induced in the rotor body due to slip speed. 
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Abnormal prime- mover & control condition: 

 Failure of prime-mover: 

When input to the prime-mover fails, the alternator runs as a synchronous motor and draws some 

current from supply system. 

 Over fluxing: 

The faults which are occurred due decreasing speed at that time flux will be increased. This 

results to the over fluxing of the prime-mover. 

System related faults: 

1. Unbalanced loading 

2. Over loading 

3. Over speed 

4. Over voltage 

5. Over current 

 Unbalanced loading: 

The unbalanced loading results in circulation of negative sequence currents in the stator 

windings which gives rise to a rotating magnetic field. This field rotates at double the 

synchronous speed with respect to rotor and induces a voltage of double the frequency in the 

rotor conductor. If the degree of unbalance is large these currents will over heat the rotor stamps 

and the field winding. 

 Over loading: 

Over loading of the stator will over heat the stator windings which may damage the insulation 

depending upon the degree of over loading. 

 Over speed: 
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In case of hydraulic generators a sudden loss of load results in over speeding of the generator 

because the water flow to the turbine cannot be stopped quickly because of mechanical and 

hydraulic inertia. Modern generators are usually provided with mechanical centrifugal devices 

mounted on their driving shafts to trip the main value of the prime-mover when a dangerous over 

speed occurs. 

 Over voltage: 

Over voltages are caused by over speeding of the generator or due to faulty operation of the 

voltage regulator. In case of hydro-generator, the control governors are much less sensitive .The 

over voltage during this time may reach a value which would over-stress the stator windings and 

insulation breakdown may occur. 

 Over current: 

Over currents are occurring mainly due to partial breakdown of winding insulation or due to 

overload on the supply system. 

Effects of faults: 

The most dangerous type of fault is short circuit as it may have the fallowing effects on a 

generator, if it remains unclear. 

Heavy short circuit current may cause damage to equipment due to overheating and high 

mechanical forces setup due to heavy current. 

1. Heavy short circuit current may cause damage to equipment due to overheating and high 

mechanical forces setup due to heavy current. 

2. There may be reduction in the supply voltage of the healthy feeders, resulting in the loss of 

industrial loads. 

3. Short circuit may cause the unbalancing of supply voltages and currents, there by heating 

rotating machines. 
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4. Arcs associated with short circuits may cause fire hazards. Such fires, resulting from arcing 

may destroy the faulty element of the system. There is also a possibility of the fire speeding to 

other part of the system if the fault is not isolated quickly. 

FAULT PROTECTION 

Mainly static protection scheme have been developed for generator protection. The generator and 

main transformer form a “unit” and each unit has a boiler, turbine, condenser and other auxiliary 

systems. 

For a generator, varying levels of mechanical protection are necessary, such as vibrating 

detection, lubricant and coolant monitoring etc. 

The actions for the above mechanical problems are as follows 

Urgent shutdown: It is required if a phase to phase fault occurs within the generator. 

Non-urgent shutdown: It might be sequential where the prim over may be shutdown prior to 

electrically unloading the generator. In order to avoid the over speed in case of a steam turbine. 

Alarm only: In the event of unbalanced loading, it is a desirable that an alarm may turn on, in 

order to allow for possible operator intervention to remedy the situation. 

6.5.Protective measures: 

Faults should be instantly detected and the faulty section isolated from the rest of the system in 

the shortest period. It is obviously not possible to do this manually, and it must, therefore be 

accomplished automatically. Faults are detected automatically by means of relays and the faulty 

section is isolated by circuit breakers connected at the boundaries of the section. The 

combination of relays and circuit breakers is known as protective system. 

Protective relay: 

It is an automatic device which detects an abnormal condition in an electrical circuit and causes a 

circuit breaker to isolate the faulty element of the systems. In some cases it may give an alarm or 

visible indication to alert operator. 
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Among the equipment of protective system, relays are very important because they sense fault 

condition in power system. 

 

 

 

Relay circuit diagram 
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Relay circuit connections can be divided into three parts. 

(i) First part is the primary winding of a transformer (CT) which is connected in series with the 

line to be protected. 

(ii) Second part is consists of secondary winding of C.T. and relay to operate. 

(iii) Third part is the tripping circuit which may be either AC or DC. 

(iv) It consists of source of supply, the trip coil of the circuit breaker and relay stationary 

contacts. Sensing Comparing Controlling 

Types of Protective Relays: 

Protective relays are categorized into three categories, depending on the technologies they use 

for their construction and operation. 

1. Electromagnetic relays 

2. Static relays 

3. Numerical relays 

 Electromagnetic relays: 

An electromagnetic relay operates on the electromagnetic principle, in which relay contains an 

electro magnet and a moving part. When the actuating quantity exceeds a certain predetermined 

value, an operating torque is developed which is applied on the moving part. This causes the 

moving part to travel and to finally close a contact to energise the trip coil of the circuit breaker. 

Side view of electromagnetic Relay Front View of electromagnetic Relay 

 Static Relay 

To maintain the stability and reliable operation of interconnected system relay should be fast, so 

the operation of the relay must be fast and sensitive. This characteristic is not obtained by use of 

conventional Electro-magnetic Relays this can be achieved by using „static Relays‟. 
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It has semiconductor diodes, transistors, Thyristor, logic gates, ICs, etc. actuating quantity is 

taken from secondary of CT or PT. Since it is in A.C quantity so it is passed through „Rectifier‟ 

and converted into D.C quantity. Then input is passed to „Measuring unit‟ which consists of 

comparators, Level-detectors, and AND logic 

circuits etc. Here it compares the input with the threshold and if input is above value then it gives 

Logical output to „Output device‟. Finally it energizes the „Trip circuit‟. 

 Numerical Relay 

Microprocessor-based protective relays are more flexible because of being programmable. They 

are economic, have compactness, reliability, flexibility and improved performance over 

conventional relays. A number of desired relaying characteristics, such as over current, 

directional, impedance, reactance, mho, quadrilateral, elliptical, etc. can be obtained using the 

same interface. The microprocessor-based relays which assume sinusoidal waves for the fault 

voltage and current use analogue band-pass filters which pass 40-70 Hz signals. 

Type of Fault ANSI device Protective Functions 

GENERATIVE STATOR: 

Short Circuits 87 g Generative differential 

87 GT Overall differential 

21 G Minimum impedance 

52/27 G (or Over Current /Under Voltage) 

Asymmetry 46 g Negative sequence 

Stator Overload 51 G Overload 

Earth Fault Stator 64 G1 95% Stator Earth Fault 

64 G2 100% Stator Earth Fault 

Loss of excitation 40 G Loss of excitation 
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Out of Step 98 G Pole Slip 

Monitoring 32 G/ 37 G Low forward power/reverse 

power (double protection for large 

Generators) 

Blade fatigue 81 G Minimum Frequency 

Inter turn Fault 59 G/ 87 GT Over voltage or over current 

Magnetic Circuits 99 G Over fluxing volt / Hz 

Higher voltage 59 G Over voltage 

Accidental Energization 27 /50 G Dead machine 

Monitoring 60 G PT fuse failure 

GENERATOR ROTOR: 

Rotor Ground 64 F Rotor earth Fault 

GENERATOR TRANSFORMER 

Short Circuits 87 GT Overall differential 

51 GT Over Current 

87 GT Transformer differential 

Ground Fault 51 NGT Earth fault over-current 

87 NT Restricted earth Fault 

Overhang 87 HV HV winding cum overhang 

Differential 

UNIT AUXILARY TRANSFORMER: 
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Short Circuit 87 UAT Transformer differential 

51 UAT Over-Current 

Ground fault 51 NUAT Residual over current 

64 UAT Restricted earth fault 

Switch yard 

6.6.Nature of TRANSFORMER FAULTS: 

Power transformers, being static, totally enclosed and oil immersed develops faults only rarely 

but the consequences of even a rare fault may be serious unless the transformer is quickly 

disconnected from the system. For the purpose of discussion, faults can be divided into three 

main classes. 

1. Faults in the auxiliary equipment, which is part of transformer. 

2. Faults in the winding and connections. 

3. Over loads and external short circuits. 

FAULTS IN AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT: 

The detection of faults in auxiliary equipment is necessary to prevent ultimate failure of the main 

transformer winding. The following can be considered as auxiliary equipment. 

1. Transformer oil: 

Low oil is dangerous condition in a transformer because live part and the leads to bushings etc. 

which have to be under oil, gets exposed if the oil drops below the specified level. Oil level 

indicators with alarm contacts are available to give indication for immediate attention. 

2. Oil pumps and force air fans : 

The top oil temperature normally gives indication of the load of transformer. 
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Increased oil temperature might be an indication of an overload or might be due to fault in the 

cooling system, such as failure off the oil pump or the blocking of a radiator valve, or no 

operation of fans. A thermometer with alarm contacts will indicate rise in the oil temperature due 

to any these faults. An oil flow indicator is commonly used to indicate proper operation of oil 

pumps. 

Core and winding insulators: 

An incipient fault may occur initially, which may develop into major faults is if not taken care of 

at the initial stages. Insulation failure may develop because of the following. 

1. The insulation of lamination and core bolts may be of poor quality or has been damaged 

accidentally during erection. 

2. The insulation between the winding, core and the conductor insulation may have be poor 

quality, may have been damaged mechanically; may be brittle because of ageing or overloading. 

3. Badly made joins or connections. 

The incipient faults need to attend to immediately and as soon as possible. Gas actuated relays 

described later in this chapter provides the indication alarm for incipient faults. 

WINDING FAULTS: 

Electrical faults, which cause immediate serious damages and are detected by unbalance current 

or voltage, may be divided into the following classes: 

1) Faults between adjacent turns or parts of coil such as phase-to-phase faults on HIV and LV 

external terminals or the windings itself or short-circuit between turns of HIV and LV winding. 

2) Faults to ground or across complete windings such as phase-to-earth faults on the HIV and LV 

windings. 

A short circuit between turns can start with a point contact resulting from forces or insulation 

deterioration due to excessive overload or a loose connection, breakdown of transformer 

insulation by an impulse voltage. 
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The picture of the turn insulation be an impulse is supplied to cause a path of destruction, 

through which normal frequency voltage can maintain an arc. However, if the turn voltage is 

insufficient to maintain the arc it will quench by the oil at the first current zero. 

Faults to ground, or across a large part of the winding will result in large value of fault current as 

well as the emitting of large amounts of gas due to the decomposition of oil. This type of fault is 

not difficult to detect, but rapid clearance of fault is essential to avoid excessive damage and to 

maintain system stability. 

OVERLOADS AND EXTERNAL SHORT CIRCUITS: 

Excessive overloading will result in deterioration of insulation and subsequent failure. It is usual 

to monitor the winding the oil temperature limits are exceeded. External short circuits may only 

be excessive. 

DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION TRANSFORMERS: 

Differential protection is the most important type of protection used for internal phase-to-phase 

and phase-to-earth faults and is generally applied to transformers having ratings of 5MVA and 

above. Any deviation from the normal ratio of the current intensities, at the input and output 

ends, must of necessary be caused by a fault in the protected part, so that the unbalance current 

can be employed directly for tripping and indicating the faults. For this reason current 

differential protection combines highest with the lowest tripping time. 

Transmission 

Electrical power is generated at power stations by various methods. These are located far away 

from the load centres the generated power is transmitted to the load points by Transmission 

system. 

Transmission System consists of feeders, insulators and transmission towers etc. Power 

transmission is done at very high voltages such as 132KV, 220KV, 400KV. These high 

magnitudes of transmission voltages are adopted to improve the efficiency of transmission i.e. to 

decrease the copper losses 
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Switchgear permits to switch on or off generators, transmission lines, distributors and other 

electrical equipment. Switch gear detects the fault and disconnects the unhealthy section from the 

system. 
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                                            CHAPTER-7 

7.1.220 KV SWITCHYARD SYSTEM: 

TRANSFORMERS USING IN 220KV SYSTEM: 

The single line diagram of 220kv system pertaining to entire KTPS is shown. The generator 

output stepped up and is fed to 220kv bus1 or bus2 through their respective circuit breakers. The 

feeder or loan transmits the generated power though their respect circuit breakers. Hence the bus 

bars viz. bus1 and bus2 are to be capable of receiving and transmitting the generated power 

through them. 

POWER TRANSFORMER: 

There are three types of transformers they are named in accordance with their function as 

generator transformer to step up the generated voltage 11kv to transmission voltage 220kv and 

unit auxiliary transformer and station transformer to step down the voltage and used for 

supplying the both unit and station loads respectively. 

Schematic of Power transformer 
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GENERATOR TRANSFORMER: 

The generator transformer is used for stepping up the generated voltage in alternator of 11kv to 

220kv. They are core type. The generated output is connected to the generator-transformer 

through the bus duct. The bus duct will provide sufficient insulation for the heavy current 

carrying conductors. A unit auxiliary transformer is connected in parallel with GT for meeting 

the unit auxiliary load demand. 

Generator Transformer 

Ratings: 

125MVA, 3-phase, 50Hz 

LV HV 

11kv 240kv 

Delta star 

No. of Tapping 17 

Cooling Pumps 4 

Cooling fans 8 

Cooling Medium Oil 

The tap changer will provide the flexibility in changing the voltage across the secondary that is 

HV side of transformer. The tap changing motor is rate at 1-phase, 230v, 50Hz. A grounding 

transformer is provided at the star point (neutral) of secondary so that the transformer can be 

protected from faults. A lightning Arrester followed by GT will protect it from LT surges. 

Generally heavy duty lightning Arrester is used. 
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UNIT AXILIARY TRANSFORMER: 

A unit auxiliary transformer is used to meet the auxiliary consumptions whose incoming supply 

is directly tapped from the alternator output 11kv bus duct. The transformer is a 15MVA step 

down transformer from 11kv to 6.6kv this 6.6kv is for melting auxiliary load demand in the unit. 

In case of failure of both units, these auxiliaries are fed from station transformer. 

RATINGS: 

15MVA, 3-PHASE, 50Hz 

LV HV 

6.6KV 11KV 

Delta Star 

Cooling medium Oil 

STATION TRANSFORMER: 

The station transformer serves the purpose to feed all the station loads both continuous and non-

continuous loads even when the plant is under shut down and at 

unit restarting also. In case of failure of both the units, station transformer is step down. 

RATINGS: 

22.5MVA, 3-PHASE, 50Hz 

HV LV: 220KV 6.6KV, Star Delta 

Cooling medium Oil 

CURRENT TRANSFORMER: 

The current transformer is used with its primary winding is connected in series with carrying the 

current to be measured and therefore the primary is depending up on the load connected to the 
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system and is not determined by the load connected on the secondary winding of the current 

transformer. As these transformers are used with low ranges ammeters (analog/digital) to 

measure the currents in high voltage alternating current circuits whether it is not practicable to 

connect instruments like ammeters and relaying equipment. 

 

In addition to insulate these instruments from the high voltage line (220KV) they stepped down 

the current in a known ratio. The current (or series) transformer has primary coil of one or more 

turns of thick wire connected in series with the line whose current is to be measured or to be 

protected. The secondary consist of a large no. of turns of fine wire and is connected to circuits 

of measuring (ammeters) and protecting (relays) instruments terminals. Usually the output range 

of CTs will be 5A 

or 1A rage. One of the terminals of secondary winding is earthed so as to protect the equipment 

and personnel in the vicinity in the event of insulation break down in the current transformer. 

RATINGS OF CURRENT TRANSFORMERS: 

Type India : 245 

Highest system voltage : 245KV 

Rated insulation level : 245/400/1050KV 
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Rated frequency : 50Hz 

Rated primary normal current : 800A 

Short circuit current : 40/1A 

POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER: 

The potential transformers (voltage transformer) are used for measurement of voltage and 

protection purpose. Accordingly they are either measuring type of protective type voltage 

transformer. The voltage transformer is necessary for voltage directional, distance protection. 

The primary of the voltage transformer is connected directly to power circuit between phase and 

ground depending upon voltage and application. The volt-ampere rating of the voltage 

transformer is lesser as compared with that of power transformer. 

  

A short circuit on secondary of potential transformer can lead to complete damage of 

transformer. In order to protect the power system against short circuit in the PT fuses are used. 

On the primary (HV) side. Fuses are used in secondary side to protect the PT against the faulty 

switching and defective earthing. 

CAPACITIVE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS: 

The voltage above about 66KV (phase) become more expensive for measurement and protection 

purpose with the usage of conventional electromagnetic type PT‟s. A less expensive alternative 
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is capacitive voltage transformers. This consists of capacitive potential divider steps down the 

voltage to be measured (above 

10KV). The capacitance divider output voltage is for the step down by the auxiliary transformers 

to the desired secondary voltage (above 110V). 

RATING OF CVTs: 

Total output simultaneous : 300A 

Output max : 750V-A at 50 amp 

Rated voltage : a-n 220/3 KV 

Highest system voltage : a-n 245/3 KV 

Insulation level : 460/1050KV 

Frequency : 50Hz 

Nominal intermediate voltage : a-n 20/3 KV 

Voltage factor 1.2const :1.5/30secs 

Primary capacitance C1 :4840 pf 

Primary capacitance : 48400 pf 

Voltage ratio : 220000/3/110/3 KV 

A capacitor voltage transformer (CVT) is a transformer used in power systems to step down 

extra high voltage signals and provide low voltage signals either for measurement or to operate a 

protective relay. In its most basic form the device consists of three parts: two capacitors across 

which the voltage signal is split, an inductive element used to tune the device to the supply 

frequency and a transformer used to isolate and further step-down the voltage for the 

instrumentation or protective relay. The device has at least four terminals, a high-voltage 

terminal for connection to the high voltage signal, a ground terminal and at least one set of 

secondary terminals for connection to the instrumentation or protective relay. CVTs are typically 
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single-phase device used for measuring voltages in excess of one hundred kilovolts where the 

use of voltage transformers would be uneconomical. In practice the first capacitor, 

C1 is often replaced by a stack of capacitors connected in series. This results in a large voltage 

drop across the stacks of the capacitor that replaces the first capacitor & comparatively small 

voltage drop across the second capacitor, C2, and hence the secondary terminals are installed. 

 

A capacitive voltage transformers for distribution of the power from 10KV high potential lines, 

includes an insulating column with a high potential terminal, a ground terminal and capacitors 

C1 and C2 in series connection. The column is filled with oil less dry filler. The capacitors C1 

and C2 formed by a plurality of separated metallized film capacitors respectively in series or in 

parallel connection. At the tapping point between the capacitors there is a leading-out terminal of 

the secondary voltage which is connected to an induction transformer L in parallel. The 

transformer includes a frame with “C” shaped iron cores and windings wound around the cores. 

There is an over-voltage protector P connected in parallel between the tapping point and ground. 

A capacitive voltage divider is integrally combined with the transformer to provide a small 

volume, low cost device with a savings in materials. 

Capacitive voltage transformer 
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A capacitive voltage transformer arrangement for reducing a high voltage to lower voltage, said 

arrangement comprising: a capacitive voltage divider provided in an insulating case having a 

first terminal adapted to be connected with said high voltage, and a second terminal adapted to 

be connected ground, said capacitive voltage divider being formed by series connection of first 

capacitor and a second capacitor 

SWITCH YARD SYSTEM: 

BUS BAR SYSTEM: 

Switch yard 

Generally the requirements of a bus bar system includes various aspects such as 

 Switching requirements for normal operation. 

 The degree of flexibility of operation 

 Maintenance requirements 

 Impotence of load 

 Protective zones. 

 Provision of future extinction 

 Bypass requirements 

The different bus bar schemes includes 

1. Single bus bar system 

2. Double bus bar with one breaker per circuit 

3. Double bus bar with two breakers per circuit 

4. Double bus bar with section and coupler scheme 

5. Main and transfer bus 
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6. Ring bus 

7. Mesh arrangement etc. 

The 220 KV in K.T.P.S. comprises of double bus scheme with individual section breakers and a 

bus coupler breakers. The main and transfer buses equally share the load and are termed as bus1 

and bus2. Such a scheme has high reliability and flexibility in permitting the generator circuits as 

well as feeders circuits to be connected to any bus and also to transfer from one bus to another 

bus without any interruption of the supply. 

Further any feeder breakers can be taken for maintenance and any one of the two buses can be 

taken for maintenance though the initial cost is high, the scheme is most widely used. Generally 

the odd number generator out puts and feeders are connected to bus 1 and even number generator 

out puts and feeders are connected to bus 2 as shown. 

The generated out puts from unit 7 and 8th of K.T.P.S.-C Station stepped up to 220KV are 

connected to bus 1 and bus 2 respectively through the their respective 220 KV SF6 CBs. The 

220KV feeders include Manu guru, tie line-1 on bus 1 and station transformer IV, lower sileru-2, 

tie line-2 on bus-2 respectively. 

The generated out puts from unit 7 and 8th of K.T.P.S.-C Station stepped up to 220KV are 

connected to bus 1 and bus 2 respectively through the their respective 220 KV SF6 CBs. The 

220KV feeders include Manu guru, tie line-1 on bus 1 and station transformer IV, lower sileru-2, 

tie line-2 on bus-2 respectively. 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS: 

The current transformer which is connected in series with the circuit breaker measure the current 

value flowing through the circuit and corresponding emf is generated in its secondary terminals. 

Under the normal operating condition this emf is not sufficient for energizing the relay coil and 

under and abnormal conditions, this emf will be very much sufficient for energizing the relay 

coil. When the relay coil is energized, the relay circuit breaker trip coil, thus it gets energized 

which in turn opens the circuit breaker contacts. But, when a fault occur (say S>C), a heavy 

current flows through the contacts of the circuit breakers before they are opened. 
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Instant when the contacts begin to separate the contact area decreases rapidly and large fault 

current causes increased current density and hence rise in temperature. The heat product in the 

medium between contacts is sufficient to ionize the medium. The ionized mediums access 

conductors and an arc is struck between the contacts. The potential difference is between the 

contacts is quite small and is just sufficient to maintain the arc. The arc provides a low resistance 

path and consequently the current in the circuit remains uninterrupted so long as the arcs persist. 

During the arcing period, the current flowing between the contacts depends up on the arc 

resistance. The greater the arc resistance, the smaller is the current that flows between the 

contacts. The arc resistance depends on the following factors: 

1. Degree of ionization 

2. Length of Arc 

3. Cross section of the arc 

Principles of Arc Extinction: 

From the above discussion we can know the potential difference and ionized particles between 

the contacts are responsible for arc maintenance between the contacts. In order to reduce or 

extinguish the arc we have to either increase the contacts. The distance between so that the 

potential difference between the contacts insufficient to maintain the arc or de ionized the path of 

arc. The former method is not possible for higher a rating that as the distance has to be increase 

for meters. The later can be achieved by culling the arc or by bodily removing the ionized 

particles from the space between contacts. 

Methods of Arc Extinction: 

There are two methods for arc extinction in breakers. They are 

1. High resistance method 

2. Low resistance or current zero method 

High Resistance Method 
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In this method, the arc resistance is made is increase with time so that current reduced to a value 

insufficient to maintain the arc consequently, the arc is extinguished. 

1. Lengthening the Arc: the resistance of the arc is directly proportional to its length. Increasing 

the gap between the contacts can increase the length of the arc. 

2. Cooling the Arc: Cooling will result in de ionization of the arc path i.e. increases the resistance 

of the arc. This can be achieved by gas blast directed along the arc. 

3. Reducing the Cross Section of the Arc: If the area of cross section of the arc is reduced. The 

voltage required for maintaining the arc is increased i.e. resistance is increased. Passing the arc 

through a narrow gap or reducing the contact area can achieve this. 

4. Splitting the Arc: The resistance of the arc can be increased by splitting the arc in to a number 

of small arcs in series. Each one of these arcs experiences the effect of LT and cooling. 

Introducing some conducting plates between the contacts may split the arc. 

The disadvantage of this method is that enormous energy is dissipated in the arc. And it can be 

used for both AC and DC systems. 

Low Resistance or Current Zero Method: 

This method makes us of current zero phenomenon in AC systems. At current zero the arc will 

extinguish naturally. But the increase of voltage between the contacts may be restrikes the arc the 

dielectric strength of the medium between the contacts will decrease. If the dielectric strength of 

the medium is increased then we can prevent the arc from restricting. It is only used for the AC 

systems. This can be achieved by 

1. Lengthening of the gap: The dielectric strength of the medium is proportional to the length of 

the gap between the contacts. Therefore, by opening the contacts rapidly, higher the electric 

strength of the medium can be achieved. 

2. High Pressure: If the pressure in the vicinity of the arc is increased, the density of the particles 

constituting the discharge also increases. 
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The increased density of particles causes higher rate de ionization and consequently the dielectric 

strength of the medium is increased. 

3. Cooling: Natural combination of ionized particles takes place more rapidly if they are allowed 

to cool. Therefore the electric strength of medium between the contacts can be achieved by 

cooling the arc. 

4. Blast Effect: The ionized particles between the contacts are swept away and replaced by 

deionized particles. 

Classification of CBs. 

Circuit breaker classification depending on the arc extinction medium is : 

1. Sulphur hexa fluoride (SF6) 

2. Minimum oil circuit breakers 

3. Vacuum circuit breakers 

4. Air blast circuit breaker 

SF6 CIRCUIT BREAKER: 

These breakers make use of excellent are quenching and electrical insulating characteristics of 

SF6 gas. In this breaker the gas flow puffed by a puffer cylinder extinguishes the arc. The gas 

flow on to arcing zone is generated by puffer cylinder and piston. The moving contact system is 

connected to operating mechanism, housed in mechanism housing. 

The operating mechanism uses compressed air for opening and spring force for closing. Since 

compressed air is required only for opening operation, the mechanism is simple and reliable. The 

pole units are sealed off from atmosphere contamination and therefore deterioration of SF6 gas 

and erosion of contacts is very little. 

The breaker has superior interrupting capability for high short circuit current with high rates of 

TRV, out of phase faults, capacitive current without generating dangerous. Since the break is 
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sealed off from atmosphere there is no gas exhaust noise during operation. Since SF6 gas is 

physically non-toxic and inflammable the breaker can be operated safely. 

The SF6 gas is an electronegative gas and has good dielectric are extinguishing properties. It is 

non-inflammable and chemically stable. The dielectric strength of gas increases with pressure 

and has strong tendency to absorb free electrons then contact separating is taking place, a valve 

which permits the SF6 gas at 14kg/cm2. Pressure to quench the arc in “arc interruption 

chamber,” the high pressure SF6 

absorbs the free electrons. Hence arc extinguishing takes place. SF6 Circuit Breaker 

SUPPORT UNIT ASSEMBLY: 

Support unit assembly consists of support porcelain (202), and insulating pull rod (201). This 

provides insulation between live parts and ground SF6 gas is filled in contacts interrupting unit 

and support unit at rated pressure. 

SHAFT SEAL: 

Shaft seal assembly (203) is located at the lower flange of supporting porcelain to seal of the gas. 

It consists of a spring, brass bus Teflon and rubber washer which ensure tight gas sealing. 

The shaft seal assembly (203) should not be disassemble at site, because it needs special care and 

skill for assembling. 

GAS SYSTEM: 

The gas system of this breaker is that each pole has its independent gas system monitored 

individually by gas density switch (temp compensated gas pressure) (320) and pressure gauge 

(318). The gas can be filled from valve a (205) while valve B (204) serves as isolative vale for 

calibration of gas density switch. 
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AIR SYSTEM: 

Compressed air is required for opening operation of the breaker. It is stored in three 

interconnected air receivers of capacity 70L each which act as local source of compressed air for 

the operating mechanism. Fig. 2.3 shows the compressed air 

circuit of breaker. This system is provided with motor compressor unit. The capacity of 

compressor is 90L/m and sufficient to cater to individual breaker. 

This governor switch operated compressor system maintains the air pressure between 14.5 to 

15.5 kg/cm2. Safety value (311) is provided which blows off at 17.0 to 18.0 kg/ cm2 in case of 

over pressure. It is necessary to drain the condensate from the air reservoir once every week 

through the drain valve (312) provided at bottom. 

LOW PRESSURE PROTECTION: 

To ensure safety of break operation two types of pressure switches have been incorporated 

temperature compensated gas pressure switch. This switch cuts off the trip coil circuit and 

closing coil circuit in case SF6 gas pressure goes blow the specified range due to leakage the 

operating pressure is corrected to ambient temperature. These are temperature compensated 

pressure switches (hence called the density switches) and there are two micro switches, which 

operate at two different pressures. One of them is for low-pressure alarm and the other is for low 

pressure cut out. As soon as the alarm comes the gas must be filled to the required level. 

CONTROL CIRCUIT: All control elements are mounted on a common base plate. This plate is 

mounted on the mechanism housing through anti-vibration, so that vibration and shock coming 

from housing due to breaker operation do not reach the control elements. Thermostat is provided 

to keep air pressure above condensation point. Its setting can be varied between 300C and 800C. 

ISOLATORS: 

The switch can be used to breaker the circuit on no load condition is called isolators. Isolators are 

air breaker circuit breakers intended to be used only on no load conditions. They are installed in 

such a way that a path of substation can be isolated from other line parts for the purpose of 

maintenance. 
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Isolators play an important role in substation. Adequate isolators should be provided. An isolator 

can be opened only after the circuit breaker. An isolator should be closed before closing the 

circuit breaker opening and closing of current carrying circuit performed by a circuit breaker 

(except for bypass and curtained low value current switching). Isolator operates under no load 

condition. It does not have any specified current breaking capacity or current making capacity. 

Isolator is not even used for breaking load currents in some cases isolator ware used for breaking 

charging current of transmission lines. Isolators are used in additional to circuit breakers. 

Schematic of isolator 

EARTH SWITCH: 

Earth switch is connected between the line conductor and earth. Normally it is open when the 

line is disconnected, the earthlings switch is closed so as to discharge the voltage trapped on the 

line capacitance to earth. Though the line is disconnected there is some voltage in the line to 

which the capacitance between the lie and earth is charged. This voltage is significant in high 

voltage system. Before proceeding with the maintenance work, these voltages are discharged to 

earth by closing the earthling switch. 
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Earth switch 

BUS BAR PROTECTION: 

Although the probability of bus faults is less, it is important in substations. It is very important 

that the relay current through bus bar must operate fast, stable and reliable on operation. 

The bus bar faults are of two types. 

They are 

 Insulation failures and flash over. 

 Due to human errors in operation and maintenance of switch gear etc. 

 Falling objects and breaker failures. 

Usually the probabilities of these faults are of 50%, 30% and 10% respectively. The differential 

protection of bus bar is based on the single circulating current principle that during normal load 

conditions. This scheme is shown in figure below. Sum of the currents entering into the bus is 

equal to the sum of those leaving. If the algebraic sum of the currents is not zero, it must be due 

to short circuit either ground faults or phase-to-phase faults. Hence, differential schemes may be 

applied for both these type of faults. 
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A special type of C.T. having no iron core also known as linear coupler the secondary voltage is 

proportional to primary current and secondary windings of all the couplers on the same bus 

section are connected in series to the relay. This scheme is shown in fig. The sum of their voltage 

out puts is equal to the vector sum of the voltages in the circuits connected to the voltages will be 

zero, whereas for an internal fault there is a resultant voltage in the secondary circuit and relay 

operates. 

TYPES OF LIGHTNING ARRESTERS: 

Lighting Arresters 

There are several types of LT arresters in general use. They differ only in constructional details 

but operate on the same principle viz. providing low resistance path for the surges to the ground. 

7.2.Relays: 

The relays that are being used in the power system are as follows: 

Non- directional over current relays: 

The relay is actuated when current goes above normal ratings irrespective direction of current 

flow 

Directional over current relays: 

The relay is actuated only when the direction of the current is reversed or the phase angle of the 

current takes up a phase displacement more than the desired value. 

Reverse power relay: 

The relay is actuated only when the applied voltage and current attains a certain specified phase 

displacement 

Under voltage, current or power relay: 

These relays are actuated when the input signal falls below specified value. 
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Thermal relay: 

The heat produced by the current is applied on a bi-metallic strip which actuates the trip circuit. 

Differential relay: 

The operation of this relay is dependent on the difference of the current in magnitude and phase. 

Distance relay: 

The principal of operation of this relay is dependent only voltage to current ratio of the measured 

circuit. 

Instantaneous relay: 

In this type of relay no time is lost between the operation of the relay and tripping contacts 

Definite time lag relay: 

A definite time is required for operation of the tripping contacts after relay 

Inverse time lag relay: 

Here the relay operation time is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the fault current or 

any other quantity causing relay operation. 

Inverse definite minimum time lag relay: 

In case of operation f relay is inversely proportional to value of quantity causing relay operation, 

but operation type of the relay tends to a definite minimum type . 

When a fault is occurred these relays i.e. numerical relay will signal to the circuit breaker to open 

the circuit breaker. All the measurements like voltage, current will be recorded I the relay. With 

this information we can know what type of fault is occurred & location of the place where fault 

is occurred. 

7.3.Teasers: 

 Why switch yard ground is filled with stones? 
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For the quick absorption of water into the ground & for providing insulation, switch yard is filled 

with stones. 

 Why we use high voltages in transmission lines? 

As the power transmitting is fixed at high voltages the current flowing through the transmission 

lines is low. Hence copper losses are low implies we can transmit with more efficiency. 

 Why do we use hot air from PA fan to lift coal? 

To absorb moisture in the coal if the coal is not dry, to raise the temperature of the coal so that it 

is ready for the burning in the boiler. 

 Why isolator cannot be opened instead of circuit breaker when fault occurs? 

If any circuit is opened suddenly a spark is produced. In an circuit breaker the medium present 

has much more electronegativity than air. Hence the arc diameter will be less. It implies that the 

damage will be less if circuit breaker is opened rather than isolator. 

 Why the pressure inside the boiler should be low with respect to outside atmosphere? 

If the pressure inside is more than atmospheric pressure, in case of any leakages in the boiler the 

fire in the boiler will try to escape. 
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                                            CHAPTER-8 

Conclusion: 

Overview of the electricity generation is explained clearly. Detailed study of different parts in 

the generation and transmission are written. As the system is functioning chances of faults are 

quite normal. The electrical switchgear plays a major role in the operation of any power plant. 

The study of any electrical switchgear gives the purpose, operation, maintenance and protection 

of the equipment 

Here we studied the different faults that occur in the system. After which we discussed about the 

Protection of the generator and the switch gear with the help of different relays. 
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Abstract 

Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for nearly 

60% of the power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need 

minimum cost of infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power plant. 

Through their operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into 

existence due the large accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide employment 

to a large compared to any another plant. 

This project regard to the exclusive study on Vijayawada thermal power station. It 

gets into details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper 

operating of the plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute 

aspect to be considered for the successful operation of plant. 

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation of 

thermal plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants in 

India and a study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation of 

electric power. This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and the 

issues concerned for proper operation. 
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UNIT-I 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

 
 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled 

to alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning 

of huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

(1) Rankin cycle. 
 

(2) Reheat cycle. 
 

(3) Regenerative cycle. 

 
 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This 

crushed coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of 

hot and cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to 

air pre-heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature 

control. Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. 

Water from the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. 

Water from the drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water 

from the bottom rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and 
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density difference the water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly 

converted to steam is separated from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is 

sent to super heaters for super heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and 

the steam is super heater (540 degree centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine. 

1.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER: 

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high- 

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to 

the direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the 

turbine shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The 

stationary and moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many 

stages are necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with 

rings of moving blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high- 

pressure cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical 

energy. The steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating  

and enters into the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through 

another series of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the 

centre for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of 

turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the 
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magnetic field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the 

conductors are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is 

obtained from a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified 

into two types, namely static excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will 

be generated in circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated 

by a steam turbine at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the 

frequency of the electrical system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the 

speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to 

generate alternating current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy 

is known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover coupling Alternator 

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 
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Fig1 : Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig2 : LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT 

 

 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 
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(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor. 

(ii)  

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per 

the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal 

bunkers each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six 

units is about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per 

day. 

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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UNIT-2 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

 COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators 

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

 WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

 CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

 COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

 ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 
 

 DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 
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These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non- 

poisonous gases from the working area. 

 GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney. 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney. 

 SUPER HEATERS; 
 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 
 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the 

atmosphere by forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the 
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boiler furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the 

temperature of air used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 
 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are 

known as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the 

reaction and impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall 

turbine uses both. Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure 

stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 
 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from 

steam into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 
 

Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

 INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash 

level, coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt 

meters, power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and 

maximum demand indicators etc. 

 
 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles 

from flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 
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It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 
 

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

 CHIMNEY 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere. 

 
 

 COOLING TOWER; 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 
 TRANSFORMER; 

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v. 
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UNIT-3 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION 

 INTRODUCTION:- 

The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. 

Dr. NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left 

bank of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of 

dr. NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in  

AP. 

 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type : Thermal power plant. 

Capacity : 1,760MW 

Units  :  7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel : main fuel and coal. 

Supporting : high speed diesel oil. 

 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power : 210MW 

Current: 9000 amps 
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Voltage: 15.75KV 
 

 Power : 500 MW 

Current : 16166 amps 

Voltage  : 21.6KV 

 

 
 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally 

concerned with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted 

into electrical energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the 

purpose of understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power 

cycle is explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 
 

 

 

Fig3 : block diagram 

 

 

 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded 

there after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump 

this condensate is again fed into boiler. 
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The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers 

is to avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result 

in undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated 

without any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a 

boiler helps in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before 

these are passed out of the chimney. 

The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 
 

 

Fig4 :graph 

 

 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of 

about 166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater 
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steam also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from 

high velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 

 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE; 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of 

condensation apparatus. 

 
 

 REHEAT CYCLE:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at 

some intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is 

provided in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine 

blade. It reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of 

the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 
 

 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in 

the boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation 

temperature through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime 

mover. Since this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as 

regeneration. 

The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

 Working of thermal plant:- 

Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one 

boiler, one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of 

transport. The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills 

through conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which 

is called as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and 

transmit coal powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is 
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converted into heat energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air 

is supplied through forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water 

wall tubes that are located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of 

convection a radiation principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by 

absorbing heat energy. 

Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in 

the condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed 

pumps. Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is 

converted into electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are 

formed and they were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is 

around 800 degree centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre 

heating water, primary air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases 

along with ash are passed through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue 

gases at around 130 degree centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 
Fig5 : Layout of thermal power plant 

 

 

 

 

 
 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 
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temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power 

plant is; 

Fig6 : unit over view 
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UNIT-4 

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS 

 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor 

 Stacker re claimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air pre heater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below 

 

 
 

 

Fig7 : conveyer belt 
 

 STACKER RECLAIMER:- 
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The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 

 
 

Fig8 : mechanical device for feeding coal 

 

 

 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

 

 
 

4.4.1. Types of pulverisers:- 

(a) Ball and tube mill: 
 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for  

fine pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the 

water, is fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

(b) Ring and ball: 
 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies. 

Coal is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and 

is ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and 

lower rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. 

The size of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is 
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determined by a classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W 

(Babcock and Wilcox). 

 

 
 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below 

 
 

Fig9 : layout of boiler 

 

 
 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of 

combustion are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the 

boiler to steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam 

pressure and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in 

steam into mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a 

heating medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical 

work, which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are 

sometimes used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy 

and suitable thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is; 
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 CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 
 

 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 
 

In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the 

tubes are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube 

boilers. So they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are 

not possible, maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large 

quantity of water in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is 

generally wet, economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

Fig10 : fire tube boiler 

 
 

 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 
 

In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums. Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible 

and can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 
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weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

 HEATER:- 
 

Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the  

steam is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, 

as well as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube 

banks arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified 

as convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in 

the below diagram. 

 

 
 

 
Fig11 : external shape of super heater 

 

 

 

 SUPER HEATER:- 
 

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses 

some of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this 

inter mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the 

high pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine 

where the heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

 CONDENSER: 
 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 
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which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short 

supply an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more 

expensive and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less 

effective) as a surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam 

from steam turbine to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the 

form of pure water, otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as 

boiler feed water. 

 

 
 

Fig12 : condenser 

 COOLING TOWER: 
 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device  

in which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the 

water is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 
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Fig13 : Cooling tower 
 

Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed 

for producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. 

The other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process 

and is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air- 

cooled heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air 

circulation through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling 

process generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling 

towers. 

Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity 

of water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or 

dry-bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are 

rarely experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for 

specific installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with 

design conditions. 

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 
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 ECONOMIZER:- 
 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and 

utilize for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in 

between the exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results 

in saving coal consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs 

extra investment and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used 

in all modern plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed 

between two headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the 

other. The flue gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 

 
 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 

 

 
 

 

Fig14 : Air preheater 

 
The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, 

and reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the 
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chimney or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. 

It also allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, 

regulations) for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static 

precipitator. 

 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 
 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly 

collector plates. Also known as precipitator. The process depends on two steps. In the first 

stream the suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where 

ionization of the gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer 

on the an electric charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign 

and are deposited on the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon 

would be more correctly designated as electrode position from the gas phase. 

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range. 

 

 
 

Fig15: electrostatic precipitator 
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4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the 

hot gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The 

space inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives 

and ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys. 

 
 

Fig16 : chimney 

 

 
The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

4.15.GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 
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in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to 

rotating machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 
 

Fig17 : Alternator 

 
 TRANSFORMER:- 

It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage 

devices (door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so 

that electric power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through 

electromagnetic induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. 

The secondary voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the 

number of turns in the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 
 

 

Fig18 : Transformer 
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Fig19 : schematic diagram of transformer 

 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 
 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:- 

In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 

 Instrumentation and control :- 
 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 
 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

(i)  Scanners:- 
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The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

Fig20 : Scanners 
 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 
 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal 

pipelines, and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 

 
 

Fig21 : Thremocoupler 

(iii) Pressure gauge:- 
 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 
 

(iv) No coal flap:- 
 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when 

load exceeds to the maximum value. 

(v) Load cell:- 
 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 
 

(vi) Tachometer:- 
 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 
 

 Control valves:- 
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(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve. 
 

Fig22 : Solenoid Valve 
 

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o Electrical Valve. 

o Pneumatic Valve : It works with water. 

o Hydraulic Valve : It works with Oil. 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve. 

 HPVC - High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC - Boil valve control room. 

 TVC - Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV – Heavy oil nossil valve. 

 Coal handling plant:- 

Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

 Crusher house:- 
 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv)Crusher hose floor 
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Fig 23 :The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure 

 

 
The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

They are: 
 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 
 

 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, 

FD fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 

(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air pre heater 
 

 Types of boiler mountings :- 
 

1. Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2. Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 

 Boiler components: 
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1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 
 

 Ball mill :- 
 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

The mill air/coal flow diagram is 
 

 

 

 

Fig24 : Flow Chart of mill air/coal 
 

 Fans :- 
 

(i) Primary air fan : 
 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 
 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 
 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 
 

(iii) Induced draught fan : 
 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces. 
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 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing 

ESP for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 

 
 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 
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electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is 

applied between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting 

electrodes which are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between 

rows of collecting and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, 

which causes the particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get 

deposited on them. The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides. 

 Emitting Electrodes :- 

These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

4.21. Turbine maintenance:- 

This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, 

condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is 
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Fig25 : Turbine 

 

 
 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 

heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The 

condenser water collects in hot well. 

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with 

varying pressure. 

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 

The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line. 

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be 

done to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. 

Thus LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is 

sucked into condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The 

temperature is around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a 

pressure -0.9 kg/cm2. 
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The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam 

flows through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig26 : conversion of heat energy to mechanical via steam 

Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine. 

 

 

 
 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc. 

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction. 

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 
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(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it 

will be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external 

diagram of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for 

sectionalisation. The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will 

be kept changed and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem 

with its breaker. Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be 

bypass breaker also to serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on 

to the bypass bus. The layout of switch yard is 

 

Fig27 : Switch yard layout 

 

 
 

 ALTERNATOR FAULTS:- 
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 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator. 

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

4.23.1.1 STATOR WINDING FAULTS; 

These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 

The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault 

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

 Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 

3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 
 

These are classified into three types 

They are 

1. Class-c: All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a: All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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UNIT-5 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 

 
 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages : 6 

Quantity of water : 350 T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump : 5830 kg 

Motor output : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage : 6.6 kV 

Current : 421 Amps 

Speed : 1483 rpm 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Power factor : 0.914 

 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q) : 28/ m/hr 

H : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity : 225 kW 

Speed : 1489 RPM 

Voltage : 6.6 KV 

Current : 25.5 Amps 

Phase : 3- 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Type of connection : (Star) 

 Fans ratings 

 PA fan motor details :- 

Type : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity : 1250 KW 

Speed : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage : 6600 V 

Stator current : 132 A 

Ambient temperature : 500 C 

Type of connection : (Star, star) 
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 Phase : 3-  

Frequency : 50 HZ 

Power factor : 0.88 

Weight of motor : 7750 kg 

Duty : continuous 

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :-  

 Type : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

 Capacity : 750 kW 

 Speed : 1487 RPM 

 Stator voltage : 6,600 V 

 Stator current : 86.3 A 

 Type of motor : squirrel cage motor 

 Weight of motor : 5,600 kg 

 Type of connection : (star, star) 

 Phase : 3- 

 Frequency : 50 Hz 

 Power factor : 0.875 

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :-  

 Type : 1K120m63 

 Type of motor : Squirrel cage motor 

 Capacity : 1300 kW 

 Phase : 3- 

 Stator voltage : 6,600 V 

 Stator current : 140.5 A 

 Frequency : 50 Hz 

 Speed : 740 RPM 

 Type of connection : (Star, star) 

 Weight of motor : 13000 kg 

 Duty : continuous 

 Anti Condensation Data:-  

 Voltage : 240 v DC or 1- C 

 Power : 0.6 KW  

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure : 

 

150 kg/cm2 
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Main steam temperature : 

Full load steam flow : 

No. of extractions : 

No. of stages Hot : 

5350C 

641 T/hr 

6 

1 x 25 

IPT : 2 x 20 

LPT : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine : 480 tones 

Frequency band : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height : 661.4 mm 

Overall length : 16.175 metres 

Width : 10.6 metres 

5.5 NAME 

Rated data 

PLATE DETAILS 

Turbo 

OF GENERATOR: 

Main Pilot 

And generator exciter exciter 

Out puts    

Apparent 247 KVA - 15KVA 

Power (KVA)    

Active power 500 MW 832 - 

Current 9.054 KA 2600 A 4gA 

Voltage 15.75 KV+ 320 v 220v+22v 

 
787.5 v 

  

Frequency 50Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 

Power factor 0.85 - - 

Inner connection YY - - 

Of stator winding    

H2 pressure 2 bar - - 

Continuous    

Permissible  - - 

Constant    

UN balanced loan 8%   

Rated field current 2080 A - - 

For rated output    

Rated field voltage 270 v   
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NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR 

 
 

 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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UNIT-6 

CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the 

our collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand 

experience. At Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also 

programming knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, 

CAM, EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of 

areas regarding power generation. 
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Abstract 

     

    Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for 

nearly 60% of the power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need 

minimum cost of infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power 

plant. Through their operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into 

existence due the large accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide 

employment to a large compared to any another plant. 

This project regard to the exclusive study on Vijayawada thermal power station. 

It gets into details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper 

operating of the plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute 

aspect to be considered for the successful operation of plant. 

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation 

of thermal plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants 

in India and a study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation 

of electric power. This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and 

the issues concerned for proper operation. 
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 Chapter-1  

Introduction to Dr. NTTPS 

 

The greatest scientific achievement of nineteenth century is discovery of electricity.  In the 

modern world, electrical power has become vital requirement of livelihood and the growth of 

economical status of country. Most of the electrical power requirement is met with the thermal 

power plants through in the presence of various power generating plants like Hydel, thermal 

(includes fossil fuel and nuclear plants), wind power, solar (PV) etc., Thermal power plants are 

the most reliable- they can work round the clock,  round the year (except for occasional 

downtime for maintenance). As of March 2018, India has a total installed capacity of 222. 

90GW. Almost 88% of thermal power is obtained from coal and the rest is from diesel and gas. 

The private sector generates close to 45.2 % of India's Thermal Power, whereas states and 

Centre have a share of 24.6 % and 30. 2% respectively. The share of large hydro and nuclear 

energy in total installed capacity is approximately 13.2 % and 2% respectively. 

By February 2013, Andhra Pradesh is the fourth largest power generating state in the country 

and also has the largest hydropower generation capacity in India (Andhra Pradesh is on first 

position for installed hydro power generation capacity). At present, Andhra Pradesh has a total 

installed power generation capacity of 16,817 MW from all the sources. Out of it 11771 MW 

is from thermal, 3737 MW is from hydro, 1036 MW is from renewable energy sources and 276 

MW is from Nuclear. 

Among the thermal power contribution of 11771 MW, Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power 

Station, which is otherwise called as Vijayawada thermal power plant is one of the major 

contribution of 1760 MW(+800MW in coming days) situated in the city of Vijayawada. This 

is the coal-based power project functioning under the Andhra Pradesh power generation 

Corporation, established in 1958. 

Power is generated from various resources such as coal, water, gas, diesel, etc. Out of all 

thermal, hydral and nuclear power generation have gain importance because of their 

availability in abundance in nature 64% of the total installed capacity from thermal power 

plants. Dr.Narala Tatarao Thermal Power Station (Dr.NTTPS) is one of the leading 

thermal power plants in India. It is located amidst the Eastern Ghats on the bank of River 
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Krishna at Ibrahimpatnam Village, Krishna District, A.P. It has six operating stations each with 

an installed capacity of 210MW taking an input of 3000tones/unit/day and One 500MW station 

taking an input of 6500. 

Sub-Bituminous coal is used as primary fuel. The efficiency of the plant is 34.5%. Daily 

coal consumption is around 24500tones/unit/day. 

We have choose 500MW Station to prepare a Study project on Auto Control loops used 

in Thermal Power Stations. 

Plant Specifications: 

TYPE                     :         THERMAL PLANT 

CAPACITY           :         500MW 

OUTPUT               :         ELECTRICAL POWER  

BY-PRODUCTS   :         ASH AND FLUE GASES 

 

Load Specifications: 

           Two pole Synchronous Generator with water + Hydrogen cooled 

POWER                 :         524.204 MW, TG VWO, 3% make up 

CURRENT            :         16200 AMP 

VOLTAGE            :         21 KV  

            EFFICIENY          :       98.64% 

            P. F                        :       0.85 LAG 

            Rated Excitation    :       4040 Amp / 340 V 

           Short circuit ratio    :      0.48 

           Brushless excitation with DAVR 
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CHAPTER-2 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION: 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

2.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled to 

alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning of 

huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

2.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

            (1)  Rankin cycle. 

            (2) Reheat cycle.       

            (3) Regenerative cycle. 

2.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This crushed 

coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of hot and 

cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to air pre-

heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature control.  

Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. Water from 

the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. Water from the 

drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water from the bottom 

rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and density difference the 
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water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly converted to steam is separated 

from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is sent to super heaters for super 

heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and the steam is super heater (540 

degree centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine. 

2.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER:  

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to the 

direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the turbine 

shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The stationary and 

moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many stages are 

necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with rings of moving 

blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-pressure 

cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical energy. The 

steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating and enters into 

the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through another series 

of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the centre 

for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

2.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the magnetic 

field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the conductors 
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are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is    obtained from 

a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified    into two types, 

namely static excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will be generated in 

circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated by a steam turbine 

at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the frequency of the electrical 

system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, 

and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to generate alternating current at a 

frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

2.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

2.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy is 

known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover  coupling  Alternator  

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  

The image of the Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is as follows: 
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Fig 2.1. Line diagram of thermal power plant 

2.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

2.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 

(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor.  

(ii) Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers 

are provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of 

coal as per the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal bunkers 

each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six units is 

about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per day. 
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Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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CHAPTER-3 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

3.1: COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators  

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

  WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

  CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

  COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

  ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 
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  DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 

These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area. 

  GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

3.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney.  

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney.  

 SUPER HEATERS; 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the atmosphere 

by forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the boiler 
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furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the temperature of air 

used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are known 

as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the reaction and 

impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall turbine uses both. 

Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from steam 

into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

3.3  INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash level, 

coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt meters, 

power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and maximum 

demand indicators etc. 

3.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles from 

flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 

It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 
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The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

3.5  CHIMNEY: 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere.  

3.6  COOLING TOWER: 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 

 3.7  TRANSFORMER:- 

 These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.     
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CHAPTER-4 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER 

STATION 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION:- 

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. Dr. 

NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left bank 

of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of dr. 

NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

 In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in AP. 

4.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

4.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type         :   Thermal power plant. 

Capacity   :   1,760MW 

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal. 

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil. 
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4.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power     :    210M 

Current   :    9000 amps 

Voltage   :   15.75KV 

 Power      :   500 MW 

Current    :   16166 amps 

Voltage   :    21.6KV 

 

4.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally concerned 

with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted into electrical 

energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the purpose of 

understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power cycle is 

explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 

4.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded there 

after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump this 

condensate is again fed into boiler.    
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Fig 4.1: block diagram of rankin cycle 

The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers is to 

avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result in 

undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated without 

any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a boiler helps 

in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before these are passed 

out of the chimney. 

The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 

Fig 4.2: graphical representation of rankin cycle 

 EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE   EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of about 

166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater steam 
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also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from high 

velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 

 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE:- 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of condensation 

apparatus. 

 

4.5.2 Reheat Cycle:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at some 

intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is provided 

in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine blade. It 

reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 

4.5.3 Regenerative cycle:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in the 

boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation temperature 

through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime mover. Since 

this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as regeneration. 

     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

4.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one boiler, 

one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of transport. 

The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills through 

conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which is called 

as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and transmit coal 

powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is converted into heat 

energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air is supplied through 

forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water wall tubes that are 
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located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of convection a radiation 

principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by absorbing heat energy. 

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in the 

condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed pumps. 

Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is converted into 

electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are formed and they 

were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is around 800 degree 

centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre heating water, primary 

air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases along with ash are passed 

through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue gases at around 130 degree 

centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 

Fig 4.3: block diagram of thermal power plant 

 

4.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square.  
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CHAPTER-5 

DIFFERENT COMONENTS OF DR.NTTPS 

5.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor  

 Stacker re claimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air pre heater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

5.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below  

 

 

Fig 5.1: conveyor belt 
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5.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:- 

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 

 

 

Fig 4.2: stacker reclaimer 

5.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

5.4.1. Types of pulverisers:- 

    (a) Ball and tube mill: 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for fine 

pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the water, is 

fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

    (b) Ring and ball: 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  Coal 

is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and is 

ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and lower 

rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. The size 

of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is determined by a 

classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W (Babcock and Wilcox). 
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5.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below    

 

 
 

Fig 5.3: block diagram of boiler 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of combustion 

are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the boiler to 

steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam pressure 

and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in steam into 

mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a heating 

medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical work, 

which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are sometimes 

used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy and suitable 

thermodynamic characteristics. 
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5.6. CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 

 

5.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 

  In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the tubes 

are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube boilers. So 

they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are not possible, 

maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large quantity of water 

in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is generally wet, 

economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4:Fire tube boiler 

 

5.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 

 In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums.  Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible and 

can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 
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weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

5.7. HEATER:- 

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the steam 

is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, as well 

as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube banks 

arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified as 

convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in the 

below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.5: heater 

5.8 SUPER HEATER:  

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses some 

of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this inter 

mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the high 

pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine where the 

heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

5.9 CONDENSER: 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short supply 

an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more expensive 
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and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less effective) as a 

surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam from steam turbine 

to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the form of pure water, 

otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as boiler feed water. 

 

 

Fig 5.6: Condensor 

5.10 COOLING TOWER: 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device in 

which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the water 

is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 

Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-cooled 

heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air circulation 
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through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling process 

generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling towers. 

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity of 

water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or dry-

bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are rarely 

experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for specific 

installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with design 

conditions.  

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 

 

5.11 ECONOMIZER:- 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and utilize 

for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in between the 

exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results in saving coal 

consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs extra investment 

and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used in all modern 

plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed between two 

headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the other. The flue 

gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 

 

5.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 
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Fig 5.7: Air Preheater 

 

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, and 

reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the chimney 

or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. It also 

allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, regulations) 

for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static precipitator. 

5.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly collector 

plates. Also known as precipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first stream the 

suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where ionization of the 

gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer on the an electric 

charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign and are deposited on 

the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would be more correctly 

designated as electrode position from the gas phase.  

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range.  
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Fig 5.8: Electro static precipitator 

 

 

5.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

 

5.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the hot 

gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The space 

inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives and 

ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys.  
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Fig 5.9: Smoke stack 

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

5.15 GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 

in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to rotating 

machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 
Fig 5.10: Pratical generator 

5.16 TRANSFORMER:- 

It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage devices 

(door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so that electric 

power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through electromagnetic 

induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. The secondary 
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voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the number of turns in 

the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 

 
 

Fig 5.11: Transformer 

 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 

5.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 3:- 

In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 
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5.17.1  Instrumentation and control :- 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

 

(i)  Scanners:- 

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

Fig 5.12: Scanners 

 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal pipelines, 

and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 

(iii)Pressure gauge:- 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 

(iv) No coal flap:- 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when load 

exceeds to the maximum value. 
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(v) Load cell:- 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 

(vi) Tachometer:- 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 

5.17.2 Control valves:- 

(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve.  

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o  Electrical Valve. 

o  Pneumatic Valve :  It works with water. 

o  Hydraulic Valve :  It works with Oil. 

 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve.  

 HPVC  -  High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC  - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC   -  Boil valve control room. 

 TVC  -           Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV  –  Heavy oil nossil valve. 

5.18. Coal handling plant:- 

Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

5.18.1.Crusher house:- 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv) Crusher hose floor 
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Fig 5.13: crushing machine 

  The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

  There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

  They are: 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 

5.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, FD 

fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 

(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air pre heater 

5.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 

1.  Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2.  Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 
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5.19.2 Boiler components: 

1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 

5.19.3 Ball mill :- 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

 

 

Fig 5.14: mill air/coal flow diagram  

5.19.4 Fans :- 

(i) Primary air fan : 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 

(iii)Induced draught fan : 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces.  
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5.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing ESP 

for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

 In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 

 

 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 
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electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is applied 

between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting electrodes which 

are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between rows of collecting 

and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, which causes the 

particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get deposited on them. 

The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

 These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides.  

 Emitting Electrodes :- 

These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

5.21. Turbine maintenance:-This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate 

extraction pumps, condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is  

 

 

Fig 5.15: boiler feed pump 
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 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 

heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The condenser 

water collects in hot well.  

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with varying 

pressure.  

 

 

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 

The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line.  

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be done 

to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. Thus 

LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is sucked into 

condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The temperature is 

around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a pressure -0.9 kg/cm2.  

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam flows 

through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy.  
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Fig 5.16: turbine block diagram 

Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and high 

pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine.  

 

5.22 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc.  

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction.  

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 

(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it will 
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be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external diagram 

of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for sectionalisation. 

The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will be kept changed 

and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem with its breaker. 

Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be bypass breaker also to 

serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on to the bypass bus. The 

layout of switch yard is 

 

 

Fig 5.17: Switch yard 

5.23 ALTERNATOR  FAULTS:- 

5.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator.  

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

5.23.2  STATOR WINDING FAULTS:-  

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 
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The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault  

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

5.24  Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 

3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

5.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 

 These are classified into three types  

    They are 

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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CHAPTER-6 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT 

COMPONENTS 

 

6.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages   : 6 

Quantity of water  : 350 T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump  : 5830 kg 

Motor output   : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage   : 6.6 kV 

Current   : 421 Amps 

Speed    : 1483 rpm 

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.914 

6.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q)    : 28/ m/hr 

H     : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity   : 225 kW 

Speed     : 1489 RPM 

Voltage    : 6.6 KV 

Current    : 25.5 Amps  

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 Hz 

Type of connection    :   (Star) 

6.3 Fans ratings:- 

6.3.1 PA fan motor details :- 

Type     : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity    :  1250 KW 

Speed     : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage    : 6600 V 

Stator current    : 132 A 

Ambient temperature   : 500 C 
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Type of connection    :   (Star, star) 

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 HZ 

Power factor    : 0.88 

Weight of motor   : 7750 kg 

Duty     : continuous  

6.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type    : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity   : 750 kW 

Speed    : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 86.3 A 

Type of motor   : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor  : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection  :  (star, star) 

Phase    : 3-  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.875 

6.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type    : 1K120m63 

Type of motor   : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity   : 1300 kW 

Phase    : 3-  

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 140.5 A  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Speed    : 740 RPM 

Type of connection   :   (Star, star) 

Weight of motor  : 13000 kg 

Duty    : continuous 

Anti Condensation Data:- 

Voltage   : 240 v DC or 1- C 

Power    :  0.6 KW 
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6.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure  : 150 kg/cm2 

Main steam temperature : 5350C 

Full load steam flow  : 641 T/hr 

No. of extractions  : 6 

No. of stages Hot  : 1 x 25 

IPT                 : 2 x 20 

LPT    : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine  : 480 tones 

Frequency band  : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height    : 661.4 mm 

Overall length   : 16.175 metres 

Width    : 10.6 metres 

6.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Rated data  Turbo   Main  Pilot 

And   generator  exciter  exciter 

Out puts 

Apparent  247 KVA  -  15KVA 

Power (KVA) 

Active power  500 MW  832   - 

Current  9.054 KA  2600 A  4gA 

Voltage  15.75 KV+  320 v  220v+22v 

    787.5 v 

Frequency  50Hz   50 Hz  50 Hz 

Power factor  0.85   -  - 

Inner connection YY   -  - 

Of stator winding 

H2 pressure  2 bar   -  - 

Continuous 

Permissible      -  - 

Constant 

UN balanced loan 8% 

Rated field current 2080 A   -  - 
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Rated field voltage 270 v 

 

Fig 6.1: Name plae details of the generator at D.NTTPS 

 

6.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the our collage. 

Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand experience. At 

Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also programming 

knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, CAM, 

EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of areas 

regarding power generation. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Electro Magnetic Propulsion Technology (EMPT) can be described 

by its individual components: electromagnetic – using electricity to create a 

magnetic field, and propulsion – the process of propelling something. When a 

fluid (liquid or gas) is employed as the moving conductor, the propulsion may 

be termed magneto hydro dynamic drive. 

It is the principle of accelerating an object by the utilization of a flowing 

electrical current and magnetic fields. The electrical current is used to either create an 

opposing magnetic field, or to charge a field, which can then be repelled. When a current flows 

through a conductor in a magnetic field, an electromagnetic force known as a Lorentz force, 

pushes the conductor in a direction perpendicular to the conductor and the magnetic field. This 

repulsing force is what causes propulsion in a system designed to take advantage of the 

phenomenon. The term electromagnetic propulsion (EMP) can be described by its individual 

components: electromagnetic – using electricity to create a magnetic field, and propulsion – the 

process of propelling something. When a fluid (liquid or gas) is employed as the moving 

conductor, the propulsion may be termed magnetohydrodynamic drive. One key difference 

between EMP and propulsion achieved by electric motors is that the electrical energy used for 

EMP is not used to produce rotational energy for motion; though both use magnetic fields and a 

flowing electrical current. 

. 

Exciting and important applications of pulsed power 

and high voltage technology are found in the growing area of electromagnetic 

 launch and propulsion. These applications include small-scale, precision staging 

devices (magnetically driven), low-speed, large mass catapult launchers, low-

speed and high-speed trains, high-speed, long-range fire support naval guns, and 

the futuristic application of high-speed, direct satellite launch to space. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotational_energy
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1.0 Introduction: 

RCI has undertaken a Science & Technology (S&T) project on Development of Electro 

Magnetic Propulsion Technology (EMPT) as a modern warfare technology. EMPT has lot of 

advantages and is considered to be the latest technology in world’s warfare scenario which is made to 

adapt this technology for future advances weaponry. EMPT can also be adapted to aircraft carriers in 

naval ships. 

In an EMP System, a missile/projectile can be launched with the help of high voltage, high 

speed electro-magnetics instead of conventional boosters and rocket motors. Hence the system is 

reusable and helps in reduction of cost and increment in the range capability. 

 

2.0 Electro Magnetic Propulsion Technology (EMPT): 

2.1 Principle of Operation: 

EMPT converts electric energy into mechanical energy. Thus, such systems are very eco-

friendly and can control the muzzle velocity of the projectile by controlling the electric current in the 

electromagnetic coils. EMP systems are under active research and development for a variety of 

applications worldwide. Two types of EMP systems have typically been studied in past years. The 

first type is the rail EMP system, wherein a projectile is placed between a pair of rails connected to a 

direct current (DC) power supply. The current flows through the brush of the projectile by passing 

current on the rail. Two rails and conductive projectile form a strong magnetic field by creating a loop 

in the top and bottom of rails. This field generates a Lorentz force with flowing current in the 

projectile. A force F = J × B occurs, where J is the current density on the rail and B is the magnetic flux 

density. The projectile is propelled by the force. The second type of system is the coil EMP system, 

which propels the projectile by electromagnetic force caused by Fleming’s right hand rule when the 

electric current energizes the electromagnetic solenoid coils. That is, the electromagnetic force of the 

coils attracts and launches the projectile. The projectile may have the contact to the flywheel tube if it 

is not guided at center of flywheel tube. 
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2.2 Global scenario of EMPT development: 

 

2.2.1 EM Rail Propulsion System: 

Electro-Magnetic Systems group at General Atomics, USA is on the forefront of maturing 

electro-magnetic weapons systems to support Air and Missile Defense, counter battery fire and 

indirect fire. EMP Rail gun features electro-magnetic launchers that use electricity instead of chemical 

propellants to fire projectiles at high speeds. US also considered the EMP rail gun considered as 21st 

Century weapon and was developed by BAE systems for US navy. It can fire a projectile up to 

4600mph, or around 6Mach. However the Super Gun is having its own disadvantages and limitation 

in terms of number of launches. The real limit is how much energy per shot can be delivered to the 

projectile and sabot without destroying the rails too fast. New capacitors, more resistant materials 

and better pulse power storage systems could all contribute to making the rail gun more efficient. 

Typical industry launcher prototypesare shown in Fig.1 below. 

 

Fig.1 Industry Launcher Prototypes of EM Rail Propulsion Systems 

2.2.2 EM Coil Propulsion System: 

EM Coil Propulsions System can be used for cold launching of missiles. Current vertical 

launching systems require the missiles be ignited within the launcher on the ship (known as hot 

launch). The missile produces hot gases that must be ducted out of launch compartment. The gas 
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management system (GMS) has ventilated ducting lined with ablative material in order to protect the 

internal structure of the ship. After leaving the launcher the exhaust gases heat the deck surface  

 

which remains at elevated temperature for a period of time after launch. For future ships with electric 

propulsion systems and stealth technology this thermal signature is un-acceptable. Also as larger 

missiles are developed with longer booster burn times such as kinetic energy interceptors (KEI) class 

missiles, the GMS may become unacceptably large and heavy.The EMPS solves these issues by 

replacing the GMS with EM coil propulsion and reduces the residual deck heating by keeping 

propulsion coil losses (I2R) hidden inside the ship. It is readily scalable to larger missiles and provides 

other advantages such as reducing or eliminating the propellant required for the initial boost stage. 

Keeping this requirement Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and Lockheed Martin are 

designing an Electro Magnetic Propulsion System (EMPS) for naval applications. The system uses an 

induction coil gun topology with the requirement of launching a 3600 lb. missile up to a velocity of 40 

m/s. The demonstrator was developed and verified design by launching 1430 lb. weighted sled to a 

height of 24 ft. as shown in fig.2. 

These new class of weapons are considered by the US Navy to be a key technology for 

meeting 21st century war fighting needs. 
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Fig.2. Demonstrator launcher 

 

 

The china Aerospace Science and industry Corporation (CASIC) has reported online that its 

206 Institute which researches electromagnetic launch technologies, has made breakthroughs in 

electromagnetically launch boosted missiles and rail guns designed for close in weapon systems. Also 

an early November 2015 news broadcast stated that Chinese researchers have made breakthroughs in 

electromagnetic aircraft launch systems (EMALS) and rail guns, in areas from power storage to 

tougher barrel materials. Various prototypes of EMPS developed by CHINA and US are shown in 

Fig.3 given below: 

 
 

Fig.3. EM Coil Propulsion Systems Developed By CHINA and US 
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3.0 System Description of EM Coil Propulsion System (EMPS): 

EMPS consists of a projectile and a launch tube employed with multiple electro-magnetic 

propulsion coils, Pulsed power source with high voltage capacitors and High voltage Power 

electronic system with fast solid state switches. The complete EMPS can be considered as 

combination of three sub systems and each sub system is explained in detail below: 

 

3.1 Launch Tube with EM Coils: 

The launch tube is employed with multiple electro-magnetic propulsion coilsand the 

projectile. The coils are capable of carrying very high currents and designed with low inductance 

and resistance. The complete launch tube can be considered as linear electric machine which 

enables the motion of the projectile i.e. pay load by synchronously switching the coils based on the 

position of the payload. 

 

The launch tube design parameters like coil stage length, coil stages, sensor, projectile shape, 

etc. plays an important role in the optimization of the propulsion system. 

 

 

3.2 Pulsed Power Source: 

  The DC power source has to be modulated in order to convert it into pulsed power for 

EMPS application. The storing of the energy is important and is done by huge capacitors which 

can be later discharged to give high power to the EMPS propulsion coils 

  A lot of new developments in capacitors are happening in capacitor technology to 

overcome problems and suit them for high pulsed power applications with higher efficiencies. 

Robust oil filled capacitors offer high energy stored per unit, typically 3-100kJ. Large diameter 

and low profile bushings provide minimum inductance for fast discharge and high frequency 

response.  
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3.3 Power Electronic system: 

The power electronic system is responsible for switching the coils as per desired logic built in 

logic device. The following are requirements of ideal Power devices used for switching of EMPS. 

 V = ∞ 

 I = ∞ 

 Closing/opening time = 0 

 L = C = R = 0 

 Simple to control 

 No delay or jitter 

 Lasts forever 

 Never fails 

 

Switching the energy to load is critical in EMPS and following solid state devices can be used as 

switches: 

 

 Solid-state 

• Transistor 

o IGBT 

o MOSFET 

• Diode 

o Avalanche 

o Opening switch 
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4.0 Design of EMP System: 

 

4.1 Design Input: 

Launch tube length  :  ≤ 2m 

 
Launch velocity   : ≥ 10m/sec 

 
Projectile weight   : ≥ 14Kg 

 
Safe separation distance  : ≥ 10m 

 
Total Launch system weight : ≤200Kg 

 
Launch platform   : mobile launcher 

 
No of launches   : 10 

 
Frequency of launches  : 10 in 10 secs 

 
Time between each launch : 60secs 

 

 

4.2 Design Exercise: 

The design of EMP system includes design of all the three sub systems. The 

specifications of all the subsystems are interlinked with each other and are dependent on 

launch velocity, launch tube length, weight of the launch system, etc. The design flow chart 

of the EMP system is shown in fig.4 below. 
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Fig. 4 Design of Flow Chart 
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4.2.1 Pulsed Power source: 
 Design of pulsed power source depends on the power rating, weight, no of launches and 
recharging time. Keeping the weight and launch platform requirements in view, Li-ion /Li-polymer 
battery is considered. The specifications of the battery are given below: 

Voltage    : 100V 

  Current    : 600A 

  Pulse width    : 80msec 

  No of pulses    : 100 

  Dwell time between each pulse : 200ms 

Lithium polymer power pack is considered with the above specifications. The weight and 
tentative dimensions of the similar battery packwith lesser voltage, but more current capability is 
given below: 

 

 
         Courtesy DESPAT (Pvt) Ltd 

Fig.5 Batteries 

 
4.2.2 Launch tube with Electro-magnetic (EM) coils: 
 The important parameters in design of launch tube with EM coils are no of turns, parallel 
paths, winding resistance, inductance, coil stage length and no. of coil stages. The design inputs for 
single stage coil are: 
  Stage-1 velocity  : 4m/sec 

  Length of coil stage  : 400mm 

  Mass of the projectile : 20kg 

  Acceleration   : 30g 

Required force, F= ma−− −− [1] 
   = 6000N 

Hence single coil stage should exert force of 2400N on projectile 

The force developed in EM coils is given by 
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F=
B

2
A

2μo

− −−− − [2] 

Where 

B = flux density in the air gap 

A = Cross sectional area of air gap 

μ
o  = permeability of free space 

The projectile dimensions are: 
OD : 120mm 

ID : 100mm 

Cross sectional area of the air gapA = 0.00628m2 

 
Solving eq—[2], 
B = 1.5T 

The flux density in the air gap is resultant of excitation MMF 

B=
NI

Rg A
−−− −− [3] 

Where 
Rg= Air gap reluctance 

Rg=
g

μAg

−−− − [4] 

Rg=1426524 AT/wb 

Considering leakage flux as 30% (due to air core) reluctance can be increased by 30% and 
MMF is calculated. 
NI = 65000AT 

The no of turns is an important parameter as it determines both the velocity and force of the 
projectile. 
The velocity required: 4m/sec 

E= NBlV− −−− [5]  
Where 

V = velocity of projectile 

B = flux density = 1.5T 

L = length of coil = 2× π× r  
E = 120VSolving for no of turns, N= 250 

Hence to establish mmf of 65000AT, Current needed is 

I = 260A. 
Resistance: 

R=
∂ l

Ac

− −−− [5]
 

 
 
 

Inductance: 
The parameter inductance in this case is varying parameter w.r.t position of the projectile. As 

the position of projectile changes, the reluctance varies and the inductance varies. The maximum 
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value of inductance is at position where the coil stage area is completely occupied by projectile. And 
min inductance is when coil stage doesn’t enclose any projectile. 

  

L=
N

2

Rg
 

Where  
 N  = no of turns 

 Rg = Air gap reluctance 

Solving  
 L min: 200µH 

 L max: 280µH 

 

4.3 Nonlinear magnetic analysis (Finite element Analysis) 

The projectile is magnetic material which moves in the Electro-magnetic coils made up of air 

core. The magnetic material is having nonlinear magnetic properties which have to be considered for 

calculating exact force characteristics of the EM-propulsion coils. Finite element tool is used to 

analyze the performance and optimize the geometry as per the requirements. The FE model is 

developed as an axis-symmetric model as shown in fig. below: 
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Fig.6.    2-D Axis Symmetric Model OfEMP System With Single Coil 
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Fig.7     Flux Profile And Flux Density Profile In The System 

The model is solved for magnetic parameters in air gap and core. The force vs. current density 
characteristic is derived by exciting the coil with different current densities. The characteristic is 
shown in fig. below: 
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Fig.8 Force Vs Current Characteristics 
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5.0 Modeling and Simulation: 

The projectile is a magnetic material which will be propelled by the coils to minimize the 

reluctance in sequential manner. EMPT model consists of modeling the electro-magnetics and 

dynamics of the projectile/missile to be launched. The complete system is designed with closed loop 

operation which will help the system to be robust such that the pulses to the coils will not be missed. 

The following equations apply in modeling the total system: 

Applied voltage results in current and MMF in the system: 

 v= ir +L
di
dt

+N
dφ
dt --------------------- [1] 

 Where, 

  v= applied voltage 

i = current in the circuit 

L = coil inductance 

N = No of turns of coil 

dφ

dt = rate of change of flux 

Solving for i 

i= ∫ v− ir
L

− (N
dφ
dt

).. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. [2]  

Where N
dφ

dt = induced back- EMF due to magnetized projectile. 

where the induced EMF, E is given as  

E= NBLcV . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . ..[3]  

Where 

B = flux density in the air gap 

Lc = length of the coil 

V = linear velocity of projectile 

equation [3]can be rewritten in terms of flux and no of turns and back-emfconstantKv is 

defined as  

Kv=
E
V

= ¿¿
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where A is area of air gap. 

Force: 

The force developed is given as  

F=
B

2
A

2μo
 

the main element in this configuration is variation of reluctance which changes the flux linked 

with the projectile and hence force. The force equation can be written as : 

 

F=
φ

2

2μo Ag

−− −−− [6]

 

 

φ=
NI

Rg

−− −− −−− [7]  

 Rg=
g

μAg

−−− −−− [8]  

where 

 φ  = flux in the air gap 

 Rg= Air gap reluctance 

 NI = Coil MMF 

 g = air gap 

The area of air gap changes w.r.t position of the projectile, where l is half the length of  

coil stage. 
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Ag= π(r2− r1)(l− x)−−− −− [9]  

x = position of projectile. 

 

F= ¿¿

 

 

Rg=
g

μoAg

− −−− −− [10]  

Hence force in terms of projectile position is given as  

F= ¿¿ 

Applying all the above equations, the model of EMPT has been developed and is shown below for a 

single propulsion coil 

 

 

Fig.9 Model OfEMPT 

 

 

 

 

Projectile 

Coil 

Coil 
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Fig.10 Block Diagram Of Mathematical Model 

 

5.1 Characteristics of Single Stage Coil: 

The force and velocity depends very much on the pulse width of the voltage pulse applied to 

the coil. Since the coil-EM propulsion based on variable reluctance, the sled (attached to projectile) is 

magnetic material and always tries to attain minimum reluctance path. The min reluctance path is 

equivalent to center of the magnetic field. If pulse width is low, enough force will not be produce to 

propel the sled and if pulse width is high, negative force will act on sled when leaving the coil stage 

which reduces the net velocity, the same is observed from the results of the simulation model done 

for generalized coil model.  
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Fig.11 Velocity, Force Profile Of Projectile Result 
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Fig.12 Force And Position Profile Result 
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Fig.13 Velocity And Force Profile Result 

 

From the above figures, it can be observed that the role of the pulse width is very critical for attaining 

optimal velocity. For the present application, the projectile dimensions and launch parameters are 

taken into simulation and arrived at following results for single coil.  
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Fig.14 Force Due To Single Coil 
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Fig.15 Velocity Due To Single Coil 
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Fig.16 Acceleration Due To Single Coil 
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Fig.17 Position Due To Single Coil 

 

6.0Design of Electro-magnetic propulsion system with multi-stage Coils: 

 In multi stage coil propulsion system, synchronization of switching of coils plays vital 

role for accurate performance of the system. The velocity attained due to first coil will be initial 

velocity when the second coil is switched. The start of command pulse of the second coil is 

dependent on the position of the projectile attained from first coil when it reaches the second coil 

stage. However in practical, position sensors will be located in the launch tube to give appropriate 

command pulses to coil stages. The current application requires final velocity > 10m/sec, each 

coil is designed with exit velocity of 4m/sec, and hence the launch tube configuration should be 

as follows:  

Lstage: 400mm 

   Dc: 50mm 

 

S
l
e
d 
(
M
a
g
n
e
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    Length of Launch tube: 1.75m 

Lstage = length of coil stage = 400mm 

Dc: gap between each coil = 50mm 

The sled is magnetic material which is attached to projectile and later can be ejected once the 

projectile is out of launch tube. 

The FE model of multi stage EM-propulsion system is carried out, the model is shown in fig. 

below: 
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Fig.18 FE Model Of Multi Stage EMPS 
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Fig.19 Flux  Density Profile Of EMPS 

 

The complete 4-stage Electro-magnetic propulsion system is modeled and simulation is 

carried out to arrive at final propulsion characteristics. The coils are connected in such a way that 

they switch on with respect to projectile position to impart maximum force on the projectile to 

achieve the optimum velocity. The complete model developed for 4-stage coil propulsion system is 

shown below: 
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Fig.20 Model Development Of 4 Stage Coil Propulsion System 

 
6.1 Simulation Results: 
 
 The voltage pulse is 120V pulse with drooping characteristics as shown in fig below. The 

voltage droop is due to current drawn by the coil. The cable loom resistance is assumed very low 

of the order of 20mΩ so as to reduce the voltage drop. The battery OCV is 120V and more than 

85V is required after 80ms for current of 250A.  
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Fig.22 Velocity Due To 4 Stage Coil 
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Fig. 23Final Position Due To 4-Stage Propulsion Coils 

 
 

 
 
 
7.0  Power Electronic System: 
 
 Design of power electronic system includes selection of power devices, design of gate 

drive circuits and design of protection circuits.  

 
Selection of power devices: 
 
Voltage rating:  
 
 The operating peak voltage is 120V. Load inductance is     hence the total voltage seen by 

the device during switching would be  

 

   V= V + L
di
dt  

 

   
V= 150V  

 

Hence device with voltage rating of 150V is selected 
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Current rating:  

 The peak current requirement is 300A, taking the safety of margin as 50%, the current 

rating would be 450A. Hence MOSFET is selected with following specifications: 

 
MOSFET, Part no: IXFN320N17T2 

 
Specifications: 
 
 Vdss (drain – source voltage)   : 170V 

  

 Vgss Continuous     : ±20V 

  

 Vgsm (Transient)     : ±30V 

 
 ID (250C)      : 260A 

 
 dV/dt      : 20V/ns 

 
 PD       : 1070W 

 
 RDS (on)      : 5.2mΩ 

 
 Qg (on)      : 640nC 

 
 Qgs       : 185nC 

 

 Qgd       : 175nC  

  

 To meet the current requirement two mosfets will be connected in parallel which shares 

the current equally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1 Gate drive requirements: 
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The gate drive should be sufficient enough to sink and source gate current to switch on and 

switch off completely the Mosfets. The gate drive requirements for selected N-chmosfets are given 

below: 

 

The gate charge curve of the mosfet is shown above. 

  The gate current required to switch on mosfet, Ig = [Vgs-Vg (Id)]/Rg  

Where Rg = gate resistance 

  Vgs = max. gate to source voltage 

  Vg (Id) = gate voltage in miller effect region 

  Ig = (15-5.8)/Rg 

Selection of Rg is critical as it determines the efficiency of the device and high dV/dt across 

the device. If low Rgis selected, the switching efficiency will be increased and at same time high 

dV/dt will come across the device. Hence a suitable resistance should be selected; Rg of 100ohms is 

selected for this application. 

  Ig = (15-5.8)/100 

  Ig= 92 mA. 

The gate current required to switch off Mosfet, Ig = Vg (Id)/Rg 

  Ig = 5.8/100 

       = 58 mA 

             Hence opto isolated Gate driver HCPL 3120 is selected which can source and sink peak 

current of 2 A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1.1. Specifications gate driver HCPL 314J: 
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HCPL 314J is the gate driver selected for driving bottom N-chmosfets. The features of 

HCPL 314J are: 

 0.4 A max peak output current 

 15 kV/µsec minimum common mode Rejection (CMR) atVcm = 1500 V 

 0.5 V maximum low level output voltage (Vol), eliminated need for negative gate drive. 

 Icc = 5 mA Maximum supply current 

 Under voltage lockout protection with hysteresis 

 Wide operating Vcc range: 15 V to 30 V 

 500 ns maximum switching speeds 

 

Fig.24 Gate Driver HCPL 314J 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2Closed loop control: 
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 The multi stage Coil Electro-magnetic propulsion system requires a closed loop control 

for accurate synchronization of coil switching to exert optimum force on projectile there by 

achieving final velocity optimally. The control block diagram is shown below: 

 
 

Fig.25 Control Block Diagram 

  

 The position feedback is attained by hall sensor embedded in the EM-coil launch tube 

and the projectile is embedded with small magnet whose filed will be sensed by the hall sensor. 
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8.0Validation of mathematical model and design methodology: 
 
 The mathematical model developed is validated, initially at single coil stage level by 

deriving velocity and force characteristics with scale down projectile and available voltage source. 

The specifications of voltage source and projectile are as follows: 

  Voltage source : 100V (OCV) 
   

  Coil resistance : 0.3Ω 

  

  Coil inductance : 150µH 

 
  Length of coil stage : 250mm 

 
  Sled weight  : 8.0Kg 

  

  Sled dimensions : OD: 120mm, length: 250mm, ID: 100mm 

 
 

 
 

Fig.26 Sled (Weight: 8.2kg) 

 
Fig.27  Propelling The Sled Out Of Launch Tube (Single Coil) 
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Results with 8.0 Kg Sled (single coil): 
   

Velocity (Simulation): 2.5m/sec 

 
Velocity (hardware): 2.0m/sec 

 
Apart from 8.0kg projectile, projectile with different weights and coil stage lengths are 

realized and tested to validate the model  

 

 
 
Fig.28 Configuration Of Electro-Magnetic Propulsion System 

 
 

             

Fig.29 Projectile Propelled Out Of Launch Tube 

 

 

Projectile 
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Fig.30 Projectile Propelled Out Of LaunchTube 

 

Fig.31Projectile Propelled Out Of Launch Tube 

 

                  

Fig.32Projectile Propelled Out Of Launch Tube 
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9.0. Load testing for characterization of Coil: 
 

 

The load test has to be carried on the propulsion Coils to arrive at force characteristics and 

validate the design methodology and simulation model. Test configuration is shown below with 

load cell and mounting fixture. The force characteristics at different positions of the projectile can 

be derived and can be compared with the model to fine tune any model parameters if required. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.33 Load Cell Mounting Fixture 

 

  

 

Launch tube Projectile 

Load cell 
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10.0Summary: 
 

 Design of coil-based Electro-magnetic propulsion system is carried out to 

achieve propulsion of 14kg projectile with an exit velocity of greater than 10m/sec. 

Single stage electro-magnetic coil is designed analytically with desired acceleration 

and velocity as base inputs. Nonlinear magnetic analysis of the system is carried to 

fine tune the magnetic, electrical and geometrical parameters of the system. Design 

of final configuration with 4 stages of coils is designed and complete system is 

modeled to arrive at optimum coil stage length and gap between each coil stage. 

Power electronic system is designed and suitable power devices to meet voltage, 

current is selected. Complete control configuration to control the sequence of 

switching of coils in closed loop is presented. Prototype testing to validate the 

model and build the confidence of the design methodology is carried out and the 

model is fine-tuned accordingly.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy related  in 

fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its first plant was set 

up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment industry in India, a dream 

that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track record of performance. It has been 

earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores 

with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 – 2003. 

 Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country.The production of 

electrical energy and its per capital consumption is deemed as an index of the standard of living 

in a nation in the present day civilization.Development of heavy or large scale industries, as well 

as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., totally depend on electric power 

resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and means to supply required power at 

cheapest rate. The per captial consumption on average in the world is around 1200KWH. The 

figure is very low for our country and we have to still go head in power generation to provide a 

descent standard of living for people. The need for immediate increase in the country’s power  

production in vital. So, we have to utilize the available resources in better possible manner.      

An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical  energy  to  electrical energy. 

The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through a magnetic 

field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends upon the 

length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between the conductor 

and the magnetic field, and strength of the field. The  direction of polarity of the induced e.m.f is 

such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the conductor produced by it 

tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f.  In AC generator the stator holds the 

armature winding and rotor blocks up the field winding. In generator, the armature is stationary, 

the field is rotating. For  the rotating magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply 

to the rotor  winding of a Turbo generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as 

excitation.  As  the name suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The 

excitation is supplied  using a  DC machine  called  exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the 

same shaft. 
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                                                  CHAPTER - 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 
                              

           Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country. The 

production of electrical  energy and its per –capital consumption is deemed as an index of the 

standard of living in a nation in the present day civilization. Development of heavy or large 

scale industries,  as well as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., totally 

depend on electric power resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and means to 

supply required power at cheapest rate. The percaptia consumption on average in the world is 

around 1200KWH. The figure is very low for our country and we have to still go head in 

power generation to provide a descent standard of living for people. The need for immediate 

increase in the country’s power  production in vital. So, we have to utilize the available 

resources in better possible manner.       

          An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical energy to electrical 

energy. The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through 

a magnetic field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends 

upon the length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between 

the conductor and the magnetic field, and the strength of the field. The  direction of polarity 

of the induced e.m.f is such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the 

conductor produced by it tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f. 

               In AC generator the stator holds the armature winding and rotor blocks up the field 

winding. In generator, the armature is stationary,the field is rotating. For  the rotating 

magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply to the rotor  winding of a Turbo 

generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as excitation.  As  the name 

suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The excitation is supplied  

using a DC machine called exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the same shaft. 

 

 1.1 BHEL - AN OVER VIEW: 

  

BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy  

Related  in fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its  

first plant was set up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment  

industry in India, a dream that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track 

record of performance. It has been earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a 



sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 – 

2003. 

BHEL caters to core sectors of the Indian Economy Viz., Power Generation & Transmission, 

Industry, Transportation, Telecommunication, Renewable Energy, Defence etc., The wide 

network of BHEL’S 14 manufacturing divisions, four Power Sector regional centers, eight 

service centers and 18 regional offices and a large number of project sites spread all over 

India and abroad enables the company to promptly serve its customers and provide them with 

suitable products, systems and services efficiently and at competitive prices. BHEL has 

already attained  ISO 9000 and all the major units/divisions of BHEL have been 

upgraded to the latest ISO-9001: 2000 version quality standard version quality standard 

certification for quality management. BHEL has secured ISO 14001 certification for 

environmental management systems and OHSAS – 18001 certification for occupational 

health and safely management systems for its major units/ division 

1.2 POWER GENERATION: 

 Power Generation Sector comprises of thermal, gas, hydro and nuclear power  plant 

business. As of 31.3.2003, BHEL supplied sets account for nearly 68,854 MW or 65% of the 

total installed capacity of 1,06,216 MW in the country, as against Nil till  1969-70. 

BHEL has proven turnkey capabilities for executing power projects from concept to 

commissioning. It processes the technology and capability to produce thermal sets with super 

critical parameters up to 1000 MW unit rating and gas turbine generator sets of up 250 MW 

units rating. Co-generation and combined cycle plants have been introduced to achieve higher 

plant efficiencies t. To make efficient use of the high ash content coal available in India, 

BHEL also supplies circulating fluidized bed combustion boilers for thermal plants. 

The company manufactures 220/235/5.00 MW nuclear turbine generator sets. Custom made 

hydro sets of Francis, Pelton and Kaplan types for different head discharge combinations are 

also engineered and manufactured by BHEL. 

In all, orders for approximately 800 utility sets of thermal, hydro, gas and nuclear have were 

placed on the company as on date. The power plant equipment manufactured by BHEL is 

based on contemporary technology comparable with the best in the world and is also 

internationally competitive. 

The Company has proven expertise in Plant Performance Improvement through renovation, 

modernization and up rating of a variety of power plant equipment, besides specialized know 

how of residual life assessment, health diagnostics and life extension of plants. 
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1.3 TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION (T&D): 

BHEL offers wise ranging products and systems for T&D applications. Products 

manufactured include: Power transformers, instrument transformers, dry type transformers, 

series & shunt reactors, capacitor banks, vacuum & SF circuit breakers, gas insulated 

switchgears, energy meters, SCADA systems and insulators. 

A strong engineering base enables the company to undertake turnkey delivery of substations 

up to 400 KV level, series compensation systems (For increasing power transfer capability of 

transmission lines and improving system stability and voltage regulation), shunt 

compensation systems and HVDC systems (for economic transfer of bulk power). BHEL has 

indigenously developed the state of the art controlled shunt reactor (for reactive power 

management on long transmission lines), Presently, 1400 kV Facts (Flexible AC 

Transmission system) project is under execution. The company undertakes comprehensive 

projects to reduce AT Closes in distribution   Systems.       

1.4 INDUSTRIES: 

 BHEL is a major contribution of equipment and systems to industries: cement, sugar, 

fertilizer, refineries, petrochemicals, paper, oil and gas, metallurgical and other process 

industries. The range of systems & equipment supplied includes: captive power plants, co-

generation plants, DG power plants industrial steam turbines, industrial boilers and 

auxiliaries, waste heat recovery boilers, gas turbine, heat exchangers and pressure vessels, 

centrifugal compressors, electrical machine, pumps, valves, seamless steel tubes, electrostatic 

precipitators, fabric filters, reactors, fluidized bed combustion boilers, process controls and 

material handling systems. 

The company is a major producer of large – size thruster devices. It also supplies digital 

distributed control systems for process industries and control & instrumentation systems for 

power plant and industrial application. BHEL is the only company in INDIA with the 

capability to make simulators for power plants, defense and other applications. The company 

has commenced manufacture of large desalination plants to help augment the supply of 

drinking water to people.  

1.5 TRANSPORTATION: 

 BHEL is involved in the development design,engineering marketing production,installation, 

maintenance and after-sales services of rolling stocks and traction propulsion systems. In the 

area of rolling stock, BHEL manufactures electric locomotives  up to 5000  HP, diesel 



electrical locomotives from 350 HP to 3100 HP, both for mainline  and shunting duty 

application. 

 BHEL is also producing rolling stock for special application viz., overhead cars, special well 

wagon, rail-cum-road vehicle etc.., Besides traction pro passion systems for in-house use. 

 BHEL manufactures traction propulsion systems for other  rolling stock produce of electric 

locomotives, diesel-electric locomotives, electrical multiple unit &metro car .The electric & 

diesel traction equipment on Indian Railways are largely powered by electrical propulsion 

systems produced by BHEL.  BHEL also undertakes retrofitting &overhauling of rolling 

stock. In the area of urban transportation system, BHEL is geared up to turnkey execution of 

electric trolley bus systems, light rail systems, etc. BHEL also diversifes in the area of port 

handling equipment & pipelines transportation system. 

1.6 TELECOMMUNICATION: 

BHEL also caters to telecommunication sector by way of small, medium and large switching 

systems. 

1.7 RENEWABLE  ENERGY: 

 Technologies that can be offered by BHEL for exploiting non-conventional and renewable 

sources of energy include: wind electric generators, solar photovoltaic systems, stand-alone 

& grid – interactive solar power plants, solar heating systems, solar lanterns and battery-

powered road vehicles. The Company has taken up R&D efforts for development of multi-

junction amorphous silicon solar cells and fuel based systems. 

1.8 OIL & GAS: 

BHEL is a major contribution to the Oil and Gas sector industry in the country. BHEL  

product range includes Deep Drilling Oil Rigs, Mobile Rigs, Work Over Rigs, Well Heads 

and X-Mas Trees, Choke and Kill Manifolds, Full Bore Gate valves, Mud valves, Mud-line 

suspension system, Casing support system, sub sea well Heads, block valves, seamless pipes 

Motors, compressors, Heat Exchangers etc. BHEL is the single largest supplier of well 

Heads, X- mass Trees and Oil Rings to ONGC and OIL. 

1.9 INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS: 

          BHEL is one of the largest exporters of engineering products & services from India 

ranking among the major power plant equipment suppliers in the world Over the years, 

BHEL has established its references in about 60 countries around the world from the United 
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States in the West to New Zealand in the Far East. These references encompass almost the 

entire product range of BHEL covering turnkey power projects of thermal, hydro and gas 

based types substation projects, rehabilitation projects, besides a wide variety of products like 

transformers ,valves, well head equipment, insulators, switchgears heat exchangers castings 

and forgings, centrifugal compressor, photovoltaic cells & panels etc. Apart from over 1100 

MW of boiler capacity contributed in Malaysia, and execution of five prestigious power 

projects in Oman, some of the other major successes achieved by the company have been in 

China, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Egypt, Bangladesh, Azerbaijan, Sri 

Lanka, Iraq, Kazakhistan, Indonesia, Taiwan etc. 

The company has been successful in meeting the ever increasing customer’s requirements in 

terms of complexity of the works as well as technological quality and other requirements viz., 

associated O & M, financing packages, extended warranties etc., BHEL has proved its 

capability to undertake projects on fast track basis. The company has been successful in 

meeting varying needs of industry, be it captive power plants, utility power generation or for 

the oil sector requirements. Execution of overseas projects has also provided BHEL the 

experience of working with world-renowned Consulting Organizations and Inspection 

Agencies. In addition to demonstrated capability to undertake turnkey projects on its own, 

BHEL possesses the requisite flexibility to interface and complement with international 

companies for large projects by supplying complementary equipment and meeting their 

production needs for intermediate as well as finished products. 

1.10 TECHNOLOGY UP GRADATION, RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT: 

To remain competitive and meet customer’s expectations, BHEL lays great emphasis 

on the continuous up gradation of products and related technologies, and development of new 

products. The company has upgraded its products to contemporary levels through continuous 

in house efforts as well as through acquisition of new technologies from leading engineering 

organizations of the world. 

           The Corporate R & D Division at Hyderabad, spread over a 140-acre complex, leads 

BHEL’s research efforts in a number of areas of importance to BHEL’s product range 

Research and product development centers at each of the manufacturing divisions play a 

complementary role. 

 BHEL’s investment in R&D is amongst the largest in the corporate sector in India. Products 

developed in-house during the last five years contributed over 7% to the revenues in 2002-03. 

BHEL has introduced, in the recent past, several stage of the art products: Low Nix oil/gas 

burners, large capacity atmospheric fluidized bed combustion boilers, high efficiency pelt on 



hydro turbines, petroleum depot automation systems, 36 kv gas insulated sub stations, 

controlled shunt Reactors (CSR) and Performance Analysis, Diagnostics and optimization 

(ADO) package for power plants etc., The company has also transferred a few technologies 

developed in house to other Indian companies for commercialization. 

The company is also engaged in research in futuristic areas, such as application of 

super conducting materials in power generation and industry and fuel dells for distributed 

environment-friendly power generation. 

1.11 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE: 

BHEL, as envisioned to becoming “ A world – Class innovative, competitive and 

profitable engineering enterprise, providing total business solutions.” For realizing this 

vision, continuous development and growth of the 47,000 strong highly skilled and motivated 

people making the organization, is the only MANTRA. 

Human Resource Development Institute (HRDI), the Corporate Training Institute of 

the company in association with the Advanced Technical Education Center (ATEC) in 

Hyderabad and the human Resource Development Center at the units, is responsible for the 

total Human Resource Development of the Company. Further, Competency 

Development/Assessment Center for Senior Executives is taken up by HRDI 

1.12 HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT: 

BHEL, as an integral part of business performance and in its endeavor of being a 

world class organization and sharing the growing global concern on issues related to 

Environment, Occupational Health and Safety, is committed to protecting Environment in 

and around its own establishment and to providing safe and healthy working environment to 

all its employees.For fulfilling these obligations, Corporate Policies have been formulated as: 

Environmental Policy: 

Compliance with  applicable Environmental Legislation/Regulation. 

Continual Improvement in EnvironmentManagement Systems to protect our natural 

environment and Control pollution. 

Promotion of activities for  conservation of resources by Environmental Management. 

Enhancement of Environmental Awareness amongst employees, customers and suppliers. 

 

BHEL will also assist and co-operate with the concerned Government Agencies and 

Regulatory Bodies engaged in environmental activities, offering the Company’s capabilities 

in this field.  
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Occupational Health and Safety Polity: 

Compliance with applicable Legislation and Regulations. 

 

Setting objectives and targets to eliminate/control / minimize risks due to  

Occupational and Safety Hazards. 

 

Appropriate structured training of employees on Occupational Health and Safety. 

 (OH & S) aspects: 

Formulation and maintenance of OH & S Management programs for continual improvement. 

Periodic  review of OH&S policy to all employees and interested parties. 

The major units of BHEL have already earned international recognition by 

implementation of ISO 14001 Environmental Management System and OHSAS 18001 

Occupational Health & Safety Management system. 

In pursuit of these Policy requirements, BHEL will continuously strive to improve 

work practices in the light of advances made in technology and new understandings in 

Occupational Health, Safety and Environmental Science. 

1.13 PARTICIPATION IN THE “GLOBAL COMPACT’’ OF THE 

UNITED NATIONS: 

     The Global Compact is a partnership between the United Nations, the business 

community, international labour and NOGs. It provides a forum for them to work together 

and improve corporate practices through co-operation rather than confrontation. BHEL has 

joined the Global Compact of United Nations and has committee to support it and the set of 

core values enshrined in its nine principles: 

Principles of the Global Compact: 

Human Rights: 

 Business should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human 

rights and  

Make sure they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 

1. Labour Standards 

2. Business should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the 

right to collective bargaining. 

 

3. The elimination of all forms of forces.  

4. Compulsory labour. 

5. The effective abolition of child labour. 



6.            Eliminate discrimination. 

Environment: 

7. Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges. 

 

8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility  

 
9. Encourage the development and diffusion of environment-friendly technologies. 

 

By joining the Global Compact, BHEL would get a unique opportunity of net working with 

corporates and sharing experience relating to social responsibility on global basis. 

1.14 SYNOPSUIS:- 

 Maximum  percentage  of total power generation  is obtained by conventional  power plant. 

Of   these  steam,  diesel  &  gas turbine power plant  are high speed systems & here always  

three phase alternator  are  only used.                                                                                                  

            In such alternators, insulation  plays  a vital   role  of  these insulation  types, 

resin poor thermosetting  types of  (VPI) of  insulation is preferred  as its life  period is above 

500 years & as  its posses  good  mechanical , thermal  properties & dielectric strength  as the  

quantity  of resin  (the insulating material ) used  here is  less , so the overall   cost   reduces.   

In our project, we have a detail study of the design and manufacturing of TURBO 

GENERATOR & its performance is assessed. 

 

 

CHAPTER  - 2 

ELECTRICAL MACHINES 
 

Machine acts as a generator converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy.                  

The machine, which acts as a motor, converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The 

basic principle of rotating machine remains the same i.e. 

         “ FARADAY’S  LAWS OF ELECTRO MAGNETIC INDUCTION”. 

Faraday’s first law states that whenever conductor cuts magnetic flux, dynamically induced 

EMF is produced. This EMF causes a current flow if the circuit is closed. 

Faraday’s second law states that EMF induced in it, is proportional to rate of change of flux. 

       e = -N d/dt 
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EMF induced will oppose both the flux and the rate of change of flux. 

 In the case of AC generators the armature winding is acts as stator and the field winding acts 

as rotor.  

Efficiency of a machine is equal to the ratio of output to input 

  = Output / input   = Output / output + losses 

To increase the efficiency of any machine we must decrease the losses, but losses are 

inevitable. There are different types of losses that occur in a generator.  

They are broadly divided into 2 types 

 (1) Constant losses  

                  (a)   Iron losses                                              

                  (b)  Friction and windage losses (air friction losses).   

 (2)  Variable losses 

           (a)   Copper losses 

 Electrical machines are of two types AC machines & DC machines. AC machines are 

divided into single-phase AC machines and polyphase AC machines 

3 Phase AC machines are divided into 

1. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  Synchronous Generators (or) Alternators are those in which  the speed of 

the rotor and flux are in synchronism 

2. ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  These are the machines in which the flux speed and rotor speed will not 

be the same. 

                          Ex: Induction motors. 

Inherently all the machines are AC machines. AC or DC depends   upon the flow of current 

in the external circuit.  

 Synchronous generators can be classified into various types based on   the medium used for  

generation. 

 1. Turbo-Alternators Steam (or) Gas 

      2. Hydro generators 

             3. Engine driven generators 

(1) Flux carrying parts 

(2) Load carrying parts 

(3)  In large synchronous machines the stator have the load carrying parts, i.e. 

armature and the  rotor has the flux carrying parts i.e.; field winding. 



  Iron losses are also called as magnetic losses and core losses. They are broadly divided into        

(1) Hystersis losses  

(2) Eddy current losses 

These losses occur in the stator core. 

Copper losses occur in both stator and rotor winding. 

The general efficiency of a synchronous generator is 95-98 

The main parts in a synchronous-generator are  

STATOR, ROTOR, EXCITATION SYSTEM, COOLING SYSTEM, INSULATION 

SYSTEM, BEARINGS. 

 

 

FIG 2.1: CONSTRUCTION  OF TURBO ALTERNAOR 

 

CHAPTER – 3 

STATOR 
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FIG 3.1: CONSTRUCTION OF  STATOR 

 

 

3.1  Stator frame  

3.2  Stator core 

3.3  Stator windings 

 

3.1   STATOR   FRAME:                   

                    The stator frame is horizontally split type and welded construction and 

supports the lamination core and the winding. Both the air duct pieces and welded radial ribs 

provide for rigidly to the stator frame. 

 Two things are provided to the stator frame to support the stator on the 

foundation. The stator firmly fixed to the foundation plates with bolt through the feet. 

3.2  STATOR   CORE: 

 The stator core is made up of stacked insulation electrical sheet steel lamination with 

a low loss index and suspended in the stator  frame  from insulated   rectangular guide bars. 

Axial compression of the stator core is obtained by clamping fingers, pressure plates and non 

magnetic clamping bolts, which are regulated from the core. The clamping finger ensures a 

uniform clamping pressure, especially within the range of  the  teeth and  provided for 

uniform intensive cooling of stator core ends  

The purpose of the stator core is two ways: 



1. Support the winding Carries the flux 

So, the selection of material for building up of core plays a vital role. The losses i.e.; 

magnetic losses are mainly two types. 

1. Hysterisis Losses: Due to the residual magnetism in the material 

Eddy Current Losses: Due to the EMF produced in the core of the stator.  In order to 

minimize the Hysterisis losses silicon alloyed steel sheets are used for building up of 

core. The sheets has the following composition, 

    Steel                 - 95.5% 

    Silicon              -4% 

    Impurities         -0.2% 

The sheets are 4% Silicon Alloyed COLD ROLLED NON-GRAIN ORIENTED SHEETS 

(CRNGO). To reduce the Eddy Current Losses, the core is build up of 0.5mm thickness 

laminations, which are insulated from each other. The sheets are insulated by CLASS-B 

type of varnish. 

3.3  STATOR   WINDING: 

 The  stator winding is a fractional  pitch two layer type, it consisting of individual bars.  The 

bars are located in slots of rectangular cross section which are uniformly distributed on the 

circumference of the stator core. In order  to minimize losses, the bars are compared of 

separately  insulated strands which are exposed to 360.degrees transposing. To minimize the 

stator losses in the winding, the strands of the top and bottom bars  are separately brazed and 

insulated  from each other inserted into the slots and series connected such that two coils 

groups from one pole. Each coil consists of several connected turns, each of which consists of 

two  half turns  which are connected by brazing in the end section. The individual turns of the 

coils are insulated against each other, the layer insulation L-shaped strips of lamination  

epoxy glass fiber with nomex filler are used for slot insulation. The slot  wedges are made of 

high electrical  conductivity material and thus act as damper  winding. At their ends the slots 

wedges are short  circuited through  the rotor body. 

The centrifugal  forces of the rotor end  winding are contained by single  piece of non 

magnetic high strengthen steel in order to reduce stray losses, each retaining rings with its 

shrinks fitted  insert ring is shrunk into the rotor body in an overhang position. The  retaining 

rings is secured in  the axial position by a snap ring.  

The three-phase stator winding is a fractional pitch two-layer type consisting of individual 

bars; each stator slot accommodates two bars.It is a double layer lap winding with 60o phase 
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spread fractional Windings are used to reduce higher order harmonics and pitch of the 

winding is so Selected that 5th and 7th harmonics are greater reduced. 

The slot bottom bars and top bars are displaced form each other by one winding pitch and 

connected at their ends to form coil groups. The coil groups are connected together with 

phase connectors inside the stator frame. This arrangement and shape of the bars at the results 

in a cone shaped winding having particularly favorable characteristics both in respect of its 

electrical properties and resistance of only one turn insulation and main insulation identical. 

                     Stator core received after the core assembly is checked for the availability of 

foreign matter, so coil projections are checked in each slot.HGL drift is passed in each and 

every slot to detect bottom core projections. Winding holders are adopted and binding rings 

are assembled on both sides. The HGL binding rings are centered to the core and then bottom 

bars are laid. Each bar is pressed with a pressing fixture to obtain specified dimensions. By 

adopting this above procedure the entire bottom bars are laid in respective slots. After 

completing of bottom bar layer reinforcing the overhang portion by tying with nipping glass 

sleeve.  

              Temporary wedging is carried out, HV testing is done and then stiffeners are 

assembled. Top bars are laid by pressing each bar with a pressing fixture and all the bars are 

laid in respective slots. In between top and bottom bars HGL spacers are kept. And then top 

bars are tested.Individual eye jointing and bracing is carried out. Then after eyes jointing 

individual eyes are insulated with fine mica tape. After completion of eyes jointing connector 

rings are assembled & connected as per drawing and three neutral and three phases terminal 

are terminated out. Once again HV test is carried out before sending the stator to 

impregnation.     

 

CHAPTER - 4 

ROTOR 

                                                                

 

4.1 ROTOR: 

 The rotor shaft is forged from a vacuum degassed steel ingot. Comprehensive test 

ensures adherence to the specified mechanical and magnetic properties as well as a 

homogeneous forging. 



            The rotor consists of electrically active portion and two shafts ends. An integrally 

forged flange coupling to connect the rotor to the turbine is located out board of the bearing. 

 Approximately 60% of the rotor circumference is provided with longitudinally slots, 

which hold the field windings slot pitch is selected so that the two solid poles are displayed 

by 180 degrees. 

 Due to the non-uniform slot distribution is on the circumference, different moments of 

inertia are obtained in the main axis of the rotor. This in turn causes varying shaft deflections 

at twice the system frequency. To reduce these vibrations the deflections in the direction of 

the poles axis and neutral axes are equalized by the transverse slotting of the poles. 

  The rotor teeth at the ends of the rotor body are provided with axial and radial holes 

enabling the cooling air to be discharged into the air gap after intensive cooling of the end 

windings. 

4.2 ROTOR WINDINGS CONSTRUCTION:  

            The field winding consists of several series connected coils inserted into the 

longitudinal slots of the rotor body the coils are wound so that, two poles are obtained. 

 The solid conductors have a rectangular cross-section and are provided with axial 

slots for radial discharge of the cooling gas. All conductors have identical copper and cooling 

duct cross-section. 

 The individual conductors are bent to obtain half after insertion into rotor slots. These 

turns are combined of from full turns the series connected turns of one slot constitute one coil 

the individual coils of the rotor winding are electrically series connected so that one north and 

one south magnetic pole are obtained. 

4.3 VENTILATION CONSUME & 90 BENDING: 

           First the conductors are checked for their quality and ventilation holes are punched and 

they are checked for burr. Then edge wise bending is made. The conductors are bent more 

than 90o so that it will sustain spring back effect. Debugging ventilation slots by relevant 

tools.  

4.4 ANNEALING: 

 Then the conductors are heated and pressed at the bending so that the cross section of the 

conductors will be maintained equal through out. This process is called annealing. 

4.5 DOVETAIL PUNCHING&WINDOW DIMENSION: 

          A small portion near the bend is removed so that it does not cause any damage to the 

insulation trough while lying in the slots. This process is called relief filing. Then dovetail 
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punching is made which provides good brazing process when two conductors are joined. 

Window dimensions for the conductors are checked. The dimension of the window decreases 

from top to bottom conductors. 

4.6 CLEANING: 

 Then the conductors are cleaned with thinner (acetone) and then air-dry varnish is applied. 

Then keeping the conductors on a dummy rotor makes radial bending. For the conductors 

away from the poles prebrazing is done.  

4.7  CONDUCTOR MATERIAL:  

The conductors are made with silver content of approximately 0.1% as compared to the 

electrolytic copper; silver alloyed copper features high strength properties at high 

temperatures so that coil deformations due to thermal stresses are eliminated. 

             Insulation: The insulation between the individual terms is made of layer of glass fiber 

laminate with numex filler. 

 

Characteristics of copper to be used are: 

Density                                                                     8900kg/m3 

Melting point                                                            1083 

Thermal conductivity  w/m-oc                                  350 

Coefficient of thermal expansion at 20 oc/oc           16.7x10-6 

Resistively   ohm -m                                                 0.01724x10-5 

Resistance temperature coefficient at 20oc, -1oc      0.00393 

Specific heat    J/kgoc                                                390 

 

Arrangements of insulation in laying of copper in the slots: 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in straight part. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang before bend. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex at bends 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang after bend. 

 Shellac varnish P-80 & Insulating troughs. 

         The connections for the coils on both the poles will be as follows:       

 

                                 Pole 1   TS        pole 2    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    ES 

                               (+)                                         (-) 

Location of parts in rotor winding: 

4.8 ROTOR SLOT WEDGES:  

To protect the winding against the effects of the centrifugal force the winding is firmly 

secured in the slots with wedges. They are made from an alloy featuring high strength 

and good electrical conductivity and are also as damper winding bars the slot wedges 

extend below the shrink seats of the retaining rings the ring acts as short circuit in the 

damper windings. 

4.9 END WINGING SPACING:  

 The spaces between the individual coils in end windings are filled with insulating 

members the insulating members prevent coil movements and are used for intensive cooling 

of the rotor end windings. 

4.10 ROTOR RETAINING RINGS:  

 The rotor retaining rings balance the centrifugal force due to the end windings. One 

`end of each rings is shrunk on the rotor body while the other end of the ring overhangs the 

end winding without contacting on the shaft this ensures an unobstructed shaft direction of 

the end winding. 

 The shrunk on the hub at the free end of the retaining ring serves to reinforce the 

retaining ring and secures the end winding in the axial direction at the same time. A snap ring 

is provided for additional against axial displacement of the retaining ring. To reduce the stray 

losses and have high strength the rings are made up of non-magnetic cold worked materials. 

Comprehensive test such as ultrasonic examinations and liquid penetrate examination ensures 

adherence to the specified mechanical properties the retaining ring shrink-fit areas. These act 
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as short circuit rings to the induced currents in the damper system to ensure low contact 

resistance the shrink seats of the retaining rings are coated with nickel aluminum and silver 

by a three step spraying process. 

4.11 FIELD CONNECTIONS:  

The field connections provide electrical connections between the rotor winding brush less 

exciters. 

4.12 TERMINAL LUG:  

The terminal lug of a copper conductor of rectangular cross-section one end of the terminal 

lug is braced to the rotor winding while the other end is screwed to the radial bolt. 

4.13 RADIAL BOLT:  

The field current lead located in the shaft bore is connected to the terminal lug at the end 

winding through a radial bolt. The radial bolt is made from steel and screwed into the field 

current lead in the shaft before. 

4.14 FIELD CURRENT LEAD IN SHAFT BORE:  

The leads are run in the axial directions from the radial bolt to the end of the rotor. They 

consist of two semicircular conductors insulated from each other by an intermediate plate and 

from the shaft by a tube. 

4.15 ROTOR FAN: 

 The generator cooling air is circulated by two axial fans located on the shaft at both end two 

augment the cooling or the rotor winding the pressure established by the fan works in 

conjunction with the air expelled from the discharged along the rotor. The moving blades of 

the fan have threaded roots for being screwed into the rotor shaft the blades are dropped 

forged from an aluminum alloy the threaded root fastening permits the blade angle to be 

adjusted each blade is secured at its root with a threaded pin. 

4.16  BALANCING: 

After rotor is manufactured rotor is balanced .It is desired that every rotor should run 

smoothly in its bearings. In order to achieve it the rotor should be balanced before 

assembling. The larger the rotor the more the balancing is required. Balancing of rotor is 

carried out in two steps 

  1. Static balancing 2. Dynamic balancing 

1.Static balancing: 



                In static balancing, the rotor is put on two plain rails. Rails replace the shaft at the 

bearing ends. The rails should be perfectly horizontal as possible. The rotor should be in 

position to swing on these rails without friction. Then the eccentric force is balanced. This 

static balancing is only useful to bring the center of gravity very near to the axis of the shaft 

but for exact balancing dynamic balancing is needed. 

2. Dynamic balancing: 

It helps to find not only forced but also torques on the shaft when the machine runs. This 

method of balancing helps to balance the deviation of the axis of center of gravity from axis 

of rotation. Rotation is essential for dynamic balancing. Turbo generators are generally 

dynamically balanced under rotor hot conditions. The weights on either side of the axis of the 

rotor are determined. The centrifugal force on the bearings is measured and weights on either 

side of the axis of the rotor are not the same then the difference of weights are added to the 

required side of the axis. In this way, the rotor is balanced. For obtaining the most accurate 

balancing, it is to be carried out in the presence of vacuum.                      

     

CHAPTER - 5  

INSULATION SYSTEM 

              

              In Electrical Machines insulation is most important requirement to sustain high 

voltages and basically insulation is the heart for electrical machines. Insulation is the property 

which has enormous resistance to the conductivity that is basically the forbidden gap between 

valance and conduction bands are very large I.e. formic level very high in insulating materials 

.The property of good insulating material is non-conductive to electricity and conductor for 

heat. A good insulating material needs the following properties. 

1. The basic function of insulation is to provide insulation to live wire or live wire to earth. 

2. It should be good conductor to heat and bad conductor to electricity. 

3. It should withstand the designed mechanical stress. 

4. It should have good chemical and thermal resistively and environmental resistively.  

An insulator should satisfy the following properties for an electrical system are              

                 1. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

    2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

  3. THERMAL PROPERTIES 

  4. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
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5.1 INSULATING MATERIALS: 

  

Insulating materials or insulates are extremely diverse in origin and properties. They are 

essentially non-metallic, are organic or inorganic, uniform or heterogeneous in composition, 

natural or synthetic. Many of them are of natural origin as, for example, paper, cloth, paraffin 

wax and natural resins. Wide use is made of many inorganic insulating materials such as 

glass, ceramics and mica. Many of the insulating materials are man-made products and 

manufactured in the form of resins, insulating films etc., in recent years wide use is made of 

new materials whose composition and organic substances. These are the synthetic Organo-

silicon compounds, generally termed as silicones. 

 An ideal insulating material should have: 

(1) High dielectric strength sustained at elevated temperatures. 

(2) High receptivity or specific resistance 

(3) Low dielectric hysterics 

(4) Good thermal conductivity 
(5) High degree of thermal stability i.e. it should not determine at high 

temperatures.  

(6) Low dissipation factor 

(7) Should be resistant to oils and liquid, gas flames, acids and alkalis. 

(8) Should be resistant to thermal and chemical deterioration.     

 

5.2 CLASSIFICATION OF INSULATING MATERIAL: 

 The insulating material can be classified in the following two ways. 

I. Classification according to substance and materials. 

II. Classification according to temperature. 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SUBSTANCE AND MATERIALS: 

a) Solids (Inorganic and organic) 

EX: Mica, wood slate, glass, porcelain, rubber, cotton, silks, rayon, ethylene, paper and 

cellulose materials etc. 

b) Liquids  (oils and varnishes) 

EX: linseed oil, refined hydrocarbon minerals oils sprits and synthetic varnishes etc. 

c) Gases 

EX: Dry air, carbon dioxide, nitrogen etc. 

 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO TEMPERATURE: 

 Class Permissible 

temperature 
                   Materials 



       Y                            90                                                                  Cotton, silk, paper, cellulose, wood etc neither impregnated nor 

immersed in oil. These are unsuitable for electrical machine and 

apparatus as they deteriorate rapidly and are extremely hygroscopic. 

    A 105 Cotton, silk & paper, natural resins, cellulose esters, laminated wool, 

varnished paper. 

    E 120  Synthetic material of cellulose base 

    B                                                          130 Mica, asbestos, glass fiber with suitable bonding substance 

    F 155 Material of class B with binding material of higher thermal stability. 

   H 180 Glass fiber and asbestos material and built up mica with silicon resins. 

   C   Above 

180 

Mica, porcelain, quartz, glass (without any bonding agent) with silicon 

resins of higher thermal stability. 

 

5.3 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR MACHINES: 

 

Name of  

Material 

 

Insulation 

Class 

Shelf life 

(In months) 

 

Application At 

20 oC 

At 

 5oc 

1. Samicatherm calmica glass-n, 

mimica, domica, folium, 

filamic novobond-s, epoxy 

therm laxman isola 

calmicaflex 

F 6 12 Main insulation of stator 

bars 

2. Samica flex  H 4 8 Overhang insulation of 

motor coils, at 3rd bends of 

multi turn coil 

3. Vectro asbestos 

(365.02/365.32) 

4.  (used in resin rich) 

B/F 2 8 Main pole coils of 

synchronous machines 

5. Epoxide pepreg glasscloth 
F 

6 12 Winding holders and 

interhalf insulation 

6. Polyester resin mat&rope  6  Bar to winding 

holder&stiffner groove of 

support segment of 

clamping plate 

7. Glassoflex 

Turbo laminate 

F 6 12 Interturn insulation of rotor 

winding 

8. Hyper seal tape F 6 12 As finishing layer in 

overhangs of motor coils 

9. SIB775 or 4302 varnish  F 6 12 Stack Consolidation of 

stator bars 

10. SIB475 or 4301 varnish F 6 12 Base coat varnish before 

taping of stator bars 

11. SIB 643 or8003 Varnish or 

K8886 varnish 

 4 8 Conductive coat in straight 

portion of stator bars 

12. SIB 642 or 8001 varnish  4 8 At slot emerge portion on 

stator bars 

 

5.4 ELECTRIAL PROPERTIES: 

1. INSULATON RESISTANCE:      

 It may be defined as the resistance between two conductors usually separated by 

insulating materials. It is the total resistance in respect of two parallel paths, one 

through the body and other over the surface of the body. 
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2. DIELECTRIC STRENGTH:  

   The voltage across the insulating   material is increased slowly the way in which the 

leakage current increases depend upon the nature and condition material.   

3. POWER FACTOR: 

Power factor is a measure of the power losses in the insulation and should be low. It 

varies with the temperature of the insulation. A rapid increase indicates danger. 

4. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT: 

This property is defined as the ratio of the electric flux density in the material .To that 

produced in free space by the same electric force. 

5. DIELECTRIC LOSS: 

 The dielectric losses occur in all solid and liquid dielectric due to  

(a) Conduction current 

(b) Hysterisis. 

 



5.5  THERMAL PROPERTIES: 

 Specific heat thermal conductivity. 

1. Thermal plasticity 

2. Ignitability 

3. Softening point 

4. Heat Aging 

5. Thermal expansion. 

 

5.6  CHEMICAL  PROPERTIES: 

Resistance to external chemical effects 

                    1. Resistance to chemical in soils 

        2. Effect of water 

 

5.7  MECHANICAL  PROPERTIES: 

1. Density 

2. Viscosity Moisture absorption 

3. Hardness of surface 

4. Surface tension 

5. Uniformity.  

      

5.8  EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON INSULATION: 

 

1. Thermal property 

2. Chemical property 

3. Electrical property 

4. Physical and mechanical property. 

 

INSULATION RESISTANCE IS EFFECTED BY  

THE FOLLOWING FACTIOR  (Resistance between two conductor): 

 
1) It falls with every increase in temperature. 

 

2) The sensitivity of the insulation is considerable in the presence of moisture. 

 

3) Insulation resistance decrease with increase in applied voltage. 

 

5.9 EPOXY RESINS: 

   
These resins are product of alkaline condensed of epichlorohydrin and product of alkaline 

condensed of epichlorohydrin and polyhydric compounds. 

Epoxy resins are poly ethers derived from epi-chlorohydrin and Bis-phenol monomers 

through condensation polymerization process. 

In epoxy resins cross-linking is produced by cure reactions. The liquid polymer having 

reactive functional group like oil etc, otherwise vacuum as pre polymer. The pre polymer of 

epoxy resins allowed to react curing agents of low inductor weights such as polyamines, 
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polyamides, polysulphides, phenol, urea formaldehyde, acids anhydrides etc, to produce the 

three dimensional cross linked structures. 

 

 Hence epoxy resins exhibit outstanding toughness, chemical inertness and excellent 

mechanical and thermal shock resistance. They also posses good adhesion property. Epoxy 

resins can be used continuously up to 300F, but withy special addition can withstand a 

temperature of up to 500F. 

 

 Epoxy resins are made use as an efficient coating material. This includes coating of 

tanks containing chemicals, coating for corrosion and abrasion resistant containers. Epoxy 

resins are made up of as attractive corrosion and wear resistant floor ware finishes. 

 

            These are also used as industrial flooring material. They are also used as highways 

Surfacing and patching material. Molding compounds of epoxy resins such as pipe fitting 

electrical components bobbins for coil winding and components of tooling industrial finds 

greater application in industries. 

 

 The epoxy resins similar to polyester resins can be laminated and fiber reinforced 

(FPR) and used in glass fiber boats, lightweight helicopters and aeroplanes parts. 

 In the modern electronic industry, the application of epoxy resins is great. Potting and 

encapsulation (coating with plastic resin) is used for electronic parts. Most of the printed 

circuits bodies are made of lamination epoxy resin which light but strong and tough. 

 

PROPERTIES: 

 
1) Epoxy resins have good mechanical strength less shrinkage and excellent 

dimensional stable after casting. 

 

2) Chemical resistance is high. 

 

3) Good adhesion to metals. 

 

4) To impact hardness certain organic acid anhydrides and alphabetic amines are 

mixed. 

 

5.10 APPLICATION: 

  
1) They are used in the manufacture of laminated insulating boards. 

2) Dimensional stability prevents crack formation in castings. 

3) They are also used as insulating varnishes. 

  
5.11 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR LAMINATIONS:  

 The core stacks in modem machines are subjected to high pressers during assembly 

and subjected to high pressures during assembly and there fore to avoid metal-to-metal 



contact, laminations must be well insulated. The main requirements of good lamination 

insulation are homogeneously in thin layers toughness and high receptivity.  

We use varnish as insulating material for laminations.  

VARNISH 
 

  This is most effective type of insulation now available. It makes the laminations nest 

proofs and is not effected by the temperature produced in electrical machines varnish is 

usually applied to both sides of lamination to a thickness of about 0.006mm. On plates of 

0.35mm thickness varnish gives a stacking factor about 0.95.In order to achieve good 

insulation properties the following processes are in BHEL. 

 THERMOPLASTIC PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 THERMOSETTING PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 

 BHEL is practicing only thermosetting process of insulation so  

 Thermosetting types of insulation are of two types: 

 RESIN RICH SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 RESIN POOR SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 

 MATERIAL FOR RESIN RICH BARS: 

 Preprag 

 Nomex 

 Epoxy resin rich mica tape 

 Glass tape 

 PTFE tape 

  

VARNISH 

 Mica powder 

 Graphite powder 

 Conductive varnish 

 Semiconductor varnish 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR HALF BARS 

 EPOXY glass cloth 

 Nomex glass fleece 

 Fine mica polyester glass cloth 

 Nomex 

 Form micanite 

 Form mica tape 

 Copper foil 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite for ICP 

 Polyester fleece for OCP 
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 Polyester fleece tape with silicon carbide 

 Mica splitting tap 

VARNISH 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Rutapox 

 Hardener (H-90) 

 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR DIAMOND COILS: 

 Treated trivoltherm 

 Impregnated polyester fleece 

 Glass mat with accelerator  

 Hostofon folium 

 Synthetic fiber tape 

 Resin poor mica tape 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite 

 Semiconductor asbestos tape 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Polyester fleece tape 

 Nomex polyamide adhesive tape 

 

 5.12 RESIN RICH SYSTEM: 

In olden days, Resin Rich system of insulation is used for all Electrical  Machines. In 

insulator contains nearly 40% of EPOXY RESIN, so it gives good thermal stability Resin 

Rich Insulation consists of the following materials in percentage 

1.MICA PAPER TAPE -40-50% 

2. GLASS PAPER TAPE-20% 

3. EPOXY RESIN-40% 

The bars are insulated (or) taped with RESIN RICH TAPE and place in the Pre-assembled   

stator core including stator frame. 

In resin rich system of insulation Mica paper will give a good dielectric strength and Glass 

fiber tape will give a good mechanical strength and Epoxy resin can withstand up to 155 

degree Centigrade so it gives a good thermal properties. Resin rich and Resin poor insulating 

materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy Resin. In Resin rich system the 

content of Epoxy Resin tape is 40% so it is named as RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin 

poor system the content of Resin tape is 8%. By VIP impregnation process, the required 

amount is added to then conductor bars after assembling the core and placing the winding in 

the core. In resin rich system before placing of coils in the stator slots the rich tape will be 

wrapped over the bars. Nevertheless, this system has the following disadvantages: 

      1. This system is very time consuming and very long procedure. 



       2. Total cost of the system is more. 

In order to minimize the over all cost of the machine and to reduce the time cycle of the 

system, the VACUUM PRESSURE IMPREGNATION SYSTEM is being widely used. This 

process is very simple, less time consuming and lower cost. 

 BHEL, HYDERABAD is equipped with the state of the art technology of VACUUM 

PRESSURE IMPREGNATION. 

                

                                                   CHAPTER – 6 

6.1   FIELD  CONNECTION AND MULTI CONTACTS: 

The field current is supplied to the rotor through multi contact system arranged at the exciter   

side shaft end. 

6.2 BEARINGS: 

The generator rotor is supported in two sleeve bearings. To eliminate shaft current the exciter 

and bearing is insulated from foundation plate and oil piping. 

The temperature of each bearing is maintained with two RTD’s (Resistance Temperature 

Detector) embedded in the lower bearing sleeve so that the ensuring point is located directly 

below the Babbitt.  All bearings have provisions for fitting vibration pick up to monitor shaft 

vibrations.The oil supply of bearings is obtained from the turbine oil system. 

6.3 EXCITATION SYSTEM: 

 
              FIG 6.3: EXCITATION SYSTEM 

 

In all industrial applications, the electrical power demand is ever increasing. This 

automatically demands for the design, development and construction of increasingly large 

capacity Synchronous generators. These generators should be highly reliable in operation to 

meet the demand. This calls for a reliable and sophisticated mode of excitation system. 
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 When the first a.c generators were introducing a natural choice for the supply of field 

systems was the DC exciter. DC exciter has the capability for equal voltage output of either 

polarity, which helps in improving the generator transient performance. DC exciters, how 

ever, could not be adopted for large rateings because of the problems in the design 

commutator and brush gear, which is economically unattractive. Of –course, the problems are 

not uncommon in power stations but Of the environment with sulphur vapours, acidic fumes 

as in the cases of petrochemical and fertilizer industries, exposure of DC exciter. This adds to 

the problem of design. 

Types of a.c exciters are: 

(1)  High frequency excitation  

(2)  Brush less excitation  

(3)  Static excitation 

The high frequency D.C exciter is a specially designed “inductor type alternator” with no 

winding on its rotor. It is designed to operate at high frequency to reduce the size of the rotor; 

the a.c exciter was very reliable in operation. Though this system eliminates all problems 

associated with commutator, it is not free from problems attributable to sliprings and its brush 

gear. Thus brushless excitation system was introduced.  

 The BL exciter consists of field winding on the stator. This system proved to be highly 

reliable and required less maintenance. Absence of power cables and external ac power 

supplies males the system extremely reliable. The problem associated with brushes like fast 

wear out of brush, sparkling etc, are eliminated.  

This suffers from the disadvantage of lack of facility for field suppression in the case of an 

internal fault in generator.The system comprises shaft driven AC exciter with rotating diodes. 

 

6.4 PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR AND AVR:  

This system is highly reliable with least maintenance and is ideally suitable for gas driven 

generators.The static excitation system was developed contemporarily as an alternative to 

brush less excitation system. This system was successfully adapted to medium and large 

capacity Turbo generators. Though the system offers very good transient performance, the 

problems associated with slip rings and brush gear system are still present. 

This system consists of rectifier transformer, thyristor converts, field breaker and AVR. This 

system is ideally suitable where fast response is called for. The system is flexible in operation 

and needs very little maintenance. 



Thus, each excitation system has its own advantages and disadvantages. The selection of 

system is influenced by the transient response required, nature of pollution and pollution level 

in the power plant and cost of equipment. 

Exciters are those components, which are used for giving high voltage to the generator during 

the start up conditions. The main parts that are included in the exciter assembly are: 

(1) Rectifier wheels  

(2) Three phase main exciter  

(3) Three phase pilot exciter 

(4) Metering and supervisory equipment 

 

6.5 RECTIFIER WHEELS: 

The main components of the rectifier wheels are Silicon Diodes, which are arranged in the 

rectifier wheels in a three-phase bridge circuit. The internal arrangement of diode is such that 

the contact pressure is increased by centrifugal force during rotation.     

There are some additional components contained in the rectified wheels. One diode each is 

mounted in each light metal heat sink and then connected in parallel. For the suppression of 

momentary voltage peaks arising from commutation, RC blocks are provided in each bridge 

in parallel with one set of diodes. The rings from the positive shrunk on to the shaft. This 

makes the circuit connections minimum and ensures accessibility of all the elements. 

6.6 THREE PHASE PILOT EXCITER: 

The three phase pilot exciter is a six-pole revolving field unit; the frame accommodates the 

laminated core with the three-phase winding. The rotor consists of a hub with poles mounted 

on it. Each pole consists of separate permanent magnets, which are housed, in non-metallic 

enclosures. The magnets are placed between the hub and the external pole shoe with bolts. 

The rotor hub is shrunk on to the free shaft end.  

6.7 THREE PHASE MAIN EXCITER:  

Three phases main exciter is a six-pole armature unit, the poles are arranged in the frame with 

the field and damper winding. The field winding is arranged on laminated magnetic poles. At 

the pole shoe, bars are provided which are connected to form a damper winding. 

The rotor consists of stacked lamination. Which are compressed through bolts over 

compression rings. The three- phase winding is inserted in the slots of the laminated rotor. 

The winding conductors are transposed with in the core length and end turns of the rotor 

windings are secure with the steel bands. The connections are made on the side facing of the 
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rectifier wheels. After full impregnation with the synthetic resin and curing, the complete 

rotor is shrunk on to the shaft. 

6. 8 AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR: 

The general automatic voltage regulator is fast working sol thyristor controlled equipment. It 

has two channels, one is auto channel and the other is manual. The auto channel is used for 

the voltage regulation and manual channel. Is used for the current regulation. Each channel 

will have it’s own firing for reliable operation. 

The main features of AVR are: 

(1) It has an automatic circuit to control outputs of auto channel and manual channel and 

reduces disturbances at the generator terminals during transfer from auto regulation to 

manual regulation. 

(2) It is also having limiters for the stator current for the optimum utilization of lagging 

and leading reactive capabilities of turbo generator. 

(3) There will be automatic transfer from auto regulation to manual regulation  in case do 

measuring PT fuse failure or some internal faults in the auto  channel. 

(4) The generator voltage in both channels that is in the auto channel and the manual 

channel can be controlled automatically. 

 

FIG 6.8.1 : AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

6.9 COOLING SYSTEM: 

          Cooling is one of the basic requirements of any generator. The effective working of 

generator considerably depends on the cooling system. The insulation used and cooling 

employed is inter-related. The losses in the generator dissipates as the heat, it raises the 



temperature of the generator. Due to high temperature, the insulation will be affected greatly. 

So the heat developed should be cooled to avoid excessive temperature raise. So the class of 

insulation used depends mainly on cooling system installed. 

There are various methods of cooling, they are: 

a. Air cooling- 60MW 

b. Hydrogen cooling-100MW  

c. Water cooling –500MW 

d. H 2  & Water cooling – 1000MW 

Hydrogen cooling has the following advantages over Air-cooling: 

1. Hydrogen has 7 times more heat dissipating capacity. 

2. Higher specific heat 

3. Since Hydrogen is 1/14th of air weight. It has higher compressibility 

4. It does not support combustion. 

DISADVANTAGES: 

1. It is an explosive when mixes with oxygen. 

2. Cost of running is higher. 

       3.Higher capacity generators need better cooling system. 

The two-pole generator uses direct cooling for the rotor winding and indirect air-cooling for 

the stator winding. The losses in the remaining generator components, such as iron losses, 

windage losses, and stray losses are also dissipated through air. 

The heat losses arising in the generator interior are dissipated through air. Direct cooling of 

the rotor essential eliminate hot spots and differential temperatures between adjacent 

components, which could result in mechanical stresses, particularly to the copper conductors, 

insulation and rotor body. Indirect air-cooling is used for stator winding. 

Axial-flow fans arranged on the rotor via draw the cooling air for axial-flow ventilated 

generator via. Lateral openings in the stator housing. Hot air is discharged via. Three flow 

paths after each fan. 
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            FIG 6.9.1 : FLOW PATH OF COOLING SYSTEM 

FLOW PATH 1: it is directed into the rotor end windings space and cools the rotor 

windings, part of the cooling air flows past the individual coils for cooling the rotor end 

windings space via bores in the rotor teeth at the end of the rotor body. The other portion of 

the cooling airflow is directed from the rotor end winding space into the slot-bottom ducts 

from where it is discharged into the air gap via. A large number of radial ventilating slots in 

the coils and bores in the rotor wedges along these paths the heat of rotor winding is directly 

transferred to the cooling air.        

FLOW PATH 2: it is directed over the stator end windings to the cold air ducts and into the 

cold air compartments in the stator frame between the generator housing and rotor core. The 

air then flows into the air gap through slot in the stator core where it absorbs the heat from 

the stator core and stator winding. 

FLOW PATH 3: It is directed into the air gap via. The rotor retaining-ring. The air then 

flows past the clamping fingers via. Ventilating slot in the stator core into the hot air 

compartments in the stator frame being discharged to the air cooler. The flow path mainly 

cools the rotor retaining rings, the ends of the rotor body and the ends of the stator core.  

Flow 2&3 mix in the air gap with 1 leaving the rotor. The cooling air then flows radially 

outward through ventilating slots in the core within the range of the hot air compartments for 

cooling of the core and winding. The hot air is discharged to air cooler. 

 

 



6.10 OIL SYSTEM: 

 Lubrication oil is to be supplied in order that the rotor can be easily ruined. Jacking oil is 

first given in order to shift the shaft near the journal and so that it can be ruined easily. 

Jacking oil is given only at the starting and it is stopped and further lube oil is given 

continuously. This oil is to be continuously in order to reducing wear and tear on the bearing. 

6.11 LAMINATION PREPARATION: 

The core is built up of 6 sectors, each of 60ºC cut accordingly to the specifications. The cut 

steel is punched for slots and deburred up to 5 micron. 

Depending on the temperature withstand ability of the machine the laminations are insulated 

by varnish.  

The insulation used is ALKYD PHENOLIC VARNISH dried at suitable temperature. The 

lamination sheets are passed through a conveyor, which has an arrangement to sprinkle the 

varnish, and a coat of varnish is obtained. The sheets are dried by a series of heaters at a 

temperature of around 300º-400ºC. Two coatings of varnish are provided in the above 

manner. The thickness of varnish should be 8-10 microns when measured by a mini tester. 

Each lamination should be dried for around 90sec at constant speed. The prepared 

laminations are passed for various tests. 

i) Xylol test- for proper coat of varnish this test is made. When Xylem is applied for 1 

min, varnish should not dissolve. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

ii) Mandrel test- when wound around mandrel there should be no cracks. 

iii) Viscosity test- it should be 40-45 cp. 

iv) IR value test- for 20 layers the insulation resistance should have a minimum value of 1 

Mega Ohm at 23kg/cm2 pressure. 

 

v) Hardness test – minimum 7H pencil hardness, the coating should not be removed when 

scratched with a 7H pencil. 

 

vi)  Uniform test – coating should be done uniformly. 

 

6.12 CORE ASSEMBLY: 

 1. Trial core assembly: 

       Three packets are assembled on the clamping plate and all relevant   checks are 

carried out. Critical checks are inside diameter of the core, final inspection drift passage 

through the slot. After fulfilling the entire above requirement the packets are disassembled.  

   2. Regular core assembly:  

The packets  assembly is carried out as per drawing requirement the segments are 

staggered from layer to layer so that a core of high mechanical strength and uniform 

permeability to magnetic flux is obtained. Stacking mandrels and bolts are inserted 

into the winding slots bores during stacking provide smooth slot walls. The length of 

each packet of laminations should be as per the design. Between each packet 
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ventilation lamination sheets is assembled whose thickness is 0.65 mm and on which “ 

I” beams is spot-welded. This provides the ventilation in radial directions. 

 

3. Normal packets assembly: 

 The above process is repeated up to 800mm after attaining 800mm first pressing is carried 

out as per drawing requirement. After completion of the core assembly core lengths are 

checked in 8 to 12 locations either in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction if any variation in 

the core lengths is being noticed replenish the core height in subsequent final core assembly. 

After completion  of core assembly  clamping   plate is assembled. All the core lengths are 

checked around the outer& inner diameter clockwise as per the drawing requirements. So 

under   final pressure tension bolts are assembled and the core bolts are tightened with the 

specified torque. 

The clamping bolts running through the core are made of non-magnetic steel and are 

insulated from the core and the pressure plates. The pressure is transmitted from the pressure 

plates to the core by clamping fingers. The clamping fingers extended up to the ends of teeth, 

thus ensuring a firm compression in the area of the teeth. 

 Now first ring is welded on the both side under pressure similarly the subsequent ring are 

also welded. The total vertical core is shifted horizontally on exciter side and again winding 

brackets are assembled and checked for 90c as per the drawing requirements. After 

completion of cleaning  the total stator  in all respects like filling lamination projections sharp 

corners and interuption of foreign matter. Then the the stator is subjected for core flux test to 

detect hot spots.  

6.13 CONDUCTOR CONSTRUCTION: 

Copper coils are received and examined for physical and electrical  properties in accordance 

to the specification. The conductors are cut in to require size as per drawing requirement this 

operation is called CONDUCTOR CUTTING.   

6.14 ROEBEL TRANSPORTATION: 

The strips are staggered and are bend for Roebel transposition. The individual bars are 

transposed to 360c, equalize the induced EMF in all strands, to minimize the circulating 

currents and to reduce the skin effect and it gives a good rigidity to the bars. 

After  alining both bottom dye and top dye conductors are pressed   and checked as per the 

drawing requirement and center to center length is been checked, first and second bundle are 

assembled together to form a single bundle and then an insulation sheet is kept in between 

two bars and they are joined together to form a single bar. 

6.15 PUTTY WORK: 



Each individual bar consisting of uneven surface and width space are filled with nomax  and 

trivaltherom Mica fleece is placed on both the surfaces and further taping is done by PTFE 

tape (Poly tetra Fluro Ethylene) and are subjected for further processing. 

6.16 STACK CONSOLIDATION: 

The bars are subjected to a horizontal and vertical pressure of150kgs/cmsquare  at a  

temperature of  150deg.c for the duration of 2 to 3 hours. Passing gauges like  no go gauges 

and go gauges and lamp test is conducted  for inter strip and inter half shorts. 

6.17 FIRST & SECOND BEND OPERATION: 

Bending operation is done on   bending   table. First and second bend is carried out and  to 

achieve the over hang , third bend formation  the coil is laid on  universal former. Roto pax 

and harder is applied along with nomax in between two halves of the overhang portion and 

hence consolidation is carried out by keeping heating clamps.   

6.18 CLEANING AND PREPARATION OF BARS: 

Bars are cleaned and tested  for inter strip  and inter half shorts and subjected for final 

tapping. 

 

6.19 FINAL TAPPING: 

Tapping is carried out on the bars by two ways, they are:- 

1.Manual tapping 

2.Machine tapping 

Resin  rich and Resin poor insulating materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy 

Resin. In Resin rich system the content of Epoxy Resin  is 40% in tape so it is named as 

RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin poor system the content of Resin is 8%  in tape so 

named as RESIN POOR SYSTEM. 

6.20 RESIN POOR TAPPING: 

Resin poor mica tape is used for  resin  poor  bars the first layer is carried out by spreading 

the copper foils. Then 6x1/2 overlapping layers of resin poor tape is wrapped.Throughout   

the length of the bar including 3rd bend i.e. and 2x1/2  over lapping layers of resin poor tape 

is carried out only in straight  portion one layer of split mica is warped  by  spreading  ocp     

at bottom such that their must not be any overlapp between split  mica tape  ultimately OCP 

is wrapped in the straight portion  ECP is wrapped  from  the  end of  the  straight  part  up to      

overhang second bend. Starting from straight portion upto 3rd bend portion hyper seal tape is 

wrapped  on both sides and sent for stator winding. Transition insulation – nomex glass 
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fleece.  Halves insulation ect. top bar- fine mica poly glass clot Overhang separator coating- 

thoroughly mixes rotopox 164 & hardener H 90 in 5:1ratio 

Transposition filler- micanite. 

Inner conductive tape – fleece tape with graphite 

Outer carona tape- poly fleece tape 

End carona protection tape-fleece tape with silicon carbide 

Protective tape for overhang- glass tape 

ICP - (Inner carona protection)- Also Called Inner potential grading on the stack of the bars 

to avoid inner corona discharges. 

         -  To optimize insulation they’re by voltage stress grading. 

         -  Provided with conductive fleece tape with a copper strip. 

OCP -  (outer carona protection) 

          -   On the outer surface of the insulated startor bars. 

          -   Conductive fleece tape. 

          -   To provide effective path for outer corona discharges. 

ECP  - (end carona protection) 

       -  Semiconductive tapes on both ends of the straight part of the bars. 

         -  To dampen the voltage surges through additional surface capacitance. 

6.21 RESIN RICH TAPPING: 

All the operations relevant to Resin Poor Tapeing are common up to overhang consolidation 

only final tapping is differed.  In resin rich system i.e. 12x1/2 overlapping of resin rich tape is 

wrapped over the resin rich bar and subjected for final baking operation. The bar is heated up 

to 90c for the duration of 60 minutes.  This stage is known as GEL FORMATION and again 

the bar is heated to 110c with in the span of 30 minutes.  During this time the bar is 

tightened from the center towards the bend portion on both sides.  This stage is known as 

liquid formation from 90c to 110c, 15% of resin is oozed out and remaining resin is 

consolidated for duration of 3 hours at a temperature of 160c and allowed for natural 

cooling.   In straight portion k8880 conductive coating is carried out and in bend portion semi 

conductive coating is carried out.   Red gel paint is carried out in both the overhang portions. 

This process is repeated for each individual bar for the total number of bars required. And 

HV and tan delta test is carried out for each bar.  

6.22 CONNECTION OF BARS: 



Brazing makes the electrical connection between the top and bottom bars. One top bars strand 

each is brazed to one strand of the associated bottom bar so that beginning of each strands is 

connected without having any electrical contact with the Remaining strands. This connection 

offers the advantage that circulating current losses. In the stator bars are kept small. The 

strands are insulated from each other at the brazed joints. The coils connected are wrapped 

with dry mica/glass fabric tapes half overlapped. The thickness of the wrapper depends on the 

machine voltage. The gaps between the individual coil commendations being sufficiently 

large, no additional insulation is required. 

6.23 PHASE CONNECTORS: 

The phase connectors consist of flat copper sections, the cross section of which results in a 

low specific current loading. The connections to the stator winding are of riveted and 

soldered tape and are like-wise wrapped with dry mica/glass fabric tapes.The phase 

connectors are firmly mounted on the winding support using clamping pieces and glass fabric 

tapes. 

6.24 TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

1. ARRANGEMENT OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The beginning and ends of the three phase windings are brought out from the stator frame 

through bushings, which provides for high voltage insulation. The bushings are bolted to the 

stator frame at the exciter end by their mounting flanges. Bushing type current transformers 

for metering and relating may be counted on the Bushings courtside the stator frame. The 

generator main leads are connected to the terminal connectors outside the stator frame. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The bushing conductor consists of high conductivity copper buses. All connection flanges are 

silver-plated to minimize the contact resistances of the bolted connections. The supporting 

insulator of glass silk cloth is impregnated with epoxy resin. The copper buses are attached to 

the insulator only at one end and are thus free to expand. Flexible connectors allow for 

thermal expansion between the terminal bushing and the phase connectors. To prevent eddy 

current losses and inadmissible overheating, the mounting flange is made of glass silk cloth 

as well. 

3. COOLING OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

To dissipate the heat the terminal bushings are directly cooled with cold air. Cold air 

form the discharge end of the fan is pressed in to the insulator. The hot air is returned to 

the suction in take of the fan via the passage between the two copper buses. 
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CHAPTER - 7 

TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR 

 

To ensure that all functional requirements are fulfilled, and to estimate the performance 

of generator, the TURBO GENERATORS are required to undergo some tests. For 

testing, the TURBO GENERATOR was mechanically coupled to a drive motor-motor 

generator set with gearbox. The rotor was excited by thyristor converter system located 

in an independent test room and the operation was controlled from the test gallery. 

The following first two tests will be conducted on the stator and rotor before 

assembling and the third and final routine tests will be conducted after assembling the 

turbo generator. 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON ROTOR 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON STATOR  

ROUTINE TESTS ON TURBO GENERATORS 

7.1 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR ROTOR WINDING: 

Details of process tests to be performed at various stages: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

1. After mounting the excitation lead and slip rings and before actually commencing 

the winding, the slip rings are to be tested. 

First, measure the insulation resistance with 1000v Megger, if the insulation 

condition is found satisfactory, then perform High Voltage test for one minute, the 

test of which is to be determined according to the following equation. 

  U2=Ut+1 KV 

 Where U2 is test voltage 

  Ut is 10*rated rotor voltage 

 However the resulting test voltage U2 should be neither lower than 2.5KV nor  above 

4.5KV. 

After the high voltage test, measure the insulating condition again with 1000V Megger. 

2.  The next test is to be carried out after placing all the coils in the respective rotor 

slots and before clamping the pressing equipment. Measure the insulating condition 

with a 1000V Megger. It must not be lower than 1M for each KV of the tested 

voltage. Then measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. 



3. After tightening the winding with the pressing and tightening equipment and before 

actually baking the winding, measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. Then check 

the polarity of the winding.While clamping care should be taken to see that the pressing 

rings and other equipment are insulated from the winding and rotor body, by inserting 

insulation in every slot under the shims of the equipment. 

4. After baking and forming of the winding and removing of the clamping equipment 

and after the rotor cools down to ambient temperature, measure the insulation resistance 

with 1000V Megger.  

If the insulation condition is satisfactory, perform High Voltage test for one minute 

with a value of 1.15Ut 

Where Ut is 10 times the rated rotor voltage. 

After performing the High Voltage test, measure again the insulation condition. 

5. After driving the central wedges only in position, measure the insulation resistance 

and if found satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for 10 sec, 

i.e., just reaching the value and then bringing down to zero. 

After driving all the wedges in position, measure the insulation resistance and if found 

satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for one minute. 

6. After putting all the bracing’s, mounting of the end-retaining ring and just before 

dispatch of the rotor for further machining. 

Measure the insulation resistance. 

Measure the ohmic resistance of the winding and perform High Voltage test with a 

value of 1.05Ut for one minute. 

7. After machining of the rotor, and before its dispatch to the centrifugal tunnel, 

measure the insulation resistance. 

8. After setting the rotor in the centrifugal tunnel, check the insulation resistance and 

the ohmic resistance, while the rotor is at rest. Check again the insulation condition at 

3000 rpm. 

Measure again the insulation resistance after the rotor is balanced and just before its 

dispatch to the winding shop. 

9. Finally, just before the dispatch of the finished rotor measure the insulation 

resistance and perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.0Ut for one minute. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C resistance value of rotor winding is measured by using a Micro Ohmmeter. 

First connect the micro ohmmeter to 230V AC supply. And measure the resistance and 
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the temperature using RTD. This resistance at T temperature has to be converted to 

resistance at 20º C by using the formula: 

  R20= Rt * (235+20)/(235+T) milli ohms. 

Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

A deviation of 10 % from design values is acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF IMPEDANCE: 

By applying 50-200 V in steps of 50 V, Impedance value is measured at standstill and 

at the rated speed. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

   Z=V/I  

  Where Z =impedance in ohms; 

             V =voltage in volts; 

              I =current in amps; 

In the measurement of Impedance there will be a graph plotted between voltage v/s 

current. In this, there is no perfect value for the impedance but the only condition is that 

the impedance should increase with the increase in voltage. 

7.2 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR BARS: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS, STATOR BARS WILL BE TESTED IN THE 

FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After bars manufacturing bars are tested at four times the rated voltage. 

  Ut=4*Urated 

2). Individual bars will be tested for tan.  Is the angle between actual current and line 

current. When the insulation is perfect and dielectric strength is optimal  is zero. But 

due to the presence of impurities in the insulation there will be a phase angle difference 

between the two currents.  

This tan measurement is known as loss angle measurement or dielectric loss 

measurement. tan values should be within 2%. 

3). Outer corona protection resistance is measured and this value should be within the 

range of 75-300/Sq.cm. 



4). Interstrip and Interhalf shorts are checked. Interstrip means between the conductor 

strips and interhalf means between the halves. This shorts are checked by a series bulb 

test. 

7.3 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR WINDING: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS THE STATOR WINDING WILL BE TESTED IN 

THE FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After lying bottom bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+7) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

2). After lying top bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+5) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

3). After lying bottom, top and eyes joining, High Voltage test is conducted for 

(2Un+3) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

4). After final assembling and connections, customer witness test is carried at (2Un+1) 

KV  

Where Un is the rated voltage 

5). Interhalf shorts are also checked 

FOR RESIN POOR SYSTEMS THE FOLLOWING TEST IS CARRIED OUT: 

Bars are subjected for Inter strip and Inter half shorts tests. 

INTER TURN INSULATION TEST: 

The insulation between the windings of the rotor is tested by applying a high frequency 

current of about 500HZ. The insulation should be able to withstand this test. 

RING FLUX TEST ON STATOR CORE: 

Ring flux test is carried out on the stator core before winding is put in the slots. The 

rated flux density is generated in the stator core by passing current in it. This results in 

the temperature rise and generation of heat. The stator core is observed for the 

temperature rise through its surface by using RTD’s. If there is any hot spot found in 

the core, it is detected. Then it is rectified by carrying out electrolysis using phosphoric 

acid as electrolyte. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C Resistance of stator winding is measured by using Micro Ohmmeter.Connect 

the microohmmeter to 230V AC supply.Connect the measuring leads microohmmeter 
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across R phase of stator terminals. Measure the resistance and repeat the step for Y and 

B phases. Record the stator RTDs value. 

  R20= (Rt * (235+20)/(235+T)) m. 

 Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

The variation of maximum and minimum value of stator DC resistance upto 5% is 

acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF LEAKAGE REACTANCE: 

 This test is done without rotor inside the stator. 

Base Impedance Xn= En/(√(3) * In)  

 Where    En= rated line to line voltage 

     In= rated line current 

Total Armature leakage reactance (XL): 

               XL= √(Z²-R²) 

 Where     Z=U/((√3) * I) 

     R= P/(3* I²) 

    U= voltage measured during the test 

    I = current measured during the test 

    P= power measured during the test 

Resistance per phase is negligible compared to Z. Therefore measurement of P is not 

required. 

              XL=Z=U/((√3)*I)  

           % XL= (XL/ Xn) *100 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE AND CONTINUITY TEST OF 

RESISTANCE TEMPEREATURE DETECTOR (RTD): 

Short all the RTD leads together and connect one lead of megger to it. Run the megger 

and note down the Insulation resistance value after 60 seconds. This insulation 

resistance value should not be less than 1M. 

Remove the RTD terminals i.e. open the RTD terminals and connect to the multimeter. 

Note down the resistance value of RTD. For three wire RTD check the continuity 

between shorted terminals. 

CAPACITANCE AND TAN  MEASUREMENT OF STATOR WINDING: 



Stator winding has two values of capacitance’s. 

1). Capacitance with respect to ground called ground capacitance (Cg). 

2). Capacitance with respect to other windings called mutual capacitance. 

Measurement of capacitance is done using Schering Bridge and a standard capacitor.  

1). High Voltage applied to one of the phases and remaining phases are connected to 

body of stator Cg+2Cm. 

2). High Voltage to all the phases. 3Cg. 

  Cx = capacitance to be measured 

  Cn = standard capacitor 

   G = galvanometer 

        R3+S = variable resistance 

             C4 = variable capacitance 

              N = parallel step fixed resis. 

            R4 = standard resistor 

 Raise the transformer voltage to 0.2 Un 

         Where   Un = rated voltage of machine. 

Balance the Schering Bridge with proper selection (R3+s) and C4. And note down the 

values of C4 and R3+S 

 Take reading at 0.4Un, 0.6Un, 0.8Un and Un. 

           Cx = (Cn*R4*(R3+100))/(N*(R3+s) f 

   % tan  = (( *R4* C4)/10000)*100 

 C4 and Cn are in f 

 R3, R4 ,N and S are in  

7.4 ROUTINE TETSTS ON TURBO GENERATOR: 

MECHANICAL RUN AND MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATIONS AT RATED 

SPEED: 

The machine is rolled and run at rated speed after ensuring the bearing oil and kept at 

rated speed for stabilization of bearing temperatures. 

The vibrations are measured at rated speed on both the bearing housings in Horizontal, 

Vertical and Axial directions. 

The temperature of stator is monitored by monitoring RTDs embedded in core, tooth 

and winding. 
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The vibrations should be less than 5 microns and noise level should be in between 75-

90 db. 

SHORT CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for short circuit characteristic using current transformers and 

shorting the terminals as shown in fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and drive motor input voltage and current are noted 

and machine is excited gradually in steps, at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% rated current 

of machine (In). 

The excitation is reduced and cut off. The speed is reduced and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperature are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator winding temperature should be 

less than 60C) 

From the Short Circuit test, we will get copper losses. 

The short circuit characteristics is plotted from SCC results by selecting X-axis as field 

current and Y-axis as % rated current. 

OPEN CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for Open Circuit Characteristic as shown in the fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and the motor input voltage and current are noted and 

machine is excited gradually in steps, cat 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100%, 

105%, 110% and 120% of rated voltage of machine (En). 

At 100% rated voltage the following parameters are noted: 

Shaft voltage 

Checking of phase sequence 

Bearing vibration  

RTDs readings 

The excitation is reduced, cut off, the speed is reduced, and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperatures are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator core temperatures to be less 

than 60C. 

From the Open Circuit test, we will get Iron losses. 

The Open Circuit Characteristics is plotted on a graph paper from OCC results by 

selecting X-axis as field current and Y-axis as % rated voltage. 

MEASUREMENT OF SHAFT VOLTAGE: 



When the rotor shaft rotates inside the stator there will be some induced EMF will be 

developed inside the rotor. In addition, this voltage will go to the bearings and pedestal 

and to the earth as it is grounded and it will again come back to the pedestal, to the 

bearings through the earth. It will become a cyclic process. This voltage has to be 

reduced otherwise, the rotor will get heated. For this bearing pedestal is placed on, 

insulation called HGL. 

When the machine is under Open Circuit Characteristic testing shaft voltage is 

measured with multimeter and high input impedance AC voltmeter across the two ends 

of the rotor at 100% rated voltage. The shaft voltage should be as minimum as possible.  

CHECKING OF PHASE SEQUENCE: 

When the machine is under OCC condition at 100% rated voltage, phase sequence of 

generator is checked using a phase sequence indicator across PT. 

MEASUREMENT OF ROTOR IMPEDANCE (rotor inside stator): 

A variable 50 Hz A.C voltage of single phase is applied across the input leads and 

readings of voltage and current are noted down from 50v-200v in steps of 50V. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

  Z = V/I  

 WhereZ = impedance in ohms; 

           V = voltage in volts; 

            I = current in amps; 

Rotor Impedance is measured at standstill and at rated speed of the machine. 

The impedance of rotor at standstill and at rated speed is plotted as applied voltage v/ 

Impedance. 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE OS STATOR AND ROTOR 

WINDNGS BEFORE AND AFTER HIGH VOLTAGE TEST (machine at rest): 

Insulation Resistance of the stator and rotor windings is measured separately before and 

after high voltage test using Megger of 2500 V for stator & 1000 V for rotor windings. 

The Insulation Resistance values are taken at 15 sec and at 60 sec  

The ratio of insulation resistance at 15 sec and 60 sec is known as Absorption 

Coefficient. 

Absorption Coefficient = IR at 60/ IR at 15 

This Absorption Coefficient for High Voltage test should be 1.3 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST ON STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS(machine at rest): 
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The High Voltage is applied to winding by increasing gradually to required value and 

maintained for one minute and reduced gradually to minimum. The transformer is 

switched off and winding is discharged to earth by shorting the terminal to earth using 

earthing rod connected to earthed wire. The test is conducted on all the phases and rotor 

winding seperately. 

When High Voltage test is done on one phase winding, all other phase windings, rotor 

winding, instrumentation cables and stator body is earthed. 

High Voltage test levels: 

  Stator winding = (2 Ut + 1) kV 

  Rotor winding  = (10* Up) V 

 Where                 Ut = Rated voltage of the machine under test 

                  Up = Excitation voltage 

MEASUREMENT OF POLARISATION INDEX OF STATOR WINDING: 

In the measurement of the polarization index of stator winding, stator output terminals 

are subjected to 2.5 kV Megger for a duration of 1 minute and 10 minutes. And the 

respective insulation values are noted down. 

Polarization Index is the ratio of Insulation Resistance value at 10 min and Insulation 

Resistance value at 1 min. 

Polarization Index = Insulation resistance at 10/ Insulation resistance at 1 

The polarization index value should be greater than 2 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE OF STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS IN 

COLD CONDITION: 

 In cold condition means that measuring the D.C resistance of the stator and rotor 

windings before testing. 

D.C Resistance’s of stator and rotor windings are measured seperately using micro 

ohmmeter. The instrument terminals are connected to the machine terminals and proper 

range in the meter is selected. 

Variation in the values of D.C Resistance of 3 phases of stator windings up to 5% is 

acceptable.  

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCES AND INSULATION RESISTANCE OF 

RTDs: 

The D.C Resistance’s and insulation resistance’s of RTDs are measured using 

multimeter and Megger respectively. 

EVALUATION OF SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO: 



From the test data Short Circuit Ratio is calculated using the formula 

S.C.R= Field current at 100% Rated voltage from OCC/ Field current at 100% rated 

current from SCC. 

7.5 APPLICATIONS: 

 As the name implies Turbo-Generators are turbine driven generators. There are in 

reality at least three different classes of turbo-generators based on the motive that drives 

them. 

 

1. Gas Turbines drive the smallest class of turbo-generators. The motive force for these 

turbines is the burning of gaseous fuels. Because they can be started and stopped easily, 

they are used for a variety of intermittent applications including emergency power 

                                  

                                 FIG7.5.1: 18MW TURBO ALTERNATOR 

 

2. Steam Turbines drive much bigger turbo-generators. The steam is generated by a 

variety of methods including burning coal, nuclear power and geothermal energy. 

These types of turbo-generators supply the bulk of the electrical power in the US and 

other countries. 

                  

                             FIG 7.5.2: GLOBAL TURBO GENERATOR 
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3. The third class of Turbo-generator are powered by water turbines. Invented in the 

19th century water turbines are very efficient devices for extracting energy for moving 

water. They are used in virtually all hydro-electric power plants world wide.                 
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ABSTRACT 
 
BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy related  in 

fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its first plant was set 

up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment industry in India, a dream 

that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track record of performance. It has been 

earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores 

with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 – 2003. 

 Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country.The production of 

electrical energy and its per capital consumption is deemed as an index of the standard of living 

in a nation in the present day civilization.Development of heavy or large scale industries, as well 

as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., totally depend on electric power 

resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and means to supply required power at 

cheapest rate. The per captial consumption on average in the world is around 1200KWH. The 

figure is very low for our country and we have to still go head in power generation to provide a 

descent standard of living for people. The need for immediate increase in the country’s power  

production in vital. So, we have to utilize the available resources in better possible manner.      

An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical  energy  to  electrical energy. 

The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through a magnetic 

field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends upon the 

length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between the conductor 

and the magnetic field, and strength of the field. The  direction of polarity of the induced e.m.f is 

such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the conductor produced by it 

tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f.  In AC generator the stator holds the 

armature winding and rotor blocks up the field winding. In generator, the armature is stationary, 

the field is rotating. For  the rotating magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply 

to the rotor  winding of a Turbo generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as 

excitation.  As  the name suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The 

excitation is supplied  using a  DC machine  called  exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the 

same shaft. 
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                                                  CHAPTER - 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 
                              

           Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country. The 

production of electrical  energy and its per –capital consumption is deemed as an index of the 

standard of living in a nation in the present day civilization. Development of heavy or large 

scale industries,  as well as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., totally 

depend on electric power resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and means to 

supply required power at cheapest rate. The percaptia consumption on average in the world is 

around 1200KWH. The figure is very low for our country and we have to still go head in 

power generation to provide a descent standard of living for people. The need for immediate 

increase in the country’s power  production in vital. So, we have to utilize the available 

resources in better possible manner.       

          An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical energy to electrical 

energy. The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through 

a magnetic field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends 

upon the length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between 

the conductor and the magnetic field, and the strength of the field. The  direction of polarity 

of the induced e.m.f is such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the 

conductor produced by it tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f. 

               In AC generator the stator holds the armature winding and rotor blocks up the field 

winding. In generator, the armature is stationary,the field is rotating. For  the rotating 

magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply to the rotor  winding of a Turbo 

generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as excitation.  As  the name 

suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The excitation is supplied  

using a DC machine called exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the same shaft. 

 

 1.1 BHEL - AN OVER VIEW: 

  

BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy  

Related  in fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its  

first plant was set up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment  

industry in India, a dream that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track 

record of performance. It has been earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a 



sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 – 

2003. 

BHEL caters to core sectors of the Indian Economy Viz., Power Generation & Transmission, 

Industry, Transportation, Telecommunication, Renewable Energy, Defence etc., The wide 

network of BHEL’S 14 manufacturing divisions, four Power Sector regional centers, eight 

service centers and 18 regional offices and a large number of project sites spread all over 

India and abroad enables the company to promptly serve its customers and provide them with 

suitable products, systems and services efficiently and at competitive prices. BHEL has 

already attained  ISO 9000 and all the major units/divisions of BHEL have been 

upgraded to the latest ISO-9001: 2000 version quality standard version quality standard 

certification for quality management. BHEL has secured ISO 14001 certification for 

environmental management systems and OHSAS – 18001 certification for occupational 

health and safely management systems for its major units/ division 

1.2 POWER GENERATION: 

 Power Generation Sector comprises of thermal, gas, hydro and nuclear power  plant 

business. As of 31.3.2003, BHEL supplied sets account for nearly 68,854 MW or 65% of the 

total installed capacity of 1,06,216 MW in the country, as against Nil till  1969-70. 

BHEL has proven turnkey capabilities for executing power projects from concept to 

commissioning. It processes the technology and capability to produce thermal sets with super 

critical parameters up to 1000 MW unit rating and gas turbine generator sets of up 250 MW 

units rating. Co-generation and combined cycle plants have been introduced to achieve higher 

plant efficiencies t. To make efficient use of the high ash content coal available in India, 

BHEL also supplies circulating fluidized bed combustion boilers for thermal plants. 

The company manufactures 220/235/5.00 MW nuclear turbine generator sets. Custom made 

hydro sets of Francis, Pelton and Kaplan types for different head discharge combinations are 

also engineered and manufactured by BHEL. 

In all, orders for approximately 800 utility sets of thermal, hydro, gas and nuclear have were 

placed on the company as on date. The power plant equipment manufactured by BHEL is 

based on contemporary technology comparable with the best in the world and is also 

internationally competitive. 

The Company has proven expertise in Plant Performance Improvement through renovation, 

modernization and up rating of a variety of power plant equipment, besides specialized know 

how of residual life assessment, health diagnostics and life extension of plants. 
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1.3 TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION (T&D): 

BHEL offers wise ranging products and systems for T&D applications. Products 

manufactured include: Power transformers, instrument transformers, dry type transformers, 

series & shunt reactors, capacitor banks, vacuum & SF circuit breakers, gas insulated 

switchgears, energy meters, SCADA systems and insulators. 

A strong engineering base enables the company to undertake turnkey delivery of substations 

up to 400 KV level, series compensation systems (For increasing power transfer capability of 

transmission lines and improving system stability and voltage regulation), shunt 

compensation systems and HVDC systems (for economic transfer of bulk power). BHEL has 

indigenously developed the state of the art controlled shunt reactor (for reactive power 

management on long transmission lines), Presently, 1400 kV Facts (Flexible AC 

Transmission system) project is under execution. The company undertakes comprehensive 

projects to reduce AT Closes in distribution   Systems.       

1.4 INDUSTRIES: 

 BHEL is a major contribution of equipment and systems to industries: cement, sugar, 

fertilizer, refineries, petrochemicals, paper, oil and gas, metallurgical and other process 

industries. The range of systems & equipment supplied includes: captive power plants, co-

generation plants, DG power plants industrial steam turbines, industrial boilers and 

auxiliaries, waste heat recovery boilers, gas turbine, heat exchangers and pressure vessels, 

centrifugal compressors, electrical machine, pumps, valves, seamless steel tubes, electrostatic 

precipitators, fabric filters, reactors, fluidized bed combustion boilers, process controls and 

material handling systems. 

The company is a major producer of large – size thruster devices. It also supplies digital 

distributed control systems for process industries and control & instrumentation systems for 

power plant and industrial application. BHEL is the only company in INDIA with the 

capability to make simulators for power plants, defense and other applications. The company 

has commenced manufacture of large desalination plants to help augment the supply of 

drinking water to people.  

1.5 TRANSPORTATION: 

 BHEL is involved in the development design,engineering marketing production,installation, 

maintenance and after-sales services of rolling stocks and traction propulsion systems. In the 

area of rolling stock, BHEL manufactures electric locomotives  up to 5000  HP, diesel 



electrical locomotives from 350 HP to 3100 HP, both for mainline  and shunting duty 

application. 

 BHEL is also producing rolling stock for special application viz., overhead cars, special well 

wagon, rail-cum-road vehicle etc.., Besides traction pro passion systems for in-house use. 

 BHEL manufactures traction propulsion systems for other  rolling stock produce of electric 

locomotives, diesel-electric locomotives, electrical multiple unit &metro car .The electric & 

diesel traction equipment on Indian Railways are largely powered by electrical propulsion 

systems produced by BHEL.  BHEL also undertakes retrofitting &overhauling of rolling 

stock. In the area of urban transportation system, BHEL is geared up to turnkey execution of 

electric trolley bus systems, light rail systems, etc. BHEL also diversifes in the area of port 

handling equipment & pipelines transportation system. 

1.6 TELECOMMUNICATION: 

BHEL also caters to telecommunication sector by way of small, medium and large switching 

systems. 

1.7 RENEWABLE  ENERGY: 

 Technologies that can be offered by BHEL for exploiting non-conventional and renewable 

sources of energy include: wind electric generators, solar photovoltaic systems, stand-alone 

& grid – interactive solar power plants, solar heating systems, solar lanterns and battery-

powered road vehicles. The Company has taken up R&D efforts for development of multi-

junction amorphous silicon solar cells and fuel based systems. 

1.8 OIL & GAS: 

BHEL is a major contribution to the Oil and Gas sector industry in the country. BHEL  

product range includes Deep Drilling Oil Rigs, Mobile Rigs, Work Over Rigs, Well Heads 

and X-Mas Trees, Choke and Kill Manifolds, Full Bore Gate valves, Mud valves, Mud-line 

suspension system, Casing support system, sub sea well Heads, block valves, seamless pipes 

Motors, compressors, Heat Exchangers etc. BHEL is the single largest supplier of well 

Heads, X- mass Trees and Oil Rings to ONGC and OIL. 

1.9 INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS: 

          BHEL is one of the largest exporters of engineering products & services from India 

ranking among the major power plant equipment suppliers in the world Over the years, 

BHEL has established its references in about 60 countries around the world from the United 
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States in the West to New Zealand in the Far East. These references encompass almost the 

entire product range of BHEL covering turnkey power projects of thermal, hydro and gas 

based types substation projects, rehabilitation projects, besides a wide variety of products like 

transformers ,valves, well head equipment, insulators, switchgears heat exchangers castings 

and forgings, centrifugal compressor, photovoltaic cells & panels etc. Apart from over 1100 

MW of boiler capacity contributed in Malaysia, and execution of five prestigious power 

projects in Oman, some of the other major successes achieved by the company have been in 

China, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Egypt, Bangladesh, Azerbaijan, Sri 

Lanka, Iraq, Kazakhistan, Indonesia, Taiwan etc. 

The company has been successful in meeting the ever increasing customer’s requirements in 

terms of complexity of the works as well as technological quality and other requirements viz., 

associated O & M, financing packages, extended warranties etc., BHEL has proved its 

capability to undertake projects on fast track basis. The company has been successful in 

meeting varying needs of industry, be it captive power plants, utility power generation or for 

the oil sector requirements. Execution of overseas projects has also provided BHEL the 

experience of working with world-renowned Consulting Organizations and Inspection 

Agencies. In addition to demonstrated capability to undertake turnkey projects on its own, 

BHEL possesses the requisite flexibility to interface and complement with international 

companies for large projects by supplying complementary equipment and meeting their 

production needs for intermediate as well as finished products. 

1.10 TECHNOLOGY UP GRADATION, RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT: 

To remain competitive and meet customer’s expectations, BHEL lays great emphasis 

on the continuous up gradation of products and related technologies, and development of new 

products. The company has upgraded its products to contemporary levels through continuous 

in house efforts as well as through acquisition of new technologies from leading engineering 

organizations of the world. 

           The Corporate R & D Division at Hyderabad, spread over a 140-acre complex, leads 

BHEL’s research efforts in a number of areas of importance to BHEL’s product range 

Research and product development centers at each of the manufacturing divisions play a 

complementary role. 

 BHEL’s investment in R&D is amongst the largest in the corporate sector in India. Products 

developed in-house during the last five years contributed over 7% to the revenues in 2002-03. 

BHEL has introduced, in the recent past, several stage of the art products: Low Nix oil/gas 

burners, large capacity atmospheric fluidized bed combustion boilers, high efficiency pelt on 



hydro turbines, petroleum depot automation systems, 36 kv gas insulated sub stations, 

controlled shunt Reactors (CSR) and Performance Analysis, Diagnostics and optimization 

(ADO) package for power plants etc., The company has also transferred a few technologies 

developed in house to other Indian companies for commercialization. 

The company is also engaged in research in futuristic areas, such as application of 

super conducting materials in power generation and industry and fuel dells for distributed 

environment-friendly power generation. 

1.11 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE: 

BHEL, as envisioned to becoming “ A world – Class innovative, competitive and 

profitable engineering enterprise, providing total business solutions.” For realizing this 

vision, continuous development and growth of the 47,000 strong highly skilled and motivated 

people making the organization, is the only MANTRA. 

Human Resource Development Institute (HRDI), the Corporate Training Institute of 

the company in association with the Advanced Technical Education Center (ATEC) in 

Hyderabad and the human Resource Development Center at the units, is responsible for the 

total Human Resource Development of the Company. Further, Competency 

Development/Assessment Center for Senior Executives is taken up by HRDI 

1.12 HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT: 

BHEL, as an integral part of business performance and in its endeavor of being a 

world class organization and sharing the growing global concern on issues related to 

Environment, Occupational Health and Safety, is committed to protecting Environment in 

and around its own establishment and to providing safe and healthy working environment to 

all its employees.For fulfilling these obligations, Corporate Policies have been formulated as: 

Environmental Policy: 

Compliance with  applicable Environmental Legislation/Regulation. 

Continual Improvement in EnvironmentManagement Systems to protect our natural 

environment and Control pollution. 

Promotion of activities for  conservation of resources by Environmental Management. 

Enhancement of Environmental Awareness amongst employees, customers and suppliers. 

 

BHEL will also assist and co-operate with the concerned Government Agencies and 

Regulatory Bodies engaged in environmental activities, offering the Company’s capabilities 

in this field.  
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Occupational Health and Safety Polity: 

Compliance with applicable Legislation and Regulations. 

 

Setting objectives and targets to eliminate/control / minimize risks due to  

Occupational and Safety Hazards. 

 

Appropriate structured training of employees on Occupational Health and Safety. 

 (OH & S) aspects: 

Formulation and maintenance of OH & S Management programs for continual improvement. 

Periodic  review of OH&S policy to all employees and interested parties. 

The major units of BHEL have already earned international recognition by 

implementation of ISO 14001 Environmental Management System and OHSAS 18001 

Occupational Health & Safety Management system. 

In pursuit of these Policy requirements, BHEL will continuously strive to improve 

work practices in the light of advances made in technology and new understandings in 

Occupational Health, Safety and Environmental Science. 

1.13 PARTICIPATION IN THE “GLOBAL COMPACT’’ OF THE 

UNITED NATIONS: 

     The Global Compact is a partnership between the United Nations, the business 

community, international labour and NOGs. It provides a forum for them to work together 

and improve corporate practices through co-operation rather than confrontation. BHEL has 

joined the Global Compact of United Nations and has committee to support it and the set of 

core values enshrined in its nine principles: 

Principles of the Global Compact: 

Human Rights: 

 Business should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human 

rights and  

Make sure they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 

1. Labour Standards 

2. Business should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the 

right to collective bargaining. 

 

3. The elimination of all forms of forces.  

4. Compulsory labour. 

5. The effective abolition of child labour. 



6.            Eliminate discrimination. 

Environment: 

7. Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges. 

 

8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility  

 
9. Encourage the development and diffusion of environment-friendly technologies. 

 

By joining the Global Compact, BHEL would get a unique opportunity of net working with 

corporates and sharing experience relating to social responsibility on global basis. 

1.14 SYNOPSUIS:- 

 Maximum  percentage  of total power generation  is obtained by conventional  power plant. 

Of   these  steam,  diesel  &  gas turbine power plant  are high speed systems & here always  

three phase alternator  are  only used.                                                                                                  

            In such alternators, insulation  plays  a vital   role  of  these insulation  types, 

resin poor thermosetting  types of  (VPI) of  insulation is preferred  as its life  period is above 

500 years & as  its posses  good  mechanical , thermal  properties & dielectric strength  as the  

quantity  of resin  (the insulating material ) used  here is  less , so the overall   cost   reduces.   

In our project, we have a detail study of the design and manufacturing of TURBO 

GENERATOR & its performance is assessed. 

 

 

CHAPTER  - 2 

ELECTRICAL MACHINES 
 

Machine acts as a generator converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy.                  

The machine, which acts as a motor, converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The 

basic principle of rotating machine remains the same i.e. 

         “ FARADAY’S  LAWS OF ELECTRO MAGNETIC INDUCTION”. 

Faraday’s first law states that whenever conductor cuts magnetic flux, dynamically induced 

EMF is produced. This EMF causes a current flow if the circuit is closed. 

Faraday’s second law states that EMF induced in it, is proportional to rate of change of flux. 

       e = -N d/dt 
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EMF induced will oppose both the flux and the rate of change of flux. 

 In the case of AC generators the armature winding is acts as stator and the field winding acts 

as rotor.  

Efficiency of a machine is equal to the ratio of output to input 

  = Output / input   = Output / output + losses 

To increase the efficiency of any machine we must decrease the losses, but losses are 

inevitable. There are different types of losses that occur in a generator.  

They are broadly divided into 2 types 

 (1) Constant losses  

                  (a)   Iron losses                                              

                  (b)  Friction and windage losses (air friction losses).   

 (2)  Variable losses 

           (a)   Copper losses 

 Electrical machines are of two types AC machines & DC machines. AC machines are 

divided into single-phase AC machines and polyphase AC machines 

3 Phase AC machines are divided into 

1. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  Synchronous Generators (or) Alternators are those in which  the speed of 

the rotor and flux are in synchronism 

2. ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  These are the machines in which the flux speed and rotor speed will not 

be the same. 

                          Ex: Induction motors. 

Inherently all the machines are AC machines. AC or DC depends   upon the flow of current 

in the external circuit.  

 Synchronous generators can be classified into various types based on   the medium used for  

generation. 

 1. Turbo-Alternators Steam (or) Gas 

      2. Hydro generators 

             3. Engine driven generators 

(1) Flux carrying parts 

(2) Load carrying parts 

(3)  In large synchronous machines the stator have the load carrying parts, i.e. 

armature and the  rotor has the flux carrying parts i.e.; field winding. 



  Iron losses are also called as magnetic losses and core losses. They are broadly divided into        

(1) Hystersis losses  

(2) Eddy current losses 

These losses occur in the stator core. 

Copper losses occur in both stator and rotor winding. 

The general efficiency of a synchronous generator is 95-98 

The main parts in a synchronous-generator are  

STATOR, ROTOR, EXCITATION SYSTEM, COOLING SYSTEM, INSULATION 

SYSTEM, BEARINGS. 

 

 

FIG 2.1: CONSTRUCTION  OF TURBO ALTERNAOR 

 

CHAPTER – 3 

STATOR 
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FIG 3.1: CONSTRUCTION OF  STATOR 

 

 

3.1  Stator frame  

3.2  Stator core 

3.3  Stator windings 

 

3.1   STATOR   FRAME:                   

                    The stator frame is horizontally split type and welded construction and 

supports the lamination core and the winding. Both the air duct pieces and welded radial ribs 

provide for rigidly to the stator frame. 

 Two things are provided to the stator frame to support the stator on the 

foundation. The stator firmly fixed to the foundation plates with bolt through the feet. 

3.2  STATOR   CORE: 

 The stator core is made up of stacked insulation electrical sheet steel lamination with 

a low loss index and suspended in the stator  frame  from insulated   rectangular guide bars. 

Axial compression of the stator core is obtained by clamping fingers, pressure plates and non 

magnetic clamping bolts, which are regulated from the core. The clamping finger ensures a 

uniform clamping pressure, especially within the range of  the  teeth and  provided for 

uniform intensive cooling of stator core ends  

The purpose of the stator core is two ways: 



1. Support the winding Carries the flux 

So, the selection of material for building up of core plays a vital role. The losses i.e.; 

magnetic losses are mainly two types. 

1. Hysterisis Losses: Due to the residual magnetism in the material 

Eddy Current Losses: Due to the EMF produced in the core of the stator.  In order to 

minimize the Hysterisis losses silicon alloyed steel sheets are used for building up of 

core. The sheets has the following composition, 

    Steel                 - 95.5% 

    Silicon              -4% 

    Impurities         -0.2% 

The sheets are 4% Silicon Alloyed COLD ROLLED NON-GRAIN ORIENTED SHEETS 

(CRNGO). To reduce the Eddy Current Losses, the core is build up of 0.5mm thickness 

laminations, which are insulated from each other. The sheets are insulated by CLASS-B 

type of varnish. 

3.3  STATOR   WINDING: 

 The  stator winding is a fractional  pitch two layer type, it consisting of individual bars.  The 

bars are located in slots of rectangular cross section which are uniformly distributed on the 

circumference of the stator core. In order  to minimize losses, the bars are compared of 

separately  insulated strands which are exposed to 360.degrees transposing. To minimize the 

stator losses in the winding, the strands of the top and bottom bars  are separately brazed and 

insulated  from each other inserted into the slots and series connected such that two coils 

groups from one pole. Each coil consists of several connected turns, each of which consists of 

two  half turns  which are connected by brazing in the end section. The individual turns of the 

coils are insulated against each other, the layer insulation L-shaped strips of lamination  

epoxy glass fiber with nomex filler are used for slot insulation. The slot  wedges are made of 

high electrical  conductivity material and thus act as damper  winding. At their ends the slots 

wedges are short  circuited through  the rotor body. 

The centrifugal  forces of the rotor end  winding are contained by single  piece of non 

magnetic high strengthen steel in order to reduce stray losses, each retaining rings with its 

shrinks fitted  insert ring is shrunk into the rotor body in an overhang position. The  retaining 

rings is secured in  the axial position by a snap ring.  

The three-phase stator winding is a fractional pitch two-layer type consisting of individual 

bars; each stator slot accommodates two bars.It is a double layer lap winding with 60o phase 
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spread fractional Windings are used to reduce higher order harmonics and pitch of the 

winding is so Selected that 5th and 7th harmonics are greater reduced. 

The slot bottom bars and top bars are displaced form each other by one winding pitch and 

connected at their ends to form coil groups. The coil groups are connected together with 

phase connectors inside the stator frame. This arrangement and shape of the bars at the results 

in a cone shaped winding having particularly favorable characteristics both in respect of its 

electrical properties and resistance of only one turn insulation and main insulation identical. 

                     Stator core received after the core assembly is checked for the availability of 

foreign matter, so coil projections are checked in each slot.HGL drift is passed in each and 

every slot to detect bottom core projections. Winding holders are adopted and binding rings 

are assembled on both sides. The HGL binding rings are centered to the core and then bottom 

bars are laid. Each bar is pressed with a pressing fixture to obtain specified dimensions. By 

adopting this above procedure the entire bottom bars are laid in respective slots. After 

completing of bottom bar layer reinforcing the overhang portion by tying with nipping glass 

sleeve.  

              Temporary wedging is carried out, HV testing is done and then stiffeners are 

assembled. Top bars are laid by pressing each bar with a pressing fixture and all the bars are 

laid in respective slots. In between top and bottom bars HGL spacers are kept. And then top 

bars are tested.Individual eye jointing and bracing is carried out. Then after eyes jointing 

individual eyes are insulated with fine mica tape. After completion of eyes jointing connector 

rings are assembled & connected as per drawing and three neutral and three phases terminal 

are terminated out. Once again HV test is carried out before sending the stator to 

impregnation.     

 

CHAPTER - 4 

ROTOR 

                                                                

 

4.1 ROTOR: 

 The rotor shaft is forged from a vacuum degassed steel ingot. Comprehensive test 

ensures adherence to the specified mechanical and magnetic properties as well as a 

homogeneous forging. 



            The rotor consists of electrically active portion and two shafts ends. An integrally 

forged flange coupling to connect the rotor to the turbine is located out board of the bearing. 

 Approximately 60% of the rotor circumference is provided with longitudinally slots, 

which hold the field windings slot pitch is selected so that the two solid poles are displayed 

by 180 degrees. 

 Due to the non-uniform slot distribution is on the circumference, different moments of 

inertia are obtained in the main axis of the rotor. This in turn causes varying shaft deflections 

at twice the system frequency. To reduce these vibrations the deflections in the direction of 

the poles axis and neutral axes are equalized by the transverse slotting of the poles. 

  The rotor teeth at the ends of the rotor body are provided with axial and radial holes 

enabling the cooling air to be discharged into the air gap after intensive cooling of the end 

windings. 

4.2 ROTOR WINDINGS CONSTRUCTION:  

            The field winding consists of several series connected coils inserted into the 

longitudinal slots of the rotor body the coils are wound so that, two poles are obtained. 

 The solid conductors have a rectangular cross-section and are provided with axial 

slots for radial discharge of the cooling gas. All conductors have identical copper and cooling 

duct cross-section. 

 The individual conductors are bent to obtain half after insertion into rotor slots. These 

turns are combined of from full turns the series connected turns of one slot constitute one coil 

the individual coils of the rotor winding are electrically series connected so that one north and 

one south magnetic pole are obtained. 

4.3 VENTILATION CONSUME & 90 BENDING: 

           First the conductors are checked for their quality and ventilation holes are punched and 

they are checked for burr. Then edge wise bending is made. The conductors are bent more 

than 90o so that it will sustain spring back effect. Debugging ventilation slots by relevant 

tools.  

4.4 ANNEALING: 

 Then the conductors are heated and pressed at the bending so that the cross section of the 

conductors will be maintained equal through out. This process is called annealing. 

4.5 DOVETAIL PUNCHING&WINDOW DIMENSION: 

          A small portion near the bend is removed so that it does not cause any damage to the 

insulation trough while lying in the slots. This process is called relief filing. Then dovetail 
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punching is made which provides good brazing process when two conductors are joined. 

Window dimensions for the conductors are checked. The dimension of the window decreases 

from top to bottom conductors. 

4.6 CLEANING: 

 Then the conductors are cleaned with thinner (acetone) and then air-dry varnish is applied. 

Then keeping the conductors on a dummy rotor makes radial bending. For the conductors 

away from the poles prebrazing is done.  

4.7  CONDUCTOR MATERIAL:  

The conductors are made with silver content of approximately 0.1% as compared to the 

electrolytic copper; silver alloyed copper features high strength properties at high 

temperatures so that coil deformations due to thermal stresses are eliminated. 

             Insulation: The insulation between the individual terms is made of layer of glass fiber 

laminate with numex filler. 

 

Characteristics of copper to be used are: 

Density                                                                     8900kg/m3 

Melting point                                                            1083 

Thermal conductivity  w/m-oc                                  350 

Coefficient of thermal expansion at 20 oc/oc           16.7x10-6 

Resistively   ohm -m                                                 0.01724x10-5 

Resistance temperature coefficient at 20oc, -1oc      0.00393 

Specific heat    J/kgoc                                                390 

 

Arrangements of insulation in laying of copper in the slots: 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in straight part. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang before bend. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex at bends 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang after bend. 

 Shellac varnish P-80 & Insulating troughs. 

         The connections for the coils on both the poles will be as follows:       

 

                                 Pole 1   TS        pole 2    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    ES 

                               (+)                                         (-) 

Location of parts in rotor winding: 

4.8 ROTOR SLOT WEDGES:  

To protect the winding against the effects of the centrifugal force the winding is firmly 

secured in the slots with wedges. They are made from an alloy featuring high strength 

and good electrical conductivity and are also as damper winding bars the slot wedges 

extend below the shrink seats of the retaining rings the ring acts as short circuit in the 

damper windings. 

4.9 END WINGING SPACING:  

 The spaces between the individual coils in end windings are filled with insulating 

members the insulating members prevent coil movements and are used for intensive cooling 

of the rotor end windings. 

4.10 ROTOR RETAINING RINGS:  

 The rotor retaining rings balance the centrifugal force due to the end windings. One 

`end of each rings is shrunk on the rotor body while the other end of the ring overhangs the 

end winding without contacting on the shaft this ensures an unobstructed shaft direction of 

the end winding. 

 The shrunk on the hub at the free end of the retaining ring serves to reinforce the 

retaining ring and secures the end winding in the axial direction at the same time. A snap ring 

is provided for additional against axial displacement of the retaining ring. To reduce the stray 

losses and have high strength the rings are made up of non-magnetic cold worked materials. 

Comprehensive test such as ultrasonic examinations and liquid penetrate examination ensures 

adherence to the specified mechanical properties the retaining ring shrink-fit areas. These act 
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as short circuit rings to the induced currents in the damper system to ensure low contact 

resistance the shrink seats of the retaining rings are coated with nickel aluminum and silver 

by a three step spraying process. 

4.11 FIELD CONNECTIONS:  

The field connections provide electrical connections between the rotor winding brush less 

exciters. 

4.12 TERMINAL LUG:  

The terminal lug of a copper conductor of rectangular cross-section one end of the terminal 

lug is braced to the rotor winding while the other end is screwed to the radial bolt. 

4.13 RADIAL BOLT:  

The field current lead located in the shaft bore is connected to the terminal lug at the end 

winding through a radial bolt. The radial bolt is made from steel and screwed into the field 

current lead in the shaft before. 

4.14 FIELD CURRENT LEAD IN SHAFT BORE:  

The leads are run in the axial directions from the radial bolt to the end of the rotor. They 

consist of two semicircular conductors insulated from each other by an intermediate plate and 

from the shaft by a tube. 

4.15 ROTOR FAN: 

 The generator cooling air is circulated by two axial fans located on the shaft at both end two 

augment the cooling or the rotor winding the pressure established by the fan works in 

conjunction with the air expelled from the discharged along the rotor. The moving blades of 

the fan have threaded roots for being screwed into the rotor shaft the blades are dropped 

forged from an aluminum alloy the threaded root fastening permits the blade angle to be 

adjusted each blade is secured at its root with a threaded pin. 

4.16  BALANCING: 

After rotor is manufactured rotor is balanced .It is desired that every rotor should run 

smoothly in its bearings. In order to achieve it the rotor should be balanced before 

assembling. The larger the rotor the more the balancing is required. Balancing of rotor is 

carried out in two steps 

  1. Static balancing 2. Dynamic balancing 

1.Static balancing: 



                In static balancing, the rotor is put on two plain rails. Rails replace the shaft at the 

bearing ends. The rails should be perfectly horizontal as possible. The rotor should be in 

position to swing on these rails without friction. Then the eccentric force is balanced. This 

static balancing is only useful to bring the center of gravity very near to the axis of the shaft 

but for exact balancing dynamic balancing is needed. 

2. Dynamic balancing: 

It helps to find not only forced but also torques on the shaft when the machine runs. This 

method of balancing helps to balance the deviation of the axis of center of gravity from axis 

of rotation. Rotation is essential for dynamic balancing. Turbo generators are generally 

dynamically balanced under rotor hot conditions. The weights on either side of the axis of the 

rotor are determined. The centrifugal force on the bearings is measured and weights on either 

side of the axis of the rotor are not the same then the difference of weights are added to the 

required side of the axis. In this way, the rotor is balanced. For obtaining the most accurate 

balancing, it is to be carried out in the presence of vacuum.                      

     

CHAPTER - 5  

INSULATION SYSTEM 

              

              In Electrical Machines insulation is most important requirement to sustain high 

voltages and basically insulation is the heart for electrical machines. Insulation is the property 

which has enormous resistance to the conductivity that is basically the forbidden gap between 

valance and conduction bands are very large I.e. formic level very high in insulating materials 

.The property of good insulating material is non-conductive to electricity and conductor for 

heat. A good insulating material needs the following properties. 

1. The basic function of insulation is to provide insulation to live wire or live wire to earth. 

2. It should be good conductor to heat and bad conductor to electricity. 

3. It should withstand the designed mechanical stress. 

4. It should have good chemical and thermal resistively and environmental resistively.  

An insulator should satisfy the following properties for an electrical system are              

                 1. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

    2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

  3. THERMAL PROPERTIES 

  4. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
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5.1 INSULATING MATERIALS: 

  

Insulating materials or insulates are extremely diverse in origin and properties. They are 

essentially non-metallic, are organic or inorganic, uniform or heterogeneous in composition, 

natural or synthetic. Many of them are of natural origin as, for example, paper, cloth, paraffin 

wax and natural resins. Wide use is made of many inorganic insulating materials such as 

glass, ceramics and mica. Many of the insulating materials are man-made products and 

manufactured in the form of resins, insulating films etc., in recent years wide use is made of 

new materials whose composition and organic substances. These are the synthetic Organo-

silicon compounds, generally termed as silicones. 

 An ideal insulating material should have: 

(1) High dielectric strength sustained at elevated temperatures. 

(2) High receptivity or specific resistance 

(3) Low dielectric hysterics 

(4) Good thermal conductivity 
(5) High degree of thermal stability i.e. it should not determine at high 

temperatures.  

(6) Low dissipation factor 

(7) Should be resistant to oils and liquid, gas flames, acids and alkalis. 

(8) Should be resistant to thermal and chemical deterioration.     

 

5.2 CLASSIFICATION OF INSULATING MATERIAL: 

 The insulating material can be classified in the following two ways. 

I. Classification according to substance and materials. 

II. Classification according to temperature. 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SUBSTANCE AND MATERIALS: 

a) Solids (Inorganic and organic) 

EX: Mica, wood slate, glass, porcelain, rubber, cotton, silks, rayon, ethylene, paper and 

cellulose materials etc. 

b) Liquids  (oils and varnishes) 

EX: linseed oil, refined hydrocarbon minerals oils sprits and synthetic varnishes etc. 

c) Gases 

EX: Dry air, carbon dioxide, nitrogen etc. 

 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO TEMPERATURE: 

 Class Permissible 

temperature 
                   Materials 



       Y                            90                                                                  Cotton, silk, paper, cellulose, wood etc neither impregnated nor 

immersed in oil. These are unsuitable for electrical machine and 

apparatus as they deteriorate rapidly and are extremely hygroscopic. 

    A 105 Cotton, silk & paper, natural resins, cellulose esters, laminated wool, 

varnished paper. 

    E 120  Synthetic material of cellulose base 

    B                                                          130 Mica, asbestos, glass fiber with suitable bonding substance 

    F 155 Material of class B with binding material of higher thermal stability. 

   H 180 Glass fiber and asbestos material and built up mica with silicon resins. 

   C   Above 

180 

Mica, porcelain, quartz, glass (without any bonding agent) with silicon 

resins of higher thermal stability. 

 

5.3 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR MACHINES: 

 

Name of  

Material 

 

Insulation 

Class 

Shelf life 

(In months) 

 

Application At 

20 oC 

At 

 5oc 

1. Samicatherm calmica glass-n, 

mimica, domica, folium, 

filamic novobond-s, epoxy 

therm laxman isola 

calmicaflex 

F 6 12 Main insulation of stator 

bars 

2. Samica flex  H 4 8 Overhang insulation of 

motor coils, at 3rd bends of 

multi turn coil 

3. Vectro asbestos 

(365.02/365.32) 

4.  (used in resin rich) 

B/F 2 8 Main pole coils of 

synchronous machines 

5. Epoxide pepreg glasscloth 
F 

6 12 Winding holders and 

interhalf insulation 

6. Polyester resin mat&rope  6  Bar to winding 

holder&stiffner groove of 

support segment of 

clamping plate 

7. Glassoflex 

Turbo laminate 

F 6 12 Interturn insulation of rotor 

winding 

8. Hyper seal tape F 6 12 As finishing layer in 

overhangs of motor coils 

9. SIB775 or 4302 varnish  F 6 12 Stack Consolidation of 

stator bars 

10. SIB475 or 4301 varnish F 6 12 Base coat varnish before 

taping of stator bars 

11. SIB 643 or8003 Varnish or 

K8886 varnish 

 4 8 Conductive coat in straight 

portion of stator bars 

12. SIB 642 or 8001 varnish  4 8 At slot emerge portion on 

stator bars 

 

5.4 ELECTRIAL PROPERTIES: 

1. INSULATON RESISTANCE:      

 It may be defined as the resistance between two conductors usually separated by 

insulating materials. It is the total resistance in respect of two parallel paths, one 

through the body and other over the surface of the body. 
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2. DIELECTRIC STRENGTH:  

   The voltage across the insulating   material is increased slowly the way in which the 

leakage current increases depend upon the nature and condition material.   

3. POWER FACTOR: 

Power factor is a measure of the power losses in the insulation and should be low. It 

varies with the temperature of the insulation. A rapid increase indicates danger. 

4. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT: 

This property is defined as the ratio of the electric flux density in the material .To that 

produced in free space by the same electric force. 

5. DIELECTRIC LOSS: 

 The dielectric losses occur in all solid and liquid dielectric due to  

(a) Conduction current 

(b) Hysterisis. 

 



5.5  THERMAL PROPERTIES: 

 Specific heat thermal conductivity. 

1. Thermal plasticity 

2. Ignitability 

3. Softening point 

4. Heat Aging 

5. Thermal expansion. 

 

5.6  CHEMICAL  PROPERTIES: 

Resistance to external chemical effects 

                    1. Resistance to chemical in soils 

        2. Effect of water 

 

5.7  MECHANICAL  PROPERTIES: 

1. Density 

2. Viscosity Moisture absorption 

3. Hardness of surface 

4. Surface tension 

5. Uniformity.  

      

5.8  EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON INSULATION: 

 

1. Thermal property 

2. Chemical property 

3. Electrical property 

4. Physical and mechanical property. 

 

INSULATION RESISTANCE IS EFFECTED BY  

THE FOLLOWING FACTIOR  (Resistance between two conductor): 

 
1) It falls with every increase in temperature. 

 

2) The sensitivity of the insulation is considerable in the presence of moisture. 

 

3) Insulation resistance decrease with increase in applied voltage. 

 

5.9 EPOXY RESINS: 

   
These resins are product of alkaline condensed of epichlorohydrin and product of alkaline 

condensed of epichlorohydrin and polyhydric compounds. 

Epoxy resins are poly ethers derived from epi-chlorohydrin and Bis-phenol monomers 

through condensation polymerization process. 

In epoxy resins cross-linking is produced by cure reactions. The liquid polymer having 

reactive functional group like oil etc, otherwise vacuum as pre polymer. The pre polymer of 

epoxy resins allowed to react curing agents of low inductor weights such as polyamines, 
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polyamides, polysulphides, phenol, urea formaldehyde, acids anhydrides etc, to produce the 

three dimensional cross linked structures. 

 

 Hence epoxy resins exhibit outstanding toughness, chemical inertness and excellent 

mechanical and thermal shock resistance. They also posses good adhesion property. Epoxy 

resins can be used continuously up to 300F, but withy special addition can withstand a 

temperature of up to 500F. 

 

 Epoxy resins are made use as an efficient coating material. This includes coating of 

tanks containing chemicals, coating for corrosion and abrasion resistant containers. Epoxy 

resins are made up of as attractive corrosion and wear resistant floor ware finishes. 

 

            These are also used as industrial flooring material. They are also used as highways 

Surfacing and patching material. Molding compounds of epoxy resins such as pipe fitting 

electrical components bobbins for coil winding and components of tooling industrial finds 

greater application in industries. 

 

 The epoxy resins similar to polyester resins can be laminated and fiber reinforced 

(FPR) and used in glass fiber boats, lightweight helicopters and aeroplanes parts. 

 In the modern electronic industry, the application of epoxy resins is great. Potting and 

encapsulation (coating with plastic resin) is used for electronic parts. Most of the printed 

circuits bodies are made of lamination epoxy resin which light but strong and tough. 

 

PROPERTIES: 

 
1) Epoxy resins have good mechanical strength less shrinkage and excellent 

dimensional stable after casting. 

 

2) Chemical resistance is high. 

 

3) Good adhesion to metals. 

 

4) To impact hardness certain organic acid anhydrides and alphabetic amines are 

mixed. 

 

5.10 APPLICATION: 

  
1) They are used in the manufacture of laminated insulating boards. 

2) Dimensional stability prevents crack formation in castings. 

3) They are also used as insulating varnishes. 

  
5.11 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR LAMINATIONS:  

 The core stacks in modem machines are subjected to high pressers during assembly 

and subjected to high pressures during assembly and there fore to avoid metal-to-metal 



contact, laminations must be well insulated. The main requirements of good lamination 

insulation are homogeneously in thin layers toughness and high receptivity.  

We use varnish as insulating material for laminations.  

VARNISH 
 

  This is most effective type of insulation now available. It makes the laminations nest 

proofs and is not effected by the temperature produced in electrical machines varnish is 

usually applied to both sides of lamination to a thickness of about 0.006mm. On plates of 

0.35mm thickness varnish gives a stacking factor about 0.95.In order to achieve good 

insulation properties the following processes are in BHEL. 

 THERMOPLASTIC PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 THERMOSETTING PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 

 BHEL is practicing only thermosetting process of insulation so  

 Thermosetting types of insulation are of two types: 

 RESIN RICH SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 RESIN POOR SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 

 MATERIAL FOR RESIN RICH BARS: 

 Preprag 

 Nomex 

 Epoxy resin rich mica tape 

 Glass tape 

 PTFE tape 

  

VARNISH 

 Mica powder 

 Graphite powder 

 Conductive varnish 

 Semiconductor varnish 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR HALF BARS 

 EPOXY glass cloth 

 Nomex glass fleece 

 Fine mica polyester glass cloth 

 Nomex 

 Form micanite 

 Form mica tape 

 Copper foil 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite for ICP 

 Polyester fleece for OCP 
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 Polyester fleece tape with silicon carbide 

 Mica splitting tap 

VARNISH 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Rutapox 

 Hardener (H-90) 

 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR DIAMOND COILS: 

 Treated trivoltherm 

 Impregnated polyester fleece 

 Glass mat with accelerator  

 Hostofon folium 

 Synthetic fiber tape 

 Resin poor mica tape 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite 

 Semiconductor asbestos tape 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Polyester fleece tape 

 Nomex polyamide adhesive tape 

 

 5.12 RESIN RICH SYSTEM: 

In olden days, Resin Rich system of insulation is used for all Electrical  Machines. In 

insulator contains nearly 40% of EPOXY RESIN, so it gives good thermal stability Resin 

Rich Insulation consists of the following materials in percentage 

1.MICA PAPER TAPE -40-50% 

2. GLASS PAPER TAPE-20% 

3. EPOXY RESIN-40% 

The bars are insulated (or) taped with RESIN RICH TAPE and place in the Pre-assembled   

stator core including stator frame. 

In resin rich system of insulation Mica paper will give a good dielectric strength and Glass 

fiber tape will give a good mechanical strength and Epoxy resin can withstand up to 155 

degree Centigrade so it gives a good thermal properties. Resin rich and Resin poor insulating 

materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy Resin. In Resin rich system the 

content of Epoxy Resin tape is 40% so it is named as RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin 

poor system the content of Resin tape is 8%. By VIP impregnation process, the required 

amount is added to then conductor bars after assembling the core and placing the winding in 

the core. In resin rich system before placing of coils in the stator slots the rich tape will be 

wrapped over the bars. Nevertheless, this system has the following disadvantages: 

      1. This system is very time consuming and very long procedure. 



       2. Total cost of the system is more. 

In order to minimize the over all cost of the machine and to reduce the time cycle of the 

system, the VACUUM PRESSURE IMPREGNATION SYSTEM is being widely used. This 

process is very simple, less time consuming and lower cost. 

 BHEL, HYDERABAD is equipped with the state of the art technology of VACUUM 

PRESSURE IMPREGNATION. 

                

                                                   CHAPTER – 6 

6.1   FIELD  CONNECTION AND MULTI CONTACTS: 

The field current is supplied to the rotor through multi contact system arranged at the exciter   

side shaft end. 

6.2 BEARINGS: 

The generator rotor is supported in two sleeve bearings. To eliminate shaft current the exciter 

and bearing is insulated from foundation plate and oil piping. 

The temperature of each bearing is maintained with two RTD’s (Resistance Temperature 

Detector) embedded in the lower bearing sleeve so that the ensuring point is located directly 

below the Babbitt.  All bearings have provisions for fitting vibration pick up to monitor shaft 

vibrations.The oil supply of bearings is obtained from the turbine oil system. 

6.3 EXCITATION SYSTEM: 

 
              FIG 6.3: EXCITATION SYSTEM 

 

In all industrial applications, the electrical power demand is ever increasing. This 

automatically demands for the design, development and construction of increasingly large 

capacity Synchronous generators. These generators should be highly reliable in operation to 

meet the demand. This calls for a reliable and sophisticated mode of excitation system. 
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 When the first a.c generators were introducing a natural choice for the supply of field 

systems was the DC exciter. DC exciter has the capability for equal voltage output of either 

polarity, which helps in improving the generator transient performance. DC exciters, how 

ever, could not be adopted for large rateings because of the problems in the design 

commutator and brush gear, which is economically unattractive. Of –course, the problems are 

not uncommon in power stations but Of the environment with sulphur vapours, acidic fumes 

as in the cases of petrochemical and fertilizer industries, exposure of DC exciter. This adds to 

the problem of design. 

Types of a.c exciters are: 

(1)  High frequency excitation  

(2)  Brush less excitation  

(3)  Static excitation 

The high frequency D.C exciter is a specially designed “inductor type alternator” with no 

winding on its rotor. It is designed to operate at high frequency to reduce the size of the rotor; 

the a.c exciter was very reliable in operation. Though this system eliminates all problems 

associated with commutator, it is not free from problems attributable to sliprings and its brush 

gear. Thus brushless excitation system was introduced.  

 The BL exciter consists of field winding on the stator. This system proved to be highly 

reliable and required less maintenance. Absence of power cables and external ac power 

supplies males the system extremely reliable. The problem associated with brushes like fast 

wear out of brush, sparkling etc, are eliminated.  

This suffers from the disadvantage of lack of facility for field suppression in the case of an 

internal fault in generator.The system comprises shaft driven AC exciter with rotating diodes. 

 

6.4 PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR AND AVR:  

This system is highly reliable with least maintenance and is ideally suitable for gas driven 

generators.The static excitation system was developed contemporarily as an alternative to 

brush less excitation system. This system was successfully adapted to medium and large 

capacity Turbo generators. Though the system offers very good transient performance, the 

problems associated with slip rings and brush gear system are still present. 

This system consists of rectifier transformer, thyristor converts, field breaker and AVR. This 

system is ideally suitable where fast response is called for. The system is flexible in operation 

and needs very little maintenance. 



Thus, each excitation system has its own advantages and disadvantages. The selection of 

system is influenced by the transient response required, nature of pollution and pollution level 

in the power plant and cost of equipment. 

Exciters are those components, which are used for giving high voltage to the generator during 

the start up conditions. The main parts that are included in the exciter assembly are: 

(1) Rectifier wheels  

(2) Three phase main exciter  

(3) Three phase pilot exciter 

(4) Metering and supervisory equipment 

 

6.5 RECTIFIER WHEELS: 

The main components of the rectifier wheels are Silicon Diodes, which are arranged in the 

rectifier wheels in a three-phase bridge circuit. The internal arrangement of diode is such that 

the contact pressure is increased by centrifugal force during rotation.     

There are some additional components contained in the rectified wheels. One diode each is 

mounted in each light metal heat sink and then connected in parallel. For the suppression of 

momentary voltage peaks arising from commutation, RC blocks are provided in each bridge 

in parallel with one set of diodes. The rings from the positive shrunk on to the shaft. This 

makes the circuit connections minimum and ensures accessibility of all the elements. 

6.6 THREE PHASE PILOT EXCITER: 

The three phase pilot exciter is a six-pole revolving field unit; the frame accommodates the 

laminated core with the three-phase winding. The rotor consists of a hub with poles mounted 

on it. Each pole consists of separate permanent magnets, which are housed, in non-metallic 

enclosures. The magnets are placed between the hub and the external pole shoe with bolts. 

The rotor hub is shrunk on to the free shaft end.  

6.7 THREE PHASE MAIN EXCITER:  

Three phases main exciter is a six-pole armature unit, the poles are arranged in the frame with 

the field and damper winding. The field winding is arranged on laminated magnetic poles. At 

the pole shoe, bars are provided which are connected to form a damper winding. 

The rotor consists of stacked lamination. Which are compressed through bolts over 

compression rings. The three- phase winding is inserted in the slots of the laminated rotor. 

The winding conductors are transposed with in the core length and end turns of the rotor 

windings are secure with the steel bands. The connections are made on the side facing of the 
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rectifier wheels. After full impregnation with the synthetic resin and curing, the complete 

rotor is shrunk on to the shaft. 

6. 8 AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR: 

The general automatic voltage regulator is fast working sol thyristor controlled equipment. It 

has two channels, one is auto channel and the other is manual. The auto channel is used for 

the voltage regulation and manual channel. Is used for the current regulation. Each channel 

will have it’s own firing for reliable operation. 

The main features of AVR are: 

(1) It has an automatic circuit to control outputs of auto channel and manual channel and 

reduces disturbances at the generator terminals during transfer from auto regulation to 

manual regulation. 

(2) It is also having limiters for the stator current for the optimum utilization of lagging 

and leading reactive capabilities of turbo generator. 

(3) There will be automatic transfer from auto regulation to manual regulation  in case do 

measuring PT fuse failure or some internal faults in the auto  channel. 

(4) The generator voltage in both channels that is in the auto channel and the manual 

channel can be controlled automatically. 

 

FIG 6.8.1 : AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

6.9 COOLING SYSTEM: 

          Cooling is one of the basic requirements of any generator. The effective working of 

generator considerably depends on the cooling system. The insulation used and cooling 

employed is inter-related. The losses in the generator dissipates as the heat, it raises the 



temperature of the generator. Due to high temperature, the insulation will be affected greatly. 

So the heat developed should be cooled to avoid excessive temperature raise. So the class of 

insulation used depends mainly on cooling system installed. 

There are various methods of cooling, they are: 

a. Air cooling- 60MW 

b. Hydrogen cooling-100MW  

c. Water cooling –500MW 

d. H 2  & Water cooling – 1000MW 

Hydrogen cooling has the following advantages over Air-cooling: 

1. Hydrogen has 7 times more heat dissipating capacity. 

2. Higher specific heat 

3. Since Hydrogen is 1/14th of air weight. It has higher compressibility 

4. It does not support combustion. 

DISADVANTAGES: 

1. It is an explosive when mixes with oxygen. 

2. Cost of running is higher. 

       3.Higher capacity generators need better cooling system. 

The two-pole generator uses direct cooling for the rotor winding and indirect air-cooling for 

the stator winding. The losses in the remaining generator components, such as iron losses, 

windage losses, and stray losses are also dissipated through air. 

The heat losses arising in the generator interior are dissipated through air. Direct cooling of 

the rotor essential eliminate hot spots and differential temperatures between adjacent 

components, which could result in mechanical stresses, particularly to the copper conductors, 

insulation and rotor body. Indirect air-cooling is used for stator winding. 

Axial-flow fans arranged on the rotor via draw the cooling air for axial-flow ventilated 

generator via. Lateral openings in the stator housing. Hot air is discharged via. Three flow 

paths after each fan. 
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            FIG 6.9.1 : FLOW PATH OF COOLING SYSTEM 

FLOW PATH 1: it is directed into the rotor end windings space and cools the rotor 

windings, part of the cooling air flows past the individual coils for cooling the rotor end 

windings space via bores in the rotor teeth at the end of the rotor body. The other portion of 

the cooling airflow is directed from the rotor end winding space into the slot-bottom ducts 

from where it is discharged into the air gap via. A large number of radial ventilating slots in 

the coils and bores in the rotor wedges along these paths the heat of rotor winding is directly 

transferred to the cooling air.        

FLOW PATH 2: it is directed over the stator end windings to the cold air ducts and into the 

cold air compartments in the stator frame between the generator housing and rotor core. The 

air then flows into the air gap through slot in the stator core where it absorbs the heat from 

the stator core and stator winding. 

FLOW PATH 3: It is directed into the air gap via. The rotor retaining-ring. The air then 

flows past the clamping fingers via. Ventilating slot in the stator core into the hot air 

compartments in the stator frame being discharged to the air cooler. The flow path mainly 

cools the rotor retaining rings, the ends of the rotor body and the ends of the stator core.  

Flow 2&3 mix in the air gap with 1 leaving the rotor. The cooling air then flows radially 

outward through ventilating slots in the core within the range of the hot air compartments for 

cooling of the core and winding. The hot air is discharged to air cooler. 

 

 



6.10 OIL SYSTEM: 

 Lubrication oil is to be supplied in order that the rotor can be easily ruined. Jacking oil is 

first given in order to shift the shaft near the journal and so that it can be ruined easily. 

Jacking oil is given only at the starting and it is stopped and further lube oil is given 

continuously. This oil is to be continuously in order to reducing wear and tear on the bearing. 

6.11 LAMINATION PREPARATION: 

The core is built up of 6 sectors, each of 60ºC cut accordingly to the specifications. The cut 

steel is punched for slots and deburred up to 5 micron. 

Depending on the temperature withstand ability of the machine the laminations are insulated 

by varnish.  

The insulation used is ALKYD PHENOLIC VARNISH dried at suitable temperature. The 

lamination sheets are passed through a conveyor, which has an arrangement to sprinkle the 

varnish, and a coat of varnish is obtained. The sheets are dried by a series of heaters at a 

temperature of around 300º-400ºC. Two coatings of varnish are provided in the above 

manner. The thickness of varnish should be 8-10 microns when measured by a mini tester. 

Each lamination should be dried for around 90sec at constant speed. The prepared 

laminations are passed for various tests. 

i) Xylol test- for proper coat of varnish this test is made. When Xylem is applied for 1 

min, varnish should not dissolve. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

ii) Mandrel test- when wound around mandrel there should be no cracks. 

iii) Viscosity test- it should be 40-45 cp. 

iv) IR value test- for 20 layers the insulation resistance should have a minimum value of 1 

Mega Ohm at 23kg/cm2 pressure. 

 

v) Hardness test – minimum 7H pencil hardness, the coating should not be removed when 

scratched with a 7H pencil. 

 

vi)  Uniform test – coating should be done uniformly. 

 

6.12 CORE ASSEMBLY: 

 1. Trial core assembly: 

       Three packets are assembled on the clamping plate and all relevant   checks are 

carried out. Critical checks are inside diameter of the core, final inspection drift passage 

through the slot. After fulfilling the entire above requirement the packets are disassembled.  

   2. Regular core assembly:  

The packets  assembly is carried out as per drawing requirement the segments are 

staggered from layer to layer so that a core of high mechanical strength and uniform 

permeability to magnetic flux is obtained. Stacking mandrels and bolts are inserted 

into the winding slots bores during stacking provide smooth slot walls. The length of 

each packet of laminations should be as per the design. Between each packet 
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ventilation lamination sheets is assembled whose thickness is 0.65 mm and on which “ 

I” beams is spot-welded. This provides the ventilation in radial directions. 

 

3. Normal packets assembly: 

 The above process is repeated up to 800mm after attaining 800mm first pressing is carried 

out as per drawing requirement. After completion of the core assembly core lengths are 

checked in 8 to 12 locations either in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction if any variation in 

the core lengths is being noticed replenish the core height in subsequent final core assembly. 

After completion  of core assembly  clamping   plate is assembled. All the core lengths are 

checked around the outer& inner diameter clockwise as per the drawing requirements. So 

under   final pressure tension bolts are assembled and the core bolts are tightened with the 

specified torque. 

The clamping bolts running through the core are made of non-magnetic steel and are 

insulated from the core and the pressure plates. The pressure is transmitted from the pressure 

plates to the core by clamping fingers. The clamping fingers extended up to the ends of teeth, 

thus ensuring a firm compression in the area of the teeth. 

 Now first ring is welded on the both side under pressure similarly the subsequent ring are 

also welded. The total vertical core is shifted horizontally on exciter side and again winding 

brackets are assembled and checked for 90c as per the drawing requirements. After 

completion of cleaning  the total stator  in all respects like filling lamination projections sharp 

corners and interuption of foreign matter. Then the the stator is subjected for core flux test to 

detect hot spots.  

6.13 CONDUCTOR CONSTRUCTION: 

Copper coils are received and examined for physical and electrical  properties in accordance 

to the specification. The conductors are cut in to require size as per drawing requirement this 

operation is called CONDUCTOR CUTTING.   

6.14 ROEBEL TRANSPORTATION: 

The strips are staggered and are bend for Roebel transposition. The individual bars are 

transposed to 360c, equalize the induced EMF in all strands, to minimize the circulating 

currents and to reduce the skin effect and it gives a good rigidity to the bars. 

After  alining both bottom dye and top dye conductors are pressed   and checked as per the 

drawing requirement and center to center length is been checked, first and second bundle are 

assembled together to form a single bundle and then an insulation sheet is kept in between 

two bars and they are joined together to form a single bar. 

6.15 PUTTY WORK: 



Each individual bar consisting of uneven surface and width space are filled with nomax  and 

trivaltherom Mica fleece is placed on both the surfaces and further taping is done by PTFE 

tape (Poly tetra Fluro Ethylene) and are subjected for further processing. 

6.16 STACK CONSOLIDATION: 

The bars are subjected to a horizontal and vertical pressure of150kgs/cmsquare  at a  

temperature of  150deg.c for the duration of 2 to 3 hours. Passing gauges like  no go gauges 

and go gauges and lamp test is conducted  for inter strip and inter half shorts. 

6.17 FIRST & SECOND BEND OPERATION: 

Bending operation is done on   bending   table. First and second bend is carried out and  to 

achieve the over hang , third bend formation  the coil is laid on  universal former. Roto pax 

and harder is applied along with nomax in between two halves of the overhang portion and 

hence consolidation is carried out by keeping heating clamps.   

6.18 CLEANING AND PREPARATION OF BARS: 

Bars are cleaned and tested  for inter strip  and inter half shorts and subjected for final 

tapping. 

 

6.19 FINAL TAPPING: 

Tapping is carried out on the bars by two ways, they are:- 

1.Manual tapping 

2.Machine tapping 

Resin  rich and Resin poor insulating materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy 

Resin. In Resin rich system the content of Epoxy Resin  is 40% in tape so it is named as 

RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin poor system the content of Resin is 8%  in tape so 

named as RESIN POOR SYSTEM. 

6.20 RESIN POOR TAPPING: 

Resin poor mica tape is used for  resin  poor  bars the first layer is carried out by spreading 

the copper foils. Then 6x1/2 overlapping layers of resin poor tape is wrapped.Throughout   

the length of the bar including 3rd bend i.e. and 2x1/2  over lapping layers of resin poor tape 

is carried out only in straight  portion one layer of split mica is warped  by  spreading  ocp     

at bottom such that their must not be any overlapp between split  mica tape  ultimately OCP 

is wrapped in the straight portion  ECP is wrapped  from  the  end of  the  straight  part  up to      

overhang second bend. Starting from straight portion upto 3rd bend portion hyper seal tape is 

wrapped  on both sides and sent for stator winding. Transition insulation – nomex glass 
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fleece.  Halves insulation ect. top bar- fine mica poly glass clot Overhang separator coating- 

thoroughly mixes rotopox 164 & hardener H 90 in 5:1ratio 

Transposition filler- micanite. 

Inner conductive tape – fleece tape with graphite 

Outer carona tape- poly fleece tape 

End carona protection tape-fleece tape with silicon carbide 

Protective tape for overhang- glass tape 

ICP - (Inner carona protection)- Also Called Inner potential grading on the stack of the bars 

to avoid inner corona discharges. 

         -  To optimize insulation they’re by voltage stress grading. 

         -  Provided with conductive fleece tape with a copper strip. 

OCP -  (outer carona protection) 

          -   On the outer surface of the insulated startor bars. 

          -   Conductive fleece tape. 

          -   To provide effective path for outer corona discharges. 

ECP  - (end carona protection) 

       -  Semiconductive tapes on both ends of the straight part of the bars. 

         -  To dampen the voltage surges through additional surface capacitance. 

6.21 RESIN RICH TAPPING: 

All the operations relevant to Resin Poor Tapeing are common up to overhang consolidation 

only final tapping is differed.  In resin rich system i.e. 12x1/2 overlapping of resin rich tape is 

wrapped over the resin rich bar and subjected for final baking operation. The bar is heated up 

to 90c for the duration of 60 minutes.  This stage is known as GEL FORMATION and again 

the bar is heated to 110c with in the span of 30 minutes.  During this time the bar is 

tightened from the center towards the bend portion on both sides.  This stage is known as 

liquid formation from 90c to 110c, 15% of resin is oozed out and remaining resin is 

consolidated for duration of 3 hours at a temperature of 160c and allowed for natural 

cooling.   In straight portion k8880 conductive coating is carried out and in bend portion semi 

conductive coating is carried out.   Red gel paint is carried out in both the overhang portions. 

This process is repeated for each individual bar for the total number of bars required. And 

HV and tan delta test is carried out for each bar.  

6.22 CONNECTION OF BARS: 



Brazing makes the electrical connection between the top and bottom bars. One top bars strand 

each is brazed to one strand of the associated bottom bar so that beginning of each strands is 

connected without having any electrical contact with the Remaining strands. This connection 

offers the advantage that circulating current losses. In the stator bars are kept small. The 

strands are insulated from each other at the brazed joints. The coils connected are wrapped 

with dry mica/glass fabric tapes half overlapped. The thickness of the wrapper depends on the 

machine voltage. The gaps between the individual coil commendations being sufficiently 

large, no additional insulation is required. 

6.23 PHASE CONNECTORS: 

The phase connectors consist of flat copper sections, the cross section of which results in a 

low specific current loading. The connections to the stator winding are of riveted and 

soldered tape and are like-wise wrapped with dry mica/glass fabric tapes.The phase 

connectors are firmly mounted on the winding support using clamping pieces and glass fabric 

tapes. 

6.24 TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

1. ARRANGEMENT OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The beginning and ends of the three phase windings are brought out from the stator frame 

through bushings, which provides for high voltage insulation. The bushings are bolted to the 

stator frame at the exciter end by their mounting flanges. Bushing type current transformers 

for metering and relating may be counted on the Bushings courtside the stator frame. The 

generator main leads are connected to the terminal connectors outside the stator frame. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The bushing conductor consists of high conductivity copper buses. All connection flanges are 

silver-plated to minimize the contact resistances of the bolted connections. The supporting 

insulator of glass silk cloth is impregnated with epoxy resin. The copper buses are attached to 

the insulator only at one end and are thus free to expand. Flexible connectors allow for 

thermal expansion between the terminal bushing and the phase connectors. To prevent eddy 

current losses and inadmissible overheating, the mounting flange is made of glass silk cloth 

as well. 

3. COOLING OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

To dissipate the heat the terminal bushings are directly cooled with cold air. Cold air 

form the discharge end of the fan is pressed in to the insulator. The hot air is returned to 

the suction in take of the fan via the passage between the two copper buses. 
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CHAPTER - 7 

TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR 

 

To ensure that all functional requirements are fulfilled, and to estimate the performance 

of generator, the TURBO GENERATORS are required to undergo some tests. For 

testing, the TURBO GENERATOR was mechanically coupled to a drive motor-motor 

generator set with gearbox. The rotor was excited by thyristor converter system located 

in an independent test room and the operation was controlled from the test gallery. 

The following first two tests will be conducted on the stator and rotor before 

assembling and the third and final routine tests will be conducted after assembling the 

turbo generator. 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON ROTOR 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON STATOR  

ROUTINE TESTS ON TURBO GENERATORS 

7.1 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR ROTOR WINDING: 

Details of process tests to be performed at various stages: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

1. After mounting the excitation lead and slip rings and before actually commencing 

the winding, the slip rings are to be tested. 

First, measure the insulation resistance with 1000v Megger, if the insulation 

condition is found satisfactory, then perform High Voltage test for one minute, the 

test of which is to be determined according to the following equation. 

  U2=Ut+1 KV 

 Where U2 is test voltage 

  Ut is 10*rated rotor voltage 

 However the resulting test voltage U2 should be neither lower than 2.5KV nor  above 

4.5KV. 

After the high voltage test, measure the insulating condition again with 1000V Megger. 

2.  The next test is to be carried out after placing all the coils in the respective rotor 

slots and before clamping the pressing equipment. Measure the insulating condition 

with a 1000V Megger. It must not be lower than 1M for each KV of the tested 

voltage. Then measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. 



3. After tightening the winding with the pressing and tightening equipment and before 

actually baking the winding, measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. Then check 

the polarity of the winding.While clamping care should be taken to see that the pressing 

rings and other equipment are insulated from the winding and rotor body, by inserting 

insulation in every slot under the shims of the equipment. 

4. After baking and forming of the winding and removing of the clamping equipment 

and after the rotor cools down to ambient temperature, measure the insulation resistance 

with 1000V Megger.  

If the insulation condition is satisfactory, perform High Voltage test for one minute 

with a value of 1.15Ut 

Where Ut is 10 times the rated rotor voltage. 

After performing the High Voltage test, measure again the insulation condition. 

5. After driving the central wedges only in position, measure the insulation resistance 

and if found satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for 10 sec, 

i.e., just reaching the value and then bringing down to zero. 

After driving all the wedges in position, measure the insulation resistance and if found 

satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for one minute. 

6. After putting all the bracing’s, mounting of the end-retaining ring and just before 

dispatch of the rotor for further machining. 

Measure the insulation resistance. 

Measure the ohmic resistance of the winding and perform High Voltage test with a 

value of 1.05Ut for one minute. 

7. After machining of the rotor, and before its dispatch to the centrifugal tunnel, 

measure the insulation resistance. 

8. After setting the rotor in the centrifugal tunnel, check the insulation resistance and 

the ohmic resistance, while the rotor is at rest. Check again the insulation condition at 

3000 rpm. 

Measure again the insulation resistance after the rotor is balanced and just before its 

dispatch to the winding shop. 

9. Finally, just before the dispatch of the finished rotor measure the insulation 

resistance and perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.0Ut for one minute. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C resistance value of rotor winding is measured by using a Micro Ohmmeter. 

First connect the micro ohmmeter to 230V AC supply. And measure the resistance and 
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the temperature using RTD. This resistance at T temperature has to be converted to 

resistance at 20º C by using the formula: 

  R20= Rt * (235+20)/(235+T) milli ohms. 

Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

A deviation of 10 % from design values is acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF IMPEDANCE: 

By applying 50-200 V in steps of 50 V, Impedance value is measured at standstill and 

at the rated speed. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

   Z=V/I  

  Where Z =impedance in ohms; 

             V =voltage in volts; 

              I =current in amps; 

In the measurement of Impedance there will be a graph plotted between voltage v/s 

current. In this, there is no perfect value for the impedance but the only condition is that 

the impedance should increase with the increase in voltage. 

7.2 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR BARS: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS, STATOR BARS WILL BE TESTED IN THE 

FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After bars manufacturing bars are tested at four times the rated voltage. 

  Ut=4*Urated 

2). Individual bars will be tested for tan.  Is the angle between actual current and line 

current. When the insulation is perfect and dielectric strength is optimal  is zero. But 

due to the presence of impurities in the insulation there will be a phase angle difference 

between the two currents.  

This tan measurement is known as loss angle measurement or dielectric loss 

measurement. tan values should be within 2%. 

3). Outer corona protection resistance is measured and this value should be within the 

range of 75-300/Sq.cm. 



4). Interstrip and Interhalf shorts are checked. Interstrip means between the conductor 

strips and interhalf means between the halves. This shorts are checked by a series bulb 

test. 

7.3 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR WINDING: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS THE STATOR WINDING WILL BE TESTED IN 

THE FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After lying bottom bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+7) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

2). After lying top bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+5) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

3). After lying bottom, top and eyes joining, High Voltage test is conducted for 

(2Un+3) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

4). After final assembling and connections, customer witness test is carried at (2Un+1) 

KV  

Where Un is the rated voltage 

5). Interhalf shorts are also checked 

FOR RESIN POOR SYSTEMS THE FOLLOWING TEST IS CARRIED OUT: 

Bars are subjected for Inter strip and Inter half shorts tests. 

INTER TURN INSULATION TEST: 

The insulation between the windings of the rotor is tested by applying a high frequency 

current of about 500HZ. The insulation should be able to withstand this test. 

RING FLUX TEST ON STATOR CORE: 

Ring flux test is carried out on the stator core before winding is put in the slots. The 

rated flux density is generated in the stator core by passing current in it. This results in 

the temperature rise and generation of heat. The stator core is observed for the 

temperature rise through its surface by using RTD’s. If there is any hot spot found in 

the core, it is detected. Then it is rectified by carrying out electrolysis using phosphoric 

acid as electrolyte. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C Resistance of stator winding is measured by using Micro Ohmmeter.Connect 

the microohmmeter to 230V AC supply.Connect the measuring leads microohmmeter 
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across R phase of stator terminals. Measure the resistance and repeat the step for Y and 

B phases. Record the stator RTDs value. 

  R20= (Rt * (235+20)/(235+T)) m. 

 Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

The variation of maximum and minimum value of stator DC resistance upto 5% is 

acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF LEAKAGE REACTANCE: 

 This test is done without rotor inside the stator. 

Base Impedance Xn= En/(√(3) * In)  

 Where    En= rated line to line voltage 

     In= rated line current 

Total Armature leakage reactance (XL): 

               XL= √(Z²-R²) 

 Where     Z=U/((√3) * I) 

     R= P/(3* I²) 

    U= voltage measured during the test 

    I = current measured during the test 

    P= power measured during the test 

Resistance per phase is negligible compared to Z. Therefore measurement of P is not 

required. 

              XL=Z=U/((√3)*I)  

           % XL= (XL/ Xn) *100 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE AND CONTINUITY TEST OF 

RESISTANCE TEMPEREATURE DETECTOR (RTD): 

Short all the RTD leads together and connect one lead of megger to it. Run the megger 

and note down the Insulation resistance value after 60 seconds. This insulation 

resistance value should not be less than 1M. 

Remove the RTD terminals i.e. open the RTD terminals and connect to the multimeter. 

Note down the resistance value of RTD. For three wire RTD check the continuity 

between shorted terminals. 

CAPACITANCE AND TAN  MEASUREMENT OF STATOR WINDING: 



Stator winding has two values of capacitance’s. 

1). Capacitance with respect to ground called ground capacitance (Cg). 

2). Capacitance with respect to other windings called mutual capacitance. 

Measurement of capacitance is done using Schering Bridge and a standard capacitor.  

1). High Voltage applied to one of the phases and remaining phases are connected to 

body of stator Cg+2Cm. 

2). High Voltage to all the phases. 3Cg. 

  Cx = capacitance to be measured 

  Cn = standard capacitor 

   G = galvanometer 

        R3+S = variable resistance 

             C4 = variable capacitance 

              N = parallel step fixed resis. 

            R4 = standard resistor 

 Raise the transformer voltage to 0.2 Un 

         Where   Un = rated voltage of machine. 

Balance the Schering Bridge with proper selection (R3+s) and C4. And note down the 

values of C4 and R3+S 

 Take reading at 0.4Un, 0.6Un, 0.8Un and Un. 

           Cx = (Cn*R4*(R3+100))/(N*(R3+s) f 

   % tan  = (( *R4* C4)/10000)*100 

 C4 and Cn are in f 

 R3, R4 ,N and S are in  

7.4 ROUTINE TETSTS ON TURBO GENERATOR: 

MECHANICAL RUN AND MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATIONS AT RATED 

SPEED: 

The machine is rolled and run at rated speed after ensuring the bearing oil and kept at 

rated speed for stabilization of bearing temperatures. 

The vibrations are measured at rated speed on both the bearing housings in Horizontal, 

Vertical and Axial directions. 

The temperature of stator is monitored by monitoring RTDs embedded in core, tooth 

and winding. 
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The vibrations should be less than 5 microns and noise level should be in between 75-

90 db. 

SHORT CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for short circuit characteristic using current transformers and 

shorting the terminals as shown in fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and drive motor input voltage and current are noted 

and machine is excited gradually in steps, at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% rated current 

of machine (In). 

The excitation is reduced and cut off. The speed is reduced and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperature are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator winding temperature should be 

less than 60C) 

From the Short Circuit test, we will get copper losses. 

The short circuit characteristics is plotted from SCC results by selecting X-axis as field 

current and Y-axis as % rated current. 

OPEN CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for Open Circuit Characteristic as shown in the fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and the motor input voltage and current are noted and 

machine is excited gradually in steps, cat 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100%, 

105%, 110% and 120% of rated voltage of machine (En). 

At 100% rated voltage the following parameters are noted: 

Shaft voltage 

Checking of phase sequence 

Bearing vibration  

RTDs readings 

The excitation is reduced, cut off, the speed is reduced, and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperatures are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator core temperatures to be less 

than 60C. 

From the Open Circuit test, we will get Iron losses. 

The Open Circuit Characteristics is plotted on a graph paper from OCC results by 

selecting X-axis as field current and Y-axis as % rated voltage. 

MEASUREMENT OF SHAFT VOLTAGE: 



When the rotor shaft rotates inside the stator there will be some induced EMF will be 

developed inside the rotor. In addition, this voltage will go to the bearings and pedestal 

and to the earth as it is grounded and it will again come back to the pedestal, to the 

bearings through the earth. It will become a cyclic process. This voltage has to be 

reduced otherwise, the rotor will get heated. For this bearing pedestal is placed on, 

insulation called HGL. 

When the machine is under Open Circuit Characteristic testing shaft voltage is 

measured with multimeter and high input impedance AC voltmeter across the two ends 

of the rotor at 100% rated voltage. The shaft voltage should be as minimum as possible.  

CHECKING OF PHASE SEQUENCE: 

When the machine is under OCC condition at 100% rated voltage, phase sequence of 

generator is checked using a phase sequence indicator across PT. 

MEASUREMENT OF ROTOR IMPEDANCE (rotor inside stator): 

A variable 50 Hz A.C voltage of single phase is applied across the input leads and 

readings of voltage and current are noted down from 50v-200v in steps of 50V. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

  Z = V/I  

 WhereZ = impedance in ohms; 

           V = voltage in volts; 

            I = current in amps; 

Rotor Impedance is measured at standstill and at rated speed of the machine. 

The impedance of rotor at standstill and at rated speed is plotted as applied voltage v/ 

Impedance. 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE OS STATOR AND ROTOR 

WINDNGS BEFORE AND AFTER HIGH VOLTAGE TEST (machine at rest): 

Insulation Resistance of the stator and rotor windings is measured separately before and 

after high voltage test using Megger of 2500 V for stator & 1000 V for rotor windings. 

The Insulation Resistance values are taken at 15 sec and at 60 sec  

The ratio of insulation resistance at 15 sec and 60 sec is known as Absorption 

Coefficient. 

Absorption Coefficient = IR at 60/ IR at 15 

This Absorption Coefficient for High Voltage test should be 1.3 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST ON STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS(machine at rest): 
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The High Voltage is applied to winding by increasing gradually to required value and 

maintained for one minute and reduced gradually to minimum. The transformer is 

switched off and winding is discharged to earth by shorting the terminal to earth using 

earthing rod connected to earthed wire. The test is conducted on all the phases and rotor 

winding seperately. 

When High Voltage test is done on one phase winding, all other phase windings, rotor 

winding, instrumentation cables and stator body is earthed. 

High Voltage test levels: 

  Stator winding = (2 Ut + 1) kV 

  Rotor winding  = (10* Up) V 

 Where                 Ut = Rated voltage of the machine under test 

                  Up = Excitation voltage 

MEASUREMENT OF POLARISATION INDEX OF STATOR WINDING: 

In the measurement of the polarization index of stator winding, stator output terminals 

are subjected to 2.5 kV Megger for a duration of 1 minute and 10 minutes. And the 

respective insulation values are noted down. 

Polarization Index is the ratio of Insulation Resistance value at 10 min and Insulation 

Resistance value at 1 min. 

Polarization Index = Insulation resistance at 10/ Insulation resistance at 1 

The polarization index value should be greater than 2 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE OF STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS IN 

COLD CONDITION: 

 In cold condition means that measuring the D.C resistance of the stator and rotor 

windings before testing. 

D.C Resistance’s of stator and rotor windings are measured seperately using micro 

ohmmeter. The instrument terminals are connected to the machine terminals and proper 

range in the meter is selected. 

Variation in the values of D.C Resistance of 3 phases of stator windings up to 5% is 

acceptable.  

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCES AND INSULATION RESISTANCE OF 

RTDs: 

The D.C Resistance’s and insulation resistance’s of RTDs are measured using 

multimeter and Megger respectively. 

EVALUATION OF SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO: 



From the test data Short Circuit Ratio is calculated using the formula 

S.C.R= Field current at 100% Rated voltage from OCC/ Field current at 100% rated 

current from SCC. 

7.5 APPLICATIONS: 

 As the name implies Turbo-Generators are turbine driven generators. There are in 

reality at least three different classes of turbo-generators based on the motive that drives 

them. 

 

1. Gas Turbines drive the smallest class of turbo-generators. The motive force for these 

turbines is the burning of gaseous fuels. Because they can be started and stopped easily, 

they are used for a variety of intermittent applications including emergency power 

                                  

                                 FIG7.5.1: 18MW TURBO ALTERNATOR 

 

2. Steam Turbines drive much bigger turbo-generators. The steam is generated by a 

variety of methods including burning coal, nuclear power and geothermal energy. 

These types of turbo-generators supply the bulk of the electrical power in the US and 

other countries. 

                  

                             FIG 7.5.2: GLOBAL TURBO GENERATOR 
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3. The third class of Turbo-generator are powered by water turbines. Invented in the 

19th century water turbines are very efficient devices for extracting energy for moving 

water. They are used in virtually all hydro-electric power plants world wide.                 
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Abstract 

Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for nearly 

60% of the power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need 

minimum cost of infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power plant. 

Through their operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into 

existence due the large accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide employment 

to a large compared to any another plant. 

This project regard to the exclusive study on Vijayawada thermal power station. It 

gets into details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper 

operating of the plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute 

aspect to be considered for the successful operation of plant. 

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation of 

thermal plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants in 

India and a study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation of 

electric power. This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and the 

issues concerned for proper operation. 
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UNIT-I 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

 
1.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled 

to alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning 

of huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

1.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

(1) Rankin cycle. 
 

(2) Reheat cycle. 
 

(3) Regenerative cycle. 

 
1.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This 

crushed coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of 

hot and cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to 

air pre-heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature 

control. Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. 

Water from the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. 

Water from the drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water 

from the bottom rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and 
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density difference the water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly 

converted to steam is separated from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is 

sent to super heaters for super heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and 

the steam is super heater (540 degree centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine. 

1.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER: 

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high- 

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to 

the direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the 

turbine shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The 

stationary and moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many 

stages are necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with 

rings of moving blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high- 

pressure cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical 

energy. The steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating  

and enters into the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through 

another series of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the 

centre for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of 

turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

1.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the 
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magnetic field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the 

conductors are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is 

obtained from a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified 

into two types, namely static excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will 

be generated in circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated 

by a steam turbine at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the 

frequency of the electrical system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the 

speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to 

generate alternating current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

1.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

1.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy 

is known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover coupling Alternator 

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 
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Fig1 : Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig2 : LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT 

 

1.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

1.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 
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(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the 

underneath conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the 

hopper platform on the running conveyor. 

(ii)  

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per 

the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal 

bunkers each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six 

units is about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per 

day. 

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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UNIT-2 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

2.1. COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators 

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

 WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

 CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

 COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

 ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 
 

 DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 
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These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non- 

poisonous gases from the working area. 

 GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

2.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney. 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney. 

 SUPER HEATERS; 
 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 
 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the 

atmosphere by forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the 
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boiler furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the 

temperature of air used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 
 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are 

known as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the 

reaction and impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall 

turbine uses both. Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure 

stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 
 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from 

steam into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 
 

Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

2.3 INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash 

level, coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt 

meters, power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and 

maximum demand indicators etc. 

 
2.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles 

from flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 
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It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 
 

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

2.5 CHIMNEY 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere. 

 
 

2.6 COOLING TOWER; 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 
2.7 TRANSFORMER; 

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v. 
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UNIT-3 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION:- 

The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. 

Dr. NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left 

bank of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of 

dr. NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in  

AP. 

3.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

3.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type : Thermal power plant. 

Capacity : 1,760MW 

Units  :  7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel : main fuel and coal. 

Supporting : high speed diesel oil. 

3.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power : 210MW 

Current: 9000 amps 
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Voltage: 15.75KV 
 

 Power : 500 MW 

Current : 16166 amps 

Voltage  : 21.6KV 

 

 
3.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally 

concerned with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted 

into electrical energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the 

purpose of understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power 

cycle is explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 
 

 

 

Fig3 : block diagram 

 

 

3.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded 

there after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump 

this condensate is again fed into boiler. 
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The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers 

is to avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result 

in undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated 

without any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a 

boiler helps in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before 

these are passed out of the chimney. 

The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 
 

 

Fig4 :graph 

 

 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of 

about 166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater 
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steam also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from 

high velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 

 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE; 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of 

condensation apparatus. 

 
 

3.5.2 REHEAT CYCLE:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at 

some intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is 

provided in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine 

blade. It reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of 

the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 
 

3.5.3 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in 

the boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation 

temperature through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime 

mover. Since this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as 

regeneration. 

The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

3.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one 

boiler, one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of 

transport. The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills 

through conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which 

is called as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and 

transmit coal powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is 
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converted into heat energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air 

is supplied through forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water 

wall tubes that are located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of 

convection a radiation principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by 

absorbing heat energy. 

Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in 

the condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed 

pumps. Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is 

converted into electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are 

formed and they were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is 

around 800 degree centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre 

heating water, primary air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases 

along with ash are passed through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue 

gases at around 130 degree centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 
Fig5 : Layout of thermal power plant 

 
 

 

 

 
3.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 
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temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power 

plant is; 

Fig6 : unit over view 
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UNIT-4 

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS 

4.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor 

 Stacker re claimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air pre heater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

4.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below 

 

 
 

 

Fig7 : conveyer belt 
 

4.3 STACKER RECLAIMER:- 
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The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 

 
 

Fig8 : mechanical device for feeding coal 

 

 

4.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

 

 
 

4.4.1. Types of pulverisers:- 

(a) Ball and tube mill: 
 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for  

fine pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the 

water, is fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

(b) Ring and ball: 
 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies. 

Coal is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and 

is ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and 

lower rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. 

The size of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is 
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determined by a classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W 

(Babcock and Wilcox). 

 

 
4.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below 

 
 

Fig9 : layout of boiler 

 

 
 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of 

combustion are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the 

boiler to steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam 

pressure and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in 

steam into mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a 

heating medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical 

work, which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are 

sometimes used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy 

and suitable thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is; 
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4.6. CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 
 

4.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 
 

In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the 

tubes are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube 

boilers. So they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are 

not possible, maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large 

quantity of water in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is 

generally wet, economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

Fig10 : fire tube boiler 

 
 

4.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 
 

In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums. Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible 

and can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 
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weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

4.7. HEATER:- 
 

Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the  

steam is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, 

as well as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube 

banks arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified 

as convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in 

the below diagram. 

 

 
 

 
Fig11 : external shape of super heater 

 

 

 

4.8 SUPER HEATER:- 
 

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses 

some of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this 

inter mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the 

high pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine 

where the heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

4.9 CONDENSER: 
 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 
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which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short 

supply an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more 

expensive and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less 

effective) as a surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam 

from steam turbine to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the 

form of pure water, otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as 

boiler feed water. 

 

 
 

Fig12 : condenser 

4.10 COOLING TOWER: 
 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device  

in which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the 

water is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 
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Fig13 : Cooling tower 
 

Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed 

for producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. 

The other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process 

and is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air- 

cooled heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air 

circulation through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling 

process generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling 

towers. 

Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity 

of water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or 

dry-bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are 

rarely experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for 

specific installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with 

design conditions. 

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 
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4.11 ECONOMIZER:- 
 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and 

utilize for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in 

between the exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results 

in saving coal consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs 

extra investment and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used 

in all modern plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed 

between two headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the 

other. The flue gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 

 
4.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 

 

 
 

 

Fig14 : Air preheater 

 
The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, 

and reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the 
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chimney or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. 

It also allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, 

regulations) for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static 

precipitator. 

4.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 
 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly 

collector plates. Also known as precipitator. The process depends on two steps. In the first 

stream the suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where 

ionization of the gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer 

on the an electric charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign 

and are deposited on the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon 

would be more correctly designated as electrode position from the gas phase. 

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range. 

 

 
 

Fig15: electrostatic precipitator 
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4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

4.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the 

hot gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The 

space inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives 

and ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys. 

 
 

Fig16 : chimney 

 

 
The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

4.15.GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 
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in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to 

rotating machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 
 

Fig17 : Alternator 

 
4.16 TRANSFORMER:- 

It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage 

devices (door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so 

that electric power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through 

electromagnetic induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. 

The secondary voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the 

number of turns in the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 
 

 

Fig18 : Transformer 
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Fig19 : schematic diagram of transformer 

 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 
4.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:- 

In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 

4.17.1 Instrumentation and control :- 
 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 
 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

(i)  Scanners:- 
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The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

Fig20 : Scanners 
 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 
 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal 

pipelines, and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 

 
 

Fig21 : Thremocoupler 

(iii) Pressure gauge:- 
 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 
 

(iv) No coal flap:- 
 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when 

load exceeds to the maximum value. 

(v) Load cell:- 
 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 
 

(vi) Tachometer:- 
 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 
 

4.17.2 Control valves:- 
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(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve. 
 

Fig22 : Solenoid Valve 
 

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o Electrical Valve. 

o Pneumatic Valve : It works with water. 

o Hydraulic Valve : It works with Oil. 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve. 

 HPVC - High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC - Boil valve control room. 

 TVC - Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV – Heavy oil nossil valve. 

4.18. Coal handling plant:- 

Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

4.18.1. Crusher house:- 
 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv)Crusher hose floor 
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Fig 23 :The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure 

 

 
The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

They are: 
 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 
 

4.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, 

FD fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 

(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air pre heater 
 

4.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 
 

1. Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2. Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 

4.19.2 Boiler components: 
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1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 
 

4.19.3 Ball mill :- 
 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

The mill air/coal flow diagram is 
 

 

 

 

Fig24 : Flow Chart of mill air/coal 
 

4.19.4 Fans :- 
 

(i) Primary air fan : 
 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 
 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 
 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 
 

(iii) Induced draught fan : 
 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces. 
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4.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing 

ESP for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 

 
 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 
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electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is 

applied between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting 

electrodes which are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between 

rows of collecting and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, 

which causes the particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get 

deposited on them. The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides. 

 Emitting Electrodes :- 

These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

4.21. Turbine maintenance:- 

This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, 

condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is 
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Fig25 : Turbine 

 

 
 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 

heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The 

condenser water collects in hot well. 

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with 

varying pressure. 

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 

The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line. 

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be 

done to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. 

Thus LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is 

sucked into condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The 

temperature is around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a 

pressure -0.9 kg/cm2. 
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The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam 

flows through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig26 : conversion of heat energy to mechanical via steam 

Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine. 

 

 

 
4.22 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc. 

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction. 

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 
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(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it 

will be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external 

diagram of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for 

sectionalisation. The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will 

be kept changed and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem 

with its breaker. Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be 

bypass breaker also to serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on 

to the bypass bus. The layout of switch yard is 

 

Fig27 : Switch yard layout 

 

 
 

4.23 ALTERNATOR FAULTS:- 
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4.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator. 

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

4.23.1.1 STATOR WINDING FAULTS; 

These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 

The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault 

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

4.24 Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 

3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

4.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 
 

These are classified into three types 

They are 

1. Class-c: All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a: All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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UNIT-5 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 

 
5.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages : 6 

Quantity of water : 350 T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump : 5830 kg 

Motor output : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage : 6.6 kV 

Current : 421 Amps 

Speed : 1483 rpm 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Power factor : 0.914 

5.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q) : 28/ m/hr 

H : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity : 225 kW 

Speed : 1489 RPM 

Voltage : 6.6 KV 

Current : 25.5 Amps 

Phase : 3- 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Type of connection : (Star) 

5.3 Fans ratings 

5.3.1 PA fan motor details :- 

Type : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity : 1250 KW 

Speed : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage : 6600 V 

Stator current : 132 A 

Ambient temperature : 500 C 

Type of connection : (Star, star) 
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Phase : 3- 

Frequency : 50 HZ 

Power factor : 0.88 

Weight of motor : 7750 kg 

Duty : continuous 

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity : 750 kW 

Speed : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage : 6,600 V 

Stator current : 86.3 A 

Type of motor : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection :  (star, star) 

Phase : 3- 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Power factor : 0.875 

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type : 1K120m63 

Type of motor : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity : 1300 kW 

Phase : 3- 

Stator voltage : 6,600 V 

Stator current : 140.5 A 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Speed : 740 RPM 

Type of connection :  (Star, star) 

Weight of motor : 13000 kg 

Duty : continuous 

Anti Condensation Data:- 

Voltage : 240 v DC or 1- 

Power : 0.6 KW 

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure : 150 kg/cm2
 

C 
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5.5 NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Main steam temperature : 

Full load steam flow : 

No. of extractions : 

No. of stages Hot : 

5350C 

641 T/hr 

6 

1 x 25 

IPT : 2 x 20 

LPT : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine : 480 tones 

Frequency band : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height : 661.4 mm 

Overall length : 16.175 metres 

Width : 10.6 metres 

 
Rated data 

 
Turbo 

 
Main 

 
Pilot 

And generator exciter exciter 

Out puts    

Apparent 247 KVA - 15KVA 

Power (KVA)    

Active power 500 MW 832 - 

Current 9.054 KA 2600 A 4gA 

Voltage 15.75 KV+ 320 v 220v+22v 

 
787.5 v 

  

Frequency 50Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 

Power factor 0.85 - - 

Inner connection YY - - 

Of stator winding    

H2 pressure 2 bar - - 

Continuous    

Permissible  - - 

Constant    

UN balanced loan 8%   

Rated field current 2080 A - - 

For rated output    

Rated field voltage 270 v   
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NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR 

 
 

5.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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UNIT-6 

CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the 

our collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand 

experience. At Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also 

programming knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, 

CAM, EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of 

areas regarding power generation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy related  in 

fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its first plant was set 

up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment industry in India, a dream 

that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track record of performance. It has been 

earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores 

with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 –  2003. 

 Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country.The production of 

electrical energy and its per capital consumption is deemed as an index of the standard of living 

in a nation in the present day civilization.Development of heavy or large scale industries, as well 

as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., totally depend on electric power 

resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and means to supply required power at 

cheapest rate. The per captial consumption on average in the world is around 1200KWH. The 

figure is very low for our country and we have to still go head in power generation to provide a 

descent standard of living for people. The need for immediate increase in the country’ s power  

production in vital. So, we have to utilize the available resources in better possible manner.      

An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical  energy  to  electrical energy. 

The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through a magnetic 

field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends upon the 

length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between the conductor 

and the magnetic field, and strength of the field. The  direction of polarity of the induced e.m.f is 

such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the conductor produced by it 

tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f.  In AC generator the stator holds the 

armature winding and rotor blocks up the field winding. In generator, the armature is stationary, 

the field is rotating. For  the rotating magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply 

to the rotor  winding of a Turbo generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as 

excitation.  As  the name suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The 

excitation is supplied  using a  DC machine  called  exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the 

same shaft. 
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                                                  CHAPTER - 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 
                              

           Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country. The 

production of electrical  energy and its per – capital consumption is deemed as an index of 

the standard of living in a nation in the present day civilization. Development of heavy or 

large scale industries,  as well as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., 

totally depend on electric power resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and 

means to supply required power at cheapest rate. The percaptia consumption on average in 

the world is around 1200KWH. The figure is very low for our country and we have to still go 

head in power generation to provide a descent standard of living for people. The need for 

immediate increase in the country’ s power  production in vital. So, we have to utilize the 

available resources in better possible manner.       

          An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical energy to electrical 

energy. The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through 

a magnetic field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends 

upon the length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between 

the conductor and the magnetic field, and the strength of the field. The  direction of polarity 

of the induced e.m.f is such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the 

conductor produced by it tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f. 

               In AC generator the stator holds the armature winding and rotor blocks up the field 

winding. In generator, the armature is stationary,the field is rotating. For  the rotating 

magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply to the rotor  winding of a Turbo 

generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as excitation.  As  the name 

suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The excitation is supplied  

using a DC machine called exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the same shaft. 

 

 1.1 BHEL - AN OVER VIEW: 

  

BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy  

Related  in fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its  

first plant was set up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment  

industry in India, a dream that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track 

record of performance. It has been earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a 



sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 –  

2003. 

BHEL caters to core sectors of the Indian Economy Viz., Power Generation & Transmission, 

Industry, Transportation, Telecommunication, Renewable Energy, Defence etc., The wide 

network of BHEL’ S 14 manufacturing divisions, four Power Sector regional centers, eight 

service centers and 18 regional offices and a large number of project sites spread all over 

India and abroad enables the company to promptly serve its customers and provide them with 

suitable products, systems and services efficiently and at competitive prices. BHEL has 

already attained  ISO 9000 and all the major units/divisions of BHEL have been 

upgraded to the latest ISO-9001: 2000 version quality standard version quality standard 

certification for quality management. BHEL has secured ISO 14001 certification for 

environmental management systems and OHSAS –  18001 certification for occupational 

health and safely management systems for its major units/ division 

1.2 POWER GENERATION: 

 Power Generation Sector comprises of thermal, gas, hydro and nuclear power  plant 

business. As of 31.3.2003, BHEL supplied sets account for nearly 68,854 MW or 65% of the 

total installed capacity of 1,06,216 MW in the country, as against Nil till  1969-70. 

BHEL has proven turnkey capabilities for executing power projects from concept to 

commissioning. It processes the technology and capability to produce thermal sets with super 

critical parameters up to 1000 MW unit rating and gas turbine generator sets of up 250 MW 

units rating. Co-generation and combined cycle plants have been introduced to achieve higher 

plant efficiencies t. To make efficient use of the high ash content coal available in India, 

BHEL also supplies circulating fluidized bed combustion boilers for thermal plants. 

The company manufactures 220/235/5.00 MW nuclear turbine generator sets. Custom made 

hydro sets of Francis, Pelton and Kaplan types for different head discharge combinations are 

also engineered and manufactured by BHEL. 

In all, orders for approximately 800 utility sets of thermal, hydro, gas and nuclear have were 

placed on the company as on date. The power plant equipment manufactured by BHEL is 

based on contemporary technology comparable with the best in the world and is also 

internationally competitive. 

The Company has proven expertise in Plant Performance Improvement through renovation, 

modernization and up rating of a variety of power plant equipment, besides specialized know 

how of residual life assessment, health diagnostics and life extension of plants. 
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1.3 TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION (T&D): 

BHEL offers wise ranging products and systems for T&D applications. Products 

manufactured include: Power transformers, instrument transformers, dry type transformers, 

series & shunt reactors, capacitor banks, vacuum & SF circuit breakers, gas insulated 

switchgears, energy meters, SCADA systems and insulators. 

A strong engineering base enables the company to undertake turnkey delivery of substations 

up to 400 KV level, series compensation systems (For increasing power transfer capability of 

transmission lines and improving system stability and voltage regulation), shunt 

compensation systems and HVDC systems (for economic transfer of bulk power). BHEL has 

indigenously developed the state of the art controlled shunt reactor (for reactive power 

management on long transmission lines), Presently, 1400 kV Facts (Flexible AC 

Transmission system) project is under execution. The company undertakes comprehensive 

projects to reduce AT Closes in distribution   Systems.       

1.4 INDUSTRIES: 

 BHEL is a major contribution of equipment and systems to industries: cement, sugar, 

fertilizer, refineries, petrochemicals, paper, oil and gas, metallurgical and other process 

industries. The range of systems & equipment supplied includes: captive power plants, co-

generation plants, DG power plants industrial steam turbines, industrial boilers and 

auxiliaries, waste heat recovery boilers, gas turbine, heat exchangers and pressure vessels, 

centrifugal compressors, electrical machine, pumps, valves, seamless steel tubes, electrostatic 

precipitators, fabric filters, reactors, fluidized bed combustion boilers, process controls and 

material handling systems. 

The company is a major producer of large –  size thruster devices. It also supplies digital 

distributed control systems for process industries and control & instrumentation systems for 

power plant and industrial application. BHEL is the only company in INDIA with the 

capability to make simulators for power plants, defense and other applications. The company 

has commenced manufacture of large desalination plants to help augment the supply of 

drinking water to people.  

1.5 TRANSPORTATION: 

 BHEL is involved in the development design,engineering marketing production,installation, 

maintenance and after-sales services of rolling stocks and traction propulsion systems. In the 

area of rolling stock, BHEL manufactures electric locomotives  up to 5000  HP, diesel 



electrical locomotives from 350 HP to 3100 HP, both for mainline  and shunting duty 

application. 

 BHEL is also producing rolling stock for special application viz., overhead cars, special well 

wagon, rail-cum-road vehicle etc.., Besides traction pro passion systems for in-house use. 

 BHEL manufactures traction propulsion systems for other  rolling stock produce of electric 

locomotives, diesel-electric locomotives, electrical multiple unit &metro car .The electric & 

diesel traction equipment on Indian Railways are largely powered by electrical propulsion 

systems produced by BHEL.  BHEL also undertakes retrofitting &overhauling of rolling 

stock. In the area of urban transportation system, BHEL is geared up to turnkey execution of 

electric trolley bus systems, light rail systems, etc. BHEL also diversifes in the area of port 

handling equipment & pipelines transportation system. 

1.6 TELECOMMUNICATION: 

BHEL also caters to telecommunication sector by way of small, medium and large switching 

systems. 

1.7 RENEWABLE  ENERGY: 

 Technologies that can be offered by BHEL for exploiting non-conventional and renewable 

sources of energy include: wind electric generators, solar photovoltaic systems, stand-alone 

& grid –  interactive solar power plants, solar heating systems, solar lanterns and battery-

powered road vehicles. The Company has taken up R&D efforts for development of multi-

junction amorphous silicon solar cells and fuel based systems. 

1.8 OIL & GAS: 

BHEL is a major contribution to the Oil and Gas sector industry in the country. BHEL  

product range includes Deep Drilling Oil Rigs, Mobile Rigs, Work Over Rigs, Well Heads 

and X-Mas Trees, Choke and Kill Manifolds, Full Bore Gate valves, Mud valves, Mud-line 

suspension system, Casing support system, sub sea well Heads, block valves, seamless pipes 

Motors, compressors, Heat Exchangers etc. BHEL is the single largest supplier of well 

Heads, X- mass Trees and Oil Rings to ONGC and OIL. 

1.9 INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS: 

          BHEL is one of the largest exporters of engineering products & services from India 

ranking among the major power plant equipment suppliers in the world Over the years, 

BHEL has established its references in about 60 countries around the world from the United 
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States in the West to New Zealand in the Far East. These references encompass almost the 

entire product range of BHEL covering turnkey power projects of thermal, hydro and gas 

based types substation projects, rehabilitation projects, besides a wide variety of products like 

transformers ,valves, well head equipment, insulators, switchgears heat exchangers castings 

and forgings, centrifugal compressor, photovoltaic cells & panels etc. Apart from over 1100 

MW of boiler capacity contributed in Malaysia, and execution of five prestigious power 

projects in Oman, some of the other major successes achieved by the company have been in 

China, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Egypt, Bangladesh, Azerbaijan, Sri 

Lanka, Iraq, Kazakhistan, Indonesia, Taiwan etc. 

The company has been successful in meeting the ever increasing customer’ s requirements in 

terms of complexity of the works as well as technological quality and other requirements viz., 

associated O & M, financing packages, extended warranties etc., BHEL has proved its 

capability to undertake projects on fast track basis. The company has been successful in 

meeting varying needs of industry, be it captive power plants, utility power generation or for 

the oil sector requirements. Execution of overseas projects has also provided BHEL the 

experience of working with world-renowned Consulting Organizations and Inspection 

Agencies. In addition to demonstrated capability to undertake turnkey projects on its own, 

BHEL possesses the requisite flexibility to interface and complement with international 

companies for large projects by supplying complementary equipment and meeting their 

production needs for intermediate as well as finished products. 

1.10 TECHNOLOGY UP GRADATION, RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT: 

To remain competitive and meet customer’ s expectations, BHEL lays great emphasis 

on the continuous up gradation of products and related technologies, and development of new 

products. The company has upgraded its products to contemporary levels through continuous 

in house efforts as well as through acquisition of new technologies from leading engineering 

organizations of the world. 

           The Corporate R & D Division at Hyderabad, spread over a 140-acre complex, leads 

BHEL’ s research efforts in a number of areas of importance to BHEL’ s product range 

Research and product development centers at each of the manufacturing divisions play a 

complementary role. 

 BHEL’ s investment in R&D is amongst the largest in the corporate sector in India. Products 

developed in-house during the last five years contributed over 7% to the revenues in 2002-03. 

BHEL has introduced, in the recent past, several stage of the art products: Low Nix oil/gas 

burners, large capacity atmospheric fluidized bed combustion boilers, high efficiency pelt on 



hydro turbines, petroleum depot automation systems, 36 kv gas insulated sub stations, 

controlled shunt Reactors (CSR) and Performance Analysis, Diagnostics and optimization 

(ADO) package for power plants etc., The company has also transferred a few technologies 

developed in house to other Indian companies for commercialization. 

The company is also engaged in research in futuristic areas, such as application of 

super conducting materials in power generation and industry and fuel dells for distributed 

environment-friendly power generation. 

1.11 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE: 

BHEL, as envisioned to becoming “  A world –  Class innovative, competitive and 

profitable engineering enterprise, providing total business solutions.”  For realizing this 

vision, continuous development and growth of the 47,000 strong highly skilled and motivated 

people making the organization, is the only MANTRA. 

Human Resource Development Institute (HRDI), the Corporate Training Institute of 

the company in association with the Advanced Technical Education Center (ATEC) in 

Hyderabad and the human Resource Development Center at the units, is responsible for the 

total Human Resource Development of the Company. Further, Competency 

Development/Assessment Center for Senior Executives is taken up by HRDI 

1.12 HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT: 

BHEL, as an integral part of business performance and in its endeavor of being a 

world class organization and sharing the growing global concern on issues related to 

Environment, Occupational Health and Safety, is committed to protecting Environment in 

and around its own establishment and to providing safe and healthy working environment to 

all its employees.For fulfilling these obligations, Corporate Policies have been formulated as: 

Environmental Policy: 

Compliance with  applicable Environmental Legislation/Regulation. 

Continual Improvement in EnvironmentManagement Systems to protect our natural 

environment and Control pollution. 

Promotion of activities for  conservation of resources by Environmental Management. 

Enhancement of Environmental Awareness amongst employees, customers and suppliers. 

 

BHEL will also assist and co-operate with the concerned Government Agencies and 

Regulatory Bodies engaged in environmental activities, offering the Company’ s capabilities 

in this field.  
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Occupational Health and Safety Polity: 

Compliance with applicable Legislation and Regulations. 

 

Setting objectives and targets to eliminate/control / minimize risks due to  

Occupational and Safety Hazards. 

 

Appropriate structured training of employees on Occupational Health and Safety. 

 (OH & S) aspects: 

Formulation and maintenance of OH & S Management programs for continual improvement. 

Periodic  review of OH&S policy to all employees and interested parties. 

The major units of BHEL have already earned international recognition by 

implementation of ISO 14001 Environmental Management System and OHSAS 18001 

Occupational Health & Safety Management system. 

In pursuit of these Policy requirements, BHEL will continuously strive to improve 

work practices in the light of advances made in technology and new understandings in 

Occupational Health, Safety and Environmental Science. 

1.13 PARTICIPATION IN THE “ GLOBAL COMPACT’ ’  OF THE 

UNITED NATIONS: 

     The Global Compact is a partnership between the United Nations, the business 

community, international labour and NOGs. It provides a forum for them to work together 

and improve corporate practices through co-operation rather than confrontation. BHEL has 

joined the Global Compact of United Nations and has committee to support it and the set of 

core values enshrined in its nine principles: 

Principles of the Global Compact: 

Human Rights: 

 Business should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human 

rights and  

Make sure they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 

1. Labour Standards 

2. Business should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the 

right to collective bargaining. 

 

3. The elimination of all forms of forces.  

4. Compulsory labour. 

5. The effective abolition of child labour. 



6.            Eliminate discrimination. 

Environment: 

7. Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges. 

 

8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility  

 
9. Encourage the development and diffusion of environment-friendly technologies. 

 

By joining the Global Compact, BHEL would get a unique opportunity of net working with 

corporates and sharing experience relating to social responsibility on global basis. 

1.14 SYNOPSUIS:- 

 Maximum  percentage  of total power generation  is obtained by conventional  power plant. 

Of   these  steam,  diesel  &  gas turbine power plant  are high speed systems & here always  

three phase alternator  are  only used.                                                                                                  

            In such alternators, insulation  plays  a vital   role  of  these insulation  types, 

resin poor thermosetting  types of  (VPI) of  insulation is preferred  as its life  period is above 

500 years & as  its posses  good  mechanical , thermal  properties & dielectric strength  as the  

quantity  of resin  (the insulating material ) used  here is  less , so the overall   cost   reduces.   

In our project, we have a detail study of the design and manufacturing of TURBO 

GENERATOR & its performance is assessed. 

 

 

CHAPTER  - 2 

ELECTRICAL MACHINES 
 

Machine acts as a generator converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy.                  

The machine, which acts as a motor, converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The 

basic principle of rotating machine remains the same i.e. 

         “  FARADAY’ S  LAWS OF ELECTRO MAGNETIC INDUCTION” . 

Faraday’ s first law states that whenever conductor cuts magnetic flux, dynamically induced 

EMF is produced. This EMF causes a current flow if the circuit is closed. 

Faraday’ s second law states that EMF induced in it, is proportional to rate of change of flux. 

       e = -N d/dt 
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EMF induced will oppose both the flux and the rate of change of flux. 

 In the case of AC generators the armature winding is acts as stator and the field winding acts 

as rotor.  

Efficiency of a machine is equal to the ratio of output to input 

  = Output / input   = Output / output + losses 

To increase the efficiency of any machine we must decrease the losses, but losses are 

inevitable. There are different types of losses that occur in a generator.  

They are broadly divided into 2 types 

 (1) Constant losses  

                  (a)   Iron losses                                              

                  (b)  Friction and windage losses (air friction losses).   

 (2)  Variable losses 

           (a)   Copper losses 

 Electrical machines are of two types AC machines & DC machines. AC machines are 

divided into single-phase AC machines and polyphase AC machines 

3 Phase AC machines are divided into 

1. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  Synchronous Generators (or) Alternators are those in which  the speed of 

the rotor and flux are in synchronism 

2. ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  These are the machines in which the flux speed and rotor speed will not 

be the same. 

                          Ex: Induction motors. 

Inherently all the machines are AC machines. AC or DC depends   upon the flow of current 

in the external circuit.  

 Synchronous generators can be classified into various types based on   the medium used for  

generation. 

 1. Turbo-Alternators Steam (or) Gas 

      2. Hydro generators 

             3. Engine driven generators 

(1) Flux carrying parts 

(2) Load carrying parts 

(3)  In large synchronous machines the stator have the load carrying parts, i.e. 

armature and the  rotor has the flux carrying parts i.e.; field winding. 



  Iron losses are also called as magnetic losses and core losses. They are broadly divided into        

(1) Hystersis losses  

(2) Eddy current losses 

These losses occur in the stator core. 

Copper losses occur in both stator and rotor winding. 

The general efficiency of a synchronous generator is 95-98 

The main parts in a synchronous-generator are  

STATOR, ROTOR, EXCITATION SYSTEM, COOLING SYSTEM, INSULATION 

SYSTEM, BEARINGS. 

 

 

FIG 2.1: CONSTRUCTION  OF TURBO ALTERNAOR 

 

CHAPTER –  3 

STATOR 
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FIG 3.1: CONSTRUCTION OF  STATOR 

 

 

3.1  Stator frame  

3.2  Stator core 

3.3  Stator windings 

 

3.1   STATOR   FRAME:                   

                    The stator frame is horizontally split type and welded construction and 

supports the lamination core and the winding. Both the air duct pieces and welded radial ribs 

provide for rigidly to the stator frame. 

 Two things are provided to the stator frame to support the stator on the 

foundation. The stator firmly fixed to the foundation plates with bolt through the feet. 

3.2  STATOR   CORE: 

 The stator core is made up of stacked insulation electrical sheet steel lamination with 

a low loss index and suspended in the stator  frame  from insulated   rectangular guide bars. 

Axial compression of the stator core is obtained by clamping fingers, pressure plates and non 

magnetic clamping bolts, which are regulated from the core. The clamping finger ensures a 

uniform clamping pressure, especially within the range of  the  teeth and  provided for 

uniform intensive cooling of stator core ends  

The purpose of the stator core is two ways: 



1. Support the winding Carries the flux 

So, the selection of material for building up of core plays a vital role. The losses i.e.; 

magnetic losses are mainly two types. 

1. Hysterisis Losses: Due to the residual magnetism in the material 

Eddy Current Losses: Due to the EMF produced in the core of the stator.  In order to 

minimize the Hysterisis losses silicon alloyed steel sheets are used for building up of 

core. The sheets has the following composition, 

    Steel                 - 95.5% 

    Silicon              -4% 

    Impurities         -0.2% 

The sheets are 4% Silicon Alloyed COLD ROLLED NON-GRAIN ORIENTED SHEETS 

(CRNGO). To reduce the Eddy Current Losses, the core is build up of 0.5mm thickness 

laminations, which are insulated from each other. The sheets are insulated by CLASS-B 

type of varnish. 

3.3  STATOR   WINDING: 

 The  stator winding is a fractional  pitch two layer type, it consisting of individual bars.  The 

bars are located in slots of rectangular cross section which are uniformly distributed on the 

circumference of the stator core. In order  to minimize losses, the bars are compared of 

separately  insulated strands which are exposed to 360.degrees transposing. To minimize the 

stator losses in the winding, the strands of the top and bottom bars  are separately brazed and 

insulated  from each other inserted into the slots and series connected such that two coils 

groups from one pole. Each coil consists of several connected turns, each of which consists of 

two  half turns  which are connected by brazing in the end section. The individual turns of the 

coils are insulated against each other, the layer insulation L-shaped strips of lamination  

epoxy glass fiber with nomex filler are used for slot insulation. The slot  wedges are made of 

high electrical  conductivity material and thus act as damper  winding. At their ends the slots 

wedges are short  circuited through  the rotor body. 

The centrifugal  forces of the rotor end  winding are contained by single  piece of non 

magnetic high strengthen steel in order to reduce stray losses, each retaining rings with its 

shrinks fitted  insert ring is shrunk into the rotor body in an overhang position. The  retaining 

rings is secured in  the axial position by a snap ring.  

The three-phase stator winding is a fractional pitch two-layer type consisting of individual 

bars; each stator slot accommodates two bars.It is a double layer lap winding with 60o phase 
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spread fractional Windings are used to reduce higher order harmonics and pitch of the 

winding is so Selected that 5th and 7th harmonics are greater reduced. 

The slot bottom bars and top bars are displaced form each other by one winding pitch and 

connected at their ends to form coil groups. The coil groups are connected together with 

phase connectors inside the stator frame. This arrangement and shape of the bars at the results 

in a cone shaped winding having particularly favorable characteristics both in respect of its 

electrical properties and resistance of only one turn insulation and main insulation identical. 

                     Stator core received after the core assembly is checked for the availability of 

foreign matter, so coil projections are checked in each slot.HGL drift is passed in each and 

every slot to detect bottom core projections. Winding holders are adopted and binding rings 

are assembled on both sides. The HGL binding rings are centered to the core and then bottom 

bars are laid. Each bar is pressed with a pressing fixture to obtain specified dimensions. By 

adopting this above procedure the entire bottom bars are laid in respective slots. After 

completing of bottom bar layer reinforcing the overhang portion by tying with nipping glass 

sleeve.  

              Temporary wedging is carried out, HV testing is done and then stiffeners are 

assembled. Top bars are laid by pressing each bar with a pressing fixture and all the bars are 

laid in respective slots. In between top and bottom bars HGL spacers are kept. And then top 

bars are tested.Individual eye jointing and bracing is carried out. Then after eyes jointing 

individual eyes are insulated with fine mica tape. After completion of eyes jointing connector 

rings are assembled & connected as per drawing and three neutral and three phases terminal 

are terminated out. Once again HV test is carried out before sending the stator to 

impregnation.     

 

CHAPTER - 4 

ROTOR 

                                                                

 

4.1 ROTOR: 

 The rotor shaft is forged from a vacuum degassed steel ingot. Comprehensive test 

ensures adherence to the specified mechanical and magnetic properties as well as a 

homogeneous forging. 



            The rotor consists of electrically active portion and two shafts ends. An integrally 

forged flange coupling to connect the rotor to the turbine is located out board of the bearing. 

 Approximately 60% of the rotor circumference is provided with longitudinally slots, 

which hold the field windings slot pitch is selected so that the two solid poles are displayed 

by 180 degrees. 

 Due to the non-uniform slot distribution is on the circumference, different moments of 

inertia are obtained in the main axis of the rotor. This in turn causes varying shaft deflections 

at twice the system frequency. To reduce these vibrations the deflections in the direction of 

the poles axis and neutral axes are equalized by the transverse slotting of the poles. 

  The rotor teeth at the ends of the rotor body are provided with axial and radial holes 

enabling the cooling air to be discharged into the air gap after intensive cooling of the end 

windings. 

4.2 ROTOR WINDINGS CONSTRUCTION:  

            The field winding consists of several series connected coils inserted into the 

longitudinal slots of the rotor body the coils are wound so that, two poles are obtained. 

 The solid conductors have a rectangular cross-section and are provided with axial 

slots for radial discharge of the cooling gas. All conductors have identical copper and cooling 

duct cross-section. 

 The individual conductors are bent to obtain half after insertion into rotor slots. These 

turns are combined of from full turns the series connected turns of one slot constitute one coil 

the individual coils of the rotor winding are electrically series connected so that one north and 

one south magnetic pole are obtained. 

4.3 VENTILATION CONSUME & 90 BENDING: 

           First the conductors are checked for their quality and ventilation holes are punched and 

they are checked for burr. Then edge wise bending is made. The conductors are bent more 

than 90o so that it will sustain spring back effect. Debugging ventilation slots by relevant 

tools.  

4.4 ANNEALING: 

 Then the conductors are heated and pressed at the bending so that the cross section of the 

conductors will be maintained equal through out. This process is called annealing. 

4.5 DOVETAIL PUNCHING&WINDOW DIMENSION: 

          A small portion near the bend is removed so that it does not cause any damage to the 

insulation trough while lying in the slots. This process is called relief filing. Then dovetail 
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punching is made which provides good brazing process when two conductors are joined. 

Window dimensions for the conductors are checked. The dimension of the window decreases 

from top to bottom conductors. 

4.6 CLEANING: 

 Then the conductors are cleaned with thinner (acetone) and then air-dry varnish is applied. 

Then keeping the conductors on a dummy rotor makes radial bending. For the conductors 

away from the poles prebrazing is done.  

4.7  CONDUCTOR MATERIAL:  

The conductors are made with silver content of approximately 0.1% as compared to the 

electrolytic copper; silver alloyed copper features high strength properties at high 

temperatures so that coil deformations due to thermal stresses are eliminated. 

             Insulation: The insulation between the individual terms is made of layer of glass fiber 

laminate with numex filler. 

 

Characteristics of copper to be used are: 

Density                                                                     8900kg/m3 

Melting point                                                            1083 

Thermal conductivity  w/m-oc                                  350 

Coefficient of thermal expansion at 20 oc/oc           16.7x10-6 

Resistively   ohm -m                                                 0.01724x10-5 

Resistance temperature coefficient at 20oc, -1oc      0.00393 

Specific heat    J/kgoc                                                390 

 

Arrangements of insulation in laying of copper in the slots: 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in straight part. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang before bend. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex at bends 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang after bend. 

 Shellac varnish P-80 & Insulating troughs. 

         The connections for the coils on both the poles will be as follows:       

 

                                 Pole 1   TS        pole 2    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    ES 

                               (+)                                         (-) 

Location of parts in rotor winding: 

4.8 ROTOR SLOT WEDGES:  

To protect the winding against the effects of the centrifugal force the winding is firmly 

secured in the slots with wedges. They are made from an alloy featuring high strength 

and good electrical conductivity and are also as damper winding bars the slot wedges 

extend below the shrink seats of the retaining rings the ring acts as short circuit in the 

damper windings. 

4.9 END WINGING SPACING:  

 The spaces between the individual coils in end windings are filled with insulating 

members the insulating members prevent coil movements and are used for intensive cooling 

of the rotor end windings. 

4.10 ROTOR RETAINING RINGS:  

 The rotor retaining rings balance the centrifugal force due to the end windings. One 

`end of each rings is shrunk on the rotor body while the other end of the ring overhangs the 

end winding without contacting on the shaft this ensures an unobstructed shaft direction of 

the end winding. 

 The shrunk on the hub at the free end of the retaining ring serves to reinforce the 

retaining ring and secures the end winding in the axial direction at the same time. A snap ring 

is provided for additional against axial displacement of the retaining ring. To reduce the stray 

losses and have high strength the rings are made up of non-magnetic cold worked materials. 

Comprehensive test such as ultrasonic examinations and liquid penetrate examination ensures 

adherence to the specified mechanical properties the retaining ring shrink-fit areas. These act 
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as short circuit rings to the induced currents in the damper system to ensure low contact 

resistance the shrink seats of the retaining rings are coated with nickel aluminum and silver 

by a three step spraying process. 

4.11 FIELD CONNECTIONS:  

The field connections provide electrical connections between the rotor winding brush less 

exciters. 

4.12 TERMINAL LUG:  

The terminal lug of a copper conductor of rectangular cross-section one end of the terminal 

lug is braced to the rotor winding while the other end is screwed to the radial bolt. 

4.13 RADIAL BOLT:  

The field current lead located in the shaft bore is connected to the terminal lug at the end 

winding through a radial bolt. The radial bolt is made from steel and screwed into the field 

current lead in the shaft before. 

4.14 FIELD CURRENT LEAD IN SHAFT BORE:  

The leads are run in the axial directions from the radial bolt to the end of the rotor. They 

consist of two semicircular conductors insulated from each other by an intermediate plate and 

from the shaft by a tube. 

4.15 ROTOR FAN: 

 The generator cooling air is circulated by two axial fans located on the shaft at both end two 

augment the cooling or the rotor winding the pressure established by the fan works in 

conjunction with the air expelled from the discharged along the rotor. The moving blades of 

the fan have threaded roots for being screwed into the rotor shaft the blades are dropped 

forged from an aluminum alloy the threaded root fastening permits the blade angle to be 

adjusted each blade is secured at its root with a threaded pin. 

4.16  BALANCING: 

After rotor is manufactured rotor is balanced .It is desired that every rotor should run 

smoothly in its bearings. In order to achieve it the rotor should be balanced before 

assembling. The larger the rotor the more the balancing is required. Balancing of rotor is 

carried out in two steps 

  1. Static balancing 2. Dynamic balancing 

1.Static balancing: 



                In static balancing, the rotor is put on two plain rails. Rails replace the shaft at the 

bearing ends. The rails should be perfectly horizontal as possible. The rotor should be in 

position to swing on these rails without friction. Then the eccentric force is balanced. This 

static balancing is only useful to bring the center of gravity very near to the axis of the shaft 

but for exact balancing dynamic balancing is needed. 

2. Dynamic balancing: 

It helps to find not only forced but also torques on the shaft when the machine runs. This 

method of balancing helps to balance the deviation of the axis of center of gravity from axis 

of rotation. Rotation is essential for dynamic balancing. Turbo generators are generally 

dynamically balanced under rotor hot conditions. The weights on either side of the axis of the 

rotor are determined. The centrifugal force on the bearings is measured and weights on either 

side of the axis of the rotor are not the same then the difference of weights are added to the 

required side of the axis. In this way, the rotor is balanced. For obtaining the most accurate 

balancing, it is to be carried out in the presence of vacuum.                      

     

CHAPTER - 5  

INSULATION SYSTEM 

              

              In Electrical Machines insulation is most important requirement to sustain high 

voltages and basically insulation is the heart for electrical machines. Insulation is the property 

which has enormous resistance to the conductivity that is basically the forbidden gap between 

valance and conduction bands are very large I.e. formic level very high in insulating materials 

.The property of good insulating material is non-conductive to electricity and conductor for 

heat. A good insulating material needs the following properties. 

1. The basic function of insulation is to provide insulation to live wire or live wire to earth. 

2. It should be good conductor to heat and bad conductor to electricity. 

3. It should withstand the designed mechanical stress. 

4. It should have good chemical and thermal resistively and environmental resistively.  

An insulator should satisfy the following properties for an electrical system are              

                 1. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

    2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

  3. THERMAL PROPERTIES 

  4. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
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5.1 INSULATING MATERIALS: 

  

Insulating materials or insulates are extremely diverse in origin and properties. They are 

essentially non-metallic, are organic or inorganic, uniform or heterogeneous in composition, 

natural or synthetic. Many of them are of natural origin as, for example, paper, cloth, paraffin 

wax and natural resins. Wide use is made of many inorganic insulating materials such as 

glass, ceramics and mica. Many of the insulating materials are man-made products and 

manufactured in the form of resins, insulating films etc., in recent years wide use is made of 

new materials whose composition and organic substances. These are the synthetic Organo-

silicon compounds, generally termed as silicones. 

 An ideal insulating material should have: 

(1) High dielectric strength sustained at elevated temperatures. 

(2) High receptivity or specific resistance 

(3) Low dielectric hysterics 

(4) Good thermal conductivity 
(5) High degree of thermal stability i.e. it should not determine at high 

temperatures.  

(6) Low dissipation factor 

(7) Should be resistant to oils and liquid, gas flames, acids and alkalis. 

(8) Should be resistant to thermal and chemical deterioration.     

 

5.2 CLASSIFICATION OF INSULATING MATERIAL: 

 The insulating material can be classified in the following two ways. 

I. Classification according to substance and materials. 

II. Classification according to temperature. 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SUBSTANCE AND MATERIALS: 

a) Solids (Inorganic and organic) 

EX: Mica, wood slate, glass, porcelain, rubber, cotton, silks, rayon, ethylene, paper and 

cellulose materials etc. 

b) Liquids  (oils and varnishes) 

EX: linseed oil, refined hydrocarbon minerals oils sprits and synthetic varnishes etc. 

c) Gases 

EX: Dry air, carbon dioxide, nitrogen etc. 

 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO TEMPERATURE: 

 Class Permissible 

temperature 
                   Materials 



       Y                            90                                                                  Cotton, silk, paper, cellulose, wood etc neither impregnated nor 

immersed in oil. These are unsuitable for electrical machine and 

apparatus as they deteriorate rapidly and are extremely hygroscopic. 

    A 105 Cotton, silk & paper, natural resins, cellulose esters, laminated wool, 

varnished paper. 

    E 120  Synthetic material of cellulose base 

    B                                                          130 Mica, asbestos, glass fiber with suitable bonding substance 

    F 155 Material of class B with binding material of higher thermal stability. 

   H 180 Glass fiber and asbestos material and built up mica with silicon resins. 

   C   Above 

180 

Mica, porcelain, quartz, glass (without any bonding agent) with silicon 

resins of higher thermal stability. 

 

5.3 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR MACHINES: 

 

Name of  

Material 

 

Insulation 

Class 

Shelf life 

(In months) 

 

Application At 

20 oC 

At 

 5oc 

1. Samicatherm calmica glass-n, 

mimica, domica, folium, 

filamic novobond-s, epoxy 

therm laxman isola 

calmicaflex 

F 6 12 Main insulation of stator 

bars 

2. Samica flex  H 4 8 Overhang insulation of 

motor coils, at 3rd bends of 

multi turn coil 

3. Vectro asbestos 

(365.02/365.32) 

4.  (used in resin rich) 

B/F 2 8 Main pole coils of 

synchronous machines 

5. Epoxide pepreg glasscloth 
F 

6 12 Winding holders and 

interhalf insulation 

6. Polyester resin mat&rope  6  Bar to winding 

holder&stiffner groove of 

support segment of 

clamping plate 

7. Glassoflex 

Turbo laminate 

F 6 12 Interturn insulation of rotor 

winding 

8. Hyper seal tape F 6 12 As finishing layer in 

overhangs of motor coils 

9. SIB775 or 4302 varnish  F 6 12 Stack Consolidation of 

stator bars 

10. SIB475 or 4301 varnish F 6 12 Base coat varnish before 

taping of stator bars 

11. SIB 643 or8003 Varnish or 

K8886 varnish 

 4 8 Conductive coat in straight 

portion of stator bars 

12. SIB 642 or 8001 varnish  4 8 At slot emerge portion on 

stator bars 

 

5.4 ELECTRIAL PROPERTIES: 

1. INSULATON RESISTANCE:      

 It may be defined as the resistance between two conductors usually separated by 

insulating materials. It is the total resistance in respect of two parallel paths, one 

through the body and other over the surface of the body. 
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2. DIELECTRIC STRENGTH:  

   The voltage across the insulating   material is increased slowly the way in which the 

leakage current increases depend upon the nature and condition material.   

3. POWER FACTOR: 

Power factor is a measure of the power losses in the insulation and should be low. It 

varies with the temperature of the insulation. A rapid increase indicates danger. 

4. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT: 

This property is defined as the ratio of the electric flux density in the material .To that 

produced in free space by the same electric force. 

5. DIELECTRIC LOSS: 

 The dielectric losses occur in all solid and liquid dielectric due to  

(a) Conduction current 

(b) Hysterisis. 

 



5.5  THERMAL PROPERTIES: 

 Specific heat thermal conductivity. 

1. Thermal plasticity 

2. Ignitability 

3. Softening point 

4. Heat Aging 

5. Thermal expansion. 

 

5.6  CHEMICAL  PROPERTIES: 

Resistance to external chemical effects 

                    1. Resistance to chemical in soils 

        2. Effect of water 

 

5.7  MECHANICAL  PROPERTIES: 

1. Density 

2. Viscosity Moisture absorption 

3. Hardness of surface 

4. Surface tension 

5. Uniformity.  

      

5.8  EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON INSULATION: 

 

1. Thermal property 

2. Chemical property 

3. Electrical property 

4. Physical and mechanical property. 

 

INSULATION RESISTANCE IS EFFECTED BY  

THE FOLLOWING FACTIOR  (Resistance between two conductor): 

 
1) It falls with every increase in temperature. 

 

2) The sensitivity of the insulation is considerable in the presence of moisture. 

 

3) Insulation resistance decrease with increase in applied voltage. 

 

5.9 EPOXY RESINS: 

   
These resins are product of alkaline condensed of epichlorohydrin and product of alkaline 

condensed of epichlorohydrin and polyhydric compounds. 

Epoxy resins are poly ethers derived from epi-chlorohydrin and Bis-phenol monomers 

through condensation polymerization process. 

In epoxy resins cross-linking is produced by cure reactions. The liquid polymer having 

reactive functional group like oil etc, otherwise vacuum as pre polymer. The pre polymer of 

epoxy resins allowed to react curing agents of low inductor weights such as polyamines, 
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polyamides, polysulphides, phenol, urea formaldehyde, acids anhydrides etc, to produce the 

three dimensional cross linked structures. 

 

 Hence epoxy resins exhibit outstanding toughness, chemical inertness and excellent 

mechanical and thermal shock resistance. They also posses good adhesion property. Epoxy 

resins can be used continuously up to 300F, but withy special addition can withstand a 

temperature of up to 500F. 

 

 Epoxy resins are made use as an efficient coating material. This includes coating of 

tanks containing chemicals, coating for corrosion and abrasion resistant containers. Epoxy 

resins are made up of as attractive corrosion and wear resistant floor ware finishes. 

 

            These are also used as industrial flooring material. They are also used as highways 

Surfacing and patching material. Molding compounds of epoxy resins such as pipe fitting 

electrical components bobbins for coil winding and components of tooling industrial finds 

greater application in industries. 

 

 The epoxy resins similar to polyester resins can be laminated and fiber reinforced 

(FPR) and used in glass fiber boats, lightweight helicopters and aeroplanes parts. 

 In the modern electronic industry, the application of epoxy resins is great. Potting and 

encapsulation (coating with plastic resin) is used for electronic parts. Most of the printed 

circuits bodies are made of lamination epoxy resin which light but strong and tough. 

 

PROPERTIES: 

 
1) Epoxy resins have good mechanical strength less shrinkage and excellent 

dimensional stable after casting. 

 

2) Chemical resistance is high. 

 

3) Good adhesion to metals. 

 

4) To impact hardness certain organic acid anhydrides and alphabetic amines are 

mixed. 

 

5.10 APPLICATION: 

  
1) They are used in the manufacture of laminated insulating boards. 

2) Dimensional stability prevents crack formation in castings. 

3) They are also used as insulating varnishes. 

  
5.11 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR LAMINATIONS:  

 The core stacks in modem machines are subjected to high pressers during assembly 

and subjected to high pressures during assembly and there fore to avoid metal-to-metal 



contact, laminations must be well insulated. The main requirements of good lamination 

insulation are homogeneously in thin layers toughness and high receptivity.  

We use varnish as insulating material for laminations.  

VARNISH 
 

  This is most effective type of insulation now available. It makes the laminations nest 

proofs and is not effected by the temperature produced in electrical machines varnish is 

usually applied to both sides of lamination to a thickness of about 0.006mm. On plates of 

0.35mm thickness varnish gives a stacking factor about 0.95.In order to achieve good 

insulation properties the following processes are in BHEL. 

 THERMOPLASTIC PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 THERMOSETTING PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 

 BHEL is practicing only thermosetting process of insulation so  

 Thermosetting types of insulation are of two types: 

 RESIN RICH SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 RESIN POOR SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 

 MATERIAL FOR RESIN RICH BARS: 

 Preprag 

 Nomex 

 Epoxy resin rich mica tape 

 Glass tape 

 PTFE tape 

  

VARNISH 

 Mica powder 

 Graphite powder 

 Conductive varnish 

 Semiconductor varnish 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR HALF BARS 

 EPOXY glass cloth 

 Nomex glass fleece 

 Fine mica polyester glass cloth 

 Nomex 

 Form micanite 

 Form mica tape 

 Copper foil 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite for ICP 

 Polyester fleece for OCP 
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 Polyester fleece tape with silicon carbide 

 Mica splitting tap 

VARNISH 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Rutapox 

 Hardener (H-90) 

 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR DIAMOND COILS: 

 Treated trivoltherm 

 Impregnated polyester fleece 

 Glass mat with accelerator  

 Hostofon folium 

 Synthetic fiber tape 

 Resin poor mica tape 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite 

 Semiconductor asbestos tape 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Polyester fleece tape 

 Nomex polyamide adhesive tape 

 

 5.12 RESIN RICH SYSTEM: 

In olden days, Resin Rich system of insulation is used for all Electrical  Machines. In 

insulator contains nearly 40% of EPOXY RESIN, so it gives good thermal stability Resin 

Rich Insulation consists of the following materials in percentage 

1.MICA PAPER TAPE -40-50% 

2. GLASS PAPER TAPE-20% 

3. EPOXY RESIN-40% 

The bars are insulated (or) taped with RESIN RICH TAPE and place in the Pre-assembled   

stator core including stator frame. 

In resin rich system of insulation Mica paper will give a good dielectric strength and Glass 

fiber tape will give a good mechanical strength and Epoxy resin can withstand up to 155 

degree Centigrade so it gives a good thermal properties. Resin rich and Resin poor insulating 

materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy Resin. In Resin rich system the 

content of Epoxy Resin tape is 40% so it is named as RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin 

poor system the content of Resin tape is 8%. By VIP impregnation process, the required 

amount is added to then conductor bars after assembling the core and placing the winding in 

the core. In resin rich system before placing of coils in the stator slots the rich tape will be 

wrapped over the bars. Nevertheless, this system has the following disadvantages: 

      1. This system is very time consuming and very long procedure. 



       2. Total cost of the system is more. 

In order to minimize the over all cost of the machine and to reduce the time cycle of the 

system, the VACUUM PRESSURE IMPREGNATION SYSTEM is being widely used. This 

process is very simple, less time consuming and lower cost. 

 BHEL, HYDERABAD is equipped with the state of the art technology of VACUUM 

PRESSURE IMPREGNATION. 

                

                                                   CHAPTER – 6 

6.1   FIELD  CONNECTION AND MULTI CONTACTS: 

The field current is supplied to the rotor through multi contact system arranged at the exciter   

side shaft end. 

6.2 BEARINGS: 

The generator rotor is supported in two sleeve bearings. To eliminate shaft current the exciter 

and bearing is insulated from foundation plate and oil piping. 

The temperature of each bearing is maintained with two RTD’ s (Resistance Temperature 

Detector) embedded in the lower bearing sleeve so that the ensuring point is located directly 

below the Babbitt.  All bearings have provisions for fitting vibration pick up to monitor shaft 

vibrations.The oil supply of bearings is obtained from the turbine oil system. 

6.3 EXCITATION SYSTEM: 

 
              FIG 6.3: EXCITATION SYSTEM 

 

In all industrial applications, the electrical power demand is ever increasing. This 

automatically demands for the design, development and construction of increasingly large 

capacity Synchronous generators. These generators should be highly reliable in operation to 

meet the demand. This calls for a reliable and sophisticated mode of excitation system. 
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 When the first a.c generators were introducing a natural choice for the supply of field 

systems was the DC exciter. DC exciter has the capability for equal voltage output of either 

polarity, which helps in improving the generator transient performance. DC exciters, how 

ever, could not be adopted for large rateings because of the problems in the design 

commutator and brush gear, which is economically unattractive. Of – course, the problems 

are not uncommon in power stations but Of the environment with sulphur vapours, acidic 

fumes as in the cases of petrochemical and fertilizer industries, exposure of DC exciter. This 

adds to the problem of design. 

Types of a.c exciters are: 

(1)  High frequency excitation  

(2)  Brush less excitation  

(3)  Static excitation 

The high frequency D.C exciter is a specially designed “ inductor type alternator”  with no 

winding on its rotor. It is designed to operate at high frequency to reduce the size of the rotor; 

the a.c exciter was very reliable in operation. Though this system eliminates all problems 

associated with commutator, it is not free from problems attributable to sliprings and its brush 

gear. Thus brushless excitation system was introduced.  

 The BL exciter consists of field winding on the stator. This system proved to be highly 

reliable and required less maintenance. Absence of power cables and external ac power 

supplies males the system extremely reliable. The problem associated with brushes like fast 

wear out of brush, sparkling etc, are eliminated.  

This suffers from the disadvantage of lack of facility for field suppression in the case of an 

internal fault in generator.The system comprises shaft driven AC exciter with rotating diodes. 

 

6.4 PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR AND AVR:  

This system is highly reliable with least maintenance and is ideally suitable for gas driven 

generators.The static excitation system was developed contemporarily as an alternative to 

brush less excitation system. This system was successfully adapted to medium and large 

capacity Turbo generators. Though the system offers very good transient performance, the 

problems associated with slip rings and brush gear system are still present. 

This system consists of rectifier transformer, thyristor converts, field breaker and AVR. This 

system is ideally suitable where fast response is called for. The system is flexible in operation 

and needs very little maintenance. 



Thus, each excitation system has its own advantages and disadvantages. The selection of 

system is influenced by the transient response required, nature of pollution and pollution level 

in the power plant and cost of equipment. 

Exciters are those components, which are used for giving high voltage to the generator during 

the start up conditions. The main parts that are included in the exciter assembly are: 

(1) Rectifier wheels  

(2) Three phase main exciter  

(3) Three phase pilot exciter 

(4) Metering and supervisory equipment 

 

6.5 RECTIFIER WHEELS: 

The main components of the rectifier wheels are Silicon Diodes, which are arranged in the 

rectifier wheels in a three-phase bridge circuit. The internal arrangement of diode is such that 

the contact pressure is increased by centrifugal force during rotation.     

There are some additional components contained in the rectified wheels. One diode each is 

mounted in each light metal heat sink and then connected in parallel. For the suppression of 

momentary voltage peaks arising from commutation, RC blocks are provided in each bridge 

in parallel with one set of diodes. The rings from the positive shrunk on to the shaft. This 

makes the circuit connections minimum and ensures accessibility of all the elements. 

6.6 THREE PHASE PILOT EXCITER: 

The three phase pilot exciter is a six-pole revolving field unit; the frame accommodates the 

laminated core with the three-phase winding. The rotor consists of a hub with poles mounted 

on it. Each pole consists of separate permanent magnets, which are housed, in non-metallic 

enclosures. The magnets are placed between the hub and the external pole shoe with bolts. 

The rotor hub is shrunk on to the free shaft end.  

6.7 THREE PHASE MAIN EXCITER:  

Three phases main exciter is a six-pole armature unit, the poles are arranged in the frame with 

the field and damper winding. The field winding is arranged on laminated magnetic poles. At 

the pole shoe, bars are provided which are connected to form a damper winding. 

The rotor consists of stacked lamination. Which are compressed through bolts over 

compression rings. The three- phase winding is inserted in the slots of the laminated rotor. 

The winding conductors are transposed with in the core length and end turns of the rotor 

windings are secure with the steel bands. The connections are made on the side facing of the 
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rectifier wheels. After full impregnation with the synthetic resin and curing, the complete 

rotor is shrunk on to the shaft. 

6. 8 AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR: 

The general automatic voltage regulator is fast working sol thyristor controlled equipment. It 

has two channels, one is auto channel and the other is manual. The auto channel is used for 

the voltage regulation and manual channel. Is used for the current regulation. Each channel 

will have it’ s own firing for reliable operation. 

The main features of AVR are: 

(1) It has an automatic circuit to control outputs of auto channel and manual channel and 

reduces disturbances at the generator terminals during transfer from auto regulation to 

manual regulation. 

(2) It is also having limiters for the stator current for the optimum utilization of lagging 

and leading reactive capabilities of turbo generator. 

(3) There will be automatic transfer from auto regulation to manual regulation  in case do 

measuring PT fuse failure or some internal faults in the auto  channel. 

(4) The generator voltage in both channels that is in the auto channel and the manual 

channel can be controlled automatically. 

 

FIG 6.8.1 : AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

6.9 COOLING SYSTEM: 

          Cooling is one of the basic requirements of any generator. The effective working of 

generator considerably depends on the cooling system. The insulation used and cooling 

employed is inter-related. The losses in the generator dissipates as the heat, it raises the 



temperature of the generator. Due to high temperature, the insulation will be affected greatly. 

So the heat developed should be cooled to avoid excessive temperature raise. So the class of 

insulation used depends mainly on cooling system installed. 

There are various methods of cooling, they are: 

a. Air cooling- 60MW 

b. Hydrogen cooling-100MW  

c. Water cooling – 500MW 

d. H 2  & Water cooling –  1000MW 

Hydrogen cooling has the following advantages over Air-cooling: 

1. Hydrogen has 7 times more heat dissipating capacity. 

2. Higher specific heat 

3. Since Hydrogen is 1/14th of air weight. It has higher compressibility 

4. It does not support combustion. 

DISADVANTAGES: 

1. It is an explosive when mixes with oxygen. 

2. Cost of running is higher. 

       3.Higher capacity generators need better cooling system. 

The two-pole generator uses direct cooling for the rotor winding and indirect air-cooling for 

the stator winding. The losses in the remaining generator components, such as iron losses, 

windage losses, and stray losses are also dissipated through air. 

The heat losses arising in the generator interior are dissipated through air. Direct cooling of 

the rotor essential eliminate hot spots and differential temperatures between adjacent 

components, which could result in mechanical stresses, particularly to the copper conductors, 

insulation and rotor body. Indirect air-cooling is used for stator winding. 

Axial-flow fans arranged on the rotor via draw the cooling air for axial-flow ventilated 

generator via. Lateral openings in the stator housing. Hot air is discharged via. Three flow 

paths after each fan. 
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            FIG 6.9.1 : FLOW PATH OF COOLING SYSTEM 

FLOW PATH 1: it is directed into the rotor end windings space and cools the rotor 

windings, part of the cooling air flows past the individual coils for cooling the rotor end 

windings space via bores in the rotor teeth at the end of the rotor body. The other portion of 

the cooling airflow is directed from the rotor end winding space into the slot-bottom ducts 

from where it is discharged into the air gap via. A large number of radial ventilating slots in 

the coils and bores in the rotor wedges along these paths the heat of rotor winding is directly 

transferred to the cooling air.        

FLOW PATH 2: it is directed over the stator end windings to the cold air ducts and into the 

cold air compartments in the stator frame between the generator housing and rotor core. The 

air then flows into the air gap through slot in the stator core where it absorbs the heat from 

the stator core and stator winding. 

FLOW PATH 3: It is directed into the air gap via. The rotor retaining-ring. The air then 

flows past the clamping fingers via. Ventilating slot in the stator core into the hot air 

compartments in the stator frame being discharged to the air cooler. The flow path mainly 

cools the rotor retaining rings, the ends of the rotor body and the ends of the stator core.  

Flow 2&3 mix in the air gap with 1 leaving the rotor. The cooling air then flows radially 

outward through ventilating slots in the core within the range of the hot air compartments for 

cooling of the core and winding. The hot air is discharged to air cooler. 

 

 



6.10 OIL SYSTEM: 

 Lubrication oil is to be supplied in order that the rotor can be easily ruined. Jacking oil is 

first given in order to shift the shaft near the journal and so that it can be ruined easily. 

Jacking oil is given only at the starting and it is stopped and further lube oil is given 

continuously. This oil is to be continuously in order to reducing wear and tear on the bearing. 

6.11 LAMINATION PREPARATION: 

The core is built up of 6 sectors, each of 60ºC cut accordingly to the specifications. The cut 

steel is punched for slots and deburred up to 5 micron. 

Depending on the temperature withstand ability of the machine the laminations are insulated 

by varnish.  

The insulation used is ALKYD PHENOLIC VARNISH dried at suitable temperature. The 

lamination sheets are passed through a conveyor, which has an arrangement to sprinkle the 

varnish, and a coat of varnish is obtained. The sheets are dried by a series of heaters at a 

temperature of around 300º-400ºC. Two coatings of varnish are provided in the above 

manner. The thickness of varnish should be 8-10 microns when measured by a mini tester. 

Each lamination should be dried for around 90sec at constant speed. The prepared 

laminations are passed for various tests. 

i) Xylol test- for proper coat of varnish this test is made. When Xylem is applied for 1 

min, varnish should not dissolve. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

ii) Mandrel test- when wound around mandrel there should be no cracks. 

iii) Viscosity test- it should be 40-45 cp. 

iv) IR value test- for 20 layers the insulation resistance should have a minimum value of 1 

Mega Ohm at 23kg/cm2 pressure. 

 

v) Hardness test –  minimum 7H pencil hardness, the coating should not be removed when 

scratched with a 7H pencil. 

 

vi)  Uniform test –  coating should be done uniformly. 

 

6.12 CORE ASSEMBLY: 

 1. Trial core assembly: 

       Three packets are assembled on the clamping plate and all relevant   checks are 

carried out. Critical checks are inside diameter of the core, final inspection drift passage 

through the slot. After fulfilling the entire above requirement the packets are disassembled.  

   2. Regular core assembly:  

The packets  assembly is carried out as per drawing requirement the segments are 

staggered from layer to layer so that a core of high mechanical strength and uniform 

permeability to magnetic flux is obtained. Stacking mandrels and bolts are inserted 

into the winding slots bores during stacking provide smooth slot walls. The length of 

each packet of laminations should be as per the design. Between each packet 
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ventilation lamination sheets is assembled whose thickness is 0.65 mm and on which 

“  I”  beams is spot-welded. This provides the ventilation in radial directions. 

 

3. Normal packets assembly: 

 The above process is repeated up to 800mm after attaining 800mm first pressing is carried 

out as per drawing requirement. After completion of the core assembly core lengths are 

checked in 8 to 12 locations either in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction if any variation in 

the core lengths is being noticed replenish the core height in subsequent final core assembly. 

After completion  of core assembly  clamping   plate is assembled. All the core lengths are 

checked around the outer& inner diameter clockwise as per the drawing requirements. So 

under   final pressure tension bolts are assembled and the core bolts are tightened with the 

specified torque. 

The clamping bolts running through the core are made of non-magnetic steel and are 

insulated from the core and the pressure plates. The pressure is transmitted from the pressure 

plates to the core by clamping fingers. The clamping fingers extended up to the ends of teeth, 

thus ensuring a firm compression in the area of the teeth. 

 Now first ring is welded on the both side under pressure similarly the subsequent ring are 

also welded. The total vertical core is shifted horizontally on exciter side and again winding 

brackets are assembled and checked for 90c as per the drawing requirements. After 

completion of cleaning  the total stator  in all respects like filling lamination projections sharp 

corners and interuption of foreign matter. Then the the stator is subjected for core flux test to 

detect hot spots.  

6.13 CONDUCTOR CONSTRUCTION: 

Copper coils are received and examined for physical and electrical  properties in accordance 

to the specification. The conductors are cut in to require size as per drawing requirement this 

operation is called CONDUCTOR CUTTING.   

6.14 ROEBEL TRANSPORTATION: 

The strips are staggered and are bend for Roebel transposition. The individual bars are 

transposed to 360c, equalize the induced EMF in all strands, to minimize the circulating 

currents and to reduce the skin effect and it gives a good rigidity to the bars. 

After  alining both bottom dye and top dye conductors are pressed   and checked as per the 

drawing requirement and center to center length is been checked, first and second bundle are 

assembled together to form a single bundle and then an insulation sheet is kept in between 

two bars and they are joined together to form a single bar. 

6.15 PUTTY WORK: 



Each individual bar consisting of uneven surface and width space are filled with nomax  and 

trivaltherom Mica fleece is placed on both the surfaces and further taping is done by PTFE 

tape (Poly tetra Fluro Ethylene) and are subjected for further processing. 

6.16 STACK CONSOLIDATION: 

The bars are subjected to a horizontal and vertical pressure of150kgs/cmsquare  at a  

temperature of  150deg.c for the duration of 2 to 3 hours. Passing gauges like  no go gauges 

and go gauges and lamp test is conducted  for inter strip and inter half shorts. 

6.17 FIRST & SECOND BEND OPERATION: 

Bending operation is done on   bending   table. First and second bend is carried out and  to 

achieve the over hang , third bend formation  the coil is laid on  universal former. Roto pax 

and harder is applied along with nomax in between two halves of the overhang portion and 

hence consolidation is carried out by keeping heating clamps.   

6.18 CLEANING AND PREPARATION OF BARS: 

Bars are cleaned and tested  for inter strip  and inter half shorts and subjected for final 

tapping. 

 

6.19 FINAL TAPPING: 

Tapping is carried out on the bars by two ways, they are:- 

1.Manual tapping 

2.Machine tapping 

Resin  rich and Resin poor insulating materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy 

Resin. In Resin rich system the content of Epoxy Resin  is 40% in tape so it is named as 

RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin poor system the content of Resin is 8%  in tape so 

named as RESIN POOR SYSTEM. 

6.20 RESIN POOR TAPPING: 

Resin poor mica tape is used for  resin  poor  bars the first layer is carried out by spreading 

the copper foils. Then 6x1/2 overlapping layers of resin poor tape is wrapped.Throughout   

the length of the bar including 3rd bend i.e. and 2x1/2  over lapping layers of resin poor tape 

is carried out only in straight  portion one layer of split mica is warped  by  spreading  ocp     

at bottom such that their must not be any overlapp between split  mica tape  ultimately OCP 

is wrapped in the straight portion  ECP is wrapped  from  the  end of  the  straight  part  up to      

overhang second bend. Starting from straight portion upto 3rd bend portion hyper seal tape is 

wrapped  on both sides and sent for stator winding. Transition insulation –  nomex glass 
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fleece.  Halves insulation ect. top bar- fine mica poly glass clot Overhang separator coating- 

thoroughly mixes rotopox 164 & hardener H 90 in 5:1ratio 

Transposition filler- micanite. 

Inner conductive tape –  fleece tape with graphite 

Outer carona tape- poly fleece tape 

End carona protection tape-fleece tape with silicon carbide 

Protective tape for overhang- glass tape 

ICP - (Inner carona protection)- Also Called Inner potential grading on the stack of the bars 

to avoid inner corona discharges. 

         -  To optimize insulation they’ re by voltage stress grading. 

         -  Provided with conductive fleece tape with a copper strip. 

OCP -  (outer carona protection) 

          -   On the outer surface of the insulated startor bars. 

          -   Conductive fleece tape. 

          -   To provide effective path for outer corona discharges. 

ECP  - (end carona protection) 

       -  Semiconductive tapes on both ends of the straight part of the bars. 

         -  To dampen the voltage surges through additional surface capacitance. 

6.21 RESIN RICH TAPPING: 

All the operations relevant to Resin Poor Tapeing are common up to overhang consolidation 

only final tapping is differed.  In resin rich system i.e. 12x1/2 overlapping of resin rich tape is 

wrapped over the resin rich bar and subjected for final baking operation. The bar is heated up 

to 90c for the duration of 60 minutes.  This stage is known as GEL FORMATION and again 

the bar is heated to 110c with in the span of 30 minutes.  During this time the bar is 

tightened from the center towards the bend portion on both sides.  This stage is known as 

liquid formation from 90c to 110c, 15% of resin is oozed out and remaining resin is 

consolidated for duration of 3 hours at a temperature of 160c and allowed for natural 

cooling.   In straight portion k8880 conductive coating is carried out and in bend portion semi 

conductive coating is carried out.   Red gel paint is carried out in both the overhang portions. 

This process is repeated for each individual bar for the total number of bars required. And 

HV and tan delta test is carried out for each bar.  

6.22 CONNECTION OF BARS: 



Brazing makes the electrical connection between the top and bottom bars. One top bars strand 

each is brazed to one strand of the associated bottom bar so that beginning of each strands is 

connected without having any electrical contact with the Remaining strands. This connection 

offers the advantage that circulating current losses. In the stator bars are kept small. The 

strands are insulated from each other at the brazed joints. The coils connected are wrapped 

with dry mica/glass fabric tapes half overlapped. The thickness of the wrapper depends on the 

machine voltage. The gaps between the individual coil commendations being sufficiently 

large, no additional insulation is required. 

6.23 PHASE CONNECTORS: 

The phase connectors consist of flat copper sections, the cross section of which results in a 

low specific current loading. The connections to the stator winding are of riveted and 

soldered tape and are like-wise wrapped with dry mica/glass fabric tapes.The phase 

connectors are firmly mounted on the winding support using clamping pieces and glass fabric 

tapes. 

6.24 TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

1. ARRANGEMENT OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The beginning and ends of the three phase windings are brought out from the stator frame 

through bushings, which provides for high voltage insulation. The bushings are bolted to the 

stator frame at the exciter end by their mounting flanges. Bushing type current transformers 

for metering and relating may be counted on the Bushings courtside the stator frame. The 

generator main leads are connected to the terminal connectors outside the stator frame. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The bushing conductor consists of high conductivity copper buses. All connection flanges are 

silver-plated to minimize the contact resistances of the bolted connections. The supporting 

insulator of glass silk cloth is impregnated with epoxy resin. The copper buses are attached to 

the insulator only at one end and are thus free to expand. Flexible connectors allow for 

thermal expansion between the terminal bushing and the phase connectors. To prevent eddy 

current losses and inadmissible overheating, the mounting flange is made of glass silk cloth 

as well. 

3. COOLING OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

To dissipate the heat the terminal bushings are directly cooled with cold air. Cold air 

form the discharge end of the fan is pressed in to the insulator. The hot air is returned to 

the suction in take of the fan via the passage between the two copper buses. 
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CHAPTER - 7 

TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR 

 

To ensure that all functional requirements are fulfilled, and to estimate the performance 

of generator, the TURBO GENERATORS are required to undergo some tests. For 

testing, the TURBO GENERATOR was mechanically coupled to a drive motor-motor 

generator set with gearbox. The rotor was excited by thyristor converter system located 

in an independent test room and the operation was controlled from the test gallery. 

The following first two tests will be conducted on the stator and rotor before 

assembling and the third and final routine tests will be conducted after assembling the 

turbo generator. 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON ROTOR 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON STATOR  

ROUTINE TESTS ON TURBO GENERATORS 

7.1 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR ROTOR WINDING: 

Details of process tests to be performed at various stages: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

1. After mounting the excitation lead and slip rings and before actually commencing 

the winding, the slip rings are to be tested. 

First, measure the insulation resistance with 1000v Megger, if the insulation 

condition is found satisfactory, then perform High Voltage test for one minute, the 

test of which is to be determined according to the following equation. 

  U2=Ut+1 KV 

 Where U2 is test voltage 

  Ut is 10*rated rotor voltage 

 However the resulting test voltage U2 should be neither lower than 2.5KV nor  above 

4.5KV. 

After the high voltage test, measure the insulating condition again with 1000V Megger. 

2.  The next test is to be carried out after placing all the coils in the respective rotor 

slots and before clamping the pressing equipment. Measure the insulating condition 

with a 1000V Megger. It must not be lower than 1M for each KV of the tested 

voltage. Then measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. 



3. After tightening the winding with the pressing and tightening equipment and before 

actually baking the winding, measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. Then check 

the polarity of the winding.While clamping care should be taken to see that the pressing 

rings and other equipment are insulated from the winding and rotor body, by inserting 

insulation in every slot under the shims of the equipment. 

4. After baking and forming of the winding and removing of the clamping equipment 

and after the rotor cools down to ambient temperature, measure the insulation resistance 

with 1000V Megger.  

If the insulation condition is satisfactory, perform High Voltage test for one minute 

with a value of 1.15Ut 

Where Ut is 10 times the rated rotor voltage. 

After performing the High Voltage test, measure again the insulation condition. 

5. After driving the central wedges only in position, measure the insulation resistance 

and if found satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for 10 sec, 

i.e., just reaching the value and then bringing down to zero. 

After driving all the wedges in position, measure the insulation resistance and if found 

satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for one minute. 

6. After putting all the bracing’ s, mounting of the end-retaining ring and just before 

dispatch of the rotor for further machining. 

Measure the insulation resistance. 

Measure the ohmic resistance of the winding and perform High Voltage test with a 

value of 1.05Ut for one minute. 

7. After machining of the rotor, and before its dispatch to the centrifugal tunnel, 

measure the insulation resistance. 

8. After setting the rotor in the centrifugal tunnel, check the insulation resistance and 

the ohmic resistance, while the rotor is at rest. Check again the insulation condition at 

3000 rpm. 

Measure again the insulation resistance after the rotor is balanced and just before its 

dispatch to the winding shop. 

9. Finally, just before the dispatch of the finished rotor measure the insulation 

resistance and perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.0Ut for one minute. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C resistance value of rotor winding is measured by using a Micro Ohmmeter. 

First connect the micro ohmmeter to 230V AC supply. And measure the resistance and 
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the temperature using RTD. This resistance at T temperature has to be converted to 

resistance at 20º C by using the formula: 

  R20= Rt * (235+20)/(235+T) milli ohms. 

Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

A deviation of 10 % from design values is acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF IMPEDANCE: 

By applying 50-200 V in steps of 50 V, Impedance value is measured at standstill and 

at the rated speed. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

   Z=V/I  

  Where Z =impedance in ohms; 

             V =voltage in volts; 

              I =current in amps; 

In the measurement of Impedance there will be a graph plotted between voltage v/s 

current. In this, there is no perfect value for the impedance but the only condition is that 

the impedance should increase with the increase in voltage. 

7.2 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR BARS: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS, STATOR BARS WILL BE TESTED IN THE 

FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After bars manufacturing bars are tested at four times the rated voltage. 

  Ut=4*Urated 

2). Individual bars will be tested for tan.  Is the angle between actual current and line 

current. When the insulation is perfect and dielectric strength is optimal  is zero. But 

due to the presence of impurities in the insulation there will be a phase angle difference 

between the two currents.  

This tan measurement is known as loss angle measurement or dielectric loss 

measurement. tan values should be within 2%. 

3). Outer corona protection resistance is measured and this value should be within the 

range of 75-300/Sq.cm. 



4). Interstrip and Interhalf shorts are checked. Interstrip means between the conductor 

strips and interhalf means between the halves. This shorts are checked by a series bulb 

test. 

7.3 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR WINDING: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS THE STATOR WINDING WILL BE TESTED IN 

THE FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After lying bottom bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+7) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

2). After lying top bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+5) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

3). After lying bottom, top and eyes joining, High Voltage test is conducted for 

(2Un+3) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

4). After final assembling and connections, customer witness test is carried at (2Un+1) 

KV  

Where Un is the rated voltage 

5). Interhalf shorts are also checked 

FOR RESIN POOR SYSTEMS THE FOLLOWING TEST IS CARRIED OUT: 

Bars are subjected for Inter strip and Inter half shorts tests. 

INTER TURN INSULATION TEST: 

The insulation between the windings of the rotor is tested by applying a high frequency 

current of about 500HZ. The insulation should be able to withstand this test. 

RING FLUX TEST ON STATOR CORE: 

Ring flux test is carried out on the stator core before winding is put in the slots. The 

rated flux density is generated in the stator core by passing current in it. This results in 

the temperature rise and generation of heat. The stator core is observed for the 

temperature rise through its surface by using RTD’ s. If there is any hot spot found in 

the core, it is detected. Then it is rectified by carrying out electrolysis using phosphoric 

acid as electrolyte. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C Resistance of stator winding is measured by using Micro Ohmmeter.Connect 

the microohmmeter to 230V AC supply.Connect the measuring leads microohmmeter 
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across R phase of stator terminals. Measure the resistance and repeat the step for Y and 

B phases. Record the stator RTDs value. 

  R20= (Rt * (235+20)/(235+T)) m. 

 Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

The variation of maximum and minimum value of stator DC resistance upto 5% is 

acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF LEAKAGE REACTANCE: 

 This test is done without rotor inside the stator. 

Base Impedance Xn= En/(√(3) * In)  

 Where    En= rated line to line voltage 

     In= rated line current 

Total Armature leakage reactance (XL): 

               XL= √(Z²-R²) 

 Where     Z=U/((√3) * I) 

     R= P/(3* I²) 

    U= voltage measured during the test 

    I = current measured during the test 

    P= power measured during the test 

Resistance per phase is negligible compared to Z. Therefore measurement of P is not 

required. 

              XL=Z=U/((√3)*I)  

           % XL= (XL/ Xn) *100 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE AND CONTINUITY TEST OF 

RESISTANCE TEMPEREATURE DETECTOR (RTD): 

Short all the RTD leads together and connect one lead of megger to it. Run the megger 

and note down the Insulation resistance value after 60 seconds. This insulation 

resistance value should not be less than 1M. 

Remove the RTD terminals i.e. open the RTD terminals and connect to the multimeter. 

Note down the resistance value of RTD. For three wire RTD check the continuity 

between shorted terminals. 

CAPACITANCE AND TAN  MEASUREMENT OF STATOR WINDING: 



Stator winding has two values of capacitance’ s. 

1). Capacitance with respect to ground called ground capacitance (Cg). 

2). Capacitance with respect to other windings called mutual capacitance. 

Measurement of capacitance is done using Schering Bridge and a standard capacitor.  

1). High Voltage applied to one of the phases and remaining phases are connected to 

body of stator Cg+2Cm. 

2). High Voltage to all the phases. 3Cg. 

  Cx = capacitance to be measured 

  Cn = standard capacitor 

   G = galvanometer 

        R3+S = variable resistance 

             C4 = variable capacitance 

              N = parallel step fixed resis. 

            R4 = standard resistor 

 Raise the transformer voltage to 0.2 Un 

         Where   Un = rated voltage of machine. 

Balance the Schering Bridge with proper selection (R3+s) and C4. And note down the 

values of C4 and R3+S 

 Take reading at 0.4Un, 0.6Un, 0.8Un and Un. 

           Cx = (Cn*R4*(R3+100))/(N*(R3+s) f 

   % tan  = (( *R4* C4)/10000)*100 

 C4 and Cn are in f 

 R3, R4 ,N and S are in  

7.4 ROUTINE TETSTS ON TURBO GENERATOR: 

MECHANICAL RUN AND MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATIONS AT RATED 

SPEED: 

The machine is rolled and run at rated speed after ensuring the bearing oil and kept at 

rated speed for stabilization of bearing temperatures. 

The vibrations are measured at rated speed on both the bearing housings in Horizontal, 

Vertical and Axial directions. 

The temperature of stator is monitored by monitoring RTDs embedded in core, tooth 

and winding. 
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The vibrations should be less than 5 microns and noise level should be in between 75-

90 db. 

SHORT CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for short circuit characteristic using current transformers and 

shorting the terminals as shown in fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and drive motor input voltage and current are noted 

and machine is excited gradually in steps, at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% rated current 

of machine (In). 

The excitation is reduced and cut off. The speed is reduced and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperature are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator winding temperature should be 

less than 60C) 

From the Short Circuit test, we will get copper losses. 

The short circuit characteristics is plotted from SCC results by selecting X-axis as field 

current and Y-axis as % rated current. 

OPEN CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for Open Circuit Characteristic as shown in the fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and the motor input voltage and current are noted and 

machine is excited gradually in steps, cat 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100%, 

105%, 110% and 120% of rated voltage of machine (En). 

At 100% rated voltage the following parameters are noted: 

Shaft voltage 

Checking of phase sequence 

Bearing vibration  

RTDs readings 

The excitation is reduced, cut off, the speed is reduced, and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperatures are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator core temperatures to be less 

than 60C. 

From the Open Circuit test, we will get Iron losses. 

The Open Circuit Characteristics is plotted on a graph paper from OCC results by 

selecting X-axis as field current and Y-axis as % rated voltage. 

MEASUREMENT OF SHAFT VOLTAGE: 



When the rotor shaft rotates inside the stator there will be some induced EMF will be 

developed inside the rotor. In addition, this voltage will go to the bearings and pedestal 

and to the earth as it is grounded and it will again come back to the pedestal, to the 

bearings through the earth. It will become a cyclic process. This voltage has to be 

reduced otherwise, the rotor will get heated. For this bearing pedestal is placed on, 

insulation called HGL. 

When the machine is under Open Circuit Characteristic testing shaft voltage is 

measured with multimeter and high input impedance AC voltmeter across the two ends 

of the rotor at 100% rated voltage. The shaft voltage should be as minimum as possible.  

CHECKING OF PHASE SEQUENCE: 

When the machine is under OCC condition at 100% rated voltage, phase sequence of 

generator is checked using a phase sequence indicator across PT. 

MEASUREMENT OF ROTOR IMPEDANCE (rotor inside stator): 

A variable 50 Hz A.C voltage of single phase is applied across the input leads and 

readings of voltage and current are noted down from 50v-200v in steps of 50V. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

  Z = V/I  

 WhereZ = impedance in ohms; 

           V = voltage in volts; 

            I = current in amps; 

Rotor Impedance is measured at standstill and at rated speed of the machine. 

The impedance of rotor at standstill and at rated speed is plotted as applied voltage v/ 

Impedance. 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE OS STATOR AND ROTOR 

WINDNGS BEFORE AND AFTER HIGH VOLTAGE TEST (machine at rest): 

Insulation Resistance of the stator and rotor windings is measured separately before and 

after high voltage test using Megger of 2500 V for stator & 1000 V for rotor windings. 

The Insulation Resistance values are taken at 15 sec and at 60 sec  

The ratio of insulation resistance at 15 sec and 60 sec is known as Absorption 

Coefficient. 

Absorption Coefficient = IR at 60/ IR at 15 

This Absorption Coefficient for High Voltage test should be 1.3 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST ON STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS(machine at rest): 
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The High Voltage is applied to winding by increasing gradually to required value and 

maintained for one minute and reduced gradually to minimum. The transformer is 

switched off and winding is discharged to earth by shorting the terminal to earth using 

earthing rod connected to earthed wire. The test is conducted on all the phases and rotor 

winding seperately. 

When High Voltage test is done on one phase winding, all other phase windings, rotor 

winding, instrumentation cables and stator body is earthed. 

High Voltage test levels: 

  Stator winding = (2 Ut + 1) kV 

  Rotor winding  = (10* Up) V 

 Where                 Ut = Rated voltage of the machine under test 

                  Up = Excitation voltage 

MEASUREMENT OF POLARISATION INDEX OF STATOR WINDING: 

In the measurement of the polarization index of stator winding, stator output terminals 

are subjected to 2.5 kV Megger for a duration of 1 minute and 10 minutes. And the 

respective insulation values are noted down. 

Polarization Index is the ratio of Insulation Resistance value at 10 min and Insulation 

Resistance value at 1 min. 

Polarization Index = Insulation resistance at 10/ Insulation resistance at 1 

The polarization index value should be greater than 2 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE OF STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS IN 

COLD CONDITION: 

 In cold condition means that measuring the D.C resistance of the stator and rotor 

windings before testing. 

D.C Resistance’ s of stator and rotor windings are measured seperately using micro 

ohmmeter. The instrument terminals are connected to the machine terminals and proper 

range in the meter is selected. 

Variation in the values of D.C Resistance of 3 phases of stator windings up to 5% is 

acceptable.  

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCES AND INSULATION RESISTANCE OF 

RTDs: 

The D.C Resistance’ s and insulation resistance’ s of RTDs are measured using 

multimeter and Megger respectively. 

EVALUATION OF SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO: 



From the test data Short Circuit Ratio is calculated using the formula 

S.C.R= Field current at 100% Rated voltage from OCC/ Field current at 100% rated 

current from SCC. 

7.5 APPLICATIONS: 

 As the name implies Turbo-Generators are turbine driven generators. There are in 

reality at least three different classes of turbo-generators based on the motive that drives 

them. 

 

1. Gas Turbines drive the smallest class of turbo-generators. The motive force for these 

turbines is the burning of gaseous fuels. Because they can be started and stopped easily, 

they are used for a variety of intermittent applications including emergency power 

                                  

                                 FIG7.5.1: 18MW TURBO ALTERNATOR 

 

2. Steam Turbines drive much bigger turbo-generators. The steam is generated by a 

variety of methods including burning coal, nuclear power and geothermal energy. 

These types of turbo-generators supply the bulk of the electrical power in the US and 

other countries. 

                  

                             FIG 7.5.2: GLOBAL TURBO GENERATOR 
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3. The third class of Turbo-generator are powered by water turbines. Invented in the 

19th century water turbines are very efficient devices for extracting energy for moving 

water. They are used in virtually all hydro-electric power plants world wide.                 
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1.1 RELA

Y: 

UNIT-I 

RELAY HARDWARE 
CIRCUITS 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

1.2 RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

1.3 RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 
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1.4 RELAY WORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

given below. 

Relay Design 
 

The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing. 
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We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 

The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 

contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

1.5 Relay Wiring 
 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 
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In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

 
Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 

 

1.5 RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 
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Energized Relay (ON) 
 

As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Energized Relay (ON) 

 

De – Energized Relay (OFF) 
 

As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
De-Energized Relay (OFF) 
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In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a 

magnetic field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed 

circuit. When there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no 

magnetic field. Thus, the switches remain open. 

1.6 POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before 

making and make before break contacts. 
 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 

Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 
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Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals. 

They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil. 

1.7 RELAY TYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

 

 
Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 
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used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 

 

In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with 

the alteration of the input signal 

 

We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 
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into action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other common 

examples of relays from our daily life. 

 

Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

1.8 RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic. 

Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are used to time the delay open 

and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current signals. 

They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 

characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it off. 
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Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 

All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

1.9 RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
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2.1 INTRODUCTIO

N: 

UNIT-2 

PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example 
 

Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 

A PLC Saves the Day 
 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 
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This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

2.2 PLCs WORKING: 

A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program 

repeatedly. One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the 

inputs from the other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the 

outputs accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a 

second). The memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O 

and providing a means to store values. 
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2.3 I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 
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that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 

understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays. An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or 

current. Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive 

mass flow controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also 

contains other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC Input 

Module 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Circuit 

Diagram of PLC Input Module 

 
The input module of PLC does four main functions. 

 
 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 

So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 
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bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

PLC Output Module 

So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

2.4 Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules 

and external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input 

and output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component 

is independent of each other. 

          A Modular Type PLC 

PLC are divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and 

TRIAC Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen Bradley 

ABB 

Siemens 

Mitsubishi PLC 

Hitachi PLC 

Delta PLC 

General Electric (GE) PLC 

Honeywell PLC 

2.5 PLC Applications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

Glass Industry 

Paper Industry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&PID=ALL&hl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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2.6 PROGRAMMING A PLC: 

 
In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC.  The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality. 

 

The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

 Instruction list 

 Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc


 

2. Graphical Form 

 Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

 Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

 Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLC Ladder Logic 

 
In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 
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https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 

 
Function Block 

 
The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Example Functional Block Diagram 

The figure below shows various function blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 
 

 
Structured Text Programming 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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2.7 SELEC PLC: 
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UNIT-3 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A STAR AND DELTA,      

FORWARD AND BACKWARD ELECTRIC MOTOR 
  

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
An AC motor converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The reverse of this would be the 

conversion of mechanical energy into electrical energy and is done by an electric generator. Motors are 

used to produce linear or rotary force (torque), and should be distinguished from devices such as magnetic 

solenoids and loudspeakers that convert electricity into motion but do not generate usable mechanical 

powers, which are respectively referred to as actuators and transducers. Most AC motors are started 

directly on line, but when very large motors are started that way, they cause a disturbance of voltage on the 

supply lines due to large starting current surges. To limit the starting current surge, large induction motors 

are started at reduced voltage and then have full supply voltage reconnected when they run up to near 

rotated speed. Voltage reduction during star-delta starting is achieved by physically reconfiguring the 

motor. During starting the motor windings are connected in star configuration and this reduces the voltage 

across each winding. This also reduces the torque by a factor of three.  

 

This work is on the forward reverse star delta electric motor control using switches. Moving ac motor 

clockwise and anticlockwise has many applications in the present technology, such as in our garage 

doors. Some garage door motors are easily reversed AC motors and geared down. Forwarding and 

reversing of an ac motor is done using a push button switches. Depending on the choice of the operator, 

starting the circuit is selected via the forward or the reverse push button switches. When the forward push 

button switch is selected, the command is transferred to the relevant forward function of the circuit which 

activates the forward main coil (blue). The relevant auxiliary contacts of the forward main coil (blue) 

would then be actuated opposite its normal state, that is, a normally open contact would eventually switch 

to a close contact whereas a normally close contact would switch to an open contact. 

3.2 WORKING 

The motor is required to start. To provide the maximum available torque, the motor is started in ‘star’, 

which provides a supply of 230volts to each of the windings (providing high current to each winding). 

Once the motor is running, it is running in an inefficient mode, due to the use of a high current supply, 

which will (if left) cause the motor to overheat. Three phase induction motors, also called asynchronous 

motors, are most extensively used motors in industries because of certain advantages like self starting, 

robust design, simple construction, less maintenance, efficient and comparatively low cost, though there is 

a problem of peak starting current associated with these motors. Peak starting current can be up to 5 to 7 
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times of full load current (flc) and sometimes it may become as high as 10 times of flc. However, the 

problem of peak starting current remains only for few seconds till the motor attains its speed, this problem 

may become severe especially with the motors above 10 HP. To deal with the problem of peak starting 

current or inrush current associated with three phase induction motors, many different starters having 

different mechanism and principle of operation are used. Star-delta starters are used for motors ranges from 

5 hp or 3.5 kW. Star delta starters first configure windings of 3 phase motors in star thereby reduce voltage 

across each winding and then after few seconds these starters configure windings in delta and motors start 

run at full load voltage without any difficulty. 

The forward and backward of an AC motor control is very important because of both local and industrial 

application. This work discus how three phase Motor will rotate in two directions viz forward and Reverse. 

 

3.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

The objective of this work is to design the Forward and Reverse controlling of an ac motor using star- 

delta connection for three phase motor. 

3.4 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

The Star Delta starting method is a motor starting mechanism that minimizes the large amount of 

starting current that motors draw in. The Star Delta, as the name suggests basically involves feeding the 

motor with 1/sq.root3 (58%) of the full load current until it attains speed then applying the full load 

current. This method is commonly referred to as "Soft Starting" the motor, For this to work the whole set-

up requires 3 contactor i.e The Star Contactor, The Delta Contactor and The Main Contactor. However for 

the motor to be started in Star Delta, its internal connection at the terminal box has to be wired in Delta- 

giving it capability of receiving the full-load current at any instant. 

With these work, a three phase motor can move Forward and Reverse direction. The operation of the star-

delta method is simple and rugged. It is relatively cheap compared to other reduced voltage methods. 

Good Torque/Current Performance. It draws 2 times starting current of the full load ampere of the motor 

connected. 

3.5 FEATURES OF STAR-DELTA CONNECTION 

 For low- to high-power three-phase motors. 

 Reduced starting current 

 Six connection cables 

 Reduced starting torque 

 Current peak on changeover from star to delta 

 Mechanical load on changeover from star to delta 
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3.6 APPLICATION OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

Industries are using forward and reverse ac motor solutions for process, control of devices such as ac 

https://hyclassproject.com/design-and-construction-of-star-delta-of-3-phase-motor-with-forward-and-

reverse-run-operation-design and construction of a star- delta of 3-phase motor with forward and reverse 

run operation control - for B.S... conveyor 

Consumer products including electronic toys, home security, gate and garage door openers also make use 

of this device. 

3.7 COMPONENTS OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

1. Star-delta motor Consists following units 

2. Contactors (Main, star and delta contactors) 

3. Time relay (pull-in delayed) 1 No. 

4. Three-pole thermal over-current release 

5. Fuse elements or automatic cut-outs for the main circuit 

6. Fuse element or automatic cut-out for the control circuit 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our 

collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At NSIC I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming 

knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees can ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic 

on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits 

& PLCs. 
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ABSTRACT 

Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country. The 

production of electrical energy and it’s per –capita consumption is deemed as an index 

of the standard of living in a nation in the present day civilization. 

 Maximum percentage of total power generation is obtained by conventional 

power plants. Of these steam, diesel & gas turbine power plants are high speed systems 

& here always three phase alternators are only used. 

In such alternators, insulation plays a vital role of these insulation types, resin poor 

thermosetting types of  (VPI) of  insulation is preferred  as its life period is above 500 

years & as its posses good mechanical , thermal properties & dielectric strength as the 

quantity of resin (the insulating material ) used here is less , so the overall cost of 

insulation is reduced . 

In our project, we have a detailed study of the design and manufacturing of 

TURBO GENERATOR & its performance is assessed.
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          UNIT-1 

ELECTRICAL MACHINES 

 
Machine acts as a generator that converts mechanical energy into electrical 

energy. The machine, which acts as a motor, converts electrical energy into mechanical 

energy 

The basic principle of rotating machine remains the same i.e. 

“FARADAY’S LAWS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION”. 

Faraday’s first law states that whenever a conductor cuts magnetic flux, 

dynamically induced EMF is produced. This EMF causes a current flow if the circuit is 

closed. 

Faraday’s second law states that EMF induced in it is proportional to rate of 

change of flux. 

e = -N dφ/dt 

EMF induced will oppose both the flux and the rate of change of flux. 

In the case of AC generators the armature winding acts as stator and the field 

winding acts as rotor. 

Efficiency of a machine is equal to the ratio of output to input η = Output / input 

= Output / output + losses 

To increase the efficiency of any machine we must decrease the losses, but losses 

are inevitable. There are different types of losses that occur in a generator. 

They are broadly divided into 2 types 

(1) Constant losses 

(a) Iron losses 
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(b) Friction and windage losses (air friction losses). 

(2) Variable losses 

(a) Copper losses 

Electrical machines are of two types AC machines & DC machines. AC machines 

are divided into single-phase AC machines and polyphase AC machines. 

 3Phase AC machines are divided into 

1. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

Synchronous Generators (or) Alternators are those in which the 

speed of the rotor and flux are in synchronism 

2. ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

These are the machines in which the flux speed and rotor speed will 

not be the same. 

Ex: Induction motors. 

Inherently all the machines are AC machines. AC or DC depends upon the 

flow of current in the external circuit. An AC generator is basically a device for 

converting mechanical energy to electrical energy. The alternator makes use of the 

experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through a magnetic field an e.m.f is 

induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f depends upon the length of 

conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between the conductor 

and the magnetic field, and the strength of the field. The direction of polarity of the 

induced e.m.f is such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the 

conductor produced by it tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f. 

In AC generator the stator holds the armature winding and rotor blocks up 
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the field winding . In a generator, the armature is stationary, the field is rotating. For the 

rotating magnetic field, the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply to the rotor winding of 

a Turbo generator is required for voltage generation .This is known as excitation. As the 

name suggests, when the generator gets excited, it produces the voltage. The excitation is 

supplied using a DC machine called exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the same 

shaft. 

Synchronous generators can be classified into various types based on the medium used 

for generation. 

1. Turbo-Alternators Steam (or) Gas 

2. Hydro generators 

3. Engine driven generators In 

every machine they are two parts 

(1) Flux carrying parts 

(2) Load carrying parts 

In large synchronous machines the stator has the load carrying parts, 

i.e. armature and the rotor has the flux carrying parts i.e.; field winding. Iron losses 

are also called magnetic losses and core losses. They are broadly divided into 

(1) Hysteresis losses 

(2) Eddy current losses 

These losses occur in the stator core. 

Copper losses occur in both stator and rotor winding. 

The general efficiency of a synchronous generator is 95-98% 
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UNIT-2 

MAIN PARTS OF SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1 : Structure of synchronous generator 

2.1 STATOR: 

 

                                                      Fig 2:Stator 
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 2.1.1 STATOR FRAME: 

The stator frame is horizontally split type and welded 

construction and supports the lamination core and the winding. Both the air duct pieces 

and welded radial ribs provide for rigidly to the stator frame. 

Two things are provided to the stator frame to support the stator on the 

foundation. The stator firmly fixed to the foundation plates with a bolt through the feet. 

 

 

 2.1.2  STATOR WINDING: 

The stator winding is a fractional pitch two layer type, consisting 

of individual bars. The bars are located in slots of rectangular cross section which are 

uniformly distributed on the circumference of the stator core. In order to minimize losses, 

the bars are compared to separately insulated strands which are exposed to 360.degrees 

transposing. 

To minimize the stator losses in the winding, the strands of the top and bottom bars are 

separately brazed and insulated from each other. 

 

2.1.3 STATOR CORE: 

The stator core is made up of stacked insulation electrical sheet steel 

lamination with a low loss index and suspended in the stator frame from insulated 

rectangular guide bars. Axial compression of the stator core is obtained by clamping 

fingers, pressure plates and non magnetic clamping bolts, which are regulated from the 

core. The clamping finger ensures a uniform clamping pressure, especially within the 

range of the teeth and provides for uniform intensive cooling of stator core ends. 

The various losses in the generator are broadly classified as below: 

1. Iron losses/Core losses/Magnetic losses/Constant losses 

i) Hysteresis losses 
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ii) Eddy Current losses. 

 

2. Copper losses/ IVR losses/ winding losses. 

3. Mechanical losses/ Friction & windage losses. 

 

● The purpose of the stator core is two ways: 

1. Support the winding 

2. Carries the flux 

So, the selection of material for building up the core plays a vital role. The losses i.e.; 

magnetic losses are mainly two types. 

1. Hysteresis Losses: Due to the residual magnetism in the material 

2. Eddy Current Losses: Due to the EMF produced in the core of the stator. In order 

to minimize the Hysteresis losses silicon alloyed steel sheets are used for building 

up the core. 

The sheets has the following composition, 

 

Steel - 95.5% 

Silicon -4% 

Impurities -0.2% 

The sheets are 4% Silicon Alloyed COLD ROLLED NON-GRAIN ORIENTED 

SHEETS (CRNGO). To reduce the Eddy Current Losses, the core is built up of 0.5mm 

thickness laminations, which are insulated from each other. The sheets are insulated by 

CLASS-B type of varnish. 

 

  2.1.4  LAMINATION PREPARATION: 

The core is built up of 6 sectors, each of 60ºC cut accordingly to the 

specifications. The cut steel is punched for slots and deburred up to 5 micron. 
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Depending on the temperature withstand ability of the machine the laminations are 

insulated by varnish. The insulation used is ALKYD PHENOLIC VARNISH dried at 

suitable temperature. The lamination sheets are passed through a conveyor, which has an 

arrangement to sprinkle the varnish, and a coat of varnish is obtained. The sheets are 

dried by a series of heaters at a temperature of around 300º-400ºC. Two coatings of 

varnish are provided in the above manner. The thickness of varnish should be 8-10 

microns when measured by a mini tester. Each lamination should be dried for around 

90sec at constant speed. The prepared laminations are passed for various tests. 

i) Xylol test- for proper coat of varnish this test is made. When Xylem is applied for 

1 min, varnish should not dissolve. 

 

ii) Mandrel test- when wound around mandrel there should be no cracks. 

iii) Viscosity test- it should be 40-45 cp. 

iv) IR value test- for 20 layers the insulation resistance should have a minimum value 

of 1 Mega Ohm at 23kg/cm2 pressure. 

 

v) Hardness test – minimum 7H pencil hardness, the coating should not be removed 

when scratched with a 7H pencil. 

 

vi) Uniform test – coating should be done uniformly. 

 

 
2.1.5 CORE ASSEMBLY: 

1. Trial core assembly: 

Three packets are assembled on the clamping plate and all relevant

 checks are carried out. Critical checks are inside diameter of the 
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core, final inspection drift passage through the slot. After fulfilling the entire above 

requirement the packets are disassembled. 

2. Regular core assembly: 

The packets assembly is carried out as per drawing requirement the 

segments are staggered from layer to layer so that a core of high mechanical strength 

and uniform permeability to magnetic flux is obtained. Stacking mandrels and bolts 

are inserted into the winding slots bores during stacking to provide smooth slot walls. 

The length of each packet of laminations should be as per the design. Between each 

packet ventilation lamination sheets are assembled whose thickness is 0.65 mm and 

on which “ I” beams are spot-welded. This provides the ventilation in radial directions 

 

3. Normal packets assembly: 

The above process is repeated up to 800mm after attaining 800mm first 

pressing is carried out as per drawing requirement. After completion of the core 

assembly core lengths are checked in 8 to 12 locations either in clockwise or anti-

clockwise direction if any variation in the core lengths is being noticed to replenish the 

core height in subsequent final core assembly. After completion of core assembly 

clamping plate is assembled. All the core lengths are checked around the outer & inner 

diameter clockwise as per the drawing requirements. So under final pressure tension 

bolts are assembled and the core bolts are tightened with the specified torque. The 

clamping bolts running through the core are made of non-magnetic steel and are 

insulated from the core and the pressure 
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plates. The pressure is transmitted from the pressure plates to the core by clamping 

fingers. The clamping fingers extended up to the ends of teeth, thus ensuring a firm 

compression in the area of the teeth. 

Now the first ring is welded on both sides under pressure similarly the subsequent 

rings are also welded. The total vertical core is shifted horizontally on the exciter side and 

again winding brackets are assembled and checked for 90°c as per the drawing 

requirements. After completion of cleaning the total stator in all respects like filling 

lamination projections, sharp corners and interruption of foreign matter. Then the stator is 

subjected to a core flux test to detect hot spots. 

 

2.1.6 CONDUCTOR CONSTRUCTION: 

Copper coils are received and examined for physical and electrical 

properties in accordance to the specification. The conductors are cut in to require size as 

per drawing requirement; this operation is called “CONDUCTOR CUTTING”. 

 
● ROEBEL TRANSPORTATION: 

The strips are staggered and are bent for Roebel transposition. The individual bars 

are transposed to 360°c, equalize the induced EMF in all strands, to minimize the 

circulating currents and to reduce the skin effect and it gives a good rigidity to the bars. 

 

After lining both bottom dye and top dye conductors are pressed and checked        

as  per the drawing requirement and center to center length is been checked,  first and 

second bundle are assembled together to form a single
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bundle and then an insulation sheet is kept in between two bars and they are joined together 

to form a single bar. 

● PUTTY WORK: 

Each individual bar consisting of uneven surface and width space are filled with 

nomex and trivaltherom Mica fleece is placed on both the surfaces and further taping is 

done by PTFE tape (Poly tetra Fluoro Ethylene) and are subjected for further processing. 

● STACK CONSOLIDATION: 

The bars are subjected to a horizontal and vertical pressure of150kgs/cm square at a 

temperature of 150deg.c for the duration of 2 to 3 hours. Passing gauges like no go 

gauges and go gauges and lamp test is conducted for inter strip and inter half shorts. 

● FIRST & SECOND BEND OPERATION: 

Bending operation is done on a bending table. First and second bend is carried 

out and to achieve the overhang , third bend formation the coil is laid on universal 

former. Rotopax and harder is applied along with nomax in between two halves of the 

overhang portion and hence consolidation is carried out by keeping heating clamps. 

● CLEANING AND PREPARATION OF BARS: 

Bars are cleaned and tested for inter strip and inter half shorts and subjected for final 

tapping. 

2.1.7FINAL TAPPING: 

Tapping is carried out on the bars by two ways, they are:- 

1. Manual tapping 

2. Machine tapping 
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Resin rich and Resin poor insulating materials are characterized by the contact of 

the Epoxy Resin. In the Resin rich system the content of Epoxy Resin is 40% in tape 

so it is named as RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in the Resin poor system the content of 

Resin is 8% in tape so named as RESIN POOR SYSTEM. 

 
(a) RESIN POOR TAPPING: 

Resin poor mica tape is used for resin poor bars; the first layer is carried out by spreading 

the copper foils. Then 6x1/2 overlapping layers of resin poor tape is wrapped.Throughout 

the length of the bar including 3rd bend i.e. and 2x1/2 overlapping layers of resin poor 

tape is carried out only in straight portion one layer of split mica is warped by spreading 

ocp at bottom such that their must not be any overlap between split mica tape ultimately 

OCP is wrapped in the straight portion ECP is wrapped from the end of the straight part 

up to overhang second bend. Starting from straight portion upto 3rd bend, hyper seal tape 

is wrapped on both sides and sent for stator winding. ICP - (Inner corona protection) 

●  Also Called Inner potential grading on the stack of the bars to avoid inner 

corona discharges 

● To optimize insulation they’re by voltage stress grading. 

● Provided with conductive fleece tape with a copper strip. OCP - 

(outer corona protection) 

● On the outer surface of the insulated starter bars. 

● Conductive fleece tape. 

● To provide an effective path for outer corona discharges. 
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ECP- (end corona protection) 

● Semiconductive tapes on both ends of the straight part of the bars. 

● To dampen the voltage surges through additional surface capacitance 

 

 

(b) RESIN RICH TAPPING: 

All the operations relevant to Resin Poor Taping are common up to overhang 

consolidation; only final tapping is different.  In a resin rich system i.e. 12x1/2 

overlapping of resin rich tape is wrapped over the resin rich bar and subjected for final 

baking operation. The bar is heated up to 90°c for the duration of 60 minutes. This stage 

is known as GEL FORMATION and again the bar is heated to 110°c within the span of 

30 minutes. During this time the bar is tightened from the center towards the bend 

portion on both sides. This stage is known as liquid formation from 90°c to 110°c, 15% 

of resin is oozed out and remaining resin is consolidated for a duration of 3 hours at a 

temperature of 160°c and allowed for natural cooling. In straight portion k8880 

conductive coating is carried out and in bend portion semi conductive coating is carried 

out. Red gel paint is carried out in both the overhang portions. This process is 

repeated for each individual bar for the total number of bars required. An HV and tan 

delta test is carried out for each bar. 

STATOR WINDING: 

The three-phase stator winding is a fractional pitch two-layer type consisting of 

individual bars; each stator slot accommodates two bars. 

It is a double layer lap winding with 60o phase spread fractional 
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Windings are used to reduce higher order harmonics and pitch of the winding is so 

Selected that 5th and 7th harmonics are greater reduced. 

The slot bottom bars and top bars are displaced from each other by one winding pitch and 

connected at their ends to form coil groups. The coil groups are connected together with 

phase connectors inside the stator frame. This arrangement and shape of the bars results 

in a cone shaped winding having particularly favorable characteristics both in respect of 

its electrical properties and resistance of only one turn insulation and main insulation 

identical. 

Stator core received after the core assembly is checked for the availability 

of foreign matter, so coil projections are checked in each slot. 

HGL drift is passed in each and every slot to detect bottom core projections. Winding 

holders are adopted and binding rings are assembled on both sides. The HGL binding 

rings are centered to the core and then bottom bars are laid. Each bar is pressed with a 

pressing fixture to obtain specified dimensions. By adopting this above procedure the 

entire bottom bars are laid in respective slots. After completing the bottom bar layer 

reinforcing the overhang portion by tying with a nipping glass sleeve. 

Temporary wedging is carried out, HV testing is done and then stiffeners are 

assembled. Top bars are laid by pressing each bar with a pressing fixture and all the bars 

are laid in respective slots. In between top and bottom bars HGL spacers are kept. And 

then top bars are tested. 

Individual eye jointing and bracing is carried out. Then after eyes jointing 

individual eyes are insulated with fine mica tape. After completion of eyes jointing 

connector rings are assembled & connected as per drawing 
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and three neutral and three phase terminals are terminated out. Once again HV test is 

carried out before sending the stator to impregnation. 

● CONNECTION OF BARS: 

Brazing makes the electrical connection between the top and bottom bars. 

One top bar strand each is brazed to one strand of the associated bottom bar so that the 

beginning of each strand is connected without having any electrical contact with the 

remaining strands. This connection offers the advantage that circulating current losses In 

the stator bars are kept small. The strands are insulated from each other at the brazed 

joints. The coils connected are wrapped with dry mica/glass fabric tapes half overlapped. 

The thickness of the wrapper depends on the machine voltage. The gaps between the 

individual coil commendations being sufficiently large, no additional insulation is 

required. 

 

● PHASE CONNECTORS: 

The phase connectors consist of flat copper sections, the cross section of 

which  results in a low specific current loading. The connections to the stator winding are 

of riveted and soldered tape and are likewise wrapped with dry mica/glass fabric tapes. 

The phase connectors are firmly mounted on the winding support using clamping 

pieces and glass fabric tapes. 

 
2.1.8 TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

1. ARRANGEMENT OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS 
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The beginning and ends of the three phase windings are brought out from the 

stator frame through bushings, which provides for high voltage insulation. The bushings 

are bolted to the stator frame at the exciter end by their mounting flanges. Bushing type 

current transformers for metering and relating may be counted on the Bushings courtside 

the stator frame. The generator main leads are connected to the terminal connectors 

outside the stator frame. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The bushing conductor consists of high conductivity copper buses. All connection flanges 

are silver-plated to minimize the contact resistances of the bolted connections. The 

supporting insulator of glass silk cloth is impregnated with epoxy resin. The copper buses 

are attached to the insulator only at one end and are thus free to expand. Flexible 

connectors allow for thermal expansion between the terminal bushing and the phase 

connectors. To prevent eddy current losses and inadmissible overheating, the mounting 

flange is made of glass silk cloth as well. 

3. COOLING OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

To dissipate the heat the terminal bushings are directly cooled with cold air. Cold air 

from the discharge end of the fan is pressed into the insulator. 

The hot air is returned to the suction intake of the fan via the passage between the two 

copper bushes.
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2.2 ROTOR 

 

 

 

Fig 3: Rotor 

2.2.1 ROTOR SHAFT: 
 

Rotor shaft is a single piece solid forging manufactured from a vacuum 

casting. Slots for insertion of field winding are milled into the rotor body. The 

longitudinal slots are distributed over the circumference. So that solid poles are obtained. 

To ensure that only high quality forgings are used, strengthening tests, material analysis 

and ultrasonic tests are performed during manufacture of the rotor. After completion, the 

rotor is based in various planes at different speeds and then subjected to an over speed 

test at 120% of rated speed for two minutes. 

2.2.2 ROTOR WINDING AND RETAINING RINGS: 

The rotor winding consists of several coils, which are inserted into the 

slots and series connected such that two coils groups from one pole. Each coil consists of 

several connected turns, each of which consists of two half turns which are connected by 

brazing in the end section. The individual turns of the coils are insulated against each 

other, the layer insulation L-shaped strips of lamination epoxy glass fiber with nomex 

filler are used 
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for slot insulation. The slot wedges are made of high electrical conductivity material and 

thus act as damper winding. At their ends the slot wedges are short circuited through the 

rotor body. 

The centrifugal forces of the rotor end  winding are contained by a single 

piece of non magnetic high strength steel in order to reduce stray losses, each retaining 

ring with its shrinks fitted insert ring is shrunk into the rotor body in an overhang 

position. The retaining rings are secured in the axial position by a snap ring. 

 

2.2.3. FIELD CONNECTION AND MULTI CONTACTS: 

 
The field current is supplied to the rotor through a multi contact system 

arranged at the exciter side shaft end. 

The rotor shaft is forged from a vacuum degassed steel ingot.Comprehensive 

test ensures adherence to the specified mechanical and magnetic properties as well as a 

homogeneous forging. 

The rotor consists of an electrically active portion and two shafts ends. An integrally 

forged flange coupling to connect the rotor to the turbine is located outboard of the 

bearing. 

Approximately 60% of the rotor circumference is provided with longitudinally 

slots, which hold the field windings slot pitch is selected so that the two solid poles are 

displayed by 180 degrees. 

Due to the non-uniform slot distribution on the circumference, different moments 

of inertia are obtained in the main axis of the rotor. This in turn causes varying shaft 

deflections at twice the system frequency. To reduce these vibrations the deflections in 

the direction of the poles axis and neutral axes are equalized by the transverse slotting of 

the poles.
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The rotor teeth at the ends of the rotor body are provided with axial and radial 

holes enabling the cooling air to be discharged into the air gap after intensive cooling of 

the end windings. 

2.2.4 Rotor windings Construction: 

The field winding consists of several series connected coils inserted into the 

longitudinal slots of the rotor body; the coils are wound so that two poles are obtained. 

The solid conductors have a rectangular cross-section and are provided with axial 

slots for radial discharge of the cooling gas. All conductors have identical copper and 

cooling duct cross-section. 

The individual conductors are bent to obtain half after insertion into rotor slots. 

These turns are combined from full turns; the series connected turns of one slot constitute 

one coil; the individual coils of the rotor winding are electrically series connected so that 

one north and one south magnetic pole are obtained. 

 

 2.2.5 VENTILATION CONSUME & 90° BENDING: 

First the conductors are checked for their quality and ventilation holes 

are punched and they are checked for burr. Then edgewise bending is made. The 

conductors are bent more than 90o so that it will sustain spring back effect. Debugging 

ventilation slots by relevant tools. 

 2.2.6 ANNEALING: 

  

Then the conductors are heated and pressed at the bending so that the cross section of 

the conductors will be maintained equal throughout. This process is called annealing. 
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 2.2.7 DOVETAIL PUNCHING WINDOW DIMENSION: 

A small portion near the bend is removed so that it does not cause any damage to 

the insulation trough while lying in the slots. This process is called relief filing. Then 

dovetail punching is made which provides a good brazing process when two conductors 

are joined. Window dimensions for the conductors are checked. The dimension of the 

window decreases from top to bottom conductors. 

● CLEANING: 

Then the conductors are cleaned with thinner (acetone) and then air-dry varnish is 

applied. Then keeping the conductors on a dummy rotor makes radial bending. For the 

conductors away from the poles pre brazing is done. 

 

 2.2.8 CONDUCTOR MATERIAL: 

The conductors are made with silver content of approximately 0.1% as compared to the 

electrolytic copper; silver alloyed copper features high strength properties at high 

temperatures so that coil deformations due to thermal stresses are eliminated. 

Insulation: The insulation between the individual terms is made of a layer of glass fiber 

laminate with numex filler. 

Characteristics of copper to be used are: 

 

Density 8900kg/m3 

Melting point 1083 

Thermal conductivity w/m-oc 350 

Coefficient of thermal expansion at 20 oc/oc 16.7x10-6 

Resistivity ohm -m 0.01724x10-5 

Resistance temperature coefficient at 20oc, -1oc 0.00393 
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ES 

Specific heat J/kg c 390 

 

 

● Arrangements of insulation in laying of copper in the slots: 

1. Turn insulation of glassoflex in straight part. 

2. Turn the insulation of glassoflex in overhang before bend. 

3. Turn insulation of glassoflex at bends. 

4. Turn the insulation of glassoflex in overhang after bend. 

5. Shellac varnish P-80. 

6. Insulating troughs. 

The connections for the coils on both the poles will be as follows: 

 

 
Pole 1 TS pole 2 

 
 

(+) (-) 

2.2.9 Location of parts in rotor    winding:    

Rotor slot wedges: 
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To protect the winding against the effects of the centrifugal force the winding is 

firmly secured in the slots with wedges. They are made from an alloy featuring high 

strength and good electrical conductivity and are also as damper winding bars the slot 

wedges extend below the shrink seats of the retaining rings the ring acts as short circuit in 

the damper windings. 

End winging spacing: 

The spaces between the individual coils in end windings are filled with insulating 

members; the insulating members prevent coil movements and are used for intensive 

cooling of the rotor end windings. 

Rotor retaining rings: 

The rotor retaining rings balance the centrifugal force due to the end windings. 

One end of each ring is shrunk on the rotor body while the other end of the ring 

overhangs the end winding without contacting the shaft; this ensures an unobstructed 

shaft direction of the end winding. 

The shrunk on the hub at the free end of the retaining ring serves to reinforce the 

retaining ring and secures the end winding in the axial direction at the same time. A snap 

ring is provided for additional against axial displacement of the retaining ring. To reduce 

the stray losses and have high strength the rings are made up of non-magnetic cold 

worked materials. Comprehensive tests such as ultrasonic examinations and liquid 

penetrant examination ensure adherence to the specified mechanical properties of the 

retaining ring shrink-fit areas. These act as short circuit rings to the induced currents in 

the damper system to ensure low contact resistance the shrink seats of the retaining rings 

are coated with nickel aluminum and silver by a three step spraying process. 
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Field connections: 

The field connections provide electrical connections between the rotor winding brush less 

exciters. 

Terminal lug: 

The terminal lug of a copper conductor of rectangular cross-section one end of the 

terminal lug is braced to the rotor winding while the other end is screwed to the radial 

bolt. 

Radial bolt: 

The field current lead located in the shaft bore is connected to the terminal lug at the end 

winding through a radial bolt. The radial bolt is made from steel and screwed into the 

field current lead in the shaft before. 

Field current lead in shaft bore: 

The leads are run in the axial directions from the radial bolt to the end of the rotor. They 

consist of two semicircular conductors insulated from each other by an intermediate plate 

and from the shaft by a tube. 

Rotor fan: 

The generator cooling air is circulated by two axial fans located on the shaft at both ends 

two augment the cooling or the rotor winding the pressure established by the fan works in 

conjunction with the air expelled from the discharge along the rotor. The moving blades 

of the fan have threaded roots for being screwed into the rotor shaft the blades are 

dropped forged from an aluminum alloy the threaded root fastening permits the blade 

angle to be adjusted each blade is secured at its root with a threaded pin. 

● BALANCING: 
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After the rotor is manufactured, the rotor is balanced .It is desired that every rotor 

should run smoothly in its bearings. In order to achieve it the rotor should be balanced 

before assembling. The larger the rotor the more the balancing is required. Balancing of 

rotor is carried out in two steps 

1. Static balancing 

2. Dynamic balancing 

● Static balancing: 

In static balancing, the rotor is put on two plain rails. Rails replace the shaft at 

the bearing ends. The rails should be perfectly horizontal as possible. The rotor should be 

in position to swing on these rails without friction. Then the eccentric force is balanced. 

This static balancing is only useful to bring the center of gravity very near to the axis of 

the shaft but for exact balancing dynamic balancing is needed. 

● Dynamic balancing: 

It helps to find not only forced but also torques on the shaft when the 

machine runs. This method of balancing helps to balance the deviation of the axis of 

center of gravity from the axis of rotation. Rotation is essential for dynamic balancing. 

Turbo generators are generally dynamically balanced under rotor hot conditions. The 

weights on either side of the axis of the rotor are determined. The centrifugal force on the 

bearings is measured and weights on either side of the axis of the rotor are not the same 

then the difference of weights are added to the required side of the axis. In this way, the 

rotor is balanced. 

For obtaining the most accurate balancing, it is to be carried out in the presence of 

vacuum. 

2.3 BEARINGS
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The generator rotor is supported in two sleeve bearings. To eliminate shaft 

current the exciter and bearing is insulated from foundation plate and oil piping. 

The temperature of each bearing is maintained with two RTD’s 

(Resistance Temperature Detector) embedded in the lower bearing sleeve so that the 

ensuring point is located directly below the Babbitt. All bearings have provisions for 

fitting vibration pick up to monitor shaft vibrations. 

The oil supply of bearings is obtained from the turbine oil system. 

 

2.4 EXCITATION SYSTEM: 
 

 

Fig 4: Excitation System 

 
In all industrial applications, the electrical power demand is ever increasing. This 

automatically demands for the design, development and construction of increasingly 

large capacity Synchronous generators. These generators should be highly reliable in 

operation to meet the demand. This calls for a reliable and sophisticated mode of 

excitation system. 
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When the first a.c generators were introducing a natural choice for the supply of 

field systems was the DC exciter. DC exciter has the capability for equal voltage output 

of either polarity, which helps in improving the generator transient performance. DC 

exciters, however, could not be adopted for large ratings because of the problems in the 

design commutator and brush gear, which is economically unattractive. Of –course, the 

problems are not uncommon in power stations but Of the environment with sulphur 

vapours, acidic fumes as in the cases of petrochemical and fertilizer industries, exposure 

of DC exciter. This adds to the problem of design. 

Types of a.c exciters are: 

(1) High frequency excitation 

(2) Brush less excitation 

(3) Static excitation 

The high frequency D.C exciter is a specially designed “inductor type alternator” 

with no winding on its rotor. It is designed to operate at high frequency to reduce the size 

of the rotor; the a.c exciter was very reliable in operation. Though this system eliminates 

all problems associated with the commutator, it is not free from problems attributable to 

slip rings and its brush gear. Thus a brushless excitation system was introduced. 

The BL exciter consists of field winding on the stator. This system proved to 

be highly reliable and required less maintenance. Absence of power cables and external 

ac power supplies males the system extremely reliable. The problem associated with 

brushes like fast wear out of brush, sparkling etc, are eliminated. 
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This suffers from the disadvantage of lack of facility for field suppression 

in the case of an internal fault in the generator. 

The system comprises a shaft driven AC exciter with rotating diodes. 

 

 
2.4.1 PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR AND AVR: 

This system is highly reliable with least maintenance and is ideally suitable 

for gas driven generators. 

The static excitation system was developed contemporarily as an alternative to a 

brush less excitation system. This system was successfully adapted to medium and large 

capacity Turbo generators. Though the system offers very good transient performance, 

the problems associated with slip rings and brush gear systems are still present. 

This system consists of a rectifier transformer, thyristor converters, field breaker 

and AVR. This system is ideally suitable where fast response is called for. The system is 

flexible in operation and needs very little maintenance. 

Thus, each excitation system has its own advantages and disadvantages. The 

selection of the system is influenced by the transient response required, nature of 

pollution and pollution level in the power plant and cost of equipment. 

Exciters are those components, which are used for giving high voltage to the generator 

during the start up conditions. The main parts that are included in the exciter assembly 

are: 

(1) Rectifier wheels 

(2) Three phase main exciter 
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(3) Three phase pilot exciter 

(4) Metering and supervisory equipment 

 

 

● RECTIFIER WHEELS: 

The main components of the rectifier wheels are Silicon Diodes, which are 

arranged in the rectifier wheels in a three-phase bridge circuit. The internal arrangement 

of diodes is such that the contact pressure is increased by centrifugal force during 

rotation. 

There are some additional components contained in the rectified wheels. One 

diode each is mounted in each light metal heat sink and then connected in parallel. For 

the suppression of momentary voltage peaks arising from commutation, RC blocks are 

provided in each bridge in parallel with one set of diodes. The rings from the positive 

shrunk on to the shaft. This makes the circuit connections minimum and ensures 

accessibility of all the elements. 

 

● THREE PHASE PILOT EXCITER: 

The three phase pilot exciter is a six-pole revolving field unit; the frame 

accommodates the laminated core with the three-phase winding. The rotor consists of a 

hub with poles mounted on it. Each pole consists of separate permanent magnets, which 

are housed in non-metallic enclosures. The magnets are placed between the hub and the 

external pole shoe with bolts. The rotor hub is shrunk on to the free shaft end. 

 
● THREE PHASE MAIN EXCITER: 
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Three phase main exciter is a six-pole armature unit, the poles are 

arranged in the frame with the field and damper winding. The field winding is arranged 

on laminated magnetic poles. At the pole shoe, bars are provided which are connected to 

form a damper winding. 

The rotor consists of stacked lamination. Which are compressed through bolts 

over compression rings. The three- phase winding is inserted in the slots of the laminated 

rotor. The winding conductors are transposed within the core length and end turns of the 

rotor windings are secure with the steel bands. The connections are made on the side 

facing of the rectifier wheels. After full impregnation with the synthetic resin and curing, 

the complete rotor is shrunk on to the shaft. 

2.4.2 AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR: 

The general automatic voltage regulator is fast working solid thyristor 

controlled equipment. It has two channels, one is an auto channel and the other is manual. 

The auto channel is used for the voltage regulation and manual channel. 

Is used for the current regulation. Each channel will have it’s own firing for 

reliable operation. 

The main features of AVR are: 

(5) It has an automatic circuit to control outputs of auto channel and manual 

channel and reduces disturbances at the generator terminals during transfer 

from auto regulation to manual regulation. 
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(6) It is also having limiters for the stator current for the optimum utilization 

of lagging and leading reactive capabilities of turbo generators. 

(7) There will be automatic transfer from auto regulation to manual regulation 

in case do measuring PT fuse failure or some  internal faults in the auto 

channel. 

(8) The generator voltage in both channels that is in the auto channel and the 

manual channel can be controlled automatically. 

 

  Fig 5: AVR 

 

 

2.5  COOLING SYSTEM: 

Cooling is one of the basic requirements of any generator. The effective 

working of generators considerably depends on the cooling system. The insulation used 

and cooling employed is inter-related. The losses in the 
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generator dissipates as the heat, it raises the temperature of the generator. Due to high 

temperature, the insulation will be affected greatly. So the heat developed should be 

cooled to avoid excessive temperature raise. So the class of insulation used depends 

mainly on the cooling system installed. 

There are various methods of cooling, they are: 

a. Air cooling- 60MW 

b. Hydrogen cooling-100MW 

c. Water cooling –500MW 

d. H 2 & Water cooling – 1000MW 

Hydrogen cooling has the following advantages over Air-cooling: 

1. Hydrogen has 7 times more heat dissipating capacity. 

2. Higher specific heat 

3. Since Hydrogen is 1/14th of air weight. It has higher 

compressibility 

4. It does not support combustion. 

DISADVANTAGES: 

1. It is an explosive when mixed with oxygen. 

2. Cost of running is higher. 

Higher capacity generators need better cooling systems. 

The two-pole generator uses direct cooling for the rotor winding and indirect air-

cooling for the stator winding. The losses in the remaining generator components, such as 

iron losses, windage losses, and stray losses are also dissipated through air. 

The heat losses arising in the generator interior are dissipated through air. Direct 

cooling of the rotor essentially eliminates hot spots and 
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differential temperatures between adjacent components, which could result in mechanical 

stresses, particularly to the copper conductors, insulation and rotor body. Indirect air-

cooling is used for stator winding. 

Axial-flow fans arranged on the rotor draw the cooling air for the axial-flow 

ventilated generator via. Lateral openings in the stator housing. Hot air is discharged via. 

Three flow paths after each fan. 

Fig 6: Cooling System 

 

 
FLOW PATH 1: it is directed into the rotor end windings space and cools the rotor 

windings, part of the cooling air flows past the individual coils for cooling the rotor end 

windings space via bores in the rotor teeth at the end of the rotor body. The other portion 

of the cooling airflow is directed from the rotor end winding space into the slot-bottom 

ducts from where it is discharged into the air gap via. A large number of radial ventilating 

slots in 
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the coils and bores in the rotor wedges along these paths the heat of rotor winding is 

directly transferred to the cooling air. 

FLOW PATH 2: it is directed over the stator end windings to the cold air ducts and into 

the cold air compartments in the stator frame between the generator housing and rotor 

core. The air then flows into the air gap through a slot in the stator core where it absorbs 

the heat from the stator core and stator winding. 

FLOW PATH 3: It is directed into the air gap via. The rotor retaining-ring. The air then 

flows past the clamping fingers via. Ventilating slot in the stator core into the hot air 

compartments in the stator frame being discharged to the air cooler. The flow path mainly 

cools the rotor retaining rings, the ends of the rotor body and the ends of the stator core. 

Flow 2&3 mix in the air gap with 1 leaving the rotor. The cooling 

air then flows radially outward through ventilating slots in the core within the range of 

the hot air compartments for cooling of the core and winding. The hot air is discharged to 

the air cooler. 

● OIL SYSTEM: 

Lubrication oil is to be supplied in order that the rotor can be easily 

ruined. Jacking oil is first given in order to shift the shaft near the journal and so that it 

can be ruined easily. Jacking oil is given only at the starting and it is stopped and further 

lube oil is given continuously. This oil is to be continuously in order to reduce wear and 

tear on the bearing. 
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2.6 INSULATION SYSTEM: 

In Electrical Machines insulation is the most important requirement to 

sustain high voltages and basically insulation is the heart for electrical machines. 

Insulation is the property which has enormous resistance to the conductivity that is 

basically the forbidden gap between valence and conduction bands are very large I.e. 

Formic level is very high in insulating materials .The property of good insulating material 

is non-conductive to electricity and conductor for heat. A good insulating material needs 

the following properties. 

1. The basic function of insulation is to provide insulation to live wire or live wire to 

earth. 

2. It should be good conductor to heat and bad conductor to electricity. 

3. It should withstand the designed mechanical stress. 

4. It should have good chemical and thermal resistivity and environmental resistance. 

An insulator should satisfy the following properties for an electrical system are 1. 

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

3. THERMAL PROPERTIES 

4. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

● INSULATING MATERIALS: 

 

Insulating materials or insulates are extremely diverse in origin and properties. 

They are essentially non-metallic, are organic or inorganic, uniform or heterogeneous in 

composition, natural or synthetic. Many of them are of natural origin as, for example, 

paper, cloth, paraffin wax and 
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natural resins. Wide use is made of many inorganic insulating materials such as glass, 

ceramics and mica. Many of the insulating materials are man-made products and 

manufactured in the form of resins, insulating films etc., in recent years wide use is made 

of new materials whose composition and organic substances. These are the synthetic 

Organo-silicon compounds, generally termed as silicones. 

An ideal insulating material should have: 

(1) High dielectric strength sustained at elevated temperatures. 

(2) High receptivity or specific resistance 

(3) Low dielectric hysterics 

(4) Good thermal conductivity 

(5) High degree of thermal stability i.e. it should not determine at high temperatures. 

(6) Low dissipation factor 

(7) Should be resistant to oils and liquid, gas flames, acids and alkalis. 

(8) Should be resistant to thermal and chemical deterioration. 

 

2.6.1 CLASSIFICATION OF INSULATING MATERIAL: 

The insulating material can be classified in the following two ways. 

2.6.1.1  Classification according to substance and materials. 

2.6.1.2 Classification according to temperature. 

➔ Classification according to substance and materials: 

2.6.1.2.1 Solids (Inorganic and organic) 

EX: Mica, wood slate, glass, porcelain, rubber, cotton, silks, rayon, ethylene, paper and 

cellulose materials etc. 

2.6.1.2.2 Liquids (oils and varnishes) 

EX: linseed oil, refined hydrocarbon minerals oils spirits and synthetic varnishes etc. 

2.6.1.2.3 Gases 
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EX: Dry air, carbon dioxide, nitrogen etc. 

 

 

➔ CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO TEMPERATURE: 

 

Clas

s 

Permissible 
temperature 

Materials 

Y 90° Cotton, silk, paper, cellulose, wood etc neither 
impregnated nor immersed in oil. These are unsuitable for 
electrical machine and apparatus as they deteriorate rapidly 
and are extremely hygroscopic. 

A 105° Cotton, silk & paper, natural resins, cellulose esters, 
laminated wool, varnished paper. 

E 120° Synthetic material of cellulose base 
B 130° Mica, asbestos, glass fiber with suitable bonding substance 
F 155° Material of class B with binding material of higher thermal 

stability. 

H 180° Glass fiber and asbestos material and built up mica with 
silicone resins. 

C Abov
e 

180° 

Mica, porcelain, quartz, glass (without any bonding agent) 
with silicon resins of higher thermal stability. 

 

● INSULATING MATERIAL FOR MACHINES: 

 

 

Name 

of 

Materi

al 

 

Insulati

on 

Class 

Shelf 
life (In 
months) 

 

Application 

At 

20 
oC 

At 

5o

c 

1. Samicatherm 

calmica glass-n, 

mimica, domica, 

folium, filamic 

novobond-s, epoxy 

therm laxman isola 

calmica flex 

F 6 12 Main insulation of 

stator bars 

2. Samica flex H 4 8 Overhang insulation of 
motor coils, at 3rd 
bends of multi turn 
coil 

3. Vector 

asbestos 

(365.02/365.

32) 
(used in resin rich) 

B/F 2 8 Main pole coils of 

    synchronous 
machines 

 

4.      

5. Epoxide prepreg glass 

cloth 

F 6 12 Winding
 holde

and 
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rs interhalf 
insulation 

6. Polyester resin mat rope  6  Bar to winding holder 

stiffener groove of 

support segment of 

clamping plate 

7. Glassoflex 
Turbo 
laminate 

F 6 12 Interturn insulation of 
rotor winding 

8. Hyper seal tape F 6 12 As finishing layer
 in overhangs of 
motor coils 

9. SIB775 or 4302 varnish F 6 12 Stack
 Consolidati
on stator bars 

of 
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10. SIB475 or 4301 varnish F 6 12 Base coat varnish 
before taping of stator 
bars 

11. SIB 643 or8003 Varnish 
or K8886 varnish 

 4 8 Conductive coat in 
straight portion of stator 
bars 

12. SIB 642 or 8001 varnish  4 8 At slot emerge portion 
on stator bars 

 

 

 

2.6.2 PROPERTIES 

I) ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES: 

1. INSULATION RESISTANCE: 

It may be defined as the resistance between two conductors usually separated by 

insulating materials. It is the total resistance in respect of two parallel paths, one 

through the body and other over the surface of the body. 

2. DIELECTRIC STRENGTH: 

The voltage across the insulating  material is increased slowly the  way in which 

the leakage current increases depends upon the nature and condition material. 

3. POWER FACTOR: 

Power factor is a measure of the power losses in the insulation and should be low. 

It varies with the temperature of the insulation. A rapid increase indicates danger. 

4. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT: 

This property is defined as the ratio of the electric flux density in the material .To 

that produced in free space by the same electric force. 

5. DIELECTRIC LOSS: 

The dielectric losses occur in all solid and liquid dielectric due to 
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(a) Conduction current 

(b) Hysteresis. 

II. THERMAL PROPERTIES: 

Specific heat thermal conductivity. 

1. Thermal plasticity 

2. Ignitability 

3. Softening point 

4. Heat Aging 

5. Thermal expansion. 

 
III. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES: 

 
1. Resistance to external chemical effects 

2. Resistance to chemical in soils 

3. Effect of water. 

 

IV. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES: 

 
1. Density 

2. Viscosity 

3. Moisture absorption 

4. Hardness of surface 

5. Surface tension 

6. Uniformity. 

● EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON INSULATION: 

Thermal property 

Chemical property 

Electrical property 

Physical and mechanical property. 

 
● INSULATION RESISTANCE IS AFFECTED BY 

THE FOLLOWING FACTOR (Resistance between two conductor): 

 
1) It falls with every increase in temperature. 
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2) The sensitivity of the insulation is considerable in the 

presence of moisture. 

 

3) Insulation resistance decreases with increase in applied voltage. 

 
2.6.3 EPOXY RESINS: 

 
Epoxy resins are polyethers derived from epi-chlorohydrin and Bis-

phenol monomers through condensation polymerization process. 

In epoxy resins cross-linking is produced by cure reactions. The liquid polymer 

has reactive functional groups like oil etc, otherwise vacuum as pre polymer. The pre 

polymer of epoxy resins allowed to react curing agents of low inductor weights such as 

polyamines, polyamides, polysulphides, phenol, urea formaldehyde, acids anhydrides etc, 

to produce the three dimensional cross linked structures. 

Hence epoxy resins exhibit outstanding toughness, chemical inertness and 

excellent mechanical and thermal shock resistance. They also possess good adhesion 

property. Epoxy resins can be used continuously up to 300°F, but withy special edition 

can withstand a temperature of up to 500°F. 

Epoxy resins are made use as an efficient coating material. This includes coating 

of tanks containing chemicals, coating for corrosion and abrasion resistant containers. 

Epoxy resins are made up of attractive corrosion and wear resistant floor ware finishes. 

These are also used as industrial flooring material. They are also used as 

highways Surfacing and patching material. Molding compounds of epoxy resins such as 

pipe fitting electrical components bobbins for coil winding and components of tooling 

industrial finds greater application in industries. 

The epoxy resins similar to polyester resins can be laminated and fiber reinforced 

(FPR) and used in glass fiber boats, lightweight helicopters and aeroplanes parts. 

In the modern electronic industry, the application of epoxy resins is great. Potting 

and encapsulation (coating with plastic resin) is used for electronic parts. Most of the 

printed circuits bodies are made of lamination epoxy resin which is light but strong and 

tough. 

 
PROPERTIES: 
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1) Epoxy resins have good mechanical strength less shrinkage and excellent 

dimensional stability after casting. 

 

2) Chemical resistance is high. 

 

3) Good adhesion to metals. 

 

4) To impact hardness certain organic acid anhydrides and alphabetic amines are 

mixed. 

 

APPLICATION: 

 

1) They are used in the manufacture of laminated insulating boards. 

2) Dimensional stability prevents crack formation in castings. 

3) They are also used as insulating varnishes. 

 

2.6.4 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR LAMINATIONS: - 

The core stacks in modem machines are subjected to high pressures during 

assembly and subjected to high pressures during assembly and therefore to avoid metal-

to-metal contact, laminations must be well insulated. The main requirements of good 

lamination insulation are homogeneously in thin layers toughness and high receptivity. 

We use varnish as insulating material for laminations. 

● VARNISH 

 

This is the most effective type of insulation now available. It makes the 

laminations nest proof and is not affected by the temperature produced in electrical 

machines. Varnish is usually applied to both sides of lamination to a thickness of about 

0.006mm. On plates of 0.35mm thickness varnish gives a stacking factor about 0.95.In 

order to achieve good insulation properties the following processes are in BHEL. 

● THERMOPLASTIC PROCESS OF INSULATION 
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● THERMOSETTING PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 

BHEL is practicing only thermosetting process of insulation so 

Thermosetting types of insulation are of two types: 

● RESIN RICH SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

● RESIN POOR SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN RICH BARS: 

● Preprag 

● Nomex 

● Epoxy resin rich mica tape 

● Glass tape 

● PTFE tape 

VARNISH 

● Mica powder 

● Graphite powder 

● Conductive varnish 

● Semiconductor varnish 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR HALF BARS 

● EPOXY glass cloth 

● Nomex glass fleece 

● Fine mica polyester glass cloth 

● Nomex 

● Form micanite 

● Form mica tape 

● Copper foil 

● Polyester fleece tape with graphite for ICP 

● Polyester fleece for OCP 

● Polyester fleece tape with silicon carbide 

● Mica splitting tape 

VARNISH 

● Polyester glass tape 

● Rutapox 

● Hardener (H-90) 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR DIAMOND COILS 
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● Treated trivoltherm 

● Impregnated polyester fleece 

● Glass mat with accelerator 

● Hostofon folium 

● Synthetic fiber tape 

● Resin poor mica tape 

● Polyester fleece tape with graphite 

● Semiconductor asbestos tape 

● Polyester glass tape 

● Polyester fleece tape 

● Nomex polyamide adhesive tape 

 

RESIN RICH SYSTEM: 

 

In olden days, Resin Rich system of insulation is used for all Electrical Machines. In 

insulator contains nearly 40% of EPOXY RESIN, so it gives good thermal stability Resin 

Rich Insulation consists of the following materials in percentage 

1. MICA PAPER TAPE -40-50% 

2. GLASS PAPER TAPE-20% 

3. EPOXY RESIN-40% 

The bars are insulated (or) taped with RESIN RICH TAPE and placed in the Pre-

assembled stator core including stator frame. 

In a resin rich system of insulation Mica paper will give a good dielectric strength and 

Glass fiber tape will give a good mechanical strength and Epoxy resin can withstand up 

to 155 degree Centigrade so it gives a good thermal properties. Resin rich and Resin poor 

insulating materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy Resin. In the Resin rich 

system the content of Epoxy Resin tape is 40% so it is named as RESIN RICH 
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SYSTEM, and in the Resin poor system the content of Resin tape is 8%. By VIP 

impregnation process, the required amount is added to the conductor bars after 

assembling the core and placing the winding in the core. In a resin rich system before 

placing coils in the stator slots the rich tape will be wrapped over the bars.

 Nevertheless, this system has the following 

disadvantages: 

1. This system is very time consuming and a very long procedure. 

2. Total cost of the system is more. 

 

In order to minimize the overall cost of the machine and to reduce the time cycle of the 

system, the VACUUM PRESSURE IMPREGNATION SYSTEM is being widely used. 

This process is very simple, less time consuming and lower cost. 

BHEL, HYDERABAD is equipped with the state of the art technology of 

VACUUM PRESSURE IMPREGNATION. 
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UNIT-3 

TESTING OF TURBO GENERATORS 

 

 
 

To ensure that all functional requirements are fulfilled, and to estimate the 

performance of the generator, the TURBO GENERATORS are required to undergo 

some tests. For testing, the TURBO GENERATOR was mechanically coupled to a 

drive motor-motor generator set with gearbox. The rotor was excited by the 

thyristor converter system located in an independent test room and the operation 

was controlled from the test gallery. 

 

The following first two tests will be conducted on the stator and rotor before 

assembling and the third and final routine tests will be conducted after assembling 

the turbo generator. 

 

 

 3.1 TESTS CONDUCTED ON ROTOR. 

 3.2 TESTS CONDUCTED ON STATOR. 

 3.3 ROUTINE TESTS ON TURBO GENERATORS 

 

3.1 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR ROTOR WINDING: 

 
 

Details of process tests to be performed at various stages: 

 

A) HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

1. After mounting the excitation lead and slip rings and before actually 

commencing the winding, the slip rings are to be tested. 

First, measure the insulation resistance with 1000v Megger, if the insulation 

condition is found satisfactory, then perform High Voltage test for one minute, the 

test of which is to be determined according to the following equation. 
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U2=Ut+1 KV 

Where U2 is test voltage 

Ut is 10*rated rotor voltage 

However the resulting test voltage U2 should be neither lower than 2.5KV nor 

above 4.5KV. 

 

After the high voltage test, measure the insulating condition again with 1000V Megger. 

 
2. The next test is to be carried out after placing all the coils in the respective rotor 

slots and before clamping the pressing equipment. Measure the insulating condition 

with a 1000V Megger. It must not be lower than 1MΩ for each KV of the tested 

voltage. Then measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. 

3. After tightening the winding with the pressing and tightening equipment and 

before actually baking the winding, measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. 

Then check the polarity of the winding. 

While clamping care should be taken to see that the pressing rings and other 

equipment are insulated from the winding and rotor body, by inserting insulation in 

every slot under the shims of the equipment. 

4. After baking and forming the winding and removing of the clamping equipment 

and after the rotor cools down to ambient temperature, measure the insulation 

resistance with 1000V Megger. 

If the insulation condition is satisfactory, perform High Voltage test for one 

minute with a value of 1.15Ut 

Where Ut is 10 times the rated rotor voltage. 

After performing the High Voltage test, measure again the insulation condition. 

5. After driving the central wedges only in position, measure the insulation 

resistance and if found satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 

1.10Ut for 10 sec, i.e., just reaching the value and then bringing it down to zero. 

After driving all the wedges in position, measure the insulation resistance 

and if found satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for one 

minute. 
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6. After putting all the bracing’s, mounting of the end-retaining ring and just 

before dispatch of the rotor for further machining. 

Measure the insulation resistance. 

Measure the ohmic resistance of the winding and perform High Voltage test 

with a value of 1.05Ut for one minute. 

7. After machining of the rotor, and before its dispatch to the centrifugal tunnel, 

measure the insulation resistance. 

8. After setting the rotor in the centrifugal tunnel, check the insulation resistance 

and the ohmic resistance, while the rotor is at rest. Check again the insulation 

condition at 3000 rpm. 

Measure again the insulation resistance after the rotor is balanced and just 

before its dispatch to the winding shop. 

9. Finally, just before the dispatch of the finished rotor measure the insulation 

resistance and perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.0Ut for one minute. 

 
B)MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

 

The D.C resistance value of rotor winding is measured by using a Micro 

Ohmmeter. First connect the micro ohmmeter to 230V AC supply. And measure 

the resistance and the temperature using RTD. This resistance at T temperature 

has to be converted to resistance at 20º C by using the formula: 

R20= Rt * (235+20)/(235+T) milliohms. 

Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in mΩ T= 

temp in degree Celsius 

Rt= measured resistance of winding in mΩ. 

A deviation of ±10 % from design values is acceptable. 

 

C)MEASUREMENT OF IMPEDANCE: 
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By applying 50-200 V in steps of 50 V, Impedance value is measured at 

standstill and at the rated speed. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

Z=V/I 

Where Z =impedance in ohms; V 

=voltage in volts; 

I =current in amps; 

 

In the measurement of Impedance there will be a graph plotted between 

voltage v/s current. In this, there is no perfect value for the impedance but the 

only condition is that the impedance should increase with the increase in 

voltage. 

 
3.2.1 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR BARS: 

 

● FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS, STATOR BARS WILL BE TESTED IN 

THE FOLLOWING ORDER: 

 
1). After bars manufacturing bars are tested at four times the rated 

voltage. 

Ut=4*Urated 

2). Individual bars will be tested for tanδ. δ Is the angle between actual 

current and line current. When the insulation is perfect and dielectric strength is 

optimal δ is zero. But due to the presence of impurities in the insulation there will 

be a phase angle difference between the two currents. 

This tanδ measurement is known as loss angle measurement or 

dielectric loss measurement. tanδ values should be within 2%. 
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3). Outer corona protection resistance is measured and this value should 

be within the range of 75-300Ω/Sq.cm. 

4). Interstrip and Interhalf shorts are checked. Interstrip means 

between the conductor strips and interhalf means between the halves. These 

shorts are checked by a series bulb test. 

3.2.2 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR WINDING 

 
 

A) HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

 

 
FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS THE STATOR WINDING WILL BE TESTED IN 

THE FOLLOWING ORDER: 

 
1). After lying bottom bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+7) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

2). After lying top bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+5) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

3). After lying bottom, top and eyes joining, High Voltage test is 

conducted for (2Un+3) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

4). After final assembling and connections, customer witness test is 

carried at (2Un+1) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

5). Interhalf shorts are also checked 

 
 

FOR RESIN POOR SYSTEMS THE FOLLOWING TEST IS CARRIED OUT: 

 
 

Bars are subjected for Inter strip and Inter half shorts tests. 

 
 

B) INTER TURN INSULATION TEST: 
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The insulation between the windings of the rotor is tested by applying a 

high frequency current of about 500HZ. The insulation should be able to withstand 

this test. 

 
C) RING FLUX TEST ON STATOR CORE: 

Ring flux test is carried out on the stator core before winding is put in the 

slots. The rated flux density is generated in the stator core by passing current in it. 

This results in the temperature rise and generation of heat. The stator core is 

observed for the temperature rise through its surface by using RTD’s. If there is 

any hot spot found in the core, it is detected. Then it is rectified by carrying out 

electrolysis using phosphoric acid as electrolyte. 

 
D) MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C Resistance of stator winding is measured by using Micro 

Ohmmeter. Connect the micro ohmmeter to 230V AC supply. Connect the 

measuring leads of micro ohmmeter across R phase of stator terminals. 

Measure the resistance and repeat the step for Y and B phases. Record the stator 

RTDs value. 

R20= (Rt * (235+20)/(235+T)) mΩ. 

Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in mΩ T= 

temp in degree Celsius 

Rt= measured resistance of winding in mΩ. 

The variation of maximum and minimum value of stator DC 

resistance upto 5% is acceptable. 

 
E) MEASUREMENT OF LEAKAGE REACTANCE: 

This test is done without a rotor inside the stator. 

Base Impedance Xn= En/(√(3) * In) Ω 
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Where En= rated line to line voltage 

In= rated line current 

 
Total Armature leakage reactance (XL): 

XL= √(Z²-R²) 

Where Z=U/((√3) * I) 

R= P/(3* I²) 

U= voltage measured during the test I= 

current measured during the test P= 

power measured during the test 

Resistance per phase is negligible compared to Z. Therefore 

measurement of P is not required. 

XL=Z=U/((√3)*I) Ω 

% XL= (XL/ Xn) *100 

 
 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE AND CONTINUITY 

TEST OF RESISTANCE TEMPERATURE DETECTOR (RTD): 

Short all the RTD leads together and connect one lead of the megger 

to it. Run the megger and note down the Insulation resistance value after 60 

seconds. This insulation resistance value should not be less than 1MΩ. 

Remove the RTD terminals i.e. open the RTD terminals and connect to the 

multimeter. Note down the resistance value of RTD. For three wire RTD check 

the continuity between shorted terminals. 

 
F) CAPACITANCE AND TAN δ MEASUREMENT OF STATOR 

WINDING: 

Stator winding has two values of capacitance. 

1). Capacitance with respect to ground called ground capacitance 

(Cg). 
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2). Capacitance with respect to other windings called mutual 

capacitance. 

● Measurement of capacitance is done using Schering Bridge and a 

standard capacitor. 

1). High Voltage applied to one of the phases and remaining phases are 

connected to the body of stator Cg+2Cm. 

2). High Voltage to all the phases. 3Cg. Cx 

= capacitance to be measured Cn = 

standard capacitor 

G = galvanometer 

R3+S = variable resistance 

C4= variable capacitance N= 

parallel step fixed resis. R4= 

standard resistor 

Raise the transformer voltage to 0.2 Un Where 

Un = rated voltage of machine. 

Balance the Schering Bridge with proper selection (R3+s) and C4. 

And note down the values of C4 and R3+S 

Take reading at 0.4Un, 0.6Un, 0.8Un and Un. 

Cx= (Cn*R4*(R3+100))/(N*(R3+s) μf 

% tan δ=(( Π*R4* C4)/10000)*100 

C4 and Cn are in μf 

R3, R4 ,N and S are in Ω 

 
 

3.3 ROUTINE TESTS ON TURBO GENERATOR 

 
 

A) MECHANICAL RUN AND MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATIONS AT 

RATED SPEED: 
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The machine is rolled and run at rated speed after ensuring the 

bearing oil and kept at rated speed for stabilization of bearing temperatures. 

The vibrations are measured at rated speed on both the bearing 

housings in Horizontal, Vertical and Axial directions. 

The temperature of the stator is monitored by monitoring RTDs 

embedded in core, tooth and winding. 

The vibrations should be less than 5 microns and noise level should be in 

between 75-90 db. 

 
B) SHORT CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for short circuit characteristics using 

current transformers and shorting the terminals as shown in fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and drive motor input voltage and current 

are noted and the machine is excited gradually in steps, at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 

100% rated current of machine (In). 

The excitation is reduced and cut off. The speed is reduced and the 

machine is cooled at lower speed. The temperatures are checked from machine 

RTDs. The machine is stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator 

winding temperature should be less than 60°C) 

From the Short Circuit test, we will get copper losses. 

The short circuit characteristics are plotted from SCC results by 

selecting X-axis as field current and Y-axis as % rated current. 

 
C) OPEN CIRCUIT TEST: 

 
 

The machine is prepared for Open Circuit Characteristic as shown in the 

fig. 
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The machine is run at rated speed and the motor input voltage and current 

are noted and the machine is excited gradually in steps, cat 20%, 40%, 60%, 

80%, 90%, 95%, 100%, 105%, 110% and 120% of rated 

voltage of machine (En). 

At 100% rated voltage the following parameters are noted: 

● Shaft voltage 

● Checking of phase sequence 

● Bearing vibration 

● RTDs readings 

The excitation is reduced, cut off, the speed is reduced, and the machine is 

cooled at lower speed. The temperatures are checked from machine RTDs. The 

machine is stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator core 

temperatures to be less than 60°C. 

From the Open Circuit test, we will get Iron losses. 

The Open Circuit Characteristics is plotted on a graph paper from OCC 

results by selecting X-axis as field current and Y-axis as % rated voltage. 

 
D) MEASUREMENT OF SHAFT VOLTAGE: 

When the rotor shaft rotates inside the stator there will be some induced 

EMF will be developed inside the rotor. In addition, this voltage will go to the 

bearings and pedestal and to the earth as it is grounded and it will again come back 

to the pedestal, to the bearings through the earth. It will become a cyclic process. 

This voltage has to be reduced otherwise, the rotor will get heated. For this bearing 

pedestal is placed on insulation called HGL. 

When the machine is under Open Circuit Characteristic testing shaft 

voltage is measured with multimeter and high input impedance AC 
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voltmeter across the two ends of the rotor at 100% rated voltage. The shaft 

voltage should be as minimum as possible. 

 
E) CHECKING OF PHASE SEQUENCE: 

 
 

When the machine is under OCC condition at 100% rated voltage, the 

phase sequence of the generator is checked using a phase sequence indicator 

across PT. 

 
F) MEASUREMENT OF ROTOR IMPEDANCE (rotor inside stator): 

 

A variable 50 Hz A.C voltage of single phase is applied across the 

input leads and readings of voltage and current are noted down from 50v-200v 

in steps of 50V. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

Z=V/I 

Where Z =impedance in ohms; V 

=voltage in volts; 

I =current in amps; 

Rotor Impedance is measured at standstill and at rated speed of the 

machine. 

The impedance of rotor at standstill and at rated speed is plotted as applied 

voltage v/s Impedance. 

 
MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE OF STATOR AND 

ROTOR WINDINGS BEFORE AND AFTER HIGH VOLTAGE TEST 

(machine at rest): 
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Insulation Resistance of the stator and rotor windings is measured 

separately before and after high voltage test using Megger of 2500 V for stator 

& 1000 V for rotor windings. 

The Insulation Resistance values are taken at 15 sec and at 60 sec The 

ratio of insulation resistance at 15 sec and 60 sec is known as 

Absorption Coefficient. 

Absorption Coefficient = IR at 60″/ IR at 15″ 

This Absorption Coefficient for High Voltage test should be >=1.3 

 
 

G) HIGH VOLTAGE TEST ON STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS 

(MACHINE AT REST): 

The High Voltage is applied to winding by increasing gradually to required 

value and maintained for one minute and reduced gradually to minimum. The 

transformer is switched off and winding is discharged to earth by shorting the 

terminal to earth using an earthing rod connected to earthed wire. The test is 

conducted on all the phases and rotor winding separately. 

When a High Voltage test is done on one phase winding, all other phase 

windings, rotor winding, instrumentation cables and stator body are earthed. 

High Voltage test levels: 

Stator winding = (2 Ut + 1) kV 

Rotor winding = (10* Up) V 

Where Ut = Rated voltage of the machine under test Up = 

Excitation voltage 

H) MEASUREMENT OF POLARISATION INDEX OF STATOR 

WINDING: 

 
In the measurement of the polarization index of stator winding, stator 

output terminals are subjected to 2.5 kV Megger for a duration of 1 
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minute and 10 minutes. And the respective insulation values are noted down. 

Polarization Index is the ratio of Insulation Resistance value at 10 min 

and Insulation Resistance value at 1 min. 

Polarization Index = Insulation resistance at 10′/ Insulation 

resistance at 1′ 

The polarization index value should be greater than 2 

 
 

I) MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE OF STATOR AND ROTOR 

WINDINGS IN COLD CONDITION: 

 
In cold conditions means measuring the D.C resistance of the stator and 

rotor windings before testing. 

D.C Resistance of stator and rotor windings are measured separately using 

micro ohmmeter. The instrument terminals are connected to the machine terminals 

and proper range in the meter is selected. 

Variation in the values of D.C Resistance of 3 phases of stator 

windings up to 5% is acceptable. 

 
MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCES AND INSULATION 

RESISTANCE OF RTDs: 

The D.C Resistance and insulation resistance of RTDs are measured 

using multimeter and Megger respectively. 

 
 

J) EVALUATION OF SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO: 

 
 

From the test data Short Circuit Ratio is calculated using the formula 

S.C.R= Field current at 100% Rated voltage from OCC/ Field current at 100% rated 

current from SCC 
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BHEL - AN OVERVIEW 
 

BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy related in 

fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its first plant was set up in 

Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment industry in India, a dream that has been more 

than realized with a well-recognized tract record of performance. It has been earning profits continuously 

since 1971-72 and achieved a sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores 

in 2002 – 2003. 

  

BHEL caters to core sectors of the Indian Economy Viz., Power Generation & Transmission, 

Industry, Transportation, Telecommunication, Renewable Energy, Defence etc., The wide network of 

BHEL’S 14 manufacturing divisions, four Power Sector regional centers, eight service centers and 18 

regional offices and a large number of project sites spread all over India and abroad enables the company to 

promptly serve its customers and provide them with suitable products, systems and services efficiently and at 

competitive prices. BHEL has already attained ISO 9000 and all the major units/divisions of BHEL have 

been upgraded to the latest ISO-9001: 2000 version quality standard version quality standard certification for 

quality management. BHEL has secured ISO 14001 certification for environmental management systems and 

OHSAS – 18001 certification for occupational health and safely management systems for its major units/ 

divisions. 
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INDUSTRIES: 

 BHEL is a major contribution of equipment and systems to industries: cement, sugar, fertilizer, 

refineries, petrochemicals, paper, oil and gas, metallurgical and other process industries. The range of 

systems & equipment supplied includes: captive power plants, co-generation plants, DG power plants 

industrial steam turbines, industrial boilers and auxiliaries, waste heat recovery boilers, gas turbine, heat 

exchangers and pressure vessels, centrifugal compressors, electrical machine, pumps, valves, seamless steel 

tubes, electrostatic precipitators, fabric filters, reactors, fluidized bed combustion boilers, process controls 

and material handling systems. 

 

   Power Generation: 

Power Generation Sector comprises of thermal, gas, hydro and nuclear power plant business. As of 

31.3.2003, BHEL supplied sets account for nearly 68,854 MW or 65% of the total installed capacity of 

1,06,216 MW in the country, as against Nil till 1969-70. 

 

BHEL has proven turnkey capabilities for executing power projects from concept to commissioning. 

It processes the technology and capability to produce thermal sets with super critical parameters up to 1000 

MW unit rating and gas turbine generator sets of up 250 MW units rating.   Co-generation and combined 

cycle plants have been introduced to achieve higher plant efficiencies t. To make efficient use of the high ash 

content coal available in India, BHEL also supplies circulating fluidized bed combustion boilers for thermal 

plants. 

The company manufactures 220/235/500 MW nuclear turbine generator sets. Custom made hydro sets 

of Francis, Pelton and Kaplan types for different head discharge combinations are also engineered and 

manufactured by BHEL. 

In all, orders for approximately 800 utility sets of thermal, hydro, gas and nuclear have were placed 

on the company as on date. The power plant equipment manufactured by BHEL is based on contemporary 

technology comparable with the best in the world and is also internationally competitive. 

 

The Company has proven expertise in Plant Performance Improvement through renovation, 

modernization and up rating of a variety of power plant equipment, besides specialized know how of residual 

life assessment, health diagnostics and life extension of plants. 
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TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION (T&D): 

 

BHEL offers wise ranging products and systems for T&D applications. Products manufactured 

include: Power transformers, instrument transformers, dry type transformers, series & shunt reactors, 

capacitor banks, vacuum & SF circuit breakers, gas insulated switchgears, energy meters, SCADA systems 

and insulators. 

 

A strong engineering base enables the company to undertake turnkey delivery of substations up to 400 

KV level, series compensation systems (For increasing power transfer capability of transmission lines and 

improving system stability and voltage regulation), shunt compensation systems and HVDC systems (for 

economic transfer of bulk power). BHEL has indigenously developed the state of the art controlled shunt 

reactor (for reactive power management on long transmission lines), Presently, 1 400 kV Facts (Flexible AC 

Transmission system) project is under execution. The company undertakes comprehensive projects to reduce 

AT Closes in distribution   Systems.   

 

BHEL is the only company in INDIA with the capability to make simulators for power plants, defense 

and other applications. The company has commenced manufacture of large desalination plants to help 

augment the supply of drinking water to people.  

 

TRANSPORTATION: 

  BHEL is involved in the development, design, engineering, marketing, production, installation, 

maintenance and after-sales services of rolling stocks and traction propulsion systems. In the area of rolling 

stock, BHEL manufactures electric locomotives up to 5000 HP, diesel electric locomotives from 350 HP to 

3100 HP, both for mainline and shunting duty application. BHEL is also producing rolling stock for special 

application viz., overhead equipment cars, special well wagon, rail-cum-road vehicle etc. Besides traction pro 

passion systems for in-house use, BHEL manufactures traction propulsion systems for other rolling stock 

producers of electric locomotives, diesel-electric locomotives, electrical multiple units &metro cars. The 

electric & diesel traction equipment on Indian Railways are largely powered by electrical propulsion systems 

produced by BHEL.  BHEL also undertakes retrofitting &overhauling of rolling stock. In the area of urban 

transportation system, BHEL is geared up to turnkey execution of electric trolley bus systems, light rail 

systems, etc. BHEL also diversifies in the area of port handling equipment & pipelines transportation system. 
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TELECOMMUNICATION: 

 BHEL also caters to Telecommunication Sector by way of small, medium and large switching 

systems. 

 

RENEWABLE ENERGY: 

  Technologies that can be offered by BHEL for exploiting non-conventional and renewable 

sources of energy include: wind electric generators, solar photovoltaic systems, stand-alone & grid 

– interactive solar power plants, solar heating systems, solar lanterns and battery-powered road 

vehicles. The Company has taken up R&D efforts for development of multi-junction amorphous 

silicon solar cells and fuel based systems. 

 

OIL & GAS: 

     BHEL is a major contribution to the Oil and Gas sector industry in the country. BHEL ‘s product 

range includes Deep Drilling Oil Rigs, Mobile Rigs, Work Over Rigs, Well Heads and X-Mas 

Trees, Choke and Kill Manifolds, Full Bore Gate valves, Mud valves, Mud-line suspension 

system, Casing support system, subsea well Heads, block valves, seamless pipes, Motors, 

compressors, Heat Exchangers etc. BHEL is the single largest supplier of well Heads, X- mass 

Trees and Oil Rings to ONGC and OIL. 

 

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS: 

BHEL is one of the largest exporters of engineering products & services from India ranking among 

the major power plant equipment suppliers in the world. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) was established at Bangalore, India, by the Government of 

India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized electronic needs of the Indian 

defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a multi-product, multi-technology, multi-unit 

company serving the needs of customers in diverse fields in India and abroad. R&D engineers are 

engaged in the development of new products, cutting edge technology modules, subsystem, 

processes & components in the following major areas:- - Radars - Sonar’s & Naval Systems - 

Communications - Command Control Systems - Electronic Warfare Systems & Avionics - Tank and 

Opto-electronics - Broadcast, Satcom & Telecom - Other products & systems – Components. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at Ghaziabad 

in 1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Air Force. The third unit 

was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier tubes. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management multi 

sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications battlefield 

management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, 

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 
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Chapter - 1 

                                                  Introduction  

1.1 History 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defence company with 

about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by the Indian Government and 

primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of 

nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defence of India.  It was founded in 1990 with the aim of 

conducting research, development and manufacture of image intensifier tubes and associated high 

voltage power supply units for use in military, security and commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio transmitters for 

AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave tubes. 

In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro circuits. 

1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 1973, BEL 

began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up new 

units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at Ghaziabad in 

1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Indian Air Force. The third 

unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programmes in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for supply 

of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula the same 

year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) and the 

ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus to 

naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to focus 

on futuristic research and development. 
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    In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the set 

up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 75,000 

electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the foreign 

partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed supply 

restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company was 

able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganised its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defence PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of ₹35.60 billion 

(US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one month 

ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will enable 

exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly.  

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management multi 

sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications; battlefield 

management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

 In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, 

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 

 BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defence weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defence forces. 
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1.2 BEL Units and Products 

Table no:1.1 
 

S. No BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, Antenna, 

Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

1.3 Product Assurance 

Definition 

A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary resources 

for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 
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                                                    Chapter-2    

Night Vision Device 

2.1 Definition 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually refers 

to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant 

housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such 

as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR  illuminator, 

making it an active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 

2.2.1 Working Principle of  Image Intensifier 
 Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient 

light. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from 

the cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electron. 

 Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide with 

the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on the screen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

another lens. 

2.2.2 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 
All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature. A lens focuses the infrared 

light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing others. The focused 

light is scanned and creates temperature pattern. The pattern created is translated into electric 

impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the information into data for the 

display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is play, and appears as various 

colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

  2.3 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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2.4 Classification of Night Vision Devices 

  
                  

                                        Fig 2.1:Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 

2.5 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

 The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use of flash 

lights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to see 

more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see clusters in the sky in 

real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, 

reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray. 
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                                                     Chapter-3 

Case Study of Image Intensifier Tubes 

 

 

                                     Fig 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 
 

3.1Binocular Night Vision Devices 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices : 

 Object Glass 

 Focus 

 Image intensifier tube 

 Eye Piece and 

 Eye Guar 
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3.2Image Intensifier Tube 

                                           Fig3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.3 Image Intensification: 

This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  as 

starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light cameras. 

In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the video signal is 

often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are usually integrated into a 

sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used independently or in fused 

mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generating image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) so 

that  scene can be view real-time by the naked eye via visual output ,or as data for later analysis. 

While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged photocathode 

plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel plate that cause the 

image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that strikes the 

photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a CRT 

television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than 

the incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night 

vision goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 
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Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source of 

illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range  700–  1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision  technologies. 
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Chapter-4 

Case Study Of Thermal Imaging 

 

4.1Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product: 

 

Fig 4.1.1: HHTI with LRF 

 

 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight with 

in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks. 

 

 

                            Fig 4.1.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 
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Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it or 

to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas instruments, 

Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in firefighting, law enforcement, 

industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other industries. 

 

4.2Thermal Imaging 
 It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. Works 

in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, fog and  

haze. 

 Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the depth 

of the grey indicates variations between the two. Some thermal cameras, however, add color to 

images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 

4.3 Working of thermal imaging 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by all of 

the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-detector elements. 

The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermo gram. 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the visible 

light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are invisible to the 

human eye. The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick William 

Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he directed sunlight 

through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. He 

found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond the red portion 

of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he found that this region 

had the highest temperature of all. Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave 

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or 

thermal radiation. Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius 

or 0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, 

such as ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 

The Thermal Imaging Camera: 

 Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared 

detector (C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the 

viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 
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Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of 

applications for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile 

guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with 

efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology 

and signal processing have enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology 

leading to the realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of 

second generation and four times that of first generation systems. 

 DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long 

range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battle field. either in standalone mode or as a part of 

electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 

 MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke 

and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-

optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and 

preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs 

perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 

4.4Principle of Operation and Types 
Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 

temperatures. 

Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is emitted 

as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the way an 

ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light level does 

not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as glass 

blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals must be 

used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect against 

accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermo graphic cameras 

are more costly. 

Types: 
 

1. Cooled infra red detectors 

2.Un Cooled infra red detectors 
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4.5 Cooled infrared detectors 
Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and cryogenically 

cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the  semiconductor  materials  used.  Typical 

operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature,  depending on the detector 

technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type 

and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 

common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by their 

own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to 

produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Stirling engine cryo coolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to un cooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-number 

lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for cooled 

detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, nitrogen 

being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and passed over a 

miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For such 

systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

 

Materials used for  cooled  infrared  detection  include photo detectors based  on  a  wide  

range  of narrow gap semiconductors including: 

1. Indium anti monide 

2. Indium Arsenide 

3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

 4.6 Uncooled Infrared Detectors 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and image 

quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their fabrication 

processes, limited by currently available technology.  

Uncooled detectors are mostly based on pyroelectric and ferroelectric materials or micro 

bolometer technology. The material are used to form pixels with highly temperature-dependent 

properties, which are thermally insulated from the environment and read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor material the 

pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization charge. The achieved 

NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. A possible sensor 

assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide thermally insulated 

connection. 
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Silicon micro bolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer 

amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon nitride 

bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the sensing element is 

measured. 
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                                                      Chapter-5 

White Images And Black Images 
 

A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette (also known as 

Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette displays warmer objects as 

black or dark rather than white or light shades. 

The light brown Thermal Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering the 

material will appear hot, but only relative to the Thermal Bright. The material is most effective with 

‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. Though we offer both polarities, 

‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater ranges than ‘hot’. 

 

 

 

                                                                 Fig5.1.2: White Hot Image 
  

   Fig5.1.1: Black Hot Image 

                                            

5.1 Field of View: 
 

The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. In 

case of optical  instruments or  sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is   

sensitive  to electromagnetic radiation. 
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Fig5.1.3: Horizontal Field of View 

 

 
             Fig 5.1.4: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 

5.2 Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera: 

 

 
 

Fig 5.2.1: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

 

Image intensification: Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the                

Saturated by looking directly to a light source and produces a clear image. 

Light source. 

Image Intensification: suspects Thermal imaging suspect hiding in Hiding in bushes is 

practically bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to 

mask at a light source. 
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                                            Chapter-6 

6.1Applications 

1.Military and Police 

One  of  the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a law enforcement or 

military  professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being detected 

and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to 

withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging 

rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using 

thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting 

people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but 

this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or a foe. 

2. Surveillance  

Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because they 

work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for light, and 

night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog also gives 

thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 

3.Energy Audits 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where buildings 

are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year on heating 

and cooling bills. 

4.Security And Law Enforcement 

With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person present at 

there. Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to dramatically improve 

results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search 

and rescue operation as officers may be able to search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 

6.2 Product Assurance Test 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperature test 

b) Heat and Cold Chamber Test 

c) Rain and Dust Chamber Test 
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 Durable Test 

a) Vibration Test 

b) Bump test 

 Functional Test 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 

 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 

Our temperature and humidity Test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             Fig6.2.1:Heat and cool chamber test 
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Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

                       Fig6.2.2: Vibration Test Chamber 

 

 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophies. 

6.3 Conclusion 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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                                                                                                ABSTRACT 

                  The main concept of this project is to display the number of 

persons entering into a room in a seven segment display connected to 

the micro controller. 

         When a person enters the room, count would be increased, whereas on 

leaving, the count would decrease. IR sensing mechanism is used to 

sense the entry & exit of visitors and the whole counting operation is 

done by a microcontroller. Availability of person or visitor can be made 

available from counter value. Therefore, system would take care of 

electricity and display count of visitors available in room. 
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                                                        CHAPTER 1 

                             INTRODUCTION 

           
 

1.1 Introduction for Seven Segment Display: 

        Seven segment displays are important display units in Electronics and 

widely used to display numbers from 0 to 9. It can also display some 

character alphabets like A,B,C,H,F,E etc. In this tutorial, we are going 

to learn how to interface a 7 segment display with 8051 

microcontroller. We are using AT89S52 microcontroller from 8051 

series. 

           It’s the simplest unit to display numbers and characters. It just 

consists 8 LEDs, each LED used to illuminate one segment of unit and 

the 8th LED used to illuminate DOT in 7 segment display. We can refer 

each segment as a LINE, as we can see there are 7 lines in the unit, 

which are used to display a number/character. We can refer each 

line/segment "a,b,c,d,e,f,g" and for dot character we will use "h". There 

are 10 pins, in which 8 pins are used to refer a,b,c,d,e,f,g and h/dp, the 

two middle pins are common anode/cathode of all he LEDs. These 

common anode/cathode are internally shorted so we need to connect 

only one COM pin. 

 

                               

        There are two types of 7 segment displays: Common Anode and Common Cathode: 



 

 

 
 

Common Anode: In this all the Negative terminals (cathode) of all the 8 LEDs are 

connected together (see diagram below), named as COM. And all the positive terminals are 

left alone. 

Common Cathode: In this all the positive terminals (Anodes) of all the 8 LEDs are 

connected together, named as COM. And all the negative thermals are left alone. 

                               

  

1.2 Introduction for Microcontrollers: 

 Microcontroller is a compact tiny computer that is fabricated inside a 

chip and is used in automatic control systems including security systems, office 

machines, power tools, alarming system, traffic light control, washing machine, 

and much more. 

It is economical programmable logic control that can be interfaced with external 

devices in order to control the devices from a distance. 

First microcontroller was made by Michael Cochran and Gary Boone. 

 

It was specially built for embedded system and consisted of read write memory, 

read only memory, I/O ports, processor and built in clock. 

C and assembly languages are used to program the microcontrollers. There are 

also other languages available to program the microcontroller but at the start 

learning a microcontroller programming with C and assembly language is a great 

choice, both are easy to learn and provide a clear concept about microcontroller. 

Technology have been evolved in an amazing way and made our lives easier more 

than ever before. 

Few years ago making the elevator in running condition was a hell of task which 

involved complex programming and circuitry. 

https://www.theengineeringprojects.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/introduction-to-microcontrollers-3.png
https://www.theengineeringprojects.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/introduction-to-microcontrollers-3.png


 

 

 
 

Now, you are capable of not only controlling elevator from microcontroller but 

you can also move the submarine with the proper instructions directed into a single 

microcontroller. 

Any application which involves measuring, controlling, and displaying contains a 

microcontroller chip inside it. 

Microcontrollers come with a wide range of applications but it depends on you to 

decide what task you want to achieve with the help of microcontroller because it 

will only take instructions in the form of programming language. 

You can build, upload and execute any program depending on your priorities. 

                                             

                             Fig: Symbol of AT89C52 microcontroller 



 

 

 
 

 

                                                 

                                        

                           

 

                                              

 

                                       CHAPTER 2 

 COMPONENTS IN SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAY 

2.1 Center Tapped Transformer (12-0-12): 

       A centre-tapped transformer also known as two phase three wire 

transformer is normally used for rectifier circuits. When a digital project 

has to work with AC mains a Transformer is used to step-down the voltage 

(in our case, to 24V or 12V) and then convert it to DC by using a rectifier 

circuit. In a center-tapped transformer the peak inverse voltage is twice as 

in bridge rectifier hence this transformer is commonly used in full wave 

rectifier circuits 

          The operation and theory behind a Center tapped transformer is very 

similar to a normal secondary transformer. A primary voltage will be 

induced in the primary coil (I1 and I3) and due to magnetic induction the 

voltage will be transferred to the secondary coil. Here in the secondary coil 

of a centre tapped transformer, there will be an additional wire (T2) which 

will be placed exactly at the center of the secondary coil, hence the voltage 

here will always be zero. 

If we combine this zero potential wire (T2) with either T1 or T2, we will get 

a voltage of 12V AC. If this wire is ignored and voltage across T1 and T2 is 

considered then we will get a voltage of 24V AC. This feature is very useful 

for the function of a full wave rectifier. 



 

 

 
 

Let us consider the voltage given by the first half of the secondary coil as 

Va and the voltage across the second half of the secondary coil as Vb as 

shown in the diagram below 

                                  

                                      Fig: Center tapped transformer 

 As we know the voltage across the coil depends on the number of turns on 

the primary and secondary coil. Using the turns ratio formulae we can 

calculate the secondary voltage as: 

Va = (Na / Np) * Vp 

Vb = (Nb / Np) * Vp 

 

Where, 

Va = Voltage across the first half of Secondary coil 

Vb = Voltage across the second half of Secondary coil 

Vp = Voltage across the Primary coil 

Na = Number of turn in the first half of Secondary coil 

Nb = Number of turn in the second half of Secondary coil 

Np = Number of turn in the Primary coil 

  



 

 

 
 

2.2 1N4007 Rectifier diode: 

   1N4007 is a PN junction rectifier diode. These types of diodes allow only the flow of 

electrical current in one direction only. So, it can be used for the conversion of AC 

power to DC. 1N 4007 is electrically compatible with other rectifier diodes and can be 

used instead of any of the diode belonging to 1N400X series. 1N-4007 has different real 

life applications e.g. free wheeling diodes applications, general purpose rectification of 

power supplies, inverters, converters etc. The particular diode is shown in the figure 

below.  

                                           

                                                         Fig: 1N4007 Rectifier Diode 

 2.3  7805  Voltage Regulator : 

         Voltage sources in a circuit may have fluctuations resulting in not providing fixed 

voltage outputs. A voltage regulator IC maintains the output voltage at a constant value. 

7805 IC, a member of 78xx series of fixed linear voltage regulators used to maintain 

such fluctuations, is a popular voltage regulator integrated circuit (IC). The xx in 78xx 

indicates the output voltage it provides. 7805 IC provides +5 volts regulated power 

supply with provisions to add a heat sink. 

 

7805 Rating:                                          

              Input voltage range 7V- 35V 

https://www.theengineeringprojects.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Introduction-to-1N4007_8.png


 

 

 
 

             Current rating Ic= 1A 

              Output  voltage range Vmax=5.2V ,Vmin=4.8. 

                                        

                      Fig : Pin Diagram of LM7805 Voltage Regulator  

  2.4 Filtering Capacitors: 

               A filter capacitor is a capacitor which filters out a certain frequency or range 

of frequencies from a circuit. 

Usually capacitors filter out very low frequency signals. These are signals that are very 

close to 0Hz in frequency value. These are also referred to as DC signals. 

              Filter capacitors work is based on the principle of capacitive reactance. 

Capacitive reactance is how the impedance (or resistance) of a capacitor changes in 

regard to the frequency of the signal passing through it. Resistors are nonreactive 

devices. This means that resistors offer the same resistance to a signal, regardless of the 

signal's frequency. This means, for example, that a signal of 1Hz and a signal of 

100KHZ, will pass through a resistor with the same resistance. Frequency isn't a factor. 

However, a capacitor is not like this. A capacitor is a reactive device. Its resistance, or 

impedance, will vary according to the frequency of the signal passing through. 

Capacitors are reactive devices which offer higher resistance to lower frequency signals 

and, conversely, lower resistance to higher frequency signals, according to the 

formula XC= 1/2πfc. 

 
 

http://www.learningaboutelectronics.com/Articles/Capacitive-reactance


 

 

 
 

 

 

                                   Fig: Filter Capacitors 

2.5 AT89C52 Microcontroller: 

                                    AT89C52 is an 8-bit microcontroller and belongs to Atmel’s 

8051 Family. AT89C52 has 8KB of Flash programmable and erasable read only 

memory (PEROM) and 256 bytes of RAM. AT89C52 has an endurance of 1000 

Write/Erase cycles which means that it can be erased and programmed to a maximum 

of 1000 times. 

 Though very slight difference between the features of AT89C51 and AT89C52, they 

are very similar in their pin configurations* and operations. The differences between 

AT89C51 and AT89C52 have been tabulated below. 

  AT89C52 AT89C51 

RAM 256 Bytes 128 Bytes 

Flash 8 KB 4 KB 

Number of 

Timers/Counters 

3 (16-bit each) 2 (16-bit each) 

Number of 

Interrupt 

Sources 

8 6 



 

 

 
 

  

  

*The pin configuration of AT89C52 is exactly similar to that of AT89C51 except that 

the first two pins, P1.0 and P1.1 are multiplexed to correspond to Timer2 operations as 

given in the following table. 

   

 

 While AT89C51 has two timers (Timer0 & Timer1), AT89C52 also has Timer2. 

Corresponding to Timer2, there are extra SFRs (Special Function Registers) T2CON & 

T2MOD. Also there are registers RCAP2H & RCAP2L to configure 16 bit Capture & 

Auto-reload modes of Timer2. 

 

  

                                     

   

Existing 

Alternate Function 

P1.0 T2 Timer/counter 2 External Count 

input 

P1.1 T2 EX Timer/counter 2 Trigger input 



 

 

 
 

                                                          Fig: AT89C52 

              

 

 



 

 

 
 

                                       Fig: Pin Diagram  Of AT89C52 

 

 

   IR LED: 

An Infrared light emitting diode (IR LED) is a special purpose LED emitting infrared rays 

ranging from 700 nm to 1 mm wavelength. Different IR LEDs may produce infrared light of 

differing wavelengths, just like different LEDs produce light of different colors. 

IR LEDs are usually made of gallium arsenide or aluminium gallium arsenide. In complement 

with IR receivers, these are commonly used as sensors. 

The appearance of IR LED is same as a common LED. Since the human eye cannot see the 

infrared radiations, it is not possible for a person to identify if an IR LED is working. A camera 

on a cell phone camera solves this problem. The IR rays from the IR LED in the circuit are 

shown in the camera. 

 PIN DIAGRAM: 

An IR LED is a type of diode or simple semiconductor. Electric current is allowed to flow in 

only one direction in diodes. As the current flows, electrons fall from one part of the diode into 

holes on another part. In order to fall into these holes, the electrons must shed energy in the 

form of photons, which produce light. It is necessary to modulate the emission from IR diode 

to use it in electronic application to prevent spurious triggering. Modulation makes the signal 

from IR LED stand out above the noise.  



 

 

 
 

                                                     

 

PHOTO DIODE: 

                  A photodiode is PN JUNCTION DIODE that consumes light energy to produce 

electric current. Sometimes it is also called as photo-detector, a light detector, and photo-

sensor. These diodes are particularly designed to work in reverse bias condition, it means 

that the P-side of the photodiode is associated with the negative terminal of the battery and 

n-side is connected to the positive terminal of the battery. This diode is very complex to 

light so when light falls on the diode it easily changes light into electric current. The solar 

cell is also branded as large area photodiode because it converts solar energy into electrical 

energy. Though, solar cell works only in bright light. 

 

                    A photodiode is one type of light detector, used to convert the light into current 

or voltage based on the mode of operation of the device. It comprises of optical filters, built-

in lenses and also surface areas. These diodes have a slow response time when the surface 

area of the photodiode increases. Photodiodes are alike to regular semiconductor diodes, 

but that they may be either visible to let light reach the delicate part of the device. Several 

Diodes intended for use exactly as a photodiode will also  

use a PIN junction somewhat than the usual PN junction. 

      



 

 

 
 

                         

                                       Fig: Photo Diode Symbol 

 

 

    

 Crystal Oscillator: 

                  A crystal oscillator is an electronic oscillator circuit that is used for the 

mechanical resonance of a vibrating crystal of piezoelectric material. It will create an 

electrical signal with a given frequency. This frequency is commonly used to keep track of 

time for example wristwatches are used in digital integrated circuits to provide a stable 

clock signal and also used to stabilize frequencies for radio transmitters and receivers. 

Quartz crystal is mainly used in radio-frequency (RF) oscillators. Quartz crystal is the most 

common type of Piezo Electronic Resonator, in oscillator circuits, we are using them so it 

became known as crystal oscillators. Crystal oscillators must be designed to provide a load 

capacitance. 

There are different types of oscillator  that are in use they are namely: Linear oscillators – 

Hartley oscillator, Phase-shift oscillator, Armstrong oscillator, Clapp oscillator. Relaxation 

oscillators – Royer oscillator, Ring oscillator, Multivibrator and Voltage Control 

Oscillator (VCO). Soon we are going to discuss in detail crystal oscillators like working 

and applications of a crystal oscillator 



 

 

 
 

                        

                            Fig: 11.0592MHz Crystal Oscillator  

 

 

                               CHAPTER 3 

        SCHEMATIC EXPLANATION               

3.1:   Circuit Explanation of Power Supply: 

The process of converting the AC Current into DC Current is called rectification. 

Rectification can be achieved by using a single diode or group of diodes. These diodes 

which convert the AC current into DC current are called rectifiers. 

The fullwave rectifier converts both positive and negative half cycles of the input AC 

signal into output pulsating DC signal. 

When an additional wire is connected across the exact middle of the secondary winding 

of a transformer, it is known as a center tapped transformer.  



 

 

 
 

                                               

The wire is adjusted in such a way that it falls in the exact middle point of the secondary 

winding. So the wire is exactly at zero volts of the AC signal. This wire is known as the 

center tap. 

The center tapped transformer works almost similar to a normal transformer. Like a 

normal transformer, the center tapped transformer also increases or reduces the AC 

voltage. However, a center tapped transformer has another important feature. That is the 

secondary winding of the center tapped transformer divides the input AC current or AC 

signal (VP) into two parts.  

 

The upper part of the secondary winding produces a positive voltage V1 and the lower 

part of the secondary winding produces a negative voltage V2. When we combine these 

two voltages at output load, we get a complete AC signal. 

I.e. VTotal = V1 + V2 



 

 

 
 

The voltages V1 and V2 are equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. That is the 

voltages (V1 and V2 ) produced by the upper part and lower part of the secondary 

winding are 180 degrees out of phase with each other. However, by using a full wave 

rectifier with center tapped transformer, we can produce the voltages that are in phase 

with each other. In simple words, by using a full wave rectifier with center tapped 

transformer, we can produce a current that flows only in single direction. 

What is center tapped full wave rectifier 

A center tapped full wave rectifier is a type of rectifier which uses a center tapped 

transformer and two diodes to convert the complete AC signal into DC signal. 

The center tapped full wave rectifier is made up of an AC source, a center tapped 

transformer, two diodes, and a load resistor. 

 

The AC source is connected to the primary winding of the center tapped transformer. A 

center tap (additional wire) connected at the exact middle of the the secondary winding 

divides the input voltage into two parts. 

The upper part of the secondary winding is connected to the diode D1 and the lower part 

of the secondary winding is connected to the diode D2. Both diode D1 and diode D2 are 

connected to a common load RL with the help of a center tap transformer. The center tap 

is generally considered as the ground point or the zero voltage reference point. 

How center tapped full wave rectifier works 

The center tapped full wave rectifier uses a center tapped transformer to convert the 

input AC voltage into output DC voltage. 

When input AC voltage is applied, the secondary winding of the center tapped 

transformer divides this input AC voltage into two parts: positive and negative. 

During the positive half cycle of the input AC signal, terminal A become positive, 

terminal B become negative and center tap is grounded (zero volts). The positive 

terminal A is connected to the p-side of the diode D1 and the negative terminal B is 

connected to the n-side of the diode D1. So the diode D1 is forward biased during the 

positive half cycle and allows electric current through it.  

https://www.physics-and-radio-electronics.com/electromagnetics/electrostatics/potential-difference.html


 

 

 
 

 

On the other hand, the negative terminal B is connected to the p-side of the diode D2 and 

the positive terminal A is connected to the n-side of the diode D2. So the diode D2 is 

reverse biased during the positive half cycle and does not allow electric current through 

it. 

The diode D1 supplies DC current to the load RL. The DC current produced at the load 

RL will return to the secondary winding through a center tap. 

During the positive half cycle, current flows only in the upper part of the circuit while 

the lower part of the circuit carry no current to the load because the diode D2 is reverse 

biased. Thus, during the positive half cycle of the input AC signal, only diode D1 allows 

electric current while diode D2 does not allow electric current. 

During the negative half cycle of the input AC signal, terminal A become negative, 

terminal B become positive and center tap is grounded (zero volts). The negative 

terminal A is connected to the p-side of the diode D1 and the positive terminal B is 

connected to the n-side of the diode D1. So the diode D1 is reverse biased during the 

negative half cycle and does not allow electric current through it. 



 

 

 
 

 

On the other hand, the positive terminal B is connected to the p-side of the diode D2 and 

the negative terminal A is connected to the n-side of the diode D2. So the diode D2 is 

forward biased during the negative half cycle and allows electric current through it. 

The diode D2 supplies DC current to the load RL. The DC current produced at the load 

RL will return to the secondary winding through a center tap. 

During the negative half cycle, current flows only in the lower part of the circuit while 

the upper part of the circuit carry no current to the load because the diode D1 is reverse 

biased. Thus, during the negative half cycle of the input AC signal, only diode D2 allows 

electric current while diode D1 does not allow electric current. 

Thus, the diode D1 allows electric current during the positive half cycle and diode 

D2 allows electric current during the negative half cycle of the input AC signal. As a 

result, both half cycles (positive and negative) of the input AC signal are allowed. So 

the output DC voltage is almost equal to the input AC voltage. 



 

 

 
 

  

 

A small voltage is wasted at the diode D1 and diode D2 to make them conduct. However, 

this voltage is very small as compared to the voltage appeared at the output. So this 

voltage is neglected. 

The diodes D1 and D2 are commonly connected to the load RL. So the load current is the 

sum of individual diode currents. 

We know that a diode allows electric current in only one direction. From the above 

diagram, we can see that both the diodes D1 and D2 are allowing current in the same 

direction. 

We know that a current that flows in only single direction is called a direct current. So 

the resultant current at the output (load) is a direct current (DC). However, the direct 

current appeared at the output is not a pure direct current but a pulsating direct current. 

The value of the pulsating direct current changes with respect to time. This is due to the 

ripples in the output signal. These ripples can be reduced by using filters such as 

capacitor and inductor. 

The average output DC voltage across the load resistor is double that of the single half 

wave rectifier circuit. 



 

 

 
 

      

                                       Fig: Circuit Diagram of Power Supply 

 

 

Output waveforms of full wave rectifier: 

The output waveforms of the full wave rectifier is shown in the below figure.  

 

The first waveform represents an input AC signal. The second waveform and third 

waveform represents the DC signals or DC current produced by diode D1 and diode D2. 

The last waveform represents the total output DC current produced by diodes D1and D2. 



 

 

 
 

From the above waveforms, we can conclude that the output current produced at the 

load resistor is not a pure DC but a pulsating DC. 

3.2 Circuit Explanation of seven segment display: 

                        A 7-segment display can be thought of as a single display, it is still seven 

individual LEDs within a single package and as such these LEDs need protection from over 

current. LEDs produce light only when it is forward biased with the amount of light emitted 

being proportional to the forward current. 

This means then that an LEDs light intensity increases in an approximately linear manner 

with an increasing current. So this forward current must be controlled and limited to a safe 

value by an external resistor to prevent damage to the LED segments. 

The forward voltage drop across a red LED segment is very low at about 2-to-2.2 volts, 

(blue and white LEDs can be as high as 3.6 volts) so to illuminate correctly, the LED 

segments should be connected to a voltage source in excess of this forward voltage value 

with a series resistance used to limit the forward current to a desirable value. 

Typically for a standard red coloured 7-segment display, each LED segment can draw about 

15 mA to illuminated correctly, so on a 5 volt digital logic circuit, the value of the current 

limiting resistor would be about 200Ω (5v – 2v)/15mA, or 220Ω to the nearest higher 

preferred value. 

So to understand how the segments of the display are connected to a 220Ω current limiting 

resistor consider the circuit below 



 

 

 
 

                     

                                                                         

Fig: Circuit Diagram of Seven Segment Display 

 

                                                      CHAPTER 4 : CODE 

 

  4.1 Code for seven segment display: 

     Program: 

 

        P3.0 =Switch 

;******************STARTING 

MODULE********************** ORG 0000H 

LJMP START 

;******************MAIN 

MODULE**************************** ORG 

0050H 

START: MOV 

P1,#00H xx:MOV 

R0,#FFH 



 

 

 
 

YY: INC RO 

LCALL  DISP CJNE 

R0,#0AH,YY 

LJMP xx 

DISP: 

SW:  JB P3.0,SW 

LCALL DELAY 

JB P3.0,SW 

SW1: JNB P3.0,SW1 

LCALL DELAY 

JB P3.0,SW1 

D0:CJNE R0,#00H,D1 

MOV P1,#3FH 

RET 

D1:CJNE R0,#01H,D2 

MOV P1,#06H RET 

D2:CJNE R0,#02H,D3 

MOV P1,#5BH 

RET 

D3:CJNE R0,#03H,D4 

MOV P1,#4H 

RET 

D4:CJNE R0,#04H,D5 

MOV P1,#66H RET 

D5:CJNE R0,#05H,D6 

MOV P1,#6DH 

RET 

D6:CJNE R0,#06H,D7 

MOV P1,#7DH 



 
 

 
 

RET 

D7:CJNE R0,#07H,D8 

MOV P1,#07H RET 

D8:CJNE R0,#08H,D9 

MOV P1,#7FH RET 

D9:CJNE R0,#09H,D10 

MOV P1,#6FH 

D10:RET 

;*************************DELAY***************

************** DELAY: MOV R7,#FFH 

DJNE R7,$ 

RET 

END;                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          



 
 

 
 

 

                                                             CHAPTER- 5 

 

CONCLUSION: 

                      In our project,  The target users of the project can be any one right from 

a common man to  any organization. Lets say if any one uses our project for 

Seminar Purpose then the track  record of the persons attending the seminar will 

give the exact idea about the number of candidate attending and leaving the 

seminar. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy related  in 

fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its first plant was set 

up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment industry in India, a dream 

that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track record of performance. It has been 

earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores 

with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 – 2003. 

 Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country.The production of 

electrical energy and its per capital consumption is deemed as an index of the standard of living 

in a nation in the present day civilization.Development of heavy or large scale industries, as well 

as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., totally depend on electric power 

resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and means to supply required power at 

cheapest rate. The per captial consumption on average in the world is around 1200KWH. The 

figure is very low for our country and we have to still go head in power generation to provide a 

descent standard of living for people. The need for immediate increase in the country’s power  

production in vital. So, we have to utilize the available resources in better possible manner.      

An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical  energy  to  electrical energy. 

The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through a magnetic 

field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends upon the 

length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between the conductor 

and the magnetic field, and strength of the field. The  direction of polarity of the induced e.m.f is 

such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the conductor produced by it 

tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f.  In AC generator the stator holds the 

armature winding and rotor blocks up the field winding. In generator, the armature is stationary, 

the field is rotating. For  the rotating magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply 

to the rotor  winding of a Turbo generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as 

excitation.  As  the name suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The 

excitation is supplied  using a  DC machine  called  exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the 

same shaft. 
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                                                  CHAPTER - 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 
                              

           Power is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country. The 

production of electrical  energy and its per –capital consumption is deemed as an index of the 

standard of living in a nation in the present day civilization. Development of heavy or large 

scale industries,  as well as medium scale industries, agriculture, transportation, etc., totally 

depend on electric power resources of engineers and scientists to find out ways and means to 

supply required power at cheapest rate. The percaptia consumption on average in the world is 

around 1200KWH. The figure is very low for our country and we have to still go head in 

power generation to provide a descent standard of living for people. The need for immediate 

increase in the country’s power  production in vital. So, we have to utilize the available 

resources in better possible manner.       

          An AC  generator  is  basically a device for converting mechanical energy to electrical 

energy. The alternator makes use of the experiment fact that if a conductor is moved through 

a magnetic field an e.m.f  is induced in it. The magnitude field of this induced e.m.f  depends 

upon the length of  conductor actually in the field, the speed of the relative motion between 

the conductor and the magnetic field, and the strength of the field. The  direction of polarity 

of the induced e.m.f is such that the resulting current flow and the magnetic field around the 

conductor produced by it tend to oppose the motion which is producing the e.m.f. 

               In AC generator the stator holds the armature winding and rotor blocks up the field 

winding. In generator, the armature is stationary,the field is rotating. For  the rotating 

magnetic  field,  the DC excitation is necessary. DC supply to the rotor  winding of a Turbo 

generator is required for voltage generation .This is know as excitation.  As  the name 

suggests, when the generator gets excited , it produces the voltage. The excitation is supplied  

using a DC machine called exciter. Exciter is generally driven with the same shaft. 

 

 1.1 BHEL - AN OVER VIEW: 

  

BHEL is the largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in India in the energy  

Related  in fracture sector to day. BHEL was established more than 40 years ago when its  

first plant was set up in Bhopal ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment  

industry in India, a dream that has been more than realized with a well-recognized track 

record of performance. It has been earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and achieved a 



sales turnover of Rs. 7482.3 crores with a profit before tax of Rs. 802.4 crores in 2002 – 

2003. 

BHEL caters to core sectors of the Indian Economy Viz., Power Generation & Transmission, 

Industry, Transportation, Telecommunication, Renewable Energy, Defence etc., The wide 

network of BHEL’S 14 manufacturing divisions, four Power Sector regional centers, eight 

service centers and 18 regional offices and a large number of project sites spread all over 

India and abroad enables the company to promptly serve its customers and provide them with 

suitable products, systems and services efficiently and at competitive prices. BHEL has 

already attained  ISO 9000 and all the major units/divisions of BHEL have been 

upgraded to the latest ISO-9001: 2000 version quality standard version quality standard 

certification for quality management. BHEL has secured ISO 14001 certification for 

environmental management systems and OHSAS – 18001 certification for occupational 

health and safely management systems for its major units/ division 

1.2 POWER GENERATION: 

 Power Generation Sector comprises of thermal, gas, hydro and nuclear power  plant 

business. As of 31.3.2003, BHEL supplied sets account for nearly 68,854 MW or 65% of the 

total installed capacity of 1,06,216 MW in the country, as against Nil till  1969-70. 

BHEL has proven turnkey capabilities for executing power projects from concept to 

commissioning. It processes the technology and capability to produce thermal sets with super 

critical parameters up to 1000 MW unit rating and gas turbine generator sets of up 250 MW 

units rating. Co-generation and combined cycle plants have been introduced to achieve higher 

plant efficiencies t. To make efficient use of the high ash content coal available in India, 

BHEL also supplies circulating fluidized bed combustion boilers for thermal plants. 

The company manufactures 220/235/5.00 MW nuclear turbine generator sets. Custom made 

hydro sets of Francis, Pelton and Kaplan types for different head discharge combinations are 

also engineered and manufactured by BHEL. 

In all, orders for approximately 800 utility sets of thermal, hydro, gas and nuclear have were 

placed on the company as on date. The power plant equipment manufactured by BHEL is 

based on contemporary technology comparable with the best in the world and is also 

internationally competitive. 

The Company has proven expertise in Plant Performance Improvement through renovation, 

modernization and up rating of a variety of power plant equipment, besides specialized know 

how of residual life assessment, health diagnostics and life extension of plants. 
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1.3 TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION (T&D): 

BHEL offers wise ranging products and systems for T&D applications. Products 

manufactured include: Power transformers, instrument transformers, dry type transformers, 

series & shunt reactors, capacitor banks, vacuum & SF circuit breakers, gas insulated 

switchgears, energy meters, SCADA systems and insulators. 

A strong engineering base enables the company to undertake turnkey delivery of substations 

up to 400 KV level, series compensation systems (For increasing power transfer capability of 

transmission lines and improving system stability and voltage regulation), shunt 

compensation systems and HVDC systems (for economic transfer of bulk power). BHEL has 

indigenously developed the state of the art controlled shunt reactor (for reactive power 

management on long transmission lines), Presently, 1400 kV Facts (Flexible AC 

Transmission system) project is under execution. The company undertakes comprehensive 

projects to reduce AT Closes in distribution   Systems.       

1.4 INDUSTRIES: 

 BHEL is a major contribution of equipment and systems to industries: cement, sugar, 

fertilizer, refineries, petrochemicals, paper, oil and gas, metallurgical and other process 

industries. The range of systems & equipment supplied includes: captive power plants, co-

generation plants, DG power plants industrial steam turbines, industrial boilers and 

auxiliaries, waste heat recovery boilers, gas turbine, heat exchangers and pressure vessels, 

centrifugal compressors, electrical machine, pumps, valves, seamless steel tubes, electrostatic 

precipitators, fabric filters, reactors, fluidized bed combustion boilers, process controls and 

material handling systems. 

The company is a major producer of large – size thruster devices. It also supplies digital 

distributed control systems for process industries and control & instrumentation systems for 

power plant and industrial application. BHEL is the only company in INDIA with the 

capability to make simulators for power plants, defense and other applications. The company 

has commenced manufacture of large desalination plants to help augment the supply of 

drinking water to people.  

1.5 TRANSPORTATION: 

 BHEL is involved in the development design,engineering marketing production,installation, 

maintenance and after-sales services of rolling stocks and traction propulsion systems. In the 

area of rolling stock, BHEL manufactures electric locomotives  up to 5000  HP, diesel 



electrical locomotives from 350 HP to 3100 HP, both for mainline  and shunting duty 

application. 

 BHEL is also producing rolling stock for special application viz., overhead cars, special well 

wagon, rail-cum-road vehicle etc.., Besides traction pro passion systems for in-house use. 

 BHEL manufactures traction propulsion systems for other  rolling stock produce of electric 

locomotives, diesel-electric locomotives, electrical multiple unit &metro car .The electric & 

diesel traction equipment on Indian Railways are largely powered by electrical propulsion 

systems produced by BHEL.  BHEL also undertakes retrofitting &overhauling of rolling 

stock. In the area of urban transportation system, BHEL is geared up to turnkey execution of 

electric trolley bus systems, light rail systems, etc. BHEL also diversifes in the area of port 

handling equipment & pipelines transportation system. 

1.6 TELECOMMUNICATION: 

BHEL also caters to telecommunication sector by way of small, medium and large switching 

systems. 

1.7 RENEWABLE  ENERGY: 

 Technologies that can be offered by BHEL for exploiting non-conventional and renewable 

sources of energy include: wind electric generators, solar photovoltaic systems, stand-alone 

& grid – interactive solar power plants, solar heating systems, solar lanterns and battery-

powered road vehicles. The Company has taken up R&D efforts for development of multi-

junction amorphous silicon solar cells and fuel based systems. 

1.8 OIL & GAS: 

BHEL is a major contribution to the Oil and Gas sector industry in the country. BHEL  

product range includes Deep Drilling Oil Rigs, Mobile Rigs, Work Over Rigs, Well Heads 

and X-Mas Trees, Choke and Kill Manifolds, Full Bore Gate valves, Mud valves, Mud-line 

suspension system, Casing support system, sub sea well Heads, block valves, seamless pipes 

Motors, compressors, Heat Exchangers etc. BHEL is the single largest supplier of well 

Heads, X- mass Trees and Oil Rings to ONGC and OIL. 

1.9 INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS: 

          BHEL is one of the largest exporters of engineering products & services from India 

ranking among the major power plant equipment suppliers in the world Over the years, 

BHEL has established its references in about 60 countries around the world from the United 
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States in the West to New Zealand in the Far East. These references encompass almost the 

entire product range of BHEL covering turnkey power projects of thermal, hydro and gas 

based types substation projects, rehabilitation projects, besides a wide variety of products like 

transformers ,valves, well head equipment, insulators, switchgears heat exchangers castings 

and forgings, centrifugal compressor, photovoltaic cells & panels etc. Apart from over 1100 

MW of boiler capacity contributed in Malaysia, and execution of five prestigious power 

projects in Oman, some of the other major successes achieved by the company have been in 

China, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Egypt, Bangladesh, Azerbaijan, Sri 

Lanka, Iraq, Kazakhistan, Indonesia, Taiwan etc. 

The company has been successful in meeting the ever increasing customer’s requirements in 

terms of complexity of the works as well as technological quality and other requirements viz., 

associated O & M, financing packages, extended warranties etc., BHEL has proved its 

capability to undertake projects on fast track basis. The company has been successful in 

meeting varying needs of industry, be it captive power plants, utility power generation or for 

the oil sector requirements. Execution of overseas projects has also provided BHEL the 

experience of working with world-renowned Consulting Organizations and Inspection 

Agencies. In addition to demonstrated capability to undertake turnkey projects on its own, 

BHEL possesses the requisite flexibility to interface and complement with international 

companies for large projects by supplying complementary equipment and meeting their 

production needs for intermediate as well as finished products. 

1.10 TECHNOLOGY UP GRADATION, RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT: 

To remain competitive and meet customer’s expectations, BHEL lays great emphasis 

on the continuous up gradation of products and related technologies, and development of new 

products. The company has upgraded its products to contemporary levels through continuous 

in house efforts as well as through acquisition of new technologies from leading engineering 

organizations of the world. 

           The Corporate R & D Division at Hyderabad, spread over a 140-acre complex, leads 

BHEL’s research efforts in a number of areas of importance to BHEL’s product range 

Research and product development centers at each of the manufacturing divisions play a 

complementary role. 

 BHEL’s investment in R&D is amongst the largest in the corporate sector in India. Products 

developed in-house during the last five years contributed over 7% to the revenues in 2002-03. 

BHEL has introduced, in the recent past, several stage of the art products: Low Nix oil/gas 

burners, large capacity atmospheric fluidized bed combustion boilers, high efficiency pelt on 



hydro turbines, petroleum depot automation systems, 36 kv gas insulated sub stations, 

controlled shunt Reactors (CSR) and Performance Analysis, Diagnostics and optimization 

(ADO) package for power plants etc., The company has also transferred a few technologies 

developed in house to other Indian companies for commercialization. 

The company is also engaged in research in futuristic areas, such as application of 

super conducting materials in power generation and industry and fuel dells for distributed 

environment-friendly power generation. 

1.11 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE: 

BHEL, as envisioned to becoming “ A world – Class innovative, competitive and 

profitable engineering enterprise, providing total business solutions.” For realizing this 

vision, continuous development and growth of the 47,000 strong highly skilled and motivated 

people making the organization, is the only MANTRA. 

Human Resource Development Institute (HRDI), the Corporate Training Institute of 

the company in association with the Advanced Technical Education Center (ATEC) in 

Hyderabad and the human Resource Development Center at the units, is responsible for the 

total Human Resource Development of the Company. Further, Competency 

Development/Assessment Center for Senior Executives is taken up by HRDI 

1.12 HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT: 

BHEL, as an integral part of business performance and in its endeavor of being a 

world class organization and sharing the growing global concern on issues related to 

Environment, Occupational Health and Safety, is committed to protecting Environment in 

and around its own establishment and to providing safe and healthy working environment to 

all its employees.For fulfilling these obligations, Corporate Policies have been formulated as: 

Environmental Policy: 

Compliance with  applicable Environmental Legislation/Regulation. 

Continual Improvement in EnvironmentManagement Systems to protect our natural 

environment and Control pollution. 

Promotion of activities for  conservation of resources by Environmental Management. 

Enhancement of Environmental Awareness amongst employees, customers and suppliers. 

 

BHEL will also assist and co-operate with the concerned Government Agencies and 

Regulatory Bodies engaged in environmental activities, offering the Company’s capabilities 

in this field.  
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Occupational Health and Safety Polity: 

Compliance with applicable Legislation and Regulations. 

 

Setting objectives and targets to eliminate/control / minimize risks due to  

Occupational and Safety Hazards. 

 

Appropriate structured training of employees on Occupational Health and Safety. 

 (OH & S) aspects: 

Formulation and maintenance of OH & S Management programs for continual improvement. 

Periodic  review of OH&S policy to all employees and interested parties. 

The major units of BHEL have already earned international recognition by 

implementation of ISO 14001 Environmental Management System and OHSAS 18001 

Occupational Health & Safety Management system. 

In pursuit of these Policy requirements, BHEL will continuously strive to improve 

work practices in the light of advances made in technology and new understandings in 

Occupational Health, Safety and Environmental Science. 

1.13 PARTICIPATION IN THE “GLOBAL COMPACT’’ OF THE 

UNITED NATIONS: 

     The Global Compact is a partnership between the United Nations, the business 

community, international labour and NOGs. It provides a forum for them to work together 

and improve corporate practices through co-operation rather than confrontation. BHEL has 

joined the Global Compact of United Nations and has committee to support it and the set of 

core values enshrined in its nine principles: 

Principles of the Global Compact: 

Human Rights: 

 Business should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human 

rights and  

Make sure they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 

1. Labour Standards 

2. Business should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the 

right to collective bargaining. 

 

3. The elimination of all forms of forces.  

4. Compulsory labour. 

5. The effective abolition of child labour. 



6.            Eliminate discrimination. 

Environment: 

7. Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges. 

 

8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility  

 
9. Encourage the development and diffusion of environment-friendly technologies. 

 

By joining the Global Compact, BHEL would get a unique opportunity of net working with 

corporates and sharing experience relating to social responsibility on global basis. 

1.14 SYNOPSUIS:- 

 Maximum  percentage  of total power generation  is obtained by conventional  power plant. 

Of   these  steam,  diesel  &  gas turbine power plant  are high speed systems & here always  

three phase alternator  are  only used.                                                                                                  

            In such alternators, insulation  plays  a vital   role  of  these insulation  types, 

resin poor thermosetting  types of  (VPI) of  insulation is preferred  as its life  period is above 

500 years & as  its posses  good  mechanical , thermal  properties & dielectric strength  as the  

quantity  of resin  (the insulating material ) used  here is  less , so the overall   cost   reduces.   

In our project, we have a detail study of the design and manufacturing of TURBO 

GENERATOR & its performance is assessed. 

 

 

CHAPTER  - 2 

ELECTRICAL MACHINES 
 

Machine acts as a generator converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy.                  

The machine, which acts as a motor, converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The 

basic principle of rotating machine remains the same i.e. 

         “ FARADAY’S  LAWS OF ELECTRO MAGNETIC INDUCTION”. 

Faraday’s first law states that whenever conductor cuts magnetic flux, dynamically induced 

EMF is produced. This EMF causes a current flow if the circuit is closed. 

Faraday’s second law states that EMF induced in it, is proportional to rate of change of flux. 

       e = -N d/dt 
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EMF induced will oppose both the flux and the rate of change of flux. 

 In the case of AC generators the armature winding is acts as stator and the field winding acts 

as rotor.  

Efficiency of a machine is equal to the ratio of output to input 

  = Output / input   = Output / output + losses 

To increase the efficiency of any machine we must decrease the losses, but losses are 

inevitable. There are different types of losses that occur in a generator.  

They are broadly divided into 2 types 

 (1) Constant losses  

                  (a)   Iron losses                                              

                  (b)  Friction and windage losses (air friction losses).   

 (2)  Variable losses 

           (a)   Copper losses 

 Electrical machines are of two types AC machines & DC machines. AC machines are 

divided into single-phase AC machines and polyphase AC machines 

3 Phase AC machines are divided into 

1. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  Synchronous Generators (or) Alternators are those in which  the speed of 

the rotor and flux are in synchronism 

2. ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES: 

  These are the machines in which the flux speed and rotor speed will not 

be the same. 

                          Ex: Induction motors. 

Inherently all the machines are AC machines. AC or DC depends   upon the flow of current 

in the external circuit.  

 Synchronous generators can be classified into various types based on   the medium used for  

generation. 

 1. Turbo-Alternators Steam (or) Gas 

      2. Hydro generators 

             3. Engine driven generators 

(1) Flux carrying parts 

(2) Load carrying parts 

(3)  In large synchronous machines the stator have the load carrying parts, i.e. 

armature and the  rotor has the flux carrying parts i.e.; field winding. 



  Iron losses are also called as magnetic losses and core losses. They are broadly divided into        

(1) Hystersis losses  

(2) Eddy current losses 

These losses occur in the stator core. 

Copper losses occur in both stator and rotor winding. 

The general efficiency of a synchronous generator is 95-98 

The main parts in a synchronous-generator are  

STATOR, ROTOR, EXCITATION SYSTEM, COOLING SYSTEM, INSULATION 

SYSTEM, BEARINGS. 

 

 

FIG 2.1: CONSTRUCTION  OF TURBO ALTERNAOR 

 

CHAPTER – 3 

STATOR 
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FIG 3.1: CONSTRUCTION OF  STATOR 

 

 

3.1  Stator frame  

3.2  Stator core 

3.3  Stator windings 

 

3.1   STATOR   FRAME:                   

                    The stator frame is horizontally split type and welded construction and 

supports the lamination core and the winding. Both the air duct pieces and welded radial ribs 

provide for rigidly to the stator frame. 

 Two things are provided to the stator frame to support the stator on the 

foundation. The stator firmly fixed to the foundation plates with bolt through the feet. 

3.2  STATOR   CORE: 

 The stator core is made up of stacked insulation electrical sheet steel lamination with 

a low loss index and suspended in the stator  frame  from insulated   rectangular guide bars. 

Axial compression of the stator core is obtained by clamping fingers, pressure plates and non 

magnetic clamping bolts, which are regulated from the core. The clamping finger ensures a 

uniform clamping pressure, especially within the range of  the  teeth and  provided for 

uniform intensive cooling of stator core ends  

The purpose of the stator core is two ways: 



1. Support the winding Carries the flux 

So, the selection of material for building up of core plays a vital role. The losses i.e.; 

magnetic losses are mainly two types. 

1. Hysterisis Losses: Due to the residual magnetism in the material 

Eddy Current Losses: Due to the EMF produced in the core of the stator.  In order to 

minimize the Hysterisis losses silicon alloyed steel sheets are used for building up of 

core. The sheets has the following composition, 

    Steel                 - 95.5% 

    Silicon              -4% 

    Impurities         -0.2% 

The sheets are 4% Silicon Alloyed COLD ROLLED NON-GRAIN ORIENTED SHEETS 

(CRNGO). To reduce the Eddy Current Losses, the core is build up of 0.5mm thickness 

laminations, which are insulated from each other. The sheets are insulated by CLASS-B 

type of varnish. 

3.3  STATOR   WINDING: 

 The  stator winding is a fractional  pitch two layer type, it consisting of individual bars.  The 

bars are located in slots of rectangular cross section which are uniformly distributed on the 

circumference of the stator core. In order  to minimize losses, the bars are compared of 

separately  insulated strands which are exposed to 360.degrees transposing. To minimize the 

stator losses in the winding, the strands of the top and bottom bars  are separately brazed and 

insulated  from each other inserted into the slots and series connected such that two coils 

groups from one pole. Each coil consists of several connected turns, each of which consists of 

two  half turns  which are connected by brazing in the end section. The individual turns of the 

coils are insulated against each other, the layer insulation L-shaped strips of lamination  

epoxy glass fiber with nomex filler are used for slot insulation. The slot  wedges are made of 

high electrical  conductivity material and thus act as damper  winding. At their ends the slots 

wedges are short  circuited through  the rotor body. 

The centrifugal  forces of the rotor end  winding are contained by single  piece of non 

magnetic high strengthen steel in order to reduce stray losses, each retaining rings with its 

shrinks fitted  insert ring is shrunk into the rotor body in an overhang position. The  retaining 

rings is secured in  the axial position by a snap ring.  

The three-phase stator winding is a fractional pitch two-layer type consisting of individual 

bars; each stator slot accommodates two bars.It is a double layer lap winding with 60o phase 
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spread fractional Windings are used to reduce higher order harmonics and pitch of the 

winding is so Selected that 5th and 7th harmonics are greater reduced. 

The slot bottom bars and top bars are displaced form each other by one winding pitch and 

connected at their ends to form coil groups. The coil groups are connected together with 

phase connectors inside the stator frame. This arrangement and shape of the bars at the results 

in a cone shaped winding having particularly favorable characteristics both in respect of its 

electrical properties and resistance of only one turn insulation and main insulation identical. 

                     Stator core received after the core assembly is checked for the availability of 

foreign matter, so coil projections are checked in each slot.HGL drift is passed in each and 

every slot to detect bottom core projections. Winding holders are adopted and binding rings 

are assembled on both sides. The HGL binding rings are centered to the core and then bottom 

bars are laid. Each bar is pressed with a pressing fixture to obtain specified dimensions. By 

adopting this above procedure the entire bottom bars are laid in respective slots. After 

completing of bottom bar layer reinforcing the overhang portion by tying with nipping glass 

sleeve.  

              Temporary wedging is carried out, HV testing is done and then stiffeners are 

assembled. Top bars are laid by pressing each bar with a pressing fixture and all the bars are 

laid in respective slots. In between top and bottom bars HGL spacers are kept. And then top 

bars are tested.Individual eye jointing and bracing is carried out. Then after eyes jointing 

individual eyes are insulated with fine mica tape. After completion of eyes jointing connector 

rings are assembled & connected as per drawing and three neutral and three phases terminal 

are terminated out. Once again HV test is carried out before sending the stator to 

impregnation.     

 

CHAPTER - 4 

ROTOR 

                                                                

 

4.1 ROTOR: 

 The rotor shaft is forged from a vacuum degassed steel ingot. Comprehensive test 

ensures adherence to the specified mechanical and magnetic properties as well as a 

homogeneous forging. 



            The rotor consists of electrically active portion and two shafts ends. An integrally 

forged flange coupling to connect the rotor to the turbine is located out board of the bearing. 

 Approximately 60% of the rotor circumference is provided with longitudinally slots, 

which hold the field windings slot pitch is selected so that the two solid poles are displayed 

by 180 degrees. 

 Due to the non-uniform slot distribution is on the circumference, different moments of 

inertia are obtained in the main axis of the rotor. This in turn causes varying shaft deflections 

at twice the system frequency. To reduce these vibrations the deflections in the direction of 

the poles axis and neutral axes are equalized by the transverse slotting of the poles. 

  The rotor teeth at the ends of the rotor body are provided with axial and radial holes 

enabling the cooling air to be discharged into the air gap after intensive cooling of the end 

windings. 

4.2 ROTOR WINDINGS CONSTRUCTION:  

            The field winding consists of several series connected coils inserted into the 

longitudinal slots of the rotor body the coils are wound so that, two poles are obtained. 

 The solid conductors have a rectangular cross-section and are provided with axial 

slots for radial discharge of the cooling gas. All conductors have identical copper and cooling 

duct cross-section. 

 The individual conductors are bent to obtain half after insertion into rotor slots. These 

turns are combined of from full turns the series connected turns of one slot constitute one coil 

the individual coils of the rotor winding are electrically series connected so that one north and 

one south magnetic pole are obtained. 

4.3 VENTILATION CONSUME & 90 BENDING: 

           First the conductors are checked for their quality and ventilation holes are punched and 

they are checked for burr. Then edge wise bending is made. The conductors are bent more 

than 90o so that it will sustain spring back effect. Debugging ventilation slots by relevant 

tools.  

4.4 ANNEALING: 

 Then the conductors are heated and pressed at the bending so that the cross section of the 

conductors will be maintained equal through out. This process is called annealing. 

4.5 DOVETAIL PUNCHING&WINDOW DIMENSION: 

          A small portion near the bend is removed so that it does not cause any damage to the 

insulation trough while lying in the slots. This process is called relief filing. Then dovetail 
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punching is made which provides good brazing process when two conductors are joined. 

Window dimensions for the conductors are checked. The dimension of the window decreases 

from top to bottom conductors. 

4.6 CLEANING: 

 Then the conductors are cleaned with thinner (acetone) and then air-dry varnish is applied. 

Then keeping the conductors on a dummy rotor makes radial bending. For the conductors 

away from the poles prebrazing is done.  

4.7  CONDUCTOR MATERIAL:  

The conductors are made with silver content of approximately 0.1% as compared to the 

electrolytic copper; silver alloyed copper features high strength properties at high 

temperatures so that coil deformations due to thermal stresses are eliminated. 

             Insulation: The insulation between the individual terms is made of layer of glass fiber 

laminate with numex filler. 

 

Characteristics of copper to be used are: 

Density                                                                     8900kg/m3 

Melting point                                                            1083 

Thermal conductivity  w/m-oc                                  350 

Coefficient of thermal expansion at 20 oc/oc           16.7x10-6 

Resistively   ohm -m                                                 0.01724x10-5 

Resistance temperature coefficient at 20oc, -1oc      0.00393 

Specific heat    J/kgoc                                                390 

 

Arrangements of insulation in laying of copper in the slots: 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in straight part. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang before bend. 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex at bends 

 Turn insulation of glassoflex in overhang after bend. 

 Shellac varnish P-80 & Insulating troughs. 

         The connections for the coils on both the poles will be as follows:       

 

                                 Pole 1   TS        pole 2    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    ES 

                               (+)                                         (-) 

Location of parts in rotor winding: 

4.8 ROTOR SLOT WEDGES:  

To protect the winding against the effects of the centrifugal force the winding is firmly 

secured in the slots with wedges. They are made from an alloy featuring high strength 

and good electrical conductivity and are also as damper winding bars the slot wedges 

extend below the shrink seats of the retaining rings the ring acts as short circuit in the 

damper windings. 

4.9 END WINGING SPACING:  

 The spaces between the individual coils in end windings are filled with insulating 

members the insulating members prevent coil movements and are used for intensive cooling 

of the rotor end windings. 

4.10 ROTOR RETAINING RINGS:  

 The rotor retaining rings balance the centrifugal force due to the end windings. One 

`end of each rings is shrunk on the rotor body while the other end of the ring overhangs the 

end winding without contacting on the shaft this ensures an unobstructed shaft direction of 

the end winding. 

 The shrunk on the hub at the free end of the retaining ring serves to reinforce the 

retaining ring and secures the end winding in the axial direction at the same time. A snap ring 

is provided for additional against axial displacement of the retaining ring. To reduce the stray 

losses and have high strength the rings are made up of non-magnetic cold worked materials. 

Comprehensive test such as ultrasonic examinations and liquid penetrate examination ensures 

adherence to the specified mechanical properties the retaining ring shrink-fit areas. These act 
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as short circuit rings to the induced currents in the damper system to ensure low contact 

resistance the shrink seats of the retaining rings are coated with nickel aluminum and silver 

by a three step spraying process. 

4.11 FIELD CONNECTIONS:  

The field connections provide electrical connections between the rotor winding brush less 

exciters. 

4.12 TERMINAL LUG:  

The terminal lug of a copper conductor of rectangular cross-section one end of the terminal 

lug is braced to the rotor winding while the other end is screwed to the radial bolt. 

4.13 RADIAL BOLT:  

The field current lead located in the shaft bore is connected to the terminal lug at the end 

winding through a radial bolt. The radial bolt is made from steel and screwed into the field 

current lead in the shaft before. 

4.14 FIELD CURRENT LEAD IN SHAFT BORE:  

The leads are run in the axial directions from the radial bolt to the end of the rotor. They 

consist of two semicircular conductors insulated from each other by an intermediate plate and 

from the shaft by a tube. 

4.15 ROTOR FAN: 

 The generator cooling air is circulated by two axial fans located on the shaft at both end two 

augment the cooling or the rotor winding the pressure established by the fan works in 

conjunction with the air expelled from the discharged along the rotor. The moving blades of 

the fan have threaded roots for being screwed into the rotor shaft the blades are dropped 

forged from an aluminum alloy the threaded root fastening permits the blade angle to be 

adjusted each blade is secured at its root with a threaded pin. 

4.16  BALANCING: 

After rotor is manufactured rotor is balanced .It is desired that every rotor should run 

smoothly in its bearings. In order to achieve it the rotor should be balanced before 

assembling. The larger the rotor the more the balancing is required. Balancing of rotor is 

carried out in two steps 

  1. Static balancing 2. Dynamic balancing 

1.Static balancing: 



                In static balancing, the rotor is put on two plain rails. Rails replace the shaft at the 

bearing ends. The rails should be perfectly horizontal as possible. The rotor should be in 

position to swing on these rails without friction. Then the eccentric force is balanced. This 

static balancing is only useful to bring the center of gravity very near to the axis of the shaft 

but for exact balancing dynamic balancing is needed. 

2. Dynamic balancing: 

It helps to find not only forced but also torques on the shaft when the machine runs. This 

method of balancing helps to balance the deviation of the axis of center of gravity from axis 

of rotation. Rotation is essential for dynamic balancing. Turbo generators are generally 

dynamically balanced under rotor hot conditions. The weights on either side of the axis of the 

rotor are determined. The centrifugal force on the bearings is measured and weights on either 

side of the axis of the rotor are not the same then the difference of weights are added to the 

required side of the axis. In this way, the rotor is balanced. For obtaining the most accurate 

balancing, it is to be carried out in the presence of vacuum.                      

     

CHAPTER - 5  

INSULATION SYSTEM 

              

              In Electrical Machines insulation is most important requirement to sustain high 

voltages and basically insulation is the heart for electrical machines. Insulation is the property 

which has enormous resistance to the conductivity that is basically the forbidden gap between 

valance and conduction bands are very large I.e. formic level very high in insulating materials 

.The property of good insulating material is non-conductive to electricity and conductor for 

heat. A good insulating material needs the following properties. 

1. The basic function of insulation is to provide insulation to live wire or live wire to earth. 

2. It should be good conductor to heat and bad conductor to electricity. 

3. It should withstand the designed mechanical stress. 

4. It should have good chemical and thermal resistively and environmental resistively.  

An insulator should satisfy the following properties for an electrical system are              

                 1. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

    2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

  3. THERMAL PROPERTIES 

  4. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
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5.1 INSULATING MATERIALS: 

  

Insulating materials or insulates are extremely diverse in origin and properties. They are 

essentially non-metallic, are organic or inorganic, uniform or heterogeneous in composition, 

natural or synthetic. Many of them are of natural origin as, for example, paper, cloth, paraffin 

wax and natural resins. Wide use is made of many inorganic insulating materials such as 

glass, ceramics and mica. Many of the insulating materials are man-made products and 

manufactured in the form of resins, insulating films etc., in recent years wide use is made of 

new materials whose composition and organic substances. These are the synthetic Organo-

silicon compounds, generally termed as silicones. 

 An ideal insulating material should have: 

(1) High dielectric strength sustained at elevated temperatures. 

(2) High receptivity or specific resistance 

(3) Low dielectric hysterics 

(4) Good thermal conductivity 
(5) High degree of thermal stability i.e. it should not determine at high 

temperatures.  

(6) Low dissipation factor 

(7) Should be resistant to oils and liquid, gas flames, acids and alkalis. 

(8) Should be resistant to thermal and chemical deterioration.     

 

5.2 CLASSIFICATION OF INSULATING MATERIAL: 

 The insulating material can be classified in the following two ways. 

I. Classification according to substance and materials. 

II. Classification according to temperature. 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SUBSTANCE AND MATERIALS: 

a) Solids (Inorganic and organic) 

EX: Mica, wood slate, glass, porcelain, rubber, cotton, silks, rayon, ethylene, paper and 

cellulose materials etc. 

b) Liquids  (oils and varnishes) 

EX: linseed oil, refined hydrocarbon minerals oils sprits and synthetic varnishes etc. 

c) Gases 

EX: Dry air, carbon dioxide, nitrogen etc. 

 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO TEMPERATURE: 

 Class Permissible 

temperature 
                   Materials 



       Y                            90                                                                  Cotton, silk, paper, cellulose, wood etc neither impregnated nor 

immersed in oil. These are unsuitable for electrical machine and 

apparatus as they deteriorate rapidly and are extremely hygroscopic. 

    A 105 Cotton, silk & paper, natural resins, cellulose esters, laminated wool, 

varnished paper. 

    E 120  Synthetic material of cellulose base 

    B                                                          130 Mica, asbestos, glass fiber with suitable bonding substance 

    F 155 Material of class B with binding material of higher thermal stability. 

   H 180 Glass fiber and asbestos material and built up mica with silicon resins. 

   C   Above 

180 

Mica, porcelain, quartz, glass (without any bonding agent) with silicon 

resins of higher thermal stability. 

 

5.3 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR MACHINES: 

 

Name of  

Material 

 

Insulation 

Class 

Shelf life 

(In months) 

 

Application At 

20 oC 

At 

 5oc 

1. Samicatherm calmica glass-n, 

mimica, domica, folium, 

filamic novobond-s, epoxy 

therm laxman isola 

calmicaflex 

F 6 12 Main insulation of stator 

bars 

2. Samica flex  H 4 8 Overhang insulation of 

motor coils, at 3rd bends of 

multi turn coil 

3. Vectro asbestos 

(365.02/365.32) 

4.  (used in resin rich) 

B/F 2 8 Main pole coils of 

synchronous machines 

5. Epoxide pepreg glasscloth 
F 

6 12 Winding holders and 

interhalf insulation 

6. Polyester resin mat&rope  6  Bar to winding 

holder&stiffner groove of 

support segment of 

clamping plate 

7. Glassoflex 

Turbo laminate 

F 6 12 Interturn insulation of rotor 

winding 

8. Hyper seal tape F 6 12 As finishing layer in 

overhangs of motor coils 

9. SIB775 or 4302 varnish  F 6 12 Stack Consolidation of 

stator bars 

10. SIB475 or 4301 varnish F 6 12 Base coat varnish before 

taping of stator bars 

11. SIB 643 or8003 Varnish or 

K8886 varnish 

 4 8 Conductive coat in straight 

portion of stator bars 

12. SIB 642 or 8001 varnish  4 8 At slot emerge portion on 

stator bars 

 

5.4 ELECTRIAL PROPERTIES: 

1. INSULATON RESISTANCE:      

 It may be defined as the resistance between two conductors usually separated by 

insulating materials. It is the total resistance in respect of two parallel paths, one 

through the body and other over the surface of the body. 
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2. DIELECTRIC STRENGTH:  

   The voltage across the insulating   material is increased slowly the way in which the 

leakage current increases depend upon the nature and condition material.   

3. POWER FACTOR: 

Power factor is a measure of the power losses in the insulation and should be low. It 

varies with the temperature of the insulation. A rapid increase indicates danger. 

4. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT: 

This property is defined as the ratio of the electric flux density in the material .To that 

produced in free space by the same electric force. 

5. DIELECTRIC LOSS: 

 The dielectric losses occur in all solid and liquid dielectric due to  

(a) Conduction current 

(b) Hysterisis. 

 



5.5  THERMAL PROPERTIES: 

 Specific heat thermal conductivity. 

1. Thermal plasticity 

2. Ignitability 

3. Softening point 

4. Heat Aging 

5. Thermal expansion. 

 

5.6  CHEMICAL  PROPERTIES: 

Resistance to external chemical effects 

                    1. Resistance to chemical in soils 

        2. Effect of water 

 

5.7  MECHANICAL  PROPERTIES: 

1. Density 

2. Viscosity Moisture absorption 

3. Hardness of surface 

4. Surface tension 

5. Uniformity.  

      

5.8  EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON INSULATION: 

 

1. Thermal property 

2. Chemical property 

3. Electrical property 

4. Physical and mechanical property. 

 

INSULATION RESISTANCE IS EFFECTED BY  

THE FOLLOWING FACTIOR  (Resistance between two conductor): 

 
1) It falls with every increase in temperature. 

 

2) The sensitivity of the insulation is considerable in the presence of moisture. 

 

3) Insulation resistance decrease with increase in applied voltage. 

 

5.9 EPOXY RESINS: 

   
These resins are product of alkaline condensed of epichlorohydrin and product of alkaline 

condensed of epichlorohydrin and polyhydric compounds. 

Epoxy resins are poly ethers derived from epi-chlorohydrin and Bis-phenol monomers 

through condensation polymerization process. 

In epoxy resins cross-linking is produced by cure reactions. The liquid polymer having 

reactive functional group like oil etc, otherwise vacuum as pre polymer. The pre polymer of 

epoxy resins allowed to react curing agents of low inductor weights such as polyamines, 
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polyamides, polysulphides, phenol, urea formaldehyde, acids anhydrides etc, to produce the 

three dimensional cross linked structures. 

 

 Hence epoxy resins exhibit outstanding toughness, chemical inertness and excellent 

mechanical and thermal shock resistance. They also posses good adhesion property. Epoxy 

resins can be used continuously up to 300F, but withy special addition can withstand a 

temperature of up to 500F. 

 

 Epoxy resins are made use as an efficient coating material. This includes coating of 

tanks containing chemicals, coating for corrosion and abrasion resistant containers. Epoxy 

resins are made up of as attractive corrosion and wear resistant floor ware finishes. 

 

            These are also used as industrial flooring material. They are also used as highways 

Surfacing and patching material. Molding compounds of epoxy resins such as pipe fitting 

electrical components bobbins for coil winding and components of tooling industrial finds 

greater application in industries. 

 

 The epoxy resins similar to polyester resins can be laminated and fiber reinforced 

(FPR) and used in glass fiber boats, lightweight helicopters and aeroplanes parts. 

 In the modern electronic industry, the application of epoxy resins is great. Potting and 

encapsulation (coating with plastic resin) is used for electronic parts. Most of the printed 

circuits bodies are made of lamination epoxy resin which light but strong and tough. 

 

PROPERTIES: 

 
1) Epoxy resins have good mechanical strength less shrinkage and excellent 

dimensional stable after casting. 

 

2) Chemical resistance is high. 

 

3) Good adhesion to metals. 

 

4) To impact hardness certain organic acid anhydrides and alphabetic amines are 

mixed. 

 

5.10 APPLICATION: 

  
1) They are used in the manufacture of laminated insulating boards. 

2) Dimensional stability prevents crack formation in castings. 

3) They are also used as insulating varnishes. 

  
5.11 INSULATING MATERIAL FOR LAMINATIONS:  

 The core stacks in modem machines are subjected to high pressers during assembly 

and subjected to high pressures during assembly and there fore to avoid metal-to-metal 



contact, laminations must be well insulated. The main requirements of good lamination 

insulation are homogeneously in thin layers toughness and high receptivity.  

We use varnish as insulating material for laminations.  

VARNISH 
 

  This is most effective type of insulation now available. It makes the laminations nest 

proofs and is not effected by the temperature produced in electrical machines varnish is 

usually applied to both sides of lamination to a thickness of about 0.006mm. On plates of 

0.35mm thickness varnish gives a stacking factor about 0.95.In order to achieve good 

insulation properties the following processes are in BHEL. 

 THERMOPLASTIC PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 THERMOSETTING PROCESS OF INSULATION 

 

 BHEL is practicing only thermosetting process of insulation so  

 Thermosetting types of insulation are of two types: 

 RESIN RICH SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 RESIN POOR SYSTEM OF INSULATION 

 

 MATERIAL FOR RESIN RICH BARS: 

 Preprag 

 Nomex 

 Epoxy resin rich mica tape 

 Glass tape 

 PTFE tape 

  

VARNISH 

 Mica powder 

 Graphite powder 

 Conductive varnish 

 Semiconductor varnish 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR HALF BARS 

 EPOXY glass cloth 

 Nomex glass fleece 

 Fine mica polyester glass cloth 

 Nomex 

 Form micanite 

 Form mica tape 

 Copper foil 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite for ICP 

 Polyester fleece for OCP 
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 Polyester fleece tape with silicon carbide 

 Mica splitting tap 

VARNISH 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Rutapox 

 Hardener (H-90) 

 

MATERIAL FOR RESIN POOR DIAMOND COILS: 

 Treated trivoltherm 

 Impregnated polyester fleece 

 Glass mat with accelerator  

 Hostofon folium 

 Synthetic fiber tape 

 Resin poor mica tape 

 Polyester fleece tape with graphite 

 Semiconductor asbestos tape 

 Polyester glass tape 

 Polyester fleece tape 

 Nomex polyamide adhesive tape 

 

 5.12 RESIN RICH SYSTEM: 

In olden days, Resin Rich system of insulation is used for all Electrical  Machines. In 

insulator contains nearly 40% of EPOXY RESIN, so it gives good thermal stability Resin 

Rich Insulation consists of the following materials in percentage 

1.MICA PAPER TAPE -40-50% 

2. GLASS PAPER TAPE-20% 

3. EPOXY RESIN-40% 

The bars are insulated (or) taped with RESIN RICH TAPE and place in the Pre-assembled   

stator core including stator frame. 

In resin rich system of insulation Mica paper will give a good dielectric strength and Glass 

fiber tape will give a good mechanical strength and Epoxy resin can withstand up to 155 

degree Centigrade so it gives a good thermal properties. Resin rich and Resin poor insulating 

materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy Resin. In Resin rich system the 

content of Epoxy Resin tape is 40% so it is named as RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin 

poor system the content of Resin tape is 8%. By VIP impregnation process, the required 

amount is added to then conductor bars after assembling the core and placing the winding in 

the core. In resin rich system before placing of coils in the stator slots the rich tape will be 

wrapped over the bars. Nevertheless, this system has the following disadvantages: 

      1. This system is very time consuming and very long procedure. 



       2. Total cost of the system is more. 

In order to minimize the over all cost of the machine and to reduce the time cycle of the 

system, the VACUUM PRESSURE IMPREGNATION SYSTEM is being widely used. This 

process is very simple, less time consuming and lower cost. 

 BHEL, HYDERABAD is equipped with the state of the art technology of VACUUM 

PRESSURE IMPREGNATION. 

                

                                                   CHAPTER – 6 

6.1   FIELD  CONNECTION AND MULTI CONTACTS: 

The field current is supplied to the rotor through multi contact system arranged at the exciter   

side shaft end. 

6.2 BEARINGS: 

The generator rotor is supported in two sleeve bearings. To eliminate shaft current the exciter 

and bearing is insulated from foundation plate and oil piping. 

The temperature of each bearing is maintained with two RTD’s (Resistance Temperature 

Detector) embedded in the lower bearing sleeve so that the ensuring point is located directly 

below the Babbitt.  All bearings have provisions for fitting vibration pick up to monitor shaft 

vibrations.The oil supply of bearings is obtained from the turbine oil system. 

6.3 EXCITATION SYSTEM: 

 
              FIG 6.3: EXCITATION SYSTEM 

 

In all industrial applications, the electrical power demand is ever increasing. This 

automatically demands for the design, development and construction of increasingly large 

capacity Synchronous generators. These generators should be highly reliable in operation to 

meet the demand. This calls for a reliable and sophisticated mode of excitation system. 
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 When the first a.c generators were introducing a natural choice for the supply of field 

systems was the DC exciter. DC exciter has the capability for equal voltage output of either 

polarity, which helps in improving the generator transient performance. DC exciters, how 

ever, could not be adopted for large rateings because of the problems in the design 

commutator and brush gear, which is economically unattractive. Of –course, the problems are 

not uncommon in power stations but Of the environment with sulphur vapours, acidic fumes 

as in the cases of petrochemical and fertilizer industries, exposure of DC exciter. This adds to 

the problem of design. 

Types of a.c exciters are: 

(1)  High frequency excitation  

(2)  Brush less excitation  

(3)  Static excitation 

The high frequency D.C exciter is a specially designed “inductor type alternator” with no 

winding on its rotor. It is designed to operate at high frequency to reduce the size of the rotor; 

the a.c exciter was very reliable in operation. Though this system eliminates all problems 

associated with commutator, it is not free from problems attributable to sliprings and its brush 

gear. Thus brushless excitation system was introduced.  

 The BL exciter consists of field winding on the stator. This system proved to be highly 

reliable and required less maintenance. Absence of power cables and external ac power 

supplies males the system extremely reliable. The problem associated with brushes like fast 

wear out of brush, sparkling etc, are eliminated.  

This suffers from the disadvantage of lack of facility for field suppression in the case of an 

internal fault in generator.The system comprises shaft driven AC exciter with rotating diodes. 

 

6.4 PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR AND AVR:  

This system is highly reliable with least maintenance and is ideally suitable for gas driven 

generators.The static excitation system was developed contemporarily as an alternative to 

brush less excitation system. This system was successfully adapted to medium and large 

capacity Turbo generators. Though the system offers very good transient performance, the 

problems associated with slip rings and brush gear system are still present. 

This system consists of rectifier transformer, thyristor converts, field breaker and AVR. This 

system is ideally suitable where fast response is called for. The system is flexible in operation 

and needs very little maintenance. 



Thus, each excitation system has its own advantages and disadvantages. The selection of 

system is influenced by the transient response required, nature of pollution and pollution level 

in the power plant and cost of equipment. 

Exciters are those components, which are used for giving high voltage to the generator during 

the start up conditions. The main parts that are included in the exciter assembly are: 

(1) Rectifier wheels  

(2) Three phase main exciter  

(3) Three phase pilot exciter 

(4) Metering and supervisory equipment 

 

6.5 RECTIFIER WHEELS: 

The main components of the rectifier wheels are Silicon Diodes, which are arranged in the 

rectifier wheels in a three-phase bridge circuit. The internal arrangement of diode is such that 

the contact pressure is increased by centrifugal force during rotation.     

There are some additional components contained in the rectified wheels. One diode each is 

mounted in each light metal heat sink and then connected in parallel. For the suppression of 

momentary voltage peaks arising from commutation, RC blocks are provided in each bridge 

in parallel with one set of diodes. The rings from the positive shrunk on to the shaft. This 

makes the circuit connections minimum and ensures accessibility of all the elements. 

6.6 THREE PHASE PILOT EXCITER: 

The three phase pilot exciter is a six-pole revolving field unit; the frame accommodates the 

laminated core with the three-phase winding. The rotor consists of a hub with poles mounted 

on it. Each pole consists of separate permanent magnets, which are housed, in non-metallic 

enclosures. The magnets are placed between the hub and the external pole shoe with bolts. 

The rotor hub is shrunk on to the free shaft end.  

6.7 THREE PHASE MAIN EXCITER:  

Three phases main exciter is a six-pole armature unit, the poles are arranged in the frame with 

the field and damper winding. The field winding is arranged on laminated magnetic poles. At 

the pole shoe, bars are provided which are connected to form a damper winding. 

The rotor consists of stacked lamination. Which are compressed through bolts over 

compression rings. The three- phase winding is inserted in the slots of the laminated rotor. 

The winding conductors are transposed with in the core length and end turns of the rotor 

windings are secure with the steel bands. The connections are made on the side facing of the 
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rectifier wheels. After full impregnation with the synthetic resin and curing, the complete 

rotor is shrunk on to the shaft. 

6. 8 AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR: 

The general automatic voltage regulator is fast working sol thyristor controlled equipment. It 

has two channels, one is auto channel and the other is manual. The auto channel is used for 

the voltage regulation and manual channel. Is used for the current regulation. Each channel 

will have it’s own firing for reliable operation. 

The main features of AVR are: 

(1) It has an automatic circuit to control outputs of auto channel and manual channel and 

reduces disturbances at the generator terminals during transfer from auto regulation to 

manual regulation. 

(2) It is also having limiters for the stator current for the optimum utilization of lagging 

and leading reactive capabilities of turbo generator. 

(3) There will be automatic transfer from auto regulation to manual regulation  in case do 

measuring PT fuse failure or some internal faults in the auto  channel. 

(4) The generator voltage in both channels that is in the auto channel and the manual 

channel can be controlled automatically. 

 

FIG 6.8.1 : AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

6.9 COOLING SYSTEM: 

          Cooling is one of the basic requirements of any generator. The effective working of 

generator considerably depends on the cooling system. The insulation used and cooling 

employed is inter-related. The losses in the generator dissipates as the heat, it raises the 



temperature of the generator. Due to high temperature, the insulation will be affected greatly. 

So the heat developed should be cooled to avoid excessive temperature raise. So the class of 

insulation used depends mainly on cooling system installed. 

There are various methods of cooling, they are: 

a. Air cooling- 60MW 

b. Hydrogen cooling-100MW  

c. Water cooling –500MW 

d. H 2  & Water cooling – 1000MW 

Hydrogen cooling has the following advantages over Air-cooling: 

1. Hydrogen has 7 times more heat dissipating capacity. 

2. Higher specific heat 

3. Since Hydrogen is 1/14th of air weight. It has higher compressibility 

4. It does not support combustion. 

DISADVANTAGES: 

1. It is an explosive when mixes with oxygen. 

2. Cost of running is higher. 

       3.Higher capacity generators need better cooling system. 

The two-pole generator uses direct cooling for the rotor winding and indirect air-cooling for 

the stator winding. The losses in the remaining generator components, such as iron losses, 

windage losses, and stray losses are also dissipated through air. 

The heat losses arising in the generator interior are dissipated through air. Direct cooling of 

the rotor essential eliminate hot spots and differential temperatures between adjacent 

components, which could result in mechanical stresses, particularly to the copper conductors, 

insulation and rotor body. Indirect air-cooling is used for stator winding. 

Axial-flow fans arranged on the rotor via draw the cooling air for axial-flow ventilated 

generator via. Lateral openings in the stator housing. Hot air is discharged via. Three flow 

paths after each fan. 
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            FIG 6.9.1 : FLOW PATH OF COOLING SYSTEM 

FLOW PATH 1: it is directed into the rotor end windings space and cools the rotor 

windings, part of the cooling air flows past the individual coils for cooling the rotor end 

windings space via bores in the rotor teeth at the end of the rotor body. The other portion of 

the cooling airflow is directed from the rotor end winding space into the slot-bottom ducts 

from where it is discharged into the air gap via. A large number of radial ventilating slots in 

the coils and bores in the rotor wedges along these paths the heat of rotor winding is directly 

transferred to the cooling air.        

FLOW PATH 2: it is directed over the stator end windings to the cold air ducts and into the 

cold air compartments in the stator frame between the generator housing and rotor core. The 

air then flows into the air gap through slot in the stator core where it absorbs the heat from 

the stator core and stator winding. 

FLOW PATH 3: It is directed into the air gap via. The rotor retaining-ring. The air then 

flows past the clamping fingers via. Ventilating slot in the stator core into the hot air 

compartments in the stator frame being discharged to the air cooler. The flow path mainly 

cools the rotor retaining rings, the ends of the rotor body and the ends of the stator core.  

Flow 2&3 mix in the air gap with 1 leaving the rotor. The cooling air then flows radially 

outward through ventilating slots in the core within the range of the hot air compartments for 

cooling of the core and winding. The hot air is discharged to air cooler. 

 

 



6.10 OIL SYSTEM: 

 Lubrication oil is to be supplied in order that the rotor can be easily ruined. Jacking oil is 

first given in order to shift the shaft near the journal and so that it can be ruined easily. 

Jacking oil is given only at the starting and it is stopped and further lube oil is given 

continuously. This oil is to be continuously in order to reducing wear and tear on the bearing. 

6.11 LAMINATION PREPARATION: 

The core is built up of 6 sectors, each of 60ºC cut accordingly to the specifications. The cut 

steel is punched for slots and deburred up to 5 micron. 

Depending on the temperature withstand ability of the machine the laminations are insulated 

by varnish.  

The insulation used is ALKYD PHENOLIC VARNISH dried at suitable temperature. The 

lamination sheets are passed through a conveyor, which has an arrangement to sprinkle the 

varnish, and a coat of varnish is obtained. The sheets are dried by a series of heaters at a 

temperature of around 300º-400ºC. Two coatings of varnish are provided in the above 

manner. The thickness of varnish should be 8-10 microns when measured by a mini tester. 

Each lamination should be dried for around 90sec at constant speed. The prepared 

laminations are passed for various tests. 

i) Xylol test- for proper coat of varnish this test is made. When Xylem is applied for 1 

min, varnish should not dissolve. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

ii) Mandrel test- when wound around mandrel there should be no cracks. 

iii) Viscosity test- it should be 40-45 cp. 

iv) IR value test- for 20 layers the insulation resistance should have a minimum value of 1 

Mega Ohm at 23kg/cm2 pressure. 

 

v) Hardness test – minimum 7H pencil hardness, the coating should not be removed when 

scratched with a 7H pencil. 

 

vi)  Uniform test – coating should be done uniformly. 

 

6.12 CORE ASSEMBLY: 

 1. Trial core assembly: 

       Three packets are assembled on the clamping plate and all relevant   checks are 

carried out. Critical checks are inside diameter of the core, final inspection drift passage 

through the slot. After fulfilling the entire above requirement the packets are disassembled.  

   2. Regular core assembly:  

The packets  assembly is carried out as per drawing requirement the segments are 

staggered from layer to layer so that a core of high mechanical strength and uniform 

permeability to magnetic flux is obtained. Stacking mandrels and bolts are inserted 

into the winding slots bores during stacking provide smooth slot walls. The length of 

each packet of laminations should be as per the design. Between each packet 
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ventilation lamination sheets is assembled whose thickness is 0.65 mm and on which “ 

I” beams is spot-welded. This provides the ventilation in radial directions. 

 

3. Normal packets assembly: 

 The above process is repeated up to 800mm after attaining 800mm first pressing is carried 

out as per drawing requirement. After completion of the core assembly core lengths are 

checked in 8 to 12 locations either in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction if any variation in 

the core lengths is being noticed replenish the core height in subsequent final core assembly. 

After completion  of core assembly  clamping   plate is assembled. All the core lengths are 

checked around the outer& inner diameter clockwise as per the drawing requirements. So 

under   final pressure tension bolts are assembled and the core bolts are tightened with the 

specified torque. 

The clamping bolts running through the core are made of non-magnetic steel and are 

insulated from the core and the pressure plates. The pressure is transmitted from the pressure 

plates to the core by clamping fingers. The clamping fingers extended up to the ends of teeth, 

thus ensuring a firm compression in the area of the teeth. 

 Now first ring is welded on the both side under pressure similarly the subsequent ring are 

also welded. The total vertical core is shifted horizontally on exciter side and again winding 

brackets are assembled and checked for 90c as per the drawing requirements. After 

completion of cleaning  the total stator  in all respects like filling lamination projections sharp 

corners and interuption of foreign matter. Then the the stator is subjected for core flux test to 

detect hot spots.  

6.13 CONDUCTOR CONSTRUCTION: 

Copper coils are received and examined for physical and electrical  properties in accordance 

to the specification. The conductors are cut in to require size as per drawing requirement this 

operation is called CONDUCTOR CUTTING.   

6.14 ROEBEL TRANSPORTATION: 

The strips are staggered and are bend for Roebel transposition. The individual bars are 

transposed to 360c, equalize the induced EMF in all strands, to minimize the circulating 

currents and to reduce the skin effect and it gives a good rigidity to the bars. 

After  alining both bottom dye and top dye conductors are pressed   and checked as per the 

drawing requirement and center to center length is been checked, first and second bundle are 

assembled together to form a single bundle and then an insulation sheet is kept in between 

two bars and they are joined together to form a single bar. 

6.15 PUTTY WORK: 



Each individual bar consisting of uneven surface and width space are filled with nomax  and 

trivaltherom Mica fleece is placed on both the surfaces and further taping is done by PTFE 

tape (Poly tetra Fluro Ethylene) and are subjected for further processing. 

6.16 STACK CONSOLIDATION: 

The bars are subjected to a horizontal and vertical pressure of150kgs/cmsquare  at a  

temperature of  150deg.c for the duration of 2 to 3 hours. Passing gauges like  no go gauges 

and go gauges and lamp test is conducted  for inter strip and inter half shorts. 

6.17 FIRST & SECOND BEND OPERATION: 

Bending operation is done on   bending   table. First and second bend is carried out and  to 

achieve the over hang , third bend formation  the coil is laid on  universal former. Roto pax 

and harder is applied along with nomax in between two halves of the overhang portion and 

hence consolidation is carried out by keeping heating clamps.   

6.18 CLEANING AND PREPARATION OF BARS: 

Bars are cleaned and tested  for inter strip  and inter half shorts and subjected for final 

tapping. 

 

6.19 FINAL TAPPING: 

Tapping is carried out on the bars by two ways, they are:- 

1.Manual tapping 

2.Machine tapping 

Resin  rich and Resin poor insulating materials are characterized by the contact of the Epoxy 

Resin. In Resin rich system the content of Epoxy Resin  is 40% in tape so it is named as 

RESIN RICH SYSTEM, and in Resin poor system the content of Resin is 8%  in tape so 

named as RESIN POOR SYSTEM. 

6.20 RESIN POOR TAPPING: 

Resin poor mica tape is used for  resin  poor  bars the first layer is carried out by spreading 

the copper foils. Then 6x1/2 overlapping layers of resin poor tape is wrapped.Throughout   

the length of the bar including 3rd bend i.e. and 2x1/2  over lapping layers of resin poor tape 

is carried out only in straight  portion one layer of split mica is warped  by  spreading  ocp     

at bottom such that their must not be any overlapp between split  mica tape  ultimately OCP 

is wrapped in the straight portion  ECP is wrapped  from  the  end of  the  straight  part  up to      

overhang second bend. Starting from straight portion upto 3rd bend portion hyper seal tape is 

wrapped  on both sides and sent for stator winding. Transition insulation – nomex glass 
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fleece.  Halves insulation ect. top bar- fine mica poly glass clot Overhang separator coating- 

thoroughly mixes rotopox 164 & hardener H 90 in 5:1ratio 

Transposition filler- micanite. 

Inner conductive tape – fleece tape with graphite 

Outer carona tape- poly fleece tape 

End carona protection tape-fleece tape with silicon carbide 

Protective tape for overhang- glass tape 

ICP - (Inner carona protection)- Also Called Inner potential grading on the stack of the bars 

to avoid inner corona discharges. 

         -  To optimize insulation they’re by voltage stress grading. 

         -  Provided with conductive fleece tape with a copper strip. 

OCP -  (outer carona protection) 

          -   On the outer surface of the insulated startor bars. 

          -   Conductive fleece tape. 

          -   To provide effective path for outer corona discharges. 

ECP  - (end carona protection) 

       -  Semiconductive tapes on both ends of the straight part of the bars. 

         -  To dampen the voltage surges through additional surface capacitance. 

6.21 RESIN RICH TAPPING: 

All the operations relevant to Resin Poor Tapeing are common up to overhang consolidation 

only final tapping is differed.  In resin rich system i.e. 12x1/2 overlapping of resin rich tape is 

wrapped over the resin rich bar and subjected for final baking operation. The bar is heated up 

to 90c for the duration of 60 minutes.  This stage is known as GEL FORMATION and again 

the bar is heated to 110c with in the span of 30 minutes.  During this time the bar is 

tightened from the center towards the bend portion on both sides.  This stage is known as 

liquid formation from 90c to 110c, 15% of resin is oozed out and remaining resin is 

consolidated for duration of 3 hours at a temperature of 160c and allowed for natural 

cooling.   In straight portion k8880 conductive coating is carried out and in bend portion semi 

conductive coating is carried out.   Red gel paint is carried out in both the overhang portions. 

This process is repeated for each individual bar for the total number of bars required. And 

HV and tan delta test is carried out for each bar.  

6.22 CONNECTION OF BARS: 



Brazing makes the electrical connection between the top and bottom bars. One top bars strand 

each is brazed to one strand of the associated bottom bar so that beginning of each strands is 

connected without having any electrical contact with the Remaining strands. This connection 

offers the advantage that circulating current losses. In the stator bars are kept small. The 

strands are insulated from each other at the brazed joints. The coils connected are wrapped 

with dry mica/glass fabric tapes half overlapped. The thickness of the wrapper depends on the 

machine voltage. The gaps between the individual coil commendations being sufficiently 

large, no additional insulation is required. 

6.23 PHASE CONNECTORS: 

The phase connectors consist of flat copper sections, the cross section of which results in a 

low specific current loading. The connections to the stator winding are of riveted and 

soldered tape and are like-wise wrapped with dry mica/glass fabric tapes.The phase 

connectors are firmly mounted on the winding support using clamping pieces and glass fabric 

tapes. 

6.24 TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

1. ARRANGEMENT OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The beginning and ends of the three phase windings are brought out from the stator frame 

through bushings, which provides for high voltage insulation. The bushings are bolted to the 

stator frame at the exciter end by their mounting flanges. Bushing type current transformers 

for metering and relating may be counted on the Bushings courtside the stator frame. The 

generator main leads are connected to the terminal connectors outside the stator frame. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

The bushing conductor consists of high conductivity copper buses. All connection flanges are 

silver-plated to minimize the contact resistances of the bolted connections. The supporting 

insulator of glass silk cloth is impregnated with epoxy resin. The copper buses are attached to 

the insulator only at one end and are thus free to expand. Flexible connectors allow for 

thermal expansion between the terminal bushing and the phase connectors. To prevent eddy 

current losses and inadmissible overheating, the mounting flange is made of glass silk cloth 

as well. 

3. COOLING OF TERMINAL BUSHINGS: 

To dissipate the heat the terminal bushings are directly cooled with cold air. Cold air 

form the discharge end of the fan is pressed in to the insulator. The hot air is returned to 

the suction in take of the fan via the passage between the two copper buses. 
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CHAPTER - 7 

TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR 

 

To ensure that all functional requirements are fulfilled, and to estimate the performance 

of generator, the TURBO GENERATORS are required to undergo some tests. For 

testing, the TURBO GENERATOR was mechanically coupled to a drive motor-motor 

generator set with gearbox. The rotor was excited by thyristor converter system located 

in an independent test room and the operation was controlled from the test gallery. 

The following first two tests will be conducted on the stator and rotor before 

assembling and the third and final routine tests will be conducted after assembling the 

turbo generator. 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON ROTOR 

TESTS CONDUCTED ON STATOR  

ROUTINE TESTS ON TURBO GENERATORS 

7.1 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR ROTOR WINDING: 

Details of process tests to be performed at various stages: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

1. After mounting the excitation lead and slip rings and before actually commencing 

the winding, the slip rings are to be tested. 

First, measure the insulation resistance with 1000v Megger, if the insulation 

condition is found satisfactory, then perform High Voltage test for one minute, the 

test of which is to be determined according to the following equation. 

  U2=Ut+1 KV 

 Where U2 is test voltage 

  Ut is 10*rated rotor voltage 

 However the resulting test voltage U2 should be neither lower than 2.5KV nor  above 

4.5KV. 

After the high voltage test, measure the insulating condition again with 1000V Megger. 

2.  The next test is to be carried out after placing all the coils in the respective rotor 

slots and before clamping the pressing equipment. Measure the insulating condition 

with a 1000V Megger. It must not be lower than 1M for each KV of the tested 

voltage. Then measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. 



3. After tightening the winding with the pressing and tightening equipment and before 

actually baking the winding, measure the ohmic resistance of the winding. Then check 

the polarity of the winding.While clamping care should be taken to see that the pressing 

rings and other equipment are insulated from the winding and rotor body, by inserting 

insulation in every slot under the shims of the equipment. 

4. After baking and forming of the winding and removing of the clamping equipment 

and after the rotor cools down to ambient temperature, measure the insulation resistance 

with 1000V Megger.  

If the insulation condition is satisfactory, perform High Voltage test for one minute 

with a value of 1.15Ut 

Where Ut is 10 times the rated rotor voltage. 

After performing the High Voltage test, measure again the insulation condition. 

5. After driving the central wedges only in position, measure the insulation resistance 

and if found satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for 10 sec, 

i.e., just reaching the value and then bringing down to zero. 

After driving all the wedges in position, measure the insulation resistance and if found 

satisfactory, perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.10Ut for one minute. 

6. After putting all the bracing’s, mounting of the end-retaining ring and just before 

dispatch of the rotor for further machining. 

Measure the insulation resistance. 

Measure the ohmic resistance of the winding and perform High Voltage test with a 

value of 1.05Ut for one minute. 

7. After machining of the rotor, and before its dispatch to the centrifugal tunnel, 

measure the insulation resistance. 

8. After setting the rotor in the centrifugal tunnel, check the insulation resistance and 

the ohmic resistance, while the rotor is at rest. Check again the insulation condition at 

3000 rpm. 

Measure again the insulation resistance after the rotor is balanced and just before its 

dispatch to the winding shop. 

9. Finally, just before the dispatch of the finished rotor measure the insulation 

resistance and perform High Voltage test with a value of 1.0Ut for one minute. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C resistance value of rotor winding is measured by using a Micro Ohmmeter. 

First connect the micro ohmmeter to 230V AC supply. And measure the resistance and 
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the temperature using RTD. This resistance at T temperature has to be converted to 

resistance at 20º C by using the formula: 

  R20= Rt * (235+20)/(235+T) milli ohms. 

Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

A deviation of 10 % from design values is acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF IMPEDANCE: 

By applying 50-200 V in steps of 50 V, Impedance value is measured at standstill and 

at the rated speed. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

   Z=V/I  

  Where Z =impedance in ohms; 

             V =voltage in volts; 

              I =current in amps; 

In the measurement of Impedance there will be a graph plotted between voltage v/s 

current. In this, there is no perfect value for the impedance but the only condition is that 

the impedance should increase with the increase in voltage. 

7.2 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR BARS: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS, STATOR BARS WILL BE TESTED IN THE 

FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After bars manufacturing bars are tested at four times the rated voltage. 

  Ut=4*Urated 

2). Individual bars will be tested for tan.  Is the angle between actual current and line 

current. When the insulation is perfect and dielectric strength is optimal  is zero. But 

due to the presence of impurities in the insulation there will be a phase angle difference 

between the two currents.  

This tan measurement is known as loss angle measurement or dielectric loss 

measurement. tan values should be within 2%. 

3). Outer corona protection resistance is measured and this value should be within the 

range of 75-300/Sq.cm. 



4). Interstrip and Interhalf shorts are checked. Interstrip means between the conductor 

strips and interhalf means between the halves. This shorts are checked by a series bulb 

test. 

7.3 TESTING OF TURBO GENERATOR STATOR WINDING: 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST: 

FOR RESIN RICH SYSTEMS THE STATOR WINDING WILL BE TESTED IN 

THE FOLLOWING ORDER: 

1). After lying bottom bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+7) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

2). After lying top bars, bars are subjected to (2Un+5) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

3). After lying bottom, top and eyes joining, High Voltage test is conducted for 

(2Un+3) KV 

Where Un is the rated voltage 

4). After final assembling and connections, customer witness test is carried at (2Un+1) 

KV  

Where Un is the rated voltage 

5). Interhalf shorts are also checked 

FOR RESIN POOR SYSTEMS THE FOLLOWING TEST IS CARRIED OUT: 

Bars are subjected for Inter strip and Inter half shorts tests. 

INTER TURN INSULATION TEST: 

The insulation between the windings of the rotor is tested by applying a high frequency 

current of about 500HZ. The insulation should be able to withstand this test. 

RING FLUX TEST ON STATOR CORE: 

Ring flux test is carried out on the stator core before winding is put in the slots. The 

rated flux density is generated in the stator core by passing current in it. This results in 

the temperature rise and generation of heat. The stator core is observed for the 

temperature rise through its surface by using RTD’s. If there is any hot spot found in 

the core, it is detected. Then it is rectified by carrying out electrolysis using phosphoric 

acid as electrolyte. 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE: 

The D.C Resistance of stator winding is measured by using Micro Ohmmeter.Connect 

the microohmmeter to 230V AC supply.Connect the measuring leads microohmmeter 
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across R phase of stator terminals. Measure the resistance and repeat the step for Y and 

B phases. Record the stator RTDs value. 

  R20= (Rt * (235+20)/(235+T)) m. 

 Where R20= Resistance at 20º C in m 

  T= temp in degree Celsius 

  Rt= measured resistance of winding in m. 

The variation of maximum and minimum value of stator DC resistance upto 5% is 

acceptable. 

MEASUREMENT OF LEAKAGE REACTANCE: 

 This test is done without rotor inside the stator. 

Base Impedance Xn= En/(√(3) * In)  

 Where    En= rated line to line voltage 

     In= rated line current 

Total Armature leakage reactance (XL): 

               XL= √(Z²-R²) 

 Where     Z=U/((√3) * I) 

     R= P/(3* I²) 

    U= voltage measured during the test 

    I = current measured during the test 

    P= power measured during the test 

Resistance per phase is negligible compared to Z. Therefore measurement of P is not 

required. 

              XL=Z=U/((√3)*I)  

           % XL= (XL/ Xn) *100 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE AND CONTINUITY TEST OF 

RESISTANCE TEMPEREATURE DETECTOR (RTD): 

Short all the RTD leads together and connect one lead of megger to it. Run the megger 

and note down the Insulation resistance value after 60 seconds. This insulation 

resistance value should not be less than 1M. 

Remove the RTD terminals i.e. open the RTD terminals and connect to the multimeter. 

Note down the resistance value of RTD. For three wire RTD check the continuity 

between shorted terminals. 

CAPACITANCE AND TAN  MEASUREMENT OF STATOR WINDING: 



Stator winding has two values of capacitance’s. 

1). Capacitance with respect to ground called ground capacitance (Cg). 

2). Capacitance with respect to other windings called mutual capacitance. 

Measurement of capacitance is done using Schering Bridge and a standard capacitor.  

1). High Voltage applied to one of the phases and remaining phases are connected to 

body of stator Cg+2Cm. 

2). High Voltage to all the phases. 3Cg. 

  Cx = capacitance to be measured 

  Cn = standard capacitor 

   G = galvanometer 

        R3+S = variable resistance 

             C4 = variable capacitance 

              N = parallel step fixed resis. 

            R4 = standard resistor 

 Raise the transformer voltage to 0.2 Un 

         Where   Un = rated voltage of machine. 

Balance the Schering Bridge with proper selection (R3+s) and C4. And note down the 

values of C4 and R3+S 

 Take reading at 0.4Un, 0.6Un, 0.8Un and Un. 

           Cx = (Cn*R4*(R3+100))/(N*(R3+s) f 

   % tan  = (( *R4* C4)/10000)*100 

 C4 and Cn are in f 

 R3, R4 ,N and S are in  

7.4 ROUTINE TETSTS ON TURBO GENERATOR: 

MECHANICAL RUN AND MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATIONS AT RATED 

SPEED: 

The machine is rolled and run at rated speed after ensuring the bearing oil and kept at 

rated speed for stabilization of bearing temperatures. 

The vibrations are measured at rated speed on both the bearing housings in Horizontal, 

Vertical and Axial directions. 

The temperature of stator is monitored by monitoring RTDs embedded in core, tooth 

and winding. 
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The vibrations should be less than 5 microns and noise level should be in between 75-

90 db. 

SHORT CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for short circuit characteristic using current transformers and 

shorting the terminals as shown in fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and drive motor input voltage and current are noted 

and machine is excited gradually in steps, at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% rated current 

of machine (In). 

The excitation is reduced and cut off. The speed is reduced and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperature are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator winding temperature should be 

less than 60C) 

From the Short Circuit test, we will get copper losses. 

The short circuit characteristics is plotted from SCC results by selecting X-axis as field 

current and Y-axis as % rated current. 

OPEN CIRCUIT TEST: 

The machine is prepared for Open Circuit Characteristic as shown in the fig. 

The machine is run at rated speed and the motor input voltage and current are noted and 

machine is excited gradually in steps, cat 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100%, 

105%, 110% and 120% of rated voltage of machine (En). 

At 100% rated voltage the following parameters are noted: 

Shaft voltage 

Checking of phase sequence 

Bearing vibration  

RTDs readings 

The excitation is reduced, cut off, the speed is reduced, and the machine is cooled at 

lower speed. The temperatures are checked from machine RTDs. The machine is 

stopped when it is sufficiently cooled down. The stator core temperatures to be less 

than 60C. 

From the Open Circuit test, we will get Iron losses. 

The Open Circuit Characteristics is plotted on a graph paper from OCC results by 

selecting X-axis as field current and Y-axis as % rated voltage. 

MEASUREMENT OF SHAFT VOLTAGE: 



When the rotor shaft rotates inside the stator there will be some induced EMF will be 

developed inside the rotor. In addition, this voltage will go to the bearings and pedestal 

and to the earth as it is grounded and it will again come back to the pedestal, to the 

bearings through the earth. It will become a cyclic process. This voltage has to be 

reduced otherwise, the rotor will get heated. For this bearing pedestal is placed on, 

insulation called HGL. 

When the machine is under Open Circuit Characteristic testing shaft voltage is 

measured with multimeter and high input impedance AC voltmeter across the two ends 

of the rotor at 100% rated voltage. The shaft voltage should be as minimum as possible.  

CHECKING OF PHASE SEQUENCE: 

When the machine is under OCC condition at 100% rated voltage, phase sequence of 

generator is checked using a phase sequence indicator across PT. 

MEASUREMENT OF ROTOR IMPEDANCE (rotor inside stator): 

A variable 50 Hz A.C voltage of single phase is applied across the input leads and 

readings of voltage and current are noted down from 50v-200v in steps of 50V. 

Impedance is measured by using the formula: 

  Z = V/I  

 WhereZ = impedance in ohms; 

           V = voltage in volts; 

            I = current in amps; 

Rotor Impedance is measured at standstill and at rated speed of the machine. 

The impedance of rotor at standstill and at rated speed is plotted as applied voltage v/ 

Impedance. 

MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION RESISTANCE OS STATOR AND ROTOR 

WINDNGS BEFORE AND AFTER HIGH VOLTAGE TEST (machine at rest): 

Insulation Resistance of the stator and rotor windings is measured separately before and 

after high voltage test using Megger of 2500 V for stator & 1000 V for rotor windings. 

The Insulation Resistance values are taken at 15 sec and at 60 sec  

The ratio of insulation resistance at 15 sec and 60 sec is known as Absorption 

Coefficient. 

Absorption Coefficient = IR at 60/ IR at 15 

This Absorption Coefficient for High Voltage test should be 1.3 

HIGH VOLTAGE TEST ON STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS(machine at rest): 
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The High Voltage is applied to winding by increasing gradually to required value and 

maintained for one minute and reduced gradually to minimum. The transformer is 

switched off and winding is discharged to earth by shorting the terminal to earth using 

earthing rod connected to earthed wire. The test is conducted on all the phases and rotor 

winding seperately. 

When High Voltage test is done on one phase winding, all other phase windings, rotor 

winding, instrumentation cables and stator body is earthed. 

High Voltage test levels: 

  Stator winding = (2 Ut + 1) kV 

  Rotor winding  = (10* Up) V 

 Where                 Ut = Rated voltage of the machine under test 

                  Up = Excitation voltage 

MEASUREMENT OF POLARISATION INDEX OF STATOR WINDING: 

In the measurement of the polarization index of stator winding, stator output terminals 

are subjected to 2.5 kV Megger for a duration of 1 minute and 10 minutes. And the 

respective insulation values are noted down. 

Polarization Index is the ratio of Insulation Resistance value at 10 min and Insulation 

Resistance value at 1 min. 

Polarization Index = Insulation resistance at 10/ Insulation resistance at 1 

The polarization index value should be greater than 2 

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCE OF STATOR AND ROTOR WINDINGS IN 

COLD CONDITION: 

 In cold condition means that measuring the D.C resistance of the stator and rotor 

windings before testing. 

D.C Resistance’s of stator and rotor windings are measured seperately using micro 

ohmmeter. The instrument terminals are connected to the machine terminals and proper 

range in the meter is selected. 

Variation in the values of D.C Resistance of 3 phases of stator windings up to 5% is 

acceptable.  

MEASUREMENT OF D.C RESISTANCES AND INSULATION RESISTANCE OF 

RTDs: 

The D.C Resistance’s and insulation resistance’s of RTDs are measured using 

multimeter and Megger respectively. 

EVALUATION OF SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO: 



From the test data Short Circuit Ratio is calculated using the formula 

S.C.R= Field current at 100% Rated voltage from OCC/ Field current at 100% rated 

current from SCC. 

7.5 APPLICATIONS: 

 As the name implies Turbo-Generators are turbine driven generators. There are in 

reality at least three different classes of turbo-generators based on the motive that drives 

them. 

 

1. Gas Turbines drive the smallest class of turbo-generators. The motive force for these 

turbines is the burning of gaseous fuels. Because they can be started and stopped easily, 

they are used for a variety of intermittent applications including emergency power 

                                  

                                 FIG7.5.1: 18MW TURBO ALTERNATOR 

 

2. Steam Turbines drive much bigger turbo-generators. The steam is generated by a 

variety of methods including burning coal, nuclear power and geothermal energy. 

These types of turbo-generators supply the bulk of the electrical power in the US and 

other countries. 

                  

                             FIG 7.5.2: GLOBAL TURBO GENERATOR 
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3. The third class of Turbo-generator are powered by water turbines. Invented in the 

19th century water turbines are very efficient devices for extracting energy for moving 

water. They are used in virtually all hydro-electric power plants world wide.                 
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1.1 RELAY: 

UNIT-I 

RELAY HARDWARE CIRCUITS 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

1.2 RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

1.3 RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 
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1.4 RELAY WORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

given below. 

Relay Design 
 

The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing. 
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We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 

The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 

contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

1.5 Relay Wiring 
 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 
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In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

 
Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 

 

1.5 RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 
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Energized Relay (ON) 
 

As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Energized Relay (ON) 

 

De – Energized Relay (OFF) 
 

As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
De-Energized Relay (OFF) 
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In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a 

magnetic field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed 

circuit. When there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no 

magnetic field. Thus, the switches remain open. 

1.6 POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before 

making and make before break contacts. 
 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 

Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 
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Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals. 

They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil. 

1.7 RELAY TYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

 

 
Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 
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used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 

 

In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with 

the alteration of the input signal 

 

We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 
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into action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other common 

examples of relays from our daily life. 

 

Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

1.8 RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic. 

Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are used to time the delay open 

and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current signals. 

They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 

characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it off. 
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Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 

All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

1.9 RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION: 

UNIT-2 

PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example 
 

Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 

A PLC Saves the Day 
 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 
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This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

2.2 PLCs WORKING: 

A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program 

repeatedly. One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the 

inputs from the other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the 

outputs accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a 

second). The memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O 

and providing a means to store values. 
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2.3 I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 
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that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 

understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays. An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or 

current. Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive 

mass flow controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also 

contains other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC Input 

Module 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Circuit 

Diagram of PLC Input Module 

 
The input module of PLC does four main functions. 

 
 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 

So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 
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bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

PLC Output Module 

So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

2.4 Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules 

and external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input 

and output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component 

is independent of each other. 

          A Modular Type PLC 

PLC are divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and 

TRIAC Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen Bradley 

ABB 

Siemens 

Mitsubishi PLC 

Hitachi PLC 

Delta PLC 

General Electric (GE) PLC 

Honeywell PLC 

2.5 PLC Applications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

Glass Industry 

Paper Industry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&amp;PID=ALL&amp;hl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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2.6 PROGRAMMING A PLC: 

 
In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC.  The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality. 

 

The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

 Instruction list 

 Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc


 

2. Graphical Form 

 Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

 Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

 Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLC Ladder Logic 

 
In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 
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https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 

 
Function Block 

 
The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Example Functional Block Diagram 

The figure below shows various function blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 
 

 
Structured Text Programming 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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2.7 SELEC PLC: 
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UNIT-3 

REAL TIME CLOCK USING 

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

A real-time clock (RTC) is a computer clock, usually in the form of an integrated 

circuit that is solely built for keeping time. Naturally, it counts hours, minutes, seconds, 

months, days and even years. RTCs can be found running in personal computers, embedded 

systems and servers, and are present in any electronic device that may require accurate time 

keeping. Being able to still function even when the computer is powered down through a 

battery or independently from the system’s main power is fundamental. 

RTCs must accurately keep time, even when the device is powered off because, it is 

often used as a trigger for turning the device on or triggering events such as alarm clocks. 

RTC ICs run on an alternate power source, which allows it to continually operate under low 

power or even when the computer is turned off. ICs on older systems utilize lithium batteries, 

whereas newer systems make use of auxiliary batteries or supercapacitors. RTC ICs that use 

supercapacitors are rechargeable and can be soldered. But in most consumer-grade 

motherboards, the RTC is powered by a single battery that, when removed, resets the RTC to 

its starting point. 

RTC ICs regulate time with the use of a crystal oscillator and do not rely on clock signals like 

most hardware clocks. Aside from being responsible for the timing function of the system 

and its clock, RTC ICs ensure that all processes occurring in the system are appropriately 

synchronized. Although some may argue that this is a job for the system clock, the system 

clock is actually dependent on the RTC, making the RTC indirectly responsible for 

synchronization. An RTC battery should last for three to five years or more. RTCs are 

essential; if the battery fails, it must be replaced to ensure continued operation. A dead 

battery can be diagnosed with an error message at startup or if the user finds that the clock or 

the setup configuration has become corrupted, flaky or odd. 

Benefits of RTCs include: 

 
 RTC ICs have proved to be more precise than other methods — like programming the 

timer of the controller. 

 It frees the main system from time-critical tasks. 

 It has low power consumption and improved frequency stability. 
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3.2 SELPRO PLC 
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A real time clock (RTC) has been built in the FBs-PLC's MC/MN main unit. No 

matter whether the PLC is switched on or off, the RTC will always keep accurate time. It 

provides 7 kinds of time value data-week, year, month, day, hour, minute and second. Users 

can take advantage of the real time clock to do 24 hour controls throughout the year (for 

example, businesses or factories can switch lights on and off at set times each day, control 

gate access, and do pre-cooling and pre-heating before business or operations begin). It can 

enable your control system to automatically coordinate with people's living schedules, and 

not only will it raise the level of automatic control, it will improve efficiency. 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our 

collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At NSIC I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming 

knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees can ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic 

on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits 

& PLCs. 
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UNIT-I

THERMALPOWERPLANT

INTRODUCTION

Energyisuniversallyisrecognisedasoneofthemostsignificantinputsfor

economic growth and human development.Every sectorofIndian economy-

agriculture,industry,transport,economicalandetc.needsaninputofenergy.Infact

thereisacloserelationshipbetweentheenergyusedperpersonandhisstandardof

living.

Energycomesindifferentformsinnature,butelectricalenergyoccupiestop

position.Electricitybecomes a partand parcelofhuman life.Itis the most

convenientform ofenergybecauseitcanbegeneratedentirelyinbulktransmitted

economicallyouralongdistanceandcanbeadoptedconvenientlyinthedomestic,

Industrialandagriculturefields.

1.1 THERMALPOWERPLANT:

Itisapowerplantinwhichpowerproducedbyrotatingtheturbinewhichis

coupledtoalternatorbyemployingsteam.Inthermalpowerplantsthesteam is

generatedbyburningofhugeamountofcoalinboilerfurnace.

1.2 PRINCIPLEOFOPERATION:

(1) Rankincycle.

(2) Reheatcycle.

(3) Regenerativecycle.

1.3 COALTOSTEAM PROCESS:

Coalfrom thecoalwagonsisunloadedinthecoalhandlingplant.Thecoal

istransporteduptotherawcoalbunkerswiththehelpofbeltconveyors.Thecoalis

thentransportedtomillsthroughfeederswherethecoalispulverisedtopowder

form.Thiscrushedcoalistotakenawayfrom themilltothefurnacethroughcoal

pipes with the help ofhotand cold airmixture from PA fan.PA fan takes

atmosphericair,apartofwhichissenttoairpre-heatersforheatingandwhileapart

ofairgoesdirectlytothemillfortemperaturecontrol.Atmosphericairfrom FDfanis

heatedintheairheatersandsenttothefurnace.Waterfrom theboilerfeedpump
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passesthrougheconomiserand reachestheboilerdrum.Waterfrom thedrum

passesthroughdowncomersandgoestobottom risingheader.Waterfrom the

bottom risingheaderisdividedtoallfoursidesofthefurnace.Duetoheatand

densitydifferencethewaterraisesupinthefurnace,waterwalltubes.Waterispartly

convertedtosteam isseparatedfrom water.Waterfollowsthesameoath,whilethe

steam issenttosuperheatersforsuperheating.Thesuperheatersarelocated

insidethefurnaceandthesteam issuperheater(540degreecentigrade)andfinallyit

goestotheturbine.

1.4. STEAM TOMECHANICALPOWER:

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that

automaticallyregulatethesupplyofthesteam totheturbine.Steam from thecontrol

valvesentersthehigh-pressurecylinderoftheturbine.Whereitpassesthrougha

ringofstationarybladesfixedtothedirectthesteam intoasecondringofmoving

bladesmountedonadiscsecuredtotheturbineshaft.Thissecondringturnsthe

shaftasaresultoftheforceofthesteam.Thestationaryandmovingblades

togetherconstituteastageoftheturbineandinpracticemanystagesarenecessary

sothatcylindercontainsanumberofringsofstationarybladeswithringsofmoving

bladesarrangedbetweenthem.

Thesteam passesthrougheachstageinturnuntilitreachestheendofthe

high-pressurecylinderandinitspassagesomeofitsheatenergyischangedinto

mechanicalenergy.Thesteam leavingthehigh-pressurecylindergoesbacktothe

boilerforreheatingandentersintotheintermediatepressurecylinderthroughHRH

lines.Henceitpassesthroughanotherseriesofstationaryandmovingblades.

Finallysteam istakentothelow-pressurecylinderseachofwhichitentersat

thecentreforfollowingoutwardsinoppositedirectionthroughtherowsofturbine

blades–anarrangementisknownasdoubleflowtotheextremitiesofthecylinder.

Asthesteam givesupitsheatenergytodrivetheturbine,itstemperatureand

pressurefallanditexpands.Becauseofitsexpansionthebladesaremuchlarger

andlongertowardsthelow-pressureendsofturbine.

Whenasmuchenergyaspossiblehasbeenextractedfrom thesteam itis

exhausteddirectlytothecondenser.Thisrunsthelengthofthelow-pressurepartof

theturbineandmaybebeneathoroneithersideofit.Coldwaterfrom theriver,sea
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orcoolingtoweriscirculatedthroughthetubesofthecondenserandasthesteam

from theturbinepasses

1.5 MECHANICALTOELECTRICALPOWER:

Basicprincipleofelectricalpowergenerationisfrom faraday’slaws.Itsays

thatwhenaconductorrotatesinmagneticfield,theEMFwillbeinducedinthe

conductorandisproportionaltotherateofchangeoffluxlinescutbytheconductor

andcapacityofthemagneticfield.Forhighercapacitiesofthegenerationviceversa

principleisusedthatis,theconductorsareplacedconstantlyandthemagneticfield

willbe rotating.Magnetic field is obtained from a separate system called an

excitation system.Excitation system is classified into two types,namelystatic

excitationmagneticandbrushlessexcitation.Magneticfieldwillbegeneratedin

circuitandtoobtaintherateofchangeoffluxlines,therotorwillberotatedbya

steam turbineataconstantspeed.Thespeedoftheturbineisdeterminedbythe

frequencyoftheelectricalsystem usedinthecountry.i.e.,50Hzproportionaltothis

thespeedoftheturbineis3000rpm,andatthisspeedatwopolegeneratormustbe

driventogeneratealternatingcurrentatafrequencyof50cycles/second.

1.6 ELECTRICALPOWERTRANSMISSION:-

Electricalpowerisusuallyproducedinthestatorwindingoflargemodern

generatorsatabout15.75KVandisfedthroughterminalconnectionstoonesideofa

generator.

Transformerthatstepsupthevoltageto220KVandtransmitted.Now-a-

dayspowertransmissionsare carried outeven with a high voltage of400KV

increasingofatransmissionvoltagereducethelossesandincreasestheefficiency

oftheoverallsystem.

1.7 ELECTRICALENERGY:-

Theconversionofdifferentformsofenergyavailableinnatureintoelectrical

energyisknownasgenerationofenergy.Now-a-days,wearegeneratingelectrical

energybyusingdifferentformsofenergyavailableinnatureasamechanicalenergy.

Theplacewhereenergyconvertedintoelectricalenergyiscalled“power

plant”.Thearrangementofpowerplantbasicallyconsistsofprimemoverscoupled

toanalternator.
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Primemover coupling Alternator

Alternatoristhedevicewhichconvertsmechanicalenergyinto electrical

energy.
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TheimageoftheDr.NarlaTataRaothermalpowerstationisasfollows:

LINEDIAGRAM OFTHERMALPOWERPLANT

1.8 COALDELIVERY:

Thecoalisreceivedfrom Singarenicollieriesandfrom Orissastate(Talcher).

Coalwagonsarereceivedbyrakesof59wagons.Therailwayenginewillplacethe

loadedrakeinsidetheVTPS,atasidingpoint(placementpoint)andtakeawaythe

emptywagons.Coalisalsoreceivedinbottom dischargewagons(BOBR-bottom

openandbottom rapiddischargewagons).

1.9 UNLOADING:

Thetypeofunloadingdependsonhowthecoalisreceivedinthermalpower

station.
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(i)Thewagonsareunloadedonatrackhopperandfrom there,fedontothe

underneathconveyors,bythepaddlefeeders,whichwillscoopthecoalfrom

thehopperplatform ontherunningconveyor.

(ii)

Coalfrom wagontipplers,trackhopperandreclaim hoppertotheuncrushed

coalstockyardiscarriedbytheconveyorbelts.Numbersoftransferpointsor

junctiontowersareprovidedtofeedcoalfrom oneconveyortoanotherandto

changethedirectionofcoalaspertherequirement.

Therearesixnumberunitsof210MW atDr.NTTPSeachunitishavingsixcoal

bunkerseachwithholdingishavingcapacityof500MTs.Totalcoalrequiredforall

thesixunitsisabout21,000MTs/day.Total7numbercoalrakesarerequiredfor

Dr.NTTPSperday.

Coalstockrequirementforabout10daysisalsoshallhavetobeusedduring

emergency,whencoalwagonsarenotreceivedanydayduetoanyproblem onthe

railwaytracksorcoalmines.
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UNIT-2

COALHANDLINGPLANT

2.1.COALPREPERATIONPLANT:-

Thecoalbeforefeedingtothecombustionchamberitshouldbepreparedas

perthestandardsi.e.,sizingofcoal,dryingandremovingtheironparticles.

 Coalpreparationplantincludesthefollowingequipment;

(i) Wagontipplers

(ii) Vibratingfeeders

(iii) Conveyorbelts

(iv) Coalcrushers

(v) Electromagneticseparators

(vi) Dustextractionsystem

(vii)Gasejector

 WAGONTIPPLERS:-

Thesearethegainmachineshavinggearboxesassemblyandareusedto

unloadthecoalwagonsintocoalhoppersinverylesstime.

 VIBRATINGFEEDERS:-

Theseareelectromagneticvibrating feeders.Thisequipmentisused for

controlledremovalofcoalfrom coalhoppers.

 CONVEYORBELTS:-

Thesearesyntheticrubberbeltswhichmoveonmetallicrollers.Theseare

usedforshiftingofcoalfrom oneplacetoanotherplace.

 COALCRUSHERS:-

Itreceivesthecoalintheform ofoddshapedlumps.Theselumpsaretobe

crushedtorequiredsize.Theselumpsarecrushedbycrushers.

 ELECTROMAGNETICSEPERATOR:-

Electromagnetsareusedforremovingofironandmagneticimpuritiesfrom
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thecoal.

 DUSTEXTRACTIONSYSTEM:-

Thesesystemsprovidedatthebunkerleveltoremovealltypesofpoisonous

andnon-poisonousgasesfrom theworkingarea.

 GASEXTRACTOR:-

Gas extractors are provided atthe bunkerlevelto remove alltypes of

poisonousandnon-poisonousgasesfrom theworkingarea.

 STEAM GENERATINGPLANT:-

Thesteam generatingplantconsistsofaboilerandotherauxiliaryequipment

fortheutilisationoffluegases.

2.2 BOILER:-

Theheatisdevelopedduetothecombustionofcoalisutilisedintheboilerfor

convertingthewaterintosteam athightemperatureandpressure.Thefluegases

from theboilerwillflow throughsuperheater,economiserandairpreheatersand

finallyexhaustedtotheatmospherethroughthechimney.

Theheatisdevelopedduetothecombustionofcoalisutilisedintheboilerfor

convertingthewaterintosteam athightemperatureandpressure.Thefluegases

from theboilerwillflow throughsuperheater,economiserandairpreheaterand

finallyexhaustedtotheatmospherethroughthechimney.

 SUPERHEATERS;

Thesteam producedfrom theboileriswetandifthissteam passesthrough

thesteam turbinecausesturbinemaygetdamaged.Inordertoavoidthiscondition

thesteam producedfrom theboilerisfurtherheatedofsuperheater.

 ECONOMISER;

Aneconomiserisessentiallyafeedwaterheater.Thefeedwaterisfedtothe

economiserbeforesupplyingtotheboiler.Themainfunctionofeconomiseristo

increasethetemperatureoffeedwaterbyutilisingtheheatfrom thefluegases.

AIRPREHEATER;

Itisplacedinbetweenboilerandeconomiser.Itincreasesthetemperatureof
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theairsuppliedforcoalburningbydeliveringheatfrom thegases.Airisdrawnfrom

theatmospherebyforceddraughtfanandispassedthroughairpreheaterbefore

supplyingtotheboilerfurnace.Theairpre-heaterextractheatfrom thefluegases

andincreasesthetemperatureofairusedforcoalcombustion.

STEAM TURBINE;

Asteam turbineisarotatingmachinewhichconvertsenergyofsteam into

mechanicalenergy.

 TURBINEEFFICIENCY;

To minimiseturbineefficiencythesteam isexpanded during work,in a

numberofstages.Thesestagesarecharacterisedbyhoetheenergyisextracted

from them andareknownaseitherimpulseorreactionturbines.Moststeam

turbinesuseamixtureofthereactionandimpulsedesigns;eachstagebehaves

eitheroneortheother,buttheoverallturbineusesboth.Typically,higherpressure

sectionsarereactiontypeandlowerpressurestageareimpulsetype.

 ALTERNATOR;

Analternatoriscoupledonthesameshaftoftheturbinewhichconvertsheat

from steam intoelectricalenergy.

 EXCITER;

Exciterisnothingbutadcgenerator.Itsmainfunctionistosupplydcpower

tothefieldsystem rotor.Thesearemountedonthesameshaftofthealternator.

Thecapacityofexciterisabout0.5to0.3%ofthealternatorcapacity.

2.3 INSTRUMENTATIONEQUIPMENT:-

Thedifferentinstrumentsusedmaybeofelectricalandmechanicaltype.

Mechanicaltypeinstrumentsareusedformeasuringthetemperatureofoil,pressure,

airpressure,ashlevel,coalleveletc.Theelectricalequipmentismainlyusedas

ammeters, voltmeters, watt meters, power factor meters, KVAR meters,

synchroscope,relays,trivectormetersandmaximum demandindicatorsetc.

2.4 ELECTROSTATICPRECIPITATOR(ESP):-

Itismaincomponentinthermalpowerplant.Itisusedtoabsorbtheash
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particlesfrom fluegasorbyproductgasesgoingthroughchimneyintoatmosphere.

WORKING:-

Itworksontheprincipleofstaticelectricityproducedonplates(positive)

produced.

Themagneticcharges(dustparticles)areabsorbedbyproducingapositive

chargeinanodicplatesthroughoutthepathofthegases.

2.5 CHIMNEY

Itistheequipmentthroughwhichthefluegasesareexposedtoatmosphere.

2.6 COOLINGTOWER;

Allthecoolingmanagementmodehere,steam from theoutofturbinecooled

hereandmadeintowaterandthatwateragainusedforgenerationofsteam inboiler

2.7 TRANSFORMER;

Theseareastaticacmachine,whichtransferstheelectricalpowerfrom one

electricalcircuittoanotherelectriccircuitwithsamefrequency.Itworksonmutual

inductionprinciple.Largescalegenerationofelectricpowerisusually3-phaseat

13.2to33KV.Transmissionisgenerallyaccomplishedathighervoltagesof1332KV

(or700kv)forwhichtransformersareessentialtostepupthegeneratorvoltage.

Nextatloadcentresissteppeddownto66kv,33kv,11kvand440vor230v.
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UNIT-3

DR.NARLATATARAOTHERMALPOWERSTATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION:-

Theelectricityhasbecomeanessentialcommodityratherthanluxurynowa

day.Inastateorregionthermalpowerstationswillbecomeimportant,arehydro

resourcesareinadequate.Theconceptofmodelthermalpowerstationisthatit

shouldbesituatedatsuchaplacethatthebasicrequirementsofthefuels,water

andlandshouldbesatisfied.

Dr.NarlaTataRaothermalpowerstationisacondensingtypethermalpower

plant.Dr.NTTPSistheprestigiousentityofAP GENCO PVT.Ltd.Dr.NTTPSis

locatedonleftbankofriverKrishnaand16km awayfrom northsideofVijayawada

city.Thetotalareaofdr.NTTPSis2567acresincludingashpond.

Inthisplantbituminouscoalasaprimaryfuelisburntinthepresenceof

oxygenandchemicalenergywithanefficiencyof34.6%.Amongalltypesofpower

stations,themostreliableanduninterruptedcontinuouspowersupplyispossible

onlyfrom thermalpowerstationssuchasVijayawadathermalpowerstationwhichis

thesecondlargestcapacityinAP.

3.2 FEATURESOFDr.NTTPS:-

 Threestages,each2of210MW,total6unitswithatotalcapacityof1260MW.

 Primaryfueliscoal,eachunitrequires3000tons\day.

 INPUTS:-coal,oil,andwater

 OUTPUTS:-electricalpower,ashandfluegases.

3.3 PLANTSPECIFICATIONS:-

Type :Thermalpowerplant.

Capacity :1,760MW

Units : 7units,6unitseachofcapacity210MW &anotherunitcapacity500MW.

Fuel : mainfuelandcoal.

Supporting :highspeeddieseloil.

3.4 LOADSPECIFICATIONS
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 Power:210MW

Current:9000amps

Voltage:15.75KV

 Power :500MW

Current:16166amps

Voltage : 21.6KV

3.5 POWERGENERATIONINDR.NTTPS:-

Thefundamentalformsofenergywithwhichthermalstationsareprincipally

concernedwithareheadandwork.Heatproducesworkandthisworkisfurther

convertedintoelectricalenergythroughamedium electricalgeneratorisshownin

belowfigure.Forthepurposeofunderstandingthermalpowerplant,thephenomena

ofthermodynamicpowercycleisexplainedhereunder.

1.Rankincycle

2.Reheatcycle

3.Re-generativecycle

WorkingprincipleofDr.NarlaTataRaothermalpowerplantis

3.5.1RANKINCYCLE:-

Thecycleisthesimplesttheoreticalvapourcycle,whichisthebasisfor
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operationofasteam plant.Superheatersteam from theboilerisfedintoprime

moverand isexpanded thereafterwhich itentersthecondenseemerging as

condensate.Whichthehelpofapumpthiscondensateisagainfedintoboiler.

Themainpurposeofsuperheatingthesteam andsupplyingtotheprime

moversistoavoidtoomuchwetnessattheendofexpansion.Moisturecontentof

steam wouldresultinunduebladecorrosion.Themaximum wetnessinthefinal

stagethatmaybetoleratedwithoutanyappreciableharm totheturbineisabout12%

alsotheuseofsuperheaterinaboilerhelpsinreducingthestacktemperatureby

extractingheatfrom thefluegasesbeforethesearepassedoutofthechimney.

TheefficiencyoftheRankincycleis

EfficiencyofRankin=Went\Q

EFFECTSOFOPERATINGCONDITIONSONRANKINCYCLEEFFICIENCY:-

THERANKINCYCLEEFFICIENCYCANBEINCREASEDBY:-

 INCREASINGBOILERPRESSURE

Ithasbeenobserved thatbyincreasing theboilerpressure(otherfacts

remainingthesame)thecycletendstoriseandreachesamaximum valueat

aboilerpressureofabout166bars.

 SUPERHEATING;

Allotherfactorsremainingthesame,ifthesteam issuperheatingbefore
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allowingittoexpandingtheRankincycleefficiencymaybeincreased.Theuse

ofsuperheatersteam alsoensureslongerturbinebladelifebecauseofthe

absenceoferosionfrom highvelocitywaterparticles.Thatissuspendedin

vapour.

 REDUCINGCONDENSERPRESSURE;

Efficiencyofplantisimprovedbyreducingthecondenserpressureespecially

inhighvacuum.Buttheincreaseinefficiencyisobtainedattheincreased

costofcondensationapparatus.

3.5.2REHEATCYCLE:-

Initssimplestform,thecycleinvolveswithdrawingthesteam from theturbine

atsomeintermediatestagereturningittothesteam generatorwhereaseparate

superheaterisprovidedinthegaspathforthereducersheatingthesteam.Itis

reintroducedintotheturbineblade.Itreducesthewetnessofthesteam atsome

finalstageandimprovedtheefficiencyofthecycle.

EfficiencyofRankin=[(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp]/[((h1-hf4)+(h3-h4))-wp]

3.5.3RE-GENERATIVECYCLE:-

ThecycleisanattempttoinducereversibilityintheordinaryRankincycleand

thustoincreaseefficiencythemixingofcondensatewiththesaturatedsteam and

watermixtureintheboilerconstitutetheirreversibilitybyheatingthefeedwaternear

tothesaturationtemperaturethroughtheutilisationofheatofsteam whichis

partiallyexpandedintheprimemover.Sincethispurposeisthethermalgeneration

ofcondensatethecycleisknownasregeneration.

Thepowerstationinvolvesnumberofprocessforattainingthedifferent

energylevels.Subbituminouscoalasinputfuelandelectricalenergyisbeing

extractedasoutput.

3.6 Workingofthermalplant:-

Outlineofthermalpowerstationisshowninbelowfigureeachunitconsists

oneboiler,oneturbineandonegenerator.Coalistransportedtotheplantfrom trains
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bymeansoftransport.Thehugeamountofcoaliscrushedintosmallpiecesandis

suppliedtothemillsthroughconveyorsystem.Inthemillthesepiecesarepulverize

tofinepowder.Hotairwhichiscalledasprimaryairissuppliedtothemilltoabsorb

moistureinthecoalpowderandtransmitcoalpowderintotheboiler.Andthe

chemicalenergypresentinthecoalisconvertedintoheatenergy.Inordertoensure

properandcompletecombustionsecondaryairissuppliedthroughforceddraught

fan.Waterfrom theboilerpumpscirculatesinthewaterwalltubesthatarelocated

insidetheboiler.Theheatenergyistransmittedbymeansofconvectionaradiation

principleandwaterinthewaterwalltubesconvertedintosteam byabsorbingheat

energy.

Steam generatedintheboilerissuppliedtoaturbine.Intheturbineheat

energyisconvertedintomechanicalenergyusingRankincycleandsteam expands

and condensesin thecondenser.Thecondensed waterwillbepreheated and

suppliedtotheboilerbyfeedpumps.Turbineiscoupledtothegeneratorandinthe

generatormechanicalenergyisconvertedintoelectricalenergy.Inboilers,after

combustionofcoalashandfluegasesareformedandtheywereevacuatedused

induced draughtfan (ID fan).The temperature ofgas is around 800 degree

centigrade.Thehightemperatureoffluegasesisfurtherabsorbedbypreheating

water,primaryairandsecondaryair.Inordertoavoidecologicalproblem fluegases

alongwithasharepassedthroughelectrostaticprecipitatorwhereashisfilteredand

fluegasesataround130degreecentigradeareliberatedtheatmosphere.

Layoutofthermalpowerplant
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3.7 THERMALPOWERPLANT:-

Inthermalpowerplantsteam generatedindifferentwaystheyarecoal-fired,

solarandbio-mass,etc.

Coal-firedthermalpowerplantoperationisshowninabovefigure.Inthis

thermalpowerplantaresteam generatedincoalarefired,thencoalfiredupto540

degreecentigradetemperatureandpressureincreasedin150kg/cm.square.Unit

overviewofthermalpowerplantis;
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UNIT-4

DIFFERENTPARTSOFDR.NTTPS

4.1 Componentsofthermalpowerplant:-

 Coalconveyor

 Stackerreclaimer

 Pulveriser

 Boiler

 Coalash

 Airpreheater

 Electrostaticprecipitator

 Smokestack

 Turbine

 Condenser

 Transformers

 Coolingtowers

 Generator

 Highvoltagepowerlines

4.2 COALCONVEYOR:-

Thisisabelttypeofarrangementwiththiscoalistransportedfrom coal

storageplaceinpowerplanttothenearbyboiler.Thediagram oftheconveyorbeltis

asshownbelow
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4.3 STACKER RECLAIMER:-

The coalwhich is broughtnearby boilerhas to putin boilerfurnace

combustion.Thisstockerisamechanicaldeviceforfeedingcoaltofurnaceshown

inthebelowfigure

4.4 PULVERISER:-

Thecoalisputintotheboilerafterpulverisation.Forthispulveriserisused.A

pulveriserisadeviceforgrindingcoalforcombustioninfurnaceinapower

plant.

4.4.1.Typesofpulverisers:-

(a)Ballandtubemill:

Ballmillisapulveriserthatconsistsofahorizontalrotatingcylinder,upto
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threediametersinlength,containingchargeoftumblingorcascadingsteel

balls,pebblesorrods.Tubemillisarevolving cylinderisofup to five

diametersinlengthusedforfinepulverisationofore,rackandothersuch

material;thematerialmixedwiththewater,isfedintothechamberfrom one

end,andpassesouttheotherendasslime.

(b)Ringandball:

Thetypeconsistsoftworingseparatedbyalargeballs,thelowerringrotates,

whiletheupperringpassesdownontheballsviaasetofspringandadjuster

assemblies.Coalisintroducedatcentreorsideatthepulveriser(depending

uponthedesign)andisgroundasthelowerringrotatescausingtheballsto

orbitbetweentheupperandlowerrings.Thecoaliscarriedoutofthemillby

theflowofairmovingthroughit.Thesizeofthecoalparticlesreleasedfrom

thegrindersectionofthemillsisdeterminedbyaclassifierseparator.These

millsaretypicallyproducedbyB&W (BabcockandWilcox).

4.5 BOILER:-

Now thatpulverisedcoalisputintheboilerfurnace.Boilerisanenclosed

vesselinwhichiswaterisheatedandcirculateduntilthewateristurnedintosteam

attherequiredpressure.Thelayoutofboilerisshownbelow
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Coalisburnedinsidethecombustionchamberoftheboiler.Theproductsof

combustionarenothingbutgaseswhichareathightemperaturevaporizethewater

insidetheboilertosteam.Sometimesthissteam isfurtherheatedinasuperheater

ashigherthesteam pressureandtemperaturethegreaterefficiencytheenginewill

haveinconvertingtheheatinsteam intomechanicalwork.Thissteam athigh

pressureandtemperatureisuseddirectlyasaheatingmedium orasaworkingfuel

inprimemovertoconvertthermalenergytomechanicalwork,whichinturnmaybe

convertedintoelectricalenergy.Althoughotherfluidsaresometimesusedforthis

purpose,waterisbyfarthemostcommonbecauseofitseconomyandsuitable

thermodynamiccharacteristics.Theexternaldiagram ofboileris;
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4.6.CLASSIFICATIONOFBOLERS:-

Boilersareclassifiedas:-

4.6.1 FIRETUBEBOILERS:-

In fire tube boilers hotgases are passed through the tubes and water

surroundsthesetubes.Thesearesimple,compactandruggedinconstruction.

Depending on whetherthe tubes are verticalorhorizontal.These are further

classifiedasverticalandhorizontaltubeboilers.Sotheycan’tmeetquicklythe

changesinsteam demand.Highpressuresofsteam arenotpossible,maximum

pressurethatcanbeattainedisabout17.5kg/sq.cm duetolargequantityofwater

inthedrainitrequiresmoretimeforsteam rising.Thesteam attainedisgenerally

wet,economicalforlow pressures.The

outputofthe boileris alsolimited

4.6.2 WATERTUBEBOILERS:-

Intheseboilerswaterisinsidethetubesandhotgasesareoutsidethetubes.

Theyconsistofdrumsandtubes.Theymaycontainanynumberofdrums.Feed

waterenters the boilerto one drum.This watercirculates through the tubes
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connectedexternaltodrums.Hotgaseswhichsurroundthesetubeswillconvertthe

waterintubesintosteam ispassedthroughthetubesandcollectedatthetopofthe

drum sinceitisoflightweight.Sothedrum storessteam andwater(upperdrum).

Theentiresteam iscollectedinonedrum anditistakenoutfrom there.Asthe

movementofwaterin thewatertubesishigh,so rateofheattransfersalso

becomeshighresultingingreaterefficiency.Theyproducehighpressure,easily

accessibleandcanrespondquicklytochangesinsteam demand.Thesearealso

classified as verticaland horizontaland inclined tubes depending upon the

arrangementofthetubes.Thesearelessweightandlessliabletoexpansionwecan

attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and temperatures from 315 to 575

centigrade.

4.7.HEATER:-

Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater

arrangement.Superheaterisacomponentofasteam generatingunitinwhich

steam,afterithaslefttheboilerdrum,isheatedaboveitssaturationtemperature.

The amountofsuperheatadded to the steam is influenced bythe location,

arrangementandamountofsuperheatersurfaceinstalled,aswellastheratingof

theboiler.Thesuperheatermayconsistofoneormorestagesoftubebanks

arranged to effectivelytransferheatfrom the combustion.Superheaters are

classifiedasconvectionradiantorcombinationofthese.Theexternalshapeof

superheaterisshowninthebelowdiagram.
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4.8 SUPERHEATER:-

Someoftheheatofsuperheatersteam isusedtorotatetheturbinewhereit

lossessomeofitsenergy.Reheaterisalsoasteam boilercomponentinwhichheat

isaddedtothisintermediatepressuresteam,whichhasgiventosomeofitsenergy

inexpansionthroughthehighpressureturbine.Thesteam afterreheatingisusedto

rotatethesecondsteam turbinewheretheheatisconvertedintomechanicalenergy.

4.9 CONDENSER:

Steam afterrotatingsteam turbinecomestocondenserrefersheretothe

shellandtubeheatexchange(orsurfacecondenser)installedattheoutletofevery

steam turbineofthermalpowerstationutilitycompaniesgenerallyasshow infig.

Thesecondensersareheatexchangewhichconvertssteam from isgaseoustoits

liquidstatealsoknownasphasetransition.Insodoing,thelatentheatofsteam is

given outinside the condenserwhere wateris in shortsupplyan aircooled

condenserisoftenused.Acooledcondenserhoweversignificantmoreexpensive

and cannotachieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less

effective)as a surface condenser.The purpose is to condense the outlet(or

exhaust)steam from steam turbinetoobtainmaximum efficiencyandalsotogetthe

condensersteam intheform ofpurewater,otherwiseknownascondensate,backto

steam generatororboilerasboilerfeedwater.

4.10 COOLINGTOWER:

Thecondenserwaterformedinthecondenseraftercondensationisinitially
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hightemperature.Thishotwaterispassedtocoolingtowers.Itisatowerorbuilding

likedeviceinwhichatmosphericaircirculatesindirectorindirectcontactwith

warmerwaterandthewateristherebycooledasshowninthefig.Acoolingtower

mayservesastheheatsinkinaconventionalthermodynamicprocesssuchas

refrigerationorsteam powergenerationandwhenitisconvenientordesirableto

makesfinalheattransferredfluid,givesupheattoatmosphereairandthuscooledis

recalculatedthroughthesystem,affordingeconomicaloperationoftheprocess.

Twobasictypesofcoolingtowersarecommonlyused.Onetransfertheheat

from warmerwatertocoolairmainlybyanevaporationheattransferprocessandis

knownastheevaporationorwetcoolingwater.

Evaporative

cooling tower are classified

according tothemeansemployed

for producing air

circulation through them.

Atmospheric natural

draftandmechanicaldraft.Theothertransfertheheatfrom warmerwatertocooler

airbyasensibleheattransferprocessandisknownasthenon-evaporationordry

coolingtower.

Nonevaporativecoolingtowerareclassifiedasair-cooledcondensersandas

air-cooled heatexchangers,and are furtherclassified bythe means used for

producing aircirculation through them.These two basictypesare sometimes

combined,withthecoolingprocessgenerallyusedinparallelorseparately,andare

thenknownaswetdrycoolingtowers.

Evaluationofcoolingtowersperformanceisbasedoncoolingofspecified

quantityofwaterthroughthegivenrangeandtoaspecifiedtemperatureapproach

tothewet-bulbordry-bulbtemperatureforwhichthetowerisdesigned,because

exactdesignconditionarerarelyexperiencedinoperation,estimatedperformances

curvesarefrequentlypreparedforspecificinstallation,andprovideameansfora

comprisingthemeasuredperformancewithdesignconditions.
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Therearethreetypesofcoolingtowers:

(i)Mechanicaldraftcoolingtower.

(ii)Induceddraftcoolingtower.

(iii)Counterflow.

(iv)Crossflow.

(v)Forceddraftcoolingtower.

4.11 ECONOMIZER:-

Fluegasescomingoutoftheboilercarrylotofheat.Functionofeconomizer

istorecoversomeoftheheatfrom theheatcarriedawayinthefluegasesupthe

chimneyandutilizeforheatingthefeedwatertotheboiler.Itisplacedinthe

passageoffluegasesinbetweentheexitfrom theboilerandtheentrytothe

chimney.Theuseofeconomizerresultsinsavingcoalconsumption,increasein

steamingrateandhighboilerefficiencybutneedsextrainvestmentandincreasein

maintainedcostandfloorrequiredfortheplant.Thisisusedinallmodernplants.In

thisalargenumberofsmalldiameterthinwalledtubesareplacedbetweentwo

headers.Feedwaterentersthetubethroughoneheaderandleavesthroughthe

other.Thefluegasesflowoutsidethetubesusuallyincounterflow.

4.12 AIRPREHEATERS:-

Thereamingheatoffluegasesisutilizedbyairpreheateritisadeviseusedin

steam boilerstotransferheatfrom thefluegasestothecombustionairbeforethe

airentriesthefurnace.Alsoknownasairheater,air-heatingsystem.Itisnotshown

inthelayout.Butitiskeptataplacenearbywheretheairentriesintotheboiler.
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Thepurposeofairheateristorecovertheheatfrom thefluegasfrom the

boilerto improve the boilerefficiency by burning warm airwhich increases

combustion efficiency,and reducing usefulheat lost from the fuel.As a

consequence,thegasesarealsosenttothechimneyorstackatalowertemperature,

allowingsimplifieddesignoftheductingandstack.Italsoallowscontroloverthe

temperatureofgasesleavingthestack(tomeetemissions,regulations)forexample.

Afterextractingheatfluegasesarepassedtoelectrostaticprecipitator.

4.13 ELECTROSTATICPRECIPITATOR(ESP):-

Itisadevisewhichremovesdustorotherfinelydividedparticlesfrom flue

gasesbychargingtheparticlesinductivelywithanelectricfield,thenattractingthem

tohighlycollectorplates.Alsoknownasprecipitator.Theprocessdependsontwo

steps.Inthefirststream thesuspensionpassesthroughelectricdischarge(corona

discharge)areawhereionizationofthegasoccurstheionsproducedcollidewiththe

suspendedparticlesandconferontheanelectriccharge.Thechargedparticlesdrift

towardsanelectrodeofoppositesignandaredepositedontheelectrodewhere

there electric charge is utilized.The phenomenon would be more correctly

designatedaselectrodepositionfrom thegasphase.

The use ofelectrostatic precipitatorhas become common in numerous

industrialapplications.Amongtheadvantagesoftheelectrostaticprecipitatorsare

itsabilitytohandlelargevolumesofgas,atelevatedtemperatureifnecessary,with

reasonablesmalldropandremovalofparticlesinthemicrometerrange.
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4.13.1SOMEAPPLICATIONSOFESPARE:-

 Removalofdirtfrom fluegasesinsteam plants.

 Cleaningofairtoremovefungiandbacteriainestablishmentsproducinganti

bioticandotherdrugsandinoperatingrooms.

 Cleaningofairinventilationandairconditioningsystem.

 Removalofoilmistsinmachineshopsandacidmistsinchemicalprocess

plants.

 Cleaningofblastfurnacegases.

 Recoveryofvariablematerialssuchasoxidesofcopper,lead,andtin.

 Separationofretilefrom zincchromium sand.

4.14 SMOKESTACK:-

Achimneyisasystem forventinghotfluegasesorsmokefrom boiler,stove,

furnaceorfireplacetotheoutsideatmosphere.Theyaretypicallyalmostverticalto

ensurethatthehotgasesflow smoothly,drawingairintothecombustionthrough

thechimneyeffect.Thespaceinsideachimneyiscalledaflue.Chimneymaybe

foundinbuilding,steam locomotivesandships.IntheUS,theterm smokestack

(colloquially,stack)isalsousedwhenreferringtolocomotiveschimneys.
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Theterm funnelisgenerallyusedforshipchimneyinsometimesusedtorefer

tolocomotivechimneys.Chimneysarealltoincreasetheirdrawofairforcombustion

andtodispersepolitenessinthefluegasesoveragreaterareasoastoreducethe

pollutantconcentrationincompliancewithregulateorotherlimits.

4.15.GENERATOR:-

Analternatorisanelectromechanicaldevicethatconvertsmechanicalenergy

toalternatingcurrentelectricalenergy.Mostalternatorsusearotatingmagnetic

field.Differentgeometricssuchasalinearalternatorforusewithsterlingengines

arealsooccasionallyusedinprincipally,anyacgeneratorcanbecalledanalternator

butusuallythewordreferstorotatingmachinesdrivenbyautomotiveandother

internalcombustionengines.

4.16 TRANSFORMER:-

Itisadevicethattransferelectricalenergyfrom onealternatingcurrentcircuit

to one or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or

reducing(steppingdown)thevoltage.Usesfortransformersincludereducingtheline

voltagetooperatelowvoltagedevices(doorbellsortoyelectrictrains)andraising
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thevoltagesfrom electricgeneratorssothatelectricpowercanbetransmittedover

alongdistance.Transformersactthroughelectromagneticinduction;currentinthe

primary coilinduces currentin the secondary coil.The secondary voltage is

calculatedbymultiplyingtheprimaryvoltagebytheratioofthenumberofturnsin

thesecondarycoiltothatintheprimary.

Aturbineissuppliedwithsuperheated90bara/450degreecentigrade.

Theexhaustisat0.06bara(partialvacuum)and10%wet.

Saturatedtemperature=36.2degreecentigrade.

4.17 DEEPLYABOUTSTAGE-1:-

In1ststageofDr.NTTPShaving6Divisions.

(1)Instrumentationandcontrollers(I&C)

(2)Coalhandlingplant(CHP)

(3)Boilermaintenance(BM)

(4)Turbinemaintenance(TM)

(5)CommonAuxiliariesMaintenance(CAM)

(6)Electricalmaintenance(EM &MRT)

4.17.1Instrumentationandcontrol:-

ThemainpurposeofIandC istomeasuretheparameterslikepressure,

velocity,quantityandflow ofamaterial.Andtomeasuretheseparameters.Some
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instrumentsarerequired.

Theyare

(i) Scanners

(ii) Thermocouples

(iii) Pressuretransmitter\Pressuregauge

(iv) Nocoalflap

(v) Loadcell

(vi) Tachometer

(i)Scanners:-

Thescanneristodetailsthepresenceoflightandtomeasuretheintensityof

lightingtheboilerandalsosentasignaltounitcontrolboard.

(ii)Thermocouples:-

Thisdeviceisusedtomeasurethetemperatureinvariousplaces,likeincoal

pipelines,andbaringtemperature.Theexternaldiagram ofitisshownin

belowfigure
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(iii)Pressuregauge:-

Pressuregaugeisusedfortomeasuretheairpressure

(iv)Nocoalflap:-

Itisusedtodeterminetheamountofcoalonconveyoranditgivesanalarm

whenloadexceedstothemaximum value.

(v)Loadcell:-

Loadcellisusedtomeasurethequantityofcoalontheconveyorbelt.

(vi)Tachometer:-

Tachometerisusedtomeasurethespeedofthebeltmotor

4.17.2Controlvalves:-

(i)Solenoidvalves:-

o OilValve.

o Steam Valve.

o ScavengerValve.

(ii)Primaryvalves:-

o ElectricalValve.

o PneumaticValve : Itworkswithwater.

o HydraulicValve : ItworkswithOil.

(iii)Sootblowingdrainvalve.

 HPVC- HighPressurevalvecontrol.

 LPVC - LowPressurevalvecontrol.

 BVC - Boilvalvecontrolroom.

 TVC -TurbineValvecontrolroom.
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 HONV– Heavyoilnossilvalve.

4.18.Coalhandlingplant:-

Coalisbroughtfrom Talcherandsingarenicoalmineswhichareintheform

oflargerocks.Soitisreducedtoasizeof20mm.Whichiscalledcrushingprocess.

Thecrushedcoalissentintobunkersbyaconveyerbelt,whichfedtomills.

4.18.1.Crusherhouse:-

(i)Surgehopperfloor

(ii)Vibratingscreenfloor

(iii)Beltfeederfloor

(iv)Crusherhosefloor

Thediagram ofcrushingmachineisshowninabovefigure

Thecapacityofvibratingfeederisfor3rdstage–400T/hr

Therearetwotypesofserviceforcoalfedintothegrid.

Theyare:

(i) BOXN.type

(ii) BOBR:Bottom openedBogierapid.

4.19 Boilermaintenance:-

Thisdivisionismaintenancetheboileraccessoriesboilermountings.Boiler

components,millsanditsmotor.Auxiliaryreducermotor,Reduceroilunitmotor,PA
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fan,FDfan,andIDfan.

 Boileraccessories:

(i) Feedpump

(ii) Superhealer

(iii) Economizer

(iv) Airpreheater

4.19.1Typesofboilermountings:-

1.Waterlevelindicator(watergauge)

2.Pressuregauge

3.Fusibleplug

4.Blowoffcock

5.Values

4.19.2Boilercomponents:

1.Wagwalltubes

2.Headers

3.Superheatercoils

4.Economisercoils

4.19.3Ballmill:-

Coalfrom bunkersisfeedtomillfrom bothsides.Eachmillwillconsistof

largeironballsweightingabout90tones.Allthisstagescoalismadeintofine

powder.Whichisliftedintoclassifier.TherearethreemillsnamelyAB,CDandEF

outofwhichtwomillsareinserviceandoneisstandby.

Ateachmill,wehaveprimaryairheaderpressurecontrolandmilloutlet

temperaturecontrol.

Themillair/coalflowdiagram is
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4.19.4Fan:-

(i)Primaryairfan:

Thisisusedtoliftthepulverizedcoalintotheboiler

(ii)Forceddraughtfan:

Thisisusedtogivesufficientairtothefurnacesforpurposeofgood

combustion.

(iii)Induceddraughtfan:

Itisusedtoremovethegasesinthefurnacesandtomaintainnegative

pressureinthefurnaces.

4.20 Commonaccessoriesmaintenance:

ThisdivisionmaintainstheCW pump,raw waterpumps,HPpumps,BCW

pumphouse,FuelOilPumphouse,Ashdisposalsystem,compressorhouse,

ESPandACPlant.

 CW pumps:-

These pumps are used to condensate the steam,itmeans reduce the

temperatureofsteam andgetconvertedintowater.

 Rawwaterpumps:-

Rawwaterpumpsareusedtopumpedorliftingofwaterfrom pumphouseto

clarifierhouse.

 HPpumps:-

Thesepumpsareserveorliftingofwatertotheasppumphouseandbottom

ashingESPforashdisposal.
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 BCW pumphouse:-

InBCW pumphousewaterisstoredandwaterispurifiedbyAulam.

 Ashdisposalsystem :-

TheBottom Ash,coarseAshandflyAshledtothecommonslurrysumpare

pumpedtothedisposalareabymeansofslurrypumpsetsanddisposallines.

Fournumberofidenticalstreams,consistingofthreenumberofslurrypumps

connectedinseries,connectedtothreeno.Slurrydisposallines.Outoffour

streamsprovidedtwostreamsruncontinuouslyforboththeunitsandthe

remainingtwostreamsserveasstandby.

Ashslurrysump,whichiscommonforboththeunits,isaRCCtankwithfour

compartmentsoneforeachofthepumpstream.Agitatingnozzlesprovided

inthesumpskeepsthesolidsinslurryinfloatingslate.

Disposalpipinghasspecialcouplingjointstoensureeasyinperiodicalrotation

ofthepipesforuniform wear.

 ACPlant:-

ACcompressorisrequiredtocoolingpurposeofUCB.UCBiscooledbyAC

compressorsbecauseofreducesheattemperature.

 Electrostaticprecipitator(ESP):-

Theelectrostaticprecipitatorutilizeselectrostaticforceto separatedust

particlesfrom thegastobecleaned.TheElectrostaticprecipitatoressentially

consistsoftwosetsofelectrodescalled“collectingElectrodesand“Emitting

Electrodes”.Thecollectingelectrodesaremadeupofsteelsheetpressedtoa

specialprofileandtheemittingelectrodesareathinwiredrawntohelical

form.A unidirectionalhigh voltage is applied between these electrodes,

connectingitspositivepolaritytocollectingelectrodeswhicharealsoearthed.

Thedustleadenfluegasfrom boilerpassesbetweenrowsofcollectingand

dischargeelectrodes.Thedustparticlesexperienceaforce,whichcausesthe

particlestomovetowardsthecollectingelectrodesandfinallygetdeposited

onthem.Theparticlesthenfedintothehopperatthebottom.

 Hoppers:-
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Thesearepyramidalshapetoensureeasyflowofdustdowntohopper.

 CollectingElectrodes:-

Thesearemadeup of1.6 mm cold rolled mild steelplates.Theseare

providedwithhooksattheirtopedgeforsuspension.Allthecollectingplates

inarrowareheldinpositionbyashockbaratthebottom.Theshockbaris

spacedbyguides.

 EmittingElectrodes:-

Theseareofathinwiredrawntoahelicalform andarelocatedcentrally

between collecting electrode curtains.The emitting electrode system is

supportedbyfoursupportinsulators.

4.21.Turbinemaintenance:-

ThisdivisionmaintainstheBoilerfeedpumps,condensateextractionpumps,

condenser,coolingtowersandTurbine.

 Boilerfeedpump(BFP):-

TheBFP’ssendwatertotheboilerswithveryhighpressure.Thesearevery

powerfulpumpswithaveryhighpressureofaround180kg/cm2.Sothe

steam enteringtheturbinehasapressureof150kg/cm2outofthesethree

pumps,twoareinserviceandoneisstandbyDuetopumpaction,thereis

alsoariseintemperatureoftwothreedegreecentigrade.HereBFP re-

circulationcontrolisprovidedifwaterdoesnotflow throughthesepumps

continuously.Theimageoftheboilerfeedpumpis
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 Condenserextractionpumps(CEP’s):-

Becausethenegativepressure,waterincondenseristobeextractedfrom hot

welltode-arator.ThesethreeCEP’sforeachunit.Thesepumpspumpthe

waterintothewaterheaterwithapressureof20kg/cm2.

 Condenser:-

Coolingwateriscirculatedthroughtubesincondenser.Theworkedoutsteam

from LPTgetcooledandcondenseintowater.Makeupwaterisaddedtothis.

Thecondenserwatercollectsinhotwell.

 Turbine:-

Turbineisconvertsheatenergytomechanicalenergy.Itconsistsof3parts.

High pressure Turbine,Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure

turbinewithvaryingpressure.

 Highpressureturbine(HPT):-

Themainsteam isintroducedintoHPTanditworksbyrotatingshaft.Asa

result,thetemperatureofsteam dropsat350°Candpressureat34kg/cm 2

satoutletiscalledreheatline.

 Intermediatepressureturbine(IPT):-

Thereheatsteam withatemperatureof5400Candapressureof34kg/cm2

isintroducedintotheIPT,unlikeHPTwheresteam expandsinonedirection,

inLPTsteam expandsinbothdirections,whenissteam isintroducedinthe

middle,theoutletsteam ofIPThasatemperatureof3200Candpressureof6

kg/cm2.

 LowpressureTurbine(LPT):-

Theoutletsteam ofIPTisdirectlyintroducedintotheLPT.Outoftheworkto

bedonetogenerate210MW,20%ofitisdoneinHPT,30%inLPTand50%in

LPT.ThusLPTextractsmaximum workfrom steam.Thesteam losesits

energyandissuckedintocondenserbymaintaininganegativepressureof–

0.9kg/cm2.Thetemperatureisaround500C.Outletsteam ofLPThasa

temperature460Candapressure-0.9kg/cm2.

Thehighpressureturbine,intermediatepressureturbineandlow pressure

turbinearemountedonacommonshaftwhichiscoupledtotherotorof

alternator.Assteam flowsthroughthem.Theshaftasaresultofconversion

ofheatenergyofsteam intomechanicalenergy.
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Reheaterstakeheatfrom thelowpressureturbine,intermediatepressure

turbinesandhighpressureturbinesfrom variousextractionpointsonthe

turbine.

4.22Electricalmaintenance(EM &MRT):-

ThisdivisionmaintainstheallelectricalequipmentlikeGenerators,Motors,

Transformers,Relays,Circuitbreakers,Isolatorsetc.

 Generators:-

Generatorofthealternatorasitisusuallycalledistheelectricalendofaturbo

generatorset.Itisacylindricalpolesynchronousgenerator.Generator

convertsmechanicalenergytoelectricalenergy,andtheoutputisanACthe

generationofelectricityisbasedontheprincipleofelectromagneticinduction.

 MaincomponentsofGenerator:-

(i) Stator

(ii) Rotor

(iii) Statorframe

(iv) Statorcore
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(v) Statorwinding

(vi) Rotorshaft

(vii) Rotorwinding

 220KVSwitchyard:-

Thepowergeneratedwillbesenttotheswitchyardthroughagenerator

transformer.Thepowerwillbegeneratedat21KVof15.75KVandwillbe

steppedupto220KVthroughageneratortransformerandtakentothe220

KVswitchyardfrom whereitwillbeexportedtodifferentstationsthroughthe

transmissionlines.Theexternaldiagram oftheswitchyardisasfollows;

 Theswitchyardwillhavethefollowingfeatures:-

Bus– 1,Bus– 2andBYPASS Busarrangementswithbuscouplersfor

sectionalisation.Thetworegularbuseswillbeequallyloadedandthebypass

buswillbekeptchangedandavailabletotransferanyfeederontothis,in

caseofanyproblem withitsbreaker.Thusbypassbusisacommonbusfor

allfeeders.Therewillbebypassbreakeralsotoserveasafeederbreaker

wheneveranyfeederistransferredontothebypassbus.Thelayoutofswitch

yardis
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4.23 ALTERNATORFAULTS:-

4.23.1 CLASSIFICATIONOFFAULTS:-

Thefollowingarethevarioustypesoffaultsthatcanoccuronanalternator.

Theyare.

 Statorwindingfaults

 Rotorwindingfaults

 Abnormalrunningconditions

4.23.1.1 STATORWINDINGFAULTS;

Thesefaultsoccurmainlyduetotheinsulationfailureofthestatorwindings

Themaintypesofstatorwindingfaultsare

1.phase-phasefault

2.Phasetogroundfaults

3.Interturnfaults

4.24 Generatorprotection:-

Protectionofthegeneratoristhemostcomplexandelaboratesthereasonsbeing

thefollowing

1.Generatorisalargemachineanditisconnectedtobusbars.

2.Excitationsystem,primemover,voltageregulate,coolingsystem,etc.

3.Itiscostlyandanimportantequipment.

4.24.1CLASSIFICATIONSOFPROTECTIONS

Theseareclassifiedintothreetypes

Theyare

1. Class-c:Allfaultsoccurringinthegridaffectingtheunitwheretheunit

canbeisolatedfrom thegridbuttheprimemoverandauxiliariesretained

forsynchronisingtheunitbacktogridattheearliest.

2. Class-b:Allfaultsoccurringintheprimemoversorauxiliarieswheresave

shutdowntoptheunitispossible.

3. Class-a: Allfaultsdetectedwithintheunitandauxiliariesdirectly

connectedtounitwhenintheentireunitwithitsauxiliariesandprime

movershastobeshutdowninstantly.
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Unit-5

NAMEPLATESDETAILSOFDIFFERENTCOMPONENTS

5.1 SpecificationsofBFP:-

No.ofstages : 6

Quantityofwater : 350T/hr.

Feedwatertemperature : 164.20C

Net.Weightofpump : 5830kg

Motoroutput : 4000kW

Ratedvoltage : 6.6kV

Current : 421Amps

Speed : 1483rpm

Frequency : 50Hz

Powerfactor : 0.914

5.2 Technicaldataofcondensateextractionpump(CEP):-

Pump(Q) : 28/m/hr

H : 20/MCW

Motorcapacity : 225kW

Speed : 1489RPM

Voltage : 6.6KV

Current : 25.5Amps

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50Hz

Typeofconnection : (Star)

5.3 Fansratings

5.3.1 PAfanmotordetails:-

Type : DAZO15-44-4PT

Capacity : 1250KW

Speed : 1483RPM

Statorvoltage : 6600V

Statorcurrent : 132A

Ambienttemperature : 500C
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Typeofconnection : (Star,star)

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50HZ

Powerfactor : 0.88

Weightofmotor : 7750kg

Duty : continuous

5.3.2 FDfanmotordetails:-

Type : DAZO-13-60-4PT

Capacity : 750kW

Speed : 1487RPM

Statorvoltage : 6,600V

Statorcurrent : 86.3A

Typeofmotor : squirrelcagemotor

Weightofmotor : 5,600kg

Typeofconnection : (star,star)

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50Hz

Powerfactor : 0.875

5.3.3 IDFanmotordetails:-

Type : 1K120m63

Typeofmotor : Squirrelcagemotor

Capacity : 1300kW

Phase : 3-

Statorvoltage : 6,600V

Statorcurrent : 140.5A

Frequency : 50Hz

Speed : 740RPM

Typeofconnection : (Star,star)

Weightofmotor : 13000kg

Duty : continuous

Anti-CondensationData:-

Voltage : 240vDCor1- C

Power : 0.6KW

5.4 Technicaldataof210MW Turbine:-
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Mainsteam pressure : 150kg/cm2

Mainsteam temperature : 5350C

Fullloadsteam flow : 641T/hr

No.ofextractions : 6

No.ofstagesHot : 1x25

IPT : 2x20

LPT : 2x8

Weightofturbine : 480tones

Frequencyband : 37.5to51.5

Height : 661.4mm

Overalllength : 16.175metres

Width : 10.6metres

5.5 NAMEPLATEDETAILSOFGENERATOR:

Rateddata Turbo Main Pilot

And generator exciter exciter

Outputs

Apparent 247KVA - 15KVA

Power(KVA)

Activepower 500MW 832 -

Current 9.054KA 2600A 4gA

Voltage 15.75KV+ 320v 220v+22v

787.5v

Frequency 50Hz 50Hz 50Hz

Powerfactor 0.85 - -

Innerconnection YY - -

Ofstatorwinding

H2pressure 2bar - -

Continuous

Permissible - -

Constant

UNbalancedloan 8%

Ratedfieldcurrent 2080A - -

Forratedoutput

Ratedfieldvoltage 270v
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NAMEPLATEDETAILSOFGENERATOR

5.6 SAFETYPRECAUTIONS:-

1.Everypersonshallusesafetyhelmetandshoesintheplantpremises.

2.Flammablematerialshallbestoredseparatelywithgoodventilation

arrangementandprotectfrom hotsunandheatsource

3.Flooropeningsandexcavatedpitsshallbebarricadedtoeliminatetheriskoffall

ofpersons.

4.Avoidskinleyscomingintocontactwithchemicalsifcontactoccursflushthe

affectedareawithgoodcleancoolwaterforatleast15minutes.

5.Wearingoflooseclothingshouldbeavoidedthewipingragsshouldnotallowed

tohangfrom thepockets.Thiswillleadtogettingtrappedinrotatingmachinery.

6.Gascylindersshallbestoredinawell-Ventilatedplaceandavoidfrom external

heatsource,directsunlight,combustiblesandCorrosivematerials.

7.Noportableelectricallightoranyotherappliancesofvoltageexceeding24volts

shallbepermittedforuseinsideanychamber,tankpipeorotherconfined

space.
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CONCLUSION

Ilearntthewayofworkinanorganizationtheimportanceofbeingpunctual,

theimportanceofmaximum commitmentandtheimportanceofteam spirit.The

trainingprogram havingthreedestinationswasalotmoreusefulthanstayingatone

placethroughoutthewholeperiod.Inmyopinion.Ihavegainedlotsofknowledge

andexperience.ThetrainingthatIreceivedatDr.NTTPSwasdealonapplyingthe

knowledge.Ihaveagainatourcollage.Learningsomethingfrom booksandlectures

isnothinglikehavingfirst-handexperience.AtDr.NTTPSIgottoapplymyElectrical

engineeringknowledgeandalsoprogrammingknowledge.

Thecompanygivesthefullfreedom forthetraineetogetasufficienttraining.

Thetraineesareallowedtoaskanddoanythingrelevanttothetraining.Engineers’

alwaysveryenthusiasticongivingusthebesttrainingexperience.

Duringmytrainingatindustrialwasabletodevelopmyselfinmanyaspects

bothtechnicalandpractical.Iwasplacedatstage-IIIinallsub-divisionslikeBM,I&

C,TM,CAM,EM &MRTandCHPdivisionsetcofthecompanywhereIwasableto

coveralotofareasregardingpowergeneration.
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ABSTRACT  
 

BSNL is the one of the largest telecom Sector in India headquarted in New Delhi on 15 

September 2000. It provides Fixed line Telephone, Mobile phone, Broadband, Internet Television 

and IPTV services. it is one of the leading company with a gross Revenue of 33 thousand crores.  

It is not viable to expand telecom network in India substantially at the prevalent level of 

per- line investment. However, systems based on new technologies, many developed in India, 

promise to more the half the investment required.  

 

BSNL is the oldest communication Service provider and has a customer base of 93.29 

million(of June 2015). Apart from the above service BSNL also provides opportunity for students 

to undergo industrial training. This training includes various sectors like IP addressing, 

Broadband Services, Switching, GSM model and various Infrastructures that will be used in 

Industries.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION  

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited is a state- owned telecommunications company  

headquartered in New Delhi, India. BSNL is one of the largest Indian cellular service providers, 

with over 87.1 million subscribers as of April 2011, and the largest land line telephone provider 

in India.  

 

BSNL is India's oldest and largest communication service provider. It had a customer 

base of 90 million as of June 2008. It has footprints throughout India except for theme-tropolitan 

cities of Mumbai and New Delhi, which are managed by Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

(MTNL). As of June 30, 2010, BSNL had a customer base of 27.45 million wirelines and 72.69 

million wireless subscribers.  

 

BSNL is the only service provider, making focused efforts and planned initiatives to 

bridge the Rural-Urban Digital Divide ICT sector. In fact, there is no telecom operator in 

the/country to beat its reach with its wide network giving services in every nook & corner of 

country and operates across India except Delhi & Mumbai. Whether it is inaccessible areas of 

Siachen glacier and North-eastern region of the country. BSNL serves its customers with its 

wide bouquet of telecom services.  

 

BSNL is numerouno operator of India in all services in its license area. The company 

offers vide ranging & most transparent tariff schemes designed to suite every customer. BSNL 

cellular service, Cell One, has 55,140,282 2Gcellular customers and 88,4933Gcustomers as on 

30.11.2009. In basic services, BSNL is miles ahead, with 85 per cent share of the subscriber 

base and 92 percent share in revenue terms. BSNL has more than 2.5 million WLL subscribers 

and 2.5 million Internet Customers who access Internet through various modes. BSNL has set up 

a world class multi-gigabit, multi- protocol convergent IP infrastructure that provides 

convergent services like voice, data and video through the same Backbone and Broadband 

Access Network. At present there are 0.6 million Data One broadband customers. The company 

has vast experience. Planning, Installation, network integration and Maintenance of Switching & 

Transmission Networks and also has a world class ISO 9000 certified Telecom Training 

Institute.  

 

 Telecom network  

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts  

 

1) Access Network: It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises 

Equipment) to the Switching Location. Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC.  

 

2) Switching network: It is the location of the switching station. Example: Telephone 

Exchange, MSC etc.  

 

3) Core Network: Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core 

network.  
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 Wired telecom network  

 

 

 
Fig. 1.1: Wired telecom network representation.  

 

 1.2.1.  MDF (Main Distribution Frame)  

 

A Main Distribution Frame (MDF or main frame) is a signal distribution frame for 

connecting equipment (inside plant to cables and subscriber carrier equipment (outside plant). 

The MDF is a termination point within the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment 

and terminations of local loops are connected by jumper wires at the MDF. All cable copper 

pairs supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated at the MDF and distributed 

through the MDF to equipment within the local exchange e.g. repeaters and DSLAM. Cables to 

intermediate distribution frames terminate at the MDF. Trunk cables may terminate on the same 

MDF or on a separate trunk main distribution frame (MDF).  

 

 Pillars  

 

PILLARS are the intermediate testing boxes where the primary and distribution cable 

terminates. Underground cables that connect the MDF and pillars are called as Primary cables. 

cables that connect the pillar and the DPs (Distribution Point) in that pillar area are called as 

Distribution cables.  

 

 DP (Distribution Point)  

 

A Distribution Point is the point from where the connection wires are extended to the 

customers. A DP's capacity can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 pairs. Each DP is given with a 4-digit number 

in which the first 2 digits indicate the pillar number, in which that DP is working. Through a 

drop wire, the connection is extended into customer premises from the distribution point.  

 

 How telecom network works?  

 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that 

connects telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant 

equipment including telephone switches, which make telephone calls "wolic" in the sense of 

making connections and relaying the speech in format.  
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Fig. 1.2: Basic telecom network  
 

 

Engine and Alternator  

 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine 

provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support 

the exchange systems.  

 

Battery and Power Plant: Batteries provides continuous DC voltage for uninterrupted 

exchange operation. The power plant keeps the batteries on float so as to give out the dc output 

in the event of commercial power supply failure. The rectifiers in the power plant convert ac 

into dc.  

 

 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control)  

 

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It 

controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding and 

removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room.  

 

 Main Distribution Frame  

 

It provides the physical connectivity from the exchange side to the line side. All the primary 

cables are terminated at the MDF line side and all the switching cables are terminated at the 

exchange side on the MDF crone modules.  

 

 Switch  

 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch 

room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards.  
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Switching is the most important part of the exchange process.  

 

 Telecom Companies in India  

 

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country. The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by 

the Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up.  

 

 Services of BSNL  

• Land lines (Fixed Access)  

• High speed Broadband  

• FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

• Mobile services  

• Wi-MAX  

• IN (Intelligent Network)   
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Chapter 2 IP ADDRESSING  

Introduction:  

An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address 

serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing.  

IPV4  

• In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255.  

• The IP address is of the form <networkID, hostID>  

• There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D & E.  

• A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address.  

• Class D is a special type of address used for multicasting.  

• Class E is reserved for experimental use.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: IPv4 addressing  

• Creating multiple independent Networks from a Single Network.  

• Converting Host bits into Network Bits I.e. Converting 0’s into 1’s  

• Sub netting can be performed in two ways.  

• FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask)  

• VLSM (Variable Length subnet mask)  

• Sub netting can be done based on requirement.  
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Fig. 2.2: classes of ipv4 addressing 

Default subnet mask  

• Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion  

• Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion.  

• Class A: N.H.H.H  

• 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000  

• Default Subnet Mask for Class A is 255.0.0.0  

• Class B: N.N.H.H  

• 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000  

• Default Subnet Mask for Class B is 255.255.0.0  

• Class C: N.N.N.H  

• 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000  

• Default Subnet Mask for Class C is 255.255.255.0  

Ipv4 vs ipv6  
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Fig.2.3: Comparison of ipv4 vs ipv6  

Chapter 3 

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 

Introduction 
 

A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make 

mobile telephone calls across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, 

allowing the user to be mobile. By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within the 

range of a single, private base station, for example within a home or an office. 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public 

telephone network which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the 

world. It does this by connecting to a cellular network provided by a mobile network 

operator. In addition to telephone, modern mobile phones also support a wide variety 

of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short-range 

wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and 

photography. Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are 

referred to as smart phones. 

Generation Gap  

Generation:1 Analog [routines for sending voice] 

 

• All systems are incompatible.  

• No international roaming.  

• No data accessibility. Generation:2 Digital [voice Encoding] 

 

• Increased capacity.  

• Data rate of144kbitspersec.  

• Moresecurity.  

• Compatibility.  

• Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity. Generation:2.5 

packet-switching  

• Connection to the internet is paid by packets.  

• Connection to internet is cheaper and faster (up to 56KBps].  

Generation:3 The Present Future  

 

• Permanent web connection at 2Mbps.  

• Internet, phone and media 3 in 1.  

• The standard based on GSM is called UMTS.  

• Data rates of 384kbits/sec.  

• The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards 3G. 

Generation:4 Voice and Broadband Service.  

 

• Speed up to 1Gbps.  

• I switching has main role.  

• The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) has been initiated.  
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Generation:5 Cellular Mobile Communications  

• Ultra-high connection density and 0 latency.  

• It succeeds the 4G(LTE/Max),3G(UMTS) and 2G(GSM) systems.  

• 5G performance targets include high data rate.  

• Higher system capacity and massive device connectivity.  

The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small  

cells. This allows extensive frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use 

cell phones simultaneously. In a typical analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier 

receives about 800 frequencies to use across the city. The carrier chops up the city into cells. 

Each cell is typically sized at about 10 square miles (26 square kilometres). Cells are 

normally thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this.  

  How a call is connected?  

• When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the 

control channel. The control channel is a special frequency that the 

phone and base station use to talk to one another about things like 

call set-up and channel changing. If the phone cannot find any 

control channels to listen to, it knows it is out of range and displays a 

"no service" message.  

• When it receives the SID, the phone compares It to the SID 

programmed into the phone. If the SIDs match, the phone knows that 

the cell it is communicating with is part of its home system.  

• Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, 

and the MTSO keeps track of your phone's location in a database -- 

this way, the MTSO knows which cell you are in when it wants to 

ring your phone.  

• The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its 

database to see which cell you are in.  

• The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that 

cell to take the call.  

• The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel 

to tell it which frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower 

switch on those frequencies, the call is connected. Now, you are 

talking by two-way radio to a friend.  

• As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell's base station 

notes that your signal strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base 

station in the cell you are moving toward (which is listening and 

measuring signal strength on all frequencies, not just its own one-

seventh) sees your phone's signal strength increasing. The two base 

stations coordinate with each other through the MTSO, and at some 

point, your phone gets a signal on a control channel telling it to 

change frequencies. Thishand off switches your phone to the new 

cell.  
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 Standard requirements of telecom network  

 International mobile subscriber identification  

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile 

country code (MSC), mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile 

subscriber identification number (MSIN). The IMSI is not hardware-specific. 

Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is the only 

absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists 

of the MCC followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. Temporary 

mobile subscriber identification  

A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user 

confidentiality. It is assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The 

correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial 

Conditions (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC 

can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI.  

 SIM card  

The SIM is a removable SC, the size ofa credit card, and contains an integrated 

circuit chip with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory 

(ROM). It is inserted in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS 

to make or receive a call. As stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be 

mounted in the subscriber’s equipment.  

 MSISDN 

The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to 

obtain a mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the 

country code (CC) followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not 

exceed 15 digits.  

 Mobile station roaming number (MSRN)  

The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another 

numbering area. The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. It is 

assigned upon demand by the HLR on a per-call basis. The MSRN for PSTN/ISDN routings 

hall have the same structure as international ISDN numbers in the area in which the MSRN is 

allocated. The HLR knows in what MSC/VLR service area the subscriber is located. At the 

reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the GMSC, which can now route the call to the 

MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is currently registered.  

 International mobile equipment identity (IMED)  

The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN 

and is used to determine authorized(white), unauthorized(black), and malfunctioning (grey) 

GSM hardware. In conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users 

are granted access to the system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS.  

 Mobile station  

The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a 

subscribe needs in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be 

installed in Vehicles or can be portable or hand-held stations. The MS may include provisions 

for data communication as well as voice. A mobile transmits and receives message to and 

from the GSM system over the air interface to establish and continue connections through the 

system. Different type of MS scan provided if fernet type of data interfaces. To provide a 

common model for describing these different MS configurations,” reference configuration” 

for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined.  
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Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon 

request, the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be 

used to identify mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the IMEI 

identities the mobile equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile subscriber. 

Different subscriber identities are used in different phases of call setup. The Mobile 

Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the number that the calling party dials in order to 

reach the subscriber. It is used by the land network to route calls toward an appropriate MSC. 

The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the primary function of the subscriber 

within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. The GSM system can also 

assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a mobile. This number can 

be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber from being identified by 

those attempting to monitor the radio channel.  

 Base station  

The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in 

view by the MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for 

communicating with MSs in a certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed 

of one or more cells. A BSS may consist of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and 

BTS is designed as an A-BIS interface. The BSS includes two types of machines: the BTS in 

contact with the MSs through the radio interface and the BSC, the latter being in contact with 

the MSC. The function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and 

managing equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, 

up to and including the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio 

interface. A single transceiver within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same 

TDM frame. A BSC is a network component in the PLMN that function for control of one or 

more BTS. It is a functional entity that handles common control functions within a BTS. A 

BTS is a network component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically 

able to handle three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous 

communications. Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell 

sites. An important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a 

part of the BTS is the Transcoder/Rate Adapter Unit (TRAU). The TRAU is the equipment in 

which coding and decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption in case of data. Although 

the specifications consider the TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, it can be sited away from the 

BTS (at MSC), and even between the BSC and the MSC.  

 BSC  

The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the 

other. The BSC performs the Radio Resource (RR) management for the cell sunder its 

control. It assigns and release frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC 

performs the inter cell handover for MSs moving between BTS in its control. It also 

reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy demands during peak 

hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both BSSs and MSs 

in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. The 

BSC provides the time and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its 

BTSs. The BSC also measures the time delay of received MS signal relative to the BTS 

clock. If the received MS signal is not centered in its assigned timeslot at the BTS, The BSC 

can direct the BTS to notify the MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization 

takes place.  

Chapter 4  
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SWITCHING  

 Introduction:  

 

Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection from the calling 

subscriber to the called Subscriber. Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks 

the connection. Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input 

ports to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended destination. The 

process performed by a switch is called Switching. The process of switch is called Switching.  

 

 Telecom Networks and Types of Exchange:  

 

 
 

Fig.4.1: Schematic of Telecom network  

 

We can broadly classify any telecom network into three parts  

 

1) Access Network:  

 

It is the one which consists of the CPE (customer premises Equipment) to the switching 

location.  

 

Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC.  

 

2) Switching Network:  

 

It the location of switching station.  

Example: Telephone exchange, MSC, etc.  

3) Core Network:  
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Different Switching Networks will be combined to form to form a Core Network.  

 

 Types of Exchanges:  

 

1. Manual Exchange:  

 

• In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end.  

• A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer 

premises.  

• Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the 

exchange.  

• The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the  calling 

customer for giving call alert.  

• After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties.  

 

2. Automatic Exchanges:  

 

• In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented.  

• Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal  and  vertical  bars  (like  

matrix) operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a 

particular point   in   a   matrix   may   be   operated   under   the   control   of   

these relays.  

 

 

3. Electronic Exchange:  

 

• With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties with the 

automatic exchanges were solved.  

• The customer was provided with lot of advanced features. Chronological 

Development of Electronic Exchanges.  

 

 Types of Switching:  

 

In large networks, there may be more  than  one  path  for  transmitting  data  from  the  

sender to the receiver. Selecting a path that data must take out of the available options can   

be understood as Switching. The information may be switched while it travels between 

various communication channels.  

 

There are three typical switching techniques available for digital traffic. They are  

 

 

 Circuit Switching  

 

 Message Switching  

 

 Packet Switching  
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 Circuit Switching:  

 

In Circuit switching, two nodes communicate with each other over a dedicated 

communication path. In this, a circuit is  established to transfer the data. These circuits may 

be permanent or temporary. Applications that use circuit switching may have to go through 

three phases. The different phases are  

 

• Establishing a circuit  

• Transferring the data  

• Disconnecting the circuit  

 

 

 
 

Fig.4.2: Pattern of circuit switching  

 

Circuit switching was designed for voice applications. Telephone is the best suitable  

example of circuit switching. Before a user can make a call, a virtual path between the called 

subscriber and the calling subscriber is established over the network.  

 

Drawbacks:  

 

• The waiting time lasts long, and there is no data transfer.  

• Each connection has a dedicated path, and this gets expensive.  

• When connected systems do not use the channel, it is kept idle.  

The circuit pattern is made once the connection is established, using the dedicated  

path which is intended for data transfer, in the circuit switching. The telephone system is a 

common example of Circuit Switching technique.  

 

 Message Switching:  

 

In message switching, the whole message is treated as a data unit. The data is  

transferred in its entire circuitry. A switch working on message switching, first receives the 

whole message and buffers it until there are resources available to transfer it to the next hop. 

If the next hop is not having enough resource to accommodate large size message, the 

message is stored and the switch waits.  
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Fig.4.3: Pattern of Message Switching  

 

In this technique, the data is stored and forwarded. The  technique is also called    

the Store-and-Forward technique. This technique was considered a substitute to circuit 

switching. But the transmission delay that followed the end to end delay of message 

transmission added to the propagation delay and slowed down the entire process.  

 

Drawbacks:  

 

• Every switch in the transit path needs enough storage to accommodate the entire 

message.  

• Because of the waiting included until resources are available, message switching is 

very slow.  

• Message switching was not a solution for streaming media and real-time applications.  

 

The data packets are accepted even when the network is busy; this slows down the delivery. 

Hence, this is not recommended for real time applications like voice and video.  

 

 

 Packet Switching:  

 

The packet switching technique is derived from message switching where the 

message is broken down into smaller chunks called Packets. The header of each packet 

contains the switching information which is then transmitted independently. The header 

contains details such as source, destination and intermediate node address information. The 

intermediate networking devices can store small size packets and don't take many resources 

either on the carrier path or in the internal memory of switches.  

 

Individual  routing of packets is done where a total set of packets need not be sent in the  

same route. As the data is split, bandwidth is reduced. This switching is used for performing 

data rate conversion.  
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Fig.4.4: Pattern of Packet switching  

 

The line efficiency of packet switching can be enhanced by multiplexing the 

packets from multiple applications over the carrier. The internet which uses this packet 

switching enables the user to differentiate data streams based on priorities. Depending upon  

the  priority list, these packets are forwarded after storing to provide quality of service.  

 

The packet switching technique was proved to be an efficient technique and is being  

widely used in both voice and data transfer. The transmission resources are allocated using 

different techniques such as Statistical Multiplexing or Dynamic Bandwidth allocation.  

 

 Digital Switching  

 

The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more exchange 

terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) between these terminations 

in digital form with reliable accuracy.  

 

Switching network can be classified into  

 

• Space Division and  

• Time Division systems  

 

 Space Switching:  

 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. E.g. 

Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since the 

transfer of sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the sample. 

Different highways are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on VC HWY 1 are transmitted 

on O/G HWY2 or 3 or any HWY.  

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways Xl ,X2. Xn and several 

output highways Y 1, Y2.....Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns. 

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate cross 

point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of outgoing 

PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point may be used 

to connect other channels.  
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Fig.4.5: Space Division Switching  

 

 Time switching:  

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. For 

example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS18 or any other TS on 

O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on 

I/C HWYO are transmitted on O/G HWYO only.  

 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer.  

 

• Voice frequency ranges from 300HZ to 400HZ.  

• In conventional telephone voice signals is in analog form.  

• Human audible range 20HZ to 20KHZ.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.4.6: Time Division Switching  

Chapter 5  
 

Latest Telecom Services  

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service 

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category 

includes incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and 

mobile wireless communication companies.  
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 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G)  

 Wi-MAX  

 IN (Intelligent Network)  

 Landlines  

 High Speed Broadband access  

 

 FTTH:  

 

• Fibre To The Home;  

• Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to 

home or business point;  

 

Features:  

 

• Resilience and reliability of service;  

• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities;  

• Continuous guaranteed service;  

• Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbps multi play services like 

voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services;  

 

 
 

Fig .5.1: BSNL FTTH Architecture  

 Mobile services:  

 

3G services:  

 

 Third generation Mobile Technology — HSDPA;  

 

 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G;  

 

 2.05Mbps to stationary devices;  
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 384 Kbps for slow moving devices;  

 

 128 Kbps for fast moving devices;  

 

 Wi MAX:  

 

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access  

 

Features:  

 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km  

 

 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network)  

 

 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access)  

 

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data  

 

 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH)  

 

• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party.  

 

• All charges are levied on the service subscriber  

 

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user.  

 

• Service is accessible from networks of other operators also.  

 

Voice VPN  

 

• Voice V PN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources.  

 

• PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in 

a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP 

number.  

 

• Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX  

CDMA  

 

CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a 

CDMA system are:  

 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX)  
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Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when 

compared to Landline.  

 

Advantages of CDMA systems:  

• Over Wire line: Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost, Mobility, Ease of 

operation. Call drop< 2%  

• Over Mobile (GSM System): Large Coverage, Large Capacity.  

 

Frequency reuse factor, network design and expanding become much easier, large coverage.  

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.2: General Architecture of CDMA  

 

 

Salient Features of CDMA:  

 

It is an advanced communication technology. It has Anti-jam and security features, Large 

capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA.  

 GSM:  

 

GSM stands for Global system for Mobile communication. A GSM system is 

basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network subsystem, the 

radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. There are dominant interfaces, 

namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an interface 

between the BTS and MS.  
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GSM Network Structure:  

 

• GSM service area;  

• PLMN service area;  

• MSC service area; Location area;  

• Cells.  

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination  of  all  member  countries 

where a mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be 

several within a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and 

other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit 

exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A 

gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN 

network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.3: GSM Architecture  

Chapter 6 

Telecom Infrastructure  

TELECOM IFRASTRUCTURE:  

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing  

The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred as the „heart‟ of 

the installation since the communication system can function only if power supply is 
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available. Failure of power supply system in any installation renders the communication 

facilities offered by it to be instantly paralyzed.  

 Requirement of Power Supply:  

• Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must have 

two basiccharacteristics.  

• Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the 

power supply.  

• The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or humour large 

rippleharmonics.  

The support power system in BSNL consists of:  

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are discharged.)  

1.VRLA Battery:  

Basically VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid Battery. In short terms it 

means that it is a lead acid battery with a valve regulator, which does not allow the gases to 

escape the battery container and there is no need of topping up of the battery. Various 

capacities of Batteries are 120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 

AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 5000 AH.  

Monitoring of VRLA Batteries  

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries:  

• Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and leaking etc.  

• Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of each cell in 

the string.  

• Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%) in the impedance or conductance of the 

cell when charger is on as compared to the one recorded at the time of 

commissioning.  

• Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically.  

• Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage.  

• Float current in fully charged battery.  

Temperature: -  

The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the battery. The 

SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing the charging voltage and it is 3 

milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it is important to measure individual cell temp 

periodically and keep record for study and analysis.  

Life of VRLA battery:  

• Batteries up to 200AH: 4 Years  

• Batteries more than 200 AH: 6 years  

 SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant:  

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (-48v). The 

conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs or Ferro-resonant 

techniques. These conventional types of power plants were having following problems:  
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• Very large size  Large weight.  

• Lower efficiency.  

• No scope for modular expansion.  

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) power plant are 

used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished in two stages as given 

below:  

First Stage conversion:  

The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC.  

Second Stage Conversion:  

• Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor.  

• High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 KHz and 

higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor switching devices.  

• High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of a small high 

frequency transformer.  

• Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by means of high 

frequency filters.  

Life of Power Plant:  

• Static P/P: 15 years SMPS P/P: 15 years  

Advantages of SMPS Power Plant:  

• Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 10 to 15% 

of the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. This makes the power 

plant compact due to which a lot of saving in floor area is achieved.  

• The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone to 

temperature variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ micro-processor 

control techniques, the introduction of temperature compensation logic for batteries 

has become simple and easier.  

• Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up-gradation of the 

capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in the additional modules adds 

to the capacity, with the limit of ultimate capacity and does not require the 

replacement of existing Power Plant as in the case of conventional Power Plants.  

 Earthing:  

Purpose of Earthing:  

Earthing plays a vital role in the protection of equipment’s and the personnel. Apart 

from protection from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in Telecommunication 

circuits and equipment’s, Earthing is provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise.  

Types of Earth Electrodes:  

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems.  

Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem.  
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Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a problem.  

Strip electrodes: In hilly areas where digging beyond 2-3ft depth is not possible and space is 

available. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being made in which a chemical paste is 

deposited between the plates, which helps in maintaining the required level of moisture and is 

also known as maintenance free earth. It is specifically useful for hilly areas.  

 Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine Alternator:  

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from Diesel Engine 

Alternator Set-in the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which 

rotates the alternator of the engine Alternator set and alternator in turn produces Electrical 

energy. In the first stage of energy conversion, the chemical energy of fuel is converted in to 

the mechanical energy at the common shaft of Engine & Alternator. This mechanical energy 

is then converted into electrical energy at alternator in the second stage of energy 

conversion.  

CONCLUSION  

Finally, I conclude that I have learnt about different  broadband  services,  working  of 

internet and how the calls can be transmitted from one terminal to another through several 

elements like OMC to switching room to MDF to hand set, different types of mobile services 

like CDMA GSM etc. I came to know in which medium transmission takes place faster 

depending upon the application like in telephone coaxial or twisted pairs are apt whereas 

optical fibres are majorly used in some cases of long distance transmission where we should 

not have any information loss. I know that how the connections are to be done. They showed 

all the equipment what they had explained in the internship course with fully high qualified 

technicians. With those connections the electrical supply is very important to the broadcast. 

In telecom services, net browsing is important and it should improve throughout the world. 

The communication is the main process through the antennas and it is the data forwarding 

technique. Day by day technology is increasing and the telecom users are improving, so the 

broadcast is easier than before the days.  
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Abstract 

Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for nearly 

60% of the power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need minimum 

cost of infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power plant. Through 

their operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into existence due the 

large accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide employment to a large 

compared to any another plant. 

This project regard to the exclusive study on Vijayawada thermal power station. It 

gets into details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper 

operating of the plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute 

aspect to be considered for the successful operation of plant. 

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation of 

thermal plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants in 

India and a study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation of 

electric power. This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and the issues 

concerned for proper operation. 
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UNIT-I 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

 
 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled to 

alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning of 

huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

(1) Rankin cycle. 
 

(2) Reheat cycle. 
 

(3) Regenerative cycle. 

 
 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This crushed 

coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of hot and 

cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to air pre-

heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature control. 

Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. Water from 

the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. Water from the 

drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water from the bottom 

rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and 
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density difference the water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly converted 

to steam is separated from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is sent to super 

heaters for super heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and the steam is 

super heater (540 degree centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine. 

1.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER: 

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high- 

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to the 

direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the turbine 

shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The stationary and 

moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many stages are 

necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with rings of moving 

blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high- pressure 

cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical energy. The 

steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating  and enters into 

the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through another series 

of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the centre 

for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because of 

its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the 
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magnetic field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the 

conductors are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is 

obtained from a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified 

into two types, namely static excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will 

be generated in circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated by 

a steam turbine at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the frequency of 

the electrical system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the speed of the turbine 

is 3000 rpm, and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to generate alternating 

current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy is 

known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover coupling Alternator 

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 
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Fig1 : Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig2 : LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT 

 

 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 
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(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor. 

(ii)  

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per 

the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal bunkers 

each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six units is 

about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per day. 

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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UNIT-2 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

 COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators 

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

 WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

 CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

 COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

 ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 
 

 DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 
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These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non- 

poisonous gases from the working area. 

 GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney. 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney. 

 SUPER HEATERS; 
 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 
 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the economiser 

before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the temperature 

of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the atmosphere 

by forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the 
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boiler furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the 

temperature of air used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 
 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are known 

as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the reaction and 

impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall turbine uses both. 

Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 
 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from steam 

into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 
 

Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

 INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash level, 

coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt meters, 

power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and maximum 

demand indicators etc. 

 
 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles from 

flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 
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It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 
 

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

 CHIMNEY 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere. 

 
 

 COOLING TOWER; 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 
 TRANSFORMER; 

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v. 
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UNIT-3 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION 

 INTRODUCTION:- 

The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. Dr. 

NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left bank 

of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of dr. 

NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in  AP. 

 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type : Thermal power plant. 

Capacity : 1,760MW 

Units  :  7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel : main fuel and coal. 

Supporting : high speed diesel oil. 

 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power : 210MW 

Current: 9000 amps 
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Voltage: 15.75KV 
 

 Power : 500 MW 

Current : 16166 amps 

Voltage  : 21.6KV 

 

 
 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally concerned 

with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted into electrical 

energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the purpose of 

understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power cycle is 

explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 
 

 

 

Fig3 : block diagram 

 

 

 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded there 

after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump this 

condensate is again fed into boiler. 
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The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers is 

to avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result in 

undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated without 

any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a boiler helps 

in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before these are passed 

out of the chimney. 

The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 
 

 

Fig4 :graph 

 

 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of about 

166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater 
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steam also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from high 

velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 

 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE; 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of condensation 

apparatus. 

 
 

 REHEAT CYCLE:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at some 

intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is provided 

in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine blade. It 

reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 
 

 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in the 

boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation temperature 

through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime mover. Since 

this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as regeneration. 

The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

 Working of thermal plant:- 

Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one boiler, 

one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of transport. 

The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills through 

conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which is called 

as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and transmit coal 

powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is 
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converted into heat energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air 

is supplied through forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water 

wall tubes that are located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of 

convection a radiation principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by 

absorbing heat energy. 

Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in the 

condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed pumps. 

Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is converted into 

electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are formed and they 

were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is around 800 degree 

centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre heating water, primary 

air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases along with ash are passed 

through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue gases at around 130 degree 

centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 
Fig5 : Layout of thermal power plant 

 

 

 

 

 
 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 
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temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power 

plant is; 

Fig6 : unit over view 
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UNIT-4 

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS 

 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor 

 Stacker re claimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air pre heater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below 

 

 
 

 

Fig7 : conveyer belt 
 

 STACKER RECLAIMER:- 
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The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 

 
 

Fig8 : mechanical device for feeding coal 

 

 

 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

 

 
 

4.4.1. Types of pulverisers:- 

(a) Ball and tube mill: 
 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for  fine 

pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the water, is 

fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

(b) Ring and ball: 
 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies. Coal 

is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and is 

ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and lower 

rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. The size 

of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is 
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determined by a classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W 

(Babcock and Wilcox). 

 

 
 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below 

 
 

Fig9 : layout of boiler 

 

 
 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of combustion 

are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the boiler to 

steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam pressure 

and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in steam into 

mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a heating 

medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical work, 

which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are sometimes 

used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy and suitable 

thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is; 
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 CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 
 

 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 
 

In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the tubes 

are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube boilers. So 

they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are not possible, 

maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large quantity of water in 

the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is generally wet, economical 

for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

Fig10 : fire tube boiler 

 
 

 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 
 

In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums. Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible and 

can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 
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weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

 HEATER:- 
 

Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the  steam 

is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, as well 

as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube banks 

arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified as 

convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in the 

below diagram. 

 

 
 

 
Fig11 : external shape of super heater 

 

 

 

 SUPER HEATER:- 
 

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses some 

of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this inter 

mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the high 

pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine where the 

heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

 CONDENSER: 
 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 
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which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short supply 

an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more expensive 

and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less effective) as a 

surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam from steam turbine 

to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the form of pure water, 

otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as boiler feed water. 

 

 
 

Fig12 : condenser 

 COOLING TOWER: 
 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device  in 

which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the water 

is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 
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Fig13 : Cooling tower 
 

Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air- cooled 

heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air circulation 

through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling process 

generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling towers. 

Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity of 

water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or dry-

bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are rarely 

experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for specific 

installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with design 

conditions. 

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 
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 ECONOMIZER:- 
 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and utilize 

for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in between the 

exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results in saving coal 

consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs extra investment 

and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used in all modern 

plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed between two 

headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the other. The flue 

gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 

 
 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 

 

 
 

 

Fig14 : Air preheater 

 
The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, and 

reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the 
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chimney or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. 

It also allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, 

regulations) for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static 

precipitator. 

 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 
 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly collector 

plates. Also known as precipitator. The process depends on two steps. In the first stream the 

suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where ionization of the 

gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer on the an electric 

charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign and are deposited on 

the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would be more correctly 

designated as electrode position from the gas phase. 

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range. 

 

 
 

Fig15: electrostatic precipitator 
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4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the hot 

gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The space 

inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives and 

ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys. 

 
 

Fig16 : chimney 

 

 
The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

4.15.GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 
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in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to 

rotating machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 
 

Fig17 : Alternator 

 
 TRANSFORMER:- 

It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage devices 

(door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so that electric 

power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through electromagnetic 

induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. The secondary 

voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the number of turns in 

the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 
 

 

Fig18 : Transformer 
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Fig19 : schematic diagram of transformer 

 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 
 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:- 

In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 

 Instrumentation and control :- 
 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 
 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

(i)  Scanners:- 
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The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

Fig20 : Scanners 
 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 
 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal 

pipelines, and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 

 
 

Fig21 : Thremocoupler 

(iii) Pressure gauge:- 
 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 
 

(iv) No coal flap:- 
 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when 

load exceeds to the maximum value. 

(v) Load cell:- 
 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 
 

(vi) Tachometer:- 
 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 
 

 Control valves:- 
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(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve. 
 

Fig22 : Solenoid Valve 
 

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o Electrical Valve. 

o Pneumatic Valve : It works with water. 

o Hydraulic Valve : It works with Oil. 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve. 

 HPVC - High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC - Boil valve control room. 

 TVC - Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV – Heavy oil nossil valve. 

 Coal handling plant:- 

Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

 Crusher house:- 
 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv)Crusher hose floor 
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Fig 23 :The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure 

 

 
The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

They are: 
 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 
 

 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, FD 

fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 

(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air pre heater 
 

 Types of boiler mountings :- 
 

1. Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2. Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 

 Boiler components: 
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1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 
 

 Ball mill :- 
 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

The mill air/coal flow diagram is 
 

 

 

 

Fig24 : Flow Chart of mill air/coal 
 

 Fans :- 
 

(i) Primary air fan : 
 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 
 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 
 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 
 

(iii) Induced draught fan : 
 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces. 
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 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing ESP 

for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 

 
 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 
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electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is applied 

between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting electrodes which 

are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between rows of collecting 

and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, which causes the 

particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get deposited on them. 

The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides. 

 Emitting Electrodes :- 

These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

4.21. Turbine maintenance:- 

This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, 

condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is 
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Fig25 : Turbine 

 

 
 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 

heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The condenser 

water collects in hot well. 

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with varying 

pressure. 

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 

The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line. 

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be done 

to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. Thus 

LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is sucked into 

condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The temperature is 

around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a pressure -0.9 kg/cm2. 
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The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam flows 

through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig26 : conversion of heat energy to mechanical via steam 

Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine. 

 

 

 
 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc. 

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction. 

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 
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(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it will 

be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external diagram 

of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for sectionalisation. 

The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will be kept changed 

and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem with its breaker. 

Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be bypass breaker also to 

serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on to the bypass bus. The 

layout of switch yard is 

 

Fig27 : Switch yard layout 

 

 
 

 ALTERNATOR FAULTS:- 
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 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator. 

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

4.23.1.1 STATOR WINDING FAULTS; 

These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 

The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault 

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

 Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 

3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 
 

These are classified into three types 

They are 

1. Class-c: All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a: All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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UNIT-5 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 

 
 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages : 6 

Quantity of water : 350 T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump : 5830 kg 

Motor output : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage : 6.6 kV 

Current : 421 Amps 

Speed : 1483 rpm 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Power factor : 0.914 

 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q) : 28/ m/hr 

H : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity : 225 kW 

Speed : 1489 RPM 

Voltage : 6.6 KV 

Current : 25.5 Amps 

Phase : 3- 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Type of connection : (Star) 

 Fans ratings 

 PA fan motor details :- 

Type : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity : 1250 KW 

Speed : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage : 6600 V 

Stator current : 132 A 

Ambient temperature : 500 C 

Type of connection : (Star, star) 
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 Phase : 3-  

Frequency : 50 HZ 

Power factor : 0.88 

Weight of motor : 7750 kg 

Duty : continuous 

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :-  

 Type : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

 Capacity : 750 kW 

 Speed : 1487 RPM 

 Stator voltage : 6,600 V 

 Stator current : 86.3 A 

 Type of motor : squirrel cage motor 

 Weight of motor : 5,600 kg 

 Type of connection : (star, star) 

 Phase : 3- 

 Frequency : 50 Hz 

 Power factor : 0.875 

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :-  

 Type : 1K120m63 

 Type of motor : Squirrel cage motor 

 Capacity : 1300 kW 

 Phase : 3- 

 Stator voltage : 6,600 V 

 Stator current : 140.5 A 

 Frequency : 50 Hz 

 Speed : 740 RPM 

 Type of connection : (Star, star) 

 Weight of motor : 13000 kg 

 Duty : continuous 

 Anti Condensation Data:-  

 Voltage : 240 v DC or 1- C 

 Power : 0.6 KW  

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure : 

 

150 kg/cm2 
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Main steam temperature : 

Full load steam flow : 

No. of extractions : 

No. of stages Hot : 

5350C 

641 T/hr 

6 

1 x 25 

IPT : 2 x 20 

LPT : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine : 480 tones 

Frequency band : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height : 661.4 mm 

Overall length : 16.175 metres 

Width : 10.6 metres 

5.5 NAME 

Rated data 

PLATE DETAILS 

Turbo 

OF GENERATOR: 

Main Pilot 

And generator exciter exciter 

Out puts    

Apparent 247 KVA - 15KVA 

Power (KVA)    

Active power 500 MW 832 - 

Current 9.054 KA 2600 A 4gA 

Voltage 15.75 KV+ 320 v 220v+22v 

 
787.5 v 

  

Frequency 50Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 

Power factor 0.85 - - 

Inner connection YY - - 

Of stator winding    

H2 pressure 2 bar - - 

Continuous    

Permissible  - - 

Constant    

UN balanced loan 8%   

Rated field current 2080 A - - 

For rated output    

Rated field voltage 270 v   
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NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR 

 
 

 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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UNIT-6 

CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the our collage. 

Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand experience. At 

Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also programming 

knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, CAM, 

EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of areas 

regarding power generation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for nearly 60% of the 

power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need minimum cost of 

infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power plant. Through their 

operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into existence due the large 

accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide employment to a large compared to any 

another plant. 

This project regard to the exclusive study on kothagudem thermal power station. It gets into 

details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper operating of the 

plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute aspect to be 

considered for the successful operation of plant. 

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation of thermal 

plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants in India and a 

study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation of electric power. 

This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and the issues concerned for 

proper operation. 
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CHAPTER-1 
 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Both the historical and the present-day civilization of mankind are closely interwoven with 

energy, and there is no reason to doubt but that in the future our existence will be more and more 

dependent upon the energy. Electrical energy occupies the top position in the energy hierarchy. It 

finds innumerable uses in home, industry, agriculture and even in transport. Besides its use for 

domestic, commercial and industrial purposes it is required for increasing defense and 

agricultural production. In agriculture, it is used for pumping water for irrigation and for 

improving the methods of production and numerous other operations. Electrical energy is a 

convenient form of energy because in can be generated centrally in bulk and transmitted 

economically over long distances and is almost pollution free at the consumer level. Further, it 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, industrial and agricultural fields. The process of 

modernization, increase in productivity in industry and agriculture and improvement in the 

quality of life of the people depend so much upon the supply of electrical energy an that the 

annual per capita consumption of electrical energy has emerged these days as an accepted 

yardstick to measure the prosperity of the nation. Some of the advanced and developed nations of 

North America and Europe have a very high annual per capita consumption of electrical energy; 

say from 8 to 13 thousand kWh, while in most of Africa, Asia and Latin America it is too low to 

be considered. India had an annual per capita consumption of electrical energy of 15.5 kWh in 

1950, 105 kWh in 1975, 131 kWh in 1979, 154 kWh in 1984, 299 kWh in 1993, 349 kWh in 

1997, The annual per capita consumption of Japan 8,000 kWh, UK 7,200 kWh and USSR 6,000 

kWh. The United States has only 6% of world population but accounts for over 30% of electrical 

consumption of the world. 

The industrial growth of a nation requires increased consumption of energy, particularly 

electrical energy. This has led to increase in the generation and transmission facilities to meet the 

increased demand. In U.S.A., till the early seventies, the demand develops every ten years. In 

developing countries, like India, the demand doubles every seven years which requires 

considerable investment in electrical power sector. 
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Coal based thermal power stations are presently the main stay of power development and this is 

likely to be so in the immediate future also, considering the present status of the projects and 

various constraints in development of hydro and nuclear power. 

Besides quantity, the quality of Indian coal has been a major problem and concern for the power 

supply industry. With ash content of coals being in the range of 30-50%, the beneficiation of coal 

assumes special significance. 

The Thermal Power Stations in the country are mostly based on the following technologies: 

Steam Power Plants 

Gas Turbine Power Plants 

Energy extraction from coal: 

The two fundamental processes for extraction of energy from coal are 

Direct Solid Combustion such as conventional Pulverized Coal (PC) Combustion or the 

emerging Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC) 

Indirect combustion through Coal Gasification followed by coal gas combustion. 

In KTPS, Direct Solid Combustion is used. Let us study in detail about the functioning of the 

coal power plant. 

1.2. Basic Power Plant Model: 

Advantages of thermal power plant: 

Low initial cost 

 

Since located near the load center, the cost of transmission and the losses due to transmission 

are considerably reduced. 

 

The construction and commissioning of thermal power plant takes lesser period. 

Disadvantages of thermal power plant: 

Fuel is a non-renewable source of energy. 

 

Efficiency decreases with decreasing load. 

 

Cost of power generation is high. 

 

Smoke produced by burning the fuel causes air pollution. 
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Life of thermal power plant is 25 years. The efficiency decreases to less than 10% after its life 

period. 

About TSGENCO 

Vision  
 

To be the best performing power utility in the country, and one of the best utilities in the world 

with the use of state–of–the–art technology and smart solutions. 

Mission 
 

To generate adequate, reliable, cost effective and eco-friendly power by spearheading 

accelerated power development through the proper planning and implementation of new power 

projects. 

Installed capacity 
 

Thermal 

 

1 
RTS- B, 

Ramagundam, Karimnagar (Dt). 
62.5 MW (1x62.5 MW) 

2 
KTPP I & II, 

Chelpur Warangal (Dt) 
1100 MW (1x500MW)+(1x600MW) 

3 
KTPS(O&M), 

Paloncha, Khammam (Dt). 
720 MW (4x60MW+4x120 MW) 

 
4 

KTPS V & VI, 

Paloncha 

Khammam (Dt). 

 
1000 MW 

 
(2x250MW +1x500MW) 

 
 

Hydel 

 

S.No Name & Address Capacity Units 

1 
Pochampad, 

Nizamabad (Dt) 
36 MW (4x9 MW) 
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2 

Nizam Sagar HES, 

Hasan Palli, 

Nizamabad (Dt) 

 
10 MW 

 
(2x5 MW) 

 
3 

Singur HES, 

Pulkal , 

Medak (Dt) 

 
15 MW 

 
(2x7.5 MW) 

4 
PJHEP, 

Revulapallay Village, Mahaboobnagar(Dt) 
234 MW (6x39 MW) 

 

 
5 

Srisailam Left bank HES, 

Srisailam Dam west, 

Srisailam, 

Mahaboobnagar(Dt) 

 

 
900 MW 

 

 
(6x150 MW) 

 
6 

Nagarjunasagar Left canal, 

Pylon colony, 

Nalgonda (Dt) 

 
60MW 

 
(2x30MW) 

 
7 

NSHES, 

Pylon Colony, 

Nalgonda (Dt) 

 
815.6 MW 

 
(1x110MW)+(7x100.8 MW) 

8 Paleru 2 MW (2x1MW) 

9 Peddapalli MHS 9.16 MW - 

 

Solar 

 

S.No Name & Address Capacity Units 

1 
Solar Plant at PJHEP, 

Revulapally, Mahaboobnagar(Dt) 
1MWp - 
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1.3. Thermal Plant Functioning: 
 

In a coal based power plant coal is transported from coal mines to the power plant by railway in 

wagons or in a merry-go-round system. Coal is unloaded from the wagons to a moving 

underground conveyor belt. This coal from the mines is not of uniform size, so it is taken to the 

Crusher house and crushed to a size of 20mm. From the crusher house the coal is either stored in 

dead storage( generally 40 days coal supply) which serves as coal supply in case of coal supply 

bottleneck or to the live storage(8 hours coal supply) in the raw coal bunker in the boiler house. 

Raw coal from the raw coal bunker is supplied to the Coal Mills by a Raw Coal Feeder. The Coal 

Mills or pulverizers pulverize the coal to 200 mesh size. The powdered coal from the coal mills 

is lifted to the boiler in coal pipes by high pressure hot air (Primary air Fan PA fan). The 

pulverized coal air mixture is burnt in the boiler in the combustion zone. Generally in modern 

boilers tangential firing system is used i.e. the coal nozzles/ guns form tangent to a circle. The 

temperature in fire ball is of the order of 1300°C. Tubes are present along the sides of boiler, 

water is sent in to tubes from the drum in a cyclic process. Water is converted to steam in the 

boiler which flows in to the drum. Steam and water are separated in the drum. The saturated 
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steam from the drum is taken to the Super heater, for superheating. The superheated steam from 

the final super heater is taken to the High Pressure Steam Turbine (HPT). In the HPT the steam 

pressure is utilized to rotate the turbine and the resultant is rotational energy. From the HPT the 

out coming steam is taken to the Re heater in the boiler to increase its temperature as the steam 

becomes wet at the HPT outlet. After re heating this steam is sent into the Intermediate Pressure 

Turbine (IPT), & then to the Low Pressure Turbine (LPT). Steam is sent to condenser turbine 

where the steam is condensed back to water & collected in the hot well through the outlet of 

LPT. 

The water collected in hot water is extracted by the condensate extract pumps (CEP) & sent to 

LP heaters to increase the temperature of water. This heated water enters into the ejector in 

which it extracts the non-condensing gases and heat exchangers of turbine & water is sent to 

deaerator. BFP pumps water from the deaerator to the economizer. Economizer absorbs heat 

from the flue gases and adds this as sensible heat to the feed water before the water enters drum. 

This cyclic process continues. 

When steam passes through the turbine, it rotates the turbine, which in turn rotates the generator. 

The rotational energy imparted to the turbine by steam is converted to electrical energy in the 

Generator. 

Flue gases from the furnace is extracted by the ID fan which maintain balanced draft (-10 to -15 

mm) in the furnace with FD fan. These flue gases emit their heat energy to various super heaters 

in the pent house and finally pass through air preheaters and goes to electrostatic precipitators, 

Where the ash particles are extracted. This ash collected is mixed with water to form slurry and 

is pumped to ash pond. 

Boiler feed pump increases the pressure of fluid with the help of centrifugal action. 
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CHAPTER-2 

 
2.1. Turbo Generator and Its Auxiliaries: 

 

Turbine is a machine, condensing type tandem compound with throttle governing & regenerative 

system of feed water heating. The turbine is suitable for sliding pressure operation to avoid 

throttling losses at part loads. Super-heated steam having the temperature of 535° C with 

pressure 130kg/cm2 is entered into the HP turbine at its narrow inlet. Due to expansion of steam 

in the HP turbine, Pressure & temperature are reduced to 33 kg/cm2 and 350° C respectively. 

The steam is reheated after it has partially expanded, improves the thermal cycle efficiency. Then 

it passes through IP turbine there it expands and reduces the temperature & pressure. The steam 

enters into LP turbine. Due to rotation of turbine shaft the generator also rotates. There the power 

generates. 

Due to the rotation of shaft the winding temperature of generator increases. You reduce the 

winding temperature we have to use hydrogen cooling system, To avoid the leakage of hydrogen 

& to prevent the air to enter into generator we use seal OIL SYSTEM. 

Based on the principle of action of steam on turbines, it is classified mainly impulse and reaction. 

In addition to that there are many types of turbines i.e., compounding, velocity compounding, 

pressure compounding and multistage turbines. 

Impulse 

In impulse turbine, the steam is expanded in fixed nozzles. The high velocity steam issuing from 

nozzles does work on the moving blades, which cause the shaft to rotate. The essential feature of 

an impulse turbine is that as pressure drop occurs in the nozzles only, and there is no pressure 

drop over the moving blades. 

Reaction 

In this type, pressure is reduced in both fixed and moving blades. Both fixed and moving blades 

act like nozzles and are of same shape. Work is done by the impulse effect due to the reversal of 

direction of the high velocity steam plus a reaction effect due to the expansion of steam through 

the moving blades. The impulse reaction turbine was developed by late Sir. CHARLES. A. 

PARSON and widely used in power station. It is sometimes called parson‟s turbine. 
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2.2. Heat Cycle of Steam Turbines: 

When steam is allowed to expand through narrow orifices, it assumes kinetic energy of steam is 

changed to mechanical energy through the impact or reaction of steam against the blades. The 

blades are designed in such a way that steam will glide on and off the blade without any 

tendency to strike it. 

As the steam moves over the blades, its direction is continuously changing & centrifugal 

pressure exerted as the result is normal to the blade surface at all points. The total motive force 

acting on the blade is thus resultant of all the centrifugal forces plus the change of momentum 

this causes the rotational motion of the blades. 

2.3. Regenerative Feed Water Heating: 

In regenerative feed water heating part of system is bled after partial expansion in the turbine & 

is used to heat up the feed water going to steam generator. In this process the latent heat of 

liquidification of bled steam is also utilized in heating feed water, which otherwise would have 

been dumped into condenser, thereby increasing the cycle efficiency. Usually feed water is 

heated to 0.65 to 0.75 times saturation temperature in 5 to 9 heaters by regenerative heating. 

As a consequence of steam extractions for feed water heating, increased steam flow through 

turbine is required to generate the same power usually thermal cycle employing regenerative  

feed water heating will have 30% higher flow at stop valve & 30% lower flow at turbine exhaust 

as compared to thermal cycle without regenerative feed water heating. This makes regenerative 

feed water heating even more attractive due to following reasons 

Increased steam flow in initial stages results in increased blades heights resulting in improving 

internal efficiency. 

Reduced flow at turbine exhaust demands lesser exhaust area resulting in smaller blades in last 

stage blades in last stage blades, which is limiting factor in turbine design. 

The decrease in steam flow at turbine exhaust also reduces flow of working fluid through 

auxiliary equipment thereby reducing their sizes & saving in capital investment. 

2.4. Components of steam Turbine: 

Turbine has HP, IP & LP rotors and the generator rotor is connected by rigid couplings. The 

critical speed of HP & IP rotors are well above the operating speed while that of LP rotor is 

below operating speed. 
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Steam is admitted to the HP turbine through 2 combined main stream stop & control valves. The 

lines leading from two HP exhaust branches to the re heaters are provided with check valves & 

the exhaust from the IP turbine is taken to the LP turbine by two cross around pipes one either 

side of the turbine at the operating floor level. This reduces the requirement on the overall height 

of the turbine bay. 

HP Turbine 

The outer casing of the HP turbine is of barrel type construction. This avoids mass accumulations 

due to absence of the flanges. As a result of the almost complete rotational symmetry the wall 

thickness is kept moderate & of nearly equal strength at all sections. The inner casing is fixed in 

the horizontal & vertical planes in the outer casing so that it can freely expand radially in all 

directions & axially from a fixed point when heating up while maintaining eccentricity. The 

barrel construction permits rapid start-up & higher rates if load changes due to absence of high 

thermal stress. Barrel type casings are also easy to cast which means the castings can be of 

exceptionally good quality. 

The connections of the main steam piping with the HP turbine are by means of sleeve joints 

having buttress threads. These threads are located in the outer casing & connection with the 

piping is made through breach nuts. This arrangement provides ease of opening the joint during 

the maintenance. 

Siemens (120 MW) Internals 

Double Casing 

Both spilt Casings 

Inner casing is mounted with all stationary stages as a single piece 

Unidirectional flow 

1x 26 stages 

Rigid shaft 

Mainly reaction 

130 ksc & 535°C HP inlet 

MS Flow: 360 T/hr 

36 ksc & 348°C HP exhaust 

Throttle governing 
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Independently balanced under operating conditions 

Balance leak off connected to HP exhaust 

One extraction from CRH to HP 

IP turbine 

The IP casing is split horizontally & is of double shell & double flow construction, with the inner 

casing carrying the guide blades & kinematically supported within the outer casing. The 

construction provides flexibility for choosing the locations of blees steam point to suit the best 

thermal efficiency. 

The re heated steam enters the inner casing through the top and bottom. The arrangement 

confines the high steam temperature to the admission branch of the casing, while the joint of the 

outer casing is only subjected to lower casing and temperature at the exhaust of the inner casing. 

Although casing are of split design yet these don‟t impose restrictions in start-up timings and 

rapid load changes due to the provision of suitable stress relieving grooves built in the inner 

casing. The hydraulic turning gear blades are located on the coupling of the IP router. 

SIEMENS (120 MW) INTERNALS 

Double Casting 

Both Spilt Casings 

Inner casing contains first 12 stages with extraction tapping after sixth stage 

Balance 8 stages are mounted in two carriers, 4 each. 

Total 1 X 20 stages 

31.63 ksc & 535°C at exhaust 

2.44 ksc & 215°C at exhaust 

Rigid shaft 

Adjustable axial key at IP rear 

Mainly reaction stages 

Independently balanced – balance leak off connected to crossover pipes 

Not required 

„L‟ shaped seal rings provide adequate flexibility and effective sealing 

Matching extraction (after stages 32, 38, 42 & 46) are provided in castings – sliding „L‟ seals 

are provided for extraction to HPH(Stage 32) 
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2 

3 

LP Turbine 

The LP casing is of triple shell fabricated construction. The outer casing consists of front and 

rear walls, two side numbers called longitudinal girders and top cover. 

The twin shell inner casing is supported kinematically at each end by two supporting arms 

resting on the side members of the outer casing. The inner shell of the inner casing carries the 

guide blade carrier of the first stage of the turbine. Rings of the guide blade carriers, which 

constitute the remaining stages of the turbine, are boiled to the middle inner outer casing. The LP 

turbine is provided with the exhaust-hood spray facility. 

SIEMENS (120 MW) INTERNALS 

Single casting, split type 

x 6 stages, Drum mounted 

Solid shaft (37.5) 

Mainly reaction stages 

Self-Balanced (Double Flow) 

2.44 ksc & 215°C at inlet 

Condenser Vacuum at exhaust 

extractions (after 48, 50 & 51 on 

LP Heaters are mounted on LP casing 

Glands 

In the HP and LP cylinders the seal consists of a series of sealing strips caulked alternatively in 

the shaft and into stationary rings. In the case of LP cylinder gland sealing strips are fitted in the 

stationary rings only. Each sealing ring consists of six or eight segments and is carried in the 

grooves in the casing to allow radial movement. Each segment is held in position against a 

shoulder by two coil springs. Both fixed & moving blades are fitted with a continuous shroud in 

which steps have been machined to produce a labyrinth. The sealing strips are caulked into the 

casing & shaft opposite the blade & are of stainless steel which is easily replaced. 

Turbine shaft glands are sealed with auxiliary steam supplied by an electro hydraulically 

controlled seal steam pressure control valve. A pressure of 0.01 kg/cm² is maintained in the seals 

above a load of 80 MW the turbine becomes self-sealing. The leap of steam from HPT or IPT 

glands is used for sealing LPT glands. The steam pressure in the header is then maintained 
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constant by means of a leak-off- control valve. The last stage leak off all shaft seals is sent to the 

gland steam cooler for regenerative feed heating. 

Cooling Towers 

Hot water from the condenser is brought to the cooling towers. In cooling towers the hot water is 

sprinkled from the top as droplets. The hot water droplets exchanges heat to the atmospheric air 

& gets cooled, which is collected from the bottom. As the temperature of the air gets increased, 

density of air inside the tower gets reduced & it starts moving up. The outside air comes inside 

the tower & this cycle continues. It is constructed such that the draft pressure because of hot air 

moving up remains same. 

 

 
BOILER 

Boiler is device for generating steam, processing or heating purposes. Boilers are designed to 

transmit heat from an external combustion source contained within the boiler itself. 

There are many types boilers in KTPS we 

use water tube boiler. Type 

A Tangentially fired, balanced draught, 

natural circulation, radiant reheat type, Dry 

bottom with direct fired pulverized coal 
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with bowl mills. 
 

Maximum rating 375 t/hr 

Rated steam pressure at SH out 138 atg 

Rated steam pressure at RH in 34 atg 

Rated steam pressure at RH out 32 atg 

Rated steam temp at SH out 540°c 

Rated steam temp at RH in 360°c 

Operating pressure of drum 148 kg/cm² 

 

 

Design pressure of drum 158.2 Kg/cm² 

Design pressure of RH 

45 Kg/cm² 

 
Water Capacity of Boiler 

At operating conditions 

107.4M3 

At Hyd Test 

174.52M3 

At pressure test of RH 

 
44.78 M3 

 
Principle of combustion 

 
Primary function of oil& coal burning systems in the process of steam generation is to provide 

controlled efficient conversion of chemical energy of fuel into heat energy, which is transferred 

to heat absorbing surfaces of the steam generator. 
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The combustion elements of fuel consist of carbon, hydrogen and a small amount of sulphur. 

When the combustion is properly completed the exhaust gases will contain carbon dioxide, 

sulphur dioxide and a large volume of nitrogen combining carbon, hydrogen or hydrocarbons 

with oxygen in air brings about combustion. When the carbon burns completely, it results in the 

formation of gas known as carbon dioxide. When carbon burns incompletely it forms carbon 

monoxide. 

Ignition 

 
Fuel must be ignited before it can burn. Raising the temperature of the fuel to its ignition 

temperature brings about combustion. This temperature varies with different fuels. 

Furnace 

 
A boiler furnace is that space under or adjacent to a boiler in which fuel is burned & from which 

combustion products pass in to the boiler proper. It provides a chamber in which the combustion 

reaction can be isolated and confined so that the reaction remains a controlled force. In addition 

it provides support or enclosure for the firing equipment. 

Boiler furnace can be classified as front fired, front and rear wall fired, corner fired, cyclone 

furnace and slag type furnace. Two types of firing for a coal fired boiler are grate fired & 

pulverized fuel fired. In pulverized fuel boiler the un-burnt loss is considerably reduced, so it is 

generally used. 

Pressure parts 
 

Economizer 

 
Earlier economizer were introduced mainly to recover the heat in flue gas that leaves the boiler 

& provision of this additional heating surface increases the efficiency of steam generation, 

saving fuel consumption. Size of economizer is less compared to other units this is because hat 

available in boiler exit flue gas can be economically recovered using air heater, which is essential 

for pulverised fuel fired boilers. 
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Water Walls 

 
Walls of the furnace are made up of water tubes. The tubes are connected to headers and feed 

water is circulated through them. While water passes through the tubes, heat is absorbed from the 

furnace. 

In the boiler 50% of the heat released by combustion of fuel in the furnace is absorbed by water 

walls. Heat so absorbed is used in the evaporation of water supplied to the boiler. 

Water circulation in Boiler 

 
Water is filled into the boiler drum it comes down through 6 down comers to the bottom ring 

header at the elevation of 42.44 mts . & is connected by the furnace water walls, it directly 

connects ring headers to water wall outlet header at 59.15 mts 

For the left and right side line headers (H3, H4) are connected to side water wall inlet headers at 

an elevation of 8.4 mts by supply/ loose tubes. The furnace side water walls connect to the side 

water walls outer header at 59.15 mts elevation. 60 riser tubes (120 mm) connect the boiler drum 

from water wall outlet headers on the four sides. 

Drum 
 

Boiler drum has two functions 
 

Separating steam from the mixture of water and steam discharged into it 
 

Purification of steam after being separated from water. This purification equipment is called 

drum internals. 

Drum size is determined by the space required to accommodate the steam separating and 

purifying the equipment. The steam space provided should be sufficient to prevent priming and 

foaming drum diameter and length should be sufficient to provide accessibility for installation, 

inspection and servicing of the drum internals. 
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Steam generated in a boiler is intimately mixed with the relatively large and variable amounts of 

circulating boiler water. Before the steam leaves the boiler drum & enters the super heater 

practically all of this is associated boiler water must be separated from the steam. 
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CHAPTER-3 
 

3.1. Super Heater: 

 
Super heaters are usually classified according to the shape of the tube banks and the position of 

the header, also according to whether they, receive heat by radiation or convention. 

3.2. Radiation superheater 

 
Radiant super heaters absorb heat by direct radiation from furnace and are generally located at 

the top of furnace. In some older designs, the superheater tubes form part of the furnace and 

receive practically all the heat of radiation. 

Since the furnace temperature, and therefore the amount of available heat from radiation, does 

not raise as rapidly as the rate steam heat flow, a radiant superheater has a falling characteristic, 

the steam temperature drops as the steam flow raises. 

3.3. Convection superheater 

 
Convection super heaters absorb heat mainly by the impingement of flow of hot gas around the 

tubes. A purely convection superheater has a rising steam temperature characteristic. The mass 

flow and temperature of gas entering the superheater zone, as well as the steam flow from the 

boiler increase with an increase in the firing rate changes in temperature produce a greater 

average temperatures difference, between the gas and steam, and this together with the higher, he 

gas mass flow, causes an increased rate of heat absorption, resulting in an increased temperature. 

3.4. Desuperheater 

 
De-superheating i.e. the reduction or removal of superheat from steam to the extent required. De 

super heater are provided in the superheater connecting links and the cold re heater lines to 

permit reduction of steam temperature when necessary and to maintain the temperature design 

values within the limits of the nozzle capacity. 

Temperature reduction is accomplished by injecting spray water into the path of steam, through a 

nozzle at the entering end of the Desuperheaters. The spray water source is from the boiler feed 
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water system. As mentioned earlier, the characteristic performance of the superheater, which 

receives heat by. Convection from gas flowing over it is rising temperature with increasing 

output. 

To obtain some degree of control, the superheater must be designed for full temperature at some 

partial load. As a result, there will be excessive surface, with corresponding excess temperatures 

at higher loads .A Desuperheaters may be used to reduce steam temperature. 

The preferred location of Desuperheaters, especially for temperature above 450 deg C is between 

sections of superheater. In such installations, the steam is first passed through a primary 

superheater where it is raised to some intermediate temperature .It is then passed through the 

Desuperheaters and its temperature reduction is controlled so that, after continuing through the 

secondary or final stage of the superheater, the required constant conditions are maintained 

outlet. Desuperheaters are either non-contact or direct contact type. 

3.5. Re-heaters 

 
Increased capacity of generators necessitates increased capacity units. The steam entering high 

pressure turbine does some work due to steam expanding through various stages. The steam 

exhaust in high pressure turbine is again admitted in the re heater circuit to reheat the steam at a 

constant pressure to raise its temperature to almost equal to superheated steam . The heat energy 

in the steam is expanded doing some additional work before exhausting into condenser from L.P 

turbine. 

3.6. Heavy Oil Guns 

 
They are used to light up the unit to bring the unit up to a temperature and pressure at a control 

rate to provide ignition energy when lighting of adjacent elevation of coal nozzle and for 

stabilizing purpose. Oil guns are provided in BC and DE elevations. 
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CHAPTER-4 
 

4.1. Atomization: 

 
By atomization the oil is split into very fine droplets by using high speed and turbulent jet of dry 

steam. 

4.2. Wind Box Assembly: 

 
Each wind box assembly is divided into number of compartments. 

 
1. Coal compartment containing a coal nozzle. 

 
2. Top bottom and intermediate compartments are used for admission of secondary air. 

 
3. Combustion air is admitted into intermediate air compartments and each fuel compartments 

through set of dampers. 

The lower drive cylinders at each elevation are operated by secondary air damper control system 

in conjunction with the FSSS. 

4.3. Flame Scanners 

 
These are provided for some flame supervision and are used by the furnace safeguard 

supervisory system to initiate a star fuel trip upon flame failure when the ignites are not even in 

service. 

4.4. Induced Draft Fan (ID Fan) 

 
The function of induced draft fan is to suck gases out of furnaces and throw them into stack. 

Boiler is provided with two no. of Induced Draft Fans. Each ID Fan is provided with regulating 

damper control and scoop control for controlling the loading on fans, Inlet/Outlet gases for 

isolation to facilitate start-up/maintenance of fan. Flue gas interconnection with damper is 

provided before ESP in order to maintain balanced flow through both the APH / second pass 

when only the ID Fan is running. The major sub-assemblies of the fan are as follows. 
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Impeller with shaft assembly. 
 

Bearing and thermometers. 
 

Shaft seals & hydraulic couplings. 
 

Suction chamber & spiral casing 

 
Oil circulation system is provided for cooling and lubrication of fan bearings, which consists of 

one pair of filter & coolers, one each being stand by. The pump 

draws oil through a suction strainer. The discharge oil from the pump passes through a duplex 

filter gets cleaned, & passes through an oil cooler, gets cooled & sufficient number of valves are 

provided in the system to control the flow of oil in various pipelines. 

Specifications of ID fan 

Type 

Axial impulse 

Capacity 

126 mᶟ 

 
Total Developed Head 

 
420 mm WC (design), 105 mᶟ/sec 

Type of fan Regulation 

Inlet guide vane control 

Drive motor 

6.6 KV, 400 KW , full load 43.7 A 
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4.5. Forced Draft Fan (FD Fan) 

 
It supplies excess air required for complete combustion. Boiler is provided with 2 forced draft 

fans. Each FD fan is provided with blade pitch control for controlling the loading on fans. Outlet 

damper is for isolation to facilitate start-up/maintenance of fan. The fan consists of 

 

Suction chamber assembly 
 

Impeller casing 
 

Diffuser assembly 
 

Main bearing assembly 
 

Hydraulic servomotor linkage assembly & Silencer 

 
Oil for main bearing assembly & servomotor operation is provided by oil circulation system. The 

pressure in the system is maintained by recirculation valve. Oil from the pump is cooled & 

filtered. After filter, oil branches into 2 sections one leading to servo system known as “Control 

Oil Line” & other to the main bearing assembly for lubrication termed as Lubricating Oil Line. 

Specifications of FD fan 

Type 

Axial, reaction 

Capacity 

52.7 mᶟ/sec(design),42.2 mᶟ/sec(100% MCR) 

TDH 

572 mm WC (design),387 mm WC(100% MCR) 

Type of fan regulation 

Variable pitch impeller blade control 
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Drive Motor 

 
6.6 KV, 560 KW, full load 60.4 A 

 
4.6. Primary Air Fan (PA Fan) 

 
It has 2 functions i.e. drying the coal and transportation to the furnace. Boiler has 2 PA fans. 

Each fan is provided with blade pitch control for controlling the loading 

 
fans, outlet damper for isolation to facilitate start-up/ maintenance of fan. Fan consists of 

 

Suction chamber 
 

Fan housing with guide vanes (stage-1) 
 

Rotor consists of shaft, row impellers with adjustable blades with pitch control 
 

Main bearing (Anti frictional bearings) 
 

Outlet guide vane housing with guide vanes(stage 2) 
 

Diffuser & silencer 

 
Oil for main bearing assembly &servomotor operation is provided by Oil circulation system. The 

pressure in the system is maintained by recirculation valve. Oil from the pump is cooled & 

filtered. After filter, oil branches into 2 sections one leading to servo system known as “Control 

Oil Line” & other to the main bearing assembly for lubrication termed as “Lubricating Oil line”. 

Motor is an asynchronous squirrel cage induction motor with grease lubricated anti-friction 

bearing at both ends of the rotor. 

Specifications 

Type 

Radial 

Capacity 
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27.2 mᶟ/sec(design), 21.8 mᶟ/sec (100% MCR) 

TDH 

1050 mm WC (design), 877 mm WC(100% MCR) 

Type of fan regulation 

Inlet guide vane control 

Drive Motor 

6.6 KV, 400 KW , full load 43.7 A 

 
4.7. Lubricating oil system of steam turbine 

 
Good lubrication is one of the most important factors effecting the safety & availability of 

generating plant. Considerable damage can occur if the correct care & attention is not paid to the 

lubricating system. Because of high capital cost of plant, heavy losses are incurred if efficient 

plant is kept out of service per lengthy repairs. 

By using this we can reduce friction & dissipation of heat from bearings. 

Main Oil Pump (MOP) 

MOP is mounted directly on the HP turbine shaft & comes into service as the speed attains 2850 

rpm. All other pumps are installed on the top of the oil tank & all are submersible type with their 

prime mover & the cover. 

A 3 way temperature control valve is provided with electric dry, which operates automatically & 

maintains the temperature of lubricating oil at normal 45°C. 

The main oil tank has a direct reading fluid level indicator & fluid switch. 

Specifications of MOP 

Type 

 
Centrifugal, single stage double suction 
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Capacity 

 
4500 Litre/min 

Discharge pressure 

10-12 Kg/Cm² 

Regulating oil pressure 

10 Kg/Cm² 

Drive 

Turbine shaft 

Starting Oil Pump 

 
It is driven by AC motor. It will serve the purpose of MOP during start-up & after trip out of the 

turbine. 

Specifications: 

 
Type 

 
Centrifugal, single stage double suction 

Capacity 

4500 Litre/min 

Discharge Pressure 

10-12 Kg/Cm² 

Regulating Oil pressure 

10 Kg/Cm² 

Turbine shaft 
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CHAPTER-5 
 

5.1. Condenser: 

 
Exhaust steam from LP turbine enters into the condenser, where it condensates into water by 

exchanging its heat energy to the cooling water. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower 

is circulated through the tubes in the condenser & as steam from the turbine passes around them 

it is rapidly condensed into water. Because water has a much smaller comparative volume than 

steam, a vacuum is created into the condenser. This allows the steam to reduce down to a 

pressure below that of normal atmosphere & more energy can be utilized. 

This is the duty of the condenser in performing the above process as efficiently as possible. For 

this reason, it is the largest & most important of the heat exchangers in a power station. 

Generally there are 3 types of condensers 
 

Mixing type of jet condensers 
 

Non-mixing type or surface condensers 
 

Non-conventional direct contact condensers 

Specification 

Type 

 
Two pass, divided water-box type, surface condenser 

Cooling water surface 

3380 m² per condenser 

Quality of cooling water 

15400 mᶟ/hr. for both condensers at 30° 

Temperature of cooling water 
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30 C normal 

36°C max 

Pressure in steam space 

0.093Kg/Cm² 

Number of tubes in each condenser 

6800 

5.2. Condensate Extractions Pumps (C.E.P) 

 
The function of these pumps is to pump the condensate to the deaerator through ejectors, gland 

steam cooler, drain cooled and LP heaters. In a 220 MW unit three pumps are installed, having a 

pumping capacity of 505 each. Two pumps are for normal use and one is standby. Since the 

sucking action is at negative pressure, the special arrangements have been made for providing 

sealing to glands. 

Type 

 
Vertical, Centrifugal, 7 stage 

Capacity 

2260 lit/min 

TDH 

270 meters. WC 

Drive Motor 

6.6 KV, 1480 rpm,200 KW, full load 22A 
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5.3. Ejectors: 

 
Ejector consists of starting ejector and two main ejectors. Starting ejector is used to accelerate 

the creation of vacuum during starting of turbine & is switched into operation in parallel with 

main ejectors. Main ejectors are used for extraction of air from condensers and heat exchangers 

of turbine. The pressure and discharge of condensing gases depend upon the conditions of 

working of condensers and ejectors. 

5.4. LP Heaters 

 
In regenerative system of 220 MW, KWU units three LP heaters are provided. These LP heaters 

are installed after CEP discharge in condensate cycle. Extractions steam is taken from LP turbine 

for heater No. 3, 4 & 5. 

Specifications 

LP heaters 1 & 2 

Number per Unit 

1 Each 

Type 

 
Vertical, Shell & tube 

Water side 

Rated flow 

 
272.143 T/hr. 

 
Operating pressure 

20 Kg/Cm² 

Operating temp 
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78°C 

 
Steam side 

Rated flow 

4.8 T/hr., 8.155 T/hr. 

Operating pressure 

Vacuum, 0.411 Kg/cm² 

Operating Temp 

83°C 

 
LP heaters 3, 4 & 5 

Number per Unit 

1 Each 

Type 

Vertical, Shell & tube 

Water side 

Rated flow 

 
308.469 T/hr. 

 
Design Pressure 

28 Kg/Cm² 

Design temp 

156°C,158°C,178°C 

 
Steam side 
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Rated flow 

25 T/Hr 

Design Pressure 

 
20 Kg/Cm²,40Kg/Cm² 

Design Temp 

164°C 183°C 

 
5.5. HP heaters 

 
In regenerative system of 220 MW, KWU units two HP heaters are provided in feed water line 

after BFP discharge. Extraction steam for HPD one is taken from IP turbine and HPH-2 from 

HRH line. 

Number per Unit 

1 Each 

Type 

 
Vertical, Shell & tube 

Water side 

Rated flow 

 
361.5 T/hr. 

 
Operating pressure 

172 Kg/Cm² 

Steam side 

Rated flow 
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25 T/hr. 29.1 T/hr. 

 
Design Pressure 

 
20 Kg/Cm²,40Kg/Cm² 

Operating pressure 

17.04 Kg/Cm²,32.03Kg/Cm² 

FW inlet temp 

160.3°C, 197.16°C 

 
FW outlet temp 

197.16°C, 231.27°C 

Steam inlet temp 

460°C, 359°C 

5.6. Deaerator 

 
The function of the deaerator is to remove dissolved non- condensable gases and to heat boiler 

feed water. It consists of a pressure vessel in which water and steam are mixed in a controlled 

manner. When this occurs, water temperature rises, and all non-condensable gases dissolved 

gases are liberated and removed and the effluent water may be considered corrosion free from an 

oxygen or carbon dioxide standpoint. Free air or other non- condensable gases should be vented 

prior permitting the fluid to enter the deaerator. 

Deaerator protects the feed pumps, piping, boiler and any other piece of equipment that is in the 

boiler feed and returns cycles from the effects of corrosive gases i.e. oxygen and carbon dioxide, 

to a level where they are no longer a corrosion factor. 
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5.7. Boiler Feed Pumps 

 
Boiler heed pumps is a multi-stage pump provided the pumping feed water to economiser. 

Generally teo pumps each of 100% of total capacity are provided. One is standby 

The high pressure BFP is very expensive machine, which can complained with the stated 

requirements. The safety in operations & efficiency of the feed pump does not only depend on 

the correct design and careful manufacturing in the works, but also reliable operation and 

maintenance so the operation and maintenance staff should be well acquainted with the 

instructions procedures laid down by suppliers. 

Specifications 

Type 

Horizontal, Centrifugal, 6 stage 

Rated Capacity 

445 T/hr. 

 
TDH 

 
178.22 atg 

 
Temperature of feed water 

176.15°C(max) 

Vapour Pressure 

9.36Kg/Cm² 

Drive motor 

6.6 KV, 4000 kW, full load 400A 
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CHAPTER-6 

 
6.1. GENERATOR AND ITS AUXILARIES 

 
An A.C generator also known as synchronous generator or alternator, as it is driven at constant 

speed for it to produce a constant frequency essential for the power system to be stable works on 

the principle of Faraday‟s law of dynamically induced emf. Generator is of 2 pole 3-ф, Y- 

connected, lap wound machine of M/s BHEL make. Electrical power will be generated in the 

generator at 16.5 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV through 16.5/220 KV 290 MVA 

transformer and then connected to the grid through 220 KV SF6 circuit breaker. 

The generator consists of the following components: 
 

Stator frame 
 

Stator core 
 

Stator winding 
 

Hydrogen coolers 
 

Rotor shaft 
 

Rotor winding 
 

Rotor retaining rings 
 

Field connections 
 

Bearings 
 

Shaft seal 

 
The following additional auxiliaries are required for generator operation 

 

Oil system 
 

Gas system 
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Excitation system 

 
6.2. Generator Design Data: 

 
Type : TGP 234260/ 2H 

 
Rating : continuous 

Hydrogen Pressure : 2 atg 

Apparent output : 137,500 kVA 

Active output : 120,000 KW 

Power Factor : 0.8 lagging 

Rated voltage : 11,000 V 

Rated Current : 7220 A 

Rated Speed : 3000 rpm 

Critical speed of Generator : 2158 rpm 

J of Generator Rotor : 13.78 m² 

Frequency : 50 Hz 

Phase connections : Double star 

Generator terminals : 6 

Generator Brushes Number : 42 

Size : 25 x 32 mm 

Grade : HM 6 R 

 
Minimum Diameter of slip rings : 420 mm 

 
Maximum output with hydrogen cooling and : 96,250 kVA 
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with One of the 3 cooler units out of operation 

Maximum output with Air cooling : 68,750 kVA 

Maximum inductive output at the rate voltage and : 110,000 kVA 

Zero power factor lagging 

Maximum capacitive output at the rated voltage and : 50,000 kVA 

Zero power factor leading 

Maximum amplitude of the sudden short circuit current: 9.2 X In peak 

Including DC component 

Inherent voltage regulation : 39% 

Short circuit ratio : 0.5 

The efficiencies of the turbo-generator including losses in the exciter, bearing and gear box. 

 
6.3. Principle of generator: 

 
The A.C. generator or alternator is based upon the principle of the Electromagnetic Induction. 

The stator housed the armature windings. The rotor houses the field windings; DC voltage is 

applied to the field windings. When the rotor is rotated, the lines of the magnetic flux cut through 

the stator windings. The magnitude of EMF is given by the following expression. 

E=4.44 Ǿ f T volts 

 
6.4. Generation Protection: 

 
The core of an electrical power system is generator. During the abnormal operating condition 

certain components of generators are subjected to increased stress and therefore, could fail, 

referred to faults. It cans either internal fault or external fault depending upon whether they are 

inside or outside the machine. The machine with fault must be tripped immediately. The 
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corrective measures against generator’s abnormal operation are taken care by stubborn protective 

system. 

Generator protection is classified in to three types. 

CLASS-A PROTECTION: 

This covers all electrical protections for faults within the generating unit like 

generator field breaker, generator breaker etc. Protections are as furnished below. 

1. Generator differential 

2. Generator –transformer differential 

3. Generator and generator transformer overall differential 

4. Earth Fault Protection: 

 Stator earth fault 

 Stator earth fault, stand by 

 Rotor earth fault 

5. Stator inter turn fault. Generator back-up impedance protection 

6. Loss of excitation 

7. Over voltage 

8. Over excitation 

9. Low forward power 

10. Reverse power 

11. Generator under frequency protection 

12. Voltage restrained over current protection 

13. Breaker fails protection. 

CLASS-B PROTECTION: 

This covers all mechanical protections of the turbine in which turbine will be 

tripped first and following this generator will trip on reverse power low forward power 

protections. 

1. Generator Transformer oil temperature very high. 

2. Commands from automatic voltage regulator control. 
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CLASS-C PROTECTION: 

This covers electrical protection for faults in the system in which generator will be unloaded by 

tripping of generator breaker only. The unit will come to house load operation and the UAT will 

be in service. Various protections of this class are: 

1. 220 KV (HV side of Generator Transformer) bus bar protections. 

2. Generator Transformer HV side breaker pole discrepancy. 

3. Generator negative phase sequence protection. 

4. Reverse power protection without turbine trip. 

5. Pole slipping. 
 

 

 

 

Stator winding faults: 

 
Stator winding faults involve armature winding and must therefore be cleared quickly by 

complete shutdown of the generator. Stator winding fault may damage the laminations due to 

heat generated. Hence it needs particular re-insulation and re-building of the core. These faults 

are the most dangerous and are likely to cause considerable damage to expensive machinery. 

 

Phase to Phase fault: 
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A short circuit between any two phases is called a line to line or phase to phase fault. 
 

Phase to ground fault: 

 
A short circuit between any one of phase conductors and earth is called a phase to ground fault. 

It may be due to the failure of insulation between a phase conductor and earth, or due to phase 

conductor breaking and falling to ground. 

 

Stator-inter turn faults: 

 
Short circuit between the burns of one coil may occur if the stator winding is made up of multi- 

turn coils. Such faults may develop owing to incoming current surges with a steep wave-front 

which may cause a high voltage (L*di/dt) across the turns at the entrance of the stator winding. 

The stator winding is made up of single-turn coils, with only one coil/slot inter-turn fault may 

occur. Differential protection and over current protection does not sense inter-turn faults. 

Rotor faults: 

 
Faults due to insulation failure: 

 

Field winding fault: 

 
Rotor faults include inter-turn faults and conductor to earth faults. These faults are caused by 

mechanical temperature stresses. The unbalanced loading on generator gives rise to negative 

sequence currents which causes negative sequence component of magnetic field. It rotates in 

opposite direction of the main field and induces emf in rotor windings. Thus the unbalanced 

loading causes rotor heating. 

 

Loss of excitation: 

 
The loss of excitation of a generator may result in loss of synchronism and slightly increased 

generators speed since the power input to machine remains unchanged. The machine therefore 

behaves as an induction generator and draws its exciting current from system which is equal to 

its full load rated current. This leads to overheating of the stator winding and rotor body because 

of currents induced in the rotor body due to slip speed. 
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Abnormal prime- mover & control condition: 
 

Failure of prime-mover: 

 
When input to the prime-mover fails, the alternator runs as a synchronous motor and draws some 

current from supply system. 

 

Over fluxing: 

 
The faults which are occurred due decreasing speed at that time flux will be increased. This 

results to the over fluxing of the prime-mover. 

System related faults: 

 
1. Unbalanced loading 

 
2. Over loading 

 
3. Over speed 

 
4. Over voltage 

 
5. Over current 

 

Unbalanced loading: 

 
The unbalanced loading results in circulation of negative sequence currents in the stator 

windings which gives rise to a rotating magnetic field. This field rotates at double the 

synchronous speed with respect to rotor and induces a voltage of double the frequency in the 

rotor conductor. If the degree of unbalance is large these currents will over heat the rotor stamps 

and the field winding. 

 

Over loading: 

 
Over loading of the stator will over heat the stator windings which may damage the insulation 

depending upon the degree of over loading. 

 

Over speed: 
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In case of hydraulic generators a sudden loss of load results in over speeding of the generator 

because the water flow to the turbine cannot be stopped quickly because of mechanical and 

hydraulic inertia. Modern generators are usually provided with mechanical centrifugal devices 

mounted on their driving shafts to trip the main value of the prime-mover when a dangerous over 

speed occurs. 

 

Over voltage: 

 
Over voltages are caused by over speeding of the generator or due to faulty operation of the 

voltage regulator. In case of hydro-generator, the control governors are much less sensitive .The 

over voltage during this time may reach a value which would over-stress the stator windings and 

insulation breakdown may occur. 

 

Over current: 

 
Over currents are occurring mainly due to partial breakdown of winding insulation or due to 

overload on the supply system. 

Effects of faults: 

 
The most dangerous type of fault is short circuit as it may have the fallowing effects on a 

generator, if it remains unclear. 

Heavy short circuit current may cause damage to equipment due to overheating and high 

mechanical forces setup due to heavy current. 

1. Heavy short circuit current may cause damage to equipment due to overheating and high 

mechanical forces setup due to heavy current. 

2. There may be reduction in the supply voltage of the healthy feeders, resulting in the loss of 

industrial loads. 

3. Short circuit may cause the unbalancing of supply voltages and currents, there by heating 

rotating machines. 
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4. Arcs associated with short circuits may cause fire hazards. Such fires, resulting from arcing 

may destroy the faulty element of the system. There is also a possibility of the fire speeding to 

other part of the system if the fault is not isolated quickly. 

FAULT PROTECTION 

 
Mainly static protection scheme have been developed for generator protection. The generator and 

main transformer form a “unit” and each unit has a boiler, turbine, condenser and other auxiliary 

systems. 

For a generator, varying levels of mechanical protection are necessary, such as vibrating 

detection, lubricant and coolant monitoring etc. 

The actions for the above mechanical problems are as follows 

 
Urgent shutdown: It is required if a phase to phase fault occurs within the generator. 

 
Non-urgent shutdown: It might be sequential where the prim over may be shutdown prior to 

electrically unloading the generator. In order to avoid the over speed in case of a steam turbine. 

Alarm only: In the event of unbalanced loading, it is a desirable that an alarm may turn on, in 

order to allow for possible operator intervention to remedy the situation. 

6.5. Protective measures: 

 
Faults should be instantly detected and the faulty section isolated from the rest of the system in 

the shortest period. It is obviously not possible to do this manually, and it must, therefore be 

accomplished automatically. Faults are detected automatically by means of relays and the faulty 

section is isolated by circuit breakers connected at the boundaries of the section. The 

combination of relays and circuit breakers is known as protective system. 

Protective relay: 

 
It is an automatic device which detects an abnormal condition in an electrical circuit and causes a 

circuit breaker to isolate the faulty element of the systems. In some cases it may give an alarm or 

visible indication to alert operator. 
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Among the equipment of protective system, relays are very important because they sense fault 

condition in power system. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relay circuit diagram 
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Relay circuit connections can be divided into three parts. 

 
(i) First part is the primary winding of a transformer (CT) which is connected in series with the 

line to be protected. 

(ii) Second part is consists of secondary winding of C.T. and relay to operate. 

 
(iii) Third part is the tripping circuit which may be either AC or DC. 

 
(iv) It consists of source of supply, the trip coil of the circuit breaker and relay stationary 

contacts. Sensing Comparing Controlling 

Types of Protective Relays: 

 
Protective relays are categorized into three categories, depending on the technologies they use 

for their construction and operation. 

1. Electromagnetic relays 

 
2. Static relays 

 
3. Numerical relays 

 

Electromagnetic relays: 

 
An electromagnetic relay operates on the electromagnetic principle, in which relay contains an 

electro magnet and a moving part. When the actuating quantity exceeds a certain predetermined 

value, an operating torque is developed which is applied on the moving part. This causes the 

moving part to travel and to finally close a contact to energise the trip coil of the circuit breaker. 

Side view of electromagnetic Relay Front View of electromagnetic Relay 
 

Static Relay 

 
To maintain the stability and reliable operation of interconnected system relay should be fast, so 

the operation of the relay must be fast and sensitive. This characteristic is not obtained by use of 

conventional Electro-magnetic Relays this can be achieved by using „static Relays‟. 
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It has semiconductor diodes, transistors, Thyristor, logic gates, ICs, etc. actuating quantity is 

taken from secondary of CT or PT. Since it is in A.C quantity so it is passed through „Rectifier‟ 

and converted into D.C quantity. Then input is passed to „Measuring unit‟ which consists of  

comparators, Level-detectors, and AND logic 

circuits etc. Here it compares the input with the threshold and if input is above value then it gives 

Logical output to „Output device‟. Finally it energizes the „Trip circuit‟. 

 

Numerical Relay 

 
Microprocessor-based protective relays are more flexible because of being programmable. They 

are economic, have compactness, reliability, flexibility and improved performance over 

conventional relays. A number of desired relaying characteristics, such as over current, 

directional, impedance, reactance, mho, quadrilateral, elliptical, etc. can be obtained using the 

same interface. The microprocessor-based relays which assume sinusoidal waves for the fault 

voltage and current use analogue band-pass filters which pass 40-70 Hz signals. 

Type of Fault ANSI device Protective Functions 

 
GENERATIVE STATOR: 

 
Short Circuits 87 g Generative differential 

87 GT Overall differential 

21 G Minimum impedance 

 
52/27 G (or Over Current /Under Voltage) 

Asymmetry 46 g Negative sequence 

Stator Overload 51 G Overload 

Earth Fault Stator 64 G1 95% Stator Earth Fault 

64 G2 100% Stator Earth Fault 

Loss of excitation 40 G Loss of excitation 
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Out of Step 98 G Pole Slip 

 
Monitoring 32 G/ 37 G Low forward power/reverse 

power (double protection for large 

Generators) 

 
Blade fatigue 81 G Minimum Frequency 

 
Inter turn Fault 59 G/ 87 GT Over voltage or over current 

Magnetic Circuits 99 G Over fluxing volt / Hz 

Higher voltage 59 G Over voltage 

 
Accidental Energization 27 /50 G Dead machine 

Monitoring 60 G PT fuse failure 

GENERATOR ROTOR: 

Rotor Ground 64 F Rotor earth Fault 

GENERATOR TRANSFORMER 

Short Circuits 87 GT Overall differential 

51 GT Over Current 

87 GT Transformer differential 

 
Ground Fault 51 NGT Earth fault over-current 

87 NT Restricted earth Fault 

Overhang 87 HV HV winding cum overhang 

Differential 

UNIT AUXILARY TRANSFORMER: 
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Short Circuit 87 UAT Transformer differential 

51 UAT Over-Current 

Ground fault 51 NUAT Residual over current 

64 UAT Restricted earth fault 

Switch yard 

 
6.6. Nature of TRANSFORMER FAULTS: 

 
Power transformers, being static, totally enclosed and oil immersed develops faults only rarely 

but the consequences of even a rare fault may be serious unless the transformer is quickly 

disconnected from the system. For the purpose of discussion, faults can be divided into three 

main classes. 

1. Faults in the auxiliary equipment, which is part of transformer. 

 
2. Faults in the winding and connections. 

 
3. Over loads and external short circuits. 

 
FAULTS IN AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT: 

 
The detection of faults in auxiliary equipment is necessary to prevent ultimate failure of the main 

transformer winding. The following can be considered as auxiliary equipment. 

1. Transformer oil: 

 
Low oil is dangerous condition in a transformer because live part and the leads to bushings etc. 

which have to be under oil, gets exposed if the oil drops below the specified level. Oil level 

indicators with alarm contacts are available to give indication for immediate attention. 

2. Oil pumps and force air fans : 

 
The top oil temperature normally gives indication of the load of transformer. 
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Increased oil temperature might be an indication of an overload or might be due to fault in the 

cooling system, such as failure off the oil pump or the blocking of a radiator valve, or no 

operation of fans. A thermometer with alarm contacts will indicate rise in the oil temperature due 

to any these faults. An oil flow indicator is commonly used to indicate proper operation of oil 

pumps. 

Core and winding insulators: 

 
An incipient fault may occur initially, which may develop into major faults is if not taken care of 

at the initial stages. Insulation failure may develop because of the following. 

1. The insulation of lamination and core bolts may be of poor quality or has been damaged 

accidentally during erection. 

2. The insulation between the winding, core and the conductor insulation may have be poor 

quality, may have been damaged mechanically; may be brittle because of ageing or overloading. 

3. Badly made joins or connections. 

 
The incipient faults need to attend to immediately and as soon as possible. Gas actuated relays 

described later in this chapter provides the indication alarm for incipient faults. 

WINDING FAULTS: 

 
Electrical faults, which cause immediate serious damages and are detected by unbalance current 

or voltage, may be divided into the following classes: 

1) Faults between adjacent turns or parts of coil such as phase-to-phase faults on HIV and LV 

external terminals or the windings itself or short-circuit between turns of HIV and LV winding. 

2) Faults to ground or across complete windings such as phase-to-earth faults on the HIV and LV 

windings. 

A short circuit between turns can start with a point contact resulting from forces or insulation 

deterioration due to excessive overload or a loose connection, breakdown of transformer 

insulation by an impulse voltage. 
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The picture of the turn insulation be an impulse is supplied to cause a path of destruction, 

through which normal frequency voltage can maintain an arc. However, if the turn voltage is 

insufficient to maintain the arc it will quench by the oil at the first current zero. 

Faults to ground, or across a large part of the winding will result in large value of fault current as 

well as the emitting of large amounts of gas due to the decomposition of oil. This type of fault is 

not difficult to detect, but rapid clearance of fault is essential to avoid excessive damage and to 

maintain system stability. 

OVERLOADS AND EXTERNAL SHORT CIRCUITS: 

 
Excessive overloading will result in deterioration of insulation and subsequent failure. It is usual 

to monitor the winding the oil temperature limits are exceeded. External short circuits may only 

be excessive. 

DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION TRANSFORMERS: 

 
Differential protection is the most important type of protection used for internal phase-to-phase 

and phase-to-earth faults and is generally applied to transformers having ratings of 5MVA and 

above. Any deviation from the normal ratio of the current intensities, at the input and output 

ends, must of necessary be caused by a fault in the protected part, so that the unbalance current 

can be employed directly for tripping and indicating the faults. For this reason current  

differential protection combines highest with the lowest tripping time. 

Transmission 

 
Electrical power is generated at power stations by various methods. These are located far away 

from the load centres the generated power is transmitted to the load points by Transmission 

system. 

Transmission System consists of feeders, insulators and transmission towers etc. Power 

transmission is done at very high voltages such as 132KV, 220KV, 400KV. These high 

magnitudes of transmission voltages are adopted to improve the efficiency of transmission i.e. to 

decrease the copper losses 
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Switchgear permits to switch on or off generators, transmission lines, distributors and other 

electrical equipment. Switch gear detects the fault and disconnects the unhealthy section from the 

system. 
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CHAPTER-7 

7.1.220 KV SWITCHYARD SYSTEM: 

TRANSFORMERS USING IN 220KV SYSTEM: 

 
The single line diagram of 220kv system pertaining to entire KTPS is shown. The generator 

output stepped up and is fed to 220kv bus1 or bus2 through their respective circuit breakers. The 

feeder or loan transmits the generated power though their respect circuit breakers. Hence the bus 

bars viz. bus1 and bus2 are to be capable of receiving and transmitting the generated power 

through them. 

POWER TRANSFORMER: 

 
There are three types of transformers they are named in accordance with their function as 

generator transformer to step up the generated voltage 11kv to transmission voltage 220kv and 

unit auxiliary transformer and station transformer to step down the voltage and used for 

supplying the both unit and station loads respectively. 

Schematic of Power transformer 
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GENERATOR TRANSFORMER: 

 
The generator transformer is used for stepping up the generated voltage in alternator of 11kv to 

220kv. They are core type. The generated output is connected to the generator-transformer 

through the bus duct. The bus duct will provide sufficient insulation for the heavy current 

carrying conductors. A unit auxiliary transformer is connected in parallel with GT for meeting 

the unit auxiliary load demand. 

Generator Transformer 

Ratings: 

125MVA, 3-phase, 50Hz 

LV HV 

11kv 240kv 

Delta star 

No. of Tapping 17 

Cooling Pumps 4 

Cooling fans 8 

Cooling Medium Oil 

The tap changer will provide the flexibility in changing the voltage across the secondary that is 

HV side of transformer. The tap changing motor is rate at 1-phase, 230v, 50Hz. A grounding 

transformer is provided at the star point (neutral) of secondary so that the transformer can be 

protected from faults. A lightning Arrester followed by GT will protect it from LT surges. 

Generally heavy duty lightning Arrester is used. 
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UNIT AXILIARY TRANSFORMER: 

 
A unit auxiliary transformer is used to meet the auxiliary consumptions whose incoming supply 

is directly tapped from the alternator output 11kv bus duct. The transformer is a 15MVA step 

down transformer from 11kv to 6.6kv this 6.6kv is for melting auxiliary load demand in the unit. 

In case of failure of both units, these auxiliaries are fed from station transformer. 

RATINGS: 

15MVA, 3-PHASE, 50Hz 

LV HV 

6.6KV 11KV 

 
Delta Star 

 
Cooling medium Oil 

 
STATION TRANSFORMER: 

 
The station transformer serves the purpose to feed all the station loads both continuous and non- 

continuous loads even when the plant is under shut down and at 

unit restarting also. In case of failure of both the units, station transformer is step down. 

RATINGS: 

22.5MVA, 3-PHASE, 50Hz 

 
HV LV: 220KV 6.6KV, Star Delta 

 
Cooling medium Oil 

 
CURRENT TRANSFORMER: 

 
The current transformer is used with its primary winding is connected in series with carrying the 

current to be measured and therefore the primary is depending up on the load connected to the 
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system and is not determined by the load connected on the secondary winding of the current 

transformer. As these transformers are used with low ranges ammeters (analog/digital) to 

measure the currents in high voltage alternating current circuits whether it is not practicable to 

connect instruments like ammeters and relaying equipment. 

 

 
In addition to insulate these instruments from the high voltage line (220KV) they stepped down 

the current in a known ratio. The current (or series) transformer has primary coil of one or more 

turns of thick wire connected in series with the line whose current is to be measured or to be 

protected. The secondary consist of a large no. of turns of fine wire and is connected to circuits 

of measuring (ammeters) and protecting (relays) instruments terminals. Usually the output range 

of CTs will be 5A 

or 1A rage. One of the terminals of secondary winding is earthed so as to protect the equipment 

and personnel in the vicinity in the event of insulation break down in the current transformer. 

RATINGS OF CURRENT TRANSFORMERS: 

 
Type India : 245 

 
Highest system voltage : 245KV 

 
Rated insulation level : 245/400/1050KV 
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Rated frequency : 50Hz 

 
Rated primary normal current : 800A 

Short circuit current : 40/1A 

POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER: 

The potential transformers (voltage transformer) are used for measurement of voltage and 

protection purpose. Accordingly they are either measuring type of protective type voltage 

transformer. The voltage transformer is necessary for voltage directional, distance protection. 

The primary of the voltage transformer is connected directly to power circuit between phase and 

ground depending upon voltage and application. The volt-ampere rating of the voltage 

transformer is lesser as compared with that of power transformer. 

 

 

 

 

A short circuit on secondary of potential transformer can lead to complete damage of 

transformer. In order to protect the power system against short circuit in the PT fuses are used. 

On the primary (HV) side. Fuses are used in secondary side to protect the PT against the faulty 

switching and defective earthing. 

CAPACITIVE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS: 

 
The voltage above about 66KV (phase) become more expensive for measurement and protection 

purpose with the usage of conventional electromagnetic type PT‟s. A less expensive alternative 
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is capacitive voltage transformers. This consists of capacitive potential divider steps down the 

voltage to be measured (above 

10KV). The capacitance divider output voltage is for the step down by the auxiliary transformers 

to the desired secondary voltage (above 110V). 

RATING OF CVTs: 

 
Total output simultaneous : 300A 

Output max : 750V-A at 50 amp 

Rated voltage : a-n 220/3 KV 

Highest system voltage : a-n 245/3 KV 

Insulation level : 460/1050KV 

Frequency : 50Hz 

Nominal intermediate voltage : a-n 20/3 KV 

Voltage factor 1.2const :1.5/30secs 

Primary capacitance C1 :4840 pf 

Primary capacitance : 48400 pf 

Voltage ratio : 220000/3/110/3 KV 

A capacitor voltage transformer (CVT) is a transformer used in power systems to step down 

extra high voltage signals and provide low voltage signals either for measurement or to operate a 

protective relay. In its most basic form the device consists of three parts: two capacitors across 

which the voltage signal is split, an inductive element used to tune the device to the supply 

frequency and a transformer used to isolate and further step-down the voltage for the 

instrumentation or protective relay. The device has at least four terminals, a high-voltage 

terminal for connection to the high voltage signal, a ground terminal and at least one set of 

secondary terminals for connection to the instrumentation or protective relay. CVTs are typically 
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single-phase device used for measuring voltages in excess of one hundred kilovolts where the 

use of voltage transformers would be uneconomical. In practice the first capacitor, 

C1 is often replaced by a stack of capacitors connected in series. This results in a large voltage 

drop across the stacks of the capacitor that replaces the first capacitor & comparatively small 

voltage drop across the second capacitor, C2, and hence the secondary terminals are installed. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

A capacitive voltage transformers for distribution of the power from 10KV high potential lines, 

includes an insulating column with a high potential terminal, a ground terminal and capacitors 

C1 and C2 in series connection. The column is filled with oil less dry filler. The capacitors C1 

and C2 formed by a plurality of separated metallized film capacitors respectively in series or in 

parallel connection. At the tapping point between the capacitors there is a leading-out terminal of 

the secondary voltage which is connected to an induction transformer L in parallel. The 

transformer includes a frame with “C” shaped iron cores and windings wound around the cores. 

There is an over-voltage protector P connected in parallel between the tapping point and ground. 

A capacitive voltage divider is integrally combined with the transformer to provide a small 

volume, low cost device with a savings in materials. 

Capacitive voltage transformer 
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A capacitive voltage transformer arrangement for reducing a high voltage to lower voltage, said 

arrangement comprising: a capacitive voltage divider provided in an insulating case having a 

first terminal adapted to be connected with said high voltage, and a second terminal adapted to 

be connected ground, said capacitive voltage divider being formed by series connection of first 

capacitor and a second capacitor 

SWITCH YARD SYSTEM: 

 
BUS BAR SYSTEM: 

 
Switch yard 

 
Generally the requirements of a bus bar system includes various aspects such as 

 

Switching requirements for normal operation. 
 

The degree of flexibility of operation 
 

Maintenance requirements 
 

Impotence of load 
 

Protective zones. 
 

Provision of future extinction 
 

Bypass requirements 

 
The different bus bar schemes includes 

 
1. Single bus bar system 

 
2. Double bus bar with one breaker per circuit 

 
3. Double bus bar with two breakers per circuit 

 
4. Double bus bar with section and coupler scheme 

 
5. Main and transfer bus 
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6. Ring bus 

 
7. Mesh arrangement etc. 

 
The 220 KV in K.T.P.S. comprises of double bus scheme with individual section breakers and a 

bus coupler breakers. The main and transfer buses equally share the load and are termed as bus1 

and bus2. Such a scheme has high reliability and flexibility in permitting the generator circuits as 

well as feeders circuits to be connected to any bus and also to transfer from one bus to another 

bus without any interruption of the supply. 

Further any feeder breakers can be taken for maintenance and any one of the two buses can be 

taken for maintenance though the initial cost is high, the scheme is most widely used. Generally 

the odd number generator out puts and feeders are connected to bus 1 and even number generator 

out puts and feeders are connected to bus 2 as shown. 

The generated out puts from unit 7 and 8th of K.T.P.S.-C Station stepped up to 220KV are 

connected to bus 1 and bus 2 respectively through the their respective 220 KV SF6 CBs. The 

220KV feeders include Manu guru, tie line-1 on bus 1 and station transformer IV, lower sileru-2, 

tie line-2 on bus-2 respectively. 

The generated out puts from unit 7 and 8th of K.T.P.S.-C Station stepped up to 220KV are 

connected to bus 1 and bus 2 respectively through the their respective 220 KV SF6 CBs. The 

220KV feeders include Manu guru, tie line-1 on bus 1 and station transformer IV, lower sileru-2, 

tie line-2 on bus-2 respectively. 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS: 

 
The current transformer which is connected in series with the circuit breaker measure the current 

value flowing through the circuit and corresponding emf is generated in its secondary terminals. 

Under the normal operating condition this emf is not sufficient for energizing the relay coil and 

under and abnormal conditions, this emf will be very much sufficient for energizing the relay 

coil. When the relay coil is energized, the relay circuit breaker trip coil, thus it gets energized 

which in turn opens the circuit breaker contacts. But, when a fault occur (say S>C), a heavy 

current flows through the contacts of the circuit breakers before they are opened. 
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Instant when the contacts begin to separate the contact area decreases rapidly and large fault 

current causes increased current density and hence rise in temperature. The heat product in the 

medium between contacts is sufficient to ionize the medium. The ionized mediums access 

conductors and an arc is struck between the contacts. The potential difference is between the 

contacts is quite small and is just sufficient to maintain the arc. The arc provides a low resistance 

path and consequently the current in the circuit remains uninterrupted so long as the arcs persist. 

During the arcing period, the current flowing between the contacts depends up on the arc 

resistance. The greater the arc resistance, the smaller is the current that flows between the 

contacts. The arc resistance depends on the following factors: 

1. Degree of ionization 

 
2. Length of Arc 

 
3. Cross section of the arc 

Principles of Arc Extinction: 

From the above discussion we can know the potential difference and ionized particles between 

the contacts are responsible for arc maintenance between the contacts. In order to reduce or 

extinguish the arc we have to either increase the contacts. The distance between so that the 

potential difference between the contacts insufficient to maintain the arc or de ionized the path of 

arc. The former method is not possible for higher a rating that as the distance has to be increase 

for meters. The later can be achieved by culling the arc or by bodily removing the ionized 

particles from the space between contacts. 

Methods of Arc Extinction: 

 
There are two methods for arc extinction in breakers. They are 

 
1. High resistance method 

 
2. Low resistance or current zero method 

High Resistance Method 
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In this method, the arc resistance is made is increase with time so that current reduced to a value 

insufficient to maintain the arc consequently, the arc is extinguished. 

1. Lengthening the Arc: the resistance of the arc is directly proportional to its length. Increasing 

the gap between the contacts can increase the length of the arc. 

2. Cooling the Arc: Cooling will result in de ionization of the arc path i.e. increases the resistance 

of the arc. This can be achieved by gas blast directed along the arc. 

3. Reducing the Cross Section of the Arc: If the area of cross section of the arc is reduced. The 

voltage required for maintaining the arc is increased i.e. resistance is increased. Passing the arc 

through a narrow gap or reducing the contact area can achieve this. 

4. Splitting the Arc: The resistance of the arc can be increased by splitting the arc in to a number 

of small arcs in series. Each one of these arcs experiences the effect of LT and cooling. 

Introducing some conducting plates between the contacts may split the arc. 

The disadvantage of this method is that enormous energy is dissipated in the arc. And it can be 

used for both AC and DC systems. 

Low Resistance or Current Zero Method: 

 
This method makes us of current zero phenomenon in AC systems. At current zero the arc will 

extinguish naturally. But the increase of voltage between the contacts may be restrikes the arc the 

dielectric strength of the medium between the contacts will decrease. If the dielectric strength of 

the medium is increased then we can prevent the arc from restricting. It is only used for the AC 

systems. This can be achieved by 

1. Lengthening of the gap: The dielectric strength of the medium is proportional to the length of 

the gap between the contacts. Therefore, by opening the contacts rapidly, higher the electric 

strength of the medium can be achieved. 

2. High Pressure: If the pressure in the vicinity of the arc is increased, the density of the particles 

constituting the discharge also increases. 
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The increased density of particles causes higher rate de ionization and consequently the dielectric 

strength of the medium is increased. 

3. Cooling: Natural combination of ionized particles takes place more rapidly if they are allowed 

to cool. Therefore the electric strength of medium between the contacts can be achieved by 

cooling the arc. 

4. Blast Effect: The ionized particles between the contacts are swept away and replaced by 

deionized particles. 

Classification of CBs. 

 
Circuit breaker classification depending on the arc extinction medium is : 

 
1. Sulphur hexa fluoride (SF6) 

 
2. Minimum oil circuit breakers 

 
3. Vacuum circuit breakers 

 
4. Air blast circuit breaker 

 
SF6 CIRCUIT BREAKER: 

 
These breakers make use of excellent are quenching and electrical insulating characteristics of 

SF6 gas. In this breaker the gas flow puffed by a puffer cylinder extinguishes the arc. The gas 

flow on to arcing zone is generated by puffer cylinder and piston. The moving contact system is 

connected to operating mechanism, housed in mechanism housing. 

The operating mechanism uses compressed air for opening and spring force for closing. Since 

compressed air is required only for opening operation, the mechanism is simple and reliable. The 

pole units are sealed off from atmosphere contamination and therefore deterioration of SF6 gas 

and erosion of contacts is very little. 

The breaker has superior interrupting capability for high short circuit current with high rates of 

TRV, out of phase faults, capacitive current without generating dangerous. Since the break is 
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sealed off from atmosphere there is no gas exhaust noise during operation. Since SF6 gas is 

physically non-toxic and inflammable the breaker can be operated safely. 

The SF6 gas is an electronegative gas and has good dielectric are extinguishing properties. It is 

non-inflammable and chemically stable. The dielectric strength of gas increases with pressure 

and has strong tendency to absorb free electrons then contact separating is taking place, a valve 

which permits the SF6 gas at 14kg/cm2. Pressure to quench the arc in “arc interruption 

chamber,” the high pressure SF6 

absorbs the free electrons. Hence arc extinguishing takes place. SF6 Circuit Breaker 

 
SUPPORT UNIT ASSEMBLY: 

 
Support unit assembly consists of support porcelain (202), and insulating pull rod (201). This 

provides insulation between live parts and ground SF6 gas is filled in contacts interrupting unit 

and support unit at rated pressure. 

SHAFT SEAL: 

 
Shaft seal assembly (203) is located at the lower flange of supporting porcelain to seal of the gas. 

It consists of a spring, brass bus Teflon and rubber washer which ensure tight gas sealing. 

The shaft seal assembly (203) should not be disassemble at site, because it needs special care and 

skill for assembling. 

GAS SYSTEM: 

 
The gas system of this breaker is that each pole has its independent gas system monitored 

individually by gas density switch (temp compensated gas pressure) (320) and pressure gauge 

(318). The gas can be filled from valve a (205) while valve B (204) serves as isolative vale for 

calibration of gas density switch. 
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AIR SYSTEM: 

 
Compressed air is required for opening operation of the breaker. It is stored in three 

interconnected air receivers of capacity 70L each which act as local source of compressed air for 

the operating mechanism. Fig. 2.3 shows the compressed air 

circuit of breaker. This system is provided with motor compressor unit. The capacity of 

compressor is 90L/m and sufficient to cater to individual breaker. 

This governor switch operated compressor system maintains the air pressure between 14.5 to 

15.5 kg/cm2. Safety value (311) is provided which blows off at 17.0 to 18.0 kg/ cm2 in case of 

over pressure. It is necessary to drain the condensate from the air reservoir once every week 

through the drain valve (312) provided at bottom. 

LOW PRESSURE PROTECTION: 

 
To ensure safety of break operation two types of pressure switches have been incorporated 

temperature compensated gas pressure switch. This switch cuts off the trip coil circuit and 

closing coil circuit in case SF6 gas pressure goes blow the specified range due to leakage the 

operating pressure is corrected to ambient temperature. These are temperature compensated 

pressure switches (hence called the density switches) and there are two micro switches, which 

operate at two different pressures. One of them is for low-pressure alarm and the other is for low 

pressure cut out. As soon as the alarm comes the gas must be filled to the required level. 

CONTROL CIRCUIT: All control elements are mounted on a common base plate. This plate is 

mounted on the mechanism housing through anti-vibration, so that vibration and shock coming 

from housing due to breaker operation do not reach the control elements. Thermostat is provided 

to keep air pressure above condensation point. Its setting can be varied between 300C and 800C. 

ISOLATORS: 

 
The switch can be used to breaker the circuit on no load condition is called isolators. Isolators are 

air breaker circuit breakers intended to be used only on no load conditions. They are installed in 

such a way that a path of substation can be isolated from other line parts for the purpose of 

maintenance. 
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Isolators play an important role in substation. Adequate isolators should be provided. An isolator 

can be opened only after the circuit breaker. An isolator should be closed before closing the 

circuit breaker opening and closing of current carrying circuit performed by a circuit breaker 

(except for bypass and curtained low value current switching). Isolator operates under no load 

condition. It does not have any specified current breaking capacity or current making capacity. 

Isolator is not even used for breaking load currents in some cases isolator ware used for breaking 

charging current of transmission lines. Isolators are used in additional to circuit breakers. 

Schematic of isolator 

 
EARTH SWITCH: 

 
Earth switch is connected between the line conductor and earth. Normally it is open when the 

line is disconnected, the earthlings switch is closed so as to discharge the voltage trapped on the 

line capacitance to earth. Though the line is disconnected there is some voltage in the line to 

which the capacitance between the lie and earth is charged. This voltage is significant in high 

voltage system. Before proceeding with the maintenance work, these voltages are discharged to 

earth by closing the earthling switch. 
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Earth switch 

 
BUS BAR PROTECTION: 

 
Although the probability of bus faults is less, it is important in substations. It is very important 

that the relay current through bus bar must operate fast, stable and reliable on operation. 

The bus bar faults are of two types. 

They are 

Insulation failures and flash over. 
 

Due to human errors in operation and maintenance of switch gear etc. 
 

Falling objects and breaker failures. 

 
Usually the probabilities of these faults are of 50%, 30% and 10% respectively. The differential 

protection of bus bar is based on the single circulating current principle that during normal load 

conditions. This scheme is shown in figure below. Sum of the currents entering into the bus is 

equal to the sum of those leaving. If the algebraic sum of the currents is not zero, it must be due 

to short circuit either ground faults or phase-to-phase faults. Hence, differential schemes may be 

applied for both these type of faults. 
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A special type of C.T. having no iron core also known as linear coupler the secondary voltage is 

proportional to primary current and secondary windings of all the couplers on the same bus 

section are connected in series to the relay. This scheme is shown in fig. The sum of their voltage 

out puts is equal to the vector sum of the voltages in the circuits connected to the voltages will be 

zero, whereas for an internal fault there is a resultant voltage in the secondary circuit and relay 

operates. 

TYPES OF LIGHTNING ARRESTERS: 

 
Lighting Arresters 

 
There are several types of LT arresters in general use. They differ only in constructional details 

but operate on the same principle viz. providing low resistance path for the surges to the ground. 

7.2. Relays: 

 
The relays that are being used in the power system are as follows: 

Non- directional over current relays: 

The relay is actuated when current goes above normal ratings irrespective direction of current 

flow 

Directional over current relays: 
 

The relay is actuated only when the direction of the current is reversed or the phase angle of the 

current takes up a phase displacement more than the desired value. 

Reverse power relay: 
 

The relay is actuated only when the applied voltage and current attains a certain specified phase 

displacement 

Under voltage, current or power relay: 
 

These relays are actuated when the input signal falls below specified value. 
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Thermal relay: 
 

The heat produced by the current is applied on a bi-metallic strip which actuates the trip circuit. 

Differential relay: 

The operation of this relay is dependent on the difference of the current in magnitude and phase. 

Distance relay: 

The principal of operation of this relay is dependent only voltage to current ratio of the measured 

circuit. 

Instantaneous relay: 
 

In this type of relay no time is lost between the operation of the relay and tripping contacts 

Definite time lag relay: 

A definite time is required for operation of the tripping contacts after relay 

Inverse time lag relay: 

Here the relay operation time is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the fault current or 

any other quantity causing relay operation. 

Inverse definite minimum time lag relay: 
 

In case of operation f relay is inversely proportional to value of quantity causing relay operation, 

but operation type of the relay tends to a definite minimum type . 

When a fault is occurred these relays i.e. numerical relay will signal to the circuit breaker to open 

the circuit breaker. All the measurements like voltage, current will be recorded I the relay. With 

this information we can know what type of fault is occurred & location of the place where fault 

is occurred. 

7.3. Teasers: 
 

Why switch yard ground is filled with stones? 
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For the quick absorption of water into the ground & for providing insulation, switch yard is filled 

with stones. 

 

Why we use high voltages in transmission lines? 

 
As the power transmitting is fixed at high voltages the current flowing through the transmission 

lines is low. Hence copper losses are low implies we can transmit with more efficiency. 

 

Why do we use hot air from PA fan to lift coal? 

 
To absorb moisture in the coal if the coal is not dry, to raise the temperature of the coal so that it 

is ready for the burning in the boiler. 

 

Why isolator cannot be opened instead of circuit breaker when fault occurs? 

 
If any circuit is opened suddenly a spark is produced. In an circuit breaker the medium present 

has much more electronegativity than air. Hence the arc diameter will be less. It implies that the 

damage will be less if circuit breaker is opened rather than isolator. 

 

Why the pressure inside the boiler should be low with respect to outside atmosphere? 

 
If the pressure inside is more than atmospheric pressure, in case of any leakages in the boiler the 

fire in the boiler will try to escape. 
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CHAPTER-8 
 

Conclusion: 

 
Overview of the electricity generation is explained clearly. Detailed study of different parts in 

the generation and transmission are written. As the system is functioning chances of faults are 

quite normal. The electrical switchgear plays a major role in the operation of any power plant. 

The study of any electrical switchgear gives the purpose, operation, maintenance and protection 

of the equipment 

Here we studied the different faults that occur in the system. After which we discussed about the 

Protection of the generator and the switch gear with the help of different relays. 
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                                        Abstract
Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for nearly 

60% of the power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need 
minimum cost of infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power plant. 
Through their operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into 
existence due the large accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide employment 
to a large compared to any another plant.

This project regard to the exclusive study on Vijayawada thermal power station. It 
gets into details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper 
operating of the plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute 
aspect to be considered for the successful operation of plant.

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation of 
thermal plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants in 
India and a study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation of 
electric power. This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and the 
issues concerned for proper operation.
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UNIT-I

THERMAL POWER PLANT

INTRODUCTION
Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, transport, 
economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship between the 
energy used per person and his standard of living.

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 
Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 
because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and can 
be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields.

1.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT:

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled to 

alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning of 

huge amount of coal in boiler furnace.

1.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION:

            (1) Rankin cycle.

            (2) Reheat cycle.      

            (3) Regenerative cycle.

1.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS:

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This crushed 

coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of hot and 

cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to air pre-

heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature control.  

Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. Water from the 
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boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. Water from the drum 

passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water from the bottom rising 

header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and density difference the water 

raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly converted to steam is separated from 

water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is sent to super heaters for super heating. 

The super heaters are located inside the furnace and the steam is super heater (540 degree 

centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine.

1.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER: 

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically regulate 

the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-pressure 

cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to the direct the 

steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the turbine shaft. This 

second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The stationary and moving blades 

together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many stages are necessary so that 

cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with rings of moving blades arranged 

between them.

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-pressure 

cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical energy. The steam 

leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating and enters into the 

intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through another series of 

stationary and moving blades.

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the centre 

for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an arrangement 

is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up its heat energy 

to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because of its expansion the 

blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of turbine.

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may be 

beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes
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1.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER:

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when a 

conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is proportional 

to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the magnetic field. For 

higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the conductors are placed 

constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is    obtained from a separate 

system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified    into two types, namely static 

excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will be generated in circuit and to 

obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated by a steam turbine at a constant 

speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the frequency of the electrical system used in 

the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, and at this speed 

a two pole generator must be driven to generate alternating current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ 

second.

1.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:-

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators at 

about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator.

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system.

1.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:-

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy is 

known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy.

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator.

Prime mover coupling Alternator 

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 
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Fig1 : Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station 

Fig2 : LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT

1.8 COAL DELIVERY:

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake inside 

the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is also 

received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge wagons).
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1.9 UNLOADING:

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station.

(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform on 

the running conveyor. 

(ii)

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per the 

requirement.

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal bunkers 

each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six units is about 

21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per day.

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during emergency, 

when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway tracks or coal 

mines.
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UNIT-2

COAL HANDLING PLANT
2.1. COAL PREPERATION PLANT:-

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles.

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment;
(i) Wagon tipplers

(ii) Vibrating feeders

(iii) Conveyor belts

(iv) Coal crushers

(v) Electromagnetic separators 

(vi) Dust extraction system

(vii) Gas ejector

  WAGON TIPPLERS:-

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the coal 

wagons into coal hoppers in very less time.

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:-

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers.

  CONVEYOR BELTS:-

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place.

  COAL CRUSHERS:-

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers.

  ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:-

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal.
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  DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:-

These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area.

  GAS EXTRACTOR:-

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area.

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:-

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases.

2.2 BOILER:-

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for converting 

the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler will flow 

through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to the atmosphere 

through the chimney. 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for converting 

the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler will flow 

through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to the atmosphere 

through the chimney. 

 SUPER HEATERS;

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater.

 ECONOMISER;

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the economiser 

before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the temperature of 

feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases.

 AIR PREHEATER;
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It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the atmosphere by 

forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the boiler furnace. 

The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the temperature of air used for 

coal combustion.

 STEAM TURBINE;

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy.

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY;

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of stages. 

These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are known as either 

impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the reaction and impulse 

designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall turbine uses both. Typically, 

higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure stage are impulse type.

 ALTERNATOR;

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from steam 

into electrical energy.

 EXCITER;

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the field 

system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of exciter is 

about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity.

2.3 INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:-

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical type 

instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash level, coal 

level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt meters, power 

factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and maximum demand 

indicators etc.
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2.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):-

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles from 

flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere.

 WORKING:-

It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced.

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases.

2.5 CHIMNEY

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere. 

2.6 COOLING TOWER;

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler

2.7 TRANSFORMER;

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.    
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UNIT-3

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION:-

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a place 

that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied.

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. Dr. 

NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left bank of 

river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of dr. NTTPS is 

2567 acres including ash pond.

 In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power stations 

such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in AP.

3.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:-

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW.

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day.

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases.

3.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:-

Type         :   Thermal power plant.

Capacity   :   1,760MW

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW.

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal.

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil.

3.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS
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 Power   :   210MW

Current:  9000 amps

Voltage: 15.75KV

 Power     :   500 MW
Current   :   16166 amps
Voltage   :    21.6KV

3.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:-

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally concerned 

with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted into electrical 

energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the purpose of 

understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power cycle is explained 

here under.

1. Rankin cycle

2. Re heat cycle

3. Re-generative cycle

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is

Fig3 : block diagram
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3.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:-

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded there 

after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump this 

condensate is again fed into boiler.

       The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers is to 

avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result in 

undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated without 

any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a boiler helps in 

reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before these are passed out 

of the chimney. 

       The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is

 Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q

Fig4 :graph 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:-

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:-
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 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of about 

166 bars.

 SUPERHEATING;

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater steam 

also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from high 

velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour.

 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE;

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of condensation 

apparatus.

3.5.2 REHEAT CYCLE:-

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at some 

intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is provided in 

the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine blade. It 

reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of the cycle.

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp]

3.5.3 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:-

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in the 

boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation temperature 

through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime mover. Since 

this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as regeneration.
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     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy levels. 

Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output.

3.6 Working of thermal plant:-

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one boiler, 

one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of transport. 

The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills through 

conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which is called as 

primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and transmit coal 

powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is converted into heat 

energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air is supplied through 

forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water wall tubes that are 

located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of convection a radiation 

principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by absorbing heat energy.

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in the 

condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed pumps. 

Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is converted into 

electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are formed and they 

were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is around 800 degree 

centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre heating water, primary 

air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases along with ash are passed 

through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue gases at around 130 degree 

centigrade are liberated the atmosphere.
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Fig5 : Layout of thermal power plant

3.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:-

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc.

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal power 

plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power plant 

is;

Fig6 : unit over view
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UNIT-4

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS

4.1 Components of thermal power plant:-

 Coal conveyor 
 Stacker re claimer
 Pulveriser
 Boiler
 Coal ash
 Air pre heater
 Electrostatic precipitator
 Smoke stack
 Turbine
 Condenser
 Transformers
 Cooling towers
 Generator
 High voltage power lines

4.2 COAL CONVEYOR:-

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place in 

power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below 

Fig7 : conveyer belt
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4.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:-

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure

Fig8 : mechanical device for feeding coal

4.4 PULVERISER:-

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A pulveriser 
is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant.

4.4.1. Types of pulverisers:-

    (a) Ball and tube mill:

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for fine 

pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the water, is 

fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime.

    (b) Ring and ball:

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while the 

upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  Coal is 
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introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and is ground as 

the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and lower rings. The 

coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. The size of the coal 

particles released from the grinder section of the mills is determined by a classifier 

separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W (Babcock and Wilcox).

4.5 BOILER:-

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below   

Fig9 : layout of boiler

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of combustion 

are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the boiler to steam. 

Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam pressure and 

temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in steam into 
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mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a heating 

medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical work, 

which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are sometimes used 

for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy and suitable 

thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is;

4.6. CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:-

Boilers are classified as:-

4.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:-

  In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the tubes 

are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube boilers. So 

they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are not possible, 

maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large quantity of water in 

the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is generally wet, economical 

for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited

                                   Fig10 : fire tube boiler

4.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :-

 In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They consist 

of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums.  Feed water enters the boiler to one 

drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot gases which 
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surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through the tubes and 

collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores steam and water 

(upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out from there. As the 

movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also becomes high 

resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible and can respond 

quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and horizontal and 

inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less weight and less liable 

to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and temperatures from 315 to 575 

centigrade.

4.7. HEATER:-

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler drum, 

is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the steam is 

influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, as well as 

the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube banks 

arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified as 

convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in the 

below diagram.

                             Fig11 : external shape of super heater                          
                       

4.8 SUPER HEATER:-
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Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses some 

of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this inter 

mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the high 

pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine where the 

heat is converted into mechanical energy.

4.9 CONDENSER:

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short supply an 

air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more expensive and 

cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less effective) as a surface 

condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam from steam turbine to obtain 

maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the form of pure water, otherwise 

known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as boiler feed water.

Fig12 : condenser

4.10 COOLING TOWER:

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device in 
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which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the water is 

there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and when 

it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to atmosphere air 

and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical operation of the 

process.

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water.

                              Fig13 : Cooling tower                   

              Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and is 

known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower.

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-cooled 

heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air circulation 

through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling process 

generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling towers.

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity of 

water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or dry-
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bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are rarely 

experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for specific 

installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with design 

conditions. 

There are three types of cooling towers:

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower.

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower.

(iii)Counter flow.

(iv)Cross flow.

(v) Forced draft cooling tower.

4.11 ECONOMIZER:-

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to recover 

some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and utilize for 

heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in between the exit 

from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results in saving coal 

consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs extra investment and 

increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used in all modern plants. In 

this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed between two headers. Feed 

water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the other. The flue gases flow 

outside the tubes usually in counter flow.

4.12 AIR PREHEATERS:-

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler.
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                                                       Fig14 : Air preheater

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, and 

reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the chimney 

or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. It also 

allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, regulations) 

for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static precipitator.

4.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):-

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly collector 

plates. Also known as precipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first stream the 

suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where ionization of the gas 

occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer on the an electric 

charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign and are deposited on the 

electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would be more correctly 

designated as electrode position from the gas phase. 

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 
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large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range. 

Fig15: electrostatic precipitator

4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:-
 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants.

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic and 

other drugs and in operating rooms.

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system.

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants.

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases.

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin.

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand.

4.14 SMOKE STACK:-
A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace or 

fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the hot 

gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The space 
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inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives and 

ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys. 

Fig16 : chimney

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits.

4.15.GENERATOR:-
An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used in 

principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to rotating 

machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines.
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Fig17 : Alternator

4.16 TRANSFORMER:-
It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one or 

more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the voltage. 

Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage devices (door bells 

or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so that electric power can 

be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through electromagnetic induction; current 

in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. The secondary voltage is calculated by 

multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the number of turns in the secondary coil to that 

in the primary.

Fig18 : Transformer
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Fig19 : schematic diagram of transformer

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade.

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet.

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade.

4.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:-
In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions.

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C)

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP)

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM)

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM)

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM)

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT)

4.17.1 Instrumentation and control :-

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, quantity 

and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are required.

They are

(i) Scanners

(ii) Thermocouples

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge

(iv) No coal flap

(v) Load cell
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(vi) Tachometer
(i)  Scanners:-

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting the 

boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board.

Fig20 : Scanners

(ii) Thermocouples:-

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal pipelines, 

and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure

Fig21 : Thremocoupler
(iii)Pressure gauge:-

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure

(iv)No coal flap:-

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when load 

exceeds to the maximum value.

(v) Load cell:-
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Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt.

(vi)Tachometer:-

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor

4.17.2 Control valves:-

(i) Solenoid valves:-
o Oil Valve.
o Steam Valve.
o Scavenger Valve. 

Fig22 : Solenoid Valve

(ii) Primary valves:-
o Electrical Valve.
o Pneumatic Valve : It works with water.
o Hydraulic Valve : It works with Oil.

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve. 
 HPVC -  High Pressure valve control.

 LPVC - Low Pressure valve control.

 BVC - Boil valve control room.

 TVC -           Turbine Valve control room.

 HONV – Heavy oil nossil valve.

4.18. Coal handling plant:-

Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal is 

sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills.

4.18.1.Crusher house:-

(i) Surge hopper floor
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(ii) Vibrating screen floor

(iii)Belt feeder floor

(iv)Crusher hose floor

Fig 23 :The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure

The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid.

They are:

(i) BOXN. type
(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid.

4.19 Boiler maintenance:-

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler components, 

mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, FD fan, and ID fan.

 Boiler accessories :
(i) Feed pump
(ii) Super healer
(iii) Economizer
(iv) Air pre heater

4.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :-
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1.  Water level indicator (water gauge)

2.  Pressure gauge

3. Fusible plug

4. Blow off cock

5. Values

4.19.2 Boiler components:

1. Wag wall tubes

2. Headers

3. Super heater coils

4. Economiser coils

4.19.3 Ball mill :-

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted into 

classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in service and 

one is stand by.

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control.

The mill air/coal flow diagram is

Fig24 : Flow Chart of mill air/coal
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4.19.4 Fans :-

(i) Primary air fan :

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler

(ii) Forced draught fan :

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion.

(iii)Induced draught fan :

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 
furnaces. 

4.20 Common accessories maintenance:

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump house, 
Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC Plant.

 CW pumps :-

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of steam 
and get converted in to water.

 Raw water pumps :-

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 
house.

 HP pumps :-

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing ESP 
for ash disposal.

 BCW pump house :-
In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam.

 Ash disposal system :-
The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped to 

the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams run 

continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by.
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Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the sumps 

keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate.

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear.

 AC Plant:-
AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature.

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :-
The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from the 

gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 

electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is applied 

between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting electrodes which 

are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between rows of collecting 

and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, which causes the particles 

to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get deposited on them. The particles 

then fed into the hopper at the bottom.

 Hoppers :-
These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper.

 Collecting Electrodes :-
These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with hooks 

at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in position by 

a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides. 

 Emitting Electrodes :-
These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four support 

insulators.

4.21. Turbine maintenance:-
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This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, condenser, 

cooling towers and Turbine.

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :-
The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 
pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the turbine 
has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and one is 
stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three degree 
centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow through 
these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is 

Fig25 : Turbine

 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :-
Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 
dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 
heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2.

 Condenser :-
Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from LPT 
get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The condenser water 
collects in hot well. 

 Turbine :-
Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 
pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with varying 
pressure. 

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :-
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The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 
temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 
reheat line. 

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :-

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is introduced 
into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT steam expands in 
both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet steam of IPT has a 
temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2.

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :-

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be done to 
generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. Thus LPT 
extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is sucked into 
condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The temperature is 
around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a pressure -0.9 kg/cm2. 

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 
mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam flows 
through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into mechanical 
energy. 

          Fig26 : conversion of heat energy to mechanical via steam
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Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine. 

4.22 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : -

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc. 

 Generators :-
Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo generator 

set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts mechanical energy 

to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of electricity is based on the 

principle of electromagnetic induction. 

 Main components of Generator :-
(i) Stator

(ii) Rotor

(iii) Stator frame

(iv) Stator core

(v) Stator winding

(vi) Rotor shaft

(vii) Rotor winding

 220KV Switch yard :-
The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. The 

power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV through 

a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it will be 

exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external diagram of the 

switch yard is as follows;

 The switch yard will have the following features :-
Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for sectionalisation. 

The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will be kept changed and 

available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem with its breaker. Thus 

by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be bypass breaker also to serve as 
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a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on to the bypass bus. The layout of 

switch yard is

Fig27 : Switch yard layout

4.23 ALTERNATOR  FAULTS:-

4.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:-

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator. 

They are.

 Stator winding faults

 Rotor winding faults

 Abnormal running conditions

4.23.1.1 STATOR WINDING FAULTS;

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings

The main types of stator winding faults are

1. phase-phase fault 

2. Phase to ground faults
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3. Inter turn faults

4.24 Generator protection:-

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the following

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars.

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc.

3. It is costly and an important equipment.

4.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS

 These are classified into three types 

    They are

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for synchronising 

the unit back to grid at the earliest.

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible.

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut down 

instantly.
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                                           UNIT-5

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS

5.1 Specifications of BFP:-
No. of stages : 6

Quantity of water : 350 T/hr.

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C

Net. Weight of pump : 5830 kg

Motor output : 4000 kW

Rated voltage : 6.6 kV

Current : 421 Amps

Speed : 1483 rpm

Frequency : 50 Hz

Power factor : 0.914

5.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):-
Pump (Q) : 28/ m/hr

H : 20/MCW

Motor capacity : 225 kW

Speed : 1489 RPM

Voltage : 6.6 KV

Current : 25.5 Amps 

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50 Hz

Type of connection :  (Star)

5.3 Fans ratings
5.3.1 PA fan motor details :-

Type : DAZO 15-44-4PT

Capacity : 1250 KW

Speed : 1483 RPM

Stator voltage : 6600 V
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Stator current : 132 A

Ambient temperature : 500 C

Type of connection :  (Star, star)

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50 HZ

Power factor : 0.88

Weight of motor : 7750 kg

Duty : continuous 

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :-

Type : DAZO-13-60-4PT

Capacity : 750 kW

Speed : 1487 RPM

Stator voltage : 6,600 V

Stator current : 86.3 A

Type of motor : squirrel cage motor

Weight of motor : 5,600 kg

Type of connection :  (star, star)

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50 Hz

Power factor : 0.875

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :-

Type : 1K120m63

Type of motor : Squirrel cage motor

Capacity : 1300 kW

Phase : 3-

Stator voltage : 6,600 V

Stator current : 140.5 A 

Frequency : 50 Hz

Speed : 740 RPM

Type of connection :  (Star, star)

Weight of motor : 13000 kg
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Duty : continuous

Anti Condensation Data:-

Voltage : 240 v DC or 1-C

Power : 0.6 KW

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :-
Main steam pressure : 150 kg/cm2

Main steam temperature : 5350C

Full load steam flow : 641 T/hr

No. of extractions : 6

No. of stages Hot : 1 x 25

IPT               : 2 x 20

LPT : 2 x 8

Weight of turbine : 480 tones

Frequency band : 37.5 to 51.5

Height : 661.4 mm

Overall length : 16.175 metres

Width : 10.6 metres

5.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR:
Rated data Turbo Main Pilot

And generator exciter exciter

Out puts

Apparent 247 KVA - 15KVA

Power (KVA)

Active power 500 MW 832 -

Current 9.054 KA 2600 A 4gA

Voltage 15.75 KV+ 320 v 220v+22v

787.5 v

Frequency 50Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz

Power factor 0.85 - -

Inner connection YY - -

Of stator winding
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H2 pressure 2 bar - -

Continuous

Permissible - -

Constant

UN balanced loan 8%

Rated field current 2080 A - -

For rated output

Rated field voltage 270 v

NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR

5.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:-
1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises.

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of persons.

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected area 

with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes.
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5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery.

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat source, 

direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials.

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space.
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UNIT-6
CONCLUSION

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the our collage. 

Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand experience. At Dr. 

NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also programming knowledge.

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience.

During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, CAM, 

EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of areas 

regarding power generation.
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ABSTRACT

Poweristhebasicnecessityfortheeconomicdevelopmentofacountry.

Theproductionofelectricalenergyandit’sper–capitaconsumptionisdeemed

asanindexofthestandardoflivinginanationinthepresentdaycivilization.

Maximum percentage of total power generation is obtained by

conventionalpowerplants.Ofthesesteam,diesel&gasturbinepowerplants

arehighspeedsystems&herealwaysthreephasealternatorsareonlyused.

Insuchalternators,insulationplaysavitalroleoftheseinsulationtypes,

resinpoorthermosettingtypesof(VPI)ofinsulationispreferred asitslife

periodisabove500years&asitspossesgoodmechanical,thermalproperties

&dielectricstrengthasthequantityofresin(theinsulatingmaterial)usedhere

isless,sotheoverallcostofinsulationisreduced.

Inourproject,wehaveadetailedstudyofthedesignandmanufacturingof

TURBOGENERATOR&itsperformanceisassessed.
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UNIT-1

ELECTRICALMACHINES

Machine acts as a generatorthatconverts mechanicalenergy into

electricalenergy.Themachine,whichactsasamotor,convertselectricalenergy

intomechanicalenergy

Thebasicprincipleofrotatingmachineremainsthesamei.e.

“FARADAY’SLAWSOFELECTROMAGNETICINDUCTION”.
Faraday’sfirstlaw statesthatwheneveraconductorcutsmagneticflux,

dynamicallyinducedEMFisproduced.ThisEMFcausesacurrentflow ifthe

circuitisclosed.

Faraday’ssecondlawstatesthatEMFinducedinitisproportionaltorate

ofchangeofflux.

e=-Ndφ/dt

EMFinducedwillopposeboththefluxandtherateofchangeofflux.

InthecaseofACgeneratorsthearmaturewindingactsasstatorandthe

fieldwindingactsasrotor.

Efficiencyofamachineisequaltotheratioofoutputtoinputη=Output/

input=Output/output+losses

Toincreasetheefficiencyofanymachinewemustdecreasethelosses,

butlossesareinevitable.Therearedifferenttypesoflossesthatoccurina

generator.

Theyarebroadlydividedinto2types

(1) Constantlosses

(a) Ironlosses
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(b) Frictionandwindagelosses(airfrictionlosses).

(2) Variablelosses

(a) Copperlosses

ElectricalmachinesareoftwotypesACmachines&DCmachines.AC

machines are divided into single-phase AC machines and polyphase AC

machines.

 3PhaseACmachinesaredividedinto

1.SYNCHRONOUSMACHINES:

SynchronousGenerators(or)Alternatorsarethoseinwhich

thespeedoftherotor andfluxareinsynchronism

2.ASYNCHRONOUSMACHINES:

Thesearethemachinesinwhichthefluxspeedandrotor

speedwillnotbethesame.

Ex:Inductionmotors.

InherentlyallthemachinesareACmachines.ACorDCdepends uponthe

flowofcurrentintheexternalcircuit.AnACgeneratorisbasicallyadevicefor

convertingmechanicalenergytoelectricalenergy.Thealternatormakesuseof

theexperimentfactthatifaconductorismovedthroughamagneticfieldan

e.m.fisinducedinit.Themagnitudefieldofthisinducede.m.fdependsupon

thelengthofconductoractuallyinthefield,thespeedoftherelativemotion

betweentheconductorandthemagneticfield,andthestrengthofthefield.The

directionofpolarityoftheinducede.m.fissuchthattheresultingcurrentflow

andthemagneticfieldaroundtheconductorproducedbyittendtoopposethe

motionwhichisproducingthee.m.f.

InACgeneratorthestatorholdsthearmaturewindingandrotorblocksup
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thefieldwinding.Inagenerator,thearmatureisstationary,thefieldisrotating.

Fortherotatingmagneticfield,theDCexcitationisnecessary.DCsupplytothe

rotorwindingofaTurbogeneratorisrequiredforvoltagegeneration.Thisis

knownasexcitation.Asthenamesuggests,whenthegeneratorgetsexcited,it

producesthevoltage.TheexcitationissuppliedusingaDCmachinecalled

exciter.Exciterisgenerallydrivenwiththesameshaft.

Synchronousgeneratorscanbeclassifiedintovarioustypesbasedonthe

medium usedforgeneration.

1.Turbo-AlternatorsSteam (or)Gas

2.Hydrogenerators

3.EnginedrivengeneratorsIn

everymachinetheyaretwoparts

(1)Fluxcarryingparts

(2)Loadcarryingparts

Inlargesynchronousmachinesthestatorhastheloadcarryingparts,

i.e.armatureandtherotorhasthefluxcarryingpartsi.e.;fieldwinding.Iron

lossesarealsocalledmagneticlossesandcorelosses.Theyarebroadly

dividedinto

(1)Hysteresislosses

(2)Eddycurrentlosses

Theselossesoccurinthestatorcore.

Copperlossesoccurinbothstatorandrotorwinding.

Thegeneralefficiencyofasynchronousgeneratoris95-98%
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UNIT-2

MAINPARTSOFSYNCHRONOUSGENERATOR

Fig1:Structureofsynchronousgenerator

2.1STATOR:

Fig2:Stator
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2.1.1STATORFRAME:

Thestatorframeishorizontallysplittypeand welded

constructionandsupportsthelaminationcoreandthewinding.Boththeairduct

piecesandweldedradialribsprovideforrigidlytothestatorframe.

Twothingsareprovidedtothestatorframetosupportthestatoron

thefoundation.Thestatorfirmlyfixedto thefoundationplateswithabolt

throughthefeet.

2.1.2STATORWINDING:

The statorwinding is a fractionalpitch two layertype,

consistingofindividualbars.Thebarsarelocatedinslotsofrectangularcross

sectionwhichareuniformlydistributedonthecircumferenceofthestatorcore.

Inorderto minimizelosses,thebarsarecomparedto separatelyinsulated

strandswhichareexposedto360.degreestransposing.

Tominimizethestatorlossesinthewinding,thestrandsofthetopandbottom

barsareseparatelybrazedandinsulatedfrom eachother.

2.1.3STATORCORE:

Thestatorcoreismadeupofstackedinsulationelectricalsheet

steellaminationwithalow lossindexandsuspendedinthestatorframefrom

insulated rectangularguide bars.Axialcompression ofthe statorcore is

obtainedbyclampingfingers,pressureplatesandnonmagneticclampingbolts,

whichareregulated from thecore.Theclamping fingerensuresauniform

clampingpressure,especiallywithintherangeoftheteethandprovidesfor

uniform intensivecoolingofstatorcoreends.

Thevariouslossesinthegeneratorarebroadlyclassifiedasbelow:

1.Ironlosses/Corelosses/Magneticlosses/Constantlosses

i)Hysteresis losses
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ii)EddyCurrentlosses.

2.Copperlosses/IVRlosses/windinglosses.

3.Mechanicallosses/Friction&windagelosses.

● Thepurposeofthestatorcoreistwoways:

1.Supportthewinding

2.Carriestheflux

So,theselectionofmaterialforbuildingupthecoreplaysavitalrole.Thelosses

i.e.;magneticlossesaremainlytwotypes.

1.HysteresisLosses:Duetotheresidualmagnetism inthematerial

2.EddyCurrentLosses:DuetotheEMFproducedinthecoreofthestator.In

ordertominimizetheHysteresislossessiliconalloyedsteelsheetsare

usedforbuildingupthecore.

Thesheetshasthefollowingcomposition,

Steel -95.5%

Silicon -4%

Impurities -0.2%

Thesheetsare4%SiliconAlloyedCOLDROLLEDNON-GRAINORIENTED

SHEETS(CRNGO).ToreducetheEddyCurrentLosses,thecoreisbuiltupof

0.5mm thicknesslaminations,whichareinsulatedfrom eachother.Thesheets

areinsulatedbyCLASS-Btypeofvarnish.

2.1.4LAMINATIONPREPARATION:

Thecoreisbuiltupof6sectors,eachof60ºCcutaccordinglyto

thespecifications.Thecutsteelispunchedforslotsanddeburredupto5

micron.
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Dependingonthetemperaturewithstandabilityofthemachinethelaminations

areinsulatedbyvarnish.TheinsulationusedisALKYDPHENOLICVARNISHdried

atsuitabletemperature.Thelaminationsheetsarepassedthroughaconveyor,

whichhasanarrangementtosprinklethevarnish,andacoatofvarnishis

obtained.Thesheetsaredriedbyaseriesofheatersatatemperatureofaround

300º-400ºC.Twocoatingsofvarnishareprovidedintheabovemanner.The

thicknessofvarnishshouldbe8-10micronswhenmeasuredbyaminitester.

Each lamination should be dried foraround 90secatconstantspeed.The

preparedlaminationsarepassedforvarioustests.

i) Xyloltest-forpropercoatofvarnishthistestismade.WhenXylem is
appliedfor1min,varnishshouldnotdissolve.

ii) Mandreltest-whenwoundaroundmandrelthereshouldbenocracks.

iii)Viscositytest-itshouldbe40-45cp.

iv)IRvaluetest-for20layerstheinsulationresistanceshouldhaveaminimum
valueof1MegaOhm at23kg/cm2pressure.

v) Hardnesstest–minimum 7Hpencilhardness,thecoatingshouldnotbe
removedwhenscratchedwitha7Hpencil.

vi) Uniform test–coatingshouldbedoneuniformly.

2.1.5COREASSEMBLY:

1.Trialcoreassembly:

Threepacketsareassembledontheclampingplateandall

relevant checksarecarriedout.Criticalchecksareinsidediameterofthe
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core,finalinspectiondriftpassagethroughtheslot.Afterfulfillingtheentire

aboverequirementthepacketsaredisassembled.

2.Regularcoreassembly:

Thepacketsassemblyiscarriedoutasperdrawingrequirementthe

segmentsarestaggeredfrom layertolayersothatacoreofhighmechanical

strengthand uniform permeabilityto magneticfluxisobtained.Stacking

mandrelsandboltsareinsertedintothewindingslotsboresduringstacking

toprovidesmoothslotwalls.Thelengthofeachpacketoflaminationsshould

beasperthedesign.Betweeneachpacketventilationlaminationsheetsare

assembledwhosethicknessis0.65mm andonwhich“I”beamsarespot-

welded.Thisprovidestheventilationinradialdirections

3.Normalpacketsassembly:

Theaboveprocessisrepeatedupto800mm afterattaining800mm

firstpressingiscarriedoutasperdrawingrequirement.Aftercompletionofthe

coreassemblycorelengthsarecheckedin8to12locationseitherinclockwise

oranti-clockwisedirectionifanyvariationinthecorelengthsisbeingnoticedto

replenishthecoreheightinsubsequentfinalcoreassembly.Aftercompletion

ofcoreassemblyclampingplateisassembled.Allthecorelengthsarechecked

aroundtheouter&innerdiameterclockwiseasperthedrawingrequirements.

Sounderfinalpressuretensionboltsareassembledandthecoreboltsare

tightenedwiththespecifiedtorque.Theclampingboltsrunningthroughthe

corearemadeofnon-magneticsteelandareinsulatedfrom thecoreandthe

pressure
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plates.Thepressureistransmittedfrom thepressureplatestothecoreby

clampingfingers.Theclampingfingersextendeduptotheendsofteeth,thus

ensuringafirm compressionintheareaoftheteeth.

Now thefirstringisweldedonbothsidesunderpressuresimilarlythe

subsequentringsarealsowelded.Thetotalverticalcoreisshiftedhorizontally

ontheexcitersideandagainwindingbracketsareassembledandcheckedfor

90°casperthedrawingrequirements.Aftercompletionofcleaningthetotal

statorin allrespects like filling lamination projections,sharp corners and

interruptionofforeignmatter.Thenthestatorissubjectedtoacorefluxtestto

detecthotspots.

2.1.6CONDUCTORCONSTRUCTION:

Coppercoilsarereceivedandexaminedforphysicalandelectrical

propertiesinaccordancetothespecification.Theconductorsarecutinto

requiresizeasperdrawingrequirement;thisoperationiscalled“CONDUCTOR

CUTTING”.

●ROEBELTRANSPORTATION:

The strips are staggered and are bentforRoebeltransposition.The

individualbarsaretransposedto360°c,equalizetheinducedEMFinallstrands,

tominimizethecirculatingcurrentsandtoreducetheskineffectanditgivesa

goodrigiditytothebars.

Afterliningbothbottom dyeandtopdyeconductorsarepressedand

checked asperthedrawingrequirementandcentertocenterlengthisbeen

checked,firstandsecondbundleareassembledtogethertoform asingle
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bundleandthenaninsulationsheetiskeptinbetweentwobarsandtheyarejoined

togethertoform asinglebar.

●PUTTYWORK:

Eachindividualbarconsistingofunevensurfaceandwidthspacearefilled

withnomexandtrivaltherom Micafleeceisplacedonboththesurfacesand

furthertapingisdonebyPTFEtape(PolytetraFluoroEthylene)andaresubjected

forfurtherprocessing.

● STACKCONSOLIDATION:

Thebarsaresubjectedtoahorizontalandverticalpressureof150kgs/cm

squareatatemperatureof150deg.cforthedurationof2to3hours.Passing

gaugeslikenogogaugesandgogaugesandlamptestisconductedforinter

stripandinterhalfshorts.

●FIRST&SECONDBENDOPERATION:

Bendingoperationisdoneonabending table.Firstandsecondbendis

carriedoutandtoachievetheoverhang,thirdbendformationthecoilislaid

onuniversalformer.Rotopaxandharderisappliedalongwithnomaxin

betweentwohalvesoftheoverhangportionandhenceconsolidationiscarried

outbykeepingheatingclamps.

●CLEANINGANDPREPARATIONOFBARS:

Barsarecleanedandtestedforinterstripandinterhalfshortsandsubjectedfor

finaltapping.

2.1.7FINALTAPPING:

Tappingiscarriedoutonthebarsbytwoways,theyare:-

1.Manualtapping

2.Machinetapping
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Resin richandResinpoorinsulatingmaterialsarecharacterizedbythe

contactoftheEpoxyResin.IntheResinrichsystem thecontentofEpoxy

Resinis40%intapesoitisnamedasRESINRICHSYSTEM,andintheResin

poorsystem thecontentofResinis8%intapesonamedasRESINPOOR

SYSTEM.

(a)RESINPOORTAPPING:

Resinpoormicatapeisusedforresinpoorbars;thefirstlayeriscarriedoutby

spreadingthecopperfoils.Then6x1/2overlappinglayersofresinpoortapeis

wrapped.Throughoutthelengthofthebarincluding3rdbendi.e.and2x1/2

overlappinglayersofresinpoortapeiscarriedoutonlyinstraightportionone

layerofsplitmicaiswarpedbyspreadingocpatbottom suchthattheirmustnot

beanyoverlapbetweensplitmicatapeultimatelyOCPiswrappedinthestraight

portionECPiswrappedfrom theendofthestraightpartuptooverhangsecond

bend.Startingfrom straightportionupto3rdbend,hypersealtapeiswrappedon

bothsidesandsentforstatorwinding.ICP-(Innercoronaprotection)

● AlsoCalledInnerpotentialgradingonthestackofthebarstoavoid

innercoronadischarges

● Tooptimizeinsulationthey’rebyvoltagestressgrading.

● Providedwithconductivefleecetapewithacopperstrip.

OCP-(outercoronaprotection)

● Ontheoutersurfaceoftheinsulatedstarterbars.

● Conductivefleecetape.

● Toprovideaneffectivepathforoutercoronadischarges.
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ECP-(endcoronaprotection)

● Semiconductivetapesonbothendsofthestraightpartofthebars.

● Todampenthevoltagesurgesthroughadditionalsurfacecapacitance

(b)RESINRICHTAPPING:

AlltheoperationsrelevanttoResinPoorTapingarecommonuptooverhang

consolidation;onlyfinaltappingisdifferent.Inaresinrichsystem i.e.12x1/2

overlappingofresinrichtapeiswrappedovertheresinrichbarandsubjectedfor

finalbakingoperation.Thebarisheatedupto90°cforthedurationof60

minutes.ThisstageisknownasGELFORMATIONandagainthebarisheatedto

110°cwithinthespanof30minutes.Duringthistimethebaristightenedfrom

thecentertowardsthebendportiononbothsides.Thisstageisknownasliquid

formationfrom 90°cto110°c,15%ofresinisoozedoutandremainingresinis

consolidatedforadurationof3hoursatatemperatureof160°candallowedfor

naturalcooling. Instraightportion

k8880conductivecoatingiscarriedoutandinbendportionsemiconductive

coatingiscarriedout. Redgelpaintiscarried

outinboththeoverhangportions.Thisprocessisrepeatedforeachindividual

barforthetotalnumberofbarsrequired.AnHVandtandeltatestiscarriedout

foreachbar.

STATORWINDING:

The three-phase statorwinding is a fractionalpitch two-layertype

consistingofindividualbars;eachstatorslotaccommodatestwobars.

Itisadoublelayerlapwindingwith60ophasespreadfractional
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Windingsareusedtoreducehigherorderharmonicsandpitchofthewindingis

soSelectedthat5thand7thharmonicsaregreaterreduced.

Theslotbottom barsandtopbarsaredisplacedfrom eachotherbyonewinding

pitchandconnectedattheirendstoform coilgroups.Thecoilgroupsare

connected togetherwith phase connectors inside the statorframe.This

arrangementandshapeofthebarsresultsinaconeshapedwindinghaving

particularlyfavorablecharacteristicsbothinrespectofitselectricalproperties

andresistanceofonlyoneturninsulationandmaininsulationidentical.

Statorcorereceivedafterthecoreassemblyischeckedforthe

availabilityofforeignmatter,socoilprojectionsarecheckedineachslot.

HGLdriftispassedineachandeveryslottodetectbottom coreprojections.

Windingholdersareadoptedandbindingringsareassembledonbothsides.The

HGLbindingringsarecenteredtothecoreandthenbottom barsarelaid.Each

barispressedwithapressingfixturetoobtainspecifieddimensions.Byadopting

thisaboveproceduretheentirebottom barsarelaidinrespectiveslots.After

completingthebottom barlayerreinforcingtheoverhangportionbytyingwitha

nippingglasssleeve.

Temporarywedging iscarried out,HV testing isdoneand then

stiffenersareassembled.Topbarsarelaidbypressingeachbarwithapressing

fixtureandallthebarsarelaidinrespectiveslots.Inbetweentopandbottom

barsHGLspacersarekept.Andthentopbarsaretested.

Individualeyejointingandbracingiscarriedout.Thenaftereyes

jointingindividualeyesareinsulatedwithfinemicatape.Aftercompletionof

eyesjointingconnectorringsareassembled&connectedasperdrawing
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andthreeneutralandthreephaseterminalsareterminatedout.OnceagainHV

testiscarriedoutbeforesendingthestatortoimpregnation.

● CONNECTIONOFBARS:

Brazing makes the electricalconnection between the top and

bottom bars.Onetopbarstrandeachisbrazedtoonestrandoftheassociated

bottom barsothatthebeginningofeachstrandisconnectedwithouthavingany

electricalcontactwith the remaining strands.This connection offers the

advantagethatcirculatingcurrentlossesInthestatorbarsarekeptsmall.The

strandsareinsulatedfrom eachotheratthebrazedjoints.Thecoilsconnected

arewrappedwithdrymica/glassfabrictapeshalfoverlapped.Thethicknessof

thewrapperdependsonthemachinevoltage.Thegapsbetweentheindividual

coilcommendationsbeingsufficientlylarge,noadditionalinsulationisrequired.

● PHASECONNECTORS:

Thephaseconnectorsconsistofflatcoppersections,thecross

sectionofwhichresultsinalowspecificcurrentloading.Theconnectionstothe

statorwindingareofrivetedandsolderedtapeandarelikewisewrappedwithdry

mica/glassfabrictapes.

Thephaseconnectorsarefirmlymountedonthewindingsupportusing

clampingpiecesandglassfabrictapes.

2.1.8TERMINALBUSHINGS:

1.ARRANGEMENTOFTERMINALBUSHINGS
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Thebeginningandendsofthethreephasewindingsarebroughtoutfrom

thestatorframethroughbushings,whichprovidesforhighvoltageinsulation.

Thebushingsareboltedtothestatorframeattheexciterendbytheirmounting

flanges.Bushingtypecurrenttransformersformeteringandrelatingmaybe

countedontheBushingscourtsidethestatorframe.Thegeneratormainleads

areconnectedtotheterminalconnectorsoutsidethestatorframe.

2.CONSTRUCTIONOFTERMINALBUSHINGS:

The bushing conductor consists of high conductivity copper buses.All

connectionflangesaresilver-platedtominimizethecontactresistancesofthe

boltedconnections.Thesupportinginsulatorofglasssilkclothisimpregnated

withepoxyresin.Thecopperbusesareattachedtotheinsulatoronlyatoneend

andarethusfreetoexpand.Flexibleconnectorsallow forthermalexpansion

betweentheterminalbushingandthephaseconnectors.Topreventeddycurrent

lossesandinadmissibleoverheating,themountingflangeismadeofglasssilk

clothaswell.

3.COOLINGOFTERMINALBUSHINGS:

Todissipatetheheattheterminalbushingsaredirectlycooledwithcoldair.

Coldairfrom thedischargeendofthefanispressedintotheinsulator.

Thehotairisreturnedtothesuctionintakeofthefanviathepassagebetween

thetwocopperbushes.
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2.2 ROTOR

Fig3:Rotor

2.2.1ROTORSHAFT:

Rotorshaftisasinglepiecesolidforgingmanufacturedfrom a

vacuum casting.Slotsforinsertionoffieldwindingaremilledintotherotorbody.

Thelongitudinalslotsaredistributedoverthecircumference.Sothatsolidpoles

areobtained.Toensurethatonlyhighqualityforgingsareused,strengthening

tests,materialanalysisandultrasonictestsareperformedduringmanufactureof

therotor.Aftercompletion,therotorisbasedinvariousplanesatdifferent

speedsandthensubjectedtoanoverspeedtestat120%ofratedspeedfortwo

minutes.

2.2.2ROTORWINDINGANDRETAININGRINGS:

Therotorwindingconsistsofseveralcoils,whichareinserted

intotheslotsandseriesconnectedsuchthattwocoilsgroupsfrom onepole.

Eachcoilconsistsofseveralconnectedturns,eachofwhichconsistsoftwohalf

turnswhichareconnectedbybrazingintheendsection.Theindividualturnsof

thecoilsareinsulatedagainsteachother,thelayerinsulationL-shapedstripsof

laminationepoxyglassfiberwithnomexfillerareused
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forslotinsulation.Theslotwedgesaremadeofhighelectricalconductivity

materialandthusactasdamperwinding.Attheirendstheslotwedgesareshort

circuitedthroughtherotorbody.

Thecentrifugalforcesoftherotorend windingarecontainedbya

singlepieceofnonmagnetichighstrengthsteelinordertoreducestraylosses,

eachretainingringwithitsshrinksfittedinsertringisshrunkintotherotorbody

inanoverhangposition.Theretainingringsaresecuredintheaxialpositionbya

snapring.

2.2.3.FIELDCONNECTIONANDMULTICONTACTS:

Thefieldcurrentissuppliedtotherotorthroughamulticontact

system arrangedattheexcitersideshaftend.

The rotor shaft is forged from a vacuum degassed steel

ingot.Comprehensivetestensuresadherencetothespecifiedmechanicaland

magneticpropertiesaswellasahomogeneousforging.

Therotorconsistsofanelectricallyactiveportionandtwoshaftsends.An

integrallyforgedflangecouplingtoconnecttherotortotheturbineislocated

outboardofthebearing.

Approximately 60% of the rotor circumference is provided with

longitudinallyslots,whichholdthefieldwindingsslotpitchisselectedsothatthe

twosolidpolesaredisplayedby180degrees.

Duetothenon-uniform slotdistributiononthecircumference,different

momentsofinertiaareobtainedinthemainaxisoftherotor.Thisinturncauses

varying shaftdeflections attwice the system frequency.To reduce these

vibrationsthedeflectionsinthedirectionofthepolesaxisandneutralaxesare

equalizedbythetransverseslottingofthepoles.
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Therotorteethattheendsoftherotorbodyareprovidedwithaxialand

radialholesenablingthecoolingairtobedischargedintotheairgapafter

intensivecoolingoftheendwindings.

2.2.4RotorwindingsConstruction:

Thefieldwindingconsistsofseveralseriesconnectedcoilsinserted

intothelongitudinalslotsoftherotorbody;thecoilsarewoundsothattwopoles

areobtained.

Thesolidconductorshavearectangularcross-sectionandareprovided

withaxialslotsforradialdischargeofthecoolinggas.Allconductorshave

identicalcopperandcoolingductcross-section.

Theindividualconductorsarebenttoobtainhalfafterinsertionintorotor

slots.Theseturnsarecombinedfrom fullturns;theseriesconnectedturnsof

one slotconstitute one coil;the individualcoils ofthe rotorwinding are

electricallyseriesconnectedsothatonenorthandonesouthmagneticpoleare

obtained.

2.2.5VENTILATIONCONSUME&90°BENDING:

Firsttheconductorsarecheckedfortheirqualityandventilation

holesarepunchedandtheyarecheckedforburr.Thenedgewisebendingis

made.Theconductorsarebentmorethan90osothatitwillsustainspringback

effect.Debuggingventilationslotsbyrelevanttools.

2.2.6ANNEALING:

Thentheconductorsareheatedandpressedatthebendingsothatthecross

sectionoftheconductorswillbemaintainedequalthroughout.Thisprocessis

calledannealing.
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2.2.7DOVETAILPUNCHINGWINDOW DIMENSION:

Asmallportionnearthebendisremovedsothatitdoesnotcauseany

damagetotheinsulationtroughwhilelyingintheslots.Thisprocessiscalled

relieffiling.Thendovetailpunchingismadewhichprovidesagoodbrazing

processwhentwoconductorsarejoined.Windowdimensionsfortheconductors

arechecked.Thedimension ofthewindow decreasesfrom top to bottom

conductors.

●CLEANING:

Thentheconductorsarecleanedwiththinner(acetone)andthenair-dryvarnish

isapplied.Thenkeepingtheconductorsonadummyrotormakesradialbending.

Fortheconductorsawayfrom thepolesprebrazingisdone.

2.2.8CONDUCTORMATERIAL:

Theconductorsaremadewithsilvercontentofapproximately0.1%ascompared

totheelectrolyticcopper;silveralloyedcopperfeatureshighstrengthproperties

athightemperaturessothatcoildeformationsduetothermalstressesare

eliminated.

Insulation:Theinsulationbetweentheindividualtermsismadeofalayerof

glassfiberlaminatewithnumexfiller.

Characteristicsofcoppertobeusedare:

Density 8900kg/m3

Meltingpoint 1083

Thermalconductivityw/m-oc 350

Coefficientofthermalexpansionat20oc/oc 16.7x10-6

Resistivity ohm -m 0.01724x10-5

Resistancetemperaturecoefficientat20oc,-1oc 0.00393
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Specificheat J/kgc 390

● Arrangementsofinsulationinlayingofcopperintheslots:

1.Turninsulationofglassoflexinstraightpart.

2.Turntheinsulationofglassoflexinoverhangbeforebend.

3.Turninsulationofglassoflexatbends.

4.Turntheinsulationofglassoflexinoverhangafterbend.

5.ShellacvarnishP-80.

6.Insulatingtroughs.

Theconnectionsforthecoilsonboththepoleswillbeasfollows:

Pole1 TS pole2

(+) (-)

2.2.9Locationofpartsinrotor winding:

Rotorslotwedges:

ES
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Toprotectthewindingagainsttheeffectsofthecentrifugalforcethe

windingisfirmlysecuredintheslotswithwedges.Theyaremadefrom analloy

featuringhighstrengthandgoodelectricalconductivityandarealsoasdamper

windingbarstheslotwedgesextendbelowtheshrinkseatsoftheretainingrings

theringactsasshortcircuitinthedamperwindings.

Endwingingspacing:

Thespacesbetweentheindividualcoilsinendwindingsarefilledwith

insulatingmembers;theinsulatingmemberspreventcoilmovementsandare

usedforintensivecoolingoftherotorendwindings.

Rotorretainingrings:

Therotorretainingringsbalancethecentrifugalforceduetotheend

windings.Oneendofeachringisshrunkontherotorbodywhiletheotherendof

theringoverhangstheendwindingwithoutcontactingtheshaft;thisensuresan

unobstructedshaftdirectionoftheendwinding.

Theshrunkonthehubatthefreeendoftheretainingringservesto

reinforcetheretainingringandsecurestheendwindingintheaxialdirectionat

thesametime.Asnapringisprovidedforadditionalagainstaxialdisplacement

oftheretainingring.Toreducethestraylossesandhavehighstrengththerings

aremadeupofnon-magneticcoldworkedmaterials.Comprehensivetestssuch

asultrasonicexaminationsandliquidpenetrantexaminationensureadherence

to thespecified mechanicalpropertiesoftheretaining ring shrink-fitareas.

Theseactasshortcircuitringstotheinducedcurrentsinthedampersystem to

ensurelowcontactresistancetheshrinkseatsoftheretainingringsarecoated

withnickelaluminum andsilverbyathreestepsprayingprocess.
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Fieldconnections:

Thefieldconnectionsprovideelectricalconnectionsbetweentherotorwinding

brushlessexciters.

Terminallug:

Theterminallugofacopperconductorofrectangularcross-sectiononeendof

theterminallugisbracedtotherotorwindingwhiletheotherendisscrewedto

theradialbolt.

Radialbolt:

Thefieldcurrentleadlocatedintheshaftboreisconnectedtotheterminallugat

theendwindingthrougharadialbolt.Theradialboltismadefrom steeland

screwedintothefieldcurrentleadintheshaftbefore.

Fieldcurrentleadinshaftbore:

Theleadsarerunintheaxialdirectionsfrom theradialbolttotheendoftherotor.

Theyconsistoftwosemicircularconductorsinsulatedfrom eachotherbyan

intermediateplateandfrom theshaftbyatube.

Rotorfan:

Thegeneratorcoolingairiscirculatedbytwoaxialfanslocatedontheshaftat

bothendstwoaugmentthecoolingortherotorwindingthepressureestablished

bythefanworksinconjunctionwiththeairexpelledfrom thedischargealongthe

rotor.Themovingbladesofthefanhavethreadedrootsforbeingscrewedinto

therotorshaftthebladesaredropped forged from analuminum alloythe

threadedrootfasteningpermitsthebladeangletobeadjustedeachbladeis

securedatitsrootwithathreadedpin.

●BALANCING:
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Aftertherotorismanufactured,therotorisbalanced.Itisdesiredthat
everyrotorshouldrunsmoothlyinitsbearings.Inordertoachieveittherotor
should be balanced before assembling.The largerthe rotorthe more the
balancingisrequired.Balancingofrotoriscarriedoutintwosteps

1.Staticbalancing

2.Dynamicbalancing

● Staticbalancing:

Instaticbalancing,therotorisputontwoplainrails.Railsreplacethe

shaftatthebearingends.Therailsshouldbeperfectlyhorizontalaspossible.

Therotorshouldbeinpositiontoswingontheserailswithoutfriction.Thenthe

eccentricforceisbalanced.Thisstaticbalancingisonlyusefultobringthe

centerofgravityveryneartotheaxisoftheshaftbutforexactbalancing

dynamicbalancingisneeded.

● Dynamicbalancing:

Ithelpstofindnotonlyforcedbutalsotorquesontheshaftwhen

themachineruns.Thismethodofbalancinghelpstobalancethedeviationofthe

axisofcenterofgravityfrom theaxisofrotation.Rotationisessentialfor

dynamicbalancing.Turbogeneratorsaregenerallydynamicallybalancedunder

rotorhotconditions.Theweightsoneithersideoftheaxisoftherotorare

determined.Thecentrifugalforceonthebearingsismeasuredandweightson

eithersideoftheaxisoftherotorarenotthesamethenthedifferenceof

weightsareaddedtotherequiredsideoftheaxis.Inthisway,therotoris

balanced.

Forobtainingthemostaccuratebalancing,itistobecarriedoutinthepresence

ofvacuum.

2.3BEARINGS
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The generatorrotoris supported in two sleeve bearings.To

eliminateshaftcurrenttheexciterandbearingisinsulatedfrom foundationplate

andoilpiping.

ThetemperatureofeachbearingismaintainedwithtwoRTD’s

(ResistanceTemperatureDetector)embeddedinthelowerbearingsleevesothat

the ensuring pointis located directlybelow the Babbitt.Allbearings have

provisionsforfittingvibrationpickuptomonitorshaftvibrations.

Theoilsupplyofbearingsisobtainedfrom theturbineoilsystem.

2.4EXCITATIONSYSTEM:

Fig4:ExcitationSystem

In allindustrialapplications,the electricalpower demand is ever

increasing.This automatically demands forthe design,developmentand

construction ofincreasingly large capacity Synchronous generators.These

generatorsshouldbehighlyreliableinoperationtomeetthedemand.Thiscalls

forareliableandsophisticatedmodeofexcitationsystem.
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Whenthefirsta.cgeneratorswereintroducinganaturalchoiceforthe

supplyoffieldsystemswastheDCexciter.DCexciterhasthecapabilityfor

equalvoltageoutputofeitherpolarity,whichhelpsinimprovingthegenerator

transientperformance.DC exciters,however,couldnotbeadoptedforlarge

ratingsbecauseoftheproblemsinthedesigncommutatorandbrushgear,which

iseconomicallyunattractive.Of–course,theproblemsarenotuncommonin

powerstationsbutOftheenvironmentwithsulphurvapours,acidicfumesasin

thecasesofpetrochemicalandfertilizerindustries,exposureofDCexciter.This

addstotheproblem ofdesign.

Typesofa.cexcitersare:

(1)Highfrequencyexcitation

(2)Brushlessexcitation

(3)Staticexcitation

ThehighfrequencyD.C exciterisaspeciallydesigned“inductortype

alternator”with no winding on its rotor.Itis designed to operate athigh

frequencytoreducethesizeoftherotor;thea.cexciterwasveryreliablein

operation.Though thissystem eliminatesallproblemsassociated with the

commutator,itisnotfreefrom problemsattributabletoslipringsanditsbrush

gear.Thusabrushlessexcitationsystem wasintroduced.

TheBLexciterconsistsoffieldwindingonthestator.Thissystem

provedtobehighlyreliableandrequiredlessmaintenance.Absenceofpower

cablesandexternalacpowersuppliesmalesthesystem extremelyreliable.The

problem associatedwithbrusheslikefastwearoutofbrush,sparklingetc,are

eliminated.
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Thissuffersfrom thedisadvantageoflackoffacilityforfield

suppressioninthecaseofaninternalfaultinthegenerator.

Thesystem comprisesashaftdrivenACexciterwithrotatingdiodes.

2.4.1PERMANENTMAGNETGENERATORANDAVR:

Thissystem ishighlyreliablewithleastmaintenanceandisideally

suitableforgasdrivengenerators.

The static excitation system was developed contemporarily as an

alternativetoabrushlessexcitationsystem.Thissystem wassuccessfully

adaptedtomedium andlargecapacityTurbogenerators.Thoughthesystem

offersverygoodtransientperformance,theproblemsassociatedwithsliprings

andbrushgearsystemsarestillpresent.

Thissystem consistsofarectifiertransformer,thyristorconverters,field

breakerandAVR.Thissystem isideallysuitablewherefastresponseiscalledfor.

Thesystem isflexibleinoperationandneedsverylittlemaintenance.

Thus,eachexcitationsystem hasitsownadvantagesanddisadvantages.

Theselectionofthesystem isinfluencedbythetransientresponserequired,

natureofpollutionandpollutionlevelinthepowerplantandcostofequipment.

Excitersarethosecomponents,whichareusedforgivinghighvoltagetothe

generatorduringthestartupconditions.Themainpartsthatareincludedinthe

exciterassemblyare:

(1)Rectifierwheels

(2)Threephasemainexciter
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(3)Threephasepilotexciter

(4)Meteringandsupervisoryequipment

●RECTIFIERWHEELS:

ThemaincomponentsoftherectifierwheelsareSiliconDiodes,whichare

arrangedintherectifierwheelsinathree-phasebridgecircuit.Theinternal

arrangementofdiodes is such thatthe contactpressure is increased by

centrifugalforceduringrotation.

Therearesomeadditionalcomponentscontainedintherectifiedwheels.

Onediodeeachismountedineachlightmetalheatsinkandthenconnectedin

parallel.For the suppression of momentary voltage peaks arising from

commutation,RCblocksareprovidedineachbridgeinparallelwithonesetof

diodes.Theringsfrom thepositiveshrunkontotheshaft.Thismakesthecircuit

connectionsminimum andensuresaccessibilityofalltheelements.

●THREEPHASEPILOTEXCITER:

Thethreephasepilotexciterisasix-polerevolvingfieldunit;the

frameaccommodatesthelaminatedcorewiththethree-phasewinding.Therotor

consistsofahubwithpolesmountedonit.Eachpoleconsistsofseparate

permanentmagnets,whicharehousedinnon-metallicenclosures.Themagnets

areplacedbetweenthehubandtheexternalpoleshoewithbolts.Therotorhub

isshrunkontothefreeshaftend.

●THREEPHASEMAINEXCITER:
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Threephasemainexciterisasix-polearmatureunit,thepolesare

arrangedintheframewiththefieldanddamperwinding.Thefieldwindingis

arrangedonlaminatedmagneticpoles.Atthepoleshoe,barsareprovidedwhich

areconnectedtoform adamperwinding.

Therotorconsistsofstackedlamination.Whicharecompressedthrough

boltsovercompressionrings.Thethree-phasewindingisinsertedintheslotsof

thelaminatedrotor.Thewindingconductorsaretransposedwithinthecore

lengthandendturnsoftherotorwindingsaresecurewiththesteelbands.The

connectionsaremadeon thesidefacing oftherectifierwheels.Afterfull

impregnationwiththesyntheticresinandcuring,thecompleterotorisshrunkon

totheshaft.

2.4.2AUTOMATICVOLTAGEREGULATOR:

Thegeneralautomaticvoltageregulatorisfastworkingsolidthyristor

controlledequipment.Ithastwochannels,oneisanautochannelandtheother

ismanual.Theautochannelisusedforthevoltageregulationandmanual

channel.

Isusedforthecurrentregulation.Eachchannelwillhaveit’sownfiring

forreliableoperation.

ThemainfeaturesofAVRare:

(5)Ithasanautomaticcircuittocontroloutputsofautochanneland

manualchanneland reduces disturbances at the generator

terminalsduringtransferfrom autoregulationtomanualregulation.
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(6)Itisalsohavinglimitersforthestatorcurrentfortheoptimum

utilization oflagging and leading reactive capabilities ofturbo

generators.

(7)Therewillbeautomatictransferfrom autoregulationtomanual

regulationincasedomeasuringPTfusefailureorsome internal

faultsintheautochannel.

(8)Thegeneratorvoltageinbothchannelsthatisintheautochannel

andthemanualchannelcanbecontrolledautomatically.

Fig5:AVR

2.5COOLINGSYSTEM:

Cooling is one ofthe basic requirements ofanygenerator.The

effectiveworkingofgeneratorsconsiderablydependsonthecoolingsystem.

Theinsulationusedandcoolingemployedisinter-related.Thelossesinthe
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generatordissipatesastheheat,itraisesthetemperatureofthegenerator.Due

tohightemperature,theinsulationwillbeaffectedgreatly.Sotheheatdeveloped

shouldbecooledtoavoidexcessivetemperatureraise.Sotheclassofinsulation

useddependsmainlyonthecoolingsystem installed.

Therearevariousmethodsofcooling,theyare:

a.Aircooling-60MW

b.Hydrogencooling-100MW

c.Watercooling–500MW

d.H2&Watercooling–1000MW

HydrogencoolinghasthefollowingadvantagesoverAir-cooling:

1.Hydrogenhas7timesmoreheatdissipatingcapacity.

2.Higherspecificheat

3.Since Hydrogen is 1/14th of air weight. It has higher

compressibility

4.Itdoesnotsupportcombustion.

DISADVANTAGES:

1.Itisanexplosivewhenmixedwithoxygen.

2.Costofrunningishigher.

Highercapacitygeneratorsneedbettercoolingsystems.

Thetwo-polegeneratorusesdirectcoolingfortherotorwindingand

indirectair-coolingforthestatorwinding.Thelossesintheremaininggenerator

components,suchasironlosses,windagelosses,andstraylossesarealso

dissipatedthroughair.

Theheatlossesarisinginthegeneratorinterioraredissipatedthroughair.

Directcoolingoftherotoressentiallyeliminateshotspotsand
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differentialtemperaturesbetweenadjacentcomponents,whichcouldresultin

mechanicalstresses,particularlytothecopperconductors,insulationandrotor

body.Indirectair-coolingisusedforstatorwinding.

Axial-flowfansarrangedontherotordrawthecoolingairfortheaxial-flow

ventilated generatorvia.Lateralopenings in the statorhousing.Hotairis

dischargedvia.Threeflowpathsaftereachfan.

Fig6:CoolingSystem

FLOW PATH1:itisdirectedintotherotorendwindingsspaceandcoolsthe

rotorwindings,partofthecoolingairflowspasttheindividualcoilsforcooling

therotorendwindingsspaceviaboresintherotorteethattheendoftherotor

body.Theotherportionofthecoolingairflow isdirectedfrom therotorend

windingspaceintotheslot-bottom ductsfrom whereitisdischargedintotheair

gapvia.Alargenumberofradialventilatingslotsin
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thecoilsandboresintherotorwedgesalongthesepathstheheatofrotor

windingisdirectlytransferredtothecoolingair.

FLOW PATH2:itisdirectedoverthestatorendwindingstothecoldairducts

andintothecoldaircompartmentsinthestatorframebetweenthegenerator

housingandrotorcore.Theairthenflowsintotheairgapthroughaslotinthe

statorcorewhereitabsorbstheheatfrom thestatorcoreandstatorwinding.

FLOW PATH3:Itisdirectedintotheairgapvia.Therotorretaining-ring.Theair

thenflowspasttheclampingfingersvia.Ventilatingslotinthestatorcoreinto

thehotaircompartmentsinthestatorframebeingdischargedtotheaircooler.

Theflow pathmainlycoolstherotorretainingrings,theendsoftherotorbody

andtheendsofthestatorcore.

Flow 2&3mixintheairgapwith1leavingtherotor.The

coolingairthenflowsradiallyoutwardthroughventilatingslotsinthecorewithin

therangeofthehotaircompartmentsforcoolingofthecoreandwinding.The

hotairisdischargedtotheaircooler.

● OILSYSTEM:

Lubricationoilistobesuppliedinorderthattherotorcanbe

easilyruined.Jackingoilisfirstgiveninordertoshifttheshaftnearthejournal

andsothatitcanberuinedeasily.Jackingoilisgivenonlyatthestartinganditis

stoppedandfurtherlubeoilisgivencontinuously.Thisoilistobecontinuouslyin

ordertoreducewearandtearonthebearing.
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2.6 INSULATIONSYSTEM:

In ElectricalMachines insulation is the most important

requirementtosustainhighvoltagesandbasicallyinsulationistheheartfor

electricalmachines.Insulationisthepropertywhichhasenormousresistanceto

the conductivity thatis basically the forbidden gap between valence and

conduction bandsareverylargeI.e.Formiclevelisveryhigh in insulating

materials .The property ofgood insulating materialis non-conductive to

electricityandconductorforheat.Agoodinsulatingmaterialneedsthefollowing

properties.

1.Thebasicfunctionofinsulationistoprovideinsulationtolivewireorlivewire

toearth.

2.Itshouldbegoodconductortoheatandbadconductortoelectricity.

3.Itshouldwithstandthedesignedmechanicalstress.

4.Itshouldhavegoodchemicalandthermalresistivityandenvironmental

resistance.

Aninsulatorshouldsatisfythefollowingpropertiesforanelectricalsystem are

1.ELECTRICALPROPERTIES

2.MECHANICALPROPERTIES

3.THERMALPROPERTIES

4.CHEMICALPROPERTIES

● INSULATINGMATERIALS:

Insulating materials orinsulates are extremelydiverse in origin and

properties.Theyareessentiallynon-metallic,areorganicorinorganic,uniform or

heterogeneousincomposition,naturalorsynthetic.Manyofthem areofnatural

originas,forexample,paper,cloth,paraffinwaxand
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naturalresins.Wideuseismadeofmanyinorganicinsulatingmaterialssuchas

glass,ceramicsand mica.Manyofthe insulating materialsare man-made

productsandmanufacturedintheform ofresins,insulatingfilmsetc.,inrecent

yearswideuseismadeofnew materialswhosecomposition and organic

substances.These are the synthetic Organo-silicon compounds,generally

termedassilicones.

Anidealinsulatingmaterialshouldhave:

(1)Highdielectricstrengthsustainedatelevatedtemperatures.

(2)Highreceptivityorspecificresistance

(3)Lowdielectrichysterics

(4)Goodthermalconductivity

(5)Highdegreeofthermalstabilityi.e.itshouldnotdetermineathigh
temperatures.

(6)Lowdissipationfactor

(7)Shouldberesistanttooilsandliquid,gasflames,acidsandalkalis.

(8)Shouldberesistanttothermalandchemicaldeterioration.

2.6.1 CLASSIFICATION OFINSULATINGMATERIAL:

Theinsulatingmaterialcanbeclassifiedinthefollowingtwoways.

2.6.1.1 Classificationaccordingtosubstanceandmaterials.

2.6.1.2 Classificationaccordingtotemperature.

➔Classificationaccordingtosubstanceandmaterials:

2.6.1.2.1 Solids(Inorganicandorganic)

EX: Mica,woodslate,glass,porcelain,rubber,cotton,silks,rayon,ethylene,

paperandcellulosematerialsetc.

2.6.1.2.2 Liquids(oilsandvarnishes)

EX:linseedoil,refinedhydrocarbonmineralsoilsspiritsandsyntheticvarnishes

etc.

2.6.1.2.3 Gases
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EX:Dryair,carbondioxide,nitrogenetc.

➔CLASSIFICATIONACCORDINGTOTEMPERATURE:

Clas
s

Permissible
temperature

Materials

Y 90° Cotton,silk,paper,cellulose,wood etc neither
impregnated nor immersed in oil. These are
unsuitableforelectricalmachineandapparatusas
they deteriorate rapidly and are extremely
hygroscopic.

A 105° Cotton,silk&paper,naturalresins,celluloseesters,
laminatedwool,varnishedpaper.

E 120° Syntheticmaterialofcellulosebase
B 130° Mica,asbestos,glassfiberwithsuitablebonding

substance
F 155° MaterialofclassBwithbindingmaterialofhigher

thermalstability.
H 180° Glassfiberandasbestosmaterialandbuiltupmica

withsiliconeresins.
C Abov

e
180°

Mica,porcelain,quartz,glass(withoutanybonding
agent)withsiliconresinsofhigherthermalstability.

● INSULATINGMATERIALFORMACHINES:

Name
of

Materi
al

Insulati
on
Class

Shelf
life(In
months)

Application

At
20
oC

At
5o

c

1.Samicatherm
calmicaglass-n,
mimica,domica,
folium,filamic
novobond-s,epoxy
therm laxmanisola
calmicaflex

F 6 1
2

Maininsulationof
statorbars

2.Samicaflex H 4 8 Overhanginsulation
ofmotorcoils,at3rd
bendsofmultiturn
coil

3.Vector
asbestos
(365.02/36
5.32)
(usedinresinrich)

B/F 2 8 Main pole
coils

of

synchronous
machines

4.
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5.Epoxideprepregglass
cloth

F 6 1
2

Winding
holders
interhalf
insulation

an
d

6.Polyesterresinmat
rope

6 Bar to winding
holder stiffener
groove of support
segment of
clampingplate

7.Glassoflex
Turbo
laminate

F 6 1
2

Interturninsulationof
rotorwinding

8.Hypersealtape F 6 1
2

As finishinglayerin
overhangsofmotor
coils

9.SIB775or4302varnish F 6 1
2

Stack
Consolidation
statorbars

of
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10.SIB475or4301varnish F 6 1
2

Basecoatvarnish
beforetapingof
statorbars

11.SIB643or8003
VarnishorK8886
varnish

4 8 Conductivecoatin
straightportionof
statorbars

12.SIB642or8001
varnish

4 8 Atslotemerge
portiononstatorbars

2.6.2PROPERTIES

I)ELECTRICALPROPERTIES:

1.INSULATIONRESISTANCE:

Itmaybedefined astheresistancebetweentwo conductorsusually

separatedbyinsulatingmaterials.Itisthetotalresistanceinrespectof

twoparallelpaths,onethroughthebodyandotheroverthesurfaceofthe

body.

2.DIELECTRICSTRENGTH:

Thevoltageacrosstheinsulating materialisincreasedslowlythe wayin

which the leakage currentincreases depends upon the nature and

conditionmaterial.

3.POWERFACTOR:

Powerfactorisameasureofthepowerlossesintheinsulationand

shouldbelow.Itvarieswiththetemperatureoftheinsulation.Arapid

increaseindicatesdanger.

4.DIELECTRICCONSTANT:

Thispropertyisdefinedastheratiooftheelectricfluxdensityinthe

material.Tothatproducedinfreespacebythesameelectricforce.

5.DIELECTRICLOSS:

Thedielectriclossesoccurinallsolidandliquiddielectricdueto
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(a)Conductioncurrent

(b)Hysteresis.

II. THERMALPROPERTIES:

Specificheatthermalconductivity.

1.Thermalplasticity

2.Ignitability

3.Softeningpoint

4.HeatAging

5.Thermalexpansion.

III. CHEMICALPROPERTIES:

1.Resistancetoexternalchemicaleffects

2.Resistancetochemicalinsoils

3.Effectofwater.

IV. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES:

1.Density

2.Viscosity

3.Moistureabsorption

4.Hardnessofsurface

5.Surfacetension

6.Uniformity.

●EFFECTOFMOISTUREONINSULATION:

Thermalproperty
Chemicalproperty
Electricalproperty
Physicalandmechanicalproperty.

●INSULATIONRESISTANCEISAFFECTEDBY
THEFOLLOWINGFACTOR(Resistancebetweentwoconductor):

1)Itfallswitheveryincreaseintemperature.
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2)Thesensitivityoftheinsulationisconsiderableinthe
presenceofmoisture.

3)Insulationresistancedecreaseswithincreaseinapplied
voltage.

2.6.3EPOXYRESINS:

Epoxyresinsarepolyethersderivedfrom epi-chlorohydrinandBis-
phenolmonomersthroughcondensationpolymerizationprocess.

Inepoxyresinscross-linkingisproducedbycurereactions.Theliquid
polymerhasreactivefunctionalgroupslikeoiletc,otherwisevacuum aspre
polymer.Theprepolymerofepoxyresinsallowedtoreactcuringagentsoflow
inductorweightssuchaspolyamines,polyamides,polysulphides,phenol,urea
formaldehyde,acidsanhydridesetc,toproducethethreedimensionalcross
linkedstructures.

Henceepoxyresinsexhibitoutstandingtoughness,chemicalinertness
andexcellentmechanicalandthermalshockresistance.Theyalsopossessgood
adhesionproperty.Epoxyresinscanbeusedcontinuouslyupto300°F,butwithy
specialeditioncanwithstandatemperatureofupto500°F.

Epoxyresinsaremadeuseasanefficientcoatingmaterial.Thisincludes
coating oftanks containing chemicals,coating forcorrosion and abrasion
resistantcontainers.Epoxyresinsaremadeupofattractivecorrosionandwear
resistantfloorwarefinishes.

Thesearealsousedasindustrialflooringmaterial.Theyarealsousedas
highwaysSurfacingandpatchingmaterial.Moldingcompoundsofepoxyresins
such as pipe fitting electricalcomponents bobbins forcoilwinding and
componentsoftoolingindustrialfindsgreaterapplicationinindustries.

Theepoxyresinssimilartopolyesterresinscanbelaminatedandfiber
reinforced (FPR)and used in glassfiberboats,lightweighthelicoptersand
aeroplanesparts.

Inthemodernelectronicindustry,theapplicationofepoxyresinsisgreat.
Pottingandencapsulation(coatingwithplasticresin)isusedforelectronicparts.
Mostoftheprintedcircuitsbodiesaremadeoflaminationepoxyresinwhichis
lightbutstrongandtough.

PROPERTIES:
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1)Epoxyresinshavegoodmechanicalstrengthlessshrinkageand
excellentdimensionalstabilityaftercasting.

2)Chemicalresistanceishigh.

3)Goodadhesiontometals.

4)Toimpacthardnesscertainorganicacidanhydridesandalphabetic
aminesaremixed.

APPLICATION:

1)Theyareusedinthemanufactureoflaminatedinsulatingboards.

2)Dimensionalstabilitypreventscrackformationincastings.

3)Theyarealsousedasinsulatingvarnishes.

2.6.4INSULATINGMATERIALFORLAMINATIONS:-

Thecorestacksinmodem machinesaresubjectedtohighpressures

duringassemblyandsubjectedtohighpressuresduringassemblyandtherefore

toavoidmetal-to-metalcontact,laminationsmustbewellinsulated.Themain

requirementsofgoodlaminationinsulationarehomogeneouslyinthinlayers

toughnessandhighreceptivity.

Weusevarnishasinsulatingmaterialforlaminations.

● VARNISH

Thisisthemosteffectivetypeofinsulationnow available.Itmakesthe

laminationsnestproofand isnotaffected bythetemperatureproduced in

electricalmachines.Varnishisusuallyappliedtobothsidesoflaminationtoa

thicknessofabout0.006mm.Onplatesof0.35mm thicknessvarnishgivesa

stackingfactorabout0.95.Inordertoachievegoodinsulationpropertiesthe

followingprocessesareinBHEL.

● THERMOPLASTICPROCESSOFINSULATION
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● THERMOSETTINGPROCESSOFINSULATION

BHELispracticingonlythermosettingprocessofinsulationso

Thermosettingtypesofinsulationareoftwotypes:

● RESINRICHSYSTEM OFINSULATION

● RESINPOORSYSTEM OFINSULATION

MATERIALFORRESINRICHBARS:

● Preprag

● Nomex

● Epoxyresinrichmicatape

● Glasstape

● PTFEtape
VARNISH

● Micapowder

● Graphitepowder

● Conductivevarnish

● Semiconductorvarnish
MATERIALFORRESINPOORHALFBARS

● EPOXYglasscloth

● Nomexglassfleece

● Finemicapolyesterglasscloth

● Nomex

● Form micanite

● Form micatape

● Copperfoil

● PolyesterfleecetapewithgraphiteforICP

● PolyesterfleeceforOCP

● Polyesterfleecetapewithsiliconcarbide

● Micasplittingtape
VARNISH

● Polyesterglasstape

● Rutapox

● Hardener(H-90)
MATERIALFORRESINPOORDIAMONDCOILS
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● Treatedtrivoltherm

● Impregnatedpolyesterfleece

● Glassmatwithaccelerator

● Hostofonfolium

● Syntheticfibertape

● Resinpoormicatape

● Polyesterfleecetapewithgraphite

● Semiconductorasbestostape

● Polyesterglasstape

● Polyesterfleecetape

● Nomexpolyamideadhesivetape

RESINRICHSYSTEM:

Inoldendays,ResinRichsystem ofinsulationisusedforallElectricalMachines.

Ininsulatorcontainsnearly40%ofEPOXYRESIN,soitgivesgoodthermal

stabilityResinRichInsulationconsistsofthefollowingmaterialsinpercentage

1.MICAPAPERTAPE-40-50%

2.GLASSPAPERTAPE-20%

3.EPOXYRESIN-40%

Thebarsareinsulated(or)tapedwithRESINRICHTAPEandplacedinthe

Pre-assembledstatorcoreincludingstatorframe.

Inaresinrichsystem ofinsulationMicapaperwillgiveagooddielectricstrength

andGlassfibertapewillgiveagoodmechanicalstrengthandEpoxyresincan

withstandupto155degreeCentigradesoitgivesagoodthermalproperties.

ResinrichandResinpoorinsulatingmaterialsarecharacterizedbythecontactof

theEpoxyResin.IntheResinrichsystem thecontentofEpoxyResintapeis40%

soitisnamedasRESINRICH
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SYSTEM,andintheResinpoorsystem thecontentofResintapeis8%.ByVIP

impregnationprocess,therequiredamountisaddedtotheconductorbarsafter

assemblingthecoreandplacingthewindinginthecore.Inaresinrichsystem

beforeplacingcoilsinthestatorslotstherichtapewillbewrapped over the

bars.Nevertheless, this system hasthefollowing

disadvantages:

1.Thissystem isverytimeconsumingandaverylongprocedure.

2.Totalcostofthesystem ismore.

Inordertominimizetheoverallcostofthemachineandtoreducethetimecycle

ofthesystem,theVACUUM PRESSUREIMPREGNATIONSYSTEM isbeingwidely

used.Thisprocessisverysimple,lesstimeconsumingandlowercost.

BHEL,HYDERABADisequippedwiththestateofthearttechnologyof

VACUUM PRESSUREIMPREGNATION.
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UNIT-3

TESTINGOFTURBOGENERATORS

To ensure thatallfunctionalrequirements are fulfilled,and to

estimatetheperformanceofthegenerator,theTURBOGENERATORSare

requiredtoundergosometests.Fortesting,theTURBOGENERATORwas

mechanicallycoupledtoadrivemotor-motorgeneratorsetwithgearbox.

Therotorwasexcitedbythethyristorconvertersystem locatedinan

independenttestroom andtheoperationwascontrolledfrom thetest

gallery.

Thefollowingfirsttwotestswillbeconductedonthestatorandrotor

beforeassemblingandthethirdandfinalroutinetestswillbeconducted

afterassemblingtheturbogenerator.

3.1TESTSCONDUCTEDONROTOR.

3.2TESTSCONDUCTEDONSTATOR.

3.3ROUTINETESTSONTURBOGENERATORS

3.1TESTINGOFTURBOGENERATORROTORWINDING:

Detailsofprocessteststobeperformedatvariousstages:

A)HIGHVOLTAGETEST:

1.Aftermountingtheexcitationleadandslipringsandbeforeactually

commencingthewinding,theslipringsaretobetested.

First,measuretheinsulationresistancewith1000vMegger,ifthe

insulationconditionisfoundsatisfactory,thenperform HighVoltagetest
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foroneminute,thetestofwhichistobedeterminedaccordingtothe

followingequation.
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U2=Ut+1KV

WhereU2istestvoltage

Utis10*ratedrotorvoltage

HowevertheresultingtestvoltageU2shouldbeneitherlowerthan

2.5KVnorabove4.5KV.

Afterthehighvoltagetest,measuretheinsulatingconditionagainwith1000V

Megger.

2.Thenexttestisto becarriedoutafterplacingallthecoilsinthe

respective rotorslots and before clamping the pressing equipment.

Measuretheinsulatingconditionwitha1000VMegger.Itmustnotbelower

than1MΩ foreachKV ofthetestedvoltage.Thenmeasuretheohmic

resistanceofthewinding.

3.Aftertighteningthewindingwiththepressingandtighteningequipment

andbeforeactuallybakingthewinding,measuretheohmicresistanceof

thewinding.Thencheckthepolarityofthewinding.

Whileclampingcareshouldbetakentoseethatthepressingrings

andotherequipmentareinsulatedfrom thewindingandrotorbody,by

insertinginsulationineveryslotundertheshimsoftheequipment.

4.Afterbakingandformingthewindingandremovingoftheclamping

equipmentandaftertherotorcoolsdowntoambienttemperature,measure

theinsulationresistancewith1000VMegger.

Iftheinsulationconditionissatisfactory,perform HighVoltagetest

foroneminutewithavalueof1.15Ut

WhereUtis10timestheratedrotorvoltage.

Afterperforming the High Voltage test,measure again the insulation

condition.

5.Afterdrivingthecentralwedgesonlyinposition,measuretheinsulation

resistanceandiffoundsatisfactory,perform HighVoltagetestwithavalue

of1.10Utfor10sec,i.e.,justreachingthevalueandthenbringingitdownto
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zero.

Afterdriving allthe wedges in position,measure the insulation

resistanceandiffoundsatisfactory,perform HighVoltagetestwithavalue

of1.10Utforoneminute.
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6.Afterputtingallthebracing’s,mountingoftheend-retainingringandjust

beforedispatchoftherotorforfurthermachining.

Measuretheinsulationresistance.

Measuretheohmicresistanceofthewindingandperform High

Voltagetestwithavalueof1.05Utforoneminute.

7.Aftermachiningoftherotor,andbeforeitsdispatchtothecentrifugal

tunnel,measuretheinsulationresistance.

8.Aftersettingtherotorinthecentrifugaltunnel,checktheinsulation

resistanceandtheohmicresistance,whiletherotorisatrest.Checkagain

theinsulationconditionat3000rpm.

Measureagaintheinsulationresistanceaftertherotorisbalanced

andjustbeforeitsdispatchtothewindingshop.

9.Finally,justbefore the dispatch ofthe finished rotormeasure the

insulationresistanceandperform HighVoltagetestwithavalueof1.0Utfor

oneminute.

B)MEASUREMENTOFD.CRESISTANCE:

TheD.Cresistancevalueofrotorwindingismeasuredbyusinga

MicroOhmmeter.Firstconnectthemicroohmmeterto230VACsupply.

AndmeasuretheresistanceandthetemperatureusingRTD.This

resistanceatTtemperaturehastobeconvertedtoresistanceat20ºCby

usingtheformula:

R20=Rt*(235+20)/(235+T)milliohms.

WhereR20=Resistanceat20ºCinmΩ

T=tempindegreeCelsius

Rt=measuredresistanceofwindinginmΩ.

Adeviationof±10%from designvaluesisacceptable.

C)MEASUREMENTOFIMPEDANCE:
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Byapplying50-200Vinstepsof50V,Impedancevalueismeasured

atstandstillandattheratedspeed.

Impedanceismeasuredbyusingtheformula:

Z=V/I

WhereZ=impedanceinohms;

V=voltageinvolts;

I=currentinamps;

InthemeasurementofImpedancetherewillbeagraphplotted

betweenvoltagev/scurrent.Inthis,thereisnoperfectvalueforthe

impedancebuttheonlyconditionisthattheimpedanceshould

increasewiththeincreaseinvoltage.

3.2.1TESTINGOFTURBOGENERATORSTATORBARS:

● FORRESINRICHSYSTEMS,STATORBARSWILLBETESTEDINTHE

FOLLOWINGORDER:

1).Afterbarsmanufacturingbarsaretestedatfourtimestherated

voltage.

Ut=4*Urated

2).Individualbarswillbetestedfortanδ.δIstheanglebetween

actualcurrentandlinecurrent.Whentheinsulationisperfectanddielectric

strengthisoptimalδiszero.Butduetothepresenceofimpuritiesinthe

insulationtherewillbeaphaseangledifferencebetweenthetwocurrents.

Thistanδmeasurementisknownaslossanglemeasurement

ordielectriclossmeasurement.tanδvaluesshouldbewithin2%.
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3).Outercorona protection resistance is measured and this

valueshouldbewithintherangeof75-300Ω/Sq.cm.

4).InterstripandInterhalfshortsarechecked.Interstripmeans

betweentheconductorstripsandinterhalfmeansbetweenthehalves.

Theseshortsarecheckedbyaseriesbulbtest.

3.2.2TESTINGOFTURBOGENERATORSTATORWINDING

A)HIGHVOLTAGETEST:

FORRESINRICHSYSTEMSTHESTATORWINDINGWILLBETESTEDIN

THEFOLLOWINGORDER:

1).Afterlyingbottom bars,barsaresubjectedto(2Un+7)KV

WhereUnistheratedvoltage

2).Afterlyingtopbars,barsaresubjectedto(2Un+5)KV

WhereUnistheratedvoltage

3).Afterlyingbottom,topandeyesjoining,HighVoltagetestis

conductedfor(2Un+3)KV

WhereUnistheratedvoltage

4).Afterfinalassemblingandconnections,customerwitnesstest

iscarriedat(2Un+1)KV

WhereUnistheratedvoltage

5).Interhalfshortsarealsochecked

FORRESINPOORSYSTEMSTHEFOLLOWINGTESTISCARRIEDOUT:

BarsaresubjectedforInterstripandInterhalfshortstests.

B)INTERTURNINSULATIONTEST:
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Theinsulationbetweenthewindingsoftherotoristestedby

applyingahighfrequencycurrentofabout500HZ.Theinsulationshouldbe

abletowithstandthistest.

C) RINGFLUXTESTONSTATORCORE:

Ringfluxtestiscarriedoutonthestatorcorebeforewindingisput

intheslots.Theratedfluxdensityisgeneratedinthestatorcoreby

passingcurrentinit.Thisresultsinthetemperatureriseandgenerationof

heat.Thestatorcoreisobservedforthetemperaturerisethroughits

surfacebyusingRTD’s.Ifthereisanyhotspotfoundinthecore,itis

detected.Thenitisrectifiedbycarryingoutelectrolysisusingphosphoric

acidaselectrolyte.

D)MEASUREMENTOFD.CRESISTANCE:

TheD.CResistanceofstatorwindingismeasuredbyusingMicro

Ohmmeter.Connectthemicroohmmeterto230VACsupply.Connectthe

measuringleadsofmicroohmmeteracrossRphaseofstatorterminals.

MeasuretheresistanceandrepeatthestepforYandBphases.Recordthe

statorRTDsvalue.

R20=(Rt*(235+20)/(235+T))mΩ.

WhereR20=Resistanceat20ºCinmΩ

T=tempindegreeCelsius

Rt=measuredresistanceofwindinginmΩ.

Thevariationofmaximum andminimum valueofstatorDC

resistanceupto5%isacceptable.

E)MEASUREMENTOFLEAKAGEREACTANCE:

Thistestisdonewithoutarotorinsidethestator.

BaseImpedanceXn=En/(√(3)*In)Ω
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WhereEn=ratedlinetolinevoltage

In=ratedlinecurrent

TotalArmatureleakagereactance(XL):

XL=√(Z²-R²)

WhereZ=U/((√3)*I)

R=P/(3*I²)

U=voltagemeasuredduringthetest

I=currentmeasuredduringthetest

P=powermeasuredduringthetest

ResistanceperphaseisnegligiblecomparedtoZ.

ThereforemeasurementofPisnotrequired.

XL=Z=U/((√3)*I)Ω

%XL=(XL/Xn)*100

MEASUREMENTOFINSULATIONRESISTANCEANDCONTINUITYTEST

OFRESISTANCETEMPERATUREDETECTOR(RTD):

ShortalltheRTDleadstogetherandconnectoneleadofthemegger

toit.RunthemeggerandnotedowntheInsulationresistancevalueafter

60seconds.Thisinsulationresistancevalueshouldnotbelessthan1MΩ.

RemovetheRTDterminalsi.e.opentheRTDterminalsandconnect

tothemultimeter.NotedowntheresistancevalueofRTD.Forthreewire

RTDcheckthecontinuitybetweenshortedterminals.

F)CAPACITANCEANDTANδMEASUREMENTOFSTATOR

WINDING:

Statorwindinghastwovaluesofcapacitance.

1).Capacitancewithrespecttogroundcalledgroundcapacitance

(Cg).
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2).Capacitancewithrespecttootherwindingscalled

mutualcapacitance.

● MeasurementofcapacitanceisdoneusingScheringBridgeand

astandardcapacitor.

1).HighVoltageappliedtooneofthephasesandremaining

phasesareconnectedtothebodyofstatorCg+2Cm.

2).HighVoltagetoallthephases.3Cg.

Cx=capacitancetobemeasured

Cn=standardcapacitor

G=galvanometer

R3+S=variableresistance

C4=variablecapacitance

N=parallelstepfixedresis.

R4=standardresistor

Raisethetransformervoltageto0.2Un

WhereUn=ratedvoltageofmachine.

BalancetheScheringBridgewithproperselection(R3+s)andC4.

AndnotedownthevaluesofC4andR3+S

Takereadingat0.4Un,0.6Un,0.8UnandUn.

Cx=(Cn*R4*(R3+100))/(N*(R3+s)μf

%tanδ=((Π*R4*C4)/10000)*100

C4andCnareinμf

R3,R4,NandSareinΩ

3.3ROUTINETESTSONTURBOGENERATOR

A)MECHANICALRUNANDMEASUREMENTOFVIBRATIONSAT

RATEDSPEED:
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Themachineisrolledandrunatratedspeedafterensuringthe

bearing oiland keptatrated speed forstabilization ofbearing

temperatures.

Thevibrationsaremeasuredatratedspeedonboththebearing

housingsinHorizontal,VerticalandAxialdirections.

ThetemperatureofthestatorismonitoredbymonitoringRTDs

embeddedincore,toothandwinding.

Thevibrationsshould belessthan 5 micronsand noiselevel

shouldbeinbetween75-90db.

B)SHORTCIRCUITTEST:

The machine is prepared forshortcircuitcharacteristics

usingcurrenttransformersandshortingtheterminalsasshownin

fig.

Themachineisrunatratedspeedanddrivemotorinputvoltageand

currentarenotedandthemachineisexcitedgraduallyinsteps,at20%,40%,

60%,80%,100%ratedcurrentofmachine(In).

Theexcitationisreducedandcutoff.Thespeedisreducedandthe

machineiscooledatlowerspeed.Thetemperaturesarecheckedfrom

machineRTDs.Themachineisstoppedwhenitissufficientlycooleddown.

Thestatorwindingtemperatureshouldbelessthan60°C)

From theShortCircuittest,wewillgetcopperlosses.

Theshortcircuitcharacteristicsareplottedfrom SCCresults

byselectingX-axisasfieldcurrentandY-axisas%ratedcurrent.

C)OPENCIRCUITTEST:

ThemachineispreparedforOpenCircuitCharacteristicasshown

inthefig.
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Themachineisrunatratedspeedandthemotorinputvoltageand

currentarenotedandthemachineisexcitedgraduallyinsteps,cat20%,

40%,60%,80%,90%,95%,100%,105%,110%and120%ofrated

voltageofmachine(En).

At100%ratedvoltagethefollowingparametersarenoted:

● Shaftvoltage

● Checkingofphasesequence

● Bearingvibration

● RTDsreadings

Theexcitationisreduced,cutoff,thespeedisreduced,andthe

machineiscooledatlowerspeed.Thetemperaturesarecheckedfrom

machineRTDs.Themachineisstoppedwhenitissufficientlycooleddown.

Thestatorcoretemperaturestobelessthan60°C.

From theOpenCircuittest,wewillgetIronlosses.

TheOpenCircuitCharacteristicsisplottedonagraphpaperfrom

OCCresultsbyselectingX-axisasfieldcurrentandY-axisas%rated

voltage.

D)MEASUREMENTOFSHAFTVOLTAGE:

Whentherotorshaftrotatesinsidethestatortherewillbesome

inducedEMFwillbedevelopedinsidetherotor.Inaddition,thisvoltagewill

gotothebearingsandpedestalandtotheearthasitisgroundedanditwill

againcomebacktothepedestal,tothebearingsthroughtheearth.Itwill

becomeacyclicprocess.Thisvoltagehastobereducedotherwise,the

rotorwillgetheated.Forthisbearingpedestalisplacedoninsulationcalled

HGL.

WhenthemachineisunderOpenCircuitCharacteristictesting

shaftvoltageismeasuredwithmultimeterandhighinputimpedanceAC
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voltmeteracrossthetwoendsoftherotorat100%ratedvoltage.The

shaftvoltageshouldbeasminimum aspossible.

E)CHECKINGOFPHASESEQUENCE:

WhenthemachineisunderOCCconditionat100%ratedvoltage,

the phase sequence ofthe generatoris checked using a phase

sequenceindicatoracrossPT.

F)MEASUREMENTOFROTORIMPEDANCE(rotorinsidestator):

Avariable50HzA.Cvoltageofsinglephaseisappliedacross

theinputleadsandreadingsofvoltageandcurrentarenoteddown

from 50v-200vinstepsof50V.

Impedanceismeasuredbyusingtheformula:

Z=V/I

WhereZ=impedanceinohms;

V=voltageinvolts;

I=currentinamps;

RotorImpedanceismeasuredatstandstillandatratedspeedofthe

machine.

Theimpedanceofrotoratstandstillandatratedspeedisplottedas

appliedvoltagev/sImpedance.

MEASUREMENTOFINSULATIONRESISTANCEOFSTATORAND

ROTORWINDINGSBEFOREANDAFTERHIGHVOLTAGETEST

(machineatrest):
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Insulation Resistance of the stator and rotor windings is

measuredseparatelybeforeandafterhighvoltagetestusingMeggerof

2500Vforstator&1000Vforrotorwindings.

TheInsulationResistancevaluesaretakenat15secandat60sec

Theratioofinsulationresistanceat15secand60secisknownas

AbsorptionCoefficient.

AbsorptionCoefficient=IRat60″/IRat15″

ThisAbsorptionCoefficientforHighVoltagetestshouldbe>=1.3

G)HIGHVOLTAGETESTONSTATORANDROTORWINDINGS

(MACHINEATREST):

TheHighVoltageisappliedtowindingbyincreasinggraduallytorequired

valueandmaintainedforoneminuteandreducedgraduallytominimum.

Thetransformerisswitchedoffandwindingisdischargedtoearthby

shortingtheterminaltoearthusinganearthingrodconnectedtoearthed

wire.Thetestisconductedonallthephasesandrotorwindingseparately.

WhenaHighVoltagetestisdoneononephasewinding,allother

phasewindings,rotorwinding,instrumentationcablesandstatorbodyare

earthed.

HighVoltagetestlevels:

Statorwinding=(2Ut+1)kV

Rotorwinding=(10*Up)V

WhereUt=Ratedvoltageofthemachineundertest

Up=Excitationvoltage

H)MEASUREMENTOFPOLARISATIONINDEXOFSTATOR

WINDING:

Inthemeasurementofthepolarizationindexofstatorwinding,

statoroutputterminalsaresubjectedto2.5kVMeggerforadurationof1
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minuteand10minutes.Andtherespectiveinsulationvaluesarenoted

down.

PolarizationIndexistheratioofInsulationResistancevalueat10

minandInsulationResistancevalueat1min.

PolarizationIndex=Insulationresistanceat10′/Insulation

resistanceat1′

Thepolarizationindexvalueshouldbegreaterthan2

I)MEASUREMENTOFD.CRESISTANCEOFSTATORANDROTOR

WINDINGSINCOLDCONDITION:

IncoldconditionsmeansmeasuringtheD.Cresistanceofthe

statorandrotorwindingsbeforetesting.

D.CResistanceofstatorandrotorwindingsaremeasured

separatelyusingmicroohmmeter.Theinstrumentterminalsareconnected

tothemachineterminalsandproperrangeinthemeterisselected.

VariationinthevaluesofD.CResistanceof3phasesof

statorwindingsupto5%isacceptable.

MEASUREMENTOFD.CRESISTANCESANDINSULATION

RESISTANCEOFRTDs:

TheD.CResistanceandinsulationresistanceofRTDsaremeasured

usingmultimeterandMeggerrespectively.

J)EVALUATIONOFSHORTCIRCUITRATIO:

From thetestdataShortCircuitRatioiscalculatedusingtheformula

S.C.R=Fieldcurrentat100%Ratedvoltagefrom OCC/Fieldcurrentat100%

ratedcurrentfrom SCC
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BHEL-ANOVERVIEW

BHEListhelargestengineeringandmanufacturingenterpriseinIndiaintheenergyrelated

infracturesectortoday.BHELwasestablishedmorethan40yearsagowhenitsfirstplantwasset

upinBhopalusheringintheindigenousHeavyElectricalEquipmentindustryinIndia,adream that

hasbeenmorethanrealizedwithawell-recognizedtractrecordofperformance.Ithasbeen

earningprofitscontinuouslysince1971-72andachievedasalesturnoverofRs.7482.3croreswith

aprofitbeforetaxofRs.802.4croresin2002–2003.

BHELcaterstocoresectorsoftheIndianEconomyViz.,PowerGeneration&Transmission,

Industry,Transportation,Telecommunication,RenewableEnergy,Defenceetc.,Thewidenetwork

ofBHEL’S14manufacturingdivisions,fourPowerSectorregionalcenters,eightservicecenters

and18regionalofficesandalargenumberofprojectsitesspreadalloverIndiaandabroad

enablesthecompanytopromptlyserveitscustomersandprovidethem withsuitableproducts,

systemsandservicesefficientlyandatcompetitiveprices.BHELhasalreadyattainedISO9000

andallthemajorunits/divisionsofBHELhavebeenupgradedtothelatestISO-9001:2000version

qualitystandardversionqualitystandardcertificationforqualitymanagement.BHELhassecured

ISO14001certificationforenvironmentalmanagementsystemsandOHSAS–18001certification

foroccupationalhealthandsafelymanagementsystemsforitsmajorunits/divisions.
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INDUSTRIES:

BHELisamajorcontributionofequipmentandsystemstoindustries:cement,sugar,

fertilizer,refineries,petrochemicals,paper,oilandgas,metallurgicalandotherprocessindustries.

Therangeofsystems&equipmentsuppliedincludes:captivepowerplants,co-generationplants,

DGpowerplantsindustrialsteam turbines,industrialboilersandauxiliaries,wasteheatrecovery

boilers,gasturbine,heatexchangersandpressurevessels,centrifugalcompressors,electrical

machine,pumps,valves,seamlesssteeltubes,electrostaticprecipitators,fabricfilters,reactors,

fluidizedbedcombustionboilers,processcontrolsandmaterialhandlingsystems.

PowerGeneration:

PowerGenerationSectorcomprisesofthermal,gas,hydroandnuclearpowerplantbusiness.Asof

31.3.2003,BHELsuppliedsetsaccountfornearly68,854MW or65%ofthetotalinstalledcapacity

of1,06,216MW inthecountry,asagainstNiltill1969-70.

BHEL has proven turnkeycapabilities forexecuting powerprojects from conceptto

commissioning.Itprocessesthetechnologyandcapabilitytoproducethermalsetswithsuper

criticalparametersupto1000MW unitratingandgasturbinegeneratorsetsofup250MW units

rating. Co-generationandcombinedcycleplantshavebeenintroducedtoachievehigherplant

efficienciest.TomakeefficientuseofthehighashcontentcoalavailableinIndia,BHELalso

suppliescirculatingfluidizedbedcombustionboilersforthermalplants.

Thecompanymanufactures220/235/500 MW nuclearturbinegeneratorsets.Custom

madehydrosetsofFrancis,PeltonandKaplantypesfordifferentheaddischargecombinationsare

alsoengineeredandmanufacturedbyBHEL.

Inall,ordersforapproximately800utilitysetsofthermal,hydro,gasandnuclearhavewere

placedonthecompanyasondate.ThepowerplantequipmentmanufacturedbyBHELisbasedon

contemporarytechnologycomparable with the bestin the world and is also internationally

competitive.

TheCompanyhasprovenexpertiseinPlantPerformanceImprovementthroughrenovation,

modernizationandupratingofavarietyofpowerplantequipment,besidesspecializedknowhow

ofresiduallifeassessment,healthdiagnosticsandlifeextensionofplants.
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TRANSMISSION&DISTRIBUTION(T&D):

BHELofferswiserangingproductsandsystemsforT&Dapplications.Products

manufacturedinclude:Powertransformers,instrumenttransformers,drytypetransformers,series

&shuntreactors,capacitorbanks,vacuum &SFcircuitbreakers,gasinsulatedswitchgears,energy

meters,SCADAsystemsandinsulators.

Astrongengineeringbaseenablesthecompanytoundertaketurnkeydeliveryofsubstations

upto400KV level,seriescompensationsystems(Forincreasingpowertransfercapabilityof

transmissionlinesandimprovingsystem stabilityandvoltageregulation),shuntcompensation

systemsand HVDC systems(foreconomictransferofbulkpower).BHEL hasindigenously

developedthestateoftheartcontrolledshuntreactor(forreactivepowermanagementonlong

transmissionlines),Presently,1400kVFacts(FlexibleACTransmissionsystem)projectisunder

execution.ThecompanyundertakescomprehensiveprojectstoreduceATClosesindistribution

Systems.

BHEListheonlycompanyinINDIAwiththecapabilitytomakesimulatorsforpowerplants,

defenseandotherapplications.Thecompanyhascommencedmanufactureoflargedesalination

plantstohelpaugmentthesupplyofdrinkingwatertopeople.

TRANSPORTATION:

BHELisinvolvedinthedevelopment,design,engineering,marketing,production,installation,

maintenanceandafter-salesservicesofrollingstocksandtractionpropulsionsystems.Inthearea

ofrolling stock,BHEL manufactures electric locomotives up to 5000 HP,dieselelectric

locomotivesfrom 350HPto3100HP,bothformainlineandshuntingdutyapplication.BHELis

alsoproducingrollingstockforspecialapplicationviz.,overheadequipmentcars,specialwell

wagon,rail-cum-roadvehicleetc.Besidestractionpropassionsystemsforin-houseuse,BHEL

manufacturestractionpropulsionsystemsforotherrollingstockproducersofelectriclocomotives,

diesel-electriclocomotives,electricalmultipleunits&metrocars.Theelectric&dieseltraction

equipmentonIndianRailwaysarelargelypoweredbyelectricalpropulsionsystemsproducedby

BHEL. BHELalsoundertakesretrofitting&overhaulingofrollingstock.Intheareaofurban
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transportationsystem,BHELisgeareduptoturnkeyexecutionofelectrictrolleybussystems,light

railsystems,etc.BHEL also diversifiesin the area ofporthandling equipment& pipelines

transportationsystem.

TELECOMMUNICATION:

BHELalsocaterstoTelecommunicationSectorbywayofsmall,medium andlarge

switchingsystems.

RENEWABLEENERGY:

TechnologiesthatcanbeofferedbyBHELforexploitingnon-conventionalandrenewable

sourcesofenergyinclude:windelectricgenerators,solarphotovoltaicsystems,stand-

alone&grid–interactivesolarpowerplants,solarheatingsystems,solarlanternsand

battery-poweredroadvehicles.TheCompanyhastakenupR&Deffortsfordevelopment

ofmulti-junctionamorphoussiliconsolarcellsandfuelbasedsystems.

OIL&GAS:

BHELisamajorcontributiontotheOilandGassectorindustryinthecountry.BHEL‘s

productrangeincludesDeepDrillingOilRigs,MobileRigs,WorkOverRigs,WellHeads

andX-MasTrees,ChokeandKillManifolds,FullBoreGatevalves,Mudvalves,Mud-line

suspensionsystem,Casingsupportsystem,subseawellHeads,blockvalves,seamless

pipes,Motors,compressors,HeatExchangersetc.BHEListhesinglelargestsupplierof

wellHeads,X-massTreesandOilRingstoONGCandOIL.

INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS:

BHELisoneofthelargestexportersofengineeringproducts&servicesfrom Indiaranking

amongthemajorpowerplantequipmentsuppliersintheworld.
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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) was established at Bangalore, India, by the Government of 

India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized electronic needs of the Indian 

defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a multi-product, multi-technology, multi-unit 

company serving the needs of customers in diverse fields in India and abroad. R&D engineers are 

engaged in the development of new products, cutting edge technology modules, subsystem, 

processes & components in the following major areas:- - Radars - Sonar’s & Naval Systems - 

Communications - Command Control Systems - Electronic Warfare Systems & Avionics - Tank and 

Opto-electronics - Broadcast, Satcom & Telecom - Other products & systems – Components. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at Ghaziabad 

in 1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Air Force. The third unit 

was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier tubes. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management multi 

sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications battlefield 

management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, 

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 
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Chapter - 1 

                                                  Introduction  

1.1 History 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defence company with 

about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by the Indian Government and 

primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of 

nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defence of India.  It was founded in 1990 with the aim of 

conducting research, development and manufacture of image intensifier tubes and associated high 

voltage power supply units for use in military, security and commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio transmitters for 

AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave tubes. 

In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro circuits. 

1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 1973, BEL 

began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up new 

units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at Ghaziabad in 

1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Indian Air Force. The third 

unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programmes in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for supply 

of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula the same 

year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) and the 

ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus to 

naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to focus 

on futuristic research and development. 
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    In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the set 

up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 75,000 

electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the foreign 

partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed supply 

restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company was 

able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganised its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defence PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of ₹35.60 billion 

(US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one month 

ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will enable 

exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly.  

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management multi 

sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications; battlefield 

management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

 In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, 

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 

 BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defence weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defence forces. 
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1.2 BEL Units and Products 

Table no:1.1 
 

S. No BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, Antenna, 

Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

1.3 Product Assurance 

Definition 

A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary resources 

for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 
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                                                    Chapter-2    

Night Vision Device 

2.1 Definition 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually refers 

to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant 

housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such 

as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR  illuminator, 

making it an active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 

2.2.1 Working Principle of  Image Intensifier 
 Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient 

light. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from 

the cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electron. 

 Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide with 

the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on the screen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

another lens. 

2.2.2 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 
All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature. A lens focuses the infrared 

light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing others. The focused 

light is scanned and creates temperature pattern. The pattern created is translated into electric 

impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the information into data for the 

display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is play, and appears as various 

colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

  2.3 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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2.4 Classification of Night Vision Devices 

  
                  

                                        Fig 2.1:Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 

2.5 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

 The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use of flash 

lights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to see 

more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see clusters in the sky in 

real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, 

reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray. 
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                                                     Chapter-3 

Case Study of Image Intensifier Tubes 

 

 

                                     Fig 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 
 

3.1Binocular Night Vision Devices 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices : 

 Object Glass 

 Focus 

 Image intensifier tube 

 Eye Piece and 

 Eye Guar 
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3.2Image Intensifier Tube 

                                           Fig3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.3 Image Intensification: 

This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  as 

starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light cameras. 

In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the video signal is 

often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are usually integrated into a 

sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used independently or in fused 

mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generating image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) so 

that  scene can be view real-time by the naked eye via visual output ,or as data for later analysis. 

While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged photocathode 

plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel plate that cause the 

image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that strikes the 

photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a CRT 

television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than 

the incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night 

vision goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 
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Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source of 

illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range  700–  1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision  technologies. 
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Chapter-4 

Case Study Of Thermal Imaging 

 

4.1Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product: 

 

Fig 4.1.1: HHTI with LRF 

 

 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight with 

in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks. 

 

 

                            Fig 4.1.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 
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Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it or 

to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas instruments, 

Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in firefighting, law enforcement, 

industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other industries. 

 

4.2Thermal Imaging 
 It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. Works 

in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, fog and  

haze. 

 Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the depth 

of the grey indicates variations between the two. Some thermal cameras, however, add color to 

images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 

4.3 Working of thermal imaging 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by all of 

the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-detector elements. 

The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermo gram. 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the visible 

light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are invisible to the 

human eye. The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick William 

Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he directed sunlight 

through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. He 

found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond the red portion 

of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he found that this region 

had the highest temperature of all. Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave 

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or 

thermal radiation. Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius 

or 0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, 

such as ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 

The Thermal Imaging Camera: 

 Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared 

detector (C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the 

viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 
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Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of 

applications for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile 

guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with 

efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology 

and signal processing have enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology 

leading to the realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of 

second generation and four times that of first generation systems. 

 DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long 

range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battle field. either in standalone mode or as a part of 

electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 

 MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke 

and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-

optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and 

preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs 

perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 

4.4Principle of Operation and Types 
Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 

temperatures. 

Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is emitted 

as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the way an 

ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light level does 

not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as glass 

blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals must be 

used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect against 

accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermo graphic cameras 

are more costly. 

Types: 
 

1. Cooled infra red detectors 

2.Un Cooled infra red detectors 
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4.5 Cooled infrared detectors 
Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and cryogenically 

cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the  semiconductor  materials  used.  Typical 

operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature,  depending on the detector 

technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type 

and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 

common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by their 

own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to 

produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Stirling engine cryo coolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to un cooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-number 

lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for cooled 

detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, nitrogen 

being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and passed over a 

miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For such 

systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

 

Materials used for  cooled  infrared  detection  include photo detectors based  on  a  wide  

range  of narrow gap semiconductors including: 

1. Indium anti monide 

2. Indium Arsenide 

3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

 4.6 Uncooled Infrared Detectors 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and image 

quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their fabrication 

processes, limited by currently available technology.  

Uncooled detectors are mostly based on pyroelectric and ferroelectric materials or micro 

bolometer technology. The material are used to form pixels with highly temperature-dependent 

properties, which are thermally insulated from the environment and read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor material the 

pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization charge. The achieved 

NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. A possible sensor 

assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide thermally insulated 

connection. 
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Silicon micro bolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer 

amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon nitride 

bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the sensing element is 

measured. 
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                                                      Chapter-5 

White Images And Black Images 
 

A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette (also known as 

Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette displays warmer objects as 

black or dark rather than white or light shades. 

The light brown Thermal Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering the 

material will appear hot, but only relative to the Thermal Bright. The material is most effective with 

‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. Though we offer both polarities, 

‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater ranges than ‘hot’. 

 

 

 

                                                                 Fig5.1.2: White Hot Image 
  

   Fig5.1.1: Black Hot Image 

                                            

5.1 Field of View: 
 

The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. In 

case of optical  instruments or  sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is   

sensitive  to electromagnetic radiation. 
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Fig5.1.3: Horizontal Field of View 

 

 
             Fig 5.1.4: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 

5.2 Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera: 

 

 
 

Fig 5.2.1: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

 

Image intensification: Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the                

Saturated by looking directly to a light source and produces a clear image. 

Light source. 

Image Intensification: suspects Thermal imaging suspect hiding in Hiding in bushes is 

practically bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to 

mask at a light source. 
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                                            Chapter-6 

6.1Applications 

1.Military and Police 

One  of  the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a law enforcement or 

military  professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being detected 

and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to 

withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging 

rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using 

thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting 

people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but 

this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or a foe. 

2. Surveillance  

Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because they 

work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for light, and 

night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog also gives 

thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 

3.Energy Audits 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where buildings 

are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year on heating 

and cooling bills. 

4.Security And Law Enforcement 

With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person present at 

there. Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to dramatically improve 

results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search 

and rescue operation as officers may be able to search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 

6.2 Product Assurance Test 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperature test 

b) Heat and Cold Chamber Test 

c) Rain and Dust Chamber Test 
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 Durable Test 

a) Vibration Test 

b) Bump test 

 Functional Test 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 

 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 

Our temperature and humidity Test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             Fig6.2.1:Heat and cool chamber test 
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Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

                       Fig6.2.2: Vibration Test Chamber 

 

 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophies. 

6.3 Conclusion 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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     ABSTRACT 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian 

Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India.  It was 

founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture of image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems.  

 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for 

the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India.  It 

was founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture 

of image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL 

started producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 

1967, BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. 

The PCB manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid 

micro circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for 

Doordarshan. In 1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set 

up new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up 

at Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite 

programmes in 1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to 

its fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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for supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at 

Panchkula the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater 

focus to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 

1988 to focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also 

the set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first 

batch of 75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s 

Delft of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of 

the foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as 

also the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). 

The R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock 

Exchange. 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 

2005, BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that 

will enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and 

shore establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed 

in-house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space 

management multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense 

applications; battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance 

system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 
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https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 
 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 
Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 
Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 
Antenna, Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 
optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 
Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 
devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 
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PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

Product Assurance Testing: 
Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

NIGHT VISION DEVICE: 

Definition: 
 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device 

(NOD), is an optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light 

approaching total darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible 

light and near-infrared, while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal 

imaging. The image produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most 

often used by the military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. 

The term usually refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective 

and generally water-resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also 

include optical components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD 

may have an IR illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 

Working Principle of Image Intensifier: 
Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient light. 

The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electrons. 
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  Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide 

with the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, 

creating a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons 

release photons and create green image on the screen. The green phosphor image is viewed 

through another lens. 

Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

 
All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature 

 
 A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting 

atoms and causing others. The focused light is scanned and creates temperature pattern.The 

pattern created is translated into electric impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that 

translates the information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the 

information to the is play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white in 

nature. 

Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 
 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

Classification of Night Vision Devices: 
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 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 
 

 The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use of 

flashlights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night 

vision devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the 

stars, to see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula 

and clusters in the sky in real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive 

x-ray machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for an x-ray
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CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES: 

Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 
1. Object Glass 

 

2. Focus 

 

3. Image intensifier tube 

 

4. Eye Piece 

 

5. Eye Guard 
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Image Intensifier Tube: 
 
 

 

Figure 2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 
 Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

Image Intensification: 
 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

so that a dimly lit scene can be viewed in real-time by the naked eye via visual output, or stored 

as data for later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes 

a charged photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro 

channel plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the 

light that strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is 

much like a CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 

goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 
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intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne 

platforms. Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source 

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision technologies. 
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CASE STUDY OF THERMAL IMAGING: 

 

Example: Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: HHTI with LRF 

 
 HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight 

with in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks and vibrations. It is provided with electronically generated reticule. 
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Introduction:  

 
 

 
Figure 4: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an 

image of it or to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s 

by Texas instruments, Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in 

firefighting, law enforcement, industrial applications, security transportation, medical and 

many other industries. 

Thermal Imaging: 
 

 It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. 

Works in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, 

fog and haze. 

 Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the 

depth of the grey indicates variations between the two. Some thermal cameras, however, add 

color to images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 
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Working of thermal imaging: 
 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted 

by all of the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-

detector elements. The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a 

thermogram. 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the 

visible light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are 

invisible to the human eye. 

The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick 

William Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he 

directed sunlight through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the 

temperature of each color. He found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the 

violet to the red part of the spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond 

the red portion of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he 

found that this region had the highest temperature of all. 

Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave portions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or thermal 

radiation. Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius or 

0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very 

cold, such as ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 

The thermal imaging camera: 
 

Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared detector 

(C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate 
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the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the viewfinder or on a 

standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

 

 

 
Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of applications 

for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile guidance. They 

are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with efficacy during 

day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology and signal processing have 

enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology leading to the realization of 

third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of second generation and 

four times that of first generation systems. 

  DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIR TI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for 

long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform 

better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. either in standalone mode or 

as a part of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 
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 MWIR TI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part 

of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIR TI  perform better in hot humid 

environments and preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric 

transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in 

the battlefield. 

Principle of Operation and Types: 
 

 Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of 

their wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function 

of their temperatures. 

 Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the 

way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient 

light level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings 

and underground. 

 A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of 

glass, as glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire 

crystals must be used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to 

protect against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why 

thermo graphic cameras are more costly. 

Types: 
 

 Cooled infrared detectors 

 Uncooled infrared detectors 
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Principle of Operation and Types: 
 Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of 

their wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function 

of their temperatures. 

 Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the 

way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient 

light level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings 

and underground. 

 A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of 

glass, as glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire 

crystals must be used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to 

protect against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why 

thermo graphic cameras are more costly. 

Types: 

 Cooled infrared detectors 

 Uncooled infrared detectors 

Cooled infrared detectors: 
 

Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and 

cryogenically cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the semiconductor materials 

used.  Typical operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature, depending 

on the detector technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, 

depending on type and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 

common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by 

their own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both 

to produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Sterling engine cry coolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to uncooled ones. 
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Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-

number lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for 

cooled detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, 

nitrogen being a common choice. The pressurized gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and 

passed over a miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson 

effect. For such systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

Materials used for  cooled  infrared  detection  include photo detectors based  on  a  wide  range  

of narrow gap semiconductors including: 

1. Indium antimonide 

2. Indium Arsenide 

3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

Uncooled Infrared Detectors: 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and 

image quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their 

fabrication processes, limited by currently available technology.  

 Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor 

material; the pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization charge.  

The achieved NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. 

A possible sensor assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide 

thermally insulated connection. 

 Silicon microbolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer of 

amorphous silicon, or thin film vanadium (V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon 

Nitride Bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the 

sensing element is measured once per frame.
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WHITE HOT AND BLACK HOT IMAGES: 
 

 A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette 

(also known as Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette 

displays warmer objects as black or dark rather than white or light shades (Fig 2a & 2b ). 

The light brown Thermo Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering 

the material will appear hot, but only relative to the Thermo Bright. The material is most 

effective with ‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. 

Though we offer both polarities, ‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater 

ranges than ‘hot’. 

 

 

Figure 5: Black Hot Image 

 

 

Figure 6: White Hot Image
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Status Display: 
 

The HHTI generates the following status displays: 

 

a) COMM. status – indicates that the system is connected to the LRF or the STE 

b) INIT – indicates that system is in initialization mode – INIT 

c) WFOV/NFOV/E-ZOOM – indicates the selected FOV 

d) WHT HOT/BLK HOT – indicates the selected polarity of the picture: 

i. WHT HOT – hot objects will be displayed in white. 

ii. BLK HOT – hot objects will be displayed in black. 

e) LRF STATUS – indicates the LRF status 

i. READY – LRF is ready for ranging 

ii. XXXXX – Measured range 

SYSTEM START-UP AND CHECKOUT: 

 The following describes the Start-up procedures to be followed before operating the 

HHTI system. 

a) Verify that the battery is in place and the battery cover is locked with two latches. 

b) Switches the power to “ON” position. 

c) Remove front lens cover. 

d) During power ON the INIT indication and DET HOT warning will be displayed until 

the detector will reach the required temperature in less than 8 minutes. Then a thermal 

image is displayed and the cooler noise is reduced. 

e) If you have to change the field of view, push or pull the FOV handle. 

f) Rotate the focus knob to get the sharpest image of the object. 
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g) Press the Reticule BLK/WHT pushbutton and observe if the color of the reticle 

changes from black to white and vice versa with each pressure. 

h) Verify that the system is in NFOV mode and press RETICLE BLK/WHT pushbutton 

for three seconds. Observe that the E-ZOOM is activated. 

i) Press the pushbutton again to return to NFOV mode. 

j) Change for to WFOV mode. 

k) Press the RETICLE ON/OFF pushbutton and observe that the reticle disappears. 

l) Press the RETICLE ON/OFF pushbutton again and observe that the reticle is displayed. 

m) Change FOV to NFOV mode and press the RETICLE ON/OFF one more time. 

observe that the range estimated scale is displayed. 

n) Set the power switch to STBY. Verify that the CRT disappears while the cooler noise 

is still heard. 

o) Set the power switch to ON. Verify that a thermal image is displayed within 45 

seconds. 

Field Of View: 

 The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. 

In case of optical  instruments or  sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is   

sensitive  to electromagnetic radiation. 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Horizontal Field Of 

View 
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Figure 8: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 
INTENSIFIER TUBE VERSUS THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA: 

 

 
 

  

Figure 9: Intensifier Tube versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

 

Image intensification: Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the Saturated by looking 

directly to a light source and produces a clear image. Light source. 

 
 

FIG: Intensifier Tube versus Thermal Imaging Camera 
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Image intensification: suspect Thermal imaging: suspect hiding in Hiding in bushes is practically    

bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to mask 

 Image intensification, also referred to as I2 technology, and amplifies small amounts of 

visible light thousands of times so that objects can be seen at night. 

 Image intensification does require a certain level of ambient light, but even starlight can 

produce an image on a cloudless night. 

 Because the system requires at least a minimum level of ambient light, conditions such as 

heavy overcast can limit its effectiveness. Similarly, too much light may overwhelm the system 

and reduce its effectiveness. 

 Thermal imaging cameras offer substantial benefits over image intensification. They are 

not affected by the amount of light so that you will not be blinded when looking at a light source. 

TECHNICAL DATA OF HHTI WITH LRF: 
 

Characteristics: 

 
Thermal imager Spectral band: 8-12 μm Fields Of View (FoV): 

• Wide FoV: 8° x 6° 

 

• Narrow FoV: 3.2° x 2.4° 

 

• Electronic zoom (x2): 1.6° x 1.2° Image resolution: 754 x 576 

Thermal sensitivity (NETp): < 50 mK Axis stability: < 0.6 mrad 

Eye safe laser range-finder: 

• Range out to 10 km 

 
• High performance single shot 

Magnetic compass: 

 
• Elevation: 0.2° 

 
• Azimuth: 0.5° 

 
GPS receiver: 

 
• Integrated + external connection (PLGR) 
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Colour daylight camera : 

 
• FoV: 3.7° x 2.8° 

 
Laser pointer 830 nm : 

 
• Eye safe 

 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

 
Weight: < 3.5 kg 

 
Size: 310 x 250 x 110 mm 

 
Video output: 

 
• 625 lines or 525 lines (SMPTE 170 m) 

 
Power supply: 

 
• Battery or external power supply 

 

 

Battery Life: 

 
• > 4 hours with rechargeable battery 

 
Remote control: 

 
• RS 422 serial data link 

 
Cooling: 

 
• Integrated micro-cooler, rotative Sterling type 

 
Cooling down time: 

 
• < 5 min 

 
Internal display: 

 
• OLED 

 
Temperature range: 
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• Operating: -40° C to +55° C 

 
Environmental conditions: 

 
• Fully ruggedized / MIL STD 461 and MIL STD 

810 - Military wheeled vehicles 

ACCESSORIES: 
 

• Tripods, displays 

 
• Rechargeable batteries 

 
• Battery chargers 

 
• AC or DC converters 

 
• Narrow FoV (2°) tele-converter 

 

• Wide FoV (20°) teleconverter 

for operation in urban area 

• Transmission and tele-operation 

 
• Integrated Hand-Held Display/remote 

control box (POP6) 

 

APPLICATIONS: 
 

1. Military and Police 

 

 One of the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a law enforcement or 

military professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being detected 

and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to 

withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging 

rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using 

thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting 
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people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but 

this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or a foe. 

 

2. Surveillance 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance 

Because they work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its 

need for light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke 

and fog also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 

 

3. Energy Audits 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

4. Security and Law Enforcement 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS (Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 
 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperature test 

b) Heat and Cold Chamber Test 

c) Rain and Dust Chamber Test 

 Durable Test 

a) Vibration Test 

b) Bump test 

 Functional Test 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 
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Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 
 

 

 

 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are 

ranging in size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, including 

bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra 

low temperature test chamber, high rate of change of 

temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with 

humidity chambers. 

 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity 

chambers. Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range: 10% to 98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

 
 

 

Figure 10: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration 

during operation, accident, and natural catastrophes. 
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Conclusion: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still 

used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillance 
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                                                ABSTRACT 

                Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) was established at Bangalore, India, by the 

Government of India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized 

electronic needs of the Indian defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a 

multiproduct, multi- technology, multi-unit company serving the needs of customers in 

diverse fields in India and abroad. R&D engineers are engaged in the development of 

new products, cutting edge technology modules, subsystem, processes & components 

in the following major areas:- - Radars- 

       Sonar’s & Naval Systems - Communications - Command Control Systems - 

Electronic Warfare Systems & Avionics - Tank and Opto-electronics - 

Broadcast,Satcom & Telecom - Other products & systems – Components. 

               Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic 
reasons, BEL set up new units at different location across the country. The second 
unit of BEL was set up at Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo 
communication equipment for the Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 
1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier tubes. 

            In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) 
showcased its entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare 
technologies developed in- house at Aero India 2011. These include command and 
control system, air space management multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and 
tactical algorithm for air defence applications battlefield management system and an 
all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

             In  addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, 
next generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. 
Airborne products displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital 
flight control computer and identification friend or foe. Also on display were the 
complete range of optoelectronic equipment, including night vision devices, digital 
handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

 

 With the ongoing revolution in the field of mechanical where innovations are taking 

place at the blink of an eye, it is impossible to keep the pace with the emerging trends 

excellence is an attitude that whole of human race is born with. It is the environment 

that makes sure that whether the result of this attitude is visible or otherwise. A well 

planned ,properly executed and evaluated industrial training helps a lot in including a 

professional attitude. It provides a linkage between the student and industry to develop 

an awareness of industrial approach to problem solving,based on broad understanding 

of process and mode of operation of organization. 

During this period, the student gets the real experience for working in the actual 

industry environment. Most of the theoretical knowledge that has been gained during 

the course of their studies is put to test here. Apart from this the student gets an 

opportunity to learn the latest technology, which is immensely helps in them in 

building their carrier. I had the opportunity to have a real experience on many ventures, 

which increased my sphere of knowledge to great extent. I got a chance to learn many 

new technologies and interfaced to many instruments. 

The word quality holds out different meaning for different people, but for an industry it 

is most important and can be defined as the totality of features and characteristics of a 

product/services that bear on its ability to satisfy given needs. 

And  all the credit goes to organization Bharat Electronics Ltd. 
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2.COMPANY PROFILE 

Bharat Electronics Limited, a Professional Electronics company in India incorporated in 

1954. BEL was born to meet the growing needs of Indian Defence services for electronic 

systems. Employing the best engineering talent available in the country, BEL has 

progressed manufacturing state of-the-art products in the field of Defence Electronics 

like Communications including encryption, Radars and strategic components. Over the 

years, BEL has diversified to meet the needs of civilian customers as well and has 

provided products and network solutions on turnkey basis to customers in India and 

abroad.  

 Bharat Electronics Limited is a Pioneer in the field of Professional Electronics in India 

and has been manufacturing a wide range of Defence and Civil communication products 

since 1954. Multiple years of operations covering design, development, engineering and 

manufacturing professional electronics equipment in diverse fields based on various 

technologies has enabled BEL to offer end-to-end system solutions on turnkey basis. 

 Products:  

 Defence.  

 Telecommunications.  

 Land based radors. 

 Naval systems. 

 Opto electronics. 

 Tank electronics. 

 Electronic warfare. 

 Simulators. 

 Non defence. 

 Telecommunications. 

 Sound vision broadcasting. 

 Solar photovoltaic systems. 

 Electronic components. 

 Niche products. 
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3. MANUFACTURING UNITS 

BEL has a total of nine manufacturing units spread throughout the nation with banglore 

being the biggest of them. The details about the different manufacturing units of BEL 

along with their product specialitiesare as follows: 

 

Sl.no BEL Unit State 

1. Bangalore Karnataka 

2. Panchkula Haryana 

3. Kotdwara Uttaranchal 

4. Ghaziabad Uttar pradesh 

5. Pune Maharashtra 

6. Hyderabad Telangana 

7. Machilipatnam, Andhra pradesh 

8. Navi Mumbai Maharashtra 

9. Chennai Tamilnadu 

 

In 1954 with a factory of jallahali,Bharat Electronics grew into nine units,spread all over India. 

The locations and products of the units are given below: 
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1. BANGALORE:This is also called BG complex.jallahali unit which is the mother unit is now 

a part of the BG complex.This is the biggest unit with approx 10,000 employees working 

here.Among the products here, the important ones are: 

 Communication equipment. 

 Air and Doordarshan equipment like obile van for live telecast. 

 Radar-mobile, one dimensional ,3-dimensional and multi-dimensional Radars are 

manufactured here.Different range of semi-conductors devices like ics. 

 Resistors and black & white color TV picture tube glasses. 

 ISRO‘s requirements are met at space electronics department at banglore.satellite launch 

vehicle was also manufactured here. 

 

2. PANCHKULA: Panchkula & kotdwara were proposed simultaneously by the government 

in 1985.It was proposed to set up one unit each in Haryana & uttar Pradesh.But the place in U.P 

for setting up a BEL unit could not be decided while that at Haryana was decided & hence this 

unit started earlier.This unit manufactures only tactical communication equipment like VHF,UHF 

transceivers etc. 

 

3. KOTDWARA: This is a unit in garhwal district of Uttaranchal.This unit manufacturers 

radio relay, multiplex equipments &exchanges etc. 

 

4. GHAZIABAD: This is the second unit which was set up in 1974, & approx. 2500 

employees working here.radars & some communicationequipment are the products manufactured 

here are: 

 Radars 

 SATCOM 

 Microwave components 

 

5. PUNE: To diversity further one more branch was added 1979 & this was in pune.In this branch 

around 700-800 employees are working.The product profile includes: 

 Image convertor,image intensifier 
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 X-ray tubes 

 Batteries 

 Electro-optics 

 

6. HYDERABAD: This is another unit of BEL which manufactures electronic warfare 

equipments. 

 

7. MACHILIPATNAM: There was one Andhra scientific company,which was a sick 

unit.This was taken over by BEL & is called ASCO unit 1983.The products include: 

 Optical & Optoelectronic equipment like binoculars,microscopes. 

 Medical Electronics 

 

8. NAVI MUMBAI: This is an industrial place near Mumbai.This unit makes: 

 Glass shells for black & white TV picture tubes 

 Shelters for electronic equipment 

 Train actuated warning system 

 Electronic equipment assembly 

 

9. CHENNAI: This unit manufactures: 

 Tank related electronic equipments 

 Optical fire control systems
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4.PRODUCTS & MARKET OF BEL 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited is a major supplier of products and turnkey systems to the indian 

Defence Services.Over the years,BEL has diversified into manufacturing many civilian products as 

well. Large trunkey telecommunication solutions are also being offered to civilian market.BEL has 

been involved in providing state of the art communicationequipment to the indian army, be it hand 

held mobile radios and terminals ,ground based system,airborne and even ship borne equipment and 

systems.The communication equipment developed here cover HF,VHF,UHF, and Vv/UHF 

frequency bands.the most important project of BEL under the communication equipment is STARS-

V which provides secure mode of data transfer.in STARS- V,the data to be transferred is first 

encrypted using a microprocessor which could be read only  by a similar device with same 

coding.Now the latest technology of frequency hopping is being implemented which is a very useful 

tool in making a secure data transfer system.BEL manufactures a lot product which is very difficult 

to list but some of the major products were as follows: 

Integrated circuits and micro circuits Radars  

 

X- ray tubes and magnetrons STARS-V 

 

HF & broadcast equipment ACME MK CNR 

 

SPACE GUIDING EQUIPMENTS HUD 

 

AIR BORNE GPS RECEIVER LUP 

 

SIRAX TIDEX 

 

SECURE TELEPHONE SECURE FAX
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Domestic market: 

 

Sl.no PRODUCT CUSTOMER 

1. Defence communication Indian defence services,para military 

forces 

2. Radars & sonars Indian defence services, civil 

aviation, meterological department 

,ISRO 

3. Telecommunication Department of 

telecommunication,para military 

forces,power sector,oil 

industry,Railways 

4. Broadcasting equipment and studio systems All india radio,dooradarshan(national 

radio & TV broadcasters) 

5. Electronic voting machines Election commission of india 

6. Solar products & systems Individuals,private and government 

organizations 

7. Trunkey systems,E-Governance Networks Police,state government,Public sector 

undertakings 

8. Components All India radio and doordarshan the 

national Radio & TV Broadcasters, 

instrumentation industry,switching 

industry,entertainment 
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Exports play a key role in BEL‘s strategic perspective.A number of International companies are 

using the facilities at BEL for contract Manufacturing.The broad list of products and services being 

exported is given below: 

Exports/International market: 

 

 

Sl.no PRODUCT CUSTOMER 

1. Defence communication 

equipment and spare parts 

Botswana,Indonesia,suriname, 

Malaysia 

2. Radars & Sub-systems Indonesia,Egypt,Switzerland 

3. Electronic warfare products 

and services 

Russia,Brazil 

4. Opto electronics products Sri lanka,Nepal,Israel,South Africa 

5. Semi conductor 

devices,microwave tubes and 

transmitting tubes 

Malaysia,Singapore,Turkey, 

Netherlands,UK,USA,France,Hong kong 

6. Solar products & systems Suriname,Germany,Zimbabwe, 

Bptswana,Kenya,Nigeria 

7. Telecom and SATCOM 

systems 

Nigeria,kenya 

8. Radio & TV Broadcasting 

products and systems 

Nepal,Mauritius 

9. Electric voting systems Sri lanka,Uganda,Malawi,South Africa 

10. Vacuum Interrupters Malysia,UAE,Uganda,Turkey,UK,Azerbaijan 
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5.BEL MACHILIPATNAM & ITS PRODUCTS 
 

In 1983 ,the Andhra scientific company(ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its fourth 

manufacturing unit at machilipatnam .The products include 

 Night vision devices 

 Electric voting systems 

 

NIGHT VISION DEVICES 

Definition: 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is 

an optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image produced 

is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the military and law 

enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually refers to a complete 

unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant housing, and 

some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such as a sacrificial 

lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR illuminator,  making it an active as 

opposed to passive night vision device. 

Working Of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

Image Intensifier: 

1. Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. 

 

2. A conventional lens, captures ambient light. 

 

3. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. 
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4. The light energy released electron from the cathode and accelerated. 

 

5. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate more electron. 

 

6. Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. 

 

 

7. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. 

 

8. New electrons collide with atoms, creating a chain. 

 

9. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. 

 

10. The energy of the electrons release photons and create green image on the screen. 

 

11. The green phosphor image is viewed through another lens. 

Thermal Imaging : 

All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature 

1. A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms 

and causing others. 

2. The focused light is scanned and creates temperature pattern. 

 

3. The pattern created is translated into electric impulses. 

 

4. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the information into data for the display. 

 

5. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is play, and appears as various colors. 

 

6. The images are black and white in nature. 
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Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used extensively 

by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. Police and 

security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, particularly for 

surveillance. 

Classification of Night Vision Devices: 

 Night Vision devices 

 Passive Night Vision devices 

 Thermal imaging cameras 

 Cooled and Uncooled 

 Active Night Vision devices 
 

 
 
 
 

Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

1. The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers 

to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use of flashlights. 

 

2. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better at night 
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3. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to see more stars in the city, 

amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and clusters in the sky in real time 

 

4. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, 

reducing the doses necessary for an x-ray. 

 

Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

FIG: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

1. Object Glass 

 

 

2. Focus 

 

 

3. Image intensifier tube 

 

 

4. Eye Piece 
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5. Eye Guard 

Parts of Image Intensifier Tube: 

 

Fig Image Intensifier Tube 

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological 

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches: sufficient spectral range, 

and sufficient intensity range. 

Image Intensification: 

This magnifies the amount of received photons from various natural sources such as starlight or 

moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light cameras. In the 

military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the video signal is often 

transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are usually integrated into a sensor 

containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used independently or in fused mode, 

depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can generate an 

image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) so that a dimly 

lit scene can be viewed in real-time by the naked eye via visual output, or storedas data for later 

analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel plate 

that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that strikes 

the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a CRT 

television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though many 

other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced intentions 

to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 

Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source of 

illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700–1,000 nm (just 

below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. The 

resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome image 

on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision technologies. 

 

Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF 

 

FIG: HHTI with LRF 

 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight with in-

built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. This 

is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks and vibrations. It is provided with electronically generated reticle. 
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Introduction: 

 

FIG: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 

1. Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image 

of it or to locate it. 

2. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas instruments, 

Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell 

3. In recent times it is being used in firefighting, law enforcement, industrial applications, 

security transportation, medical and many other industries. 

 

Thermal Imaging: 

1. It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. 

 

2. Works in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, 

fog and haze. 

3. Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the depth of 

the grey indicates variations between the two. 

4. Some thermal cameras, however, add color to images to help users identify objects at different 

temperatures. 

Working of thermal imaging: 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by all of the 

objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-detector elements. The 

detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermogram. 
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Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the visible light 

spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are invisible to the human 

eye. 

The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick William Herschel. 

Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he directed sunlight through a 

glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. He found that 

the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond the red portion 

of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he found that this region 

had the highest temperature of all. 

Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave portions of the electromagnetic 

spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or thermal radiation. Any object that 

has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius or 0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the 

infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, such as ice cubes, emit infrared 

radiation. 

Thermal imaging camera 

Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared detector 

(C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translatethe data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the 

viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 
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 Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of 

applications 

 for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile 

 guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be 

used with 

 efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology and 

signal 

 processing have enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology 

leading to the 

 realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of second 

 generation and four times that of first generation systems. DRDO is working in this area 

for the last 

 two decades and has developed various TIs operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared 

(MWIR) 

 -12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) spectral bands. These systems are based on 

 scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for target acquisition, which can be used, 

 either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 

MWIR TIs 

 

 perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range applications 

because of 

 better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and dusty 

 

environment prevailing in the battlefield. 
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Principle of Operation and Types: 

Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses radiation 

from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz waves, 

microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their wave 

(wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 

temperatures. 

Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is emitted as 

black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the way an 

ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light level 

does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and 

underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as 

glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals 

must be used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect 

against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermographic 

cameras are more costly. 

Types: 

 Cooled infrared detectors 

 Uncooled infrared detectors 

Cooled infrared detectors: 

Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and cryogenically 

cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the semiconductor materials used. Typical 

operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature, depending on the detector 

technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type 

and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as common 

digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by their own 
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radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to produce 

and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Stirling engine cryocoolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to uncooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-number 

lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for cooled 

detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, nitrogen 

being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and passed over 

a miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For 

such systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

Materials used for cooled infrared detection include photodetectors based on a wide range of 

narrow gap semiconductors including: 

1. Indium antimonide 

 

2. Indium Arsenide 

 

3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

 

4. Lead sulfide 

 

 

Uncooled Infrared detectors: 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image noise, but 

they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic coolers. 

This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and image quality 
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tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their fabrication processes, 

limited by currently available technology. 

Uncooled detectors are mostly based on pyroelectric and ferroelectric materials or microbolometer 

technology. The material are used to form pixels with highly temperature-dependent properties, 

which are thermally insulated from the environment and read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor material; the 

pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization charge. The achieved 

NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. A possible 

sensor assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide thermally 

insulated connection. 

 

Silicon microbolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer ofamorphous 

silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon nitride bridge 

above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the sensing element is 

measured once per frame. 

Applications: 

1. Military and Police 

One of the most common users of a thermal imager is a law enforcement or military professional. 

They need to be able to see potential threats without being detected and thermal units give them 

this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, 

so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN 

ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and-

death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting people or animals, 

identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but this doesn't mean 

you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or a foe. 

2. Surveillance 

Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because they work 

equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for light, and night 
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vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog also gives thermal 

a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 

3. Energy Audits 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where buildings are 

leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year on heating and 

cooling bills. 

4. Security And Law Enforcement 

With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person 

present at there. 

Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to dramatically 

improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.  PRODUT ASSURANCE 

A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to assure that 

the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level of quality in 

a product. 

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by ensuring 

(1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary resources for each 

process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and effective. 

6.1 Product Assurance Testing: 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating environment. 

Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown within the 

development or test environments. 

6.2 Product Assurance Tests: 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 Climate Test 

 

a) High temperature and Low temperature test 

 

b) Heat and Cold Chamber Test 

 

c) Rain and Dust Chamber Test 

 

 Durable Test 

 

a) Vibration Test 

 

b) Bump test 

 

 Functional Test 
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a) Resolution Test 

 

b) Field Of View 

 

6.3 Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 
 

 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, including 

benchtop, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature test chamber, high rate of 

change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and configurations, 

including benchtop / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. Temperature 

Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to 98%R.H. 

 

6.4 Vibration Test Chamber: 
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Repetitive Shock Vibration tables generate multi-axis vibration using one or more pneumatic 

impact hammer(s) (also known as impactors) that strike a the top of a vibration table on which a 

product is attached. Thermotron‘s repetitive shock vibration test systems are designed specifically 

for very aggressive temperature change rates and high levels of multi-axis repetitiveshock 

vibration. Repetitive shock shaker tables can be used as stand-alone units or combined with an 

AGREE or AST chamber for HALT/HASS testing. The repetitive shock vibration system 

incorporates many unique features designed to satisfy a wide range of vibration testing and 

screening applications for many industries. The basic system utilizes Multi-Zone Control. This 

patented feature uniformly—and more effectively—tests products. As a result, you receive 

improved product reliability, reduced warranty and recall risks, as well as better-utilized company 

resources. 

 

6.5 Bump test chamber
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This computerised machine is designed to cater the high acceleration and high pulse duration 

repetitive bump tests. The machine is used in product qualificationtesting, transient analysis of 

structures or models and fatigue tests on some systems and parts with an object to determine their 

suitability under repetitive ‗bump‘ environment (during transportation or in-service, etc.), and to 

assess structural integrity and stress screening. The machine has a robust steel structure that enables 

it to be used for testing of test objects having weights from 50 kg to 1000 kg, acceleration from 3 "g" 

to 400 "g" and pulse duration from 3 ms to 30 ms. The machine is intended to reproduce the effects 

of repetitive bumps from 40 to 180 bumps per minute likely to be experienced by components and 

equipment during transportation or when installed in various classes of vehicles. The object mounting 

hole pattern of the platform is 100 x 100mm matrix or as desired by the customer. An optional T-

slot for mounting of test objects is also provided. The mounting platform is lifted vertically through 

a cam arrangement and is made to drop forcibly with the mechanical impact generating mechanism 

on the rubber pad placed on the anvil, which provides the required acceleration level. The desired 

impact acceleration can be obtained by adjusting the drop height and mechanical impact generating 

force of the mounting platform. Rubber pads are used to produce half-sine pulses, and duration of 

half sine pulse shape can be adjusted by changing the hardness and thickness of the rubber pads. The 

machine is supported with Pentium PC based intelligent instrumentation system to control and 

monitor and analyse acquired acceleration waveform on 4 channels. The unit operates on 415/230 V 

±10%, 50 Hz single phase AC and 3-phase 415 V 50 Hz. 

 

6.6 Salt spray test chamber: 
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The salt spray (or salt fog) test is a standardized and popular corrosion test method, used to check 

corrosion resistance of materials and surface coatings. Usually, the materials to be tested are 

metallic (although stone, ceramics, and polymers may also be tested) and finished with a surface 

coating which is intended to provide a degree of corrosion protection to the underlying metal. Salt 

spray testing is an accelerated corrosion test that produces a corrosive attack to coated samples in 

order to evaluate (mostly comparatively) the suitability of the coating for use as a protective finish. 

The appearance of corrosion products (rust or other oxides) is evaluated after a pre-determined 

period of time. Test duration depends on the corrosion resistance of the coating; generally, the 

more corrosion resistant the coating is, the longer the period of testing before the appearance of 

corrosion/ rust. 
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7.SUB DEPARTMENTS 
 

7.1 Development and engineering department: 

It is to design to project,make the modifications to prepare design and related documents.the 

software used in bel machilipatnam is solidworks. 

7.2 Material management: 

It is the management of materials, this department purchases the materials it has different bins that 

holds items after inspection. 

7.3 Quality assurance: 

It deals with the quality of material it is checked before going to customer.in quality assurance 

several equipments are used they are vernier calipers,screw gauge,CMM machine,go gauge and 

no go gauges etc.. 

CMM machine: 

 

A coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is a device for measuring the physical geometrical 

characteristics of an object. This machine may be manually controlled by an operator or it may be 

computer controlled. Measurements are defined by aprobe attached to the third moving axis of this 

machine. Probes may be mechanical, optical, laser, or white light, among others. A machine which 

takes readings in six degrees of freedom and displays these readings in mathematical form is 
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known as a CMM. The typical 3D "bridge" CMM is composed of three axes, X, Y and Z. These 

axes are orthogonal to each other in a typical three-dimensionalcoordinate system. Each axis has 

a scale system that indicates the location of that axis. The machine reads the input from the touch 

probe, as directed by the operator or programmer. The machine then uses the X,Y,Z coordinates 

of each of these points to determine size and position, typically with micrometer precision. 

A coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is also a device used in manufacturing and assembly 

processes to test a part or assembly against the design intent. By precisely recording the X, Y, and 

Z coordinates of the target, points are generated which can then be analysed via regression 

algorithms for the construction of features. These points are collected by using a probe that is 

positioned manually by an operator or automatically via Direct Computer Control (DCC). DCC 

CMMs can be programmed to repeatedly measure identical parts, thus a CMM is a specialized 

form of industrial robot. 

7.4 Plant and service: 

It is the department for providing the services to company.services are water supply,electrical 

supply,transport,horticulture. 

7.5 Human resource &administration: 

In this department the recruitment of employees is done it is to use manpower in different 

areas.medical facilities are also available. 

7.6 Finance: 

It is the department for the sanction of money to the employees it is to be made for one year.it is 

the record of the money. 

7.7 Quality management: 

It is to sell products in the international market six sigma is the statistical technique for maintaining 

quality.in this department there is a group of employees who discuss the problems,find out its 

solution and present it to manager. 

7.8 Machine shop: 
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In bel machine shop there is both CNC and conventional machines are there several components 

are manufactured in this machine shop.the conventional machines are lathe,milling,grinding and 

CNC machines like lathe,milling etc. 

CNC Lathe Machine 

 Automated version 

 Controlled by G and M code 

 Used for turning operations 

CNC Milling Machine 

 Programming for optimal performance 

 Large production 

 

CNC Drilling Machine 

 Multi function machining 

 High flexibility 

7.9 Production Planning and Control: 

Production planning and controlThis department forms the most important section among the 

others present because.it forms the backbone right from the beginning till end of the particular set 

the responsibility lies in the hands of this section.it mainly performs three functions scheduling 

and launching control launching control the market section takes the order from the customer and 

gives the equipment stock order to ppc now ppc makes the list of each components involved in the 

product .this is called scheduling.next function that comes is launched ppc prepares shop order and 

engineering documents such as drawings .this function is called launching now comes to material 

control here the ppc keeps track of production i.e the purchase requisition is given to purchase 

department and sub contract department. 

7.10 Assembly section: 

In this all the components are gathered and assembled they set properly in the complete set.it is 

the most important and technologically advanced department at BEL Machilipatnam. 

7.11 R&D Department: 

 Areas of R&D 
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Development of Military Radars,Naval Systems,Military communication 

products,Electronic warfare systems,Telecommunication products. 

 Resources and investment 

There are about 1000 engineers working in BEL on various D&E Projects.BEL R&D Units 

are recognized by the Department of scientific & industrial Research under the ministry of 

science & Technology,Govt.of India 
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8.CONCLUSION 

 

The four weeks of industrial at B.E.L machilipatnam generated a lot more interest in my subject. 

It made me more aware of the scope of mechanical engineering.it has also made me appreciative 

of an industrial work environment. 

 

Undergoing training on the BEL manufacturing unit has helped me integrate conceptual 

knowledge with real life application.I was fortunate to have personal guidance from experienced 

professionals who took been interest in explaning the working details of various equipments. 

 

I feel that without this opportunity my own understanding of this subject and also the motivation 

to acquire more knowledge would have remained incomplete 

 

I think my training has given me enough motivation and an exposure that I will try to join defence 

services or get linked up with the defence of the country. 

 

―To know the technical know-how,industrial training is the best way to move forward.
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                                        Abstract
Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for nearly 

60% of the power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need 
minimum cost of infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power plant. 
Through their operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into 
existence due the large accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide employment 
to a large compared to any another plant.

This project regard to the exclusive study on Vijayawada thermal power station. It 
gets into details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper 
operating of the plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute 
aspect to be considered for the successful operation of plant.

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation of 
thermal plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants in 
India and a study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation of 
electric power. This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and the 
issues concerned for proper operation.
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UNIT-I

THERMAL POWER PLANT

INTRODUCTION
Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, transport, 
economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship between the 
energy used per person and his standard of living.

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 
Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 
because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and can 
be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields.

1.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT:

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled to 

alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning of 

huge amount of coal in boiler furnace.

1.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION:

            (1) Rankin cycle.

            (2) Reheat cycle.      

            (3) Regenerative cycle.

1.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS:

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This crushed 

coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of hot and 

cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to air pre-

heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature control.  

Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. Water from the 
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boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. Water from the drum 

passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water from the bottom rising 

header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and density difference the water 

raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly converted to steam is separated from 

water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is sent to super heaters for super heating. 

The super heaters are located inside the furnace and the steam is super heater (540 degree 

centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine.

1.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER: 

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically regulate 

the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-pressure 

cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to the direct the 

steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the turbine shaft. This 

second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The stationary and moving blades 

together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many stages are necessary so that 

cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with rings of moving blades arranged 

between them.

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-pressure 

cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical energy. The steam 

leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating and enters into the 

intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through another series of 

stationary and moving blades.

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the centre 

for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an arrangement 

is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up its heat energy 

to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because of its expansion the 

blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of turbine.

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may be 

beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes
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1.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER:

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when a 

conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is proportional 

to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the magnetic field. For 

higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the conductors are placed 

constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is    obtained from a separate 

system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified    into two types, namely static 

excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will be generated in circuit and to 

obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated by a steam turbine at a constant 

speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the frequency of the electrical system used in 

the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, and at this speed 

a two pole generator must be driven to generate alternating current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ 

second.

1.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:-

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators at 

about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator.

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system.

1.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:-

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy is 

known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy.

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator.

Prime mover coupling Alternator 

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 
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Fig1 : Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station 

Fig2 : LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT

1.8 COAL DELIVERY:

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake inside 

the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is also 

received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge wagons).
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1.9 UNLOADING:

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station.

(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform on 

the running conveyor. 

(ii)

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per the 

requirement.

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal bunkers 

each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six units is about 

21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per day.

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during emergency, 

when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway tracks or coal 

mines.
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UNIT-2

COAL HANDLING PLANT
2.1. COAL PREPERATION PLANT:-

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles.

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment;
(i) Wagon tipplers

(ii) Vibrating feeders

(iii) Conveyor belts

(iv) Coal crushers

(v) Electromagnetic separators 

(vi) Dust extraction system

(vii) Gas ejector

  WAGON TIPPLERS:-

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the coal 

wagons into coal hoppers in very less time.

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:-

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers.

  CONVEYOR BELTS:-

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place.

  COAL CRUSHERS:-

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers.

  ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:-

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal.
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  DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:-

These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area.

  GAS EXTRACTOR:-

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area.

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:-

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases.

2.2 BOILER:-

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for converting 

the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler will flow 

through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to the atmosphere 

through the chimney. 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for converting 

the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler will flow 

through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to the atmosphere 

through the chimney. 

 SUPER HEATERS;

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater.

 ECONOMISER;

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the economiser 

before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the temperature of 

feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases.

 AIR PREHEATER;
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It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the atmosphere by 

forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the boiler furnace. 

The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the temperature of air used for 

coal combustion.

 STEAM TURBINE;

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy.

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY;

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of stages. 

These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are known as either 

impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the reaction and impulse 

designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall turbine uses both. Typically, 

higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure stage are impulse type.

 ALTERNATOR;

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from steam 

into electrical energy.

 EXCITER;

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the field 

system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of exciter is 

about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity.

2.3 INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:-

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical type 

instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash level, coal 

level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt meters, power 

factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and maximum demand 

indicators etc.
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2.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):-

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles from 

flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere.

 WORKING:-

It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced.

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases.

2.5 CHIMNEY

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere. 

2.6 COOLING TOWER;

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler

2.7 TRANSFORMER;

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.    
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UNIT-3

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION:-

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a place 

that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied.

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. Dr. 

NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left bank of 

river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of dr. NTTPS is 

2567 acres including ash pond.

 In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power stations 

such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in AP.

3.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:-

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW.

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day.

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases.

3.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:-

Type         :   Thermal power plant.

Capacity   :   1,760MW

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW.

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal.

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil.

3.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS
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 Power   :   210MW

Current:  9000 amps

Voltage: 15.75KV

 Power     :   500 MW
Current   :   16166 amps
Voltage   :    21.6KV

3.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:-

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally concerned 

with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted into electrical 

energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the purpose of 

understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power cycle is explained 

here under.

1. Rankin cycle

2. Re heat cycle

3. Re-generative cycle

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is

Fig3 : block diagram
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3.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:-

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded there 

after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump this 

condensate is again fed into boiler.

       The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers is to 

avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result in 

undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated without 

any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a boiler helps in 

reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before these are passed out 

of the chimney. 

       The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is

 Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q

Fig4 :graph 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:-

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:-
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 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of about 

166 bars.

 SUPERHEATING;

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater steam 

also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from high 

velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour.

 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE;

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of condensation 

apparatus.

3.5.2 REHEAT CYCLE:-

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at some 

intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is provided in 

the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine blade. It 

reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of the cycle.

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp]

3.5.3 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:-

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in the 

boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation temperature 

through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime mover. Since 

this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as regeneration.
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     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy levels. 

Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output.

3.6 Working of thermal plant:-

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one boiler, 

one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of transport. 

The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills through 

conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which is called as 

primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and transmit coal 

powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is converted into heat 

energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air is supplied through 

forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water wall tubes that are 

located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of convection a radiation 

principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by absorbing heat energy.

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in the 

condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed pumps. 

Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is converted into 

electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are formed and they 

were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is around 800 degree 

centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre heating water, primary 

air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases along with ash are passed 

through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue gases at around 130 degree 

centigrade are liberated the atmosphere.
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Fig5 : Layout of thermal power plant

3.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:-

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc.

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal power 

plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power plant 

is;

Fig6 : unit over view
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UNIT-4

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS

4.1 Components of thermal power plant:-

 Coal conveyor 
 Stacker re claimer
 Pulveriser
 Boiler
 Coal ash
 Air pre heater
 Electrostatic precipitator
 Smoke stack
 Turbine
 Condenser
 Transformers
 Cooling towers
 Generator
 High voltage power lines

4.2 COAL CONVEYOR:-

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place in 

power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below 

Fig7 : conveyer belt
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4.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:-

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure

Fig8 : mechanical device for feeding coal

4.4 PULVERISER:-

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A pulveriser 
is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant.

4.4.1. Types of pulverisers:-

    (a) Ball and tube mill:

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for fine 

pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the water, is 

fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime.

    (b) Ring and ball:

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while the 

upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  Coal is 
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introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and is ground as 

the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and lower rings. The 

coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. The size of the coal 

particles released from the grinder section of the mills is determined by a classifier 

separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W (Babcock and Wilcox).

4.5 BOILER:-

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below   

Fig9 : layout of boiler

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of combustion 

are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the boiler to steam. 

Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam pressure and 

temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in steam into 
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mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a heating 

medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical work, 

which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are sometimes used 

for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy and suitable 

thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is;

4.6. CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:-

Boilers are classified as:-

4.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:-

  In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the tubes 

are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube boilers. So 

they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are not possible, 

maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large quantity of water in 

the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is generally wet, economical 

for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited

                                   Fig10 : fire tube boiler

4.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :-

 In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They consist 

of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums.  Feed water enters the boiler to one 

drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot gases which 
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surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through the tubes and 

collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores steam and water 

(upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out from there. As the 

movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also becomes high 

resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible and can respond 

quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and horizontal and 

inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less weight and less liable 

to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and temperatures from 315 to 575 

centigrade.

4.7. HEATER:-

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler drum, 

is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the steam is 

influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, as well as 

the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube banks 

arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified as 

convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in the 

below diagram.

                             Fig11 : external shape of super heater                          
                       

4.8 SUPER HEATER:-
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Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses some 

of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this inter 

mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the high 

pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine where the 

heat is converted into mechanical energy.

4.9 CONDENSER:

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short supply an 

air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more expensive and 

cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less effective) as a surface 

condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam from steam turbine to obtain 

maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the form of pure water, otherwise 

known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as boiler feed water.

Fig12 : condenser

4.10 COOLING TOWER:

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device in 
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which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the water is 

there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and when 

it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to atmosphere air 

and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical operation of the 

process.

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water.

                              Fig13 : Cooling tower                   

              Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and is 

known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower.

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-cooled 

heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air circulation 

through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling process 

generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling towers.

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity of 

water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or dry-
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bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are rarely 

experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for specific 

installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with design 

conditions. 

There are three types of cooling towers:

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower.

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower.

(iii)Counter flow.

(iv)Cross flow.

(v) Forced draft cooling tower.

4.11 ECONOMIZER:-

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to recover 

some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and utilize for 

heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in between the exit 

from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results in saving coal 

consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs extra investment and 

increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used in all modern plants. In 

this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed between two headers. Feed 

water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the other. The flue gases flow 

outside the tubes usually in counter flow.

4.12 AIR PREHEATERS:-

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler.
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                                                       Fig14 : Air preheater

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, and 

reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the chimney 

or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. It also 

allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, regulations) 

for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static precipitator.

4.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):-

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly collector 

plates. Also known as precipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first stream the 

suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where ionization of the gas 

occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer on the an electric 

charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign and are deposited on the 

electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would be more correctly 

designated as electrode position from the gas phase. 

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 
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large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range. 

Fig15: electrostatic precipitator

4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:-
 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants.

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic and 

other drugs and in operating rooms.

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system.

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants.

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases.

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin.

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand.

4.14 SMOKE STACK:-
A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace or 

fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the hot 

gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The space 
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inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives and 

ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys. 

Fig16 : chimney

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits.

4.15.GENERATOR:-
An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used in 

principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to rotating 

machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines.
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Fig17 : Alternator

4.16 TRANSFORMER:-
It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one or 

more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the voltage. 

Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage devices (door bells 

or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so that electric power can 

be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through electromagnetic induction; current 

in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. The secondary voltage is calculated by 

multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the number of turns in the secondary coil to that 

in the primary.

Fig18 : Transformer
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Fig19 : schematic diagram of transformer

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade.

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet.

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade.

4.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:-
In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions.

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C)

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP)

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM)

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM)

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM)

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT)

4.17.1 Instrumentation and control :-

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, quantity 

and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are required.

They are

(i) Scanners

(ii) Thermocouples

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge

(iv) No coal flap

(v) Load cell
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(vi) Tachometer
(i)  Scanners:-

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting the 

boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board.

Fig20 : Scanners

(ii) Thermocouples:-

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal pipelines, 

and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure

Fig21 : Thremocoupler
(iii)Pressure gauge:-

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure

(iv)No coal flap:-

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when load 

exceeds to the maximum value.

(v) Load cell:-
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Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt.

(vi)Tachometer:-

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor

4.17.2 Control valves:-

(i) Solenoid valves:-
o Oil Valve.
o Steam Valve.
o Scavenger Valve. 

Fig22 : Solenoid Valve

(ii) Primary valves:-
o Electrical Valve.
o Pneumatic Valve : It works with water.
o Hydraulic Valve : It works with Oil.

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve. 
 HPVC -  High Pressure valve control.

 LPVC - Low Pressure valve control.

 BVC - Boil valve control room.

 TVC -           Turbine Valve control room.

 HONV – Heavy oil nossil valve.

4.18. Coal handling plant:-

Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal is 

sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills.

4.18.1.Crusher house:-

(i) Surge hopper floor
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(ii) Vibrating screen floor

(iii)Belt feeder floor

(iv)Crusher hose floor

Fig 23 :The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure

The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid.

They are:

(i) BOXN. type
(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid.

4.19 Boiler maintenance:-

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler components, 

mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, FD fan, and ID fan.

 Boiler accessories :
(i) Feed pump
(ii) Super healer
(iii) Economizer
(iv) Air pre heater

4.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :-
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1.  Water level indicator (water gauge)

2.  Pressure gauge

3. Fusible plug

4. Blow off cock

5. Values

4.19.2 Boiler components:

1. Wag wall tubes

2. Headers

3. Super heater coils

4. Economiser coils

4.19.3 Ball mill :-

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted into 

classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in service and 

one is stand by.

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control.

The mill air/coal flow diagram is

Fig24 : Flow Chart of mill air/coal
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4.19.4 Fans :-

(i) Primary air fan :

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler

(ii) Forced draught fan :

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion.

(iii)Induced draught fan :

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 
furnaces. 

4.20 Common accessories maintenance:

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump house, 
Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC Plant.

 CW pumps :-

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of steam 
and get converted in to water.

 Raw water pumps :-

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 
house.

 HP pumps :-

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing ESP 
for ash disposal.

 BCW pump house :-
In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam.

 Ash disposal system :-
The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped to 

the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams run 

continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by.
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Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the sumps 

keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate.

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear.

 AC Plant:-
AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature.

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :-
The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from the 

gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 

electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is applied 

between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting electrodes which 

are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between rows of collecting 

and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, which causes the particles 

to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get deposited on them. The particles 

then fed into the hopper at the bottom.

 Hoppers :-
These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper.

 Collecting Electrodes :-
These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with hooks 

at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in position by 

a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides. 

 Emitting Electrodes :-
These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four support 

insulators.

4.21. Turbine maintenance:-
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This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, condenser, 

cooling towers and Turbine.

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :-
The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 
pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the turbine 
has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and one is 
stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three degree 
centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow through 
these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is 

Fig25 : Turbine

 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :-
Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 
dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 
heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2.

 Condenser :-
Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from LPT 
get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The condenser water 
collects in hot well. 

 Turbine :-
Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 
pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with varying 
pressure. 

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :-
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The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 
temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 
reheat line. 

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :-

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is introduced 
into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT steam expands in 
both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet steam of IPT has a 
temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2.

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :-

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be done to 
generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. Thus LPT 
extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is sucked into 
condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The temperature is 
around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a pressure -0.9 kg/cm2. 

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 
mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam flows 
through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into mechanical 
energy. 

          Fig26 : conversion of heat energy to mechanical via steam
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Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine. 

4.22 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : -

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc. 

 Generators :-
Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo generator 

set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts mechanical energy 

to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of electricity is based on the 

principle of electromagnetic induction. 

 Main components of Generator :-
(i) Stator

(ii) Rotor

(iii) Stator frame

(iv) Stator core

(v) Stator winding

(vi) Rotor shaft

(vii) Rotor winding

 220KV Switch yard :-
The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. The 

power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV through 

a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it will be 

exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external diagram of the 

switch yard is as follows;

 The switch yard will have the following features :-
Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for sectionalisation. 

The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will be kept changed and 

available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem with its breaker. Thus 

by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be bypass breaker also to serve as 
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a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on to the bypass bus. The layout of 

switch yard is

Fig27 : Switch yard layout

4.23 ALTERNATOR  FAULTS:-

4.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:-

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator. 

They are.

 Stator winding faults

 Rotor winding faults

 Abnormal running conditions

4.23.1.1 STATOR WINDING FAULTS;

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings

The main types of stator winding faults are

1. phase-phase fault 

2. Phase to ground faults
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3. Inter turn faults

4.24 Generator protection:-

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the following

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars.

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc.

3. It is costly and an important equipment.

4.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS

 These are classified into three types 

    They are

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for synchronising 

the unit back to grid at the earliest.

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible.

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut down 

instantly.
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                                           UNIT-5

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS

5.1 Specifications of BFP:-
No. of stages : 6

Quantity of water : 350 T/hr.

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C

Net. Weight of pump : 5830 kg

Motor output : 4000 kW

Rated voltage : 6.6 kV

Current : 421 Amps

Speed : 1483 rpm

Frequency : 50 Hz

Power factor : 0.914

5.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):-
Pump (Q) : 28/ m/hr

H : 20/MCW

Motor capacity : 225 kW

Speed : 1489 RPM

Voltage : 6.6 KV

Current : 25.5 Amps 

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50 Hz

Type of connection :  (Star)

5.3 Fans ratings
5.3.1 PA fan motor details :-

Type : DAZO 15-44-4PT

Capacity : 1250 KW

Speed : 1483 RPM

Stator voltage : 6600 V
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Stator current : 132 A

Ambient temperature : 500 C

Type of connection :  (Star, star)

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50 HZ

Power factor : 0.88

Weight of motor : 7750 kg

Duty : continuous 

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :-

Type : DAZO-13-60-4PT

Capacity : 750 kW

Speed : 1487 RPM

Stator voltage : 6,600 V

Stator current : 86.3 A

Type of motor : squirrel cage motor

Weight of motor : 5,600 kg

Type of connection :  (star, star)

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50 Hz

Power factor : 0.875

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :-

Type : 1K120m63

Type of motor : Squirrel cage motor

Capacity : 1300 kW

Phase : 3-

Stator voltage : 6,600 V

Stator current : 140.5 A 

Frequency : 50 Hz

Speed : 740 RPM

Type of connection :  (Star, star)

Weight of motor : 13000 kg
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Duty : continuous

Anti Condensation Data:-

Voltage : 240 v DC or 1-C

Power : 0.6 KW

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :-
Main steam pressure : 150 kg/cm2

Main steam temperature : 5350C

Full load steam flow : 641 T/hr

No. of extractions : 6

No. of stages Hot : 1 x 25

IPT               : 2 x 20

LPT : 2 x 8

Weight of turbine : 480 tones

Frequency band : 37.5 to 51.5

Height : 661.4 mm

Overall length : 16.175 metres

Width : 10.6 metres

5.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR:
Rated data Turbo Main Pilot

And generator exciter exciter

Out puts

Apparent 247 KVA - 15KVA

Power (KVA)

Active power 500 MW 832 -

Current 9.054 KA 2600 A 4gA

Voltage 15.75 KV+ 320 v 220v+22v

787.5 v

Frequency 50Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz

Power factor 0.85 - -

Inner connection YY - -

Of stator winding
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H2 pressure 2 bar - -

Continuous

Permissible - -

Constant

UN balanced loan 8%

Rated field current 2080 A - -

For rated output

Rated field voltage 270 v

NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR

5.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:-
1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises.

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of persons.

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected area 

with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes.
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5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery.

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat source, 

direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials.

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space.
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UNIT-6
CONCLUSION

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the our collage. 

Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand experience. At Dr. 

NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also programming knowledge.

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience.

During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, CAM, 

EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of areas 

regarding power generation.
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     ABSTRACT 

 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for 

the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It 

was founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture 

of image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems.  

 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 History 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. .It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for 

the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It 

was founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture 

of image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 

1967, BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The 

PCB manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan.  

In 1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and tropo communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite 

programmes in 1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to 

its fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai 

for supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at 

Panchkula the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 

to focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also 

the set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch 

of 75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as 

also the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL Re-Organised  its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). 

The R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 

2005, BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed 

in-house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space 

management multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense 

applications; battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance 

system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, Antenna, 
Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 
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1.3 PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary resources 

for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing: 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest 

b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest 

c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest 

 Durable Test 

a) VibrationTest 

b) Bumptest 

 FunctionalTest 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 
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Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

 

 

 

 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in 

size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, including benchtop, 

standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low 

temperature test chamber, high rate of change of 

temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with 

humidity chambers. 

     Figure 1.41:  Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including benchtop / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

    Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastroph 
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                                          Chapter 2 

                                           NIGHT VISION DEVICE: 

2.1 Definition: 

 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), 

is an optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching 

total darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-

infrared, while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The 

image produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by 

the military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR  

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

 2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 

2.3 Working Principle of  Image Intensifier: 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient light. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electron. 

 

  Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide 

with the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, 

creating a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons 

release photons and create green image on the screen.The green phosphor image is viewed through 

another lens. 
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2.4 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

 

All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature 

 

 A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting 

atoms and causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern 

created is translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates 

the information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the 

is play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night Vision Devices: 

 

  

 

 

                                   Figure 2.6:   Classification of Night Vision Devices 
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 2.7 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

 

 The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use 

offlashlights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night 

vision devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the 

stars, to see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula 

and clusters in the sky in real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-

ray machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for an x-ray
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                                                  Chapter 3 

                              CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES: 

3.1 Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

1. Object Glass 

2. Focus 

3. Image intensifier tube 

4. Eye Piece 

5. Eye Guard 
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       3.3 Image Intensifier Tube: 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Image Intensifier Tube 

 

 Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They are 

sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 Image Intensification: 

 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  as 

starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light cameras. 

In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the video signal 

is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are usually integrated into 

a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used independently or in 

fused mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) so 

that adimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby then akedeyeviavisual output,orstored 

as data for later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,"it is not. When light strikes a 

charged photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro 

channel plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the 

light that strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much 

like a CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 
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The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 

goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though many 

other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced intentions 

to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms.Active 

illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source of illumination in 

the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such technologies include 

low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range  700–  1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision technologies. 
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                                                        Chapter 4 

                                         CASE STUDY OF THERMAL IMAGING 

 

4.1 Example: Study Of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF 

Product 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: HHTI with LRF 

 

 HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight with 

in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. This 

is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks and vibrations. It is provided with electronically generatedreticle. 
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4.2Introduction  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image 

of it or to locateit. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas 

instruments, Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in firefighting, 

law enforcement, industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other 

industries. 

4.3 Thermal Imaging: 

 

 It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. 

Works in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, fog 

and haze. 

 Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the depth 

of the grey indicates variations between the two .Some thermal cameras, however, add color to 

images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 
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4.4 Working of thermal imaging: 

 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by 

all of the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-detector 

elements. The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermogram. 

4.5 Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the 

visible light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are 

invisible to the human eye. 

The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick William 

Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he directed sunlight 

through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. 

He found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the 

spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond the 

red portion of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he found 

that this region had the highest temperature of all. 

Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave portions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or thermal radiation. 

Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius or 0 Kelvin) 

emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, such as 

ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 

4.6 The thermal imaging camera: 

 

Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared detector 

(C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate 
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the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the viewfinder or on a 

standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

 

                                  Figure 4.6: The thermal imaging camera 

 

Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of applications 

for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile guidance. They 

are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with efficacy during 

day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology and signal processing have 

enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology leading to the realisation of 

third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of second generation and four 

times that of first generation systems. 

  DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are basedon scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for 

long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform 

better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or 

as a part of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 
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 MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part 

of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid 

environments and preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission 

where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 

4.7 Principle of Operation and Types: 

 

 Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 

temperatures. 

 Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the 

way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light 

level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and 

underground. 

 A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, 

as glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals 

must be used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect 

against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermographic 

cameras are more costly. 
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Types: 

 Cooled infrareddetectors 

 Uncooled infrareddetectors 

Principle of Operation and Types: 

 Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 

temperatures. 

 Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the 

way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light 

level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and 

underground. 

 A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, 

as glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals 

must be used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect 

against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermographic 

cameras are more costly. 

Types: 

 Cooled infrareddetectors 

 Uncooled infrareddetectors 

Cooled infrared detectors: 

 

Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and cryogenically 

cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the  semiconductor  materials  used.  Typical 

operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature,  depending on the detector 

technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type 

and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 
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common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by their 

own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to 

produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Stirling engine cryocoolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to uncooled ones. 

 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-number 

lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for cooled 

detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, nitrogen 

being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and passed over 

a miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For 

such systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

Materials used for  cooled  infrared  detection  include photodetectors based  on  a  wide  range  of 

narrow gap semiconductor sincluding: 

 

1. Indiumantimonide 

2. Indium Arsenide 

3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

Uncooled Infrared Detectors: 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and image 

quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their fabrication 

processes, limited by currently available technology.  

 Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor 

material; the pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization  charge.  
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The  achieved NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. 

A possible sensor assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide 

thermally insulated connection. 

 Silicon microbolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer of 

amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon 

nitride bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the sensing 

element is measured once per frame.
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4.8 WHITE HOT AND BLACK HOT IMAGES : 

 

 A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette 

(also known as Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette 

displays warmer objects as black or dark rather than white or light shades (Fig 2a & 2b). 

The light brown Therm Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering the 

material will appear hot, but only relative to the ThermBright. The material is most effective with 

‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. 

Though we offer both polarities, ‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater 

ranges than ‘hot’. 

 

                                            Figure 4.81: Black Hot Image 

 

                                                            Figure 4.82: White Hot Image 
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4.9 Status Display: 

 

The HHTI generates the following status displays: 

 

a) COMM . status – indicates that the system is connected to the LRF or the STE 

b) INIT – indicates that system is in initialization mode –INIT 

c) WFOV/NFOV/E-ZOOM – indicates the selected FOV 

d) WHT HOT/BLK HOT – indicates the selected polarity of the picture: 

i. WHT HOT – hot objects will be displayed in white. 

ii. BLK HOT – hot objects will be displayed in black. 

e) LRF STATUS – indicates the LRF status 

i. READY – LRF is ready for ranging 

ii. XXXXX – Measure drange 

4.10 SYSTEM START-UP AND CHECKOUT: 

 The following describes the Start-up procedures to be followed before operating the 

HHTI system. 

a) Verify that the battery is in place and the battery cover is locked with two latches. 

b) Switches the power to “ON”position. 

c) Remove front lens cover. 

d) During power ON the INIT indication and DET HOT warning will be displayed until 

the detector will reach the required temperature in less than 8 minutes. Then a thermal 

image is displayed and the cooler noise is reduced. 

e) If you have to change the field of view , push or pull the FOVhandle. 

f) Rotate the focus knob to get the sharpest image of the object. 
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g) Press the Reticle BLK/WHT pushbutton and observe if the color of the reticle changes 

from black to white and vice versa with each pressure. 

h) Verify that the system is in NFOV mode and press RETICLE BLK/WHT pushbutton 

for three seconds. Observe that the E-ZOOM is activated. 

i) Press the pushbutton again to return to NFOVmode. 

j) Change for to WFOVmode. 

k) Press the RETICLE ON/OFF pushbutton and observe that the reticledisappears. 

l) Press the RETICLE ON/OFF pushbutton again and observe that the reticle is displayed. 

m) Change FOV to NFOV mode and press the RETICLE ON/OFF one more time. observe 

that the range estimated scale is displayed. 

n) Set the power switch to STBY. Verify that the CRT disappears while the cooler noise 

is still heard. 

o) Set the power switch to ON. Verify that a thermal image is displayed within 45seconds. 

4.11 Field Of View: 

 The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. 

In case of optical  instruments or  sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is   

sensitive  to electromagneticradiation. 

 

 

                                        

                                     Figure 4.111: Horizontal Field Of View 
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                                           Figure 4.112: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 

4.12 INTENSIFIER TUBE VERSUS THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA: 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4.121: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

 

Image intensification Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the Saturated by looking 

direct lytoa light source and produces a clear image. Light source. 
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FIG 4.122: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

 

 

 

Image intensification suspect Thermal imaging: suspect hiding in Hiding in bushesis practically    

bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to mask 

 Image intensification, also referred to as I2 technology, amplifies small amounts of 

visible light thousands of times so that objects can be seen at night. 

 Image intensification does require a certain level of ambient light, but even starlight can 

produce an image on a cloudless night. 

 Because the system requires at least a minimum level of ambient light, conditions such as 

heavy overcast can limit its effectiveness. Similarly, too much light may overwhelm the system 

and reduce its effectiveness. 

 Thermal imaging cameras offer substantial benefits over image intensification. They are 

not affected by the amount of light so that you will not be blinded when looking at a light source. 
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                                                  Chapter 5 

                     TECHNICAL DATA OF HHTI WITH LRF 

 

5.1 Characteristics: 

Thermal imager Spectral band: 8-12 μm Field of view (FoV): 

• Wide FoV: 8° x 6° 

• Narrow FoV: 3.2° x2.4° 

• Electronic zoom (x2): 1.6° x1.2° Image resolution: 754 x576 

Thermal sensitivity (NETp): < 50 mK Axis stability: < 0.6 mrad 

Eye safe laser range-finder: 

• Range out to 10 km 

• High performance single shot 

Magnetic compass: 

• Elevation: 0.2° 

• Azimuth: 0.5° 

GPS receiver: 

• Integrated + external connection(PLGR) 

Colour daylight camera : 

• FoV: 3.7° x2.8° 

   Laser pointer 830 nm : 

• Eye safe 

 

5.2 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

Weight: < 3.5 kg 

    Size: 310 x 250 x 110 mm 
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Video output: 

• 625 lines or 525 lines (SMPTE 170m) 

Power supply: 

• Battery or external power supply 

Battery Life: 

• > 4 hours with recharge ablebattery 

Remote control: 

• RS 422 serial data link 

Cooling: 

• Integrated micro-cooler, rotative Stirlingtype 

Cooling down time: 

• < 5min 

Internal display: 

• OLED 

Temperature range: 

• Operating: -40° C to +55°C 

5.3 Environmental conditions: 

• Fully ruggedised / MIL STD 461 and MIL STD 

810 - Military wheeled vehicles 

5.4 ACCESSORIES: 

• Tripods,displays 

• Rechargeable batteries 

• Battery chargers 

• AC or DC converters 

• Narrow FoV (2°)tele-converter 
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                                                     Chapter 6 

                                              APPLICATIONS 

 

6.1 Military and Police 

 One  of  the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a law enforcement or 

military  professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being 

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough 

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ 

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The 

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly 

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a 

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe. 

6.2 Surveillance 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance 

because they work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its 

need for light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke 

and fog also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques. 

6.3 Energy Audits 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security and LawEnforcement 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5 Navigation 

                         The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is 

still used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillance. 

6.6 .Wild life Observation 

This is our section of night vision for wildlife observation .You will find our top equipment 

below .The best device for this task are ourtripod  mountend long range binoculars for long 

distance stationary use and our hand held binoculars for more versatility and mobility. 

                                                               Chapter 7 

                                                      Conclusion 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillance 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) was established at Bangalore, India, by the 

Government of India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized electronic 

needs of the Indian defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a multi-product, multi- 

technology, multi-unit company serving the needs of customers in diverse fields in India and 

abroad. R&D engineers are engaged in the development of new products, cutting edge 

technology modules, subsystem, processes & components in the following major areas:- - Radars 

- Sonar’s & Naval Systems - Communications - Command Control Systems - Electronic Warfare 

Systems & Avionics - Tank and Opto-electronics - Broadcast, Satcom & Telecom - Other 

products & systems – Components. 

 
Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set 

up new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Air 

Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image 

intensifier tubes. 

 
In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

 
In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 
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Chapter - 1 

Introduction 

 

History 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defence company with 

about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by the Indian Government and 

primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of 

nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defence of India. It was founded in 1990 with the aim of 

conducting research, development and manufacture of image intensifier tubes and associated high 

voltage power supply units for use in military, security and commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio transmitters for 

AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave tubes. 

In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro circuits. 

1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 1973, BEL 

began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up new 

units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at Ghaziabad in 

1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Indian Air Force. The third 

unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programmes in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for supply 

of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula the same 

year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) and the 

ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus to 

naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to focus 

on futuristic research and development. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
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In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the set 

up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 75,000 

electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the foreign 

partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed supply 

restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company was 

able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganised its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defence PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of ₹35.60 billion 

(US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one month 

ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will enable 

exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased  its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management multi 

sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications; battlefield 

management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, 

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defence weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defence forces. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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BEL Units and Products 

Table no:1.1 
 

S. No BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, Antenna, 

Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam, Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

 Product Assurance 

Definition 

A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary resources 

for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and effective. 

 Product Assurance Testing 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 
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 Definition 

Chapter-2 

Night Vision Device 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually refers 

to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant 

housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such 

as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR illuminator,  

making it an active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

 Working of Night Vision Devices 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 
Working Principle of Image Intensifier 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient 

light. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from 

the cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electron. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide with 

the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on the screen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

another lens. 

 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

 
All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature. A lens focuses the infrared 

light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing others. The focused 

light is scanned and creates temperature pattern. The pattern created is translated into electric 

impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the information into data for the 

display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is play, and appears as various 

colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 
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Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

 Classification of Night Vision Devices 

Fig 2.1:Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 
 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use of flash 

lights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to see 

more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see clusters in the sky in 

real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, 

reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray. 
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Chapter-3 

Case Study of Image Intensifier Tubes 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

 

 Binocular Night Vision Devices 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices : 

 Object Glass 

 Focus 

 Image intensifier tube 

 Eye Piece and 

 Eye Guard 
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 Image Intensifier Tube 
 

 
Fig3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 
Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

 Image Intensification: 

This magnifies the amount of received photons from various natural sources such as 

starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light cameras. 

In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the video signal is 

often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are usually integrated into a 

sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used independently or in fused 

mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generating image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) so 

that scene can be view real-time by the naked eye via visual output ,or as data for later analysis. 

While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged photocathode 

plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel plate that cause the 

image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that strikes the 

photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a CRT 

television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than 

the incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night 

vision goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 

Active illumination  couples imaging  intensification  technology  with  an  active source  of 
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illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision technologies. 
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Chapter-4 

Case Study Of Thermal Imaging 

 

 
 Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1.1: HHTI with LRF 

 
 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight with 

in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks. 
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Fig 4.1.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 

 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it or 

to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas instruments, 

Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in firefighting, law enforcement, 

industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other industries. 

 

 
 Thermal Imaging 

It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. Works 

in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, fog and 

haze. 

Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the depth 

of the grey indicates variations between the two. Some thermal cameras, however, add color to 

images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 

 Working of thermal imaging 
 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by all of 

the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-detector elements. 

The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermo gram. 

 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the visible 

light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are invisible to the 

human eye. The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick William 

Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he directed sunlight 
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through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. He 

found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond the red portion 

of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he found that this region 

had the highest temperature of all. Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave 

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or 

thermal radiation. Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius 

or 0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, 

such as ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 

The Thermal Imaging Camera: 

Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared 

detector (C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the 

viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of 

applications for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile 

guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with 

efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology 

and signal processing have enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology 

leading to the realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of 

second generation and four times that of first generation systems. 

DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long 

range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battle field. either in standalone mode or as a part of 

electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 

MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke 

and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part of electro- 

optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and 

preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs 

perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 

 Principle of Operation and Types 

Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 
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temperatures. 
 

Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is emitted 

as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the way an 

ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light level does 

not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as glass 

blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals must be 

used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect against 

accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermo graphic cameras 

are more costly. 

Types: 

1. Cooled infra red detectors 

2. Un Cooled infra red detectors 

 
 Cooled infrared detectors 

Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and cryogenically 

cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the semiconductor materials used. Typical 

operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature, depending on the detector 

technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type 

and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 

common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by their 

own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to 

produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Stirling engine cryo coolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to un cooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-number 

lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for cooled 

detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, nitrogen 

being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and passed over a 

miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For such 

systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

 
Materials used for cooled infrared  detection  include photo detectors based  on  a  wide 

range of narrow gap semiconductors including: 

 
1. Indium anti monide 

2. Indium Arsenide 
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3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

 Uncooled Infrared Detectors 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and image 

quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their fabrication 

processes, limited by currently available technology. 

Uncooled detectors are mostly based on pyroelectric and ferroelectric materials or micro 

bolometer technology. The material are used to form pixels with highly temperature-dependent 

properties, which are thermally insulated from the environment and read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor material the 

pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization charge. The achieved 

NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. A possible sensor 

assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide thermally insulated 

connection. 

Silicon micro bolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer 

amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon nitride 

bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the sensing element is 

measured. 
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Chapter-5 

 

White Images And Black Images 

 

A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette (also known as 

Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette displays warmer objects as 

black or dark rather than white or light shades. 

The light brown Thermal Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering the 

material will appear hot, but only relative to the Thermal Bright. The material is most effective with 

‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. Though we offer both polarities, 

‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater ranges than ‘hot’. 
 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.1: White Hot Image 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.2: Black Hot Image 
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 Field of View: 

 
The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. In 

case of optical instruments or sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is  

sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. 

 

 

Fig5.1.3: Horizontal Field of View 
 

Fig 5.1.4: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 

 Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera: 
 
 

 
Fig 5.2.1: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 
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Image intensification: Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the 

Saturated by looking directly to a light source and produces a clear image. 

Light source. 

 
Image Intensification: suspects Thermal imaging suspect hiding in Hiding in bushes is 

practically bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to 

mask at a light source. 
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Chapter-6 

Applications 

1.Military 

and Police 

One  of  the  most  common  users   of   a thermal   imager  is   a law enforcement or 

military  professional.  They  need  to  be  able   to   see potential threats without being detected  

and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to 

withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging 

rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using 

thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting 

people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but 

this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or a foe. 

2. Surveillance 

Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because they 

work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for light, and 

night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog also gives 

thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 

3. Energy Audits 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where buildings 

are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year on heating 

and cooling bills. 

4. Security And Law Enforcement 
With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person present at 

there. Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to dramatically improve 

results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search 

and rescue operation as officers may be able to search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 

 Product Assurance Test 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 
 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperature test 

b) Heat and Cold Chamber Test 

c) Rain and Dust Chamber Test 
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 Durable Test 
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a) Vibration Test 

b) Bump test 

 Functional Test 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 

 
 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 
Our temperature and humidity Test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig6.2.1:Heat and cool chamber test 
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Vibration Test Chamber: 
 

 

Fig6.2.2: Vibration Test Chamber 

 

 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophies. 

 Conclusion 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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     ABSTRACT 

 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for 

the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It 

was founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture 

of image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems.  

 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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Chapter 1 

  Introduction 

1.1 History 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. .It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for 

the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It 

was founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture 

of image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 

1967, BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The 

PCB manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan.  

In 1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and tropo communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite 

programmes in 1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to 

its fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai 

for supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at 

Panchkula the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 

to focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also 

the set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch 

of 75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as 

also the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL Re-Organised  its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). 

The R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 

2005, BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed 

in-house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space 

management multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense 

applications; battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance 

system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, Antenna, 
Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 
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1.3 PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary resources 

for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing: 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest 

b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest 

c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest 

 Durable Test 

a) VibrationTest 

b) Bumptest 

 FunctionalTest 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 
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Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

 

 

 

 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in 

size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, including benchtop, 

standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low 

temperature test chamber, high rate of change of 

temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with 

humidity chambers. 

     Figure 1.41:  Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including benchtop / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

    Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastroph 
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                                          Chapter 2 

                                           NIGHT VISION DEVICE: 

2.1 Definition: 

 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), 

is an optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching 

total darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-

infrared, while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The 

image produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by 

the military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR  

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

 2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 

2.3 Working Principle of  Image Intensifier: 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient light. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electron. 

 

  Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide 

with the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, 

creating a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons 

release photons and create green image on the screen.The green phosphor image is viewed through 

another lens. 
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2.4 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

 

All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature 

 

 A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting 

atoms and causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern 

created is translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates 

the information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the 

is play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night Vision Devices: 

 

  

 

 

                                   Figure 2.6:   Classification of Night Vision Devices 
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 2.7 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

 

 The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use 

offlashlights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night 

vision devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the 

stars, to see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula 

and clusters in the sky in real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-

ray machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for an x-ray
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                                                  Chapter 3 

                              CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES: 

3.1 Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

1. Object Glass 

2. Focus 

3. Image intensifier tube 

4. Eye Piece 

5. Eye Guard 
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       3.3 Image Intensifier Tube: 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Image Intensifier Tube 

 

 Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They are 

sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 Image Intensification: 

 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  as 

starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light cameras. 

In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the video signal 

is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are usually integrated into 

a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used independently or in 

fused mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) so 

that adimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby then akedeyeviavisual output,orstored 

as data for later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,"it is not. When light strikes a 

charged photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro 

channel plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the 

light that strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much 

like a CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 
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The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 

goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though many 

other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced intentions 

to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms.Active 

illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source of illumination in 

the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such technologies include 

low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range  700–  1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision technologies. 
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                                                        Chapter 4 

                                         CASE STUDY OF THERMAL IMAGING 

 

4.1 Example: Study Of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF 

Product 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: HHTI with LRF 

 

 HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight with 

in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. This 

is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks and vibrations. It is provided with electronically generatedreticle. 
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4.2Introduction  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image 

of it or to locateit. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas 

instruments, Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in firefighting, 

law enforcement, industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other 

industries. 

4.3 Thermal Imaging: 

 

 It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. 

Works in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, fog 

and haze. 

 Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the depth 

of the grey indicates variations between the two .Some thermal cameras, however, add color to 

images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 
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4.4 Working of thermal imaging: 

 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by 

all of the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-detector 

elements. The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermogram. 

4.5 Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the 

visible light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are 

invisible to the human eye. 

The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick William 

Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he directed sunlight 

through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. 

He found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the 

spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond the 

red portion of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he found 

that this region had the highest temperature of all. 

Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave portions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or thermal radiation. 

Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius or 0 Kelvin) 

emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, such as 

ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 

4.6 The thermal imaging camera: 

 

Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared detector 

(C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate 
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the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the viewfinder or on a 

standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

 

                                  Figure 4.6: The thermal imaging camera 

 

Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of applications 

for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile guidance. They 

are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with efficacy during 

day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology and signal processing have 

enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology leading to the realisation of 

third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of second generation and four 

times that of first generation systems. 

  DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are basedon scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for 

long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform 

better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or 

as a part of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 
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 MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part 

of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI  perform better in hot humid 

environments and preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission 

where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 

4.7 Principle of Operation and Types: 

 

 Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 

temperatures. 

 Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the 

way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light 

level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and 

underground. 

 A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, 

as glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals 

must be used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect 

against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermographic 

cameras are more costly. 
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Types: 

 Cooled infrareddetectors 

 Uncooled infrareddetectors 

Principle of Operation and Types: 

 Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 

temperatures. 

 Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the 

way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light 

level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and 

underground. 

 A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, 

as glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals 

must be used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect 

against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermographic 

cameras are more costly. 

Types: 

 Cooled infrareddetectors 

 Uncooled infrareddetectors 

Cooled infrared detectors: 

 

Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and cryogenically 

cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the  semiconductor  materials  used.  Typical 

operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature,  depending on the detector 

technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type 

and performance level. 
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Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 

common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by their 

own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to 

produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Stirling engine cryocoolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to uncooled ones. 

 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-number 

lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for cooled 

detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, nitrogen 

being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and passed over 

a miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For 

such systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

Materials used for  cooled  infrared  detection  include photodetectors based  on  a  wide  range  of 

narrow gap semiconductor sincluding: 

 

1. Indiumantimonide 

2. Indium Arsenide 

3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

Uncooled Infrared Detectors: 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and image 

quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their fabrication 

processes, limited by currently available technology.  

 Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor 
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material; the pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization  charge.  

The  achieved NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. 

A possible sensor assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide 

thermally insulated connection. 

 Silicon microbolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer of 

amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon 

nitride bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the sensing 

element is measured once per frame. 
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4.8 WHITE HOT AND BLACK HOT IMAGES : 

 

 A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette 

(also known as Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette 

displays warmer objects as black or dark rather than white or light shades (Fig 2a & 2b). 

The light brown Therm Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering the 

material will appear hot, but only relative to the ThermBright. The material is most effective with 

‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. 

Though we offer both polarities, ‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater 

ranges than ‘hot’. 

 

                                            Figure 4.81: Black Hot Image 

 

                                                            Figure 4.82: White Hot Image 
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4.9 Status Display: 

 

The HHTI generates the following status displays: 

 

a) COMM . status – indicates that the system is connected to the LRF or the STE 

b) INIT – indicates that system is in initialization mode –INIT 

c) WFOV/NFOV/E-ZOOM – indicates the selected FOV 

d) WHT HOT/BLK HOT – indicates the selected polarity of the picture: 

i. WHT HOT – hot objects will be displayed in white. 

ii. BLK HOT – hot objects will be displayed in black. 

e) LRF STATUS – indicates the LRF status 

i. READY – LRF is ready for ranging 

ii. XXXXX – Measure drange 

4.10 SYSTEM START-UP AND CHECKOUT: 

 The following describes the Start-up procedures to be followed before operating the 

HHTI system. 

a) Verify that the battery is in place and the battery cover is locked with two latches. 

b) Switches the power to “ON”position. 

c) Remove front lens cover. 

d) During power ON the INIT indication and DET HOT warning will be displayed until 

the detector will reach the required temperature in less than 8 minutes. Then a thermal 

image is displayed and the cooler noise is reduced. 

e) If you have to change the field of view , push or pull the FOVhandle. 

f) Rotate the focus knob to get the sharpest image of the object. 
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g) Press the Reticle BLK/WHT pushbutton and observe if the color of the reticle changes 

from black to white and vice versa with each pressure. 

h) Verify that the system is in NFOV mode and press RETICLE BLK/WHT pushbutton 

for three seconds. Observe that the E-ZOOM is activated. 

i) Press the pushbutton again to return to NFOVmode. 

j) Change for to WFOVmode. 

k) Press the RETICLE ON/OFF pushbutton and observe that the reticledisappears. 

l) Press the RETICLE ON/OFF pushbutton again and observe that the reticle is displayed. 

m) Change FOV to NFOV mode and press the RETICLE ON/OFF one more time. observe 

that the range estimated scale is displayed. 

n) Set the power switch to STBY. Verify that the CRT disappears while the cooler noise 

is still heard. 

o) Set the power switch to ON. Verify that a thermal image is displayed within 45seconds. 

4.11 Field Of View: 

 The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. 

In case of optical  instruments or  sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is   

sensitive  to electromagneticradiation. 

 

 

                                        

                                     Figure 4.111: Horizontal Field Of View 
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                                           Figure 4.112: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 

4.12 INTENSIFIER TUBE VERSUS THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA: 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4.121: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

 

Image intensification Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the Saturated by looking 

direct lytoa light source and produces a clear image. Light source. 
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FIG 4.122: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

 

 

 

Image intensification suspect Thermal imaging: suspect hiding in Hiding in bushesis practically    

bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to mask 

 Image intensification, also referred to as I2 technology, amplifies small amounts of 

visible light thousands of times so that objects can be seen at night. 

 Image intensification does require a certain level of ambient light, but even starlight can 

produce an image on a cloudless night. 

 Because the system requires at least a minimum level of ambient light, conditions such as 

heavy overcast can limit its effectiveness. Similarly, too much light may overwhelm the system 

and reduce its effectiveness. 

 Thermal imaging cameras offer substantial benefits over image intensification. They are 

not affected by the amount of light so that you will not be blinded when looking at a light source. 
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                                                  Chapter 5 

                     TECHNICAL DATA OF HHTI WITH LRF 

 

5.1 Characteristics: 

Thermal imager Spectral band: 8-12 μm Field of view (FoV): 

• Wide FoV: 8° x 6° 

• Narrow FoV: 3.2° x2.4° 

• Electronic zoom (x2): 1.6° x1.2° Image resolution: 754 x576 

Thermal sensitivity (NETp): < 50 mK Axis stability: < 0.6 mrad 

Eye safe laser range-finder: 

• Range out to 10 km 

• High performance single shot 

Magnetic compass: 

• Elevation: 0.2° 

• Azimuth: 0.5° 

GPS receiver: 

• Integrated + external connection(PLGR) 

Colour daylight camera : 

• FoV: 3.7° x2.8° 

   Laser pointer 830 nm : 

• Eye safe 

 

5.2 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

Weight: < 3.5 kg 

    Size: 310 x 250 x 110 mm 
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Video output: 

• 625 lines or 525 lines (SMPTE 170m) 

Power supply: 

• Battery or external power supply 

Battery Life: 

• > 4 hours with recharge ablebattery 

Remote control: 

• RS 422 serial data link 

Cooling: 

• Integrated micro-cooler, rotative Stirlingtype 

Cooling down time: 

• < 5min 

Internal display: 

• OLED 

Temperature range: 

• Operating: -40° C to +55°C 

5.3 Environmental conditions: 

• Fully ruggedised / MIL STD 461 and MIL STD 

810 - Military wheeled vehicles 

5.4 ACCESSORIES: 

• Tripods,displays 

• Rechargeable batteries 

• Battery chargers 

• AC or DC converters 

• Narrow FoV (2°)tele-converter 
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                                                     Chapter 6 

                                              APPLICATIONS 

 

6.1 Military and Police 

 One  of  the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a law enforcement or 

military  professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being 

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough 

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ 

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The 

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly 

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a 

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe. 

6.2 Surveillance 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance 

because they work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its 

need for light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke 

and fog also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques. 

6.3 Energy Audits 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security and LawEnforcement 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5 Navigation 

                         The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is 

still used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillance. 

6.6 .Wild life Observation 

This is our section of night vision for wildlife observation .You will find our top equipment 

below .The best device for this task are ourtripod  mountend long range binoculars for long 

distance stationary use and our hand held binoculars for more versatility and mobility. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillance 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) was established at Bangalore, India, by the 

Government of India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized electronic 

needs of the Indian defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a multi-product, multi- 

technology, multi-unit company serving the needs of customers in diverse fields in India and 

abroad. R&D engineers are engaged in the development of new products, cutting edge 

technology modules, subsystem, processes & components in the following major areas:- - Radars 

- Sonar’s & Naval Systems - Communications - Command Control Systems - Electronic Warfare 

Systems & Avionics - Tank and Opto-electronics - Broadcast, Satcom & Telecom - Other 

products & systems – Components. 

 
Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set 

up new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Air 

Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image 

intensifier tubes. 

 
In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

 
In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 
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Chapter - 1 

Introduction 

 

History 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defence company with 

about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by the Indian Government and 

primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of 

nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defence of India. It was founded in 1990 with the aim of 

conducting research, development and manufacture of image intensifier tubes and associated high 

voltage power supply units for use in military, security and commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio transmitters for 

AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave tubes. 

In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro circuits. 

1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 1973, BEL 

began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up new 

units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at Ghaziabad in 

1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Indian Air Force. The third 

unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programmes in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for supply 

of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula the same 

year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) and the 

ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus to 

naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to focus 

on futuristic research and development. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
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In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the set 

up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 75,000 

electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the foreign 

partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed supply 

restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company was 

able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganised its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defence PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of ₹35.60 billion 

(US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one month 

ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will enable 

exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased  its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management multi 

sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications; battlefield 

management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, 

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defence weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defence forces. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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BEL Units and Products 

Table no:1.1 
 

S. No BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, Antenna, 

Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam, Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

 Product Assurance 

Definition 

A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary resources 

for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and effective. 

 Product Assurance Testing 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 
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 Definition 

Chapter-2 

Night Vision Device 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually refers 

to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant 

housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such 

as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR illuminator,  

making it an active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

 Working of Night Vision Devices 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 
Working Principle of Image Intensifier 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient 

light. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from 

the cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electron. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide with 

the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on the screen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

another lens. 

 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

 
All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature. A lens focuses the infrared 

light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing others. The focused 

light is scanned and creates temperature pattern. The pattern created is translated into electric 

impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the information into data for the 

display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is play, and appears as various 

colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 
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Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

 Classification of Night Vision Devices 

Fig 2.1:Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 
 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use of flash 

lights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to see 

more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see clusters in the sky in 

real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, 

reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray. 
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Chapter-3 

Case Study of Image Intensifier Tubes 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

 

 Binocular Night Vision Devices 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices : 

 Object Glass 

 Focus 

 Image intensifier tube 

 Eye Piece and 

 Eye Guard 
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 Image Intensifier Tube 
 

 
Fig3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 
Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

 Image Intensification: 

This magnifies the amount of received photons from various natural sources such as 

starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light cameras. 

In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the video signal is 

often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are usually integrated into a 

sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used independently or in fused 

mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generating image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) so 

that scene can be view real-time by the naked eye via visual output ,or as data for later analysis. 

While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged photocathode 

plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel plate that cause the 

image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that strikes the 

photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a CRT 

television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than 

the incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night 

vision goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 

Active illumination  couples imaging  intensification  technology  with  an  active source  of 
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illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision technologies. 
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Chapter-4 

Case Study Of Thermal Imaging 

 

 
 Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1.1: HHTI with LRF 

 
 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight with 

in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks. 
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Fig 4.1.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 

 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it or 

to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas instruments, 

Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in firefighting, law enforcement, 

industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other industries. 

 

 
 Thermal Imaging 

It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. Works 

in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, fog and 

haze. 

Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the depth 

of the grey indicates variations between the two. Some thermal cameras, however, add color to 

images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 

 Working of thermal imaging 
 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by all of 

the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-detector elements. 

The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermo gram. 

 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the visible 

light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are invisible to the 

human eye. The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick William 

Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he directed sunlight 
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through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. He 

found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond the red portion 

of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he found that this region 

had the highest temperature of all. Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave 

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or 

thermal radiation. Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius 

or 0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, 

such as ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 

The Thermal Imaging Camera: 

Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared 

detector (C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the 

viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of 

applications for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile 

guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with 

efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology 

and signal processing have enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology 

leading to the realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of 

second generation and four times that of first generation systems. 

DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long 

range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battle field. either in standalone mode or as a part of 

electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 

MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke 

and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part of electro- 

optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and 

preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs 

perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 

 Principle of Operation and Types 

Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 
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temperatures. 
 

Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is emitted 

as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the way an 

ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light level does 

not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as glass 

blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals must be 

used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect against 

accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermo graphic cameras 

are more costly. 

Types: 

1. Cooled infra red detectors 

2. Un Cooled infra red detectors 

 
 Cooled infrared detectors 

Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and cryogenically 

cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the semiconductor materials used. Typical 

operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature, depending on the detector 

technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type 

and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 

common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by their 

own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to 

produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Stirling engine cryo coolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to un cooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-number 

lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for cooled 

detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, nitrogen 

being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and passed over a 

miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For such 

systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

 
Materials used for cooled infrared  detection  include photo detectors based  on  a  wide 

range of narrow gap semiconductors including: 

 
1. Indium anti monide 

2. Indium Arsenide 
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3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

 Uncooled Infrared Detectors 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and image 

quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their fabrication 

processes, limited by currently available technology. 

Uncooled detectors are mostly based on pyroelectric and ferroelectric materials or micro 

bolometer technology. The material are used to form pixels with highly temperature-dependent 

properties, which are thermally insulated from the environment and read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor material the 

pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization charge. The achieved 

NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. A possible sensor 

assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide thermally insulated 

connection. 

Silicon micro bolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer 

amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon nitride 

bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the sensing element is 

measured. 
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Chapter-5 

 

White Images And Black Images 

 

A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette (also known as 

Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette displays warmer objects as 

black or dark rather than white or light shades. 

The light brown Thermal Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering the 

material will appear hot, but only relative to the Thermal Bright. The material is most effective with 

‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. Though we offer both polarities, 

‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater ranges than ‘hot’. 
 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.1: White Hot Image 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.2: Black Hot Image 
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 Field of View: 

 
The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. In 

case of optical instruments or sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is  

sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. 

 

 

Fig5.1.3: Horizontal Field of View 
 

Fig 5.1.4: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 

 Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera: 
 
 

 
Fig 5.2.1: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 
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Image intensification: Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the 

Saturated by looking directly to a light source and produces a clear image. 

Light source. 

 
Image Intensification: suspects Thermal imaging suspect hiding in Hiding in bushes is 

practically bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to 

mask at a light source. 
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Chapter-6 

Applications 

1.Military 

and Police 

One  of  the  most  common  users   of   a thermal   imager  is   a law enforcement or 

military  professional.  They  need  to  be  able   to   see potential threats without being detected  

and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to 

withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging 

rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using 

thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting 

people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but 

this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or a foe. 

2. Surveillance 

Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because they 

work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for light, and 

night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog also gives 

thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 

3. Energy Audits 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where buildings 

are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year on heating 

and cooling bills. 

4. Security And Law Enforcement 
With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person present at 

there. Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to dramatically improve 

results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search 

and rescue operation as officers may be able to search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 

 Product Assurance Test 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 
 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperature test 

b) Heat and Cold Chamber Test 

c) Rain and Dust Chamber Test 
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 Durable Test 
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a) Vibration Test 

b) Bump test 

 Functional Test 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 

 
 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 
Our temperature and humidity Test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig6.2.1:Heat and cool chamber test 
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Vibration Test Chamber: 
 

 

Fig6.2.2: Vibration Test Chamber 

 

 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophies. 

 Conclusion 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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Abstract 

     

    Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for 

nearly 60% of the power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need 

minimum cost of infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power 

plant. Through their operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into 

existence due the large accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide 

employment to a large compared to any another plant. 

This project regard to the exclusive study on Vijayawada thermal power station. 

It gets into details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper 

operating of the plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute 

aspect to be considered for the successful operation of plant. 

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation 

of thermal plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants 

in India and a study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation 

of electric power. This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and 

the issues concerned for proper operation. 
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 Chapter-1  

Introduction to Dr. NTTPS 

 

The greatest scientific achievement of nineteenth century is discovery of electricity.  In the 

modern world, electrical power has become vital requirement of livelihood and the growth of 

economical status of country. Most of the electrical power requirement is met with the thermal 

power plants through in the presence of various power generating plants like Hydel, thermal 

(includes fossil fuel and nuclear plants), wind power, solar (PV) etc., Thermal power plants are 

the most reliable- they can work round the clock,  round the year (except for occasional 

downtime for maintenance). As of March 2018, India has a total installed capacity of 222. 

90GW. Almost 88% of thermal power is obtained from coal and the rest is from diesel and gas. 

The private sector generates close to 45.2 % of India's Thermal Power, whereas states and 

Centre have a share of 24.6 % and 30. 2% respectively. The share of large hydro and nuclear 

energy in total installed capacity is approximately 13.2 % and 2% respectively. 

By February 2013, Andhra Pradesh is the fourth largest power generating state in the country 

and also has the largest hydropower generation capacity in India (Andhra Pradesh is on first 

position for installed hydro power generation capacity). At present, Andhra Pradesh has a total 

installed power generation capacity of 16,817 MW from all the sources. Out of it 11771 MW 

is from thermal, 3737 MW is from hydro, 1036 MW is from renewable energy sources and 276 

MW is from Nuclear. 

Among the thermal power contribution of 11771 MW, Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power 

Station, which is otherwise called as Vijayawada thermal power plant is one of the major 

contribution of 1760 MW(+800MW in coming days) situated in the city of Vijayawada. This 

is the coal-based power project functioning under the Andhra Pradesh power generation 

Corporation, established in 1958. 

Power is generated from various resources such as coal, water, gas, diesel, etc. Out of all 

thermal, hydral and nuclear power generation have gain importance because of their 

availability in abundance in nature 64% of the total installed capacity from thermal power 

plants. Dr.Narala Tatarao Thermal Power Station (Dr.NTTPS) is one of the leading 

thermal power plants in India. It is located amidst the Eastern Ghats on the bank of River 
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Krishna at Ibrahimpatnam Village, Krishna District, A.P. It has six operating stations each with 

an installed capacity of 210MW taking an input of 3000tones/unit/day and One 500MW station 

taking an input of 6500. 

Sub-Bituminous coal is used as primary fuel. The efficiency of the plant is 34.5%. Daily 

coal consumption is around 24500tones/unit/day. 

We have choose 500MW Station to prepare a Study project on Auto Control loops used 

in Thermal Power Stations. 

Plant Specifications: 

TYPE                     :         THERMAL PLANT 

CAPACITY           :         500MW 

OUTPUT               :         ELECTRICAL POWER  

BY-PRODUCTS   :         ASH AND FLUE GASES 

 

Load Specifications: 

           Two pole Synchronous Generator with water + Hydrogen cooled 

POWER                 :         524.204 MW, TG VWO, 3% make up 

CURRENT            :         16200 AMP 

VOLTAGE            :         21 KV  

            EFFICIENY          :       98.64% 

            P. F                        :       0.85 LAG 

            Rated Excitation    :       4040 Amp / 340 V 

           Short circuit ratio    :      0.48 

           Brushless excitation with DAVR 
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CHAPTER-2 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION: 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

2.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled to 

alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning of 

huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

2.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

            (1)  Rankin cycle. 

            (2) Reheat cycle.       

            (3) Regenerative cycle. 

2.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This crushed 

coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of hot and 

cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to air pre-

heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature control.  

Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. Water from 

the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. Water from the 

drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water from the bottom 

rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and density difference the 
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water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly converted to steam is separated 

from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is sent to super heaters for super 

heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and the steam is super heater (540 

degree centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine. 

2.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER:  

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to the 

direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the turbine 

shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The stationary and 

moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many stages are 

necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with rings of moving 

blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-pressure 

cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical energy. The 

steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating and enters into 

the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through another series 

of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the centre 

for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

2.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the magnetic 

field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the conductors 
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are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is    obtained from 

a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified    into two types, 

namely static excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will be generated in 

circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated by a steam turbine 

at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the frequency of the electrical 

system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, 

and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to generate alternating current at a 

frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

2.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

2.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy is 

known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover  coupling  Alternator  

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  

The image of the Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is as follows: 
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Fig 2.1. Line diagram of thermal power plant 

2.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

2.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 

(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor.  

(ii) Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers 

are provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of 

coal as per the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal bunkers 

each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six units is 

about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per day. 
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Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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CHAPTER-3 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

3.1: COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators  

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

  WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

  CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

  COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

  ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 
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  DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 

These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area. 

  GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

3.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney.  

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney.  

 SUPER HEATERS; 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the atmosphere 

by forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the boiler 
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furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the temperature of air 

used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are known 

as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the reaction and 

impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall turbine uses both. 

Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from steam 

into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

3.3  INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash level, 

coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt meters, 

power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and maximum 

demand indicators etc. 

3.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles from 

flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 

It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 
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The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

3.5  CHIMNEY: 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere.  

3.6  COOLING TOWER: 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 

 3.7  TRANSFORMER:- 

 These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.     
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CHAPTER-4 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER 

STATION 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION:- 

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. Dr. 

NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left bank 

of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of dr. 

NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

 In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in AP. 

4.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

4.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type         :   Thermal power plant. 

Capacity   :   1,760MW 

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal. 

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil. 
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4.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power     :    210M 

Current   :    9000 amps 

Voltage   :   15.75KV 

 Power      :   500 MW 

Current    :   16166 amps 

Voltage   :    21.6KV 

 

4.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally concerned 

with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted into electrical 

energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the purpose of 

understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power cycle is 

explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 

4.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded there 

after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump this 

condensate is again fed into boiler.    
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Fig 4.1: block diagram of rankin cycle 

The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers is to 

avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result in 

undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated without 

any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a boiler helps 

in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before these are passed 

out of the chimney. 

The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 

Fig 4.2: graphical representation of rankin cycle 

 EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE   EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of about 

166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater steam 
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also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from high 

velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 

 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE:- 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of condensation 

apparatus. 

 

4.5.2 Reheat Cycle:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at some 

intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is provided 

in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine blade. It 

reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 

4.5.3 Regenerative cycle:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in the 

boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation temperature 

through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime mover. Since 

this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as regeneration. 

     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

4.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one boiler, 

one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of transport. 

The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills through 

conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which is called 

as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and transmit coal 

powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is converted into heat 

energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air is supplied through 

forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water wall tubes that are 
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located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of convection a radiation 

principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by absorbing heat energy. 

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in the 

condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed pumps. 

Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is converted into 

electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are formed and they 

were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is around 800 degree 

centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre heating water, primary 

air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases along with ash are passed 

through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue gases at around 130 degree 

centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 

Fig 4.3: block diagram of thermal power plant 

 

4.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square.  
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CHAPTER-5 

DIFFERENT COMONENTS OF DR.NTTPS 

5.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor  

 Stacker re claimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air pre heater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

5.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below  

 

 

Fig 5.1: conveyor belt 
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5.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:- 

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 

 

 

Fig 4.2: stacker reclaimer 

5.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

5.4.1. Types of pulverisers:- 

    (a) Ball and tube mill: 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for fine 

pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the water, is 

fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

    (b) Ring and ball: 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  Coal 

is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and is 

ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and lower 

rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. The size 

of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is determined by a 

classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W (Babcock and Wilcox). 
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5.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below    

 

 
 

Fig 5.3: block diagram of boiler 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of combustion 

are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the boiler to 

steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam pressure 

and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in steam into 

mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a heating 

medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical work, 

which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are sometimes 

used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy and suitable 

thermodynamic characteristics. 
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5.6. CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 

 

5.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 

  In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the tubes 

are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube boilers. So 

they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are not possible, 

maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large quantity of water 

in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is generally wet, 

economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4:Fire tube boiler 

 

5.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 

 In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums.  Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible and 

can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 
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weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

5.7. HEATER:- 

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the steam 

is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, as well 

as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube banks 

arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified as 

convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in the 

below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.5: heater 

5.8 SUPER HEATER:  

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses some 

of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this inter 

mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the high 

pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine where the 

heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

5.9 CONDENSER: 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short supply 

an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more expensive 
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and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less effective) as a 

surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam from steam turbine 

to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the form of pure water, 

otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as boiler feed water. 

 

 

Fig 5.6: Condensor 

5.10 COOLING TOWER: 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device in 

which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the water 

is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 

Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-cooled 

heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air circulation 
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through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling process 

generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling towers. 

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity of 

water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or dry-

bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are rarely 

experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for specific 

installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with design 

conditions.  

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 

 

5.11 ECONOMIZER:- 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and utilize 

for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in between the 

exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results in saving coal 

consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs extra investment 

and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used in all modern 

plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed between two 

headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the other. The flue 

gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 

 

5.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 
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Fig 5.7: Air Preheater 

 

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, and 

reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the chimney 

or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. It also 

allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, regulations) 

for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static precipitator. 

5.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly collector 

plates. Also known as precipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first stream the 

suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where ionization of the 

gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer on the an electric 

charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign and are deposited on 

the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would be more correctly 

designated as electrode position from the gas phase.  

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range.  
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Fig 5.8: Electro static precipitator 

 

 

5.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

 

5.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the hot 

gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The space 

inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives and 

ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys.  
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Fig 5.9: Smoke stack 

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

5.15 GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 

in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to rotating 

machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 
Fig 5.10: Pratical generator 

5.16 TRANSFORMER:- 

It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage devices 

(door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so that electric 

power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through electromagnetic 

induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. The secondary 
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voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the number of turns in 

the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 

 
 

Fig 5.11: Transformer 

 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 

5.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 3:- 

In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 
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5.17.1  Instrumentation and control :- 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

 

(i)  Scanners:- 

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

Fig 5.12: Scanners 

 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal pipelines, 

and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 

(iii)Pressure gauge:- 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 

(iv) No coal flap:- 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when load 

exceeds to the maximum value. 
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(v) Load cell:- 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 

(vi) Tachometer:- 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 

5.17.2 Control valves:- 

(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve.  

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o  Electrical Valve. 

o  Pneumatic Valve :  It works with water. 

o  Hydraulic Valve :  It works with Oil. 

 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve.  

 HPVC  -  High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC  - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC   -  Boil valve control room. 

 TVC  -           Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV  –  Heavy oil nossil valve. 

5.18. Coal handling plant:- 

Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

5.18.1.Crusher house:- 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv) Crusher hose floor 
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Fig 5.13: crushing machine 

  The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

  There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

  They are: 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 

5.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, FD 

fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 

(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air pre heater 

5.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 

1.  Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2.  Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 
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5.19.2 Boiler components: 

1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 

5.19.3 Ball mill :- 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

 

 

Fig 5.14: mill air/coal flow diagram  

5.19.4 Fans :- 

(i) Primary air fan : 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 

(iii)Induced draught fan : 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces.  
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5.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing ESP 

for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

 In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 

 

 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 
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electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is applied 

between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting electrodes which 

are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between rows of collecting 

and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, which causes the 

particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get deposited on them. 

The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

 These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides.  

 Emitting Electrodes :- 

These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

5.21. Turbine maintenance:-This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate 

extraction pumps, condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is  

 

 

Fig 5.15: boiler feed pump 
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 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 

heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The condenser 

water collects in hot well.  

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with varying 

pressure.  

 

 

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 

The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line.  

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be done 

to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. Thus 

LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is sucked into 

condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The temperature is 

around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a pressure -0.9 kg/cm2.  

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam flows 

through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy.  
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Fig 5.16: turbine block diagram 

Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and high 

pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine.  

 

5.22 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc.  

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction.  

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 

(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it will 
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be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external diagram 

of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for sectionalisation. 

The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will be kept changed 

and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem with its breaker. 

Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be bypass breaker also to 

serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on to the bypass bus. The 

layout of switch yard is 

 

 

Fig 5.17: Switch yard 

5.23 ALTERNATOR  FAULTS:- 

5.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator.  

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

5.23.2  STATOR WINDING FAULTS:-  

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 
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The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault  

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

5.24  Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 

3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

5.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 

 These are classified into three types  

    They are 

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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CHAPTER-6 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT 

COMPONENTS 

 

6.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages   : 6 

Quantity of water  : 350 T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump  : 5830 kg 

Motor output   : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage   : 6.6 kV 

Current   : 421 Amps 

Speed    : 1483 rpm 

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.914 

6.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q)    : 28/ m/hr 

H     : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity   : 225 kW 

Speed     : 1489 RPM 

Voltage    : 6.6 KV 

Current    : 25.5 Amps  

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 Hz 

Type of connection    :   (Star) 

6.3 Fans ratings:- 

6.3.1 PA fan motor details :- 

Type     : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity    :  1250 KW 

Speed     : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage    : 6600 V 

Stator current    : 132 A 

Ambient temperature   : 500 C 
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Type of connection    :   (Star, star) 

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 HZ 

Power factor    : 0.88 

Weight of motor   : 7750 kg 

Duty     : continuous  

6.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type    : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity   : 750 kW 

Speed    : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 86.3 A 

Type of motor   : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor  : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection  :  (star, star) 

Phase    : 3-  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.875 

6.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type    : 1K120m63 

Type of motor   : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity   : 1300 kW 

Phase    : 3-  

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 140.5 A  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Speed    : 740 RPM 

Type of connection   :   (Star, star) 

Weight of motor  : 13000 kg 

Duty    : continuous 

Anti Condensation Data:- 

Voltage   : 240 v DC or 1- C 

Power    :  0.6 KW 
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6.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure  : 150 kg/cm2 

Main steam temperature : 5350C 

Full load steam flow  : 641 T/hr 

No. of extractions  : 6 

No. of stages Hot  : 1 x 25 

IPT                 : 2 x 20 

LPT    : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine  : 480 tones 

Frequency band  : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height    : 661.4 mm 

Overall length   : 16.175 metres 

Width    : 10.6 metres 

6.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Rated data  Turbo   Main  Pilot 

And   generator  exciter  exciter 

Out puts 

Apparent  247 KVA  -  15KVA 

Power (KVA) 

Active power  500 MW  832   - 

Current  9.054 KA  2600 A  4gA 

Voltage  15.75 KV+  320 v  220v+22v 

    787.5 v 

Frequency  50Hz   50 Hz  50 Hz 

Power factor  0.85   -  - 

Inner connection YY   -  - 

Of stator winding 

H2 pressure  2 bar   -  - 

Continuous 

Permissible      -  - 

Constant 

UN balanced loan 8% 

Rated field current 2080 A   -  - 
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Rated field voltage 270 v 

 

Fig 6.1: Name plae details of the generator at D.NTTPS 

 

6.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the our collage. 

Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand experience. At 

Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also programming 

knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, CAM, 

EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of areas 

regarding power generation. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Automation in Production of Sugar is the new innovation which leads to the production of 

sugar more efficiently and quickly. It includes the increasing pressure on sugar 

manufacturing in the world as the population in the has been increasing day by day. To 

meet the day needs of the population in the world we should produce the basic needs very 

effectively. Some of the basic needs are rice, wheat, sugar, salt andetc., 

Around the world, sugar processing plants are being modernized and computerized in light 

of the requirement for proficient generation and have the option to contend all around. The 

paper portrays the mechanization systems for Philippine Sugar manufacturing plants 

worked physically and semi-robotized. Accentuation is given on the solid and reliable 

activity in all conditions. The robotization techniques are clarified by the establishment of 

options of the recently created sugar production line mechanization idea. 

 

 

 
 

Keywords: Computerised, Mechanisation, Semi-robotised and Robotisation 
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Chapter 1 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Sugarcane is an individual from bamboo group of plants and is indigenous to India. It is 

viewed as one of the most encouraging converter of Solar Energy to Biomass and sugar. 

Sugar, Gur and Khandsari are the significant items arranged out of sugarcane, where 33% 

of the absolute sugarcane created goes to sugar processing plants, the last two substances 

expend two out of three portions. It additionally gives crude material to assembling fuel 

and synthetic compounds and the green top of the plant is utilized to encourage creatures. 

This harvest is helpful even in the wake of smashing, as Bagasse, the squashed stick 

buildup is utilized as a fuel for power generator and is an extremely valuable option for 

wood in paper making process. It is additionally utilized as dry feed. Molasses, one more 

result of sugarcane is the primary crude material for Alcohol based enterprises. Among the 

business yields of India, sugarcane has the biggest estimation ofcreation. 

It's without a doubt one of the most adaptable harvest of all, which settles on it the 

conspicuous first decision for ranchers, any place geological conditions support its 

development. 

The expanding pressure on sugar assembling organizations to be progressively proficient in 

delivering sugar is consistently the subject at whatever point sugar makers meet 

everywhere throughout the world. The calls for more noteworthy plant proficiency, 

adaptability, ecological security are regular sugar industry necessity that ought to be the 

primary concern. These necessities infers that everything must cooperate adequately: 

process controls frameworks, computerization and correspondence, electrical and drive 

innovation just as data innovation. Arrangement is, when the sugar generation is 

completely incorporated, everything works better, in like manner, a well-characterized 

mechanization technique is extremely indispensable in accomplishing the robotization of 

the sugar industrialfacility. 

Sugar processing is an energy intensive industry that requires precise control and 

continuous reliability, especially during seasonal production cycles. We help connect 

independent production processes and suppliers with a distributed control system that 

provides a single interface to control production. And, we help you do more with less 

energy, from reusing centrifuge braking energy to replacing cane mill steam turbines with 
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variable speed drives and induction motors. Along with energy savings, these solutions 

reduce maintenance costs, improve availability and provide precise speed control. 

Many known sugar brands around the globe turn to ABB with their requirements for 

distributed control systems (DCS), measurement & analytics, HMI, energy-efficient 

motors, drives and PLC, manufacturing execution systems (MES), process and production 

intelligence software, robots and more. They get access to the state-of-the-art, proven tools, 

process knowledge and partner network that help them reduce operating costs, get started 

on their digital journey and unlock new business value. 
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Chapter-2 

REVIEW AND SURVEY OF LITERATURE 

 

2.1 Sustainable conditions for sugarcanegrowth 
 

2.1.1 Temperature 
 

Sugarcane is a long term crop. Contingent on the assortment, topographical conditions and 

planting time it takes 10 to 15 and even year and a half to develop. It is planted in various 

occasions of the year in various pieces of the world. In certain states it is planted just once 

while there are states (Karnataka and Maharashtra) where its planted thrice a year, though 

in Northern conditions of India its planted two times per year, once around Feb to mid- 

May and afterward for Autumn plating season in October and November. Sugarcane 

requires a normal temperature of 21°-27° for refined development alongside a solid 

precipitation of 75cm-150cm.Hot and muggy atmosphere are positive conditions. High 

dampness helps in more stick prolongation. An excessive amount of precipitation or too 

less precipitation, both are heartbreaking for yield's development. As overwhelming deluge 

could prompt low sugar content while insufficient precipitation brings about sinewy yield. 

In regions getting lesser precipitation than as far as possible, water system of the yield 

shows better outcomes. For the sugarcane to be of right thickness and to have the option to 

extricate adequate and thick squeeze from the stick, open skies with a temperature above 

20° is liked. Short cool dry winter season during maturing and collecting is perfect. High 

temperature and hot dry breezes can cause the Red Knot ailment while temperature  

beneath 0 degree Celsius can make hurt less ensured pieces of the harvest. Ice is hindering 

to sugarcane. In this manner, if the yield is developed in northern pieces of the nation 

where winters can drop to less degrees, it must be gathered before the beginning of likely 

iceseasons 

2.1.2 Soil 
 

It can develop on an enormous assortment of soils including topsoils, clayey topsoils, dark 

cotton soils, darker or ruddy topsoils and even laterites. Indeed, sugarcane can develop on 

any sort of dampness holding soil yet profound rich loamy soils are perfect for its 

development. The dirt ought to be wealthy in nitrogen, calcium and phosphorus and yet, it 

ought to have pH extending from 5.0 to 8.0, as such, it ought not be either excessively 

acidic or excessively soluble. As this is a long length yield and stays in the field for 12 to 
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year and a half, it requires extremely ripe soil and because of this its development requires 

overwhelming portion of excrements and manures. To encourage simple water system and 

transportation of stick to the sugar processes, a plain and leveled level is favorable. Since 

sugarcane development is profoundly work serious, modest plentiful work is an essential 

for its effective development. Consequently, sufficient human hands at each stage for 

example from planting, hoeing, weeding, flooding, and slicing to conveying sugarcane to 

the manufacturing plants are important. 

2.2 Production 

Known to have the biggest zone under sugarcane development on the planet, India is 

likewise the world's second biggest maker of sugarcane next after Brazil, while China and 

USA hold the third and tenth spot individually. According to records there was an intense 

increment of 93 percent of stick creation during 1951-61 because of expansion of 

horticulture however this spurt dove to 14.9 percent development in the decade 1961-71 

inferable from interior market vacillations which caused ranchers to lose belief and trust in 

the gainfulness of the harvest. From this decade onwards, sugarcane development saw 

upwards pattern for three forthcoming decades and generally in the decade 1971-81 where 

it saw a development pace of 22% as the market was growing with the presentation of 

more sugar plants. Be that as it may, the creation of this adaptable harvest arrived at an 

untouched high of 299.3 million tons at the turn of the thousand years after which 

fluctuating patterns have been watched. After four years, in 2003-04, generation of 

sugarcane in India was recorded at 236.4 million tons, more than 60 million tons lesser 

than what was delivered in 1999-00. Territory under development of sugarcane pursued a 

similar pattern as the generation of the yield as it enlisted a quick raise during the last 50% 

of twentieth century and afterward observed a fall directly after the beginning of the 

thousand years. From a rambling 1.7 million hectares of land under sugarcane development 

in 1950-51 to a magnetics 4.1 million hectares in 1998-99, the numbers saw some 

immersion before long. Truth be told, dynamic development zone dropped from 4.4 

million hectares in 2002-03 to 4.0 million hectares in 2003-04. Presently the third amount, 

which is vital in examining the development of a harvest throughout the years, is, the yield 

of that yield. Yield is determined by partitioning the measure of harvest delivered by the 

territory of development of the yield. Yield of sugarcane additionally pursued a similar 

pattern as its nuclear amounts. It altogether expanded twofold from 1951 to 1998 takingoff 
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heightening from only 33 tons/hectare in the season 1950-51 to 65 tons/hectare in 1990-91. 

This upward pattern proceeded until 1997-98 when it arrived at 71 tons/hectare. The yield 

stayed at this level for three back to back a very long time from 1997-98 to 1999-2000. In 

any case, not long after the yield quickly decreased to 59 tons/hectare just in 2003-04. The 

reasonable justification of this fast decrease could be either weariness of soils or absence of 

modem farming data sources. In contrast with a solid sugarcane yield from nations, for 

example, Indonesia, Egypt and Mexico, India's produce doesn't remain in solid numbers 

with the individual nations referenced above who produce in any event 50 percent more 

sugarcane/hectare when contrasted with us. Numerous reasons have been refered to and 

numerous ends been attracted perspective on the significant reasons for low yield in India. 

The vast majority of them being the absence of composts, unsure climate conditions, 

deficient water system, poor assortments of stick, little and divided property and in reverse 

strategies for development. 

 

Table-1.1: Sugar Yielding crops 
 

 

 

Year Production(million tons) Area(million hectares) Yield(tons/ 
hectares) 

1950-51 57.0 1.7 33 

1960-61 110.0 2.4 46 

1970-71 126.4 2.6 48 

1980-81 154.2 2.7 58 

1990-91 241.0 3.7 65 

1997-98 279.5 3.9 71 

1998-99 288.7 4.1 71 

1999-00 299.3 4.2 71 

2000-01 296.0 4.3 69 

2001-02 298.0 4.4 67 

2002-03 281.6 4.4 65 

2003-04 236.4 4.0 59 
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Figure-1.1: Major sugarcane producing Areas in India 
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Chapter-3 

 
TECHNOLOGY AND PROCESS 

As we know that, second largest producer of sugar in the world is “ INDIA”. In India, 

industry of sugar is the largest agro industry located in rural part. Sugarcane is the money 

yield and its development assumes a fundamental job towards financial improvement of 

rancher's organization through salary and work age. 

Obviously, that sugar Industry is the foundation of country economy in at any rate twelve 

of states. We are utilizing the most recent Technology accessible to limit cost of generation 

in this way improving proficiency. Presently a-days we are moving towards the idea of 

Integrated Industrial Complexescomprising of Sugar Plant, Co-age (Power) plants and 

Fuel-Ethanol Distilleries. A large portion of the most recent Technologies being utilized at 

various stages might be recorded as beneath 

 

3.1 Bagasse DrierUnit 

The sugar Industry produces control for in-house utilization and the surplus power is 

offered to national framework. Improving the utilization of fuel for example Bagasse in the 

kettle is a significant modern methodology for more income of the sugar business. By 

utilization of Bagasse driers, kettle effectiveness can be expanded significantly by virtue of 

decrease of Bagasse dampness. 

Figure-3.1 Bagasse Drier Unit 
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Hardly any Companies in India have indigenously created Bagasse Drier units to diminish 

dampness of Bagasse to greatest conceivable degree before being nourished to the boilers. 

The framework utilizes Flue gases as the warming media for drying of Bagasse for 

example waste warmth recuperation idea. 

For the most part, Moisture of Bagasse leaving the last Milling couple stays around 49 – 50 

%. After establishment of Bagasse Drier, it has been accounted for that processing plants 

have accomplished a drop of around 8-10% of Bagasse dampness for example last bagasse 

dampness in the wake of drying goes to the tune of 40-42%. Kettle Efficiency increment 

by about 4% in this way bringing about critical improvement in Steam/Fuel proportion. 

 
3.2 Moisture ControlUnit 

Dampness % Bagasse assumes a significant job in Milling and Plant effectiveness. Parcel 

of work has been done in this field. When contrasted with Bagasse Drier units, MCU is a 

game plan created so as to diminish dampness substance of Bagasse somewhat. 

Dampness Control Unit(DCU) is indicating promising outcomes and henceforth might be 

utilized as an apparatus to improve generally speaking gainfulness of the plant. 

"Dampness Control Unit" is intended to diminish dampness of bagasse turning out from 

release nip of each plant which results in extra seepage ofjuice and decreases last bagasse 

dampness. This eventually improves generally speaking execution of entire couple as far as 

in general factory extraction and last moisture% Bagasse. 

3.2.1 Resultsachieved 

1. RME growth 

2. About 3% increase in Steam to Bagasseratio 

3. Average reduction in Moisture % Final Bagasse by 1.5-2 units though top decrease 

accomplished 2.5 -3.5%. 

3.2.2 Advantages 

1. Decrease in dampness % lastbagasse. 

2. Increment in Juice seepage at release nip, especially at heel clearanceof refuseplate. 

3. Permit to increment imbibition% fiber. This diminishes bagasse pol and dampness % 

bagasse can be kept up even after increment inimbibition. 

4. Controlling Re-retention of Juice infactories. 

5. Increment in by and large plant extraction,RME. 
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6. Extraction of juice even at uncompressed stick tangle at release nip incase of lower 

pulverizerate. 

7. End of Juice spitting from release nip offactory. 

8. Decrease in dampness % bagasse will expand GCV of bagasse whichincreaseskettle 

effectiveness and steam to bagasse proportionaltogether. 

3.2.3 High PressureBoilers 

The way that expansion in evaporator weight builds the steam fuel proportion is 

anestablished one. This expansion in steam fuel proportion is fundamentally because of 

high delta temperature of feed water by regenerative warming (Regenerative Cycle 

Efficiency is higher than the cycle effectiveness without recovery) and higher 

boilerefficiency because of the structure parameters of high weight kettle. By and large, the 

framework proficiency or the power plant effectiveness is more in the event of high 

pressurecogeneration than that of low weight, keeping other framework courses same. 

 
 

It is seen from the perceptions that the power creation at 125 ata heater weight is very 

nearly multiple times than that at 45 ata. 

 

Figure-3.2 High Pressure Boilers 
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3.2.4 Automation 

Sugar Manufacturing Process can be controlled and robotized utilizing a Distributed 

Control System (DCS). A portion of the Automation by and large utilized in the sugar 

Industry are as per the following: 

1. Bagasse belt transport speedcontrol, 

2. Mill drive speedcontrol, 

3. Boiler activitycontrol, 

4. Turbines Operationcontrol, 

5. Raw Juice Flowcontrol, 

6. Juice stream Stablisationframework, 

7. Process Temperaturecontrol, 

8. Juice pHcontrol, 

9. Chemical dosing framework, 

10.Vacuum container feedcontrol, 

11. Pumps activity, 

12. Water stream meters – to screen and diminish water utilization 

13.SHHWsystem 

14.Melting and Molasses molding 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-3.3 Automation Concept for Sugar Boiling process 
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Drawn to easy Steps as 

1. Drawing in 

2. Concentration 

3. Seeding 

4. Graining 

5. First Boiling 

6. Brixing-up 

7. Discharging 

8. Steamingout 

9. Panempty 
 
 

 

 
Figure-3.4 System Configuration for Sugar Boiling process 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure-3.5 Supervisory Control System Concept 
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Chapter-4 

 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

By using the automation process in any production industry we can produce large amount 

of products in a very less time. So, the efficiency of production can be increased by using 

automated system. And by using automation process we can save electric energy, fuel 

consumption and similar natural resources. We can reduce the human labor in the work 

field to decrease the error in the production. We can achieve high quality in production 

with low cost. Automation process is like one time investment as we invest at beginning of 

the installation and from then we can use those equipment by refilling or in case any repair 

occurs. 
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Chapter-5 

 
SUMMARY 

In a period where there is a requirement for comprehensive development, the sugar 

business is among the couple of ventures that have effectively added to the country 

economy. It has done as such by economically using the provincial assets to satisfy the 

huge household need for sugar and by creating surplus vitality to meet the expanding 

vitality needs of India. Likewise, the industry has turned into the pillar of the liquor 

industry.The division bolsters more than 50 million ranchers and their families, and 

conveys esteem expansion at the homestead side1. As a rule, sugarcane value represents 

roughly 70 percent of the ex-factory sugar price2. 

 
The segment likewise has a noteworthy remaining in the worldwide sugar space. The 

Indian residential sugar market is probably the biggest market on the planet, in volume 

terms. India is additionally the second biggest sugar delivering geology. India stays a key 

development driver for world sugar, becoming over the Asian and world utilization 

development normal. 
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ABSTRACT

Automation in Production ofSugaristhenew innovation which leadsto the

productionofsugarmoreefficientlyandquickly.Itincludestheincreasingpressure

onsugarmanufacturingintheworldasthepopulationinthehasbeenincreasingday

byday.Tomeetthedayneedsofthepopulationintheworldweshouldproducethe

basicneedsveryeffectively.Someofthebasicneedsarerice,wheat,sugar,salt

andetc.,

Aroundtheworld,sugarprocessingplantsarebeingmodernizedandcomputerizedin

lightoftherequirementforproficientgenerationandhavetheoptiontocontendall

around. The paper portrays the mechanization systems for Philippine Sugar

manufacturingplantsworkedphysicallyandsemi-robotized.Accentuationisgivenon

thesolidandreliableactivity in allconditions.Therobotization techniquesare

clarifiedbytheestablishmentofoptionsoftherecentlycreatedsugarproductionline

mechanizationidea.

Keywords:Computerised,Mechanisation,Semi-robotisedandRobotisation
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Chapter1

INTRODUCTION

Sugarcaneisanindividualfrom bamboogroupofplantsandisindigenoustoIndia.It

isviewedasoneofthemostencouragingconverterofSolarEnergytoBiomassand

sugar.Sugar,GurandKhandsariarethesignificantitemsarrangedoutofsugarcane,

where33% oftheabsolutesugarcanecreatedgoestosugarprocessingplants,thelast

twosubstancesexpendtwooutofthreeportions.Itadditionallygivescrudematerial

toassemblingfuelandsyntheticcompoundsandthegreentopoftheplantisutilized

toencouragecreatures.Thisharvestishelpfuleveninthewakeofsmashing,as

Bagasse,thesquashedstickbuildupisutilizedasafuelforpowergeneratorandisan

extremelyvaluableoptionforwoodinpapermakingprocess.Itisadditionallyutilized

asdryfeed.Molasses,onemoreresultofsugarcaneistheprimarycrudematerialfor

Alcoholbasedenterprises.AmongthebusinessyieldsofIndia,sugarcanehasthe

biggestestimationofcreation.

It'swithoutadoubtoneofthemostadaptableharvestofall,whichsettlesonitthe

conspicuousfirstdecisionforranchers,anyplacegeologicalconditionssupportits

development.

The expanding pressure on sugarassembling organizationsto be progressively

proficientindeliveringsugarisconsistentlythesubjectatwhateverpointsugar

makersmeeteverywherethroughouttheworld.Thecallsformorenoteworthyplant

proficiency,adaptability,ecologicalsecurityareregularsugarindustrynecessitythat

oughttobetheprimary concern.Thesenecessitiesinfersthateverythingmust

cooperate adequately: process controls frameworks, computerization and

correspondence,electricalanddriveinnovationjustasdatainnovation.Arrangement

is,whenthesugargenerationiscompletelyincorporated,everythingworksbetter,in

likemanner,awell-characterizedmechanizationtechniqueisextremelyindispensable

inaccomplishingtherobotizationofthesugarindustrialfacility.

Sugarprocessingisanenergyintensiveindustrythatrequiresprecisecontroland

continuousreliability,especiallyduringseasonalproductioncycles.Wehelpconnect

independentproductionprocessesandsupplierswithadistributedcontrolsystem that

providesasingleinterfacetocontrolproduction.And,wehelpyoudomorewithless

energy,from reusingcentrifugebrakingenergytoreplacingcanemillsteam turbines
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with
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variable speed drivesand induction motors.Along with energy savings,these

solutionsreducemaintenancecosts,improveavailabilityandprovideprecisespeed

control.

ManyknownsugarbrandsaroundtheglobeturntoABBwiththeirrequirementsfor

distributedcontrolsystems(DCS),measurement& analytics,HMI,energy-efficient

motors,drivesand PLC,manufacturing execution systems(MES),processand

productionintelligencesoftware,robotsandmore.Theygetaccesstothestate-of-the-

art,proventools,processknowledgeandpartnernetworkthathelpthem reduce

operatingcosts,getstartedontheirdigitaljourneyandunlocknewbusinessvalue.
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Chapter-2

REVIEW ANDSURVEYOFLITERATURE

2.1Sustainableconditionsforsugarcanegrowth

2.1.1Temperature

Sugarcaneisalongterm crop.Contingentontheassortment,topographicalconditions

andplantingtimeittakes10to15andevenyearandahalftodevelop.Itisplantedin

variousoccasionsoftheyearinvariouspiecesoftheworld.Incertainstatesitis

plantedjustoncewhiletherearestates(KarnatakaandMaharashtra)whereits

plantedthriceayear,thoughinNorthernconditionsofIndiaitsplantedtwotimesper

year,oncearoundFebtomid-MayandafterwardforAutumnplatingseasonin

OctoberandNovember.Sugarcanerequiresanormaltemperatureof21°-27°for

refineddevelopmentalongsideasolidprecipitationof75cm-150cm.Hotandmuggy

atmospherearepositiveconditions.Highdampnesshelpsinmorestickprolongation.

Anexcessiveamountofprecipitationortoolessprecipitation,bothareheartbreaking

foryield'sdevelopment.Asoverwhelmingdelugecouldpromptlow sugarcontent

whileinsufficientprecipitationbringsaboutsinewyyield.Inregionsgettinglesser

precipitationthanasfaraspossible,watersystemoftheyieldshowsbetteroutcomes.

Forthesugarcanetobeofrightthicknessandtohavetheoptiontoextricateadequate

andthicksqueezefrom thestick,openskieswithatemperatureabove20°isliked.

Shortcooldry winterseason during maturing and collecting isperfect.High

temperatureandhotdrybreezescancausetheRedKnotailmentwhiletemperature

beneath0degreeCelsiuscanmakehurtlessensuredpiecesoftheharvest.Iceis

hinderingtosugarcane.Inthismanner,iftheyieldisdevelopedinnorthernpiecesof

thenationwherewinterscandroptolessdegrees,itmustbegatheredbeforethe

beginningoflikelyiceseasons

2.1.2Soil

Itcandeveloponanenormousassortmentofsoilsincludingtopsoils,clayeytopsoils,

darkcottonsoils,darkerorruddytopsoilsandevenlaterites.Indeed,sugarcanecan

developonanysortofdampnessholdingsoilyetprofoundrichloamysoilsareperfect

foritsdevelopment.Thedirtoughttobewealthyinnitrogen,calciumandphosphorus

andyet,itoughttohavepHextendingfrom 5.0to8.0,assuch,itoughtnotbeeither
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excessivelyacidicorexcessivelysoluble.Asthisisalonglengthyieldandstaysinthe

fieldfor12to
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yearandahalf,itrequiresextremelyripesoilandbecauseofthisitsdevelopment

requiresoverwhelmingportion ofexcrementsandmanures.Toencouragesimple

watersystem andtransportationofsticktothesugarprocesses,aplainandleveled

levelisfavorable.Sincesugarcanedevelopmentisprofoundlyworkserious,modest

plentifulworkisanessentialforitseffectivedevelopment.Consequently,sufficient

humanhandsateachstageforexamplefromplanting,hoeing,weeding,flooding,and

slicingtoconveyingsugarcanetothemanufacturingplantsareimportant.

2.2Production

Knowntohavethebiggestzoneundersugarcanedevelopmentontheplanet,Indiais

likewisetheworld'ssecondbiggestmakerofsugarcanenextafterBrazil,whileChina

andUSAholdthethirdandtenthspotindividually.Accordingtorecordstherewasan

intenseincrementof93percentofstickcreationduring1951-61becauseofexpansion

ofhorticulturehoweverthisspurtdoveto14.9percentdevelopmentinthedecade

1961-71inferablefrom interiormarketvacillationswhichcausedrancherstolose

beliefand trustin thegainfulnessoftheharvest.From thisdecadeonwards,

sugarcanedevelopmentsaw upwardspattern forthreeforthcoming decadesand

generallyinthedecade1971-81whereitsaw adevelopmentpaceof22% asthe

marketwasgrowingwiththepresentationofmoresugarplants.Bethatasitmay,

thecreationofthisadaptableharvestarrivedatanuntouchedhighof299.3million

tonsattheturnofthethousandyearsafterwhichfluctuatingpatternshavebeen

watched.Afterfouryears,in2003-04,generationofsugarcaneinIndiawasrecorded

at236.4milliontons,morethan60milliontonslesserthanwhatwasdeliveredin

1999-00.Territoryunderdevelopmentofsugarcanepursuedasimilarpatternasthe

generationoftheyieldasitenlistedaquickraiseduringthelast50% oftwentieth

centuryandafterwardobservedafalldirectlyafterthebeginningofthethousand

years.From arambling1.7millionhectaresoflandundersugarcanedevelopmentin

1950-51toamagnetics4.1million hectaresin 1998-99,thenumberssaw some

immersionbeforelong.Truthbetold,dynamicdevelopmentzonedroppedfrom 4.4

millionhectaresin2002-03to4.0millionhectaresin2003-04.Presentlythethird

amount,whichisvitalinexaminingthedevelopmentofaharvestthroughoutthe

years,is,theyieldofthatyield.Yieldisdeterminedbypartitioningthemeasureof

harvestdeliveredbytheterritoryofdevelopmentoftheyield.Yieldofsugarcane
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additionallypursuedasimilarpatternasitsnuclearamounts.Italtogetherexpanded

twofoldfrom1951to1998takingoff
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heighteningfrom only33tons/hectareintheseason1950-51to65tons/hectarein

1990-91.Thisupward pattern proceeded until1997-98 when itarrived at71

tons/hectare.Theyieldstayedatthislevelforthreebacktobackaverylongtime

from 1997-98to1999-2000.Inanycase,notlongaftertheyieldquicklydecreasedto

59tons/hectarejustin2003-04.Thereasonablejustificationofthisfastdecrease

couldbeeitherwearinessofsoilsorabsenceofmodem farmingdatasources.In

contrastwithasolidsugarcaneyieldfrom nations,forexample,Indonesia,Egyptand

Mexico,India'sproducedoesn'tremaininsolidnumberswiththeindividualnations

referencedabovewhoproduceinanyevent50percentmoresugarcane/hectarewhen

contrastedwithus.Numerousreasonshavebeenreferedtoandnumerousendsbeen

attractedperspectiveon thesignificantreasonsforlow yieldin India.Thevast

majorityofthem beingtheabsenceofcomposts,unsureclimateconditions,deficient

watersystem,poorassortmentsofstick,littleanddividedpropertyandinreverse

strategiesfordevelopment.

Table-1.1:SugarYieldingcrops

Year Production(million
tons)

Area(million
hectares)

Yield(tons/
hectares)

1950-51 57.0 1.7 33

1960-61 110.0 2.4 46

1970-71 126.4 2.6 48

1980-81 154.2 2.7 58

1990-91 241.0 3.7 65

1997-98 279.5 3.9 71

1998-99 288.7 4.1 71

1999-00 299.3 4.2 71

2000-01 296.0 4.3 69

2001-02 298.0 4.4 67

2002-
03

281.6 4.4 65
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2003-
04

236.4 4.0 59
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Figure-1.1:MajorsugarcaneproducingAreasinIndia
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Chapter-3

TECHNOLOGYANDPROCESS

Asweknowthat,secondlargestproducerofsugarintheworldis“ INDIA”.In

India,industryofsugaristhelargestagroindustrylocatedinruralpart.Sugarcane

isthemoneyyieldanditsdevelopmentassumesafundamentaljobtowardsfinancial

improvementofrancher'sorganizationthroughsalaryandworkage.

Obviously,thatsugarIndustryisthefoundationofcountryeconomyinatanyrate

twelveofstates.WeareutilizingthemostrecentTechnologyaccessibletolimitcost

ofgenerationinthiswayimprovingproficiency.Presentlya-dayswearemoving

towardstheideaofIntegratedIndustrialComplexescomprisingofSugarPlant,Co-age

(Power)plantsandFuel-EthanolDistilleries.Alargeportionofthemostrecent

Technologiesbeingutilizedatvariousstagesmightberecordedasbeneath

3.1BagasseDrierUnit

ThesugarIndustryproducescontrolforin-houseutilizationandthesurpluspoweris

offeredtonationalframework.ImprovingtheutilizationoffuelforexampleBagasse

inthekettleisasignificantmodernmethodologyformoreincomeofthesugar

business.ByutilizationofBagassedriers,kettleeffectivenesscanbeexpanded

significantlybyvirtueofdecreaseofBagassedampness.

Figure-3.1BagasseDrierUnit
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HardlyanyCompaniesinIndiahaveindigenouslycreatedBagasseDrierunitsto

diminishdampnessofBagassetogreatestconceivabledegreebeforebeingnourished

totheboilers.TheframeworkutilizesFluegasesasthewarmingmediafordryingof

Bagasseforexamplewastewarmthrecuperationidea.

Forthemostpart,MoistureofBagasseleavingthelastMillingcouplestaysaround49–
50

%.AfterestablishmentofBagasseDrier,ithasbeenaccountedforthatprocessing

plantshaveaccomplishedadropofaround8-10% ofBagassedampnessforexample

lastbagassedampnessinthewakeofdryinggoestothetuneof40-42%.Kettle

Efficiencyincrementbyabout4% inthiswaybringingaboutcriticalimprovementin

Steam/Fuelproportion.

3.2MoistureControlUnit

Dampness% BagasseassumesasignificantjobinMillingandPlanteffectiveness.

Parcelofworkhasbeendoneinthisfield.WhencontrastedwithBagasseDrier

units,MCUisagameplancreatedsoastodiminishdampnesssubstanceofBagasse

somewhat.

DampnessControlUnit(DCU)isindicatingpromisingoutcomesandhenceforthmight

beutilizedasanapparatustoimprovegenerallyspeakinggainfulnessoftheplant.

"DampnessControlUnit"isintendedtodiminishdampnessofbagasseturningout

fromreleasenipofeachplantwhichresultsinextraseepageofjuiceanddecreases

lastbagasse

dampness.Thiseventuallyimprovesgenerallyspeakingexecutionofentirecoupleas

farasingeneralfactoryextractionandlastmoisture% Bagasse.

3.2.1Resultsachieved

1.RMEgrowth

2.About3% increaseinSteamtoBagasseratio

3.AveragereductioninMoisture% FinalBagasseby1.5-2unitsthoughtop

decreaseaccomplished2.5-3.5%.

3.2.2 Advantages

1.Decreaseindampness% lastbagasse.

2.IncrementinJuiceseepageatreleasenip,especiallyatheelclearanceofrefuseplate.

3.Permittoincrementimbibition% fiber.Thisdiminishesbagassepoland
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dampness% bagassecanbekeptupevenafterincrementinimbibition.

4.ControllingRe-retentionofJuiceinfactories.

5.Incrementinbyandlargeplantextraction,RME.
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6.Extractionofjuiceevenatuncompressedsticktangleatreleasenipincaseof

lowerpulverizerate.

7.EndofJuicespittingfromreleasenipoffactory.

8.Decreaseindampness% bagassewillexpandGCVofbagasse

whichincreaseskettleeffectivenessandsteamtobagasseproportionaltogether.

3.2.3HighPressureBoilers

Thewaythatexpansioninevaporatorweightbuildsthesteamfuelproportionis

anestablishedone.Thisexpansioninsteamfuelproportionisfundamentallybecause

ofhighdeltatemperatureoffeedwaterbyregenerativewarming(RegenerativeCycle

Efficiencyishigherthanthecycleeffectivenesswithoutrecovery)andhigher

boilerefficiencybecauseofthestructureparametersofhighweightkettle.Byand

large,theframeworkproficiencyorthepowerplanteffectivenessismoreintheevent

ofhighpressurecogenerationthanthatoflowweight,keepingotherframework

coursessame.

Itisseenfromtheperceptionsthatthepowercreationat125ataheaterweightis

verynearlymultipletimesthanthatat45ata.

Figure-3.2HighPressureBoilers
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3.2.4 Automation

SugarManufacturingProcesscanbecontrolledandrobotizedutilizingaDistributed

ControlSystem(DCS).AportionoftheAutomationbyandlargeutilizedinthe

sugarIndustryareasperthefollowing:

1.Bagassebelttransportspeedcontrol,

2.Milldrivespeedcontrol,

3.Boileractivitycontrol,

4.TurbinesOperationcontrol,

5.RawJuiceFlowcontrol,

6.JuicestreamStablisationframework,

7.ProcessTemperaturecontrol,

8.JuicepHcontrol,

9.Chemicaldosingframework,

10.Vacuumcontainerfeedcontrol,

11.Pumpsactivity,

12.Waterstreammeters– toscreenanddiminishwater

utilization13.SHHWsystem

14.MeltingandMolassesmolding

Figure-3.3AutomationConceptforSugarBoilingprocess
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DrawntoeasyStepsas

1.Drawingin

2.Concentration

3.Seeding

4.Graining

5.FirstBoiling

6.Brixing-up

7.Discharging

8.Steamingout

9.Panempty

Figure-3.4SystemConfigurationforSugarBoiling
process

Figure-3.5SupervisoryControlSystemConcept
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Chapter-4

CONCLUSIONANDFUTUREPROSPECTS

Byusingtheautomationprocessinanyproductionindustrywecanproducelarge

amountofproductsinaverylesstime.So,theefficiencyofproductioncanbe

increasedbyusingautomatedsystem.Andbyusingautomationprocesswecansave

electricenergy,fuelconsumptionandsimilarnaturalresources.Wecanreducethe

humanlaborintheworkfieldtodecreasetheerrorintheproduction.Wecanachieve

high quality in production with low cost.Automation processislikeonetime

investmentasweinvestatbeginningoftheinstallationandfrom thenwecanuse

thoseequipmentbyrefillingorincaseanyrepairoccurs.
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Chapter-5

SUMMARY

Inaperiodwherethereisarequirementforcomprehensivedevelopment,thesugar

businessisamongthecoupleofventuresthathaveeffectivelyaddedtothecountry

economy.Ithasdoneassuchbyeconomicallyusingtheprovincialassetstosatisfy

thehugehouseholdneedforsugarandbycreatingsurplusvitalitytomeetthe

expandingvitalityneedsofIndia.Likewise,theindustryhasturnedintothepillar

oftheliquorindustry.Thedivisionbolstersmorethan50millionranchersandtheir

families,andconveysesteemexpansionatthehomesteadside1.Asarule,sugarcane

valuerepresentsroughly70percentoftheex-factorysugarprice2.

Thesegmentlikewisehasanoteworthyremainingintheworldwidesugarspace.

TheIndianresidentialsugarmarketisprobablythebiggestmarketontheplanet,in

volumeterms.Indiaisadditionallythesecondbiggestsugardeliveringgeology.India

staysakeydevelopmentdriverforworldsugar,becomingovertheAsianandworld

utilizationdevelopmentnormal.
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 Electricity lights our homes and runs our machines. It claims as 

much importance as the basic necessities like air, water, food & 

shelter. It is the very life of modern civilization. Power is 

generated from various resources such as coal, water, gas, 

diesel, etc. Out of all thermal, hydral and nuclear power 

generation have gain importance because of their availability in 

abundance in nature 64% of the total installed capacity from 

thermal power plants. Dr.NaralaTatarao Thermal Power Station 

(Dr.NTTPS) is one of the leading thermal power plants in  

India. It is located amidst the Eastern Ghats on the bank of 

RiverKrishnaatIbrahimpatnamVillage,KrishnaDistrict,and 

A.P. It has six operating stations each with an installed capacity 

of 210MW taking an input of 3000tones/unit/day and one 

500MWstation taking an input of 6500. 

 Sub-Bituminous coal is used as primary fuel. The efficiency of 

the plant is 34.5%. Daily coal consumption is around 

24500tones/unit/day. 

 We have chosen 500MW Station to prepare a Study project on 

Auto Control loops used in Thermal PowerStations. 

1.1 PlantSpecifications: 

 TYPE : THERMALPLANT 

 CAPACITY :210MW 

 OUTPUT : ELECTRICALPOWER 

 BY-PRODUCTS: ASH AND FLUEGASES 

1.2 LoadSpecifications: 

Two pole Synchronous Generator with water + Hydrogen cooled 

 POWER : 210MW 

 CURREN1T : 9054AMP 

 VOLTAGE : 15.75KV 

Brushless excitation with DAVR 

1.3 DifferentSystems: 

 The Process 

 Different Stages – Project, Commissioning, Operationsand 

Maintenance. 

 O&M vs.Non-O&M 

 Coalsystems 

 Watersystems 

 Furnace systems 

 TG systems 

 Ashsystems 

 Power evacuationsystems 

 Supportsystems 
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Fig.1 

List the components of thermal power plant:- 

1.3.1 Coal-how much andhow 

1.3.2 CHP 

1.3.3 CoalConveyor 

1.3.4 Boiler CoalBunker 

1.3.5 Bucket WheelMachine 

1.3.6 PulverizingMill 

1.3.7 Primary AirFan 

1.3.8 Boiler 

1.3.9 Forced DraughtFan 

1.3.10 AirHeater 

1.3.11 Electrostatic Precipitator 

1.3.12 Induced DraughtFan 

1.3.13 MainChimney 

1.314 Super heater 

1.3.15 High PressureTurbine 

1.3.16 BoilerReheater 

1.3.17 Intermediate PressureTurbine 
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1.3.18 Low PressureTurbine 

1.3.19 Rotor 

1.3.20 Stator 

1.3.21 GeneratorTransformer 

1.3.22 Condense 

1.3.23 Condensate ExtractionPump 

1.3.24 Low Pressure FeedHeat 

1.3.25 Deaerator 

1.3.26 Boiler FeedPump 

1.3.27 High Pressure FeedHeaters 

1.328 Economizer 

1.3.29 Drum 

1.3.30 CoolingTower 

1.3.31 Circulating WaterPumps 

1.3.32 Circulating Water Make-UpPumps 

1.3.1 Coal-How much andhow:- 
 

Fig.2 Fig.3 

 Coal required for a 100 MW plant peryear 

= Power Plant Wattage x Coal unitHr/ Yr. 

= 100 x (Per unit Heat required/ Coal Heat Value) x (24 x 365) 

= 100 x (10.765/ 20) x 8760 kg/ Yr. 

= 471.51 x 1000 kg/ Yr. 

= 471.51 MT/ Yr. 

 Coal is transported from the mine to loadingplace 

 Loading place intotrain 

 Train to thelocation 

 Unloaded at the location (WagonTripler) 

 Transported through conveyors intobunkers 

 From bunkers into mills(Pulverizes) 

 Powdered, put into furnace andburnt 

 The heat generated is used to heat water, steam,air 

1.3.2. CHP – Coal handlingplant:- 

  At the receiving location stock yard or sent to coal 

bunkers 
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 To make sure to generate electricity when you want to, you have to 

make sure the coal is in the right place at the righttime 

 Typically 15 days stock is maintained atsite 

 The stock yard stocks these and helps in times of lean supply from the 

mines or when transportation is notavailable 

1.3.3. Coal Conveyer:- 

 Coal conveyors are used to move coal around efficiently. Coal arriving 

by train can be stocked for later use or taken straight to the coal 

bunkers 
 

 

 

Fig-4 

 

 

 

 
1.3.4. BoilerCoal:- 

 Coal bunker supplies coal to pulverizing fuel mills. Each bunker can 

hold 1,000 tones of coal, and there may be six to eight  bunkers per 

unit 

 Power station coal is not as lumpy as coal used in the home. Typically 

around half of it is less than 12.5 millimeters across and 95% is less 

than 50millimeters 

 This when powdered is called “200 mesh” cleared. That is the 

powdered coal passes through a sieve with so many holes in square 

inch area. It is better than the face powder in terms ofsize 

 

 

1.3.5. Stack andReclaim:- 

 Machines are used to put coal out to the stockpile and reclaim coal 

from the stockpile. Water is sprayed on coal to stop them from getting 

burnt when in storage yard due to internal heat up or sun heat. Coal 

when powdered is heated and being lifted by hot air that is sent intothe 
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“Mills “This goes and burns inside the furnace producing ash and 

converting the water in the Pipelines into steam 

1.3.6. Pulverize orMill:- 

 Each of unit may have six to eight pulverizing fuel mills, each capable 

of pulverizing 40 tons of coal per hour. Inside the mills, ten giant 

hollow steel rollers crush the coal into a fine powder. Crushing the coal 

into a fine powder makes it easier to burn it more completely. In other 

words, “due to the increased surface area, the combustion efficiency 

increases” 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3.7. Primary AirFan:- 

 Air to blow the coal from the mill to the boiler, called the primaryair, 

is supplied by a large fan driven by a variable speed motor.When 
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mixed with a stream of air the powdered coal behaves more like a gas 

than a solid. Primary air does two jobs – heating the coal powder and 

secondly lifting it into the furnace through pipelines 

 

 
 

1.3.8. Boiler:- 

 To produce steam each boiler converts energy, in the form of coal, into 

steam .The boiler is lined with steel tubing in which pure boiler feed 

water is turned to steam by the heat created from the burning of coal 

Each boiler is as high as 60 mts and weighs about 40,00,000 kg (4000 

T)Inside the boiler there is enough steel tubing to stretch the 500 

kilometer’s and they are joined together by about 20,000 joints 

Pressure inside the tubes could be abouthundred 

 

 

 

1.3.9. Forced Draught (FD) Fan:- 

 Each unit shall have two forced draught fans The fans draw warm air 

from the top of the boiler house through large air heaters becoming the 

primary and secondary air used for the boiler combustion process The 

air heater warms the incoming air by transferring heat energy from the 

outgoing fluegases 
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1.310. Air Pre-Heater (APH):- 

 The air heaters use the remaining heat energy in the flue gas to heat up 

the combustion air for the boiler .Efficiency is increased by using this 

heat that would otherwise go up the chimney. The air temperature 

leaving the air heaters is at 300°C The air heaters use the remaining 

heat energy and efficiency is increased by using this heat that would 

otherwise go up thechimney 

1.3.11. Electro-Static Precipitator:- 

 Each boiler has 4 passes with 7 fields each containing high voltage 

electrodes These attract the dust or ash from the flue gases At regular 

intervals the electrodes are rapped with motor- driven hammers and the 

PFA falls into hoppers below In a year 1,000 MW station maygenerate 

1.5 million ton of ash This is one of the ways to clean up the flue gases 

or smoke sent up the chimney Secondly this ash is used by 
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construction industry for use in building 

1.312. Induced Draught (ID) Fan:- 

 Two induced draught fans draw gases out of theboiler 

 The gas has already passed through the air heaters and precipitators 

before it has reached these fans The heat from the flue gases or smoke 

is used in the air heaters to heat up the primary and secondaryair 

1.3.13. Chimney:- 

 The chimney is 275 meters' high and 50,000 tones of reinforced 

concrete were used to make it. It consists of flues each of whichserve 

typically two or three boilers(two 

units)  

1.3.14. Superheater:- 

 The steam produced in the boiler goes to the steam drum and is then 

piped through the primary, platen and final super-heaters where it 

reaches the outlet temperature of 560°C and 160 ksc pressure At this 

point in the process they have now turned the water into a very 

powerful source of Energy This rotates the turbine to which generator 

is on the other end From rotating generator electricity isproduced 
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1.315. High Pressure Turbine:- 

 High pressure steam at 560°C and 160 ksc pressure passes through the 

high pressure turbine. The exhaust steam from this section is returned 

to the boiler for reheating before being used in the next section of the 

turbine set. The blades in the high pressure turbine are the smallest of 

all the turbine blades, this is because the incoming steam has very high 

energy and occupies a low volume. The blades are fixed to a shaft and 

as the steam hits the blades it causes the shaft torotate 

 

1.3.16. Boiler Reheated:- 

 After expanding through the high pressure turbine the exhaust steam is 

returned to the boiler at 360°C and 40 ksc pressure for reheating before 

being used in the intermediate pressure turbine The Reheated reheats 

the steam from a temperature of 360°C back to560°C 

1.317. Intermediate Pressure Turbine:- 

 On leaving the boiler Reheater, steam enters the intermediate pressure 

turbine at 560°C and 40 ksc pressure (1 ksc = 14.22 psi) 
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 From here the steam goes straight to the next section of the turbine set 

The steam has and has less energy when it enters this section, so here 

the turbine blades are bigger than those in the high pressure turbine 

The blades are fixed to a shaft and as the steam hits the blades it causes 

the shaft torotate 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3.18. Low Pressure Turbine:- 

 From the intermediate pressure turbines, the steam continues its 

expansion in the three low pressure turbines. The steam entering the 

turbines is at 300°C and 6 kscpressure 

 To get the most work out of the steam, exhaust pressure is kept very 

low, just 50 mille-bars above a complete vacuum. The tip speed of the 

largest blades with the shaft spinning at 3,000 revolutions per minute is 

2,000kmph 

1.319. Rotor:- 

 The shaft that runs through the turbines is  coupled to the rotor, which 

is a large electromagnet inside a cylinder of copper windings called the 

stator 

 The rotor weighs 100 tones and rotates at 3,000 revolutions perminute 
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1.3.20. Stator:- 

 As the electromagnet rotates inside the copper windings, a magnetic 

field is created which induces a three phase alternating electric current 

(AC) in the stator windings Together the rotor and stator are known as 

the generator. The stator weighs 300 tonesElectricity. 

 generated at over 80 times the voltage in our homes This is “stepped 

up” to about 4,00,000 volts and then“transmitted” 

1.3.21. GeneratorTransformer:- 

 From the generator the electricity then goes to a “transformer” where 

the voltage is increased to 4,00,000 volts before sending it via cables to 

the “Grid” for distribution Each 1 MW generates about 8 million units 

and gives about Rs 2 cores revenue every year This generates enough 

electricity to power around 5,000 avg.homes 
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1.3.22. Condenser:- 

 With its useful energy spent in the turbines the steam then passes to 

condensers Here it is condensed back into water and pumped back to 

the boiler This happens via a series of low pressure and high pressure 

feedheaters 
 

1.3.23. Condensate ExtractionPump:- 

 The condensate water is drawn from the condenser byte extraction 

pump and sent to the low pressure feedheaters 
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1.3.24. Low Pressure FeedHeaters:- 

 Feed water from the condensate extraction pumps passes through low 

pressure feed heaters. Steam is used to heat the feed water after the last 

feed heater; the feed water is at around160°C. 

 
1.3.25. Deaerator:- 

 From the low pressure feed heaters the water passes through the 

deaerator before going to the high pressure (HP) feedheaters. 

1.3.26. Boiler FeedPump:- 

 The boiler feed pump pumps water into the boiler, overcoming the 

boiler pressure of 160 bars to achieve it.The pump is driven by a steam 

turbine or an electric motor. It runs at 7,000 revolutions perminute 
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1.3.27. High Pressure FeedHeaters:- 

 With a similar purpose to the low pressure feed heaters, the high pressure 

feed heaters are the Last stage of feed water heating before the feed water 

enters the boiler system at the economizerfeed water leaving these heaters is 

at250°C 

1.3.28. Economizer:- 

 Flue gases leaving the super heater and reheated still contain useful 

energy Water from the high pressure feed heaters is heated in the 

economizer from 250°C to 290°C before it continues to the  steam 

drum Having given up its last heat in the boiler, the flue gases move on 

to the airheater 

1.3.29. Drum:- 

 After leaving the economizer, the feed waterreaches the drum, which is 

a cylindrical vesselat 

the top of the boiler. From here the water flows by natural circulation 

through downpipes into the boiler Saturated steam collects here ready 

to go to the super heater “Drum” does the important function of 

“separating steam from a mixture of steam andwater” 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

1.3.30. Cooling Tower:- 

 The warm river water is taken from the condenser tubes to about a 

quarter of the way up the 100 meter high cooling tower where it is 

dropped through honeycombed plastic packing This breaks the water 

up into a very fine spray, increasing the surface area of thewater 
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droplets making it easier to cool. The cooling tower is designed as a 

natural draught chimney, drawing cold air from outside through the 

falling water. Cool water is collected in pond at the bottom of the 

cooling tower From here it is pumped back to the condensers 

1.3.31. Circulating WaterPumps:- 

 The circulating water pumps are used to circulate the water from the 

cooling tower to the condenser and backagain 

1.3.32. Circulating Water Make-UpPumps:- 

 These pumps are used to supply water for make-up purpose Before 

going to the cooling Tower the silt is removed in large sedimentation 

tanks 
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2. BOILER &AUXILARIES 

2.1 SALIENT FEATURES OF 500 MWBOILER. 

 With increase in demand of power in India, new power projects are 

being constructed with higher capacity and advanced technology for 

the better economy and reliability of operation. Compared to other 

lower capacity Boilers supplied by BHEL, these 500 MW capacity 

boiler have in corporate certain special technicalfeatures. 

2.2. AIR PRE-HEATERSYSTEM:- 

 As compared to trisected air pre-heater in 200 MW units, 500 MW 

units have been incorporated with bisector air pre-heaters. This has 

been done for optimum utilization of space and also improved system 

layout. This has resulted in the flexibility and efficient operation and 

maintenance of the air pre-heaters and the boiler as awhole. 

2.3. PRIMARY AIRSYSTEM:- 

 The primary air system delivers air to the mills for coal drying and 

transportation of coal powder to furnace. The 500 MW units have two 

stage axial flow primary fans as compared to radial fans in 200 MW 

units. By introducing axial flow fans, the system efficiency has gone  

up as the axial flow fans consistently high efficiency at all operating 

loads. 

2.4. MILLINGSYSTEM:- 

 In the 500 MW units at SSTPS, Raymond’s Pressurized bowl mills 

have been installed. These are similar to the 200 MW mills except that 

500 MW mills have vane wheel surrounding the bowl and external 

lubrication unit. Introduction of vane wheel has ledto uniform 

distribution of primary air within the mill and less rejects. These mills 

are also supplied with weld overlay technology, which has increased 

the minimum wear life of grinding parts to 6000hrs. 

2.5. I. D.FANS:- 

 Unlike 200 MW units, the 500 MW units have been supplied with 

radial type I.D. fans. These fans have a lower speed and are less 

susceptible tower and tear due to the abrasive flue gases. The control  

of the I.D. fans is achieved through a variable speed hydraulic coupling 

and motorized inlet damper. By introducing variable speed control 

through a hydraulic coupling the losses in the fan at various loadhas 
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been minimized and efficiency of the fan has remained high at all 

operating conditions. 

2.6. ELECTROSTATICPRECIPITATORS:- 

 Electro static precipitators are installed in the 500 MW units for 

minimizing the particulate emission from the stack flue gases. There 

are four ESP passes for one unit of 500 MW and each is independently 

operated. The emitting electrodes are changed at high-ve voltage DC 

and the gas while crossing this charged path gets ionized. The ionized 

ash particles of the gas are attracted towards the collecting electrode, 

which is maintained at high +ve voltage. The ash collects at the 

collecting electrode and is periodically tapped to dislodge the 

accumulated ash. The ash falls into the hopper, which is evacuated by 

the ash handling system and taken out as slurry. 

2.7. BOILER CIRCULATING WATERPUMPS:- 

 In 500MW unit, these pumps are provided to improve number of 

heating cycles and improve the boiler efficiency Each Boiler Water 

Circulation pump consists of a single stage centrifugal pump on a wet 

stator induction motor mounted within a common pressure vessel. The 

vessel consists of three main parts a pump casing, motor housing and 

motor covers. The motor is suspended beneath pump casing and is 

filled with boiler water at full system pressure. No seal exists between 

the pump and motor, but provision is made to thermally isolate the 

pump from the motor in the followingrespect: 

2.8. DRUMDESCRIPTION:- 

 It is located above the furnace at an elevation of 72M. Boiler drum 

consists of turbo separators, riser tubes and down corner tubes. The 

turbo separators separate water from steam. The water is sent back to 

the boiler through down corner tubes. The steam is sent to the super 

heater and then on to the turbine. The water level in the drum must be 

maintained at certain optimum value for proper operation of the turbo 

separators and to prevent the damage of turbine and boilertubes. 

2.9. SUPERHEATERS:- 

 The Super heater is composed of three basic stages of section; a 

Finishing Pendant Platen section, a Division Panel Section and a Low 

Temperature Section including LTSH, the Back pass Wall and Roof 

Sections. The finishing Section is located in the horizontal gas path 

above the furnace rear arch tubes and consists of assemblies spacedon 

76.2 centers across the furnace width. 

 The Low Temperature Sections and are located in the furnace rear  

back pass above the Economizer Section. They are composed of 

assembliesspacedoncentersacrossthefurnacewidth.Thebackpass 
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wall and Roof Section forms the side front and rear walls and roof of 

the vertical gas pass. 

2.10. REHEATER:- 

 The reheated is composed of 3 stages or sections; the Finishing Section 

the Front Platen Section and the Radiant Wall Section the Finishing 

Section is located above the furnace arch between the furnace screen 

tubes and the Superheated Finish. It consists of assemblies. The 

Reheated Front and side Radiant Wall is composed of tangent tubes on 

centers across the furnace width. 

2.11. ECONOMISER:- 

 Economizer is the part of the boiler in the second pass. It consists of a 

number of pipes through which water from the HPH is circulated. This 

water gains temperature from the flue gases escaping out of the boiler. 

Therefore, the medium of heating here is flue gas. The temperature of 

water rises to 290deg.c. This is now partly steam and partly water and 

this mixture is sent to thedrum. 

2.12. FUEL FIRINGSYSTEM:- 

 The fuel oil system prepares any of the two designated fuel oil for use 

in oil burners(16 per boiler, 4 per elevation) to establish initial boiler 

light up of the main fuel(pulverized coal) and for sustaining boiler low 

load requirements up to 15 % MCR load. To achieve this, the system 

incorporates fuel oil pumps, oil heaters, filters, steam tracing lines 

which together ensure that the fuel oil is progressively filtered, raised 

in temperature, raised in pressure and delivered to the oil burners at the 

requisite atomizing viscosity for optimum combustion efficiency in the 

furnace. 

2.13. COALSYSTEM:- 

 The coal system prepares the main fuel (pulverized coal) for main 

boiler furnace firing. To achieve this raw coal from overhead hopper is 

fed through pressurizedcoal valve, SECOAL nuclear monitor, and 

gravimetric feeder and into mills where it is crushed and reduced to a 

pulverized state for optimum combustion efficiency. The pulverized 

coal is mixed with a primary airflow, which carries the coal air mixture 

to each of 4 corners of the furnace burner nozzles and intofurnace. 

2.14. PRIMARY AIRSYSTEM:- 

 The primary air system supplies heated air to the coal mills to dry and 

convey pulverized coal to the furnace. Ambient air is drawn into the 

primary air ducting by two 50 % duty, motor driven axial reaction fans, 

each capable of providing sufficient air to support 60 % Boiler MCR. 

The inlet to each fan is silenced and includes pneumatically operated 

guide vanes to control fan output. The position of guide vanes is 

controlled by the ‘P.A. header pressure control loop’ to maintainair 
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pressure in the P.A. bus ducat a pre-set level. Air discharging from 

each fan passes first through a steam coil air pre-heater then through a 

motor operated guillotine gate into the P.A. bus duct. The motor 

operated isolating gates are manually operated from separated 

OPEN/CLOSE push button stations in the unit control room(UCB). 

 

 

2.15. PRIMARY AIR FANS (P. A.FANS):- 

PA fan’s consists of 

 No of fans :2 

 Capacity :2*50% 

 Working :2 

 Standby :NO 

There are two primary air fans per boiler. The fan consists of the following 

components 

1. Suction bend, with an inlet and an outlet side pipefor volumemeasurements. 

2. Fan housing with guide vanes (stage1) 

3. Main bearings (anti-frictionbearings) 

4. Rotor, consisting of shaft, two impellers with adjustable blades and pitchcontrol 

mechanism. 

5. Guide vane housing with guide vanes (stage2) 

6. Diffuser with an outlet -side pipe for pressuremeasurements. 

 Suction bend, fan housing and diffuser are welded structural steel 

fabrications, reinforced by flanges and gussets, resting on the 

foundation on supporting feet. The supporting feet are fixed on the 

foundation in such a way that they slide and without clearance at the 

sliding supports of suction bend and diffuser. On its impeller side, the 

suction been is designed as an inlet nozzle. Guide vanes of axial flow 

type are installed in the fan and guide vane housings, in order to guide 

the flow. Furthermore, the guide vanes are connecting the core and 

jacketing of thehousing. 

2.16. SECOND ARY AIRSYSTEM:- 

 The secondary air draught plant supplies the balance of air required for 

pulverized coal combustion air for fuel oil combustion and over flow 

air to minimize NOXproduction. 

 Ambient air is drawn into the secondary air system by two 50 % duty, 

motor driven axial reaction forced draft fans with variable pitch 

control, each capable of providing sufficient air to support 60 % 

BMCR. Silencer is provided at thesuction. 

 Air discharging from each fan passes first through a steam coal air pre- 

heater then through a motor operated isolating damper intothe 
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secondary air bust duct. The isolating dampers are operated from 

separate push button stations inUCB. 

2.16.1 FORCED DRAUGHTFANS 

FD fan’s consists of 

 No of fans :2 

 Capacity :2*50% 

 Working :2 

 Standby :NO 

There are two forced draft fans per boiler. Each fan consists of the following 

components 

1. Suction bends, with an inlet-side pipe for volumemeasurements. 

2. Inlethousing 

3. Fan housing, with a pipe for volumemeasurements 

4. Main bearings (antifrictionbearings) 

5. Impeller with adjustable blades and pitch controlmechanism. 

6. Guide vane housing with guidevanes 

7. Diffuser, with an inlet-side pipe for volumemeasurements. 

 Suction bend, inlet housing and diffuser are of one-part, fan and guide 

vane housings of two-part design. Suction bend, fan housing and 

diffuser are structural steel fabrications, reinforced by flanges and 

gussets, resting on the foundation on supporting feed. Fan and inlet 

guide vane housings are split horizontally in such a way that the rotor 

can be removed while the servomotor remains in place. The impeller- 

side end of the suction bend is designed as inletnozzle. 

2.16.2 INDUCED DRAUGHTFANS 

ID fan’s consists of 

 No of fans:2 

 Capacity :2*50% 

 Working :2 

 Standby :NO 

 There are three induced draught fans per boiler, two operating and one 

standby. The induced draught fans are NDVZ type. NDZV fans are 

single -stage, double-inlet centrifugal fans. Principal fan elements: 

housing, inlet dampers, rotor with bearings and shaftseal. 

 The box-section scroll with the inlets and the outlet is of two-part 

welded design. The supporting structure of the housing is formed by 

parallel lateral walls that are welded to the coating surfaces  of the 

scroll and of the inlets. Special supporting bolts, ribs and 

reinforcements stiffen the welded structure. The inserts welded into the 

box section scroll into the inlets guide the flow and moreover reinforce 

the components. Scroll housing, inlets and outlet consist ofrectangular 
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sections and are equipped with man-holes. The bottom part of the 

housing rests on claws on the foundation. 

2.17. MILLS:- 

Mills consists of 

 No of Mills : 7 (6-working & 1- standby due to worstcoal) 

 Working : 5 (during goodcoal) 

 Standby :2 

 The system for direct firing of pulverized coal utilizes pulverizes to 

pulverize the coal and a Tilting Tangential Firing System to admit the 

pulverized coal together with the air required for combustion 

(secondary air) to thefurnace. 

 As crushed coal is fed to each pulverize by its feeder (at rate to suit the 

load demand) primary air is supplied from the primary air fans. The 

primary air dries the coal as it is being pulverized and transports the 

pulverized coal through the coal piping system to the cola nozzles in 

the wind boxassemblies. 

 The pulverized coal and air discharged from the coal nozzles is 

directed toward the center of the furnace to form a firing circle. Fully 

preheated secondary air for combustion enters the furnace around the 

pulverized coal nozzles and through the auxiliary air compartments 

directly adjacent to the coal nozzle compartments. The pulverized coal 

and air streams entering the furnace are initially ignited by a suitable 

ignition source at the nozzle exit. Above a predictable minimum 

loading condition the ignition becomes self sustaining. Combustion is 

completed as the gases spiral up in thefurnace. 

2.18. AIRPREHEATERS:- 

 No of air Pre-heaters :2 

 Working :2 

 Standby :NO 

2.18.1. PRIMARY AND SECONDARYAIRHEATERS 

 The Rotary Regenerative Air Pre-heaters are designed for use on plant 

where hot air is required for combustion or for fuel saving. The AirPre- 

heaters contain in a small space, heating elements of a large surface 

area. 

 In regenerative heat exchangers, the heat transfer surface is alternately 

heated by the flue gases passing through it and cooled by the air 

passing through it. The flue gases and the air flow through the same 

passages at different times so that unlike the recuperative heat 

exchanger where heat flows through the passage walls from the flue 

gases to the air, the heat is absorbed by the regenerative mass from the 

hotfluegasesandthenreleasedtothecoldair.Thisprocesscanbe 
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periodic or if the regenerative mass rotates, as in this project, the 

process is continuous. 

 In the AirPre-heaters, flue gas flows through one side of the 

regenerator and through the other side flows the incoming air prior to 

entering the furnace. The regenerator is slowly revolved so that the 

heating elements pass alternately through the steam of the hot flue 

gases and through the stream of cold air. A portion of the heat in the 

flue gas side is transferred to the air when the elements pass through 

the airside, so heating the flow of air and thereby cooling the elements. 

Thus the heat in the flue gases is partly recovered and returned to the 

furnace via theairflow. 

3. TURBINE & AUXILARIES 

3.1. STEAM TURBINE –DESCRIPTION:- 

The steam turbines are generally of two types: 

1. Impulse turbine and 2. Reaction turbine 

3.1.1 Impulse Turbine: -In an impulse turbine the steam expands in the 

stationary nozzles and attains a higher velocity. Potential energy in steam due to 

pressure and internal energy is converted to kinetic energy when passing through the 

nozzles. There are a number of stationary blades and movingblades. 

3.1.2 Reaction Turbine: - In a reaction turbine has no nozzles. This typeof 

turbine also has fixed and moving blades.A partial drop of pressureis used to allow  

the steam into the moving blades. The pressure is gradually reduced in the blades as 

the steam passes throughthem. 

 500 MW Turbine is of Kraftwork Union, West Germany design. The 

turbine is 3 (three) cylinder, reheat, condensing tandem compound, 

horizontal and single shaft machine. It has got 3 cylinders such as high 

pressure (HP), intermediate (IP) and low pressure (LP) parts. The HP  

is a single cylinder 18 stages turbine and IP and LP are double flow 

cylinders having 14 X 2 and 6 X 2 number of stages respectively. The 

turbine rotors are rigidly coupled with each other and with generator 

rotor. 

 HP turbine has throttle control. The steam is admitted through 4 

combined stop and control valves and these stop and control valves are 

5/6 meters away fromturbine. 
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3.2. BEARINGS:- 

 The TG limit is mounted on seven (7) bearings. HPT rotor is mounted 

on two bearings, a double wedged journal bearing at the front and 

combined journal and thrust bearing adjacent to front IP  rotor 

coupling. IPT and LPT rotors have self-adjusting circular journal 

bearings. The bearing pedestals of LP are fixed on base plates where as 

HP front and rear-bearing pedestals are free to moveaxially. 

 
3.3. HPTURBINE:- 

 The HP turbine casing is designed as a barrel-type casing without axial 

joint. An axially split guide blade carrier is arranged in the barrel-type 

casing. The barrel type casing remains constant in shape because of 

rotational symmetry and leak proof during quick changes in 

temperature (e.g. on start up and shut down, on load change and under 

high pressure. The space between timer and outer casings is filled with 

the mainsteam. 

3.4. IPTURBINE:- 

 The IP turbine is split horizontally and is of double shell and double 

flow construction. Steam from the HP turbine enters the inner casing 

from top and bottom through two inlet nozzles flanged to the 

midsection of the outer casing. This arrangement provides opposed 

double flow in the two blade sections and compensates axial thrust. 

The center flow prevents the steam inlet temperature from affecting the 

support brackets and bearing sections. The inner casing arrangement 

means that the steam inlet conditions are limited to the inlet section of 

the inner casing, where as the joint of the outer casing is only subjected 

to the lower pressure and lower temperature prevailing at the outlet of 

the innercasing. 

 The joint flange. Can thus be kept small and material accumulations 

reduced to a minimum in the area of theflange. 

3.5. LPTURBINE:- 
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 The LP turbine is of double flow and triple shell welded casing. The 

outer casing consists of the front and rear walls, the two lateral 

longitudinal support beams and the upper part. The front and rear 

walls, as well as the correction areas of the upper part one reinforced 

by means of the longitudinal beams on the base plates of the 

foundation, steam admitted to the LP turbine from IP turbine flows into 

the inner casing from both sides through steam inlet nozzles before the 

LP blading. Expansion joints are installed in the steam piping to 

prevent any undesirable deformation of the casings due to thermal 

expansion of the steam piping. The inner casing of LP turbine is a 

double shell construction and consists of the outer port and the inner 

port. The inner shell is suspended in the outer shell to allow thermal 

movement and carries the front guide blade rows. The rear guide blade 

rows of the LPT stage are bolted to the outer shell of the innercasing. 

3.6. OIL SUPPLYSYSTEM:- 

The oil system fulfills the following functions: 

1. Lubricating and cooling thebearings. 

2. Driving the hydraulic turning gear during interruptions to operation, on startupand 

down. 

3. Jacking up the shaft at low speeds (turning gear operation, start-up andshut-down). 

3.7. OILSYSTEM:- 

 Under normal operating conditions the main oil pump, which is 

situated in the bearing, pedestal and coupled directly to the turbine 

shaft draws oil from the main oil tank and conveys it  to the pressure 

oil system. Two injectors aid the suction of the main oil pump. The 

injectors produce pressure at the suction connection to the main oil 

pump sufficient for all types of operation. This guarantees that the 

main oil pump takes over the safe supply of oil and cavitations that 

could occur due to greater suction heads are avoided. The amount of 

oil required for driving is extracted from the pressureoil circuit and 

adjusted by means of the throttle. The oil for the turning gear is also 

extracted from the pressure oilsystem. 

3.8 MAIN OILTANK:- 

The main oil tank contains the oil necessary for the lubricating and cooling of the 

bearings and for the lifting device. It not only serves as astorage tank but also for 

deaerating the oil. The capacity of the tank is such that the full quantity of oil is 

circulated not more than 8 times per hour. This results in a retention time of approx. 7 

to 8 minutes from entry into the tank to suction by pumps. This time allows 

sedimentation and detainment of the oil. Oil returning to the tank from the oil supply 

system first flows through a submerged inlet into the riser section of the tank where 

the first stage deaeration takes place as the oil rises to the top of thetank. 

AC auxiliary oil pump : 2 nos. 
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DC emergency oil pump : 1 

Shaft lift oil pumps : 3 nos. 

Oil injector : 1 

Oil vaporextractor : 2 no’s 

Oil level indicator : sonar level - limit switch 

3.8.1. OILCOOLER: 

 Function of oil cooler is to cool the lubricating oil supplied to the 

bearings of turbine. Oil cooler consists of the tube nest, the inner, outer 

shell and water boxes. The tube nest through which the cooling water 

flows is surrounded by the oil space formed by the outer shell. The oil 

to be cooled enters the oil cooler and flowstothe inner shell. This shell 

supports the large baffle plates which are provided with an opening 

inthecentre. Between every two large plates there is a small 

intermediate plate which isheld by the short tubes placed into the steel 

rods. 

3.8.2 CONTROL FLUIDTANK:- 

 The control fluid tank contains the fireresistant controlfluid necessary 

for the governing system of the turbo set. A part from its function of 

storing, it also deaerates the control fluid. The tank is designed so that 

the entire contents can be circulates a maximum of 8 times per hour. 

This results in the control fluid remaining approximately 7 to 8 minutes 

in the tank in which time any air in the fluid can be separated and any 

ageing materialsdeposited. 

3.9 REGENERATING CIRCUIT:- 

 The control fluid is cleaned and regenerated in a separate circuit. A constant 

amount of fluid is conducted through a fuller’s earth filter and a mechanical 

filter by a circulating pump and returned to thetank. 

 
3.10. STEAM SYSTEM:- 

 For TDBFP there are three sources for steam namely 1.Auxiliary steam 

2.CRH 3.IPLP cross-over steam. Extraction steam parameters are 

maintained at 4.0 Kg/cm2 & 300OC. During cold start when CRH or 

IP/LP steam is not available, Aux. steam is used for rolling of TDBFP 

for initial boiler filling. Once steam is insufficient for increasing the 

speed beyond 3500 rpm, CRH steam is used for further speed pick up. 

After IP - LP cross over steam is sufficiently available then Aux. 

steam, CRH steam is a automatically cut off, after closure ofACV. 

3.11.1 H.P. BYPASSSYSTEM: 

 HP Bypass system is intended to ensure reheater protection, minimumsuper 

heater safety valve lifting under emergency conditions, adequate steam in 

CRH for auxiliary steam consumers, if taken from CRH, to retain the boiler 

under fire in case of turbine load rejections and to follow boilercontrol 
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system during certain operation. The control system is designed to maintain 

the steam pressure ahead of Bypass valve to the given set value. The pressure 

set point can be adjusted from UCB. The steam temperatures at the 

downstream of valves are automatically controlled to the given set value. 

3.11.2. L.P. BYPASSSYSTEM:- 

 Low pressure Bypass system enables to establish an alternative pass  

for dumping the steam from reheater outlet directly into condenser at 

suitable steam parameters. The controls for LP-BYPASS system are 

essentially a combination of electrical and hydraulic system. Electro- 

hydraulic converter provides the necessary link between hydraulic 

actuators and the electrical system. The control of LP Bypass system is 

hooked up by the same control which is used for turbine governing 

system. The LP Bypass valves are two in number. the LP Bypass stop 

and control valves are combined in a common body. The double shut- 

off arrangement separates the reheater from the condenser during 

normal operation. In addition to these, two steam pressure control 

valves, four injection water valves are provided for desuperheating 

purpose. This injection water is taken from the discharge ofthe 

condensate extractionpumps. 

3.12. TurbineBlading: 

 The entire turbine is provided with reaction blading. The stationary and 

moving blades of the HP and IP sections and the front rows of the LP 

turbine are designed with internally milled inverted T-roots and 

shrouds. The last stages of the LP turbine are fitted with twisted drop- 

forged moving blades with fir-tree roots engaging in grooves in the 

shaft with last stage stationary blades made from sheetsteel. 

 
3.13. Bearings: 

 The HP rotor is supported on two bearings, a journal bearing at  its 

front end, and a combined journal and thrust bearing immediately next 

to the coupling to the IP rotor. The IP and LP rotors have a journal 

bearing each at rear end. The combined journal and thrust bearing and 

a thrust bearing incorporates a journal bearing and thrust bearing which 

takes up residual thrust from both directions. The bearing metal 

temperatures are measured by thermocouples directly under the 

bearing is measured in two opposite thrust pads. The bearing pedestals 

are anchored to the foundation by means of anchor bolts and are fixed 

inposition. 
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3.14. Oil SupplySystem: 

 A common oil supply system lubricates and cools thebearings. The 

main oil pump is driven by the turbine shaft and draws oil from the 

main oil tank. Auxiliary oil pumps maintain the oil supply on start-up 

and shut down, during turning gear operation and when the main oil 

pump is faulted. DC Emergency oil pump supplies oil to the bearings 

during AC powerfailures. 

 A Jacking oil pump forces high-pressure oil under the shaft journals to 

prevent boundary lubrication during turning gear operation. The 

Jacking oil pump also supplies the high pressure oil to the Hydraulic 

Turning gear motor. The lubricating and cooling oil is passed through 

oil coolers before entering thebearings. 

 The control fluid pumps situated on a control fluidtank supply the 

hydraulic turbine and bypass control system and the protective devices 

and valve actuators with HP and LP controlfluid. 

3.15. FixesPoints: 

The following components form the fixed points for the turbine: 

 The HP, IP and LP turbine bearingpedestals. 

 The horn supports of the HP and IP turbine at HP-IPPedestal 

 At turbine end of longitudinal girder of the LPTurbine. 

 The thrust bearing in the HP turbine rear bearingpedestal. 

 the IP secondary oil pressure beyond certainvalue. 
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4. GENERATOR &AUXILIARIES 

4.1. GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: 

 The two-pole generator uses direct water cooling for the stator 

winding, phase connectors and bushings and direct hydrogen cooling 

for the rotor winding. The losses in the remaining generator 

components, such as iron losseswindage losses and stray losses, are 

also dissipated throughhydrogen. 

 The generator frame is pressure-resistant and gas tight and equipped 

with one stator end shield on each side. The hydrogen coolers are 

arranged vertically inside the turbine end stator end shield. 

4.2 The generator consists of the followingcomponents: 

4.2.1 Stator 

4.2.2Stator frame 

4.2.3End shields 

4.2.4Stator core 

4.2.5Statorwinding 

4.2.6Hydrogen coolers 

4.2.7.Rotor 

4.2.8Rotor shaft 

4.2.9Rotor Winding 

4.2.10Rotor retainingrings 

4.2.11Field connections 

4.2.12Bearings 

4.2.13Shaftseals 

4.3 The following additional auxiliary systems are requiredfor 

generatoroperation: 

4.3.1 Oil system 

4.3.2Gassystem 

4.3.3 Primary watersystem 

4.3.4 Excitationsystem 

4.4 Protection and Automation of Synchronous Generator andMotor, 

SCADA: 

4.4.1 The synchronous Generator Protection is complex, elaborateand 

importantbecause. 
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4.4.2 Generator is a large machine and is connected to bus bars. It is 

accompanied by unit-transformers, auxiliary transformer andbus 

system. 

4.4.3 It is accompanied by excitation system, prime mover, voltage 

regulator, cooling system etc. Hence it is not a single equipment. The 

protection of generator should be coordinated with associated 

equipment. 

4.4.4 It is a costly and important equipment. It should not be shut off as far 

possible because that would result in power shortage andemergency. 

4.4.5 Modern Turbo-generators have the following typicalratings: 

60 MW 11.8kV 

200 MW 13.5 kV 

210 MW 15.75 kV 

800 22 kV 

800 MW 24 kV 

4.4.6 Generator units up to 800 MW have been installed inIndia. 

4.4.7 generator is protected against several faults and abnormalconditions 

give an alarm and indication. Static protection schemes are now 

preferred for generatorprotection. 

 

 
 

4.5 Various abnormal conditions in synchronous generators andtheir 

effect on the generator and their respectiveprotection. 

Abnormal Conditions in a Synchronous machine and their effect 

4.5.1. External faults beyond Generator ProtectionZone: 

 During external faults with large-circuit currents, severe mechanical 

stress will be imposed on the stator windings. If any mechanical 

defects already exist in the winding, these may be further aggravated. 

The temperature rise is however, relatively slow and a dangerous 

temperature level may be obtained after about 10 second. With 

asymmetrical faults, severe vibrations and overheating of the rotor may 

occur. The external faults such as faults on bus-bar are not covered. 

Generator protection does not respond separate words respond to 

externalfaults. 

 The over current and earth fault protection of generator provides a 

back-up protection to external faults, while the primary protection is 

provided by the protective system of respective equipment (e.g. Bus- 

bars, transmissionlines). 

4.5.2. Thermaloverloading: 

 Continued overloading may increase the winding temperature to such 

an extent that the insulation will be damaged and its usefullife 

 reduced. Temperature rise can also be caused by failure of cooling 

system. In large machines thermal elements (thermo-couplesor 
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resistance thermometers) are embedded in the stator slots and cooling 

system. 

 The electrical over current protection is generally set at higher value 

for responding the excessive overloads. Hence it cannot sense the 

continuous overloads of less value. Neither can sense the failure of 

coolingsystem. 

4.5.3. Unbalancedloading: 

 Continued unbalanced loads, equal to or more than 10 per cent of 

generated current cause dangerous heating of the cylindrical rotor in 

turbo-generator. Salient pole rotors in hydro-generators often include 

damper windings and are, therefore, much less affected by unbalance 

loading (negative phase-sequencecurrents). 

 Unbalanced loading on generator can be due to Unsymmetrical faults 

in the system near the generatingstation. 

 Mal-operation of a circuit-breaker near generation, station, the three 

phases not being cleared. Negative sequence protection senses 

unbalance loading of generators and givesalarm/tripping. 

 

 

4.5.4. Stator WindingFaults:- 

 Stator winding faults involve armature winding and must therefore be 

cleared quickly by complete shutdown of the generator. Only opening 

the circuit does not help since the e.m.f. is induced in the stator 

winding itself. The field is opened and reenergized by "Field 

Suppression. 

4.5.5. The stator faultsinclude: 

 Phase-to-phase faults, Phase-to-earth faults, Stator inter-turnfaults. 

4.5.6. Phase to Earthfaults:- 

 These faults normally occur in the armature slots. The damage at the 

point of fault is directly related to the selected neutral earthling  

resistor. With fault currents less than 20 A negligible burning of the 

iron core will result if the machine is tripped within some seconds. The 

repair work then amounts to changing the damaged coil without 

restacking of corelaminations. 

 If however, the earthling resistor is selected to pass a much larger 

earth-fault current (>200 A) severe burning of the stator core will take 

place, necessitating restacking of laminations. Even when a high speed 

earth-fault differential protection is used, severe damage may be 

caused owing to the large time constant of the field-circuit and the 

relatively long time required to completely suppressing the field flux. 

In the case of high earth-fault currents it is therefore normalpractice 
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to install a circuit breaker in the neutral of the generator in order to 

reduce the total fault-clearance time. 

 Circulating current biased differential protection provides the earth 

fault protection. However the sensitivity of such a protection for earth 

faults depends upon the resistance in neutral to earth connection and 

the position of earth fault in thewinding. 

 A separate and sensitive earth fault protection is generally necessary 

for generators with resistanceearthling. 

4.5.7 Phase to Phase faults 

 Short circuits between the stator windings very rarely occur because 

the insulation between coils of different phases is at least twice as large 

as the insulation between one coil and the iron core. However a phase 

to earth fault may cause phase-to-phase fault within the slots. If a 

phase-to-phase fault should occur, this is most likely to be  located at 

the end connections of the armature windings, i.e. In the overhanging 

parts outside the slots. A fault of this nature causes severe arcing with 

high temperatures, melting of copper and risk of fire if the insulation is 

not made of fire resistant, non-flammable material. Since the short- 

circuit currents in this case do not pass viathe stator core, the 

laminations will not be particularly damaged. The repair work may 

therefore be limited to replacing the affected coils and  mechanical 

parts of the endstructure. 

 Circulating current biased differential protection gives adequate and 

fast protection against phase-to-phase faults in the generatorzone. 

4.5.8 Stator Inter-turnfaults:- 

 Short circuits between the turns of one coil may occur if the stator 

winding is made up of multi turn circuits, Such faults may develop 

owing to incoming current stages with a steep wave-front which may 

cause a high voltage (Ldi / dt) across the turns at the entrance of the 

statorwinding. 

 If, however, the stator winding is made up of single-turn coils, with 

only one coil per slot, it is, of course, impossible to have an inter-turn 

fault. If there are two coils per slot, the insulation between the coils is 

generally of such dimensions that an inter-turn fault is not likely to 

occur. 

 For large machines (>50 MVA), it is the normal practice in some 

countries to use single-turn coils, whereas in the U.S.A. and Canada 

multi-turn coils are used. In the latter countries, therefore, the inter- 

turn, or split-phase, protection has become verypopular. 

 Differential protection and over current protection does not sense inter- 

turn faults. Stator inter-turn fault protection detects the inter-turn 

faults. 
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4.5.9. Field winding Faults:- 

 Rotor faults include rotor inter-turn fault and conductor-to-earth faults. 

These are caused by mechanical and temperaturestresses. 

 The field system is normally not connected to the earth so that a single 

earth fault does not give rise to any faults currents. A second earth fault 

will short circuit part of the winding and may thereby produce an 

unsymmetrical field system, giving unbalanced force on the  rotor. 

Such a force will cause excess pressure on bearing and shaft distortion, 

if not clearedquickly. 

 The unbalanced loading on generator gives rise to negative sequence 

currents which cause negative sequence component of magnetic field. 

The negative sequence field rotates in opposite direction of the main 

field and inducese.m.f in rotor winding. Thus the unbalanced loading 

causes rotorheating. 

 Reduced excitation may occur due to short circuit or an open circuit in 

field or exciter circuits or fault in automatic voltage regulator. If the 

field circuit breaker opens by mistake, the fully loaded generator falls 

out of step within 1 second, and continues to run as an induction 

generator drawing reactive power from the bus. To avoid this, a 

tripping scheme is so arranged that opening of field circuit breaker 

causes the tripping of generator unitbreaker. 

 'Rotor earth fault protection' is provided for large generators. Rotor 

temperature indicators are used with large sets for detecting rotor 

overheating due to unbalanced loading ofgenerator. 

4.6. Over voltages surges due to lightning andswitching. 

 Surge-voltages are caused by direct lightning strokes to the aerial lines 

in theH.V. System. Induced and capacitively transferred voltages 

surges can reach the generatorvia the unit transformer. The amplitude 

and the duration of the surge on the generator sidedepends on the type 

of surge arresters used on the H.V. Side and also on the actual 

configuration of the H.V. Busbar andtransformers. 

4.6.1 Switching Surges:- 

 Switching operations may cause relatively high transient over voltage 

if restriking occurs across the contacts of the circuit-breakers. These 

transients are similar to those obtained during intermittent earth faults 

(arcing grounds) and may be limited by using modern circuit-breakers, 

and ZnO arresters. urge arresters installed between the generator 

circuit-breaker and the generator may also assist in reducing some of 

the highest switchingsurges. 

 Specially developed indoor type surge arresters areconnected near 

generator terminals. These comprise three star connected units plus 

anotherunitbetweenstarpointandearthandthusprovideprotection 
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for all phases and between phases. Capacitors rated about 0.1µ F to 

earth are fitted to absorb voltages surge. 

4.7. Loss ofexcitation:- 

 results in loss of synchronism and slightly increased speed. The 

machine continues to run at an induction generator, drawing excitation 

current from bus bars the damper winding acts like a squirrel cage. 

The currents are taken at a high lagging power factor and magnitude is 

of the order of full load current. This causes over-heating of stator 

winding and rotor winding. This condition should not be allowed to 

persist for a long time. The field should be either restored or the 

machine should be shut off, before system stability is lost.  Field 

failure protection or loss of field protection is provided for generators. 

In addition to the above mentioned electrical faults, the running of a 

machine can be endangered by relatively minor mechanical defects in 

any of the auxiliary apparatus associated with the prime mover 

4.8. Loss ofSynchronism:- 

 If the machine losses synchronism with respect to the network after a 

short circuit has been interrupted, a certain amount of slip is generally 

permissible, providing that the stator current does not exceed 85% of 

the maximum asymmetric short-circuit current with a solid short 

circuit at theterminals. 

4.9. Wrong synchronization:- 

 Present-day requirements stipulate that a generatormust be short- 

circuit-proof. However, with low reactance at the network and at the 

unit-connected transformer, in the event of wrong synchronization the 

current can be higher than under short-circuit conditions. This is not 

permissible. In other words wrong synchronization must not occur. 

Preventive measures must therefore be taken.In particular, 

uncontrolled reclosure after complete isolation of the generator from 

the network mustbe avoided because this quickly results in an 

excessive phase angle. It must also be noted that the recovery voltage 

in the network following interruption of a short circuit can lead to 

considerable stresses. 

4.10. Asynchronous Running withoutExcitation: 

 If asynchronous running is permitted by the manufacturer and 

requested by the operator for emergency conditions. It mustbe 

monitored. It must be decided whether asynchronous running is to be 

carried out with open or short-circuited rotor. Slip and stator current 

must not be allowed to exceed the specifiedlimits. 

4.11. Local Overheating:- 

 Local overheating can occur in generators for various reasons and it is 

often a difficult matter to locate these with the usualprotection 
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equipment. Normally, emission products, in the form of gas, mist or 

smoke escape and these can be used for tripping a signal. An analysis 

of these products provides a basis for decision. 

4.12. Leakage in Hydrogencircuit: 

 Hydrogen losses are determined on the basis of gas consumption. 

However, continuous direct display is not recommended because 

temperature fluctuations in the generator cause variations in pressure 

and therefore gas make up is not directly related to losses. 

Consequently, long term monitoring is more suitable. It is only 

hydrogen leakage into the pure water system which are detected 

separately by the gas blo-off device in the pure water tank. Other 

points of leakage are not directly detectable. It is essential for 

adequate ventilation to be provided in the vicinity of the generator and 

terminal box. Special attention must be paid to the cooling water 

circuit because any hydrogen carried along by the water is a danger 

factor and must therefore beprevented. 

4.13. Moisture in the GeneratorWinding:- 

 Moisture is the generator is to be avoided. Moisture detectors and 

drains must be provided at all points where liquids can collect. The 

situation can arise where the make up hydrogen is moist and can thus 

introduce moisture into the generator even if the cooling water circuits 

are absolutely leak proof. This can be overcome by a gas drying plant 

which must be kept operational by thestaff. 

4.14. Oxygen in Pure WaterCircuit:- 

 Dissolved oxygen in the pure water circuit leads towear at the copper  

of the hollow conductors of windings with direct cooling. A hydrogen 

cushion of adequate pressure in the pure water compensating tank 

reduces the oxygen content to a minimum. Continuous supervision of 

oxygen content thus becomessuperfluous. 

 Over speeding may occur as a result of a fault in the turbine governor or its 

associated equipment. If the main generator circuit-breaker istripped while 

full electrical power is being delivered to the network, dangerous over 

speeding is prevented by the normal actions of the governor. It is essential, 

therefore, that the normal working of the governor be supervised by some 

additional protectivedevices. 

4.15. Motoring ofGenerator:- 

 The will occur if the driving torque of the prime moveris reduced below the 

total losses of the turbo-generator unit.Active power will then be drawn from 

the network in order to maintain synchronism and the synchronous generator 

will continue to operate as a synchronous motor. If this is allowed to persist 

for >20 seconds, serious overheating of steam turbine blades may occur 

depending upon the type to the turbine and designlimitations. 

4.16. Vibrations:- 
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 These occur due to mechanical or electrical causes.Loosefoundationbolts, 

defective shaft alignment, mechanical unbalance of the rotor or unbalanced 

loading; under-frequency operation are some of the causes. Vibration 

detectors mounted on bearing pedestals are arranged to give alarm and trip 

the unit. The amplitude of vibration of bearings in synchronous generators 

and synchronous condensers should not exceed 0.18 mm at 62.5 to 187.5rpm 

(rated), 0.12 mm at 214 to 375 (rated), 0.10 mm at 500 to 1,000 rpm(rated), 

0.07 mm at 1,500 rpm (rated), and 0.05 mm at 3,000 rpm (rated). 

4.17. Bearing Currents:- 

 The induced currents through bearing, pedestals and foundationand 

 shaft are prevented by bearing insulation. One or more bearings are insulates. 

Bearing 

 pedestal is also insulated. The failure of bearing insulation causes induced 

shaft currents and pitting ofbearings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.18. Protection of small studygenerator 
 

 Abnormal condition (and possible 

cause) 

Protection by 

 
1 

 
Over current (due to overloads) 

 
Time-lag O.C. Relay set to open c.b. Of 
the 

standby generator. 

2 Sustained overvoltage’s (due to 
system 

load shedding) 

Time lag overvoltage relay to trips the 

standby generator 

3 Under-frequency and over- 
frequency 

(due to system overload, under 

load) 

Alarm and tripping arranged by 
frequency 

relay. 

4 Reverse Power (failure of the 
prime mover 

of standby-generator) 

Directional power relay set to trip the 
c.b. 

Quickly. 
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5 Reverse Power (failure of the 
prime mover 

of standby-generator) 

Directional power relay set to trip the 
c.b. 

Quickly. 

4. 19.The various protections provided for a large generator- 

transformer unit. 

4.20.1 Generator Transformer UnitProtection. 

The three large electrical equipment’s in the 'Unit ‘include: 

Generator - Main Transformer- Auxiliary Transformer 

The scheme of Generator Transformer Unit Protectionof generator 

 Primary Protection and back-up protection ofgenerator. 

 Primary and back-up protection of maintransformer. 

 Primary and back-up protection of unit auxiliary transformer (service 

transformer) 

 Combined protection for generator and maintransformer. 

1. Generator differentialprotection. 

2. Main transformer differentialprotection. 

3. Unit auxiliary transformer differentialprotection. 

4. Overall differentialprotection. 

5. Generatorprotection. 

6. Unit auxiliary transformerprotection. 

7. Main transformerprotection. 

 Differential Protection with reference to GeneratorProtections. 

 Differential Protection of Generator TransformerUnit. 

 Differential Protection for 'Generator Transformer-Auxiliary 

Transformer, Unit. Station Service Transformer is also called Station 

Auxiliary Transformer and it supplies power to the auxiliaries of the 

Station. 

 Differential Protection responds to the vector difference between two or more 

Similar 

 Differential Protection is provided to the stator winding of 3 ph 

alternators (Sy. Generators) and 3 ph Synchronous motors and  

provides instantaneous protection (less than 0.1 sec) against phase to 

ground and phase to phase faults. Ref. Q 10.52 for principle of 

Differentialprotection. 

 Combined Differential Protection for MainTransformer 

 In the protection scheme, the differential protection generally covers 

the generator and main step-up transformer. Separate differential 

protections are provided for generator and for unit auxiliary 

transformers. 

 The zone of combined differential protection may include generator 

winding, main step-up transformer and the auxiliary transformer.A 
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separate set of Cts is provided for this protection. The CT's at neutral 

side are star connected and CT's and HT side of main step-up 

transformer are delta connected. A third set of CT's is provided on the 

Teed off to unit  auxiliary transformer. The CT's on Teed-off 

connection are necessary to compensate for the lead current in Teed- 

off connection. These CT's are connected in parallel with the CT's of 

combined differentialprotection. 

4.21. Abnormal conditions in a Generating Unit against which 

protection should be provided. Some Abnormal Running Conditions 

are: 

 Loss ofexcitation 

 Unbalancedloading 

 Overloading 

 Low vacuum 

 Lubrication oilfailure 

 Loss of boilerfiring 

 Failure ofturbine 

 Overspeeding 

 Rotordistortion 

 Differential expansion between stator parts and rotorparts 

 Excessive vibrations 

 Bearingcurrents. 

 Sequence of tripping the Main circuit-breaker, Unit Auxiliary circuit- 

breaker and Field circuit-breaker in the Generating unitscheme. 

 The various abnormal conditions and faults in the unit are sensed by 

respective protection schemes and the indication/alarm/tripping is 

arranged suchthat 

 . 

4.22. Excitation System has followingsubsystems: 

 Powersource 

 Rectification 

 Coolingsystem 

 Protectivefunctions 

 Controlfunctions 

 SCADA *functions. 

 Controls and Instrumentation of a large Synchronousgenerator,turbine, 

boiler unit in a thermalplant. 

 Control and Instrumentation of a fossil-fuel steam turbine generator 

unitincludes: 

 On-line, automatic, closed-loop control systemsfor 

 Boiler control – Turbine Control – Condenser hot-wellcontrol 
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 ESP control – Flue gas scrubber control – Condenserhot-wellcontrol 

 Temperature controls – Turbine Lube oil control – Gen. Hydrogen 

control 

 Deaerator level control –Flow-controls. 

 
4.23. HYDROGEN COOLINGCIRCUIT: 

The hydrogen is circulated in the generator interior in a closed circuit 

by one multistage axial-flow fan arranged on the rotor at the turbine 

end. Hot gas is drawn by the fan from the air gap and delivered to the 

coolers, where it is recooled and then divided into three flow path after 

each cooler. 

 
4.23.1 FLOW PATH I:- 

Flow path I is directed into the rotor at the turbine end below the fan 

hub for cooling of the turbine end half of the rotor. 

 

4.23.2 FLOW PATH II:- 

Flow path II is directed form the coolers to the individual frame 

compartments for cooling of the stator core. 

 

 

4.23.3 FLOW PATHIII:- 

Flow path III is directed to the stator end winding space at the exciter 

end through guide ducts in the frame for cooling of the exciter end half 

often rotor and of the core end portions. 

The three flows mix in the air gap. The gas is then returned to the 

coolers via the axial-flow fan. The cooling water flow through the 

hydrogen coolers should be automatically controlled to maintain a 

uniform generator temperature level for various loads, and cold water 

temperatures. 

A. COOLING OF ROTOR:- 

For direct cooling of the rotor winding, cold gas is directed to the rotor 

end windings at the Turbine and exciter ends. The rotor winding is 

symmetrical relative to the generator center line And pole axis. Each 

oil quarter is divided into two cooling zones. The first cooling zone 

Consists of the rotor end winding and the second one of winding 

portion between the rotor Body end and the mid point of the rotor.  

Cold gas is directed to each cooling zone through Separate openings 

directly before the rotor bodyend. 
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4.24. PRIMARY COOLING WATER CIRCUIT IN THE 

GENERATOR:- 

 PW systems :2 

 Working :1 

 Standby :1 

The treated water used for cooling of the stator winding phase 

connectors and bushing is designated as primary water in order to 

distinguishit from the secondary coolant (raw water, condensate, etc.). 

The primary water is circulated in a closed circuit and dissipates the 

absorbed heat to the secondary cooling water in theprimary water 

cooler. The pump is supplied with hot primary water from the primary 

water tank and delivers the water to the generator via the coolers. The 

cooled water flow isdivided into two flow paths as described in the 

following paragraphs. 

4.24.1. FLOW PATHI:- 

 Flow path I cools the stator windings. This flow path first passes to a 

water manifold on the exciter end of the generator and from there to 

the stator bars via insulated hoses. Each individual bar is connected to 

the manifold by a separate hose. Inside the bars the cooling water 

flows through hollowstrands. 

4 

 . 

4.25. STATOR FRAME:- 

 The stator frame consists of a cylindrical centre section and two end 

shield which are gas tight and pressure resistant.The stator end shields 

are joined and sealed to the stator frame with an O-ring and bolted 

flange connections. The stator frame accommodates the electrically 

active parts of the stator, i.e. the stator core and the stator windings. 

Both the gas ducts and a large number of welded circular ribs provide 

for the rigidity of the stator frame. Ring shaped supports for resilient 

core suspension are arrangedbetween the circularribs. 

 . 

4.26. SEAL OILSYSTEM:- 

 Seal oil system : 2-Air system, 1-Hydrogen system, and 1-DC 

 Working :1 

 Standby :1 

The shaft seals are supplied with seal oil from two seal oil circuits which 

consists of the following principal components. 
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4.27. GASSYSTEM:- 

 The gas system contains all equipment necessary forfilling the 

generator with CO2, hydrogen or air and removal of these media, and 

for operation of the generator filled with hydrogen. In addition, the gas 

system includes a nitrogen (N2) supply. The gas system consistsof: 

 H2supply 

 CO2supply 

 N2supply 

 Pressurereducers 

 Pressuregauges 

 Miscellaneous shut offvalves 

 Purity meteringequipment 

 Gasdryer 

 CO2 flashevaporator 

 Flow meters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5. CONDENSATE & FEED WATERCONTROL 

5.1. CONDENSATE EXTRACTIONPUMP:- 

 No. of CEPs :3 

 Working :1 

 Standby :1 

5.1.1 DESCRIPTION OFSYSTEM: 

 Each condensate extraction pump which is driven by a 1120 KW 

induction motor, delivers 810,000 kg/hr of condensate water against 

307m. Of total dynamic head at the ratedcondition. 

 The purpose of this system is to store an adequate quantity of 

demineralized water to meet the make-up requirements fornormal 
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cycle fluctuations and for abnormal operating conditions when supply 

of demineralized water is interrupted. In addition, this system will 

transfer condensate to and from storage tanks as needed to satisfy main 

cycle requirements. The condensate extraction pumps normally deliver 

the condensate through the three low pressure feedwater heaters, the 

deaeratingfeedwater heater to the deaerating storage tank, which is the 

beginning of the feedwater system. Thelow pressure feedwater heaters 

receive extraction steam from the turbine. The condensate absorbs heat 

from the extraction steam as it passes through the feedwater heater. 

The deaeratingfeedwater heater further preheats the condensate prior to 

its entry into the deaerating storagetank. 

5.2. BOILER FEEDPUMP:- 

 BFPs :1-MDBFP,2-TDBFPs 

 Working :2 

 Standby :1 

 The BFPs sends water to the boiler with a very highpressure of 

180Kg/cm2. So that the steam entering the turbine has a pressure of 

150Kg/cm2. Due to the pump action, there is a raise in the temperature 

of 2 to 3deg. Two pumps are in service while other one is standby. 

These pumps get damaged if water doesn’t flow through  properly. 

Here BFP recirculation control isprovided. 

5.3. FEED WATERHEATERS: 

 A feedwater heater is a special form of a shell andtube heat exchanger 

designed for the unique application of recovering the heat from the 

turbine extraction steam by preheating The boiler feedwater. Its 

principal parts are a channel and tubesheet, tubes, and a shell. The 

tubes may be either bent tubes or straight tubes. Feedwater heaters are 

defined as high pressure heaters when they are located in the feedwater 

circuit upstream from the high pressure feedwaterpump. 

 

 

5.4. DEAERATOR: 

 The deaerating heater utilises steam by spraying the incoming water 

into an atmosphere of steam in the preheater section (firststage). It then 

mixes this water with fresh incoming steam in the Deaerator section. 

(Second stage). In the first stage the water is heated to within 2Oof 

steam saturation temperature and virtually all of the oxygen and free 

carbon dioxideare removed. This is accomplished by spraying the 

water through self adjusting spray valves which are designed to 

produce a uniform spray film under all conditions of load 

andconsequently and uniform gas removal is obtained at thispoint. 
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6. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS & BALANCE OF PLANT 

(BOP) 

6.1 ASH HANDLINGSYSTEM: 

 The ash handling system at Dr.NTTPS stage-IV unit#7 consists of specially 

designed bottom ash, fly ash system, silo, coarse ash &hydro in system. Total 

ash in the form of bottom ash, coarse ash andfly ash generated fromfurnace 

 (1*500MW) will be removed by this system. Hydrobinthat is the latest state 

of art ash disposal technology has been provided with this system. Adetailed 

description of the system is givenbelow. 

Ash removal system has five basic considerations. 

1. The vacuum conveying fly ash from ESP hoppers [144Nos.], stackhoppers 

[01 Nos.], duct hoppers [04 Nos.] into bufferhoppers. 

2. The dense phase conveying fly ash from buffer hopper [04 Nos.] to1000m 

3. Bottom ash removal system through 325mcapacity water impounded bottom 

ashhopper and jetpumping to ash slurry sump for ultimate disposal to hydrobin / 

existing ash slury sump through centrifugal type slury pumps of660m/hour capacity. 

4. Through hydro in system, latest technology by providing floating decanters 

stationary decanters, bar screen and vibrating feeders etc..has been provided for 

separating ash and water from slurry. Where water will be recycled through settling 

tank/ surge tank and wet ash will be collected into opentruck. 

6.1.1. BOTTOM ASHHOPPERS: 

 One 325 m capacity self supported water impounded type bottom ash 

hopper (2 ‘V’ Section) is provided below boiler the bottom ash / 

clinker collected from boiler will be removed by two sets of unloading 

equipment [ one from each ‘V’ section]. The unloading equipment 

consists feed gate, clinker grinders and jetpumps. 

 The bottom ash hopper will be provided with seal water through on top 

to prevent ingress of out side air into the furnace. The hopper will be 

‘W’ shape. Each ‘V’ shape compartment will have two outlet openings 

at the bottom. One opening of each compartment will be normally used 

for removing ash and other will be stand by. At each opening one feed 

gate along with double roll clinker grinder and jetpump will be 

provided. Other auxiliaryfacilities. 

6.2 FLY ASH HANDLINGSYSTEM:- 

6.2.1. VACUUM CONVEYINGSYSTEM 

 Fly ash collected in 144 Nos. ESP. hoppers, 4 nos.duct hoppers and 1 

no’s, stack hoppers and 4 nos. APH are divided in 4 No. vacuum 

streams for automatically and sequentially transportation of fly ash to 4 

No. buffer hopper. Each vacuum is provided with a mechanical 

exhausted and system has been provided with stand by facilities. 1No. 
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buffer hopper has been provided for each vacuum line and is provided 

with bag filter arrangement to restrict ash from going to the mechanical 

exhausters. The removal capacity of vacuum system shall be 44TPH 

and total 4*44 = 176TPH for all 4systems. 

 . 

6.3 SILO DISPOSAL SYSTEM(Dry):- 

 Each silofor ash disposal has been provide with 3-discharge 

arrangement. One of the outlets is provided with equipments to fill fly 

ashinto bulker in dry form. The second outlet is provided with relevant 

equipment, which can feed conditioned fly ash in a very controlled 

manner into open truck. The third outlet is providing for furtheruse. 

6.4 COAL HANDLING PLANT:- 

6.5.1.OPERATION &MAINTAINENCE: 

 Many belt conveyers when appropriately designed andoperated and 

perform continuously and dependently with one or two operators. One 

basic requisite is that the material being handle by conveyer  as 

physical properties originally specified and is fed uniformly at the 

designed rate. Depending on the length and complexity of the system, 

one or perhaps two trained mechanics should patrol the system at 

regular intervals to detect any condition of components that need 

attention. 

 At the time of installation and during trail runs of large and complex 

system, it is advantageous to offer a program of instruction and 

orientation or all personal who shall be involved in operation, safety 

and maintenance of the system. Such program is should be repeated at 

sufficient / frequent intervals so that trained personal can update their 

knowledge and new employees can become familiar with theprogram. 

6.5 CHLORINATION: 

 Chlorine treatment is used extensively for the control of algae and for 

prevention of bacterial slimes on condenser tubes. It is also used in the 

distributing mains and associated equipment. The Chlorination 

equipment applied in this contract provides Chlorination of circulating 

water and cooling tower. The brief description of the system is given 

below. 

 Water flowing through the ejector venture with required flow and head 

creates a vacuum, which opens the check valve in the remote ejector. 

The vacuum is carried through the vacuum line to the vacuum  

regulator where the differential causes the inlet valve on the vacuum 

regulator open, initiating gas flow. A spring opposed diaphragm in the 

vacuum regulator regulates the vacuum level. The gas passes under 

vacuum through the cabinet mounted gas flow meter and rate control 

valve. 
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 The system is completely under vacuum from the ejector to the gas 

inlet valve on the vacuum regulator. If the water supply to the ejector 

stops or vacuum is lost for any reason, the spring loaded inlet valves 

immediately closes and isolates the pressure gassupply. 

6.6 COMPRESSED AIRSYSTEM: 

 This system consistsof 

 Instrument air compressor-3No’s 

 Service air compressor -3No’s 

 Dryer unit for instrument air compressor - 1No’s 

6.6.1. INSTRUMENT AIRCOMPRESSOR: 

 In power plants, there are no. of pneumatically operated actuators. 

These actuators requires air with certain pressure to operate the valve 

against spring tension or force. This instrument should be dried before 

sending to instrument air lines in the powerplant. 

6.7 WATERTREATMENT: 

 The treatment of water in KSTPS is being done in Twosteps. 

 PRE-TREATMENT 

 DE-MINERALIZATION 

 

 

6.7.1. PRE-TREATMENT: 

 The river water contains suspended and organic impurities. The 

removal of these impurities is done by the process of 

coagulation/flocculation in a Clarifier. The chemicals like Alum & 

Lime are added to catalyse the process. Chlorine isalso added to 

disinfect thewater. 

6.7.2. DE-MINERALIZATION: 

 In second step, the treatment of water is affected by a series of filters 

and ion-exchangers. The filter and specific ion-exchanger remove the 

suspended particles and dissolve solid present in water. The ion- 

exchanger uses specific type of resins capable of removing cation 

(calcium, Magnesium, Iron, Aluminium etc.) or Anion (Chloride, 

sulphate, silicates etc.). Beside this degasification of water is also done 

and undesirable CO2 is removed. The final water is taken to a mixed 

resin exchanger (containing cation and Anion Resins) which removes 

the last traces of dissolve impurities and achieve the D.M. Water 

quality mentioned elsewhere. The exchangers (Cation, Anion & 

Mixed) are regenerated separately utilizing acid and alkali to restore 

the exchangecapacity. 
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7.SWITCH YARD 
 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated 15.75KV and will be stepped up to 220KV through a 

generator transformer and then taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it will be 

exported to different stations through the transmission lines. 

The switch yard will have the following features: 
 

BUS-1, BUS-2 and BYPASS BUS arrangements with bus couplers for 

sectionalisation. The 

two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will be kept charged and 
 

available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem with its breaker. 

Thus the 
 

bypass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be bypass breaker also to serve 

as a 

feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on to the bypass bus. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
 

The 6-months training that we received at Dr. NTTPS was a great experience 

for me. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand 

experience. Engineers are always very enthusiastic on giving us the best training 

experience. 

 
 
 
 

 
Here in this project we experienced the efficient working of a thermal power 

plant and generation of electricity in it. It is a complex structure involving a number of 

stages working simultaneously for the production of electricity. 

 
 
 

The most important and the necessary parts of the thermal plant are boiler, 

turbine, condenser and generator. The efficiency of a thermal plant depends upon 

the effective working of these parts. 

 
 
 
 

 
Thus, I conclude that the working of a thermal power plant does not entirely 

rely upon the boiler and generator but, the co-ordination of various systems together 

get the efficient generation. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) was established at Bangalore, India, by the 

Government of India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized electronic 

needs of the Indian defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a multi-product, multi- 

technology, multi-unit company serving the needs of customers in diverse fields in India and 

abroad. R&D engineers are engaged in the development of new products, cutting edge 

technology modules, subsystem, processes & components in the following major areas:- - Radars 

- Sonar’s & Naval Systems - Communications - Command Control Systems - Electronic Warfare 

Systems & Avionics - Tank and Opto-electronics - Broadcast, Satcom & Telecom - Other 

products & systems – Components. 

 
Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set 

up new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Air 

Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image 

intensifier tubes. 

 
In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

 
In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 
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Chapter - 1 

Introduction 

 

History 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defence company with 

about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by the Indian Government and 

primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of 

nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defence of India. It was founded in 1990 with the aim of 

conducting research, development and manufacture of image intensifier tubes and associated high 

voltage power supply units for use in military, security and commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio transmitters for 

AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave tubes. 

In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro circuits. 

1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 1973, BEL 

began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up new 

units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at Ghaziabad in 

1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Indian Air Force. The third 

unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programmes in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for supply 

of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula the same 

year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) and the 

ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus to 

naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to focus 

on futuristic research and development. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
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In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the set 

up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 75,000 

electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the foreign 

partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed supply 

restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company was 

able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganised its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defence PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of ₹35.60 billion 

(US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one month 

ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will enable 

exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased  its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management multi 

sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications; battlefield 

management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, 

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defence weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defence forces. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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BEL Units and Products 

Table no:1.1 
 

S. No BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, Antenna, 

Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam, Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

 Product Assurance 

Definition 

A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary resources 

for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and effective. 

 Product Assurance Testing 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 
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 Definition 

Chapter-2 

Night Vision Device 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually refers 

to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant 

housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such 

as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR illuminator,  

making it an active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

 Working of Night Vision Devices 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 
Working Principle of Image Intensifier 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient 

light. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from 

the cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electron. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide with 

the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on the screen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

another lens. 

 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

 
All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature. A lens focuses the infrared 

light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing others. The focused 

light is scanned and creates temperature pattern. The pattern created is translated into electric 

impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the information into data for the 

display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is play, and appears as various 

colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 
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Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

 Classification of Night Vision Devices 

Fig 2.1:Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 
 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use of flash 

lights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to see 

more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see clusters in the sky in 

real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, 

reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray. 
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Chapter-3 

Case Study of Image Intensifier Tubes 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

 

 Binocular Night Vision Devices 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices : 

 Object Glass 

 Focus 

 Image intensifier tube 

 Eye Piece and 

 Eye Guard 
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 Image Intensifier Tube 
 

 
Fig3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 
Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

 Image Intensification: 

This magnifies the amount of received photons from various natural sources such as 

starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light cameras. 

In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the video signal is 

often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are usually integrated into a 

sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used independently or in fused 

mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generating image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) so 

that scene can be view real-time by the naked eye via visual output ,or as data for later analysis. 

While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged photocathode 

plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel plate that cause the 

image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that strikes the 

photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a CRT 

television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than 

the incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night 

vision goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 

Active illumination  couples imaging  intensification  technology  with  an  active source  of 
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illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision technologies. 
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Chapter-4 

Case Study Of Thermal Imaging 

 

 
 Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1.1: HHTI with LRF 

 
 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight with 

in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks. 
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Fig 4.1.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 

 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it or 

to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas instruments, 

Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in firefighting, law enforcement, 

industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other industries. 

 

 
 Thermal Imaging 

It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. Works 

in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, fog and 

haze. 

Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the depth 

of the grey indicates variations between the two. Some thermal cameras, however, add color to 

images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 

 Working of thermal imaging 
 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by all of 

the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-detector elements. 

The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermo gram. 

 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the visible 

light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are invisible to the 

human eye. The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick William 

Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he directed sunlight 
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through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. He 

found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond the red portion 

of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he found that this region 

had the highest temperature of all. Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave 

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or 

thermal radiation. Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius 

or 0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, 

such as ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 

The Thermal Imaging Camera: 

Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared 

detector (C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the 

viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of 

applications for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile 

guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with 

efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology 

and signal processing have enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology 

leading to the realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of 

second generation and four times that of first generation systems. 

DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long 

range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battle field. either in standalone mode or as a part of 

electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 

MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke 

and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part of electro- 

optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and 

preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs 

perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 

 Principle of Operation and Types 

Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 
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temperatures. 
 

Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is emitted 

as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the way an 

ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light level does 

not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as glass 

blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals must be 

used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect against 

accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermo graphic cameras 

are more costly. 

Types: 

1. Cooled infra red detectors 

2. Un Cooled infra red detectors 

 
 Cooled infrared detectors 

Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and cryogenically 

cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the semiconductor materials used. Typical 

operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature, depending on the detector 

technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type 

and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 

common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by their 

own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to 

produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Stirling engine cryo coolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to un cooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-number 

lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for cooled 

detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, nitrogen 

being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and passed over a 

miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For such 

systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

 
Materials used for cooled infrared  detection  include photo detectors based  on  a  wide 

range of narrow gap semiconductors including: 

 
1. Indium anti monide 

2. Indium Arsenide 
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3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

 Uncooled Infrared Detectors 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and image 

quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their fabrication 

processes, limited by currently available technology. 

Uncooled detectors are mostly based on pyroelectric and ferroelectric materials or micro 

bolometer technology. The material are used to form pixels with highly temperature-dependent 

properties, which are thermally insulated from the environment and read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor material the 

pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization charge. The achieved 

NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. A possible sensor 

assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide thermally insulated 

connection. 

Silicon micro bolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer 

amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon nitride 

bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the sensing element is 

measured. 
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Chapter-5 

 

White Images And Black Images 

 

A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette (also known as 

Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette displays warmer objects as 

black or dark rather than white or light shades. 

The light brown Thermal Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering the 

material will appear hot, but only relative to the Thermal Bright. The material is most effective with 

‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. Though we offer both polarities, 

‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater ranges than ‘hot’. 
 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.1: White Hot Image 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.2: Black Hot Image 
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 Field of View: 

 
The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. In 

case of optical instruments or sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is  

sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. 

 

 

Fig5.1.3: Horizontal Field of View 
 

Fig 5.1.4: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 

 Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera: 
 
 

 
Fig 5.2.1: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 
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Image intensification: Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the 

Saturated by looking directly to a light source and produces a clear image. 

Light source. 

 
Image Intensification: suspects Thermal imaging suspect hiding in Hiding in bushes is 

practically bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to 

mask at a light source. 
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Chapter-6 

Applications 

1.Military 

and Police 

One  of  the  most  common  users   of   a thermal   imager  is   a law enforcement or 

military  professional.  They  need  to  be  able   to   see potential threats without being detected  

and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to 

withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging 

rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using 

thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting 

people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but 

this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or a foe. 

2. Surveillance 

Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because they 

work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for light, and 

night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog also gives 

thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 

3. Energy Audits 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where buildings 

are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year on heating 

and cooling bills. 

4. Security And Law Enforcement 
With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person present at 

there. Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to dramatically improve 

results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search 

and rescue operation as officers may be able to search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 

 Product Assurance Test 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 
 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperature test 

b) Heat and Cold Chamber Test 

c) Rain and Dust Chamber Test 
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 Durable Test 
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a) Vibration Test 

b) Bump test 

 Functional Test 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 

 
 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 
Our temperature and humidity Test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig6.2.1:Heat and cool chamber test 
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Vibration Test Chamber: 
 

 

Fig6.2.2: Vibration Test Chamber 

 

 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophies. 

 Conclusion 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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ABSTRAC

T 
 

 

 

Bharat   Electronics   Limited   (BEL)   was   established   at   Bangalore,   India,   by   

the Government of India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized 

electronic needs of the Indian defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a multi-

product, multi- technology,  multi-unit  company  serving  the  needs  of  customers  in  diverse  

fields  in  India  and abroad.   R&D  engineers   are  engaged   in  the  development  of   new   

products,  cutting  edge technology modules, subsystem, processes & components in the 

following major areas:- - Radars 

- Sonarʼs & Naval Systems - Communications - Command Control Systems - Electronic 

Warfare Systems  &  Avionics  -  Tank  and  Opto-electronics  -  Broadcast,  Satcom  &  

Telecom  -  Other products & systems – Components. 
 

 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set 

up  new  units  at  different  location  across  the  country.  The  second  unit  of  BEL  was  set  

up  at Ghaziabad  in  1974  to  manufacture  radars  and  Tropo  communication  equipment  for  

the  Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter 

and image intensifier tubes. 
 



 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed 

in- house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space 

management multi  sensor  tracking,  situation  simulator  and  tactical  algorithm  for  air  

defence  applications battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal 

surveillance system. 
 

 

In  addition,  new  products  and  technologies  including  software  defined  radios,  

next generation  bulk  encryptor  and  high  data  tactical  radio  were  also  on  show.  Airborne  

products displayed  included  radar  finger  printing  system,  data  link,  digital  flight  control  

computer  and identification   friend   or   foe.   Also   on   display   were  the   complete   range   

of   optoelectronic equipment,  including  night  vision  devices,  digital  handheld  compass  

and  an  advanced  land navigation system. 

Chapte

r - 1 
 

Introdu

ction 

 

 

 

History 
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In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 

1967, BEL  began  manufacturing  transmitting  tubes,  silicon  devices  and  integrated  

circuits.  The  PCB manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid 

micro circuits. 

1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 1973, 

BEL 

began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 
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1974 to manufacture radars  HYPERLINK "https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars" 
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"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars". The third 

unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier 

tubes. 

In  1980,  the  first  overseas  office  of  BEL  was  set  up  in  New  York  for  the  

procurement  of components and materials. 

In  1981,  a  manufacturing  facility  for  magnesium  manganese  dioxide  batteries  was  set  

up  at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite 

programmes in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In  1983,  the  Andhra  Scientific  Company  (ASCO)  was  taken  over  by  BEL  converted  

it  to  its fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in 

Chennai for supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF,  HYPERLINK 
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"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory"Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at 

Panchkula the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In  1986,  BEL  set  up  three  units.  Its  seventh  unit  was  set  up  at  Kotdwara  to  

manufacture switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja 

(Navi Mumbai) and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater 

focus to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 

1988 to focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also 

the set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch 

of 75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s 

Delft of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of 

the foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The  second  Central  Research  Laboratory  was  established  at  Ghaziabad  in  1992.  

The  first disinvestment  (20%)  and  listing  of  the  company's  shares  in  the  Bangalore  and  

Mumbai  Stock Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed 

as also the  third  JVC  with  M/s  Multitone,  UK,  BEL  Multitone.  The  same  year,  the  US  

imposed  supply restrictions on BEL. 

In  1998,  BEL  set  up  its  second  overseas  office  at  Singapore  to  source  

components  from South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on 

BEL. The company was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the 

promised deliveries to customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganised its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units  
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"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit"(SBUs). The R&D   groups   in   

Bangalore   were   also   restructured   into   Specific   Core   Groups   and   Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defence PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna 

Category I status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark 

(US$540 million). In 2005, BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL 

achieved a turnover of ₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

On  May  12,  2010,  Boeing  announced  that  it  received  the  Data  Link  II  

communications technology for the Indian Navyʼs P-8I  HYPERLINK 
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"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon"from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in 

April, one month ahead  of  schedule.  BEL  delivered  the  Indian-designed  communications  

system  that  will  enable exchange   of   tactical   data   and   messages   between   Indian   

Navy   aircraft,   ships   and   shore establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I 

final assembly. 

In  2011,  the  Indian  government-owned  Bharat  Electronic  Limited  (BEL)  

showcased    its entire  range  of  C4ISR  capabilities  including  network  centric  warfare  

technologies  developed  in- house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control 

system, air space management multi sensor  tracking,  situation  simulator  and  tactical  

algorithm  for  air  defence  applications;  battlefield management system and an all-weather 

24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

In   addition,   new   products   and   technologies   including   software   defined   

radios,   next generation  bulk  encryptor  and  high  data  tactical  radio  were  also  on  show.  

Airborne  products displayed  included  radar  finger  printing  system,  data  link,  digital  

flight  control  computer  and identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete 
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range of optoelectronic equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass 

and an advanced land navigation system. 

BEL  is  the  lead  integrator  of  Akash HYPERLINK 
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"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)",  the  Indian-made  guided  missile  air  

defence  weapon system.  Another  major  system  is  weapon  locating  radar,  the  state-of-

the-art  passive,  phased  array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian 

defence forces. 

BEL Units and Products 
 

Table no:1.1 

 

S. No               BEL Unit                                      BEL Products 

 

1. Bangalore                                         Military communication, 

Radars, Navy, Solar 

Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana)                                       Military 

communication, 

Encryption 

products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand)                          Tele communication systems, 

Military 

communications 
 

4. Ghaziabad(UP)                           Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite 

communications. 

5.                                     Pune                                                X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 
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Optics 

6.                       Hyderabad, Telangana                                           Electronic systems 

 

7.                     Machilipatnam, Andhra 

Pradesh 

  

Electro Optics(night vision devices) 
 

 

8.                                  Mumbai                                                        Security systems 

 

9.                                  Kolkata                                            Solar Energy equipment system 
 

 

Product    Assurance 
 

Definition 
 

A  discipline  devoted  to  the  study,  planning  and  implementation  of  activities  

intended  to assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a 

satisfactory level of quality in a product. 

The  verification  by  a  management  function  that  customer  requirements  are  

satisfied  by ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the 

necessary resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient 

and effective. 

 

Product Assurance Testing 

Product  assurance  testing  is  conducted  in  order  to  evaluate  a  system  in  its  

operating environment.  Product  assurance  testing  is  primarily  used  to  find  the  faults  

that  are not  shown within the development or test environments. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Definition 

  

Chapter-2 
 

Night Vision Device 
 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device 

(NOD), is an optoelectronic  device  that  allows  images  to  be  produced  in  levels  of  

light  approaching  total darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both 



visible light and near-infrared, while  by  convention  detection  of  thermal  infrared  is  

denoted  thermal  imaging.  The  image produced  is  typically  monochrome,  e.g.  shades  

of  green.  NVDs  are  most  often  used  by  the military and law enforcement agencies, but 

are available to civilian users. The term usually refers to a complete unit, including an 

image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant housing, and some type of 

mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such as  a  sacrificial  lens,  

or  telescopic  lenses  or  mirrors.  An  NVD  may  have  an  IR  illuminator, making it an 

active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

 

Working of Night Vision Devices 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 
 

 

Working Principle of Image Intensifier 
Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures 

ambient light. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released 

electron from the cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and 

bounce off and generate more electron. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons 

collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide 

with atoms, creating a chain.  In image-intensifier tube, the  electrons  hit a screen. The 

energy  of the electrons release photons  and  create  green  image  on  the  screen.  The  

green  phosphor  image  is  viewed  through another lens. 

Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 
 

 

All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature. A lens focuses the 

infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing others. 

The focused light  is  scanned  and  creates  temperature  pattern.  The  pattern  created  is  

translated  into  electric impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display.  The  signal-processing  unit  sends  the  information  to  

the  is  play,  and  appears  as  various colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

 

Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still 

used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance 

and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillance. 

 

Classification of Night Vision Devices 



 

 

Fig 2.1:Classification of Night Vision Devices 
 

 

Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 
 

The  most  common  use  is  the  military,  and  the  quick  answer  would  be  that  

they  allow soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through 

the use of flash lights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness 

can use night vision devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve 

their view of the stars, to see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha 

filters or to see clusters in the sky in real time. The technology in night vision allows for far 

more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray. 

Chapter-3 
 

Case Study of Image Intensifier Tubes 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Fig 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

 

Binocular Night Vision Devices 
 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices : 

•   Object Glass 

•   Focus 

•   Image intensifier tube 

•   Eye Piece and 

•   Eye Guard 
 

Image Intensifier Tube 
  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 
 

 

Night  vision  is  the  ability  to  see  in  low  light  conditions.  Whether  by  biological  

or technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. 

They are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

 

Image Intensification: 
 

This  magnifies  the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  

such  as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low 

light cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since 

the video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are 



usually integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are 

used independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The  image  intensifier  is  a  vacuum-tube  based  device  (photomultiplier  tube)  that  

can generating image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the 

sky) so that scene can be view real-time by the naked eye via visual output ,or as data for later 

analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image  screen  to  illuminate  with  a  picture  in  the  same  pattern  as  the  

light  that  strikes  the photocathode,  and  is  on  a  frequency  that  the  human  eye  can  see.  

This  is  much  like  a  CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the 

emitting. 

 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter 

than the  incoming  light,  and  this  effect  directly  relates  to  the  difference  in  passive  and  

active  night vision goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in 

ANVIS module, though many  other  models  and  sizes  are  available  at  the  market.  

Recently,  the  US  Navy  announced intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS 

for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 

 

Active illumination  couples imaging  intensification  technology  with  an  active 

source  of 

illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of 

such technologies include low light cameras. 

 

Active  infrared  night-vision  combines  infrared  illumination  of  spectral  range  700– 

1,000 nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to 

this light. The  resulting  scene,  which  is  apparently  dark  to  a  human  observer,  appears  as  

a  monochrome image  on  a  normal  display  device.  Because  active  infrared  night-vision  

systems  can  incorporate illuminators  that  produce  high  levels  of  infrared  light,  the  

resulting  images  are  typically  higher resolution than other night-vision technologies. 

Chapte
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Case Study Of Thermal 

Imaging 
 

 

 

 

Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product: 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1.1: HHTI with LRF 
 

 

 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight 

with in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. 

This equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the 

target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof 

and withstand shocks. 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 
 

 



 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of 

it or to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas 

instruments, Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell  In recent times it is being used in firefighting, 

law enforcement, industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other 

industries. 

 

 

 

Thermal 

Imaging 
It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. 

Works in  environments  without  any  ambient  light  and  can  penetrate  obscurants  such  as  

smoke,  fog  and 

h

a

z

e

. 

Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the 

depth of  the  grey  indicates  variations  between  the  two.  Some  thermal  cameras,  however,  

add  color  to images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 

 

Working of thermal imaging 

 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by 

all of the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-

detectorelements. 

The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermo gram. 

 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the 

visible light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are 

invisible to the human eye. The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer 

Sir Frederick William Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light 

colors, he directed sunlight 

through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. 

He found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the 

spectrum. After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond 

the red portion of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he 



found that this region had  the  highest  temperature  of  all.  Infrared  radiation  lies  between  

the  visible  and  microwave portions  of  the  electromagnetic  spectrum.  The  primary  

source  of  infrared  radiation  is  heat  or thermal radiation. Any object that has a temperature 

above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius or 0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared 

region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, such as ice cubes, emit infrared 

radiation. 

 

The Thermal Imaging 

Camera: 

Infrared  energy  (A)  coming  from  an  object  is  focused  by  the  optics  (B)  onto  an  

infrared detector (C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image 

processing. The electronics translate the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that 

can be viewed in the viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

 

Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide 

range of applications for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, 

and missile guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and 

equipment to be used with efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, 

detector technology 

and  signal  processing  have  enabled  revolutionary  advancement  in  the  night  vision  

technology leading to the realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having 

capabilities twice that of second generation and four times that of first generation systems. 

DRDO  is  working  in  this  area  for  the  last  two  decades  and  has  developed  

various  TIs operating  in  3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long 

wave infrared (LWIR) spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal 

plane array (FPA) detectors for target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone 

mode or as a part of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in 

hot humid environments and preferred for long range applications because of better 

atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and dusty environment 

prevailing in the battle field. either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). 

MWIRTI  perform   better   in   hot   humid   environments   and   preferred   for   

long   range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs 

perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in 

standalone mode or as a part of electro- optical  fire  control  system  (EOFCS).  MWIRTI  

perform  better  in  hot  humid  environments  and preferred for long range applications 

because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and 

dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 



Principle of Operation and 

Types 

Infrared  energy  is  just  one  part  of  the  electromagnetic  spectrum,  which  

encompasses radiation  from  gamma  rays,  x-rays,  ultraviolet,  a  thin  region  of  visible  

light,  infrared,  terahertz waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and 

differentiated in the length of their wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of 

black body radiation as a function of their 

temper

atures. 

 

Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to 

the way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because 

ambient light level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled 

buildings and underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as 

glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire 

crystals must be used.  Germanium  lenses  are  also  quite  fragile,  so  often  have  a  hard  

coating  to  protect  against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one 

reason why thermo graphic cameras are more costly. 

T

y

p

es

: 
 

1. Cooled infra red detectors 

2.   Un Cooled infra red detectors 
 

 

Cooled infrared detectors 
Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and 

cryogenically cooled.  The  cooling  is  necessary  for  the  operation  of  the  semiconductor  

materials  used.  Typical operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room 

temperature, depending on the detector technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in 

the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type and performance level. 

Without  cooling,  these  sensors  (which  detect  and  convert  light  in  much  the  

same  way  as common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' 

or flooded by their own  radiation.  The  drawbacks  of  cooled  infrared  cameras  are  that  

they  are  expensive  both  to produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-

consuming. 



The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The 

most commonly  used  cooling  systems  are  rotary  Stirling  engine  cryo  coolers.  Although  

the  cooling apparatus  is  comparatively  bulky  and  expensive,  cooled  infrared  cameras  

provide  superior  image quality compared to un cooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-

number lenses,  making  high  performance  long  focal  length  lenses  both  smaller  and  

cheaper  for  cooled detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled 

at high pressure, nitrogen being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a 

micro-sized orifice and passed over a miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative 

cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For such systems the supply of pressurized gas is a 

logistical concern for field use. 
 

 

Materials  used  for  cooled  infrared   detection   include  photo  detectors  based   on   

a   wide range of narrow gap semiconductors including: 
 

 

1.             Indium anti 

monide 

2.             Indium 

Arsenide 

3.             Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4.             Lead sulfide 

Uncooled Infrared Detectors 

Uncooled  infrared  sensors  can  be  stabilized  to  an  operating  temperature  to  

reduce  image noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky,  

expensive cryogenic coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, 

their resolution and image quality  tend  to  be  lower  than  cooled  detectors.  This  is  due  to  

differences  in  their  fabrication processes, limited by currently available technology. 

Uncooled  detectors  are  mostly  based  on  pyroelectric  and  ferroelectric  materials  

or  micro bolometer  technology.  The  material  are  used  to  form  pixels  with  highly  

temperature-dependent properties, which are thermally insulated from the environment and 

read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor 

material the pixel  temperature  is  read  as  the  highly  temperature-dependent  polarization  

charge.  The  achieved NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 

70-80 mK. A possible sensor assembly  consists  of  barium  strontium  titanate  bump-bonded  

by  polyimide  thermally  insulated connection. 

Silicon  micro  bolometers  can  reach  NETD  down  to  20  mK.  They  consist  of  a  

layer amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on 

silicon nitride bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of 

the sensing element is measured. 
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White Images And Black 

Images 
 

 

 

A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ʻblack hotʼ or ʻwhite hot'. Camera Palette 

(also known as Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette 

displays warmer objects as black or dark rather than white or light shades. 

The light brown Thermal Bright material shows ʻcoldʼ to a thermal imager. Anything 

covering the 

material  will  appear  hot, but  only  relative  to  the  Thermal  Bright.  The  material  is  most  

effective  with 

ʻwhite hotʼselected.Thiswill present a clearblack image to the imager. Though we offer both 

polarities, 

ʻcoldʼtargetswork bestand are visible atsignificantly greater 

rangesthan ʻhotʼ. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.1: White Hot 

Image 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig5.1.2: Black Hot 

Image 

Field of View: 
 

 

The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given 

moment. In case  of  optical  instruments  or  sensors   it   is   a  solid   angle   through   

which   a   detector   is sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. 
 

 

 
 

Fig5.1.3: Horizontal Field of View 

 

 

Fig 5.1.4: Vertical Field Of View 
 

 

 

 

Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera: 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig 5.2.1: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

Image  intensification:  Image  is  Thermal  imaging:  is  not  affected  by  

the Saturated  by  looking  directly  to  a  light  source  and  produces  a  

clear  image. Light source. 

 

 

Image  Intensification:  suspects  Thermal  imaging  suspect  hiding  in  Hiding  in  

bushes  is practically  bushes  is  clearly  visible  since  thermal  Invisible  contrast  is  

practically  impossible  to mask at a light source. 

 

 

 

Applications 

1.Military and Police 

  

Chapter-6 
 

One   of   the   most   common   users    of    a thermal    imager   is    a law  

enforcement or military   professional.   They   need   to   be   able    to    see potential threats 

without being detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging 

technology is tough enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and 

soldiers now employ thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal 

Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations 

is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far 

more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to 

tell if he's a friend or a foe. 
 

2. Surveillance 
 



Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and 

fog also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 
 

3.Energy Audits 
 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a 

year on heating and cooling bills. 

4.Security And Law Enforcement 
With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person 

present at there. Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. Thermal imaging 

cameras can also used in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to search up to 1,500 feet 

in any direction. 
 

Product Assurance Test 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 
 

 

•   Climate Test 
 

a)   High temperature and Low 

temperature test b)   Heat and Cold 

Chamber Test 

c)   Rain and Dust Chamber Test 

 

•   Durable Test 
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a)   Vibration 

Test b)   

Bump test 

•   Functional Test 
 



a)   Resolution 

Test b)   Field 

Of View 

 

 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 
 

Temperature  and  humidity  test  chambers  are  ranging  in  size  from  50Ltier  to  

3000Liter, including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature 

test chamber, high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with 

humidity chambers. 
 

 

Our  temperature  and  humidity  Test  chambers  are  available  in  a  variety  of  sizes  

and configurations,  including  bench  top  /  vertical/  walk  in  constant  temperature  

humidity  chambers. Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig6.2.1:Heat and cool chamber test 
 

Vibration Test Chamber: 
 

 

 



 
 

Fig6.2.2: Vibration Test Chamber 
 

 

 

 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration 

during operation, accident, and natural catastrophies. 

Conclusion 
 

The original  purpose  of  night  vision  was  to  locate  enemy  targets  at  night.  It  is  

still  used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance 

and targeting. Police   and   security   often   use   both   thermal-imaging   and   image-

enhancement   technology, particularly for surveillance. 
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Abstract 

     

    Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for 

nearly 60% of the power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need 

minimum cost of infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power 

plant. Through their operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into 

existence due the large accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide 

employment to a large compared to any another plant. 

This project regard to the exclusive study on Vijayawada thermal power station. 

It gets into details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper 

operating of the plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute 

aspect to be considered for the successful operation of plant. 

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation 

of thermal plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants 

in India and a study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation 

of electric power. This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and 

the issues concerned for proper operation. 
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 Chapter-1  

Introduction to Dr. NTTPS 

 

The greatest scientific achievement of nineteenth century is discovery of electricity.  In the 

modern world, electrical power has become vital requirement of livelihood and the growth of 

economical status of country. Most of the electrical power requirement is met with the thermal 

power plants through in the presence of various power generating plants like Hydel, thermal 

(includes fossil fuel and nuclear plants), wind power, solar (PV) etc., Thermal power plants are 

the most reliable- they can work round the clock,  round the year (except for occasional 

downtime for maintenance). As of March 2018, India has a total installed capacity of 222. 

90GW. Almost 88% of thermal power is obtained from coal and the rest is from diesel and gas. 

The private sector generates close to 45.2 % of India's Thermal Power, whereas states and 

Centre have a share of 24.6 % and 30. 2% respectively. The share of large hydro and nuclear 

energy in total installed capacity is approximately 13.2 % and 2% respectively. 

By February 2013, Andhra Pradesh is the fourth largest power generating state in the country 

and also has the largest hydropower generation capacity in India (Andhra Pradesh is on first 

position for installed hydro power generation capacity). At present, Andhra Pradesh has a total 

installed power generation capacity of 16,817 MW from all the sources. Out of it 11771 MW 

is from thermal, 3737 MW is from hydro, 1036 MW is from renewable energy sources and 276 

MW is from Nuclear. 

Among the thermal power contribution of 11771 MW, Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power 

Station, which is otherwise called as Vijayawada thermal power plant is one of the major 

contribution of 1760 MW(+800MW in coming days) situated in the city of Vijayawada. This 

is the coal-based power project functioning under the Andhra Pradesh power generation 

Corporation, established in 1958. 

Power is generated from various resources such as coal, water, gas, diesel, etc. Out of all 

thermal, hydral and nuclear power generation have gain importance because of their 

availability in abundance in nature 64% of the total installed capacity from thermal power 

plants. Dr.Narala Tatarao Thermal Power Station (Dr.NTTPS) is one of the leading 

thermal power plants in India. It is located amidst the Eastern Ghats on the bank of River 
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Krishna at Ibrahimpatnam Village, Krishna District, A.P. It has six operating stations each with 

an installed capacity of 210MW taking an input of 3000tones/unit/day and One 500MW station 

taking an input of 6500. 

Sub-Bituminous coal is used as primary fuel. The efficiency of the plant is 34.5%. Daily 

coal consumption is around 24500tones/unit/day. 

We have choose 500MW Station to prepare a Study project on Auto Control loops used 

in Thermal Power Stations. 

Plant Specifications: 

TYPE                     :         THERMAL PLANT 

CAPACITY           :         500MW 

OUTPUT               :         ELECTRICAL POWER  

BY-PRODUCTS   :         ASH AND FLUE GASES 

 

Load Specifications: 

           Two pole Synchronous Generator with water + Hydrogen cooled 

POWER                 :         524.204 MW, TG VWO, 3% make up 

CURRENT            :         16200 AMP 

VOLTAGE            :         21 KV  

            EFFICIENY          :       98.64% 

            P. F                        :       0.85 LAG 

            Rated Excitation    :       4040 Amp / 340 V 

           Short circuit ratio    :      0.48 

           Brushless excitation with DAVR 
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CHAPTER-2 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION: 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

2.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled to 

alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning of 

huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

2.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

            (1)  Rankin cycle. 

            (2) Reheat cycle.       

            (3) Regenerative cycle. 

2.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This crushed 

coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of hot and 

cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to air pre-

heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature control.  

Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. Water from 

the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. Water from the 

drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water from the bottom 

rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and density difference the 
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water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly converted to steam is separated 

from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is sent to super heaters for super 

heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and the steam is super heater (540 

degree centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine. 

2.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER:  

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to the 

direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the turbine 

shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The stationary and 

moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many stages are 

necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with rings of moving 

blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-pressure 

cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical energy. The 

steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating and enters into 

the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through another series 

of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the centre 

for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

2.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the magnetic 

field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the conductors 
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are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is    obtained from 

a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified    into two types, 

namely static excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will be generated in 

circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated by a steam turbine 

at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the frequency of the electrical 

system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, 

and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to generate alternating current at a 

frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

2.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

2.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy is 

known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover  coupling  Alternator  

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  

The image of the Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is as follows: 
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Fig 2.1. Line diagram of thermal power plant 

2.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

2.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 

(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor.  

(ii) Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers 

are provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of 

coal as per the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal bunkers 

each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six units is 

about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per day. 
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Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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CHAPTER-3 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

3.1: COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators  

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

  WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

  CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

  COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

  ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 
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  DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 

These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area. 

  GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

3.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney.  

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney.  

 SUPER HEATERS; 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the atmosphere 

by forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the boiler 
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furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the temperature of air 

used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are known 

as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the reaction and 

impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall turbine uses both. 

Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from steam 

into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

3.3  INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash level, 

coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt meters, 

power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and maximum 

demand indicators etc. 

3.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles from 

flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 

It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 
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The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

3.5  CHIMNEY: 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere.  

3.6  COOLING TOWER: 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 

 3.7  TRANSFORMER:- 

 These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.     
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CHAPTER-4 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER 

STATION 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION:- 

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. Dr. 

NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left bank 

of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of dr. 

NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

 In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in AP. 

4.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

4.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type         :   Thermal power plant. 

Capacity   :   1,760MW 

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal. 

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil. 
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4.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power     :    210M 

Current   :    9000 amps 

Voltage   :   15.75KV 

 Power      :   500 MW 

Current    :   16166 amps 

Voltage   :    21.6KV 

 

4.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally concerned 

with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted into electrical 

energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the purpose of 

understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power cycle is 

explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 

4.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded there 

after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump this 

condensate is again fed into boiler.    
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Fig 4.1: block diagram of rankin cycle 

The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers is to 

avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result in 

undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated without 

any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a boiler helps 

in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before these are passed 

out of the chimney. 

The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 

Fig 4.2: graphical representation of rankin cycle 

 EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE   EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of about 

166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater steam 
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also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from high 

velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 

 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE:- 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of condensation 

apparatus. 

 

4.5.2 Reheat Cycle:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at some 

intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is provided 

in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine blade. It 

reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 

4.5.3 Regenerative cycle:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in the 

boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation temperature 

through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime mover. Since 

this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as regeneration. 

     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

4.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one boiler, 

one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of transport. 

The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills through 

conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which is called 

as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and transmit coal 

powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is converted into heat 

energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air is supplied through 

forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water wall tubes that are 
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located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of convection a radiation 

principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by absorbing heat energy. 

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in the 

condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed pumps. 

Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is converted into 

electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are formed and they 

were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is around 800 degree 

centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre heating water, primary 

air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases along with ash are passed 

through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue gases at around 130 degree 

centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 

Fig 4.3: block diagram of thermal power plant 

 

4.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square.  
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CHAPTER-5 

DIFFERENT COMONENTS OF DR.NTTPS 

5.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor  

 Stacker re claimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air pre heater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

5.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below  

 

 

Fig 5.1: conveyor belt 
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5.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:- 

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 

 

 

Fig 4.2: stacker reclaimer 

5.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

5.4.1. Types of pulverisers:- 

    (a) Ball and tube mill: 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for fine 

pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the water, is 

fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

    (b) Ring and ball: 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  Coal 

is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and is 

ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and lower 

rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. The size 

of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is determined by a 

classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W (Babcock and Wilcox). 
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5.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below    

 

 
 

Fig 5.3: block diagram of boiler 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of combustion 

are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the boiler to 

steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam pressure 

and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in steam into 

mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a heating 

medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical work, 

which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are sometimes 

used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy and suitable 

thermodynamic characteristics. 
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5.6. CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 

 

5.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 

  In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the tubes 

are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube boilers. So 

they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are not possible, 

maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large quantity of water 

in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is generally wet, 

economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4:Fire tube boiler 

 

5.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 

 In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums.  Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible and 

can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 
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weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

5.7. HEATER:- 

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the steam 

is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, as well 

as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube banks 

arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified as 

convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in the 

below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.5: heater 

5.8 SUPER HEATER:  

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses some 

of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this inter 

mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the high 

pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine where the 

heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

5.9 CONDENSER: 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short supply 

an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more expensive 
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and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less effective) as a 

surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam from steam turbine 

to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the form of pure water, 

otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as boiler feed water. 

 

 

Fig 5.6: Condensor 

5.10 COOLING TOWER: 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device in 

which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the water 

is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 

Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-cooled 

heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air circulation 
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through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling process 

generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling towers. 

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity of 

water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or dry-

bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are rarely 

experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for specific 

installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with design 

conditions.  

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 

 

5.11 ECONOMIZER:- 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and utilize 

for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in between the 

exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results in saving coal 

consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs extra investment 

and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used in all modern 

plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed between two 

headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the other. The flue 

gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 

 

5.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 
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Fig 5.7: Air Preheater 

 

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, and 

reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the chimney 

or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. It also 

allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, regulations) 

for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static precipitator. 

5.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly collector 

plates. Also known as precipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first stream the 

suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where ionization of the 

gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer on the an electric 

charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign and are deposited on 

the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would be more correctly 

designated as electrode position from the gas phase.  

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range.  
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Fig 5.8: Electro static precipitator 

 

 

5.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

 

5.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the hot 

gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The space 

inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives and 

ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys.  
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Fig 5.9: Smoke stack 

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

5.15 GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 

in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to rotating 

machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 
Fig 5.10: Pratical generator 

5.16 TRANSFORMER:- 

It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage devices 

(door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so that electric 

power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through electromagnetic 

induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. The secondary 
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voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the number of turns in 

the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 

 
 

Fig 5.11: Transformer 

 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 

5.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 3:- 

In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 
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5.17.1  Instrumentation and control :- 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

 

(i)  Scanners:- 

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

Fig 5.12: Scanners 

 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal pipelines, 

and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 

(iii)Pressure gauge:- 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 

(iv) No coal flap:- 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when load 

exceeds to the maximum value. 
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(v) Load cell:- 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 

(vi) Tachometer:- 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 

5.17.2 Control valves:- 

(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve.  

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o  Electrical Valve. 

o  Pneumatic Valve :  It works with water. 

o  Hydraulic Valve :  It works with Oil. 

 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve.  

 HPVC  -  High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC  - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC   -  Boil valve control room. 

 TVC  -           Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV  –  Heavy oil nossil valve. 

5.18. Coal handling plant:- 

Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

5.18.1.Crusher house:- 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv) Crusher hose floor 
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Fig 5.13: crushing machine 

  The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

  There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

  They are: 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 

5.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, FD 

fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 

(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air pre heater 

5.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 

1.  Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2.  Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 
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5.19.2 Boiler components: 

1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 

5.19.3 Ball mill :- 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

 

 

Fig 5.14: mill air/coal flow diagram  

5.19.4 Fans :- 

(i) Primary air fan : 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 

(iii)Induced draught fan : 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces.  
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5.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing ESP 

for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

 In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 

 

 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 
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electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is applied 

between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting electrodes which 

are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between rows of collecting 

and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, which causes the 

particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get deposited on them. 

The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

 These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides.  

 Emitting Electrodes :- 

These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

5.21. Turbine maintenance:-This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate 

extraction pumps, condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is  

 

 

Fig 5.15: boiler feed pump 
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 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 

heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The condenser 

water collects in hot well.  

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with varying 

pressure.  

 

 

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 

The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line.  

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be done 

to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. Thus 

LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is sucked into 

condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The temperature is 

around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a pressure -0.9 kg/cm2.  

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam flows 

through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy.  
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Fig 5.16: turbine block diagram 

Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and high 

pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine.  

 

5.22 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc.  

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction.  

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 

(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it will 
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be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external diagram 

of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for sectionalisation. 

The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will be kept changed 

and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem with its breaker. 

Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be bypass breaker also to 

serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on to the bypass bus. The 

layout of switch yard is 

 

 

Fig 5.17: Switch yard 

5.23 ALTERNATOR  FAULTS:- 

5.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator.  

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

5.23.2  STATOR WINDING FAULTS:-  

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 
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The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault  

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

5.24  Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 

3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

5.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 

 These are classified into three types  

    They are 

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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CHAPTER-6 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT 

COMPONENTS 

 

6.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages   : 6 

Quantity of water  : 350 T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump  : 5830 kg 

Motor output   : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage   : 6.6 kV 

Current   : 421 Amps 

Speed    : 1483 rpm 

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.914 

6.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q)    : 28/ m/hr 

H     : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity   : 225 kW 

Speed     : 1489 RPM 

Voltage    : 6.6 KV 

Current    : 25.5 Amps  

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 Hz 

Type of connection    :   (Star) 

6.3 Fans ratings:- 

6.3.1 PA fan motor details :- 

Type     : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity    :  1250 KW 

Speed     : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage    : 6600 V 

Stator current    : 132 A 

Ambient temperature   : 500 C 
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Type of connection    :   (Star, star) 

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 HZ 

Power factor    : 0.88 

Weight of motor   : 7750 kg 

Duty     : continuous  

6.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type    : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity   : 750 kW 

Speed    : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 86.3 A 

Type of motor   : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor  : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection  :  (star, star) 

Phase    : 3-  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.875 

6.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type    : 1K120m63 

Type of motor   : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity   : 1300 kW 

Phase    : 3-  

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 140.5 A  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Speed    : 740 RPM 

Type of connection   :   (Star, star) 

Weight of motor  : 13000 kg 

Duty    : continuous 

Anti Condensation Data:- 

Voltage   : 240 v DC or 1- C 

Power    :  0.6 KW 
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6.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure  : 150 kg/cm2 

Main steam temperature : 5350C 

Full load steam flow  : 641 T/hr 

No. of extractions  : 6 

No. of stages Hot  : 1 x 25 

IPT                 : 2 x 20 

LPT    : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine  : 480 tones 

Frequency band  : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height    : 661.4 mm 

Overall length   : 16.175 metres 

Width    : 10.6 metres 

6.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Rated data  Turbo   Main  Pilot 

And   generator  exciter  exciter 

Out puts 

Apparent  247 KVA  -  15KVA 

Power (KVA) 

Active power  500 MW  832   - 

Current  9.054 KA  2600 A  4gA 

Voltage  15.75 KV+  320 v  220v+22v 

    787.5 v 

Frequency  50Hz   50 Hz  50 Hz 

Power factor  0.85   -  - 

Inner connection YY   -  - 

Of stator winding 

H2 pressure  2 bar   -  - 

Continuous 

Permissible      -  - 

Constant 

UN balanced loan 8% 

Rated field current 2080 A   -  - 
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Rated field voltage 270 v 

 

Fig 6.1: Name plae details of the generator at D.NTTPS 

 

6.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the our collage. 

Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand experience. At 

Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also programming 

knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, CAM, 

EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of areas 

regarding power generation. 
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ABSTRACT

Themainconceptofthisprojectistodisplaythenumber
ofpersonsenteringintoaroom inasevensegmentdisplay
connectedtothemicrocontroller.

Whenapersonenterstheroom,countwouldbeincreased,
whereas on leaving,the countwould decrease.IR sensing
mechanism isusedtosensetheentry&exitofvisitorsandthe
whole counting operation is done by a microcontroller.
Availabilityofpersonorvisitorcanbemadeavailablefrom
countervalue.Therefore,system wouldtakecareofelectricity
anddisplaycountofvisitorsavailableinroom.
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CHAPTER1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 IntroductionforSevenSegmentDisplay:
Seven segment displays are important display units in
Electronicsandwidely usedtodisplaynumbersfrom 0to9.It
canalsodisplaysomecharacteralphabetslikeA,B,C,H,F,Eetc.
In thistutorial, wearegoing to learn how to interfacea 7
segmentdisplaywith 8051 microcontroller.We are using
AT89S52microcontrollerfrom 8051series.

It’sthesimplestunittodisplaynumbersandcharacters.It
justconsists8LEDs,eachLEDusedtoilluminateonesegment
ofunitandthe8th LEDusedtoilluminateDOTin7segment
display.WecanrefereachsegmentasaLINE,aswecansee
there are 7 linesin the unit,which are used to displaya
number/character. We can refer each line/segment
"a,b,c,d,e,f,g"andfordotcharacterwewilluse"h".Thereare10
pins,inwhich8pinsareusedtorefera,b,c,d,e,f,gandh/dp,the
twomiddlepinsarecommonanode/cathodeofallheLEDs.
Thesecommonanode/cathodeareinternallyshortedsowe
needtoconnectonlyoneCOM pin.

Therearetwotypesof7segmentdisplays:CommonAnodeandCommonCathode:

CommonAnode: InthisalltheNegativeterminals(cathode)ofallthe8LEDsare



connectedtogether(seediagram below),namedasCOM.Andallthepositive
terminalsareleftalone.

CommonCathode: Inthisallthepositiveterminals(Anodes)ofallthe8LEDsare
connectedtogether,namedasCOM.Andallthenegativethermalsareleftalone.

1.2 IntroductionforMicrocontrollers:

Microcontroller isacompacttinycomputerthatisfabricated

insideachipandisusedinautomaticcontrolsystemsincludingsecurity

systems,officemachines,powertools,alarmingsystem,trafficlight

control,washingmachine,andmuchmore.

Itiseconomicalprogrammablelogiccontrolthatcanbeinterfacedwith

externaldevicesinordertocontrolthedevicesfrom adistance.

Firstmicrocontrollerwasmadeby MichaelCochran and GaryBoone.

Itwasspeciallybuiltforembeddedsystem andconsistedofreadwrite

memory,readonlymemory,I/Oports,processorandbuiltinclock.

Candassemblylanguagesareusedtoprogram themicrocontrollers.

Therearealsootherlanguagesavailabletoprogram themicrocontroller

butatthestartlearning amicrocontrollerprogramming with C and

assemblylanguageisagreatchoice,bothareeasytolearnandprovidea

clearconceptaboutmicrocontroller.

Technologyhavebeenevolvedinanamazingwayandmadeourlives

easiermorethaneverbefore.

Fewyearsagomakingtheelevatorinrunningconditionwasahelloftask



whichinvolvedcomplexprogrammingandcircuitry.

Now, you are capable of not only controlling elevator from

microcontrollerbutyoucanalsomovethesubmarinewiththeproper

instructionsdirectedintoasinglemicrocontroller.

Anyapplicationwhichinvolvesmeasuring,controlling,anddisplaying

containsamicrocontrollerchipinsideit.

Microcontrollerscomewithawiderangeofapplicationsbutitdepends

on you to decide whattaskyou wantto achieve with the help of

microcontrollerbecauseitwillonlytakeinstructionsin theform of

programminglanguage.

You can build,upload and executeanyprogram depending on your

priorities.

Fig:SymbolofAT89C52microcontroller



CHAPTER2

COMPONENTSINSEVENSEGMENTDISPLAY

2.1CenterTappedTransformer(12-0-12):

A centre-tappedtransformer also knownas two phasethree

wire transformer isnormallyused forrectifiercircuits.When a

digitalprojecthastoworkwithACmainsaTransformerisusedto

step-downthevoltage(inourcase,to24Vor12V)andthenconvert

ittoDCbyusingarectifiercircuit.Inacenter-tappedtransformer

thepeakinversevoltageistwiceasinbridgerectifierhencethis

transformeriscommonlyusedinfullwaverectifiercircuits

TheoperationandtheorybehindaCenter tappedtransformer
isverysimilartoanormalsecondarytransformer.Aprimaryvoltage
willbeinducedintheprimarycoil(I1andI3)andduetomagnetic
inductionthevoltagewillbetransferredtothesecondarycoil.Here
inthesecondarycoilofacentretappedtransformer,therewillbean
additionalwire(T2)whichwillbeplacedexactlyatthecenter ofthe
secondarycoil,hencethevoltageherewillalwaysbezero.

Ifwecombinethiszeropotentialwire(T2)witheitherT1orT2,we
willgetavoltageof12V AC.Ifthiswireisignoredandvoltage
acrossT1andT2isconsideredthenwewillgetavoltageof24VAC.
Thisfeatureisveryusefulforthefunctionofafullwaverectifier.

Letusconsiderthevoltagegivenbythefirsthalfofthesecondary
coilasVaandthevoltageacrossthesecondhalfofthesecondary



coilasVbasshowninthediagram below

Fig:Centertappedtransformer

Asweknowthevoltageacrossthecoildependsonthenumberof

turnson theprimaryand secondarycoil.Using theturnsratio

formulaewecancalculatethesecondaryvoltageas:

Va=(Na/Np)*Vp

Vb=(Nb/Np)*Vp

Where,

Va=VoltageacrossthefirsthalfofSecondarycoil

Vb=VoltageacrossthesecondhalfofSecondarycoil

Vp=VoltageacrossthePrimarycoil

Na=NumberofturninthefirsthalfofSecondarycoil

Nb=NumberofturninthesecondhalfofSecondarycoil

Np=NumberofturninthePrimarycoil

 

2.21N4007Rectifierdiode:



1N4007 isaPNjunctionrectifierdiode.Thesetypesofdiodesallowonlythe

flow ofelectricalcurrentinonedirectiononly.So,itcanbeusedforthe

conversionofACpowertoDC.1N4007iselectricallycompatiblewithother

rectifierdiodesandcanbeusedinsteadofanyofthediodebelongingto

1N400Xseries.1N-4007hasdifferentreallifeapplicationse.g.freewheeling

diodesapplications,generalpurposerectificationofpowersupplies,inverters,

convertersetc.Theparticulardiodeisshowninthefigurebelow.

Fig:1N4007RectifierDiode

2.37805VoltageRegulator:

Voltage sources in a circuitmay have fluctuations resulting in not

providingfixedvoltageoutputs.AvoltageregulatorIC maintainstheoutput

voltageataconstantvalue.7805IC,amemberof78xxseriesoffixedlinear

voltageregulatorsusedtomaintainsuchfluctuations,isapopularvoltage

regulatorintegratedcircuit(IC).Thexxin78xxindicatestheoutputvoltageit

provides.7805ICprovides+5voltsregulatedpowersupply with provisionsto

addaheatsink.

7805 Rating:

Inputvoltagerange7V-35V



CurrentratingIc=1A

OutputvoltagerangeVmax=5.2V,Vmin=4.8.

Fig:PinDiagram ofLM7805VoltageRegulator

2.4FilteringCapacitors:

Afiltercapacitorisacapacitorwhichfiltersoutacertainfrequencyor
rangeoffrequenciesfrom acircuit.

Usuallycapacitorsfilteroutverylowfrequencysignals.Thesearesignalsthat
areverycloseto0Hzinfrequencyvalue.ThesearealsoreferredtoasDC
signals.

Filter capacitors work is based on the principle of capacitive
reactance.Capacitivereactanceishow theimpedance(orresistance)ofa
capacitorchangesinregardtothefrequencyofthesignalpassingthroughit.
Resistorsarenonreactivedevices.Thismeansthatresistorsofferthesame
resistancetoasignal,regardlessofthesignal'sfrequency.Thismeans,for
example,thatasignalof1Hzandasignalof100KHZ,willpassthrougha
resistorwith the same resistance.Frequency isn'ta factor.However,a
capacitorisnotlikethis.Acapacitorisareactivedevice.Itsresistance,or
impedance,willvaryaccordingtothefrequencyofthesignalpassingthrough.
Capacitors are reactive devices which offerhigherresistance to lower
frequencysignalsand,conversely,lowerresistancetohigherfrequencysignals,
accordingtotheformula XC=1/2πfc.



Fig:FilterCapacitors

2.5AT89C52Microcontroller:

AT89C52 is an 8-bit microcontroller and belongs to

Atmel’s8051Family.AT89C52has8KBofFlashprogrammableanderasable

read only memory (PEROM)and 256 bytes ofRAM.AT89C52 has an

enduranceof1000Write/Erasecycleswhichmeansthatitcanbeerasedand

programmedtoamaximum of1000times.

 ThoughveryslightdifferencebetweenthefeaturesofAT89C51 and AT89C52,

they are very similar in their pin configurations* and operations.

The differencesbetweenAT89C51andAT89C52 havebeentabulatedbelow.

  AT89C52 AT89C51

RAM 256Bytes 128Bytes

Flash 8KB 4KB

Number of
Timers/Counters

3(16-biteach) 2(16-biteach)

Number of
Interrupt
Sources

8 6



 

 

*The pin configuration ofAT89C52 isexactlysimilarto thatofAT89C51

exceptthatthefirsttwopins,P1.0andP1.1aremultiplexedtocorrespondto

Timer2operationsasgiveninthefollowingtable.

 WhileAT89C51hastwotimers(Timer0&Timer1),AT89C52alsohasTimer2.

CorrespondingtoTimer2,thereareextraSFRs(SpecialFunctionRegisters)

T2CON&T2MOD.AlsothereareregistersRCAP2H&RCAP2Ltoconfigure16

bitCapture&Auto-reloadmodesofTimer2.

 

Existing
Alternate Function

P1.0 T2 Timer/counter2ExternalCount
input

P1.1 T2EX Timer/counter2Triggerinput



Fig:AT89C52



Fig:PinDiagram OfAT89C52



IRLED:

AnInfraredlightemittingdiode(IRLED)isaspecialpurpose LEDemitting infrared

raysrangingfrom 700nm to1mm wavelength.DifferentIRLEDsmayproduce

infrared lightofdiffering wavelengths,justlikedifferentLEDsproducelightof

differentcolors.

IRLEDsareusuallymadeofgallium arsenideoraluminium gallium arsenide.In

complementwithIRreceivers,thesearecommonlyusedassensors.

TheappearanceofIRLEDissameasacommon LED.Sincethehumaneyecannot

seetheinfraredradiations,itisnotpossibleforapersontoidentifyifan IRLEDis

working.A cameraonacellphonecamerasolvesthisproblem.TheIRraysfrom the

IRLEDinthecircuitareshowninthecamera.

PINDIAGRAM:

AnIRLEDisatypeofdiodeorsimplesemiconductor.Electriccurrentisallowedto

flowinonlyonedirectionindiodes. Asthecurrentflows,electronsfallfrom onepart

ofthediodeintoholesonanotherpart.Inordertofallintotheseholes,theelectrons

mustshedenergyintheform ofphotons,whichproducelight.Itisnecessaryto

modulatetheemissionfrom IRdiodetouseitinelectronicapplicationtoprevent

spurioustriggering.Modulationmakesthesignalfrom IRLEDstandoutabovethe

noise.



PHOTODIODE:

AphotodiodeisPN JUNCTION DIODE thatconsumeslightenergyto

produceelectriccurrent.Sometimesitisalsocalledasphoto-detector,alight

detector,andphoto-sensor.Thesediodesareparticularlydesignedtoworkin

reversebiascondition,itmeansthattheP-sideofthephotodiodeisassociated

withthenegativeterminalofthebatteryandn-sideisconnectedtothepositive

terminalofthebattery.Thisdiodeisverycomplextolightsowhenlightfallson

thediodeiteasilychangeslightinto electriccurrent.Thesolarcellisalso

brandedaslargeareaphotodiodebecauseitconvertssolarenergyintoelectrical

energy.Though,solarcellworksonlyinbrightlight.

Aphotodiodeisonetypeoflightdetector,usedtoconvertthelight

intocurrentorvoltagebasedonthemodeofoperationofthedevice.Itcomprises

ofopticalfilters,built-inlensesandalsosurfaceareas.Thesediodeshaveaslow

responsetimewhenthesurfaceareaofthephotodiodeincreases.Photodiodes

arealiketoregularsemiconductordiodes,butthattheymaybeeithervisibleto

letlightreachthedelicatepartofthedevice. SeveralDiodesintendedfor use

exactlyasaphotodiodewillalso

useaPINjunctionsomewhatthantheusualPNjunction.



  Fig:PhotoDiodeSymbol

CrystalOscillator:

Acrystaloscillatorisanelectronicoscillatorcircuitthatisusedfor

themechanicalresonanceofavibratingcrystalofpiezoelectricmaterial.Itwill

createanelectricalsignalwithagivenfrequency.Thisfrequencyiscommonly

usedtokeeptrackoftimeforexamplewristwatchesareusedindigitalintegrated

circuitstoprovideastableclocksignalandalsousedtostabilizefrequenciesfor

radiotransmittersandreceivers.Quartzcrystalismainlyusedinradio-frequency

(RF)oscillators.QuartzcrystalisthemostcommontypeofPiezoElectronic

Resonator,inoscillatorcircuits,weareusingthem soitbecameknownascrystal

oscillators.Crystaloscillatorsmustbedesignedtoprovidealoadcapacitance.

Therearedifferenttypesofoscillator thatareinusetheyarenamely:Linear

oscillators–Hartleyoscillator,Phase-shiftoscillator,Armstrongoscillator,Clapp

oscillator.Relaxationoscillators–Royeroscillator,Ringoscillator,Multivibrator

and VoltageControlOscillator (VCO).Soonwearegoingtodiscussindetail

crystaloscillatorslikeworkingandapplicationsofacrystaloscillator



Fig:11.0592MHzCrystalOscillator

CHAPTER3

SCHEMATICEXPLANATION

3.1: CircuitExplanationofPowerSupply:

TheprocessofconvertingtheACCurrentintoDCCurrent iscalledrectification.

Rectificationcanbeachievedbyusingasingle diodeorgroupofdiodes.

ThesediodeswhichconverttheACcurrentintoDCcurrentarecalledrectifiers.

Thefullwaverectifierconvertsbothpositiveandnegativehalfcyclesofthe

inputACsignalintooutputpulsatingDCsignal.

When an additionalwire is connected across the exactmiddle ofthe
secondary winding ofa transformer,itis known as a centertapped
transformer. 



Thewireisadjustedinsuchawaythatitfallsintheexactmiddlepointofthe
secondarywinding.SothewireisexactlyatzerovoltsoftheACsignal.This
wireisknownasthecentertap.

Thecentertappedtransformerworksalmostsimilartoanormaltransformer.
Likeanormaltransformer,thecentertappedtransformeralsoincreasesor
reducestheACvoltage.However,acentertappedtransformerhasanother
importantfeature.Thatis the secondary winding ofthe centertapped
transformerdividestheinputACcurrentorACsignal(VP)intotwoparts. 

TheupperpartofthesecondarywindingproducesapositivevoltageV1 and
thelowerpartofthesecondarywindingproducesanegativevoltageV2.When
wecombinethesetwovoltagesatoutputload,wegetacompleteACsignal.

I.e.VTotal =V1 +V2



ThevoltagesV1 andV2 areequalinmagnitudebutoppositeindirection.That
isthevoltages(V1 andV2 )producedbytheupperpartandlowerpartofthe
secondarywindingare180degreesoutofphasewitheachother.However,by
usingafullwaverectifierwithcentertappedtransformer,wecanproduce
the voltages thatareinphasewitheachother.Insimplewords,byusingafull
waverectifierwithcentertappedtransformer,wecanproduceacurrentthat
flowsonlyinsingledirection.

Whatiscentertappedfullwaverectifier

Acentertappedfullwaverectifierisatypeofrectifierwhichusesacenter
tappedtransformerandtwodiodestoconvertthecompleteACsignalintoDC
signal.

ThecentertappedfullwaverectifierismadeupofanACsource,acenter
tappedtransformer,twodiodes,andaloadresistor.

TheAC sourceisconnectedtotheprimarywindingofthecentertapped
transformer.Acentertap(additionalwire)connectedattheexactmiddleof
the thesecondarywindingdividestheinputvoltageintotwoparts.

TheupperpartofthesecondarywindingisconnectedtothediodeD1 andthe
lowerpartofthesecondarywindingisconnectedtothediodeD2.Bothdiode
D1 anddiodeD2 areconnectedtoacommonloadRL withthehelpofacenter
taptransformer.Thecentertapisgenerallyconsideredasthegroundpointor
thezerovoltagereferencepoint.

Howcentertappedfullwaverectifierworks

Thecentertappedfullwaverectifierusesacentertappedtransformerto
converttheinputACvoltageintooutputDCvoltage.

WheninputACvoltageisapplied,thesecondarywindingofthecentertapped
transformerdividesthisinputACvoltageintotwoparts:positiveandnegative.

During thepositivehalfcycleoftheinputAC signal,terminalA become
positive,terminalBbecomenegativeandcentertapisgrounded(zerovolts).
ThepositiveterminalA isconnectedtothep-sideofthediodeD1 andthe
negativeterminalBisconnectedtothen-sideofthediodeD1.Sothediode



D1 isforwardbiasedduringthepositivehalfcycleandallowselectriccurrent
throughit. 

Ontheotherhand,thenegativeterminalBisconnectedtothep-sideofthe
diodeD2 andthepositiveterminalAisconnectedtothen-sideofthediodeD2.
SothediodeD2 isreversebiasedduringthepositivehalfcycleanddoesnot
allowelectriccurrentthroughit.

ThediodeD1 suppliesDCcurrenttotheloadRL. TheDCcurrentproducedat
theloadRL willreturntothesecondarywindingthroughacentertap.

Duringthepositivehalfcycle,currentflowsonlyintheupperpartofthecircuit
whilethelowerpartofthecircuitcarrynocurrenttotheloadbecausethe
diodeD2 isreversebiased. Thus,duringthepositivehalfcycleoftheinputAC
signal,onlydiodeD1 allowselectriccurrentwhilediodeD2 doesnotallow
electriccurrent.

DuringthenegativehalfcycleoftheinputAC signal,terminalA become
negative,terminalBbecomepositiveandcentertapisgrounded(zerovolts).
ThenegativeterminalAisconnectedtothep-sideofthediodeD1 andthe
positiveterminalBisconnectedtothen-sideofthediodeD1.Sothediode
D1 isreversebiasedduringthenegativehalfcycleanddoesnotallowelectric
currentthroughit.



Ontheotherhand,thepositiveterminalBisconnectedtothep-sideofthe
diodeD2 andthenegativeterminalAisconnectedtothen-sideofthediodeD2.
SothediodeD2 isforwardbiasedduringthenegativehalfcycleandallows
electriccurrentthroughit.

ThediodeD2 suppliesDCcurrenttotheloadRL. TheDCcurrentproducedat
theloadRL willreturntothesecondarywindingthroughacentertap.

Duringthenegativehalfcycle,currentflowsonlyinthelowerpartofthecircuit
whiletheupperpartofthecircuitcarrynocurrenttotheloadbecausethe
diodeD1 isreversebiased. Thus,duringthenegativehalfcycleoftheinputAC
signal,onlydiodeD2 allowselectriccurrentwhilediodeD1 doesnotallow
electriccurrent.

Thus,thediodeD1 allowselectriccurrentduringthepositivehalfcycleand
diodeD2 allowselectriccurrentduringthenegativehalfcycleoftheinputAC
signal.Asaresult,bothhalfcycles(positiveandnegative)oftheinputAC
signalareallowed.SotheoutputDCvoltageisalmostequaltotheinputAC
voltage.



Asmall
voltage
is
wasted
at the
diode
D1 and
diode
D2 to
make
them

conduct.However,thisvoltageisverysmallascomparedto thevoltage
appearedattheoutput.Sothisvoltageisneglected.

ThediodesD1 andD2 arecommonlyconnectedtotheloadRL. Sotheload
currentisthesum ofindividualdiodecurrents.

Weknow thatadiodeallowselectriccurrentinonlyonedirection.From the
abovediagram,wecanseethatboththediodesD1 andD2 areallowingcurrent
inthesamedirection.

Weknow thatacurrentthatflowsinonlysingledirectioniscalledadirect
current.Sotheresultantcurrentattheoutput(load)isadirectcurrent(DC).
However,thedirectcurrentappearedattheoutputisnotapuredirectcurrent
butapulsatingdirectcurrent.

Thevalueofthepulsatingdirectcurrentchangeswithrespecttotime.Thisis
duetotheripplesintheoutputsignal.Theseripplescanbereducedbyusing
filterssuchascapacitorandinductor.

TheaverageoutputDCvoltageacrosstheloadresistorisdoublethatofthe
singlehalfwaverectifiercircuit.



Fig:CircuitDiagram ofPowerSupply

Outputwaveformsoffullwaverectifier:

Theoutputwaveformsofthefullwaverectifierisshowninthebelowfigure. 

Thefirstwaveform representsaninputACsignal.Thesecondwaveform and
thirdwaveform representstheDCsignalsorDCcurrentproducedbydiode
D1 anddiodeD2.Thelastwaveform representsthetotaloutputDC current
producedbydiodesD1andD2.From theabovewaveforms,wecanconclude



thattheoutputcurrentproducedattheloadresistorisnotapureDCbuta
pulsatingDC.

3.2CircuitExplanationofsevensegmentdisplay:

A7-segmentdisplaycanbethoughtofasasingledisplay,itisstill
sevenindividualLEDswithinasinglepackageandassuchtheseLEDsneed
protectionfrom overcurrent.LEDsproducelightonlywhenitisforwardbiased
withtheamountoflightemittedbeingproportionaltotheforwardcurrent.

ThismeansthenthatanLEDslightintensityincreasesinanapproximatelylinear
mannerwithanincreasingcurrent.Sothisforwardcurrentmustbecontrolled
andlimitedtoasafevaluebyanexternalresistortopreventdamagetotheLED
segments.

TheforwardvoltagedropacrossaredLEDsegmentisverylowatabout2-to-2.2
volts,(blueandwhiteLEDscanbeashighas3.6volts)sotoilluminatecorrectly,
theLEDsegmentsshouldbeconnectedtoavoltagesourceinexcessofthis
forwardvoltagevaluewithaseriesresistanceusedtolimittheforwardcurrentto
adesirablevalue.

Typicallyforastandardredcoloured7-segmentdisplay,eachLEDsegmentcan
drawabout15mAtoilluminatedcorrectly,soona5voltdigitallogiccircuit,the
valueofthecurrentlimitingresistorwouldbeabout200Ω(5v–2v)/15mA,or
220Ωtothenearesthigherpreferredvalue.

So to understand how the segments of the display are connected to
a 220Ω currentlimitingresistorconsiderthecircuitbelow



Fig:CircuitDiagram ofSevenSegmentDisplay

CHAPTER4:CODE

4.1Codeforsevensegmentdisplay:

Program:

P3.0=Switch

;******************STARTING

MODULE**********************ORG0000H

LJMPSTART

;******************MAIN

MODULE****************************ORG

0050H

START: MOV



P1,#00Hxx:MOV

R0,#FFH

YY: INCRO

LCALLDISP

CJNE

R0,#0AH,YY

LJMPxx

DISP:

SW: JB

P3.0,SW LCALL

DELAY

JBP3.0,SW

SW1: JNB

P3.0,SW1LCALL

DELAY

JBP3.0,SW1

D0:CJNE

R0,#00H,D1

MOV

P1,#3FH

RET

D1:CJNE

R0,#01H,D2

MOVP1,#06H

RET

D2:CJNE

R0,#02H,D3

MOVP1,#5BH

RET

D3:CJNE

R0,#03H,D4MOV

P1,#4H

RET

D4:CJNE

R0,#04H,D5



MOVP1,#66H

RET

D5:CJNE

R0,#05H,D6

MOVP1,#6DH

RET

D6:CJNE

R0,#06H,D7MOV

P1,#7DH



RET

D7:CJNE

R0,#07H,D8MOV

P1,#07HRET

D8:CJNE

R0,#08H,D9MOV

P1,#7FHRET

D9:CJNER0,#09H,D10

MOVP1,#6FH

D10:RET

;*************************DELAY********************

*********DELAY: MOVR7,#FFH

DJNE

R7,$RET

END;



CHAPTER-5

CONCLUSION:

Inourproject,Thetargetusersoftheprojectcanbeanyone
rightfrom acommonmanto anyorganization.Letssayifanyoneuses
ourprojectforSeminarPurposethenthetrack recordofthepersons
attendingtheseminarwillgivetheexactideaaboutthenumberof
candidateattendingandleavingtheseminar.
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Abstract 

     

    Even now most the power comes from thermal plants only, accounting for 

nearly 60% of the power production in India. The thermal plants are the one, which need 

minimum cost of infrastructure and the least time needed, for construction of a power 

plant. Through their operating and eminence costs are more; these plants are bought into 

existence due the large accounts of coal availability. These plants also provide 

employment to a large compared to any another plant. 

This project regard to the exclusive study on Vijayawada thermal power station. 

It gets into details of various machinery equipment and their auxiliaries needed for proper 

operating of the plants and their importance. The project gets into details of every minute 

aspect to be considered for the successful operation of plant. 

Emphasize has been made for studying the conventional methods of operation 

of thermal plants. This plant has been selected for study, as this is one of the power plants 

in India and a study of such a plant helps in grinning broader knowledge about generation 

of electric power. This also helps in knowing how such a large plant is maintained and 

the issues concerned for proper operation. 
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 Chapter-1  

Introduction to Dr. NTTPS 

 

The greatest scientific achievement of nineteenth century is discovery of electricity.  In the 

modern world, electrical power has become vital requirement of livelihood and the growth of 

economical status of country. Most of the electrical power requirement is met with the thermal 

power plants through in the presence of various power generating plants like Hydel, thermal 

(includes fossil fuel and nuclear plants), wind power, solar (PV) etc., Thermal power plants are 

the most reliable- they can work round the clock,  round the year (except for occasional 

downtime for maintenance). As of March 2018, India has a total installed capacity of 222. 

90GW. Almost 88% of thermal power is obtained from coal and the rest is from diesel and gas. 

The private sector generates close to 45.2 % of India's Thermal Power, whereas states and 

Centre have a share of 24.6 % and 30. 2% respectively. The share of large hydro and nuclear 

energy in total installed capacity is approximately 13.2 % and 2% respectively. 

By February 2013, Andhra Pradesh is the fourth largest power generating state in the country 

and also has the largest hydropower generation capacity in India (Andhra Pradesh is on first 

position for installed hydro power generation capacity). At present, Andhra Pradesh has a total 

installed power generation capacity of 16,817 MW from all the sources. Out of it 11771 MW 

is from thermal, 3737 MW is from hydro, 1036 MW is from renewable energy sources and 276 

MW is from Nuclear. 

Among the thermal power contribution of 11771 MW, Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power 

Station, which is otherwise called as Vijayawada thermal power plant is one of the major 

contribution of 1760 MW(+800MW in coming days) situated in the city of Vijayawada. This 

is the coal-based power project functioning under the Andhra Pradesh power generation 

Corporation, established in 1958. 

Power is generated from various resources such as coal, water, gas, diesel, etc. Out of all 

thermal, hydral and nuclear power generation have gain importance because of their 

availability in abundance in nature 64% of the total installed capacity from thermal power 

plants. Dr.Narala Tatarao Thermal Power Station (Dr.NTTPS) is one of the leading 

thermal power plants in India. It is located amidst the Eastern Ghats on the bank of River 
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Krishna at Ibrahimpatnam Village, Krishna District, A.P. It has six operating stations each with 

an installed capacity of 210MW taking an input of 3000tones/unit/day and One 500MW station 

taking an input of 6500. 

Sub-Bituminous coal is used as primary fuel. The efficiency of the plant is 34.5%. Daily 

coal consumption is around 24500tones/unit/day. 

We have choose 500MW Station to prepare a Study project on Auto Control loops used 

in Thermal Power Stations. 

Plant Specifications: 

TYPE                     :         THERMAL PLANT 

CAPACITY           :         500MW 

OUTPUT               :         ELECTRICAL POWER  

BY-PRODUCTS   :         ASH AND FLUE GASES 

 

Load Specifications: 

           Two pole Synchronous Generator with water + Hydrogen cooled 

POWER                 :         524.204 MW, TG VWO, 3% make up 

CURRENT            :         16200 AMP 

VOLTAGE            :         21 KV  

            EFFICIENY          :       98.64% 

            P. F                        :       0.85 LAG 

            Rated Excitation    :       4040 Amp / 340 V 

           Short circuit ratio    :      0.48 

           Brushless excitation with DAVR 
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CHAPTER-2 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION: 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

2.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled to 

alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning of 

huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

2.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

            (1)  Rankin cycle. 

            (2) Reheat cycle.       

            (3) Regenerative cycle. 

2.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This crushed 

coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of hot and 

cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to air pre-

heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature control.  

Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. Water from 

the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. Water from the 

drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water from the bottom 

rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and density difference the 
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water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly converted to steam is separated 

from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is sent to super heaters for super 

heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and the steam is super heater (540 

degree centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine. 

2.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER:  

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to the 

direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the turbine 

shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The stationary and 

moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many stages are 

necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with rings of moving 

blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-pressure 

cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical energy. The 

steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating and enters into 

the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through another series 

of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the centre 

for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

2.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the magnetic 

field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the conductors 
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are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is    obtained from 

a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified    into two types, 

namely static excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will be generated in 

circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated by a steam turbine 

at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the frequency of the electrical 

system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, 

and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to generate alternating current at a 

frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

2.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

2.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy is 

known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover  coupling  Alternator  

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  

The image of the Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is as follows: 
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Fig 2.1. Line diagram of thermal power plant 

2.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

2.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 

(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor.  

(ii) Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers 

are provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of 

coal as per the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal bunkers 

each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six units is 

about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per day. 
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Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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CHAPTER-3 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

3.1: COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators  

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

  WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

  CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

  COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

  ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 
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  DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 

These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area. 

  GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

3.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney.  

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the boiler 

will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to the 

atmosphere through the chimney.  

 SUPER HEATERS; 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the atmosphere 

by forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the boiler 
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furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the temperature of air 

used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are known 

as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the reaction and 

impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall turbine uses both. 

Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from steam 

into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

3.3  INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash level, 

coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt meters, 

power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and maximum 

demand indicators etc. 

3.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles from 

flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 

It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 
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The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

3.5  CHIMNEY: 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere.  

3.6  COOLING TOWER: 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 

 3.7  TRANSFORMER:- 

 These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.     
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CHAPTER-4 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER 

STATION 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION:- 

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. Dr. 

NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left bank 

of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of dr. 

NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

 In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in AP. 

4.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

4.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type         :   Thermal power plant. 

Capacity   :   1,760MW 

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal. 

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil. 
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4.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power     :    210M 

Current   :    9000 amps 

Voltage   :   15.75KV 

 Power      :   500 MW 

Current    :   16166 amps 

Voltage   :    21.6KV 

 

4.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally concerned 

with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted into electrical 

energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the purpose of 

understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power cycle is 

explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 

4.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded there 

after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump this 

condensate is again fed into boiler.    
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Fig 4.1: block diagram of rankin cycle 

The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers is to 

avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result in 

undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated without 

any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a boiler helps 

in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before these are passed 

out of the chimney. 

The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 

Fig 4.2: graphical representation of rankin cycle 

 EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE   EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of about 

166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater steam 
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also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from high 

velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 

 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE:- 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of condensation 

apparatus. 

 

4.5.2 Reheat Cycle:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at some 

intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is provided 

in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine blade. It 

reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 

4.5.3 Regenerative cycle:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in the 

boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation temperature 

through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime mover. Since 

this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as regeneration. 

     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

4.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one boiler, 

one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of transport. 

The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills through 

conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which is called 

as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and transmit coal 

powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is converted into heat 

energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air is supplied through 

forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water wall tubes that are 
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located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of convection a radiation 

principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by absorbing heat energy. 

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in the 

condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed pumps. 

Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is converted into 

electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are formed and they 

were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is around 800 degree 

centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre heating water, primary 

air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases along with ash are passed 

through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue gases at around 130 degree 

centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 

Fig 4.3: block diagram of thermal power plant 

 

4.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square.  
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CHAPTER-5 

DIFFERENT COMONENTS OF DR.NTTPS 

5.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor  

 Stacker re claimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air pre heater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

5.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below  

 

 

Fig 5.1: conveyor belt 
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5.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:- 

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 

 

 

Fig 4.2: stacker reclaimer 

5.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

5.4.1. Types of pulverisers:- 

    (a) Ball and tube mill: 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for fine 

pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the water, is 

fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

    (b) Ring and ball: 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  Coal 

is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and is 

ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and lower 

rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. The size 

of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is determined by a 

classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W (Babcock and Wilcox). 
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5.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below    

 

 
 

Fig 5.3: block diagram of boiler 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of combustion 

are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the boiler to 

steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam pressure 

and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in steam into 

mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a heating 

medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical work, 

which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are sometimes 

used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy and suitable 

thermodynamic characteristics. 
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5.6. CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 

 

5.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 

  In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the tubes 

are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube boilers. So 

they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are not possible, 

maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large quantity of water 

in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is generally wet, 

economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4:Fire tube boiler 

 

5.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 

 In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums.  Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible and 

can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 
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weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

5.7. HEATER:- 

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the steam 

is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, as well 

as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube banks 

arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified as 

convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in the 

below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.5: heater 

5.8 SUPER HEATER:  

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses some 

of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this inter 

mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the high 

pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine where the 

heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

5.9 CONDENSER: 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short supply 

an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more expensive 
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and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less effective) as a 

surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam from steam turbine 

to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the form of pure water, 

otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as boiler feed water. 

 

 

Fig 5.6: Condensor 

5.10 COOLING TOWER: 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device in 

which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the water 

is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 

Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-cooled 

heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air circulation 
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through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling process 

generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling towers. 

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity of 

water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or dry-

bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are rarely 

experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for specific 

installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with design 

conditions.  

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 

 

5.11 ECONOMIZER:- 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and utilize 

for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in between the 

exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results in saving coal 

consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs extra investment 

and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used in all modern 

plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed between two 

headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the other. The flue 

gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 

 

5.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 
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Fig 5.7: Air Preheater 

 

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, and 

reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the chimney 

or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. It also 

allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, regulations) 

for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static precipitator. 

5.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly collector 

plates. Also known as precipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first stream the 

suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where ionization of the 

gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer on the an electric 

charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign and are deposited on 

the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would be more correctly 

designated as electrode position from the gas phase.  

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range.  
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Fig 5.8: Electro static precipitator 

 

 

5.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

 

5.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the hot 

gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The space 

inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives and 

ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys.  
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Fig 5.9: Smoke stack 

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

5.15 GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 

in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to rotating 

machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 
Fig 5.10: Pratical generator 

5.16 TRANSFORMER:- 

It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage devices 

(door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so that electric 

power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through electromagnetic 

induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. The secondary 
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voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the number of turns in 

the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 

 
 

Fig 5.11: Transformer 

 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 

5.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 3:- 

In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 
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5.17.1  Instrumentation and control :- 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

 

(i)  Scanners:- 

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

Fig 5.12: Scanners 

 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal pipelines, 

and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 

(iii)Pressure gauge:- 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 

(iv) No coal flap:- 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when load 

exceeds to the maximum value. 
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(v) Load cell:- 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 

(vi) Tachometer:- 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 

5.17.2 Control valves:- 

(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve.  

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o  Electrical Valve. 

o  Pneumatic Valve :  It works with water. 

o  Hydraulic Valve :  It works with Oil. 

 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve.  

 HPVC  -  High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC  - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC   -  Boil valve control room. 

 TVC  -           Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV  –  Heavy oil nossil valve. 

5.18. Coal handling plant:- 

Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

5.18.1.Crusher house:- 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv) Crusher hose floor 
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Fig 5.13: crushing machine 

  The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

  There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

  They are: 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 

5.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, FD 

fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 

(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air pre heater 

5.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 

1.  Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2.  Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 
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5.19.2 Boiler components: 

1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 

5.19.3 Ball mill :- 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

 

 

Fig 5.14: mill air/coal flow diagram  

5.19.4 Fans :- 

(i) Primary air fan : 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 

(iii)Induced draught fan : 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces.  
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5.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing ESP 

for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

 In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 

 

 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 
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electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is applied 

between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting electrodes which 

are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between rows of collecting 

and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, which causes the 

particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get deposited on them. 

The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

 These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides.  

 Emitting Electrodes :- 

These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

5.21. Turbine maintenance:-This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate 

extraction pumps, condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is  

 

 

Fig 5.15: boiler feed pump 
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 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 

heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The condenser 

water collects in hot well.  

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with varying 

pressure.  

 

 

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 

The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line.  

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be done 

to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. Thus 

LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is sucked into 

condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The temperature is 

around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a pressure -0.9 kg/cm2.  

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam flows 

through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy.  
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Fig 5.16: turbine block diagram 

Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and high 

pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine.  

 

5.22 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc.  

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction.  

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 

(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it will 
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be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external diagram 

of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for sectionalisation. 

The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will be kept changed 

and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem with its breaker. 

Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be bypass breaker also to 

serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on to the bypass bus. The 

layout of switch yard is 

 

 

Fig 5.17: Switch yard 

5.23 ALTERNATOR  FAULTS:- 

5.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator.  

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

5.23.2  STATOR WINDING FAULTS:-  

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 
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The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault  

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

5.24  Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 

3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

5.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 

 These are classified into three types  

    They are 

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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CHAPTER-6 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT 

COMPONENTS 

 

6.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages   : 6 

Quantity of water  : 350 T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump  : 5830 kg 

Motor output   : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage   : 6.6 kV 

Current   : 421 Amps 

Speed    : 1483 rpm 

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.914 

6.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q)    : 28/ m/hr 

H     : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity   : 225 kW 

Speed     : 1489 RPM 

Voltage    : 6.6 KV 

Current    : 25.5 Amps  

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 Hz 

Type of connection    :   (Star) 

6.3 Fans ratings:- 

6.3.1 PA fan motor details :- 

Type     : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity    :  1250 KW 

Speed     : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage    : 6600 V 

Stator current    : 132 A 

Ambient temperature   : 500 C 
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Type of connection    :   (Star, star) 

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 HZ 

Power factor    : 0.88 

Weight of motor   : 7750 kg 

Duty     : continuous  

6.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type    : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity   : 750 kW 

Speed    : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 86.3 A 

Type of motor   : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor  : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection  :  (star, star) 

Phase    : 3-  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.875 

6.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type    : 1K120m63 

Type of motor   : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity   : 1300 kW 

Phase    : 3-  

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 140.5 A  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Speed    : 740 RPM 

Type of connection   :   (Star, star) 

Weight of motor  : 13000 kg 

Duty    : continuous 

Anti Condensation Data:- 

Voltage   : 240 v DC or 1- C 

Power    :  0.6 KW 
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6.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure  : 150 kg/cm2 

Main steam temperature : 5350C 

Full load steam flow  : 641 T/hr 

No. of extractions  : 6 

No. of stages Hot  : 1 x 25 

IPT                 : 2 x 20 

LPT    : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine  : 480 tones 

Frequency band  : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height    : 661.4 mm 

Overall length   : 16.175 metres 

Width    : 10.6 metres 

6.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Rated data  Turbo   Main  Pilot 

And   generator  exciter  exciter 

Out puts 

Apparent  247 KVA  -  15KVA 

Power (KVA) 

Active power  500 MW  832   - 

Current  9.054 KA  2600 A  4gA 

Voltage  15.75 KV+  320 v  220v+22v 

    787.5 v 

Frequency  50Hz   50 Hz  50 Hz 

Power factor  0.85   -  - 

Inner connection YY   -  - 

Of stator winding 

H2 pressure  2 bar   -  - 

Continuous 

Permissible      -  - 

Constant 

UN balanced loan 8% 

Rated field current 2080 A   -  - 
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Rated field voltage 270 v 

 

Fig 6.1: Name plae details of the generator at D.NTTPS 

 

6.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the our collage. 

Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand experience. At 

Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also programming 

knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, CAM, 

EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of areas 

regarding power generation. 
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                                                        CHAPTER 1 

                             INTRODUCTION 

           
 

1.1 Introduction for Seven Segment Display: 

        Seven segment displays are important display units in Electronics and 

widely used to display numbers from 0 to 9. It can also display some 

character alphabets like A,B,C,H,F,E etc. In this tutorial, we are going 

to learn how to interface a 7 segment display with 8051 

microcontroller. We are using AT89S52 microcontroller from 8051 

series. 

           It’s the simplest unit to display numbers and characters. It just 

consists 8 LEDs, each LED used to illuminate one segment of unit and 

the 8th LED used to illuminate DOT in 7 segment display. We can refer 

each segment as a LINE, as we can see there are 7 lines in the unit, 

which are used to display a number/character. We can refer each 

line/segment "a,b,c,d,e,f,g" and for dot character we will use "h". There 

are 10 pins, in which 8 pins are used to refer a,b,c,d,e,f,g and h/dp, the 

two middle pins are common anode/cathode of all he LEDs. These 

common anode/cathode are internally shorted so we need to connect 

only one COM pin. 

 

                               

        There are two types of 7 segment displays: Common Anode and Common Cathode: 



 

 

 
 

Common Anode: In this all the Negative terminals (cathode) of all the 8 LEDs are 

connected together (see diagram below), named as COM. And all the positive terminals are 

left alone. 

Common Cathode: In this all the positive terminals (Anodes) of all the 8 LEDs are 

connected together, named as COM. And all the negative thermals are left alone. 

                               

  

1.2 Introduction for Microcontrollers: 

 Microcontroller is a compact tiny computer that is fabricated inside a 

chip and is used in automatic control systems including security systems, office 

machines, power tools, alarming system, traffic light control, washing machine, 

and much more. 

It is economical programmable logic control that can be interfaced with external 

devices in order to control the devices from a distance. 

First microcontroller was made by Michael Cochran and Gary Boone. 

 

It was specially built for embedded system and consisted of read write memory, 

read only memory, I/O ports, processor and built in clock. 

C and assembly languages are used to program the microcontrollers. There are 

also other languages available to program the microcontroller but at the start 

learning a microcontroller programming with C and assembly language is a great 

choice, both are easy to learn and provide a clear concept about microcontroller. 

Technology have been evolved in an amazing way and made our lives easier more 

than ever before. 

Few years ago making the elevator in running condition was a hell of task which 

involved complex programming and circuitry. 

https://www.theengineeringprojects.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/introduction-to-microcontrollers-3.png
https://www.theengineeringprojects.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/introduction-to-microcontrollers-3.png


 

 

 
 

Now, you are capable of not only controlling elevator from microcontroller but 

you can also move the submarine with the proper instructions directed into a single 

microcontroller. 

Any application which involves measuring, controlling, and displaying contains a 

microcontroller chip inside it. 

Microcontrollers come with a wide range of applications but it depends on you to 

decide what task you want to achieve with the help of microcontroller because it 

will only take instructions in the form of programming language. 

You can build, upload and execute any program depending on your priorities. 

                                             

                             Fig: Symbol of AT89C52 microcontroller 



 

 

 
 

 

                                                 

                                        

                           

 

                                              

 

                                       CHAPTER 2 

 COMPONENTS IN SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAY 

2.1 Center Tapped Transformer (12-0-12): 

       A centre-tapped transformer also known as two phase three wire 

transformer is normally used for rectifier circuits. When a digital project 

has to work with AC mains a Transformer is used to step-down the voltage 

(in our case, to 24V or 12V) and then convert it to DC by using a rectifier 

circuit. In a center-tapped transformer the peak inverse voltage is twice as 

in bridge rectifier hence this transformer is commonly used in full wave 

rectifier circuits 

          The operation and theory behind a Center tapped transformer is very 

similar to a normal secondary transformer. A primary voltage will be 

induced in the primary coil (I1 and I3) and due to magnetic induction the 

voltage will be transferred to the secondary coil. Here in the secondary coil 

of a centre tapped transformer, there will be an additional wire (T2) which 

will be placed exactly at the center of the secondary coil, hence the voltage 

here will always be zero. 

If we combine this zero potential wire (T2) with either T1 or T2, we will get 

a voltage of 12V AC. If this wire is ignored and voltage across T1 and T2 is 

considered then we will get a voltage of 24V AC. This feature is very useful 

for the function of a full wave rectifier. 



 

 

 
 

Let us consider the voltage given by the first half of the secondary coil as 

Va and the voltage across the second half of the secondary coil as Vb as 

shown in the diagram below 

                                  

                                      Fig: Center tapped transformer 

 As we know the voltage across the coil depends on the number of turns on 

the primary and secondary coil. Using the turns ratio formulae we can 

calculate the secondary voltage as: 

Va = (Na / Np) * Vp 

Vb = (Nb / Np) * Vp 

 

Where, 

Va = Voltage across the first half of Secondary coil 

Vb = Voltage across the second half of Secondary coil 

Vp = Voltage across the Primary coil 

Na = Number of turn in the first half of Secondary coil 

Nb = Number of turn in the second half of Secondary coil 

Np = Number of turn in the Primary coil 

  



 

 

 
 

2.2 1N4007 Rectifier diode: 

   1N4007 is a PN junction rectifier diode. These types of diodes allow only the flow of 

electrical current in one direction only. So, it can be used for the conversion of AC 

power to DC. 1N 4007 is electrically compatible with other rectifier diodes and can be 

used instead of any of the diode belonging to 1N400X series. 1N-4007 has different real 

life applications e.g. free wheeling diodes applications, general purpose rectification of 

power supplies, inverters, converters etc. The particular diode is shown in the figure 

below.  

                                           

                                                         Fig: 1N4007 Rectifier Diode 

 2.3  7805  Voltage Regulator : 

         Voltage sources in a circuit may have fluctuations resulting in not providing fixed 

voltage outputs. A voltage regulator IC maintains the output voltage at a constant value. 

7805 IC, a member of 78xx series of fixed linear voltage regulators used to maintain 

such fluctuations, is a popular voltage regulator integrated circuit (IC). The xx in 78xx 

indicates the output voltage it provides. 7805 IC provides +5 volts regulated power 

supply with provisions to add a heat sink. 

 

7805 Rating:                                          

              Input voltage range 7V- 35V 

https://www.theengineeringprojects.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Introduction-to-1N4007_8.png


 

 

 
 

             Current rating Ic= 1A 

              Output  voltage range Vmax=5.2V ,Vmin=4.8. 

                                        

                      Fig : Pin Diagram of LM7805 Voltage Regulator  

  2.4 Filtering Capacitors: 

               A filter capacitor is a capacitor which filters out a certain frequency or range 

of frequencies from a circuit. 

Usually capacitors filter out very low frequency signals. These are signals that are very 

close to 0Hz in frequency value. These are also referred to as DC signals. 

              Filter capacitors work is based on the principle of capacitive reactance. 

Capacitive reactance is how the impedance (or resistance) of a capacitor changes in 

regard to the frequency of the signal passing through it. Resistors are nonreactive 

devices. This means that resistors offer the same resistance to a signal, regardless of the 

signal's frequency. This means, for example, that a signal of 1Hz and a signal of 

100KHZ, will pass through a resistor with the same resistance. Frequency isn't a factor. 

However, a capacitor is not like this. A capacitor is a reactive device. Its resistance, or 

impedance, will vary according to the frequency of the signal passing through. 

Capacitors are reactive devices which offer higher resistance to lower frequency signals 

and, conversely, lower resistance to higher frequency signals, according to the 

formula XC= 1/2πfc. 

 
 

http://www.learningaboutelectronics.com/Articles/Capacitive-reactance


 

 

 
 

 

 

                                   Fig: Filter Capacitors 

2.5 AT89C52 Microcontroller: 

                                    AT89C52 is an 8-bit microcontroller and belongs to Atmel’s 

8051 Family. AT89C52 has 8KB of Flash programmable and erasable read only 

memory (PEROM) and 256 bytes of RAM. AT89C52 has an endurance of 1000 

Write/Erase cycles which means that it can be erased and programmed to a maximum 

of 1000 times. 

 Though very slight difference between the features of AT89C51 and AT89C52, they 

are very similar in their pin configurations* and operations. The differences between 

AT89C51 and AT89C52 have been tabulated below. 

  AT89C52 AT89C51 

RAM 256 Bytes 128 Bytes 

Flash 8 KB 4 KB 

Number of 

Timers/Counters 

3 (16-bit each) 2 (16-bit each) 

Number of 

Interrupt 

Sources 

8 6 



 

 

 
 

*The pin configuration of AT89C52 is exactly similar to that of AT89C51 except that the first 

two pins, P1.0 and P1.1 are multiplexed to correspond to Timer2 operations as given in the 

following table. 

 

 While AT89C51 has two timers (Timer0 & Timer1), AT89C52 also has Timer2. Corresponding 

to Timer2, there are extra SFRs (Special Function Registers) T2CON & T2MOD. Also there are 

registers RCAP2H & RCAP2L to configure 16 bit Capture & Auto-reload modes of Timer2. 

 

  

                                     

                                                          Fig: AT89C52 

              

 

   

Existing 

Alternate Function 

P1.0 T2 Timer/counter 2 External Count 

input 

P1.1 T2 EX Timer/counter 2 Trigger input 



 

 

 
 

 

                                                  Fig: Pin Diagram  Of AT89C52 

 



 

 

 
 

 

   IR LED: 

An Infrared light emitting diode (IR LED) is a special purpose LED emitting infrared rays 

ranging from 700 nm to 1 mm wavelength. Different IR LEDs may produce infrared light of 

differing wavelengths, just like different LEDs produce light of different colors. 

IR LEDs are usually made of gallium arsenide or aluminium gallium arsenide. In complement 

with IR receivers, these are commonly used as sensors. 

The appearance of IR LED is same as a common LED. Since the human eye cannot see the 

infrared radiations, it is not possible for a person to identify if an IR LED is working. A camera 

on a cell phone camera solves this problem. The IR rays from the IR LED in the circuit are 

shown in the camera. 

 PIN DIAGRAM: 

An IR LED is a type of diode or simple semiconductor. Electric current is allowed to flow in 

only one direction in diodes. As the current flows, electrons fall from one part of the diode into 

holes on another part. In order to fall into these holes, the electrons must shed energy in the 

form of photons, which produce light. It is necessary to modulate the emission from IR diode 

to use it in electronic application to prevent spurious triggering. Modulation makes the signal 

from IR LED stand out above the noise.  



 

 

 
 

                                                     

 

PHOTO DIODE: 

                  A photodiode is PN JUNCTION DIODE that consumes light energy to produce 

electric current. Sometimes it is also called as photo-detector, a light detector, and photo-

sensor. These diodes are particularly designed to work in reverse bias condition, it means 

that the P-side of the photodiode is associated with the negative terminal of the battery and 

n-side is connected to the positive terminal of the battery. This diode is very complex to 

light so when light falls on the diode it easily changes light into electric current. The solar 

cell is also branded as large area photodiode because it converts solar energy into electrical 

energy. Though, solar cell works only in bright light. 

 

                    A photodiode is one type of light detector, used to convert the light into current 

or voltage based on the mode of operation of the device. It comprises of optical filters, built-

in lenses and also surface areas. These diodes have a slow response time when the surface 

area of the photodiode increases. Photodiodes are alike to regular semiconductor diodes, 

but that they may be either visible to let light reach the delicate part of the device. Several 

Diodes intended for use exactly as a photodiode will also  

use a PIN junction somewhat than the usual PN junction. 

      



 

 

 
 

                         

                                       Fig: Photo Diode Symbol 

 

 

    

 Crystal Oscillator: 

                  A crystal oscillator is an electronic oscillator circuit that is used for the 

mechanical resonance of a vibrating crystal of piezoelectric material. It will create an 

electrical signal with a given frequency. This frequency is commonly used to keep track of 

time for example wristwatches are used in digital integrated circuits to provide a stable 

clock signal and also used to stabilize frequencies for radio transmitters and receivers. 

Quartz crystal is mainly used in radio-frequency (RF) oscillators. Quartz crystal is the most 

common type of Piezo Electronic Resonator, in oscillator circuits, we are using them so it 

became known as crystal oscillators. Crystal oscillators must be designed to provide a load 

capacitance. 

There are different types of oscillator  that are in use they are namely: Linear oscillators – 

Hartley oscillator, Phase-shift oscillator, Armstrong oscillator, Clapp oscillator. Relaxation 

oscillators – Royer oscillator, Ring oscillator, Multivibrator and Voltage Control 

Oscillator (VCO). Soon we are going to discuss in detail crystal oscillators like working 

and applications of a crystal oscillator 



 

 

 
 

                        

                            Fig: 11.0592MHz Crystal Oscillator  

 

 

                               CHAPTER 3 

        SCHEMATIC EXPLANATION               

3.1:   Circuit Explanation of Power Supply: 

The process of converting the AC Current into DC Current is called rectification. 

Rectification can be achieved by using a single diode or group of diodes. These diodes 

which convert the AC current into DC current are called rectifiers. 

The fullwave rectifier converts both positive and negative half cycles of the input AC 

signal into output pulsating DC signal. 

When an additional wire is connected across the exact middle of the secondary winding 

of a transformer, it is known as a center tapped transformer.  



 

 

 
 

                                               

The wire is adjusted in such a way that it falls in the exact middle point of the secondary 

winding. So the wire is exactly at zero volts of the AC signal. This wire is known as the 

center tap. 

The center tapped transformer works almost similar to a normal transformer. Like a 

normal transformer, the center tapped transformer also increases or reduces the AC 

voltage. However, a center tapped transformer has another important feature. That is the 

secondary winding of the center tapped transformer divides the input AC current or AC 

signal (VP) into two parts.  

 

The upper part of the secondary winding produces a positive voltage V1 and the lower 

part of the secondary winding produces a negative voltage V2. When we combine these 

two voltages at output load, we get a complete AC signal. 

I.e. VTotal = V1 + V2 



 

 

 
 

The voltages V1 and V2 are equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. That is the 

voltages (V1 and V2 ) produced by the upper part and lower part of the secondary 

winding are 180 degrees out of phase with each other. However, by using a full wave 

rectifier with center tapped transformer, we can produce the voltages that are in phase 

with each other. In simple words, by using a full wave rectifier with center tapped 

transformer, we can produce a current that flows only in single direction. 

What is center tapped full wave rectifier 

A center tapped full wave rectifier is a type of rectifier which uses a center tapped 

transformer and two diodes to convert the complete AC signal into DC signal. 

The center tapped full wave rectifier is made up of an AC source, a center tapped 

transformer, two diodes, and a load resistor. 

 

The AC source is connected to the primary winding of the center tapped transformer. A 

center tap (additional wire) connected at the exact middle of the the secondary winding 

divides the input voltage into two parts. 

The upper part of the secondary winding is connected to the diode D1 and the lower part 

of the secondary winding is connected to the diode D2. Both diode D1 and diode D2 are 

connected to a common load RL with the help of a center tap transformer. The center tap 

is generally considered as the ground point or the zero voltage reference point. 

How center tapped full wave rectifier works 

The center tapped full wave rectifier uses a center tapped transformer to convert the 

input AC voltage into output DC voltage. 

When input AC voltage is applied, the secondary winding of the center tapped 

transformer divides this input AC voltage into two parts: positive and negative. 

During the positive half cycle of the input AC signal, terminal A become positive, 

terminal B become negative and center tap is grounded (zero volts). The positive 

terminal A is connected to the p-side of the diode D1 and the negative terminal B is 

connected to the n-side of the diode D1. So the diode D1 is forward biased during the 

positive half cycle and allows electric current through it.  

https://www.physics-and-radio-electronics.com/electromagnetics/electrostatics/potential-difference.html


 

 

 
 

 

On the other hand, the negative terminal B is connected to the p-side of the diode D2 and 

the positive terminal A is connected to the n-side of the diode D2. So the diode D2 is 

reverse biased during the positive half cycle and does not allow electric current through 

it. 

The diode D1 supplies DC current to the load RL. The DC current produced at the load 

RL will return to the secondary winding through a center tap. 

During the positive half cycle, current flows only in the upper part of the circuit while 

the lower part of the circuit carry no current to the load because the diode D2 is reverse 

biased. Thus, during the positive half cycle of the input AC signal, only diode D1 allows 

electric current while diode D2 does not allow electric current. 

During the negative half cycle of the input AC signal, terminal A become negative, 

terminal B become positive and center tap is grounded (zero volts). The negative 

terminal A is connected to the p-side of the diode D1 and the positive terminal B is 

connected to the n-side of the diode D1. So the diode D1 is reverse biased during the 

negative half cycle and does not allow electric current through it. 



 

 

 
 

 

On the other hand, the positive terminal B is connected to the p-side of the diode D2 and 

the negative terminal A is connected to the n-side of the diode D2. So the diode D2 is 

forward biased during the negative half cycle and allows electric current through it. 

The diode D2 supplies DC current to the load RL. The DC current produced at the load 

RL will return to the secondary winding through a center tap. 

During the negative half cycle, current flows only in the lower part of the circuit while 

the upper part of the circuit carry no current to the load because the diode D1 is reverse 

biased. Thus, during the negative half cycle of the input AC signal, only diode D2 allows 

electric current while diode D1 does not allow electric current. 

Thus, the diode D1 allows electric current during the positive half cycle and diode 

D2 allows electric current during the negative half cycle of the input AC signal. As a 

result, both half cycles (positive and negative) of the input AC signal are allowed. So 

the output DC voltage is almost equal to the input AC voltage. 



 

 

 
 

  

 

A small voltage is wasted at the diode D1 and diode D2 to make them conduct. However, 

this voltage is very small as compared to the voltage appeared at the output. So this 

voltage is neglected. 

The diodes D1 and D2 are commonly connected to the load RL. So the load current is the 

sum of individual diode currents. 

We know that a diode allows electric current in only one direction. From the above 

diagram, we can see that both the diodes D1 and D2 are allowing current in the same 

direction. 

We know that a current that flows in only single direction is called a direct current. So 

the resultant current at the output (load) is a direct current (DC). However, the direct 

current appeared at the output is not a pure direct current but a pulsating direct current. 

The value of the pulsating direct current changes with respect to time. This is due to the 

ripples in the output signal. These ripples can be reduced by using filters such as 

capacitor and inductor. 

The average output DC voltage across the load resistor is double that of the single half 

wave rectifier circuit. 



 

 

 
 

      

                                       Fig: Circuit Diagram of Power Supply 

 

 

Output waveforms of full wave rectifier: 

The output waveforms of the full wave rectifier is shown in the below figure.  

 

The first waveform represents an input AC signal. The second waveform and third 

waveform represents the DC signals or DC current produced by diode D1 and diode D2. 

The last waveform represents the total output DC current produced by diodes D1and D2. 



 

 

 
 

From the above waveforms, we can conclude that the output current produced at the 

load resistor is not a pure DC but a pulsating DC. 

3.2 Circuit Explanation of seven segment display: 

                        A 7-segment display can be thought of as a single display, it is still seven 

individual LEDs within a single package and as such these LEDs need protection from over 

current. LEDs produce light only when it is forward biased with the amount of light emitted 

being proportional to the forward current. 

This means then that an LEDs light intensity increases in an approximately linear manner 

with an increasing current. So this forward current must be controlled and limited to a safe 

value by an external resistor to prevent damage to the LED segments. 

The forward voltage drop across a red LED segment is very low at about 2-to-2.2 volts, 

(blue and white LEDs can be as high as 3.6 volts) so to illuminate correctly, the LED 

segments should be connected to a voltage source in excess of this forward voltage value 

with a series resistance used to limit the forward current to a desirable value. 

Typically for a standard red coloured 7-segment display, each LED segment can draw about 

15 mA to illuminated correctly, so on a 5 volt digital logic circuit, the value of the current 

limiting resistor would be about 200Ω (5v – 2v)/15mA, or 220Ω to the nearest higher 

preferred value. 

So to understand how the segments of the display are connected to a 220Ω current limiting 

resistor consider the circuit below 



 

 

 
 

                     

                                                                                    

Fig: Circuit Diagram of Seven Segment Display 

 

                                                      CHAPTER 4 : CODE 

 

  4.1 Code for seven segment display: 

     Program: 

 

        P3.0 =Switch 

;******************STARTING 

MODULE********************** ORG 0000H 

LJMP START 

;******************MAIN 

MODULE**************************** ORG 

0050H 

START: MOV 

P1,#00H xx:MOV 

R0,#FFH 



 

 

 
 

YY: INC RO 

LCALL  DISP CJNE 

R0,#0AH,YY 

LJMP xx 

DISP: 

SW:  JB P3.0,SW 

LCALL DELAY 

JB P3.0,SW 

SW1: JNB P3.0,SW1 

LCALL DELAY 

JB P3.0,SW1 

D0:CJNE R0,#00H,D1 

MOV P1,#3FH 

RET 

D1:CJNE R0,#01H,D2 

MOV P1,#06H RET 

D2:CJNE R0,#02H,D3 

MOV P1,#5BH 

RET 

D3:CJNE R0,#03H,D4 

MOV P1,#4H 

RET 

D4:CJNE R0,#04H,D5 

MOV P1,#66H RET 

D5:CJNE R0,#05H,D6 

MOV P1,#6DH 

RET 

D6:CJNE R0,#06H,D7 

MOV P1,#7DH 



 
 

 
 

RET 

D7:CJNE R0,#07H,D8 

MOV P1,#07H RET 

D8:CJNE R0,#08H,D9 

MOV P1,#7FH RET 

D9:CJNE R0,#09H,D10 

MOV P1,#6FH 

D10:RET 

;*************************DELAY***************

************** DELAY: MOV R7,#FFH 

DJNE R7,$ 

RET 

END;                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          



 
 

 
 

 

                                                             CHAPTER- 5 

 

CONCLUSION: 

                      In our project,  The target users of the project can be any one right from 

a common man to  any organization. Lets say if any one uses our project for 

Seminar Purpose then the track  record of the persons attending the seminar will 

give the exact idea about the number of candidate attending and leaving the 

seminar. 
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ABSTRAC
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Bharat   Electronics   Limited   (BEL)   was   established   at   Bangalore,   India,   by   

the Government of India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized 

electronic needs of the Indian defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a multi-

product, multi- technology,  multi-unit  company  serving  the  needs  of  customers  in  diverse  

fields  in  India  and abroad.   R&D  engineers   are  engaged   in  the  development  of   new   

products,  cutting  edge technology modules, subsystem, processes & components in the 

following major areas:- - Radars 

- Sonar’s & Naval Systems - Communications - Command Control Systems - Electronic 

Warfare Systems  &  Avionics  -  Tank  and  Opto-electronics  -  Broadcast,  Satcom  &  

Telecom  -  Other products & systems – Components. 
 

 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set 

up  new  units  at  different  location  across  the  country.  The  second  unit  of  BEL  was  set  

up  at Ghaziabad  in  1974  to  manufacture  radars  and  Tropo  communication  equipment  for  

the  Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter 

and image intensifier tubes. 
 

 



In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed 

in- house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space 

management multi  sensor  tracking,  situation  simulator  and  tactical  algorithm  for  air  

defence  applications battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal 

surveillance system. 
 

 

In  addition,  new  products  and  technologies  including  software  defined  radios,  

next generation  bulk  encryptor  and  high  data  tactical  radio  were  also  on  show.  Airborne  

products displayed  included  radar  finger  printing  system,  data  link,  digital  flight  control  

computer  and identification   friend   or   foe.   Also   on   display   were  the   complete   range   

of   optoelectronic equipment,  including  night  vision  devices,  digital  handheld  compass  

and  an  advanced  land navigation system. 
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History 
 

 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian  HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India"state-owned  HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace"aerospace  HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace"and defence company with about nine factories, 

and several regional offices in India. It is owned by the Indian Government  HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government"and primarily manufactures advanced 

electronic products for the  Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine  PSUs  under  the  

Ministry  of  Defence  of  India.   HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)"It  was  founded  in  1990  with  

the  aim  of conducting research, development and manufacture of  image intensifier  

HYPERLINK "https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier"tubes and associated high 

voltage power supply units for use in military, security and commercial systems. 

Starting  with  the  manufacture  of  a  few  communication  equipment  in  1956,  BEL  

started producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters  HYPERLINK "https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter"for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 

1967, BEL  began  manufacturing  transmitting  tubes,  silicon  devices  and  integrated  

circuits.  The  PCB manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter


In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid 

micro circuits. 

1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 1973, 

BEL 

began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 

1974 to manufacture radars  HYPERLINK "https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars"and Tropo 

communication equipment for the  HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force"Indian Air Force HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force". The third 

unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier 

tubes. 

In  1980,  the  first  overseas  office  of  BEL  was  set  up  in  New  York  for  the  

procurement  of components and materials. 

In  1981,  a  manufacturing  facility  for  magnesium  manganese  dioxide  batteries  was  set  

up  at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite 

programmes in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In  1983,  the  Andhra  Scientific  Company  (ASCO)  was  taken  over  by  BEL  converted  

it  to  its fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in 

Chennai for supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF,  HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory"Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at 

Panchkula the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In  1986,  BEL  set  up  three  units.  Its  seventh  unit  was  set  up  at  Kotdwara  to  

manufacture switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja 

(Navi Mumbai) and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater 

focus to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 

1988 to focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also 

the set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch 

of 75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s 

Delft of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of 

the foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory


The  second  Central  Research  Laboratory  was  established  at  Ghaziabad  in  1992.  

The  first disinvestment  (20%)  and  listing  of  the  company's  shares  in  the  Bangalore  and  

Mumbai  Stock Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed 

as also the  third  JVC  with  M/s  Multitone,  UK,  BEL  Multitone.  The  same  year,  the  US  

imposed  supply restrictions on BEL. 

In  1998,  BEL  set  up  its  second  overseas  office  at  Singapore  to  source  

components  from South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on 

BEL. The company was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the 

promised deliveries to customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganised its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units  

HYPERLINK "https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit"(SBUs). The R&D   

groups   in   Bangalore   were   also   restructured   into   Specific   Core   Groups   and   

Product Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock 

Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defence PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna 

Category I status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark 

(US$540 million). In 2005, BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL 

achieved a turnover of ₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

On  May  12,  2010,  Boeing  announced  that  it  received  the  Data  Link  II  

communications technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I  HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon"from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in 

April, one month ahead  of  schedule.  BEL  delivered  the  Indian-designed  communications  

system  that  will  enable exchange   of   tactical   data   and   messages   between   Indian   

Navy   aircraft,   ships   and   shore establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I 

final assembly. 

In  2011,  the  Indian  government-owned  Bharat  Electronic  Limited  (BEL)  

showcased    its entire  range  of  C4ISR  capabilities  including  network  centric  warfare  

technologies  developed  in- house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control 

system, air space management multi sensor  tracking,  situation  simulator  and  tactical  

algorithm  for  air  defence  applications;  battlefield management system and an all-weather 

24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

In   addition,   new   products   and   technologies   including   software   defined   

radios,   next generation  bulk  encryptor  and  high  data  tactical  radio  were  also  on  show.  

Airborne  products displayed  included  radar  finger  printing  system,  data  link,  digital  

flight  control  computer  and identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete 

range of optoelectronic equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass 

and an advanced land navigation system. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon


BEL  is  the  lead  integrator  of  Akash HYPERLINK 

"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)",  the  Indian-made  guided  missile  air  

defence  weapon system.  Another  major  system  is  weapon  locating  radar,  the  state-of-

the-art  passive,  phased  array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian 

defence forces. 

BEL Units and Products 
 

Table no:1.1 

 

S. No               BEL Unit                                      BEL Products 

 

1. Bangalore                                         Military communication, 

Radars, Navy, Solar 

Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana)                                       Military 

communication, 

Encryption 

products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand)                          Tele communication systems, 

Military 

communications 
 

4. Ghaziabad(UP)                           Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite 

communications. 

5.                                     Pune                                                X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6.                       Hyderabad, Telangana                                           Electronic systems 

 

7.                     Machilipatnam, Andhra 

Pradesh 

  

Electro Optics(night vision devices) 
 

 

8.                                  Mumbai                                                        Security systems 

 

9.                                  Kolkata                                            Solar Energy equipment system 
 

 

Product    Assurance 
 

Definition 
 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)


A  discipline  devoted  to  the  study,  planning  and  implementation  of  activities  

intended  to assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a 

satisfactory level of quality in a product. 

The  verification  by  a  management  function  that  customer  requirements  are  

satisfied  by ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the 

necessary resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient 

and effective. 

 

Product Assurance Testing 

Product  assurance  testing  is  conducted  in  order  to  evaluate  a  system  in  its  

operating environment.  Product  assurance  testing  is  primarily  used  to  find  the  faults  

that  are not  shown within the development or test environments. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Definition 

  

Chapter-2 
 

Night Vision Device 
 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device 

(NOD), is an optoelectronic  device  that  allows  images  to  be  produced  in  levels  of  

light  approaching  total darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both 

visible light and near-infrared, while  by  convention  detection  of  thermal  infrared  is  

denoted  thermal  imaging.  The  image produced  is  typically  monochrome,  e.g.  shades  

of  green.  NVDs  are  most  often  used  by  the military and law enforcement agencies, but 

are available to civilian users. The term usually refers to a complete unit, including an 

image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant housing, and some type of 

mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such as  a  sacrificial  lens,  

or  telescopic  lenses  or  mirrors.  An  NVD  may  have  an  IR  illuminator, making it an 

active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

 

Working of Night Vision Devices 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 
 

 

Working Principle of Image Intensifier 
Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures 

ambient light. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released 



electron from the cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and 

bounce off and generate more electron. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons 

collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide 

with atoms, creating a chain.  In image-intensifier tube, the  electrons  hit a screen. The 

energy  of the electrons release photons  and  create  green  image  on  the  screen.  The  

green  phosphor  image  is  viewed  through another lens. 

Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 
 

 

All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature. A lens focuses the 

infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing others. 

The focused light  is  scanned  and  creates  temperature  pattern.  The  pattern  created  is  

translated  into  electric impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display.  The  signal-processing  unit  sends  the  information  to  

the  is  play,  and  appears  as  various colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

 

Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still 

used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance 

and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillance. 

 

Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 
 

Fig 2.1:Classification of Night Vision Devices 
 

 

Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 
 



The  most  common  use  is  the  military,  and  the  quick  answer  would  be  that  

they  allow soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through 

the use of flash lights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness 

can use night vision devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve 

their view of the stars, to see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha 

filters or to see clusters in the sky in real time. The technology in night vision allows for far 

more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray. 

Chapter-3 
 

Case Study of Image Intensifier Tubes 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

 

Binocular Night Vision Devices 
 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices : 

•   Object Glass 

•   Focus 

•   Image intensifier tube 

•   Eye Piece and 

•   Eye Guard 
 

Image Intensifier Tube 
  
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Fig3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 
 

 

Night  vision  is  the  ability  to  see  in  low  light  conditions.  Whether  by  biological  

or technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. 

They are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

 

Image Intensification: 
 

This  magnifies  the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  

such  as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low 

light cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since 

the video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are 

usually integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are 

used independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The  image  intensifier  is  a  vacuum-tube  based  device  (photomultiplier  tube)  that  

can generating image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the 

sky) so that scene can be view real-time by the naked eye via visual output ,or as data for later 

analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image  screen  to  illuminate  with  a  picture  in  the  same  pattern  as  the  

light  that  strikes  the photocathode,  and  is  on  a  frequency  that  the  human  eye  can  see.  

This  is  much  like  a  CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the 

emitting. 

 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter 

than the  incoming  light,  and  this  effect  directly  relates  to  the  difference  in  passive  and  

active  night vision goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in 

ANVIS module, though many  other  models  and  sizes  are  available  at  the  market.  



Recently,  the  US  Navy  announced intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS 

for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 

 

Active illumination  couples imaging  intensification  technology  with  an  active 

source  of 

illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of 

such technologies include low light cameras. 

 

Active  infrared  night-vision  combines  infrared  illumination  of  spectral  range  700– 

1,000 nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to 

this light. The  resulting  scene,  which  is  apparently  dark  to  a  human  observer,  appears  as  

a  monochrome image  on  a  normal  display  device.  Because  active  infrared  night-vision  

systems  can  incorporate illuminators  that  produce  high  levels  of  infrared  light,  the  

resulting  images  are  typically  higher resolution than other night-vision technologies. 
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Case Study Of Thermal 

Imaging 
 

 
 

 

Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product: 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig 4.1.1: HHTI with LRF 
 

 

 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight 

with in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. 

This equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the 

target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof 

and withstand shocks. 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 
 

 
 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of 

it or to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas 

instruments, Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell  In recent times it is being used in firefighting, 

law enforcement, industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other 

industries. 

 

 

 

Thermal 

Imaging 
It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. 

Works in  environments  without  any  ambient  light  and  can  penetrate  obscurants  such  as  

smoke,  fog  and 

h

a



z

e

. 

Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the 

depth of  the  grey  indicates  variations  between  the  two.  Some  thermal  cameras,  however,  

add  color  to images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 

 

Working of thermal imaging 

 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by 

all of the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-

detectorelements. 

The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermo gram. 

 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the 

visible light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are 

invisible to the human eye. The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer 

Sir Frederick William Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light 

colors, he directed sunlight 

through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. 

He found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the 

spectrum. After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond 

the red portion of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he 

found that this region had  the  highest  temperature  of  all.  Infrared  radiation  lies  between  

the  visible  and  microwave portions  of  the  electromagnetic  spectrum.  The  primary  

source  of  infrared  radiation  is  heat  or thermal radiation. Any object that has a temperature 

above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius or 0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared 

region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, such as ice cubes, emit infrared 

radiation. 

 

The Thermal Imaging 

Camera: 

Infrared  energy  (A)  coming  from  an  object  is  focused  by  the  optics  (B)  onto  an  

infrared detector (C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image 

processing. The electronics translate the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that 

can be viewed in the viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

 

Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide 

range of applications for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, 



and missile guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and 

equipment to be used with efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, 

detector technology 

and  signal  processing  have  enabled  revolutionary  advancement  in  the  night  vision  

technology leading to the realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having 

capabilities twice that of second generation and four times that of first generation systems. 

DRDO  is  working  in  this  area  for  the  last  two  decades  and  has  developed  

various  TIs operating  in  3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave 

infrared (LWIR) spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal plane array 

(FPA) detectors for target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a 

part of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in hot humid 

environments and preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric 

transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in 

the battle field. either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire control system 

(EOFCS). 

MWIRTI  perform   better   in   hot   humid   environments   and   preferred   for   

long   range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs 

perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in 

standalone mode or as a part of electro- optical  fire  control  system  (EOFCS).  MWIRTI  

perform  better  in  hot  humid  environments  and preferred for long range applications 

because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and 

dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 

Principle of Operation and 

Types 

Infrared  energy  is  just  one  part  of  the  electromagnetic  spectrum,  which  

encompasses radiation  from  gamma  rays,  x-rays,  ultraviolet,  a  thin  region  of  visible  

light,  infrared,  terahertz waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and 

differentiated in the length of their wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of 

black body radiation as a function of their 

temper

atures. 

 

Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to 

the way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because 

ambient light level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled 

buildings and underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as 

glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire 

crystals must be used.  Germanium  lenses  are  also  quite  fragile,  so  often  have  a  hard  



coating  to  protect  against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one 

reason why thermo graphic cameras are more costly. 

T

y

p

es

: 
 

1. Cooled infra red detectors 

2.   Un Cooled infra red detectors 
 

 

Cooled infrared detectors 
Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and 

cryogenically cooled.  The  cooling  is  necessary  for  the  operation  of  the  semiconductor  

materials  used.  Typical operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room 

temperature, depending on the detector technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in 

the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type and performance level. 

Without  cooling,  these  sensors  (which  detect  and  convert  light  in  much  the  

same  way  as common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' 

or flooded by their own  radiation.  The  drawbacks  of  cooled  infrared  cameras  are  that  

they  are  expensive  both  to produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-

consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The 

most commonly  used  cooling  systems  are  rotary  Stirling  engine  cryo  coolers.  Although  

the  cooling apparatus  is  comparatively  bulky  and  expensive,  cooled  infrared  cameras  

provide  superior  image quality compared to un cooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-

number lenses,  making  high  performance  long  focal  length  lenses  both  smaller  and  

cheaper  for  cooled detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled 

at high pressure, nitrogen being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a 

micro-sized orifice and passed over a miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative 

cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For such systems the supply of pressurized gas is a 

logistical concern for field use. 
 

 

Materials  used  for  cooled  infrared   detection   include  photo  detectors  based   on   

a   wide range of narrow gap semiconductors including: 
 

 

1.             Indium anti 

monide 



2.             Indium 

Arsenide 

3.             Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4.             Lead sulfide 

Uncooled Infrared Detectors 

Uncooled  infrared  sensors  can  be  stabilized  to  an  operating  temperature  to  

reduce  image noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky,  

expensive cryogenic coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, 

their resolution and image quality  tend  to  be  lower  than  cooled  detectors.  This  is  due  to  

differences  in  their  fabrication processes, limited by currently available technology. 

Uncooled  detectors  are  mostly  based  on  pyroelectric  and  ferroelectric  materials  

or  micro bolometer  technology.  The  material  are  used  to  form  pixels  with  highly  

temperature-dependent properties, which are thermally insulated from the environment and 

read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor 

material the pixel  temperature  is  read  as  the  highly  temperature-dependent  polarization  

charge.  The  achieved NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 

70-80 mK. A possible sensor assembly  consists  of  barium  strontium  titanate  bump-bonded  

by  polyimide  thermally  insulated connection. 

Silicon  micro  bolometers  can  reach  NETD  down  to  20  mK.  They  consist  of  a  

layer amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on 

silicon nitride bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of 

the sensing element is measured. 
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White Images And Black 

Images 
 

 

 

A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette (also 
known as Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette displays 

warmer objects as black or dark rather than white or light shades. 

The light brown Thermal Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything 
covering the 

material  will  appear  hot, but  only  relative  to  the  Thermal  Bright.  The  material  is  most  

effective  with 

‘white hot’selected.Thiswill present a clearblack image to the imager. Though we offer both 

polarities, 



‘cold’targetswork bestand are visible atsignificantly greater 
rangesthan ‘hot’. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig5.1.1: White Hot 

Image 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.2: Black Hot 

Image 

Field of View: 
 

 

The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given 

moment. In case  of  optical  instruments  or  sensors   it   is   a  solid   angle   through   

which   a   detector   is sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. 
 

 



 
 

Fig5.1.3: Horizontal Field of View 

 

 

Fig 5.1.4: Vertical Field Of View 
 

 

 

 

Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera: 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig 5.2.1: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

Image  intensification:  Image  is  Thermal  imaging:  is  not  affected  by  

the Saturated  by  looking  directly  to  a  light  source  and  produces  a  

clear  image. Light source. 

 

 



Image  Intensification:  suspects  Thermal  imaging  suspect  hiding  in  Hiding  in  

bushes  is practically  bushes  is  clearly  visible  since  thermal  Invisible  contrast  is  

practically  impossible  to mask at a light source. 

 
 

 

Applications 

1.Military and Police 

  

Chapter-6 
 

One   of   the   most   common   users    of    a thermal    imager   is    a law  

enforcement or military   professional.   They   need   to   be   able    to    see potential threats 

without being detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging 

technology is tough enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and 

soldiers now employ thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal 

Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations 

is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far 

more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to 

tell if he's a friend or a foe. 
 

2. Surveillance 
 

Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and 

fog also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 
 

3.Energy Audits 
 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a 

year on heating and cooling bills. 

4.Security And Law Enforcement 
With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person 

present at there. Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. Thermal imaging 
cameras can also used in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to search up to 1,500 feet 

in any direction. 
 

Product Assurance Test 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 



 

 

•   Climate Test 
 

a)   High temperature and Low 

temperature test b)   Heat and Cold 

Chamber Test 

c)   Rain and Dust Chamber Test 

 

•   Durable Test 
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a)   Vibration 

Test b)   

Bump test 

•   Functional Test 
 

a)   Resolution 

Test b)   Field 

Of View 

 

 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 
 

Temperature  and  humidity  test  chambers  are  ranging  in  size  from  50Ltier  to  

3000Liter, including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature 

test chamber, high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with 

humidity chambers. 
 

 

Our  temperature  and  humidity  Test  chambers  are  available  in  a  variety  of  sizes  

and configurations,  including  bench  top  /  vertical/  walk  in  constant  temperature  

humidity  chambers. Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig6.2.1:Heat and cool chamber test 
 

Vibration Test Chamber: 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig6.2.2: Vibration Test Chamber 
 

 

 

 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration 

during operation, accident, and natural catastrophies. 

Conclusion 
 

The original  purpose  of  night  vision  was  to  locate  enemy  targets  at  night.  It  is  

still  used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance 

and targeting. Police   and   security   often   use   both   thermal-imaging   and   image-

enhancement   technology, particularly for surveillance. 
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ABSTRAC
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Bharat   Electronics   Limited   (BEL)   was   established   at   Bangalore,   India,   by   

the Government of India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized 

electronic needs of the Indian defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a multi-

product, multi- technology,  multi-unit  company  serving  the  needs  of  customers  in  diverse  

fields  in  India  and abroad.   R&D  engineers   are  engaged   in  the  development  of   new   

products,  cutting  edge technology modules, subsystem, processes & components in the 

following major areas:- - Radars 

- Sonar’s & Naval Systems - Communications - Command Control Systems - Electronic 

Warfare Systems  &  Avionics  -  Tank  and  Opto-electronics  -  Broadcast,  Satcom  &  

Telecom  -  Other products & systems – Components. 
 

 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set 

up  new  units  at  different  location  across  the  country.  The  second  unit  of  BEL  was  set  

up  at Ghaziabad  in  1974  to  manufacture  radars  and  Tropo  communication  equipment  for  

the  Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter 

and image intensifier tubes. 
 



 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed 

in- house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space 

management multi  sensor  tracking,  situation  simulator  and  tactical  algorithm  for  air  

defence  applications battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal 

surveillance system. 
 

 

In  addition,  new  products  and  technologies  including  software  defined  radios,  

next generation  bulk  encryptor  and  high  data  tactical  radio  were  also  on  show.  Airborne  

products displayed  included  radar  finger  printing  system,  data  link,  digital  flight  control  

computer  and identification   friend   or   foe.   Also   on   display   were  the   complete   range   

of   optoelectronic equipment,  including  night  vision  devices,  digital  handheld  compass  

and  an  advanced  land navigation system. 
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In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 

1967, BEL  began  manufacturing  transmitting  tubes,  silicon  devices  and  integrated  

circuits.  The  PCB manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid 

micro circuits. 

1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 1973, 

BEL 

began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 
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unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier 

tubes. 

In  1980,  the  first  overseas  office  of  BEL  was  set  up  in  New  York  for  the  

procurement  of components and materials. 

In  1981,  a  manufacturing  facility  for  magnesium  manganese  dioxide  batteries  was  set  

up  at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite 

programmes in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In  1983,  the  Andhra  Scientific  Company  (ASCO)  was  taken  over  by  BEL  converted  

it  to  its fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in 
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"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory"Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at 

Panchkula the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In  1986,  BEL  set  up  three  units.  Its  seventh  unit  was  set  up  at  Kotdwara  to  

manufacture switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja 

(Navi Mumbai) and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater 

focus to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 

1988 to focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also 

the set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch 

of 75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s 

Delft of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of 

the foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The  second  Central  Research  Laboratory  was  established  at  Ghaziabad  in  1992.  

The  first disinvestment  (20%)  and  listing  of  the  company's  shares  in  the  Bangalore  and  

Mumbai  Stock Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed 

as also the  third  JVC  with  M/s  Multitone,  UK,  BEL  Multitone.  The  same  year,  the  US  

imposed  supply restrictions on BEL. 

In  1998,  BEL  set  up  its  second  overseas  office  at  Singapore  to  source  

components  from South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on 

BEL. The company was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the 

promised deliveries to customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganised its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units  
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"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit"(SBUs). The R&D   groups   in   

Bangalore   were   also   restructured   into   Specific   Core   Groups   and   Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defence PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna 

Category I status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark 

(US$540 million). In 2005, BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL 

achieved a turnover of ₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

On  May  12,  2010,  Boeing  announced  that  it  received  the  Data  Link  II  

communications technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I  HYPERLINK 
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"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon"from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in 

April, one month ahead  of  schedule.  BEL  delivered  the  Indian-designed  communications  

system  that  will  enable exchange   of   tactical   data   and   messages   between   Indian   

Navy   aircraft,   ships   and   shore establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I 

final assembly. 

In  2011,  the  Indian  government-owned  Bharat  Electronic  Limited  (BEL)  

showcased    its entire  range  of  C4ISR  capabilities  including  network  centric  warfare  

technologies  developed  in- house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control 

system, air space management multi sensor  tracking,  situation  simulator  and  tactical  

algorithm  for  air  defence  applications;  battlefield management system and an all-weather 

24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

In   addition,   new   products   and   technologies   including   software   defined   

radios,   next generation  bulk  encryptor  and  high  data  tactical  radio  were  also  on  show.  

Airborne  products displayed  included  radar  finger  printing  system,  data  link,  digital  

flight  control  computer  and identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete 
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range of optoelectronic equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass 

and an advanced land navigation system. 

BEL  is  the  lead  integrator  of  Akash HYPERLINK 
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"https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)",  the  Indian-made  guided  missile  air  

defence  weapon system.  Another  major  system  is  weapon  locating  radar,  the  state-of-

the-art  passive,  phased  array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian 

defence forces. 

BEL Units and Products 
 

Table no:1.1 

 

S. No               BEL Unit                                      BEL Products 

 

1. Bangalore                                         Military communication, 

Radars, Navy, Solar 

Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana)                                       Military 

communication, 

Encryption 

products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand)                          Tele communication systems, 

Military 

communications 
 

4. Ghaziabad(UP)                           Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite 

communications. 

5.                                     Pune                                                X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 
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Optics 

6.                       Hyderabad, Telangana                                           Electronic systems 

 

7.                     Machilipatnam, Andhra 

Pradesh 

  

Electro Optics(night vision devices) 
 

 

8.                                  Mumbai                                                        Security systems 

 

9.                                  Kolkata                                            Solar Energy equipment system 
 

 

Product    Assurance 
 

Definition 
 

A  discipline  devoted  to  the  study,  planning  and  implementation  of  activities  

intended  to assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a 

satisfactory level of quality in a product. 

The  verification  by  a  management  function  that  customer  requirements  are  

satisfied  by ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the 

necessary resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient 

and effective. 

 

Product Assurance Testing 

Product  assurance  testing  is  conducted  in  order  to  evaluate  a  system  in  its  

operating environment.  Product  assurance  testing  is  primarily  used  to  find  the  faults  

that  are not  shown within the development or test environments. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Definition 

  

Chapter-2 
 

Night Vision Device 
 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device 

(NOD), is an optoelectronic  device  that  allows  images  to  be  produced  in  levels  of  

light  approaching  total darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both 



visible light and near-infrared, while  by  convention  detection  of  thermal  infrared  is  

denoted  thermal  imaging.  The  image produced  is  typically  monochrome,  e.g.  shades  

of  green.  NVDs  are  most  often  used  by  the military and law enforcement agencies, but 

are available to civilian users. The term usually refers to a complete unit, including an 

image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant housing, and some type of 

mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such as  a  sacrificial  lens,  

or  telescopic  lenses  or  mirrors.  An  NVD  may  have  an  IR  illuminator, making it an 

active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

 

Working of Night Vision Devices 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 
 

 

Working Principle of Image Intensifier 
Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures 

ambient light. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released 

electron from the cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and 

bounce off and generate more electron. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons 

collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide 

with atoms, creating a chain.  In image-intensifier tube, the  electrons  hit a screen. The 

energy  of the electrons release photons  and  create  green  image  on  the  screen.  The  

green  phosphor  image  is  viewed  through another lens. 

Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 
 

 

All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature. A lens focuses the 

infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing others. 

The focused light  is  scanned  and  creates  temperature  pattern.  The  pattern  created  is  

translated  into  electric impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display.  The  signal-processing  unit  sends  the  information  to  

the  is  play,  and  appears  as  various colors. The images are black and white in nature. 

 

Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still 

used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance 

and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillance. 

 

Classification of Night Vision Devices 



 

 

Fig 2.1:Classification of Night Vision Devices 
 

 

Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 
 

The  most  common  use  is  the  military,  and  the  quick  answer  would  be  that  

they  allow soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through 

the use of flash lights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness 

can use night vision devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve 

their view of the stars, to see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha 

filters or to see clusters in the sky in real time. The technology in night vision allows for far 

more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray. 

Chapter-3 
 

Case Study of Image Intensifier Tubes 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Fig 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

 

Binocular Night Vision Devices 
 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices : 

•   Object Glass 

•   Focus 

•   Image intensifier tube 

•   Eye Piece and 

•   Eye Guard 
 

Image Intensifier Tube 
  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 
 

 

Night  vision  is  the  ability  to  see  in  low  light  conditions.  Whether  by  biological  

or technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. 

They are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

 

Image Intensification: 
 

This  magnifies  the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  

such  as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low 

light cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since 

the video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are 



usually integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are 

used independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The  image  intensifier  is  a  vacuum-tube  based  device  (photomultiplier  tube)  that  

can generating image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the 

sky) so that scene can be view real-time by the naked eye via visual output ,or as data for later 

analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image  screen  to  illuminate  with  a  picture  in  the  same  pattern  as  the  

light  that  strikes  the photocathode,  and  is  on  a  frequency  that  the  human  eye  can  see.  

This  is  much  like  a  CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the 

emitting. 

 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter 

than the  incoming  light,  and  this  effect  directly  relates  to  the  difference  in  passive  and  

active  night vision goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in 

ANVIS module, though many  other  models  and  sizes  are  available  at  the  market.  

Recently,  the  US  Navy  announced intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS 

for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 

 

Active illumination  couples imaging  intensification  technology  with  an  active 

source  of 

illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of 

such technologies include low light cameras. 

 

Active  infrared  night-vision  combines  infrared  illumination  of  spectral  range  700– 

1,000 nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to 

this light. The  resulting  scene,  which  is  apparently  dark  to  a  human  observer,  appears  as  

a  monochrome image  on  a  normal  display  device.  Because  active  infrared  night-vision  

systems  can  incorporate illuminators  that  produce  high  levels  of  infrared  light,  the  

resulting  images  are  typically  higher resolution than other night-vision technologies. 

Chapte

r-4 

Case Study Of Thermal 

Imaging 
 

 

 

 

Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product: 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1.1: HHTI with LRF 
 

 

 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight 

with in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. 

This equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the 

target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof 

and withstand shocks. 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera 
 

 



 

 

Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of 

it or to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas 

instruments, Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell  In recent times it is being used in firefighting, 

law enforcement, industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other 

industries. 

 

 

 

Thermal 

Imaging 
It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. 

Works in  environments  without  any  ambient  light  and  can  penetrate  obscurants  such  as  

smoke,  fog  and 

h

a

z

e

. 

Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the 

depth of  the  grey  indicates  variations  between  the  two.  Some  thermal  cameras,  however,  

add  color  to images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 

 

Working of thermal imaging 

 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by 

all of the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-

detectorelements. 

The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermo gram. 

 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the 

visible light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are 

invisible to the human eye. The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer 

Sir Frederick William Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light 

colors, he directed sunlight 

through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. 

He found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the 

spectrum. After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond 

the red portion of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he 



found that this region had  the  highest  temperature  of  all.  Infrared  radiation  lies  between  

the  visible  and  microwave portions  of  the  electromagnetic  spectrum.  The  primary  

source  of  infrared  radiation  is  heat  or thermal radiation. Any object that has a temperature 

above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius or 0 Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared 

region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, such as ice cubes, emit infrared 

radiation. 

 

The Thermal Imaging 

Camera: 

Infrared  energy  (A)  coming  from  an  object  is  focused  by  the  optics  (B)  onto  an  

infrared detector (C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image 

processing. The electronics translate the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that 

can be viewed in the viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

 

Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide 

range of applications for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, 

and missile guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and 

equipment to be used with efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, 

detector technology 

and  signal  processing  have  enabled  revolutionary  advancement  in  the  night  vision  

technology leading to the realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having 

capabilities twice that of second generation and four times that of first generation systems. 

DRDO  is  working  in  this  area  for  the  last  two  decades  and  has  developed  

various  TIs operating  in  3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long 

wave infrared (LWIR) spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal 

plane array (FPA) detectors for target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone 

mode or as a part of electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in 

hot humid environments and preferred for long range applications because of better 

atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and dusty environment 

prevailing in the battle field. either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). 

MWIRTI  perform   better   in   hot   humid   environments   and   preferred   for   

long   range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs 

perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in 

standalone mode or as a part of electro- optical  fire  control  system  (EOFCS).  MWIRTI  

perform  better  in  hot  humid  environments  and preferred for long range applications 

because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke and 

dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 



Principle of Operation and 

Types 

Infrared  energy  is  just  one  part  of  the  electromagnetic  spectrum,  which  

encompasses radiation  from  gamma  rays,  x-rays,  ultraviolet,  a  thin  region  of  visible  

light,  infrared,  terahertz waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and 

differentiated in the length of their wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of 

black body radiation as a function of their 

temper

atures. 

 

Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is 

emitted as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to 

the way an ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because 

ambient light level does not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled 

buildings and underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as 

glass blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire 

crystals must be used.  Germanium  lenses  are  also  quite  fragile,  so  often  have  a  hard  

coating  to  protect  against accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one 

reason why thermo graphic cameras are more costly. 

T

y

p

es

: 
 

1. Cooled infra red detectors 

2.   Un Cooled infra red detectors 
 

 

Cooled infrared detectors 
Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and 

cryogenically cooled.  The  cooling  is  necessary  for  the  operation  of  the  semiconductor  

materials  used.  Typical operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room 

temperature, depending on the detector technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in 

the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type and performance level. 

Without  cooling,  these  sensors  (which  detect  and  convert  light  in  much  the  

same  way  as common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' 

or flooded by their own  radiation.  The  drawbacks  of  cooled  infrared  cameras  are  that  

they  are  expensive  both  to produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-

consuming. 



The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The 

most commonly  used  cooling  systems  are  rotary  Stirling  engine  cryo  coolers.  Although  

the  cooling apparatus  is  comparatively  bulky  and  expensive,  cooled  infrared  cameras  

provide  superior  image quality compared to un cooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-

number lenses,  making  high  performance  long  focal  length  lenses  both  smaller  and  

cheaper  for  cooled detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled 

at high pressure, nitrogen being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a 

micro-sized orifice and passed over a miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative 

cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For such systems the supply of pressurized gas is a 

logistical concern for field use. 
 

 

Materials  used  for  cooled  infrared   detection   include  photo  detectors  based   on   

a   wide range of narrow gap semiconductors including: 
 

 

1.             Indium anti 

monide 

2.             Indium 

Arsenide 

3.             Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4.             Lead sulfide 

Uncooled Infrared Detectors 

Uncooled  infrared  sensors  can  be  stabilized  to  an  operating  temperature  to  

reduce  image noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky,  

expensive cryogenic coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, 

their resolution and image quality  tend  to  be  lower  than  cooled  detectors.  This  is  due  to  

differences  in  their  fabrication processes, limited by currently available technology. 

Uncooled  detectors  are  mostly  based  on  pyroelectric  and  ferroelectric  materials  

or  micro bolometer  technology.  The  material  are  used  to  form  pixels  with  highly  

temperature-dependent properties, which are thermally insulated from the environment and 

read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor 

material the pixel  temperature  is  read  as  the  highly  temperature-dependent  polarization  

charge.  The  achieved NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 

70-80 mK. A possible sensor assembly  consists  of  barium  strontium  titanate  bump-bonded  

by  polyimide  thermally  insulated connection. 

Silicon  micro  bolometers  can  reach  NETD  down  to  20  mK.  They  consist  of  a  

layer amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on 

silicon nitride bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of 

the sensing element is measured. 
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White Images And Black 

Images 
 

 

 

A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera 

Palette (also known as Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot 

palette displays warmer objects as black or dark rather than white or light shades. 

The light brown Thermal Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. 

Anything covering the 

material  will  appear  hot, but  only  relative  to  the  Thermal  Bright.  The  material  is  most  

effective  with 

‘white hot’selected.Thiswill present a clearblack image to the imager. Though we offer 

both polarities, 

‘cold’targetswork bestand are visible atsignificantly greater 

rangesthan ‘hot’. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.1: White Hot 

Image 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig5.1.2: Black Hot 

Image 

Field of View: 
 

 

The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given 

moment. In case  of  optical  instruments  or  sensors   it   is   a  solid   angle   through   

which   a   detector   is sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. 
 

 

 
 

Fig5.1.3: Horizontal Field of View 

 

 

Fig 5.1.4: Vertical Field Of View 
 

 

 

 

Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera: 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig 5.2.1: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 

Image  intensification:  Image  is  Thermal  imaging:  is  not  affected  by  

the Saturated  by  looking  directly  to  a  light  source  and  produces  a  

clear  image. Light source. 

 

 

Image  Intensification:  suspects  Thermal  imaging  suspect  hiding  in  Hiding  in  

bushes  is practically  bushes  is  clearly  visible  since  thermal  Invisible  contrast  is  

practically  impossible  to mask at a light source. 

 

 

 

Applications 

1.Military and Police 

  

Chapter-6 
 

One   of   the   most   common   users    of    a thermal    imager   is    a law  

enforcement or military   professional.   They   need   to   be   able    to    see potential threats 

without being detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging 

technology is tough enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and 

soldiers now employ thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal 

Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations 

is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far 

more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to 

tell if he's a friend or a foe. 
 

2. Surveillance 
 



Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and 

fog also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 
 

3.Energy Audits 
 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a 

year on heating and cooling bills. 

4.Security And Law Enforcement 
With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person 

present at there. Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. Thermal imaging 

cameras can also used in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to search up to 1,500 feet 

in any direction. 
 

Product Assurance Test 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 
 

 

•   Climate Test 
 

a)   High temperature and Low 

temperature test b)   Heat and Cold 

Chamber Test 

c)   Rain and Dust Chamber Test 

 

•   Durable Test 
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a)   Vibration 

Test b)   

Bump test 

•   Functional Test 
 



a)   Resolution 

Test b)   Field 

Of View 

 

 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 
 

Temperature  and  humidity  test  chambers  are  ranging  in  size  from  50Ltier  to  

3000Liter, including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature 

test chamber, high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with 

humidity chambers. 
 

 

Our  temperature  and  humidity  Test  chambers  are  available  in  a  variety  of  sizes  

and configurations,  including  bench  top  /  vertical/  walk  in  constant  temperature  

humidity  chambers. Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig6.2.1:Heat and cool chamber test 
 

Vibration Test Chamber: 
 

 

 



 
 

Fig6.2.2: Vibration Test Chamber 
 

 

 

 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration 

during operation, accident, and natural catastrophies. 

Conclusion 
 

The original  purpose  of  night  vision  was  to  locate  enemy  targets  at  night.  It  is  

still  used extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance 

and targeting. Police   and   security   often   use   both   thermal-imaging   and   image-

enhancement   technology, particularly for surveillance. 
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ABSTRACT

BSNListheoneofthelargesttelecom SectorinIndiaheadquartedinNewDelhi

on15September2000.ItprovidesFixedlineTelephone,Mobilephone,Broadband,

InternetTelevisionandIPTVservices.itisoneoftheleadingcompanywithagross

Revenueof33thousandcrores.

Itisnotviabletoexpandtelecom networkinIndiasubstantiallyattheprevalent

levelofper-lineinvestment.However,systemsbased onnew technologies,many

developedinIndia,promisetomorethehalftheinvestmentrequired.

BSNListheoldestcommunicationServiceproviderandhasacustomerbaseof

93.29 million(ofJune 2015).Apartfrom the above service BSNL also provides

opportunityforstudentstoundergoindustrialtraining.Thistrainingincludesvarious

sectorslikeIP addressing,BroadbandServices,Switching,GSM modelandvarious

InfrastructuresthatwillbeusedinIndustries.
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CHAPTER-1

COMPANYPROFILE

AboutCompany:
BharatSancharNigam Limited(abbreviatedBSNL)isanIndianstate-
ownedtelecommunicationscompanyheadquarteredinNew Delhi,India.Itwasincorporated
on15September2000.Ittookoverthebusinessofprovidingoftelecom servicesand
networkmanagementfrom theerstwhileCentralGovernmentDepartmentsofTelecom
Services(DTS)andTelecom Operations(DTO),witheffectfrom 1October2000ongoing
concernbasis.Itisthelargestprovideroffixedtelephonyandfourthlargestmobiletelephony
providerinIndia,andisalsoaproviderofbroadbandservices.However,inrecentyearsthe
company'srevenueandmarketshareplungedintoheavylossesduetointensecompetition
intheIndiantelecommunicationssector.[2][3]

BSNLisIndia'soldestandlargestcommunicationserviceprovider(CSP).Ithadacustomer
baseof117millionasofJan2014.[4]IthasfootprintsthroughoutIndiaexceptforthe
metropolitancitiesofMumbaiandNew Delhi,whicharemanagedbyMahanagarTelephone
Nigam(MTNL).

ServicesProvidedByBSNL

BSNLprovidesalmosteverytelecom serviceinIndia.Followingarethemaintelecom

servicesprovidedbyBSNL:

• OpticalInfrastructureandDWDM :BSNLownsthebiggestOFCnetworkinIndia.Also

theDWDM networkisoneofthebiggestintheworld.TheDWDM equipments

purchasedinopentenderatBSNLaremainlyofUnitedTelecomsLimited(UTL))

make,which was declared lowest costin competitive bidding.Rest DWDM

equipmentsarefrom Huawei.TheSDHequipmentsaremainlyfrom TejasNetworks,

Huawei,ZTE,ECI,UTSTARetc.

• MarketShare:Asof30November2013,BSNLhad12.9%marketshareinIndiaand

standsas5thTelecom OperatorinIndiaand67%marketshareinADSLServices.

• ManagedNetworkServices:BSNLisprovidingcompleteTelecom ServicesSolution

totheEnterpriseCustomersi.e.MPLSConnectivity,PointtoPointLeasedLinesand

InternetLeasedLines.

• UniversalTelecom Services:Fixedwirelineservicesandlandlineinlocalloop(WLL)

usingCDMATechnologycalledbfoneandTarangrespectively.Asof30June2010,

BSNLhad75%marketshareoffixedlines.
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• CellularMobile Telephone Services:BSNL is majorproviderofCellularMobile

TelephoneservicesusingGSM platform underthebrandnameCellone&Excel(BSNL

Mobile).Asof30June2010BSNLhas13.50% shareofmobiletelephonyinthe

country.[5]Ithas95.54millioncustomersusingBSNLmobile.

• WLL-CDMATelephoneServices:BSNL'sWLL(WirelessinLocalLoop)serviceisa

servicegivingbothfixedlinetelephony&Mobiletelephony.

• Internet:BSNL providesInternetaccessservices through dial-up connection (as

Sancharnetthrough2009)asPrepaid,NetOneasPostpaidandADSLbroadbandas

BSNLBroadbandBSNLheld55.76% ofthemarketsharewithreportedsubscriber

baseof9.19millionInternetsubscriberswith7.79% ofgrowthattheendofMarch

2010Top12Dial-upServiceproviders,basedonthesubscriberbase,ItAlsoProvides

OnlineGamesviaitsGamesonDemand(GOD)

• Intelligent Network (IN): BSNL offers value-added services, such as Free

Phone[9]Service(FPH),IndiaTelephoneCard(Prepaidcard),AccountCardCalling

(ACC),VirtualPrivate Network (VPN),Tele-voting,Premium Rae Service (PRM),

UniversalAccessNumber(UAN).

• 3G:BSNLoffersthe'3G'orthe'3rdGeneration'serviceswhichincludesfacilitieslike

videocalling,mobilebroadband,liveTV,3G Videoportal,streamingserviceslike

onlinefulllengthmoviesandvideoondemandetc.

• IPTV:BSNL also offers the 'InternetProtocolTelevision'facility which enables

customerstowatchtelevisionthroughinternet.

• FTTH:FibreToTheHomefacilitythatoffersahigherbandwidthfordatatransfer.

Thisideawasproposedonpost-December2009

• Helpdesk:BSNL'sHelpdesk(Helpdesk)providehelpdesksupporttotheircustomers

fortheirservices.

• VVoIP:BSNL,along with SaiInfosystem -an Information and Communication

Technologies(ICTs)provider-haslaunchedVoiceandVideoOverInternetProtocol

(VVoIP).Thiswillallowtomakeaudioaswellasvideocallstoanylandline,mobile,or

IPphoneanywhereintheworld,providedthattherequisitevideophoneequipmentis

availableatbothends.[10]
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• WiMax:BSNL has introduced India's first4th Generation High-Speed Wireless

BroadbandAccessTechnologywiththeminimum speedof256kbit/s.Thefocusof

thisservice ismainlyruralcustomerwhere the wired broadband facilityisnot

available.

CHAPTER-2
INTRODUCTIONTOBASICCONCEPTS

Definition

Globalsystem formobilecommunication(GSM)isagloballyacceptedstandardfor
digitalcellularcommunication.GSM isthenameofastandardizationgroupestablished
in1982tocreateacommonEuropeanmobiletelephonestandardthatwouldformulate
specificationsforapan-Europeanmobilecellularradiosystem operatingat900MHz.It
isestimatedthatmanycountriesoutsideofEuropewilljointheGSM partnership.

TheEvolutionofMobileTelephoneSystems
Cellularis one ofthe fastestgrowing and mostdemanding telecommunications
applications.Today,itrepresents a continuouslyincreasing percentage ofallnew
telephonesubscriptionsaroundtheworld.Currentlytherearemorethan45million
cellularsubscribersworldwide,andnearly50percentofthosesubscribersarelocatedin
theUnitedStates.Itisforecastedthatcellularsystemsusingadigitaltechnologywill
becometheuniversalmethodoftelecommunications.Bytheyear2015,forecasters
predictthattherewillbemorethan200millioncellularsubscribersworldwide.Ithas
evenbeenestimatedthatsomecountriesmayhavemoremobilephonesthanfixed
phonesbytheyear2000(seeFigure1).
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Figure1.CellularSubscriberGrowthWorldwide

Theconceptofcellularserviceistheuseoflow-powertransmitterswherefrequencies
canbereusedwithinageographicarea.Theideaofcell-basedmobileradioservicewas
formulatedintheUnitedStatesatBellLabsintheearly1970s.However,theNordic
countrieswerethefirstto introducecellularservicesforcommercialusewiththe
introductionoftheNordicMobileTelephone(NMT)in1981.Cellularsystemsbeganin
theUnitedStateswiththereleaseoftheadvancedmobilephoneservice(AMPS)system
in1983.TheAMPSstandardwasadoptedbyAsia,LatinAmerica,andOceaniccountries,
creatingthelargestpotentialmarketintheworldforcellular.Intheearly1980s,most
mobiletelephonesystemswereanalogratherthandigital,liketoday'snewersystems.
Onechallengefacinganalogsystemswastheinabilitytohandlethegrowingcapacity
needsinacost-efficientmanner.Asaresult,digitaltechnologywaswelcomed.The
advantagesofdigitalsystemsoveranalogsystemsincludeeaseofsignaling,lower
levelsof

interference,integrationoftransmissionandswitching,andincreasedabilitytomeet
capacitydemands.

GSM

Throughouttheevolutionofcellulartelecommunications,varioussystemshavebeen
developedwithoutthebenefitofstandardizedspecifications.Thispresentedmany
problemsdirectlyrelatedtocompatibility,especiallywiththedevelopmentofdigital
radiotechnology.TheGSM standardisintendedtoaddresstheseproblems.From
1982to1985discussionswereheldtodecidebetweenbuildingananalogordigital
system.Aftermultiplefieldtests,adigitalsystem wasadoptedforGSM.Thenext
taskwasto decidebetweenanarrow orbroadband solution.InMay1987,the
narrowbandtimedivisionmultipleaccess(TDMA)solutionwaschosen.

TheGSM Network

GSM providesrecommendations,notrequirements.TheGSM specificationsdefine
thefunctionsandinterfacerequirementsindetailbutdonotaddressthehardware.
Thereasonforthisistolimitthedesignersaslittleaspossiblebutstilltomakeit
possiblefortheoperatorsto buyequipmentfrom differentsuppliers.TheGSM
networkisdividedintothreemajorsystems:theswitchingsystem (SS),thebase
stationsystem (BSS),andtheoperationandsupportsystem (OSS).ThebasicGSM
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networkelementsareshowninFigure2
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Figure2.GSM NetworkElements
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TheSwitchingSystem

The switching system (SS)is responsible forperforming callprocessing and
subscriber-relatedfunctions.Theswitchingsystem includesthefollowingfunctional
units:

 Homelocationregister(HLR)—TheHLR isadatabaseusedforstorageand
managementofsubscriptions.The HLR is considered the mostimportant
database,asitstorespermanentdataaboutsubscribers,includingasubscriber's
serviceprofile,locationinformation,andactivitystatus.Whenanindividualbuysa
subscriptionfrom oneofthePCSoperators,heorsheisregisteredintheHLRof
thatoperator.

• Mobileservicesswitchingcenter(MSC)—TheMSC performsthetelephony

switchingfunctionsofthesystem.Itcontrolscallstoandfrom othertelephone

anddatasystems.Italsoperformssuchfunctionsastollticketing,network

interfacing,commonchannelsignaling,andothers.

• Visitorlocationregister(VLR)—TheVLRisadatabasethatcontainstemporary

informationaboutsubscribersthatisneededbytheMSCinordertoservice

visitingsubscribers.TheVLRisalwaysintegratedwiththeMSC.Whenamobile

stationroamsintoanewMSCarea,theVLRconnectedtothatMSCwillrequest

dataaboutthemobilestationfrom theHLR.Later,ifthemobilestationmakes

acall,theVLRwillhavetheinformationneededforcallsetupwithouthavingto

interrogatetheHLReachtime.

• Authenticationcenter(AUC)—A unitcalledtheAUC providesauthentication

and encryption parameters thatverifythe user's identityand ensure the

confidentialityofeachcall.TheAUCprotectsnetworkoperatorsfrom different

typesoffraudfoundintoday'scellularworld.

• Equipmentidentity register(EIR)—The EIR is a database thatcontains

informationabouttheidentityofmobileequipmentthatpreventscallsfrom

stolen,unauthorized,ordefective mobile stations.The AUC and EIR are

implementedasstand-alonenodesorasacombinedAUC/EIRnode.

TheBaseStationSystem (BSS)

Allradio-relatedfunctionsareperformedintheBSS,whichconsistsofbasestation
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controllers(BSCs)andthebasetransceiverstations(BTSs).
• BSC—TheBSCprovidesallthecontrolfunctionsandphysicallinksbetweenthe

MSC andBTS.Itisahigh-capacityswitchthatprovidesfunctionssuchas

handover,cellconfigurationdata,andcontrolofradiofrequency(RF)power

levelsinbasetransceiverstations.AnumberofBSCsareservedbyanMSC.

• BTS—TheBTShandlestheradiointerfacetothemobilestation.TheBTSisthe

radioequipment(transceiversandantennas)neededtoserviceeachcellinthe

network.AgroupofBTSsarecontrolledbyaBSC.

TheOperationandSupportSystem

Theoperationsandmaintenancecenter(OMC)isconnectedtoallequipmentinthe
switchingsystem andtotheBSC.TheimplementationofOMCiscalledtheoperation
andsupportsystem (OSS).TheOSSisthefunctionalentityfrom whichthenetwork
operatormonitorsandcontrolsthesystem.ThepurposeofOSS istoofferthe
customercost-effectivesupportforcentralized,regional,andlocaloperationaland
maintenanceactivitiesthatarerequiredforaGSM network.Animportantfunctionof
OSS istoprovideanetworkoverview andsupportthemaintenanceactivitiesof
differentoperationandmaintenanceorganizations.

AdditionalFunctionalElements

OtherfunctionalelementsshowninFigure2areasfollows:

• Messagecenter(MXE)—TheMXEisanodethatprovidesintegratedvoice,fax,

anddatamessaging.Specifically,theMXEhandlesshortmessageservice,cell

broadcast,voicemail,faxmail,email,andnotification.

• Mobileservicenode(MSN)—TheMSN isthenodethathandlesthemobile

intelligentnetwork(IN)services.

• Gatewaymobileservicesswitchingcenter(GMSC)—Agatewayisanodeused

tointerconnecttwonetworks.ThegatewayisoftenimplementedinanMSC.

TheMSCisthenreferredtoastheGMSC.

• GSM interworking unit(GIWU)—TheGIWU consistsofboth hardwareand

software that provides an interface to various networks for data

communications.ThroughtheGIWU,userscanalternatebetweenspeechand

dataduringthesamecall.TheGIWUhardwareequipmentisphysicallylocated

attheMSC/VLR.

GSM NetworkAreas
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TheGSM networkismadeupofgeographicareas.AsshowninFigure3,theseareas
includecells,locationareas(LAs),MSC/VLRserviceareas,andpubliclandmobile
network(PLMN)areas.

Figure3.NetworkAreas

Thecellistheareagivenradiocoveragebyonebasetransceiverstation.TheGSM
networkidentifieseachcellviathecellglobalidentity(CGI)numberassignedtoeach
cell.Thelocationareaisagroupofcells.Itistheareainwhichthesubscriberis
paged.EachLAisservedbyoneormorebasestationcontrollers,yetonlybyasingle
MSC(seeFigure4).EachLAisassignedalocationareaidentity(LAI)number.

AnMSC/VLRservicearearepresentsthepartoftheGSM networkthatiscoveredby
oneMSCandwhichisreachable,asitisregisteredintheVLRoftheMSC(seeFigure
5).
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Figure4.LocationAreas
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Figure5.MSC/VLRServiceAreas

ThePLMNserviceareaisanareaservedbyonenetworkoperator(seeFigure6).

Figure6.PLMNNetworkAreas

GSM Specifications

BeforelookingattheGSM specifications,itisimportanttounderstandthefollowing
basicterms:

• Bandwidth—therangeofachannel'slimits;thebroaderthebandwidth,the

fasterdatacanbesent

• Bitspersecond(bps)—asingleon-offpulseofdata;eightbitsareequivalentto
onebyte

• Frequency—thenumberofcyclesperunitoftime;frequencyismeasuredin
hertz(Hz)

• Kilo(k)—kiloisthedesignationfor1,000;theabbreviationkbpsrepresents

1,000bitspersecond

• Megahertz(MHz)—1,000,000hertz(cyclespersecond)

• Milliseconds(ms)—one-thousandthofasecond

• Watt(W)—ameasureofpowerofatransmitter

Specificationsfordifferentpersonalcommunicationservices(PCS)systemsvary
amongthedifferentPCSnetworks.Listedbelowisadescriptionofthespecifications
andcharacteristicsfor
GSM.

• Frequencyband—ThefrequencyrangespecifiedforGSM is1,850to1,990MHz

(mobilestationtobasestation).

• Duplexdistance—The duplexdistance is 80 MHz.Duplexdistance is the

distancebetweentheuplinkanddownlinkfrequencies.A channelhastwo

frequencies,80MHzapart.

• Channelseparation—Theseparationbetweenadjacentcarrierfrequencies.In

GSM,thisis200kHz.
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• Modulation—Modulationistheprocessofsendingasignalbychangingthe

characteristics ofa carrierfrequency.This is done in GSM via Gaussian

minimum shiftkeying(GMSK).

• Transmissionrate—GSM isadigitalsystem withanover-the-airbitrateof270
kbps.

• Access method—GSM utilizes the time division multiple access (TDMA)

concept.TDMAisatechniqueinwhichseveraldifferentcallsmaysharethe

samecarrier.Eachcallisassignedaparticulartimeslot.

• Speechcoder—GSM useslinearpredictivecoding(LPC).ThepurposeofLPCis

toreducethebitrate.TheLPCprovidesparametersforafilterthatmimicsthe

vocaltract.Thesignalpassesthroughthisfilter,leavingbehindaresidual

signal.Speechisencodedat13kbps.

CHAPTER3

GSM ARCHITECTURE

GSM Architecture

GlobalSystem forMobile (GSM)is a second generation cellularsystem
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standardthatwasdevelopedtosolvethefragmentationproblemsofthefirstcellular
systems in Europe.GSM was the world’s firstcellularsystem to specify digital
modulationandnetworklevelarchitecturesandservices,andistheworld’smostpopular
2G technology.Before GSM,European countries used differentcellularstandards
throughoutthecontinent,anditwasoriginallydevelopedtoserveasthepan-European
cellularserviceandpromisedawiderangeofnetworkservicesthroughtheuseofISDN.
GSM’ssuccesshasexceededtheexpectationsofvirtuallyeveryone,anditisnow the
world’smostpopularstandardfornew cellularradioandpersonalcommunications
equipment throughout the world. The task of specifying a common mobile
communicationsystem forEuropeinthe900MHzbandwastakenupinthemid–1980s
bytheGSM (Groupespecialmobile)committee.

Figure7-GSM Architecture

GSM Architectureisdividedintothreemainparts:
1.MobileStation(MS)

2.BaseStationSystem (BSS)

3.NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem (NSS)

Inthisarchitecture,aMScommunicateswithaBSSthroughtheradiointerface.The
BSSisconnectedtotheNSSbycommunicatingwithamobileswitchingcenter(MSC).

MobileStation

TheMSconsistsoftwoparts:thesubscriberidentitymodule(SIM)andthemobile
equipment(ME).Sometimeitalsocontainsathirdpartcalledterminalequipment
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(TE),whichcanbeaPDAorPCconnectedtotheME.Inthiscase,thefirsttwoparts
(i.e.,MEandSIM)arecalledthemobileterminal(MT).

CharacteristicofSubscriberIdentityModule(SIM)

• ASIM canbeasmartcardthatsizeisusuallythesizeofacreditcard.ASIM

canbeasmaller-sized“plug-inSIM”.

• TheSIM isprotectedbyapersonalidentitynumber(PIN)betweenfourtoeight

digitsinlength.ThePIN isinitiallyloadedbythenetworkoperatoratthe

subscriptiontime.ThisPINcanbedeactivatedorchangedbytheuser.

• AtthetimeofswitchON theMS,theuserisaskedtoenterthePIN.Ifuser

entersthewrongPINuptothreeconsecutiveattempts,theSIM willbeblocked

andtheMScannotbeused.TounblocktheSIM,theuserisaskedtoenterthe

eightPINunblockingkey(PUK).

• ASIM containsthesubscriber-relatedinformation,includingthePINandPUK

codes.The subscriber-related data also include a listofabbreviated and

customizedshortdialingnumbers,shortmessagesreceived.

• PartsoftheSIM informationcanbemodifiedbythesubscribereitherbyusing

thekeypadofanMSorapersonalcomputerusinganRS232connectionsdata

retrievedbyusingsoftwareonaPC.

• TheSIM cardcanbeupdatedovertheairthroughSIM toolkit,withwhich

networkoperatorscanremotelyupgradeanMSbysendingcodesthrough

shortmessages.

• Thesemessagesareissuedfrom aSim CardserverandarereceivedbyMSs

equippedwithSIM-toolkitcapability.

• SIM Toolkitprovidessecurity-relatedfunctionssothatSIM cardsarenotfalsely

modified.

CharacteristicofMobileEquipment(ME)

• TheMEcontainsthenoncustomer-relatedhardwareandsoftwarespecificto

theradiointerface.

• WhentheSIM isremovedfrom anMS,theMEcannotbeusedforreachingthe

service,exceptforemergencycalls.

• AteverynewconnectionbetweenMS(SIM)andthenetwork,thecharacteristic

indicationoftheME,calledclassmark,isgiventothenetwork.
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• ThisSIM-MEdesignsupportsportability,aswellasenhancingsecurity.Usually,

theMEisthepropertyofthesubscriber.TheSIM,althoughloanedtothe

subscriber,isthepropertyoftheserviceprovider.

BaseStationSystem

TheBSSconsistsoftwoparts:

A)BaseTransceiverStation(BTS)

B)BaseStationController(BSC)

TheBTS containstransmitter,receiver,signalingequipmentspecifictotheradio
interface in orderto contactthe MSs.An importantpartofthe BTS is the
transcoder/rate adapter unit (TRAU) that carries out GSM-specific speech
encoding/decodingandrateadaptionindatatransmission.

FunctionsofBSC
• TheBSCisresponsiblefortheswitchingfunctionsintheBSS,andisinturn

connectedtoanMSCintheNSS.

• TheBSCsupportsradiochannelallocation/releaseandhandoffmanagement.

• A BSC mayconnecttoseveralBTSsandmaintaincellconfigurationdataof
theseBTSs.

• TheBSC communicateswith theBTSsusing ISDN protocolsviatheA-bis
interface.

ProcessorloadofaBSC,Inbusyhours
Callactivities=around20-25percent

PagingandShortMessageService(SMS)=around10-15percent

Mobilitymanagement(handoffandlocationupdate)=around20-25percent
Hardwarechecking/network-triggeredevents=around15-20percent.
ABSCistypicallyengineeredat80percentutilization.WhenaBSCisoverloaded,it
first

rejectslocationupdate,nextMSoriginatingcalls,andthenhandoffs.

NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem (NSS)

The NSS supports the switching functions,subscriber profiles,and mobility
management.ThebasicswitchingfunctionintheNSSisperformedbytheMSC.
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• ThisinterfacefollowsasignalingprotocolusedinthetelephonenetworkThe

MSCalsocommunicateswithothernetworkelementsexternaltoGSM utilizing

thesamesignalingprotocol.

• ThecurrentlocationofanMSisusuallymaintainedbyHLRandVLR.Whenan

MSmovefrom thehomesystem toavisitedsystem,itslocationisregistered

attheVLRofthevisitedsystem.TheVLRtheninformstheMS’sHLRofits

currentlocation.

• Theauthenticationcenter(AuC)isusedinthesecuritydatamanagementfor

theauthenticationofsubscribers.TheAuCmaybeconnectedwiththeHLR.

• AnincomingcallisroutedtoanMSC,unlessthefixednetworkisableto

inteterrogatetheHLRdirectly.ThatMSCiscalledthegatewayMSC(GMSC).

• TheGMSCobtainsthelocationinformationroutesthecallstothevisitedMSC

ofthesubscriberstoreceivethecalls.
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CHAPTER4

OTHERGSM ENTITIES

GSM Interfaces

GSM interfacesareusedforconnectionofvariousnodesinGSM network.Thereare
differentGSM interfaces.

Um Interface:

• ItisalsoknownasAirInterfaceorRadiointerface.Itisthemostimportantpart

inanymobileradiosystem andinterfacesMSandBTS.

• Itsupportsmaximum spectralefficiencyanduniversaluseofanycompatible

mobilestationinaGSM network.

• TheradiointerfaceusestheLinkAccessProtocolonDchannel(LAPD).

AbisInterface:

• Abisinterfacesarevendorspecific.ItinterfacesBSCandBTS.Theinterface

comprises traffic and controlchannels.Functions implemented atAbis

interfaceare:

• Trafficchanneltransmission,terrestrialandradiochannelmanagement.

• Voice-datatrafficexchange.

• SignalingexchangebetweenBSCandBTS.

• Transportingsynchronizationinformationfrom BSCtoBTS.

Thisinterfacesupportstwotypesofcommunicationlinks:

Trafficchannelsat64kbps.

Signalingchannelsat16kbps

Thetwomessageshandheldbytrafficmanagementprocedurepartofthesignaling
interfacearetransparentandnon-transparent.MessagesbetweenMSandBSC-MSC
aretransparentmessagesandtheydonotrequireanalysisbyBTS.But,BTSanalysis
isrequiredbynon-transparentmessages.

A-interface
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ItistheinterfacebetweenBSCandMSC.ThephysicallayerofA-interfaceisa
2MbpsstandardCCITTdigitalconnection.

ProprietaryM-Interface
ItistheinterfacebetweenphysicalBSCandtheTRAU.TRAUisincludedin

BSC intheGSM networkimplementationoflucenttechnologies.TheTRAU
adaptstransmissionbitrateofA-interface(64kbps)toA-bisinterface(16
kbps).

InterfacebetweenotherGSM Entities
MAP(MediaApplicationProtocol)isusedtotransferinformationbetween

GSM PLMN entities.Mobile application and severalApplication Service
Elements(ASEs)arecontainedinMAP.

SignalProcessinginGSM
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Figure8-GSM operationsfrom speechinputtospeechoutput

There are following operations performed from transmitterto receiverin signal
processinginGSM.

SpeechCoding-

• TheGSM speechcoderisbasedontheResiduallyExcitedLinearPredictive

Coder(RELP),whichisenhancedbyincludingaLong-Term Predictor(LTP).

• Thecoderprovides260bitsforeach20msblocksofspeech,whichyieldsabit

rateof13kbps.

• The GSM speech codertakes advantage ofthe factthatin a normal

conversation,eachpersonspeaksonaverageforlessthan40%ofthetime.

• Byincorporatingavoiceactivitydetector(VAD)inthespeechcoder,GSM

systemsoperateinadiscontinuoustransmissionmode(DTX).

• Whichprovidesalongersubscriberbatterylifeandreducesinstantaneous

radiointerferencesincetheGSM transmitterisnotactiveduringsilentperiods.

• A comfort noise subsystem (CNS) at the receiving end introduces a

backgroundacousticnoisetocompensatefortheannoyingswitchedmuting

whichoccursduetoDTX.

ChannelCodingforDataChannels-ThecodingprovidedforGSM fullratedata
channels(TCH/F9.6)isbasedonhandling60bitsofuserdataat5msintervals,in
accordancewiththemodifiedCCITTV.110modem standard.

ChannelCodingforControlChannels-GSM controlchannelmessagesare
defined

tobe184bitslong,andareencodedusingashortenedbinarycyclicfirecode,filledby
ahalf-rateconvolutioncoder.

Interleaving

Inordertominimizetheeffectofsuddenfadesonthereceiveddata,thetotalof456
encodedbitswithineach20msspeechframeorcontrolmessageframearebroken
intoeight57bitsubblocks.

• Theseeightsub-blockswhichmakeupasinglespeechframearespreadover

eightconsecutiveTCHtimeslots.
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• Ifaburstislostduetointerferenceorfading,channelcodingensuresthat

enoughbitswillstillbereceivedcorrectlytoallowtheerrorcorrectiontowork.

• EachTCHtimeslotcarriestwo57bitblocksofdatafrom twodifferent20ms

(456bit)speech(control)segments.

• Figureillustratesexactlyhow thespeechframesarediagonallyinterleaved

withinthetimeslots.Andhereeightspeechsub-blocksarespreadovereight

successiveTCHtimeslotsforaspecifictimeslotnumber.

Figure9-DiagonalinterleavingusedforTCH/SACCH/FACCHdata

HereTS0contains57bitsofdatafrom 0thsub-blockofnthspeechcoder
frame(denotedas“a”infigure)and57bitsofdatafrom the4thsub-blockof
the(n-1)speechcoderframe(denotedas“b”infigure).

BurstFormatting-
Burstformattingaddsbinarydatatothecipheredblocks,inordertohelp

synchronizationandequalizationofthereceivedsignal.

Ciphering
• Cipheringmodifiesthecontentsoftheeightinterleavedblocksthroughtheuse

ofencryptiontechniquesknownonlytotheparticularmobilestationandbase

transceiverstation.

• Securityis furtherenhanced bythe factthatthe encryption algorithm is

changedfrom calltocall.

• Twotypescipheringalgorithms,calledA3andA5,areusedinGSM toprevent

unauthorized network access and privacy for the radio transmission

respectively.

• TheA3algorithm isusedtoauthenticateeachmobilebyverifyingtheuser’s

passcodewithintheSIM withthecryptographickeyattheMSC.

• TheA5algorithm providesthescramblingforthe114codeddatabitssentin
eachTS
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Modulation
• ThemodulationschemeusedbyGSM is0.3GMSK,where0.3describesthe3

dbbandwidthoftheGaussianpulseshapingfilterwithrelationtothebitrate

(BT=0.3).

• GMSKisaspecialtypeofdigitalFM modulation.Binaryonesandzeroesare

representedinGSM byshiftingRFcarrierby67.708kHz.

• ThechanneldatarateofGSM is270.834kbps,whichisexactlyfourtimesthe

RFfrequencyshift.

• Thisminimizesthebandwidthoccupiedbythemodulationspectrum andhence

improveschannelcapacity.

• TheMSKmodulatedsignalispassedthroughaGaussianfiltertosmooththe

rapidfrequencytransitionswhichwouldotherwisespreadenergyintoadjacent

channels.

FrequencyHoping
• Undernormalconditions,eachdataburstbelongingtoaparticularphysical

channelistransmittedusingthesamecarrierfrequency.

• However,ifusesinaparticularcellhaveseveremultipathproblems,thecell

maybedefinedasahopingcellbythenetworkoperator,

• Inwhichcaseslow frequencyhopingmaybeimplementedtocombatthe

multipathorhoppingoccursatamaximum rateof217.6hopspersecond.

• Asmanyas64differentchannelsmaybeusedbeforeahoppingsequenceis
repeated.

Frequencyhopingiscompletelyspecifiedbytheserviceprovider.

Equalization

• Equalization is performed atthe receiverwith the help ofthe training

sequencestransmittedinthemixableofeverytimeslot.

• The type ofequalizerforGSM is notspecified and is leftup to the
manufacturer.

Demodulation
• Theportionofthetransmittedforwardchannelsignalwhichisofinteresttoa

particularuserisdeterminedbytheassignedTSandARFCN.

• TheappropriateTS aredemodulated withtheaid ofsynchronizationdata

providedbytheburstformatting.
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• Afterdemodulation,the binary information is deciphered,de-interleaved,

channeldecoded,andspeechdecoded.Hereatthereceiver,theprocessofDe-

ciphering, Burst Formatting, De-interleaving, Channel decoding, source

decodingareexactlyoppositetothetransmitterandfinallyspeechasan

output.

FramestructureofGSM

• ThemostinterestinginterfaceinaGSM system isUm,GSM implementsSDMA

usingcellswithBTSandassignsanMStoaBTS,Furthermore,FDDisusedto

separatedownlinkanduplinkasshowninfigure.

• MediaaccesscombinesTDMAandFDMA.InGSM 900(Uplinkare935-960

MHzandDownlinkare890-915MHz),124channels,each200kHzwide,are

usedforFDMA,whereasGSM 1800uses,374channels.

• Duetotechnicalreasons,channels1and124arenotusedfortransmissionin

GSM 900.Typically,32 channelsarereserved fororganizationaldata;the

remaining90areusedforcustomers.

• EachBTSthenmanagesasinglechannelfororganizationaldataand,e.g.,upto

10channelsforuserdata.

• Notethat,foragivendistance,lesspowerisrequiredtotransmitsignalovera

lowerfrequency.TosaveMS(MobileStation)power,uplinkfrequenciesin

mobilesystemsarealwaysthelowerbandoffrequencies.

• DiscontinuoustransmissionisusedinGSM tosavepowerconsumptionofthe

MS.Withthisfunction,anMSturnsthetransmitterononlywhilevoiceis

present.Whenthereisnovoiceinput,thetransmitteristurnedoff.

• GSM alsosupportsdiscontinuousreceptionwheretheMSneedstolistenonly

toitssubchannelforpaging.

• ThefollowingexampleisbasedontheGSM 900system,butGSM worksina

similarwayat1800and1900MHz.

• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSM

timeslots,whereeachslotrepresentsaphysicalTDM channelandlastsfor

577microseconds.EachTDM channeloccupiesthe200kHzcarrierfor577

microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.
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• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfrom thedownlinkbyadelayofthree
timeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfrom transmittingandreceivingatthesametime.

Figure10-GSM FrameStructure

• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSM

timeslots,whereeachslotrepresentsaphysicalTDM channelandlastsfor

577microseconds.EachTDM channeloccupiesthe200kHzcarrierfor577

microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.

• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfrom thedownlinkbyadelayofthree
timeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfrom transmittingandreceivingatthesametime.

• AnMSdoesnotneedafull-duplextransmitter,asimplerhalf-duplextransmitter

switchingbetweenreceivingandsendingisenough.

• Toavoidfrequencyselectivefading,GSM specifiesanoptionalslowfrequency

hoppingmechanismsandBTSmaychangethecarrierfrequencyaftereach

framebasedonacommonhoppingsequence.AnMSchangesitfrequency

betweenupanddownlinkslotsrespectively.

• Dataistransmittedinsmallportions,calledbursts.Normalburstareusedfor

datatransmissioninsideatimeslot(userandsignalingdata).Theburstisonly

546.5microsecondlongandcontains148bits.

• Theremaining30.5microsecondareusedasguardspacetoavoidoverlapping

withotherburstduetodifferentpathdelaysandtogivethetransmittertimeto

turnonandoff.

• Thefirstandlastthreebitsofanormalburst(tail)areallsetto0andcanbe

usedtoenhancethereceiverperformance.
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• Thetrainingsequenceinthemiddleofaslotisusedtoadapttheparametersof

thereceivertothecurrentpathpropagationcharacteristicandtoselectthe

strongestsignalincaseofmulti-pathpropagation.

• Aflagindicateswhetherthedatafieldcontainsuserornetworkcontroldata.

• Apartfrom the normalburst,ETSIdefines fourmore bursts fordata

transmission,frequencycorrectionburstsallowstheMStocorrectthelocal

oscillatortoavoidinterferencewithneighboringchannels,asynchronization

burstwithanextendedtrainingsequencesynchronizestheMSwiththeBTSin

time,anaccessburstisusedfortheinitialconnectionsetupbetweenMSand

BTS,andfinallyadummyburstisusedifnodataisavailableforaslot.

ChannelsusedinGSM

Figure11-ChannelsinGSM

Trafficchannels(TCHs)

Trafficchannelsareusedtocarryuserinformation(speechordata).Twokindsof
TCHsaredefined:
a)Full-rateTCH(TCH/F)

Providestransmissionspeedof13kbpsforspeechor9.6,4.8,or2.4kbpsfor
data.Enhancedfull-rate(EFR)speechcodershavebeenimplementedtoimprovethe
speechqualityofaTCH/F.

b)Half-rateTCH(TCH/H)
Allowstransmissionof6.5kbpsspeech,or4.8or2.4kbpsofdata.1)

ControlChannels(CCHs)

TheCCHsareintendedtocarrysignalinginformation.ThreetypesofCCHsare
definedinGSM:

a)Commoncontrolchannels(CCCHs):Includethefollowingchanneltypes:
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• Pagingchannel(PCH):ThePCH providespagingsignalsfrom thebase

stationto allmobilesinthecell,and notifiesaspecificmobileofan

incomingcallwhichoriginatesfrom thePSTN.ThePCHtransmitstheIMSI

ofthetargetsubscriber,alongwitharequestforacknowledgmentfrom the

mobileunitontheRACH.Alternatively;thePCHmaybeusedtoprovidecell

broadcastASCIItextmessagesto allsubscribers,aspartoftheSMS

featureofGSM.

• Accessgrantchannel(AGCH):TheAGCHisusedbythe basestationto

provideforwardlinkcommunicationtothemobile,andcarriesdatawhich

instructsthemobiletooperateinaparticularphysicalchannel(timeslot

andARFCN)withaparticulardedicatedcontrolchannel.TheAGCHisthe

finalCCCHmessagesentbythebasestationbeforeasubscriberismoved

offthecontrolchannel.TheAGCHisusedbythebasestationtorespondto

aRACHsentbyamobilestationinapreviousCCCHframe.

• Random accesschannel(RACH):TheRACHisareverselinkchannelused

byasubscriberunittoacknowledgeapagefrom thePCH,andisalsoused

bymobilestooriginateacall.TheRACH usesaslottedALOHA access

Scheme.ItisusedbytheMSsforinitialaccesstothenetwork.Itutilizesthe

uplink.SameMSsmayaccessthesameRACH,potentiallyresultingin

collisions.TheslottedAlohaprotocolisadoptedinGSM toresolveaccess

collision.

b)Dedicatedcontrolchannels:ItissupportedinGSM fordedicatedusebya
specificMS.

 Standalonededicatedcontrolchannel(SDCCH):Itisusedonlyforsignaling

andforshortmessages.TheSDCCHisusedtosendauthenticationandalert

messages(butnotspeech)asthemobilesynchronizesitselfwiththeframe

structureandwaitsforaTCH.

TheSDCCHisusedinbothdownlinkanduplink.

• Slowassociatedcontrolchannel(SACCH):ItisassociatedwitheitheraTCHor

an SDCCH.The SACCH is used fornonurgentprocedures,mainly the

transmissionofpowerandtimealignmentcontrolinformationovertheuplink.

ATCHisalwaysallocatedwithacontrolchannelSACCHtotransportbothuser
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informationandsignalingdatainparallel.TheSACCHisusedinbothdownlink

anduplink.

• Fastassociatedcontrolchannel(FACCH):Itisusedfortime-criticalsignaling,

suchascall-establishingprogress,authenticationofsubscriber,orhandoff.The

FACCHmakesuseoftheTCHduringacall;thus,thereisalossofuserdata

becausetheFACCH “steals”thebandwidthoftheTCH.TheFACCHisusedin

bothdownlinkanduplink.

• Callbroadcastchannel(CBCH):Itcarriesonlytheshortmessageservicecell

broadcastmessages,whichusethesametimeslotastheSDCCH.TheCBCH

isusedonthedownlinkonly.

c)Broadcastchannels(BCHs):ItisusedbytheBTStobroadcastinformationtothe
MSsinitscoveragearea.

• Frequencycorrectionchannel(FCCH):TheFCCHallowseachsubscriberunit

tosynchronizetheinternalfrequencystandard(localoscillator)totheexact

frequencyofthebasestation.Itcarriesinformationfrom theBSStotheMS.

• Synchronizationchannel(SCH):Itcarryinformationfrom theBSStotheMS.It

isusedtoidentifytheservingbasestationwhileallowingeachmobiletoframe

synchronizeswiththebasestation.

• Broadcastcontrolchannel(BCCH):TheBCCHisaforwardcontrolchannelthat

is used to broadcastinformation such as celland network identity,and

operatingcharacteristicsofthecell(currentcontrolchannelstructure,channel

availability,andcongestion).TheBCCHalsobroadcastsalistofchannelsthat

arecurrentlyinusewithinthecell.

Handoff:

Whenamobileuserisengagedinconversation,theMSisconnectedtoaBSviaa
radiolink.IfthemobileusermovestothecoverageareaofanotherBS,theradiolink
totheoldBSiseventuallydisconnected,andaradiolinktothenew BSshouldbe
establishedtocontinuetheconversation.Thisprocessisvariouslyreferredtoas
automaticlinktransfer,handover,orhandoff.

Therearefivetypesofhandoff:

• IntracellhandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetweentwotimeslotsor

channelsinthesameBS.ForaTDMAsystem,Intracellhandoffisalsoreferred

toastimeslottransfer(TST).
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• Intercellhandofforinter-BShandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetween

twoBSsattachedtothesamebasestationcontroller(BSC).

• Inter-BSC handoffThe linkis transferred between two BSsconnected to

differentBSCsonthesamemobileswitchingcenter(MSC).

• Intersystem handofforinter-MSChandoffThelinktransfertakesplaceattwo

BSsconnectedtodifferentBSCsondifferentMSCs.

• Intersystem handoffbetweentwoPCSnetworksThelinktransferisbetween

twoBSsconnectedtodifferentMSCshomingtodifferentPCSnetworks.

Threestrategieshavebeenproposedtodetecttheneedforhandoff:

• In mobile-controlled handoff(MCHO)The MS continuously monitors the

signalsofthesurroundingBSsandinitiatesthehandoffprocesswhensome

handoffcriteriaaremet.MCHOisusedinDECTandPACS.

• In network-controlled handoff(NCHO)The surrounding BSs measure the

signalfrom theMS,andthenetworkinitiatesthehandoffprocesswhensome

handoffcriteriaaremet.NCHOisusedinCT-2plusandAMPS.

• Inmobile-assistedhandoff(MACHO)ThenetworksasktheMStomeasurethe

signalfrom thesurroundingBSs.Thenetworkmakesthehandoffdecision

basedonreportsfrom theMS.MACHOisusedinGSM andIS-95CDMA.

TheBSsinvolvedinthehandoffmaybeconnectedtothesameMSC (inter-cell
handofforinterBShandoff)ortwodifferentMSCs(inter-system handofforinter-MSC
handoff).

GSM SubscriberServices
TherearetwobasictypesofservicesofferedthroughGSM:telephony(alsoreferred
toasteleservices)anddata(alsoreferredtoasbearerservices).Telephonyservices
are mainlyvoice services thatprovide subscribers with the complete capability
(includingnecessaryterminalequipment)tocommunicatewithothersubscribers.
Dataservicesprovidethecapacitynecessarytotransmitappropriatedatasignals
betweentwoaccesspointscreatinganinterfacetothenetwork.Inadditiontonormal
telephonyandemergencycalling,thefollowingsubscriberservicesaresupportedby
GSM:

• Dual-tonemultifrequency(DTMF)—DTMFisatonesignalingschemeoften

usedforvariouscontrolpurposesviathetelephonenetwork,suchasremote

controlofan

answeringmachine.GSM supportsfull-originatingDTMF.

• FacsimilegroupIII—GSM supportsCCITTGroup3facsimile.Asstandardfax

machinesaredesignedtobeconnectedtoatelephoneusinganalogsignals,a
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specialfaxconverterconnectedtotheexchangeisusedintheGSM system.

ThisenablesaGSM–connectedfaxtocommunicatewithanyanalogfaxinthe

network.

• Shortmessageservices—AconvenientfacilityoftheGSM networkistheshort

messageservice.Amessageconsistingofamaximum of160alphanumeric

characterscanbesenttoorfrom amobilestation.Thisservicecanbeviewed

asanadvancedform ofalphanumericpagingwithanumberofadvantages.If

thesubscriber'smobileunitispoweredofforhasleftthecoveragearea,the

messageisstoredandofferedbacktothesubscriberwhenthemobileis

poweredonorhasreenteredthecoverageareaofthenetwork.Thisfunction

ensuresthatthemessagewillbereceived.

• Cellbroadcast—Avariationoftheshortmessageserviceisthecellbroadcast

facility.Amessageofamaximum of93characterscanbebroadcasttoall

mobilesubscribersinacertaingeographicarea.Typicalapplicationsinclude

trafficcongestionwarningsandreportsonaccidents.

• Voicemail—Thisserviceisactuallyanansweringmachinewithinthenetwork,

which is controlled by the subscriber.Calls can be forwarded to the

subscriber'svoice-mailboxandthesubscriberchecksformessagesviaa

personalsecuritycode.

• Faxmail—Withthisservice,thesubscribercanreceivefaxmessagesatanyfax

machine.Themessagesarestoredinaservicecenterfrom whichtheycanbe

retrievedbythesubscriberviaapersonalsecuritycodetothedesiredfax

number.

SupplementaryServices

GSM supportsacomprehensivesetofsupplementaryservicesthatcancomplement
andsupportbothtelephonyanddataservices.Supplementaryservicesaredefinedby
GSM and are characterized as revenue-generating features.A partiallisting of
supplementaryservicesfollows.

• Callforwarding—This service gives the subscriberthe ability to forward

incomingcallstoanothernumberifthecalledmobileunitisnotreachable,ifit

isbusy,ifthereisnoreply,orifcallforwardingisallowedunconditionally.
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• Barring ofoutgoing calls—This service makes itpossible fora mobile

subscribertopreventalloutgoingcalls.

• Barring ofincoming calls—This function allowsthe subscriberto prevent

incomingcalls.Thefollowingtwoconditionsforincomingcallbarringexist:

baringofallincomingcallsandbarringofincomingcallswhenroamingoutside

thehomePLMN.

• Adviceofcharge(AoC)—TheAoCserviceprovidesthemobilesubscriberwith

anestimateofthecallcharges.TherearetwotypesofAoCinformation:one

thatprovidesthesubscriberwithanestimateofthebillandonethatcanbe

usedforimmediatechargingpurposes.AoCfordatacallsisprovidedonthe

basisoftimemeasurements.

• Callhold—Thisserviceenablesthesubscribertointerruptanongoingcalland

thensubsequentlyreestablishthecall.Thecallholdserviceisonlyapplicable

tonormaltelephony.

• Callwaiting—Thisserviceenablesthemobilesubscribertobenotifiedofan

incomingcallduringaconversation.Thesubscribercananswer,reject,or

ignore the incoming call. Call waiting is applicable to all GSM

telecommunicationsservicesusingacircuitswitchedconnection.

• Multipartyservice—The multipartyservice enables a mobile subscriberto

establish a multiparty conversation—thatis,a simultaneous conversation

betweenthreeandsixsubscribers.Thisserviceisonlyapplicabletonormal

telephony.

• Callinglineidentificationpresentation/restriction—Theseservicessupplythe

calledpartywiththeintegratedservicesdigitalnetwork(ISDN)numberofthe

callingparty.Therestrictionserviceenablesthecallingpartytorestrictthe

presentation.Therestrictionoverridesthepresentation.

• Closedusergroups(CUGs)—CUGsaregenerallycomparabletoaPBX.They

areagroupofsubscriberswhoarecapableofonlycallingthemselvesand

certainnumbers.
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CHAPTER-5

CONCLUSION

In analog communication systems the quality of voice and the speed of
communicationwerenotgood.Thusanevolutionofanalogcommunicationsystems
wasneeded;HenceGSM Technologywasmadewhichimprovedthecommunication
processbyaddressingtheproblemsoftheprevioussystems.

Itincreasesthecapacity,reducesRFtransmissionpower,andprovidesinternational
roamingcapability,bettersecurityagainstfraudthroughterminalvalidationanduser
authentication.Italso providesencryptioncapabilityforinformationsecurityand
privacy,AtthesametimeitiscompatiblewiththeISDNnetwork.
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ABSTRACT 

 

BSNL is the one of the largest telecom Sector in India headquarted in New Delhi on 15 

September 2000. It provides Fixed line Telephone, Mobile phone, Broadband, Internet Television 

and IPTV services. it is one of the leading company with a gross Revenue of 33 thousand crores. 

It is not viable to expand telecom network in India substantially at the prevalent level of per- 

line investment. However, systems based on new technologies, many developed in India, promise to 

more the half the investment required. 

 

BSNL is the oldest communication Service provider and has a customer base of 93.29 

million(of June 2015). Apart from the above service BSNL also provides opportunity for students to 

undergo industrial training. This training includes various sectors like IP addressing, Broadband 

Services, Switching, GSM model and various Infrastructures that will be used in Industries. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Evolution of Telecom Sector: 

Indian telecom sector is more than 165 years old. Telecommunications was first 

introduced in India in 1851 when the first operational land lines were laid by the government 

near Kolkata (then Calcutta), although telephone services were formally introduced in India 

much later in 1881. Further, in 1883, telephone services were merged with the postal system. In 

1947, after India attained independence, all foreign telecommunication companies were 

nationalized to form the Posts, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT), a body that was governed by 

the Ministry of Communication. The Indian telecom sector was entirely under government 

ownership until 1984, when the private sector was allowed in telecommunication equipment 

manufacturing only. The government concretized its earlier efforts towards developing R&D in 

the sector by setting up an autonomous body – Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT) 

in 1984 to develop state-of-the-art telecommunication technology to meet the growing needs of 

the Indian telecommunication network. The actual evolution of the industry started after the 

Government separated the Department of Post and Telegraph in 1985 by setting up the 

Department of Posts and the Department of Telecommunications (DoT). 

The entire evolution of the telecom industry can be classified into three distinct 

phases. Phase I- Pre-Liberalization Era (1980-89) 

Phase II- Post Liberalization Era 

(1990-99) Phase III- Post 2000 

Until the late 90s the Government of India held a monopoly on all types of 

communications – as a result of the Telegraph Act of 1885. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, 

until the industry was liberalized in the early nineties, it was a heavily government-controlled 

and small-sized market; Government policies have played a key role in shaping the structure 

and size of the Telecom industry in India. As a result, the Indian telecom market is one of the 

most liberalized markets in the world with private participation in almost all of its segments. 

The New Telecom Policy (NTP-99) provided the much needed impetus to the growth of this 

industry and set the trend for liberalization in the industry. 

 
Current scenario of Indian telecom industry 

It is a matter of proud to us that the Telecom industry of our India is the second largest 

emerging economies of Asia and third largest in whole world. Today, telecom sector of India is 

the fastest growing market in the world. Indian telecom industry has provided a robust thrust to 

the economic growth of country. 
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Status of wireline services: With increasing growth and various facilities of the wireless services 

the wireline services in the country is almost become motionless. On the other hand, Broadband 

services’ demand has picked up and promises to stabilize growth of wireline. 

 

Telecom Sector Policies: 
 

A Communication Convergence Bill was introduced in the Parliament in 

2001.Unrestricted entry is allowed in National Long Distance Service (NLD)Also the 

International Long Distance Services (ILDS) have been kept opened. Cellular operators have 

the permission of providing all types of service, as voice and non-voice messages, data services 

etc. 

The New Telecom Policy revised in 1999 encourages participation of private companies 

in services as Global Mobile Personal Communication by Satellite (GMPCS) Service, digital 

Public Mobile Trunked Service (PMRTS) and Voice Mail/ Audiotex/Unified Messaging 

Services. 

To fulfill Universal Service Obligation (USO) funding and administration, several 

measures are being taken. To initiate Community Phone Service, an announcement has been 

made. Guidelines regarding the Multiple Fixed Service Providers (FSPs) have been announced. 

For establishing 

International Internet Gateways, which include both Satellite and Landing Stations, the 

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have been permitted. The Government of India also has set up 

various guidelines to establish Internet telephony (IP). 

Major Telecom Companies in India: 
 

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country.The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, 

viz. Delhi and Mumbai. 

In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by the 

Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up. 

 

The major players in the mobile phone service industry are enlisted as: - 
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The Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, country’s largest cellular service operator was set 

up in the year 2000. It is a state owned telecom company with its headquarters located in New 

Delhi. BSNL is also the largest land line telephone establishment in India. As of April, 2011 

87.1 million users have been reported to be BSNL users. 

Services of BSNL 

 Land lines (Fixed Access) 

 
 High speed Broad band 

 
 FTTH (Fibre to the Home) 

 
 Mobile services 

 
 Wi-MAX 

 
 IN (Intelligent Network) 

 
 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fiber up to home or 

business point. 
 

 
Fig 1.1: FTTH Basic Block Diagram 
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    Fig 1.2: BSNL FTTH Architecture 

 

Features of FTTH: 
 

 

• Resilience and reliability of service; 

 
• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom 

 

 
 WIMAX 

 
 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 

Access WIMAX Features: 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 Mbps up to 10 Km 

 
 Also called as Wireless MAN( Metropolitan Area Network) 

 
 Works on OFDMA ( Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 

 
 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data 

 
 

TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH) 

 
• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party. 

 
• All charges are levied on the service subscriber 

 
• The service is free of any charge to the calling user. 
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• Service is accessible from networks of other Operators also. 

 

 

 TELEVOTING: 

 

 Televoting is unique service used in collecting public opinion. 

 
 A user who wishes to vote, can dial the specific voting number to register his vote of choice. 

 

VOICE VPN: 
 

 Voice VPN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses and communities 

using public network resources. 

 PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in a VPN are 

given a 3 or 4 digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP number 

Ex: AP POLICE, INCOMETAX.
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Chapter 2 

IP ADDRESSING 
 

 Introduction: 

An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP 

address serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location 

addressing. 

 

 IPV4 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255 

 The IP address is of the form <networkID,hostID> 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D & E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multicasting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 
 
 

 

Fig 2.1: IPv4 addressing 
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Fig 2.2: Class A address 

 

Fig 2.3: Class B address 
 

Fig 2.4: Class C address 
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Fig 2.5: Class D&E address 

 

Fig 2.6: Address range Subnetting and Supernetting 
 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a Single Network. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits i.e. Converting 0’s into 1’s 

 Subnetting can be performed in two ways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnet mask) 

 Subnetting can be done based on requirement . 

 
Default subnet mask: 

 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A : N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is 255.0.0.0 

 Class B : N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is 255.255.0.0 

 Class C : N.N.N.H 

 

 
• Classes of IP addresses are identified by the 

decimal number of the 1st octet 
Class A address begin with a 0 bit 

Range of class A addresses = 0.0.0.0 to 127.255.255.255 

Class B address begin with a 1 bit and a 0 bit 

Range of class B addresses = 128.0.0.0 to 191.255.255.255 

Class C addresses begin with two 1 bits & a 0 bit 

Range of class C addresses = 192.0.0.0 to 223.255.255.255. 
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N/W 

1 
N/W 

2 

R-1 
R-2 

N/W 

3 • N/W 

4 

 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is 255.255.255.0 

 
SUPER NETTING 

 

 Supernetting is nothing but “Aggregation” 

 Supernetting is “Combining many small networks into one big network” 

 The Main purpose of aggregation or Supernetting is to decrease the size of routing table. 
 
 

Fig 2.7: Supernetting 

 
 

Conditions for Supernetting 
 

 Continuous 

 Same Size [ More over they should be of 2n] 

 First Network ID should be divisible by size of the block [2n] 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Routing Table 

N/W ID SN Mask Interface 

200.1.0.0 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.1 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.2 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.3 255.255.255.0 A 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 2.8: Super net Mask

In Routing table, One entry / row for each 

network. Many small networks hamper the speed. 

Two or more N/Ws before a main Router combined 

to form a supernet and gives to main router. 
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Chapter 3 

Broadband 

 

 Services 

 

The confluence of two forces—the globalization of business and the networking of 

information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in telecommunications 

and data technology are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals— 

just as the Industrial Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy is 

defining how people do business, communicate, shop, have fun, learn, and live on a global 

basis—connecting anyone to anything. The evolution of Internet has come into existence & 

Internet service is expanding rapidly. The demands it has placed upon the public network, 

especially the access network, are great. However, technological advances promise big 

increases in access speeds, enabling public networks to play a major role in delivering new and 

improved telecommunications services and applications to consumers .The Internet and the 

network congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the first and last mile as well 

as on creating a different network infrastructure to avoid the network congestion and access 

problems. The solution to this is Broadband. 

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is 

capable of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for 

Broadband connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had 

stepped in and has defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union 

Broadband is defined as “Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5 to 

2 Mb/s” But in developing countries, as the average financial capability as well as usage, is 

low, broadband is redefined. 

Recognizing the potential of ubiquitous Broadband service in growth of GDP and 

enhancement in quality of life through societal applications including tele-education, tele- 

medicine, e-governance, entertainment as well as employment generation by way of high 

speed access to information and web- based communication, Government of India have 

finalised a policy to accelerate the growth of Broadband services. 

Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’ data connection 

supporting interactive services including, – Internet access and has the capability of the 

minimum download speed of 256 kilo bits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from 

the Point Of Presence (POP) of the service provider”. 

The interactive services will exclude any services for which a separate licence is 

specifically required, for example, real-time voice transmission, except to the extent that it is 

presently permitted under ISP licence with Internet Telephony.
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 Features 

 Fast connection to the Internet 

Access to the services which would otherwise be impossible on a slower dial 

up connection. These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, 

listening to your favourite radio station or downloading (or sending) large attached 

files with emails. 

 “Always-on” connection 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet;hence no need to dial 

up a connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Flat-rate billing 

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time 

you are online. You can use it as much or as little as you would like, for a fixed fee. 

Some connections are available at a lower cost, but limit you to the amount of data 

being downloaded (known as 'capped rate'). 

 Dedicated connection 
 

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line. 

 High speed Internet 
 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to 

dial up a connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD) 
 

Besides regular BTV services, Time shifted TV provides subscribers with 

virtual DVD controls to pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward live TV programs. 

Users also have the flexibility to watch any previous broadcasted programs without 

pre-recording. 

 Video on Demand 
 

Enables the user to select from an online library of content and select any of the 

available choices for viewing at a convenient time with full DVD like controls. This is 

similar to borrowing a Video for viewing. 

 Video Multicasting 
 

Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the 

stream begins and ends at the pre appointed times. 

 Interactive Gaming 
 

Enables multiple players to play online games pitted against each other or 

against computers, through gaming servers employed by gaming content 

providers. 

 Audio and Video Conferencing 
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Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio. 

 Dial VPN Service: 

This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the  

service provider’s core network. 

 

 Distant Learning 

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication 

among teachers and students. 

 Bandwidth on Demand: 

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example a 

customer with 256 kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session. 

 

Network Architecture of Broadband 

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 
 

 Core Network 
 

 Access Network 
 

 Home Network 
 

Core Network or Provider’s network: 

  

It is the Service Provider’s backbone network set up to provide the Broadband service. It 

will be having connectivity extended to all types of service or content network, which the 

service provider intends to extend. Also it will be having nodes covering all geographical 

locations it intends to serve. Basically its function is to route the customer’s requests to the 

particular service/content network. So  the basic component in the core network is routers. 

Network Architecture of Broadband 

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 
 

 Core Network 
 

 Access Network 
 

 Home Network 
 

Core Network or Provider’s network: 

 
It is the Service Provider’s backbone network set up to provide the Broadband service. It 

will be having connectivity extended to all types of service or content network, which the 

service provider intends to extend. Also it will be having nodes covering all geographical 

locations it intends to serve. Basically its function is to route the customer’s requests to the 
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particular service/content network. So  the basic component in the core network is routers. 

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB), as it 

was initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But , now its 

objective has been enhanced. Its objective is to connect anything to anything at anytime. The 

technology used in the core routers is Multi Protocol Label Switching(MPLS), which is much 

faster. 

Conventional IP routers: 

Access Network: Access network connects subscriber’s home network to the Provider’s 

Core network. It is the last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can be either 

Wired & Wireless. Wire line technologies include traditional telephone lines, coaxial cable 

lines, and fiber optic lines. Wireless communications involve cellular and fixed wireless 

technology, high speed short range communications and satellite transmission. 

Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to 

country, technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another. 

Therefore, it is up to each individual locality to determine the technologies that best meet its 

needs. To handle the increasing bandwidth demand, localities are considering upgrading their 

current telecommunications infrastructure or installing new infrastructure. It is essential that 

communities and operators consider the present and future needs of their citizens when 

examining the most appropriate systems. Broadband should be considered an accelerator of 

economic development. 

Factors Affecting Broadband Access Channels: 

 

 Population density 

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber) 

 Government policies 

 Competitive and regulatory dynamics 

 Technology evolution 

Home Network: 

 
 

It’s the network at subscriber’s premises, connecting his various communication 

devices to the broadband line. BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through 

conventional telephone lines using ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) 

technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires which have a much greater 

bandwidth or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice without disturbing 

the line's ability to carry phone conversations. The A stands for asymmetric, 

meaning that data transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie.,more 

bandwidth, or data-carrying capacity, is devoted to data traveling downstream-
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from the Internet to your PC-than to upstream data traveling from your PC to the 

Internet. The reason for the imbalance is that, generally upstream traffic is very 

limited to a few words at a time, like for example –an URL request and 

downstream traffic, carrying graphics, multimedia, and shareware program 

downloads needs the extra capacity. An ADSL circuit connects an ADSL modem 

on each end of a twisted pair telephone line, creating three information channels. 

1. A high speed downstream channel 

2. A medium speed duplex channel 

3. A basic telephone service channel 

 

The basic telephone service channel is split off from the digital modem by 

filters, thus guaranteeing uninterrupted basic telephone service, even if ADSL fails. 

Features of ADSL: 

 

 

 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer 

 In case of power/ADSL failure, data transmission is lost but basic telephone service 

will be operational 

ADSL Provides 16-1000 kbps upstream and 1.5-24 Mbps downstream. It can work up to a 

distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required. 

 

Advantages of ADSL: 

 
 You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice calls. 

 The speed is much higher than a regular modem 

 DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you already  have. 

 

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end 

of the telephone line. One end of the line, terminated at Subscriber’s premises is first connected 

to the splitter which filters out the low frequency voice to be connected to the telephone 

instrument. The higher Frequency, which carries the data is connected to the modem. The 

connectivity is shown in the figure 1 given below. 

 Quality of Service: 

  
1)Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases in less than or equal to15 working 

days (subject to technical feasibility). If not provided within 15working days, a credit at the 

rate of Rs 10/- per day, subject to a maximum of installation charge or equivalent usage 

allowance shall be given to the customer, at the time of issue of first bill 

2 )Fault Repair / Restoration Time: By next working day: > 90% and within 3 working days: 

99%. 

3)Billing Performance: The different parameters are: (a) Less than 2% of billing complaints 
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per 100 bills issued. (b) 100% of the billing complaints shall be resolved within four weeks. 

(c) 100% refund cases of deposits after closure to be settled within 60 days 

4)Packet loss: Less than 1%. 

 

5)Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node. 

 Applications and comparison 

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access 

 Run Servers (Web / FTP) 

 Business tariff, can depend on company 

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL) 

 Video On Demand (VOD) 

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio) 

 

Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time) 

Comparison: 
 

 

Application Dialup Modem ISDN Broadband 

 

Download Webpage 

 

14secs 

 

6 secs 

 

1.6 secs 

 

Download 30 sec Video Clip 

 

3.5 mins 

 

1.5 mins 

 

0.4 mins 

 
Download Single mp3 file 

 
12 mins 

 
5 mins 

 
1.3 mins 

 

Download 10mb File 

 

24 mins 

 

10 mins 

 

2.5 mins 

 

Table 3.0: Comparison of different Internet providers 
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Chapter 4 

Switching 

 

 Introduction to Early Signaling 

 
Early Signaling and Telegraphy 

Semaphore - A type of signaling, in which visual cues represent letters or words. 

Morse code- The transmission of a series of short and long pulses (dots and dashes) that 

represented characters. 

Duplexing - Simultaneously transmitting a signal in both directions along the same wire. 

Multiplexing - Simultaneously transmitting of an indeterminate number of multiple signals over 

one circuit. 1856 - Western Union Telegraph Company was founded. 

 
 Telecom Network and Types of Exchanges 

Fig 4.1: Schematic of Telecom Network 
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We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts. 

1) Access Network : 

 

It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises Equipment) to the 

Switching Location. 

Eg: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

2) Switching network : 

It is the location of the switching 

station. Eg: Telephone Exchange, 

MSC etc. 

3) Core Network : 

 

Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core network. 

 

Exchanges: 

 

Manual Exchange: 

 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end. 

 

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer premises. 

 

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the exchange. 

 

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling customer 

for giving call alert. 

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties. 

 

Automatic Exchanges: 

 

 In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented. 

 

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like matrix) 

operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a particular point in 

a matrix may be operated under the control of these relays 

Electronic Exchange 

 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties with the 

automatic exchanges were solved. 

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features. 

 

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchanges 
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 Types of Switching: 

 

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection From the 

calling subscriber to the called Subscriber. 

 Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. 

 Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input 

ports to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended 

destination. 

 The process performed by a switch is called SWITCHING. 

 The interconnection of circuits in order to establish a temporary connection 

between two or more subscribers is also called as SWITCHING. 

 Switching types 

 Circuit switching 

 

 packet switching 

 

 Message switching 

 

Circuit Switching 

 

 Dedicated communication path established for the entire duration of the 

conversation E.g: telephone network 

Packet Switching 

 Data sent out in sequence 

 

 Small chunks (packets) of data at a time 

 

 Packets passed from node to node between source and destination 

 

E.g. computer to computer communications 

 

Digital Switching 

 

 The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more 

exchange terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) 

between these terminations in digital form with reliable accuracy. 

 

Switching network can be classified into 

 

 Space Division and 

 Time Division systems. 
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Space Switching: 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are 

interconnected. Eg. Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on 

O/G HWYS. Since the transfer of sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no 

delay in switching the sample. Different highways are interconnected. Eg. Signals 

received on I/C HWY1 are transmitted on O/G HWY2 or 3 or any HWY. 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways X1,X2. 

Xn and several output highways Y1, Y2… Ym inter connected by a matrix  

of n rows and m columns. 

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate 

cross point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of 

outgoing PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point 

may be used to connect other channels. 

 

Time switching: 

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are 

interconnected. For example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in 

TS18 or any other TS on O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are 

interconnected. Eg. Signals received on I/C HWY0 are transmitted on O/G HWY0 only. 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer. 

 Voice frequency ranges 

from 300 Hz to 3400 Hz 

 Human audible range 20Hz to 20KHz 

 

 In conventional telephone Voice signal is in analog form. 

 

 In Exchange it is converted into

 digital Line1(Analog) -> Exge(Digital) -> 

Line2(Analog) 
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Chapter 5 

GSM AND CDMA 

 Introduction: 
 

A GSM system is basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the 

network subsystem, the radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. In order to ensure that 

network operators will have several sources of cellular infrastructure equipment, GSM decided to 

specify not only the air interface, but also the main interfaces that identify different parts. There are 

three dominant interfaces, namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), 

and an Um interface between the BTS and MS. 

 
 GSM Network Structure 

 

Every telephone network needs a well-designed structure in order to route incoming called to 

the correct exchange and finally to the called subscriber. In a mobile network, this structure is of great 

importance because of the mobility of all its subscribers [1-4]. In the GSM system, the network is 

divided into the following partitioned areas. 

 
 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries where a 

mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several within a 

country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, ISDN, or 

PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit exchange. All incoming calls 

for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway MSC works as an incoming 

transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN network, all mobile-terminated calls will be 

routed to a gateway MSC. Call connections between PLMNs, or to fixed networks, must be routed 

through certain designated MSCs called a gateway MSC. The gateway MSC contains the 

interworking functions to make these connections. They also route incoming calls to the proper MSC 

within the network. The next level of division is the MSC/VLR service area. In one PLMN there can 

be several MSC/VLR service area. MSC/VLR is a role controller of calls within its jurisdiction. In 

order to route a call to a mobile subscriber, the path through links to the MSC in the MSC area where 

the subscriber is currently located. The mobile location can be uniquely identified since the MS is 
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registered in a VLR, which is generally associated with an MSC. 

 
The next division level is that of the LA’s within a MSC/VLR combination. There are 

several LA’s within one MSc/VLR combination. A LA is a part of the MSC/VLR service area in 

which a MS may move freely without updating location information to the MSC/VLR exchange that 

control the LA. Within a LA a paging message is broadcast in order to find the called mobile 

subscriber. The LA can be identified by the system using the Location Area Identity (LAI). The LA 

is used by the GSM system to search for a subscriber in a active state. Lastly, a LA is divided into 

many cells. A cell is an identity served by one BTS. The MS distinguishes between cells using the 

Base Station Identification code (BSIC) that the cell site broadcast over the air. 

Mobile station: 

The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a subscribe needs 

in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be installed in Vehicles or can 

be portable or handheld stations. The MS may include provisions for data communication as well as 

voice. A mobile transmits and receives message to and from the GSM system over the air interface to 

establish and continue connections through the system. Different type of MSs can provide different 

type of data interfaces. To provide a common model for describing these different MS configuration, 

”reference configuration” for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon request, 

the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be used to identify 

mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the IMEI identities the mobile 

equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile subscriber. Different subscriber identities 

are used in different phases of call setup. The Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the 

number that the calling party dials in order to reach the subscriber. It is used by the land network to 

route calls toward an appropriate MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the 

primary function of the subscriber within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. 

The GSM system can also assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a 

mobile. This number can be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber from 

being identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 

Functions of MS: 
 

The primary functions of MS are to transmit and receive voice and data over the air interface 

of the GSM system. MS performs the signal processing function of digitizing, encoding, error 

protecting, encrypting, and modulating the transmitted signals. It also performs the inverse functions 

on the received signals from the BS. 

In order to transmit voice and data signals, the mobile must be in synchronization with the 

system so that the messages are the transmitted and received by the mobile at the correct instant. To 

achieve this, the MS automatically tunes and synchronizes to the frequency and TDMA timeslot 
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specified by the BSC. This message is received over a dedicated timeslot several times within a 

multiframe period of 51 frames. We shall discuss the details of this in the next chapter. The exact 

synchronization will also include adjusting the timing advance to compensate for varying distance of the 

mobile from the BTS. 

The MS monitors the power level and signal quality, determined by the BER for known 

receiver bit sequences (synchronization sequence), from both its current BTS and up to six 

surrounding BTSs. This data is received on the downlink broadcast control channel. The MS 

determines and send to the current BTS a list of 

the six best-received BTS signals. The measurement results from MS on downlink quality and 

surrounding BTS signal levels are sent to BSC and processed within the BSC. The system then uses 

this list for best cell handover decisions. 

MS keeps the GSM network informed of its location during both national and international 

roaming, even when it is inactive. This enables the System to page in its present LA. 

The MS includes an equalizer that compensates for multi-path distortion on the received signal. 

This reduces inter-symbol interface that would otherwise degrade the BER. 

 

Finally, the MS can store and display short received alphanumeric messages on the liquid crystal 

display (LCD) that is used to show call dialing and status information. These messages are limited to 

160 characters in length. 

 

Power Levels: 
 

These are five different categories of mobile telephone units specified by the European GSM 

system: 20W, 8W, 5W, 2W, and 0.8W. These correspond to 43-dBm, 39-dBm, 37-dBm, 33-dBm, 

and 29-dBm power levels. The 20-W and 8-W units (peak power) are either for vehicle-mounted or 

portable station use. 

The MS power is adjustable in 2-dB steps from its nominal value down to 20mW (13 dBm). 

This is done automatically under remote control from the BTS, which monitors the received power 

and adjusts the MS transmitter to the minimum power setting necessary for reliable transmission. 

 
SIM Card: 

 
 

As described in the first chapter, GSM subscribers are provided with a SIM card with its 

unique identification at the very beginning of the service. By divorcing the subscriber ID from the 

equipment ID, the subscriber may never own the GSM mobile equipment set. The subscriber is 

identified in the system when he inserts the SIM card in the mobile equipment. This provides an 

enormous amount of flexibility to the subscribers since they can now use any GSM-specified mobile 

equipment. Thus with a SIM card the idea of “Personalize” the equipment currently in use and the 
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respective information used by the network (location information) needs to be updated. 

 The smart card SIM is portable between Mobile Equipment (ME) units. The user only 

needs to take his smart card on a trip. He can then rent a ME unit at the destination, even in another 

country, and insert his own SIM. Any calls he makes will be charged to his home GSM account. 

Also, the GSM system will be able to reach him at the ME unit he is currently using. 

The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated circuit chip 

with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory (ROM). It is inserted 

in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS to make or receive a call. As 

stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be mounted in the subscriber’s equipment. 

 
When a mobile subscriber wants to use the system, he or she mounts their SIM card and 

provide their Personal Identification number (PIN), which is compared with a PIN stored within the 

SIM. If the user enters three incorrect PIN codes, the SIM is disabled. The PIN can also be 

permanently bypassed by the service provider if requested by the subscriber. Disabling the PIN code 

simplifies the call setup but reduces the protection of the user’s account in the event of a stolen SIM. 

 

International Mobile Subscriber Identity: 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile country code 

(MSC), mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile subscriber identification number 

(MSIN). The IMSI is not hardware-specific. Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized 

subscriber and is the only absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI 

consists of the MCC followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity: 
 

A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user confidentiality. It is 

assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only 

occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial transaction with an MSC (for example, location updating). 

Under certain condition (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the 

MSC can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

Mobile Station ISDN Number: 
 

The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to obtain a 

mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the country code (CC) 

followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not exceed 15 digits. 

 

The Mobile Station Roaming Number (MSRN): 
 

The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another numbering area. 

The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. It is assigned upon demand by 

the HLR on a per-call basis. The MSRN for PSTN/ISDN routing shall have the same structure as 

international ISDN numbers in the area in which the MSRN is allocated. The HLR knows in what 
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MSC/VLR service area the subscriber is located. At the reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the 

GMSC, which can now route the call to the MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is 

currently registered. 

International Mobile Equipment Identity: 

The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN and is used to 

determine authorized (white), unauthorized (black), and malfunctioning (gray) GSM hardware. In 

conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users are granted access to the 

system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS. 

 

Base Station System: 
 

The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view by the 

MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating with MSs in a 

certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more cells. A BSS may 

consist of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is designed as an A-BIS interface. 

The BSS includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the MSs through the radio 

interface and the BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. 

The function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing 

equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and 

including the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio interface. A single 

transceiver within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. A BSC is a 

network component in the PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It is a functional 

entity that handles common control functions within a BTS. 

 
A BTS is a network component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is 

typically able to handle three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous 

communication. Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. 

 
An important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of 

the BTS is the Transcoder/Rate Adapter Unit (TRAU). The TRAU is the equipment in which coding 

and decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption in case of data. Although the specifications 

consider the TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, it can be sited away from the BTS (at MSC), and even 

between the BSC and the MSC. 

The interface between the MSC and the BSS is a standardized SS7 interface (A-interface) that, 

as stated before, is fully defined in the GSM recommendations. This allows the system operator to 

purchase switching equipment from one supplier and radio equipment and the controller from 

another. The interface between the BSC and a remote BTS likewise is a standard the A-bis. In 

splitting the BSS functions between BTS and BSC, the main principle was that only such functions 
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that had to reside close to the radio transmitters/receivers should be placed in BTS. This will also help 

reduce the complexity of the BTS. 
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Functions of BTS: 

As stated, the primary responsibility of the BTS is to transmit and receive radio signals from 

a mobile unit over an air interface. To perform this function completely, the signals are encoded, 

encrypted, multiplexed, modulated, and then fed to the antenna system at the cell site. Trans-coding to 

bring 13-kbps speech to a standard data rate of 16 kbps and then combining four of these signals to 64 

kbps is essentially a part of BTS, though, it can be done at BSC or at MSC. The voice communication 

can be either at a full or half rate over logical speech channel. In order to keep the mobile 

synchronized, BTS transmits frequency and time synchronization signals over frequency correction 

channel (FCCH and BCCH logical channels. The received signal from the mobile is decoded, 

decrypted, and equalized for channel impairments. 

Random access detection is made by BTS, which then sends the message to BSC. The 

channel subsequent assignment is made by BSC. Timing advance is determined by BTS. BTS signals 

the mobile for proper timing adjustment. Uplink radio channel measurement corresponding to the 

downlink measurements made by MS has to be made by BTS. 

 

BTS-BSC Configurations 
 

There are several BTS-BSC configurations: single site; single cell; single site; multicell; and 

multisite, multicell. These configurations are chosen based on the rural or urban application. These 

configurations make the GSM system economical since the operation has options to adapt the best 

layout based on the traffic requirement. Thus, in some sense, system optimization is possible by the 

proper choice of the configuration. These include Omni directional rural configuration where the 

BSC and BTS are on the same site; chain and multidrop loop configuration in which several BTSs 

are controlled by a single remote BSC with a chain or ring connection topology; rural star 

configuration in which several BTSs are connected by individual lines to the same BSC; and 

sectorized urban configuration in which three BTSs share the same site and are controlled by either a 

collocated or remote BSC. 

In rural areas, most BSs are installed to provide maximum coverage rather than maximum capacity. 

 

Transcoder: 

Depending on the relative costs of a transmission plant for a particular cellular operator, there 

may be some benefit, for larger cells and certain network topologies, in having the transcoder either 

at the BTS, BSC or MSC location. If the Trans coder is located at MSC, they are still considered 

functionally a part of the BSS. This approach allows for the maximum of flexibility and innovation 

in optimizing the transmission between MSC and BTS. 

 
The transcoder is the device that takes 13-Kbps speech or 3.6/6/12-Kbps data multiplexes and 

four of them to convert into standard 64-Kbps data. First, the 13 Kbps or the data at 3.6/6/12 Kbps 
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are brought up to the level of 16 kbps by inserting additional synchronizing data to make up the 

difference between a 13-Kbps speech or lower rate data, and then four of them are combined in the 

transcoder to provide 64 kbps channel within the BSS. Four traffic channel can then be multiplexed 

on one 64-Kpbs circuit. Thus, the TRAU output data rate is 64 kbps. Then, up to 30 such 64-Kpbs 

channels are multiplexed onto a 2.048 Mbps if a CEPT1 channel is provided on the A-bis interface. 

This channel can carry up to 120-(16x 120) traffic and control signals. Since the data rate to the 

PSTN is normally at 2 Mbps, which is the result of combining 30-Kbps by 64-Kbph channels, or 

120- Kbps by 16-Kpbs channels. 

 

BSC: 

The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the other. The 

BSC 

performs the Radio Resource (RR) management for the cells under its control. It assigns and release 

frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC performs the intercell handover for 

MSs moving between 

BTS in its control. It also reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy 

demands during peak hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both 

BSSs and MSs in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. 

The BSC provides the time  and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs. 

The BSC also measures the time  delay of received MS signals relative to the BTS clock. If the 

received MS signal is not centered in its assigned timeslot at the BTS, The BSC can direct the BTS to 

notify the MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization takes place. The functions of 

BSC are as follows. 

The BSC may also perform traffic concentration to reduce the number of transmission lines 

from the BSC to its BTSs, as discussed in the last section. 

 

Network Switching Subsystems: 
 

Mobile Switching Center and Gateway Switching Center: 

 

The network and the switching subsystem together include the main switching functions of 

GSM as well as the databases needed for subscriber data and mobility management (VLR). The main 

role of the MSC is to manage the communications between the GSM users and other 

telecommunication network users. The basic switching function of performed by the MSC, whose 

main function is to coordinate setting up calls to and from GSM users. The MSC has interface with the 

BSS on one side (through which MSC VLR is in contact with GSM users) and the external networks 

on the other (ISDN/PSTN/PSPDN). The main difference between a MSC and an exchange in a fixed 

network is that the MSC has to take into account the impact of the allocation of RRs and the mobile 
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nature of the subscribers and has to perform, in addition, at least, activities required for the location 

registration and handover. 

 
The MSC is a telephony switch that performs all the switching functions for MSs located in a 

geographical area as the MSC area. The MSC must also handle different types of numbers and 

identities related to the same MS and contained in different registers: IMSI, TMSI, ISDN number, 

and MSRN. In general identities are used in the interface between the MSC and the MS, while 

numbers are used in the fixed part of the network, such as, for routing. 

Functions of MSC: 
 

As stated, the main function of the MSC is to coordinate the setup of calls between GSM 

mobile and PSTN users. Specifically, it performs functions such as paging, resource allocation, 

location registration, and encryption. 

Specifically, the call-handling function of paging is controlled by MSC. MSC coordinates the setup 

of call to and from all GSM subscribers operating in its areas. The dynamics allocation of access 

resources is done in coordination with the BSS. More specifically, the MSC decides when and which 

types of channels should be assigned to which MS. The channel identity and related radio parameters 

are the responsibility of the BSS, The MSC provides the control of interworking with different 

networks. It is transparent for the subscriber authentication procedure. The MSC supervises the 

connection transfer between different BSSs for MSs, with an active call, moving from one call to 

another. This is ensured if the two BSSs are connected to the same MSC but also when they are not. 

In this latter case the procedure is more complex, since more than one MSC in involved. The MSC 

performs billing on calls for all subscribers based in its areas. When the subscriber is roaming 

elsewhere, the MSC obtains data for the call billing from the visited MSC. Encryption parameters 

transfers from VLR to BSS to facilitate ciphering on the radio interface are done by MSC. The 

exchange of signaling information on the various interface toward the other network elements and 

the management of the interface themselves are all Controlled by the MSC. Finally, the MSC serves 

as a SMS gateway to forward SMS messages from Short Message Service Centers (SMSC) to the 

subscribers and from the subscribers to the SMSCs. It thus acts as a message mailbox and delivery 

system. 

VLR: 

The VLR is collocated with an MSC. A MS roaming in an MSC area is controlled by the VLR 

responsible for that area. When a MS appears in a LA, it starts a registration procedure. The MSC for 

that area notices this registration and transfers to the VLR the identity of the LA where the MS is 

situated. A VLR may be in charge of one or several MSC LA’s. The VLR constitutes the databases that 

support the MSC in the storage and retrieval of the data of subscribers present in its area. When an MS 

enters the MSC area borders, it signals its arrival to the MSC that stores it’s identify in the VLR. The 

information necessary to manage the MS is contained in the HLR and is transferred to the VLR so that 
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they can be easily retrieved if so required. 

Data Stored in VLR: 
 

The data contained in the VLR and in the HLR are more or less the same. Nevertheless the 

data are present in the VLR only as long as the MS is registered in the area related to that VLR. Data 

associated with the movement of mobile are IMSI, MSISDN, MSRN, and TMSI. The terms 

permanent and temporary, in this case, are meaningful only during that time interval. Some data are 

mandatory, others are optional. 

 

HOME LOCATION REGISTER: 

 

The HLR is a database that permanently stores data related to a given set of subscribers. The 

HLR is the reference database for subscriber parameters. Various identification numbers and 

addresses as well as authentication parameters, services subscribed, and special routing information 

are stored. Current subscriber status including a subscriber’s temporary roaming number and 

associated VLR if the mobile is roaming, are maintained. 

The HLR provides data needed to route calls to all MS-SIMs home based in its MSC area, even when 

they are roaming out of area or in other GSM networks. The HLR provides the current location data 

needed to support searching for and paging the MS-SIM for incoming calls, wherever the MS-SIM may 

be. The HLR is responsible for storage and provision of SIM authentication and encryption parameters 

needed by the MSC where the MS-SIM is operating. It obtains these parameters from the AUC.The 

HLR maintains record of which supplementary service each user has subscribed to and provides 

permission control in granting services. The HLR stores the identification of SMS gateways that have 

messages for the subscriber under the SMS until they can be transmitted to the subscriber and receipt is 

knowledge. Some data are mandatory, other data are optional. Both the HLR and the VLR can be 

implemented in the same equipment in an MSC (collocated). A PLMN may contain one or several 

HLRs. 

AUTHENTICATION CENTER: 

The AUC stores information that is necessary to protect communication through the air 

interface against intrusions, to which the mobile is vulnerable. The legitimacy of the subscriber is 

established through authentication and ciphering, which protects the user information against 

unwanted disclosure. Authentication information and ciphering keys are stored in a database within 

the AUC, which protects the user information against unwanted disclosure and access. 

 

In the authentication procedure, the key Ki is never transmitted to the mobile over the air 

path, only a random number is sent. In order to gain access to the system, the mobile must provide 

the correct Signed Response (SRES) in answer to a random number (RAND) generated by AUC. 

Also, Ki and the cipher key Kc are never transmitted across the air interface between the BTS and 

the MS. Only the random challenge and the calculated response are transmitted. Thus, the value of 
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Ki and Kc are kept secure. The cipher key, on the other hand, is transmitted on the SS7 link between 

the home HLR/AUC and the visited MSC, which is a point of potential vulnerability. On the other 

hand, the random number and cipher key is supposed to change with each phone call, so finding 

them on one call will not benefit using them on the next call. 

 

The HLR is also responsible for the “authentication” of the subscriber each time he makes or 

receives a call. The AUC, which actually performs this function, is a separate GSM entity that will 

often be physically included with the HLR. Being separate, it will use separate processing equipment 

for the AUC database functions. 

 

EQUIPMENT IDENTIFY REGISTER: 

 

EIR is a database that stores the IMEI numbers for all registered ME units. The IMEI uniquely 

identifies all registered ME. There is generally one EIR per PLMN. It interfaces to the various HLR 

in the PLMN. The EIR keeps track of all ME units in the PLMN. It maintains various lists of message. 

The database stores the ME identification and has nothing do with subscriber who is receiving or 

originating call. There are three classes of ME that are stored in the database, and each group has 

different characteristics. 

CDMA: 

Introduction to WLL: 

 
WLL is implemented because 
 Cost 
 Subscriber migration problems 

 Centralized Maintenance 

 

 Service breakdowns due to cable fault 
 Less Maintenance 

 

 Multiple Accesses: 

 

Number of user’s access and share 

• transmission medium 

 

• bandwidth available 

 

For communication at the same time. 
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Fig 5.1: Multiple Access 

MULTIPLE ACCESS METHODS 

 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

 

FDMA is a multiple access method in which users are assigned specific frequency bands. 

The user has sole right of using the frequency band for the entire call duration. (Eg: TV 

broadcasting) 

 

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

 

In TDMA an assigned frequency band shared among a few users. However, each user is 

allowed to transmit in predetermined time slots. Hence, channelization of user is achieved 

through separation in time. (Eg: GSM). 

 

CDMA :( CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS): 

 Large number of transmissions are combined on the same RF channel at the same 

time but are Separated by “codes”. 

Salient Features of CDMA: 

• It is an advanced comm. Technology. 

• It has Anti-jam and security features. 

• Large capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA. 

• It uses spread spectrum technology. 

• Better use of the multipath Frequency Reuse. 

 Advantages of CDMA systems: 
 

1. Over Wire line: 
 

• Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost 
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• Mobility 
 

• Ease of operation and Admn. Mtce. 

 

• Call drop < 2% 

 

2. Over Mobile (GSM System) 

• Large Coverage 

• Large Capacity 
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Chapter 6 

Transmission 

 
 SYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL HIERARCHY FUNDAMENTALS 

Introduction 

It is an international standard networking principle and a multiplexing method. The name of 

hierarchy has been taken from the multiplexing method which is synchronous by nature. The evolution 

of this system will assist in improving the economy of operability and reliability of a digital network. 

Merits of SDH 

 

(i) Simplified multiplexing/de-multiplexing techniques. 

 

(ii) Direct access to lower speed tributaries, without need to multiplex/ De-multiplex the entire high 

speed signal. 

(iii) Enhanced operations, Administration, Maintenance and provisioning capabilities. 

 

(iv) Easy growth to higher bit rates in step with evolution of transmissiontechnology. 

 

(v) Capable of transporting existing PDH signals. 

 

(vi) Capable of transporting future broadband (ATM) channel bit rates. 

 

(vii) Capable of operating in a multi-vendor and multi-operator environment. 

 

 

Advantages 

 

(i) Multi-vendor environment (mid span meet) : Prior to 1988 international agreement on SDH all 

vendors used proprietary non-standard techniques for transporting information on fiber. The only 

way to interconnect was to convert to the copper transmission standards (G702/703/704). The cost 

and complexity levels were very high. 

(ii) Synchronous networking: SDH supports multi-point or hub configurations whereas, 

asynchronous networking only supports point-to-point configurations. 

(iii) Enhanced OAM&P: The telecoms need the ability to administer, survey, provision, and control the 

network from a central location. 

(iv) Positioning the network for transport on new services: LAN to LAN, HDTV, and interactive 

multimedia, video conferencing. 

(v) HUB: A hub is an intermediate site from which traffic is distributed to 3 or more spur. It allows 

the nodes to communicate as an angle network, thus reducing the back-to-back multiplexing and 

de-multiplexing. 
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S.D.H. Evolution 

 

S.D.H. Evolution is possible because of the following factors: 

 

(i) Fiber Optic Bandwidth: The bandwidth in Optical Fiber can be increased and there is no limit 

for it. This gives a great advantage for using SDH. 

(ii) Technical Sophistication: Although, SDH circuitry is highly complicated, it is possible to have 

such circuitry because of VLSI technique which is also very cost effective. 

(iii) Intelligence: The availability of cheaper memory opens new possibilities. 

 

(iv) Customer Service Needs: The requirement of the customer with respect to different bandwidth 

requirements could be easily met without much additional equipment. 

 

The different services it supports are: 

 

1. Low/High speed data. 

2. Voice 

3. Interconnection of LAN 

4. Computer links 

5. Feature services like H.D.T.V. 

6. Broadband ISDN transport (ATM transport) 

 

Principles of SDH 

 

 SDH defines a number of “Containers”, each corresponding to an existing plesiochronous rate. 

 

 Each container has a “Path Overhead” added to it POH provides network management capability. 

 Container plus POH form a “Virtual Container”. 

 

 All equipment is synchronized to a national clock. 

 

 Delays associated with a transmission link may vary slightly with time–causing location of VC 

within the STM–1 frame to move. 

 Variations accommodated by use of a Pointer points to beginning of VC. Pointer may be 

incremented or decremented. 

 G.709 defines different combinations of VCs which can be accommodated in the “payload” of an 

STM–1 frame. 

 When STM–1 payload is full, more network management capability is added to form the 

“Section Overhead”. 

 SOH remains with payload for the fiber section between synchronous multiplexers. 
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 SOH bytes provide communication channels to cater for : 

 

 OA&M facilities. 

 User channels. 

 Protection switching. 

 Section performance 

 Frame alignment 

 

 Basis of DWDM 

 

Since the very beginning of telecommunications, the need to extend the capacity of a 

communications channel has been present. The purpose could be to allow the use of this channel by 

multiple users, to perform a better management of the available resource or just to boost the transmission 

capacity. Development of these systems was always limited by the maximum capacity allowed by the 

communications channel and the available technology. Several techniques can be used to improve the 

use of a communication channel. 

The principles are, e.g: 

 

 Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) 

 Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) 

 

These are commonly used techniques in radio and copper transmission systems. 

 

 

With TDM each user is assigned to a certain time slot thus making the transmission time shared by 

all the 

users. 

 

With FDM each user is assigned to a certain frequency slot transmitting only with the 

corresponding carrier. This way the available bandwidth is shared. In the case of optical systems the 

available bandwidth can exceed several Terahertz (1012 Hz). TDM could not be used to take advantage 

of this tremendous bandwidth due to limitations on electrical technology. Electrical circuits simply 

cannot work on these frequencies. Typical FDM was also a problem in the same way, it was not possible 

to use frequency multiplexing at the electrical level. The solution was to use frequency multiplexing at the 

optical level or Wavelength Division Multiplexing. The basic idea is to use different optical carriers or 

colors to transmit different signals in the same fiber. 

 

WavelengthPlan: 

Transmission 

Windows 

If one looks at the possible wavelengths for the transmission of signals one has to look at 
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the fiber properties. Optical fibers are not suitable for transmission at all wavelengths but only in 

certain windows. Today, usually the second transmission window (around 1300 nm) and the third 

and fourth transmission windows from 1530 to 1565 nm (also called conventional band) and 

from 1565 to 1620 nm (also called Long Band) are used. Technological reasons limit DWDM 

applications at the moment to the third and fourth window. 

The losses caused by the physical effects on the signal due by the type of materials used 

to produce fibers limit the usable wavelengths to between 1280 nm and 1650 nm. Within this 

usable range the techniques used to produce the fibers can cause particular wavelengths to have 

more loss so we avoid the use of these wavelengths as well. The principle behind the working of 

the project lies in the functioning of IR Sensor. We are going to use a Tran’s missive type IR 

Sensor in this project 

 Introduction to Optical fiber: 

 

An optical telegraph was built by Claude Chapped in 1790s in France. In 1870, John Tyndall 

demonstrated the principle of guiding light through internal reflections. In 1880, Alexander Graham Bell 

invented the photo phone, which used unguided light to carry speech. 

A major breakthrough leading to high capacity optical communications was achieved with the 

invention of laser in 1960. The laser acted as a narrow–band source of optical radiation suitable for use 

as a carrier of information. In 1966, Charles K. Kao at Standard Telecommunications Laboratories, 

England fabricated a low loss glass fiber, giving a loss of 1000 dB/km or so. Such a fiber could transmit 

light for a short distance only U.S.A developed a low loss fiber giving a loss of 20dB/Km. this was the 

second major breakthrough to make optical communication a practical reality. By 1972, losses were 

reduced to 4dB/km. Today, the best fibers have a loss of 

< 0.2 dB/km. 

 

The information travels from the transmitter to the receiver over the information channel. There 

are basically two types of information channels: unguided or guided channels. Atmosphere is an 

unguided type of channel over which waves can propagate. Guided channels are those which guide the 

electromagnetic waves through them. Two wire lines, coaxial cable, waveguide and optic fiber are the 

examples of Guided information channels. Guided channels have the advantages of privacy, no weather 

dependence and the ability to convey messages within, under and around physical structures. An optical 

fiber is a thin strand of glass or plastic serving as the transmission medium over which the information 

passes. The basic fiber–optic system is a link connecting optical transmitter and receiver. 

Transmitter 

 

It converts an electrical signal into a light signal. The source is either a light–emitting diode or 

laser diode which does the actual conversion. The drive circuitry changes the electrical signal fed to the 

transmitter into a form suitable for the source. 
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Receiver 

 

It accepts the light and converts it back into an electrical signal. The generator amplifies, 

reshapes the signal before passing it on. The range of wavelengths in the visible region extends from 0.4 

µm to 0.7 µm. The visible range is not suitable for light transmission through glass fiber. In this region, 

the waves are attenuated to such an extent that only short transmission links are possible. Losses in the 

ultraviolet region are even greater. It is the infra–red region from 0.8 µm to 1.6 µm which is used for 

fiber optic transmission. 

Fibre optical cable: 

It is the medium for carrying the light. The cable includes the fibers and its protective coverings. 

Advantages of Fibers: 

Wide Bandwidth 

The information carrying capacity which increases with the bandwidth of the 

transmission medium, is very large in fibers. The bandwidth available on a pair of single mode 

fibers is in the order of several GHz. Thus, thousands of circuits can be carried on the fibers 

whether the information is voice, data or video or a combination of these. 

Low Loss:  

Bandwidth is an effective indication of the rate at which information can be sent. Loss 

indicates how far the information can be sent. As a signal travels along a transmission path the 

signal loses strength. This loss of strength is known as attenuation. In a copper cable, attenuation 

increases with the modulation frequency: the higher the frequency of the information signal, the 

greater is the loss. In an optical fiber, attenuation is flat: loss is the same at any signaling 

frequency until a very high frequency.  

Below fig shows the loss characteristics vs. the channel bandwidth for fibers, and coaxial 

cable.Loss in coaxial cable increases with frequency, whereas loss in the optical cable remains 

flat. 
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Fig 6.1: Optical fiber Graph 

 

Chapter 7 

Telecom Infrastructure 

 
F) TELECOM IFRASTRUCTURE: 

 

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

 

The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred as the „heart‟ of the 

installation since the communication system can function only if power supply is available. Failure 

of power supply system in any installation renders the communication facilities offered by it to be 

instantly paralyzed. 

 

Requirement of Power Supply: 

 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must have two basic 

characteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the power supply. 

 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or humor large ripple 

harmonics. The support power system in BSNL consists of: 

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are discharged.) 

 

1. VRLA Battery: 

 

Basically VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid Battery. In short terms it means that it is a 

lead acid battery with a valve regulator, which does not allow the gases to escape the battery container 

and there is no need of topping up of the battery. Various capacities of Batteries are 120 AH, 400 AH, 

600 AH, 1000AH, 1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 5000 AH. 

 

Monitoring Of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and leaking etc. 

 

 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of each cell in the string. 

 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%) in the impedance or conductance of the cell when 

charger is on as compared to the one recorded at the time of commissioning. 

 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 
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Temperature:- 

 

The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the battery. The SMPS 

power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing the charging voltage and it is 3 milli-volt 

per degree raise in temp but still it is important to measure individual cell temp periodically and 

keep record for study and analysis. 

 

Life of VRLA battery: 

 

 Batteries up to 200AH: 4 Years 

 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6 years 

 

2. SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant: 

 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (-48v). The 

conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs or Ferro-resonant techniques. 

These conventional types of power plants were having following problems: 

 

 Very large size, 

 

 Large weight 

 

 Lower efficiency. 

 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) power plant are used. 

In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished in two stages as given below: 

First Stage conversion: 
The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

 

Second Stage Conversion: 

 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 KHz and higher) by 

means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of a small high 

frequency transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by means of high frequency 

filters. 

 

 

 

 

Life of Power Plant: 
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Static P/P: 

15years SMPS 

P/P: 15 years 

 

Advantages of SMPS Power Plant: 

 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 10 to 15% of the 

conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. This makes the power plant compact 

due to which a lot of saving in floor area is achieved. 

 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone to temperature 

variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ micro-processor control techniques, 

the introduction of temperature compensation logic for batteries has become simple and 

easier. 

 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up-gradation of the 

capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in the additional modules adds to the 

capacity, with the limit of ultimate capacity and does not require the replacement of existing 

Power Plant as in the case of conventional Power Plants. 

 

3. Earthing: 

 
Purpose of Earthing: 

Earthing plays a vital role in the protection of equipment’s and the personnel. Apart from 

protection from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in Telecommunication circuits 

and equipment’s, Earthing is provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

 

Types of Earth Electrodes: 

 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

 

 Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

 

 Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a problem. 

 

 Strip electrodes: In hilly areas where digging beyond 2-3ft depth is not possible and space is 

available. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being made in which a chemical paste is 

deposited between the plates, which helps in maintaining the required level of moisture and is 

also known as maintenance free earth. It is specifically useful for hilly areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine Alternator: 
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The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from Diesel Engine Alternator Set.In 

the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which rotates the alternator of the 

engine Alternator set and alternator in turn produces Electrical energy. In the first stage of energy 

conversion, the chemical energy of fuel is converted in to the mechanical energy at the common shaft of 

Engine & Alternator.This mechanical energy is then converted into electrical energy at alternator in 

the second stage of energy conversion. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 
In the open economy era of fast modernization and tough competition technical industries should 

procedure to pass out as near to job function as possible. 

Practical training is the one of the major steps in this direction .I did my industrial training from 

BSNL, Vijayawada which is the one of the best known communication service provider of India. the 

training helps me to gain deep knowledge of working of telephone exchange , various technologies of 

BSNL- Switching ,Transmission, Broad band, Mobile communication, Telecom infrastructure .In the end 

,I hereby conclude that I have successfully completed my industrial training on above technologies.
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ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence,the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices 

in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and 

can be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used 

to transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ 

are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power 

the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family 

in terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with 

FTDI USB to Serial driver chip.  
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 There are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino 

Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can 

be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the 

board to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that comes with a 

number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins 

and based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and 

number of instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the 

voltage under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs 

up in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear 

everything up in the program and starts the program right from the 

beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast interface required 

to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into 

the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the 

header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be 

configured to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF 

pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code.  
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external 

power source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V 

based on the requirement of the project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through 

pin 13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will 

turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different 

than 5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. 

If a voltage is provided through power jack, it can be accessed through 

this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V 

pin is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up 

using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the 

board on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 

5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can 

damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of 

resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the 

board. A shield is used to read the voltage across this pin which then 

select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are 

configured to provided 8-bit output PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 

11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the 

help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external 

interrupts. An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other other 

Arduino boards, microcontrollers and computer. The Atmega328 placed 

on the board provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the 

transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross-

platform application called IDE written in Java. The AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtin 

bootloader that sets you free from using a separate burner to upload the 

program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System  

 Digital Electronics and Robotics 
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 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display. 
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment display 

you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2; 

  //d = 3; 

  //c = 4; 

  //g = 5; 

  //f = 6; 

  //a = 7; 

  //b = 8; 

 int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,1,0}, 

                  {0,0,1,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,0,0,1,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,1}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,1,1}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,0,0}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}  

          }; 

 void setup()  

 { 

 pinMode(2,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(3,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(5,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(8,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(9,OUTPUT); 

 digitalWrite(2,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(3,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(4,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(5,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(6,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(8,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(9,HIGH); 

 } 

 void loop()  

 { 
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 for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=0;j<7;j++) 

  { 

   digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 

  } 

   delay(1000); 

  } 

 } 

 

 

 

3.4Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful ingeneral purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project,we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display.We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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UNIT-I RELAY HARDWARE 

CIRCUITS 

RELAY: 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

 

RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

 

RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 
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RELAY WORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing 
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Relay Design: 

We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 
The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 

contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

Relay Wiring 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 
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In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 

 

RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 

Energized Relay (ON) 
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As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

       Energized Relay (ON) 

De – Energized Relay (OFF) 

 

As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
De-Energized Relay (OFF) 
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In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a 

magnetic field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed 

circuit. When there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no 

magnetic field. Thus, the switches remain open. 

 

POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before making 

and make before break contacts. 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 

Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 

Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals. 
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They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil. 

 

RELAY TYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

 

 
Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 

used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 
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In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with the 

alteration of the input signal 

 

We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 

into action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other common 

examples of relays from our daily life. 
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Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic. 

Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are used to time the delay open 

and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current signals.  

They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 

characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it off. 

Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 
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All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

 

RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
 

 
 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

UNIT-2 PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example 
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Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 
A PLC Saves the Day 

 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 

 

 
 

 

 
This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

 

PLCs WORKING: 
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A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program repeatedly. 

One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the inputs from the 

other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the outputs 

accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a second). The 

memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O and providing 

a means to store values. 
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I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 

that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 
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understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays. An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or current. 

Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive mass flow 

controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O 

module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also contains 

other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC Input 

Module 
 
 

Circuit 

Diagram of PLC Input Module 
 

The input module of PLC does four main functions. 

 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 
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So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 

bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLC Output Module 

 
So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

 

Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules and 

external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input and 

output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component is 

independent of each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A Modular Type PLC PLC are 

divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and TRIAC 

Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen Bradley 

ABB 

Siemens 

Mitsubishi PLC 

Hitachi PLC 

Delta PLC 

General Electric (GE) PLC 

Honeywell PLC 

 

PLC Applications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

Glass Industry 

Paper Industry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&amp;amp%3BPID=ALL&amp;amp%3Bhl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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PROGRAMMING A PLC: 
 

In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC. The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality. 

 
The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

• Instruction list 

• Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc
http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc
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2. Graphical Form 

• Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

• Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

• Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

PLC Ladder 

Logic 
 

In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 

https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Function 

Block 
 

The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example Functional Block 

 

 

Diagram 

The figure below shows various function blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 

 

Structured Text Programming 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SELEC PLC: 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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UNIT-3 

HOME AUTOMATION 

INTRODUCTION: 
 
 
 

We all know how amazing the internet can be. It provides you access to all sorts of 

information with a click of a button. But did you know it can help you control your home 

and save you money? That’s right! The future is no longer just science fiction – it’s here 

and it’s now! Your home is becoming smart! 

Imagine that every single piece of equipment you own is connected to the internet. Your 

TV set, your lights, your stove, your water heater, your washing machine, your vacuum 

cleaner — the list goes on and on. All of them connected to your wi-fi, and all of them 

controlled from your phone or computer. You don’t have to imagine anymore. It’s all real. 

And it’s all at your fingertips! 

 
 

1. Energy efficiency 

Adjusting your thermostat from the office can be a blessing. No more coming home to a 
cold and uninviting room. In addition to controlling the temperature remotely, most smart 
thermostats monitor the energy usage of your whole household. They offer useful 
analysis and insights into your energy spendings. 

 

 
2. Saving money 

As companies are becoming more and more eco-friendly by the day, so are their 
products. Most of the new smart technologies use less energy than their older 
counterparts to do the same job. And saving on energy means saving on the energy 
costs and bills. 

 

 
3. More security 

In this day and age, home security has become an integral part of our way of life. Have 
you ever walked out of your home, unconsciously locking the door, only to run back five 
minutes later to check, because you don’t remember doing it? With the new smart 
technologies, you can simply open the app on your phone and lock the door remotely. 

 

 
And how about a machine, which can clean your home without you being present, or 

while you are comfortably watching TV? Then the Neato Botvac Connected Robot 

Vacuum is the vacuum cleaner for you! It’s hands down the best of its kind, 

outperforming all of its competitors 
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https://www.cnet.com/products/neato-botvac-connected-robot-vacuum/
https://www.cnet.com/products/neato-botvac-connected-robot-vacuum/
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Another device, which can make your life better is the Mysa Smart Thermostat. It’s 

stylish and easy to use. Simply adjust it once, and let it do the rest of the work for 

you! It will save you energy, and it will provide you with useful information and usage 

reports 

Depending on which area of your home life you are looking to improve, there are many 

more devices at your disposal. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SELPRO PLC 

https://getmysa.com/
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our collage. Learning 

something from books and lectures is nothing likehaving first-hand experience. At NSIC I got 

to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The trainees can 

ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic on giving us 

the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits & 

PLCs. 
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UNIT-I RELAY HARDWARE 

CIRCUITS 

RELAY: 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

 

RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

 

RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 
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RELAY WORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing 
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Relay Design: 

We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 
The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 

contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

Relay Wiring 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 
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In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 

 

RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 

Energized Relay (ON) 
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As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

       Energized Relay (ON) 

De – Energized Relay (OFF) 

 

As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
De-Energized Relay (OFF) 
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In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a 

magnetic field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed 

circuit. When there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no 

magnetic field. Thus, the switches remain open. 

 

POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before making 

and make before break contacts. 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 

Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 

Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals. 
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They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil. 

 

RELAY TYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

 

 
Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 

used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 
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In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with the 

alteration of the input signal 

 

We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 

into action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other common 

examples of relays from our daily life. 
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Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic. 

Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are used to time the delay open 

and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current signals.  

They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 

characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it off. 

Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 
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All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

 

RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
 

 
 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

UNIT-2 PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example 
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Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 
A PLC Saves the Day 

 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 

 

 
 

 

 
This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

 

PLCs WORKING: 
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A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program repeatedly. 

One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the inputs from the 

other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the outputs 

accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a second). The 

memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O and providing 

a means to store values. 
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I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 

that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 
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understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays. An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or current. 

Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive mass flow 

controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O 

module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also contains 

other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC Input 

Module 
 
 

Circuit 

Diagram of PLC Input Module 
 

The input module of PLC does four main functions. 

 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 
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So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 

bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLC Output Module 

 
So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

 

Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules and 

external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input and 

output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component is 

independent of each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A Modular Type PLC PLC are 

divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and TRIAC 

Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen Bradley 

ABB 

Siemens 

Mitsubishi PLC 

Hitachi PLC 

Delta PLC 

General Electric (GE) PLC 

Honeywell PLC 

 

PLC Applications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

Glass Industry 

Paper Industry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&amp;amp%3BPID=ALL&amp;amp%3Bhl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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PROGRAMMING A PLC: 
 

In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC. The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality. 

 
The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

• Instruction list 

• Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc
http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc
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2. Graphical Form 

• Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

• Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

• Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

PLC Ladder 

Logic 
 

In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 

https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Function 

Block 
 

The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example Functional Block 

 

 

Diagram 

The figure below shows various function blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 

 

Structured Text Programming 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SELEC PLC: 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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UNIT-3 

HOME AUTOMATION 

INTRODUCTION: 
 
 
 

We all know how amazing the internet can be. It provides you access to all sorts of 

information with a click of a button. But did you know it can help you control your home 

and save you money? That’s right! The future is no longer just science fiction – it’s here 

and it’s now! Your home is becoming smart! 

Imagine that every single piece of equipment you own is connected to the internet. Your 

TV set, your lights, your stove, your water heater, your washing machine, your vacuum 

cleaner — the list goes on and on. All of them connected to your wi-fi, and all of them 

controlled from your phone or computer. You don’t have to imagine anymore. It’s all real. 

And it’s all at your fingertips! 

 
 

1. Energy efficiency 

Adjusting your thermostat from the office can be a blessing. No more coming home to a 
cold and uninviting room. In addition to controlling the temperature remotely, most smart 
thermostats monitor the energy usage of your whole household. They offer useful 
analysis and insights into your energy spendings. 

 

 
2. Saving money 

As companies are becoming more and more eco-friendly by the day, so are their 
products. Most of the new smart technologies use less energy than their older 
counterparts to do the same job. And saving on energy means saving on the energy 
costs and bills. 

 

 
3. More security 

In this day and age, home security has become an integral part of our way of life. Have 
you ever walked out of your home, unconsciously locking the door, only to run back five 
minutes later to check, because you don’t remember doing it? With the new smart 
technologies, you can simply open the app on your phone and lock the door remotely. 

 

 
And how about a machine, which can clean your home without you being present, or 

while you are comfortably watching TV? Then the Neato Botvac Connected Robot 

Vacuum is the vacuum cleaner for you! It’s hands down the best of its kind, 

outperforming all of its competitors 
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https://www.cnet.com/products/neato-botvac-connected-robot-vacuum/
https://www.cnet.com/products/neato-botvac-connected-robot-vacuum/
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Another device, which can make your life better is the Mysa Smart Thermostat. It’s 

stylish and easy to use. Simply adjust it once, and let it do the rest of the work for 

you! It will save you energy, and it will provide you with useful information and usage 

reports 

Depending on which area of your home life you are looking to improve, there are many 

more devices at your disposal. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SELPRO PLC 

https://getmysa.com/
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our collage. Learning 

something from books and lectures is nothing likehaving first-hand experience. At NSIC I got 

to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The trainees can 

ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic on giving us 

the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits & 

PLCs. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronicsbased systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence,the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices 

in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and 

can be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used 

to transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ 

are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power 

the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family 

in terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with 

FTDI USB to Serial driver chip.  
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 There are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino 

Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can 

be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the 

board to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that comes with a 

number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins 

and based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and 

number of instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the 

voltage under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs 

up in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear 

everything up in the program and starts the program right from the 

beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast interface required 

to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into 

the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the 

header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be 

configured to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF 

pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code.  
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external 

power source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V 

based on the requirement of the project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through 

pin 13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will 

turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different 

than 5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. 

If a voltage is provided through power jack, it can be accessed through 

this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V 

pin is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up 

using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the 

board on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 

5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can 

damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of 

resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the 

board. A shield is used to read the voltage across this pin which then 

select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are 

configured to provided 8-bit output PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 

11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the 

help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external 

interrupts. An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other other 

Arduino boards, microcontrollers and computer. The Atmega328 placed 

on the board provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the 

transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross-

platform application called IDE written in Java. The AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtin 

bootloader that sets you free from using a separate burner to upload the 

program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System  

 Digital Electronics and Robotics 
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 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display. 
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment display 

you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2; 

  //d = 3; 

  //c = 4; 

  //g = 5; 

  //f = 6; 

  //a = 7; 

  //b = 8; 

 int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,1,0}, 

                  {0,0,1,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,0,0,1,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,1}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,1,1}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,0,0}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}  

          }; 

 void setup()  

 { 

 pinMode(2,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(3,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(5,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(8,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(9,OUTPUT); 

 digitalWrite(2,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(3,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(4,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(5,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(6,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(8,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(9,HIGH); 

 } 

 void loop()  

 { 
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 for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=0;j<7;j++) 

  { 

   digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 

  } 

   delay(1000); 

  } 

 } 

 

 

 

3.4Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful ingeneral purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project,we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display.We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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ABSTRACT

BSNListheoneofthelargesttelecom SectorinIndiaheadquartedinNewDelhi

on15September2000.ItprovidesFixedlineTelephone,Mobilephone,Broadband,

InternetTelevisionandIPTVservices.itisoneoftheleadingcompanywithagross

Revenueof33thousandcrores.

Itisnotviabletoexpandtelecom networkinIndiasubstantiallyattheprevalent

levelofper-lineinvestment.However,systemsbased onnew technologies,many

developedinIndia,promisetomorethehalftheinvestmentrequired.

BSNListheoldestcommunicationServiceproviderandhasacustomerbaseof

93.29 million(ofJune 2015).Apartfrom the above service BSNL also provides

opportunityforstudentstoundergoindustrialtraining.Thistrainingincludesvarious

sectorslikeIP addressing,BroadbandServices,Switching,GSM modelandvarious

InfrastructuresthatwillbeusedinIndustries.
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CHAPTER-1

COMPANYPROFILE

AboutCompany:
BharatSancharNigam Limited(abbreviatedBSNL)isanIndian state- owned
telecommunicationscompanyheadquarteredinNewDelhi,India.Itwasincorporatedon15
September2000.Ittookoverthebusinessofprovidingoftelecom servicesandnetwork
managementfrom theerstwhileCentralGovernmentDepartmentsofTelecom Services(DTS)
andTelecom Operations(DTO),witheffectfrom 1October2000ongoingconcernbasis.Itis
thelargestprovideroffixedtelephonyandfourthlargestmobiletelephonyproviderinIndia,
andisalsoaproviderofbroadbandservices.However,inrecentyearsthecompany's
revenueandmarketshareplungedintoheavylossesduetointensecompetitionintheIndian
telecommunicationssector.[2][3]

BSNLisIndia'soldestandlargestcommunicationserviceprovider(CSP).Ithadacustomer
baseof117millionasofJan2014.[4]IthasfootprintsthroughoutIndiaexceptforthe
metropolitancitiesofMumbaiandNewDelhi,whicharemanagedbyMahanagarTelephone
Nigam (MTNL).

ServicesProvidedByBSNL

BSNLprovidesalmosteverytelecom serviceinIndia.Followingarethemaintelecom

servicesprovidedbyBSNL:

• OpticalInfrastructureandDWDM :BSNLownsthebiggestOFCnetworkinIndia.Also

theDWDM networkisoneofthebiggestintheworld.TheDWDM equipments

purchasedinopentenderatBSNLaremainlyofUnitedTelecomsLimited(UTL))

make,which was declared lowest costin competitive bidding.Rest DWDM

equipmentsarefrom Huawei.TheSDHequipmentsaremainlyfrom TejasNetworks,

Huawei,ZTE,ECI,UTSTARetc.

• MarketShare:Asof30November2013,BSNLhad12.9%marketshareinIndiaand

standsas5thTelecom OperatorinIndiaand67%marketshareinADSLServices.

• ManagedNetworkServices:BSNLisprovidingcompleteTelecom ServicesSolution

totheEnterpriseCustomersi.e.MPLSConnectivity,PointtoPointLeasedLinesand

InternetLeasedLines.

• UniversalTelecom Services:Fixedwirelineservicesandlandlineinlocalloop(WLL)

usingCDMATechnologycalledbfoneandTarangrespectively.Asof30June2010,

BSNLhad75%marketshareoffixedlines.
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• CellularMobile Telephone Services:BSNL is majorproviderofCellularMobile

TelephoneservicesusingGSM platform underthebrandnameCellone&Excel(BSNL

Mobile).Asof30June2010BSNLhas13.50% shareofmobiletelephonyinthe

country.[5]Ithas95.54millioncustomersusingBSNLmobile.

• WLL-CDMATelephoneServices:BSNL'sWLL(WirelessinLocalLoop)serviceisa

servicegivingbothfixedlinetelephony&Mobiletelephony.

• Internet:BSNL providesInternetaccessservicesthrough dial-up connection (as

Sancharnetthrough2009)asPrepaid,NetOneasPostpaidandADSLbroadbandas

BSNLBroadbandBSNLheld55.76% ofthemarketsharewithreportedsubscriber

baseof9.19millionInternetsubscriberswith7.79% ofgrowthattheendofMarch

2010Top12Dial-upServiceproviders,basedonthesubscriberbase,ItAlsoProvides

OnlineGamesviaitsGamesonDemand(GOD)

• IntelligentNetwork(IN):BSNLoffersvalue-addedservices,suchasFreePhone[9]

Service(FPH),IndiaTelephoneCard(Prepaidcard),AccountCardCalling(ACC),

VirtualPrivateNetwork(VPN),Tele-voting,Premium RaeService(PRM),Universal

AccessNumber(UAN).

• 3G:BSNLoffersthe'3G'orthe'3rdGeneration'serviceswhichincludesfacilitieslike

videocalling,mobilebroadband,liveTV,3G Videoportal,streamingserviceslike

onlinefulllengthmoviesandvideoondemandetc.

• IPTV:BSNL also offers the 'InternetProtocolTelevision'facility which enables

customerstowatchtelevisionthroughinternet.

• FTTH:FibreToTheHomefacilitythatoffersahigherbandwidthfordatatransfer.

Thisideawasproposedonpost-December2009

• Helpdesk:BSNL'sHelpdesk(Helpdesk)providehelpdesksupporttotheircustomers

fortheirservices.

• VVoIP:BSNL,along with SaiInfosystem -an Information and Communication

Technologies(ICTs)provider-haslaunchedVoiceandVideoOverInternetProtocol

(VVoIP).Thiswillallowtomakeaudioaswellasvideocallstoanylandline,mobile,or

IPphoneanywhereintheworld,providedthattherequisitevideophoneequipmentis

availableatbothends.[10]
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• WiMax:BSNL has introduced India's first4th Generation High-Speed Wireless

BroadbandAccessTechnologywiththeminimum speedof256kbit/s.Thefocusof

thisservice ismainlyruralcustomerwhere the wired broadband facilityisnot

available.

CHAPTER-2
INTRODUCTIONTOBASICCONCEPTS

Definition

Globalsystem formobilecommunication(GSM)isagloballyacceptedstandardfor
digitalcellularcommunication.GSM isthenameofastandardizationgroupestablished
in1982tocreateacommonEuropeanmobiletelephonestandardthatwouldformulate
specificationsforapan-Europeanmobilecellularradiosystem operatingat900MHz.It
isestimatedthatmanycountriesoutsideofEuropewilljointheGSM partnership.

TheEvolutionofMobileTelephoneSystems
Cellularis one ofthe fastestgrowing and mostdemanding telecommunications

applications.Today,itrepresents a continuouslyincreasing percentage ofallnew
telephonesubscriptionsaroundtheworld.Currentlytherearemorethan45million
cellularsubscribersworldwide,andnearly50percentofthosesubscribersarelocatedin
theUnitedStates.Itisforecastedthatcellularsystemsusingadigitaltechnologywill
becometheuniversalmethodoftelecommunications.Bytheyear2015,forecasters
predictthattherewillbemorethan200millioncellularsubscribersworldwide.Ithas
evenbeenestimatedthatsomecountriesmayhavemoremobilephonesthanfixed
phonesbytheyear2000(seeFigure1).
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Figure1.CellularSubscriberGrowthWorldwide

Theconceptofcellularserviceistheuseoflow-powertransmitterswherefrequencies
canbereusedwithinageographicarea.Theideaofcell-basedmobileradioservicewas
formulatedintheUnitedStatesatBellLabsintheearly1970s.However,theNordic
countrieswerethefirstto introducecellularservicesforcommercialusewiththe
introductionoftheNordicMobileTelephone(NMT)in1981.Cellularsystemsbeganin
theUnitedStateswiththereleaseoftheadvancedmobilephoneservice(AMPS)system
in1983.TheAMPSstandardwasadoptedbyAsia,LatinAmerica,andOceaniccountries,
creatingthelargestpotentialmarketintheworldforcellular.Intheearly1980s,most
mobiletelephonesystemswereanalogratherthandigital,liketoday'snewersystems.
Onechallengefacinganalogsystemswastheinabilitytohandlethegrowingcapacity
needsinacost-efficientmanner.Asaresult,digitaltechnologywaswelcomed.The
advantagesofdigitalsystemsoveranalogsystemsincludeeaseofsignaling,lower
levelsof

interference,integrationoftransmissionandswitching,andincreasedabilitytomeet
capacitydemands.

GSM

Throughouttheevolutionofcellulartelecommunications,varioussystemshavebeen
developedwithoutthebenefitofstandardizedspecifications.Thispresentedmany
problemsdirectlyrelatedtocompatibility,especiallywiththedevelopmentofdigital
radiotechnology.TheGSM standardisintendedtoaddresstheseproblems.From
1982to1985discussionswereheldtodecidebetweenbuildingananalogordigital
system.Aftermultiplefieldtests,adigitalsystem wasadoptedforGSM.Thenext
taskwasto decidebetweenanarrow orbroadband solution.InMay1987,the
narrowbandtimedivisionmultipleaccess(TDMA)solutionwaschosen.

TheGSM Network

GSM providesrecommendations,notrequirements.TheGSM specificationsdefine
thefunctionsandinterfacerequirementsindetailbutdonotaddressthehardware.
Thereasonforthisistolimitthedesignersaslittleaspossiblebutstilltomakeit
possiblefortheoperatorsto buyequipmentfrom differentsuppliers.TheGSM
networkisdividedintothreemajorsystems:theswitchingsystem (SS),thebase
stationsystem (BSS),andtheoperationandsupportsystem (OSS).ThebasicGSM
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networkelementsareshowninFigure2
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Figure2.GSM NetworkElements
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TheSwitchingSystem

The switching system (SS)is responsible forperforming callprocessing and
subscriber-relatedfunctions.Theswitchingsystem includesthefollowingfunctional
units:

 Homelocationregister(HLR)—TheHLR isadatabaseusedforstorageand
managementofsubscriptions.The HLR is considered the mostimportant
database,asitstorespermanentdataaboutsubscribers,includingasubscriber's
serviceprofile,locationinformation,andactivitystatus.Whenanindividualbuysa
subscriptionfrom oneofthePCSoperators,heorsheisregisteredintheHLRof
thatoperator.

• Mobileservicesswitchingcenter(MSC)—TheMSC performsthetelephony

switchingfunctionsofthesystem.Itcontrolscallstoandfrom othertelephone

anddatasystems.Italsoperformssuchfunctionsastollticketing,network

interfacing,commonchannelsignaling,andothers.

• Visitorlocationregister(VLR)—TheVLRisadatabasethatcontainstemporary

informationaboutsubscribersthatisneededbytheMSCinordertoservice

visitingsubscribers.TheVLRisalwaysintegratedwiththeMSC.Whenamobile

stationroamsintoanewMSCarea,theVLRconnectedtothatMSCwillrequest

dataaboutthemobilestationfrom theHLR.Later,ifthemobilestationmakes

acall,theVLRwillhavetheinformationneededforcallsetupwithouthavingto

interrogatetheHLReachtime.

• Authenticationcenter(AUC)—A unitcalledtheAUC providesauthentication

and encryption parameters thatverifythe user's identityand ensure the

confidentialityofeachcall.TheAUCprotectsnetworkoperatorsfrom different

typesoffraudfoundintoday'scellularworld.

• Equipmentidentity register(EIR)—The EIR is a database thatcontains

informationabouttheidentityofmobileequipmentthatpreventscallsfrom

stolen,unauthorized,ordefective mobile stations.The AUC and EIR are

implementedasstand-alonenodesorasacombinedAUC/EIRnode.

TheBaseStationSystem (BSS)

Allradio-relatedfunctionsareperformedintheBSS,whichconsistsofbasestation
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controllers(BSCs)andthebasetransceiverstations(BTSs).
• BSC—TheBSCprovidesallthecontrolfunctionsandphysicallinksbetweenthe

MSC andBTS.Itisahigh-capacityswitchthatprovidesfunctionssuchas

handover,cellconfigurationdata,andcontrolofradiofrequency(RF)power

levelsinbasetransceiverstations.AnumberofBSCsareservedbyanMSC.

• BTS—TheBTShandlestheradiointerfacetothemobilestation.TheBTSisthe

radioequipment(transceiversandantennas)neededtoserviceeachcellinthe

network.AgroupofBTSsarecontrolledbyaBSC.

TheOperationandSupportSystem

Theoperationsandmaintenancecenter(OMC)isconnectedtoallequipmentinthe
switchingsystem andtotheBSC.TheimplementationofOMCiscalledtheoperation
andsupportsystem (OSS).TheOSSisthefunctionalentityfrom whichthenetwork
operatormonitorsandcontrolsthesystem.ThepurposeofOSS istoofferthe
customercost-effectivesupportforcentralized,regional,andlocaloperationaland
maintenanceactivitiesthatarerequiredforaGSM network.Animportantfunctionof
OSS istoprovideanetworkoverview andsupportthemaintenanceactivitiesof
differentoperationandmaintenanceorganizations.

AdditionalFunctionalElements

OtherfunctionalelementsshowninFigure2areasfollows:

• Messagecenter(MXE)—TheMXEisanodethatprovidesintegratedvoice,fax,

anddatamessaging.Specifically,theMXEhandlesshortmessageservice,cell

broadcast,voicemail,faxmail,email,andnotification.

• Mobileservicenode(MSN)—TheMSN isthenodethathandlesthemobile

intelligentnetwork(IN)services.

• Gatewaymobileservicesswitchingcenter(GMSC)—Agatewayisanodeused

tointerconnecttwonetworks.ThegatewayisoftenimplementedinanMSC.

TheMSCisthenreferredtoastheGMSC.

• GSM interworking unit(GIWU)—TheGIWU consistsofboth hardwareand

software that provides an interface to various networks for data

communications.ThroughtheGIWU,userscanalternatebetweenspeechand

dataduringthesamecall.TheGIWUhardwareequipmentisphysicallylocated

attheMSC/VLR.

GSM NetworkAreas
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TheGSM networkismadeupofgeographicareas.AsshowninFigure3,theseareas
includecells,locationareas(LAs),MSC/VLRserviceareas,andpubliclandmobile
network(PLMN)areas.

Figure3.NetworkAreas

Thecellistheareagivenradiocoveragebyonebasetransceiverstation.TheGSM
networkidentifieseachcellviathecellglobalidentity(CGI)numberassignedtoeach
cell.Thelocationareaisagroupofcells.Itistheareainwhichthesubscriberis
paged.EachLAisservedbyoneormorebasestationcontrollers,yetonlybyasingle
MSC(seeFigure4).EachLAisassignedalocationareaidentity(LAI)number.

AnMSC/VLRservicearearepresentsthepartoftheGSM networkthatiscoveredby
oneMSCandwhichisreachable,asitisregisteredintheVLRoftheMSC(seeFigure
5).
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Figure4.LocationAreas
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Figure5.MSC/VLRServiceAreas

ThePLMNserviceareaisanareaservedbyonenetworkoperator(seeFigure6).

Figure6.PLMNNetworkAreas

GSM Specifications

BeforelookingattheGSM specifications,itisimportanttounderstandthefollowing
basicterms:

• Bandwidth—therangeofachannel'slimits;thebroaderthebandwidth,the

fasterdatacanbesent

• Bitspersecond(bps)—asingleon-offpulseofdata;eightbitsareequivalentto
onebyte

• Frequency—thenumberofcyclesperunitoftime;frequencyismeasuredin
hertz(Hz)

• Kilo(k)—kiloisthedesignationfor1,000;theabbreviationkbpsrepresents

1,000bitspersecond

• Megahertz(MHz)—1,000,000hertz(cyclespersecond)

• Milliseconds(ms)—one-thousandthofasecond

• Watt(W)—ameasureofpowerofatransmitter

Specificationsfordifferentpersonalcommunicationservices(PCS)systemsvary
amongthedifferentPCSnetworks.Listedbelowisadescriptionofthespecifications
andcharacteristicsfor
GSM.

• Frequencyband—ThefrequencyrangespecifiedforGSM is1,850to1,990MHz

(mobilestationtobasestation).

• Duplexdistance—The duplexdistance is 80 MHz.Duplexdistance is the

distancebetweentheuplinkanddownlinkfrequencies.A channelhastwo

frequencies,80MHzapart.

• Channelseparation—Theseparationbetweenadjacentcarrierfrequencies.In

GSM,thisis200kHz.
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• Modulation—Modulationistheprocessofsendingasignalbychangingthe

characteristics ofa carrierfrequency.This is done in GSM via Gaussian

minimum shiftkeying(GMSK).

• Transmissionrate—GSM isadigitalsystem withanover-the-airbitrateof270
kbps.

• Access method—GSM utilizes the time division multiple access (TDMA)

concept.TDMAisatechniqueinwhichseveraldifferentcallsmaysharethe

samecarrier.Eachcallisassignedaparticulartimeslot.

• Speechcoder—GSM useslinearpredictivecoding(LPC).ThepurposeofLPCis

toreducethebitrate.TheLPCprovidesparametersforafilterthatmimicsthe

vocaltract.Thesignalpassesthroughthisfilter,leavingbehindaresidual

signal.Speechisencodedat13kbps.

CHAPTER3

GSM ARCHITECTURE

GSM Architecture

GlobalSystem forMobile (GSM)is a second generation cellularsystem
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standardthatwasdevelopedtosolvethefragmentationproblemsofthefirstcellular
systems in Europe.GSM was the world’s firstcellularsystem to specify digital
modulationandnetworklevelarchitecturesandservices,andistheworld’smostpopular
2G technology.Before GSM,European countries used differentcellularstandards
throughoutthecontinent,anditwasoriginallydevelopedtoserveasthepan-European
cellularserviceandpromisedawiderangeofnetworkservicesthroughtheuseofISDN.
GSM’ssuccesshasexceededtheexpectationsofvirtuallyeveryone,anditisnow the
world’smostpopularstandardfornew cellularradioandpersonalcommunications
equipment throughout the world. The task of specifying a common mobile
communicationsystem forEuropeinthe900MHzbandwastakenupinthemid–1980s
bytheGSM (Groupespecialmobile)committee.

Figure7-GSM Architecture

GSM Architectureisdividedintothreemainparts:
1.MobileStation(MS)

2.BaseStationSystem (BSS)

3.NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem (NSS)

Inthisarchitecture,aMScommunicateswithaBSSthroughtheradiointerface.The
BSSisconnectedtotheNSSbycommunicatingwithamobileswitchingcenter(MSC).

MobileStation

TheMSconsistsoftwoparts:thesubscriberidentitymodule(SIM)andthemobile
equipment(ME).Sometimeitalsocontainsathirdpartcalledterminalequipment
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(TE),whichcanbeaPDAorPCconnectedtotheME.Inthiscase,thefirsttwoparts
(i.e.,MEandSIM)arecalledthemobileterminal(MT).

CharacteristicofSubscriberIdentityModule(SIM)

• ASIM canbeasmartcardthatsizeisusuallythesizeofacreditcard.ASIM

canbeasmaller-sized“plug-inSIM”.

• TheSIM isprotectedbyapersonalidentitynumber(PIN)betweenfourtoeight

digitsinlength.ThePIN isinitiallyloadedbythenetworkoperatoratthe

subscriptiontime.ThisPINcanbedeactivatedorchangedbytheuser.

• AtthetimeofswitchON theMS,theuserisaskedtoenterthePIN.Ifuser

entersthewrongPINuptothreeconsecutiveattempts,theSIM willbeblocked

andtheMScannotbeused.TounblocktheSIM,theuserisaskedtoenterthe

eightPINunblockingkey(PUK).

• ASIM containsthesubscriber-relatedinformation,includingthePINandPUK

codes.The subscriber-related data also include a listofabbreviated and

customizedshortdialingnumbers,shortmessagesreceived.

• PartsoftheSIM informationcanbemodifiedbythesubscribereitherbyusing

thekeypadofanMSorapersonalcomputerusinganRS232connectionsdata

retrievedbyusingsoftwareonaPC.

• TheSIM cardcanbeupdatedovertheairthroughSIM toolkit,withwhich

networkoperatorscanremotelyupgradeanMSbysendingcodesthrough

shortmessages.

• Thesemessagesareissuedfrom aSim CardserverandarereceivedbyMSs

equippedwithSIM-toolkitcapability.

• SIM Toolkitprovidessecurity-relatedfunctionssothatSIM cardsarenotfalsely

modified.

CharacteristicofMobileEquipment(ME)

• TheMEcontainsthenoncustomer-relatedhardwareandsoftwarespecificto

theradiointerface.

• WhentheSIM isremovedfrom anMS,theMEcannotbeusedforreachingthe

service,exceptforemergencycalls.

• AteverynewconnectionbetweenMS(SIM)andthenetwork,thecharacteristic

indicationoftheME,calledclassmark,isgiventothenetwork.
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• ThisSIM-MEdesignsupportsportability,aswellasenhancingsecurity.Usually,

theMEisthepropertyofthesubscriber.TheSIM,althoughloanedtothe

subscriber,isthepropertyoftheserviceprovider.

BaseStationSystem

TheBSSconsistsoftwoparts:

A)BaseTransceiverStation(BTS)

B)BaseStationController(BSC)

TheBTS containstransmitter,receiver,signalingequipmentspecifictotheradio
interface in orderto contactthe MSs.An importantpartofthe BTS is the
transcoder/rate adapter unit (TRAU) that carries out GSM-specific speech
encoding/decodingandrateadaptionindatatransmission.

FunctionsofBSC
• TheBSCisresponsiblefortheswitchingfunctionsintheBSS,andisinturn

connectedtoanMSCintheNSS.

• TheBSCsupportsradiochannelallocation/releaseandhandoffmanagement.

• A BSC mayconnecttoseveralBTSsandmaintaincellconfigurationdataof
theseBTSs.

• TheBSC communicateswith theBTSsusing ISDN protocolsviatheA-bis
interface.

ProcessorloadofaBSC,Inbusyhours
Callactivities=around20-25percent

PagingandShortMessageService(SMS)=around10-15percent

Mobilitymanagement(handoffandlocationupdate)=around20-25percent
Hardwarechecking/network-triggeredevents=around15-20percent.
ABSCistypicallyengineeredat80percentutilization.WhenaBSCisoverloaded,it
first

rejectslocationupdate,nextMSoriginatingcalls,andthenhandoffs.

NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem (NSS)

The NSS supports the switching functions,subscriber profiles,and mobility
management.ThebasicswitchingfunctionintheNSSisperformedbytheMSC.
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• ThisinterfacefollowsasignalingprotocolusedinthetelephonenetworkThe

MSCalsocommunicateswithothernetworkelementsexternaltoGSM utilizing

thesamesignalingprotocol.

• ThecurrentlocationofanMSisusuallymaintainedbyHLRandVLR.Whenan

MSmovefrom thehomesystem toavisitedsystem,itslocationisregistered

attheVLRofthevisitedsystem.TheVLRtheninformstheMS’sHLRofits

currentlocation.

• Theauthenticationcenter(AuC)isusedinthesecuritydatamanagementfor

theauthenticationofsubscribers.TheAuCmaybeconnectedwiththeHLR.

• AnincomingcallisroutedtoanMSC,unlessthefixednetworkisableto

inteterrogatetheHLRdirectly.ThatMSCiscalledthegatewayMSC(GMSC).

• TheGMSCobtainsthelocationinformationroutesthecallstothevisitedMSC

ofthesubscriberstoreceivethecalls.
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CHAPTER4

OTHERGSM ENTITIES

GSM Interfaces

GSM interfacesareusedforconnectionofvariousnodesinGSM network.Thereare
differentGSM interfaces.

Um Interface:

• ItisalsoknownasAirInterfaceorRadiointerface.Itisthemostimportantpart

inanymobileradiosystem andinterfacesMSandBTS.

• Itsupportsmaximum spectralefficiencyanduniversaluseofanycompatible

mobilestationinaGSM network.

• TheradiointerfaceusestheLinkAccessProtocolonDchannel(LAPD).

AbisInterface:

• Abisinterfacesarevendorspecific.ItinterfacesBSCandBTS.Theinterface

comprises traffic and controlchannels.Functions implemented atAbis

interfaceare:

• Trafficchanneltransmission,terrestrialandradiochannelmanagement.

• Voice-datatrafficexchange.

• SignalingexchangebetweenBSCandBTS.

• Transportingsynchronizationinformationfrom BSCtoBTS.

Thisinterfacesupportstwotypesofcommunicationlinks:

Trafficchannelsat64kbps.

Signalingchannelsat16kbps

Thetwomessageshandheldbytrafficmanagementprocedurepartofthesignaling
interfacearetransparentandnon-transparent.MessagesbetweenMSandBSC-MSC
aretransparentmessagesandtheydonotrequireanalysisbyBTS.But,BTSanalysis
isrequiredbynon-transparentmessages.

A-interface
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ItistheinterfacebetweenBSCandMSC.ThephysicallayerofA-interfaceisa
2MbpsstandardCCITTdigitalconnection.

ProprietaryM-Interface
ItistheinterfacebetweenphysicalBSCandtheTRAU.TRAUisincludedin

BSC intheGSM networkimplementationoflucenttechnologies.TheTRAU
adaptstransmissionbitrateofA-interface(64kbps)toA-bisinterface(16
kbps).

InterfacebetweenotherGSM Entities
MAP(MediaApplicationProtocol)isusedtotransferinformationbetween

GSM PLMN entities.Mobile application and severalApplication Service
Elements(ASEs)arecontainedinMAP.

SignalProcessinginGSM
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Figure8-GSM operationsfrom speechinputtospeechoutput

There are following operations performed from transmitterto receiverin signal
processinginGSM.

SpeechCoding-

• TheGSM speechcoderisbasedontheResiduallyExcitedLinearPredictive

Coder(RELP),whichisenhancedbyincludingaLong-Term Predictor(LTP).

• Thecoderprovides260bitsforeach20msblocksofspeech,whichyieldsabit

rateof13kbps.

• The GSM speech codertakes advantage ofthe factthatin a normal

conversation,eachpersonspeaksonaverageforlessthan40%ofthetime.

• Byincorporatingavoiceactivitydetector(VAD)inthespeechcoder,GSM

systemsoperateinadiscontinuoustransmissionmode(DTX).

• Whichprovidesalongersubscriberbatterylifeandreducesinstantaneous

radiointerferencesincetheGSM transmitterisnotactiveduringsilentperiods.

• A comfort noise subsystem (CNS) at the receiving end introduces a

backgroundacousticnoisetocompensatefortheannoyingswitchedmuting

whichoccursduetoDTX.

ChannelCodingforDataChannels-ThecodingprovidedforGSM fullratedata
channels(TCH/F9.6)isbasedonhandling60bitsofuserdataat5msintervals,in
accordancewiththemodifiedCCITTV.110modem standard.

ChannelCodingforControlChannels-GSM controlchannelmessagesare
defined

tobe184bitslong,andareencodedusingashortenedbinarycyclicfirecode,filledby
ahalf-rateconvolutioncoder.

Interleaving

Inordertominimizetheeffectofsuddenfadesonthereceiveddata,thetotalof456
encodedbitswithineach20msspeechframeorcontrolmessageframearebroken
intoeight57bitsubblocks.

• Theseeightsub-blockswhichmakeupasinglespeechframearespreadover

eightconsecutiveTCHtimeslots.
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• Ifaburstislostduetointerferenceorfading,channelcodingensuresthat

enoughbitswillstillbereceivedcorrectlytoallowtheerrorcorrectiontowork.

• EachTCHtimeslotcarriestwo57bitblocksofdatafrom twodifferent20ms

(456bit)speech(control)segments.

• Figureillustratesexactlyhow thespeechframesarediagonallyinterleaved

withinthetimeslots.Andhereeightspeechsub-blocksarespreadovereight

successiveTCHtimeslotsforaspecifictimeslotnumber.

Figure9-DiagonalinterleavingusedforTCH/SACCH/FACCHdata

HereTS0contains57bitsofdatafrom 0thsub-blockofnthspeechcoder
frame(denotedas“a”infigure)and57bitsofdatafrom the4thsub-blockof
the(n-1)speechcoderframe(denotedas“b”infigure).

BurstFormatting-
Burstformattingaddsbinarydatatothecipheredblocks,inordertohelp

synchronizationandequalizationofthereceivedsignal.

Ciphering
• Cipheringmodifiesthecontentsoftheeightinterleavedblocksthroughtheuse

ofencryptiontechniquesknownonlytotheparticularmobilestationandbase

transceiverstation.

• Securityis furtherenhanced bythe factthatthe encryption algorithm is

changedfrom calltocall.

• Twotypescipheringalgorithms,calledA3andA5,areusedinGSM toprevent

unauthorized network access and privacy for the radio transmission

respectively.

• TheA3algorithm isusedtoauthenticateeachmobilebyverifyingtheuser’s

passcodewithintheSIM withthecryptographickeyattheMSC.
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• TheA5algorithm providesthescramblingforthe114codeddatabitssentin
eachTS

Modulation
• ThemodulationschemeusedbyGSM is0.3GMSK,where0.3describesthe3

dbbandwidthoftheGaussianpulseshapingfilterwithrelationtothebitrate

(BT=0.3).

• GMSKisaspecialtypeofdigitalFM modulation.Binaryonesandzeroesare

representedinGSM byshiftingRFcarrierby67.708kHz.

• ThechanneldatarateofGSM is270.834kbps,whichisexactlyfourtimesthe

RFfrequencyshift.

• Thisminimizesthebandwidthoccupiedbythemodulationspectrum andhence

improveschannelcapacity.

• TheMSKmodulatedsignalispassedthroughaGaussianfiltertosmooththe

rapidfrequencytransitionswhichwouldotherwisespreadenergyintoadjacent

channels.

FrequencyHoping
• Undernormalconditions,eachdataburstbelongingtoaparticularphysical

channelistransmittedusingthesamecarrierfrequency.

• However,ifusesinaparticularcellhaveseveremultipathproblems,thecell

maybedefinedasahopingcellbythenetworkoperator,

• Inwhichcaseslow frequencyhopingmaybeimplementedtocombatthe

multipathorhoppingoccursatamaximum rateof217.6hopspersecond.

• Asmanyas64differentchannelsmaybeusedbeforeahoppingsequenceis
repeated.

Frequencyhopingiscompletelyspecifiedbytheserviceprovider.

Equalization

• Equalization is performed atthe receiverwith the help ofthe training

sequencestransmittedinthemixableofeverytimeslot.

• The type ofequalizerforGSM is notspecified and is leftup to the
manufacturer.

Demodulation
• Theportionofthetransmittedforwardchannelsignalwhichisofinteresttoa

particularuserisdeterminedbytheassignedTSandARFCN.
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• TheappropriateTS aredemodulated withtheaid ofsynchronizationdata

providedbytheburstformatting.

• Afterdemodulation,the binary information is deciphered,de-interleaved,

channeldecoded,andspeechdecoded.Hereatthereceiver,theprocessofDe-

ciphering, Burst Formatting, De-interleaving, Channel decoding, source

decodingareexactlyoppositetothetransmitterandfinallyspeechasan

output.

FramestructureofGSM

• ThemostinterestinginterfaceinaGSM system isUm,GSM implementsSDMA

usingcellswithBTSandassignsanMStoaBTS,Furthermore,FDDisusedto

separatedownlinkanduplinkasshowninfigure.

• MediaaccesscombinesTDMAandFDMA.InGSM 900(Uplinkare935-960

MHzandDownlinkare890-915MHz),124channels,each200kHzwide,are

usedforFDMA,whereasGSM 1800uses,374channels.

• Duetotechnicalreasons,channels1and124arenotusedfortransmissionin

GSM 900.Typically,32 channelsarereserved fororganizationaldata;the

remaining90areusedforcustomers.

• EachBTSthenmanagesasinglechannelfororganizationaldataand,e.g.,upto

10channelsforuserdata.

• Notethat,foragivendistance,lesspowerisrequiredtotransmitsignalovera

lowerfrequency.TosaveMS(MobileStation)power,uplinkfrequenciesin

mobilesystemsarealwaysthelowerbandoffrequencies.

• DiscontinuoustransmissionisusedinGSM tosavepowerconsumptionofthe

MS.Withthisfunction,anMSturnsthetransmitterononlywhilevoiceis

present.Whenthereisnovoiceinput,thetransmitteristurnedoff.

• GSM alsosupportsdiscontinuousreceptionwheretheMSneedstolistenonly

toitssubchannelforpaging.

• ThefollowingexampleisbasedontheGSM 900system,butGSM worksina

similarwayat1800and1900MHz.

• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSM

timeslots,whereeachslotrepresentsaphysicalTDM channelandlastsfor
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577microseconds.EachTDM channeloccupiesthe200kHzcarrierfor577

microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.

• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfrom thedownlinkbyadelayofthree
timeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfrom transmittingandreceivingatthesametime.

Figure10-GSM FrameStructure

• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSM

timeslots,whereeachslotrepresentsaphysicalTDM channelandlastsfor

577microseconds.EachTDM channeloccupiesthe200kHzcarrierfor577

microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.

• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfrom thedownlinkbyadelayofthree
timeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfrom transmittingandreceivingatthesametime.

• AnMSdoesnotneedafull-duplextransmitter,asimplerhalf-duplextransmitter

switchingbetweenreceivingandsendingisenough.

• Toavoidfrequencyselectivefading,GSM specifiesanoptionalslowfrequency

hoppingmechanismsandBTSmaychangethecarrierfrequencyaftereach

framebasedonacommonhoppingsequence.AnMSchangesitfrequency

betweenupanddownlinkslotsrespectively.

• Dataistransmittedinsmallportions,calledbursts.Normalburstareusedfor

datatransmissioninsideatimeslot(userandsignalingdata).Theburstisonly

546.5microsecondlongandcontains148bits.

• Theremaining30.5microsecondareusedasguardspacetoavoidoverlapping

withotherburstduetodifferentpathdelaysandtogivethetransmittertimeto

turnonandoff.
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• Thefirstandlastthreebitsofanormalburst(tail)areallsetto0andcanbe

usedtoenhancethereceiverperformance.

• Thetrainingsequenceinthemiddleofaslotisusedtoadapttheparametersof

thereceivertothecurrentpathpropagationcharacteristicandtoselectthe

strongestsignalincaseofmulti-pathpropagation.

• Aflagindicateswhetherthedatafieldcontainsuserornetworkcontroldata.

• Apartfrom the normalburst,ETSIdefines fourmore bursts fordata

transmission,frequencycorrectionburstsallowstheMStocorrectthelocal

oscillatortoavoidinterferencewithneighboringchannels,asynchronization

burstwithanextendedtrainingsequencesynchronizestheMSwiththeBTSin

time,anaccessburstisusedfortheinitialconnectionsetupbetweenMSand

BTS,andfinallyadummyburstisusedifnodataisavailableforaslot.

ChannelsusedinGSM

Figure11-ChannelsinGSM

Trafficchannels(TCHs)

Trafficchannelsareusedtocarryuserinformation(speechordata).Twokindsof
TCHsaredefined:
a)Full-rateTCH(TCH/F)

Providestransmissionspeedof13kbpsforspeechor9.6,4.8,or2.4kbpsfor
data.Enhancedfull-rate(EFR)speechcodershavebeenimplementedtoimprovethe
speechqualityofaTCH/F.

b)Half-rateTCH(TCH/H)
Allowstransmissionof6.5kbpsspeech,or4.8or2.4kbpsofdata.1)

ControlChannels(CCHs)

TheCCHsareintendedtocarrysignalinginformation.ThreetypesofCCHsare
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definedinGSM:
a)Commoncontrolchannels(CCCHs):Includethefollowingchanneltypes:

• Pagingchannel(PCH):ThePCH providespagingsignalsfrom thebase

stationto allmobilesinthecell,and notifiesaspecificmobileofan

incomingcallwhichoriginatesfrom thePSTN.ThePCHtransmitstheIMSI

ofthetargetsubscriber,alongwitharequestforacknowledgmentfrom the

mobileunitontheRACH.Alternatively;thePCHmaybeusedtoprovidecell

broadcastASCIItextmessagesto allsubscribers,aspartoftheSMS

featureofGSM.

• Accessgrantchannel(AGCH):TheAGCHisusedbythe basestationto

provideforwardlinkcommunicationtothemobile,andcarriesdatawhich

instructsthemobiletooperateinaparticularphysicalchannel(timeslot

andARFCN)withaparticulardedicatedcontrolchannel.TheAGCHisthe

finalCCCHmessagesentbythebasestationbeforeasubscriberismoved

offthecontrolchannel.TheAGCHisusedbythebasestationtorespondto

aRACHsentbyamobilestationinapreviousCCCHframe.

• Random accesschannel(RACH):TheRACHisareverselinkchannelused

byasubscriberunittoacknowledgeapagefrom thePCH,andisalsoused

bymobilestooriginateacall.TheRACH usesaslottedALOHA access

Scheme.ItisusedbytheMSsforinitialaccesstothenetwork.Itutilizesthe

uplink.SameMSsmayaccessthesameRACH,potentiallyresultingin

collisions.TheslottedAlohaprotocolisadoptedinGSM toresolveaccess

collision.

b)Dedicatedcontrolchannels:ItissupportedinGSM fordedicatedusebya
specificMS.

 Standalonededicatedcontrolchannel(SDCCH):Itisusedonlyforsignaling

andforshortmessages.TheSDCCHisusedtosendauthenticationandalert

messages(butnotspeech)asthemobilesynchronizesitselfwiththeframe

structureandwaitsforaTCH.

TheSDCCHisusedinbothdownlinkanduplink.

• Slowassociatedcontrolchannel(SACCH):ItisassociatedwitheitheraTCHor

an SDCCH.The SACCH is used fornonurgentprocedures,mainly the

transmissionofpowerandtimealignmentcontrolinformationovertheuplink.

ATCHisalwaysallocatedwithacontrolchannelSACCHtotransportbothuser
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informationandsignalingdatainparallel.TheSACCHisusedinbothdownlink

anduplink.

• Fastassociatedcontrolchannel(FACCH):Itisusedfortime-criticalsignaling,

suchascall-establishingprogress,authenticationofsubscriber,orhandoff.The

FACCHmakesuseoftheTCHduringacall;thus,thereisalossofuserdata

becausetheFACCH “steals”thebandwidthoftheTCH.TheFACCHisusedin

bothdownlinkanduplink.

• Callbroadcastchannel(CBCH):Itcarriesonlytheshortmessageservicecell

broadcastmessages,whichusethesametimeslotastheSDCCH.TheCBCH

isusedonthedownlinkonly.

c)Broadcastchannels(BCHs):ItisusedbytheBTStobroadcastinformationtothe
MSsinitscoveragearea.

• Frequencycorrectionchannel(FCCH):TheFCCHallowseachsubscriberunit

tosynchronizetheinternalfrequencystandard(localoscillator)totheexact

frequencyofthebasestation.Itcarriesinformationfrom theBSStotheMS.

• Synchronizationchannel(SCH):Itcarryinformationfrom theBSStotheMS.It

isusedtoidentifytheservingbasestationwhileallowingeachmobiletoframe

synchronizeswiththebasestation.

• Broadcastcontrolchannel(BCCH):TheBCCHisaforwardcontrolchannelthat

is used to broadcastinformation such as celland network identity,and

operatingcharacteristicsofthecell(currentcontrolchannelstructure,channel

availability,andcongestion).TheBCCHalsobroadcastsalistofchannelsthat

arecurrentlyinusewithinthecell.

Handoff:

Whenamobileuserisengagedinconversation,theMSisconnectedtoaBSviaa
radiolink.IfthemobileusermovestothecoverageareaofanotherBS,theradiolink
totheoldBSiseventuallydisconnected,andaradiolinktothenew BSshouldbe
establishedtocontinuetheconversation.Thisprocessisvariouslyreferredtoas
automaticlinktransfer,handover,orhandoff.

Therearefivetypesofhandoff:

• IntracellhandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetweentwotimeslotsor

channelsinthesameBS.ForaTDMAsystem,Intracellhandoffisalsoreferred

toastimeslottransfer(TST).
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• Intercellhandofforinter-BShandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetween

twoBSsattachedtothesamebasestationcontroller(BSC).

• Inter-BSC handoffThe linkis transferred between two BSsconnected to

differentBSCsonthesamemobileswitchingcenter(MSC).

• Intersystem handofforinter-MSChandoffThelinktransfertakesplaceattwo

BSsconnectedtodifferentBSCsondifferentMSCs.

• Intersystem handoffbetweentwoPCSnetworksThelinktransferisbetween

twoBSsconnectedtodifferentMSCshomingtodifferentPCSnetworks.

Threestrategieshavebeenproposedtodetecttheneedforhandoff:

• In mobile-controlled handoff(MCHO)The MS continuously monitors the

signalsofthesurroundingBSsandinitiatesthehandoffprocesswhensome

handoffcriteriaaremet.MCHOisusedinDECTandPACS.

• In network-controlled handoff(NCHO)The surrounding BSs measure the

signalfrom theMS,andthenetworkinitiatesthehandoffprocesswhensome

handoffcriteriaaremet.NCHOisusedinCT-2plusandAMPS.

• Inmobile-assistedhandoff(MACHO)ThenetworksasktheMStomeasurethe

signalfrom thesurroundingBSs.Thenetworkmakesthehandoffdecision

basedonreportsfrom theMS.MACHOisusedinGSM andIS-95CDMA.

TheBSsinvolvedinthehandoffmaybeconnectedtothesameMSC (inter-cell
handofforinterBShandoff)ortwodifferentMSCs(inter-system handofforinter-MSC
handoff).

GSM SubscriberServices
TherearetwobasictypesofservicesofferedthroughGSM:telephony(alsoreferred
toasteleservices)anddata(alsoreferredtoasbearerservices).Telephonyservices
are mainlyvoice services thatprovide subscribers with the complete capability
(includingnecessaryterminalequipment)tocommunicatewithothersubscribers.
Dataservicesprovidethecapacitynecessarytotransmitappropriatedatasignals
betweentwoaccesspointscreatinganinterfacetothenetwork.Inadditiontonormal
telephonyandemergencycalling,thefollowingsubscriberservicesaresupportedby
GSM:

• Dual-tonemultifrequency(DTMF)—DTMFisatonesignalingschemeoften

usedforvariouscontrolpurposesviathetelephonenetwork,suchasremote

controlofan

answeringmachine.GSM supportsfull-originatingDTMF.

• FacsimilegroupIII—GSM supportsCCITTGroup3facsimile.Asstandardfax

machinesaredesignedtobeconnectedtoatelephoneusinganalogsignals,a
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specialfaxconverterconnectedtotheexchangeisusedintheGSM system.

ThisenablesaGSM–connectedfaxtocommunicatewithanyanalogfaxinthe

network.

• Shortmessageservices—AconvenientfacilityoftheGSM networkistheshort

messageservice.Amessageconsistingofamaximum of160alphanumeric

characterscanbesenttoorfrom amobilestation.Thisservicecanbeviewed

asanadvancedform ofalphanumericpagingwithanumberofadvantages.If

thesubscriber'smobileunitispoweredofforhasleftthecoveragearea,the

messageisstoredandofferedbacktothesubscriberwhenthemobileis

poweredonorhasreenteredthecoverageareaofthenetwork.Thisfunction

ensuresthatthemessagewillbereceived.

• Cellbroadcast—Avariationoftheshortmessageserviceisthecellbroadcast

facility.Amessageofamaximum of93characterscanbebroadcasttoall

mobilesubscribersinacertaingeographicarea.Typicalapplicationsinclude

trafficcongestionwarningsandreportsonaccidents.

• Voicemail—Thisserviceisactuallyanansweringmachinewithinthenetwork,

which is controlled by the subscriber.Calls can be forwarded to the

subscriber'svoice-mailboxandthesubscriberchecksformessagesviaa

personalsecuritycode.

• Faxmail—Withthisservice,thesubscribercanreceivefaxmessagesatanyfax

machine.Themessagesarestoredinaservicecenterfrom whichtheycanbe

retrievedbythesubscriberviaapersonalsecuritycodetothedesiredfax

number.

SupplementaryServices

GSM supportsacomprehensivesetofsupplementaryservicesthatcancomplement
andsupportbothtelephonyanddataservices.Supplementaryservicesaredefinedby
GSM and are characterized as revenue-generating features.A partiallisting of
supplementaryservicesfollows.

• Callforwarding—This service gives the subscriberthe ability to forward

incomingcallstoanothernumberifthecalledmobileunitisnotreachable,ifit

isbusy,ifthereisnoreply,orifcallforwardingisallowedunconditionally.
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• Barring ofoutgoing calls—This service makes itpossible fora mobile

subscribertopreventalloutgoingcalls.

• Barring ofincoming calls—This function allowsthe subscriberto prevent

incomingcalls.Thefollowingtwoconditionsforincomingcallbarringexist:

baringofallincomingcallsandbarringofincomingcallswhenroamingoutside

thehomePLMN.

• Adviceofcharge(AoC)—TheAoCserviceprovidesthemobilesubscriberwith

anestimateofthecallcharges.TherearetwotypesofAoCinformation:one

thatprovidesthesubscriberwithanestimateofthebillandonethatcanbe

usedforimmediatechargingpurposes.AoCfordatacallsisprovidedonthe

basisoftimemeasurements.

• Callhold—Thisserviceenablesthesubscribertointerruptanongoingcalland

thensubsequentlyreestablishthecall.Thecallholdserviceisonlyapplicable

tonormaltelephony.

• Callwaiting—Thisserviceenablesthemobilesubscribertobenotifiedofan

incomingcallduringaconversation.Thesubscribercananswer,reject,or

ignore the incoming call. Call waiting is applicable to all GSM

telecommunicationsservicesusingacircuitswitchedconnection.

• Multipartyservice—The multipartyservice enables a mobile subscriberto

establish a multiparty conversation—thatis,a simultaneous conversation

betweenthreeandsixsubscribers.Thisserviceisonlyapplicabletonormal

telephony.

• Callinglineidentificationpresentation/restriction—Theseservicessupplythe

calledpartywiththeintegratedservicesdigitalnetwork(ISDN)numberofthe

callingparty.Therestrictionserviceenablesthecallingpartytorestrictthe

presentation.Therestrictionoverridesthepresentation.

• Closedusergroups(CUGs)—CUGsaregenerallycomparabletoaPBX.They

areagroupofsubscriberswhoarecapableofonlycallingthemselvesand

certainnumbers.
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CHAPTER-5

CONCLUSION

In analog communication systems the quality of voice and the speed of
communicationwerenotgood.Thusanevolutionofanalogcommunicationsystems
wasneeded;HenceGSM Technologywasmadewhichimprovedthecommunication
processbyaddressingtheproblemsoftheprevioussystems.

Itincreasesthecapacity,reducesRFtransmissionpower,andprovidesinternational
roamingcapability,bettersecurityagainstfraudthroughterminalvalidationanduser
authentication.Italso providesencryptioncapabilityforinformationsecurityand
privacy,AtthesametimeitiscompatiblewiththeISDNnetwork.
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ABSTRACT  
 

 Telecommunication has seen tremendous growth in the last ten years. However, in  

India the Broadband growth is not encouraging. As per World Bank report a ten percentage-  

point increase in broadband penetration for an average nation results in an acceleration of  

economic growth of 1.3 percentages. According to Telecommunication Regulatory Authority  

of India (TRAI) report (March 2014), among 14.86 million fixed line Broadband subscribers  

10 million are from Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) which amounts to 67 percent  

market share. Having highest market share in fixed line Broadband, BSNL has high  

responsibility to support the Broadband growth for the country. However, presently the loyal  

customers of Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited are switching over to other brands because of  

the issues in customer experience in the Broadband service delivery.  

 Spending a period of 6 weeks with the Telecom Networking, the report is based on  

how the BSNL Telecom Network works, how the exchange works. Previously we use  

electro-mechanical exchanges but it faced some disadvantages. We overcome those  

drawbacks by introducing "C-DOT" exchange in India. Now the present trend in BSNL is  

"GSM" ,it provided milestones in Telecom.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited is a state- owned telecommunications company 

headquartered in New Delhi, India. BSNL is one of the largest Indian cellular service providers, 

with over 87.1 million subscribers as of April 2011, and the largest land line telephone provider 

in India.  

 

BSNL is India's oldest and largest communication service provider. It had a customer 

base of 90 million as of June 2008. It has footprints throughout India except for theme-tropolitan 

cities of Mumbai and New Delhi, which are managed by Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

(MTNL). As of June 30, 2010, BSNL had a customer base of 27.45 million wirelines and 72.69 

million wireless subscribers.  

 

BSNL is the only service provider, making focused efforts and planned initiatives to 

bridge the Rural-Urban Digital Divide ICT sector. In fact, there is no telecom operator in 

the/country to beat its reach with its wide network giving services in every nook & corner of 

country and operates across India except Delhi & Mumbai. Whether it is inaccessible areas of 

Siachen glacier and North-eastern region of the country. BSNL serves its customers with its 

wide bouquet of telecom services.  

 

BSNL is numerouno operator of India in all services in its license area. The company 

offers vide ranging & most transparent tariff schemes designed to suite every customer. BSNL 

cellular service, Cell One, has 55,140,282 2Gcellular customers and 88,4933Gcustomers as on 

30.11.2009. In basic services, BSNL is miles ahead, with 85 per cent share of the subscriber 

base and 92 percent share in revenue terms. BSNL has more than 2.5 million WLL subscribers 

and 2.5 million Internet Customers who access Internet through various modes. BSNL has set 

up a world class multi-gigabit, multi- protocol convergent IP infrastructure that provides 

convergent services like voice, data and video through the same Backbone and Broadband 

Access Network. At present there are 0.6 million Data One broadband customers. The company 

has vast experience. Planning, Installation, network integration and Maintenance of Switching & 

Transmission Networks and also has a world class ISO 9000 certified Telecom Training 

Institute. 

 

1.1. Telecom network  

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts  

 

1) Access Network: It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises 

Equipment) to the Switching Location. Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

 

2) Switching network: It is the location of the switching station. Example: Telephone 

Exchange, MSC etc.  

 

3) Core Network: Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core 

network.  
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1.2. Wired telecom network 

 

Fig. 1.1: Wired telecom network representation. 

 

1.2.1. MDF (Main Distribution Frame)  

 

A Main Distribution Frame (MDF or main frame) is a signal distribution frame for 

connecting equipment (inside plant to cables and subscriber carrier equipment (outside plant). 

The MDF is a termination point within the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment 

and terminations of local loops are connected by jumper wires at the MDF. All cable copper 

pairs supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated at the MDF and distributed 

through the MDF to equipment within the local exchange e.g. repeaters and DSLAM. Cables to 

intermediate distribution frames terminate at the MDF. Trunk cables may terminate on the same 

MDF or on a separate trunk main distribution frame (MDF).  

 

1.2.2 Pillars  

 

PILLARS are the intermediate testing boxes where the primary and distribution cable 

terminates. Underground cables that connect the MDF and pillars are called as Primary cables. 

cables that connect the pillar and the DPs (Distribution Point) in that pillar area are called as 

Distribution cables.  

 

1.2.3 DP (Distribution Point)  

 

A Distribution Point is the point from where the connection wires are extended to the 

customers. A DP's capacity can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 pairs. Each DP is given with a 4-digit number 

in which the first 2 digits indicate the pillar number, in which that DP is working. Through a 

drop wire, the connection is extended into customer premises from the distribution point. 

 

1.3. How telecom network works?  

 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that 

connects telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant 

equipment including telephone switches, which make telephone calls "wolic" in the sense of 

making connections and relaying the speech in format. 
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Fig. 1.2: Basic telecom network 

 

 

1.3.1 Engine and Alternator  

 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine 

provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support 

the exchange systems.  

 

Battery and Power Plant: Batteries provides continuous DC voltage for uninterrupted 

exchange operation. The power plant keeps the batteries on float so as to give out the dc output 

in the event of commercial power supply failure. The rectifiers in the power plant convert ac 

into dc.  

 

1.3.2 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

  

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It 

controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding and 

removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room. 

 

1.3.3 Main Distribution Frame  

 

It provides the physical connectivity from the exchange side to the line side. All the primary 

cables are terminated at the MDF line side and all the switching cables are terminated at the 

exchange side on the MDF crone modules.  

 

1.3.4 Switch  

 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch 

room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. 

Switching is the most important part of the exchange process.  
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1.4. Telecom Companies in India  

 

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country. The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by 

the Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up. 

 

1.5. Services of BSNL  

 Land lines (Fixed Access)  

 High speed Broadband  

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

 Mobile services  

 Wi-MAX  

 IN (Intelligent Network)  
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Chapter 2 

IP ADDRESSING 
Introduction: 

An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address 

serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing. 

IPV4 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255. 

 The IP address is of the form <networkID, hostID> 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D & E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multicasting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: IPv4 addressing 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a Single Network. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits I.e. Converting 0’s into 1’s 

 Sub netting can be performed in two ways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnet mask) 

 Sub netting can be done based on requirement. 
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Fig. 2.2: classes of ipv4 addressing 

Default subnet mask 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A: N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is 255.0.0.0 

 Class B: N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is 255.255.0.0 

 Class C: N.N.N.H 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is 255.255.255.0 

Ipv4 vs ipv6 
 

 

Fig.2.3: Comparison of ipv4 vs ipv6  
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Chapter 3 

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 

 Introduction 

 
A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make 

mobile telephone calls across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, 

allowing the user to be mobile. By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within 

the range of a single, private base station, for example within a home or an office. 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public 

telephone network which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the 

world. It does this by connecting to a cellular network provided by a mobile network 

operator. In addition to telephone, modern mobile phones also support a wide variety 

of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short-range 

wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and 

photography. Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are 

referred to as smart phones. 

3.1 Generation Gap 

Generation:1 Analog [routines for sending voice] 

• All systems are incompatible. 

• No international roaming. 

• No data accessibility. 

Generation:2 Digital [voice Encoding] 

• Increased capacity. 

• Data rate of 144kbitspersec. 

• More security. 

• Compatibility. 

• Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity. 

Generation:2.5 packet-switching 

• Connection to the internet is paid by packets. 

• Connection to internet is cheaper and faster (up to 56KBps]. 

Generation:3 The Present Future 

 

• Permanent web connection at 2Mbps. 

• Internet, phone and media 3 in 1. 

• The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

• Data rates of 384kbits/sec. 

• The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards 3G. 

Generation:4 Voice and Broadband Service. 

 

• Speed up to 1Gbps. 

• I switching has main role. 

• The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) has been initiated.
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Generation:5 Cellular Mobile Communications 

• Ultra-high connection density and 0 latency. 

• It succeeds the 4G(LTE/Max),3G(UMTS) and 2G(GSM) systems. 

• 5G performance targets include high data rate. 

• Higher system capacity and massive device connectivity. 

 The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small 

cells. This allows extensive frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use 

cell phones simultaneously. In a typical analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier 

receives about 800 frequencies to use across the city. The carrier chops up the city into cells. 

Each cell is typically sized at about 10 square miles (26 square kilometres). Cells are normally 

thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this. 

3.2 How a call is connected? 

• When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control 

channel. The control channel is a special frequency that the phone and base 

station use to talk to one another about things like call set-up and channel 

changing. If the phone cannot find any control channels to listen to, it 

knows it is out of range and displays a "no service" message. 

• When it receives the SID, the phone compares It to the SID programmed 

into the phone. If the SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is 

communicating with is part of its home system. 

• Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the 

MTSO keeps track of your phone's location in a database -- this way, the 

MTSO knows which cell you are in when it wants to ring your phone. 

• The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database to 

see which cell you are in. 

• The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that 

cell to take the call. 

• The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell 

it which frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on 

those frequencies, the call is connected. Now, you are talking by two-way 

radio to a friend. 

• As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell's base station notes that 

your signal strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell 

you are moving toward (which is listening and measuring signal strength on 

all frequencies, not just its own one-seventh) sees your phone's signal 

strength increasing. The two base stations coordinate with each other 

through the MTSO, and at some point, your phone gets a signal on a control 

channel telling it to change frequencies. This hand off switches your phone 

to the new cell. 

3.3 Standard requirements of telecom network 

3.3.1 International mobile subscriber identification 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile 

country code (MSC), mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile 

subscriber identification number (MSIN). The IMSI is not hardware-specific. 

Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is the only 
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absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists 

of the MCC followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

3.3.2 Temporary mobile subscriber identification 

 A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user 

confidentiality. It is assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The 

correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial 

Conditions (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC 

can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

3.3.3 SIM card 

 The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated 

circuit chip with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory 

(ROM). It is inserted in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS to 

make or receive a call. As stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be mounted in 

the subscriber’s equipment. 

3.3.4 MSISDN 

 The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to 

obtain a mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the 

country code (CC) followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not 

exceed 15 digits. 

3.3.5 Mobile station roaming number (MSRN) 

 The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another 

numbering area. The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. It is 

assigned upon demand by the HLR on a per-call basis. The MSRN for PSTN/ISDN routings 

hall have the same structure as international ISDN numbers in the area in which the MSRN is 

allocated. The HLR knows in what MSC/VLR service area the subscriber is located. At the 

reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the GMSC, which can now route the call to the 

MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is currently registered. 

3.3.6 International mobile equipment identity (IMED) 

 The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN 

and is used to determine authorized(white), unauthorized(black), and malfunctioning (grey) 

GSM hardware. In conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users are 

granted access to the system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS. 

3.3.7 Mobile station 

 The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a 

subscribe needs in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be 

installed in Vehicles or can be portable or hand-held stations. The MS may include provisions 

for data communication as well as voice. A mobile transmits and receives message to and 

from the GSM system over the air interface to establish and continue connections through the 

system. Different type of MS scan provided if fernet type of data interfaces. To provide a 

common model for describing these different MS configurations,” reference configuration” 

for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

 Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon 

request, the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be 

used to identify mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the 

IMEI identities the mobile equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile 

subscriber. Different subscriber identities are used in different phases of call setup. The 

Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the number that the calling party dials in order 

to reach the subscriber. It is used by the land network to route calls toward an appropriate 

MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the primary function of the 
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subscriber within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. The GSM system 

can also assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a mobile. This 

number can be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber from being 

identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 

3.3.8 Base station 

 The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view 

by the MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating 

with MSs in a certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more 

cells. A BSS may consist of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is designed 

as an A-BIS interface. The BSS includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the 

MSs through the radio interface and the BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. The 

function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing 

equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and 

including the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio interface. A 

single transceiver within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. A 

BSC is a network component in the PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It is a 

functional entity that handles common control functions within a BTS. A BTS is a network 

component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically able to handle 

three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous communications. 

Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. An 

important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the 

BTS is the Transcoder/Rate Adapter Unit (TRAU). The TRAU is the equipment in which 

coding and decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption in case of data. Although the 

specifications consider the TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, it can be sited away from the BTS 

(at MSC), and even between the BSC and the MSC. 

3.3.9 BSC 

 The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the 

other. The BSC performs the Radio Resource (RR) management for the cell sunder its control. 

It assigns and release frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC 

performs the inter cell handover for MSs moving between BTS in its control. It also 

reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy demands during peak 

hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both BSSs and MSs 

in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. The BSC 

provides the time and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs. The 

BSC also measures the time delay of received MS signal relative to the BTS clock. If the 

received MS signal is not centered in its assigned timeslot at the BTS, The BSC can direct the 

BTS to notify the MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization takes place. 
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Chapter 4  

 

SWITCHING  

 
4.1 Introduction:  

 

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection from the calling 

subscriber  

to the called Subscriber. Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks the  

connection. Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input ports  

to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended destination. The process  

performed by a switch is called Switching. The process of switch is called Switching.  

 

4.2 Telecom Networks and Types of Exchange:  

 

 
 

 

Fig.4.1: Schematic of Telecom network  

 

We can broadly classify any telecom network into three parts  

 

1) Access Network: 

 

It is the one which consists of the CPE (customer premises Equipment) to the switching 

location.  

 

Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC.  

 

2) Switching Network:  

 

It the location of switching station.  

 

Example: Telephone exchange, MSC, etc.  
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3) Core Network:  

 

Different Switching Networks will be combined to form to form a Core Network.  

 

4.2.1 Types of Exchanges:  

 

1. Manual Exchange:  

 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end.  

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer 

premises.  

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the 

exchange.  

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling  

customer for giving call alert.  

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties.  

 

2. Automatic Exchanges:  
 

  In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented.  

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like  

matrix) operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a 

particular point in a matrix may be operated under the control of these 

relays.  

 

 

3. Electronic Exchange:  

 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties  

with the automatic exchanges were solved.  

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features.  

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchanges. 

  

 

4.3 Types of Switching:  

 

In large networks, there may be more than one path for transmitting data from the  

sender to the receiver. Selecting a path that data must take out of the available options can  

be understood as Switching. The information may be switched while it travels between  

various communication channels.  

 

There are three typical switching techniques available for digital traffic. They are  

 

 

 Circuit Switching  

 

 Message Switching  
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 Packet Switching  
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4.3.1 Circuit Switching:  
 

In Circuit switching, two nodes communicate with each other over a dedicated  

communication path. In this, a circuit is established to transfer the data. These circuits may  

be permanent or temporary. Applications that use circuit switching may have to go through  

three phases. The different phases are  

 

 Establishing a circuit  

 Transferring the data  

 Disconnecting the circuit 

  

 
 

Fig.4.2: Pattern of circuit switching  

 

Circuit switching was designed for voice applications. Telephone is the best suitable  

example of circuit switching. Before a user can make a call, a virtual path between the called  

subscriber and the calling subscriber is established over the network.  

 

Drawbacks:  

 

 The waiting time lasts long, and there is no data transfer.  

 Each connection has a dedicated path, and this gets expensive.  

 When connected systems do not use the channel, it is kept idle.  

 The circuit pattern is made once the connection is established, using the dedicated 

path which is intended for data transfer, in the circuit switching. The telephone system is a  

common example of Circuit Switching technique.  

 

4.3.2 Message Switching:  

 

 In message switching, the whole message is treated as a data unit. The data is  

transferred in its entire circuitry. A switch working on message switching, first receives the  

whole message and buffers it until there are resources available to transfer it to the next hop.  

If the next hop is not having enough resource to accommodate large size message, the  

message is stored and the switch waits.  
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Fig.4.3: Pattern of Message Switching  

 

 In this technique, the data is stored and forwarded. The technique is also called  

the Store-and-Forward technique. This technique was considered a substitute to circuit  

switching. But the transmission delay that followed the end to end delay of message  

transmission added to the propagation delay and slowed down the entire process. 

  

Drawbacks:  

 

 Every switch in the transit path needs enough storage to accommodate the entire  

message.  

 Because of the waiting included until resources are available, message switching is  

very slow.  

 Message switching was not a solution for streaming media and real-time applications.  

 

The data packets are accepted even when the network is busy; this slows down the delivery.  

Hence, this is not recommended for real time applications like voice and video. 

  

 

4.3.3 Packet Switching:  

 

 The packet switching technique is derived from message switching where the  

message is broken down into smaller chunks called Packets. The header of each packet  

contains the switching information which is then transmitted independently. The header  

contains details such as source, destination and intermediate node address information. The  

intermediate networking devices can store small size packets and don't take many resources  

either on the carrier path or in the internal memory of switches.  

 

Individual routing of packets is done where a total set of packets need not be sent in the  

same route. As the data is split, bandwidth is reduced. This switching is used for performing  

data rate conversion. 
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Fig.4.4: Pattern of Packet switching 

 

 The line efficiency of packet switching can be enhanced by multiplexing the 

packets  

from multiple applications over the carrier. The internet which uses this packet switching  

enables the user to differentiate data streams based on priorities. Depending upon the  

priority list, these packets are forwarded after storing to provide quality of service. 

 

 The packet switching technique was proved to be an efficient technique and is being  

widely used in both voice and data transfer. The transmission resources are allocated using  

different techniques such as Statistical Multiplexing or Dynamic Bandwidth allocation.  

 

4.4 Digital Switching  

 

The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more exchange  

terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) between these terminations  

in digital form with reliable accuracy.  

 

Switching network can be classified into  

 

 Space Division and  

 Time Division systems  

 

4.4.1 Space Switching:  

 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. E.g. 

Signals  

received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since the transfer of  

sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the sample. Different  

highways are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on VC HWY 1 are transmitted on O/G  

HWY2 or 3 or any HWY.  

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways Xl ,X2....Xn and several  

output highways Y 1, Y2.....Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns.  

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate cross  

point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of outgoing  
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PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point may be used  

to connect other channels.  

 

 
 

Fig.4.5: Space Division Switching  
 

4.4.2 Time switching:  

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. For  

example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS18 or any other TS on  

O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on  

I/C HWYO are transmitted on O/G HWYO only.  

 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer.  

 

 Voice frequency ranges from 300HZ to 400HZ.  

 In conventional telephone voice signals is in analog form.  

 Human audible range 20HZ to 20KHZ.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.4.6: Time Division Switching  
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Chapter 5  

 

Latest Telecom Services  
 

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service  

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category  

includes incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile  

wireless communication companies.  

 

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G) 

 Wi-MAX  

 IN (Intelligent Network)  

 Landlines  

 High Speed Broadband access  

 

5.1 FTTH:  

 

 Fibre To The Home;  

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to  

home or business point;  

 

Features:  

 

 Resilience and reliability of service;  

 Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities;  

 Continuous guaranteed service;  

 Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbps multi play services like  

voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services;  

 

 

Fig .5.1: BSNL FTTH Architecture  
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5.2 Mobile services:  

 

5.2.1 3G services:  

 

 Third generation Mobile Technology — HSDPA;  

 

 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G;  

 

 2.05Mbps to stationary devices;  

 

 384 Kbps for slow moving devices;  

 

 128 Kbps for fast moving devices;  

 

5.2.2 Wi MAX:  

 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access  

 

Features:  

 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km  

 

 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 

 

 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access)  

 

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data  

 

5.2.3 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH)  

 

 Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party.  

 

 All charges are levied on the service subscriber  

 

 The service is free of any charge to the calling user.  

 

 Service is accessible from networks of other operators also.  

 

5.2.4 Voice VPN  

 

 Voice V PN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources.  

 

 PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in  

a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP  

number. 

 

 Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX  
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5.3 CDMA  

 

 CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a  

CDMA system are:  

 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX)  

 

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when  

compared to Landline.  

 

Advantages of CDMA systems:  

 Over Wire line: Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost, Mobility, Ease of  

operation. Call drop< 2%  

  Over Mobile (GSM System): Large Coverage, Large Capacity. 

 

Frequency reuse factor, network design and expanding become much easier, large coverage.  

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.2: General Architecture of CDMA  

 

 

 

Salient Features of CDMA:  

 

It is an advanced communication technology. It has Anti-jam and security features, Large  

capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA.  
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5.4 GSM:  
 

 GSM stands for Global system for Mobile communication. A GSM system is  

basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network subsystem, the  

radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. There are dominant interfaces,  

namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an interface  

between the BTS and MS.  

 

GSM Network Structure:  
 

 GSM service area;  

 PLMN service area;  

 MSC service area;  

 Location area;  

 Cells.  

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries  

where a mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be  

several within a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and  

other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit  

exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A  

gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN  

network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.3: GSM Architecture 
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Chapter 6 

 Telecom Infrastructure 

TELECOM IFRASTRUCTURE: 

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred as the „heart‟ of 

the installation since the communication system can function only if power supply is available. 

Failure of power supply system in any installation renders the communication facilities offered 

by it to be instantly paralyzed. 

6.1 Requirement of Power Supply: 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must have 

two basic characteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the 

power supply. 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or humour large 

ripple harmonics.  

The support power system in BSNL consists of: 

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are discharged.) 

1. VRLA Battery: 

Basically VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid Battery. In short terms it 

means that it is a lead acid battery with a valve regulator, which does not allow the gases to 

escape the battery container and there is no need of topping up of the battery. Various 

capacities of Batteries are 120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 

AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 5000 AH. 

Monitoring of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and leaking etc. 

 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of each cell in the 

string. 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%) in the impedance or conductance of the cell 

when charger is on as compared to the one recorded at the time of commissioning. 

 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 

 Float current in fully charged battery. 

Temperature: - 

The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the battery. The 

SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing the charging voltage and it is 3 

milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it is important to measure individual cell temp 

periodically and keep record for study and analysis. 
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Life of VRLA battery: 

 Batteries up to 200AH: 4 Years 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6 years 

6.2 SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant: 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (-48v). The 

conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs or Ferro-resonant 

techniques. These conventional types of power plants were having following problems: 

 Very large size 

 Large weight. 

 Lower efficiency. 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) power plant are 

used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished in two stages as given 

below: 

First Stage conversion: 

The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

Second Stage Conversion: 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 KHz and 

higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of a small 

high frequency transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by means of 

high frequency filters. 

Life of Power Plant: 

 Static P/P: 15 years 

 SMPS P/P: 15 years 

Advantages of SMPS Power Plant: 

 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 10 to 15% of 

the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. This makes the power plant 

compact due to which a lot of saving in floor area is achieved. 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone to 

temperature variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ micro-processor 

control techniques, the introduction of temperature compensation logic for batteries 

has become simple and easier. 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up-gradation of the 

capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in the additional modules adds to 

the capacity, with the limit of ultimate capacity and does not require the replacement 

of existing Power Plant as in the case of conventional Power Plants. 
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6.3 Earthing: 

Purpose of Earthing: 

Earthing plays a vital role in the protection of equipment’s and the personnel. Apart 

from protection from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in Telecommunication 

circuits and equipment’s, Earthing is provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

Types of Earth Electrodes: 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a problem. 

Strip electrodes: In hilly areas where digging beyond 2-3ft depth is not possible and space is 

available. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being made in which a chemical paste is 

deposited between the plates, which helps in maintaining the required level of moisture and is 

also known as maintenance free earth. It is specifically useful for hilly areas. 

6.4 Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine Alternator: 

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from Diesel Engine 

Alternator Set-in the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which 

rotates the alternator of the engine Alternator set and alternator in turn produces Electrical 

energy. In the first stage of energy conversion, the chemical energy of fuel is converted in to 

the mechanical energy at the common shaft of Engine & Alternator. This mechanical energy is 

then converted into electrical energy at alternator in the second stage of energy conversion. 
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CONCLUSION  
 

Finally, I conclude that I have learnt about different broadband services, working of  

internet and how the calls can be transmitted from one terminal to another through several  

elements like OMC to switching room to MDF to hand set, different types of mobile services  

like CDMA GSM etc. I came to know in which medium transmission takes place faster  

depending upon the application like in telephone coaxial or twisted pairs are apt whereas  

optical fibres are majorly used in some cases of long distance transmission where we should  

not have any information loss. I know that how the connections are to be done. They showed  

all the equipment what they had explained in the internship course with fully high qualified  

technicians. With those connections the electrical supply is very important to the broadcast.  

In telecom services, net browsing is important and it should improve throughout the world.  

The communication is the main process through the antennas and it is the data forwarding  

technique. Day by day technology is increasing and the telecom users are improving, so the  

broadcast is easier than before the days.  
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ABSTRACT 

 ECAD (electrical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create electronic 

structures. ECAD software is used to create and modify both diagrams and layouts, including both 

2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). ECAD 

software can produce a number of different deliverables, which can be managed by Product Data 

Management (PDM) software. Designs from ECAD software are often interchanged 

with Mechanical Computer-Aided Design (MCAD) software to generate a 3D model of the PCB.  

MCAD (mechanical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create mechanical 

systems. In order to design intelligent products that integrate electrical and mechanical 

characteristics, it is vital that our design and engineering workflows are also integrated. ECAD and 

MCAD need to work together to enable true interoperability. 

National Small Industries Corporation Ltd. (NSIC), is an ISO 9001-2008 certified 

Government of India Enterprise under Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME). 

NSIC has been working to fulfil its mission of promoting, aiding and fostering the growth of small 

industries and industry related micro, small and medium enterprises in the country. Over a period of 

five decades of transition, growth and development, NSIC has proved its strength within the country 

and abroad by promoting modernization, up gradation of technology, quality consciousness, 

strengthening linkages with large medium enterprises and enhancing exports - projects and products 

from small enterprises. 

 

https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/mcad/
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DEFINITION 

Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both diagrams 

and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed 

Circuit Boards (PCB). 

1.2 OVERVIEW 

Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and Electronic design 

automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic systems such as printed circuit boards (PCBs) 

and integrated circuits (ICs). It allows designers to build out different alternatives and options and 

compare them to each other. It also generates manufacturing documentation as part of the 

specification used to source, fabricate, and produce PCBs. 

The design process 

Designing any piece of equipment (not necessarily electronic) is not a straight path from start 

through to product, even when no mistakes are made. At each stage problems occur which may 

require previous decisions to be reviewed. For example, it may be found on simulation that a 

particular part of the design will not operate fast enough to meet the specification.  

Specification 

Every design begins with a customer specification, which describes the function the design is 

intended to perform. This may include not only the logical properties but the speed of operation, the 

output power driving capability, the capability of circuits that drive the design, the power supply 

available, perhaps limits on power dissipation and electromagnetic radiation, operation in the 

presence of external radiation etc. Sometimes it is difficult to satisfy all the criteria. Higher speeds 

will require higher power dissipation and faster clocks. The latter increases the electromagnetic 

radiation. Some criteria may not be important, or only marginally so. With certain pieces of logic the 

power dissipation may be minimal so that power limits are not important. 

EDA and ECAD software for IC design incorporates modular and digital flows, and 

encompasses the logic and circuit design methods required by miniaturized electronic components. 
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2. ELECTRICAL DRAWING 

 

 An electrical drawing, is a type of technical drawing that shows information about power, 

lighting, and communication for an engineering or architectural project. Any electrical working 

drawing consists of lines, symbols, dimensions, and notations to accurately convey an engineering's 

design to the workers, who install the electrical system on the job. A complete set of working 

drawings for the average electrical system in large projects usually consists of: A plot plan showing 

the building's location and outside electrical wiring Floor plans showing the location of electrical 

systems on every floor Power-riser diagrams showing panel boards Control wiring diagrams 

Schedules and other information in combination with construction drawings. Electrical drafters 

prepare wiring and layout diagrams used by workers who erect, install, and repair electrical 

equipment and wiring in communication centres, power plants, electrical distribution systems, and 

buildings. 

 There are many software’s out there for this electrical drawing and Electrical Computer-

Aided Design (ECAD) is one of the most usable one. ECAD is developed by many companies, 

where as we used Autodesk ECAD 2017 for developing our substation design. 

 

2.1 READING ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS 

 To read the electrical drawing, we have to learn the symbols used to notate components in the 

electric drawing. There are numerous components that are used while making a design. Some of 

them are shown below. 

 

1. SWITCH 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Switch 
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2. FUSE 

 

Fig 2.2: Fuse 

 

3. RESISTORS 

 

 

Fig 2.3: Resistor 

 

4. WIRES 

 

 

Fig 2.4: wire in autodesk 
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5. POWER SOURCES 

 

 

Fig 2.5: power source in autodesk 

 

2.2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

Electrical design entails planning, creating, testing, or supervising the development and 

installation of electrical equipment, including lighting equipment, power systems, power distribution, 

fire and life safety systems, electronic components, and voice and data communications 

infrastructure. 

In its most simplistic definition, electrical design is the design of various electrical systems. 

Many electrical design projects start with an idea that emanates from the marketing and sales 

department or the research and development division within a company. Electrical design projects 

might represent a new marketable product or might seek to improve an existing product or system. 

Electrical design mainly encounters projects in 

 Robotics 

 Electrical substations 

 Control systems 

 Communication equipment 

 Electronic circuit design 

 Computer & digital circuit design 

 

 

 

 

https://learn.org/articles/Electrical_Technology_Associates_Degree.html
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3. AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

While CAD is usually used for designing a specific part or an assembly, ECAD is used to 

design an entire system of many components connected to each other, usually by electric circuits — 

like the circuit board in your computer. The intricacies of these types of designs are often quite 

complex for a CAD software to handle in an effective way. Looking at a typical circuit board, you 

can see that it is quite complex. However, if you look from the side, you can see that most of the 

components making up the circuit board are quite simple. 

Electrical engineers have found that it is a lot simpler to design their integrated circuits (ICs) 

in 2D, where all of the complexity of positional data can be effectively evaluated and assessed. This 

dimensional data is then incorporated with extra data, such as the height of the circuit board layers 

and their material properties, in an ECAD file as metadata. ECAD files work perfectly for the 

manufacturing industry, as most ICs are produced by depositing metal and oxide layers through 

“masks”. The 2D data is basically the layout of the mask, while the ECAD file’s metadata instructs 

the manufacturing process on the material type and amount of material to be deposited. 

3.2 AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

 

Fig 3.1: Autocad software 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit_layout
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3.2 Autocad workspace 

3.3 STANDARD INPUT DEVICES 

     3.3.1 PUSH BUTTON 

 A push switch (button) is a momentary or non-latching switch which causes a temporary 

change in the state of an electrical circuit only while the switch is physically actuated. An automatic 

mechanism (i.e. a spring) returns the switch to its default position immediately afterwards, restoring 

the initial circuit condition. There are two types. 

1. A 'push to make' switch allows electricity to flow between its two contacts when held in. 

When the button is released, the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Open (NO) Switch.  

 

 

Fig 3.3: NO push button 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latching_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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2. A 'push to break' switch does the opposite, i.e. when the button is not pressed, electricity can 

flow, but when it is pressed the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Closed (NC) Switch. 

 

Fig 3.4: NC push button 

And the other standard input devices are  

Toggle switch 

NO: 

 

Fig 3.5: NO toggle switch 

NC: 

 

Fig 3.6: NC toggle switch 

Pressure switch 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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Fig 3.7: Pressure switch symbols 

Temperature switch 

 

 

Fig 3.8: Temperature switch symbols 

Float switch 
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Fig 3.9: Float switch symbols 

 

3.3.2 OUTPUT DEVICES 

 When it comes to output devices, generally used output devices are  

 Lamps 

 Motors 

 Timer 

 Solenoid wall 

 Contractor 

3.4 AUTOCAD ONE KEY SHORTCUTS 

 

Fig 3.10: Autocad one key shortcuts 
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3.5 OPENING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

To open the Project Browser, 

 Click   Open  Project. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 On the command line, enter aecprojectbrowser. 

 

3.6 USING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

In the Project Browser, you create new projects, configure the project settings and project 

standards, add detail information, and select the current project. When you set a project current, 

either from the context menu or by double-clicking the file name, the project is migrated to a format 

compatible with the current version of AutoCAD Architecture toolset. If you also repath the project, 

all project drawings are migrated as well, and you will be unable to open the project in any older 

version of the software. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3.11: sample project view 
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On the left side of the Project Browser, you select the current project, create new projects, 

browse existing projects, and view the project history. On the context menu, you can also edit project 

properties, close a project, copy the project structure, eTransmit a project, and archive a project. All 

information you enter here pertains to the project as a whole. On the right side of the Project 

Browser, an embedded Internet Explorer allows you to browse your project home page. 

 

3.7 CREATING A NEW PROJECT 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 Right-click on an existing project or folder in the project selector, and click New Project. 

Alternatively, you can click in the toolbar below the project selector. 

 In the Add Project dialog box, enter a number for the new project. Each project needs a 

unique identification number. You can use numerals, alphabetic characters, or a combination, 

such as 100A. The project number appears in the project header. 

 The number you assign here can be used as a prefix for all drawings you create in the project. 

You can also use the number as a property for a title block. 

 Enter a name for the new project. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.12: creating project 
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 Under Project Description, if desired, enter a description brief enough to be displayed in the 

project header. Details about the project can be entered on a separate worksheet. 

 Verify that Create from template project is not selected. 

 Click OK. 

3.8 TO RENAME A PROJECT 

Renaming the project renames the following project files: 

 Rename the project display name in Project Browser and Project Navigator 

 Rename the APJ file 

 Rename the top project folder 

When you rename a project, all internal paths between the projects files are automatically updated, so 

that all relationships between drawings are kept current. 

Then 

 Verify that the project is closed. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser . 

 In the project selector, select the project you want to rename, right-click, and click Rename 

Project. 

 Enter the new name, and click OK. 

 

3.9 USING ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS IN AUTOCAD 

 

 Create your set of symbols 

 Add the data to the catalog database 

 Add your symbol to the icon menu and Catalog Browser 

 Insert the symbol 

Insert Symbol from Icon Menu 

 Open the Icon Menu, Schematic tab > Insert Components pane > Icon Menu.  

 Locate and select your symbol. 

https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical-catalog-database.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-the-symbols-to-the-icon-menu-and-catalog-browser.html
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 Your symbol is attached to your cursor, making it easy to insert. 

 

 

 

 

 Once you select the location, the appropriate Insert\Edit dialog opens. The Tag is 

automatically assigned based on the Drawing Properties settings. 

 Click Lookup and assign the catalog value as needed. 

 Click OK. If everything goes as expected, wires break as needed. 
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Insert Symbol from CatLog Browser 

 If the Catalog Browser isn't open, click Schematic tab > Insert Components panel > 

Catalog Browser.  

You may need to expand the Icon Menu drop-down to find this command. The Catalog 

Browser can remain open all the time if you use it often. You can use other commands 

while it is open. 

 Search for your catalog value. 

 Click the record in the browser. The menu with any associated symbols displays. 

 

 

 

 

If you associated multiple symbols, the menu shows them all. 

 Click the symbol and select the location. 

 The symbols is inserted and the Insert\Edit dialog opens. The catalog value is already 

assigned since it was inserted from the Catalog Browser. 

 

 

 Add any other values needed and click OK. 
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3.10 TO REMOVE THE PROJECT CONTEXT 

Much of the project-related information associated with a drawing file does not reside in the 

drawing file itself, but in the accompanying XML file. This means that you can use all your project 

files at any time in a non-project-related drawing context. However, if you want to work permanently 

without the project context, it is recommended that you clean your file set of the unused project files. 

Project-related information resides in the following files: 

 

 The APJ file, which contains the general, high-level project data like name, number, project 

details, and project standards. 

 The XML files, each of which stores the project information for an individual drawing file. 

If you delete the APJ file and the XML files, the remaining drawing files no longer have connections 

to a project. They are regular AutoCAD Architecture toolset drawing files and can be copied, edited, 

and deleted like any other drawing file. 

The drawing files can contain standard styles and display settings, if standards have been set 

up for the project. When the XML and APJ files are deleted, any standard styles and display settings 

are no longer synchronized in the now standalone drawings. 

Note: Once the project context has been removed, there is no simple way to recreate it. if you have 

removed the project, and want to re-build a project around the remaining drawing files, build the 

project from scratch, and import the drawing files into it. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder containing the project. 

 In the project folder, delete the APJ file. For example, if you have a project named Office 

Building, delete the file named Office Building.apj. 

 Open the Elements, Constructs, Sheets, and Views folders, and delete the XML files 

associated with your drawing files. 

 For example, if your Constructs folder contains First Floor Construct.dwg, select and delete 

the file named First Floor Construct.xml. 

 Repeat the previous step for each drawing file. 

 Note: If you reorganize files into a different file structure, you may have to manually reset 

broken external reference paths in the drawings. 

 

3.11 TO DELETE A PROJECT 

Deleting a project is a system administrator task. Therefore, you do not perform it from 

within the Project Browser but from Windows Explorer. 
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Deleting the project folder deletes all DWG files, XML files, and the APJ file. Before you do this, 

make sure that you really do not need any of these files anymore. If you do not work on a project any 

longer but still want to save the DWG files in it, it is often sufficient to just remove the project 

context. 

Note: Before you delete a project, make sure that is not the current project in AutoCAD Architecture 

toolset. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder of the project you want to delete. 

 Delete the project folder. 

 

3.12 TO REPATH THE PROJECT 

Use this procedure to update the external reference paths within the project after making 

changes to the names or locations of elements, constructs, or views. For example, if you move a 

project file into another category, or rename it, you must update the file that references the changed 

drawing to reflect that change on the Project Navigator palette. 

Note: When you repath a project that was saved in a version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010, 

the drawings are saved in the new file format. You will no longer be able to open these drawings in a 

version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010. Synchronizing a project with the project standards 

will also save the project drawings in the new file format. 

A repath is necessary after you make any of the following changes in the project: 

 Move the project to a different location 

 Move a project file to a different category 

 Rename a project file 

 Move a subcategory from one category to another 

In addition to updating the project files, repathing will also update the paths of the following files: 

 Paths to support files, folders, and templates stored within the project setup, such as drawing 

templates, tool content root path, or project standards drawings. 

 Paths to images referenced in project drawings 

 Paths for schedules referencing external drawings within project drawings 

When you zip a project and send it to another user who unpacks the project to a different location on 

another computer, the project will be updated in its new location when it is set current for the first 

time on the new computer. For example, if your project resides in C:Project1, and the user you are 

sending it to unpacks it to D:Project1, the path information is updated when the new user sets the 

project current in AutoCAD Architecture toolset. However, this will update only if all project paths 
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were correct and current when you zipped them. If, for example, you have moved the project to 

another location on your computer before zipping it, and not repathed it before zipping, the repathing 

on the new user’s machine will not work correctly. Before you zip and send a project, you must 

make sure that all external reference paths in the project are valid. 

You have the choice of repathing. 

 A single project file 

 All files in a category 

 All files in the project 

1. On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Navigator. 

2. Change the name or the location of a project file or project folder in the Drawing Explorer. 

The Project Navigator - Repath Project dialog box displays. 

 

 

Fig 3.13: project repath 

 

3. Specify when you want the repathing to be done: 

 

If you want to… Then… 

update all project files now click Repath project now. 
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If you want to… Then… 

update all project files later click Repath project later. If you close the 

project before repathing, the drawing files 

remain in a queue for update and will display in 

the Project Repath Queue dialog box the next 

time you open it. 

The repath queue is shared by all users working 

on a project and it is saved from session to 

session. 

Table 3.14 : project repath 

4. Alternatively, click to update all files in the project at any time. 

 

3.13 AUTOCAD ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 
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Fig 3.15: some electrical symbols in Autocad 

 

 

3.15 AUTOCAD TOOLS & COMPONENT RANGE CHANGING 

 

Fig 3.16: Autocad tools 
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Fig 3.17: Autocad tools 

 

 

Fig 3.18:Component range changing 
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4.55kwp SOLAR GRID 

          All solar power systems work on the same basic principles. Solar panels first convert solar 

energy or sunlight into DC power using what is known as the photovoltaic (PV) effect. The DC 

power can then be stored in a battery or converted by a solar inverter into AC power which can be 

used to run home appliances. Depending on the type of system, excess solar energy can also be fed 

into the electricity grid to provide credits and further reduce electricity costs. 

          Basically, solar power plants are mainly available in three different types. The first one is 

the on grid solar power plant, second is off grid solar power plant and the third is hybrid solar power 

plant. All type of solar power system is different from each other on the basis of their specifications 

and features while all solar power system works on same principle. 

Advantages: 

 Save up to 100% electricity bills. 

 One time Investment and free power for life. 

 30% to 90% subsidy on solar panel. 

 Return on Investment in just 3-5 years. 

 Eco friendly technique of power production. 

 Increase the value of property and your goodwill also. 

 Cost effective method of generating electricity. 

Disadvantages: 

 Needs one time heavy investment. 

 Required only shadow free area for installation. 

 Regular maintenance is must for regular generation. 

 

                                                               Fig 4.1: Solar grid view 
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4.1 SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM 

The single line diagram (SLD) is the most basic of the set of diagrams that are used to 

document the electrical functionality of the substation. Its emphasis is on communicating the 

functions of the power equipment and the associated protection and control system. 

 

 

Fig 4.2: Single line diagram of 33/11KV substation 
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SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM OF 55KW SOLAR GRID IN AUTODESK 

 

 

Fig 4.3: Single line diagram in autodesk 
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CONCLUSION  

 National Small Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC) is a Mini Ratna PSU established 

by the Government of India in 1955. It falls under Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 

of India. NSIC is the nodal office for several schemes of Ministry of MSME such as Performance & 

Credit Rating, Single Point Registration, MSME Databank, National SC ST Hub, etc. 

  

 Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both 

diagrams and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical 

Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and 

Electronic design automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic and electrical systems. It allows 

designers to build out different alternatives and options and compare them to each other. It also 

generates manufacturing documentation as part of the specification used to source, fabricate, and 

produce all types of designs. 

  

 ECAD in autodesk  and autocad software will help us to learn all types of tools that are used 

to develop drawing not only in electrical but in electronics (EDA), mechanical (MCAD) and many. 

Machine design can be accomplished easily and quickly. Any type of instrument, machine, switches, 

motors and all will be available and it makes design easy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India
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ABSTRACT  
 

 Telecommunication has seen tremendous growth in the last ten years. However, in  

India the Broadband growth is not encouraging. As per World Bank report a ten percentage-  

point increase in broadband penetration for an average nation results in an acceleration of  

economic growth of 1.3 percentages. According to Telecommunication Regulatory Authority  

of India (TRAI) report (March 2014), among 14.86 million fixed line Broadband subscribers  

10 million are from Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) which amounts to 67 percent  

market share. Having highest market share in fixed line Broadband, BSNL has high  

responsibility to support the Broadband growth for the country. However, presently the loyal  

customers of Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited are switching over to other brands because of  

the issues in customer experience in the Broadband service delivery.  

 Spending a period of 6 weeks with the Telecom Networking, the report is based on  

how the BSNL Telecom Network works, how the exchange works. Previously we use  

electro-mechanical exchanges but it faced some disadvantages. We overcome those  

drawbacks by introducing "C-DOT" exchange in India. Now the present trend in BSNL is  

"GSM" ,it provided milestones in Telecom.  

 

 

 

Keywords: TRAI, DWDM, Broadband, Switching, GSM, CDMA  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited is a state- owned telecommunications company 

headquartered in New Delhi, India. BSNL is one of the largest Indian cellular service providers, 

with over 87.1 million subscribers as of April 2011, and the largest land line telephone provider 

in India.  

 

BSNL is India's oldest and largest communication service provider. It had a customer 

base of 90 million as of June 2008. It has footprints throughout India except for theme-tropolitan 

cities of Mumbai and New Delhi, which are managed by Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

(MTNL). As of June 30, 2010, BSNL had a customer base of 27.45 million wirelines and 72.69 

million wireless subscribers.  

 

BSNL is the only service provider, making focused efforts and planned initiatives to 

bridge the Rural-Urban Digital Divide ICT sector. In fact, there is no telecom operator in 

the/country to beat its reach with its wide network giving services in every nook & corner of 

country and operates across India except Delhi & Mumbai. Whether it is inaccessible areas of 

Siachen glacier and North-eastern region of the country. BSNL serves its customers with its 

wide bouquet of telecom services.  

 

BSNL is numero uno operator of India in all services in its license area. The company 

offers vide ranging & most transparent tariff schemes designed to suite every customer. BSNL 

cellular service, Cell One, has 55,140,282 2Gcellular customers and 88,4933Gcustomers as on 

30.11.2009. In basic services, BSNL is miles ahead, with 85 per cent share of the subscriber 

base and 92 percent share in revenue terms. BSNL has more than 2.5 million WLL subscribers 

and 2.5 million Internet Customers who access Internet through various modes. BSNL has set 

up a world class multi-gigabit, multi- protocol convergent IP infrastructure that provides 

convergent services like voice, data and video through the same Backbone and Broadband 

Access Network. At present there are 0.6 million Data One broadband customers. The company 

has vast experience. Planning, Installation, network integration and Maintenance of Switching & 

Transmission Networks and also has a world class ISO 9000 certified Telecom Training 

Institute. 

 

1.1. Telecom network  

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts  

 

1) Access Network: It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises 

Equipment) to the Switching Location. Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

 

2) Switching network: It is the location of the switching station. Example: Telephone 

Exchange, MSC etc.  

 

3) Core Network: Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core 

network.  
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1.2. Wired telecom network 

 

Fig. 1.1: Wired telecom network representation. 

 

1.2.1. MDF (Main Distribution Frame)  

 

A Main Distribution Frame (MDF or main frame) is a signal distribution frame for 

connecting equipment (inside plant to cables and subscriber carrier equipment (outside plant). 

The MDF is a termination point within the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment 

and terminations of local loops are connected by jumper wires at the MDF. All cable copper 

pairs supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated at the MDF and distributed 

through the MDF to equipment within the local exchange e.g. repeaters and DSLAM. Cables to 

intermediate distribution frames terminate at the MDF. Trunk cables may terminate on the same 

MDF or on a separate trunk main distribution frame (MDF).  

 

1.2.2 Pillars  

 

PILLARS are the intermediate testing boxes where the primary and distribution cable 

terminates. Underground cables that connect the MDF and pillars are called as Primary cables. 

cables that connect the pillar and the DPs (Distribution Point) in that pillar area are called as 

Distribution cables.  

 

1.2.3 DP (Distribution Point)  

 

A Distribution Point is the point from where the connection wires are extended to the 

customers. A DP's capacity can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 pairs. Each DP is given with a 4-digit number 

in which the first 2 digits indicate the pillar number, in which that DP is working. Through a 

drop wire, the connection is extended into customer premises from the distribution point. 

 

1.3. How telecom network works?  

 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that 

connects telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant 

equipment including telephone switches, which make telephone calls "wolic" in the sense of 

making connections and relaying the speech in format. 
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Fig. 1.2: Basic telecom network 

 

 

1.3.1 Engine and Alternator  

 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine 

provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support 

the exchange systems.  

 

Battery and Power Plant: Batteries provides continuous DC voltage for uninterrupted 

exchange operation. The power plant keeps the batteries on float so as to give out the dc output 

in the event of commercial power supply failure. The rectifiers in the power plant convert ac 

into dc.  

 

1.3.2 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

 

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It 

controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding and 

removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room. 

 

1.3.3 Main Distribution Frame  

 

It provides the physical connectivity from the exchange side to the line side. All the primary 

cables are terminated at the MDF line side and all the switching cables are terminated at the 

exchange side on the MDF crone modules.  

 

1.3.4 Switch  

 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch 

room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. 

Switching is the most important part of the exchange process.  
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1.4. Telecom Companies in India  

 

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country. The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by 

the Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up. 

 

1.5. Services of BSNL  

 Land lines (Fixed Access)  

 High speed Broadband  

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

 Mobile services  

 Wi-MAX  

 IN (Intelligent Network)  
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Chapter 2 

IP ADDRESSING 
Introduction: 

An Internet Protocol address (IPaddress) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address 

serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing. 

IPV4 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to255.255.255.255. 

 The IP address is of the form < networkID,  hostID  > 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D &E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multi casting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: IPv4 addressing 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a SingleNetwork. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits I.e. Converting 0’s into1’s 

 Sub netting can be performed in twoways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnetmask) 

 Sub netting can be done based on requirement. 
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Fig. 2.2: classes of ipv4 addressing 

Default subnet mask 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A:N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is255.0.0.0 

 Class B:N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is255.255.0.0 

 Class C:N.N.N.H 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is255.255.255.0 

Ipv4 Vs ipv6 
 

 

Fig.2.3: Comparison of ipv4 vs ipv6  
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Chapter 3 

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 

 Introduction 
 

A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make 

mobile telephone calls across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, 

allowing the user to be mobile. By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within 

the range of a single, private base station, for example within a home or an office. 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public 

telephone network which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the 

world. It does this by connecting to a cellular network provided by a mobile network 

operator. In addition to telephone, modern mobile phones also support a wide variety 

of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short-range 

wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and 

photography. Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are 

referred to as smart phones. 

3.1 Generation Gap 

Generation 1 : Analog [routines for sending voice] 

• All systems are incompatible. 

• No international roaming. 

• No data accessibility. 

Generation 2 : Digital [voice Encoding] 

• Increased capacity. 

• Data rate of144kbitspersec. 

• More security. 

• Compatibility. 

• Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity. 

Generation 2.5 : packet-switching 

• Connection to the internet is paid by packets. 

• Connection to internet is cheaper and faster (up to56KBps]. 

Generation 3 : The Present Future 

 

• Permanent web connection at2Mbps. 

• Internet, phone and media 3 in1. 

• The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

• Data rates of384kbits/sec. 

• The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards3G. 

Generation 4 : Voice and Broad band Service. 

 

• Speed up to1Gbps. 

• I switching has main role. 

• The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) has been initiated.
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Generation:5 Cellular Mobile Communications 

• Ultra-high connection density and 0latency. 

• It succeeds the 4G (LTE/Max), 3G(UMTS) and 2G(GSM)systems. 

• 5G performance targets include high data rate. 

• Higher system capacity and massive device connectivity. 

 The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small 

cells. This allows extensive frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use 

cell phones simultaneously. In a typical analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier 

receives about 800 frequencies to use across the city. The carrier chops up the city into cells. 

Each cell is typically sized at about 10 square miles (26 square kilometres). Cells are normally 

thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this. 

3.2 How a call is connected? 

• When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control 

channel. The control channel is a special frequency that the phone and base 

station use to talk to one another about things like call set-up and channel 

changing. If the phone cannot find any control channels to listen to, it 

knows it is out of range and displays a "no service" message. 

• When it receives the SID, the phone compares It to the SID programmed 

into the phone. If the SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is 

communicating with is part of its home system. 

• Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the 

MTSO keeps track of your phone's location in a database—this way, the 

MTSO knows which cell you are in when it wants to ring your phone. 

• The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database to 

see which cell you are in. 

• The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that 

cell to take the call. 

• The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell 

it which frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on 

those frequencies, the call is connected. Now, you are talking by two-way 

radio to a friend. 

• As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell's base station notes that 

your signal strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell 

you are moving toward (which is listening and measuring signal strength on 

all frequencies, not just its own one-seventh) sees your phone's signal 

strength increasing. The two base stations coordinate with each other 

through the MTSO, and at some point, your phone gets a signal on a control 

channel telling it to change frequencies. This hand off switches your phone 

to the new cell. 

3.3 Standard requirements of telecom network 

3.3.1 International mobile subscriber identification 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile 

country code (MSC), mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile 

subscriber identification number (MSIN). The IMSI is not hardware-specific. 

Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is the only 
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absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists 

of the MCC followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

3.3.2 Temporary mobile subscriber identification 

 A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user 

confidentiality. It is assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The 

correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial 

Conditions (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC 

can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

3.3.3 SIM card 

 The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated 

circuit chip with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory 

(ROM). It is inserted in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS 

to make or receive a call. As stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be 

mounted in the subscriber’s equipment. 

3.3.4 MSISDN 

 The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to 

obtain a mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the 

country code (CC) followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not 

exceed 15 digits. 

3.3.5 Mobile station roaming number (MSRN) 

 The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another 

numbering area. The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. 

ItisassignedupondemandbytheHLRonaper-callbasis.TheMSRNforPSTN/ISDN 

routingshallhavethesamestructureasinternationalISDNnumbersintheareainwhich 

theMSRNisallocated.TheHLRknowsinwhatMSC/VLRserviceareathesubscriber is located. At 

the reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the GMSC, which can now route the call to the 

MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is currently registered. 

3.3.6 International mobile equipment identity (IMED) 

 The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN 

and is used to determine authorized (white), unauthorized (black), and malfunctioning (grey) 

GSM hardware. In conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users 

are granted access to the system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS. 

3.3.7 Mobile station 

 The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a 

subscribe needs in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be 

installed in Vehicles or can be portable or hand-held stations. The MS may include provisions 

for data communication as well as voice. A mobile transmits and receives message to and 

from the GSM system over the air interface to establish and continue connections through the 

system. Different type of MS scan provided if fernet type of data interfaces. To provide a 

common model for describing these different MS configurations,” reference configuration” 

for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

 Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon 

request, the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be 

used to identify mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the 

IMEI identities the mobile equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile 

subscriber. Different subscriber identities are used in different phases of call setup. The 

Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the number 

thatthecallingpartydialsinordertoreachthesubscriber.Itisusedbythelandnetwork to route calls 

toward an appropriate MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the primary 
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function of the subscriber within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. The 

GSM system can also assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a 

mobile. This number can be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber 

from being identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 

 

3.3.8 Base station 

 The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view 

by the MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating 

with MSs in a certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more 

cells. A BSS may consist of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is designed 

as an A-BIS interface. The BSS includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the 

MSs through the radio interface and the BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. The 

function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing 

equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and 

including the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio interface. A 

single transceiver within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. 

ABSC is a network component in the PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It 

is a functional entity that handles common control functions within a BTS. A BTS is a 

network component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically able to 

handle three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous communications. 

Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. An 

important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the 

BTS is the Transcoder/RateAdapter Unit(TRAU).The TRAU is the equipment in which 

coding and decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption incase of data. Although the 

specifications consider the TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, It can be sited away from the 

BTS(atMSC), and even between the BSC and the MSC. 

 

3.3.9 BSC 

 The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the 

other. The BSC performs the Radio Resource(RR) management for the cells under its control. 

It assigns and release frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC 

performs the inter cell handover for MSs moving between BTS in its control. It also 

reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy demands during peak 

hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both BSSs and MSs 

in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. The BSC 

provides the time and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs. The 

BSC also measures the time delay of received MS signal relative to the BTS clock. If the 

received MS signal is not centered in its assigned time slot at the BTS, The BSC can direct 

the BTS to notify the MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization takes place. 
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Chapter 4  

 

SWITCHING  

 
4.1 Introduction:  

 

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection from the calling 

subscriber to the called Subscriber. Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks 

the connection. Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input 

ports to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended destination. The 

process performed by a switch is called Switching. The process of switch is called Switching.  

 

4.2 Telecom Networks and Types of Exchange:  

 

 
 

 

Fig.4.1: Schematic of Telecom network  

 

We can broadly classify any telecom network into three parts  

 

1) Access Network: 

 

It is the one which consists of the CPE (customer premises Equipment) to the switching 

location.  

 

Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC.  

 

2) Switching Network:  

 

It the location of switching station.  

 

Example: Telephone exchange, MSC, etc.  
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3) Core Network:  

 

Different Switching Networks will be combined to form to form a Core Network.  

 

4.2.1 Types of Exchanges:  

 

1. Manual Exchange:  

 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end.  

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer 

premises.  

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the 

exchange.  

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling  

customer for giving call alert.  

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties.  

 

2. Automatic Exchanges:  

 

 In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented.  

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like  

matrix) operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a 

particular point in a matrix may be operated under the control of these 

relays.  

 

 

3. Electronic Exchange:  

 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties  

with the automatic exchanges were solved.  

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features.  

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchanges. 

 

 

4.3 Types of Switching:  

 

In large networks, there may be more than one path for transmitting data from the  

sender to the receiver. Selecting a path that data must take out of the available options can  

be understood as Switching. The information may be switched while it travels between  

various communication channels.  

 

There are three typical switching techniques available for digital traffic. They are  

 

 

 Circuit Switching  

 

 Message Switching  

 

 Packet Switching  
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4.3.1 Circuit Switching:  

 

In Circuit switching, two nodes communicate with each other over a dedicated  

communication path. In this, a circuit is established to transfer the data. These circuits may  

be permanent or temporary. Applications that use circuit switching may have to go through  

three phases. The different phases are  

 

 Establishing a circuit  

 Transferring the data  

 Disconnecting the circuit 

 

 
 

Fig.4.2: Pattern of circuit switching  

 

Circuit switching was designed for voice applications. Telephone is the best suitable  

example of circuit switching. Before a user can make a call, a virtual path between the called  

subscriber and the calling subscriber is established over the network.  

 

Drawbacks:  

 

 The waiting time lasts long, and there is no data transfer.  

 Each connection has a dedicated path, and this gets expensive.  

 When connected systems do not use the channel, it is kept idle.  

 The circuit pattern is made once the connection is established, using the dedicated 

path which is intended for data transfer, in the circuit switching. The telephone system is a  

common example of Circuit Switching technique.  

 

4.3.2Message Switching:  

 

 In message switching, the whole message is treated as a data unit. The data is  

transferred in its entire circuitry. A switch working on message switching, first receives the  

whole message and buffers it until there are resources available to transfer it to the next hop.  

If the next hop is not having enough resource to accommodate large size message, the  

message is stored and the switch waits.  
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Fig.4.3: Pattern of Message Switching  

 

 In this technique, the data is stored and forwarded. The technique is also called  

the Store-and-Forward technique. This technique was considered a substitute to circuit  

switching. But the transmission delay that followed the end to end delay of message  

transmission added to the propagation delay and slowed down the entire process. 

 

Drawbacks:  

 

 Every switch in the transit path needs enough storage to accommodate the entire  

message.  

 Because of the waiting included until resources are available, message switching is  

very slow.  

 Message switching was not a solution for streaming media and real-time applications.  

 

The data packets are accepted even when the network is busy; this slows down the delivery.  

Hence, this is not recommended for real time applications like voice and video. 

 

 

4.3.3 Packet Switching:  

 

 The packet switching technique is derived from message switching where the  

message is broken down into smaller chunks called Packets. The header of each packet  

contains the switching information which is then transmitted independently. The header  

contains details such as source, destination and intermediate node address information. The  

intermediate networking devices can store small size packets and don't take many resources  

either on the carrier path or in the internal memory of switches.  

 

Individual routing of packets is done where a total set of packets need not be sent in the  

same route. As the data is split, bandwidth is reduced. This switching is used for performing  

data rate conversion. 
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Fig.4.4: Pattern of Packet switching 

 

 The line efficiency of packet switching can be enhanced by multiplexing the 

packets  

from multiple applications over the carrier. The internet which uses this packet switching  

enables the user to differentiate data streams based on priorities. Depending upon the  

priority list, these packets are forwarded after storing to provide quality of service. 

 

 The packet switching technique was proved to be an efficient technique and is being  

widely used in both voice and data transfer. The transmission resources are allocated using  

different techniques such as Statistical Multiplexing or Dynamic Bandwidth allocation.  

 

4.4 Digital Switching  

 

The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more exchange  

terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) between these terminations  

in digital form with reliable accuracy.  

 

Switching network can be classified into  

 

 Space Division and  

 Time Division systems  

 

4.4.1 Space Switching:  

 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. E.g. 

Signals  

received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since the transfer of  

sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the sample. Different  

highways are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on VC HWY 1 are transmitted on O/G  

HWY2 or 3 or any HWY.  

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways Xl ,X2....Xn and several  

output highways Y 1, Y2.....Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns.  

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate cross  

point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of outgoing  
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PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point may be used  

to connect other channels.  

 

 
 

Fig.4.5: Space Division Switching 

 

4.4.2 Time switching:  

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. For  

example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS18 or any other TS on  

O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on  

I/C HWYO are transmitted on O/G HWYO only.  

 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer.  

 

 Voice frequency ranges from 300HZ to 400HZ.  

 In conventional telephone voice signals is in analog form.  

 Human audible range 20HZ to 20KHZ.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.4.6: Time Division Switching  
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Chapter 5  

 

Latest Telecom Services 

 

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service  

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category  

includes incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile  

wireless communication companies.  

 

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G) 

 Wi-MAX  

 IN (Intelligent Network)  

 Landlines  

 High Speed Broadband access  

 

5.1 FTTH:  

 

 Fibre To The Home;  

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to  

home or business point;  

 

Features:  

 

 Resilience and reliability of service;  

 Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities; 

 Continuous guaranteed service;  

 Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbps multi play services like  

voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services;  

 

 

Fig .5.1: BSNL FTTH Architecture  
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5.2 Mobile services:  

 

5.2.1 3G services:  

 

 Third generation Mobile Technology — HSDPA;  

 

 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G;  

 

 2.05Mbps to stationary devices;  

 

 384 Kbps for slow moving devices;  

 

 128 Kbps for fast moving devices;  

 

5.2.2 Wi MAX:  

 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access  

 

Features:  

 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km  

 

 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 

 

 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access)  

 

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data  

 

5.2.3 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH)  

 

 Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party.  

 

 All charges are levied on the service subscriber  

 

 The service is free of any charge to the calling user.  

 

 Service is accessible from networks of other operators also.  

 

5.2.4 Voice VPN  

 

 Voice V PN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources.  

 

 PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in  

a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP  

number. 

 

 Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX  
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5.3 CDMA  

 

 CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a  

CDMA system are:  

 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX)  

 

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when  

compared to Landline.  

 

Advantages of CDMA systems:  

 Over Wire line: Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost, Mobility, Ease of  

operation. Call drop< 2%  

 Over Mobile (GSM System): Large Coverage, Large Capacity. 

 

Frequency reuse factor, network design and expanding become much easier, large coverage.  

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.2: General Architecture of CDMA  

 

 

 

Salient Features of CDMA:  

 

It is an advanced communication technology. It has Anti-jam and security features, Large  

capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA.  
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5.4 GSM:  

 

 GSM stands for Global system for Mobile communication. A GSM system is  

basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network subsystem, the  

radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. There are dominant interfaces,  

namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an interface  

between the BTS and MS.  

 

GSM Network Structure:  

 

 GSM service area;  

 PLMN service area;  

 MSC service area;  

 Location area;  

 Cells.  

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries  

where a mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be  

several within a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and  

other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit  

exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A  

gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN  

network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.3: GSM Architecture 
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Chapter 6 

 Telecom Infrastructure 

TELECOMIFRASTRUCTURE: 

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred as the „heart‟ of 

the 

installationsincethecommunicationsystemcanfunctiononlyifpowersupplyisavailable.Failureof

power 

supplysysteminanyinstallationrendersthecommunicationfacilitiesofferedbyittobeinstantlyparal

yzed. 

6.1 Requirement of Power Supply: 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must have 

two basic characteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the 

power supply. 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or humour large 

ripple harmonics.  

The support power system in BSNL consists of: 

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are discharged.) 

1. VRLA Battery: 

BasicallyVRLAstandsforValveRegulatedLeadAcidBattery.Inshorttermsitmeansthatitis

aleadacid battery with a valve regulator, which does not allow the gases to escape the battery 

container and there is no need of topping up of the battery. Various capacities of Batteries are 

120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 

5000AH. 

Monitoring of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and leaking etc. 

 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of each cell in the 

string. 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%)in the impedance or conductance of the cell 

when charger is on as compared to the one recorded at the time of commissioning. 

 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 

 Float current in fully charged battery. 

Temperature: - 

The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the battery. The 

SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing the charging voltage and it is 3 
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milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it is important to measure individual cell temp 

periodically and keep record for study and analysis. 

Life of VRLA battery: 

 Batteries up to 200AH: 4Years 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6years 

6.2 SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant: 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (-48v). The 

conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs or Ferro-resonant 

techniques. These conventional types of power plants were having following problems: 

 Very large size 

 Large weight. 

 Lower efficiency. 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) power plant are 

used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished in two stages as given 

below: 

First Stage conversion: 

The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

Second Stage Conversion: 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 KHz and 

higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of a small 

high frequency transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by means of 

high frequency filters. 

Life of Power Plant: 

 Static P/P: 15 years 

 SMPS P/P: 15 years 

Advantages of SMPS Power Plant: 

 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 10to15% of 

the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. This makes the power plant 

compact due to which a lot of saving in floor area is achieved. 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone to 

temperature variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ micro-processor 

control techniques, the introduction of temperature compensation logic for batteries 

has become simple and easier. 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up-gradation of the 

capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in the additional modules adds to 
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the capacity, with the limit of ultimate capacity and does not require the replacement 

of existing Power Plant as in the case of conventional Power Plants. 

 

6.3 Earthing: 

Purpose of Earthing: 

Earthingplaysavitalroleintheprotectionofequipment’sandthepersonnel.Apartfromprote

ction from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in Telecommunication circuits 

and equipment’s, Earthing is provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

Types of Earth Electrodes: 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a problem. 

Strip electrodes: Inhillyareaswherediggingbeyond2-

3ftdepthisnotpossibleandspaceisavailable. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being made in 

which a chemical paste is deposited between the plates, which helps in maintaining the 

required level of moisture and is also known as maintenance free earth. It is specifically 

useful for hilly areas. 

6.4 Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine Alternator: 

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from Diesel Engine 

Alternator Set-in the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which 

rotates the alternator of the engine. Alternator set and alternator in turn produces Electrical 

energy. In the first stage of energy conversion, the chemical energy of fuel is converted into 

the mechanical energy at the common shaft of Engine &Alternator. This mechanical energy 

is then converted into electrical energy at alternator in the second stage of energy conversion. 
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CONCLUSION  
 

Finally, I conclude that I have learnt about different broadband services, working of  

internet and how the calls can be transmitted from one terminal to another through several  

elements like OMC to switching room to MDF to hand set, different types of mobile services  

like CDMA GSM etc. I came to know in which medium transmission takes place faster  

depending upon the application like in telephone coaxial or twisted pairs are apt whereas  

optical fibres are majorly used in some cases of long distance transmission where we should  

not have any information loss. I know that how the connections are to be done. They showed  

all the equipment what they had explained in the internship course with fully high qualified  

technicians. With those connections the electrical supply is very important to the broadcast.  

In telecom services, net browsing is important and it should improve throughout the world.  

The communication is the main process through the antennas and it is the data forwarding  

technique. Day by day technology is increasing and the telecom users are improving, so the  

broadcast is easier than before the days.  
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ABSTRACT 

 ECAD (electrical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create electronic 

structures. ECAD software is used to create and modify both diagrams and layouts, including both 

2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). ECAD 

software can produce a number of different deliverables, which can be managed by Product Data 

Management (PDM) software. Designs from ECAD software are often interchanged 

with Mechanical Computer-Aided Design (MCAD) software to generate a 3D model of the PCB.  

MCAD (mechanical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create mechanical 

systems. In order to design intelligent products that integrate electrical and mechanical 

characteristics, it is vital that our design and engineering workflows are also integrated. ECAD and 

MCAD need to work together to enable true interoperability. 

National Small Industries Corporation Ltd. (NSIC), is an ISO 9001-2008 certified 

Government of India Enterprise under Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME). 

NSIC has been working to fulfil its mission of promoting, aiding and fostering the growth of small 

industries and industry related micro, small and medium enterprises in the country. Over a period of 

five decades of transition, growth and development, NSIC has proved its strength within the country 

and abroad by promoting modernization, up gradation of technology, quality consciousness, 

strengthening linkages with large medium enterprises and enhancing exports - projects and products 

from small enterprises. 

 

https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/mcad/
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DEFINITION 

Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both diagrams 

and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed 

Circuit Boards (PCB). 

1.2 OVERVIEW 

Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and Electronic design 

automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic systems such as printed circuit boards (PCBs) 

and integrated circuits (ICs). It allows designers to build out different alternatives and options and 

compare them to each other. It also generates manufacturing documentation as part of the 

specification used to source, fabricate, and produce PCBs. 

The design process 

Designing any piece of equipment (not necessarily electronic) is not a straight path from start 

through to product, even when no mistakes are made. At each stage problems occur which may 

require previous decisions to be reviewed. For example, it may be found on simulation that a 

particular part of the design will not operate fast enough to meet the specification.  

Specification 

Every design begins with a customer specification, which describes the function the design is 

intended to perform. This may include not only the logical properties but the speed of operation, the 

output power driving capability, the capability of circuits that drive the design, the power supply 

available, perhaps limits on power dissipation and electromagnetic radiation, operation in the 

presence of external radiation etc. Sometimes it is difficult to satisfy all the criteria. Higher speeds 

will require higher power dissipation and faster clocks. The latter increases the electromagnetic 

radiation. Some criteria may not be important, or only marginally so. With certain pieces of logic the 

power dissipation may be minimal so that power limits are not important. 

EDA and ECAD software for IC design incorporates modular and digital flows, and 

encompasses the logic and circuit design methods required by miniaturized electronic components. 
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2. ELECTRICAL DRAWING 

 

 An electrical drawing, is a type of technical drawing that shows information about power, 

lighting, and communication for an engineering or architectural project. Any electrical working 

drawing consists of lines, symbols, dimensions, and notations to accurately convey an engineering's 

design to the workers, who install the electrical system on the job. A complete set of working 

drawings for the average electrical system in large projects usually consists of: A plot plan showing 

the building's location and outside electrical wiring Floor plans showing the location of electrical 

systems on every floor Power-riser diagrams showing panel boards Control wiring diagrams 

Schedules and other information in combination with construction drawings. Electrical drafters 

prepare wiring and layout diagrams used by workers who erect, install, and repair electrical 

equipment and wiring in communication centres, power plants, electrical distribution systems, and 

buildings. 

 There are many software’s out there for this electrical drawing and Electrical Computer-

Aided Design (ECAD) is one of the most usable one. ECAD is developed by many companies, 

where as we used Autodesk ECAD 2017 for developing our substation design. 

 

2.1 READING ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS 

 To read the electrical drawing, we have to learn the symbols used to notate components in the 

electric drawing. There are numerous components that are used while making a design. Some of 

them are shown below. 

 

1. SWITCH 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Switch 
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2. FUSE 

 

Fig 2.2: Fuse 

 

3. RESISTORS 

 

 

Fig 2.3: Resistor 

 

4. WIRES 

 

 

Fig 2.4: wire in autodesk 
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5. POWER SOURCES 

 

 

Fig 2.5: power source in autodesk 

 

2.2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

Electrical design entails planning, creating, testing, or supervising the development and 

installation of electrical equipment, including lighting equipment, power systems, power distribution, 

fire and life safety systems, electronic components, and voice and data communications 

infrastructure. 

In its most simplistic definition, electrical design is the design of various electrical systems. 

Many electrical design projects start with an idea that emanates from the marketing and sales 

department or the research and development division within a company. Electrical design projects 

might represent a new marketable product or might seek to improve an existing product or system. 

Electrical design mainly encounters projects in 

 Robotics 

 Electrical substations 

 Control systems 

 Communication equipment 

 Electronic circuit design 

 Computer & digital circuit design 

 

 

 

 

https://learn.org/articles/Electrical_Technology_Associates_Degree.html
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3. AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

While CAD is usually used for designing a specific part or an assembly, ECAD is used to 

design an entire system of many components connected to each other, usually by electric circuits — 

like the circuit board in your computer. The intricacies of these types of designs are often quite 

complex for a CAD software to handle in an effective way. Looking at a typical circuit board, you 

can see that it is quite complex. However, if you look from the side, you can see that most of the 

components making up the circuit board are quite simple. 

Electrical engineers have found that it is a lot simpler to design their integrated circuits (ICs) 

in 2D, where all of the complexity of positional data can be effectively evaluated and assessed. This 

dimensional data is then incorporated with extra data, such as the height of the circuit board layers 

and their material properties, in an ECAD file as metadata. ECAD files work perfectly for the 

manufacturing industry, as most ICs are produced by depositing metal and oxide layers through 

“masks”. The 2D data is basically the layout of the mask, while the ECAD file’s metadata instructs 

the manufacturing process on the material type and amount of material to be deposited. 

3.2 AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

 

Fig 3.1: Autocad software 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit_layout
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3.2 Autocad workspace 

3.3 STANDARD INPUT DEVICES 

     3.3.1 PUSH BUTTON 

 A push switch (button) is a momentary or non-latching switch which causes a temporary 

change in the state of an electrical circuit only while the switch is physically actuated. An automatic 

mechanism (i.e. a spring) returns the switch to its default position immediately afterwards, restoring 

the initial circuit condition. There are two types. 

1. A 'push to make' switch allows electricity to flow between its two contacts when held in. 

When the button is released, the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Open (NO) Switch.  

 

 

Fig 3.3: NO push button 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latching_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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2. A 'push to break' switch does the opposite, i.e. when the button is not pressed, electricity can 

flow, but when it is pressed the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Closed (NC) Switch. 

 

Fig 3.4: NC push button 

And the other standard input devices are  

Toggle switch 

NO: 

 

Fig 3.5: NO toggle switch 

NC: 

 

Fig 3.6: NC toggle switch 

Pressure switch 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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Fig 3.7: Pressure switch symbols 

Temperature switch 

 

 

Fig 3.8: Temperature switch symbols 

Float switch 
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Fig 3.9: Float switch symbols 

 

3.3.2 OUTPUT DEVICES 

 When it comes to output devices, generally used output devices are  

 Lamps 

 Motors 

 Timer 

 Solenoid wall 

 Contractor 

3.4 AUTOCAD ONE KEY SHORTCUTS 

 

Fig 3.10: Autocad one key shortcuts 
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3.5 OPENING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

To open the Project Browser, 

 Click   Open  Project. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 On the command line, enter aecprojectbrowser. 

 

3.6 USING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

In the Project Browser, you create new projects, configure the project settings and project 

standards, add detail information, and select the current project. When you set a project current, 

either from the context menu or by double-clicking the file name, the project is migrated to a format 

compatible with the current version of AutoCAD Architecture toolset. If you also repath the project, 

all project drawings are migrated as well, and you will be unable to open the project in any older 

version of the software. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3.11: sample project view 
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On the left side of the Project Browser, you select the current project, create new projects, 

browse existing projects, and view the project history. On the context menu, you can also edit project 

properties, close a project, copy the project structure, eTransmit a project, and archive a project. All 

information you enter here pertains to the project as a whole. On the right side of the Project 

Browser, an embedded Internet Explorer allows you to browse your project home page. 

 

3.7 CREATING A NEW PROJECT 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 Right-click on an existing project or folder in the project selector, and click New Project. 

Alternatively, you can click in the toolbar below the project selector. 

 In the Add Project dialog box, enter a number for the new project. Each project needs a 

unique identification number. You can use numerals, alphabetic characters, or a combination, 

such as 100A. The project number appears in the project header. 

 The number you assign here can be used as a prefix for all drawings you create in the project. 

You can also use the number as a property for a title block. 

 Enter a name for the new project. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.12: creating project 
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 Under Project Description, if desired, enter a description brief enough to be displayed in the 

project header. Details about the project can be entered on a separate worksheet. 

 Verify that Create from template project is not selected. 

 Click OK. 

3.8 TO RENAME A PROJECT 

Renaming the project renames the following project files: 

 Rename the project display name in Project Browser and Project Navigator 

 Rename the APJ file 

 Rename the top project folder 

When you rename a project, all internal paths between the projects files are automatically updated, so 

that all relationships between drawings are kept current. 

Then 

 Verify that the project is closed. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser . 

 In the project selector, select the project you want to rename, right-click, and click Rename 

Project. 

 Enter the new name, and click OK. 

 

3.9 USING ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS IN AUTOCAD 

 

 Create your set of symbols 

 Add the data to the catalog database 

 Add your symbol to the icon menu and Catalog Browser 

 Insert the symbol 

Insert Symbol from Icon Menu 

 Open the Icon Menu, Schematic tab > Insert Components pane > Icon Menu.  

 Locate and select your symbol. 

https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical-catalog-database.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-the-symbols-to-the-icon-menu-and-catalog-browser.html
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 Your symbol is attached to your cursor, making it easy to insert. 

 

 

 

 

 Once you select the location, the appropriate Insert\Edit dialog opens. The Tag is 

automatically assigned based on the Drawing Properties settings. 

 Click Lookup and assign the catalog value as needed. 

 Click OK. If everything goes as expected, wires break as needed. 
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Insert Symbol from CatLog Browser 

 If the Catalog Browser isn't open, click Schematic tab > Insert Components panel > 

Catalog Browser.  

You may need to expand the Icon Menu drop-down to find this command. The Catalog 

Browser can remain open all the time if you use it often. You can use other commands 

while it is open. 

 Search for your catalog value. 

 Click the record in the browser. The menu with any associated symbols displays. 

 

 

 

 

If you associated multiple symbols, the menu shows them all. 

 Click the symbol and select the location. 

 The symbols is inserted and the Insert\Edit dialog opens. The catalog value is already 

assigned since it was inserted from the Catalog Browser. 

 

 

 Add any other values needed and click OK. 
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3.10 TO REMOVE THE PROJECT CONTEXT 

Much of the project-related information associated with a drawing file does not reside in the 

drawing file itself, but in the accompanying XML file. This means that you can use all your project 

files at any time in a non-project-related drawing context. However, if you want to work permanently 

without the project context, it is recommended that you clean your file set of the unused project files. 

Project-related information resides in the following files: 

 

 The APJ file, which contains the general, high-level project data like name, number, project 

details, and project standards. 

 The XML files, each of which stores the project information for an individual drawing file. 

If you delete the APJ file and the XML files, the remaining drawing files no longer have connections 

to a project. They are regular AutoCAD Architecture toolset drawing files and can be copied, edited, 

and deleted like any other drawing file. 

The drawing files can contain standard styles and display settings, if standards have been set 

up for the project. When the XML and APJ files are deleted, any standard styles and display settings 

are no longer synchronized in the now standalone drawings. 

Note: Once the project context has been removed, there is no simple way to recreate it. if you have 

removed the project, and want to re-build a project around the remaining drawing files, build the 

project from scratch, and import the drawing files into it. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder containing the project. 

 In the project folder, delete the APJ file. For example, if you have a project named Office 

Building, delete the file named Office Building.apj. 

 Open the Elements, Constructs, Sheets, and Views folders, and delete the XML files 

associated with your drawing files. 

 For example, if your Constructs folder contains First Floor Construct.dwg, select and delete 

the file named First Floor Construct.xml. 

 Repeat the previous step for each drawing file. 

 Note: If you reorganize files into a different file structure, you may have to manually reset 

broken external reference paths in the drawings. 

 

3.11 TO DELETE A PROJECT 

Deleting a project is a system administrator task. Therefore, you do not perform it from 

within the Project Browser but from Windows Explorer. 
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Deleting the project folder deletes all DWG files, XML files, and the APJ file. Before you do this, 

make sure that you really do not need any of these files anymore. If you do not work on a project any 

longer but still want to save the DWG files in it, it is often sufficient to just remove the project 

context. 

Note: Before you delete a project, make sure that is not the current project in AutoCAD Architecture 

toolset. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder of the project you want to delete. 

 Delete the project folder. 

 

3.12 TO REPATH THE PROJECT 

Use this procedure to update the external reference paths within the project after making 

changes to the names or locations of elements, constructs, or views. For example, if you move a 

project file into another category, or rename it, you must update the file that references the changed 

drawing to reflect that change on the Project Navigator palette. 

Note: When you repath a project that was saved in a version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010, 

the drawings are saved in the new file format. You will no longer be able to open these drawings in a 

version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010. Synchronizing a project with the project standards 

will also save the project drawings in the new file format. 

A repath is necessary after you make any of the following changes in the project: 

 Move the project to a different location 

 Move a project file to a different category 

 Rename a project file 

 Move a subcategory from one category to another 

In addition to updating the project files, repathing will also update the paths of the following files: 

 Paths to support files, folders, and templates stored within the project setup, such as drawing 

templates, tool content root path, or project standards drawings. 

 Paths to images referenced in project drawings 

 Paths for schedules referencing external drawings within project drawings 

When you zip a project and send it to another user who unpacks the project to a different location on 

another computer, the project will be updated in its new location when it is set current for the first 

time on the new computer. For example, if your project resides in C:Project1, and the user you are 

sending it to unpacks it to D:Project1, the path information is updated when the new user sets the 

project current in AutoCAD Architecture toolset. However, this will update only if all project paths 
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were correct and current when you zipped them. If, for example, you have moved the project to 

another location on your computer before zipping it, and not repathed it before zipping, the repathing 

on the new user’s machine will not work correctly. Before you zip and send a project, you must 

make sure that all external reference paths in the project are valid. 

You have the choice of repathing. 

 A single project file 

 All files in a category 

 All files in the project 

1. On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Navigator. 

2. Change the name or the location of a project file or project folder in the Drawing Explorer. 

The Project Navigator - Repath Project dialog box displays. 

 

 

Fig 3.13: project repath 

 

3. Specify when you want the repathing to be done: 

 

If you want to… Then… 

update all project files now click Repath project now. 
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If you want to… Then… 

update all project files later click Repath project later. If you close the 

project before repathing, the drawing files 

remain in a queue for update and will display in 

the Project Repath Queue dialog box the next 

time you open it. 

The repath queue is shared by all users working 

on a project and it is saved from session to 

session. 

Table 3.14 : project repath 

4. Alternatively, click to update all files in the project at any time. 

 

3.13 AUTOCAD ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 
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Fig 3.15: some electrical symbols in Autocad 

 

 

3.14 AUTOCAD TOOLS & COMPONENT RANGE CHANGING 

 

Fig 3.16: Autocad tools 
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Fig 3.17: Autocad tools 

 

 

Fig 3.18:Component range changing 
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4.55kwp SOLAR GRID 

          All solar power systems work on the same basic principles. Solar panels first convert solar 

energy or sunlight into DC power using what is known as the photovoltaic (PV) effect. The DC 

power can then be stored in a battery or converted by a solar inverter into AC power which can be 

used to run home appliances. Depending on the type of system, excess solar energy can also be fed 

into the electricity grid to provide credits and further reduce electricity costs. 

          Basically, solar power plants are mainly available in three different types. The first one is 

the on grid solar power plant, second is off grid solar power plant and the third is hybrid solar power 

plant. All type of solar power system is different from each other on the basis of their specifications 

and features while all solar power system works on same principle. 

Advantages: 

 Save up to 100% electricity bills. 

 One time Investment and free power for life. 

 30% to 90% subsidy on solar panel. 

 Return on Investment in just 3-5 years. 

 Eco friendly technique of power production. 

 Increase the value of property and your goodwill also. 

 Cost effective method of generating electricity. 

Disadvantages: 

 Needs one time heavy investment. 

 Required only shadow free area for installation. 

 Regular maintenance is must for regular generation. 

 

                                                               Fig 4.1: Solar grid view 
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4.1 SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM 

The single line diagram (SLD) is the most basic of the set of diagrams that are used to 

document the electrical functionality of the substation. Its emphasis is on communicating the 

functions of the power equipment and the associated protection and control system. 

 

 

Fig 4.2: Single line diagram of 33/11KV substation 
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SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM OF 55KW SOLAR GRID IN AUTODESK 

 

 

Fig 4.3: Single line diagram in autodesk 
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CONCLUSION  

 National Small Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC) is a Mini Ratna PSU established 

by the Government of India in 1955. It falls under Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 

of India. NSIC is the nodal office for several schemes of Ministry of MSME such as Performance & 

Credit Rating, Single Point Registration, MSME Databank, National SC ST Hub, etc. 

  

 Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both 

diagrams and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical 

Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and 

Electronic design automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic and electrical systems. It allows 

designers to build out different alternatives and options and compare them to each other. It also 

generates manufacturing documentation as part of the specification used to source, fabricate, and 

produce all types of designs. 

  

 ECAD in autodesk autocad software will help us to learn all types of tools that are used to 

develop drawing not only in electrical but in electronis (EDA), mechanical (MCAD) and many. 

Machine design can be accomplished easily and quickly. Any type of instrument, machine, switches, 

motors and all will be available and it makes design easy. 
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                                  ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence, the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and 

sense the external electronic devices in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the 

features required to run the controller and can be directly connected to the 

computer through USB cable that is used to transfer the code to the 

controller using IDE (Integrated Development Environment) software, 

mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is equally compatible with 

Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, Windows is preferable to 

use. Programming languages like C and C++ are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to 

DC adopter can also be used to power the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite 

similar to other boards in Arduino family in terms of use and 

functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with FTDI USB to Serial 

driver chip. 
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 There are many versions of Uno 

boards available, however, Arduino Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the 

most official versions that come with Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel 

microcontroller where RAM memory is 32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the 

task go complex, Mirco SD card can be added in the boards to make them 

store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB 

interface i.e. USB port is added on the board to develop serial 

communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is 

placed on the board that comes with a number of features like timers, 

counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins and based on a 16MHz clock 

that helps in producing more frequency and number of instructions per 

cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where 

anyone can modify and optimize the board based on the number of 

instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in 

regulation feature which keeps the voltage under control when the device 

is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that 

reset the whole board and takes the running program in the initial stage. 

This pin is useful when board hangs up in the middle of the running 

program; pushing this pin will clear everything up in the program and 

starts the program right from the beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog 

pins incorporated in the board that allows the external connection with 

any circuit with the board. These pins provide the flexibility and ease of 

use to the external devices that can be connected through these pins. 

There is no hard and fast interface required to connect the devices to the 

board. Simply plug the external device into the pins of the board that are 

laid out on the board in the form of the header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 

to A5 and come with a resolution of 10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 
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5V, however, they can be configured to the high range using 

analogReference() function and AREF pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to 

store the number of instructions in the form of code. 
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the 

board on, which can be achieved directly using USB port or external 

adopter, however, it can support external power source up to 12 V which 

can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V based on the requirement of the 

project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device.
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with 

built-in LED which is connected through pin 13. Providing HIGH value 

to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided 

to the Arduino Board. It is different than 5 V supplied through a USB 

port. This pin is used to supply voltage. If a voltage is provided through 

power jack, it can be accessed through this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the 

ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V pin is used to provide output 

regulated voltage. The board is powered up using three ways i.e. USB, 

Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V 

while Vin and Power Jack support a voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It 

is recommended to operate the board on 5V. It is important to note that, if 

a voltage is supplied through 5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing 

the voltage regulation that can damage the board if voltage surpasses 

from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More 

than one ground pins are provided on the board which can be used as per 

requirement.  Reset. This pin is incorporated on the board which resets 

the program running on the board. Instead of physical reset on the board, 

IDE comes with a feature of resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for 

providing voltage reference to the board. A shield is used to read the 

voltage across this pin which then select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 

3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are configured to provided 8-bit output 

PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral 

Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI 

communication with the help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog 

Reference. This pin is used for providing a reference voltage to the 

analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire 

Interface. TWI communication is accessed through Wire Library. A4 and 

A5 pins are used for this purpose. 
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 Serial Communication. Serial 

communication is carried out through two pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 

1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while 

Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 

are used for providing external interrupts. An interrupt is called by 

providing LOW or changing value.
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability 

of interfacing with other other Arduino boards, microcontrollers and 

computer. The Atmega328 placed on the board provides serial 

communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on 

the board provides a pathway for serial communication using USB com 

drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the IDE software which is used to 

send or receive text data from the board. If LEDs placed on the Rx and 

Tx pins will flash, they indicate the transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using 

Arduino Software which is a cross-platform application called IDE 

written in Java. The AVR microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the 

base comes with builtin bootloader that sets you free from using a 

separate burner to upload the program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System 
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 Digital Electronics and Robotics 

 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display.
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2 BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment 

display you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the 

device is common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. 

The maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2; 

  //d = 3; 

  //c = 4; 

  //g = 5; 

  //f = 6; 

  //a = 7; 

  //b = 8; 

                   

 int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,1,0}, 

                  {0,0,1,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,0,0,1,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,1}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,1,1}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,0,0}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}  

          }; 

 void setup()  

 { 

 pinMode(2,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(3,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(5,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(8,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(9,OUTPUT); 

 digitalWrite(2,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(3,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(4,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(5,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(6,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(8,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(9,HIGH); 

 } 

 void loop()  
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 { 

 for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=0;j<7;j++) 

  { 

   digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 

  } 

   delay(1000); 

  } 

 } 
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3.4 Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display.
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 
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Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 

CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful in general purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project, we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display. We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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ABSTRACT

Telecommunicationhasseentremendousgrowthinthelasttenyears.
However,in
IndiatheBroadbandgrowthisnotencouraging.AsperWorldBankreportaten
percentage-
pointincrease in broadband penetration foran average nation results in an
accelerationof
economicgrowthof1.3percentages.AccordingtoTelecommunicationRegulatory
Authority
ofIndia(TRAI)report(March2014),among14.86millionfixedlineBroadband
subscribers
10millionarefrom BharatSancharNigam Limited(BSNL)whichamountsto67
percent
marketshare.HavinghighestmarketshareinfixedlineBroadband,BSNLhashigh
responsibilitytosupporttheBroadbandgrowthforthecountry.However,presently
theloyal
customersofBharatSancharNigam Limitedareswitchingovertootherbrands
becauseof
theissuesincustomerexperienceintheBroadbandservicedelivery.

Spendingaperiodof6weekswiththeTelecom Networking,thereportis
basedon
howtheBSNLTelecom Networkworks,howtheexchangeworks.Previouslyweuse
electro-mechanicalexchangesbutitfacedsomedisadvantages.Weovercomethose
drawbacksbyintroducing"C-DOT"exchangeinIndia.NowthepresenttrendinBSNL
is
"GSM",itprovidedmilestonesinTelecom.

Keywords:TRAI,DWDM,Broadband,Switching,GSM,CDMA
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

BharatSancharNigam Limitedisastate-ownedtelecommunicationscompany
headquarteredinNew Delhi,India.BSNLisoneofthelargestIndiancellularservice
providers,withover87.1millionsubscribersasofApril2011,andthelargestlandline
telephoneproviderinIndia.

BSNLisIndia'soldestandlargestcommunicationserviceprovider.Ithada
customerbaseof90millionasofJune2008.IthasfootprintsthroughoutIndiaexcept
fortheme-tropolitan cities ofMumbaiand New Delhi,which are managed by
MahanagarTelephoneNigam Limited(MTNL).AsofJune30,2010,BSNLhada
customerbaseof27.45millionwirelinesand72.69millionwirelesssubscribers.

BSNListheonlyserviceprovider,makingfocusedeffortsandplannedinitiatives
tobridgetheRural-UrbanDigitalDivideICTsector.Infact,thereisnotelecom operator
inthe/countrytobeatitsreachwithitswidenetworkgivingservicesineverynook&
cornerofcountryandoperatesacrossIndiaexceptDelhi&Mumbai.Whetheritis
inaccessibleareasofSiachenglacierandNorth-easternregionofthecountry.BSNL
servesitscustomerswithitswidebouquetoftelecom services.

BSNLisnumerounooperatorofIndiainallservicesinitslicensearea.The
companyoffersvideranging&mosttransparenttariffschemesdesignedtosuiteevery
customer.BSNLcellularservice,CellOne,has55,140,2822Gcellularcustomersand
88,4933Gcustomersason30.11.2009.Inbasicservices,BSNLismilesahead,with85
percentshareofthesubscriberbaseand92percentshareinrevenueterms.BSNLhas
morethan2.5millionWLLsubscribersand2.5millionInternetCustomerswhoaccess
Internetthroughvariousmodes.BSNLhassetupaworldclassmulti-gigabit,multi-
protocolconvergentIPinfrastructurethatprovidesconvergentserviceslikevoice,data
andvideothroughthesameBackboneandBroadbandAccessNetwork.Atpresent
thereare0.6millionDataOnebroadbandcustomers.Thecompanyhasvastexperience.
Planning, Installation, network integration and Maintenance of Switching &
TransmissionNetworksandalsohasaworldclassISO9000certifiedTelecom Training
Institute.

1.1.Telecom network
Wecanbroadlyclassifyanytelecom networkasthreeparts

1)AccessNetwork:ItistheonewhichconnectstheCPE(Customerpremises
Equipment)totheSwitchingLocation.Example:Copperwire,Microwave,
OFC.

2)Switchingnetwork:Itisthelocationoftheswitchingstation.Example:
TelephoneExchange,MSCetc.

3)CoreNetwork:Differentswitchingnetworkswillbecombinedtoform aCore
network.
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1.2.Wiredtelecom network

Fig.1.1:Wiredtelecom networkrepresentation.

1.2.1. MDF(MainDistributionFrame)

AMainDistributionFrame(MDFormainframe)isasignaldistributionframefor
connectingequipment(insideplanttocablesandsubscribercarrierequipment(outside
plant).TheMDFisaterminationpointwithinthelocaltelephoneexchangewhere
exchangeequipmentandterminationsoflocalloopsareconnectedbyjumperwiresat
theMDF.Allcablecopperpairssupplyingservicesthroughusertelephonelinesare
terminatedattheMDFanddistributedthroughtheMDFtoequipmentwithinthelocal
exchange e.g.repeaters and DSLAM.Cables to intermediate distribution frames
terminateattheMDF.TrunkcablesmayterminateonthesameMDForonaseparate
trunkmaindistributionframe(MDF).

1.2.2Pillars

PILLARSaretheintermediatetestingboxeswheretheprimaryanddistribution
cableterminates.UndergroundcablesthatconnecttheMDFandpillarsarecalledas
Primarycables.cablesthatconnectthepillarandtheDPs(DistributionPoint)inthat
pillarareaarecalledasDistributioncables.

1.2.3DP(DistributionPoint)

ADistributionPointisthepointfrom wheretheconnectionwiresareextendedto
thecustomers.ADP'scapacitycanbe5,10,20or50pairs.EachDPisgivenwitha4-
digitnumberinwhichthefirst2digitsindicatethepillarnumber,inwhichthatDPis
working.Throughadropwire,theconnectionisextendedintocustomerpremisesfrom
thedistributionpoint.

1.3.Howtelecom networkworks?

Atelephoneexchangeortelephoneswitchisasystem ofelectroniccomponents
thatconnectstelephonecalls.Acentralofficeisthephysicalbuildingusedtohouse
insideplantequipmentincluding telephoneswitches,which maketelephonecalls
"wolic"inthesenseofmakingconnectionsandrelayingthespeechinformat.
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Fig.1.2:Basictelecom network

1.3.1EngineandAlternator

ItprovidesACoutputintheeventofcommercialpowersupplyfailure.Thediesel
engineprovidestheprimemovertothealternatorsothatthealternatingcurrentis
generatedtosupporttheexchangesystems.

Battery and Power Plant: Batteries provides continuous DC voltage for
uninterruptedexchangeoperation.Thepowerplantkeepsthebatteriesonfloatsoas
togiveoutthedcoutputintheeventofcommercialpowersupplyfailure.Therectifiers
inthepowerplantconvertacintodc.

1.3.2OMC(OperationandMaintenanceControl)

It contains input-output processor terminals,visualdisplay units,printers,
cartridges,etc.Itcontrolstheentireoperationofexchangedataandbillingdata.The
new connections,addingandremovingoffacilitiestothesubscriberisdoneinthe
OMCroom.

1.3.3MainDistributionFrame

Itprovidesthephysicalconnectivityfrom theexchangesidetothelineside.Allthe
primarycablesareterminatedattheMDFlinesideandalltheswitchingcablesare
terminatedattheexchangesideontheMDFcronemodules.

1.3.4Switch

Itprovidestheswitchingfacilityandconnectiontotheoutsideoftheexchange.
Theswitchroom containsactualtelephoneswitchinghardwaresuchascabinets,racks,
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slotsandcards.Switchingisthemostimportantpartoftheexchangeprocess.

1.4.Telecom CompaniesinIndia

In1975,theDepartmentofTelecom (DoT)wasgivenseparateauthorityforrunning
thetelephoneservicesinthecountry.TheMahanagarTelephoneNigam Limited(MTNL)
initiateditsservicesintheyear1985forcarryingoutthetelephoneoperationsinthe
metrosofIndia,viz.DelhiandMumbai.InOctober2000,theBharatSancharNigam
Limited(BSNL)wassetupbytheDepartmentofTelecom.Thereafterseveralprivate
companiesasRelianceCommunications,TataIndicom,andAirteletc.inthesector
cameup.

1.5.ServicesofBSNL
 Landlines(FixedAccess)
 HighspeedBroadband
 FTTH(FibretotheHome)
 Mobileservices
 Wi-MAX
 IN(IntelligentNetwork)
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Chapter2

IPADDRESSING
Introduction:

AnInternetProtocoladdress(IPaddress)isanumericallabelassignedtoeach
device connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for
communication.An IP address serves two principalfunctions:hostornetwork
interfaceidentificationandlocationaddressing.

IPV4

 Indecimaltheaddressrangeis0.0.0.0to255.255.255.255.

 TheIPaddressisoftheform <networkID,hostID >

 TherearefiveclassesofaddressesA,B,C,D&E.

 A,B&Cclassesareusedtorepresenthostandnetworkaddress.

 ClassDisaspecialtypeofaddressusedformulticasting.

 ClassEisreservedforexperimentaluse.

Fig.2.1:IPv4addressing

 CreatingmultipleindependentNetworksfrom aSingleNetwork.

 ConvertingHostbitsintoNetworkBitsI.e.Converting0’sinto1’s

 Subnettingcanbeperformedintwoways.
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 FLSM (FixedLengthSubnetMask)

 VLSM (VariableLengthsubnetmask)

 Subnettingcanbedonebasedonrequirement.

Fig.2.2:classesofipv4addressing

Defaultsubnetmask

 SubnetMaskdifferentiatesNetworkportionandHostPortion

 Representedwithall1’sinthenetworkportionandwithall0’sinthehostportion.

 ClassA:N.H.H.H

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000

 DefaultSubnetMaskforClassAis255.0.0.0

 ClassB:N.N.H.H

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000

 DefaultSubnetMaskforClassBis255.255.0.0

 ClassC:N.N.N.H

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000

 DefaultSubnetMaskforClassCis255.255.255.0

Ipv4Vsipv6
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Fig.2.3:Comparisonofipv4vsipv6
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Chapter3

MOBILECOMMUNICATIONS

Introduction

Amobilephone,cellphoneorhandphoneisanelectronicdeviceused
tomakemobiletelephonecallsacrossawidegeographicarea,servedby
manypubliccells,allowingtheusertobemobile.Bycontrast,acordless
telephoneisusedonlywithintherangeofasingle,privatebasestation,for
examplewithinahomeoranoffice.

Amobilephonecanmakeandreceivetelephonecallstoandfrom the
publictelephonenetworkwhichincludesothermobilesandfixed-linephones
acrosstheworld.Itdoesthisbyconnectingtoacellularnetworkprovidedbya
mobilenetworkoperator.Inadditiontotelephone,modernmobilephonesalso
supportawidevarietyofotherservicessuchastextmessaging,MMS,email,
Internetaccess,short-rangewirelesscommunications(infrared,Bluetooth),
businessapplications,gamingandphotography.Mobilephonesthatoffer
thesemoregeneralcomputingcapabilitiesarereferredtoassmartphones.

3.1GenerationGap

Generation1:Analog[routinesforsendingvoice]

• Allsystemsareincompatible.
• Nointernationalroaming.
• Nodataaccessibility.

Generation2:Digital[voiceEncoding]

• Increasedcapacity.
• Datarateof144kbitspersec.
• Moresecurity.
• Compatibility.
• CanuseTDMAorCDMAforincreasingcapacity.

Generation2.5:packet-switching

• Connectiontotheinternetispaidbypackets.
• Connectiontointernetischeaperandfaster(upto56KBps].

Generation3:ThePresentFuture

• Permanentwebconnectionat2Mbps.
• Internet,phoneandmedia3in1.
• ThestandardbasedonGSM iscalledUMTS.
• Dataratesof384kbits/sec.
• TheEDGEstandardisthedevelopmentofGSM towards3G.

Generation4:VoiceandBroadbandService.

• Speedupto1Gbps.
• Iswitchinghasmainrole.
• TheLong-Term Evolution(LTE)hasbeeninitiated.
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Generation:5CellularMobileCommunications

• Ultra-highconnectiondensityand0latency.
• Itsucceedsthe4G(LTE/Max),3G(UMTS)and

2G(GSM)systems.
• 5Gperformancetargetsincludehighdatarate.
• Highersystem capacityandmassivedeviceconnectivity.

Thegeniusofthecellularsystem isthedivisionofacityinto
smallcells.Thisallowsextensivefrequencyreuseacrossacity,sothatmillionsof
peoplecanusecellphonessimultaneously.Inatypicalanalogcell-phonesystem,
thecell-phonecarrierreceivesabout800frequenciestouseacrossthecity.The
carrierchopsupthecityintocells.Eachcellistypicallysizedatabout10square
miles(26squarekilometres).Cellsarenormallythoughtofashexagonsonabig
hexagonalgrid,likethis.

3.2Howacallisconnected?

• Whenyoufirstpowerupthephone,itlistensforanSIDonthecontrol
channel.Thecontrolchannelisaspecialfrequencythatthephone
andbasestationusetotalktooneanotheraboutthingslikecallset-
up and channelchanging.Ifthe phone cannotfind anycontrol
channelstolistento,itknowsitisoutofrangeanddisplaysa"no
service"message.

• When itreceives the SID,the phone compares Itto the SID
programmedintothephone.IftheSIDsmatch,thephoneknows
thatthecellitiscommunicatingwithispartofitshomesystem.

• AlongwiththeSID,thephonealsotransmitsaregistrationrequest,
and the MTSO keeps track of your phone's location in a
database—thisway,theMTSOknowswhichcellyouareinwhenit
wantstoringyourphone.

• TheMTSO getsthecall,andittriestofindyou.Itlooksinits
databasetoseewhichcellyouarein.

• TheMTSOpicksafrequencypairthatyourphonewillusein
thatcelltotakethecall.

• TheMTSOcommunicateswithyourphoneoverthecontrolchannel
totellitwhichfrequenciestouse,andonceyourphoneandthe
towerswitchonthosefrequencies,thecallisconnected.Now,you
aretalkingbytwo-wayradiotoafriend.

• Asyoumovetowardtheedgeofyourcell,yourcell'sbasestation
notesthatyoursignalstrengthisdiminishing.Meanwhile,thebase
stationinthecellyouaremovingtoward(whichislisteningand
measuringsignalstrengthonallfrequencies,notjustitsownone-
seventh)seesyourphone'ssignalstrengthincreasing.Thetwobase
stationscoordinatewitheachotherthroughtheMTSO,andatsome
point,yourphonegetsasignalonacontrolchanneltellingitto
changefrequencies.Thishandoffswitchesyourphonetothenew
cell.

3.3Standardrequirementsoftelecom network
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3.3.1 Internationalmobilesubscriberidentification
AnIMSIisassignedtoeachauthorizedGSM user.Itconsistsofa

mobilecountrycode(MSC),mobilenetworkcode(MNC),andaPLMN
uniquemobilesubscriberidentificationnumber(MSIN).TheIMSIisnot
hardware-specific.Instead,itis maintained on a SC byan authorized
subscriberandistheonlyabsoluteidentitythatasubscriberhaswithinthe
GSM system.TheIMSIconsistsoftheMCCfollowedbytheNMSIandshall
notexceed15digits.

3.3.2 Temporarymobilesubscriberidentification

A TMSIisaMSC-VLR specificaliasthatisdesigned to maintain user
confidentiality.Itisassignedonlyaftersuccessfulsubscriberauthentication.The
correlationofaTMSItoanIMSIonlyoccursduringamobilesubscriber’sinitial
Conditions(suchastrafficsystem disruptionandmalfunctioningofthesystem),
theMSCcandirectindividualTMSIstoprovidetheMSCwiththeirIMSI.

3.3.3 SIM card
TheSIM isaremovableSC,thesizeofacreditcard,andcontainsan

integratedcircuitchipwithamicroprocessor,random accessmemory(RAM),and
readonlymemory(ROM).ItisinsertedintheMSunitbythesubscriberwhenheor
shewantstousetheMStomakeorreceiveacall.Asstated,aSIM alsocomesina
modularfrom thatcanbemountedinthesubscriber’sequipment.

3.3.4 MSISDN
TheMSinternationalnumbermustbedialedaftertheinternationalprefixin

ordertoobtainamobilesubscriberinanothercountry.TheMSISDNnumbersis
composedofthecountrycode(CC)followedbytheNationalSignificantNumber
(N(S)N),whichshallnotexceed15digits.

3.3.5 Mobilestationroamingnumber(MSRN)
TheMSRNisallocatedontemporarybasiswhentheMSroamsintoanother

numberingarea.TheMSRNnumberisusedbytheHLRforreroutingcallstotheMS.
ItisassignedupondemandbytheHLRonaper-callbasis.TheMSRNforPSTN/ISDN
routingshallhavethesamestructureasinternationalISDNnumbersintheareainwhich
theMSRNisallocated.TheHLRknowsinwhatMSC/VLRserviceareathesubscriber is
located.AtthereceptionoftheMSRN,HLRsendsittotheGMSC,whichcannow
routethecalltotheMSC/VLRexchangewherethecalledsubscriberiscurrently
registered.

3.3.6 Internationalmobileequipmentidentity(IMED)
TheIMEIistheuniqueidentityoftheequipmentusedbyasubscriberbyeach

PLMN and is used to determine authorized (white),unauthorized (black),and
malfunctioning(grey)GSM hardware.InconjunctionwiththeIMSI,itisusedto
ensurethatonlyauthorizedusersaregrantedaccesstothesystem.AnIMEIisnever
sentinciphermodebyMS.

3.3.7 Mobilestation
TheMSincludesradioequipmentandthemanmachineinterface(MMI)that

asubscribeneedsinordertoaccesstheservicesprovidedbytheGSM PLMN.MS
canbeinstalledinVehiclesorcanbeportableorhand-heldstations.TheMSmay
includeprovisionsfordatacommunicationaswellasvoice.Amobiletransmitsand
receivesmessagetoandfrom theGSM system overtheairinterfacetoestablish
andcontinueconnectionsthroughthesystem.DifferenttypeofMSscanprovidedif
fernettypeofdatainterfaces.Toprovideacommonmodelfordescribingthese
differentMS configurations,”reference configuration”forMS,similarto those
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definedforISDNlandstations,hasbeendefined.
EachMSisidentifiedbyanIMEIthatispermanentlystoredinthemobileunit.

Uponrequest,theMSsendsthisnumberoverthesignalingchanneltotheMSC.The
IMEIcanbeusedtoidentifymobileunitsthatarereportedstolenoroperating
incorrectly.JustastheIMEIidentitiesthemobileequipment,othernumbersareused
toidentifythemobilesubscriber.Differentsubscriberidentitiesareusedindifferent
phasesofcallsetup.TheMobileSubscriberISDNNumber(MSISDN)isthenumber
thatthecallingpartydialsinordertoreachthesubscriber.Itisusedbythelandnetwork to
routecallstowardanappropriateMSC.Theinternationalmobilesubscribeidentity
(IMSI)istheprimaryfunctionofthesubscriberwithinthemobilenetworkandis
permanentlyassignedtohim.TheGSM system canalsoassignaTemporaryMobile
SubscriberIdentity(TMSI)toidentityamobile.Thisnumbercanbeperiodically
changedbythesystem andprotectthesubscriberfrom beingidentifiedbythose
attemptingtomonitortheradiochannel.

3.3.8 Basestation
TheBSSisasetofBSequipment(suchastransceiversandcontrollers)that

isinviewbytheMSCthroughasingleAinterfaceasbeingtheentityresponsiblefor
communicatingwithMSsinacertainarea.TheRadioequipmentofaBSSmaybe
composedofoneormorecells.ABSSmayconsistofoneormoreBS.Theinterface
betweenBSCandBTSisdesignedasanA-BISinterface.TheBSSincludestwotypes
ofmachines:theBTSincontactwiththeMSsthroughtheradiointerfaceandthe
BSC,thelatterbeingincontactwiththeMSC.Thefunctionsplitisbasicallybetween
transmissionequipment,theBTS,andmanagingequipmentattheBSC.A BTS
compares radio transmission and reception devices,up to and including the
antennas,andalsoallthesignalprocessingspecifictotheradiointerface.Asingle
transceiverwithinBTSsupportseightbasicradiochannelsofthesameTDM frame.
ABSCisanetworkcomponentinthePLMNthatfunctionforcontrolofoneormore
BTS.ItisafunctionalentitythathandlescommoncontrolfunctionswithinaBTS.A
BTSisanetworkcomponentthatservesonecellandiscontrolledbyaBSC.BTSis
typicallyabletohandlethreetofiveradiocarries,carryingbetween24and40
simultaneouscommunications.ReducingtheBTSvolumeisimportanttokeeping
down the costofthe cellsites.An importantcomponentofthe BSS thatis
considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the BTS is the
Transcoder/RateAdapterUnit(TRAU).TheTRAU istheequipmentinwhichcoding
anddecodingiscarriedoutaswellasrateadoptionincaseofdata.Althoughthe
specificationsconsidertheTRAUasasubpartoftheBTS,Itcanbesitedawayfrom
theBTS(atMSC),andevenbetweentheBSCandtheMSC.

3.3.9 BSC
TheBSC,asdiscussed,isconnectedtotheMSCononesideandtotheBTS

ontheother.TheBSCperformstheRadioResource(RR)managementforthecells
underitscontrol.ItassignsandreleasefrequenciesandtimeslotsforallMSsinits
ownarea.TheBSCperformstheintercellhandoverforMSsmovingbetweenBTSin
itscontrol.ItalsoreallocatesfrequenciestotheBTSsinitsareatomeetlocallyheavy
demandsduringpeakhoursoronspecialevents.TheBSC controlsthepower
transmissionofbothBSSsandMSsinitsarea.Theminimum powerlevelfora
mobileunitisbroadcastovertheBCCH.TheBSCprovidesthetimeandfrequency
synchronizationreferencesignalsbroadcastbyitsBTSs.TheBSCalsomeasuresthe
timedelayofreceivedMSsignalrelativetotheBTSclock.IfthereceivedMSsignal
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isnotcenteredinitsassignedtimeslotattheBTS,TheBSCcandirecttheBTSto
notifytheMStoadvancethetimingsuchthatpropersynchronizationtakesplace.
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Chapter4

SWITCHING

4.1Introduction:

SwitchisdefinedasEstablishingaTemporaryConnectionfrom thecalling
subscribertothecalledSubscriber.SwitchisaDevicethatmakestheconnection
andbreakstheconnection.Switchisadevicethatchannelsincomingdatafrom any
ofmultipleinputportstothespecificoutputthatwilltakethedatatowardsits
intendeddestination.TheprocessperformedbyaswitchiscalledSwitching.The
processofswitchiscalledSwitching.

4.2Telecom NetworksandTypesofExchange:

Fig.4.1:SchematicofTelecom network

Wecanbroadlyclassifyanytelecom networkintothreeparts

1)AccessNetwork:

ItistheonewhichconsistsoftheCPE(customerpremisesEquipment)tothe
switchinglocation.

Example:Copperwire,Microwave,OFC.

2)SwitchingNetwork:

Itthelocationofswitchingstation.

Example:Telephoneexchange,MSC,etc.
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3)CoreNetwork:

DifferentSwitchingNetworkswillbecombinedtoform toform aCoreNetwork.

4.2.1TypesofExchanges:

1.ManualExchange:

 Inthisgeneration,numberdialingfacilityinnotavailableatthecustomer
end.

 Atransmitter,receiverandtheringerequipmentisavailableatCustomer
premises.

 Callconnectivitywillbearrangedmanuallybyanoperatorpresentinthe
exchange.

 Theoperatorfeedstheringingsupplyfrom theexchangetothecalling
customerforgivingcallalert.

 Afterthattheoperatorphysicallyconnectsthecallingandthecalled
parties.

2.AutomaticExchanges:

 Inthisgeneration,completeautomaticcallconnectivitywasinvented.
 Selectorsincrossbarexchangeshavehorizontalandverticalbars(like

matrix)operatedbyelectromagneticrelaycoils,sothatthecontactsata
particularpointinamatrixmaybeoperatedunderthecontrolofthese
relays.

3.ElectronicExchange:

 Withtheinventionofelectronicexchangesthepracticaldifficulties
withtheautomaticexchangesweresolved.

 Thecustomerwasprovidedwithlotofadvancedfeatures.
 ChronologicalDevelopmentofElectronicExchanges.

4.3TypesofSwitching:

Inlargenetworks,theremaybemorethanonepathfortransmittingdatafrom the
sendertothereceiver.Selectingapaththatdatamusttakeoutoftheavailable
optionscan
beunderstood asSwitching.Theinformationmaybeswitched whileittravels
between
variouscommunicationchannels.

Therearethreetypicalswitchingtechniquesavailablefordigitaltraffic.Theyare
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 CircuitSwitching

 MessageSwitching

 PacketSwitching
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4.3.1CircuitSwitching:

InCircuitswitching,twonodescommunicatewitheachotheroveradedicated
communicationpath.Inthis,acircuitisestablishedtotransferthedata.These
circuitsmay
bepermanentortemporary.Applicationsthatusecircuitswitchingmayhavetogo
through
threephases.Thedifferentphasesare

 Establishingacircuit
 Transferringthedata
 Disconnectingthecircuit

Fig.4.2:Patternofcircuitswitching

Circuitswitchingwasdesignedforvoiceapplications.Telephoneisthebestsuitable
exampleofcircuitswitching.Beforeausercanmakeacall,avirtualpathbetween
thecalled
subscriberandthecallingsubscriberisestablishedoverthenetwork.

Drawbacks:

 Thewaitingtimelastslong,andthereisnodatatransfer.
 Eachconnectionhasadedicatedpath,andthisgetsexpensive.
 Whenconnectedsystemsdonotusethechannel,itiskeptidle.

Thecircuitpatternismadeoncetheconnectionisestablished,usingthe
dedicatedpathwhichisintendedfordatatransfer,inthecircuitswitching.The
telephonesystem isa
commonexampleofCircuitSwitchingtechnique.

4.3.2MessageSwitching:

Inmessageswitching,thewholemessageistreatedasadataunit.The
datais
transferredinitsentirecircuitry.A switchworkingonmessageswitching,first
receivesthe
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wholemessageandbuffersituntilthereareresourcesavailabletotransferittothe
nexthop.
Ifthenexthopisnothavingenoughresourcetoaccommodatelargesizemessage,
the
messageisstoredandtheswitchwaits.
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Fig.4.3:PatternofMessageSwitching

Inthistechnique,thedataisstoredandforwarded.Thetechniqueisalso
called
theStore-and-Forwardtechnique.Thistechniquewasconsideredasubstituteto
circuit
switching.Butthetransmissiondelaythatfollowedtheendtoenddelayofmessage
transmissionaddedtothepropagationdelayandsloweddowntheentireprocess.

Drawbacks:

 Everyswitchinthetransitpathneedsenoughstoragetoaccommodatethe
entire
message.

 Because ofthe waiting included untilresources are available,message
switchingis
veryslow.

 Messageswitchingwasnotasolutionforstreamingmediaandreal-time
applications.

Thedatapacketsareacceptedevenwhenthenetworkisbusy;thisslowsdownthe
delivery.
Hence,thisisnotrecommendedforrealtimeapplicationslikevoiceandvideo.

4.3.3PacketSwitching:

Thepacketswitchingtechniqueisderivedfrom messageswitchingwhere
the
messageisbrokendownintosmallerchunkscalledPackets.Theheaderofeach
packet
containstheswitchinginformationwhichisthentransmittedindependently.The
header
contains details such as source,destination and intermediate node address
information.The
intermediatenetworkingdevicescanstoresmallsizepacketsanddon'ttakemany
resources
eitheronthecarrierpathorintheinternalmemoryofswitches.
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Individualroutingofpacketsisdonewhereatotalsetofpacketsneednotbesentin
the
sameroute.Asthedataissplit,bandwidthisreduced.Thisswitchingisusedfor
performing
datarateconversion.

Fig.4.4:PatternofPacketswitching

Thelineefficiencyofpacketswitchingcanbeenhancedbymultiplexingthe
packets
from multipleapplicationsoverthecarrier.Theinternetwhichusesthispacket
switching
enablestheusertodifferentiatedatastreamsbasedonpriorities.Dependingupon
the
prioritylist,thesepacketsareforwardedafterstoringtoprovidequalityofservice.

Thepacketswitchingtechniquewasprovedtobeanefficienttechniqueand
isbeing
widelyused in both voice and data transfer.The transmission resources are
allocatedusing
different techniques such as StatisticalMultiplexing or Dynamic Bandwidth
allocation.

4.4DigitalSwitching

The switching networksetsup a temporaryconnection between two ormore
exchange
terminationsandensurestransmissionofsignals(speech&data)betweenthese
terminations
indigitalform withreliableaccuracy.

Switchingnetworkcanbeclassifiedinto

 SpaceDivisionand
 TimeDivisionsystems

4.4.1SpaceSwitching:
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SametimeslotsoftheincomingandoutgoingPCM highwaysareinterconnected.
E.g.Signals
receivedinTS6onI/C HWYSaretransmittedinTS6onO/G HWYS.Sincethe
transferof
sampletakesplaceinthesametimeslot,thereisnodelayinswitchingthesample.
Different
highwaysareinterconnected.E.g.SignalsreceivedonVCHWY1aretransmittedon
O/G
HWY2or3oranyHWY.

DigitalSpaceSwitch:ThisswitchconsistsofseveralinputhighwaysXl,X2....Xnand
several
outputhighwaysY1,Y2.....Ym interconnectedbyamatrixofnrowsandm columns.
Individualcross pointin this matrix consists ofAND gate.Operation ofan
appropriatecross
pointconnectsaTDM channelofanincomingPCM highwaytosamechannelof
outgoing
PCM highwayduringeachtimeslot.Duringothertimeslots,samecrosspointmay
beused
toconnectotherchannels.

Fig.4.5:SpaceDivisionSwitching

4.4.2Timeswitching:

DifferenttimeslotsoftheincomingandoutgoingPCM highwaysareinterconnected.
For
exampleSignalsreceivedinTS6onI/CHWYSaretransmittedinTS18oranyother
TSon
O/G HWYS includingTS6.Samehighwaysonlyareinterconnected.E.g.Signals
receivedon
I/CHWYOaretransmittedonO/GHWYOonly.

Thisinvolvestimedelay.Atimeswitchisbasicallyatimeslotchanger.

 Voicefrequencyrangesfrom 300HZto400HZ.
 Inconventionaltelephonevoicesignalsisinanalogform.
 Humanaudiblerange20HZto20KHZ.
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Fig.4.6:TimeDivisionSwitching
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Chapter5

LatestTelecom Services

Atelecommunicationsserviceprovider(TSP)isatypeofcommunicationsservice
providerthathastraditionallyprovidedtelephoneandsimilarservices.Thiscategory
includesincumbentlocalexchangecarriers,competitivelocalexchangecarriers,and
mobile
wirelesscommunicationcompanies.

 FTTH(FibretotheHome)
 Mobileservices(GSM 2G/3G)
 Wi-MAX
 IN(IntelligentNetwork)
 Landlines
 HighSpeedBroadbandaccess

5.1FTTH:

 FibreToTheHome;
 Deliveryofcommunicationsignals(Voice,Data&Video)overopticalfibreup

to
homeorbusinesspoint;

Features:

 Resilienceandreliabilityofservice;
 UnlimitedscalabilityoftheTelecom facilities;
 Continuousguaranteedservice;
 Downloadspeedupto2.5Gbpsanduploadupto1.2Gbpsmultiplayservices

like
voice,Internetaccess,IPTV,Videoondemand,VPN,LAN,VOIPservices;
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Fig.5.1:BSNLFTTHArchitecture

5.2Mobileservices:

5.2.13Gservices:

 ThirdgenerationMobileTechnology—HSDPA;

 Provideshighspeedbandwidthcomparedto2G;

 2.05Mbpstostationarydevices;

 384Kbpsforslowmovingdevices;

 128Kbpsforfastmovingdevices;

5.2.2WiMAX:

 WorldwideInteroperabilityforMicrowaveAccess

Features:

 Providingwirelessdataoverlongdistances50upto10Km

 AlsocalledasWirelessMAN(MetropolitanAreaNetwork)

 WorksonOFDMA(OrthogonalFrequencyDivisionMultipleAccess)

 SupportsVoice,VideoandInternetdata

5.2.3TOLLFREENUMBER(FPH)

 Callchargestothisservicewillbepaidbythecalledparty.

 Allchargesareleviedontheservicesubscriber

 Theserviceisfreeofanychargetothecallinguser.

 Serviceisaccessiblefrom networksofotheroperatorsalso.

5.2.4 VoiceVPN

 VoiceV PN isaserviceforproviding aprivatenetworkforinstitutions,
businessesandcommunitiesusingpublicnetworkresources.

 PNPstandsforPrivateNumberingPlan.Yourtelephonenumberswhichhave
tobein
aVPNaregivena3or4digitshortcodeforeaseofdialing,whichiscalled
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PNP
number.

 Ex:POLICE,INCOMETAX

5.3CDMA

CDMAstandsforCodeDivisionMultipleAccess.Thebasicrequirementsfor
a
CDMAsystem are:

Services(Voice,Lowspeeddata,FAX)

Capacity-Itshouldbehigh,PSTNconnectivity,Maintainability,Cost-Itislowwhen
comparedtoLandline.

AdvantagesofCDMAsystems:
 OverWireline:EasyInstallation,Maintenance,Lowcost,Mobility,Easeof

operation.Calldrop<2%
 OverMobile(GSM System):LargeCoverage,LargeCapacity.

Frequencyreusefactor,networkdesignandexpandingbecomemucheasier,large
coverage.

Fig.5.2:GeneralArchitectureofCDMA
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SalientFeaturesofCDMA:

Itisanadvancedcommunicationtechnology.IthasAnti-jam andsecurityfeatures,
Large
capacityascomparedtootherTechnologylikeFDMAandTDMA.

5.4GSM:

GSM standsforGlobalsystem forMobilecommunication.AGSM system is
basicallydesigned as a combination ofthree majorsubsystems:the network
subsystem,the
radio subsystem,and the operation supportsubsystem.There are dominant
interfaces,
namely,aninterfacebetweenMSCandthebaseTransceiverStation(BTS),andan
interface
betweentheBTSandMS.

GSM NetworkStructure:

 GSM servicearea;
 PLMNservicearea;
 MSCservicearea;
 Locationarea;
 Cells.

TheGSM serviceisthetotalareaservedbythecombinationofallmembercountries
whereamobilecanbeserviced.ThenextlevelisthePLMNservicearea.Therecan
be
severalwithinacountry,basedonitssize.ThelinksbetweenaGSM/PLMNnetwork
and
otherPSTN,ISDN,orPLMNnetworkwillbeonthelevelofinternationalornational
transit
exchange.AllincomingcallsforaGSM/PLMNnetworkwillberoutedtoagateway
MSC.A
gatewayMSC worksasanincomingtransitexchangefortheGSM/PLMN.Ina
GSM/PLMN
network,allmobile-terminatedcallswillberoutedtoagatewayMSC.
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Fig.5.3:GSM Architecture

Chapter6
Telecom Infrastructure

TELECOMIFRASTRUCTURE:

Battery,PowerPlantandEarthing

Thepowerplantofanytelecommunicationsystem isusuallyreferredasthe
„heart‟ofthe
installationsincethecommunicationsystemcanfunctiononlyifpowersupplyisavailable.
Failureofpower
supplysysteminanyinstallationrendersthecommunicationfacilitiesofferedbyittobeinst
antlyparalyzed.

6.1RequirementofPowerSupply:

 Anypowersupplyarrangementforacommunicationsystem must
havetwobasiccharacteristics.

 Reliabilityofthecomponentsofthepowerplantandcontinuityof
thepowersupply.

 Thepowerfedtotheequipmentshouldbefreefrom noiseor
humourlargerippleharmonics.

Thesupportpowersystem inBSNLconsistsof:

(Thepowerplanthasthecapabilitytorechargethebatteryoncetheyaredischarged.)
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1.VRLABattery:

BasicallyVRLAstandsforValveRegulatedLeadAcidBattery.Inshorttermsitmeans
thatitisaleadacidbatterywithavalveregulator,whichdoesnotallow thegasesto
escapethebatterycontainerandthereisnoneedoftoppingupofthebattery.
VariouscapacitiesofBatteriesare120AH,400AH,600AH,1000AH,1500AH,2000
AH,2500AH,3000AH,4000AH&5000AH.

MonitoringofVRLABatteries

FollowingstepsarerequiredformonitoringoftheVRLABatteries:

 Periodicphysicalinspectionofeachcellofthebatteryforcracksandleaking
etc.

 Dischargeofbatteryforashortdurationandrecordingthevoltagesofeach
cellinthestring.

 Measurementofamarkdeviation(>30%)intheimpedanceorconductanceof
thecellwhenchargerisonascomparedtotheonerecordedatthetimeof
commissioning.

 Measurement&recordingofcelltempperiodically.

 FloatVoltageofcells&itscomparisonwiththemidpointvoltage.

 Floatcurrentinfullychargedbattery.

Temperature:-

Theriseinbatterytemperatureincreasesthechemicalreactioninthebattery.
TheSMPSpowerplanttakescareofthetemperaturebyreducingthecharging
voltageanditis3milli-voltperdegreeraiseintempbutstillitisimportantto
measureindividualcelltempperiodicallyandkeeprecordforstudyandanalysis.

LifeofVRLAbattery:

 Batteriesupto200AH:4Years

 Batteriesmorethan200AH:6years

6.2SMPS(SwitchedModePowerSupply)Powerplant:

Thepowerplantisusedtorectifytheacinputsupplytodesiredoutputdc(-48v).
TheconventionalpowerplantswhichwereinuseearlierwerebasedonSCRsor
Ferro-resonanttechniques.Theseconventionaltypesofpowerplantswerehaving
followingproblems:

 Verylargesize

 Largeweight.

 Lowerefficiency.

 Noscopeformodularexpansion.
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TogetridofalltheseproblemsnowSMPS(SwitchedModePowerSystem)power
plantareused.Inthesesystems,theconversionofACtoDCisaccomplishedintwo
stagesasgivenbelow:

FirstStageconversion:

TheinputACvoltageisdirectlyrectifiedtohighvoltageDC.

SecondStageConversion:

 RectifiedhighvoltageDCisstoredinacapacitor.

 HighvoltageDCisthenconvertedintoaveryhighfrequencyAC(20KHz
and higher)by means ofvery powerfuland fastsemi-conductor
switchingdevices.

 HighfrequencyACissteppeddowntotherequiredlevel,bymeansofa
smallhighfrequencytransformer.

 SteppeddownACisrectifiedtoDCofdesiredvoltageandfilteredby
meansofhighfrequencyfilters.

LifeofPowerPlant:

 StaticP/P:15years

 SMPSP/P:15years

AdvantagesofSMPSPowerPlant:

 Duetohighfrequencythesizeoftransformersandchokesisreducedto
10to15% oftheconventionalSCR/Thyristorcontrolled powerplants.This
makesthepowerplantcompactduetowhichalotofsavinginfloorareais
achieved.

 Thebatteries(bothVRLAaswellasfloodedLeadacid)aremoreproneto
temperaturevariations.AsmostoftheSMPSPowerPlantsemploymicro-
processorcontroltechniques,theintroductionoftemperaturecompensation
logicforbatterieshasbecomesimpleandeasier.

 Beingsmallandlightinweight,fitperfectlyinmodularconcept.Up-gradation
ofthecapacityinmodularsystem iseasy;simplyplugging-intheadditional
modulesaddstothecapacity,withthelimitofultimatecapacityanddoesnot
requirethereplacementofexistingPowerPlantasinthecaseofconventional
PowerPlants.

6.3Earthing:

PurposeofEarthing:

Earthingplaysavitalroleintheprotectionofequipment’sandthepersonnel.Apartfro
mprotection from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in
Telecommunicationcircuitsandequipment’s,Earthingisprovidedforthepurposeto
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reduceCrosstalkandNoise.

TypesofEarthElectrodes:

Threetypesofearthelectrodesarecommonlyusedforearthingsystems.

Spikeelectrodes:areusedwherespaceisnotaproblem.

Plateelectrodes:Wherethereisnotmuchspacebutdiggingisnotaproblem.

Stripelectrodes:Inhillyareaswherediggingbeyond2-
3ftdepthisnotpossibleandspaceisavailable.NowadaysChemicalEarthisalsobeing
madeinwhichachemicalpasteisdepositedbetweentheplates,whichhelpsin
maintainingtherequiredlevelofmoistureandisalsoknownasmaintenancefree
earth.Itisspecificallyusefulforhillyareas.

6.4EngineAlternator,AirConditioning&FireProtectionEngineAlternator:

ThestandbypowersupplycommonlyusedinT.Ebuildingsisfrom Diesel
EngineAlternatorSet-intheEngineAlternatorSet,theDieselengineistheprime
moverwhichrotatesthealternatoroftheengine.Alternatorsetandalternatorinturn
producesElectricalenergy.Inthefirststageofenergyconversion,thechemical
energyoffuelisconvertedintothemechanicalenergyatthecommonshaftof
Engine&Alternator.Thismechanicalenergyisthenconvertedintoelectricalenergy
atalternatorinthesecondstageofenergyconversion.

CONCLUSION

Finally,IconcludethatIhavelearntaboutdifferentbroadbandservices,workingof
internetandhowthecallscanbetransmittedfrom oneterminaltoanotherthrough
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several
elementslikeOMCtoswitchingroom toMDFtohandset,differenttypesofmobile
services
likeCDMAGSM etc.Icametoknow inwhichmedium transmissiontakesplace
faster
dependingupontheapplicationlikeintelephonecoaxialortwistedpairsareapt
whereas
opticalfibresaremajorlyusedinsomecasesoflongdistancetransmissionwhere
weshould
nothaveanyinformationloss.Iknowthathowtheconnectionsaretobedone.They
showed
alltheequipmentwhattheyhadexplainedintheinternshipcoursewithfullyhigh
qualified
technicians.Withthoseconnectionstheelectricalsupplyisveryimportanttothe
broadcast.
Intelecom services,netbrowsingisimportantanditshouldimprovethroughoutthe
world.
Thecommunicationisthemainprocessthroughtheantennasanditisthedata
forwarding
technique.Daybydaytechnologyisincreasingandthetelecom usersareimproving,
sothe
broadcastiseasierthanbeforethedays.
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UNIT-I 

RELAY HARDWARE CIRCUITS  

1.1 RELAY: 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal.  

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

1.2 RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

1.3 RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts.  The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 
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1.4 RELAY WORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

given below. 

Relay Design 

The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de-

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing. 
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We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

  

The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 

contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

1.5 Relay Wiring 

  These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 
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In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge.  

 

 Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 

1.5 RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 
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Energized Relay (ON) 

As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

Energized Relay (ON) 

De – Energized Relay (OFF) 

As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

De-Energized Relay (OFF) 
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In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a 

magnetic field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed 

circuit. When there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no 

magnetic field. Thus, the switches remain open. 

1.6 POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before 

making and make before break contacts. 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 

Relays are also named with designations like 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 
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Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals. 

They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil. 

1.7 RELAY TYPES: 

 Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

 

Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 
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used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 

In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with 

the alteration of the input signal 

We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages.  If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 
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into action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other common 

examples of relays from our daily life. 

Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

1.8 RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic. 

Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are used to time the delay open 

and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current signals. 

They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 

characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it off. 
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Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 

All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

1.9 RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors.  Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes.  In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
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UNIT-2 

PLC 

2.1 INTRODUCTION: 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control.  They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example  

Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light.  In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off.  Beyond that though there is no more 

control.  If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring.  So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

  

A PLC Saves the Day  

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle.  The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output.  Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 
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This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative.  Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

2.2 PLCs WORKING: 

A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes.  It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications.  Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes.  They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks.  Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points.  For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems.  It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

  

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The Power Supply and Rack 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack.  

  

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together.  Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules.  Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU.  The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack.  The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module.  This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply.  Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications.  The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes.  In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC.  The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process.  

  

 

  

  

Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program 

repeatedly.  One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the 

inputs from the other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the 

outputs accordingly.  The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a 

second).  The memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O 

and providing a means to store values. 
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2.3 I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC.  Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect.  
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic.  It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

  

 

  

  

Inputs 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices.  A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches.  An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 
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that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 

understood by the CPU.  Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 

 Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types.  A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays.  An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or 

current.  Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive 

mass flow controllers, pressure regulators and position controls.  

 Power Supply Module 

 This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

 CPU Module and Memory 

 CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also 

contains other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

 Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC Input 

Module 

Circuit 

Diagram of PLC Input Module 

The input module of PLC does four main functions. 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 

So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 
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bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

PLC Output Module 

So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location.  

2.4 Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules 

and external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input 

and output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component 

is independent of each other. 

A Modular Type PLC 

PLC are divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and 

TRIAC Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

 Allen Bradley 

 ABB 

 Siemens 

 Mitsubishi PLC 

 Hitachi PLC 

 Delta PLC 

 General Electric (GE) PLC 

 Honeywell PLC 

2.5 PLC Applications 

 PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

  Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

  Glass Industry 

  Paper Industry 

  Cement Manufacturing 

  In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&PID=ALL&hl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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2.6 PROGRAMMING A PLC: 

 In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC.  The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic.  Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history.  These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils.  Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality.  

The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit.  The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply.  The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU.  So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

  

 

When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

1. Textual Language 

 Instruction list 

 Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc
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2. Graphical Form 

 Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

 Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

 Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 

PLC Ladder Logic 

In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

Function Block 

The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

Example Functional Block Diagram 

The figure below shows various function blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 

Structured Text Programming 

 

 

 

 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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2.7 SELEC PLC:
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UNIT-3 

REAL TIME CLOCK  

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 A real-time clock (RTC) is a computer clock, usually in the form of an integrated 

circuit that is solely built for keeping time. Naturally, it counts hours, minutes, seconds, 

months, days and even years. RTCs can be found running in personal computers, embedded 

systems and servers, and are present in any electronic device that may require accurate time 

keeping. Being able to still function even when the computer is powered down through a 

battery or independently from the system’s main power is fundamental. 

 RTCs must accurately keep time, even when the device is powered off because, it is 

often used as a trigger for turning the device on or triggering events such as alarm clocks. 

RTC ICs run on an alternate power source, which allows it to continually operate under low 

power or even when the computer is turned off. ICs on older systems utilize lithium batteries, 

whereas newer systems make use of auxiliary batteries or supercapacitors. RTC ICs that use 

supercapacitors are rechargeable and can be soldered. But in most consumer-grade 

motherboards, the RTC is powered by a single battery that, when removed, resets the RTC to 

its starting point. 

RTC ICs regulate time with the use of a crystal oscillator and do not rely on clock signals like 

most hardware clocks. Aside from being responsible for the timing function of the system 

and its clock, RTC ICs ensure that all processes occurring in the system are appropriately 

synchronized. Although some may argue that this is a job for the system clock, the system 

clock is actually dependent on the RTC, making the RTC indirectly responsible for 

synchronization. An RTC battery should last for three to five years or more. RTCs are 

essential; if the battery fails, it must be replaced to ensure continued operation. A dead 

battery can be diagnosed with an error message at startup or if the user finds that the clock or 

the setup configuration has become corrupted, flaky or odd. 

Benefits of RTCs include: 

 RTC ICs have proved to be more precise than other methods — like programming the 

timer of the controller. 

 It frees the main system from time-critical tasks. 

 It has low power consumption and improved frequency stability. 
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3.2 SELPRO PLC
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: 
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 A real time clock (RTC) has been built in the FBs-PLC's MC/MN main unit. No 

matter whether the PLC is switched on or off, the RTC will always keep accurate time. It 

provides 7 kinds of time value data-week, year, month, day, hour, minute and second. Users 

can take advantage of the real time clock to do 24 hour controls throughout the year (for 

example, businesses or factories can switch lights on and off at set times each day, control 

gate access, and do pre-cooling and pre-heating before business or operations begin). It can 

enable your control system to automatically coordinate with people's living schedules, and 

not only will it raise the level of automatic control, it will improve efficiency. 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our 

collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At NSIC I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming 

knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees can ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic 

on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits 

& PLCs. 
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CHAPTER-1 

RELAY HARDWARE 

CIRCUITS 
1.1  RELAY: 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

1.2  RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

1.3  RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 

1.4  RELAY WORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

given below. 

Relay Design 
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The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing. 

We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 

The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 
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contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

1.5  RELAY WIRING : 
 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 

In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

 
Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 
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1.6  RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 

         Energized Relay (ON) 

 

As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Energized Relay (ON) 
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As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a magnetic 

field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed circuit. When 

there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no magnetic field. 

Thus, the switches remain open. 

1.7  POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before 

making and make before break contacts. 
 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 
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Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 

Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over 

terminals. They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single 

coil. 

1.8  RELAY TYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 
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Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 

used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 

 

In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with 

the alteration of the input signal 
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We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay 

comesinto action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other 

common examples of relays from our daily life. 

 

Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

1.9  RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic.Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are 

used to time the delay open and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current 

signals.They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 
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characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it 

off.Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 

All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

1.10  RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
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INTRODUCTION : 

CHAPTER-2 

        PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example 
 

Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 

                                        A PLC Saves the Day 
 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 
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This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

2.1 PLCs WORKING: 

A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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                                The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program 

repeatedly. One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the 

inputs from the other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the 

outputs accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a 

second). The memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O 

and providing a means to store values. 
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2.2 I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 
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that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 

understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays. An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or 

current. Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive 

mass flow controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also 

contains other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC InputModule 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CircuitDiagram of PLC Input Module 

The input module of PLC does four main functions. 
 
 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 

So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 
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bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

 
PLC Output Module 

So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

2.3 Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules 

and external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input 

and output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component 

is independent of each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A Modular Type PLC 

PLC are divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and 

TRIAC Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen Bradley 

ABB 

Siemens 

Mitsubishi PLC 

Hitachi PLC 

Delta PLC 

General Electric (GE) PLC 

Honeywell PLC 

2.4 PLC Applications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

Glass Industry 

Paper Industry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&PID=ALL&hl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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2.5 PROGRAMMING A PLC: 

 
In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC. The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality. 

 

The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

 Instruction list 

 Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc
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2. Graphical Form 

 Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

 Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

 Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLC Ladder Logic 

 
In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 

https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 

 
Function Block 

 
The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

 
Example Functional Block Diagram The figure below shows various function 

blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 
 

 
Structured Text Programming 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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2.6 SELEC PLC: 
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CHAPTER-3 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A STAR AND 

DELTA, FORWARD AND BACKWARD ELECTRIC 

MOTOR 

 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 

An AC motor converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The reverse of this would be 

the conversion of mechanical energy into electrical energy and is done by an electric generator. 

Motors are used to produce linear or rotary force (torque), and should be distinguished from 

devices such as magnetic solenoids and loudspeakers that convert electricity into motion but do 

not generate usable mechanical powers, which are respectively referred to as actuators and 

transducers. Most AC motors are started directly on line, but when very large motors are started 

that way, they cause a disturbance of voltage on the supply lines due to large starting current 

surges. To limit the starting current surge, large induction motors are started at reduced voltage 

and then have full supply voltage reconnected when they run up to near rotated speed. Voltage 

reduction during star-delta starting is achieved by physically reconfiguring the motor. During 

starting the motor windings are connected in star configuration and this reduces the voltage 

across each winding. This also reduces the torque by a factor of three. 

 
 
This work is on the forward reverse star delta electric motor control using switches. Moving ac 

motor clockwise and anticlockwise has many applications in the present technology, such as in 

our garage doors. Some garage door motors are easily reversed AC motors and geared down. 

Forwarding and reversing of an ac motor is done using a push button switches. Depending on 

the choice of the operator, starting the circuit is selected via the forward or the reverse push 

button switches. When the forward push button switch is selected, the command is transferred 

to the relevant forward function of the circuit which activates the forward main coil (blue). The 

relevant auxiliary contacts of the forward main coil (blue) would then be actuated opposite its 

normal state, that is, a normally open contact would eventually switch to a close contact 

whereas a normally close contact would switch to an open contact. 

3.2 WORKING 

The motor is required to start. To provide the maximum available torque, the motor is started in 

‘star’, which provides a supply of 230volts to each of the windings (providing high current to 

each winding). Once the motor is running, it is running in an inefficient mode, due to the use of 

a high current supply, which will (if left) cause the motor to overheat. Three phase induction 
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motors, also called asynchronous motors, are most extensively used motors in industries 

because of certain advantages like self starting, robust design, simple construction, less 

maintenance, efficient and comparatively low cost, though there is a problem of peak starting 

current associated with these motors. Peak starting current can be up to 5 to 7 times of full 

load current (flc) and sometimes it may become as high as 10 times of flc. However, the 

problem of peak starting current remains only for few seconds till the motor attains its speed, 

this problem may become severe especially with the motors above 10 HP. To deal with the 

problem of peak starting current or inrush current associated with three phase induction motors, 

many different starters having different mechanism and principle of operation are used. Star-

delta starters are used for motors ranges from 5 hp or 3.5 kW. Star delta starters first configure 

windings of 3 phase motors in star thereby reduce voltage across each winding and then after 

few seconds these starters configure windings in delta and motors start run at full load voltage 

without any difficulty. 

The forward and backward of an AC motor control is very important because of both local and 

industrial application. This work discus how three phase Motor will rotate in two directions viz 

forward and Reverse. 

 

3.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

The objective of this work is to design the Forward and Reverse controlling of an ac motor 

using star- delta connection for three phase motor. 

3.4 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

The Star Delta starting method is a motor starting mechanism that minimizes the large amount 

of 

starting current that motors draw in. The Star Delta, as the name suggests basically involves 

feeding the motor with 1/sq.root3 (58%) of the full load current until it attains speed then 

applying the full load  current. This method is commonly referred to as "Soft Starting" the 

motor, For this to work the whole set- up requires 3 contactor i.e The Star Contactor, The Delta 

Contactor and The Main Contactor. However for the motor to be started in Star Delta, its 

internal connection at the terminal box has to be wired in Delta- giving it capability of 

receiving the full-load current at any instant. 

With these work, a three phase motor can move Forward and Reverse direction. The operation 

of the star- delta method is simple and rugged. It is relatively cheap compared to other reduced 

voltage methods. 

Good Torque/Current Performance. It draws 2 times starting current of the full load ampere of 

the motor connected. 
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3.5 FEATURES OF STAR-DELTA CONNECTION 

 For low- to high-power three-phase motors. 

 Reduced starting current 

 Six connection cables 

 Reduced starting torque 

 Current peak on changeover from star to delta 

 Mechanical load on changeover from star to delta 

 

3.6 APPLICATION OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

Industries are using forward and reverse ac motor solutions for process, control of devices such 

as ac https://hyclassproject.com/design-and-construction-of-star-delta-of-3-phase-motor-with-

forward-and- reverse-run-operation-design and construction of a star- delta of 3-phase motor 

with forward and reverse run operation control - for B.S... conveyor 

Consumer products including electronic toys, home security, gate and garage door openers also 

make use of this device. 

3.7 COMPONENTS OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

1. Star-delta motor Consists following units 

2. Contactors (Main, star and delta contactors) 

3. Time relay (pull-in delayed) 1 No. 

4. Three-pole thermal over-current release 

5. Fuse elements or automatic cut-outs for the main circuit 

6. Fuse element or automatic cut-out for the control circuit 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our 

collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At NSIC I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming 

knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees can ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic 

on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits 

& PLCs. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Telecommunication has seen tremendous growth in the last ten years. 

However, in India the Broadband growth is not encouraging. As per World Bank 

report a ten percentage- point increase in broadband penetration for an average 

nation results in an acceleration of economic growth of 1.3 percentages. 

According to Telecommunication Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) report 

(March 2014), among 14.86 million fixed line Broadband subscribers 10 million 

are from Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) which amounts to 67 percent 

market share. Having highest market share in fixed line Broadband, BSNL has 

high responsibility to support the Broadband growth for the country. However, 

presently the loyal customers of Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited are switching 

over to other brands because of the issues in customer experience in the 

Broadband service delivery. 

Spending a period of 6 weeks with the Telecom Networking, the report 

is based on how the BSNL Telecom Network works, how the exchange works. 

Previously we use electro-mechanical exchanges but it faced some 

disadvantages. We overcome those drawbacks by introducing "C-DOT" 

exchange in India. Now the present trend in BSNL is "GSM" ,it provided 

milestones in Telecom. 

 

 

Keywords: TRAI, DWDM, Broadband, Switching, GSM, CDMA
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited is a state- owned telecommunications company 

headquartered in New Delhi, India. BSNL is one of the largest Indian cellular service providers, 

with over 87.1 million subscribers as of April 2011, and the largest land line telephone provider 

in India. 

 

BSNL is India's oldest and largest communication service provider. It had a customer 

base of 90 million as of June 2008. It has footprints throughout India except for theme-tropolitan 

cities of Mumbai and New Delhi, which are managed by Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

(MTNL). As of June 30, 2010, BSNL had a customer base of 27.45 million wirelines and 72.69 

million wireless subscribers. 

 

BSNL is the only service provider, making focused efforts and planned initiatives to 

bridge the Rural-Urban Digital Divide ICT sector. In fact, there is no telecom operator in 

the/country to beat its reach with its wide network giving services in every nook & corner of 

country and operates across India except Delhi & Mumbai. Whether it is inaccessible areas of 

Siachen glacier and North-eastern region of the country. BSNL serves its customers with its 

wide bouquet of telecom services. 

 

BSNL is numero uno operator of India in all services in its license area. The company 

offers vide ranging & most transparent tariff schemes designed to suite every customer. BSNL 

cellular service, Cell One, has 55,140,282 2Gcellular customers and 88,4933Gcustomers as on 

30.11.2009. In basic services, BSNL is miles ahead, with 85 per cent share of the subscriber 

base and 92 percent share in revenue terms. BSNL has more than 2.5 million WLL subscribers 

and 2.5 million Internet Customers who access Internet through various modes. BSNL has set 

up a world class multi-gigabit, multi- protocol convergent IP infrastructure that provides 

convergent services like voice, data and video through the same Backbone and Broadband 

Access Network. At present there are 0.6 million Data One broadband customers. The company 

has vast experience. Planning, Installation, network integration and Maintenance of Switching & 

Transmission Networks and also has a world class ISO 9000 certified Telecom Training 

Institute. 

 

 Telecom network 

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts 

 

1) Access Network: It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises 

Equipment) to the Switching Location. Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

 

2) Switching network: It is the location of the switching station. Example: Telephone 

Exchange, MSC etc. 

 

3) Core Network: Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core 

network. 
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 Wired telecom network 
 
 

Fig. 1.1: Wired telecom network representation. 

 

1.2.1. MDF (Main Distribution Frame) 

 

A Main Distribution Frame (MDF or main frame) is a signal distribution frame for 

connecting equipment (inside plant to cables and subscriber carrier equipment (outside plant). 

The MDF is a termination point within the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment 

and terminations of local loops are connected by jumper wires at the MDF. All cable copper 

pairs supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated at the MDF and distributed 

through the MDF to equipment within the local exchange e.g. repeaters and DSLAM. Cables to 

intermediate distribution frames terminate at the MDF. Trunk cables may terminate on the same 

MDF or on a separate trunk main distribution frame (MDF). 

 

 Pillars 

 

PILLARS are the intermediate testing boxes where the primary and distribution cable 

terminates. Underground cables that connect the MDF and pillars are called as Primary cables. 

cables that connect the pillar and the DPs (Distribution Point) in that pillar area are called as 

Distribution cables. 

 

 DP (Distribution Point) 

 

A Distribution Point is the point from where the connection wires are extended to the 

customers. A DP's capacity can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 pairs. Each DP is given with a 4-digit number 

in which the first 2 digits indicate the pillar number, in which that DP is working. Through a 

drop wire, the connection is extended into customer premises from the distribution point. 

 

 How telecom network works? 

 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that 

connects telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant 

equipment including telephone switches, which make telephone calls "wolic" in the sense of 

making connections and relaying the speech in format. 
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Fig. 1.2: Basic telecom network 

 
 

Engine and Alternator 

 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine 

provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support 

the exchange systems. 

 

Battery and Power Plant: Batteries provides continuous DC voltage for uninterrupted 

exchange operation. The power plant keeps the batteries on float so as to give out the dc output 

in the event of commercial power supply failure. The rectifiers in the power plant convert ac  

into dc. 

 

 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

 

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It 

controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding and 

removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room. 

 

 Main Distribution Frame 

 

It provides the physical connectivity from the exchange side to the line side. All the primary 

cables are terminated at the MDF line side and all the switching cables are terminated at the 

exchange side on the MDF crone modules. 

 

 Switch 

 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch 

room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. 

Switching is the most important part of the exchange process. 
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 Telecom Companies in India 

 

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country. The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by 

the Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up. 

 

 Services of BSNL 

 Land lines (Fixed Access) 

 High speed Broadband 

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home) 

 Mobile services 

 Wi-MAX 

 IN (Intelligent Network) 
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Introduction: 

Chapter 2 

IP ADDRESSING 

An Internet Protocol address (IPaddress) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address 

serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing. 

IPV4 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to255.255.255.255. 

 The IP address is of the form < networkID, hostID > 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D &E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multi casting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.1: IPv4 addressing 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a SingleNetwork. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits I.e. Converting 0’s into1’s 

 Sub netting can be performed in twoways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnetmask) 

 Sub netting can be done based on requirement. 
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Fig. 2.2: classes of ipv4 addressing 

Default subnet mask 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A:N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is255.0.0.0 

 Class B:N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is255.255.0.0 

 Class C:N.N.N.H 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is255.255.255.0 

Ipv4 Vs ipv6 

 

Fig.2.3: Comparison of ipv4 vs ipv6 
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Chapter 3 

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 

Introduction 
 

A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make 

mobile telephone calls across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, 

allowing the user to be mobile. By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within 

the range of a single, private base station, for example within a home or an office. 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public 

telephone network which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the 

world. It does this by connecting to a cellular network provided by a mobile network 

operator. In addition to telephone, modern mobile phones also support a wide variety 

of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short-range 

wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and 

photography. Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are 

referred to as smart phones. 

 Generation Gap 

Generation 1 : Analog [routines for sending voice] 

 

• All systems are incompatible. 

• No international roaming. 

• No data accessibility. 

Generation 2 : Digital [voice Encoding] 

 

• Increased capacity. 

• Data rate of144kbitspersec. 

• More security. 

• Compatibility. 

• Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity. 

Generation 2.5 : packet-switching 

• Connection to the internet is paid by packets. 

• Connection to internet is cheaper and faster (up to56KBps]. 

Generation 3 : The Present Future 

 

• Permanent web connection at2Mbps. 

• Internet, phone and media 3 in1. 

• The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

• Data rates of384kbits/sec. 

• The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards3G. 

Generation 4 : Voice and Broad band Service. 
 

• Speed up to1Gbps. 

• I switching has main role. 

• The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) has been initiated. 
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Generation:5 Cellular Mobile Communications 

• Ultra-high connection density and 0latency. 

• It succeeds the 4G (LTE/Max), 3G(UMTS) and 2G(GSM)systems. 

• 5G performance targets include high data rate. 

• Higher system capacity and massive device connectivity. 
The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small 

cells. This allows extensive frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use 

cell phones simultaneously. In a typical analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier 

receives about 800 frequencies to use across the city. The carrier chops up the city into cells. 

Each cell is typically sized at about 10 square miles (26 square kilometres). Cells are normally 

thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this. 

 How a call is connected? 

• When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control 

channel. The control channel is a special frequency that the phone and base 

station use to talk to one another about things like call set-up and channel 

changing. If the phone cannot find any control channels to listen to, it 

knows it is out of range and displays a "no service" message. 

• When it receives the SID, the phone compares It to the SID programmed 

into the phone. If the SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is 

communicating with is part of its home system. 

• Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the 

MTSO keeps track of your phone's location in a database—this way, the 

MTSO knows which cell you are in when it wants to ring your phone. 

• The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database to 

see which cell you are in. 

• The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that 

cell to take the call. 

• The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell  

it which frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on 

those frequencies, the call is connected. Now, you are talking by two-way 

radio to a friend. 

• As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell's base station notes that 

your signal strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell 

you are moving toward (which is listening and measuring signal strength on 

all frequencies, not just its own one-seventh) sees your phone's signal 

strength increasing. The two base stations coordinate with each other 

through the MTSO, and at some point, your phone gets a signal on a control 

channel telling it to change frequencies. This hand off switches your phone 

to the new cell. 
 

 Standard requirements of telecom network 

 International mobile subscriber identification 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile 

country code (MSC), mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile 

subscriber identification number (MSIN). The IMSI is not hardware-specific. 

Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is the only 
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absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists 

of the MCC followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

Temporary mobile subscriber identification 

A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user 

confidentiality. It is assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The 

correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial 

Conditions (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC 

can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

SIM card 

The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated 

circuit chip with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory 

(ROM). It is inserted in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS  

to make or receive a call. As stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be 

mounted in the subscriber’s equipment. 

MSISDN 

The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to 

obtain a mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the 

country code (CC) followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not 

exceed 15 digits. 

Mobile station roaming number (MSRN) 

The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another 

numbering area. The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. 

ItisassignedupondemandbytheHLRonaper-callbasis.TheMSRNforPSTN/ISDN 

routingshallhavethesamestructureasinternationalISDNnumbersintheareainwhich 

theMSRNisallocated.TheHLRknowsinwhatMSC/VLRserviceareathesubscriber is located. At 

the reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the GMSC, which can now route the call to the 

MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is currently registered. 

International mobile equipment identity (IMED) 

The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN 

and is used to determine authorized (white), unauthorized (black), and malfunctioning (grey) 

GSM hardware. In conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users 

are granted access to the system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS. 

Mobile station 

The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a 

subscribe needs in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be 

installed in Vehicles or can be portable or hand-held stations. The MS may include provisions 

for data communication as well as voice. A mobile transmits and receives message to and 

from the GSM system over the air interface to establish and continue connections through the 

system. Different type of MS scan provided if fernet type of data interfaces. To provide a 

common model for describing these different MS configurations,” reference configuration” 

for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon 

request, the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be 

used to identify mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the  

IMEI identities the mobile equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile 

subscriber. Different subscriber identities are used in different phases of call setup. The 

Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the number 

thatthecallingpartydialsinordertoreachthesubscriber.Itisusedbythelandnetwork to route calls 

toward an appropriate MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the primary 
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function of the subscriber within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. The 

GSM system can also assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a 

mobile. This number can be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber 

from being identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 

 
Base station 

The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view 

by the MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating 

with MSs in a certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more 

cells. A BSS may consist of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is designed 

as an A-BIS interface. The BSS includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the 

MSs through the radio interface and the BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. The 

function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing  

equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and 

including the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio interface. A 

single transceiver within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. 

ABSC is a network component in the PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It 

is a functional entity that handles common control functions within a BTS. A BTS is a 

network component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically able to 

handle three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous communications. 

Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. An 

important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the 

BTS is the Transcoder/RateAdapter Unit(TRAU).The TRAU is the equipment in which 

coding and decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption incase of data. Although the 

specifications consider the TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, It can be sited away from the 

BTS(atMSC), and even between the BSC and the MSC. 

 
BSC 

The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the 

other. The BSC performs the Radio Resource(RR) management for the cells under its control. 

It assigns and release frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC 

performs the inter cell handover for MSs moving between BTS in its control. It also 

reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy demands during peak 

hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both BSSs and MSs 

in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. The BSC 

provides the time and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs. The 

BSC also measures the time delay of received MS signal relative to the BTS clock. If the 

received MS signal is not centered in its assigned time slot at the BTS, The BSC can direct  

the BTS to notify the MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization takes place. 
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Chapter 4 

SWITCHING 

Introduction: 

 

Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection from the calling 

subscriber to the called Subscriber. Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks 

the connection. Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input 

ports to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended destination. The 

process performed by a switch is called Switching. The process of switch is called Switching. 

 

Telecom Networks and Types of Exchange: 
 

 

Fig.4.1: Schematic of Telecom network 

 

We can broadly classify any telecom network into three parts 

 

1) Access Network: 

 

It is the one which consists of the CPE (customer premises Equipment) to the switching 

location. 

 

Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

 

2) Switching Network: 

 

It the location of switching station. 

Example: Telephone exchange, MSC, etc. 
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3) Core Network: 

 

Different Switching Networks will be combined to form to form a Core Network. 

 

 Types of Exchanges: 

 

1. Manual Exchange: 

 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end. 

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer 

premises. 

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the 
exchange. 

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling  

customer for giving call alert. 

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties. 

 

2. Automatic Exchanges: 

 

 In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented. 

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have  horizontal  and  vertical  bars  (like 

matrix) operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a 

particular point in a matrix may be  operated  under  the  control  of  these  

relays. 

 
 

3. Electronic Exchange: 

 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties 

with the automatic exchanges were solved. 

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features. 

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchanges. 

 

 Types of Switching: 

 

In large networks, there may be more  than  one  path  for  transmitting  data  from  the  

sender to the receiver. Selecting a path that data must  take out of the available options can  

be understood as Switching. The information may be switched while it travels between 

various communication channels. 

 

There are three typical switching techniques available for digital traffic. They are 

 
 

 Circuit Switching 

 

 Message Switching 

 

 Packet Switching 
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 Circuit Switching: 

 

In Circuit switching, two nodes communicate with each other over a dedicated 

communication path. In this, a circuit is established to transfer the data. These circuits may  

be permanent or temporary. Applications that use circuit switching may have to go through 

three phases. The different phases are 

 

 Establishing a circuit 

 Transferring the data 

 Disconnecting the circuit 
 
 

 
Fig.4.2: Pattern of circuit switching 

 

Circuit switching was designed for voice applications. Telephone is the best suitable  

example of circuit switching. Before a user can make a call, a virtual path between the called 

subscriber and the calling subscriber is established over the network. 

 

Drawbacks: 

 

 The waiting time lasts long, and there is no data transfer. 

 Each connection has a dedicated path, and this gets expensive. 

 When connected systems do not use the channel, it is kept idle. 

The circuit pattern is made once the connection is established, using the dedicated 

path which is intended for data transfer, in the circuit switching. The telephone system is a 

common example of Circuit Switching technique. 

 

 Message Switching: 

 

In message switching, the whole message is treated as a data unit. The data is 

transferred in its entire circuitry. A switch working on message switching, first receives the 

whole message and buffers it until there are resources available to transfer it to the next hop. 

If the next hop is not having enough resource to accommodate large size message, the 

message is stored and the switch waits. 
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Fig.4.3: Pattern of Message Switching 

 

In this technique, the data is stored and forwarded. The technique  is  also  called  

the Store-and-Forward technique. This technique was considered a substitute to circuit 

switching. But the transmission delay that followed the end to end delay of message 

transmission added to the propagation delay and slowed down the entire process. 

 

Drawbacks: 

 

 Every switch in the transit path needs enough storage to accommodate the entire 

message. 

 Because of the waiting included until resources are available, message switching is 

very slow. 

 Message switching was not a solution for streaming media and real-time applications. 
 

The data packets are accepted even when the network is busy; this slows down the delivery. 

Hence, this is not recommended for real time applications like voice and video. 

 
 

 Packet Switching: 

 

The packet switching technique is derived from message switching where the 

message is broken down into smaller chunks called Packets. The header of each packet 

contains the switching information which is then transmitted independently. The header 

contains details such as source, destination and intermediate node address information. The 

intermediate networking devices can store small size packets and don't take many resources 

either on the carrier path or in the internal memory of switches. 

 

Individual routing of packets is done where a total set of packets need not be  sent  in  the 

same route. As the data is split, bandwidth is reduced. This switching is used for performing 

data rate conversion. 
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Fig.4.4: Pattern of Packet switching 
 

The line efficiency of packet switching can be enhanced by multiplexing the 

packets 

from multiple applications over the carrier. The internet which uses this packet switching 

enables the user to differentiate data streams based on priorities. Depending upon  the  

priority list, these packets are forwarded after storing to provide quality of service. 

 

The packet switching technique was proved to be an efficient technique and is being 

widely used in both voice and data transfer. The transmission resources are allocated using 

different techniques such as Statistical Multiplexing or Dynamic Bandwidth allocation. 

 

Digital Switching 

 

The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more exchange 

terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) between these terminations 

in digital form with reliable accuracy. 

 

Switching network can be classified into 

 

 Space Division and 

 Time Division systems 

 

 Space Switching: 

 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. E.g. 

Signals 
received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since the transfer of 

sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the sample. Different 

highways are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on VC HWY 1 are transmitted on O/G 

HWY2 or 3 or any HWY. 

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways Xl ,X2.   Xn and several 
output highways Y 1, Y2.....Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns. 

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate cross 

point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of outgoing 
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PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point may be used  

to connect other channels. 
 

 

Fig.4.5: Space Division Switching 

 

 Time switching: 

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. For 

example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS18 or any other TS on 

O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on 

I/C HWYO are transmitted on O/G HWYO only. 

 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer. 

 

 Voice frequency ranges from 300HZ to 400HZ. 

 In conventional telephone voice signals is in analog form. 

 Human audible range 20HZ to 20KHZ. 
 
 

 

 

 
Fig.4.6: Time Division Switching 
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Chapter 5 

 

Latest Telecom Services 
 

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service 

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category 

includes incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile 

wireless communication companies. 

 

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home) 

 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G) 

 Wi-MAX 

 IN (Intelligent Network) 

 Landlines 

 High Speed Broadband access 

 

FTTH: 

 

 Fibre To The Home; 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to 

home or business point; 

 

Features: 

 

 Resilience and reliability of service; 

 Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities; 

 Continuous guaranteed service; 

 Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbps multi play services like 

voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services; 
 

 

Fig .5.1: BSNL FTTH Architecture 
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 Mobile services: 

 

3G services: 

 

 Third generation Mobile Technology — HSDPA; 

 

 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G; 

 

 2.05Mbps to stationary devices; 

 

 384 Kbps for slow moving devices; 

 

 128 Kbps for fast moving devices; 

 

 Wi MAX: 

 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

 

Features: 
 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km 

 

 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 

 

 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 

 

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data 

 

 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH) 

 

 Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party. 

 

 All charges are levied on the service subscriber 

 

 The service is free of any charge to the calling user. 

 

 Service is accessible from networks of other operators also. 

 

 Voice VPN 

 

 Voice V PN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources. 

 

 PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in 

a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP 

number. 

 

 Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX 
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 CDMA 

 

CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a 

CDMA system are: 

 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX) 

 

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when 

compared to Landline. 

 

Advantages of CDMA systems: 

 Over Wire line: Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost, Mobility, Ease of 

operation. Call drop< 2% 

 Over Mobile (GSM System): Large Coverage, Large Capacity. 

 

Frequency reuse factor, network design and expanding become much easier, large coverage. 
 

 

 

Fig.5.2: General Architecture of CDMA 

 

 

Salient Features of CDMA: 

 

It is an advanced communication technology. It has Anti-jam and security features, Large 

capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA. 
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GSM: 

 

GSM stands for Global system for Mobile communication. A GSM system is 

basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network subsystem, the 

radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. There are dominant  interfaces, 

namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an interface 

between the BTS and MS. 

 

GSM Network Structure: 

 

 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination  of  all  member  countries 

where a mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be 

several within a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and 

other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit 

exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A 

gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN 

network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC. 
 

 

 

 

Fig.5.3: GSM Architecture 
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Chapter 6 

Telecom Infrastructure 

TELECOMIFRASTRUCTURE: 

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred as the „heart‟ of 

the 

installationsincethecommunicationsystemcanfunctiononlyifpowersupplyisavailable.Failureof 

power 

supplysysteminanyinstallationrendersthecommunicationfacilitiesofferedbyittobeinstantlyparal 

yzed. 

Requirement of Power Supply: 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must have 

two basic characteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the 

power supply. 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or humour large 

ripple harmonics. 

The support power system in BSNL consists of: 

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are discharged.) 

1. VRLA Battery: 

BasicallyVRLAstandsforValveRegulatedLeadAcidBattery.Inshorttermsitmeansthatitis 

aleadacid battery with a valve regulator, which does not allow the gases to escape the battery 

container and there is no need of topping up of the battery. Various capacities of Batteries are 

120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 

5000AH. 

Monitoring of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and leaking etc. 

 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of each cell in the 

string. 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%)in the impedance or conductance of the cell 

when charger is on as compared to the one recorded at the time of commissioning. 

 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 

 Float current in fully charged battery. 

Temperature: - 

The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the battery. The 

SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing the charging voltage and it is 3 
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milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it is important to measure individual cell temp 

periodically and keep record for study and analysis. 

Life of VRLA battery: 

 Batteries up to 200AH: 4Years 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6years 

 SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant: 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (-48v). The 

conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs or Ferro-resonant 

techniques. These conventional types of power plants were having following problems: 

 Very large size 

 Large weight. 

 Lower efficiency. 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) power plant are 

used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished in two stages as given 

below: 

First Stage conversion: 

The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

Second Stage Conversion: 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 KHz and 

higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of a small 

high frequency transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by means of 

high frequency filters. 

Life of Power Plant: 

 Static P/P: 15 years 

 SMPS P/P: 15 years 

Advantages of SMPS Power Plant: 

 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 10to15% of 

the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. This makes the power plant 

compact due to which a lot of saving in floor area is achieved. 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone to 

temperature variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ micro-processor 

control techniques, the introduction of temperature compensation logic for batteries 

has become simple and easier. 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up-gradation of the 

capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in the additional modules adds to 
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the capacity, with the limit of ultimate capacity and does not require the replacement 

of existing Power Plant as in the case of conventional Power Plants. 

 
Earthing: 

Purpose of Earthing: 

Earthingplaysavitalroleintheprotectionofequipment’sandthepersonnel.Apartfromprote 

ction from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in Telecommunication circuits 

and equipment’s, Earthing is provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

Types of Earth Electrodes: 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a problem. 

Strip electrodes: Inhillyareaswherediggingbeyond2- 

3ftdepthisnotpossibleandspaceisavailable. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being made in 

which a chemical paste is deposited between the plates, which helps in maintaining the 

required level of moisture and is also known as maintenance free earth. It is specifically 

useful for hilly areas. 

Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine Alternator: 

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from Diesel Engine 

Alternator Set-in the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which 

rotates the alternator of the engine. Alternator set and alternator in turn produces Electrical 

energy. In the first stage of energy conversion, the chemical energy of fuel is converted into 

the mechanical energy at the common shaft of Engine &Alternator. This mechanical energy 

is then converted into electrical energy at alternator in the second stage of energy conversion. 
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CONCLUSION 

Finally, I conclude that I have learnt about different broadband  services,  working  of  internet 

and how the calls can be transmitted from one terminal to another through several elements like 

OMC to switching room to MDF to hand set, different types of mobile services like CDMA 

GSM etc. I came to know in which medium transmission takes place faster depending upon the 

application like in telephone coaxial or twisted pairs are apt whereas optical fibres are majorly 

used in some cases of long distance transmission where we should not have any information 

loss. I know that how the connections are to be done. They showed all the equipment what they 

had explained in the internship course with fully high qualified technicians. With those 

connections the electrical supply is very important to the broadcast. In telecom services, net 

browsing is important and it should improve throughout the world. The communication is the 

main process through the antennas and it is the data forwarding technique. Day by day 

technology is increasing and the telecom users are improving, so the broadcast is easier than 

before the days. 
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CHAPTER-1 

RELAY HARDWARE 

CIRCUITS 
1.1  RELAY: 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

1.2  RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

1.3  RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 

1.4  RELAY WORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

given below. 

Relay Design 
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The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing. 

We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 

The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 
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contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

1.5  RELAY WIRING : 
 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 

In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

 
Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 
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1.6  RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 

         Energized Relay (ON) 

 

As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Energized Relay (ON) 
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As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a magnetic 

field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed circuit. When 

there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no magnetic field. 

Thus, the switches remain open. 

1.7  POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before 

making and make before break contacts. 
 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 
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Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 

Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over 

terminals. They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single 

coil. 

1.8  RELAY TYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 
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Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 

used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 

 

In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with 

the alteration of the input signal 
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We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay 

comesinto action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other 

common examples of relays from our daily life. 

 

Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

1.9  RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic.Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are 

used to time the delay open and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current 

signals.They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 
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characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it 

off.Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 

All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

1.10  RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
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INTRODUCTION : 

CHAPTER-2 

        PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example 
 

Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 

                                        A PLC Saves the Day 
 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 
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This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

2.1 PLCs WORKING: 

A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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                                The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program 

repeatedly. One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the 

inputs from the other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the 

outputs accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a 

second). The memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O 

and providing a means to store values. 
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2.2 I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 
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that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 

understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays. An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or 

current. Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive 

mass flow controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also 

contains other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC InputModule 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CircuitDiagram of PLC Input Module 

The input module of PLC does four main functions. 
 
 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 

So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 
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bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

 
PLC Output Module 

So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

2.3 Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules 

and external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input 

and output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component 

is independent of each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A Modular Type PLC 

PLC are divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and 

TRIAC Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen Bradley 

ABB 

Siemens 

Mitsubishi PLC 

Hitachi PLC 

Delta PLC 

General Electric (GE) PLC 

Honeywell PLC 

2.4 PLC Applications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

Glass Industry 

Paper Industry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&PID=ALL&hl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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2.5 PROGRAMMING A PLC: 

 
In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC. The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality. 

 

The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

 Instruction list 

 Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc
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2. Graphical Form 

 Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

 Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

 Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLC Ladder Logic 

 
In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 

https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 

 
Function Block 

 
The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

 
Example Functional Block Diagram The figure below shows various function 

blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 
 

 
Structured Text Programming 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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2.6 SELEC PLC: 
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CHAPTER-3 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A STAR AND 

DELTA, FORWARD AND BACKWARD ELECTRIC 

MOTOR 

 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 

An AC motor converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The reverse of this would be 

the conversion of mechanical energy into electrical energy and is done by an electric generator. 

Motors are used to produce linear or rotary force (torque), and should be distinguished from 

devices such as magnetic solenoids and loudspeakers that convert electricity into motion but do 

not generate usable mechanical powers, which are respectively referred to as actuators and 

transducers. Most AC motors are started directly on line, but when very large motors are started 

that way, they cause a disturbance of voltage on the supply lines due to large starting current 

surges. To limit the starting current surge, large induction motors are started at reduced voltage 

and then have full supply voltage reconnected when they run up to near rotated speed. Voltage 

reduction during star-delta starting is achieved by physically reconfiguring the motor. During 

starting the motor windings are connected in star configuration and this reduces the voltage 

across each winding. This also reduces the torque by a factor of three. 

 
 
This work is on the forward reverse star delta electric motor control using switches. Moving ac 

motor clockwise and anticlockwise has many applications in the present technology, such as in 

our garage doors. Some garage door motors are easily reversed AC motors and geared down. 

Forwarding and reversing of an ac motor is done using a push button switches. Depending on 

the choice of the operator, starting the circuit is selected via the forward or the reverse push 

button switches. When the forward push button switch is selected, the command is transferred 

to the relevant forward function of the circuit which activates the forward main coil (blue). The 

relevant auxiliary contacts of the forward main coil (blue) would then be actuated opposite its 

normal state, that is, a normally open contact would eventually switch to a close contact 

whereas a normally close contact would switch to an open contact. 

3.2 WORKING 

The motor is required to start. To provide the maximum available torque, the motor is started in 

‘star’, which provides a supply of 230volts to each of the windings (providing high current to 

each winding). Once the motor is running, it is running in an inefficient mode, due to the use of 

a high current supply, which will (if left) cause the motor to overheat. Three phase induction 
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motors, also called asynchronous motors, are most extensively used motors in industries 

because of certain advantages like self starting, robust design, simple construction, less 

maintenance, efficient and comparatively low cost, though there is a problem of peak starting 

current associated with these motors. Peak starting current can be up to 5 to 7 times of full 

load current (flc) and sometimes it may become as high as 10 times of flc. However, the 

problem of peak starting current remains only for few seconds till the motor attains its speed, 

this problem may become severe especially with the motors above 10 HP. To deal with the 

problem of peak starting current or inrush current associated with three phase induction motors, 

many different starters having different mechanism and principle of operation are used. Star-

delta starters are used for motors ranges from 5 hp or 3.5 kW. Star delta starters first configure 

windings of 3 phase motors in star thereby reduce voltage across each winding and then after 

few seconds these starters configure windings in delta and motors start run at full load voltage 

without any difficulty. 

The forward and backward of an AC motor control is very important because of both local and 

industrial application. This work discus how three phase Motor will rotate in two directions viz 

forward and Reverse. 

 

3.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

The objective of this work is to design the Forward and Reverse controlling of an ac motor 

using star- delta connection for three phase motor. 

3.4 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

The Star Delta starting method is a motor starting mechanism that minimizes the large amount 

of 

starting current that motors draw in. The Star Delta, as the name suggests basically involves 

feeding the motor with 1/sq.root3 (58%) of the full load current until it attains speed then 

applying the full load  current. This method is commonly referred to as "Soft Starting" the 

motor, For this to work the whole set- up requires 3 contactor i.e The Star Contactor, The Delta 

Contactor and The Main Contactor. However for the motor to be started in Star Delta, its 

internal connection at the terminal box has to be wired in Delta- giving it capability of 

receiving the full-load current at any instant. 

With these work, a three phase motor can move Forward and Reverse direction. The operation 

of the star- delta method is simple and rugged. It is relatively cheap compared to other reduced 

voltage methods. 

Good Torque/Current Performance. It draws 2 times starting current of the full load ampere of 

the motor connected. 
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3.5 FEATURES OF STAR-DELTA CONNECTION 

 For low- to high-power three-phase motors. 

 Reduced starting current 

 Six connection cables 

 Reduced starting torque 

 Current peak on changeover from star to delta 

 Mechanical load on changeover from star to delta 

 

3.6 APPLICATION OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

Industries are using forward and reverse ac motor solutions for process, control of devices such 

as ac https://hyclassproject.com/design-and-construction-of-star-delta-of-3-phase-motor-with-

forward-and- reverse-run-operation-design and construction of a star- delta of 3-phase motor 

with forward and reverse run operation control - for B.S... conveyor 

Consumer products including electronic toys, home security, gate and garage door openers also 

make use of this device. 

3.7 COMPONENTS OF STAR-DELTA MOTOR 

1. Star-delta motor Consists following units 

2. Contactors (Main, star and delta contactors) 

3. Time relay (pull-in delayed) 1 No. 

4. Three-pole thermal over-current release 

5. Fuse elements or automatic cut-outs for the main circuit 

6. Fuse element or automatic cut-out for the control circuit 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our 

collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At NSIC I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming 

knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees can ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic 

on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits 

& PLCs. 
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ABSTRACT

BSNListheoneofthelargesttelecomSectorinIndiaheadquartedinNewDelhion15September2000.It

providesFixedlineTelephone,Mobilephone,Broadband,InternetTelevisionandIPTVservices.itisoneoftheleading

companywithagrossRevenueof33thousandcrores.

ItisnotviabletoexpandtelecomnetworkinIndiasubstantiallyattheprevalentlevelofper-line

investment.However,systemsbasedonnewtechnologies,manydevelopedinIndia,promisetomorethehalfthe

investmentrequired.

BSNListheoldestcommunicationServiceproviderandhasacustomerbaseof93.29million(ofJune2015).

ApartfromtheaboveserviceBSNLalsoprovidesopportunityforstudentstoundergoindustrialtraining.This

trainingincludesvarioussectorslikeIPaddressing,BroadbandServices,Switching,GSMmodelandvarious

InfrastructuresthatwillbeusedinIndustries.
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CHAPTER-1

COMPANYPROFILE

AboutCompany:
BharatSancharNigamLimited(abbreviatedBSNL)isanIndianstate-ownedtelecommunicationscompanyheadquarteredin
NewDelhi,India.Itwasincorporatedon15September2000.Ittookoverthebusinessofprovidingoftelecomservicesand
networkmanagementfromtheerstwhileCentralGovernmentDepartmentsofTelecomServices(DTS)andTelecom
Operations(DTO),witheffectfrom1October2000ongoingconcernbasis.Itisthelargestprovideroffixedtelephonyand
fourthlargestmobiletelephonyproviderinIndia,andisalsoaproviderofbroadbandservices.However,inrecentyearsthe
company'srevenueandmarketshareplungedintoheavylossesduetointensecompetitionintheIndiantelecommunications
sector.[2][3]

BSNLisIndia'soldestandlargestcommunicationserviceprovider(CSP).Ithadacustomerbaseof117millionasofJan
2014.[4]IthasfootprintsthroughoutIndiaexceptforthemetropolitancitiesofMumbaiandNewDelhi,whicharemanaged
byMahanagarTelephoneNigam(MTNL).

ServicesProvidedByBSNL

BSNLprovidesalmosteverytelecomserviceinIndia.FollowingarethemaintelecomservicesprovidedbyBSNL:

• OpticalInfrastructureandDWDM:BSNLownsthebiggestOFCnetworkinIndia.AlsotheDWDMnetworkisone

ofthebiggestintheworld.TheDWDMequipmentspurchasedinopentenderatBSNLaremainlyofUnitedTelecoms

Limited(UTL))make,whichwasdeclaredlowestcostincompetitivebidding.RestDWDMequipmentsarefrom

Huawei.TheSDHequipmentsaremainlyfromTejasNetworks,Huawei,ZTE,ECI,UTSTARetc.

• MarketShare:Asof30November2013,BSNLhad12.9%marketshareinIndiaandstandsas5thTelecomOperator

inIndiaand67%marketshareinADSLServices.

• ManagedNetworkServices:BSNLisprovidingcompleteTelecomServicesSolutiontotheEnterpriseCustomersi.e.

MPLSConnectivity,PointtoPointLeasedLinesandInternetLeasedLines.

• UniversalTelecomServices:Fixedwirelineservicesandlandlineinlocalloop(WLL)usingCDMATechnology

calledbfoneandTarangrespectively.Asof30June2010,BSNLhad75%marketshareoffixedlines.

• CellularMobileTelephoneServices:BSNLismajorproviderofCellularMobileTelephoneservicesusingGSM

platformunderthebrandnameCellone&Excel(BSNLMobile).Asof30June2010BSNLhas13.50%shareof

mobiletelephonyinthecountry.[5]Ithas95.54millioncustomersusingBSNLmobile.

• WLL-CDMATelephoneServices:BSNL'sWLL(WirelessinLocalLoop)serviceisaservicegivingbothfixedline

telephony&Mobiletelephony.
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• Internet:BSNLprovidesInternetaccessservicesthroughdial-upconnection(asSancharnetthrough2009)as

Prepaid,NetOneasPostpaidandADSLbroadbandasBSNLBroadbandBSNLheld55.76%ofthemarketsharewith

reportedsubscriberbaseof9.19millionInternetsubscriberswith7.79%ofgrowthattheendofMarch2010Top

12Dial-upServiceproviders,basedonthesubscriberbase,ItAlsoProvidesOnlineGamesviaitsGamesonDemand

(GOD)

• IntelligentNetwork(IN):BSNLoffersvalue-addedservices,suchasFreePhone[9]Service(FPH),IndiaTelephone

Card(Prepaidcard),AccountCardCalling(ACC),VirtualPrivateNetwork(VPN),Tele-voting,PremiumRae

Service(PRM),UniversalAccessNumber(UAN).

• 3G:BSNLoffersthe'3G'orthe'3rdGeneration'serviceswhichincludesfacilitieslikevideocalling,mobile

broadband,liveTV,3GVideoportal,streamingserviceslikeonlinefulllengthmoviesandvideoondemandetc.

• IPTV:BSNLalsooffersthe'InternetProtocolTelevision'facilitywhichenablescustomerstowatchtelevision

throughinternet.

• FTTH:FibreToTheHomefacilitythatoffersahigherbandwidthfordatatransfer.Thisideawasproposedonpost-

December2009

• Helpdesk:BSNL'sHelpdesk(Helpdesk)providehelpdesksupporttotheircustomersfortheirservices.

• VVoIP:BSNL,alongwithSaiInfosystem-anInformationandCommunicationTechnologies(ICTs)provider-has

launchedVoiceandVideoOverInternetProtocol(VVoIP).Thiswillallowtomakeaudioaswellasvideocallsto

anylandline,mobile,orIPphoneanywhereintheworld,providedthattherequisitevideophoneequipmentis

availableatbothends.[10]

• WiMax:BSNLhasintroducedIndia'sfirst4thGenerationHigh-SpeedWirelessBroadbandAccessTechnologywith

theminimumspeedof256kbit/s.Thefocusofthisserviceismainlyruralcustomerwherethewiredbroadband

facilityisnotavailable.
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CHAPTER-2
INTRODUCTIONTOBASICCONCEPTS

Definition

Globalsystemformobilecommunication(GSM)isagloballyacceptedstandardfordigitalcellular
communication.GSMisthenameofastandardizationgroupestablishedin1982tocreateacommonEuropeanmobile
telephonestandardthatwouldformulatespecificationsforapan-Europeanmobilecellularradiosystemoperatingat
900MHz.ItisestimatedthatmanycountriesoutsideofEuropewilljointheGSMpartnership.

TheEvolutionofMobileTelephoneSystems
Cellularisoneofthefastestgrowingandmostdemandingtelecommunicationsapplications.Today,itrepresentsa

continuouslyincreasingpercentageofallnewtelephonesubscriptionsaroundtheworld.Currentlytherearemorethan
45millioncellularsubscribersworldwide,andnearly50percentofthosesubscribersarelocatedintheUnitedStates.
Itisforecastedthatcellularsystemsusingadigitaltechnologywillbecometheuniversalmethodof
telecommunications.Bytheyear2015,forecasterspredictthattherewillbemorethan200millioncellular
subscribersworldwide.Ithasevenbeenestimatedthatsomecountriesmayhavemoremobilephonesthanfixedphonesby
theyear2000(seeFigure1).

Figure1.CellularSubscriberGrowthWorldwide

Theconceptofcellularserviceistheuseoflow-powertransmitterswherefrequenciescanbereusedwithinageographic
area.Theideaofcell-basedmobileradioservicewasformulatedintheUnitedStatesatBellLabsintheearly1970s.
However,theNordiccountrieswerethefirsttointroducecellularservicesforcommercialusewiththeintroductionof
theNordicMobileTelephone(NMT)in1981.CellularsystemsbeganintheUnitedStateswiththereleaseofthe
advancedmobilephoneservice(AMPS)systemin1983.TheAMPSstandardwasadoptedbyAsia,LatinAmerica,and
Oceaniccountries,creatingthelargestpotentialmarketintheworldforcellular.Intheearly1980s,mostmobile
telephonesystemswereanalogratherthandigital,liketoday'snewersystems.Onechallengefacinganalogsystems
wastheinabilitytohandlethegrowingcapacityneedsinacost-efficientmanner.Asaresult,digitaltechnologywas
welcomed.Theadvantagesofdigitalsystemsoveranalogsystemsincludeeaseofsignaling,lowerlevelsof

interference,integrationoftransmissionandswitching,andincreasedabilitytomeetcapacitydemands.
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GSM

Throughouttheevolutionofcellulartelecommunications,varioussystemshavebeendevelopedwithoutthebenefit
ofstandardizedspecifications.Thispresentedmanyproblemsdirectlyrelatedtocompatibility,especiallywiththe
developmentofdigitalradiotechnology.TheGSMstandardisintendedtoaddresstheseproblems.From1982to
1985discussionswereheldtodecidebetweenbuildingananalogordigitalsystem.Aftermultiplefieldtests,a
digitalsystemwasadoptedforGSM.Thenexttaskwastodecidebetweenanarroworbroadbandsolution.InMay
1987,thenarrowbandtimedivisionmultipleaccess(TDMA)solutionwaschosen.

TheGSMNetwork

GSMprovidesrecommendations,notrequirements.TheGSMspecificationsdefinethefunctionsandinterface
requirementsindetailbutdonotaddressthehardware.Thereasonforthisistolimitthedesignersaslittleas
possiblebutstilltomakeitpossiblefortheoperatorstobuyequipmentfromdifferentsuppliers.TheGSMnetwork
isdividedintothreemajorsystems:theswitchingsystem(SS),thebasestationsystem(BSS),andtheoperation
andsupportsystem(OSS).ThebasicGSMnetworkelementsareshowninFigure2

Figure2.GSMNetworkElements

TheSwitchingSystem

Theswitchingsystem(SS)isresponsibleforperformingcallprocessingandsubscriber-relatedfunctions.The
switchingsystemincludesthefollowingfunctionalunits:
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 Homelocationregister(HLR)—TheHLRisadatabaseusedforstorageandmanagementofsubscriptions.The
HLRisconsideredthemostimportantdatabase,asitstorespermanentdataaboutsubscribers,includinga
subscriber'sserviceprofile,locationinformation,andactivitystatus.Whenanindividualbuysasubscription
fromoneofthePCSoperators,heorsheisregisteredintheHLRofthatoperator.

• Mobileservicesswitchingcenter(MSC)—TheMSCperformsthetelephonyswitchingfunctionsofthe

system.Itcontrolscallstoandfromothertelephoneanddatasystems.Italsoperformssuchfunctionsas

tollticketing,networkinterfacing,commonchannelsignaling,andothers.

• Visitorlocationregister(VLR)—TheVLRisadatabasethatcontainstemporaryinformationabout

subscribersthatisneededbytheMSCinordertoservicevisitingsubscribers.TheVLRisalwaysintegrated

withtheMSC.WhenamobilestationroamsintoanewMSCarea,theVLRconnectedtothatMSCwill

requestdataaboutthemobilestationfromtheHLR.Later,ifthemobilestationmakesacall,theVLR

willhavetheinformationneededforcallsetupwithouthavingtointerrogatetheHLReachtime.

• Authenticationcenter(AUC)—AunitcalledtheAUCprovidesauthenticationandencryptionparameters

thatverifytheuser'sidentityandensuretheconfidentialityofeachcall.TheAUCprotectsnetwork

operatorsfromdifferenttypesoffraudfoundintoday'scellularworld.

• Equipmentidentityregister(EIR)—TheEIRisadatabasethatcontainsinformationabouttheidentityof

mobileequipmentthatpreventscallsfromstolen,unauthorized,ordefectivemobilestations.TheAUCand

EIRareimplementedasstand-alonenodesorasacombinedAUC/EIRnode.

TheBaseStationSystem(BSS)

Allradio-relatedfunctionsareperformedintheBSS,whichconsistsofbasestationcontrollers(BSCs)andthe
basetransceiverstations(BTSs).

• BSC—TheBSCprovidesallthecontrolfunctionsandphysicallinksbetweentheMSCandBTS.Itisahigh

-capacityswitchthatprovidesfunctionssuchashandover,cellconfigurationdata,andcontrolofradio

frequency(RF)powerlevelsinbasetransceiverstations.AnumberofBSCsareservedbyanMSC.

• BTS—TheBTShandlestheradiointerfacetothemobilestation.TheBTSistheradioequipment

(transceiversandantennas)neededtoserviceeachcellinthenetwork.AgroupofBTSsarecontrolledbya

BSC.

TheOperationandSupportSystem

Theoperationsandmaintenancecenter(OMC)isconnectedtoallequipmentintheswitchingsystemandtothe
BSC.TheimplementationofOMCiscalledtheoperationandsupportsystem(OSS).TheOSSisthefunctional
entityfromwhichthenetworkoperatormonitorsandcontrolsthesystem.ThepurposeofOSSistoofferthe
customercost-effectivesupportforcentralized,regional,andlocaloperationalandmaintenanceactivitiesthatare
requiredforaGSMnetwork.AnimportantfunctionofOSSistoprovideanetworkoverviewandsupportthe
maintenanceactivitiesofdifferentoperationandmaintenanceorganizations.
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AdditionalFunctionalElements

OtherfunctionalelementsshowninFigure2areasfollows:

• Messagecenter(MXE)—TheMXEisanodethatprovidesintegratedvoice,fax,anddatamessaging.

Specifically,theMXEhandlesshortmessageservice,cellbroadcast,voicemail,faxmail,email,and

notification.

• Mobileservicenode(MSN)—TheMSNisthenodethathandlesthemobileintelligentnetwork(IN)

services.

• Gatewaymobileservicesswitchingcenter(GMSC)—Agatewayisanodeusedtointerconnecttwo

networks.ThegatewayisoftenimplementedinanMSC.TheMSCisthenreferredtoastheGMSC.

• GSMinterworkingunit(GIWU)—TheGIWUconsistsofbothhardwareandsoftwarethatprovidesan

interfacetovariousnetworksfordatacommunications.ThroughtheGIWU,userscanalternatebetween

speechanddataduringthesamecall.TheGIWUhardwareequipmentisphysicallylocatedattheMSC/VLR.

GSMNetworkAreas

TheGSMnetworkismadeupofgeographicareas.AsshowninFigure3,theseareasincludecells,locationareas
(LAs),MSC/VLRserviceareas,andpubliclandmobilenetwork(PLMN)areas.

Figure3.NetworkAreas

Thecellistheareagivenradiocoveragebyonebasetransceiverstation.TheGSMnetworkidentifieseachcellvia
thecellglobalidentity(CGI)numberassignedtoeachcell.Thelocationareaisagroupofcells.Itistheareain
whichthesubscriberispaged.EachLAisservedbyoneormorebasestationcontrollers,yetonlybyasingleMSC
(seeFigure4).EachLAisassignedalocationareaidentity(LAI)number.
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AnMSC/VLRservicearearepresentsthepartoftheGSMnetworkthatiscoveredbyoneMSCandwhichis
reachable,asitisregisteredintheVLRoftheMSC(seeFigure5).

Figure4.LocationAreas

Figure5.MSC/VLRServiceAreas

ThePLMNserviceareaisanareaservedbyonenetworkoperator(seeFigure6).

Figure6.PLMNNetworkAreas

GSMSpecifications

BeforelookingattheGSMspecifications,itisimportanttounderstandthefollowingbasicterms:
• Bandwidth—therangeofachannel'slimits;thebroaderthebandwidth,thefasterdatacanbesent

• Bitspersecond(bps)—asingleon-offpulseofdata;eightbitsareequivalenttoonebyte
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• Frequency—thenumberofcyclesperunitoftime;frequencyismeasuredinhertz(Hz)

• Kilo(k)—kiloisthedesignationfor1,000;theabbreviationkbpsrepresents1,000bitspersecond

• Megahertz(MHz)—1,000,000hertz(cyclespersecond)

• Milliseconds(ms)—one-thousandthofasecond

• Watt(W)—ameasureofpowerofatransmitter

Specificationsfordifferentpersonalcommunicationservices(PCS)systemsvaryamongthedifferentPCSnetworks.
Listedbelowisadescriptionofthespecificationsandcharacteristicsfor
GSM.

• Frequencyband—ThefrequencyrangespecifiedforGSMis1,850to1,990MHz

(mobilestationtobasestation).

• Duplexdistance—Theduplexdistanceis80MHz.Duplexdistanceisthedistancebetweentheuplinkand

downlinkfrequencies.Achannelhastwofrequencies,80MHzapart.

• Channelseparation—Theseparationbetweenadjacentcarrierfrequencies.InGSM,thisis200kHz.

• Modulation—Modulationistheprocessofsendingasignalbychangingthecharacteristicsofacarrier

frequency.ThisisdoneinGSMviaGaussianminimumshiftkeying(GMSK).

• Transmissionrate—GSMisadigitalsystemwithanover-the-airbitrateof270kbps.

• Accessmethod—GSMutilizesthetimedivisionmultipleaccess(TDMA)concept.TDMAisatechniquein

whichseveraldifferentcallsmaysharethesamecarrier.Eachcallisassignedaparticulartimeslot.

• Speechcoder—GSMuseslinearpredictivecoding(LPC).ThepurposeofLPCistoreducethebitrate.The

LPCprovidesparametersforafilterthatmimicsthevocaltract.Thesignalpassesthroughthisfilter,

leavingbehindaresidualsignal.Speechisencodedat13kbps.
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CHAPTER3

GSMARCHITECTURE

GSMArchitecture

GlobalSystemforMobile(GSM)isasecondgenerationcellularsystemstandardthatwasdevelopedto
solvethefragmentationproblemsofthefirstcellularsystemsinEurope.GSMwastheworld’sfirstcellularsystemto
specifydigitalmodulationandnetworklevelarchitecturesandservices,andistheworld’smostpopular2Gtechnology.
BeforeGSM,Europeancountriesuseddifferentcellularstandardsthroughoutthecontinent,anditwasoriginally
developedtoserveasthepan-Europeancellularserviceandpromisedawiderangeofnetworkservicesthroughtheuseof
ISDN.GSM’ssuccesshasexceededtheexpectationsofvirtuallyeveryone,anditisnowtheworld’smostpopular
standardfornewcellularradioandpersonalcommunicationsequipmentthroughouttheworld.Thetaskofspecifyinga
commonmobilecommunicationsystemforEuropeinthe900MHzbandwastakenupinthemid–1980sbytheGSM
(Groupespecialmobile)committee.

Figure7-GSMArchitecture

GSMArchitectureisdividedintothreemainparts:
1.MobileStation(MS)

2.BaseStationSystem(BSS)

3.NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem(NSS)
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Inthisarchitecture,aMScommunicateswithaBSSthroughtheradiointerface.TheBSSisconnectedtotheNSS
bycommunicatingwithamobileswitchingcenter(MSC).

MobileStation

TheMSconsistsoftwoparts:thesubscriberidentitymodule(SIM)andthemobileequipment(ME).Sometimeit
alsocontainsathirdpartcalledterminalequipment(TE),whichcanbeaPDAorPCconnectedtotheME.Inthis
case,thefirsttwoparts(i.e.,MEandSIM)arecalledthemobileterminal(MT).

CharacteristicofSubscriberIdentityModule(SIM)

• ASIMcanbeasmartcardthatsizeisusuallythesizeofacreditcard.ASIMcanbeasmaller-sized

“plug-inSIM”.

• TheSIMisprotectedbyapersonalidentitynumber(PIN)betweenfourtoeightdigitsinlength.ThePINis

initiallyloadedbythenetworkoperatoratthesubscriptiontime.ThisPINcanbedeactivatedorchanged

bytheuser.

• AtthetimeofswitchONtheMS,theuserisaskedtoenterthePIN.IfuserentersthewrongPINupto

threeconsecutiveattempts,theSIMwillbeblockedandtheMScannotbeused.TounblocktheSIM,the

userisaskedtoentertheeightPINunblockingkey(PUK).

• ASIMcontainsthesubscriber-relatedinformation,includingthePINandPUKcodes.Thesubscriber-

relateddataalsoincludealistofabbreviatedandcustomizedshortdialingnumbers,shortmessages

received.

• PartsoftheSIMinformationcanbemodifiedbythesubscribereitherbyusingthekeypadofanMSora

personalcomputerusinganRS232connectionsdataretrievedbyusingsoftwareonaPC.

• TheSIMcardcanbeupdatedovertheairthroughSIMtoolkit,withwhichnetworkoperatorscanremotely

upgradeanMSbysendingcodesthroughshortmessages.

• ThesemessagesareissuedfromaSimCardserverandarereceivedbyMSsequippedwithSIM-toolkit

capability.

• SIMToolkitprovidessecurity-relatedfunctionssothatSIMcardsarenotfalselymodified.

CharacteristicofMobileEquipment(ME)

• TheMEcontainsthenoncustomer-relatedhardwareandsoftwarespecifictotheradiointerface.

• WhentheSIMisremovedfromanMS,theMEcannotbeusedforreachingtheservice,exceptforemergency

calls.
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• AteverynewconnectionbetweenMS(SIM)andthenetwork,thecharacteristicindicationoftheME,

calledclassmark,isgiventothenetwork.

• ThisSIM-MEdesignsupportsportability,aswellasenhancingsecurity.Usually,theMEisthepropertyof

thesubscriber.TheSIM,althoughloanedtothesubscriber,isthepropertyoftheserviceprovider.

BaseStationSystem

TheBSSconsistsoftwoparts:

A)BaseTransceiverStation(BTS)

B)BaseStationController(BSC)

TheBTScontainstransmitter,receiver,signalingequipmentspecifictotheradiointerfaceinordertocontactthe
MSs.AnimportantpartoftheBTSisthetranscoder/rateadapterunit(TRAU)thatcarriesoutGSM-specific
speechencoding/decodingandrateadaptionindatatransmission.

FunctionsofBSC
• TheBSCisresponsiblefortheswitchingfunctionsintheBSS,andisinturnconnectedtoanMSCinthe

NSS.

• TheBSCsupportsradiochannelallocation/releaseandhandoffmanagement.

• ABSCmayconnecttoseveralBTSsandmaintaincellconfigurationdataoftheseBTSs.

• TheBSCcommunicateswiththeBTSsusingISDNprotocolsviatheA-bisinterface.

ProcessorloadofaBSC,Inbusyhours
Callactivities=around20-25percent

PagingandShortMessageService(SMS)=around10-15percent

Mobility management(handoffandlocationupdate)=around20-25 percentHardware
checking/network-triggeredevents=around15-20percent.
ABSCistypicallyengineeredat80percentutilization.WhenaBSCisoverloaded,itfirst

rejectslocationupdate,nextMSoriginatingcalls,andthenhandoffs.

NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem(NSS)

TheNSSsupportstheswitchingfunctions,subscriberprofiles,andmobilitymanagement.Thebasicswitching
functionintheNSSisperformedbytheMSC.

• ThisinterfacefollowsasignalingprotocolusedinthetelephonenetworkTheMSCalsocommunicates

withothernetworkelementsexternaltoGSMutilizingthesamesignalingprotocol.
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• ThecurrentlocationofanMSisusuallymaintainedbyHLRandVLR.WhenanMSmovefromthehome

systemtoavisitedsystem,itslocationisregisteredattheVLRofthevisitedsystem.TheVLRthen

informstheMS’sHLRofitscurrentlocation.

• Theauthenticationcenter(AuC)isusedinthesecuritydatamanagementfortheauthenticationof

subscribers.TheAuCmaybeconnectedwiththeHLR.

• AnincomingcallisroutedtoanMSC,unlessthefixednetworkisabletointeterrogatetheHLRdirectly.

ThatMSCiscalledthegatewayMSC(GMSC).

• TheGMSCobtainsthelocationinformationroutesthecallstothevisitedMSCofthesubscribersto

receivethecalls.
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CHAPTER4

OTHERGSMENTITIES

GSMInterfaces

GSMinterfacesareusedforconnectionofvariousnodesinGSMnetwork.TherearedifferentGSMinterfaces.

UmInterface:

• ItisalsoknownasAirInterfaceorRadiointerface.Itisthemostimportantpartinanymobileradio

systemandinterfacesMSandBTS.

• ItsupportsmaximumspectralefficiencyanduniversaluseofanycompatiblemobilestationinaGSM

network.

• TheradiointerfaceusestheLinkAccessProtocolonDchannel(LAPD).

AbisInterface:

• Abisinterfacesarevendorspecific.ItinterfacesBSCandBTS.Theinterfacecomprisestrafficandcontrol

channels.FunctionsimplementedatAbisinterfaceare:

• Trafficchanneltransmission,terrestrialandradiochannelmanagement.

• Voice-datatrafficexchange.

• SignalingexchangebetweenBSCandBTS.

• TransportingsynchronizationinformationfromBSCtoBTS.

Thisinterfacesupportstwotypesofcommunicationlinks:

Trafficchannelsat64kbps.

Signalingchannelsat16kbps

Thetwomessageshandheldbytrafficmanagementprocedurepartofthesignalinginterfacearetransparentandnon-
transparent.MessagesbetweenMSandBSC-MSCaretransparentmessagesandtheydonotrequireanalysisbyBTS.
But,BTSanalysisisrequiredbynon-transparentmessages.

A-interface
ItistheinterfacebetweenBSCandMSC.ThephysicallayerofA-interfaceisa2MbpsstandardCCITT

digitalconnection.

ProprietaryM-Interface
ItistheinterfacebetweenphysicalBSCandtheTRAU.TRAUisincludedinBSCintheGSMnetwork
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implementationoflucenttechnologies.TheTRAUadaptstransmissionbitrateofA-interface(64kbps)to
A-bisinterface(16kbps).

InterfacebetweenotherGSMEntities
MAP(MediaApplicationProtocol)isusedtotransferinformationbetweenGSMPLMNentities.Mobile
applicationandseveralApplicationServiceElements(ASEs)arecontainedinMAP.

SignalProcessinginGSM

Figure8-GSMoperationsfromspeechinputtospeechoutput

TherearefollowingoperationsperformedfromtransmittertoreceiverinsignalprocessinginGSM.

SpeechCoding-

• TheGSMspeechcoderisbasedontheResiduallyExcitedLinearPredictiveCoder(RELP),whichisenhanced

byincludingaLong-TermPredictor(LTP).

• Thecoderprovides260bitsforeach20msblocksofspeech,whichyieldsabitrateof13kbps.

• TheGSMspeechcodertakesadvantageofthefactthatinanormalconversation,eachpersonspeakson

averageforlessthan40%ofthetime.

• Byincorporatingavoiceactivitydetector(VAD)inthespeechcoder,GSMsystemsoperateina

discontinuoustransmissionmode(DTX).

• WhichprovidesalongersubscriberbatterylifeandreducesinstantaneousradiointerferencesincetheGSM

transmitterisnotactiveduringsilentperiods.

• Acomfortnoisesubsystem(CNS)atthereceivingendintroducesabackgroundacousticnoiseto

compensatefortheannoyingswitchedmutingwhichoccursduetoDTX.
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ChannelCodingforDataChannels-ThecodingprovidedforGSMfullratedatachannels(TCH/F9.6)isbased
onhandling60bitsofuserdataat5msintervals,inaccordancewiththemodifiedCCITTV.110modemstandard.

ChannelCodingforControlChannels-GSMcontrolchannelmessagesaredefined

tobe184bitslong,andareencodedusingashortenedbinarycyclicfirecode,filledbyahalf-rateconvolution
coder.

Interleaving

Inordertominimizetheeffectofsuddenfadesonthereceiveddata,thetotalof456encodedbitswithineach20
msspeechframeorcontrolmessageframearebrokenintoeight57bitsubblocks.

• Theseeightsub-blockswhichmakeupasinglespeechframearespreadovereightconsecutiveTCHtime

slots.

• Ifaburstislostduetointerferenceorfading,channelcodingensuresthatenoughbitswillstillbe

receivedcorrectlytoallowtheerrorcorrectiontowork.

• EachTCHtimeslotcarriestwo57bitblocksofdatafromtwodifferent20ms(456bit)speech(control)

segments.

• Figureillustratesexactlyhowthespeechframesarediagonallyinterleavedwithinthetimeslots.Andhere

eightspeechsub-blocksarespreadovereightsuccessiveTCHtimeslotsforaspecifictimeslotnumber.

Figure9-DiagonalinterleavingusedforTCH/SACCH/FACCHdata

HereTS0contains57bitsofdatafrom0thsub-blockofnthspeechcoderframe(denotedas“a”infigure)
and57bitsofdatafromthe4thsub-blockofthe(n-1)speechcoderframe(denotedas“b”infigure).

BurstFormatting-
Burstformattingaddsbinarydatatothecipheredblocks,inordertohelpsynchronizationand

equalizationofthereceivedsignal.

Ciphering
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• Cipheringmodifiesthecontentsoftheeightinterleavedblocksthroughtheuseofencryptiontechniques

knownonlytotheparticularmobilestationandbasetransceiverstation.

• Securityisfurtherenhancedbythefactthattheencryptionalgorithmischangedfromcalltocall.

• Twotypescipheringalgorithms,calledA3andA5,areusedinGSMtopreventunauthorizednetwork

accessandprivacyfortheradiotransmissionrespectively.

• TheA3algorithmisusedtoauthenticateeachmobilebyverifyingtheuser’spasscodewithintheSIMwith

thecryptographickeyattheMSC.

• TheA5algorithmprovidesthescramblingforthe114codeddatabitssentineachTS

Modulation
• ThemodulationschemeusedbyGSMis0.3GMSK,where0.3describesthe3dbbandwidthoftheGaussian

pulseshapingfilterwithrelationtothebitrate(BT=0.3).

• GMSKisaspecialtypeofdigitalFMmodulation.BinaryonesandzeroesarerepresentedinGSMby

shiftingRFcarrierby67.708kHz.

• ThechanneldatarateofGSMis270.834kbps,whichisexactlyfourtimestheRFfrequencyshift.

• Thisminimizesthebandwidthoccupiedbythemodulationspectrumandhenceimproveschannelcapacity.

• TheMSKmodulatedsignalispassedthroughaGaussianfiltertosmooththerapidfrequencytransitions

whichwouldotherwisespreadenergyintoadjacentchannels.

FrequencyHoping
• Undernormalconditions,eachdataburstbelongingtoaparticularphysicalchannelistransmittedusing

thesamecarrierfrequency.

• However,ifusesinaparticularcellhaveseveremultipathproblems,thecellmaybedefinedasahoping

cellbythenetworkoperator,

• Inwhichcaseslowfrequencyhopingmaybeimplementedtocombatthemultipathorhoppingoccursata

maximumrateof217.6hopspersecond.

• Asmanyas64differentchannelsmaybeusedbeforeahoppingsequenceisrepeated.

Frequencyhopingiscompletelyspecifiedbytheserviceprovider.

Equalization

• Equalizationisperformedatthereceiverwiththehelpofthetrainingsequencestransmittedinthe

mixableofeverytimeslot.

• ThetypeofequalizerforGSMisnotspecifiedandisleftuptothemanufacturer.

Demodulation
• Theportionofthetransmittedforwardchannelsignalwhichisofinteresttoaparticularuseris

determinedbytheassignedTSandARFCN.
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• TheappropriateTSaredemodulatedwiththeaidofsynchronizationdataprovidedbytheburst

formatting.

• Afterdemodulation,thebinaryinformationisdeciphered,de-interleaved,channeldecoded,andspeech

decoded.Hereatthereceiver,theprocessofDe-ciphering,BurstFormatting,De-interleaving,Channel

decoding,sourcedecodingareexactlyoppositetothetransmitterandfinallyspeechasanoutput.

FramestructureofGSM

• ThemostinterestinginterfaceinaGSMsystemisUm,GSMimplementsSDMAusingcellswithBTSand

assignsanMStoaBTS,Furthermore,FDDisusedtoseparatedownlinkanduplinkasshowninfigure.

• MediaaccesscombinesTDMAandFDMA.InGSM900(Uplinkare935-960MHzandDownlinkare890-

915MHz),124channels,each200kHzwide,areusedforFDMA,whereasGSM1800uses,374channels.

• Duetotechnicalreasons,channels1and124arenotusedfortransmissioninGSM900.Typically,32

channelsarereservedfororganizationaldata;theremaining90areusedforcustomers.

• EachBTSthenmanagesasinglechannelfororganizationaldataand,e.g.,upto10channelsforuserdata.

• Notethat,foragivendistance,lesspowerisrequiredtotransmitsignaloveralowerfrequency.Tosave

MS(MobileStation)power,uplinkfrequenciesinmobilesystemsarealwaysthelowerbandoffrequencies.

• DiscontinuoustransmissionisusedinGSMtosavepowerconsumptionoftheMS.Withthisfunction,an

MSturnsthetransmitterononlywhilevoiceispresent.Whenthereisnovoiceinput,thetransmitteris

turnedoff.

• GSMalsosupportsdiscontinuousreceptionwheretheMSneedstolistenonlytoitssubchannelforpaging.

• ThefollowingexampleisbasedontheGSM900system,butGSMworksinasimilarwayat1800and

1900MHz.

• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSMtimeslots,whereeachslot

representsaphysicalTDMchannelandlastsfor577microseconds.EachTDMchanneloccupiesthe200kHz

carrierfor577microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.

• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfromthedownlinkbyadelayofthreetimeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfromtransmittingandreceivingatthesametime.
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Figure10-GSMFrameStructure

• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSMtimeslots,whereeachslot

representsaphysicalTDMchannelandlastsfor577microseconds.EachTDMchanneloccupiesthe200kHz

carrierfor577microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.

• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfromthedownlinkbyadelayofthreetimeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfromtransmittingandreceivingatthesametime.

• AnMSdoesnotneedafull-duplextransmitter,asimplerhalf-duplextransmitterswitchingbetween

receivingandsendingisenough.

• Toavoidfrequencyselectivefading,GSMspecifiesanoptionalslowfrequencyhoppingmechanismsandBTS

maychangethecarrierfrequencyaftereachframebasedonacommonhoppingsequence.AnMSchangesit

frequencybetweenupanddownlinkslotsrespectively.

• Dataistransmittedinsmallportions,calledbursts.Normalburstareusedfordatatransmissioninsidea

timeslot(userandsignalingdata).Theburstisonly546.5microsecondlongandcontains148bits.

• Theremaining30.5microsecondareusedasguardspacetoavoidoverlappingwithotherburstdueto

differentpathdelaysandtogivethetransmittertimetoturnonandoff.

• Thefirstandlastthreebitsofanormalburst(tail)areallsetto0andcanbeusedtoenhancethe

receiverperformance.

• Thetrainingsequenceinthemiddleofaslotisusedtoadapttheparametersofthereceivertothecurrent

pathpropagationcharacteristicandtoselectthestrongestsignalincaseofmulti-pathpropagation.

• Aflagindicateswhetherthedatafieldcontainsuserornetworkcontroldata.

• Apartfromthenormalburst,ETSIdefinesfourmoreburstsfordatatransmission,frequencycorrection

burstsallowstheMStocorrectthelocaloscillatortoavoidinterferencewithneighboringchannels,a

synchronizationburstwithanextendedtrainingsequencesynchronizestheMSwiththeBTSintime,an

accessburstisusedfortheinitialconnectionsetupbetweenMSandBTS,andfinallyadummyburstis

usedifnodataisavailableforaslot.
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ChannelsusedinGSM

Figure11-ChannelsinGSM

Trafficchannels(TCHs)

Trafficchannelsareusedtocarryuserinformation(speechordata).TwokindsofTCHsaredefined:
a)Full-rateTCH(TCH/F)

Providestransmissionspeedof13kbpsforspeechor9.6,4.8,or2.4kbpsfordata.Enhancedfull-rate(EFR)
speechcodershavebeenimplementedtoimprovethespeechqualityofaTCH/F.

b)Half-rateTCH(TCH/H)
Allowstransmissionof6.5kbpsspeech,or4.8or2.4kbpsofdata.1)

ControlChannels(CCHs)

TheCCHsareintendedtocarrysignalinginformation.ThreetypesofCCHsaredefinedinGSM:
a)Commoncontrolchannels(CCCHs):Includethefollowingchanneltypes:

• Pagingchannel(PCH):ThePCHprovidespagingsignalsfromthebasestationtoallmobilesinthe

cell,andnotifiesaspecificmobileofanincomingcallwhichoriginatesfromthePSTN.ThePCH

transmitstheIMSIofthetargetsubscriber,alongwitharequestforacknowledgmentfromthemobile

unitontheRACH.Alternatively;thePCHmaybeusedtoprovidecellbroadcastASCIItextmessages

toallsubscribers,aspartoftheSMSfeatureofGSM.

• Accessgrantchannel(AGCH):TheAGCHisusedbythe basestationtoprovideforwardlink

communicationtothemobile,andcarriesdatawhichinstructsthemobiletooperateinaparticular

physicalchannel(timeslotandARFCN)withaparticulardedicatedcontrolchannel.TheAGCHisthe

finalCCCHmessagesentbythebasestationbeforeasubscriberismovedoffthecontrolchannel.The

AGCHisusedbythebasestationtorespondtoaRACHsentbyamobilestationinapreviousCCCH

frame.

• Randomaccesschannel(RACH):TheRACHisareverselinkchannelusedbyasubscriberunitto

acknowledgeapagefromthePCH,andisalsousedbymobilestooriginateacall.TheRACHusesa
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slottedALOHAaccessScheme.ItisusedbytheMSsforinitialaccesstothenetwork.Itutilizesthe

uplink.SameMSsmayaccessthesameRACH,potentiallyresultingincollisions.TheslottedAloha

protocolisadoptedinGSMtoresolveaccesscollision.

b)Dedicatedcontrolchannels:ItissupportedinGSMfordedicatedusebyaspecificMS.

 Standalonededicatedcontrolchannel(SDCCH):Itisusedonlyforsignalingandforshortmessages.The

SDCCHisusedtosendauthenticationandalertmessages(butnotspeech)asthemobilesynchronizesitself

withtheframestructureandwaitsforaTCH.

TheSDCCHisusedinbothdownlinkanduplink.

• Slowassociatedcontrolchannel(SACCH):ItisassociatedwitheitheraTCHoranSDCCH.TheSACCHis

usedfornonurgentprocedures,mainlythetransmissionofpowerandtimealignmentcontrolinformation

overtheuplink.ATCHisalwaysallocatedwithacontrolchannelSACCHtotransportbothuser

informationandsignalingdatainparallel.TheSACCHisusedinbothdownlinkanduplink.

• Fastassociatedcontrolchannel(FACCH):Itisusedfortime-criticalsignaling,suchascall-establishing

progress,authenticationofsubscriber,orhandoff.TheFACCHmakesuseoftheTCHduringacall;thus,

thereisalossofuserdatabecausetheFACCH“steals”thebandwidthoftheTCH.TheFACCHisusedin

bothdownlinkanduplink.

• Callbroadcastchannel(CBCH):Itcarriesonlytheshortmessageservicecellbroadcastmessages,which

usethesametimeslotastheSDCCH.TheCBCHisusedonthedownlinkonly.

c)Broadcastchannels(BCHs):ItisusedbytheBTStobroadcastinformationtotheMSsinitscoveragearea.
• Frequencycorrectionchannel(FCCH):TheFCCHallowseachsubscriberunittosynchronizetheinternal

frequencystandard(localoscillator)totheexactfrequencyofthebasestation.Itcarriesinformationfrom

theBSStotheMS.

• Synchronizationchannel(SCH):ItcarryinformationfromtheBSStotheMS.Itisusedtoidentifythe

servingbasestationwhileallowingeachmobiletoframesynchronizeswiththebasestation.

• Broadcastcontrolchannel(BCCH):TheBCCHisaforwardcontrolchannelthatisusedtobroadcast

informationsuchascellandnetworkidentity,andoperatingcharacteristicsofthecell(currentcontrol

channelstructure,channelavailability,andcongestion).TheBCCHalsobroadcastsalistofchannelsthat

arecurrentlyinusewithinthecell.

Handoff:

Whenamobileuserisengagedinconversation,theMSisconnectedtoaBSviaaradiolink.Ifthemobileuser
movestothecoverageareaofanotherBS,theradiolinktotheoldBSiseventuallydisconnected,andaradiolink
tothenewBSshouldbeestablishedtocontinuetheconversation.Thisprocessisvariouslyreferredtoasautomatic
linktransfer,handover,orhandoff.
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Therearefivetypesofhandoff:

• IntracellhandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetweentwotimeslotsorchannelsinthesameBS.Fora

TDMAsystem,Intracellhandoffisalsoreferredtoastimeslottransfer(TST).

• Intercellhandofforinter-BShandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetweentwoBSsattachedtothe

samebasestationcontroller(BSC).

• Inter-BSChandoffThelinkistransferredbetweentwoBSsconnectedtodifferentBSCsonthesamemobile

switchingcenter(MSC).

• Intersystemhandofforinter-MSChandoffThelinktransfertakesplaceattwoBSsconnectedtodifferent

BSCsondifferentMSCs.

• IntersystemhandoffbetweentwoPCSnetworksThelinktransferisbetweentwoBSsconnectedto

differentMSCshomingtodifferentPCSnetworks.

Threestrategieshavebeenproposedtodetecttheneedforhandoff:

• Inmobile-controlledhandoff(MCHO)TheMScontinuouslymonitorsthesignalsofthesurroundingBSs

andinitiatesthehandoffprocesswhensomehandoffcriteriaaremet.MCHOisusedinDECTandPACS.

• Innetwork-controlledhandoff(NCHO)ThesurroundingBSsmeasurethesignalfromtheMS,andthe

networkinitiatesthehandoffprocesswhensomehandoffcriteriaaremet.NCHOisusedinCT-2plusand

AMPS.

• Inmobile-assistedhandoff(MACHO)ThenetworksasktheMStomeasurethesignalfromthesurrounding

BSs.ThenetworkmakesthehandoffdecisionbasedonreportsfromtheMS.MACHOisusedinGSMandIS-

95CDMA.

TheBSsinvolvedinthehandoffmaybeconnectedtothesameMSC(inter-cellhandofforinterBShandoff)ortwo
differentMSCs(inter-systemhandofforinter-MSChandoff).

GSMSubscriberServices
TherearetwobasictypesofservicesofferedthroughGSM:telephony(alsoreferredtoasteleservices)anddata
(alsoreferredtoasbearerservices).Telephonyservicesaremainlyvoiceservicesthatprovidesubscriberswiththe
completecapability(includingnecessaryterminalequipment)tocommunicatewithothersubscribers.Dataservices
providethecapacitynecessarytotransmitappropriatedatasignalsbetweentwoaccesspointscreatinganinterface
tothenetwork.Inadditiontonormaltelephonyandemergencycalling,thefollowingsubscriberservicesare
supportedbyGSM:

• Dual-tonemultifrequency(DTMF)—DTMFisatonesignalingschemeoftenusedforvariouscontrol

purposesviathetelephonenetwork,suchasremotecontrolofanansweringmachine.GSMsupportsfull-

originatingDTMF.
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• FacsimilegroupIII—GSMsupportsCCITTGroup3facsimile.Asstandardfaxmachinesaredesignedtobe

connectedtoatelephoneusinganalogsignals,aspecialfaxconverterconnectedtotheexchangeisusedin

theGSMsystem.ThisenablesaGSM–connectedfaxtocommunicatewithanyanalogfaxinthenetwork.

• Shortmessageservices—AconvenientfacilityoftheGSMnetworkistheshortmessageservice.Amessage

consistingofamaximumof160alphanumericcharacterscanbesenttoorfromamobilestation.This

servicecanbeviewedasanadvancedformofalphanumericpagingwithanumberofadvantages.Ifthe

subscriber'smobileunitispoweredofforhasleftthecoveragearea,themessageisstoredandofferedback

tothesubscriberwhenthemobileispoweredonorhasreenteredthecoverageareaofthenetwork.This

functionensuresthatthemessagewillbereceived.

• Cellbroadcast—Avariationoftheshortmessageserviceisthecellbroadcastfacility.Amessageofa

maximumof93characterscanbebroadcasttoallmobilesubscribersinacertaingeographicarea.Typical

applicationsincludetrafficcongestionwarningsandreportsonaccidents.

• Voicemail—Thisserviceisactuallyanansweringmachinewithinthenetwork,whichiscontrolledbythe

subscriber.Callscanbeforwardedtothesubscriber'svoice-mailboxandthesubscriberchecksformessages

viaapersonalsecuritycode.

• Faxmail—Withthisservice,thesubscribercanreceivefaxmessagesatanyfaxmachine.Themessagesare

storedinaservicecenterfromwhichtheycanberetrievedbythesubscriberviaapersonalsecuritycodeto

thedesiredfaxnumber.

SupplementaryServices

GSMsupportsacomprehensivesetofsupplementaryservicesthatcancomplementandsupportbothtelephonyand
dataservices.SupplementaryservicesaredefinedbyGSMandarecharacterizedasrevenue-generatingfeatures.A
partiallistingofsupplementaryservicesfollows.

• Callforwarding—Thisservicegivesthesubscribertheabilitytoforwardincomingcallstoanother

numberifthecalledmobileunitisnotreachable,ifitisbusy,ifthereisnoreply,orifcallforwardingis

allowedunconditionally.

• Barringofoutgoingcalls—Thisservicemakesitpossibleforamobilesubscribertopreventalloutgoing

calls.

• Barringofincomingcalls—Thisfunctionallowsthesubscribertopreventincomingcalls.Thefollowing

twoconditionsforincomingcallbarringexist:baringofallincomingcallsandbarringofincomingcalls

whenroamingoutsidethehomePLMN.

• Adviceofcharge(AoC)—TheAoCserviceprovidesthemobilesubscriberwithanestimateofthecall

charges.TherearetwotypesofAoCinformation:onethatprovidesthesubscriberwithanestimateofthe
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billandonethatcanbeusedforimmediatechargingpurposes.AoCfordatacallsisprovidedonthebasis

oftimemeasurements.

• Callhold—Thisserviceenablesthesubscribertointerruptanongoingcallandthensubsequently

reestablishthecall.Thecallholdserviceisonlyapplicabletonormaltelephony.

• Callwaiting—Thisserviceenablesthemobilesubscribertobenotifiedofanincomingcallduringa

conversation.Thesubscribercananswer,reject,orignoretheincomingcall.Callwaitingisapplicableto

allGSMtelecommunicationsservicesusingacircuitswitchedconnection.

• Multipartyservice—Themultipartyserviceenablesamobilesubscribertoestablishamultiparty

conversation—thatis,asimultaneousconversationbetweenthreeandsixsubscribers.Thisserviceisonly

applicabletonormaltelephony.

• Callinglineidentificationpresentation/restriction—Theseservicessupplythecalledpartywiththe

integratedservicesdigitalnetwork(ISDN)numberofthecallingparty.Therestrictionserviceenablesthe

callingpartytorestrictthepresentation.Therestrictionoverridesthepresentation.

• Closedusergroups(CUGs)—CUGsaregenerallycomparabletoaPBX.Theyareagroupofsubscriberswho

arecapableofonlycallingthemselvesandcertainnumbers.
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CHAPTER-5

CONCLUSION

Inanalogcommunicationsystemsthequalityofvoiceandthespeedofcommunicationwerenotgood.Thusan
evolutionofanalogcommunicationsystemswasneeded;HenceGSMTechnologywasmadewhichimprovedthe
communicationprocessbyaddressingtheproblemsoftheprevioussystems.

Itincreasesthecapacity,reducesRFtransmissionpower,andprovidesinternationalroamingcapability,better
securityagainstfraudthroughterminalvalidationanduserauthentication.Italsoprovidesencryption
capabilityforinformationsecurityandprivacy,AtthesametimeitiscompatiblewiththeISDNnetwork.
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ABSTRACT 

 ECAD (electrical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create electronic 

structures. ECAD software is used to create and modify both diagrams and layouts, including both 

2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). ECAD 

software can produce a number of different deliverables, which can be managed by Product Data 

Management (PDM) software. Designs from ECAD software are often interchanged 

with Mechanical Computer-Aided Design (MCAD) software to generate a 3D model of the PCB.  

MCAD (mechanical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create mechanical 

systems. In order to design intelligent products that integrate electrical and mechanical 

characteristics, it is vital that our design and engineering workflows are also integrated. ECAD and 

MCAD need to work together to enable true interoperability. 

National Small Industries Corporation Ltd. (NSIC), is an ISO 9001-2008 certified 

Government of India Enterprise under Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME). 

NSIC has been working to fulfil its mission of promoting, aiding and fostering the growth of small 

industries and industry related micro, small and medium enterprises in the country. Over a period of 

five decades of transition, growth and development, NSIC has proved its strength within the country 

and abroad by promoting modernization, up gradation of technology, quality consciousness, 

strengthening linkages with large medium enterprises and enhancing exports - projects and products 

from small enterprises. 

 

https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/mcad/
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DEFINITION 

Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both diagrams 

and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed 

Circuit Boards (PCB). 

1.2 OVERVIEW 

Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and Electronic design 

automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic systems such as printed circuit boards (PCBs) 

and integrated circuits (ICs). It allows designers to build out different alternatives and options and 

compare them to each other. It also generates manufacturing documentation as part of the 

specification used to source, fabricate, and produce PCBs. 

The design process 

Designing any piece of equipment (not necessarily electronic) is not a straight path from start 

through to product, even when no mistakes are made. At each stage problems occur which may 

require previous decisions to be reviewed. For example, it may be found on simulation that a 

particular part of the design will not operate fast enough to meet the specification.  

Specification 

Every design begins with a customer specification, which describes the function the design is 

intended to perform. This may include not only the logical properties but the speed of operation, the 

output power driving capability, the capability of circuits that drive the design, the power supply 

available, perhaps limits on power dissipation and electromagnetic radiation, operation in the 

presence of external radiation etc. Sometimes it is difficult to satisfy all the criteria. Higher speeds 

will require higher power dissipation and faster clocks. The latter increases the electromagnetic 

radiation. Some criteria may not be important, or only marginally so. With certain pieces of logic the 

power dissipation may be minimal so that power limits are not important. 

EDA and ECAD software for IC design incorporates modular and digital flows, and 

encompasses the logic and circuit design methods required by miniaturized electronic components. 
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2. ELECTRICAL DRAWING 

 

 An electrical drawing, is a type of technical drawing that shows information about power, 

lighting, and communication for an engineering or architectural project. Any electrical working 

drawing consists of lines, symbols, dimensions, and notations to accurately convey an engineering's 

design to the workers, who install the electrical system on the job. A complete set of working 

drawings for the average electrical system in large projects usually consists of: A plot plan showing 

the building's location and outside electrical wiring Floor plans showing the location of electrical 

systems on every floor Power-riser diagrams showing panel boards Control wiring diagrams 

Schedules and other information in combination with construction drawings. Electrical drafters 

prepare wiring and layout diagrams used by workers who erect, install, and repair electrical 

equipment and wiring in communication centres, power plants, electrical distribution systems, and 

buildings. 

 There are many software’s out there for this electrical drawing and Electrical Computer-

Aided Design (ECAD) is one of the most usable one. ECAD is developed by many companies, 

where as we used Autodesk ECAD 2017 for developing our substation design. 

 

2.1 READING ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS 

 To read the electrical drawing, we have to learn the symbols used to notate components in the 

electric drawing. There are numerous components that are used while making a design. Some of 

them are shown below. 

 

1. SWITCH 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Switch 
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2. FUSE 

 

Fig 2.2: Fuse 

 

3. RESISTORS 

 

 

Fig 2.3: Resistor 

 

4. WIRES 

 

 

Fig 2.4: wire in autodesk 
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5. POWER SOURCES 

 

 

Fig 2.5: power source in autodesk 

 

2.2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

Electrical design entails planning, creating, testing, or supervising the development and 

installation of electrical equipment, including lighting equipment, power systems, power distribution, 

fire and life safety systems, electronic components, and voice and data communications 

infrastructure. 

In its most simplistic definition, electrical design is the design of various electrical systems. 

Many electrical design projects start with an idea that emanates from the marketing and sales 

department or the research and development division within a company. Electrical design projects 

might represent a new marketable product or might seek to improve an existing product or system. 

Electrical design mainly encounters projects in 

 Robotics 

 Electrical substations 

 Control systems 

 Communication equipment 

 Electronic circuit design 

 Computer & digital circuit design 

 

 

 

 

https://learn.org/articles/Electrical_Technology_Associates_Degree.html
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3. AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

While CAD is usually used for designing a specific part or an assembly, ECAD is used to 

design an entire system of many components connected to each other, usually by electric circuits — 

like the circuit board in your computer. The intricacies of these types of designs are often quite 

complex for a CAD software to handle in an effective way. Looking at a typical circuit board, you 

can see that it is quite complex. However, if you look from the side, you can see that most of the 

components making up the circuit board are quite simple. 

Electrical engineers have found that it is a lot simpler to design their integrated circuits (ICs) 

in 2D, where all of the complexity of positional data can be effectively evaluated and assessed. This 

dimensional data is then incorporated with extra data, such as the height of the circuit board layers 

and their material properties, in an ECAD file as metadata. ECAD files work perfectly for the 

manufacturing industry, as most ICs are produced by depositing metal and oxide layers through 

“masks”. The 2D data is basically the layout of the mask, while the ECAD file’s metadata instructs 

the manufacturing process on the material type and amount of material to be deposited. 

3.2 AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

 

Fig 3.1: Autocad software 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit_layout
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3.2 Autocad workspace 

3.3 STANDARD INPUT DEVICES 

     3.3.1 PUSH BUTTON 

 A push switch (button) is a momentary or non-latching switch which causes a temporary 

change in the state of an electrical circuit only while the switch is physically actuated. An automatic 

mechanism (i.e. a spring) returns the switch to its default position immediately afterwards, restoring 

the initial circuit condition. There are two types. 

1. A 'push to make' switch allows electricity to flow between its two contacts when held in. 

When the button is released, the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Open (NO) Switch.  

 

 

Fig 3.3: NO push button 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latching_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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2. A 'push to break' switch does the opposite, i.e. when the button is not pressed, electricity can 

flow, but when it is pressed the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Closed (NC) Switch. 

 

Fig 3.4: NC push button 

And the other standard input devices are  

Toggle switch 

NO: 

 

Fig 3.5: NO toggle switch 

NC: 

 

Fig 3.6: NC toggle switch 

Pressure switch 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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Fig 3.7: Pressure switch symbols 

Temperature switch 

 

 

Fig 3.8: Temperature switch symbols 

Float switch 
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Fig 3.9: Float switch symbols 

 

3.3.2 OUTPUT DEVICES 

 When it comes to output devices, generally used output devices are  

 Lamps 

 Motors 

 Timer 

 Solenoid wall 

 Contractor 

3.4 AUTOCAD ONE KEY SHORTCUTS 

 

Fig 3.10: Autocad one key shortcuts 
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3.5 OPENING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

To open the Project Browser, 

 Click   Open  Project. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 On the command line, enter aecprojectbrowser. 

 

3.6 USING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

In the Project Browser, you create new projects, configure the project settings and project 

standards, add detail information, and select the current project. When you set a project current, 

either from the context menu or by double-clicking the file name, the project is migrated to a format 

compatible with the current version of AutoCAD Architecture toolset. If you also repath the project, 

all project drawings are migrated as well, and you will be unable to open the project in any older 

version of the software. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3.11: sample project view 
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On the left side of the Project Browser, you select the current project, create new projects, 

browse existing projects, and view the project history. On the context menu, you can also edit project 

properties, close a project, copy the project structure, eTransmit a project, and archive a project. All 

information you enter here pertains to the project as a whole. On the right side of the Project 

Browser, an embedded Internet Explorer allows you to browse your project home page. 

 

3.7 CREATING A NEW PROJECT 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 Right-click on an existing project or folder in the project selector, and click New Project. 

Alternatively, you can click in the toolbar below the project selector. 

 In the Add Project dialog box, enter a number for the new project. Each project needs a 

unique identification number. You can use numerals, alphabetic characters, or a combination, 

such as 100A. The project number appears in the project header. 

 The number you assign here can be used as a prefix for all drawings you create in the project. 

You can also use the number as a property for a title block. 

 Enter a name for the new project. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.12: creating project 
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 Under Project Description, if desired, enter a description brief enough to be displayed in the 

project header. Details about the project can be entered on a separate worksheet. 

 Verify that Create from template project is not selected. 

 Click OK. 

3.8 TO RENAME A PROJECT 

Renaming the project renames the following project files: 

 Rename the project display name in Project Browser and Project Navigator 

 Rename the APJ file 

 Rename the top project folder 

When you rename a project, all internal paths between the projects files are automatically updated, so 

that all relationships between drawings are kept current. 

Then 

 Verify that the project is closed. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser . 

 In the project selector, select the project you want to rename, right-click, and click Rename 

Project. 

 Enter the new name, and click OK. 

 

3.9 USING ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS IN AUTOCAD 

 

 Create your set of symbols 

 Add the data to the catalog database 

 Add your symbol to the icon menu and Catalog Browser 

 Insert the symbol 

Insert Symbol from Icon Menu 

 Open the Icon Menu, Schematic tab > Insert Components pane > Icon Menu.  

 Locate and select your symbol. 

https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical-catalog-database.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-the-symbols-to-the-icon-menu-and-catalog-browser.html
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 Your symbol is attached to your cursor, making it easy to insert. 

 

 

 

 

 Once you select the location, the appropriate Insert\Edit dialog opens. The Tag is 

automatically assigned based on the Drawing Properties settings. 

 Click Lookup and assign the catalog value as needed. 

 Click OK. If everything goes as expected, wires break as needed. 
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Insert Symbol from CatLog Browser 

 If the Catalog Browser isn't open, click Schematic tab > Insert Components panel > 

Catalog Browser.  

You may need to expand the Icon Menu drop-down to find this command. The Catalog 

Browser can remain open all the time if you use it often. You can use other commands 

while it is open. 

 Search for your catalog value. 

 Click the record in the browser. The menu with any associated symbols displays. 

 

 

 

 

If you associated multiple symbols, the menu shows them all. 

 Click the symbol and select the location. 

 The symbols is inserted and the Insert\Edit dialog opens. The catalog value is already 

assigned since it was inserted from the Catalog Browser. 

 

 

 Add any other values needed and click OK. 
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3.10 TO REMOVE THE PROJECT CONTEXT 

Much of the project-related information associated with a drawing file does not reside in the 

drawing file itself, but in the accompanying XML file. This means that you can use all your project 

files at any time in a non-project-related drawing context. However, if you want to work permanently 

without the project context, it is recommended that you clean your file set of the unused project files. 

Project-related information resides in the following files: 

 

 The APJ file, which contains the general, high-level project data like name, number, project 

details, and project standards. 

 The XML files, each of which stores the project information for an individual drawing file. 

If you delete the APJ file and the XML files, the remaining drawing files no longer have connections 

to a project. They are regular AutoCAD Architecture toolset drawing files and can be copied, edited, 

and deleted like any other drawing file. 

The drawing files can contain standard styles and display settings, if standards have been set 

up for the project. When the XML and APJ files are deleted, any standard styles and display settings 

are no longer synchronized in the now standalone drawings. 

Note: Once the project context has been removed, there is no simple way to recreate it. if you have 

removed the project, and want to re-build a project around the remaining drawing files, build the 

project from scratch, and import the drawing files into it. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder containing the project. 

 In the project folder, delete the APJ file. For example, if you have a project named Office 

Building, delete the file named Office Building.apj. 

 Open the Elements, Constructs, Sheets, and Views folders, and delete the XML files 

associated with your drawing files. 

 For example, if your Constructs folder contains First Floor Construct.dwg, select and delete 

the file named First Floor Construct.xml. 

 Repeat the previous step for each drawing file. 

 Note: If you reorganize files into a different file structure, you may have to manually reset 

broken external reference paths in the drawings. 

 

3.11 TO DELETE A PROJECT 

Deleting a project is a system administrator task. Therefore, you do not perform it from 

within the Project Browser but from Windows Explorer. 
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Deleting the project folder deletes all DWG files, XML files, and the APJ file. Before you do this, 

make sure that you really do not need any of these files anymore. If you do not work on a project any 

longer but still want to save the DWG files in it, it is often sufficient to just remove the project 

context. 

Note: Before you delete a project, make sure that is not the current project in AutoCAD Architecture 

toolset. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder of the project you want to delete. 

 Delete the project folder. 

 

3.12 TO REPATH THE PROJECT 

Use this procedure to update the external reference paths within the project after making 

changes to the names or locations of elements, constructs, or views. For example, if you move a 

project file into another category, or rename it, you must update the file that references the changed 

drawing to reflect that change on the Project Navigator palette. 

Note: When you repath a project that was saved in a version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010, 

the drawings are saved in the new file format. You will no longer be able to open these drawings in a 

version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010. Synchronizing a project with the project standards 

will also save the project drawings in the new file format. 

A repath is necessary after you make any of the following changes in the project: 

 Move the project to a different location 

 Move a project file to a different category 

 Rename a project file 

 Move a subcategory from one category to another 

In addition to updating the project files, repathing will also update the paths of the following files: 

 Paths to support files, folders, and templates stored within the project setup, such as drawing 

templates, tool content root path, or project standards drawings. 

 Paths to images referenced in project drawings 

 Paths for schedules referencing external drawings within project drawings 

When you zip a project and send it to another user who unpacks the project to a different location on 

another computer, the project will be updated in its new location when it is set current for the first 

time on the new computer. For example, if your project resides in C:Project1, and the user you are 

sending it to unpacks it to D:Project1, the path information is updated when the new user sets the 

project current in AutoCAD Architecture toolset. However, this will update only if all project paths 
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were correct and current when you zipped them. If, for example, you have moved the project to 

another location on your computer before zipping it, and not repathed it before zipping, the repathing 

on the new user’s machine will not work correctly. Before you zip and send a project, you must 

make sure that all external reference paths in the project are valid. 

You have the choice of repathing. 

 A single project file 

 All files in a category 

 All files in the project 

1. On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Navigator. 

2. Change the name or the location of a project file or project folder in the Drawing Explorer. 

The Project Navigator - Repath Project dialog box displays. 

 

 

Fig 3.13: project repath 

 

3. Specify when you want the repathing to be done: 

 

If you want to… Then… 

update all project files now click Repath project now. 
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If you want to… Then… 

update all project files later click Repath project later. If you close the 

project before repathing, the drawing files 

remain in a queue for update and will display in 

the Project Repath Queue dialog box the next 

time you open it. 

The repath queue is shared by all users working 

on a project and it is saved from session to 

session. 

Table 3.14 : project repath 

4. Alternatively, click to update all files in the project at any time. 

 

3.13 AUTOCAD ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 
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Fig 3.15: some electrical symbols in Autocad 

 

 

3.15 AUTOCAD TOOLS & COMPONENT RANGE CHANGING 

 

Fig 3.16: Autocad tools 
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Fig 3.17: Autocad tools 

 

 

Fig 3.18:Component range changing 
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4.55kwp SOLAR GRID 

          All solar power systems work on the same basic principles. Solar panels first convert solar 

energy or sunlight into DC power using what is known as the photovoltaic (PV) effect. The DC 

power can then be stored in a battery or converted by a solar inverter into AC power which can be 

used to run home appliances. Depending on the type of system, excess solar energy can also be fed 

into the electricity grid to provide credits and further reduce electricity costs. 

          Basically, solar power plants are mainly available in three different types. The first one is 

the on grid solar power plant, second is off grid solar power plant and the third is hybrid solar power 

plant. All type of solar power system is different from each other on the basis of their specifications 

and features while all solar power system works on same principle. 

Advantages: 

 Save up to 100% electricity bills. 

 One time Investment and free power for life. 

 30% to 90% subsidy on solar panel. 

 Return on Investment in just 3-5 years. 

 Eco friendly technique of power production. 

 Increase the value of property and your goodwill also. 

 Cost effective method of generating electricity. 

Disadvantages: 

 Needs one time heavy investment. 

 Required only shadow free area for installation. 

 Regular maintenance is must for regular generation. 

 

                                                               Fig 4.1: Solar grid view 
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4.1 SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM 

The single line diagram (SLD) is the most basic of the set of diagrams that are used to 

document the electrical functionality of the substation. Its emphasis is on communicating the 

functions of the power equipment and the associated protection and control system. 

 

 

Fig 4.2: Single line diagram of 33/11KV substation 
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SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM OF 55KW SOLAR GRID IN AUTODESK 

 

 

Fig 4.3: Single line diagram in autodesk 
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CONCLUSION  

 National Small Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC) is a Mini Ratna PSU established 

by the Government of India in 1955. It falls under Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 

of India. NSIC is the nodal office for several schemes of Ministry of MSME such as Performance & 

Credit Rating, Single Point Registration, MSME Databank, National SC ST Hub, etc. 

  

 Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both 

diagrams and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical 

Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and 

Electronic design automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic and electrical systems. It allows 

designers to build out different alternatives and options and compare them to each other. It also 

generates manufacturing documentation as part of the specification used to source, fabricate, and 

produce all types of designs. 

  

 ECAD in autodesk  and autocad software will help us to learn all types of tools that are used 

to develop drawing not only in electrical but in electronics (EDA), mechanical (MCAD) and many. 

Machine design can be accomplished easily and quickly. Any type of instrument, machine, switches, 

motors and all will be available and it makes design easy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India
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ABSTRACT 
 

 
Telecommunication has seen tremendous growth in the last ten years. However, in 

India the Broadband growth is not encouraging. As per World Bank report a ten percentage- 

point increase in broadband penetration for an average nation results in an acceleration of 

economic growth of 1.3 percentages. According to Telecommunication Regulatory Authority 

of India (TRAI) report (March 2014), among 14.86 million fixed line Broadband subscribers 

10 million are from Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) which amounts to 67 percent 

market share. Having highest market share in fixed line Broadband, BSNL has high 

responsibility to support the Broadband growth for the country. However, presently the loyal 

customers of Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited are switching over to other brands because of 

the issues in customer experience in the Broadband service delivery. 

Spending a period of 6 weeks with the Telecom Networking, the report is based on 

how the BSNL Telecom Network works, how the exchange works. Previously we use 

electro-mechanical exchanges but it faced some disadvantages. We overcome those 

drawbacks by introducing “C-DOT” exchange in India. Now the present trend in BSNL is 

“GSM” ,it provided milestones in Telecom. 

     Keywords: TRAI, DWDM ,Broadband ,Switching ,GSM,CDMA 
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Chapter  1
1. INDUSTRY PROFILE

Telecom scenario India:

   1.1 Introduction Evolution:

Indian  telecom  sector  is  more  than  165  years  old.  Telecommunications  was  first
introduced  in India  in  1851 when the  first  operational land lines were  laid  by the government
near  Kolkata  (then Calcutta),  although telephone services  were formally introduced  in  India
much later in 1881. Further, in 1883, telephone services were merged with the postal system. In
1947,  after  India  attained  independence,  all  foreign  telecommunication  companies  were
nationalized  to  form the Posts, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT), a body that was governed by
the  Ministry  of  Communication.  The  Indian  telecom sector  was  entirely  under  government
ownership until  1984, when the private sector  was  allowed  in  telecommunication equipment
manufacturing only. The government concretized its earlier efforts towards developing R&D in
the sector by setting up an autonomous body – Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT)
in 1984 to develop state-of-the-art telecommunication technology to meet the growing needs of
the Indian telecommunication network. The actual evolution of the industry started after the
Government  separated  the  Department  of  Post  and  Telegraph  in  1985  by  setting  up  the
Department of Posts and the Department of Telecommunications (DoT).
The entire evolution of the telecom industry can be classified into three distinct phases.

Phase I- Pre-Liberalization Era (1980-89) 

Phase II- Post Liberalization Era (1990-99)

Phase III- Post 2000

Until the late 90s the Government of India held a monopoly on all types of communications – as
a result of the Telegraph Act of 1885. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, until the industry was
liberalized in the early nineties, it was a heavily government-controlled and small-sized market;
Government policies have played a key role  in  shaping the structure and size of the Telecom
industry in India. As a result, the Indian telecom market is one of the most liberalized  markets
in the world with private participation in almost all of its segments. The New Telecom Policy
(NTP-99) provided the much needed impetus to the growth of this industry and set the trend for
liberalization in the industry.
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Fig.1.1. Evolution of telecommunications

1.2 Telecommunications in India:

Indian telecom industry underwent a high pace of market liberalization and growth since
the 1990s and now has become the world's most competitive and one of the fastest  growing
telecom markets. The Industry has grown over twenty times  in  just ten years,  from  under 37
million subscribers in the year 2001 to over 846 million subscribers in the year 2011. India has
the world's second-largest mobile phone user base with over 929.37 million users as of May
2013. It has the world's third-largest Internet user-base with over 137 million as of June 2013.

It is a matter of proud to us that the Telecom industry of our India is the second largest
emerging economies of Asia and third largest in whole world. Today, telecom sector of India is
the fastest growing market in the world. Indian telecom industry has provided a robust thrust to
the economic growth of country.

Telecommunication  has  supported  the  socioeconomic  development  of  India  and  has
played a significant role to narrow down the rural-urban digital divide to some extent. It also has
helped to increase the transparency of governance with the introduction of e-governance in India.



India's telecommunication network is the second largest in the world based on the total number

of telephone users (both fixed and mobile phone). It has one of the lowest call tariffs in the world

enabled by the mega telephone networks and hyper-competition among them. It has the world's

third-largest  Internet  user-base.  According  to  the  Internet  and  Mobile  Association  of  India

(IAMAI), the Internet user  base in  the country stood  at  190 million at the end of June, 2013.

Major sectors of the Indian telecommunication industry are telephony, Internet and television

broadcasting Industry  in  the country which  is in  an ongoing process of transforming into  next

generation network, employs an extensive system of  modern network elements such as digital

telephone exchanges,  mobile  switching centers, media gateways and signaling gateways at the

core, interconnected by a wide variety of transmission systems using fiber-optics or Microwave

radio relay networks. The access network, which connects the subscriber to the core,  is  highly

diversified with different copper-pair, optic-fiber and wireless technologies. DTH, A relatively

new broadcasting technology has attained significant popularity in the Television segment. The

introduction  of  private  FM  has  given  a  fillip  to  the  radio  broadcasting  in  India.

Telecommunication  in  India has greatly been supported by the INSAT system of the country,

one  of  the  largest  domestic  satellite  systems  in  the  world.  India  possesses  a  diversified

communications  system,  which  links  all  parts  of  the  country  by  telephone,  Internet,  radio,

television and satellite.

1.3 Key Developments & Investments:

Japanese companies are keen to establish telecom gear test labs in India even as the 

government prepares to invite bids from private lab operators to pave the way for local 

testing from July 2014.

Airtel Networks Kenya Ltd has sought an approval from the Communications Authority 

of Kenya to acquire the telecommunications licenses and subscribers of Essar Telecom 

Kenya Ltd.

Tata Communications has signed a collaboration agreement with Turkey's telecom 

operator Turk cell super online to set up a multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) node in

Istanbul.
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It access to unserved rural communities and drive down mobile services delivery costs

for all sections of the population in these regions.

Bharti Airtel plans to invest more than Rs 4,000 crore (US$ 666.67 million) in Punjab

over a period of five years. The company aims to take its fourth generation long-term

evolution (4G LTE) services to all towns and villages across Punjab.

Reliance Jio Infocomm has signed a master services agreement with Bharti Infratel to 

utilize the latter's telecom tower infrastructure to launch its high-speed 4G plans where it 

will also offer voice over internet across the country.

1.4 Government Initiatives:

The Government  of India has approved the Empowered Group of Minister's (EGoM)

decision on spectrum pricing. The Group had endorsed the Telecom Commission's proposal  to

fix reserve price for the 1,800 megahertz (MHz) and 900 MHz spectrum bands.

Power Grid will provide 400 gigabit per second (Gbps) of bandwidth to state-run BSNL for

building a network path to improve connectivity in places close to the Chinese and Bangladesh

borders.



Chapter 2

COMPANY PROFILE OF BSNL

2.1 INTRODUCTION:

Bharat  Sanchar  Nigam  Limited  is  an  Indian  State-owned  telecommunication

company headquartered  in New Delhi, India. It was incorporated on 15th September 2000 with
ROC in Kerala. It is India’s oldest and largest Communication Service Provider (CSP). Currently

BSNL has a customer base of  117 million (mobile and basic telephony) as on January 2014. It
has footprints throughout India except for metropolitan cities of Mumbai and New Delhi which

are managed by MTNL as on 31st March, 2009

BSNL commanded a customer base of 33.7 million wire line, 3.6 million CDMA –WLL and

27.5 million GSM mobile subscribers. BSNL’s earnings for the financial year ending 31 st march
2006 stood at INR 401.8 billion (US $ 9.09billion) with net profit of INR 89.4 billion (US $ 2.02
billion).

BSNL has an authorized share capital of INR 17,500 cores (US $ 3.95 billion) and net worth of

INR 63,443 billion (US $ 14.32 billion).

2.2 HISTORY:

BSNL,  then  known as  the  Department  of  Telecommunications  had  been  a  near
monopoly during the socialist period of the Indian economy. During this period, BSNL was the
only Telecom Service Provider  in  the country. MTNL was present only  in  Mumbai and New
Delhi. During this period BSNL operated as a typical state – run organization, inefficient, slow,
bureaucratic and heavily unionized. As a result subscribers had to wait as long as five  years to
get  a  telephone  connection.  The  corporation  tasted  competition  for  the  first  time  after  the
liberalization of Indian economy in 1991. Faced with stiff competition from the private telecom
service providers,  BSNL has subsequently tried to increase efficiencies  itself.  DOT veterans,
however, put the onus for the sorry state of affairs on the Government policies, where in all state
owned service providers were required to function as mediums for achieving egalitarian growth
across all segments of the society. The corporation (then DOT), however, failed to achieve this
and India languished among the most  poorly connected countries in the world. BSNL was born
in 2000 after the corporatization of DOT. The corporatization of BSNL was undertaken by an
external international consulting team consisting of a consortium  of  A.F. Ferguson & Co., JB
Dadachanji and NM Rothschild – and was probably the most complex corporatization exercise
of its kind ever attempted anywhere because of the quantum of assets (said to be worth USD 50
billion in terms of breakup value) and over half a million directly and indirectly employed staff.
Satish Mehta, who lead the team later, confessed that one big mistake made by the consortium



was to recommend the continuation of the State and Circle based geographical units which may
have  killed  the  synergies  across  regions  and  may  have  actually  made  the  organization  less
efficient than had it been a seamless national organization. Vinod Vanish, then Chairman of the
Telecom Commission made a very bold decision to promote younger talent  from within the
organization to take up a leadership role and promoted the older leaders to a role in licensing
rather  than  in  managing  the  operations  of  BSNL.  The  efficiency  of  a  company  has  since
improved, however, the performance level is nowhere near the private players.

The corporation remains heavily unionized and is comparatively slow in decision making and its
implementation, which largely acts at the instances of unions without bothering about outcome.
Management  has  been  reactive  to  the  schemes  of  private  telecom players.  Though  it  offers
services at lowest tariffs, the private players continue  to  notch up better numbers  in  all areas,
year after year. BSNL has been providing connections in both urban and rural areas. Reactivated
mobile  connections are available  at  many places across India. BSNL has also unveiled  cost-
effective broadband internet access plans (Data One) targeted at homes and small businesses. At
present BSNL enjoys around 60% of market share of ISP services.

2007 was declared as “Year of Broadband” in India and BSNL announced plans for providing
five million broadband connectivity by the end of 2007. BSNL upgraded Data One connections
for  a  speed  of  up  to  2MBPS  without  any  extra  cost.  This  2MBPS broadband  service  was
provided by BSNL at a cost of just US $ 11.7 per month (as of 21st July 2008 and at a limit of
2.5 GB monthly limit with 0200-0800 hours as no charge period). Further, BSNL is rolling out
new broadband services such as Triple-play. BSNL planned to increase its customer base to 108
million customers by 2010. With the frantic activity in the communication sector in India, the
target appears achievable.

BSNL is a pioneer of rural telephony in India. BSNL has recently bagged 80% of US $ 580

million (INR 25 billion) rural telephony project of Govt. of India.

On 20th march 2009, BSNL advertised the launch of Blackberry services across its  Telecom
circles  in  India.  The corporation  has  also launched 3G services  in  selected  cities  across the
country. Presently BSNL and MTNL are the only players to provide 3G services, as the Govt. of
India has completed auction of 3G services for private players. BSNL shall get 3G bandwidth at
lowest bidder prices of INR 185 Billion, which includes INR 101.86 Billion for 3G and INR
83.13 Billion for BWA.

As  of  December  2011,  many  other  private  operators  have  started  rolling  out  their  third
generations (aka 3G) services alongside and are enjoying some success in their campaigns to get
market share. While BSNL still maintains its connectivity standards and expands too many more
areas  including rural  areas  with their  3G services.  Also the  network infrastructure  has  been
upgraded from to provide 3.6 MBPS to 7.2 MBPS. It is enjoying a slow but somewhat steady
success in gaining market share in this regard.



The introduction of MNP (Mobile Number Portability) which is a service that lets the consumer
change wireless service providers while retaining their actual mobile number, BSNL has seen
many customers opting for these services to move away from the services to other operators.
Despite this as the Indian Wireless market grows BSNL still has a loyal base of subscribers and
many more subscribers being added to it  every day. This provides  customer services  for 95
Millions of June 2011

BSNL announced the discontinuation of its Telegram services from 15th July 2013, after 160
years in service. It was open to the public in February 1855; in 2010 it was upgraded to web-
based messaging system in 2010, through 182 telegraph offices across India.

The Board comprise of 12 Directors, of which 6 [including the CMD] are whole time Directors;

2 Government Nominee Directors and 4 Non-official Part Time Directors.

 2.3 VISION:

• Be the leading telecom service provider in India with global presence
• Create a customer focused organization with excellence in customer care, sales

and marketing

  2.4 MISSION:
Be the leading telecom service provider in India with global presence.

• Generating value for all stakeholders – employees, shareholders, vendors &
business associates

• Maximizing return on existing assets with sustained focus on profitability
2.5 Objectives:

• To be the leading Telecom Service provider by achieving higher rate of growth so as 

to become a profitable enterprise

• To provide customer friendly mobile telephone service of high-quality and play a 

leading role as GSM operator in its area of operation.

2.6 Strategy for:

• Rightsizing the manpower
• Providing greater customer satisfaction
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Chapter  3

BROAD BAND SYSTEM AND SERVICES
3.1 Introduction:

The confluence of two forces  the globalization of business and the networking of

information technology has created the Internet economy. Advances  in  telecommunications

and data technology are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals

just as the Industrial  Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy  is

defining how people do business, communicate, shop, have  fun,  learn, and live on a global

basis connecting anyone to anything. The evolution of Internet has come into existence &

Internet service  is  expanding rapidly. The demands  it  has placed upon the public network,

especially  the  access  network,  are  great.  However,  technological  advances  promise  big

increases  in access speeds, enabling public networks to play a major role  in delivering new

and improved telecommunications services and applications to consumers .The Internet and

the network congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the first and last mile as

well as on creating a different network infrastructure to  avoid  the network congestion and

access problems. The solution to this is Broadband.

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is

capable of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for

Broadband connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had

stepped in and has defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union

Broadband is defined as “Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5

to 2 Mb/s” But in developing countries,  as the average financial capability as well as usage,

is low, broadband is redefined.

Recognizing  the potential  of ubiquitous  Broadband service in growth of GDP and

enhancement  in quality of life through societal  applications  including tele-education,  tele-

medicine,  e-governance,  entertainment  as well  as employment generation  by way of high

speed  access  to  information  and  web-based  communication,  Government  of  India  have

finalised a policy to accelerate the growth of Broadband services.

Broadband  Policy  2004  defines  Broadband  as  “An  ‘always-on’  data  connection

supporting  interactive  services  including,  –  Internet  access  and  has  the  capability  of  the

minimum download speed of 256 kilo bits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from

the Point Of Presence (POP) of the service provider”.

–The interactive services will exclude any services for which a separate  licence is

specifically required, for example, real-time voice transmission, except to the extent that it is

presently permitted under ISP licence with Internet Telephony.



3.2 Features of Broadband:
 Fast connection to the Internet

Access  to  the  services  which  would otherwise be impossible  on a  slower dial  up

connection. These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, listening to

your favourite radio station or downloading (or sending) large attached files with emails.

 “Always-on” connection

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet;hence no need to dial up a

connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc.

 Flat-rate billing

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time you are

online.  You  can  use  it  as  much  or  as  little  as  you  would  like,  for  a  fixed  fee.   Some

connections  are  available  at  a  lower  cost,  but  limit  you  to  the  amount  of  data  being

downloaded (known as 'capped rate').

 Dedicated connection

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line.

3.3 Broadband3.3 Broadband Services:Services:

 High speed Internet

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to dial up a

connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc.

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD)

Besides  regular  BTV services,  Time  shifted  TV provides  subscribers  with  virtual

DVD controls  to  pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward  live  TV programs. Users also

have the flexibility to watch any previous broadcasted programs without pre-recording.

 Video on Demand

Enables  the user to select  from an online library of content  and select any  of  the

available  choices  for  viewing  at  a  convenient  time  with  full  DVD  like  controls.  This  is

similar to borrowing a Video for viewing.

 Video Multicasting

Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the stream

begins and ends at the pre appointed times.

 Interactive Gaming



Enables multiple  players to play online games pitted against each other or against

computers, through gaming servers employed by gaming content providers.

 Audio and Video Conferencing

Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio.

 Dial VPN Service:
This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the

service provider’s core network.

 Distant Learning

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication among

teachers and students.

 Bandwidth on Demand:

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example a customer

with 256 kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session.

Most of these services require the service provider to have tie-ups with the various

content providers.

3.4 Network Architecture of Broadband

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks:

1. Core Network

2. Access Network

3. Home Network

3.4.1 Core Network or Provider’s network: It is the Service Provider’s backbone network

set up to provide the Broadband service. It will be having connectivity extended to all types

of service or content network, which the service provider intends to extend. Also  it  will be

having nodes covering all geographical locations it intends to serve. Basically its function is

to  route  the  customer’s  requests  to  the  particular  service/content  network.  So  the  basic

component in the core network is routers.

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB),

as it was initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But ,

now its  objective  has  been enhanced.  Its  objective  is  to  connect  anything to  anything at

anytime. The technology used in the core routers is Multi Protocol Label Switching(MPLS),

which is much faster and secure than the conventional IP routers.

3.4.2.Access  Network:  Access  network  connects  subscriber’s  home  network  to  the

Provider’s Core network. It is the last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can



be either Wired & Wireless. Wire line technologies include traditional telephone lines, 

coaxial cable lines, and fiber optic lines. Wireless communications involve cellular and fixed

wireless technology, high speed short range communications and satellite transmission.

Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to

country, technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another.

Therefore, it is up to each individual locality to determine the technologies that best meet its

needs. To handle the increasing bandwidth demand, localities are considering upgrading their

current telecommunications infrastructure or installing new infrastructure. It is essential that

communities  and  operators  consider  the  present  and  future  needs  of  their  citizens  when

examining the most appropriate systems. Broadband should be considered an accelerator of

economic development.

3.5 Factors affecting Broadband Access Choices are

 Population density

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber)

 Government policies

 Competitive and regulatory dynamics

 Technology evolution

3.6 Home Network:It’s the network at subscriber’s premises, connecting his various
communication devices to the broadband line.

BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through conventional telephone lines using

ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires

which have a much greater bandwidth or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice

without  disturbing  the  line's  ability  to  carry  phone  conversations.  The  A  stands  for

asymmetric, meaning that data transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie.,more

bandwidth,  or  data-carrying  capacity,  is  devoted  to  data  traveling  downstream-from  the

Internet to your PC-than to upstream data traveling from your PC to the Internet. The reason

for the imbalance is that, generally upstream traffic is very limited to a few words at a time,

like for example –an URL request and downstream traffic, carrying graphics, multimedia, and

shareware program downloads needs the extra capacity. An ADSL circuit connects an ADSL

modem on each end of a twisted pair telephone line, creating three information channels

1. A high speed downstream channel

2. A medium speed duplex channel

3. A basic telephone service channel
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The basic telephone service channel is split off from the digital modem by filters, thus

guaranteeing uninterrupted basic telephone service, even if ADSL fails.

3.7 Features of ADSL:

 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer

 In  case  of  power/ADSL  failure,  data  transmission  is  lost  but  basic  telephone

service will be operational

 ADSL Provides  16-1000  kbps  upstream and  1.5-24 Mbps  downstream.  It  can

work up to a distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required

3.8 Advantages of ADSL:
 You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice

calls.

 The speed is much higher than a regular modem

 DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you already

have.

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end

of  the  telephone  line.  One  end  of  the  line,  terminated  at  Subscriber’s  premises  is  first

connected to the splitter  which filters out the low frequency voice  to  be  connected to the

telephone  instrument.  The  higher  frequency,  which  carries  the  data  is  connected  to  the

modem. The connectivity is shown in the figure 1 given below.

 

Fig.no.3.1:ADSL connection diagram



The  other  end  is  terminated  at  service  provider’s  end  which  also  has  similar

arrangement. But at service provider’s point, numerous ADSL lines are terminated and there

has to  be  equal number of splitters and ADSL modems. So instead of separate splitters &

modems,  it  is  aggregated into  single  nit  called Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer

(DSLAM).  So one side  of  the DSLAM interfaces  the subscriber  lines  and the  other  side

interfaces  to  the core network through several LAN switches. Before being given access  to

the subscriber, subscriber  is  authenticated based on username and password by the BRAS.

After  authentication  (verification  of  username  &  password),  subscriber  is  authorised  to

access the Provider’s core network and in turn is connected to whatever service or content the

subscriber demands and accounting  is  initiated based on either time based or  volume based

billing. The LAN Switch co located with the Core router is termed as Tier – 1 Switch and all

other  LAN switches which aggregate the DSLAM are  called Tier -2 switch. DSLAM’s can

also be aggregated to Tier -1 switch.

The various components in the Broadband Access Network are

 Customer Premises Equipment(CPE) (ADSL Modem & Splitter)

 Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM)

 LAN Switches: for aggregating DSLAM (Tier -1 & Tier -2 Switch)

 Broadband Remote Access Server (BRAS)

What the customer needs in order to be able to use BSNL Broadband?

 BSNL's Bfone (Basic phone) connection

 Personal Computer with 10/100 Ethernet Port or a USB port

 ADSL CPE (Customer Premise Equipment). This can be taken from BSNL at

nominal rental per month.

 Dataone Username and password.

How to Apply for BSNL Broadband?

For applying for a broadband connection, a registration form has to be filled up and

should  be  deposited at  BSNL customer service centers.  These forms are available  on the

BSNL  web-site  www.bsnl.co.in ,  or  from  customer  service  centers  and  franchisees.

Customers  may  also apply online  by opening the  www.bsnl.co.in page  and filling  in  the

required information.

BB helpdesk - Telephone Number. is 1957.

http://www.bsnl.co.in/
http://www.bsnl.co.in/


What can be done with 1 GB download?

1GB is 1024 Megabyte or 1073741824 bytes. You can do the following with 1

GB download limit:

1. Average size of one web page is 50 KB

2. An hour of surfing the web would be around 10 megabytes (200 pages,each

50KB) so can surf non-stop for about 100 hours for 1 GB.

3. An hour of streamed radio would use about 15-20 MB.

4. An hour of streamed video uses around 100-150 MB.

5. Playing an online game typically uses about 10-15 megabytes per hour. ( But for

Broadband Online Gaming, download is not added to the usage)

6. Emails are very small - 100 emails would be just 1 MB. So for 1GB , can sent or

receive 100,000 emails! (of course the attachments count extra)

7. A super-high resolution (5-6 mega pixel) digital camera JPEG picture is about 2-3

megabytes, so can download 350-500 of these images for 1 GB.

8. Online Chatting – 1 hour 10 MB. So for 1GB, can chat for 100hours.

How to choose the Plan?

If you are using it from home or a small office, choosing a service that offers a speed

of 256 Kbps is ideal for general surfing and emailing. However, if you are downloading lots

of videos or sending very large files, it may be better to choose a broadband service with even

higher capacity.

Can I connect more than one computer to my broadband line to share my internet

connection?

Yes, possible by properly configuring the modem in Router Mode and also by using

devices such as switches etc, it is possible to connect more than one computer. However, all

the users will share the bandwidth allocated to you.

3.9 Quality of Service Agreement (QoS):

1. Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases  in  less than or equal to15

working days (subject to technical feasibility).  If  not provided within 15working

days, a credit at the rate of Rs 10/- per day, subject to a maximum of installation

charge or equivalent usage allowance shall be given to the customer, at the time of

issue of first bill



2. Fault  Repair  /  Restoration  Time:  By  next  working  day:  >  90% and  within  3

working days: 99%.

3. Billing Performance:  The different  parameters  are:  (a)  Less than 2% of billing

complaints  per  100  bills  issued.  (b)  100%  of  the  billing  complaints  shall  be

resolved within four weeks. (c) 100% refund cases of deposits after closure to be

settled within 60 days

4. Packet loss: Less than 1%.

5. Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node.

Can I host a web server on an ADSL line?
 A  web  server  can  be  hosted  on  an  ADSL  line  with  static  IP  addresses  for

broadband connection.  (Static  IP addresses  are  available  in  Business 5000 and

Business 9000 plans)

 Technically possible but not recommended.

 ADSL is asymmetric service with upstream rates much lower than downstream

rates.

 The upstream rate is 128 kbps, and hence performance can be poor especially

when many users try to access the web server.

 As it is not a recommended use, BSNL would not support maintenance complaints

in such cases.

What kind of PC, I need to run ADSL?
The following minimum configuration is, recommended: 

Processor 200 MHz (or better)

Operating System Windows 98SE (or higher)

RAM (memory 32 MB RAM

Free Disk Space 125MB

CD-ROM Drive

Network Interface Card(NIC) with 10/100 Mbps Ethernet port with RJ45 socket or USB Port

3.10 Applications of Broadband:

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access

 Run Servers (Web / FTP)

 Business tariff, can depend on company

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL)

 Video On Demand (VOD)

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio)

 Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time)



Comparative study for various applications using different technologies.

Application Dialup Modem ISDN Broadband

Download Webpage 14secs 6 secs 1.6 secs

Download 30 sec Video Clip 3.5 mins 1.5 mins 0.4 mins

Download Single mp3 file 12 mins 5 mins 1.3 mins

Download 10mb File 24 mins 10 mins 2.5 mins

Table.no.3.1:comparative study of various technologies



Chapter  4

Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM):

4.1 Introduction:

To enable DSL technology service provides the DSLAM located in their networks to 

interact with the Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) at the end user location. DSLAM is an 

integrated hardware and software system that allows the user to access broadband services as 

well as originate and terminate telephone calls over same single pair of copper wires.

Customer Requirement for Broadband Use: These things are required: BSNL Phone 

Computer ( Min. Requirement 10/100 Mbps Ethernet card) DSL Modem and Splitter 

PPPoE software in the client Broadband Account (Username & Password) broadband 

DSL . A DSLAM delivers high speed data over copper telephone lines DSLAM separates 

voice and data of the subscriber Routes and controls DSL traffic between the subscriber 

end user requirement and the network service provider’s network DSLAMs is categories in 6

type based no. of ports (480, 240,120,64,48 & 24) provided on the basis of demand 

DSLAM provides access from 128 Kbps to 8Mbps DSLAM works satisfactorily without 

any degradation in performance and without using any repeater/regenerator over a distance 

from various access speeds.

                   Fig.no.4.1 DSLAM connections for different sections



Chapter 5 

OVERVIEW OF NIB-II

5.1 GENERAL:

BSNL has  planned  to  setup  NIB-II  to  provide  world  class  infrastructure  to  offer
various value added services  to  a broader customer base county-wide that  will
help to accelerate the Internet revolution in India. Moreover the NIB-II will create
a platform, which enables e-governance, e-banking, e-learning, etc. with the  key
point of Service Level Agreements & Guarantee in tune with Global standards and
customer expectations.

NIB-II has been grouped into following three major projects.

● Project 1:- MPLS based IP Network infrastructure covering
71 cities along with associated NMS, PMS, Firewall and
Caching platforms.

● Project 2.1: Access Gateway platform using Dialup
comprising of narrow band RAS and DSL equipment.

● Project 2.2: Access Gateway platform comprising of
Broadband RAS and DSL equipment.

● Project 3: Messaging and Storage platform and
Provisioning, Billing and Customer care and Enterprise
management system.

The  network  shall  seamlessly  integrate  with  the  already  existing  network
infrastructure comprising  of  the TCP/IP based NIB-I and MPLS VPN network.
The NIB-II project  comprises  of Technology solutions  from different  product
manufacturers with the provision for future expansion.

5.2 Services planned through Project II

● Primary source of Internet bandwidth for retail users for 
application such as Web browsing, e-commerce etc

● Multicast video services, video on demand etc through Broadband
Remote Access Server (BRAS).

● Allow wholesale BRAS ports to  be  assigned  to  smaller ISPs through
the  franchises  model  wherein  the  later  has  a  separate  network  of
DSLAMs, AAA, LDAP through a revenue scheme of BSNL.

● Dialup VPN (VPDN) user connects to NIB-II through the Narrow band
RAS  and  is  connected to its private network through a secure L2TP
tunnel established between Narrowband RAS and Broadband RAS.

● Support for both prepaid and postpaid Broadband services.



5.3 Components of Broad Band Access Network

● Broad Band Remote Access Server (BBRAS)

● Gigabit and Fast Ethernet Aggregation Switches (LAN Switches)

● Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexers (DSLAMs)

● SSSS/SSSC (Subscriber Service Selection System/ Centre)

● Servers for AAA, LDAP at Pune

● Provisioning and configuration management at NOC

Fig.5.1: Broadband connectivity Diagram in city A
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Fig.5.2: Broadband connectivity Diagram in city B

Implementation of Broadband in NIB-II Project 2.2

BSNL is in the process of commissioning of a world class, multi-gigabit, multi-protocol,
convergent  IP infrastructure  through National  Internet  Backbone–II  (NIB-II)  that  will
provide convergent services through the same backbone and broadband access network.
The Broadband service will be available on DSL technology (on the same copper cable
that is used for connecting telephone), on a countrywide basis spanning 198 cities.

In terms of infrastructure for broadband services NIB-II would put India at par with more
advanced nations. The services that would be supported includes always-on broadband
access  to  the  Internet  for  residential  and business  customers,  Content  based services,
Video  multicasting,  Video-on-demand  and  Interactive  gaming,  Audio  and  Video
conferencing, IP Telephony, Distance learning, Messaging: plain and feature rich, Multi-
site MPLS VPNs with Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. The subscribe will be able to
access the above services through Subscriber Service Selection System (SSSS)portal.



Chapter 6 

Latest Telecom Services

A  telecommunications     service   provider     (TSP)     is    a     type     of

communications  serviceprovider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar  services.

This category includes incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers,

and mobile wireless communication companies.

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)

 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G)

 Wi-MAX

 IN (Intelligent Network)

 Landlines

 High Speed Broadband access

6.1 FTTH:

 Fibre To The Home;

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to 

home or business point;

Features:

• Resilience and reliability of service;

• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities;

• Continuous guaranteed service;

• Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbpsmulti play services like Voice,

Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand,VPN,LAN, VOIP services;



Fig 5.1:BSNL FTTH Architecture

6.2 Mobile services:

6.2.1 3G services:

 Third generation MobileTechnology – HSDPA;

 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G;

 2.05Mbps to stationary devices;

 384 Kbps for slow moving devices;

 128 Kbps for fast moving devices;

         6.2.2 Wi MAX:

• Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access

Features:

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km

 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network)

 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access)

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data

6.2.3 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH)

• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party.



• All charges are levied on the service subscriber

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user.

• Service is accessible from networks of other operators also.

6.2.4 Voice VPN

• Voice VPN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources.

• PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in a

VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialling, which is called PNP number

• Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX

6.3 CDMA

CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access.The basic requirements for a CDMA 

system are:

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX)

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when compared

to Landline.

Advantages of CDMA systems:
 Over Wire line: Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost, Mobility, Ease of 

operation. Call drop < 2%

 Over Mobile (GSM System): Large Coverage, Large Capacity

Frequency reuse factor, network design and expanding become much easier, large coverage.



Fig 5.2: General Architecture of CDMA

Salient Features of CDMA:
It is a advanced communication technology. It has Anti-jam and security features, Large capacity

as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA.

6.4 GSM:

GSM stands for Global system for Mobile communication. A GSM system is basically

designed  as  a  combination  of  three  major  subsystems:  the  network  subsystem,  the  radio

subsystem,  and the  operation  support  subsystem.  There  are  dominant  interfaces,  namely,  an

interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an interface between the

BTS and MS.

GSM Network Structure:

 GSM service area;

 PLMN service area;

 MSC service area;

 Location area;

 Cells.

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries

where a mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several

within a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN,



ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level  of  international or national transit exchange. All

incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway MSC

works as  an incoming transit  exchange for  the  GSM/PLMN. In a  GSM/PLMN network,  all

mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC.

Fig 5.3: GSM Architecture



CONCLUSION:

Finally, I conclude that I have learnt about different broadband services, working of internet and 

how the calls can be transmitted from one terminal to another through several elements like 

OMC to switching room to MDF to hand set, different types of mobile services like CDMA 

GSM etc. I came to know in which medium transmission takes place faster depending upon the 

application like in telephone coaxial or twisted pairs are apt whereas optical fibres are majorly 

used in some cases of long distance transmission where we should not have any information loss.

I know that how the connections are to be done. They showed all the equipment what they had 

explained in the internship course with fully high qualified technicians.With those connections 

the electrical supply is very important to the broadcast. In telecom services, net browsing is 

important and it should improve throughout the world. The communication is the main process 

through the antennas and it  is the data forwarding technique. Day by day technology is 

increasing and the telecom users are improving, so the broadcast is easier than before the days. In

the last, we can say BSNL is providing always on service of Broadband to the various kinds of 

customers at very high speed. The technology used by BSNL is quiet uninterrupted and enjoyed 

by users of BSNL. Really the telecommunication has revolutionized the way of life for each 

individual.
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ABSTRACT 

 ECAD (electrical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create electronic 

structures. ECAD software is used to create and modify both diagrams and layouts, including both 

2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). ECAD 

software can produce a number of different deliverables, which can be managed by Product Data 

Management (PDM) software. Designs from ECAD software are often interchanged 

with Mechanical Computer-Aided Design (MCAD) software to generate a 3D model of the PCB.  

MCAD (mechanical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create mechanical 

systems. In order to design intelligent products that integrate electrical and mechanical 

characteristics, it is vital that our design and engineering workflows are also integrated. ECAD and 

MCAD need to work together to enable true interoperability. 

National Small Industries Corporation Ltd. (NSIC), is an ISO 9001-2008 certified 

Government of India Enterprise under Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME). 

NSIC has been working to fulfil its mission of promoting, aiding and fostering the growth of small 

industries and industry related micro, small and medium enterprises in the country. Over a period of 

five decades of transition, growth and development, NSIC has proved its strength within the country 

and abroad by promoting modernization, up gradation of technology, quality consciousness, 

strengthening linkages with large medium enterprises and enhancing exports - projects and products 

from small enterprises. 

 

https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/mcad/
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DEFINITION 

Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both diagrams 

and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed 

Circuit Boards (PCB). 

1.2 OVERVIEW 

Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and Electronic design 

automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic systems such as printed circuit boards (PCBs) 

and integrated circuits (ICs). It allows designers to build out different alternatives and options and 

compare them to each other. It also generates manufacturing documentation as part of the 

specification used to source, fabricate, and produce PCBs. 

The design process 

Designing any piece of equipment (not necessarily electronic) is not a straight path from start 

through to product, even when no mistakes are made. At each stage problems occur which may 

require previous decisions to be reviewed. For example, it may be found on simulation that a 

particular part of the design will not operate fast enough to meet the specification.  

Specification 

Every design begins with a customer specification, which describes the function the design is 

intended to perform. This may include not only the logical properties but the speed of operation, the 

output power driving capability, the capability of circuits that drive the design, the power supply 

available, perhaps limits on power dissipation and electromagnetic radiation, operation in the 

presence of external radiation etc. Sometimes it is difficult to satisfy all the criteria. Higher speeds 

will require higher power dissipation and faster clocks. The latter increases the electromagnetic 

radiation. Some criteria may not be important, or only marginally so. With certain pieces of logic the 

power dissipation may be minimal so that power limits are not important. 

EDA and ECAD software for IC design incorporates modular and digital flows, and 

encompasses the logic and circuit design methods required by miniaturized electronic components. 
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2. ELECTRICAL DRAWING 

 

 An electrical drawing, is a type of technical drawing that shows information about power, 

lighting, and communication for an engineering or architectural project. Any electrical working 

drawing consists of lines, symbols, dimensions, and notations to accurately convey an engineering's 

design to the workers, who install the electrical system on the job. A complete set of working 

drawings for the average electrical system in large projects usually consists of: A plot plan showing 

the building's location and outside electrical wiring Floor plans showing the location of electrical 

systems on every floor Power-riser diagrams showing panel boards Control wiring diagrams 

Schedules and other information in combination with construction drawings. Electrical drafters 

prepare wiring and layout diagrams used by workers who erect, install, and repair electrical 

equipment and wiring in communication centres, power plants, electrical distribution systems, and 

buildings. 

 There are many software’s out there for this electrical drawing and Electrical Computer-

Aided Design (ECAD) is one of the most usable one. ECAD is developed by many companies, 

where as we used Autodesk ECAD 2017 for developing our substation design. 

 

2.1 READING ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS 

 To read the electrical drawing, we have to learn the symbols used to notate components in the 

electric drawing. There are numerous components that are used while making a design. Some of 

them are shown below. 

 

1. SWITCH 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Switch 
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2. FUSE 

 

Fig 2.2: Fuse 

 

3. RESISTORS 

 

 

Fig 2.3: Resistor 

 

4. WIRES 

 

 

Fig 2.4: wire in autodesk 
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5. POWER SOURCES 

 

 

Fig 2.5: power source in autodesk 

 

2.2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

Electrical design entails planning, creating, testing, or supervising the development and 

installation of electrical equipment, including lighting equipment, power systems, power distribution, 

fire and life safety systems, electronic components, and voice and data communications 

infrastructure. 

In its most simplistic definition, electrical design is the design of various electrical systems. 

Many electrical design projects start with an idea that emanates from the marketing and sales 

department or the research and development division within a company. Electrical design projects 

might represent a new marketable product or might seek to improve an existing product or system. 

Electrical design mainly encounters projects in 

 Robotics 

 Electrical substations 

 Control systems 

 Communication equipment 

 Electronic circuit design 

 Computer & digital circuit design 

 

 

 

 

https://learn.org/articles/Electrical_Technology_Associates_Degree.html
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3. AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

While CAD is usually used for designing a specific part or an assembly, ECAD is used to 

design an entire system of many components connected to each other, usually by electric circuits — 

like the circuit board in your computer. The intricacies of these types of designs are often quite 

complex for a CAD software to handle in an effective way. Looking at a typical circuit board, you 

can see that it is quite complex. However, if you look from the side, you can see that most of the 

components making up the circuit board are quite simple. 

Electrical engineers have found that it is a lot simpler to design their integrated circuits (ICs) 

in 2D, where all of the complexity of positional data can be effectively evaluated and assessed. This 

dimensional data is then incorporated with extra data, such as the height of the circuit board layers 

and their material properties, in an ECAD file as metadata. ECAD files work perfectly for the 

manufacturing industry, as most ICs are produced by depositing metal and oxide layers through 

“masks”. The 2D data is basically the layout of the mask, while the ECAD file’s metadata instructs 

the manufacturing process on the material type and amount of material to be deposited. 

3.2 AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

 

Fig 3.1: Autocad software 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit_layout
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3.2 Autocad workspace 

3.3 STANDARD INPUT DEVICES 

     3.3.1 PUSH BUTTON 

 A push switch (button) is a momentary or non-latching switch which causes a temporary 

change in the state of an electrical circuit only while the switch is physically actuated. An automatic 

mechanism (i.e. a spring) returns the switch to its default position immediately afterwards, restoring 

the initial circuit condition. There are two types. 

1. A 'push to make' switch allows electricity to flow between its two contacts when held in. 

When the button is released, the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Open (NO) Switch.  

 

 

Fig 3.3: NO push button 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latching_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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2. A 'push to break' switch does the opposite, i.e. when the button is not pressed, electricity can 

flow, but when it is pressed the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Closed (NC) Switch. 

 

Fig 3.4: NC push button 

And the other standard input devices are  

Toggle switch 

NO: 

 

Fig 3.5: NO toggle switch 

NC: 

 

Fig 3.6: NC toggle switch 

Pressure switch 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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Fig 3.7: Pressure switch symbols 

Temperature switch 

 

 

Fig 3.8: Temperature switch symbols 

Float switch 
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Fig 3.9: Float switch symbols 

 

3.3.2 OUTPUT DEVICES 

 When it comes to output devices, generally used output devices are  

 Lamps 

 Motors 

 Timer 

 Solenoid wall 

 Contractor 

3.4 AUTOCAD ONE KEY SHORTCUTS 

 

Fig 3.10: Autocad one key shortcuts 
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3.5 OPENING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

To open the Project Browser, 

 Click   Open  Project. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 On the command line, enter aecprojectbrowser. 

 

3.6 USING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

In the Project Browser, you create new projects, configure the project settings and project 

standards, add detail information, and select the current project. When you set a project current, 

either from the context menu or by double-clicking the file name, the project is migrated to a format 

compatible with the current version of AutoCAD Architecture toolset. If you also repath the project, 

all project drawings are migrated as well, and you will be unable to open the project in any older 

version of the software. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3.11: sample project view 
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On the left side of the Project Browser, you select the current project, create new projects, 

browse existing projects, and view the project history. On the context menu, you can also edit project 

properties, close a project, copy the project structure, eTransmit a project, and archive a project. All 

information you enter here pertains to the project as a whole. On the right side of the Project 

Browser, an embedded Internet Explorer allows you to browse your project home page. 

 

3.7 CREATING A NEW PROJECT 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 Right-click on an existing project or folder in the project selector, and click New Project. 

Alternatively, you can click in the toolbar below the project selector. 

 In the Add Project dialog box, enter a number for the new project. Each project needs a 

unique identification number. You can use numerals, alphabetic characters, or a combination, 

such as 100A. The project number appears in the project header. 

 The number you assign here can be used as a prefix for all drawings you create in the project. 

You can also use the number as a property for a title block. 

 Enter a name for the new project. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.12: creating project 
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 Under Project Description, if desired, enter a description brief enough to be displayed in the 

project header. Details about the project can be entered on a separate worksheet. 

 Verify that Create from template project is not selected. 

 Click OK. 

3.8 TO RENAME A PROJECT 

Renaming the project renames the following project files: 

 Rename the project display name in Project Browser and Project Navigator 

 Rename the APJ file 

 Rename the top project folder 

When you rename a project, all internal paths between the projects files are automatically updated, so 

that all relationships between drawings are kept current. 

Then 

 Verify that the project is closed. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser . 

 In the project selector, select the project you want to rename, right-click, and click Rename 

Project. 

 Enter the new name, and click OK. 

 

3.9 USING ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS IN AUTOCAD 

 

 Create your set of symbols 

 Add the data to the catalog database 

 Add your symbol to the icon menu and Catalog Browser 

 Insert the symbol 

Insert Symbol from Icon Menu 

 Open the Icon Menu, Schematic tab > Insert Components pane > Icon Menu.  

 Locate and select your symbol. 

https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical-catalog-database.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-the-symbols-to-the-icon-menu-and-catalog-browser.html
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 Your symbol is attached to your cursor, making it easy to insert. 

 

 

 

 

 Once you select the location, the appropriate Insert\Edit dialog opens. The Tag is 

automatically assigned based on the Drawing Properties settings. 

 Click Lookup and assign the catalog value as needed. 

 Click OK. If everything goes as expected, wires break as needed. 
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Insert Symbol from CatLog Browser 

 If the Catalog Browser isn't open, click Schematic tab > Insert Components panel > 

Catalog Browser.  

You may need to expand the Icon Menu drop-down to find this command. The Catalog 

Browser can remain open all the time if you use it often. You can use other commands 

while it is open. 

 Search for your catalog value. 

 Click the record in the browser. The menu with any associated symbols displays. 

 

 

 

 

If you associated multiple symbols, the menu shows them all. 

 Click the symbol and select the location. 

 The symbols is inserted and the Insert\Edit dialog opens. The catalog value is already 

assigned since it was inserted from the Catalog Browser. 

 

 

 Add any other values needed and click OK. 
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3.10 TO REMOVE THE PROJECT CONTEXT 

Much of the project-related information associated with a drawing file does not reside in the 

drawing file itself, but in the accompanying XML file. This means that you can use all your project 

files at any time in a non-project-related drawing context. However, if you want to work permanently 

without the project context, it is recommended that you clean your file set of the unused project files. 

Project-related information resides in the following files: 

 

 The APJ file, which contains the general, high-level project data like name, number, project 

details, and project standards. 

 The XML files, each of which stores the project information for an individual drawing file. 

If you delete the APJ file and the XML files, the remaining drawing files no longer have connections 

to a project. They are regular AutoCAD Architecture toolset drawing files and can be copied, edited, 

and deleted like any other drawing file. 

The drawing files can contain standard styles and display settings, if standards have been set 

up for the project. When the XML and APJ files are deleted, any standard styles and display settings 

are no longer synchronized in the now standalone drawings. 

Note: Once the project context has been removed, there is no simple way to recreate it. if you have 

removed the project, and want to re-build a project around the remaining drawing files, build the 

project from scratch, and import the drawing files into it. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder containing the project. 

 In the project folder, delete the APJ file. For example, if you have a project named Office 

Building, delete the file named Office Building.apj. 

 Open the Elements, Constructs, Sheets, and Views folders, and delete the XML files 

associated with your drawing files. 

 For example, if your Constructs folder contains First Floor Construct.dwg, select and delete 

the file named First Floor Construct.xml. 

 Repeat the previous step for each drawing file. 

 Note: If you reorganize files into a different file structure, you may have to manually reset 

broken external reference paths in the drawings. 

 

3.11 TO DELETE A PROJECT 

Deleting a project is a system administrator task. Therefore, you do not perform it from 

within the Project Browser but from Windows Explorer. 
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Deleting the project folder deletes all DWG files, XML files, and the APJ file. Before you do this, 

make sure that you really do not need any of these files anymore. If you do not work on a project any 

longer but still want to save the DWG files in it, it is often sufficient to just remove the project 

context. 

Note: Before you delete a project, make sure that is not the current project in AutoCAD Architecture 

toolset. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder of the project you want to delete. 

 Delete the project folder. 

 

3.12 TO REPATH THE PROJECT 

Use this procedure to update the external reference paths within the project after making 

changes to the names or locations of elements, constructs, or views. For example, if you move a 

project file into another category, or rename it, you must update the file that references the changed 

drawing to reflect that change on the Project Navigator palette. 

Note: When you repath a project that was saved in a version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010, 

the drawings are saved in the new file format. You will no longer be able to open these drawings in a 

version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010. Synchronizing a project with the project standards 

will also save the project drawings in the new file format. 

A repath is necessary after you make any of the following changes in the project: 

 Move the project to a different location 

 Move a project file to a different category 

 Rename a project file 

 Move a subcategory from one category to another 

In addition to updating the project files, repathing will also update the paths of the following files: 

 Paths to support files, folders, and templates stored within the project setup, such as drawing 

templates, tool content root path, or project standards drawings. 

 Paths to images referenced in project drawings 

 Paths for schedules referencing external drawings within project drawings 

When you zip a project and send it to another user who unpacks the project to a different location on 

another computer, the project will be updated in its new location when it is set current for the first 

time on the new computer. For example, if your project resides in C:Project1, and the user you are 

sending it to unpacks it to D:Project1, the path information is updated when the new user sets the 

project current in AutoCAD Architecture toolset. However, this will update only if all project paths 
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were correct and current when you zipped them. If, for example, you have moved the project to 

another location on your computer before zipping it, and not repathed it before zipping, the repathing 

on the new user’s machine will not work correctly. Before you zip and send a project, you must 

make sure that all external reference paths in the project are valid. 

You have the choice of repathing. 

 A single project file 

 All files in a category 

 All files in the project 

1. On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Navigator. 

2. Change the name or the location of a project file or project folder in the Drawing Explorer. 

The Project Navigator - Repath Project dialog box displays. 

 

 

Fig 3.13: project repath 

 

3. Specify when you want the repathing to be done: 

 

If you want to… Then… 

update all project files now click Repath project now. 
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If you want to… Then… 

update all project files later click Repath project later. If you close the 

project before repathing, the drawing files 

remain in a queue for update and will display in 

the Project Repath Queue dialog box the next 

time you open it. 

The repath queue is shared by all users working 

on a project and it is saved from session to 

session. 

Table 3.14 : project repath 

4. Alternatively, click to update all files in the project at any time. 

 

3.13 AUTOCAD ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 
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Fig 3.15: some electrical symbols in Autocad 

 

 

3.14 AUTOCAD TOOLS & COMPONENT RANGE CHANGING 

 

Fig 3.16: Autocad tools 
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Fig 3.17: Autocad tools 

 

 

Fig 3.18:Component range changing 
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4.55kwp SOLAR GRID 

          All solar power systems work on the same basic principles. Solar panels first convert solar 

energy or sunlight into DC power using what is known as the photovoltaic (PV) effect. The DC 

power can then be stored in a battery or converted by a solar inverter into AC power which can be 

used to run home appliances. Depending on the type of system, excess solar energy can also be fed 

into the electricity grid to provide credits and further reduce electricity costs. 

          Basically, solar power plants are mainly available in three different types. The first one is 

the on grid solar power plant, second is off grid solar power plant and the third is hybrid solar power 

plant. All type of solar power system is different from each other on the basis of their specifications 

and features while all solar power system works on same principle. 

Advantages: 

 Save up to 100% electricity bills. 

 One time Investment and free power for life. 

 30% to 90% subsidy on solar panel. 

 Return on Investment in just 3-5 years. 

 Eco friendly technique of power production. 

 Increase the value of property and your goodwill also. 

 Cost effective method of generating electricity. 

Disadvantages: 

 Needs one time heavy investment. 

 Required only shadow free area for installation. 

 Regular maintenance is must for regular generation. 

 

                                                               Fig 4.1: Solar grid view 
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4.1 SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM 

The single line diagram (SLD) is the most basic of the set of diagrams that are used to 

document the electrical functionality of the substation. Its emphasis is on communicating the 

functions of the power equipment and the associated protection and control system. 

 

 

Fig 4.2: Single line diagram of 33/11KV substation 
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SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM OF 55KW SOLAR GRID IN AUTODESK 

 

 

Fig 4.3: Single line diagram in autodesk 
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CONCLUSION  

 National Small Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC) is a Mini Ratna PSU established 

by the Government of India in 1955. It falls under Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 

of India. NSIC is the nodal office for several schemes of Ministry of MSME such as Performance & 

Credit Rating, Single Point Registration, MSME Databank, National SC ST Hub, etc. 

  

 Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both 

diagrams and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical 

Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and 

Electronic design automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic and electrical systems. It allows 

designers to build out different alternatives and options and compare them to each other. It also 

generates manufacturing documentation as part of the specification used to source, fabricate, and 

produce all types of designs. 

  

 ECAD in autodesk autocad software will help us to learn all types of tools that are used to 

develop drawing not only in electrical but in electronis (EDA), mechanical (MCAD) and many. 

Machine design can be accomplished easily and quickly. Any type of instrument, machine, switches, 

motors and all will be available and it makes design easy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India
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 RELAY: 

UNIT-I RELAY HARDWARE 

CIRCUITS 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

 

 RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

 RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 
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The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing

RELAY WORKING: 
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Relay Design: 

We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 
The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 

contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

 Relay Wiring 
 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 
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In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 

 

 RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 

Energized Relay (ON) 
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As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Energized Relay (ON) 

 

De – Energized Relay (OFF) 
 

As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
De-Energized Relay (OFF) 
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In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a 

magnetic field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed 

circuit. When there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no 

magnetic field. Thus, the switches remain open. 

 POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before making 

and make before break contacts. 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 

Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 

Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals.  
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They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil. 

 

 RELAY TYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

 

 
Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 

used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 
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In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with the 

alteration of the input signal 

 

We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 

into action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other common 

examples of relays from our daily life. 
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Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

 RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic. 

Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are used to time the delay open 

and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current signals.  

They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 

characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it off. 

Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 
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All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

 RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 

 

 

 

 

 

 INTRODUCTION: 

UNIT-2 PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example 
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Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 
A PLC Saves the Day 

 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 

 

 
 

 

 
This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

 PLCs WORKING: 
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A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program repeatedly. 

One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the inputs from the 

other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the outputs 

accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a second). The 

memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O and providing 

a means to store values. 
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 I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 

that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 
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understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays.  An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or current. 

Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive mass flow 

controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O 

module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also contains 

other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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PLC Input 

Module 
 
 

Circuit 

Diagram of PLC Input Module 
 

The input module of PLC does four main functions. 

 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 
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So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 

bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

PLC Output Module 

So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

 Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules and 

external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input and 

output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component is 

independent of each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A Modular Type PLC PLC are 

divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and TRIAC 

Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen Bradley 

ABB 

Siemens 

Mitsubishi PLC 

Hitachi PLC 

Delta PLC 

General Electric (GE) PLC 

Honeywell PLC 

 

 PLC Applications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

Glass Industry 

Paper Industry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&amp;PID=ALL&amp;hl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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 PROGRAMMING A PLC: 
 

In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC.  The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality. 

 

The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

• Instruction list 

• Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc
http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc
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2. Graphical Form 

• Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

• Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

• Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

PLC Ladder 

Logic 
 

In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 

https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Function 

Block 
 

The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

Example Functional Block 

Diagram                                                                                                             

The figure below shows various function blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 

 

Structured Text Programming 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 SELEC PLC: 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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UNIT-3 

HOME AUTOMATION 

 INTRODUCTION: 
 
 
 

We all know how amazing the internet can be. It provides you access to all sorts of 

information with a click of a button. But did you know it can help you control your home 

and save you money? That’s right! The future is no longer just science fiction – it’s here 

and it’s now! Your home is becoming smart! 

Imagine that every single piece of equipment you own is connected to the internet. Your 

TV set, your lights, your stove, your water heater, your washing machine, your vacuum 

cleaner — the list goes on and on. All of them connected to your wi-fi, and all of them 

controlled from your phone or computer. You don’t have to imagine anymore. It’s all real. 

And it’s all at your fingertips! 

 
 

1. Energy efficiency 
Adjusting your thermostat from the office can be a blessing. No more coming home to a 
cold and uninviting room. In addition to controlling the temperature remotely, most smart 
thermostats monitor the energy usage of your whole household. They offer useful 
analysis and insights into your energy spendings. 

 

 
2. Saving money 

As companies are becoming more and more eco-friendly by the day, so are their 
products. Most of the new smart technologies use less energy than their older 
counterparts to do the same job. And saving on energy means saving on the energy 
costs and bills. 

 

 
3. More security 

In this day and age, home security has become an integral part of our way of life. Have 
you ever walked out of your home, unconsciously locking the door, only to run back five 
minutes later to check, because you don’t remember doing it? With the new smart 
technologies, you can simply open the app on your phone and lock the door remotely. 

 

 
And how about a machine, which can clean your home without you being present, or 

while you are comfortably watching TV? Then the Neato Botvac Connected Robot 

Vacuum is the vacuum cleaner for you! It’s hands down the best of its kind, 

outperforming all of its competitors 
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https://www.cnet.com/products/neato-botvac-connected-robot-vacuum/
https://www.cnet.com/products/neato-botvac-connected-robot-vacuum/
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Another device, which can make your life better is the Mysa Smart Thermostat. It’s 

stylish and easy to use. Simply adjust it once, and let it do the rest of the work for 

you! It will save you energy, and it will provide you with useful information and usage 

reports 

Depending on which area of your home life you are looking to improve, there are many 

more devices at your disposal. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 SELPRO PLC 

https://getmysa.com/
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program 

having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole 

period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I 

received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our collage. Learning 

something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand experience. At NSIC I got 

to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The trainees can 

ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic on giving us 

the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits & 

PLCs. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence,the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices 

in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and 

can be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used 

to transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ 

are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power 

the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family 

in terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with 

FTDI USB to Serial driver chip.  
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 There are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino 

Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can 

be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the 

board to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that comes with a 

number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins 

and based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and 

number of instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the 

voltage under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs 

up in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear 

everything up in the program and starts the program right from the 

beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast interface required 

to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into 

the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the 

header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be 

configured to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF 

pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code.  
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external 

power source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V 

based on the requirement of the project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through 

pin 13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will 

turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different 

than 5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. 

If a voltage is provided through power jack, it can be accessed through 

this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V 

pin is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up 

using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the 

board on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 

5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can 

damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of 

resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the 

board. A shield is used to read the voltage across this pin which then 

select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are 

configured to provided 8-bit output PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 

11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the 

help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external 

interrupts. An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other other 

Arduino boards, microcontrollers and computer. The Atmega328 placed 

on the board provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the 

transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross-

platform application called IDE written in Java. The AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtin 

bootloader that sets you free from using a separate burner to upload the 

program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System  

 Digital Electronics and Robotics 
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 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display. 
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment display 

you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2; 

  //d = 3; 

  //c = 4; 

  //g = 5; 

  //f = 6; 

  //a = 7; 

  //b = 8; 

 int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,1,0}, 

                  {0,0,1,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,0,0,1,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,1}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,1,1}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,0,0}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}  

          }; 

 void setup()  

 { 

 pinMode(2,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(3,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(5,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(8,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(9,OUTPUT); 

 digitalWrite(2,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(3,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(4,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(5,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(6,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(8,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(9,HIGH); 

 } 

 void loop()  

 { 
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 for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=0;j<7;j++) 

  { 

   digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 

  } 

   delay(1000); 

  } 

 } 

 

 

 

3.4Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful ingeneral purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project,we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display.We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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ABSTRACT

BSNListheoneofthelargesttelecom SectorinIndiaheadquarted

inNew Delhion15September2000.ItprovidesFixedlineTelephone,

Mobilephone,Broadband,InternetTelevisionandIPTVservices.itisone

oftheleadingcompanywithagrossRevenueof33thousandcrores.



Itisnotviabletoexpandtelecom networkinIndiasubstantiallyat

theprevalentlevelofper-lineinvestment.However,systemsbasedonnew

technologies,manydeveloped in India,promiseto morethehalfthe

investmentrequired.

BSNL isthe oldestcommunication Service providerand hasa

customerbaseof93.29 million(ofJune2015).Apartfrom theabove

serviceBSNLalsoprovidesopportunityforstudentstoundergoindustrial

training.This training includes various sectors like IP addressing,

BroadbandServices,Switching,GSM modelandvariousInfrastructures

thatwillbeusedinIndustries.
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CHAPTER-1

COMPANYPROFILE

AboutCompany:
BharatSancharNigam Limited(abbreviatedBSNL)isanIndian state- owned
telecommunications company headquartered in New Delhi,India.It was
incorporatedon15September2000.Ittookoverthebusinessofprovidingof
telecom services and network management from the erstwhile Central
GovernmentDepartmentsofTelecom Services(DTS)andTelecom Operations
(DTO),witheffectfrom 1October2000ongoingconcernbasis.Itisthelargest
provideroffixedtelephonyandfourthlargestmobiletelephonyproviderin
India,andisalsoaproviderofbroadbandservices.However,inrecentyearsthe
company'srevenueandmarketshareplungedintoheavylossesduetointense
competitionintheIndiantelecommunicationssector.[2][3]

BSNLisIndia'soldestandlargestcommunicationserviceprovider(CSP).Ithad
acustomerbaseof117millionasofJan2014.[4]Ithasfootprintsthroughout
IndiaexceptforthemetropolitancitiesofMumbaiandNew Delhi,whichare
managedbyMahanagarTelephoneNigam (MTNL).

ServicesProvidedByBSNL

BSNLprovidesalmosteverytelecom serviceinIndia.Followingarethemain

telecom servicesprovidedbyBSNL:

• OpticalInfrastructureandDWDM :BSNLownsthebiggestOFCnetwork

inIndia.AlsotheDWDM networkisoneofthebiggestintheworld.The

DWDM equipmentspurchasedinopentenderatBSNLaremainlyof

UnitedTelecomsLimited(UTL))make,whichwasdeclaredlowestcostin

competitivebidding.RestDWDM equipmentsarefrom Huawei.TheSDH

equipmentsaremainlyfrom TejasNetworks,Huawei,ZTE,ECI,UTSTAR

etc.

• MarketShare:Asof30November2013,BSNLhad12.9% marketsharein

Indiaandstandsas5thTelecom OperatorinIndiaand67% marketshare

inADSLServices.

• Managed Network Services :BSNL is providing complete Telecom

ServicesSolutiontotheEnterpriseCustomersi.e.MPLSConnectivity,



PointtoPointLeasedLinesandInternetLeasedLines.

• UniversalTelecom Services:Fixedwirelineservicesandlandlineinlocal

loop(WLL)usingCDMATechnologycalledbfoneandTarangrespectively.

Asof30June2010,BSNLhad75% marketshareoffixedlines.

• CellularMobileTelephoneServices:BSNLismajorproviderofCellular

MobileTelephoneservicesusingGSM platform underthebrandname

Cellone& Excel(BSNLMobile).Asof30June2010BSNLhas13.50%

share of mobile telephony in the country.[5] It has 95.54 million

customersusingBSNLmobile.

• WLL-CDMA TelephoneServices:BSNL'sWLL(WirelessinLocalLoop)

serviceisaservicegivingbothfixedlinetelephony&Mobiletelephony.

• Internet:BSNL provides Internet access services through dial-up

connection(asSancharnetthrough2009)asPrepaid,NetOneasPostpaid

and ADSLbroadband asBSNLBroadband BSNLheld 55.76% ofthe

marketsharewith reported subscriberbaseof9.19 million Internet

subscriberswith7.79% ofgrowthattheendofMarch2010Top12Dial-

up Serviceproviders,based on thesubscriberbase,ItAlso Provides

OnlineGamesviaitsGamesonDemand(GOD)

• IntelligentNetwork(IN):BSNLoffersvalue-addedservices,suchasFree

Phone[9] Service(FPH),IndiaTelephoneCard (Prepaid card),Account

CardCalling(ACC),VirtualPrivateNetwork(VPN),Tele-voting,Premium

RaeService(PRM),UniversalAccessNumber(UAN).

• 3G:BSNLoffersthe'3G'orthe'3rdGeneration'serviceswhichincludes

facilitieslikevideocalling,mobilebroadband,liveTV,3G Videoportal,

streamingserviceslikeonlinefulllengthmoviesandvideoondemandetc.

• IPTV:BSNLalso offersthe'InternetProtocolTelevision'facilitywhich

enablescustomerstowatchtelevisionthroughinternet.

• FTTH:FibreToTheHomefacilitythatoffersahigherbandwidthfordata



transfer.Thisideawasproposedonpost-December2009

• Helpdesk:BSNL'sHelpdesk(Helpdesk)providehelpdesksupporttotheir

customersfortheirservices.

• VVoIP: BSNL, along with Sai Infosystem - an Information and

CommunicationTechnologies(ICTs)provider-haslaunchedVoiceand

VideoOverInternetProtocol(VVoIP).Thiswillallow tomakeaudioas

wellasvideocallstoanylandline,mobile,orIPphoneanywhereinthe

world,providedthattherequisitevideophoneequipmentisavailableat

bothends.[10]

• WiMax:BSNLhasintroduced India'sfirst4th Generation High-Speed

WirelessBroadband AccessTechnologywith theminimum speed of

256kbit/s.Thefocusofthisserviceismainlyruralcustomerwherethe

wiredbroadbandfacilityisnotavailable.

CHAPTER-2

INTRODUCTIONTOBASICCONCEPTS

Definition

Globalsystem formobilecommunication(GSM)isagloballyacceptedstandardfor
digitalcellularcommunication.GSM isthenameofastandardizationgroupestablished
in1982tocreateacommonEuropeanmobiletelephonestandardthatwouldformulate
specificationsforapan-Europeanmobilecellularradiosystem operatingat900MHz.Itis
estimatedthatmanycountriesoutsideofEuropewilljointheGSMpartnership.

TheEvolutionofMobileTelephoneSystems



Cellularisone ofthe fastestgrowing and mostdemanding telecommunications
applications.Today,itrepresentsa continuously increasing percentage ofallnew
telephonesubscriptionsaroundtheworld.Currentlytherearemorethan45million
cellularsubscribersworldwide,andnearly50percentofthosesubscribersarelocatedin
theUnitedStates.Itisforecastedthatcellularsystemsusingadigitaltechnologywill
becometheuniversalmethodoftelecommunications.Bytheyear2015,forecasters
predictthattherewillbemorethan200millioncellularsubscribersworldwide.Ithas
evenbeenestimatedthatsomecountriesmayhavemoremobilephonesthanfixed
phonesbytheyear2000(seeFigure1).

Figure1.CellularSubscriberGrowthWorldwide

Theconceptofcellularserviceistheuseoflow-powertransmitterswherefrequencies
canbereusedwithinageographicarea.Theideaofcell-basedmobileradioservicewas
formulatedintheUnitedStatesatBellLabsintheearly1970s.However,theNordic
countrieswerethefirstto introducecellularservicesforcommercialusewith the
introductionoftheNordicMobileTelephone(NMT)in1981.Cellularsystemsbeganin
theUnitedStateswiththereleaseoftheadvancedmobilephoneservice(AMPS)system
in1983.TheAMPSstandardwasadoptedbyAsia,LatinAmerica,andOceaniccountries,
creatingthelargestpotentialmarketintheworldforcellular.Intheearly1980s,most
mobiletelephonesystemswereanalogratherthandigital,liketoday'snewersystems.
Onechallengefacinganalogsystemswastheinabilitytohandlethegrowingcapacity
needsinacost-efficientmanner.Asaresult,digitaltechnologywaswelcomed.The
advantagesofdigitalsystemsoveranalogsystemsincludeeaseofsignaling,lowerlevels
of

interference,integrationoftransmissionandswitching,andincreasedabilitytomeet
capacitydemands.

GSM



Throughouttheevolutionofcellulartelecommunications,varioussystemshavebeen
developedwithoutthebenefitofstandardizedspecifications.Thispresentedmany
problemsdirectlyrelatedtocompatibility,especiallywiththedevelopmentofdigital
radiotechnology.TheGSM standardisintendedtoaddresstheseproblems.From
1982to1985discussionswereheldtodecidebetweenbuildingananalogordigital
system.Aftermultiplefieldtests,adigitalsystem wasadoptedforGSM.Thenexttask
wastodecidebetweenanarroworbroadbandsolution.InMay1987,thenarrowband
timedivisionmultipleaccess(TDMA)solutionwaschosen.

TheGSMNetwork

GSMprovidesrecommendations,notrequirements.TheGSMspecificationsdefinethe
functionsandinterfacerequirementsindetailbutdonotaddressthehardware.The
reasonforthisistolimitthedesignersaslittleaspossiblebutstilltomakeitpossible
fortheoperatorstobuyequipmentfrom differentsuppliers.TheGSM networkis
dividedintothreemajorsystems:theswitchingsystem (SS),thebasestationsystem
(BSS),andtheoperationandsupportsystem (OSS).ThebasicGSM networkelements
areshowninFigure2

TheSwitchingSystem

The switching system (SS)is responsible for performing callprocessing and
subscriber-relatedfunctions.Theswitchingsystem includesthefollowingfunctional
units:

• Homelocation register(HLR)—TheHLR isadatabaseused forstorageand
managementofsubscriptions.The HLR is considered the mostimportant
database,asitstorespermanentdataaboutsubscribers,includingasubscriber's
serviceprofile,locationinformation,andactivitystatus.Whenanindividualbuysa
subscriptionfrom oneofthePCSoperators,heorsheisregisteredintheHLRof
thatoperator.

• Mobileservicesswitching center(MSC)—TheMSC performsthetelephony

switchingfunctionsofthesystem.Itcontrolscallstoandfrom othertelephone

anddatasystems.Italsoperformssuchfunctionsastollticketing,network

interfacing,commonchannelsignaling,andothers.

• Visitorlocationregister(VLR)—TheVLRisadatabasethatcontainstemporary



informationaboutsubscribersthatisneededbytheMSCinordertoservice

visitingsubscribers.TheVLRisalwaysintegratedwiththeMSC.Whenamobile

stationroamsintoanewMSCarea,theVLRconnectedtothatMSCwillrequest

dataaboutthemobilestationfrom theHLR.Later,ifthemobilestationmakes

acall,theVLRwillhavetheinformationneededforcallsetupwithouthavingto

interrogatetheHLReachtime.

• Authenticationcenter(AUC)—A unitcalledtheAUCprovidesauthentication

and encryption parametersthatverifythe user'sidentityand ensure the

confidentialityofeachcall.TheAUCprotectsnetworkoperatorsfrom different

typesoffraudfoundintoday'scellularworld.

• Equipment identity register (EIR)—The EIR is a database that contains

informationabouttheidentityofmobileequipmentthatpreventscallsfrom

stolen,unauthorized,ordefective mobile stations.The AUC and EIR are

implementedasstand-alonenodesorasacombinedAUC/EIRnode.

TheBaseStationSystem (BSS)

Allradio-relatedfunctionsareperformedintheBSS,whichconsistsofbasestation
controllers(BSCs)andthebasetransceiverstations(BTSs).

• BSC—TheBSCprovidesallthecontrolfunctionsandphysicallinksbetweenthe

MSC andBTS.Itisahigh-capacityswitchthatprovidesfunctionssuchas

handover,cellconfigurationdata,andcontrolofradiofrequency(RF)power

levelsinbasetransceiverstations.AnumberofBSCsareservedbyanMSC.

• BTS—TheBTShandlestheradiointerfacetothemobilestation.TheBTSisthe

radioequipment(transceiversandantennas)neededtoserviceeachcellinthe

network.AgroupofBTSsarecontrolledbyaBSC.

TheOperationandSupportSystem

Theoperationsandmaintenancecenter(OMC)isconnectedtoallequipmentinthe
switchingsystem andtotheBSC.TheimplementationofOMCiscalledtheoperation
andsupportsystem (OSS).TheOSSisthefunctionalentityfrom whichthenetwork
operatormonitorsand controlsthesystem.ThepurposeofOSS isto offerthe



customercost-effectivesupportforcentralized,regional,andlocaloperationaland
maintenanceactivitiesthatarerequiredforaGSM network.Animportantfunctionof
OSSistoprovideanetworkoverview andsupportthemaintenanceactivitiesof
differentoperationandmaintenanceorganizations.

AdditionalFunctionalElements

OtherfunctionalelementsshowninFigure2areasfollows:

• Messagecenter(MXE)—TheMXEisanodethatprovidesintegratedvoice,fax,

anddatamessaging.Specifically,theMXEhandlesshortmessageservice,cell

broadcast,voicemail,faxmail,email,andnotification.

• Mobileservicenode(MSN)—TheMSN isthenodethathandlesthemobile

intelligentnetwork(IN)services.

• Gatewaymobileservicesswitchingcenter(GMSC)—Agatewayisanodeused

tointerconnecttwonetworks.ThegatewayisoftenimplementedinanMSC.

TheMSCisthenreferredtoastheGMSC.

• GSM interworking unit(GIWU)—TheGIWU consistsofboth hardwareand

software that provides an interface to various networks for data

communications.ThroughtheGIWU,userscanalternatebetweenspeechand

dataduringthesamecall.TheGIWUhardwareequipmentisphysicallylocated

attheMSC/VLR.

GSMNetworkAreas

TheGSM networkismadeupofgeographicareas.AsshowninFigure3,theseareas
includecells,locationareas(LAs),MSC/VLR serviceareas,andpubliclandmobile
network(PLMN)areas.



Figure3.NetworkAreas

Thecellistheareagivenradiocoveragebyonebasetransceiverstation.TheGSM
networkidentifieseachcellviathecellglobalidentity(CGI)numberassignedtoeach
cell.Thelocationareaisagroupofcells.Itistheareainwhichthesubscriberispaged.
EachLAisservedbyoneormorebasestationcontrollers,yetonlybyasingleMSC
(seeFigure4).EachLAisassignedalocationareaidentity(LAI)number.

AnMSC/VLRservicearearepresentsthepartoftheGSM networkthatiscoveredby
oneMSCandwhichisreachable,asitisregisteredintheVLRoftheMSC(seeFigure
5).

Figure4.LocationAreas

Figure5.MSC/VLRServiceAreas

ThePLMNserviceareaisanareaservedbyonenetworkoperator(seeFigure6).



Figure6.PLMNNetworkAreas

GSMSpecifications

BeforelookingattheGSM specifications,itisimportanttounderstandthefollowing
basicterms:

• Bandwidth—therangeofachannel'slimits;thebroaderthebandwidth,the

fasterdatacanbesent

• Bitspersecond(bps)—asingleon-offpulseofdata;eightbitsareequivalentto
onebyte

• Frequency—thenumberofcyclesperunitoftime;frequencyismeasuredin
hertz(Hz)

• Kilo(k)—kiloisthedesignationfor1,000;theabbreviationkbpsrepresents

1,000bitspersecond

• Megahertz(MHz)—1,000,000hertz(cyclespersecond)

• Milliseconds(ms)—one-thousandthofasecond

• Watt(W)—ameasureofpowerofatransmitter

Specificationsfordifferentpersonalcommunication services(PCS)systemsvary
amongthedifferentPCSnetworks.Listedbelowisadescriptionofthespecifications
andcharacteristicsfor
GSM.

• Frequencyband—ThefrequencyrangespecifiedforGSMis1,850to1,990MHz

(mobilestationtobasestation).

• Duplex distance—The duplex distance is80 MHz.Duplex distance isthe

distancebetween theuplinkand downlinkfrequencies.A channelhastwo

frequencies,80MHzapart.

• Channelseparation—Theseparationbetweenadjacentcarrierfrequencies.In

GSM,thisis200kHz.



• Modulation—Modulationistheprocessofsendingasignalbychangingthe

characteristicsofa carrierfrequency.Thisisdone in GSM via Gaussian

minimum shiftkeying(GMSK).

• Transmissionrate—GSM isadigitalsystem withanover-the-airbitrateof270
kbps.

• Access method—GSM utilizes the time division multiple access (TDMA)

concept.TDMAisatechniqueinwhichseveraldifferentcallsmaysharethe

samecarrier.Eachcallisassignedaparticulartimeslot.

• Speechcoder—GSM useslinearpredictivecoding(LPC).ThepurposeofLPCis

toreducethebitrate.TheLPCprovidesparametersforafilterthatmimicsthe

vocaltract.Thesignalpassesthroughthisfilter,leavingbehindaresidual

signal.Speechisencodedat13kbps.

CHAPTER3

GSMARCHITECTURE



GSMArchitecture

GlobalSystem forMobile (GSM)is a second generation cellularsystem
standardthatwasdevelopedtosolvethefragmentationproblemsofthefirstcellular
systemsinEurope.GSMwastheworld’sfirstcellularsystem tospecifydigitalmodulation
and network levelarchitecturesand services,and isthe world’smostpopular2G
technology. Before GSM, European countries used different cellular standards
throughoutthecontinent,anditwasoriginallydevelopedtoserveasthepan-European
cellularserviceandpromisedawiderangeofnetworkservicesthroughtheuseofISDN.
GSM’ssuccesshasexceededtheexpectationsofvirtuallyeveryone,anditisnow the
world’smostpopularstandard fornew cellularradio and personalcommunications
equipment throughout the world. The task of specifying a common mobile
communicationsystem forEuropeinthe900MHzbandwastakenupinthemid–1980s
bytheGSM(Groupespecialmobile)committee.

Figure7-GSMArchitecture

GSMArchitectureisdividedintothreemainparts:
•MobileStation(MS)

•BaseStationSystem (BSS)

•NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem (NSS)



Inthisarchitecture,aMScommunicateswithaBSSthroughtheradiointerface.The
BSSisconnectedtotheNSSbycommunicatingwithamobileswitchingcenter(MSC).

MobileStation

TheMSconsistsoftwoparts:thesubscriberidentitymodule(SIM)andthemobile
equipment(ME).Sometimeitalsocontainsathirdpartcalledterminalequipment
(TE),whichcanbeaPDAorPCconnectedtotheME.Inthiscase,thefirsttwoparts
(i.e.,MEandSIM)arecalledthemobileterminal(MT).

CharacteristicofSubscriberIdentityModule(SIM)

• ASIM canbeasmartcardthatsizeisusuallythesizeofacreditcard.ASIM can

beasmaller-sized“plug-inSIM”.

• TheSIM isprotectedbyapersonalidentitynumber(PIN)betweenfourtoeight

digitsinlength.ThePIN isinitiallyloadedbythenetworkoperatoratthe

subscriptiontime.ThisPINcanbedeactivatedorchangedbytheuser.

• AtthetimeofswitchON theMS,theuserisaskedtoenterthePIN.Ifuser

entersthewrongPINuptothreeconsecutiveattempts,theSIM willbeblocked

andtheMScannotbeused.TounblocktheSIM,theuserisaskedtoenterthe

eightPINunblockingkey(PUK).

• ASIM containsthesubscriber-relatedinformation,includingthePINandPUK

codes.The subscriber-related data also include a listofabbreviated and

customizedshortdialingnumbers,shortmessagesreceived.

• PartsoftheSIM informationcanbemodifiedbythesubscribereitherbyusing

thekeypadofanMSorapersonalcomputerusinganRS232connectionsdata

retrievedbyusingsoftwareonaPC.

• TheSIM cardcanbeupdatedovertheairthroughSIM toolkit,withwhich

networkoperatorscanremotelyupgradeanMSbysendingcodesthrough

shortmessages.

• Thesemessagesareissuedfrom aSim CardserverandarereceivedbyMSs

equippedwithSIM-toolkitcapability.



• SIM Toolkitprovidessecurity-relatedfunctionssothatSIM cardsarenotfalsely

modified.

CharacteristicofMobileEquipment(ME)

• TheMEcontainsthenoncustomer-relatedhardwareandsoftwarespecificto

theradiointerface.

• WhentheSIM isremovedfrom anMS,theMEcannotbeusedforreachingthe

service,exceptforemergencycalls.

• AteverynewconnectionbetweenMS(SIM)andthenetwork,thecharacteristic

indicationoftheME,calledclassmark,isgiventothenetwork.

• ThisSIM-MEdesignsupportsportability,aswellasenhancingsecurity.Usually,

theMEisthepropertyofthesubscriber.TheSIM,althoughloanedtothe

subscriber,isthepropertyoftheserviceprovider.

BaseStationSystem

TheBSSconsistsoftwoparts:

• BaseTransceiverStation(BTS)

• BaseStationController(BSC)

TheBTScontainstransmitter,receiver,signalingequipmentspecifictotheradio
interface in orderto contactthe MSs.An importantpartofthe BTS is the
transcoder/rate adapter unit (TRAU) that carries out GSM-specific speech
encoding/decodingandrateadaptionindatatransmission.

FunctionsofBSC
• TheBSCisresponsiblefortheswitchingfunctionsintheBSS,andisinturn

connectedtoanMSCintheNSS.

• TheBSCsupportsradiochannelallocation/releaseandhandoffmanagement.

• ABSCmayconnecttoseveralBTSsandmaintaincellconfigurationdataofthese
BTSs.

• TheBSC communicateswith theBTSsusing ISDN protocolsviatheA-bis
interface.



ProcessorloadofaBSC,Inbusyhours
Callactivities=around20-25percent

PagingandShortMessageService(SMS)=around10-15percent

Mobilitymanagement(handoffandlocationupdate)=around20-25percent
Hardwarechecking/network-triggeredevents=around15-20percent.
ABSCistypicallyengineeredat80percentutilization.WhenaBSCisoverloaded,it
first

rejectslocationupdate,nextMSoriginatingcalls,andthenhandoffs.

NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem (NSS)

The NSS supports the switching functions,subscriber profiles,and mobility
management.ThebasicswitchingfunctionintheNSSisperformedbytheMSC.

• ThisinterfacefollowsasignalingprotocolusedinthetelephonenetworkThe

MSCalsocommunicateswithothernetworkelementsexternaltoGSM utilizing

thesamesignalingprotocol.

• ThecurrentlocationofanMSisusuallymaintainedbyHLRandVLR.Whenan

MSmovefrom thehomesystem toavisitedsystem,itslocationisregisteredat

theVLRofthevisitedsystem.TheVLRtheninformstheMS’sHLRofitscurrent

location.

• Theauthenticationcenter(AuC)isusedinthesecuritydatamanagementfor

theauthenticationofsubscribers.TheAuCmaybeconnectedwiththeHLR.

• AnincomingcallisroutedtoanMSC,unlessthefixednetworkisableto

inteterrogatetheHLRdirectly.ThatMSCiscalledthegatewayMSC(GMSC).

• TheGMSCobtainsthelocationinformationroutesthecallstothevisitedMSC

ofthesubscriberstoreceivethecalls.



CHAPTER4

OTHERGSMENTITIES

GSMInterfaces

GSM interfacesareusedforconnectionofvariousnodesinGSM network.Thereare
differentGSMinterfaces.

Um Interface:

• ItisalsoknownasAirInterfaceorRadiointerface.Itisthemostimportantpart

inanymobileradiosystem andinterfacesMSandBTS.



• Itsupportsmaximum spectralefficiencyanduniversaluseofanycompatible

mobilestationinaGSMnetwork.

• TheradiointerfaceusestheLinkAccessProtocolonDchannel(LAPD).

AbisInterface:

• Abisinterfacesarevendorspecific.ItinterfacesBSCandBTS.Theinterface

comprises traffic and controlchannels.Functions implemented at Abis

interfaceare:

• Trafficchanneltransmission,terrestrialandradiochannelmanagement.

• Voice-datatrafficexchange.

• SignalingexchangebetweenBSCandBTS.

• Transportingsynchronizationinformationfrom BSCtoBTS.

Thisinterfacesupportstwotypesofcommunicationlinks:

Trafficchannelsat64kbps.

Signalingchannelsat16kbps

Thetwomessageshandheldbytrafficmanagementprocedurepartofthesignaling
interfacearetransparentandnon-transparent.MessagesbetweenMSandBSC-MSC
aretransparentmessagesandtheydonotrequireanalysisbyBTS.But,BTSanalysisis
requiredbynon-transparentmessages.

A-interface
·ItistheinterfacebetweenBSCandMSC.ThephysicallayerofA-interfaceisa
2MbpsstandardCCITTdigitalconnection.

ProprietaryM-Interface
·ItistheinterfacebetweenphysicalBSCandtheTRAU.TRAUisincludedin
BSCintheGSM networkimplementationoflucenttechnologies.TheTRAU
adaptstransmissionbitrateofA-interface(64kbps)toA-bisinterface(16
kbps).

InterfacebetweenotherGSMEntities
·MAP(MediaApplicationProtocol)isusedtotransferinformationbetween
GSM PLMN entities.Mobile application and severalApplication Service
Elements(ASEs)arecontainedinMAP.



SignalProcessinginGSM

Figure8-GSMoperationsfrom speechinputtospeechoutput

Therearefollowing operationsperformed from transmitterto receiverin signal
processinginGSM.

SpeechCoding-

• TheGSM speechcoderisbasedontheResiduallyExcitedLinearPredictive

Coder(RELP),whichisenhancedbyincludingaLong-Term Predictor(LTP).

• Thecoderprovides260bitsforeach20msblocksofspeech,whichyieldsabit

rateof13kbps.

• The GSM speech codertakes advantage ofthe fact that in a normal

conversation,eachpersonspeaksonaverageforlessthan40% ofthetime.

• Byincorporatingavoiceactivitydetector(VAD)inthespeechcoder,GSM

systemsoperateinadiscontinuoustransmissionmode(DTX).

• Whichprovidesalongersubscriberbatterylifeandreducesinstantaneousradio

interferencesincetheGSMtransmitterisnotactiveduringsilentperiods.

• Acomfortnoisesubsystem (CNS)atthereceivingendintroducesabackground

acousticnoisetocompensatefortheannoyingswitchedmutingwhichoccurs

duetoDTX.

ChannelCodingforDataChannels-ThecodingprovidedforGSM fullratedata
channels(TCH/F9.6)isbasedonhandling60bitsofuserdataat5msintervals,in
accordancewiththemodifiedCCITTV.110modem standard.

ChannelCodingforControlChannels-GSM controlchannelmessagesare
defined

tobe184bitslong,andareencodedusingashortenedbinarycyclicfirecode,filledby
ahalf-rateconvolutioncoder.



Interleaving

Inordertominimizetheeffectofsuddenfadesonthereceiveddata,thetotalof456
encodedbitswithineach20msspeechframeorcontrolmessageframearebroken
intoeight57bitsubblocks.

• Theseeightsub-blockswhichmakeupasinglespeechframearespreadover

eightconsecutiveTCHtimeslots.

• Ifaburstislostduetointerferenceorfading,channelcodingensuresthat

enoughbitswillstillbereceivedcorrectlytoallowtheerrorcorrectiontowork.

• EachTCHtimeslotcarriestwo57bitblocksofdatafrom twodifferent20ms

(456bit)speech(control)segments.

• Figureillustratesexactlyhow thespeech framesarediagonallyinterleaved

withinthetimeslots.Andhereeightspeechsub-blocksarespreadovereight

successiveTCHtimeslotsforaspecifictimeslotnumber.

Figure9-DiagonalinterleavingusedforTCH/SACCH/FACCHdata

·HereTS0contains57bitsofdatafrom 0thsub-blockofnthspeechcoder
frame(denotedas“a”infigure)and57bitsofdatafrom the4thsub-blockof
the(n-1)speechcoderframe(denotedas“b”infigure).

BurstFormatting-
·Burstformattingaddsbinarydatatothecipheredblocks,inordertohelp
synchronizationandequalizationofthereceivedsignal.



Ciphering
• Cipheringmodifiesthecontentsoftheeightinterleavedblocksthroughtheuse

ofencryptiontechniquesknownonlytotheparticularmobilestationandbase

transceiverstation.

• Securityisfurtherenhanced bythefactthattheencryption algorithm is

changedfrom calltocall.

• Twotypescipheringalgorithms,calledA3andA5,areusedinGSM toprevent

unauthorized network access and privacy for the radio transmission

respectively.

• TheA3algorithm isusedtoauthenticateeachmobilebyverifyingtheuser’s

passcodewithintheSIMwiththecryptographickeyattheMSC.

• TheA5algorithm providesthescramblingforthe114codeddatabitssentin
eachTS

Modulation
• ThemodulationschemeusedbyGSM is0.3GMSK,where0.3describesthe3db

bandwidthoftheGaussianpulseshapingfilterwithrelationtothebitrate(BT

=0.3).

• GMSKisaspecialtypeofdigitalFM modulation.Binaryonesandzeroesare

representedinGSMbyshiftingRFcarrierby67.708kHz.

• ThechanneldatarateofGSM is270.834kbps,whichisexactlyfourtimesthe

RFfrequencyshift.

• Thisminimizesthebandwidthoccupiedbythemodulationspectrum andhence

improveschannelcapacity.

• TheMSKmodulatedsignalispassedthroughaGaussianfiltertosmooththe

rapidfrequencytransitionswhichwouldotherwisespreadenergyintoadjacent

channels.

FrequencyHoping
• Undernormalconditions,eachdataburstbelongingtoaparticularphysical

channelistransmittedusingthesamecarrierfrequency.

• However,ifusesinaparticularcellhaveseveremultipathproblems,thecell



maybedefinedasahopingcellbythenetworkoperator,

• In which caseslow frequencyhoping maybeimplemented to combatthe

multipathorhoppingoccursatamaximum rateof217.6hopspersecond.

• Asmanyas64differentchannelsmaybeusedbeforeahoppingsequenceis
repeated.

Frequencyhopingiscompletelyspecifiedbytheserviceprovider.

Equalization

• Equalization is performed atthe receiverwith the help ofthe training

sequencestransmittedinthemixableofeverytimeslot.

• The type ofequalizerforGSM is notspecified and is leftup to the
manufacturer.

Demodulation
• Theportionofthetransmittedforwardchannelsignalwhichisofinteresttoa

particularuserisdeterminedbytheassignedTSandARFCN.

• TheappropriateTS aredemodulated with theaid ofsynchronization data

providedbytheburstformatting.

• Afterdemodulation,the binary information is deciphered,de-interleaved,

channeldecoded,andspeechdecoded.Hereatthereceiver,theprocessofDe-

ciphering, Burst Formatting, De-interleaving, Channel decoding, source

decoding areexactlyoppositeto thetransmitterand finallyspeech asan

output.

FramestructureofGSM

• ThemostinterestinginterfaceinaGSM system isUm,GSM implementsSDMA

usingcellswithBTSandassignsanMStoaBTS,Furthermore,FDDisusedto

separatedownlinkanduplinkasshowninfigure.

• MediaaccesscombinesTDMAandFDMA.InGSM 900(Uplinkare935-960MHz

andDownlinkare890-915MHz),124channels,each200kHzwide,areusedfor

FDMA,whereasGSM1800uses,374channels.

• Duetotechnicalreasons,channels1and124arenotusedfortransmissionin



GSM 900.Typically,32 channelsarereserved fororganizationaldata;the

remaining90areusedforcustomers.

• EachBTSthenmanagesasinglechannelfororganizationaldataand,e.g.,upto

10channelsforuserdata.

• Notethat,foragivendistance,lesspowerisrequiredtotransmitsignalovera

lowerfrequency.TosaveMS(MobileStation)power,uplinkfrequenciesin

mobilesystemsarealwaysthelowerbandoffrequencies.

• DiscontinuoustransmissionisusedinGSM tosavepowerconsumptionofthe

MS.Withthisfunction,anMSturnsthetransmitterononlywhilevoiceis

present.Whenthereisnovoiceinput,thetransmitteristurnedoff.

• GSM alsosupportsdiscontinuousreceptionwheretheMSneedstolistenonly

toitssubchannelforpaging.

• ThefollowingexampleisbasedontheGSM 900system,butGSM worksina

similarwayat1800and1900MHz.

• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSM

timeslots,whereeachslotrepresentsaphysicalTDM channelandlastsfor577

microseconds.Each TDM channeloccupies the 200 kHz carrierfor577

microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.

• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfrom thedownlinkbyadelayofthree
timeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfrom transmittingandreceivingatthesametime.

Figure10-GSMFrameStructure



• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSM

timeslots,whereeachslotrepresentsaphysicalTDM channelandlastsfor577

microseconds.Each TDM channeloccupies the 200 kHz carrierfor577

microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.

• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfrom thedownlinkbyadelayofthree
timeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfrom transmittingandreceivingatthesametime.

• An MS does not need a full-duplex transmitter,a simpler half-duplex

transmitterswitchingbetweenreceivingandsendingisenough.

• Toavoidfrequencyselectivefading,GSM specifiesanoptionalslowfrequency

hoppingmechanismsandBTSmaychangethecarrierfrequencyaftereach

framebasedonacommonhoppingsequence.AnMSchangesitfrequency

betweenupanddownlinkslotsrespectively.

• Dataistransmittedinsmallportions,calledbursts.Normalburstareusedfor

datatransmissioninsideatimeslot(userandsignalingdata).Theburstisonly

546.5microsecondlongandcontains148bits.

• Theremaining30.5microsecondareusedasguardspacetoavoidoverlapping

withotherburstduetodifferentpathdelaysandtogivethetransmittertime

toturnonandoff.

• Thefirstandlastthreebitsofanormalburst(tail)areallsetto0andcanbe

usedtoenhancethereceiverperformance.

• Thetrainingsequenceinthemiddleofaslotisusedtoadapttheparametersof

thereceivertothecurrentpathpropagationcharacteristicandtoselectthe

strongestsignalincaseofmulti-pathpropagation.

• Aflagindicateswhetherthedatafieldcontainsuserornetworkcontroldata.

• Apart from the normalburst,ETSIdefines four more bursts for data

transmission,frequencycorrectionburstsallowstheMStocorrectthelocal

oscillatortoavoidinterferencewithneighboringchannels,asynchronization

burstwithanextendedtrainingsequencesynchronizestheMSwiththeBTSin

time,anaccessburstisusedfortheinitialconnectionsetupbetweenMSand



BTS,andfinallyadummyburstisusedifnodataisavailableforaslot.

ChannelsusedinGSM

Figure11-ChannelsinGSM

Trafficchannels(TCHs)

Trafficchannelsareusedtocarryuserinformation(speechordata).Twokindsof
TCHsaredefined:
a)Full-rateTCH(TCH/F)

Providestransmissionspeedof13kbpsforspeechor9.6,4.8,or2.4kbpsfor
data.Enhancedfull-rate(EFR)speechcodershavebeenimplementedtoimprovethe
speechqualityofaTCH/F.

b)Half-rateTCH(TCH/H)
Allowstransmissionof6.5kbpsspeech,or4.8or2.4kbpsofdata.1)

ControlChannels(CCHs)

TheCCHsareintended to carrysignaling information.ThreetypesofCCHsare
definedinGSM:

• Commoncontrolchannels(CCCHs):Includethefollowingchanneltypes:

• Paging channel(PCH):ThePCH providespaging signalsfrom thebase

station to allmobilesin thecell,and notifiesaspecificmobileofan

incomingcallwhichoriginatesfrom thePSTN.ThePCHtransmitstheIMSI

ofthetargetsubscriber,alongwitharequestforacknowledgmentfrom the

mobileunitontheRACH.Alternatively;thePCHmaybeusedtoprovidecell

broadcastASCIItextmessagestoallsubscribers,aspartoftheSMSfeature



ofGSM.

• Accessgrantchannel(AGCH):TheAGCHisusedbythe basestationto

provideforwardlinkcommunicationtothemobile,andcarriesdatawhich

instructsthemobiletooperateinaparticularphysicalchannel(timeslot

andARFCN)withaparticulardedicatedcontrolchannel.TheAGCH isthe

finalCCCHmessagesentbythebasestationbeforeasubscriberismoved

offthecontrolchannel.TheAGCHisusedbythebasestationtorespondto

aRACHsentbyamobilestationinapreviousCCCHframe.

• Random accesschannel(RACH):TheRACHisareverselinkchannelusedby

asubscriberunittoacknowledgeapagefrom thePCH,andisalsousedby

mobilestooriginateacall.TheRACHusesaslottedALOHAaccessScheme.

ItisusedbytheMSsforinitialaccesstothenetwork.Itutilizestheuplink.

SameMSsmayaccessthesameRACH,potentiallyresultingincollisions.

TheslottedAlohaprotocolisadoptedinGSMtoresolveaccesscollision.

• Dedicated controlchannels:Itissupported in GSM fordedicated usebya
specificMS.

• Standalonededicatedcontrolchannel(SDCCH):Itisusedonlyforsignalingand

forshortmessages.TheSDCCH isused to send authentication and alert

messages(butnotspeech)asthemobilesynchronizesitselfwiththeframe

structureandwaitsforaTCH.

TheSDCCHisusedinbothdownlinkanduplink.

• Slowassociatedcontrolchannel(SACCH):ItisassociatedwitheitheraTCHor

an SDCCH.The SACCH is used for nonurgent procedures,mainly the

transmissionofpowerandtimealignmentcontrolinformationovertheuplink.

ATCHisalwaysallocatedwithacontrolchannelSACCHtotransportbothuser

informationandsignalingdatainparallel.TheSACCHisusedinbothdownlink

anduplink.

• Fastassociatedcontrolchannel(FACCH):Itisusedfortime-criticalsignaling,

suchascall-establishingprogress,authenticationofsubscriber,orhandoff.The

FACCHmakesuseoftheTCHduringacall;thus,thereisalossofuserdata



becausetheFACCH “steals”thebandwidthoftheTCH.TheFACCHisusedin

bothdownlinkanduplink.

• Callbroadcastchannel(CBCH):Itcarriesonlytheshortmessageservicecell

broadcastmessages,whichusethesametimeslotastheSDCCH.TheCBCHis

usedonthedownlinkonly.

c)Broadcastchannels(BCHs):ItisusedbytheBTStobroadcastinformationtothe
MSsinitscoveragearea.

• Frequencycorrectionchannel(FCCH):TheFCCHallowseachsubscriberunitto

synchronize the internalfrequencystandard (localoscillator)to the exact

frequencyofthebasestation.Itcarriesinformationfrom theBSStotheMS.

• Synchronizationchannel(SCH):Itcarryinformationfrom theBSStotheMS.It

isusedtoidentifytheservingbasestationwhileallowingeachmobiletoframe

synchronizeswiththebasestation.

• Broadcastcontrolchannel(BCCH):TheBCCHisaforwardcontrolchannelthat

isused to broadcastinformation such ascelland network identity,and

operatingcharacteristicsofthecell(currentcontrolchannelstructure,channel

availability,andcongestion).TheBCCH alsobroadcastsalistofchannelsthat

arecurrentlyinusewithinthecell.

Handoff:

Whenamobileuserisengagedinconversation,theMSisconnectedtoaBSviaa
radiolink.IfthemobileusermovestothecoverageareaofanotherBS,theradiolink
totheoldBSiseventuallydisconnected,andaradiolinktothenew BSshouldbe
establishedtocontinuetheconversation.Thisprocessisvariouslyreferredtoas
automaticlinktransfer,handover,orhandoff.

Therearefivetypesofhandoff:

• IntracellhandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetweentwotimeslotsor

channelsinthesameBS.ForaTDMAsystem,Intracellhandoffisalsoreferred

toastimeslottransfer(TST).

• Intercellhandofforinter-BShandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetween

twoBSsattachedtothesamebasestationcontroller(BSC).



• Inter-BSC handoffThelinkistransferred between two BSsconnected to

differentBSCsonthesamemobileswitchingcenter(MSC).

• Intersystem handofforinter-MSChandoffThelinktransfertakesplaceattwo

BSsconnectedtodifferentBSCsondifferentMSCs.

• Intersystem handoffbetweentwoPCSnetworksThelinktransferisbetween

twoBSsconnectedtodifferentMSCshomingtodifferentPCSnetworks.

Threestrategieshavebeenproposedtodetecttheneedforhandoff:

• In mobile-controlled handoff(MCHO)The MS continuously monitors the

signalsofthesurroundingBSsandinitiatesthehandoffprocesswhensome

handoffcriteriaaremet.MCHOisusedinDECTandPACS.

• Innetwork-controlledhandoff(NCHO)ThesurroundingBSsmeasurethesignal

from the MS,and the network initiatesthe handoffprocesswhen some

handoffcriteriaaremet.NCHOisusedinCT-2plusandAMPS.

• Inmobile-assistedhandoff(MACHO)ThenetworksasktheMStomeasurethe

signalfrom thesurroundingBSs.Thenetworkmakesthehandoffdecision

basedonreportsfrom theMS.MACHOisusedinGSMandIS-95CDMA.

TheBSsinvolvedinthehandoffmaybeconnectedtothesameMSC (inter-cell
handofforinterBShandoff)ortwodifferentMSCs(inter-system handofforinter-
MSChandoff).

GSMSubscriberServices
TherearetwobasictypesofservicesofferedthroughGSM:telephony(alsoreferred
toasteleservices)anddata(alsoreferredtoasbearerservices).Telephonyservices
are mainlyvoice servicesthatprovide subscriberswith the complete capability
(includingnecessaryterminalequipment)tocommunicatewithothersubscribers.
Dataservicesprovidethecapacitynecessarytotransmitappropriatedatasignals
betweentwoaccesspointscreatinganinterfacetothenetwork.Inadditiontonormal
telephonyandemergencycalling,thefollowingsubscriberservicesaresupportedby
GSM:

• Dual-tonemultifrequency(DTMF)—DTMFisatonesignaling schemeoften

usedforvariouscontrolpurposesviathetelephonenetwork,suchasremote

controlofanansweringmachine.GSMsupportsfull-originatingDTMF.

• FacsimilegroupIII—GSM supportsCCITTGroup3facsimile.Asstandardfax

machinesaredesignedtobeconnectedtoatelephoneusinganalogsignals,a



specialfaxconverterconnectedtotheexchangeisusedintheGSM system.

ThisenablesaGSM–connectedfaxtocommunicatewithanyanalogfaxinthe

network.

• Shortmessageservices—AconvenientfacilityoftheGSM networkistheshort

messageservice.A messageconsistingofamaximum of160alphanumeric

characterscanbesenttoorfrom amobilestation.Thisservicecanbeviewed

asanadvancedform ofalphanumericpagingwithanumberofadvantages.If

thesubscriber'smobileunitispoweredofforhasleftthecoveragearea,the

messageisstored and offered backto thesubscriberwhen themobileis

poweredonorhasreenteredthecoverageareaofthenetwork.Thisfunction

ensuresthatthemessagewillbereceived.

• Cellbroadcast—Avariationoftheshortmessageserviceisthecellbroadcast

facility.A messageofamaximum of93characterscanbebroadcasttoall

mobilesubscribersinacertaingeographicarea.Typicalapplicationsinclude

trafficcongestionwarningsandreportsonaccidents.

• Voicemail—Thisserviceisactuallyanansweringmachinewithinthenetwork,

whichiscontrolledbythesubscriber.Callscanbeforwardedtothesubscriber's

voice-mailboxandthesubscriberchecksformessagesviaapersonalsecurity

code.

• Faxmail—Withthisservice,thesubscribercanreceivefaxmessagesatanyfax

machine.Themessagesarestoredinaservicecenterfrom whichtheycanbe

retrievedbythesubscriberviaapersonalsecuritycodetothedesiredfax

number.

SupplementaryServices

GSM supportsacomprehensivesetofsupplementaryservicesthatcancomplement
andsupportbothtelephonyanddataservices.Supplementaryservicesaredefinedby
GSM and are characterized asrevenue-generating features.A partiallisting of
supplementaryservicesfollows.



• Callforwarding—This service gives the subscriberthe ability to forward

incomingcallstoanothernumberifthecalledmobileunitisnotreachable,ifit

isbusy,ifthereisnoreply,orifcallforwardingisallowedunconditionally.

• Barring of outgoing calls—This service makes it possible for a mobile

subscribertopreventalloutgoingcalls.

• Barring ofincoming calls—Thisfunction allowsthe subscriberto prevent

incomingcalls.Thefollowingtwoconditionsforincomingcallbarringexist:

baringofallincomingcallsandbarringofincomingcallswhenroamingoutside

thehomePLMN.

• Adviceofcharge(AoC)—TheAoCserviceprovidesthemobilesubscriberwith

anestimateofthecallcharges.TherearetwotypesofAoCinformation:one

thatprovidesthesubscriberwithanestimateofthebillandonethatcanbe

usedforimmediatechargingpurposes.AoCfordatacallsisprovidedonthe

basisoftimemeasurements.

• Callhold—Thisserviceenablesthesubscribertointerruptanongoingcalland

thensubsequentlyreestablishthecall.Thecallholdserviceisonlyapplicableto

normaltelephony.

• Callwaiting—Thisserviceenablesthemobilesubscribertobenotifiedofan

incoming callduring aconversation.Thesubscribercan answer,reject,or

ignore the incoming call. Call waiting is applicable to all GSM

telecommunicationsservicesusingacircuitswitchedconnection.

• Multiparty service—The multiparty service enablesa mobile subscriberto

establish a multiparty conversation—thatis,a simultaneous conversation

betweenthreeandsixsubscribers.Thisserviceisonlyapplicabletonormal

telephony.

• Callinglineidentificationpresentation/restriction—Theseservicessupplythe

calledpartywiththeintegratedservicesdigitalnetwork(ISDN)numberofthe

callingparty.Therestrictionserviceenablesthecallingpartytorestrictthe

presentation.Therestrictionoverridesthepresentation.

• Closedusergroups(CUGs)—CUGsaregenerallycomparabletoaPBX.Theyare

agroupofsubscriberswhoarecapableofonlycallingthemselvesandcertain



numbers.

CHAPTER-5

CONCLUSION

Inanalogcommunicationsystemsthequalityofvoiceandthespeedof
communicationwerenotgood.Thusanevolutionofanalogcommunication
systemswasneeded;HenceGSM Technologywasmadewhichimprovedthe
communicationprocessbyaddressingtheproblemsoftheprevioussystems.

Itincreasesthe capacity,reducesRF transmission power,and provides
internationalroaming capability,bettersecurity againstfraud through
terminalvalidation and userauthentication.Italso providesencryption
capabilityforinformation securityand privacy,Atthe same time itis
compatiblewiththeISDNnetwork.
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UNIT-I 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

1.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled 

to alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning 

of huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

1.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

            (1)  Rankin cycle. 

            (2) Reheat cycle.       

            (3) Regenerative cycle. 

1.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of beltconveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This 

crushed coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of 

hot and cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to 

air pre-heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature 

control. Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. 

Water from the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler 

drum.Water from the drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. 

Water from the bottom rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat 
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and density difference the water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly 

converted to steam is separated from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is 

sent to super heaters for super heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and 

the steam is super heater (540 degree centigrade) andfinally it goes to the turbine. 

1.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER:  

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to 

the direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the 

turbine shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The 

stationary and moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many 

stages are necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with 

rings of moving blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-

pressure cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical 

energy. The steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating 

and enters into the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through 

another series of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the 

centre for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of 

turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

1.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the 
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magnetic field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the 

conductors are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is 

obtained from a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified 

into two types, namelystatic excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will 

be generated in circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated 

by a steam turbine at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the 

frequency of the electrical system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the 

speed of the turbine is 3000rpm, and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to 

generate alternating current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

1.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

1.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy 

is known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover  coupling  Alternator  

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  
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The image of the Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT 

1.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

1.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 
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(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor.  

(ii)  

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per 

the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal 

bunkers each with holding is having capacity of 500MTs. Total coal required for all the six 

units is about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per 

day. 

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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UNIT-2 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

2.1. COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators  

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

  WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

 CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

 COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

 ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 

 DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 
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These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area. 

 GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

2.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air preheaters and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air preheater and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

 SUPER HEATERS; 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the 

atmosphere by forced draught fan and is passed through air preheater before supplying to the 
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boiler furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the 

temperature of air used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are 

known as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the 

reaction and impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall 

turbine uses both. Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure 

stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from 

steam into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

2.3 INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash 

level, coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt 

meters, power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and 

maximum demand indicators etc. 

 

2.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles 

from flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 
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It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

2.5 CHIMNEY 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere.  

 

2.6 COOLING TOWER; 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 

2.7 TRANSFORMER; 

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.     
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UNIT-3 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION:- 

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. 

Dr. NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left 

bank of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of 

dr. NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in 

AP. 

3.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

3.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type         :   Thermal power plant. 

Capacity   :   1,760MW 

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal. 

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil. 

3.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power   :   210MW 

Current:  9000amps 
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Voltage: 15.75KV 

 Power     :   500MW 

Current   :   16166 amps 

Voltage   :    21.6KV 

 

3.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally 

concerned with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted 

into electrical energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the 

purpose of understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power 

cycle is explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 

 

 

 

3.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded 

there after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump 

this condensate is again fed into boiler. 
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       The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers 

is to avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result 

in undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated 

without any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a 

boiler helps in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before 

these are passed out of the chimney.  

       The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

 Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 

 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of 

about 166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater 

steam also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from 

high velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 
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 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE; 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of 

condensation apparatus. 

 

3.5.2 REHEAT CYCLE:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at 

some intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is 

provided in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine 

blade. It reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of 

the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 

3.5.3 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in 

the boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation 

temperature through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime 

mover. Since this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as 

regeneration. 

     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

3.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one 

boiler, one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of 

transport. The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills 

through conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which 

is called as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and 

transmit coal powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is 

converted into heat energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air 

is supplied through forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water 
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wall tubes that are located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of 

convection a radiation principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by 

absorbing heat energy. 

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in 

the condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed 

pumps. Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is 

converted into electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are 

formed and they were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is 

around 800 degree centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre 

heating water, primary air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases 

along with ash are passed through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue 

gases at around 130 degree centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 

Layout of thermal power plant 

 

 

 

3.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power 

plant is; 
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UNIT-4 

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS 

4.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor  

 Stacker reclaimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air preheater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

4.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below  

 

 

4.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:- 

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 
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4.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

 

 

4.4.1.Types of pulverisers:- 

    (a) Ball and tube mill: 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for 

fine pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the 

water, is fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

    (b) Ring and ball: 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  

Coal is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and 

is ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and 

lower rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. 

The size of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is 

determined by a classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W 

(Babcock and Wilcox). 
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4.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below    

 

 
 

 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of 

combustion are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the 

boiler to steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam 

pressure and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in 

steam into mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a 

heating medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical 

work, which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are 

sometimes used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy 

and suitable thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 

4.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 
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In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the 

tubes are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube 

boilers. So they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are 

not possible, maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large 

quantity of water in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is 

generally wet, economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 

In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums. Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible 

and can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 

weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

4.7.HEATER:- 

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the 

steam is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, 
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as well as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube 

banks arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified 

as convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in 

the below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.8 SUPER HEATER:- 

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it 

lossessome of its energy. Reheater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to 

this inter mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through 

the high pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine 

where the heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

4.9 CONDENSER: 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short 

supply an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more 

expensive and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less 

effective) as a surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam 

from steam turbine to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the 

form of pure water, otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as 

boiler feed water. 
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4.10 COOLING TOWER: 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device 

in which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the 

water is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 
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Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-

cooled heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air 

circulation through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling 

process generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling 

towers. 

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity 

of water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or 

dry-bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are 

rarely experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for 

specific installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with 

design conditions.  

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 

 

4.11 ECONOMIZER:- 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and 

utilize for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in 

between the exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results 

in saving coal consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs 

extra investment and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used 

in all modern plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed 

between two headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the 

other. The flue gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 
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4.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air preheater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known asair heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 

 

 

 
 

 

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, 

and reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the 

chimney or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. 

It also allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, 

regulations) for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static 

precipitator. 

4.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly 

collector plates. Also known asprecipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first 

stream the suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where 

ionization of the gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer 

on the an electric charge. The charged particlesdrift towards an electrode of opposite sign and 
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are deposited on the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would 

be more correctly designated as electrode position from the gas phase.  

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

4.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the 
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hot gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The 

space inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives 

and ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys.  

 

 
 

 

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys areall to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

dispersepoliteness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

4.15.GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 

in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to 

rotating machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 

 
 
4.16 TRANSFORMER:- 
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It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage 

devices (door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so 

that electric power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through 

electromagnetic induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. 

The secondary voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the 

number of turns in the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 

 
 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 

4.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:- 

In 1ststage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 
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4.17.1 Instrumentation and control :- 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

(i) Scanners:- 

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal 

pipelines, and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 
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(iii)Pressure gauge:- 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 

(iv) No coal flap:- 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when 

load exceeds to the maximum value. 

(v) Load cell:- 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 

(vi) Tachometer:- 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 

4.17.2 Control valves:- 

(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve. 

 

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o  Electrical Valve. 

o  Pneumatic Valve :  It works with water. 

o  Hydraulic Valve :  It works with Oil. 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve.  

 HPVC -  High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC  - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC  -  Boil valve control room. 

 TVC  -Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV –  Heavy oil nossil valve. 

4.18. Coal handling plant:- 
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Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

4.18.1.Crusher house:- 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv) Crusher hose floor 

 

 

The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure 

 

The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

They are: 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 

4.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, 

FD fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 
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(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air preheater 

4.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 

1.  Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2.  Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 

4.19.2 Boiler components: 

1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 

4.19.3 Ball mill :- 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

The mill air/coal flow diagram is 
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4.19.4 Fan :- 

(i) Primary air fan : 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 

(iii)Induced draught fan : 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces.  

4.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing 

ESP for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

 In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 
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 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposalpiping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 

electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is 

applied between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting 

electrodes which are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between 

rows of collecting and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, 

which causes the particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get 

deposited on them. The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

 These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides.  

 Emitting Electrodes :- 
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These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

4.21. Turbinemaintenance:- 

This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, 

condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is  

 

 
 

 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

de-arator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the 

water heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The 

condenser water collects in hot well.  

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with 

varying pressure.  

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 
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The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line.  

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be 

done to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. 

Thus LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is 

sucked into condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The 

temperature is around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a 

pressure -0.9 kg/cm2.  

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam 

flows through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

Reheaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine.  
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4.22Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT): - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc.  

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction.  

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 

(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it 

will be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external 

diagram of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for 

sectionalisation. The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will 

be kept changed and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem 

with its breaker. Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be 

bypass breaker also to serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on 

to the bypass bus. The layout of switch yard is 
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4.23 ALTERNATOR FAULTS:- 

4.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator.  

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

4.23.1.1 STATOR WINDING FAULTS; 

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 

The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault  

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

4.24  Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 
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3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

4.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 

 These are classified into three types  

    They are 

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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Unit-5 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 

 
5.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages   : 6 

Quantity of water  : 350T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump  : 5830 kg 

Motor output   : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage   : 6.6 kV 

Current   : 421 Amps 

Speed    : 1483 rpm 

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.914 

5.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q)    : 28/ m/hr 

H     : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity   : 225kW 

Speed     : 1489 RPM 

Voltage    : 6.6 KV 

Current    : 25.5 Amps  

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 Hz 

Type of connection    :   (Star) 

5.3 Fans ratings 

5.3.1 PA fan motor details:- 

Type     : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity    :  1250 KW 

Speed     : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage    : 6600 V 

Stator current    : 132 A 

Ambient temperature   : 500 C 

Type of connection    :   (Star, star) 

Phase     : 3-  
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Frequency    : 50 HZ 

Power factor    : 0.88 

Weight of motor   : 7750 kg 

Duty     : continuous  

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type    : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity   : 750 kW 

Speed    : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 86.3A 

Type of motor   : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor  : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection  :  (star, star) 

Phase    : 3-  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.875 

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type    : 1K120m63 

Type of motor   : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity   : 1300kW 

Phase    : 3-  

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 140.5 A  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Speed    : 740 RPM 

Type of connection   :   (Star, star) 

Weight of motor  : 13000 kg 

Duty    : continuous 

Anti - Condensation Data:- 

Voltage   : 240 v DC or 1- C 

Power    :  0.6 KW 

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure  : 150 kg/cm2 

Main steam temperature : 5350C 
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Full load steam flow  : 641 T/hr 

No. of extractions  : 6 

No. of stages Hot  : 1 x 25 

IPT   : 2 x 20 

LPT    : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine  : 480 tones 

Frequency band  : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height    : 661.4 mm 

Overall length   : 16.175 metres 

Width    : 10.6 metres 

5.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Rated data  Turbo   Main  Pilot 

And   generator  exciter  exciter 

Out puts 

Apparent  247 KVA  -  15KVA 

Power (KVA) 

Active power  500 MW  832   - 

Current  9.054 KA  2600 A  4gA 

Voltage  15.75 KV+  320 v  220v+22v 

    787.5v 

Frequency  50Hz   50 Hz  50 Hz 

Power factor  0.85   -  - 

Inner connection YY   -  - 

Of stator winding 

H2 pressure  2 bar   -  - 

Continuous 

Permissible      -  - 

Constant 

UN balanced loan 8% 

Rated field current 2080 A   -  - 

For rated output 

Rated field voltage 270 v 
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NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR 

 

5.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals ifcontact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to 

hangfrom the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at  

our collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also 

programming knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, 

CAM, EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of 

areas regarding power generation. 
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ABSTRACT  
 

 Telecommunication has seen tremendous growth in the last ten years. However, in  

India the Broadband growth is not encouraging. As per World Bank report a ten percentage-  

point increase in broadband penetration for an average nation results in an acceleration of  

economic growth of 1.3 percentages. According to Telecommunication Regulatory Authority  

of India (TRAI) report (March 2014), among 14.86 million fixed line Broadband subscribers  

10 million are from Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) which amounts to 67 percent  

market share. Having highest market share in fixed line Broadband, BSNL has high  

responsibility to support the Broadband growth for the country. However, presently the loyal  

customers of Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited are switching over to other brands because of  

the issues in customer experience in the Broadband service delivery.  

 Spending a period of 6 weeks with the Telecom Networking, the report is based on  

how the BSNL Telecom Network works, how the exchange works. Previously we use  

electro-mechanical exchanges but it faced some disadvantages. We overcome those  

drawbacks by introducing "C-DOT" exchange in India. Now the present trend in BSNL is  

"GSM" ,it provided milestones in Telecom.  

 

 

 

Keywords: TRAI, DWDM, Broadband, Switching, GSM, CDMA  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited is a state- owned telecommunications company 

headquartered in New Delhi, India. BSNL is one of the largest Indian cellular service providers, 

with over 87.1 million subscribers as of April 2011, and the largest land line telephone provider 

in India.  

 

BSNL is India's oldest and largest communication service provider. It had a customer 

base of 90 million as of June 2008. It has footprints throughout India except for theme-tropolitan 

cities of Mumbai and New Delhi, which are managed by Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

(MTNL). As of June 30, 2010, BSNL had a customer base of 27.45 million wirelines and 72.69 

million wireless subscribers.  

 

BSNL is the only service provider, making focused efforts and planned initiatives to 

bridge the Rural-Urban Digital Divide ICT sector. In fact, there is no telecom operator in 

the/country to beat its reach with its wide network giving services in every nook & corner of 

country and operates across India except Delhi & Mumbai. Whether it is inaccessible areas of 

Siachen glacier and North-eastern region of the country. BSNL serves its customers with its 

wide bouquet of telecom services.  

 

BSNL is numerouno operator of India in all services in its license area. The company 

offers vide ranging & most transparent tariff schemes designed to suite every customer. BSNL 

cellular service, Cell One, has 55,140,282 2Gcellular customers and 88,4933Gcustomers as on 

30.11.2009. In basic services, BSNL is miles ahead, with 85 per cent share of the subscriber 

base and 92 percent share in revenue terms. BSNL has more than 2.5 million WLL subscribers 

and 2.5 million Internet Customers who access Internet through various modes. BSNL has set 

up a world class multi-gigabit, multi- protocol convergent IP infrastructure that provides 

convergent services like voice, data and video through the same Backbone and Broadband 

Access Network. At present there are 0.6 million Data One broadband customers. The company 

has vast experience. Planning, Installation, network integration and Maintenance of Switching & 

Transmission Networks and also has a world class ISO 9000 certified Telecom Training 

Institute. 

 

1.1. Telecom network  

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts  

 

1) Access Network: It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises 

Equipment) to the Switching Location. Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

 

2) Switching network: It is the location of the switching station. Example: Telephone 

Exchange, MSC etc.  

 

3) Core Network: Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core 

network.  
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1.2. Wired telecom network 

 

Fig. 1.1: Wired telecom network representation. 

 

1.2.1. MDF (Main Distribution Frame)  

 

A Main Distribution Frame (MDF or main frame) is a signal distribution frame for 

connecting equipment (inside plant to cables and subscriber carrier equipment (outside plant). 

The MDF is a termination point within the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment 

and terminations of local loops are connected by jumper wires at the MDF. All cable copper 

pairs supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated at the MDF and distributed 

through the MDF to equipment within the local exchange e.g. repeaters and DSLAM. Cables to 

intermediate distribution frames terminate at the MDF. Trunk cables may terminate on the same 

MDF or on a separate trunk main distribution frame (MDF).  

 

1.2.2 Pillars  

 

PILLARS are the intermediate testing boxes where the primary and distribution cable 

terminates. Underground cables that connect the MDF and pillars are called as Primary cables. 

cables that connect the pillar and the DPs (Distribution Point) in that pillar area are called as 

Distribution cables.  

 

1.2.3 DP (Distribution Point)  

 

A Distribution Point is the point from where the connection wires are extended to the 

customers. A DP's capacity can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 pairs. Each DP is given with a 4-digit number 

in which the first 2 digits indicate the pillar number, in which that DP is working. Through a 

drop wire, the connection is extended into customer premises from the distribution point. 

 

1.3. How telecom network works?  

 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that 

connects telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant 

equipment including telephone switches, which make telephone calls "wolic" in the sense of 

making connections and relaying the speech in format. 
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Fig. 1.2: Basic telecom network 

 

 

1.3.1 Engine and Alternator  

 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine 

provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support 

the exchange systems.  

 

Battery and Power Plant: Batteries provides continuous DC voltage for uninterrupted 

exchange operation. The power plant keeps the batteries on float so as to give out the dc output 

in the event of commercial power supply failure. The rectifiers in the power plant convert ac 

into dc.  

 

1.3.2 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

  

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It 

controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding and 

removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room. 

 

1.3.3 Main Distribution Frame  

 

It provides the physical connectivity from the exchange side to the line side. All the primary 

cables are terminated at the MDF line side and all the switching cables are terminated at the 

exchange side on the MDF crone modules.  

 

1.3.4 Switch  

 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch 

room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. 

Switching is the most important part of the exchange process.  
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1.4. Telecom Companies in India  

 

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country. The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by 

the Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up. 

 

1.5. Services of BSNL  

 Land lines (Fixed Access)  

 High speed Broadband  

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

 Mobile services  

 Wi-MAX  

 IN (Intelligent Network)  
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Chapter 2 

IP ADDRESSING 
Introduction: 

An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address 

serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing. 

IPV4 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255. 

 The IP address is of the form <networkID, hostID> 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D & E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multicasting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: IPv4 addressing 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a Single Network. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits I.e. Converting 0’s into 1’s 

 Sub netting can be performed in two ways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnet mask) 

 Sub netting can be done based on requirement. 
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Fig. 2.2: classes of ipv4 addressing 

Default subnet mask 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A: N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is 255.0.0.0 

 Class B: N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is 255.255.0.0 

 Class C: N.N.N.H 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is 255.255.255.0 

Ipv4 vs ipv6 
 

 

Fig.2.3: Comparison of ipv4 vs ipv6  
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Chapter 3 

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 

 Introduction 

 
A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make 

mobile telephone calls across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, 

allowing the user to be mobile. By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within 

the range of a single, private base station, for example within a home or an office. 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public 

telephone network which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the 

world. It does this by connecting to a cellular network provided by a mobile network 

operator. In addition to telephone, modern mobile phones also support a wide variety 

of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short-range 

wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and 

photography. Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are 

referred to as smart phones. 

3.1 Generation Gap 

Generation:1 Analog [routines for sending voice] 

• All systems are incompatible. 

• No international roaming. 

• No data accessibility. 

Generation:2 Digital [voice Encoding] 

• Increased capacity. 

• Data rate of 144kbitspersec. 

• More security. 

• Compatibility. 

• Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity. 

Generation:2.5 packet-switching 

• Connection to the internet is paid by packets. 

• Connection to internet is cheaper and faster (up to 56KBps]. 

Generation:3 The Present Future 

 

• Permanent web connection at 2Mbps. 

• Internet, phone and media 3 in 1. 

• The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

• Data rates of 384kbits/sec. 

• The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards 3G. 

Generation:4 Voice and Broadband Service. 

 

• Speed up to 1Gbps. 

• I switching has main role. 

• The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) has been initiated.
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Generation:5 Cellular Mobile Communications 

• Ultra-high connection density and 0 latency. 

• It succeeds the 4G(LTE/Max),3G(UMTS) and 2G(GSM) systems. 

• 5G performance targets include high data rate. 

• Higher system capacity and massive device connectivity. 

 The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small 

cells. This allows extensive frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use 

cell phones simultaneously. In a typical analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier 

receives about 800 frequencies to use across the city. The carrier chops up the city into cells. 

Each cell is typically sized at about 10 square miles (26 square kilometres). Cells are normally 

thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this. 

3.2 How a call is connected? 

• When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control 

channel. The control channel is a special frequency that the phone and base 

station use to talk to one another about things like call set-up and channel 

changing. If the phone cannot find any control channels to listen to, it 

knows it is out of range and displays a "no service" message. 

• When it receives the SID, the phone compares It to the SID programmed 

into the phone. If the SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is 

communicating with is part of its home system. 

• Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the 

MTSO keeps track of your phone's location in a database -- this way, the 

MTSO knows which cell you are in when it wants to ring your phone. 

• The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database to 

see which cell you are in. 

• The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that 

cell to take the call. 

• The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell 

it which frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on 

those frequencies, the call is connected. Now, you are talking by two-way 

radio to a friend. 

• As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell's base station notes that 

your signal strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell 

you are moving toward (which is listening and measuring signal strength on 

all frequencies, not just its own one-seventh) sees your phone's signal 

strength increasing. The two base stations coordinate with each other 

through the MTSO, and at some point, your phone gets a signal on a control 

channel telling it to change frequencies. This hand off switches your phone 

to the new cell. 

3.3 Standard requirements of telecom network 

3.3.1 International mobile subscriber identification 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile 

country code (MSC), mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile 

subscriber identification number (MSIN). The IMSI is not hardware-specific. 

Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is the only 
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absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists 

of the MCC followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

3.3.2 Temporary mobile subscriber identification 

 A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user 

confidentiality. It is assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The 

correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial 

Conditions (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC 

can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

3.3.3 SIM card 

 The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated 

circuit chip with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory 

(ROM). It is inserted in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS to 

make or receive a call. As stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be mounted in 

the subscriber’s equipment. 

3.3.4 MSISDN 

 The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to 

obtain a mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the 

country code (CC) followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not 

exceed 15 digits. 

3.3.5 Mobile station roaming number (MSRN) 

 The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another 

numbering area. The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. It is 

assigned upon demand by the HLR on a per-call basis. The MSRN for PSTN/ISDN routings 

hall have the same structure as international ISDN numbers in the area in which the MSRN is 

allocated. The HLR knows in what MSC/VLR service area the subscriber is located. At the 

reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the GMSC, which can now route the call to the 

MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is currently registered. 

3.3.6 International mobile equipment identity (IMED) 

 The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN 

and is used to determine authorized(white), unauthorized(black), and malfunctioning (grey) 

GSM hardware. In conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users are 

granted access to the system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS. 

3.3.7 Mobile station 

 The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a 

subscribe needs in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be 

installed in Vehicles or can be portable or hand-held stations. The MS may include provisions 

for data communication as well as voice. A mobile transmits and receives message to and 

from the GSM system over the air interface to establish and continue connections through the 

system. Different type of MS scan provided if fernet type of data interfaces. To provide a 

common model for describing these different MS configurations,” reference configuration” 

for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

 Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon 

request, the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be 

used to identify mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the 

IMEI identities the mobile equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile 

subscriber. Different subscriber identities are used in different phases of call setup. The 

Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the number that the calling party dials in order 

to reach the subscriber. It is used by the land network to route calls toward an appropriate 

MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the primary function of the 
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subscriber within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. The GSM system 

can also assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a mobile. This 

number can be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber from being 

identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 

3.3.8 Base station 

 The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view 

by the MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating 

with MSs in a certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more 

cells. A BSS may consist of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is designed 

as an A-BIS interface. The BSS includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the 

MSs through the radio interface and the BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. The 

function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing 

equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and 

including the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio interface. A 

single transceiver within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. A 

BSC is a network component in the PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It is a 

functional entity that handles common control functions within a BTS. A BTS is a network 

component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically able to handle 

three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous communications. 

Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. An 

important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the 

BTS is the Transcoder/Rate Adapter Unit (TRAU). The TRAU is the equipment in which 

coding and decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption in case of data. Although the 

specifications consider the TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, it can be sited away from the BTS 

(at MSC), and even between the BSC and the MSC. 

3.3.9 BSC 

 The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the 

other. The BSC performs the Radio Resource (RR) management for the cell sunder its control. 

It assigns and release frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC 

performs the inter cell handover for MSs moving between BTS in its control. It also 

reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy demands during peak 

hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both BSSs and MSs 

in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. The BSC 

provides the time and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs. The 

BSC also measures the time delay of received MS signal relative to the BTS clock. If the 

received MS signal is not centered in its assigned timeslot at the BTS, The BSC can direct the 

BTS to notify the MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization takes place. 
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Chapter 4  

 

SWITCHING  

 
4.1 Introduction:  

 

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection from the calling 

subscriber  

to the called Subscriber. Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks the  

connection. Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input ports  

to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended destination. The process  

performed by a switch is called Switching. The process of switch is called Switching.  

 

4.2 Telecom Networks and Types of Exchange:  

 

 
 

 

Fig.4.1: Schematic of Telecom network  

 

We can broadly classify any telecom network into three parts  

 

1) Access Network: 
 

It is the one which consists of the CPE (customer premises Equipment) to the switching 

location.  

 

Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC.  

 

2) Switching Network:  

 

It the location of switching station.  

 

Example: Telephone exchange, MSC, etc.  
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3) Core Network:  

 

Different Switching Networks will be combined to form to form a Core Network.  

 

4.2.1 Types of Exchanges:  

 

1. Manual Exchange:  

 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end.  

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer 

premises.  

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the 

exchange.  

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling  

customer for giving call alert.  

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties.  

 

2. Automatic Exchanges:  
 

  In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented.  

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like  

matrix) operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a 

particular point in a matrix may be operated under the control of these 

relays.  

 

 

3. Electronic Exchange:  

 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties  

with the automatic exchanges were solved.  

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features.  

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchanges. 

  

 

4.3 Types of Switching:  
 

In large networks, there may be more than one path for transmitting data from the  

sender to the receiver. Selecting a path that data must take out of the available options can  

be understood as Switching. The information may be switched while it travels between  

various communication channels.  

 

There are three typical switching techniques available for digital traffic. They are  

 

 

 Circuit Switching  

 

 Message Switching  
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 Packet Switching  
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4.3.1 Circuit Switching:  
 

In Circuit switching, two nodes communicate with each other over a dedicated  

communication path. In this, a circuit is established to transfer the data. These circuits may  

be permanent or temporary. Applications that use circuit switching may have to go through  

three phases. The different phases are  

 

 Establishing a circuit  

 Transferring the data  

 Disconnecting the circuit 

  

 
 

Fig.4.2: Pattern of circuit switching  

 

Circuit switching was designed for voice applications. Telephone is the best suitable  

example of circuit switching. Before a user can make a call, a virtual path between the called  

subscriber and the calling subscriber is established over the network.  

 

Drawbacks:  

 

 The waiting time lasts long, and there is no data transfer.  

 Each connection has a dedicated path, and this gets expensive.  

 When connected systems do not use the channel, it is kept idle.  

 The circuit pattern is made once the connection is established, using the dedicated 

path which is intended for data transfer, in the circuit switching. The telephone system is a  

common example of Circuit Switching technique.  

 

4.3.2 Message Switching:  

 

 In message switching, the whole message is treated as a data unit. The data is  

transferred in its entire circuitry. A switch working on message switching, first receives the  

whole message and buffers it until there are resources available to transfer it to the next hop.  

If the next hop is not having enough resource to accommodate large size message, the  

message is stored and the switch waits.  
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Fig.4.3: Pattern of Message Switching  

 

 In this technique, the data is stored and forwarded. The technique is also called  

the Store-and-Forward technique. This technique was considered a substitute to circuit  

switching. But the transmission delay that followed the end to end delay of message  

transmission added to the propagation delay and slowed down the entire process. 

  

Drawbacks:  

 

 Every switch in the transit path needs enough storage to accommodate the entire  

message.  

 Because of the waiting included until resources are available, message switching is  

very slow.  

 Message switching was not a solution for streaming media and real-time applications.  

 

The data packets are accepted even when the network is busy; this slows down the delivery.  

Hence, this is not recommended for real time applications like voice and video. 

  

 

4.3.3 Packet Switching:  

 

 The packet switching technique is derived from message switching where the  

message is broken down into smaller chunks called Packets. The header of each packet  

contains the switching information which is then transmitted independently. The header  

contains details such as source, destination and intermediate node address information. The  

intermediate networking devices can store small size packets and don't take many resources  

either on the carrier path or in the internal memory of switches.  

 

Individual routing of packets is done where a total set of packets need not be sent in the  

same route. As the data is split, bandwidth is reduced. This switching is used for performing  

data rate conversion. 
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Fig.4.4: Pattern of Packet switching 

 

 The line efficiency of packet switching can be enhanced by multiplexing the 

packets  

from multiple applications over the carrier. The internet which uses this packet switching  

enables the user to differentiate data streams based on priorities. Depending upon the  

priority list, these packets are forwarded after storing to provide quality of service. 

 

 The packet switching technique was proved to be an efficient technique and is being  

widely used in both voice and data transfer. The transmission resources are allocated using  

different techniques such as Statistical Multiplexing or Dynamic Bandwidth allocation.  

 

4.4 Digital Switching  

 

The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more exchange  

terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) between these terminations  

in digital form with reliable accuracy.  

 

Switching network can be classified into  

 

 Space Division and  

 Time Division systems  

 

4.4.1 Space Switching:  

 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. E.g. 

Signals  

received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since the transfer of  

sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the sample. Different  

highways are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on VC HWY 1 are transmitted on O/G  

HWY2 or 3 or any HWY.  

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways Xl ,X2....Xn and several  

output highways Y 1, Y2.....Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns.  

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate cross  

point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of outgoing  
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PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point may be used  

to connect other channels.  

 

 
 

Fig.4.5: Space Division Switching  
 

4.4.2 Time switching:  

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. For  

example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS18 or any other TS on  

O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on  

I/C HWYO are transmitted on O/G HWYO only.  

 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer.  

 

 Voice frequency ranges from 300HZ to 400HZ.  

 In conventional telephone voice signals is in analog form.  

 Human audible range 20HZ to 20KHZ.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.4.6: Time Division Switching  
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Chapter 5  

 

Latest Telecom Services  
 

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service  

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category  

includes incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile  

wireless communication companies.  

 

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G) 

 Wi-MAX  

 IN (Intelligent Network)  

 Landlines  

 High Speed Broadband access  

 

5.1 FTTH:  

 

 Fibre To The Home;  

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to  

home or business point;  

 

Features:  

 

 Resilience and reliability of service;  

 Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities;  

 Continuous guaranteed service;  

 Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbps multi play services like  

voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services;  

 

 

Fig .5.1: BSNL FTTH Architecture  
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5.2 Mobile services:  

 

5.2.1 3G services:  

 

 Third generation Mobile Technology — HSDPA;  

 

 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G;  

 

 2.05Mbps to stationary devices;  

 

 384 Kbps for slow moving devices;  

 

 128 Kbps for fast moving devices;  

 

5.2.2 Wi MAX:  

 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access  

 

Features:  

 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km  

 

 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 

 

 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access)  

 

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data  

 

5.2.3 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH)  

 

 Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party.  

 

 All charges are levied on the service subscriber  

 

 The service is free of any charge to the calling user.  

 

 Service is accessible from networks of other operators also.  

 

5.2.4 Voice VPN  

 

 Voice V PN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources.  

 

 PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in  

a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP  

number. 

 

 Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX  
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5.3 CDMA  

 

 CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a  

CDMA system are:  

 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX)  

 

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when  

compared to Landline.  

 

Advantages of CDMA systems:  

 Over Wire line: Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost, Mobility, Ease of  

operation. Call drop< 2%  

  Over Mobile (GSM System): Large Coverage, Large Capacity. 

 

Frequency reuse factor, network design and expanding become much easier, large coverage.  

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.2: General Architecture of CDMA  

 

 

 

Salient Features of CDMA:  

 

It is an advanced communication technology. It has Anti-jam and security features, Large  

capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA.  
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5.4 GSM:  
 

 GSM stands for Global system for Mobile communication. A GSM system is  

basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network subsystem, the  

radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. There are dominant interfaces,  

namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an interface  

between the BTS and MS.  

 

GSM Network Structure:  
 

 GSM service area;  

 PLMN service area;  

 MSC service area;  

 Location area;  

 Cells.  

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries  

where a mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be  

several within a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and  

other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit  

exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A  

gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN  

network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.3: GSM Architecture 
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Chapter 6 

 Telecom Infrastructure 

TELECOM IFRASTRUCTURE: 

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred as the „heart‟ of 

the installation since the communication system can function only if power supply is available. 

Failure of power supply system in any installation renders the communication facilities offered 

by it to be instantly paralyzed. 

6.1 Requirement of Power Supply: 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must have 

two basic characteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the 

power supply. 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or humour large 

ripple harmonics.  

The support power system in BSNL consists of: 

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are discharged.) 

1. VRLA Battery: 

Basically VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid Battery. In short terms it 

means that it is a lead acid battery with a valve regulator, which does not allow the gases to 

escape the battery container and there is no need of topping up of the battery. Various 

capacities of Batteries are 120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 

AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 5000 AH. 

Monitoring of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and leaking etc. 

 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of each cell in the 

string. 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%) in the impedance or conductance of the cell 

when charger is on as compared to the one recorded at the time of commissioning. 

 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 

 Float current in fully charged battery. 

Temperature: - 

The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the battery. The 

SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing the charging voltage and it is 3 

milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it is important to measure individual cell temp 

periodically and keep record for study and analysis. 
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Life of VRLA battery: 

 Batteries up to 200AH: 4 Years 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6 years 

6.2 SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant: 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (-48v). The 

conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs or Ferro-resonant 

techniques. These conventional types of power plants were having following problems: 

 Very large size 

 Large weight. 

 Lower efficiency. 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) power plant are 

used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished in two stages as given 

below: 

First Stage conversion: 

The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

Second Stage Conversion: 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 KHz and 

higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of a small 

high frequency transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by means of 

high frequency filters. 

Life of Power Plant: 

 Static P/P: 15 years 

 SMPS P/P: 15 years 

Advantages of SMPS Power Plant: 

 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 10 to 15% of 

the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. This makes the power plant 

compact due to which a lot of saving in floor area is achieved. 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone to 

temperature variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ micro-processor 

control techniques, the introduction of temperature compensation logic for batteries 

has become simple and easier. 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up-gradation of the 

capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in the additional modules adds to 

the capacity, with the limit of ultimate capacity and does not require the replacement 

of existing Power Plant as in the case of conventional Power Plants. 
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6.3 Earthing: 

Purpose of Earthing: 

Earthing plays a vital role in the protection of equipment’s and the personnel. Apart 

from protection from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in Telecommunication 

circuits and equipment’s, Earthing is provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

Types of Earth Electrodes: 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a problem. 

Strip electrodes: In hilly areas where digging beyond 2-3ft depth is not possible and space is 

available. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being made in which a chemical paste is 

deposited between the plates, which helps in maintaining the required level of moisture and is 

also known as maintenance free earth. It is specifically useful for hilly areas. 

6.4 Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine Alternator: 

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from Diesel Engine 

Alternator Set-in the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which 

rotates the alternator of the engine Alternator set and alternator in turn produces Electrical 

energy. In the first stage of energy conversion, the chemical energy of fuel is converted in to 

the mechanical energy at the common shaft of Engine & Alternator. This mechanical energy is 

then converted into electrical energy at alternator in the second stage of energy conversion. 
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CONCLUSION  
 

Finally, I conclude that I have learnt about different broadband services, working of  

internet and how the calls can be transmitted from one terminal to another through several  

elements like OMC to switching room to MDF to hand set, different types of mobile services  

like CDMA GSM etc. I came to know in which medium transmission takes place faster  

depending upon the application like in telephone coaxial or twisted pairs are apt whereas  

optical fibres are majorly used in some cases of long distance transmission where we should  

not have any information loss. I know that how the connections are to be done. They showed  

all the equipment what they had explained in the internship course with fully high qualified  

technicians. With those connections the electrical supply is very important to the broadcast.  

In telecom services, net browsing is important and it should improve throughout the world.  

The communication is the main process through the antennas and it is the data forwarding  

technique. Day by day technology is increasing and the telecom users are improving, so the  

broadcast is easier than before the days.  
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ABSTRACT   
 

  

 Telecommunication has seen tremendous growth in the last ten years. However, 

In India the Broadband growth is not encouraging. As per World Bank report a 

ten percentage-point increase in broadband penetration for an average nation 

results in an acceleration of economic growth of 1.3 percentages. According to 

Telecommunication Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) report (March 2014), 

Among 14.86 million fixed line Broadband subscribers,10 million are from 

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) which amounts to 67 percent market 

share. Having highest market share in fixed line Broadband, BSNL has high 

responsibility to support the Broadband growth for the country. However, 

presently the loyal customers of Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited are switching 

over to other brands because of the issues in customer experience in the 

Broadband service delivery.   

 Spending a period of 6 weeks with the Telecom Networking, the report is based 

on how the BSNL Telecom Network works, how the exchange works. Previously 

we use Electro-Mechanical exchanges but it faced some disadvantages. We 

overcome those drawbacks by introducing "C-DOT" exchange in India. Now the 

present trend in BSNL is "GSM", it provided milestones in Telecom.   

  

  

  

Keywords: TRAI, DWDM, Broadband, Switching, Alternator, Earthing.   
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CHAPTER 1  
  

INTRODUCTION  
  

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited is a state- owned telecommunications company  

headquartered in New Delhi, India. BSNL is one of the largest Indian cellular service providers, 

with over 87.1 million subscribers as of April 2011, and the largest land line telephone provider 

in India.   

  

BSNL is India's oldest and largest communication service provider. It had a customer base 

of 90 million as of June 2008. It has footprints throughout India except for theme-tropolitan cities 

of Mumbai and New Delhi, which are managed by Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

(MTNL). As of June 30, 2010, BSNL had a customer base of 27.45 million wirelines and 72.69 

million wireless subscribers.   

  

BSNL is the only service provider, making focused efforts and planned initiatives to bridge 

the Rural-Urban Digital Divide ICT sector. In fact, there is no telecom operator in the/country to 

beat its reach with its wide network giving services in every nook & corner of country and operates 

across India except Delhi & Mumbai. Whether it is in accessible areas of Siachen glacier and 

North-eastern region of the country. BSNL serves its customers with its wide bouquet of telecom 

services.   

  

BSNL is numerouno operator of India in all services in its license area. The company 

offers vide ranging & most transparent tariff schemes designed to suite every customer. BSNL 

cellular service, Cell One, has 55,140,282 2Gcellular customers and 88,4933Gcustomers as on 

30.11.2009. In basic services, BSNL is miles ahead, with 85 per cent share of the subscriber base 

and 92 percent share in revenue terms. BSNL has more than 2.5 million WLL subscribers and 2.5 

million Internet Customers who access Internet through various modes. BSNL has set up a world 

class multi-gigabit, multi- protocol convergent IP infrastructure that provides convergent services 

like voice, data and video through the same Backbone and Broadband Access Network. At present 

there are 0.6 million Data One broadband customers. The company has vast experience. Planning, 

Installation, network integration and Maintenance of Switching & Transmission Networks and 

also has a world class ISO 9000 certified Telecom Training  

Institute.  

  

1.1. Telecom network   

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts   

  

1) Access Network: It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises 

Equipment) to the Switching Location. Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC.  

  

2) Switching network: It is the location of the switching station. Example: Telephone 

Exchange, MSC etc.   

  

3) Core Network: Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core 

network.   
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1.2. Wired telecom network  

  

 
Fig. 1.1: Wired telecom network representation.  

  

 1.2.1.  MDF (Main Distribution Frame)   

  

A Main Distribution Frame (MDF or main frame) is a signal distribution frame for 

connecting equipment (inside plant to cables and subscriber carrier equipment (outside plant). The 

MDF is a termination point within the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment and 

terminations of local loops are connected by jumper wires at the MDF. All cable copper pairs 

supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated at the MDF and distributed through 

the MDF to equipment within the local exchange e.g. repeaters and DSLAM. Cables to 

intermediate distribution frames terminate at the MDF. Trunk cables may terminate on the same 

MDF or on a separate trunk main distribution frame (MDF).   

  

1.2.2 Pillars   

  

PILLARS are the intermediate testing boxes where the primary and distribution cable 

terminates. Underground cables that connect the MDF and pillars are called as Primary cables. 

cables that connect the pillar and the DPs (Distribution Point) in that pillar area are called as 

Distribution cables.   

  

1.2.3 DP (Distribution Point)   

  

A Distribution Point is the point from where the connection wires are extended to the 

customers. A DP's capacity can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 pairs. Each DP is given with a 4-digit number 

in which the first 2 digits indicate the pillar number, in which that DP is working. Through a drop 

wire, the connection is extended into customer premises from the distribution point.  

  

1.3. How telecom network works?   

  

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that connects 

telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant equipment 

including telephone switches, which make telephone calls "wolic" in the sense of making 

connections and relaying the speech in format.  
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Fig. 1.2: Basic telecom network  

  

  

1.3.1 Engine and Alternator   

  

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine 

provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support 

the exchange systems.   

  

Battery and Power Plant: Batteries provides continuous DC voltage for uninterrupted 

exchange operation. The power plant keeps the batteries on float so as to give out the dc output in 

the event of commercial power supply failure. The rectifiers in the power plant convert ac into dc.   

  

1.3.2 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control)  

  

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It 

controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding and 

removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room.  

  

1.3.3 Main Distribution Frame   

  

It provides the physical connectivity from the exchange side to the line side. All the primary 

cables are terminated at the MDF line side and all the switching cables are terminated at the 

exchange side on the MDF crone modules.   

  

1.3.4 Switch   

  

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch 

room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. 

Switching is the most important part of the exchange process.    
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1.4. Telecom Companies in India   

  

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country. The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by 

the Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up.  

  

1.5. Services of BSNL   

• Land lines (Fixed Access)   

• High speed Broadband   

• FTTH (Fibre to the Home)   

• Mobile services   

• Wi-MAX   

• IN (Intelligent Network)   
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Chapter 2 IP ADDRESSING  

Introduction:  

 An Internet Protocol address(IP address) is a numerical label assigned to each device connected 

a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address serves two 

principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing.  

IPV4  

• In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to255.255.255.255.  The IP address is of the 

form<network ID, host ID>  There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D &E.  

• A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address.  

• Class D is a special type of address used for multicasting.  

• Class E is reserved for experimental use.  

  

  

Fig. 2.1: IPv4 addressing  

• Creating multiple independent Networks from a Single Network.  

• Converting Host bits into Network Bits I.e. Converting 0’s into1’s  Sub netting can be 

performed in two ways.  

• FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask)  

• VLSM (Variable Length subnet mask)  

• Sub netting can be done based on requirement.  
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Fig. 2.2: classes of ipv4 addressing 

 

 Default subnet mask  

• Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion  

• Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion.  

• Class A:N.H.H.H  

• 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000  

• Default Subnet Mask for Class A is255.0.0.0  

• Class B:N.N.H.H  

• 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000  

• Default Subnet Mask for Class B is255.255.0.0  

• Class C:N.N.N.H  

• 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000  

• Default Subnet Mask for Class C is255.255.255.0 Ipv4 vs ipv6  

 

Fig.2.3: Comparison of ipv4 vs ipv6 
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Chapter 3  

 

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 
  

 Introduction  
  

A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make mobile 

telephone calls across a wide geographic area, served by many  public cells, allowing the user 

to be mobile. By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within the range of a single, private 

base station, for example within a home or an office.  

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public telephone 

network which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the world. It does this by 

connecting to a cellular network provided by a mobile network operator. In addition to 

telephone, modern mobile phones also support a wide variety of other services such as text 

messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short-range wireless communications (infrared, 

Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and photography. Mobile phones that offer these 

more general computing capabilities are referred to as smart phones.  

 

3.1 Generation Gap  

    Generation:1 

    Analog [routines for sending voice]  

• All systems are in compatible. 

• No international roaming. 

• No data accessibility. 

    Generation:2  

     Digital [voice Encoding]  

• Increased capacity.  

• Data rate of144kbitspersec.  

• More security.  

• Compatibility.  

• Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity.  

     Generation:2.5   

      Packet-switching  

• Connection to the internet is paid by packets.  

• Connection to internet is cheaper and faster (up to56KBps].  
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     Generation:3 

 

      The Present Future   

• Permanent web connection at2Mbps.  

• Internet, phone and media 3 in1.  

• The standard based on GSM is called UMTS.  

• Data rates of384kbits/sec.  

• The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards3G. 

     Generation:4  

 

     Voice and Broad band Service.  

  

• Speed up to 1 Gbps.  

• I switching has main role.  

• The  Long-Term Evolution  (LTE) has been initiated. 

 

     Generation:5  

    Cellular Mobile Communications  

• Ultra-high connection density and 0latency.  

• It succeeds the 4G(LTE/Max),3G(UMTS) and 2G(GSM)systems.  

• 5G performance targets include high data rate.  

• Higher system capacity and massive device connectivity.  The genius 

of the cellular system is the division of a city into small cells. This 

allows extensive frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of 

people can use cell phones simultaneously. In a typical analog cell-

phone system, the cell-phone carrier receives about 800 frequencies to 

use across the city. The carrier chops up the city into cells. Each cell is 

typically sized at about 10 square miles (26 square kilometres). Cells 

are normally thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this.  
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3.2 How a call is connected?  

• When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control 

channel. The control channel is a special frequency that the phone and 

base station use to talk to one another about things like call set-up and 

channel changing. If the phone cannot find any control channels to 

listen to, it knows it is out of range and displays a "no service" message.  

• When it receives the SID, the phone compares It to the SID 

programmed into the phone. If the SIDs match ,the phone knows that 

the cell it is communicating with is part of its home system.  

• Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, 

and the MTSO keeps track of your phone's location in a database—this  

way ,the MTSO knows which cell you are in when it wants to ring your 

phone.  

• The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database 

to see which cell you are in.  

• The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that cell 

to take the call.  

• The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel 

to tell it which frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower 

switch on those frequencies, the call is connected. Now, you are talking 

by two-way radio to a friend.  

• As you  move toward the edge of your cell, your cell's base station 

notes that your signal strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base 

station in the cell you are moving toward(which is listening and 

measuring signal strength on all frequencies, not just its own one-

seventh) sees your phone's signal strength increasing. The two base 

stations coordinate with each other through the MTSO, and at 

somepoint , your phone gets a signal on a control channel telling it to 

change frequencies. This hand off switches your phone to the new cell.  

3.3 Standard requirements of telecom network  

3.3.1 International mobile subscriber identification  

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile country 

code (MSC), mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile subscriber 

identification number (MSIN). The IMSI is not hardware-specific. Instead, it is maintained 

on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is the only absolute identity that a subscriber has 

with in the GSM system. The IMSI consists of the MCC followed by the NMSI and shall 

not exceed 15 digits.  

3.3.2 Temporary mobile subscriber identification  

 A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user confidentiality. It is 

assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The correlation of a TMSI to an 

IMSI only occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial Conditions (such as traffic system 

disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC can direct individual TMSIs to 

provide the MSC with their IMSI.  

3.3.3 SIM card  
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 The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated circuit chip 

with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory (ROM). It is 

inserted in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS to make or 

receive a call. As stated ,a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be mounted in the 

subscriber’s equipment.  

 3.3.4  MSISDN  

 The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to obtain 

a mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the country 

code (CC) followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not exceed 15 

digits.  

3.3.5 Mobile station roaming number(MSRN)  

 The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another numbering area. 

The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS.The HLR knows in what 

MSC/VLR service area the subscriber is located. At the reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it 

to the GMSC, which can now route the call to the MSC/VLR exchange where the called 

subscriber is currently registered.  

3.3.6 International mobile equipment identity (IMED)  

 The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN and is 

used to determine authorized(white), unauthorized(black), and malfunctioning(grey) GSM  

hardware .In  conjunction with the IMSI ,it is used to ensure that only authorized users are 

granted access to the system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS.  

3.3.7 Mobile station  

 The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a subscribe needs 

in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be installed in Vehicles 

or can be portable or hand-held stations. The MS may include provisions for data 

communication as well as voice. A mobile transmits and receives message to and from the 

GSM system over the air interface to establish and continue connections through the system. 

Different type of MS scan provided if fernet type of data interfaces. To provide a common 

model for describing these different MS configurations,” reference configuration” for MS, 

similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined.  

 Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon request, 

the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be used to 

identify mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the IMEI identities 

the mobile equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile subscriber. Different 

subscriber identities are used in different phases of call setup.   

  

  

Base station  

 The  BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view by the 

MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating with MSs 

in a certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more cells. A BSS 

may consist of  one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is  designed as an A-BIS 

interface. The BSS includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the MSs  the radio 

interface and the BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. The function split is basically 

between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing equipment at the BSC. A BTS 

compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and including the antennas, and also 

all the signal processing specific to the radio interface.  

3.3.8 BSC  
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 The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BT Son the other .The 

BSC performs the Radio Resource (RR) management  for the cells under its control. It assigns 

and release frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC performs the inter 

cell handover for MSs moving between BTS in its control. It also reallocates frequencies to the 

BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy demands during peak hours or on special events. The 

BSC controls the power transmission of both BSS and MSs in its area. The minimum power 

level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. The BSC provides the time and frequency 

synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs.   
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Chapter 4   
  

SWITCHING   
  

4.1 Introduction:   

  

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection from the calling subscriber  to the 

called Subscriber. Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. 

Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input ports to the specific 

output that will take the data towards its intended destination. The process performed by a 

switch is called Switching. The process of switch is called Switching.   

  

4.2 Telecom Networks and Types of Exchange:   

  

  
  

  

Fig.4.1: Schematic of Telecom network   

  

We can broadly classify any telecom network into three parts   

  

1) Access Network:  

  

It is the one which consists of the CPE (customer premises Equipment) to the switching 

location.   

  

Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC.   

  

2) Switching Network:   

  

It the location of switching station.   
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Example: Telephone exchange, MSC, etc.   

  

3) Core Network:   

  

Different Switching Networks will be combined to form to form a Core Network.   

  

4.2.1 Types of Exchanges:   

  

1. Manual Exchange:   

  

• In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end.   

• A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer 

premises.   

• Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the 

exchange.   

• The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling customer 

for giving call alert.   

• After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties.   

  

2. Automatic Exchanges:   

  

• In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented.   

• Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like matrix) 

operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a particular point 

in a matrix may be operated under the control of these relays.   

  

  

3. Electronic Exchange:   

  

• With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties with the 

automatic exchanges were solved.   

• The customer was provided with lot of advanced features.   

• Chronological Development of Electronic Exchanges.  

  

  

4.3 Types of Switching:   

  

In large networks, there may be more than one path for transmitting data from the sender to the 

receiver. Selecting a path that data must take out of the available options can be understood as 

Switching. The information may be switched while it travels between various communication 

channels.   

  

There are three typical switching techniques available for digital traffic. They are   

  

 Circuit Switching   

  

 Message Switching   
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 Packet Switching   

4.3.1 Circuit Switching:   

  

In Circuit switching, two nodes communicate with each other over a dedicated communication 

path. In this, a circuit is established to transfer the data. These circuits may be permanent or 

temporary. Applications that use circuit switching may have to go through three phases. The 

different phases are   

  

• Establishing a circuit   

• Transferring the data   

• Disconnecting the circuit  

  

  
  

Fig.4.2: Pattern of circuit switching   

  

Circuit switching was designed for voice applications. Telephone is the best suitable example 

of circuit switching. Before a user can make a call, a virtual path between the called subscriber 

and the calling subscriber is established over the network.   

  

Drawbacks:   

  

• The waiting time lasts long, and there is no data transfer.   

• Each connection has a dedicated path, and this gets expensive.   

• When connected systems do not use the channel, it is kept idle.   

 The circuit pattern is made once the connection is established, using the dedicated path which 

is intended for data transfer, in the circuit switching. The telephone system is a common 

example of Circuit Switching technique.   

  

4.3.2Message Switching:   

  

 In message switching, the whole message is treated as a data unit. The data is transferred in its 

entire circuitry. A switch working on message switching, first receives the whole message and 

buffers it until there are resources available to transfer it to the next hop.  If the next hop is not 
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having enough resource to accommodate large size message, the message is stored and the 

switch waits.   

  

  

    

  
  

Fig.4.3: Pattern of Message Switching   

  

 In this technique, the data is stored and forwarded. The technique is also called the Store-and-

Forward technique. This technique was considered a substitute to circuit switching. But the 

transmission delay that followed the end to end delay of message transmission added to the 

propagation delay and slowed down the entire process.  

  

Drawbacks:   

  

• Every switch in the transit path needs enough storage to accommodate the entire 

message.   

• Because of the waiting included until resources are available, message switching is very 

slow.   

• Message switching was not a solution for streaming media and real-time applications.   

  

The data packets are accepted even when the network is busy; this slows down the delivery.  

Hence, this is not recommended for real time applications like voice and video.  

  

  

4.3.3 Packet Switching:   

  

 The packet switching technique is derived from message switching where the message is 

broken down into smaller chunks called Packets. The header of each packet contains the 

switching information which is then transmitted independently. The header contains details 

such as source, destination and intermediate node address information. The intermediate 

networking devices can store small size packets and don't take many resources either on the 

carrier path or in the internal memory of switches.   

  

Individual routing of packets is done where a total set of packets need not be sent in the same 

route. As the data is split, bandwidth is reduced. This switching is used for performing data rate 

conversion.  
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Fig.4.4: Pattern of Packet switching  

  

  The line efficiency of packet switching can be enhanced by multiplexing the packets   

from multiple applications over the carrier. The internet which uses this packet switching 

enables the user to differentiate data streams based on priorities. Depending upon the priority 

list, these packets are forwarded after storing to provide quality of service.  

  

 The packet switching technique was proved to be an efficient technique and is being widely 

used in both voice and data transfer. The transmission resources are allocated using different 

techniques such as Statistical Multiplexing or Dynamic Bandwidth allocation.   

  

4.4 Digital Switching   

  

The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more exchange 

terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) between these terminations 

in digital form with reliable accuracy.   

  

Switching network can be classified into   

  

• Space Division and   

• Time Division systems   

  

4.4.1 Space Switching:   

  

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. E.g. Signals   

received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since the transfer of 

sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the sample. Different 

highways are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on VC HWY 1 are transmitted on O/G 

HWY2 or 3 or any HWY.   

  

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways Xl, X2...., Xn and several 

output highways Y 1, Y2....., Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns.  

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate cross 

point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of outgoing 
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PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point may be used  to 

connect other channels.   

  

  
  

Fig.4.5: Space Division Switching  

  

4.4.2 Time switching:   

  

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. For 

example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS18 or any other TS on 

O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on 

I/C HWYO are transmitted on O/G HWYO only.   

  

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer.   

  

• Voice frequency ranges from 300HZ to 400HZ.   

• In conventional telephone voice signals is in Analog form.   

• Human audible range 20HZ to 20KHZ.   

  

  

  

  
  

Fig.4.6: Time Division Switching   
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Chapter 5   
  

Latest Telecom Services  
  

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service provider 

that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category includes 

incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile wireless 

communication companies.   

  

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)   

 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G)  

 Wi-MAX   

 IN (Intelligent Network)   

 Landlines   

 High Speed Broadband access   

  

5.1 FTTH:   

  

• Fibre To The Home;   

• Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to home 

or business point;   

  

Features:   

• Resilience and reliability of service;   

• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities;  

• Continuous guaranteed service;   

• Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbps multi play services like voice, 

Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services;   

 

  

  
Fig .5.1: BSNL FTTH Architecture   
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 5.2 Mobile services:   

  

5.2.1 3G services:   

  

 Third generation Mobile Technology — HSDPA;   

  

 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G;   

  

 2.05Mbps to stationary devices;   

  

 384 Kbps for slow moving devices;   

  

 128 Kbps for fast moving devices;   

  

5.2.2 Wi MAX:   

  

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access   

  

Features:   

  

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km   

  

 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network)  

  

 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access)   

  

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data   

  

5.2.3 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH)   

  

• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party.   

  

• All charges are levied on the service subscriber   

  

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user.   

  

• Service is accessible from networks of other operators also.   

  

5.2.4 Voice VPN   

  

• Voice V PN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses and 

communities using public network resources.   

  

• PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in 

a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dial, which is called PNP number.  
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• Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX   

  

5.3 CDMA   

  

 CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. 

 The basic requirements for a CDMA system are:   

  

   Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX)   

  

   Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when 

compared to Landline.   

  

Advantages of CDMA systems:   

• Over Wire line: Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost, Mobility, Ease of operation. 

Call drop< 2%   

• Over Mobile (GSM System): Large Coverage, Large Capacity.  

  

Frequency reuse factor, network design and expanding become much easier, large coverage.   

  

  

  
  

Fig.5.2: General Architecture of CDMA   

   

 

Salient Features of CDMA:   

  

It is an advanced communication technology. It has Anti-jam and security features, Large 

capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA.   
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5.4 GSM:   

  

 GSM stands for Global system for Mobile communication. A GSM system is  basically 

designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network subsystem, the  radio 

subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. There are dominant interfaces,  namely, an 

interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an interface  between the 

BTS and MS.   

  

GSM Network Structure:   

  

• GSM service area;   

• PLMN service area;   

• MSC service area;   

• Location area;   

• Cells.    

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries where a 

mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several within 

a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, ISDN, 

or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit exchange. All 

incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway MSC 

works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN network, all 

mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC.   

 

 

 
 

 Fig.5.3: GSM Architecture  
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Chapter 6    

Telecom Infrastructure 

  

TELECOMIFRASTRUCTURE:  

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing  

The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred as the “heart” of  

the Installation since the communication system can function only if power supply is available. 

Failure of power supply system in any installation renders the communication facilities offered 

by it to be instantly paralyzed.  

 

6.1 Requirement of Power Supply:  

• Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must have two 

basic characteristics.  

• Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the power 

supply.  

• The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or humour large 

ripple harmonics.   

The support power system in BSNL consists of:  

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are discharged.)  

1. VRLA Battery:  

Basically, VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid Battery. In short terms it means that it 

is a lead acid battery with a valve regulator, which does not allow the gases to escape the battery 

container and there is no need of topping up of the battery. Various capacities of Batteries are 

120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 

5000AH.  

Monitoring of VRLA Batteries  

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries:  

• Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and leaking etc.  

• Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of each cell in the 

string.  

• Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%) in the impedance or conductance of the cell 

when charger is on as compared to the one recorded at the time of commissioning.  

• Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically.  

• Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage.  Float current in 

fully charged battery.  
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Temperature: -  

The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the battery. The  

SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing the charging voltage and it is 3 

milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it is important to measure individual cell temp 

periodically and keep record for study and analysis.  

Life of VRLA battery:  

• Batteries up to 200AH: 4Years  

• Batteries more than 200 AH: 6years  

6.2 SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Powerplant:  

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (-48v). The 

conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs or Ferro-resonant 

techniques. These conventional types of power plants were having following problems:  

• Very large size  

• Large weight.  

• Lower efficiency.  

• No scope for modular expansion.  

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) power plant are 

used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished in two stages as given 

below:  

First Stage conversion:  

The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC.  

Second Stage Conversion:  

• Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor.  

• High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 K Hz and 

higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor switching devices.  

• High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of a small high 

frequency transformer.  

• Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by means of high 

frequency filters.  

Life of Power Plant:  

• Static P/P: 15 years  

• SMPS P/P: 15 years  

Advantages of SMPS Power Plant:  

• Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 10 to 15% of 

the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. This makes the power plant 

compact due to which a lot of saving in floor area is achieved.  

• The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone to temperature 

variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ micro-processor control 
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techniques, the introduction of temperature compensation logic for batteries has 

become simple and easier.  

• Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up-gradation of the 

capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in the additional modules adds 

to the capacity, with the limit of ultimate capacity and does not require the replacement 

of existing Power Plant as in the case of conventional Power Plants.  

  

6.3 Earthing:  

Purpose of Earthing:  

Earthing plays a vital role in the protection of equipment’s and the personnel. Apart 

from protection from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in Telecommunication 

circuits and equipment’s, Earthing is provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise.  

Types of Earth Electrodes:  

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems.  

Spike electrodes: These are used where space is not a problem.  

Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a problem.  

Strip electrodes: In hilly areas where digging beyond 2-3ft depth is not possible and space is 

available. Nowadays, Chemical Earth is also being made in which a chemical paste is 

deposited between the plates, which helps in maintaining the required level of moisture and is 

also known as maintenance free earth. It is specifically useful for hilly areas.  

 

6.4 Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine Alternator:  

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from Diesel Engine 

Alternator Set-in the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which rotates 

the alternator of the engine Alternator set and alternator in turn produces Electrical energy. In 

the first stage of energy conversion, the chemical energy of fuel is converted into the 

mechanical energy at the common shaft of Engine& Alternator. This mechanical energy is then 

converted into electrical energy at alternator in the second stage of energy conversion. 
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CONCLUSION   
  

Finally, I conclude that I have learnt about different broadband services, working of internet 

and how the calls can be transmitted from one terminal to another through several elements 

like OMC to switching room to MDF to hand set, different types of mobile services like CDMA 

GSM etc. I came to know in which medium transmission takes place faster depending upon the 

application like in telephone coaxial or twisted pairs are apt whereas optical fibres are majorly 

used in some cases of long distance transmission where, we should not have any information 

loss. I know that how the connections are to be done. They showed all the equipment what they 

had explained in the internship course with fully high qualified technicians. With those 

connections the electrical supply is very important to the broadcast.  In telecom services, net 

browsing is important and it should improve throughout the world.  The communication is the 

main process through the antennas and it is the data forwarding technique. Day by day 

technology is increasing and the telecom users are improving. So, the broadcast is easier than 

before the days.   
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                                                             ABSTRACT  
 

 Telecommunication has seen tremendous growth in the last ten years. However, in  

India the Broadband growth is not encouraging. As per World Bank report a ten percentage-  

point increase in broadband penetration for an average nation results in an acceleration of  

economic growth of 1.3 percentages. According to Telecommunication Regulatory Authority  

of India (TRAI) report (March 2014), among 14.86 million fixed line Broadband subscribers  

10 million are from Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) which amounts to 67 percent  

market share. Having highest market share in fixed line Broadband, BSNL has high  

responsibility to support the Broadband growth for the country. However, presently the loyal  

customers of Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited are switching over to other brands because of  

the issues in customer experience in the Broadband service delivery.  

 Spending a period of 6 weeks with the Telecom Networking, the report is based on  

how the BSNL Telecom Network works, how the exchange works. Previously we use  

electro-mechanical exchanges but it faced some disadvantages. We overcome those  

drawbacks by introducing "C-DOT" exchange in India. Now the present trend in BSNL is  

"GSM" ,it provided milestones in Telecom.  

 

 

 

Keywords: TRAI, DWDM, Broadband, Switching, GSM, CDMA  
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CHAPTER -1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited is a state- owned telecommunications company 

headquartered in New Delhi, India. BSNL is one of the largest Indian cellular service providers, 

with over 87.1 million subscribers as of April 2011, and the largest land line telephone provider 

in India.  

 

BSNL is India's oldest and largest communication service provider. It had a customer 

base of 90 million as of June 2008. It has footprints throughout India except for theme-tropolitan 

cities of Mumbai and New Delhi, which are managed by Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

(MTNL). As of June 30, 2010, BSNL had a customer base of 27.45 million wirelines and 72.69 

million wireless subscribers.  

 

BSNL is the only service provider, making focused efforts and planned initiatives to 

bridge the Rural-Urban Digital Divide ICT sector. In fact, there is no telecom operator in 

the/country to beat its reach with its wide network giving services in every nook & corner of 

country and operates across India except Delhi & Mumbai. Whether it is inaccessible areas of 

Siachen glacier and North-eastern region of the country. BSNL serves its customers with its 

wide bouquet of telecom services.  

 

BSNL is numero uno operator of India in all services in its license area. The company 

offers vide ranging & most transparent tariff schemes designed to suite every customer. BSNL 

cellular service, Cell One, has 55,140,282 2Gcellular customers and 88,4933Gcustomers as on 

30.11.2009. In basic services, BSNL is miles ahead, with 85 per cent share of the subscriber 

base and 92 percent share in revenue terms. BSNL has more than 2.5 million WLL subscribers 

and 2.5 million Internet Customers who access Internet through various modes. BSNL has set 

up a world class multi-gigabit, multi- protocol convergent IP infrastructure that provides 

convergent services like voice, data and video through the same Backbone and Broadband 

Access Network. At present there are 0.6 million Data One broadband customers. The company 

has vast experience. Planning, Installation, network integration and Maintenance of Switching & 

Transmission Networks and also has a world class ISO 9000 certified Telecom Training 

Institute. 

 

1.1. Telecom network  

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts  

 

1) Access Network: It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises 

Equipment) to the Switching Location. Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

 

2) Switching network: It is the location of the switching station. Example: Telephone 

Exchange, MSC etc.  

 

3) Core Network: Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core 

network.  
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1.2. Wired telecom network 

 

Fig. 1.1: Wired telecom network representation. 

 

1.2.1. MDF (Main Distribution Frame)  

 

A Main Distribution Frame (MDF or main frame) is a signal distribution frame for 

connecting equipment (inside plant to cables and subscriber carrier equipment (outside plant). 

The MDF is a termination point within the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment 

and terminations of local loops are connected by jumper wires at the MDF. All cable copper 

pairs supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated at the MDF and distributed 

through the MDF to equipment within the local exchange e.g. repeaters and DSLAM. Cables to 

intermediate distribution frames terminate at the MDF. Trunk cables may terminate on the same 

MDF or on a separate trunk main distribution frame (MDF).  

 

1.2.2 Pillars  

 

PILLARS are the intermediate testing boxes where the primary and distribution cable 

terminates. Underground cables that connect the MDF and pillars are called as Primary cables. 

cables that connect the pillar and the DPs (Distribution Point) in that pillar area are called as 

Distribution cables.  

 

1.2.3 DP (Distribution Point)  

 

A Distribution Point is the point from where the connection wires are extended to the 

customers. A DP's capacity can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 pairs. Each DP is given with a 4-digit number 

in which the first 2 digits indicate the pillar number, in which that DP is working. Through a 

drop wire, the connection is extended into customer premises from the distribution point. 

 

1.3. How telecom network works?  

 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that 

connects telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant 

equipment including telephone switches, which make telephone calls "wolic" in the sense of 

making connections and relaying the speech in format. 
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Fig. 1.2: Basic telecom network 

 

 

1.3.1 Engine and Alternator  

 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine 

provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support 

the exchange systems.  

 

Battery and Power Plant: Batteries provides continuous DC voltage for uninterrupted 

exchange operation. The power plant keeps the batteries on float so as to give out the dc output 

in the event of commercial power supply failure. The rectifiers in the power plant convert ac 

into dc.  

 

1.3.2 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

 

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It 

controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding and 

removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room. 

 

1.3.3 Main Distribution Frame  

 

It provides the physical connectivity from the exchange side to the line side. All the primary 

cables are terminated at the MDF line side and all the switching cables are terminated at the 

exchange side on the MDF crone modules.  

 

1.3.4 Switch  

 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch 

room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. 

Switching is the most important part of the exchange process.  
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1.4. Telecom Companies in India  

 

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country. The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by 

the Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up. 

 

1.5. Services of BSNL  

 Land lines (Fixed Access)  

 High speed Broadband  

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

 Mobile services  

 Wi-MAX  

 IN (Intelligent Network)  
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CHAPTER -2 

IP ADDRESSING 
Introduction: 

An Internet Protocol address (IPaddress) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address 

serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing. 

IPV4 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to255.255.255.255. 

 The IP address is of the form < networkID,  hostID  > 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D &E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multi casting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: IPv4 addressing 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a SingleNetwork. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits I.e. Converting 0’s into1’s 

 Sub netting can be performed in twoways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnetmask) 

 Sub netting can be done based on requirement. 
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Fig. 2.2: classes of ipv4 addressing 

Default subnet mask 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A:N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is255.0.0.0 

 Class B:N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is255.255.0.0 

 Class C:N.N.N.H 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is255.255.255.0 

Ipv4 Vs ipv6 
 

 

Fig.2.3: Comparison of ipv4 vs ipv6  
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CHAPTER -3 

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 

 Introduction 

 
A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make 

mobile telephone calls across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, 

allowing the user to be mobile. By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within 

the range of a single, private base station, for example within a home or an office. 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public 

telephone network which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the 

world. It does this by connecting to a cellular network provided by a mobile network 

operator. In addition to telephone, modern mobile phones also support a wide variety 

of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short-range 

wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and 

photography. Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are 

referred to as smart phones. 

3.1 Generation Gap 

Generation 1 : Analog [routines for sending voice] 

• All systems are incompatible. 

• No international roaming. 

• No data accessibility. 

Generation 2 : Digital [voice Encoding] 

• Increased capacity. 

• Data rate of144kbitspersec. 

• More security. 

• Compatibility. 

• Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity. 

Generation 2.5 : packet-switching 

• Connection to the internet is paid by packets. 

• Connection to internet is cheaper and faster (up to56KBps]. 

Generation 3 : The Present Future 

 

• Permanent web connection at2Mbps. 

• Internet, phone and media 3 in1. 

• The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

• Data rates of384kbits/sec. 

• The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards3G. 

Generation 4 : Voice and Broad band Service. 

 

• Speed up to1Gbps. 

• I switching has main role. 

• The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) has been initiated.
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Generation:5 Cellular Mobile Communications 

• Ultra-high connection density and 0latency. 

• It succeeds the 4G (LTE/Max), 3G(UMTS) and 2G(GSM)systems. 

• 5G performance targets include high data rate. 

• Higher system capacity and massive device connectivity. 

 The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small 

cells. This allows extensive frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use 

cell phones simultaneously. In a typical analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier 

receives about 800 frequencies to use across the city. The carrier chops up the city into cells. 

Each cell is typically sized at about 10 square miles (26 square kilometres). Cells are normally 

thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this. 

3.2 How a call is connected? 

• When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control 

channel. The control channel is a special frequency that the phone and base 

station use to talk to one another about things like call set-up and channel 

changing. If the phone cannot find any control channels to listen to, it 

knows it is out of range and displays a "no service" message. 

• When it receives the SID, the phone compares It to the SID programmed 

into the phone. If the SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is 

communicating with is part of its home system. 

• Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the 

MTSO keeps track of your phone's location in a database—this way, the 

MTSO knows which cell you are in when it wants to ring your phone. 

• The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database to 

see which cell you are in. 

• The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that 

cell to take the call. 

• The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell 

it which frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on 

those frequencies, the call is connected. Now, you are talking by two-way 

radio to a friend. 

• As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell's base station notes that 

your signal strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell 

you are moving toward (which is listening and measuring signal strength on 

all frequencies, not just its own one-seventh) sees your phone's signal 

strength increasing. The two base stations coordinate with each other 

through the MTSO, and at some point, your phone gets a signal on a control 

channel telling it to change frequencies. This hand off switches your phone 

to the new cell. 

 

3.3 Standard requirements of telecom network 

3.3.1 International mobile subscriber identification 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile 

country code (MSC), mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile 
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subscriber identification number (MSIN). The IMSI is not hardware-specific. 

Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is the only 

absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists 

of the MCC followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

3.3.2 Temporary mobile subscriber identification 

 A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user 

confidentiality. It is assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The 

correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial 

Conditions (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC 

can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

3.3.3 SIM card 

 The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated 

circuit chip with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory 

(ROM). It is inserted in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS 

to make or receive a call. As stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be 

mounted in the subscriber’s equipment. 

3.3.4 MSISDN 

 The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to 

obtain a mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the 

country code (CC) followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not 

exceed 15 digits. 

3.3.5 Mobile station roaming number (MSRN) 

 The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another 

numbering area. The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. 

ItisassignedupondemandbytheHLRonaper-callbasis.TheMSRNforPSTN/ISDN 

routingshallhavethesamestructureasinternationalISDNnumbersintheareainwhich 

theMSRNisallocated.TheHLRknowsinwhatMSC/VLRserviceareathesubscriber is located. At 

the reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the GMSC, which can now route the call to the 

MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is currently registered. 

3.3.6 International mobile equipment identity (IMED) 

 The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN 

and is used to determine authorized (white), unauthorized (black), and malfunctioning (grey) 

GSM hardware. In conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users 

are granted access to the system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS. 

3.3.7 Mobile station 

 The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a 

subscribe needs in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be 

installed in Vehicles or can be portable or hand-held stations. The MS may include provisions 

for data communication as well as voice. A mobile transmits and receives message to and 

from the GSM system over the air interface to establish and continue connections through the 

system. Different type of MS scan provided if fernet type of data interfaces. To provide a 

common model for describing these different MS configurations,” reference configuration” 

for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

 Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon 

request, the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be 

used to identify mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the 

IMEI identities the mobile equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile 

subscriber. Different subscriber identities are used in different phases of call setup. The 

Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the number 
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thatthecallingpartydialsinordertoreachthesubscriber.Itisusedbythelandnetwork to route calls 

toward an appropriate MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the primary 

function of the subscriber within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. The 

GSM system can also assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a 

mobile. This number can be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber 

from being identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 

 

3.3.8 Base station 

 The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view 

by the MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating 

with MSs in a certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more 

cells. A BSS may consist of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is designed 

as an A-BIS interface. The BSS includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the 

MSs through the radio interface and the BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. The 

function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing 

equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and 

including the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio interface. A 

single transceiver within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. 

ABSC is a network component in the PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It 

is a functional entity that handles common control functions within a BTS. A BTS is a 

network component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically able to 

handle three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous communications. 

Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. An 

important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the 

BTS is the Transcoder/RateAdapter Unit(TRAU).The TRAU is the equipment in which 

coding and decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption incase of data. Although the 

specifications consider the TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, It can be sited away from the 

BTS(atMSC), and even between the BSC and the MSC. 

 

3.3.9 BSC 

 The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the 

other. The BSC performs the Radio Resource(RR) management for the cells under its control. 

It assigns and release frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC 

performs the inter cell handover for MSs moving between BTS in its control. It also 

reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy demands during peak 

hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both BSSs and MSs 

in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. The BSC 

provides the time and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs. The 

BSC also measures the time delay of received MS signal relative to the BTS clock. If the 

received MS signal is not centered in its assigned time slot at the BTS, The BSC can direct 

the BTS to notify the MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization takes place 
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CHAPTER -4  

 

SWITCHING  

 
4.1 Introduction:  

 

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection from the calling 

subscriber to the called Subscriber. Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks 

the connection. Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input 

ports to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended destination. The 

process performed by a switch is called Switching. The process of switch is called Switching.  

 

4.2 Telecom Networks and Types of Exchange:  

 

 
 

 

Fig.4.1: Schematic of Telecom network  

 

We can broadly classify any telecom network into three parts  

 

1) Access Network: 
 

It is the one which consists of the CPE (customer premises Equipment) to the switching 

location.  

 

Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC.  

 

2) Switching Network:  

 

It the location of switching station.  

 

Example: Telephone exchange, MSC, etc.  
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3) Core Network:  

 

Different Switching Networks will be combined to form to form a Core Network.  

 

4.2.1 Types of Exchanges:  

 

1. Manual Exchange:  

 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end.  

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer 

premises.  

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the 

exchange.  

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling  

customer for giving call alert.  

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties.  

 

2. Automatic Exchanges:  
 

 In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented.  

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like  

matrix) operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a 

particular point in a matrix may be operated under the control of these 

relays.  

 

 

3. Electronic Exchange:  

 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties  

with the automatic exchanges were solved.  

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features.  

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchanges. 

 

 

4.3 Types of Switching:  
 

In large networks, there may be more than one path for transmitting data from the  

sender to the receiver. Selecting a path that data must take out of the available options can  

be understood as Switching. The information may be switched while it travels between  

various communication channels.  

 

There are three typical switching techniques available for digital traffic. They are  

 

 

 Circuit Switching  

 

 Message Switching  

 

 Packet Switching  
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4.3.1 Circuit Switching:  
 

In Circuit switching, two nodes communicate with each other over a dedicated  

communication path. In this, a circuit is established to transfer the data. These circuits may  

be permanent or temporary. Applications that use circuit switching may have to go through  

three phases. The different phases are  

 

 Establishing a circuit  

 Transferring the data  

 Disconnecting the circuit 

 

 
 

Fig.4.2: Pattern of circuit switching  

 

Circuit switching was designed for voice applications. Telephone is the best suitable  

example of circuit switching. Before a user can make a call, a virtual path between the called  

subscriber and the calling subscriber is established over the network.  

 

Drawbacks:  

 

 The waiting time lasts long, and there is no data transfer.  

 Each connection has a dedicated path, and this gets expensive.  

 When connected systems do not use the channel, it is kept idle.  

 The circuit pattern is made once the connection is established, using the dedicated 

path which is intended for data transfer, in the circuit switching. The telephone system is a  

common example of Circuit Switching technique.  

 

4.3.2Message Switching:  

 

 In message switching, the whole message is treated as a data unit. The data is  

transferred in its entire circuitry. A switch working on message switching, first receives the  

whole message and buffers it until there are resources available to transfer it to the next hop.  

If the next hop is not having enough resource to accommodate large size message, the  

message is stored and the switch waits.  
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Fig.4.3: Pattern of Message Switching  

 

 In this technique, the data is stored and forwarded. The technique is also called  

the Store-and-Forward technique. This technique was considered a substitute to circuit  

switching. But the transmission delay that followed the end to end delay of message  

transmission added to the propagation delay and slowed down the entire process. 

 

Drawbacks:  

 

 Every switch in the transit path needs enough storage to accommodate the entire  

message.  

 Because of the waiting included until resources are available, message switching is  

very slow.  

 Message switching was not a solution for streaming media and real-time applications.  

 

The data packets are accepted even when the network is busy; this slows down the delivery.  

Hence, this is not recommended for real time applications like voice and video. 

 

 

4.3.3 Packet Switching:  

 

 The packet switching technique is derived from message switching where the  

message is broken down into smaller chunks called Packets. The header of each packet  

contains the switching information which is then transmitted independently. The header  

contains details such as source, destination and intermediate node address information. The  

intermediate networking devices can store small size packets and don't take many resources  

either on the carrier path or in the internal memory of switches.  

 

Individual routing of packets is done where a total set of packets need not be sent in the  

same route. As the data is split, bandwidth is reduced. This switching is used for performing  

data rate conversion. 
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Fig.4.4: Pattern of Packet switching 

 

 The line efficiency of packet switching can be enhanced by multiplexing the 

packets  

from multiple applications over the carrier. The internet which uses this packet switching  

enables the user to differentiate data streams based on priorities. Depending upon the  

priority list, these packets are forwarded after storing to provide quality of service. 

 

 The packet switching technique was proved to be an efficient technique and is being  

widely used in both voice and data transfer. The transmission resources are allocated using  

different techniques such as Statistical Multiplexing or Dynamic Bandwidth allocation.  

 

4.4 Digital Switching  

 

The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more exchange  

terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) between these terminations  

in digital form with reliable accuracy.  

 

Switching network can be classified into  

 

 Space Division and  

 Time Division systems  

 

4.4.1 Space Switching:  

 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. E.g. 

Signals  

received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since the transfer of  

sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the sample. Different  

highways are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on VC HWY 1 are transmitted on O/G  

HWY2 or 3 or any HWY.  

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways Xl ,X2....Xn and several  

output highways Y 1, Y2.....Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns.  

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate cross  

point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of outgoing  
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PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point may be used  

to connect other channels.  

 

 
 

Fig.4.5: Space Division Switching 
 

 

 

4.4.2 Time switching:  

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. For  

example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS18 or any other TS on  

O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on  

I/C HWYO are transmitted on O/G HWYO only.  

 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer.  

 

 Voice frequency ranges from 300HZ to 400HZ.  

 In conventional telephone voice signals is in analog form.  

 Human audible range 20HZ to 20KHZ.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.4.6: Time Division Switching  
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CHAPTER -5  

 

LATEST TELECOM SERVICES 

 

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service  

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category  

includes incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile  

wireless communication companies.  

 

 FTTH (Fibre to the Home)  

 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G) 

 Wi-MAX  

 IN (Intelligent Network)  

 Landlines  

 High Speed Broadband access  

 

5.1 FTTH:  

 

 Fibre To The Home;  

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to  

home or business point;  

 

Features:  

 

 Resilience and reliability of service;  

 Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities; 

 Continuous guaranteed service;  

 Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbps multi play services like  

voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services;  

 

 

Fig .5.1: BSNL FTTH Architecture  
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5.2 Mobile services:  

 

5.2.1 3G services:  

 

 Third generation Mobile Technology — HSDPA;  

 

 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G;  

 

 2.05Mbps to stationary devices;  

 

 384 Kbps for slow moving devices;  

 

 128 Kbps for fast moving devices;  

 

5.2.2 Wi MAX:  

 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access  

 

Features:  

 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km  

 

 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 

 

 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access)  

 

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data  

 

5.2.3 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH)  

 

 Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party.  

 

 All charges are levied on the service subscriber  

 

 The service is free of any charge to the calling user.  

 

 Service is accessible from networks of other operators also.  

 

5.2.4 Voice VPN  

 

 Voice V PN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources.  

 

 PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in  

a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP  

number. 
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 Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX  

 

 

5.3 CDMA  

 

 CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a  

CDMA system are:  

 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX)  

 

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when  

compared to Landline.  

 

Advantages of CDMA systems:  

 Over Wire line: Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost, Mobility, Ease of  

operation. Call drop< 2%  

 Over Mobile (GSM System): Large Coverage, Large Capacity. 

 

Frequency reuse factor, network design and expanding become much easier, large coverage.  

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.2: General Architecture of CDMA  

 

 

 

Salient Features of CDMA:  

 

It is an advanced communication technology. It has Anti-jam and security features, Large  

capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA.  
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5.4 GSM:  
 

 GSM stands for Global system for Mobile communication. A GSM system is  

basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network subsystem, the  

radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. There are dominant interfaces,  

namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an interface  

between the BTS and MS.  

 

GSM Network Structure:  
 

 GSM service area;  

 PLMN service area;  

 MSC service area;  

 Location area;  

 Cells.  

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries  

where a mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be  

several within a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and  

other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit  

exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A  

gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN  

network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.3: GSM Architecture 
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CHAPTER - 6 

 TELECOM INFRASTRUCTURE 

TELECOM INFRASTRUCTURE: 

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred as the „heart‟ of 

the 

installationsincethecommunicationsystemcanfunctiononlyifpowersupplyisavailable.Failureof

power 

supplysysteminanyinstallationrendersthecommunicationfacilitiesofferedbyittobeinstantlyparal

yzed. 

6.1 Requirement of Power Supply: 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must have 

two basic characteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the 

power supply. 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or humour large 

ripple harmonics.  

The support power system in BSNL consists of: 

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are discharged.) 

1. VRLA Battery: 

BasicallyVRLAstandsforValveRegulatedLeadAcidBattery.Inshorttermsitmeansthatitis

aleadacid battery with a valve regulator, which does not allow the gases to escape the battery 

container and there is no need of topping up of the battery. Various capacities of Batteries are 

120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 

5000AH. 

Monitoring of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and leaking etc. 

 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of each cell in the 

string. 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%)in the impedance or conductance of the cell 

when charger is on as compared to the one recorded at the time of commissioning. 
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 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 

 Float current in fully charged battery. 

Temperature: - 

The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the battery. The 

SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing the charging voltage and it is 3 

milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it is important to measure individual cell temp 

periodically and keep record for study and analysis. 

Life of VRLA battery: 

 Batteries up to 200AH: 4Years 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6years 

6.2 SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant: 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (-48v). The 

conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs or Ferro-resonant 

techniques. These conventional types of power plants were having following problems: 

 Very large size 

 Large weight. 

 Lower efficiency. 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) power plant are 

used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished in two stages as given 

below: 

First Stage conversion: 

The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

Second Stage Conversion: 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 KHz and 

higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of a small 

high frequency transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by means of 

high frequency filters. 

 

Life of Power Plant: 

 Static P/P: 15 years 

 SMPS P/P: 15 years 

Advantages of SMPS Power Plant: 
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 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 10to15% of 

the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. This makes the power plant 

compact due to which a lot of saving in floor area is achieved. 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone to 

temperature variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ micro-processor 

control techniques, the introduction of temperature compensation logic for batteries 

has become simple and easier. 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up-gradation of the 

capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in the additional modules adds to 

the capacity, with the limit of ultimate capacity and does not require the replacement 

of existing Power Plant as in the case of conventional Power Plants. 

 

6.3 Earthing: 

Purpose of Earthing: 

Earthingplaysavitalroleintheprotectionofequipment’sandthepersonnel.Apartfromprote

ction from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in Telecommunication circuits 

and equipment’s, Earthing is provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

Types of Earth Electrodes: 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a problem. 

Strip electrodes: Inhillyareaswherediggingbeyond2-

3ftdepthisnotpossibleandspaceisavailable. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being made in 

which a chemical paste is deposited between the plates, which helps in maintaining the 

required level of moisture and is also known as maintenance free earth. It is specifically 

useful for hilly areas. 

6.4 Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine Alternator: 

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from Diesel Engine 

Alternator Set-in the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which 

rotates the alternator of the engine. Alternator set and alternator in turn produces Electrical 

energy. In the first stage of energy conversion, the chemical energy of fuel is converted into 

the mechanical energy at the common shaft of Engine &Alternator. This mechanical energy 

is then converted into electrical energy at alternator in the second stage of energy conversion. 
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                                       CONCLUSION  
 

Finally, I conclude that I have learnt about different broadband services, working of  

internet and how the calls can be transmitted from one terminal to another through several  

elements like OMC to switching room to MDF to hand set, different types of mobile services  

like CDMA GSM etc. I came to know in which medium transmission takes place faster  

depending upon the application like in telephone coaxial or twisted pairs are apt whereas  

optical fibres are majorly used in some cases of long distance transmission where we should  

not have any information loss. I know that how the connections are to be done. They showed  

all the equipment what they had explained in the internship course with fully high qualified  

technicians. With those connections the electrical supply is very important to the broadcast.  

In telecom services, net browsing is important and it should improve throughout the world.  

The communication is the main process through the antennas and it is the data forwarding  

technique. Day by day technology is increasing and the telecom users are improving, so the  

broadcast is easier than before the days.  
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                                               UNIT-I 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

1.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled 

to alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning 

of huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

1.2  PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

            (1)  Rankin cycle. 

            (2) Reheat cycle.       

            (3) Regenerative cycle. 

1.3  COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This 

crushed coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of 

hot and cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to 

air pre-heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature 

control.  Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. 

Water from the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. 

Water from the drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water 

from the bottom rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and 
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density difference the water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly 

converted to steam is separated from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is 

sent to super heaters for super heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and 

the steam is super heater (540 degree centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine. 

1.4.  STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER:  

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to 

the direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the 

turbine shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The 

stationary and moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many 

stages are necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with 

rings of moving blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-

pressure cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical 

energy. The steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating 

and enters into the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through 

another series of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the 

centre for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of 

turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

1.5  MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the 
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magnetic field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the 

conductors are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is    

obtained from a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified    

into two types, namely static excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will 

be generated in circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated 

by a steam turbine at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the 

frequency of the electrical system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the 

speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to 

generate alternating current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

1.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

1.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy 

is known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover  coupling  Alternator  

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  
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The image of the Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT 

1.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

1.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 
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(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor.  

(ii)  

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per 

the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal 

bunkers each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six 

units is about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per 

day. 

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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UNIT-2 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

2.1. COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators  

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

  WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

  CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

  COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

  ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 

  DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 
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These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area. 

  GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

2.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

 SUPER HEATERS; 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the 

atmosphere by forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the 
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boiler furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the 

temperature of air used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are 

known as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the 

reaction and impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall 

turbine uses both. Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure 

stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from 

steam into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

2.3  INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash 

level, coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt 

meters, power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and 

maximum demand indicators etc. 

 

2.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles 

from flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 
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It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

2.5 CHIMNEY 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere.  

 

2.6 COOLING TOWER; 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 

2.7 TRANSFORMER; 

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.     
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UNIT-3 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION 

3.1  INTRODUCTION:- 

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. 

Dr. NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left 

bank of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of 

dr. NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

 In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in 

AP. 

3.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

3.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type         :   Thermal power plant. 

Capacity   :   1,760MW 

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal. 

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil. 

3.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power   :   210MW 

Current:  9000 amps 
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Voltage: 15.75KV 

 Power     :   500 MW 

Current   :   16166 amps 

Voltage   :    21.6KV 

 

3.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally 

concerned with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted 

into electrical energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the 

purpose of understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power 

cycle is explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 

 

 

 

3.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded 

there after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump 

this condensate is again fed into boiler. 
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       The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers 

is to avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result 

in undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated 

without any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a 

boiler helps in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before 

these are passed out of the chimney.  

       The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

 Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 

 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of 

about 166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater 

steam also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from 

high velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 
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 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE; 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of 

condensation apparatus. 

 

3.5.2 REHEAT CYCLE:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at 

some intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is 

provided in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine 

blade. It reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of 

the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 

3.5.3 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in 

the boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation 

temperature through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime 

mover. Since this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as 

regeneration. 

     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

3.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one 

boiler, one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of 

transport. The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills 

through conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which 

is called as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and 

transmit coal powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is 

converted into heat energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air 

is supplied through forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water 
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wall tubes that are located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of 

convection a radiation principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by 

absorbing heat energy. 

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in 

the condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed 

pumps. Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is 

converted into electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are 

formed and they were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is 

around 800 degree centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre 

heating water, primary air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases 

along with ash are passed through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue 

gases at around 130 degree centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 

Layout of thermal power plant 

 

 

 

3.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power 

plant is; 
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UNIT-4 

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS 

4.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor  

 Stacker re claimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air pre heater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

4.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below  

 

 

4.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:- 

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 
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4.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

 

 

4.4.1. Types of pulverisers:- 

    (a) Ball and tube mill: 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for 

fine pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the 

water, is fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

    (b) Ring and ball: 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  

Coal is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and 

is ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and 

lower rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. 

The size of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is 

determined by a classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W 

(Babcock and Wilcox). 
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4.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below    

 

 
 

 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of 

combustion are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the 

boiler to steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam 

pressure and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in 

steam into mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a 

heating medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical 

work, which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are 

sometimes used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy 

and suitable thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6. CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 

4.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 
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  In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the 

tubes are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube 

boilers. So they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are 

not possible, maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large 

quantity of water in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is 

generally wet, economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 

 In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums.  Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible 

and can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 

weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

4.7. HEATER:- 

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the 

steam is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, 
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as well as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube 

banks arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified 

as convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in 

the below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.8 SUPER HEATER:- 

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses 

some of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this 

inter mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the 

high pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine 

where the heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

4.9 CONDENSER: 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short 

supply an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more 

expensive and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less 

effective) as a surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam 

from steam turbine to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the 

form of pure water, otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as 

boiler feed water. 
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4.10 COOLING TOWER: 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device 

in which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the 

water is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 
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Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-

cooled heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air 

circulation through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling 

process generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling 

towers. 

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity 

of water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or 

dry-bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are 

rarely experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for 

specific installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with 

design conditions.  

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 

 

4.11 ECONOMIZER:- 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and 

utilize for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in 

between the exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results 

in saving coal consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs 

extra investment and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used 

in all modern plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed 

between two headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the 

other. The flue gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 
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4.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 

 

 

 
 

 

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, 

and reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the 

chimney or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. 

It also allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, 

regulations) for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static 

precipitator. 

4.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly 

collector plates. Also known as precipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first 

stream the suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where 

ionization of the gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer 

on the an electric charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign 
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and are deposited on the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon 

would be more correctly designated as electrode position from the gas phase.  

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

4.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the 
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hot gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The 

space inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives 

and ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys.  

 

 
 

 

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

4.15.GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 

in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to 

rotating machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 

 
 
4.16 TRANSFORMER:- 
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It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage 

devices (door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so 

that electric power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through 

electromagnetic induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. 

The secondary voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the 

number of turns in the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 

 
 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 

4.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:- 

In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 
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4.17.1 Instrumentation and control :- 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

(i)  Scanners:- 

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal 

pipelines, and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 
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(iii)Pressure gauge:- 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 

(iv) No coal flap:- 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when 

load exceeds to the maximum value. 

(v) Load cell:- 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 

(vi) Tachometer:- 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 

4.17.2 Control valves:- 

(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve.  

 

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o  Electrical Valve. 

o  Pneumatic Valve :  It works with water. 

o  Hydraulic Valve :  It works with Oil. 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve.  

 HPVC  -  High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC  - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC   -  Boil valve control room. 

 TVC  -           Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV  –  Heavy oil nossil valve. 

4.18. Coal handling plant:- 
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Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

4.18.1.Crusher house:- 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv) Crusher hose floor 

 

 

The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure 

 

The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

They are: 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 

4.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, 

FD fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 
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(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air pre heater 

4.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 

1.  Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2.  Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 

4.19.2 Boiler components: 

1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 

4.19.3 Ball mill :- 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

The mill air/coal flow diagram is 
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4.19.4 Fans :- 

(i) Primary air fan : 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 

(iii)Induced draught fan : 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces.  

4.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing 

ESP for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

 In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 
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 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 

electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is 

applied between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting 

electrodes which are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between 

rows of collecting and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, 

which causes the particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get 

deposited on them. The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

 These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides.  

 Emitting Electrodes :- 
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These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

4.21. Turbine maintenance:- 

This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, 

condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is  

 

 
 

 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 

heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The 

condenser water collects in hot well.  

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with 

varying pressure.  

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 
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The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line.  

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be 

done to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. 

Thus LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is 

sucked into condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The 

temperature is around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a 

pressure -0.9 kg/cm2.  

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam 

flows through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine.  
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4.22 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc.  

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction.  

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 

(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it 

will be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external 

diagram of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for 

sectionalisation. The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will 

be kept changed and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem 

with its breaker. Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be 

bypass breaker also to serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on 

to the bypass bus. The layout of switch yard is 
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4.23 ALTERNATOR  FAULTS:- 

4.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator.  

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

4.23.1.1  STATOR WINDING FAULTS; 

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 

The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault  

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

4.24  Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 
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3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

4.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 

 These are classified into three types  

    They are 

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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Unit-5 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 

 
5.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages   : 6 

Quantity of water  : 350 T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump  : 5830 kg 

Motor output   : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage   : 6.6 kV 

Current   : 421 Amps 

Speed    : 1483 rpm 

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.914 

5.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q)    : 28/ m/hr 

H     : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity   : 225 kW 

Speed     : 1489 RPM 

Voltage    : 6.6 KV 

Current    : 25.5 Amps  

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 Hz 

Type of connection    :   (Star) 

5.3 Fans ratings 

5.3.1 PA fan motor details :- 

Type     : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity    :  1250 KW 

Speed     : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage    : 6600 V 

Stator current    : 132 A 

Ambient temperature   : 500 C 

Type of connection    :   (Star, star) 

Phase     : 3-  
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Frequency    : 50 HZ 

Power factor    : 0.88 

Weight of motor   : 7750 kg 

Duty     : continuous  

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type    : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity   : 750 kW 

Speed    : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 86.3 A 

Type of motor   : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor  : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection  :  (star, star) 

Phase    : 3-  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.875 

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type    : 1K120m63 

Type of motor   : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity   : 1300 kW 

Phase    : 3-  

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 140.5 A  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Speed    : 740 RPM 

Type of connection   :   (Star, star) 

Weight of motor  : 13000 kg 

Duty    : continuous 

Anti Condensation Data:- 

Voltage   : 240 v DC or 1- C 

Power    :  0.6 KW 

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure  : 150 kg/cm2 

Main steam temperature : 5350C 
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Full load steam flow  : 641 T/hr 

No. of extractions  : 6 

No. of stages Hot  : 1 x 25 

IPT                 : 2 x 20 

LPT    : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine  : 480 tones 

Frequency band  : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height    : 661.4 mm 

Overall length   : 16.175 metres 

Width    : 10.6 metres 

5.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Rated data  Turbo   Main  Pilot 

And   generator  exciter  exciter 

Out puts 

Apparent  247 KVA  -  15KVA 

Power (KVA) 

Active power  500 MW  832   - 

Current  9.054 KA  2600 A  4gA 

Voltage  15.75 KV+  320 v  220v+22v 

    787.5 v 

Frequency  50Hz   50 Hz  50 Hz 

Power factor  0.85   -  - 

Inner connection YY   -  - 

Of stator winding 

H2 pressure  2 bar   -  - 

Continuous 

Permissible      -  - 

Constant 

UN balanced loan 8% 

Rated field current 2080 A   -  - 

For rated output 

Rated field voltage 270 v 
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NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR 

 

5.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the 

our collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand 

experience. At Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also 

programming knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, 

CAM, EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of 

areas regarding power generation. 
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UNIT-I 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

1.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled 

to alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning 

of huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

1.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

            (1)  Rankin cycle. 

            (2) Reheat cycle.       

            (3) Regenerative cycle. 

1.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of beltconveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This 

crushed coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of 

hot and cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to 

air pre-heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature 

control. Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. 

Water from the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler 

drum.Water from the drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. 

Water from the bottom rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat 
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and density difference the water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly 

converted to steam is separated from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is 

sent to super heaters for super heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and 

the steam is super heater (540 degree centigrade) andfinally it goes to the turbine. 

1.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER:  

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to 

the direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the 

turbine shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The 

stationary and moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many 

stages are necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with 

rings of moving blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-

pressure cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical 

energy. The steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating 

and enters into the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through 

another series of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the 

centre for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of 

turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

1.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the 
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magnetic field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the 

conductors are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is 

obtained from a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified 

into two types, namelystatic excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will 

be generated in circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated 

by a steam turbine at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the 

frequency of the electrical system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the 

speed of the turbine is 3000rpm, and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to 

generate alternating current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

1.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

1.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy 

is known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover  coupling  Alternator  

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  
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The image of the Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT 

1.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

1.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 
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(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor.  

(ii)  

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per 

the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal 

bunkers each with holding is having capacity of 500MTs. Total coal required for all the six 

units is about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per 

day. 

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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UNIT-2 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

2.1. COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators  

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

  WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

 CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

 COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

 ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 

 DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 
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These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area. 

 GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

2.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air preheaters and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air preheater and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

 SUPER HEATERS; 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the 

atmosphere by forced draught fan and is passed through air preheater before supplying to the 
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boiler furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the 

temperature of air used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are 

known as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the 

reaction and impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall 

turbine uses both. Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure 

stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from 

steam into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

2.3 INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash 

level, coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt 

meters, power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and 

maximum demand indicators etc. 

 

2.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles 

from flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 
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It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

2.5 CHIMNEY 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere.  

 

2.6 COOLING TOWER; 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 

2.7 TRANSFORMER; 

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.     
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UNIT-3 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION:- 

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. 

Dr. NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left 

bank of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of 

dr. NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in 

AP. 

3.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

3.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type         :   Thermal power plant. 

Capacity   :   1,760MW 

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal. 

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil. 

3.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power   :   210MW 

Current:  9000amps 
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Voltage: 15.75KV 

 Power     :   500MW 

Current   :   16166 amps 

Voltage   :    21.6KV 

 

3.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally 

concerned with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted 

into electrical energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the 

purpose of understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power 

cycle is explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 

 

 

 

3.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded 

there after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump 

this condensate is again fed into boiler. 
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       The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers 

is to avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result 

in undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated 

without any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a 

boiler helps in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before 

these are passed out of the chimney.  

       The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

 Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 

 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of 

about 166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater 

steam also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from 

high velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 
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 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE; 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of 

condensation apparatus. 

 

3.5.2 REHEAT CYCLE:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at 

some intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is 

provided in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine 

blade. It reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of 

the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 

3.5.3 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in 

the boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation 

temperature through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime 

mover. Since this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as 

regeneration. 

     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

3.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one 

boiler, one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of 

transport. The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills 

through conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which 

is called as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and 

transmit coal powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is 

converted into heat energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air 

is supplied through forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water 
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wall tubes that are located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of 

convection a radiation principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by 

absorbing heat energy. 

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in 

the condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed 

pumps. Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is 

converted into electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are 

formed and they were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is 

around 800 degree centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre 

heating water, primary air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases 

along with ash are passed through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue 

gases at around 130 degree centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 

Layout of thermal power plant 

 

 

 

3.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power 

plant is; 
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UNIT-4 

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS 

4.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor  

 Stacker reclaimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air preheater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

4.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below  

 

 

4.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:- 

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 
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4.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

 

 

4.4.1.Types of pulverisers:- 

    (a) Ball and tube mill: 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for 

fine pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the 

water, is fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

    (b) Ring and ball: 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  

Coal is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and 

is ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and 

lower rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. 

The size of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is 

determined by a classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W 

(Babcock and Wilcox). 
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4.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below    

 

 
 

 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of 

combustion are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the 

boiler to steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam 

pressure and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in 

steam into mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a 

heating medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical 

work, which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are 

sometimes used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy 

and suitable thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 

4.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 
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In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the 

tubes are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube 

boilers. So they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are 

not possible, maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large 

quantity of water in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is 

generally wet, economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 

In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums. Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible 

and can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 

weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

4.7.HEATER:- 

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the 

steam is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, 
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as well as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube 

banks arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified 

as convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in 

the below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.8 SUPER HEATER:- 

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it 

lossessome of its energy. Reheater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to 

this inter mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through 

the high pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine 

where the heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

4.9 CONDENSER: 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short 

supply an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more 

expensive and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less 

effective) as a surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam 

from steam turbine to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the 

form of pure water, otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as 

boiler feed water. 
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4.10 COOLING TOWER: 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device 

in which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the 

water is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 
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Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-

cooled heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air 

circulation through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling 

process generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling 

towers. 

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity 

of water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or 

dry-bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are 

rarely experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for 

specific installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with 

design conditions.  

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 

 

4.11 ECONOMIZER:- 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and 

utilize for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in 

between the exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results 

in saving coal consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs 

extra investment and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used 

in all modern plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed 

between two headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the 

other. The flue gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 
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4.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air preheater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known asair heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 

 

 

 
 

 

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, 

and reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the 

chimney or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. 

It also allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, 

regulations) for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static 

precipitator. 

4.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly 

collector plates. Also known asprecipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first 

stream the suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where 

ionization of the gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer 

on the an electric charge. The charged particlesdrift towards an electrode of opposite sign and 
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are deposited on the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would 

be more correctly designated as electrode position from the gas phase.  

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

4.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the 
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hot gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The 

space inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives 

and ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys.  

 

 
 

 

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys areall to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

dispersepoliteness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

4.15.GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 

in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to 

rotating machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 

 
 
4.16 TRANSFORMER:- 
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It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage 

devices (door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so 

that electric power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through 

electromagnetic induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. 

The secondary voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the 

number of turns in the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 

 
 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 

4.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:- 

In 1ststage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 
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4.17.1 Instrumentation and control :- 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

(i) Scanners:- 

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal 

pipelines, and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 
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(iii)Pressure gauge:- 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 

(iv) No coal flap:- 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when 

load exceeds to the maximum value. 

(v) Load cell:- 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 

(vi) Tachometer:- 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 

4.17.2 Control valves:- 

(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve. 

 

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o  Electrical Valve. 

o  Pneumatic Valve :  It works with water. 

o  Hydraulic Valve :  It works with Oil. 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve.  

 HPVC -  High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC  - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC  -  Boil valve control room. 

 TVC  -Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV –  Heavy oil nossil valve. 

4.18. Coal handling plant:- 
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Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

4.18.1.Crusher house:- 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv) Crusher hose floor 

 

 

The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure 

 

The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

They are: 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 

4.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, 

FD fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 
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(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air preheater 

4.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 

1.  Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2.  Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 

4.19.2 Boiler components: 

1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 

4.19.3 Ball mill :- 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

The mill air/coal flow diagram is 
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4.19.4 Fan :- 

(i) Primary air fan : 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 

(iii)Induced draught fan : 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces.  

4.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing 

ESP for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

 In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 
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 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposalpiping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 

electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is 

applied between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting 

electrodes which are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between 

rows of collecting and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, 

which causes the particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get 

deposited on them. The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

 These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides.  

 Emitting Electrodes :- 
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These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

4.21. Turbinemaintenance:- 

This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, 

condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is  

 

 
 

 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

de-arator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the 

water heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The 

condenser water collects in hot well.  

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with 

varying pressure.  

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 
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The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line.  

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be 

done to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. 

Thus LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is 

sucked into condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The 

temperature is around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a 

pressure -0.9 kg/cm2.  

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam 

flows through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

Reheaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine.  
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4.22Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT): - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc.  

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction.  

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 

(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it 

will be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external 

diagram of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for 

sectionalisation. The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will 

be kept changed and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem 

with its breaker. Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be 

bypass breaker also to serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on 

to the bypass bus. The layout of switch yard is 
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4.23 ALTERNATOR FAULTS:- 

4.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator.  

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

4.23.1.1 STATOR WINDING FAULTS; 

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 

The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault  

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

4.24  Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 
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3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

4.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 

 These are classified into three types  

    They are 

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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UNIT-5 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 

 
5.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages   : 6 

Quantity of water  : 350T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump  : 5830 kg 

Motor output   : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage   : 6.6 kV 

Current   : 421 Amps 

Speed    : 1483 rpm 

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.914 

5.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q)    : 28/ m/hr 

H     : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity   : 225kW 

Speed     : 1489 RPM 

Voltage    : 6.6 KV 

Current    : 25.5 Amps  

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 Hz 

Type of connection    :   (Star) 

5.3 Fans ratings 

5.3.1 PA fan motor details:- 

Type     : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity    :  1250 KW 

Speed     : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage    : 6600 V 

Stator current    : 132 A 

Ambient temperature   : 500 C 

Type of connection    :   (Star, star) 

Phase     : 3-  
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Frequency    : 50 HZ 

Power factor    : 0.88 

Weight of motor   : 7750 kg 

Duty     : continuous  

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type    : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity   : 750 kW 

Speed    : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 86.3A 

Type of motor   : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor  : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection  :  (star, star) 

Phase    : 3-  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.875 

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type    : 1K120m63 

Type of motor   : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity   : 1300kW 

Phase    : 3-  

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 140.5 A  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Speed    : 740 RPM 

Type of connection   :   (Star, star) 

Weight of motor  : 13000 kg 

Duty    : continuous 

Anti - Condensation Data:- 

Voltage   : 240 v DC or 1- C 

Power    :  0.6 KW 

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure  : 150 kg/cm2 

Main steam temperature : 5350C 
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Full load steam flow  : 641 T/hr 

No. of extractions  : 6 

No. of stages Hot  : 1 x 25 

IPT   : 2 x 20 

LPT    : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine  : 480 tones 

Frequency band  : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height    : 661.4 mm 

Overall length   : 16.175 metres 

Width    : 10.6 metres 

5.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Rated data  Turbo   Main  Pilot 

And   generator  exciter  exciter 

Out puts 

Apparent  247 KVA  -  15KVA 

Power (KVA) 

Active power  500 MW  832   - 

Current  9.054 KA  2600 A  4gA 

Voltage  15.75 KV+  320 v  220v+22v 

    787.5v 

Frequency  50Hz   50 Hz  50 Hz 

Power factor  0.85   -  - 

Inner connection YY   -  - 

Of stator winding 

H2 pressure  2 bar   -  - 

Continuous 

Permissible      -  - 

Constant 

UN balanced loan 8% 

Rated field current 2080 A   -  - 

For rated output 

Rated field voltage 270 v 
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NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR 

 

5.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals ifcontact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to 

hangfrom the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at  

our collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also 

programming knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, 

CAM, EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of 

areas regarding power generation. 
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UNIT-I 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

1.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled 

to alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning 

of huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

1.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

            (1)  Rankin cycle. 

            (2) Reheat cycle.       

            (3) Regenerative cycle. 

1.3 COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of beltconveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This 

crushed coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of 

hot and cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to 

air pre-heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature 

control. Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. 

Water from the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler 

drum.Water from the drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. 

Water from the bottom rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat 
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and density difference the water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly 

converted to steam is separated from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is 

sent to super heaters for super heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and 

the steam is super heater (540 degree centigrade) andfinally it goes to the turbine. 

1.4. STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER:  

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to 

the direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the 

turbine shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The 

stationary and moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many 

stages are necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with 

rings of moving blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-

pressure cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical 

energy. The steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating 

and enters into the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through 

another series of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the 

centre for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of 

turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

1.5 MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the 
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magnetic field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the 

conductors are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is 

obtained from a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified 

into two types, namelystatic excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will 

be generated in circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated 

by a steam turbine at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the 

frequency of the electrical system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the 

speed of the turbine is 3000rpm, and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to 

generate alternating current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

1.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

1.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy 

is known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover  coupling  Alternator  

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  
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The image of the Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT 

1.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

1.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 
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(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor.  

(ii)  

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per 

the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal 

bunkers each with holding is having capacity of 500MTs. Total coal required for all the six 

units is about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per 

day. 

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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UNIT-2 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

2.1. COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators  

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

  WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

 CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

 COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

 ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 

 DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 
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These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area. 

 GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

2.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air preheaters and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air preheater and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

 SUPER HEATERS; 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the 

atmosphere by forced draught fan and is passed through air preheater before supplying to the 
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boiler furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the 

temperature of air used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are 

known as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the 

reaction and impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall 

turbine uses both. Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure 

stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from 

steam into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

2.3 INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash 

level, coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt 

meters, power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and 

maximum demand indicators etc. 

 

2.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles 

from flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 
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It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

2.5 CHIMNEY 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere.  

 

2.6 COOLING TOWER; 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 

2.7 TRANSFORMER; 

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.     
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UNIT-3 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION:- 

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. 

Dr. NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left 

bank of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of 

dr. NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in 

AP. 

3.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

3.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type         :   Thermal power plant. 

Capacity   :   1,760MW 

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal. 

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil. 

3.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power   :   210MW 

Current:  9000amps 
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Voltage: 15.75KV 

 Power     :   500MW 

Current   :   16166 amps 

Voltage   :    21.6KV 

 

3.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally 

concerned with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted 

into electrical energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the 

purpose of understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power 

cycle is explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 

 

 

 

3.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded 

there after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump 

this condensate is again fed into boiler. 
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       The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers 

is to avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result 

in undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated 

without any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a 

boiler helps in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before 

these are passed out of the chimney.  

       The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

 Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 

 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of 

about 166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater 

steam also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from 

high velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 
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 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE; 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of 

condensation apparatus. 

 

3.5.2 REHEAT CYCLE:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at 

some intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is 

provided in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine 

blade. It reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of 

the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 

3.5.3 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in 

the boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation 

temperature through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime 

mover. Since this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as 

regeneration. 

     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

3.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one 

boiler, one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of 

transport. The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills 

through conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which 

is called as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and 

transmit coal powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is 

converted into heat energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air 

is supplied through forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water 
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wall tubes that are located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of 

convection a radiation principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by 

absorbing heat energy. 

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in 

the condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed 

pumps. Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is 

converted into electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are 

formed and they were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is 

around 800 degree centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre 

heating water, primary air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases 

along with ash are passed through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue 

gases at around 130 degree centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 

Layout of thermal power plant 

 

 

 

3.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power 

plant is; 
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UNIT-4 

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS 

4.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor  

 Stacker reclaimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air preheater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

4.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below  

 

 

4.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:- 

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 
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4.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

 

 

4.4.1.Types of pulverisers:- 

    (a) Ball and tube mill: 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for 

fine pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the 

water, is fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

    (b) Ring and ball: 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  

Coal is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and 

is ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and 

lower rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. 

The size of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is 

determined by a classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W 

(Babcock and Wilcox). 
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4.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below    

 

 
 

 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of 

combustion are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the 

boiler to steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam 

pressure and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in 

steam into mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a 

heating medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical 

work, which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are 

sometimes used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy 

and suitable thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 

4.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 
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In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the 

tubes are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube 

boilers. So they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are 

not possible, maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large 

quantity of water in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is 

generally wet, economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 

In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums. Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible 

and can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 

weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

4.7.HEATER:- 

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the 

steam is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, 
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as well as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube 

banks arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified 

as convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in 

the below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.8 SUPER HEATER:- 

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it 

lossessome of its energy. Reheater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to 

this inter mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through 

the high pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine 

where the heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

4.9 CONDENSER: 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short 

supply an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more 

expensive and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less 

effective) as a surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam 

from steam turbine to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the 

form of pure water, otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as 

boiler feed water. 
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4.10 COOLING TOWER: 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device 

in which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the 

water is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 
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Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-

cooled heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air 

circulation through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling 

process generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling 

towers. 

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity 

of water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or 

dry-bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are 

rarely experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for 

specific installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with 

design conditions.  

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 

 

4.11 ECONOMIZER:- 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and 

utilize for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in 

between the exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results 

in saving coal consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs 

extra investment and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used 

in all modern plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed 

between two headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the 

other. The flue gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 
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4.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air preheater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known asair heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 

 

 

 
 

 

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, 

and reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the 

chimney or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. 

It also allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, 

regulations) for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static 

precipitator. 

4.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly 

collector plates. Also known asprecipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first 

stream the suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where 

ionization of the gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer 

on the an electric charge. The charged particlesdrift towards an electrode of opposite sign and 
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are deposited on the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon would 

be more correctly designated as electrode position from the gas phase.  

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

4.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the 
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hot gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The 

space inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives 

and ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys.  

 

 
 

 

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys areall to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

dispersepoliteness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

4.15.GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 

in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to 

rotating machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 

 
 
4.16 TRANSFORMER:- 
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It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage 

devices (door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so 

that electric power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through 

electromagnetic induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. 

The secondary voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the 

number of turns in the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 

 
 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 

4.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:- 

In 1ststage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 
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4.17.1 Instrumentation and control :- 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

(i) Scanners:- 

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal 

pipelines, and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 
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(iii)Pressure gauge:- 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 

(iv) No coal flap:- 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when 

load exceeds to the maximum value. 

(v) Load cell:- 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 

(vi) Tachometer:- 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 

4.17.2 Control valves:- 

(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve. 

 

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o  Electrical Valve. 

o  Pneumatic Valve :  It works with water. 

o  Hydraulic Valve :  It works with Oil. 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve.  

 HPVC -  High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC  - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC  -  Boil valve control room. 

 TVC  -Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV –  Heavy oil nossil valve. 

4.18. Coal handling plant:- 
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Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

4.18.1.Crusher house:- 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv) Crusher hose floor 

 

 

The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure 

 

The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

They are: 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 

4.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, 

FD fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 
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(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air preheater 

4.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 

1.  Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2.  Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 

4.19.2 Boiler components: 

1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 

4.19.3 Ball mill :- 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

The mill air/coal flow diagram is 
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4.19.4 Fan :- 

(i) Primary air fan : 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 

(iii)Induced draught fan : 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces.  

4.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing 

ESP for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

 In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 
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 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposalpiping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 

electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is 

applied between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting 

electrodes which are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between 

rows of collecting and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, 

which causes the particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get 

deposited on them. The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

 These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides.  

 Emitting Electrodes :- 
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These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

4.21. Turbinemaintenance:- 

This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, 

condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is  

 

 
 

 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

de-arator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the 

water heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The 

condenser water collects in hot well.  

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with 

varying pressure.  

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 
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The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line.  

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be 

done to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. 

Thus LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is 

sucked into condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The 

temperature is around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a 

pressure -0.9 kg/cm2.  

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam 

flows through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

Reheaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine.  
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4.22Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT): - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc.  

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction.  

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 

(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it 

will be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external 

diagram of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for 

sectionalisation. The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will 

be kept changed and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem 

with its breaker. Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be 

bypass breaker also to serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on 

to the bypass bus. The layout of switch yard is 
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4.23 ALTERNATOR FAULTS:- 

4.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator.  

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

4.23.1.1 STATOR WINDING FAULTS; 

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 

The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault  

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

4.24  Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 
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3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

4.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 

 These are classified into three types  

    They are 

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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UNIT-5 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 

 
5.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages   : 6 

Quantity of water  : 350T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump  : 5830 kg 

Motor output   : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage   : 6.6 kV 

Current   : 421 Amps 

Speed    : 1483 rpm 

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.914 

5.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q)    : 28/ m/hr 

H     : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity   : 225kW 

Speed     : 1489 RPM 

Voltage    : 6.6 KV 

Current    : 25.5 Amps  

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 Hz 

Type of connection    :   (Star) 

5.3 Fans ratings 

5.3.1 PA fan motor details:- 

Type     : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity    :  1250 KW 

Speed     : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage    : 6600 V 

Stator current    : 132 A 

Ambient temperature   : 500 C 

Type of connection    :   (Star, star) 

Phase     : 3-  
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Frequency    : 50 HZ 

Power factor    : 0.88 

Weight of motor   : 7750 kg 

Duty     : continuous  

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type    : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity   : 750 kW 

Speed    : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 86.3A 

Type of motor   : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor  : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection  :  (star, star) 

Phase    : 3-  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.875 

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type    : 1K120m63 

Type of motor   : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity   : 1300kW 

Phase    : 3-  

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 140.5 A  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Speed    : 740 RPM 

Type of connection   :   (Star, star) 

Weight of motor  : 13000 kg 

Duty    : continuous 

Anti - Condensation Data:- 

Voltage   : 240 v DC or 1- C 

Power    :  0.6 KW 

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure  : 150 kg/cm2 

Main steam temperature : 5350C 
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Full load steam flow  : 641 T/hr 

No. of extractions  : 6 

No. of stages Hot  : 1 x 25 

IPT   : 2 x 20 

LPT    : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine  : 480 tones 

Frequency band  : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height    : 661.4 mm 

Overall length   : 16.175 metres 

Width    : 10.6 metres 

5.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Rated data  Turbo   Main  Pilot 

And   generator  exciter  exciter 

Out puts 

Apparent  247 KVA  -  15KVA 

Power (KVA) 

Active power  500 MW  832   - 

Current  9.054 KA  2600 A  4gA 

Voltage  15.75 KV+  320 v  220v+22v 

    787.5v 

Frequency  50Hz   50 Hz  50 Hz 

Power factor  0.85   -  - 

Inner connection YY   -  - 

Of stator winding 

H2 pressure  2 bar   -  - 

Continuous 

Permissible      -  - 

Constant 

UN balanced loan 8% 

Rated field current 2080 A   -  - 

For rated output 

Rated field voltage 270 v 
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NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR 

 

5.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals ifcontact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to 

hangfrom the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at  

our collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also 

programming knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, 

CAM, EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of 

areas regarding power generation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In an era where there is a need for inclusive growth, the sugar industry is amongst 

the few industries that have successfully contributed to the rural economy. It has done so by 

commercially utilizing the rural resources to meet the large domestic demand for sugar and by 

generating surplus energy to meet the increasing energy needs of India. In addition to this, the 

industry has become the main stay of the alcohol industry. The sector supports over 50 million 

farmers and their families, and delivers value addition at the farm side. In general, sugarcane 

price accounts for approximately 70 percent of the ex-mill sugar price. 

 

The sector also has a significant standing in the global sugar space. The Indian domestic 

sugar market is one of the largest markets in the world, in volume terms. India is also the second 

largest sugar producing geography. India remains a key growth driver for world sugar, growing 

above the Asian and world consumption growth average. 

 

Globally, in most of the key geographies like Brazil and Thailand, regulations have a 

significant influence on the sugar sector. Perishable nature of cane, small farm land holdings 

and the need to influence domestic prices; all have been the drivers for regulations. In India, 

too, sugar is highly regulated. Since 1993, the regulatory environment has considerably eased, 

but sugar still continues to be an essential commodity under the Essential Commodity Act. 

There are regulations across the entire value chain land demarcation, sugarcane price, 

sugarcane procurement, sugar production and sale of sugar by mills in domestic and 

international markets. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MISION, VISION, POLICIES OF K.C.P.S & I.C LTD. 

Mission 

1. Strive to achieve excellence in manufacturing sugar through our dedicated, loyal 

and committed workforce to enhance customer satisfaction. 

2. Strive for continual improvement at all levels by enhancing our skills, knowledge 

and enthusiasm to meet the needs of the changing world. 

3. Strive to achieve maximum value addition through the most effective use of 

resource. 

Vision 

To be in the first place among all sugar factories  in all aspects. 

1. Empower employees for shouldering higher responsibilities resulting in job 

enrichment and job satisfaction. 

2. Aim to grow in business and to make the senior managers of today to head plant 

operations at a future date by grooming and motivating them. 

3. All employees to aim deriving maximum benefits from all operations. 

Quality Policy 

We all of us at K.C.P.S & I.C LTD. Shall consistently endeavor to give 

utmost satisfaction to our customers in all spheres of our business activities by 

achieving the highest standard quality. 

We are committed to make continuous efforts to upgrade our 

manufacturing techniques, continually improve effectiveness of our quality 

management systems and enhance performance of employees by providing 

need based training and motivating them to work as a team. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ORGANIZATION CHART - K.C.P.S & I.C.LTD 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: Organisational structure of K.C.P.S & I.C 
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Organization is divided into the following departments i.e. 

 Agriculture department 

 Human resource & development department 

 Engineering department 

 Process department 

 Finance department 

 Civil department 

 Transport department 

 Electrical department 

 Computers department 

 Sales department 

 Purchase department 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUGAR MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

Steps involved in sugar manufacturing process: 

 Procurement of sugarcane from zonal offices. 

 Weighing of sugarcane in the weighing bridge. 

 Feeding of sugarcane in the cane carriers. 

 Preparation of sugarcane into fine fibres through leveller units. 

 Feeding of prepared sugarcane into the mills. 

 Extraction of juice from the prepared sugarcane in the first mill. 

  Juice is taken for boiling purpose. 

 Addition of liquid lime and sulphur-di-oxide in juice sulphitor. 

 Separation of clear juice and mud juice in the clarifier. 

 Clear juice is sent for evaporation in the semi-kestners and evaporators. 

 Extraction of juice from muddy residue through vacuum filters. 

 The extracted juice is reduced into syrup after evaporation of water particles. 

 Addition of sulphur-di-oxide to the syrup in order to improve the colour of 

sugar.  

 Syrup is sent to massecuite boiling by adding various types of molasses to the 

syrup. 

 Preparation of A,B&C massecuite. 

 The white crystal sugar is dried in the sugar hoppers. 

 White sugar crystals is graded in graders. 

 The non uniform sized crystals are sent for melting. 

 The graded sugar is sent for weighing and packing. 

 The packed sugar is stored in the godown for storing and is sold only after the 

orders from the Government of India. 
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By-products of this sugar manufacturing process are  

 Ethanol 

 Ash 

 Bagasse 

 Fertilizers 

 Molasses 

Here in this sugar factory bagasse is used to generate steam for power generation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

POWER GENERATION IN K.C.P.S & I.C.LTD 

 In this sugar factory bagasse is burned in the boiler so as to produce steam for power 

generation. Here we have two generating units each of 3MW capacity. Out of this 6MW this 

factory consumes 5MW power and the remaining 1MW of power will be fed back to the grid 

at 33/11Kv substation Lakshmipuram. 

 

Fig. 5.1: 3MW Power generator 

5.1 WORKING: 

 The inlet steam pressure is 42 kg/cm2 and temperature is 420 degrees. 

 The steam is received from boiler and given to turbine to convert heat 

energy into mechanical energy. 

 The turbine rotates initially at 500 rpm and gradually speed is increased by 

governor by opening the percentage of inlet valve and reaches its rated speed 

of 8325 rpm. 

 Alternator is connected to turbine with gear box. 

 Gear box is connected between alternator and turbine to reduce the speed of 

turbine to the speed of alternator (1500rpm). 

 As alternator is coupled to turbine it rotates up to its rated speed. 

 After coming both alternator and turbine to rated speed load and brushless 

excitation is given. 
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 For excitation we should give supply to the rotor, so we will convert AC 

voltage to DC using rectifiers and field is excited, excitation is given by 

using AVR control. 

 Initially while rotating generator some voltage is produced and magnetic 

field is created. 

 By the principle of faraday’s law emf is produced by cutting the magnetic flux. 

 Thus generator converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 

 3 MW gives an output power of 2.53 MW and it is utilized by the company 

 Back pressure of 42 kg/cm2 is set to give an output of 1 kg/cm2 which is 

used in sugar process. 

 When load increase power factor is maintained manually. 

5.2 OPERATING PARAMETERS OF A SINGLE 3MW GENERATOR 

 Output Power   – 2.53 MW 

 Reactive Power   – 1.05 MVAR 

 Power Factor  - 0.926  

 Speed of Turbine   - 8325 rpm 

 Speed of Alternator -1500 rpm 

 Operating Frequency  - 50 Hz 

 Field Excitation   - 112 V 
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CHAPTER 6 

POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION 

          Electrical apparatus operates at different voltage levels and may be enclosed or 

placed in open place. Under abnormal operating conditions protection is necessary for safety 

of electrical equipment’s and safe of human personals. 

6.1 IMPORTANCE OF PROTECTION SYSTEM 

An electrical power system consists of generators, transformers, transmission 

and distribution lines etc. short circuit and other abnormal conditions often occur on a 

power system. The heavy currents associated with short circuit are likely to cause 

damage to equipment if suitable protective relays and circuit’s breakers are not provided 

for protection of each section of the power system. Short circuits are usually are usually 

termed as ‘faults’. some faults other than short circuits are also termed as faults, for 

example the failure of conducting path due to break in conductor is  a type of fault. 

The fault must be cleared within a fraction of second .if a short circuit persists 

on system for a longer period; it may cause damage to some important sections of 

system. A heavy short circuit current may cause a fire. It may spread in the system and 

damage short circuit current may cause a fire. It may spread in the damage a part of it. 

A protective system includes circuit breakers and protective relays to isolate the 

faulty of system from healthy sections. A circuit breaker can disconnect the faulty 

element of the system when it is called upon to do so by the protective relay. The function 

of a protective relay is to detect and locate a fault and issue a command to the circuit 

breaker to disconnect he faulty element and issue a command to the circuit breaker to 

disconnect faulty element. It is a device which senses abnormal conditions on a power 

system, which differ under normal and abnormal conditions. 

Faults are detected automatically by means of relays, and faulty section isolated 

by circuit breaker connected to the boundaries of section. The combination of Relays 

and circuit breaker is known as protective system. 
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6.2 REQUIREMENTS OF PROTECTING DEVICES 

1. Speed 

2. Sensitivity 

3. Selectivity 

4. Simplicity 

5. Reliability 

6. Economy 

Speed: 

 The relay must operate at the required speed. It should neither be too slow 

which may result in damage to the equipment nor should it be too fast which may 

result in undesired operation. Damage can be minimized. 

Sensitivity: 

The relaying equipment must be sufficiently sensitive so that it operates reliably 

equipment must when required under the actual conditions that produce least operating 

tendency and to detect all possible shunt and series faults. 

Selectivity: 

The relay must be able to discriminate (select) between those conditions for 

which prompt operation is required and those for which no operation, or time delayed 

operation is required. Isolate only faulty section without disturbing healthy. 

Simplicity: 

The relaying system should be simple so that it can be easily maintained.  

Reliability: 

The most important requisite of protective relay is reliability since they supervise 

the circuit for a long time before a fault occurs; if a fault then occurs, the relays must 

respond instantly and correctly. Reliability which includes both the security in fault 

clearance and the security against undesired clearances. 
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Economy: 

The most important factor in the choice of particular protection scheme is 

economic aspect. The device should be highly effective at a cheaper costs. 

6.3 PROYECTIVE RELAY 

 A protective relay is a device that detects the fault and initiates the operation of 

circuit breaker to isolate the defective element from healthy system. 

 

 

Fig. 6.1: Block diagram of a Relay 

Some of the important terms related to the protective relays are 

Pickup level of actuating signal: The value of actuating quantity which is on 

threshold above which the relay initiates to be operated. If the value of actuating 

quantity is increased, the electromagnetic effect of the relay coil is increased. 

Operating time: The time which elapses between the instant when actuating quantity 

exceeds the pickup value to the instant when the relay contacts close. 

Reset time: The time which elapses between the instant when the actuating quantity 

becomes less than the reset value to the instant when the relay contacts returns to its 

normal position. 
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Reach of relay: A distance relay operates whenever the distance seen by the relay is 

less than the pre-specified impedance. The actuating impedance in the relay is the 

function of distance in a distance protection relay. This impedance or corresponding 

distance is called reach of the relay. 

 

6.4 LIST OF PROTECTINS USED FOR 3MW ALTERNATOR 

1. Differential protection 

2. Power group protection 

3. V/F protection 

4. Earth fault protection 

5. Under and Over voltage protection 

6. Under and Over frequency protection  

7. Under current protection 

8. Field failure protection 

9. System back up protection 

6.5 CIRCUIT BREAKER 

A circuit breaker is a piece of equipment which can make or break a circuit either 

manually or by remote control under normal conditions. Break a circuit automatically 

under fault conditions make a circuit either manually or by remote control under fault 

conditions. 

TYPES OF CIRCUIT BREAKERS 

1. Oil circuit breakers 

2. Air circuit breakers 

3. SF6 circuit breakers 

4. Vacuum circuit breakers 

  

6.6 DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION 

                   It provides protection against phase to phase and phase to ground i.e. for 

stator winding faults. Differential protection is based on the circulating current principle. 

In this type of protection scheme currents at two ends of the protection system are 

compared. Under normal conditions, currents at two ends will be same. But when the 
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fault occurs, current at one end will be different from the current at the end and this 

difference of current is made to flow through relay operating coils. The relays then closes 

its contacts and makes the circuit breaker to trip, thus isolate the faulty section. This type 

of protection is called the merz price circulating current system. 

 

 

Fig. 6.2: Differential protection of Alternator 

6.7 SOME OF THE FAULTS IN GENERATING SYSTEM 

 

Failure of prime- mover: 

 
                   When input to the prime-mover fails, the alternator runs as a synchronous 

motor and draws some current from supply system. This is known as “inverted 

running”. In case of turbo alternator, failure of steam supply may cause inverted 

running if the steam supply is gradually restored, the alternator will pick up load 

without disturbing the system. 

 

Failure of field: 

 

                     The chances of field failure of alternators are undoubtedly very rare. Even if it 

does occur, no immediate damage will be caused by permitting the alternator to run without a 

field for a short period. 
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Over current: 

 It occurs mainly due to partial breakdown of winding insulation or due to 

overload on the supply system. Over current protection for alternator is considered 

unnecessary because as the modern alternators have considerably high values of 

internal impedance, these will stand a complete short circuit at their terminals for 

sufficient time without serious overheating. 

Over Speed: 

                       The chief cause of over speed is the sudden loss of all or the major part of 

load on the alternator. 

                     Centrifugal devices mounted on their driving shafts trip the main valve 

of the prime mover when a dangerous over speed occurs. 

Over frequency: 

                         Over frequency results from the excess power generation and it can 

easily be corrected by reduction in the inputs with the help of the governor or 

manually. 

Under frequency: 

                    Under frequency results from the over loading of the generator and it can 

be reduced by increasing the inputs to the generator with the help of governor or 

manually.  
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6.8 SCADA CONTROL SYSTEM 

 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition is a control system 

architecture comprising computers, networked data communications and graphical 

user interfaces for high level process supervisory management, while also comprising 

other peripheral devices like PLC and proportional Integral Derivative (PID) 

controllers to interface with process plants or machinery. This kind of supervising 

mechanism is also employed in K.C.P.S & I.C for supervising the power generation 

system. 

 

 

Fig. 6.3: SCADA control screen 
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CHAPTER 7 

PROTECTION OF TRANSFORMERS 

There are different kinds of transformers such as two winding or three winding power 

transformers, auto transformer, regulating transformers, earthing transformers, rectifier 

transformers etc. Different transformers demand different schemes  of transformer  

protection depending upon their importance. 

It is common practice to provide Buchholz relay protection to all 0.5 MVA and above 

transformers. While for all small size distribution transformers, only HV fuses are used 

as main protective device. For all larger rated and important distribution transformers, 

over current protection along with restricted earth fault protection is applied. Differential 

protection should be provided in the transformers rated above 5 MVA. 

Depending upon the normal service condition, nature of transformer faults, degree of 

sustained over load, scheme of tap changing, and many other factors, the suitable 

transformer protection schemes are chosen. 

Common transformer faults: 

 

(1) Open circuit 

(2) Over heating 

(3) Winding short circuit 

 
7.1 Buchholz Relay: 

 
Buchholz Relay in transformer is an oil container housed the connecting pipe 

from main tank to conservator tank. It has mainly two elements. The upper element 

consists of a float. The float is attached to a hinge in such a way that it can move up and 

down depending upon the oil level in the Buchholz Relay Container. One mercury 

switch is fixed on the float. The alignment of mercury switch hence depends upon the 

position of the float. 

 

The lower element consists of a hinged type flap and mercury switch. This plate is fitted 

on a hinge just in front of the inlet (main tank side) of Buchholz Relay in transformer in 

such a way that when oil enters in the relay from that inlet in high pressure the alignment 
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of the flap along with the mercury switch attached to it, will change. In addition to these 

main elements a Buchholz Relay has gas release pockets on top. The electrical leads 

from both mercury switches are taken out through a molded terminal block. 

 
 

Fig.7.1: Buchholz Relay 

 

7.2 DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION OF TRANSFORMER:  

 

Differential Protection Scheme in a Power Transformer Principle of Differential 

Protection scheme is one simple conceptual technique. The differential relay actually 

compares between primary current and secondary current of power transformer, if any 

unbalance found in between primary and secondary currents the relay will actuate and 

inter trip both the primary and secondary circuit breaker of the transformer. 

Suppose you have one transformer which has primary rated current I and 

secondary current is. If you install CT of ratio Ip/1A at primary side and similarly, CT 

of ratio Is/1A at secondary side of the transformer. The secondary’s of these both CTs 

are connected together in such a manner that secondary currents of both CTs will oppose 

each other. In other words, the secondary’s of both CTs should be connected to same 

current coil of differential relay in such a opposite manner that there will be no resultant 

current in that coil in normal working condition of the transformer. But if any major 
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fault occurs inside the transformer due to which the normal ratio of the transformer 

disturbed then the secondary current of both transformer will not remain the same and 

one resultant current will flow through the current coil of the differential relay, which 

will actuate the relay and inter trip both the primary and secondary circuit breakers. To 

correct phase shift of current because of star - delta connection of transformer winding 

in case of three phase transformer, the current transformer secondary’s should be 

connected in delta and star as shown here. 

 
At maximum through fault current, the spill output produced by the small 

percentage unbalance may be substantial. Therefore, differential protection of 

transformer should be provided with a proportional bias of an amount which exceeds in 

effect the maximum ratio deviation. 

 
 

 

Fig.7.2: Differential protection of Transformer 

 

7.3 Earth fault or leakage protection: 

 
An earth fault usually involves a partial breakdown of winding insulation to 

earth. The resulting leakage current is considerably less than the short-circuit current. 

The earth-fault may continue for a long time and cause considerable damage before it 

ultimately develops into a short-circuit and removed from the system. Under these 

circumstances, it is profitable to employ earth-fault relays in order to ensure the 

disconnection of earth-fault or leak in the early stage. An Earth fault relay is essentially 

an over current relay of low setting and operates as soon as earth earth-faults or leak 

develops.  One method of protection against earth fault in transformer is the core balance 

leakage protection shown in below 
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Fig.7.3:  Earth fault & leakage protection 

 
The three leads of the primary winding of power transformer are taken through 

the core of a current transformer which carries a single secondary winding. The 

operating coil of a relay is connected to this secondary. Under normal conditions (i.e.no 

fault to earth), the vector sum of three phases current is zero and there is no resultant 

flux in the core of current transformer no matter how much the load is out of balance. 

Consequently, no current flows through the relay and it remains inoperative. However, 

on the occurrence of an earth fault, the vector sum of three phase currents is no longer 

zero. The resultant current sets up flux in the core of the CT. which induces emf in the 

secondary winding. This energizes the relay to trip the circuit breaker and disconnect 

the faulty transformer from the system. 

 7.4 Combined leakage and overload protection: 

 
The core balance protection described above suffers from the drawback that it 

cannot provide protection against overloads. If a fault or leakage occurs between phases, 

the core balance relay will not operate. It is a usual practice to provide combined leakage 

and overload protection for transformers. The earth relay has low current settings and 

operates under earth or leakage faults only. The over load relays have high current 

setting and are arranged to operate against faults between the phases. 

 

The below fig shows the schematic arrangement of combined leakage and over load 

protection. In this system of protection, two over load relays and leakage or earth relay 

are connected as shown. 
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                             Fig.7.4:  Combined leakage and over load protection 

The two overload relays are sufficient to protect against phase to phase faults. 

The trip contact of overload relays and earth fault relays are connected in parallel. 

Therefore, with the energizing of either overload relay or earth fault relay, the circuit 

breaker will be tripped. 
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CHAPTER 8 

PROTECTION OF MOTOR & TURBINE 

The Motor is most essential drive in modern era of industrialization. From 

fractional hp AC motor used for different home appliances to giant synchronous and 

induction motor of up to 10,000 hp used for different industrial applications, should be 

protected against different electrical and mechanical faults for serving their purposes 

smoothly. The motor characteristics  must  be  very  carefully  considered  in  selecting   

the   right motor  protection scheme. 

 

The abnormalities in motor or motor faults may appear due to mainly two main reasons: 

 
(a) Conditions imposed by the external power supply network 

(b) Internal faults, either in the motor or in the driven plant. 

 
Unbalanced supply voltages, under-voltage, reversed phase sequence and loss of 

synchronism (in the case of synchronous motor) come under former category. The latter 

category includes bearing failures, stator winding faults, motor earth faults and overload 

etc. The degree of motor protection system depends on the costs and applications of the 

electrical motor. 

 

8.1 Small motor protection: 

 

Generally motors up to 30 hp are considered in small category.  The motor  

protection  system in this case is arranged by HRC fuse, bimetallic relay and under 

voltage relay - all assembled into the motor contractor - starter itself. 

 

Most common cause of motor burn outs on LV fuse protected system is due  to 

single phasing. This single phasing may remain undetected even if the motors are 

protected by conventional bimetallic relay. It cannot be detected by a set of voltage 

relays connected across the lines. Since, even when one phase is dead, the motor 

maintains substantial back emf on its faulty phase terminal and hence voltage across the 

voltage relay is prevented from dropping - off. 
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The difficulties of detecting single phasing can be overcome by employing a set 

of three current operated relays as shown in the motor protection circuit given below. 

 

The current operated relays are very simple instantaneous relays. There are 

mainly two parts in this relay one is a current coil and other is one or more normally 

open contacts (NO Contacts). The NO contacts are operated by the mmf of the current 

coil. This relay is connected in series with each phase of the supply and backed by HRC 

fuse. When the electrical motor starts and runs the supply current passes through the 

current coil of the relay. 

 
 

 

 

Fig 8.1 Small motor protection 

 
The mmf of the current coil makes the NO contacts closed. If suddenly a single 

phasing occurs the corresponding current through the current coil will falls and the 

contacts of the corresponding relay will become to its normal open position. The NO 

contacts of the all three relays are connected in series to hold - in the motor contactor. 

So if any one relay contact opens, results to release of motor contactors and hence motor 

will stop running. 
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8.2 Large motor protection: 

 
Large motor especially induction motors require protection against 

 

 Motor bearing failure 

 Motor over heating 

 Motor winding failure 

 Reverse motor rotation 

 
8.2.1 Motor Bearing Failure 

 

Ball and roller bearings are used for the motor up to 500 hp and beyond this size 

sleeve bearings are used. failure of ball or roller bearing usually causes the motor to a 

standstill very quickly. Due to sudden mechanical jamming in motor bearing, the input 

current of the motor becomes very high. Current operated protection, attached to the 

input of the motor cannot serve satisfactorily. Since this motor protection system has to 

be set to override the high motor starting current.  

The difficulty can be overcome by providing “Thermal over load relay”. As the 

starting current of the motor is high but exists only during starting so for that current 

then there will be no overheating effect. But over current due mechanical jamming exists 

for longer time hence there will be an overheating effect. So stalling motor protection 

can be offered by the thermal overload relay. Stalling protection can also be provided 

by separate definite time over current relay which is operated only after a certain 

predefined time if over current persists beyond that period. In the case of sleeve bearing, 

a temperature sensing device embedded in the bearing itself.  

 

8.2.2 Motor over Heating: 

 

The main reason of motor over heating that means over heating of motor winding 

is due to either of mechanical over loading, reduced supply voltage, unbalanced supply 

voltage and single phasing. The overheating may cause deterioration of insulation life 

of motor hence it must be avoided by providing proper motor protection scheme. To 

avoid overheating, the motor should be isolated in 40 to 50 minutes even in the event of 

small overloads of the order of 10 %. The protective relay should take into account the 

detrimental heating effects on the motor rotor due to negative sequence currents in the 
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stator arising out of unbalance in supply voltage. The motor should also be protected by 

instantaneous motor protection relay against single phasing such as a stall on loss of one 

phase when running at full load or attempting to start with only two of three phases alive. 

 

8.2.3 Motor Winding Failure: 

 
The motor protection relay should have instantaneous trip elements to detect 

motor winding failure such as phase to phase and phase to earth faults. Preferably phase 

to phase fault unit should be energized from positive phase sequence component of the 

motor current and another instantaneous unit connected in the residual circuit of the 

current transformers be  used for earth faults protection. 

 

8.2.4 Reverse Motor Rotation: 

 
Especially in the case of conveyor belt, the reverse motor rotation must be 

avoided. The reverse rotation during starting can be caused due to inadvertent reversing 

of supply phases. A comprehensive motor protection relay with an instantaneous 

negative sequence unit will satisfy this requirement. If such relay has not been provided, 

a watt-meter type relay can be employed. 

 

8.3 TURBINE PROTECTION:  

Various protections provided for the turbine are as following: 

 Main steam pressure 

 Main steam temperature 

 Exhaust temperature 

 Turbine bearing temperature 

 Gearbox bearing temperature 

 Alternator bearing temperature 

 Protection against Vibrations 
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CHAPTER 9 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

 

1.Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises.  

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and protect  

    From hot sun and heat sources.  

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of persons.  

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected area  

    with clean water atleast for 15 min.  

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hangfrom 

     the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be  

     permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CONCLUSION 

For every power plant protection plays a major role for the safety of electrical 

equipment. Damage of the electrical equipment causes heavy losses so protection is very 

important. This is done by using these protective devices and logic the equipments of 

the power system are protected during the fault condition without causing any damage 

to men and material. As per electricity act also it is mandatory to implement all the 

protection.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

India has been the original home of sugar and sugarcane. The Indian sugar 

industry is the second largest agro-processing industry in the country, contributing Rs 

23 billion to the central exchequer. India is the second largest producer of sugar in the 

world. In 2011-12, the AP produced a record of 10.11 lakhs tons of sugar and in 2008-

09 the production is expected to be more than this. Besides being the second largest 

producer, it has also the second largest area under sugarcane cultivation. In 2011-12, 

1.98Lakhs of hectares of land were cultivated under sugarcane with an average yield of 

64.60 tones per hectare. 

 

The sector also has a significant standing in the global sugar space. The Indian domestic 

sugar market is one of the largest markets in the world, in volume terms. India is also the second 

largest sugar producing geography. India remains a key growth driver for world sugar, growing 

above the Asian and world consumption growth average. 

 

Globally, in most of the key geographies like Brazil and Thailand, regulations have a 

significant influence on the sugar sector. Perishable nature of cane, small farm land holdings 

and the need to influence domestic prices; all have been the drivers for regulations. In India, 

too, sugar is highly regulated. Since 1993, the regulatory environment has considerably eased, 

but sugar still continues to be an essential commodity under the Essential Commodity Act. 

There are regulations across the entire value chain land demarcation, sugarcane price, 

sugarcane procurement, sugar production and sale of sugar by mills in domestic and 

international markets. Sugarcane is a tropical crop grown in a frost-free and warm climate (with high 

temperature for at least 8 months). The crop grows for 8-24 month, depending on the climate. In general, 

tropical varieties are adapted to an 18-36 months growing period, while sub-tropical varieties are 

adapted to a 9-12 month period. It grows best on medium heavy soils, but can also be raised on lighter 

soils and heavy clays, provided there is adequate. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MISION, VISION, POLICIES OF K.C.P.S & I.C LTD. 

Mission 

1. Strive to achieve excellence in manufacturing sugar through our dedicated, loyal 

and committed workforce to enhance customer satisfaction. 

2. Strive for continual improvement at all levels by enhancing our skills, knowledge 

and enthusiasm to meet the needs of the changing world. 

3. Strive to achieve maximum value addition through the most effective use of 

resource. 

Vision 

To be in the first place among all sugar factories  in all aspects. 

1. Empower employees for shouldering higher responsibilities resulting in job 

enrichment and job satisfaction. 

2. Aim to grow in business and to make the senior managers of today to head plant 

operations at a future date by grooming and motivating them. 

3. All employees to aim deriving maximum benefits from all operations. 

Quality Policy 

We all of us at K.C.P.S & I.C LTD. Shall consistently endeavor to give 

utmost satisfaction to our customers in all spheres of our business activities by 

achieving the highest standard quality. 

We are committed to make continuous efforts to upgrade our 

manufacturing techniques, continually improve effectiveness of our quality 

management systems and enhance performance of employees by providing 

need based training and motivating them to work as a team. 
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Future Plans of K.C.P.S & I.C Ltd: 

 
To identify new technologies whenever it is possible and makes use of 

the same for improved results. 

In view of the cute shortage of agricultural labor the following 

measures are explored to partially mechanize the cane cultivation. 

Induce farmers to use power tiller drawn planters and mini tractors 

drawn implements. 

Identifying and developing suitable sugarcane harvester calendaring the 

soil conditions and land holding of our command arise. 

In- depth study is in progress in distillery division to adopt new 

technologies for improving the yield and reduce the discharge of spent 

wash. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ORGANIZATION CHART - K.C.P.S & I.C.LTD 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: Organisational structure of K.C.P.S & I.C 
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Organization is divided into the following departments i.e. 

 Agriculture department 

 Human resource & development department 

 Engineering department 

 Process department 

 Finance department 

 Civil department 

 Transport department 

 Electrical department 

 Computers department 

 Sales department 

 Purchase department 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUGAR MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

Steps involved in sugar manufacturing process: 

 Procurement of sugarcane from zonal offices. 

 Weighing of sugarcane in the weighing bridge. 

 Feeding of sugarcane in the cane carriers. 

 Preparation of sugarcane into fine fibres through leveller units. 

 Feeding of prepared sugarcane into the mills. 

 Extraction of juice from the prepared sugarcane in the first mill. 

  Juice is taken for boiling purpose. 

 Addition of liquid lime and sulphur-di-oxide in juice sulphitor. 

 Separation of clear juice and mud juice in the clarifier. 

 Clear juice is sent for evaporation in the semi-kestners and evaporators. 

 Extraction of juice from muddy residue through vacuum filters. 

 The extracted juice is reduced into syrup after evaporation of water particles. 

 Addition of sulphur-di-oxide to the syrup in order to improve the colour of 

sugar.  

 Syrup is sent to massecuite boiling by adding various types of molasses to the 

syrup. 

 Preparation of A,B&C massecuite. 

 The white crystal sugar is dried in the sugar hoppers. 

 White sugar crystals is graded in graders. 

 The non uniform sized crystals are sent for melting. 

 The graded sugar is sent for weighing and packing. 

 The packed sugar is stored in the godown for storing and is sold only after the 

orders from the Government of India. 
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By-products of this sugar manufacturing process are  

 Ethanol 

 Ash 

 Bagasse 

 Fertilizers 

 Molasses 

Here in this sugar factory bagasse is used to generate steam for power generation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

POWER GENERATION IN K.C.P.S & I.C.LTD 

 

12 MW unit 

 

3MW unit 
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5.1 WORKING: 

 The inlet steam pressure is 42 kg/cm2 and temperature is 420 degrees. 

 The steam is received from boiler and given to turbine to convert heat 

energy into mechanical energy. 

 The turbine rotates initially at 500 rpm and gradually speed is increased by 

governor by opening the percentage of inlet valve and reaches its rated speed 

of 8325 rpm. 

 Alternator is connected to turbine with gear box. 

 Gear box is connected between alternator and turbine to reduce the speed of 

turbine to the speed of alternator (1500rpm). 

 As alternator is coupled to turbine it rotates up to its rated speed. 

 After coming both alternator and turbine to rated speed load and brushless 

excitation is given. 

 For excitation we should give supply to the rotor, so we will convert AC 

voltage to DC using rectifiers and field is excited, excitation is given by 

using AVR control. 

 Initially while rotating generator some voltage is produced and magnetic 

field is created. 

 By the principle of faraday’s law emf is produced by cutting the magnetic flux. 

 Thus generator converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 

 3 MW gives an output power of 2.53 MW and it is utilized by the company 

 Back pressure of 42 kg/cm2 is set to give an output of 1 kg/cm2 which is 

used in sugar process. 

 When load increase power factor is maintained manually. 
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5.2 OPERATING PARAMETERS OF A SINGLE 3MW GENERATOR 

 Output Power   – 2.53 MW 

 Reactive Power   – 1.05 MVAR 

 Power Factor  - 0.926  

 Speed of Turbine   - 8325 rpm 

 Speed of Alternator -1500 rpm 

 Operating Frequency  - 50 Hz 

 Field Excitation   - 112 V 
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CHAPTER 6 

POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION 

          Electrical apparatus operates at different voltage levels and may be enclosed or 

placed in open place. Under abnormal operating conditions protection is necessary for safety 

of electrical equipment’s and safe of human personals. 

6.1 IMPORTANCE OF PROTECTION SYSTEM 

An electrical power system consists of generators, transformers, transmission 

and distribution lines etc. short circuit and other abnormal conditions often occur on a 

power system. The heavy currents associated with short circuit are likely to cause 

damage to equipment if suitable protective relays and circuit’s breakers are not provided 

for protection of each section of the power system. Short circuits are usually are usually 

termed as ‘faults’. some faults other than short circuits are also termed as faults, for 

example the failure of conducting path due to break in conductor is  a type of fault. 

The fault must be cleared within a fraction of second .if a short circuit persists 

on system for a longer period; it may cause damage to some important sections of 

system. A heavy short circuit current may cause a fire. It may spread in the system and 

damage short circuit current may cause a fire. It may spread in the damage a part of it. 

A protective system includes circuit breakers and protective relays to isolate the 

faulty of system from healthy sections. A circuit breaker can disconnect the faulty 

element of the system when it is called upon to do so by the protective relay. The function 

of a protective relay is to detect and locate a fault and issue a command to the circuit 

breaker to disconnect he faulty element and issue a command to the circuit breaker to 

disconnect faulty element. It is a device which senses abnormal conditions on a power 

system, which differ under normal and abnormal conditions. 

Faults are detected automatically by means of relays, and faulty section isolated 

by circuit breaker connected to the boundaries of section. The combination of Relays 

and circuit breaker is known as protective system. 
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6.2 REQUIREMENTS 

Speed: 

 The relay must operate at the required speed. It should neither be too slow 

which may result in damage to the equipment nor should it be too fast which may 

result in undesired operation. Damage can be minimized. 

Sensitivity: 

The relaying equipment must be sufficiently sensitive so that it operates reliably 

equipment must when required under the actual conditions that produce least operating 

tendency and to detect all possible shunt and series faults. 

Selectivity: 

The relay must be able to discriminate (select) between those conditions for 

which prompt operation is required and those for which no operation, or time delayed 

operation is required. Isolate only faulty section without disturbing healthy. 

Simplicity: 

The relaying system should be simple so that it can be easily maintained.  

Reliability: 

The most important requisite of protective relay is reliability since they supervise 

the circuit for a long time before a fault occurs; if a fault then occurs, the relays must 

respond instantly and correctly. Reliability which includes both the security in fault 

clearance and the security against undesired clearances. 

Economy: 

The most important factor in the choice of particular protection scheme is 

economic aspect. The device should be highly effective at a cheaper costs. 
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6.3 PROTECTIVE RELAY 

 A protective relay is a device that detects the fault and initiates the operation of 

circuit breaker to isolate the defective element from healthy system. 

 

 

Fig. 6.1: Block diagram of a Relay 

Some of the important terms related to the protective relays are 

Pickup level of actuating signal: The value of actuating quantity which is on 

threshold above which the relay initiates to be operated. If the value of actuating 

quantity is increased, the electromagnetic effect of the relay coil is increased. 

Operating time: The time which elapses between the instant when actuating quantity 

exceeds the pickup value to the instant when the relay contacts close. 

Reset time: The time which elapses between the instant when the actuating quantity 

becomes less than the reset value to the instant when the relay contacts returns to its 

normal position. 

 

 

Reach of relay: A distance relay operates whenever the distance seen by the relay is 

less than the pre-specified impedance. The actuating impedance in the relay is the 

function of distance in a distance protection relay. This impedance or corresponding 

distance is called reach of the relay. 
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6.4 LIST OF PROTECTINS USED FOR 3MW ALTERNATOR 

1. Differential protection 

2. Power group protection 

3. V/F protection 

4. Earth fault protection 

5. Under and Over voltage protection 

6. Under and Over frequency protection  

7. Under current protection 

8. Field failure protection 

9. System back up protection 

6.5 12MW control panel 
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6.6 CIRCUIT BREAKER 

A circuit breaker is a piece of equipment which can make or break a circuit either 

manually or by remote control under normal conditions. Break a circuit automatically 

under fault conditions make a circuit either manually or by remote control under fault 

conditions. 

TYPES OF CIRCUIT BREAKERS 

1. Oil circuit breakers 

2. Air circuit breakers 

3. SF6 circuit breakers 

4. Vacuum circuit breakers 

 

6.7 DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION 

                   It provides protection against phase to phase and phase to ground i.e. for 

stator winding faults. Differential protection is based on the circulating current principle. 

In this type of protection scheme currents at two ends of the protection system are 

compared. Under normal conditions, currents at two ends will be same. But when the 

fault occurs, current at one end will be different from the current at the end and this 

difference of current is made to flow through relay operating coils. The relays then closes 

its contacts and makes the circuit breaker to trip, thus isolate the faulty section. This type 

of protection is called the merz price circulating current system. 

 

 

Fig. 6.2: Differential protection of Alternator 
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6.8 SOME OF THE FAULTS IN GENERATING SYSTEM 

 

Failure of prime- mover: 

 
                   When input to the prime-mover fails, the alternator runs as a synchronous 

motor and draws some current from supply system. This is known as “inverted 

running”. In case of turbo alternator, failure of steam supply may cause inverted 

running if the steam supply is gradually restored, the alternator will pick up load 

without disturbing the system. 

 

Failure of field: 

 

                     The chances of field failure of alternators are undoubtedly very rare. Even if it 

does occur, no immediate damage will be caused by permitting the alternator to run without a 

field for a short period. 

 

Over current: 

 It occurs mainly due to partial breakdown of winding insulation or due to 

overload on the supply system. Over current protection for alternator is considered 

unnecessary because as the modern alternators have considerably high values of 

internal impedance, these will stand a complete short circuit at their terminals for 

sufficient time without serious overheating. 

Over Speed: 

                       The chief cause of over speed is the sudden loss of all or the major part of 

load on the alternator. 

                     Centrifugal devices mounted on their driving shafts trip the main valve 

of the prime mover when a dangerous over speed occurs. 

Over frequency: 

                         Over frequency results from the excess power generation and it can 

easily be corrected by reduction in the inputs with the help of the governor or 

manually. 
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Under frequency: 

                    Under frequency results from the over loading of the generator and it can 

be reduced by increasing the inputs to the generator with the help of governor or 

manually.  
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CHAPTER 7 

PROTECTION OF TRANSFORMERS 

There are different kinds of transformers such as two winding or three winding 

power transformers, auto transformer, regulating transformers, earthing transformers, 

rectifier transformers etc. Different transformers demand different schemes  of 

transformer  protection depending upon their importance. 

It is common practice to provide Buchholz relay protection to all 0.5 MVA and 

above transformers. While for all small size distribution transformers, only HV fuses are 

used as main protective device. For all larger rated and important distribution 

transformers, over current protection along with restricted earth fault protection is 

applied. Differential protection should be provided in the transformers rated above 5 

MVA. 

Depending upon the normal service condition, nature of transformer faults, 

degree of sustained over load, scheme of tap changing, and many other factors, the 

suitable transformer protection schemes are chosen. 

Common transformer faults: 

 

(1) Open circuit 

(2) Over heating 

(3) Winding short circuit 

 
7.1 Buchholz Relay: 

 
Buchholz Relay in transformer is an oil container housed the connecting pipe 

from main tank to conservator tank. It has mainly two elements. The upper element 

consists of a float. The float is attached to a hinge in such a way that it can move up and 

down depending upon the oil level in the Buchholz Relay Container. One mercury 

switch is fixed on the float. The alignment of mercury switch hence depends upon the 

position of the float. 

 

The lower element consists of a hinged type flap and mercury switch. This plate is fitted 

on a hinge just in front of the inlet (main tank side) of Buchholz Relay in transformer in 
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such a way that when oil enters in the relay from that inlet in high pressure the alignment 

of the flap along with the mercury switch attached to it, will change. In addition to these 

main elements a Buchholz Relay has gas release pockets on top. The electrical leads 

from both mercury switches are taken out through a molded terminal block. 

 
 

 

Fig.7.1: Buchholz Relay 
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7.2 DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION OF TRANSFORMER:  

 

Differential Protection Scheme in a Power Transformer Principle of Differential 

Protection scheme is one simple conceptual technique. The differential relay actually 

compares between primary current and secondary current of power transformer, if any 

unbalance found in between primary and secondary currents the relay will actuate and 

inter trip both the primary and secondary circuit breaker of the transformer. 

 

Suppose you have one transformer which has primary rated current I and 

secondary current is. If you install CT of ratio Ip/1A at primary side and similarly, CT 

of ratio Is/1A at secondary side of the transformer. The secondary’s of these both CTs 

are connected together in such a manner that secondary currents of both CTs will oppose 

each other. In other words, the secondary’s of both CTs should be connected to same 

current coil of differential relay in such a opposite manner that there will be no resultant 

current in that coil in normal working condition of the transformer. But if any major 

fault occurs inside the transformer due to which the normal ratio of the transformer 

disturbed then the secondary current of both transformer will not remain the same and 

one resultant current will flow through the current coil of the differential relay, which 

will actuate the relay and inter trip both the primary and secondary circuit breakers. To 

correct phase shift of current because of star - delta connection of transformer winding 

in case of three phase transformer, the current transformer secondary’s should be 

connected in delta and star as shown here. 

 
At maximum through fault current, the spill output produced by the small 

percentage unbalance may be substantial. Therefore, differential protection of 

transformer should be provided with a proportional bias of an amount which exceeds in 

effect the maximum ratio deviation. 
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Fig.7.2: Differential protection of Transformer 

 

7.3 Earth fault or leakage protection: 

 
An earth fault usually involves a partial breakdown of winding insulation to 

earth. The resulting leakage current is considerably less than the short-circuit current. 

The earth-fault may continue for a long time and cause considerable damage before it 

ultimately develops into a short-circuit and removed from the system. Under these 

circumstances, it is profitable to employ earth-fault relays in order to ensure the 

disconnection of earth-fault or leak in the early stage. An Earth fault relay is essentially 

an over current relay of low setting and operates as soon as earth earth-faults or leak 

develops.  One method of protection against earth fault in transformer is the core balance 

leakage protection shown in below 

 

 

Fig.7.3:  Earth fault & leakage protection 
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The three leads of the primary winding of power transformer are taken through 

the core of a current transformer which carries a single secondary winding. The 

operating coil of a relay is connected to this secondary. Under normal conditions (i.e.no 

fault to earth), the vector sum of three phases current is zero and there is no resultant 

flux in the core of current transformer no matter how much the load is out of balance. 

Consequently, no current flows through the relay and it remains inoperative. However, 

on the occurrence of an earth fault, the vector sum of three phase currents is no longer 

zero. The resultant current sets up flux in the core of the CT. which induces emf in the 

secondary winding. This energizes the relay to trip the circuit breaker and disconnect 

the faulty transformer from the system. 

 

 7.4 Combined leakage and overload protection: 

 
The core balance protection described above suffers from the drawback that it 

cannot provide protection against overloads. If a fault or leakage occurs between phases, 

the core balance relay will not operate. It is a usual practice to provide combined leakage 

and overload protection for transformers. The earth relay has low current settings and 

operates under earth or leakage faults only. The over load relays have high current 

setting and are arranged to operate against faults between the phases. 

 

The below fig shows the schematic arrangement of combined leakage and over load 

protection. In this system of protection, two over load relays and leakage or earth relay 

are connected as shown. 
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                             Fig.7.4:  Combined leakage and over load protection 

The two overload relays are sufficient to protect against phase to phase faults. 

The trip contact of overload relays and earth fault relays are connected in parallel. 

Therefore, with the energizing of either overload relay or earth fault relay, the circuit 

breaker will be tripped. 
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CHAPTER 8 

PROTECTION OF MOTOR & TURBINE 

The Motor is most essential drive in modern era of industrialization. From 

fractional hp AC motor used for different home appliances to giant synchronous and 

induction motor of up to 10,000 hp used for different industrial applications, should be 

protected against different electrical and mechanical faults for serving their purposes 

smoothly. The motor characteristics must be very carefully considered in selecting the   

right motor protection scheme. 

 

The abnormalities in motor or motor faults may appear due to mainly two main reasons: 

 
(a) Conditions imposed by the external power supply network 

(b) Internal faults, either in the motor or in the driven plant. 

 
Unbalanced supply voltages, under-voltage, reversed phase sequence and loss of 

synchronism (in the case of synchronous motor) come under former category. The latter 

category includes bearing failures, stator winding faults, motor earth faults and overload 

etc. The degree of motor protection system depends on the costs and applications of the 

electrical motor. 

 

8.1 Small motor protection: 

 

Generally motors up to 30 hp are considered in small category.  The motor 

protection system in this case is arranged by HRC fuse, bimetallic relay and under 

voltage relay - all assembled into the motor contractor - starter itself. 

 

Most common cause of motor burn outs on LV fuse protected system is due to 

single phasing. This single phasing may remain undetected even if the motors are 

protected by conventional bimetallic relay. It cannot be detected by a set of voltage 

relays connected across the lines. Since, even when one phase is dead, the motor 

maintains substantial back emf on its faulty phase terminal and hence voltage across the 

voltage relay is prevented from dropping - off. 
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The difficulties of detecting single phasing can be overcome by employing a set 

of three current operated relays as shown in the motor protection circuit given below. 

 

The current operated relays are very simple instantaneous relays. There are 

mainly two parts in this relay one is a current coil and other is one or more normally 

open contacts (NO Contacts). The NO contacts are operated by the mmf of the current 

coil. This relay is connected in series with each phase of the supply and backed by HRC 

fuse. When the electrical motor starts and runs the supply current passes through the 

current coil of the relay. 

 
 

 

 

Fig 8.1 Small motor protection 

 
The mmf of the current coil makes the NO contacts closed. If suddenly a single 

phasing occurs the corresponding current through the current coil will falls and the 

contacts of the corresponding relay will become to its normal open position. The NO 

contacts of the all three relays are connected in series to hold - in the motor contactor. 

So if any one relay contact opens, results to release of motor contactors and hence motor 

will stop running. 

 

8.2 Large motor protection: 

 
Large motor especially induction motors require protection against 

 

 Motor bearing failure 

 Motor over heating 

 Motor winding failure 
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 Reverse motor rotation 

 
8.2.1 Motor Bearing Failure 

 

Ball and roller bearings are used for the motor up to 500 hp and beyond this size, 

sleeve bearings are used. failure of ball or roller bearing usually causes the motor to a 

standstill very quickly. Due to sudden mechanical jamming in motor bearing, the input 

current of the motor becomes very high. Current operated protection, attached to the 

input of the motor cannot serve satisfactorily. Since this motor protection system has to 

be set to override the high motor starting current.  

The difficulty can be overcome by providing “Thermal over load relay”. As the 

starting current of the motor is high but exists only during starting so for that current 

then there will be no overheating effect. But over current due mechanical jamming exists 

for longer time hence there will be an overheating effect. So stalling motor protection 

can be offered by the thermal overload relay. Stalling protection can also be provided 

by separate definite time over current relay which is operated only after a certain 

predefined time if over current persists beyond that period. In the case of sleeve bearing, 

a temperature sensing device embedded in the bearing itself.  

 

8.2.2 Motor over Heating: 

 

The main reason of motor over heating that means over heating of motor winding 

is due to either of mechanical over loading, reduced supply voltage, unbalanced supply 

voltage and single phasing. The overheating may cause deterioration of insulation life 

of motor hence it must be avoided by providing proper motor protection scheme. To 

avoid overheating, the motor should be isolated in 40 to 50 minutes even in the event of 

small overloads of the order of 10 %. The protective relay should take into account the 

detrimental heating effects on the motor rotor due to negative sequence currents in the 

stator arising out of unbalance in supply voltage. The motor should also be protected by 

instantaneous motor protection relay against single phasing such as a stall on loss of one 

phase when running at full load or attempting to start with only two of three phases alive. 
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8.2.3 Motor Winding Failure: 

 
The motor protection relay should have instantaneous trip elements to detect 

motor winding failure such as phase to phase and phase to earth faults. Preferably phase 

to phase fault unit should be energized from positive phase sequence component of the 

motor current and another instantaneous unit connected in the residual circuit of the 

current transformers be used for earth faults protection. 

 

8.2.4 Reverse Motor Rotation: 

 
Especially in the case of conveyor belt, the reverse motor rotation must be 

avoided. The reverse rotation during starting can be caused due to inadvertent reversing 

of supply phases. A comprehensive motor protection relay with an instantaneous 

negative sequence unit will satisfy this requirement. If such relay has not been provided, 

a watt-meter type relay can be employed. 

 

8.3 TURBINE PROTECTION:  

Various protections provided for the turbine are as following: 

 Main steam pressure 

 Main steam temperature 

 Exhaust temperature 

 Turbine bearing temperature 

 Gearbox bearing temperature 

 Alternator bearing temperature 

 Protection against Vibrations 
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CONCLUSION 

For every power plant protection plays a major role for the safety of 

electrical equipment. Damage of the electrical equipment causes heavy losses 

so protection is very important. This is done by using these protective devices 

and logic the equipments of the power system are protected during the fault 

condition without causing any damage to men and material. As per electricity 

act also it is mandatory to implement all the protectio 
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                                               UNIT-I 

THERMAL POWER PLANT 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy is universally is recognised as one of the most significant inputs for economic 

growth and human development. Every sector of Indian economy-agriculture, industry, 

transport, economical and etc. needs an input of energy. In fact there is a close relationship 

between the energy used per person and his standard of living. 

Energy comes in different forms in nature, but electrical energy occupies top position. 

Electricity becomes a part and parcel of human life. It is the most convenient form of energy 

because it can be generated entirely in bulk transmitted economically our along distance and 

can be adopted conveniently in the domestic, Industrial and agriculture fields. 

 

1.1 THERMAL POWER PLANT: 

It is a power plant in which power produced by rotating the turbine which is coupled 

to alternator by employing steam. In thermal power plants the steam is generated by burning 

of huge amount of coal in boiler furnace. 

1.2  PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

            (1)  Rankin cycle. 

            (2) Reheat cycle.       

            (3) Regenerative cycle. 

1.3  COAL TO STEAM PROCESS: 

                 Coal from the coal wagons is unloaded in the coal handling plant. The coal is 

transported up to the raw coal bunkers with the help of belt conveyors. The coal is then 

transported to mills through feeders where the coal is pulverised to powder form. This 

crushed coal is to taken away from the mill to the furnace through coal pipes with the help of 

hot and cold air mixture from PA fan. PA fan takes atmospheric air, a part of which is sent to 

air pre-heaters for heating and while a part of air goes directly to the mill for temperature 

control.  Atmospheric air from FD fan is heated in the air heaters and sent to the furnace. 

Water from the boiler feed pump passes through economiser and reaches the boiler drum. 

Water from the drum passes through down comers and goes to bottom rising header. Water 

from the bottom rising header is divided to all four sides of the furnace. Due to heat and 
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density difference the water raises up in the furnace, water wall tubes. Water is partly 

converted to steam is separated from water. Water follows the same oath, while the steam is 

sent to super heaters for super heating. The super heaters are located inside the furnace and 

the steam is super heater (540 degree centigrade) and finally it goes to the turbine. 

1.4.  STEAM TO MECHANICAL POWER:  

A steam pipe conveys steam to the turbine through stop valves that automatically 

regulate the supply of the steam to the turbine. Steam from the control valves enters the high-

pressure cylinder of the turbine. Where it passes through a ring of stationary blades fixed to 

the direct the steam into a second ring of moving blades mounted on a disc secured to the 

turbine shaft. This second ring turns the shaft as a result of the force of the steam. The 

stationary and moving blades together constitute a stage of the turbine and in practice many 

stages are necessary so that cylinder contains a number of rings of stationary blades with 

rings of moving blades arranged between them. 

The steam passes through each stage in turn until it reaches the end of the high-

pressure cylinder and in its passage some of its heat energy is changed into mechanical 

energy. The steam leaving the high-pressure cylinder goes back to the boiler for reheating 

and enters into the intermediate pressure cylinder through HRH lines. Hence it passes through 

another series of stationary and moving blades. 

Finally steam is taken to the low-pressure cylinders each of which it enters at the 

centre for following outwards in opposite direction through the rows of turbine blades – an 

arrangement is known as double flow to the extremities of the cylinder. As the steam gives up 

its heat energy to drive the turbine, its temperature and pressure fall and it expands. Because 

of its expansion the blades are much larger and longer towards the low-pressure ends of 

turbine. 

When as much energy as possible has been extracted from the steam it is exhausted 

directly to the condenser. This runs the length of the low-pressure part of the turbine and may 

be beneath or on either side of it. Cold water from the river, sea or cooling tower is circulated 

through the tubes of the condenser and as the steam from the turbine passes 

1.5  MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL POWER: 

Basic principle of electrical power generation is from faraday’s laws. It says that when 

a conductor rotates in magnetic field, the EMF will be induced in the conductor and is 

proportional to the rate of change of flux lines cut by the conductor and capacity of the 
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magnetic field. For higher capacities of the generation vice versa principle is used that is, the 

conductors are placed constantly and the magnetic field will be rotating. Magnetic field is    

obtained from a separate system called an excitation system. Excitation system is classified    

into two types, namely static excitation magnetic and brushless excitation. Magnetic field will 

be generated in circuit and to obtain the rate of change of flux lines, the rotor will be rotated 

by a steam turbine at a constant speed. The speed of the turbine is determined by the 

frequency of the electrical system used in the country .i.e.,50 Hz proportional to this the 

speed of the turbine is 3000 rpm, and at this speed a two pole generator must be driven to 

generate alternating current at a frequency of 50 cycles/ second. 

1.6 ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION:- 

Electrical power is usually produced in the stator winding of large modern generators 

at about 15.75KV and is fed through terminal connections to one side of a generator. 

  Transformer that steps up the voltage to 220KV and transmitted. Now-a-days power 

transmissions are carried out even with a high voltage of 400KV increasing of a transmission 

voltage reduce the losses and increases the efficiency of the overall system. 

1.7 ELECTRICAL ENERGY:- 

The conversion of different forms of energy available in nature into electrical energy 

is known as generation of energy. Now-a-days, we are generating electrical energy by using 

different forms of energy available in nature as a mechanical energy. 

The place where energy converted into electrical energy is called “power plant”. The 

arrangement of power plant basically consists of prime movers coupled to an alternator. 

Prime mover  coupling  Alternator  

Alternator is the device which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  
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The image of the Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LINE DIAGRAM OF THERMAL POWER PLANT 

1.8 COAL DELIVERY: 

The coal is received from Singareni collieries and from Orissa state (Talc her). Coal 

wagons are received by rakes of 59 wagons. The railway engine will place the loaded rake 

inside the VTPS, at a siding point (placement point) and take away the empty wagons. Coal is 

also received in bottom discharge wagons (BOBR-bottom open and bottom rapid discharge 

wagons). 

1.9 UNLOADING: 

The type of unloading depends on how the coal is received in thermal power station. 
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(i)  The wagons are unloaded on a track hopper and from there, fed on to the underneath 

conveyors, by the paddle feeders, which will scoop the coal from the hopper platform 

on the running conveyor.  

(ii)  

Coal from wagon tipplers, track hopper and reclaim hopper to the uncrushed coal 

stockyard is carried by the conveyor belts. Numbers of transfer points or junction towers are 

provided to feed coal from one conveyor to another and to change the direction of coal as per 

the requirement. 

There are six number units of 210MW at Dr.NTTPS each unit is having six coal 

bunkers each with holding is having capacity of 500 MTs. Total coal required for all the six 

units is about 21,000 MTs/day. Total 7 number coal rakes are required for Dr.NTTPS per 

day. 

Coal stock requirement for about 10 days is also shall have to be used during 

emergency, when coal wagons are not received any day due to any problem on the railway 

tracks or coal mines. 
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UNIT-2 

COAL HANDLING PLANT 

2.1. COAL PREPERATION PLANT:- 

The coal before feeding to the combustion chamber it should be prepared as per the 

standards i.e., sizing of coal, drying and removing the iron particles. 

 Coal preparation plant includes the following equipment; 

(i) Wagon tipplers 

(ii) Vibrating feeders 

(iii) Conveyor belts 

(iv) Coal crushers 

(v) Electromagnetic separators  

(vi) Dust extraction system 

(vii) Gas ejector 

  WAGON TIPPLERS:- 

These are the gain machines having gear boxes assembly and are used to unload the 

coal wagons into coal hoppers in very less time. 

 VIBRATING FEEDERS:- 

These are electromagnetic vibrating feeders. This equipment is used for controlled 

removal of coal from coal hoppers. 

  CONVEYOR BELTS:- 

These are synthetic rubber belts which move on metallic rollers. These are used for 

shifting of coal from one place to another place. 

  COAL CRUSHERS:- 

It receives the coal in the form of odd shaped lumps. These lumps are to be crushed to 

required size. These lumps are crushed by crushers. 

  ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPERATOR:- 

Electro magnets are used for removing of iron and magnetic impurities from the coal. 

  DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM:- 
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These systems provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and non-

poisonous gases from the working area. 

  GAS EXTRACTOR:- 

Gas extractors are provided at the bunker level to remove all types of poisonous and 

non-poisonous gases from the working area. 

 STEAM GENERATING PLANT:- 

The steam generating plant consists of a boiler and other auxiliary equipment for the 

utilisation of flue gases. 

2.2 BOILER:- 

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heaters and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

The heat is developed due to the combustion of coal is utilised in the boiler for 

converting the water into steam at high temperature and pressure. The flue gases from the 

boiler will flow through super heater, economiser and air pre heater and finally exhausted to 

the atmosphere through the chimney.  

 SUPER HEATERS; 

The steam produced from the boiler is wet and if this steam passes through the steam 

turbine causes turbine may get damaged. In order to avoid this condition the steam produced 

from the boiler is further heated of super heater. 

 ECONOMISER; 

An economiser is essentially a feed water heater. The feed water is fed to the 

economiser before supplying to the boiler. The main function of economiser is to increase the 

temperature of feed water by utilising the heat from the flue gases. 

 AIR PREHEATER; 

It is placed in between boiler and economiser. It increases the temperature of the air 

supplied for coal burning by delivering heat from the gases. Air is drawn from the 

atmosphere by forced draught fan and is passed through air pre heater before supplying to the 
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boiler furnace. The air pre-heater extract heat from the flue gases and increases the 

temperature of air used for coal combustion. 

 STEAM TURBINE; 

A steam turbine is a rotating machine which converts energy of steam into mechanical 

energy. 

 TURBINE EFFICIENCY; 

To minimise turbine efficiency the steam is expanded during work, in a number of 

stages. These stages are characterised by hoe the energy is extracted from them and are 

known as either impulse or reaction turbines. Most steam turbines use a mixture of the 

reaction and impulse designs; each stage behaves either one or the other, but the overall 

turbine uses both. Typically, higher pressure sections are reaction type and lower pressure 

stage are impulse type. 

 ALTERNATOR; 

An alternator is coupled on the same shaft of the turbine which converts heat from 

steam into electrical energy. 

 EXCITER; 

 Exciter is nothing but a dc generator. Its main function is to supply dc power to the 

field system rotor. These are mounted on the same shaft of the alternator. The capacity of 

exciter is about 0.5 to 0.3% of the alternator capacity. 

2.3  INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT:- 

The different instruments used may be of electrical and mechanical type. Mechanical 

type instruments are used for measuring the temperature of oil, pressure, air pressure, ash 

level, coal level etc. The electrical equipment is mainly used as ammeters, voltmeters, watt 

meters, power factor meters, KVAR meters, synchroscope, relays, trivector meters and 

maximum demand indicators etc. 

 

2.4 ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is main component in thermal power plant. It is used to absorb the ash particles 

from flue gas or by product gases going through chimney into atmosphere. 

 WORKING:- 
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It works on the principle of static electricity produced on plates (positive) produced. 

The magnetic charges (dust particles) are absorbed by producing a positive charge in 

anodic plates throughout the path of the gases. 

2.5 CHIMNEY 

It is the equipment through which the flue gases are exposed to atmosphere.  

 

2.6 COOLING TOWER; 

All the cooling management mode here, steam from the out of turbine cooled here and 

made into water and that water again used for generation of steam in boiler 

 

2.7 TRANSFORMER; 

These are a static ac machine, which transfers the electrical power from one electrical 

circuit to another electric circuit with same frequency. It works on mutual induction principle. 

Large scale generation of electric power is usually 3-phase at 13.2 to 33KV. Transmission is 

generally accomplished at higher voltages of 1332KV (or 700kv) for which transformers are 

essential to step up the generator voltage. Next at load centres is stepped down to 66kv, 33kv, 

11kv and 440v or 230v.     
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UNIT-3 

DR. NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION 

3.1  INTRODUCTION:- 

 The electricity has become an essential commodity rather than luxury now a day. In a 

state or region thermal power stations will become important, are hydro resources are in 

adequate. The concept of model thermal power station is that it should be situated at such a 

place that the basic requirements of the fuels, water and land should be satisfied. 

Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power station is a condensing type thermal power plant. 

Dr. NTTPS is the prestigious entity of AP GENCO PVT. Ltd. Dr. NTTPS is located on left 

bank of river Krishna and 16km away from north side of Vijayawada city. The total area of 

dr. NTTPS is 2567 acres including ash pond. 

 In this plant bituminous coal as a primary fuel is burnt in the presence of oxygen and 

chemical energy with an efficiency of 34.6%. Among all types of power stations, the most 

reliable and uninterrupted continuous power supply is possible only from thermal power 

stations such as Vijayawada thermal power station which is the second largest capacity in 

AP. 

3.2 FEATURES OF Dr.NTTPS:- 

 Three stages, each 2 of 210MW, total 6 units with a total capacity of 1260MW. 

 Primary fuel is coal, each unit requires 3000 tons\day. 

 INPUTS:-coal, oil, and water 

 OUTPUTS:-electrical power, ash and flue gases. 

3.3 PLANT SPECIFICATIONS:- 

Type         :   Thermal power plant. 

Capacity   :   1,760MW 

Units        :    7 units, 6 units each of capacity 210MW & another unit capacity 500MW. 

Fuel         :    main fuel and coal. 

Supporting   :   high speed diesel oil. 

3.4 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS 

 Power   :   210MW 

Current:  9000 amps 
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Voltage: 15.75KV 

 Power     :   500 MW 

Current   :   16166 amps 

Voltage   :    21.6KV 

 

3.5 POWER GENERATION IN DR. NTTPS:- 

The fundamental forms of energy with which thermal stations are principally 

concerned with are head and work. Heat produces work and this work is further converted 

into electrical energy through a medium electrical generator is shown in below figure. For the 

purpose of understanding thermal power plant, the phenomena of thermo dynamic power 

cycle is explained here under. 

1. Rankin cycle 

2. Re heat cycle 

3. Re-generative cycle 

Working principle of Dr. Narla Tata Rao thermal power plant is 

 

 

 

3.5.1 RANKIN CYCLE:- 

The cycle is the simplest theoretical vapour cycle, which is the basis for operation of a 

steam plant. Super heater steam from the boiler is fed in to prime mover and is expanded 

there after which it enters the condense emerging as condensate. Which the help of a pump 

this condensate is again fed into boiler. 
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       The main purpose of super heating the steam and supplying to the prime movers 

is to avoid too much wetness at the end of expansion. Moisture content of steam would result 

in undue blade corrosion. The maximum wetness in the final stage that may be tolerated 

without any appreciable harm to the turbine is about 12% also the use of super heater in a 

boiler helps in reducing the stack temperature by extracting heat from the flue gases before 

these are passed out of the chimney.  

       The efficiency of the Rankin cycle is 

 Efficiency of Rankin = Went\Q 

 

 

EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY:- 

THE RANKIN CYCLE EFFICIENCY CAN BE INCREASED BY:- 

 INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE 

It has been observed that by increasing the boiler pressure (other facts remaining the 

same) the cycle tends to rise and reaches a maximum value at a boiler pressure of 

about 166 bars. 

 SUPERHEATING; 

All other factors remaining the same, if the steam is superheating before allowing it to 

expanding the Rankin cycle efficiency may be increased. The use of super heater 

steam also ensures longer turbine blade life because of the absence of erosion from 

high velocity water particles. That is suspended in vapour. 
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 REDUCING CONDENSER PRESSURE; 

Efficiency of plant is improved by reducing the condenser pressure especially in high 

vacuum. But the increase in efficiency is obtained at the increased cost of 

condensation apparatus. 

 

3.5.2 REHEAT CYCLE:- 

In its simplest form, the cycle involves withdrawing the steam from the turbine at 

some intermediate stage returning it to the steam generator where a separate super heater is 

provided in the gas path for the reducers heating the steam. It is reintroduced into the turbine 

blade. It reduces the wetness of the steam at some final stage and improved the efficiency of 

the cycle. 

Efficiency of Rankin = [(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp] / [((h1-hf4) + (h3-h4))-wp] 

 

3.5.3 RE-GENERATIVE CYCLE:- 

The cycle is an attempt to induce reversibility in the ordinary Rankin cycle and thus to 

increase efficiency the mixing of condensate with the saturated steam and water mixture in 

the boiler constitute the irreversibility by heating the feed water near to the saturation 

temperature through the utilisation of heat of steam which is partially expanded in the prime 

mover. Since this purpose is the thermal generation of condensate the cycle is known as 

regeneration. 

     The power station involves number of process for attaining the different energy 

levels. Sub bituminous coal as input fuel and electrical energy is being extracted as output. 

3.6 Working of thermal plant:- 

 Outline of thermal power station is shown in below figure each unit consists one 

boiler, one turbine and one generator. Coal is transported to the plant from trains by means of 

transport. The huge amount of coal is crushed into small pieces and is supplied to the mills 

through conveyor system. In the mill these pieces are pulverize to fine powder. Hot air which 

is called as primary air is supplied to the mill to absorb moisture in the coal powder and 

transmit coal powder in to the boiler. And the chemical energy present in the coal is 

converted into heat energy. In order to ensure proper and complete combustion secondary air 

is supplied through forced draught fan. Water from the boiler pumps circulates in the water 
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wall tubes that are located inside the boiler. The heat energy is transmitted by means of 

convection a radiation principle and water in the water wall tubes converted into steam by 

absorbing heat energy. 

  Steam generated in the boiler is supplied to a turbine. In the turbine heat energy is 

converted into mechanical energy using Rankin cycle and steam expands and condenses in 

the condenser. The condensed water will be preheated and supplied to the boiler by feed 

pumps. Turbine is coupled to the generator and in the generator mechanical energy is 

converted into electrical energy. In boilers, after combustion of coal ash and flue gases are 

formed and they were evacuated used induced draught fan (ID fan). The temperature of gas is 

around 800 degree centigrade. The high temperature of flue gases is further absorbed by pre 

heating water, primary air and secondary air. In order to avoid ecological problem flue gases 

along with ash are passed through electrostatic precipitator where ash is filtered and flue 

gases at around 130 degree centigrade are liberated the atmosphere. 

 

Layout of thermal power plant 

 

 

 

3.7 THERMAL POWER PLANT:- 

In thermal power plant steam generated in different ways they are coal-fired, solar and 

bio-mass, etc. 

Coal-fired thermal power plant operation is shown in above figure. In this thermal 

power plant are steam generated in coal are fired, then coal fired up to 540 degree centigrade 

temperature and pressure increased in 150 kg/cm. square. Unit overview of thermal power 

plant is; 
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UNIT-4 

DIFFERENT PARTS OF DR.NTTPS 

4.1 Components of thermal power plant:- 

 Coal conveyor  

 Stacker re claimer 

 Pulveriser 

 Boiler 

 Coal ash 

 Air pre heater 

 Electrostatic precipitator 

 Smoke stack 

 Turbine 

 Condenser 

 Transformers 

 Cooling towers 

 Generator 

 High voltage power lines 

4.2 COAL CONVEYOR:- 

This is a belt type of arrangement with this coal is transported from coal storage place 

in power plant to the nearby boiler. The diagram of the conveyor belt is as shown below  

 

 

4.3 STACKER  RECLAIMER:- 

The coal which is brought nearby boiler has to put in boiler furnace combustion. This 

stocker is a mechanical device for feeding coal to furnace shown in the below figure 
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4.4 PULVERISER:- 

The coal is put into the boiler after pulverisation. For this pulveriser is used. A 

pulveriser is a device for grinding coal for combustion in furnace in a power plant. 

 

 

4.4.1. Types of pulverisers:- 

    (a) Ball and tube mill: 

Ball mill is a pulveriser that consists of a horizontal rotating cylinder, up to three 

diameters in length, containing charge of tumbling or cascading steel balls, pebbles or 

rods. Tube mill is a revolving cylinder is of up to five diameters in length used for 

fine pulverisation of ore, rack and other such material; the material mixed with the 

water, is fed into the chamber from one end, and passes out the other end as slime. 

    (b) Ring and ball: 

The type consists of two ring separated by a large balls, the lower ring rotates, while 

the upper ring passes down on the balls via a set of spring and adjuster assemblies.  

Coal is introduced at centre or side at the pulveriser (depending upon the design) and 

is ground as the lower ring rotates causing the balls to orbit between the upper and 

lower rings. The coal is carried out of the mill by the flow of air moving through it. 

The size of the coal particles released from the grinder section of the mills is 

determined by a classifier separator. These mills are typically produced by B&W 

(Babcock and Wilcox). 
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4.5 BOILER:- 

Now that pulverised coal is put in the boiler furnace. Boiler is an enclosed vessel in 

which is water is heated and circulated until the water is turned in to steam at the required 

pressure. The layout of boiler is shown below    

 

 
 

 

Coal is burned inside the combustion chamber of the boiler. The products of 

combustion are nothing but gases which are at high temperature vaporize the water inside the 

boiler to steam. Sometimes this steam is further heated in a super heater as higher the steam 

pressure and temperature the greater efficiency the engine will have in converting the heat in 

steam into mechanical work. This steam at high pressure and temperature is used directly as a 

heating medium or as a working fuel in prime mover to convert thermal energy to mechanical 

work, which in turn may be converted into electrical energy. Although other fluids are 

sometimes used for this purpose, water is by far the most common because of its economy 

and suitable thermodynamic characteristics. The external diagram of boiler is; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6. CLASSIFICATION OF BOLERS:- 

Boilers are classified as:- 

4.6.1 FIRE TUBE BOILERS:- 
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  In fire tube boilers hot gases are passed through the tubes and water surrounds these 

tubes. These are simple, compact and rugged in construction. Depending on whether the 

tubes are vertical or horizontal. These are further classified as vertical and horizontal tube 

boilers. So they can’t meet quickly the changes in steam demand. High pressures of steam are 

not possible, maximum pressure that can be attained is about 17.5 kg/sq.cm due to large 

quantity of water in the drain it requires more time for steam rising. The steam attained is 

generally wet, economical for low pressures. The output of the boiler is also limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.2 WATER TUBE BOILERS :- 

 In these boilers water is inside the tubes and hot gases are outside the tubes. They 

consist of drums and tubes. They may contain any number of drums.  Feed water enters the 

boiler to one drum. This water circulates through the tubes connected external to drums. Hot 

gases which surround these tubes will convert the water in tubes into steam is passed through 

the tubes and collected at the top of the drum since it is of light weight. So the drum stores 

steam and water (upper drum). The entire steam is collected in one drum and it is taken out 

from there. As the movement of water in the water tubes is high, so rate of heat transfers also 

becomes high resulting in greater efficiency. They produce high pressure, easily accessible 

and can respond quickly to changes in steam demand. These are also classified as vertical and 

horizontal and inclined tubes depending upon the arrangement of the tubes. These are less 

weight and less liable to expansion we can attain pressure as high as 125 kg/sq.cm and 

temperatures from 315 to 575 centigrade. 

4.7. HEATER:- 

 Most of the modern boiler one having super heater and re heater arrangement. Super 

heater is a component of a steam generating unit in which steam, after it has left the boiler 

drum, is heated above its saturation temperature. The amount of super heat added to the 

steam is influenced by the location, arrangement and amount of super heater surface installed, 
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as well as the rating of the boiler. The super heater may consist of one or more stages of tube 

banks arranged to effectively transfer heat from the combustion. Super heaters are classified 

as convection radiant or combination of these. The external shape of super heater is shown in 

the below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.8 SUPER HEATER:- 

Some of the heat of super heater steam is used to rotate the turbine where it losses 

some of its energy. Re heater is also a steam boiler component in which heat is added to this 

inter mediate pressure steam, which has given to some of its energy in expansion through the 

high pressure turbine. The steam after reheating is used to rotate the second steam turbine 

where the heat is converted into mechanical energy. 

4.9 CONDENSER: 

Steam after rotating steam turbine comes to condenser refers here to the shell and tube 

heat exchange (or surface condenser) installed at the outlet of every steam turbine of thermal 

power station utility companies generally as show in fig. These condensers are heat exchange 

which converts steam from is gaseous to its liquid state also known as phase transition. In so 

doing, the latent heat of steam is given out inside the condenser where water is in short 

supply an air cooled condenser is often used. A cooled condenser however significant more 

expensive and cannot achieve as low a steam turbine backpressure (and therefore less 

effective) as a surface condenser. The purpose is to condense the outlet(or exhaust)steam 

from steam turbine to obtain maximum efficiency and also to get the condenser steam in the 

form of pure water, otherwise known as condensate, back to steam generator or boiler as 

boiler feed water. 
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4.10 COOLING TOWER: 

The condenser water formed in the condenser after condensation is initially high 

temperature. This hot water is passed to cooling towers. It is a tower or building like device 

in which atmospheric air circulates in direct or indirect contact with warmer water and the 

water is there by cooled as shown in the fig. A cooling tower may serves as the heat sink in a 

conventional thermodynamic process such as refrigeration or steam power generation and 

when it is convenient or desirable to makes final heat transferred fluid, gives up heat to 

atmosphere air and thus cooled is recalculated through the system, affording economical 

operation of the process. 

Two basic types of cooling towers are commonly used. One transfer the heat from 

warmer water to cool air mainly by an evaporation heat transfer process and is known as the 

evaporation or wet cooling water. 
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Evaporative cooling tower are classified according to the means employed for 

producing air circulation through them. Atmospheric natural draft and mechanical draft. The 

other transfer the heat from warmer water to cooler air by a sensible heat transfer process and 

is known as the non-evaporation or dry cooling tower. 

Non evaporative cooling tower are classified as air-cooled condensers and as air-

cooled heat exchangers, and are further classified by the means used for producing air 

circulation through them. These two basic types are sometimes combined , with the cooling 

process generally used in parallel or separately, and are then known as wet dry cooling 

towers. 

  Evaluation of cooling towers performance is based on cooling of specified quantity 

of water through the given range and to a specified temperature approach to the wet-bulb or 

dry-bulb temperature for which the tower is designed, because exact design condition are 

rarely experienced in operation, estimated performances curves are frequently prepared for 

specific installation, and provide a means for a comprising the measured performance with 

design conditions.  

There are three types of cooling towers: 

(i) Mechanical draft cooling tower. 

(ii) Induced draft cooling tower. 

(iii)Counter flow. 

(iv) Cross flow. 

(v) Forced draft cooling tower. 

 

4.11 ECONOMIZER:- 

Flue gases coming out of the boiler carry lot of heat. Function of economizer is to 

recover some of the heat from the heat carried away in the flue gases up the chimney and 

utilize for heating the feed water to the boiler. It is placed in the passage of flue gases in 

between the exit from the boiler and the entry to the chimney. The use of economizer results 

in saving coal consumption, increase in steaming rate and high boiler efficiency but needs 

extra investment and increase in maintained cost and floor required for the plant. This is used 

in all modern plants. In this a large number of small diameter thin walled tubes are placed 

between two headers. Feed water enters the tube through one header and leaves through the 

other. The flue gases flow outside the tubes usually in counter flow. 
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4.12 AIR PREHEATERS:- 

The reaming heat of flue gases is utilized by air pre heater it is a devise used in steam 

boilers to transfer heat from the flue gases to the combustion air before the air entries the 

furnace. Also known as air heater, air- heating system. It is not shown in the lay out. But it is 

kept at a place nearby where the air entries in to the boiler. 

 

 

 
 

 

The purpose of air heater is to recover the heat from the flue gas from the boiler to 

improve the boiler efficiency by burning warm air which increases combustion efficiency, 

and reducing useful heat lost from the fuel. As a consequence, the gases are also sent to the 

chimney or stack at a lower temperature, allowing simplified design of the ducting and stack. 

It also allows control over the temperature of gases leaving the stack (to meet emissions, 

regulations) for example. After extracting heat flue gases are passed to electro static 

precipitator. 

4.13 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (ESP):- 

It is a devise which removes dust or other finely divided particles from flue gases by 

charging the particles inductively with an electric field, then attracting them to highly 

collector plates. Also known as precipitator.  The process depends on two steps. In the first 

stream the suspension passes through electric discharge (corona discharge) area where 

ionization of the gas occurs the ions produced collide with the suspended particles and confer 

on the an electric charge. The charged particles drift towards an electrode of opposite sign 
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and are deposited on the electrode where there electric charge is utilized. The phenomenon 

would be more correctly designated as electrode position from the gas phase.  

The use of electrostatic precipitator has become common in numerous industrial 

applications. Among the advantages of the electrostatic precipitators are its ability to handle 

large volumes of gas, at elevated temperature if necessary, with reasonable small drop and 

removal of particles in the micro meter range.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

4.13.1 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ESP ARE:- 

 Removal of dirt from flue gases in steam plants. 

 Cleaning of air to remove fungi and bacteria in establishments producing anti biotic 

and other drugs and in operating rooms. 

 Cleaning of air in ventilation and air conditioning system. 

 Removal of oil mists in machine shops and acid mists in chemical process plants. 

 Cleaning of blast furnace gases. 

 Recovery of variable materials such as oxides of copper, lead, and tin. 

 Separation of retile from zinc chromium sand. 

4.14 SMOKE STACK:- 

A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from boiler, stove, furnace 

or fire place to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the 
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hot gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. The 

space inside a chimney is called a flue. Chimney maybe found in building, steam locomotives 

and ships. In the US, the term smoke stack (colloquially, stack) is also used when referring to 

locomotives chimneys.  

 

 
 

 

The term funnel is generally used for ship chimney in sometimes used to refer to 

locomotive chimneys. Chimneys are all to increase their draw of air for combustion and to 

disperse politeness in the flue gases over a greater area so as to reduce the pollutant 

concentration in compliance with regulate or other limits. 

4.15.GENERATOR:- 

An alternator is an electro mechanical device that converts mechanical energy to 

alternating current electrical energy. Most alternators use a rotating magnetic field. Different 

geometrics such as a linear alternator for use with sterling engines are also occasionally used 

in principally, any ac generator can be called an alternator but usually the word refers to 

rotating machines driven by automotive and other internal combustion engines. 

 

 
 
4.16 TRANSFORMER:- 
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It is a device that transfer electrical energy from one alternating current circuit to one 

or more than other circuits, either increasing(stepping up ) or reducing(stepping down) the 

voltage. Uses for transformers include reducing the line voltage to operate low voltage 

devices (door bells or toy electric trains) and raising the voltages from electric generators so 

that electric power can be transmitted over a long distance. Transformers act through 

electromagnetic induction; current in the primary coil induces current in the secondary coil. 

The secondary voltage is calculated by multiplying the primary voltage by the ratio of the 

number of turns in the secondary coil to that in the primary. 

 

 
 

A turbine is supplied with superheated 90 bar a/ 450degree centigrade. 

The exhaust is at 0.06bar a(partial vacuum) and 10% wet. 

Saturated temperature=36.2degree centigrade. 

 

4.17 DEEPLY ABOUT STAGE- 1:- 

In 1st stage of Dr. NTTPS having 6 Divisions. 

(1) Instrumentation and controllers (I & C) 

(2) Coal handling plant (CHP) 

(3) Boiler maintenance (BM) 

(4) Turbine maintenance (TM) 

(5) Common Auxiliaries Maintenance (CAM) 

(6) Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) 
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4.17.1 Instrumentation and control :- 

The main purpose of I and C is to measure the parameters like pressure, velocity, 

quantity and flow of a material. And to measure these parameters. Some instruments are 

required. 

They are 

(i) Scanners 

(ii) Thermocouples 

(iii) Pressure transmitter \ Pressure gauge 

(iv) No coal flap 

(v) Load cell 

(vi) Tachometer 

(i)  Scanners:- 

The scanner is to details the presence of light and to measure the intensity of lighting 

the boiler and also sent a signal to unit control board. 

 

(ii) Thermocouples:- 

This device is used to measure the temperature in various places, like in coal 

pipelines, and baring temperature. The external diagram of it is shown in below figure 
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(iii)Pressure gauge:- 

Pressure gauge is used for to measure the air pressure 

(iv) No coal flap:- 

It is used to determine the amount of coal on conveyor and it gives an alarm when 

load exceeds to the maximum value. 

(v) Load cell:- 

Load cell is used to measure the quantity of coal on the conveyor belt. 

(vi) Tachometer:- 

Tachometer is used to measure the speed of the belt motor 

4.17.2 Control valves:- 

(i) Solenoid valves:- 

o Oil Valve. 

o Steam Valve. 

o Scavenger Valve.  

 

(ii)  Primary valves:- 

o  Electrical Valve. 

o  Pneumatic Valve :  It works with water. 

o  Hydraulic Valve :  It works with Oil. 

(iii)  Soot blowing drain valve.  

 HPVC  -  High Pressure valve control. 

 LPVC  - Low Pressure valve control. 

 BVC   -  Boil valve control room. 

 TVC  -           Turbine Valve control room. 

 HONV  –  Heavy oil nossil valve. 

4.18. Coal handling plant:- 
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Coal is brought from Talc her and singareni coal mines which are in the form of large 

rocks. So it is reduced to a size of 20 mm. Which is called crushing process. The crushed coal 

is sent into bunkers by a conveyer belt, which fed to mills. 

4.18.1.Crusher house:- 

(i) Surge hopper floor 

(ii) Vibrating screen floor 

(iii)Belt feeder floor 

(iv) Crusher hose floor 

 

 

The diagram of crushing machine is shown in above figure 

 

The capacity of vibrating feeder is for 3rd stage – 400 T/hr 

There are two types of service for coal fed into the grid. 

They are: 

(i) BOXN. type 

(ii) BOBR: Bottom opened Bogie rapid. 

4.19 Boiler maintenance:- 

This division is maintenance the boiler accessories boiler mountings. Boiler 

components, mills and its motor. Auxiliary reducer motor, Reducer oil unit motor, PA fan, 

FD fan, and ID fan. 

 Boiler accessories : 

(i) Feed pump 
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(ii) Super healer 

(iii) Economizer 

(iv) Air pre heater 

4.19.1 Types of boiler mountings :- 

1.  Water level indicator (water gauge) 

2.  Pressure gauge 

3. Fusible plug 

4. Blow off cock 

5. Values 

4.19.2 Boiler components: 

1. Wag wall tubes 

2. Headers 

3. Super heater coils 

4. Economiser coils 

4.19.3 Ball mill :- 

Coal from bunkers is feed to mill from both sides. Each mill will consist of large iron 

balls weighting about 90 tones. All this stages coal is made into fine powder. Which is lifted 

into classifier. There are three mills namely AB, CD and EF out of which two mills are in 

service and one is stand by. 

At each mill, we have primary air header pressure control and mill outlet temperature 

control. 

The mill air/coal flow diagram is 
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4.19.4 Fans :- 

(i) Primary air fan : 

This is used to lift the pulverized coal into the boiler 

(ii) Forced draught fan : 

This is used to give sufficient air to the furnaces for purpose of good combustion. 

(iii)Induced draught fan : 

It is used to remove the gases in the furnaces and to maintain negative pressure in the 

furnaces.  

4.20 Common accessories maintenance: 

This division maintains the CW pump, raw water pumps, HP pumps, BCW pump 

house, Fuel Oil Pump house, Ash disposal system, compressor house, ESP and AC 

Plant. 

 CW pumps :- 

These pumps are used to condensate the steam, it means reduce the temperature of 

steam and get converted in to water. 

 Raw water pumps :- 

Raw water pumps are used to pumped or lifting of water from pump house to clarifier 

house. 

 HP pumps :- 

These pumps are serve or lifting of water to the asp pump house and bottom ashing 

ESP for ash disposal. 

 BCW pump house :- 

 In BCW pump house water is stored and water is purified by Aulam. 
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 Ash disposal system :- 

The Bottom Ash, coarse Ash and fly Ash led to the common slurry sump are pumped 

to the disposal area by means of slurry pump sets and disposal lines. Four number of 

identical streams, consisting of three number of slurry pumps connected in series, 

connected to three no. Slurry disposal lines. Out of four streams provided two streams 

run continuously for both the units and the remaining two streams serve as stand by. 

Ash slurry sump, which is common for both the units, is a RCC tank with four 

compartments one for each of the pump stream. Agitating nozzles provided in the 

sumps keeps the solids in slurry in floating slate. 

Disposal piping has special coupling joints to ensure easy in periodical rotation of the 

pipes for uniform wear. 

 AC Plant:- 

AC compressor is required to cooling purpose of UCB. UCB is cooled by AC 

compressors because of reduces heat temperature. 

 Electro static precipitator (ESP) :- 

The electrostatic precipitator utilizes electrostatic force to separate dust particles from 

the gas to be cleaned. The Electrostatic precipitator essentially consists of two sets of 

electrodes called “collecting Electrodes and “Emitting Electrodes”. The collecting 

electrodes are made up of steel sheet pressed to a special profile and the emitting 

electrodes are a thin wire drawn to helical form. A unidirectional high voltage is 

applied between these electrodes, connecting its positive polarity to collecting 

electrodes which are also earthed. The dust leaden flue gas from boiler passes between 

rows of collecting and discharge electrodes. The dust particles experience a force, 

which causes the particles to move towards the collecting electrodes and finally get 

deposited on them. The particles then fed into the hopper at the bottom. 

 Hoppers :- 

 These are pyramidal shape to ensure easy flow of dust down to hopper. 

 Collecting Electrodes :- 

These are made up of 1.6 mm cold rolled mild steel plates. These are provided with 

hooks at their top edge for suspension. All the collecting plates in arrow are held in 

position by a shock bar at the bottom. The shock bar is spaced by guides.  

 Emitting Electrodes :- 
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These are of a thin wire drawn to a helical form and are located centrally between 

collecting electrode curtains. The emitting electrode system is supported by four 

support insulators. 

4.21. Turbine maintenance:- 

This division maintains the Boiler feed pumps, condensate extraction pumps, 

condenser, cooling towers and Turbine. 

 Boiler feed pump (BFP) :- 

The BFP’s send water to the boilers with very high pressure. These are very powerful 

pumps with a very high pressure of around 180 kg/cm2. So the steam entering the 

turbine has a pressure of 150 kg/ cm2 out of these three pumps, two are in service and 

one is stand by Due to pump action, there is also a rise in temperature of two three 

degree centigrade. Here BFP re-circulation control is provided if water does not flow 

through these pumps continuously. The image of the boiler feed pump is  

 

 
 

 Condenser extraction pumps (CEP’s) :- 

Because the negative pressure, water in condenser is to be extracted from hot well to 

dearator. These three CEP’s for each unit. These pumps pump the water into the water 

heater with a pressure of 20 kg/cm2. 

 Condenser :- 

Cooling water is circulated through tubes in condenser. The worked out steam from 

LPT get cooled and condense into water. Makeup water is added to this. The 

condenser water collects in hot well.  

 Turbine :- 

Turbine is converts heat energy to mechanical energy. It consists of 3 parts. High 

pressure Turbine, Intermediate pressure turbine and Low pressure turbine with 

varying pressure.  

 High pressure turbine (HPT) :- 
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The main steam is introduced into HPT and it works by rotating shaft. As a result, the 

temperature of steam drops at 350° C and pressure at 34 kg/ cm 2 sat outlet is called 

reheat line.  

 Intermediate pressure turbine (IPT) :- 

The reheat steam with a temperature of 5400 C and a pressure of 34 kg/cm2 is 

introduced into the IPT, unlike HPT where steam expands in one direction, in LPT 

steam expands in both directions, when is steam is introduced in the middle, the outlet 

steam of IPT has a temperature of 3200 C and pressure of 6 kg/cm2. 

 Low pressure Turbine (LPT) :- 

The outlet steam of IPT is directly introduced into the LPT. Out of the work to be 

done to generate 210 MW, 20% of it is done in HPT, 30% in LPT and 50% in LPT. 

Thus LPT extracts maximum work from steam. The steam loses its energy and is 

sucked into condenser by maintaining a negative pressure of – 0.9 kg / cm2. The 

temperature is around 500C. Outlet steam of LPT has a temperature 460C and a 

pressure -0.9 kg/cm2.  

The high pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbine and low pressure turbine are 

mounted on a common shaft which is coupled to the rotor of alternator. As steam 

flows through them. The shaft as a result of conversion of heat energy of steam into 

mechanical energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

Re heaters take heat from the low pressure turbine, intermediate pressure turbines and 

high pressure turbines from various extraction points on the turbine.  
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4.22 Electrical maintenance (EM & MRT) : - 

This division maintains the all electrical equipment like Generators, Motors, 

Transformers, Relays, Circuit breakers, Isolators etc.  

 Generators :- 

Generator of the alternator as it is usually called is the electrical end of a turbo 

generator set. It is a cylindrical pole synchronous generator. Generator converts 

mechanical energy to electrical energy, and the output is an AC the generation of 

electricity is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction.  

 Main components of Generator :- 

(i) Stator 

(ii) Rotor 

(iii) Stator frame 

(iv) Stator core 

(v) Stator winding 

(vi) Rotor shaft 

(vii) Rotor winding 

 220KV Switch yard :- 

The power generated will be sent to the switch yard through a generator transformer. 

The power will be generated at 21 KV of 15.75 KV and will be stepped up to 220 KV 

through a generator transformer and taken to the 220 KV switch yard from where it 

will be exported to different stations through the transmission lines. The external 

diagram of the switch yard is as follows; 

 The switch yard will have the following features :- 

Bus – 1, Bus – 2 and BYPASS Bus arrangements with bus couplers for 

sectionalisation. The two regular buses will be equally loaded and the bypass bus will 

be kept changed and available to transfer any feeder on to this, in case of any problem 

with its breaker. Thus by pass bus is a common bus for all feeders. There will be 

bypass breaker also to serve as a feeder breaker whenever any feeder is transferred on 

to the bypass bus. The layout of switch yard is 
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4.23 ALTERNATOR  FAULTS:- 

4.23.1 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS:- 

  The following are the various types of faults that can occur on an alternator.  

They are. 

 Stator winding faults 

 Rotor winding faults 

 Abnormal running conditions 

4.23.1.1  STATOR WINDING FAULTS; 

 These faults occur mainly due to the insulation failure of the stator windings 

The main types of stator winding faults are 

1. phase-phase fault  

2. Phase to ground faults 

3. Inter turn faults 

4.24  Generator protection:- 

Protection of the generator is the most complex and elaborates the reasons being the 

following 

1. Generator is a large machine and it is connected to bus bars. 

2. Excitation system, prime mover, voltage regulate, cooling system, etc. 
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3. It is costly and an important equipment. 

4.24.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROTECTIONS 

 These are classified into three types  

    They are 

1. Class-c:  All faults occurring in the grid affecting the unit where the unit can be 

isolated from the grid but the prime mover and auxiliaries retained for 

synchronising the unit back to grid at the earliest. 

2. Class-b: All faults occurring in the prime movers or auxiliaries where save shut 

down top the unit is possible. 

3. Class-a:    All faults detected within the unit and auxiliaries directly connected to 

unit when in the entire unit with its auxiliaries and prime movers has to be shut 

down instantly. 
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Unit-5 

NAME PLATES DETAILS OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 

 
5.1 Specifications of BFP:- 

No. of stages   : 6 

Quantity of water  : 350 T/hr. 

Feed water temperature : 164.20 C 

Net. Weight of pump  : 5830 kg 

Motor output   : 4000 kW 

Rated voltage   : 6.6 kV 

Current   : 421 Amps 

Speed    : 1483 rpm 

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.914 

5.2 Technical data of condensate extraction pump (CEP):- 

Pump (Q)    : 28/ m/hr 

H     : 20/MCW 

Motor capacity   : 225 kW 

Speed     : 1489 RPM 

Voltage    : 6.6 KV 

Current    : 25.5 Amps  

Phase     : 3-  

Frequency    : 50 Hz 

Type of connection    :   (Star) 

5.3 Fans ratings 

5.3.1 PA fan motor details :- 

Type     : DAZO 15-44-4PT 

Capacity    :  1250 KW 

Speed     : 1483 RPM 

Stator voltage    : 6600 V 

Stator current    : 132 A 

Ambient temperature   : 500 C 

Type of connection    :   (Star, star) 

Phase     : 3-  
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Frequency    : 50 HZ 

Power factor    : 0.88 

Weight of motor   : 7750 kg 

Duty     : continuous  

5.3.2 FD fan motor details :- 

Type    : DAZO-13-60-4PT 

Capacity   : 750 kW 

Speed    : 1487 RPM 

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 86.3 A 

Type of motor   : squirrel cage motor 

Weight of motor  : 5,600 kg 

Type of connection  :  (star, star) 

Phase    : 3-  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Power factor   : 0.875 

5.3.3 ID Fan motor details :- 

Type    : 1K120m63 

Type of motor   : Squirrel cage motor 

Capacity   : 1300 kW 

Phase    : 3-  

Stator voltage   : 6,600 V 

Stator current   : 140.5 A  

Frequency   : 50 Hz 

Speed    : 740 RPM 

Type of connection   :   (Star, star) 

Weight of motor  : 13000 kg 

Duty    : continuous 

Anti Condensation Data:- 

Voltage   : 240 v DC or 1- C 

Power    :  0.6 KW 

5.4 Technical data of 210 MW Turbine :- 

Main steam pressure  : 150 kg/cm2 

Main steam temperature : 5350C 
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Full load steam flow  : 641 T/hr 

No. of extractions  : 6 

No. of stages Hot  : 1 x 25 

IPT                 : 2 x 20 

LPT    : 2 x 8 

Weight of turbine  : 480 tones 

Frequency band  : 37.5 to 51.5 

Height    : 661.4 mm 

Overall length   : 16.175 metres 

Width    : 10.6 metres 

5.5  NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR: 

Rated data  Turbo   Main  Pilot 

And   generator  exciter  exciter 

Out puts 

Apparent  247 KVA  -  15KVA 

Power (KVA) 

Active power  500 MW  832   - 

Current  9.054 KA  2600 A  4gA 

Voltage  15.75 KV+  320 v  220v+22v 

    787.5 v 

Frequency  50Hz   50 Hz  50 Hz 

Power factor  0.85   -  - 

Inner connection YY   -  - 

Of stator winding 

H2 pressure  2 bar   -  - 

Continuous 

Permissible      -  - 

Constant 

UN balanced loan 8% 

Rated field current 2080 A   -  - 

For rated output 

Rated field voltage 270 v 
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NAME PLATE DETAILS OF GENERATOR 

 

5.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:- 

1. Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and 

protect from hot sun and heat source 

3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of 

persons. 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected 

area with good clean cool water for at least 15 minutes. 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hang 

from the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

6. Gas cylinders shall be stored in a well-Ventilated place and avoid from external heat 

source, direct sun light, combustibles and Corrosive materials. 

7. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at Dr. NTTPS was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at the 

our collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having firsthand 

experience. At Dr. NTTPS I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and also 

programming knowledge. 

 The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees are allowed to ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very 

enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. 

 During my training at industrial was able to develop myself in many aspects both 

technical and practical. I was placed at stage-III in all sub-divisions like BM, I & C, TM, 

CAM, EM & MRT and CHP divisions etc of the company where I was able to cover a lot of 

areas regarding power generation. 
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ABSTRACT

Thermalpowerplantsaremajorareaforthegenerationof

power.Availabilityofcoalleadstoimplementationofthermalpower

plant.Duetocontinuousincreaseinpowerrequirementsbothindomestic

andindustrialsectors,itisnecessarytoincreaseingenerationofpower.

Thecombustionofcoalisresponsibleforthegenerationofsteam from the

water.Therearemanymountingssupportingtheefficientfunctioningofthe

boiler.Inthermalpowerstationmanyprocessfluidsarehandledatvarying

pressureandtemperature.Themountingslike

Economiser,Superheater,Reheaters,Boilerdrum andwaterwallsworkalong

withtheboilertoimproveitsefficiency.

Ourprojectdealswiththestudyandapplicationofconceptsandtheoriesin

thecurrentindustrialscenariobythestudyofPowerPlantFamiliariasation

andswitchgearprotection.
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INTRODUCTIONOFNTPC:-

NationalThermalPowerCorporation(NTPC)limitedisthelargestthermal

powergeneratingcompanyofIndia.Itgeneratesoveronethirdofthetotal

thermalpowerinthecountry.Itisapublicsectorcompanywhollyowned

bythegovernmentofIndia,andwasincorporatedinthecontributes25.6%

ofthetotalpowergenerationduetoitsfocusonhighefficiency.

INSTALLEDCAPACITY

PresentinstalledcapacityofNTPCis45,548MW (including6,196MW

throughJVs)comprisingof41NTPCstations(18coalbasedstations,7

combinedcyclegas/liquidfuelbasedstations,1Hydrobasedstation),7

JointVenturestations(6coalbasedandonegasbased)and8renewable

energyprojects.

InstalledcapacityofNTPCis43,803MW withplantwise.
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NTPCOWNED NUMBEROF

PLANTS

CAPACITY

Coal 18 34,425

Gas/Liquidfuel 7 4,017

Hydro 1 800

Renewableenergy

projects

8 110

Total 34 39,352

OWNEDBYJVs

Coal&Gas 7 6,196

Total 41 45,548
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With18coalbasedpowerstations,NTPCisthelargestthermalpower

generatingcompanyinthecountry.Thecompanyhasacoalbased

installedcapacityof34,425MW.
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S.NO COALBASED(Owned

byNTPC)

STATE COMMISSIONED

CAPACITY(MW)

1 Singrauli Uttarpradesh 2000

2 Korba Chattisgarh 2600

3 Ramgundam Telangana 2600

4 Farakka WestBengal 2100

5 Vindhyachal Madhya

Pradesh

4760

6 Rihand UttarPradesh 3000

7 Kahalgaon Bihar 2340

8 Dadri UttarPradesh 1820

9 TalcherKaniha Orissa 3000

10 FerozeGandhi,Unchahar UttarPradesh 1050
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11 Talcherthermal Orissa 460

12 Simhadri Andhra

Pradesh

2000

13 Tanda UttarPradesh 440

14 Badarpur Delhi 705

15 Sipat Chattisgarh 2980

16 Mauda Maharashtra 1000

17 Barh Bihar 1320

18 Bongiagaon Assam 250

TOTAL 34,425

NTPCOVERVIEW

NTPCisIndia’slargestenergyconglomeratewithrootsplantedwaybackin
1975toacceleratepowerdevelopmentinIndia.Sincethenithas
establisheditselfasthedominantpowermajorwithpresenceintheentire
valuechainofthepowergenerationbusiness.From fossilfuelsithas
forayedintogeneratingelectricityviahydro,nuclearandrenewableenergy
sources.Thisforaywillplayamajorroleinloweringitscarbonfootprintby
reducinggreenhousegasemissions.Tostrengthenitscorebusiness,the
corporationhasdiversifiedintothefieldsofconsultancy,powertrading,
trainingofpowerprofessionals,ruralelectrification,ashutilisationandcoal
miningaswell.
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NTPCbecameaMaharatnacompanyinMay2010,oneoftheonlyfour
companiestobeawardedthisstatus.NTPCwasranked512th inthe‘2018,
ForbesGlobal2000’rankingoftheWorld’sbiggestcompanies.

GrowthofNTPCinstalledcapacityandgeneration
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Thetotalinstalledcapacityofthecompanyis55,126 MW (includingJVs)
with21 coalbased, 7gasbasedstations,2Hydrobasedstationand1
Windbasedstation.9JointVenturestationsarecoalbasedand11Solar
PVprojects.Thecapacitywillhaveadiversifiedfuelmixandby2032,non
fossilfuelbasedgenerationcapacityshallmakeupnearly30%ofNTPC’s
portfolio.

NTPChasbeenoperatingitsplantsathighefficiencylevels.Althoughthe
companyhas15.56%ofthetotalnationalcapacity,itcontributes22.74%of
totalpowergenerationduetoitsfocusonhighefficiency.

InOctober2004,NTPClauncheditsInitialPublicOffering(IPO)consisting
of5.25%asfreshissueand5.25%asofferforsalebytheGovernmentof
India.NTPCthusbecamealistedcompanyinNovember2004withthe
Governmentholding89.5%oftheequitysharecapital.InFebruary2010,the
ShareholdingofGovernmentofIndiawasreducedfrom 89.5%to84.5%
throughafurtherpublicoffer.GovernmentofIndiahasfurtherdivested
9.5%sharesthroughOFSrouteinFebruary2013.Withthis,GOI'sholdingin
NTPChasreducedfrom 84.5%to75%.TherestisheldbyInstitutional
Investors,banksandPublic.Presently,GovernmentofIndiaisholdingin
NTPChasreducedto69.74%.

NTPCisnotonlytheforemostpowergenerator;itisalsoamongthegreat
placestowork.Thecompanyisguidedbythe“PeoplebeforePlantLoad
Factor”mantrawhichisthetemplateforallitshumanresourcerelated
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policies.In2018,NTPCwasrecognizedas“Laureate”forconsistently
rankingamong“Top50BestCompaniestoWorkforinIndia”forlast10
yearsintheGreatPlacetoWorkandEconomicTimessurvey.Besides,
NTPCwasalsorecognizedasthebestamongPSUsandinManufacturing.

RAMAGUNDAM SUPERTHERMALPOWER

STATION

RSTPSfoundationstonewaslaidon14thNOV1978.Thisisthebiggest

powerstationinsouthernIndia,supplyingpowertoallsouthernstates.The

generatingunitsareconnectedto400KVswitchyardthroughthestepup

generatortransformer.
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NTPCRamagundam issituatedintheGodavarivalleycoalfieldsandhas

oneoftheIndia’slargestthermalpowerstations.Ramagundam is

consideredasMANCHESTEROFINDIAinlightofthecompaniesaroundit.

Someofthem areFCI-FertilizerCorporationofIndia,Kesoram

cement,BasanthNagar.

Around24unitsofcoalminesbeltinGodhavarikhanistretching25km are

usedintheseopencoalmines.RSTPSsourcing2600MW ofpowerandhas

toAPSEPunitRamagundam.

In20047thunitwasaddedwithadditionalcapacityof500MW.

SALIENTFEATURESOFRSTPS:

Totalland 10,000acres

Installedcapacity 2600MW

Transmissionsystem 2400cktkm-400KV

Coalsource  SouthGodavaricoalfieldsof

SingareniColleriesforstage1&2.

 KorbacoalfieldsofSECLforstage

3.

Watersource Sriram SagarDam onGodavariRiver,D-
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83canalfrom Pochampadureservior.

Beneficiarystates TelanganaandAndhraPradesh(31.5%)

Tamilnadu(25%)

Kerala(15%)

Karnataka(19%)

Goa(5%)

Pondicherry(5%)

Totalinvestment Rs2059.22crforstage1&2

Rs1818.46crforstage3

Coalconsumption 8.6Milliontonsperannum

Waterconsumption 25cusecs

Coaltransportation MerryGoRoundsystem (MGR)of

22.4km
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Wagontippler

Ashdisposal AshpondinKundanapallyvillage

Unitsize 3*200MW (stage-1)

3*500MW (stage-2)

1*500MW (stage-3)

Unitscommissioned Unit-1200MW November1983,

Unit-2200MW May1984,

Unit-3200MW December1984,

Unit-4500MW June1988,

Unit-5500MW March1989,

Unit-6500MW October1989,

Unit-7500MW August2004.

Transmissionlines 14outgoingfeeders

 Nine400kvlines

Hyderabad-4
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Nagarjunasagar-2

Chandrapur-2

Khammam-1

 Three220kvlines

APTransco

 Two132kvlines

APTransco

Internationalassistance ISA,IBRDloan,OPEC,KFW,SFD,EXIM

bank,Japan

Otherindustriesbenefited Kesoram cement,Basanthnagar,APSEB

unit,Ramgundam.

HeightsofChimneys Stage1-225m

Stage2-250m

Stage3-275m
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UnitwisepowergenerationofNTPC

Thewholeplantisdividedinto3stages,eachstagebeingplannedatone

time.

Stage1(3*200MW)

Thisstageconsistsofthreeunits(Unit-1,Unit-2,Unit-3)eachwitha

generationcapacityof200MW.Theturbinesforthesethreeunitswere

manufacturedbytheAnsaldoLtd.Theconstructionbeganinthelate1970s

andtheseunitshaveperformedwelloveralongperiodsettingmany

recordsregardingmaintenanceandgenerationovertheothertwostages.

Butstage(1,2and3)cwpmotorsaremanufacturedbyBHEL.Andallmotors

aremanufacturedbyansaldo.S-1COALMILLMOTORSKW ARE240.AND

PAFANSARE400KW.

Stage2(3*500MW)

Thisstageagainconsistsofthreeunits(Unit-4,Unit-5,Unit-6)eachwitha

generationcapacityof500MW.Theturbinesfortheseunitswere

manufacturedbyBharatHeavyElectricalLimited(BHEL).Theseunitshave

shownarelativelylowerperformance.EspeciallyUnit-6hasimposedmany

problemsonthemaintenancedepartments.

Stage3(1*500MW)

Thisstagecomprisesonlyoneunit(Unit-7).Thisisafirstofitskindin
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SouthIndiabeingacomputeroperatedunit.Awidedisparitymaybeseen

betweenthecontrolroomsoftheothertwostagesandthiscomputerised

unit.Tothisday,manyPowerplantengineerstraininthisunittoupgrade

themselvestothisnewmodeofoperation.Thisunitalsohasthetallest

chimneyinIndia(height275metres).

VisionstatementofNTPC

“TOBETHEWORLD’SLEADINGPOWERCOMPANY,ENERGIZINGINDIA’S
GROWTH.”

NtpcisoneoftheNavaratnacompanies.Incorporatedin1975,NTPCis

India’slargestpowergenerationinIndia.Itisthesixthlargestthermal
powergeneratingcompanyintheworld.Itscorebusinessisengineering
,construction&operationofpowergenerationplants.Italsoprovides

consultancytopowerutilitiesinIndiaandabroad.

Mission

“PROVIDERELIABLEPOWERANDRELATEDSOLUTIONSINAN

ECONOMICAL,EFFICIENTANDENVIRONMENTFRIENDLYMANNER,

DRIVENBYINNOVATIONANDAGILITY.”

Developandprovidereliablepower,relatedproductsandservicesat

competitiveprices,integratingmultipleenergysourceswithinnovativeand

eco-friendlytechnologiesandcontributetosociety.

COREVALUES-ICOMIT
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I-Integrity

C-Customerfocus

O-Organisationalpride

M -Mutualrespect&trust

I-Innovation&learning

T-Totalquality&safety

INTRODUCTIONTOTHERMALPOWERPLANT

INTRODUCTION

A thermalpowerstation isa powerstation inwhich heatenergy is

convertedto electricpower.Inmostoftheplacesintheworld

the turbine is steam-driven.Waterisheated,turnsintosteam andspins

a steam turbine whichdrivesan electricalgenerator.Afteritpasses

throughtheturbine,thesteam is condensed ina condenser andrecycledto

whereitwasheated;thisisknownasa Rankinecycle.Thegreatest

variationinthedesignofthermalpowerstationsisduetothedifferentheat

sources; fossilfuel dominateshere,althoughnuclearheatenergy;solar

heatenergy,biofuelsandwasteincinerationarealsoused.Somepreferto

usetheterm energycenterbecausesuchfacilitiesconvertforms

of heat energy intoelectricalenergy.Certainthermalpowerstationsare

alsodesignedtoproduceheatenergyforindustrialpurposes,or district

heating,or desalination ofwater,inadditiontogeneratingelectricalpower.

Almostall coal,petroleum, nuclear, geothermal, solarthermalelectric,
and wasteincinerationplants,aswellasmanynaturalgaspowerstations
arethermal. Naturalgas isfrequently combusted in gasturbines aswell
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as boilers.The wasteheat from agasturbine,intheform ofhotexhaust
gas,canbeusedtoraisesteam,bypassingthisgasthrougha heat
recoverysteam generator (HRSG)thesteam isthenusedtodriveasteam
turbineina combinedcycle plantthatimprovesoverallefficiency.Power
stationsburningcoal, fueloil,ornaturalgasareoftencalled fossilfuel
powerstations.Some biomass-fueledthermalpowerstationshave
appearedalso.Non-nuclearthermalpowerstations,particularlyfossil-
fueledplants,whichdonotuse cogeneration aresometimesreferredto
as conventionalpowerstations.

Commercial electricutility powerstationsareusuallyconstructedona
largescaleanddesignedforcontinuousoperation.VirtuallyallElectric
powerstationsuse three-phase electricalgenerators toproducealternating
current(AC)electricpowerata frequency of50 Hzor60 Hz.Large
companiesorinstitutionsmayhavetheirownpowerstationsto
supply heating orelectricitytotheirfacilities,especiallyifsteam iscreated
anywayforotherpurposes.Steam-drivenpowerstationshavebeenusedto
drivemostshipsinmostofthe20thcenturyuntilrecently.Steam power
stationsarenowonlyusedinlargenuclear naval ships.Shipboardpower
stationsusuallydirectlycoupletheturbinetotheship'spropellersthrough
gearboxes.Powerstationsinsuchshipsalsoprovidesteam tosmaller
turbinesdrivingelectricgeneratorstosupplyelectricity. Nuclearmarine
propulsion is,withfewexceptions,usedonlyinnavalvessels.Therehave
beenmany turbo-electric shipsinwhichasteam-driventurbinedrivesan
electricgeneratorwhichpowersan electricmotor for propulsion.

Cogeneration plants,oftencalledcombinedheatandpower(CHP)facilities,
producebothelectricpowerandheatforprocessheatorspaceheating,
suchassteam andhotwater.

HISTORY

Theinitiallydeveloped reciprocatingsteam engine hasbeenusedto
producemechanicalpowersincethe18thCentury,withnotable
improvementsbeingmadeby JamesWatt.Whenthefirstcommercially
developedcentralelectricalpowerstationswereestablishedin1882
at PearlStreetStation inNewYorkand HolbornViaductpowerstation in
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London,reciprocatingsteam engineswereused.Thedevelopmentof
the steam turbine in1884providedlargerandmoreefficientmachine
designsforcentralgeneratingstations.By1892theturbinewas
consideredabetteralternativetoreciprocatingengines; turbinesoffered
higherspeeds,morecompactmachinery,andstablespeedregulation
allowingforparallelsynchronousoperationofgeneratorsonacommon
bus.Afterabout1905,turbinesentirelyreplacedreciprocatingenginesin
largecentralpowerstations.

Thelargestreciprocatingengine-generatorsetseverbuiltwerecompleted
in1901forthe ManhattanElevatedRailway.Eachofseventeenunits
weighedabout500tonsandwasrated6000kilowatts;acontemporary
turbinesetofsimilarratingwouldhaveweighedabout20%asmuch.
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Thermalpowerstation
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STAGESOFTHETHERMALPOWERPLANT

AThermalpowerstationcanbedividedintothefollowing
sixstages.
l.CoalandAshhandlingPlant
2.Steam GeneratingPlant
3.Steam Turbines
4.Alternator
5.CoolingArrangement

CoalandAshHandlingPlant:

CoalistransportedtotheRSTPSbyrailfrom SingareniandWestern
Coalfields.Coalsystem preparesthemainfuel(pulverizedcoal)formain
boilerfurnacefiring.Thepulverizedcoalismixedwithaprimaryairflow,
whichcarriesthecoal-airmixturetoeachcornerofthefurnace.The
pulverizedcoalandairstreamsenteringthefurnaceareinitiallyignitedbya
suitableignitionsourceatthenozzleexit.Alargeportionoftheashis
carriedoutofthefurnacewiththefluegas.Theremainingportionofthe
ashisdischargedthroughthefurnacebottom intotheashpit.

From thecoalstoragecoaliscarriedonaconveyorbeltand
dischargedbymeansofacoalconveyorintothebunker.Itthenfalls
throughaweigherintothecoal-pulverizingmillwhereitispowdered.The
millusuallyconsistsofaroundmetaltableonwhichlargesteelrolleror
ballsareplaced.Thetablerevolvesforcingthecoalundertherollerorballs,
whichcrushit.Airisdrawnfrom thetopoftheboilerhousebytheforced
draughtfanandthenpassedthroughtheairpreheaterstothehotairduct.
From heresomeoftheairpassesdirectlytotheburnersandremainingis
takenthroughtheprimaryairfantothepulverizingmillwhereitismixed
withpowderedcoalblowingitalongpipestotheburnersofthefurnace.
Hereitmixeswiththerestoftheairandburnswithgreatheat.

Steam generatingplant:

Theboilerconsistsofalargenumberoftubesextendingthefullheightof
thestructureandtheheatproducedraisesthetemperatureofthewater
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circulatinginthem tocreatesteam,whichpassestothesteam drum at
veryhighpressure.Thesteam isthenheatedfurtherinthesuperheater
andfedthroughtheoutletvalvetothehigh-pressurecylinderofthesteam
turbine.Itmaybehotenoughtomakethesteam
pipeglowadullred.Thesteam hasbeenpassedthroughthefirstcylinder
(highpressure)oftheturbine;itisreturnedtothereheaterofboilerand
reheatedbeforebeingpassedthroughtheothercylinders(intermediate
andlowpressure)oftheturbine.

Thesteam isthenpassedintoacondenserwhereitisconvertedbackto
watercalledcondensate.Thisispumpedthroughfeedwaterheaterstothe
economizerwherethetemperatureisraisedsufficientlyforthecondensate
tobereturnedtothelowerhalfofthesteam drum oftheboiler.Theflue
gasesleavingtheboilerareusedtoreheatthecondensateinthe
economizerandthenpassedtothepreheatertotheelectrostatic
precipitator.Finallytheinduceddraughtfandrawsthem intothemainflue
andtothechimney.

Theelectrostaticprecipitatorconsistsofmetalplates,whichare
electricallycharged.Dustandgritinthefluegasesisattractedonthese
platessothattheydonotpassthroughthechimneytopollutethe
atmosphere.Regularmechanicalhammerblowscausestheaccumulations
ofash,dustandgritfalltothebottom oftheprecipitatorwheretheycollect
inahopperforadisposal.Additionalaccumulationsofashalsocollectin
thehopperbeneaththefurnace.

From theboilerasteam pipeconveyssteam totheturbinethroughastop
valve(whichcanbeusedtoshutoffsteam inanemergency)andthrough
thecontrolvalvethatautomaticallyregulatethesupplyofthesteam tothe
turbine.Steam chestandagovernordrivenfrom themain
turbineshaftoperatethecontrolvalvestoregulatetheamountofsteam
used(thisdependsuponthespeedoftheturbineandtheelectricitytobe
generated).

Steam Turbine:
Steam from thecontrolvalvesentersthehigh-pressurecylinderofthe
turbinewhereitpassesthrougharingofstationarybladesattachedtothe
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cylinderwall.Thesebladesactasnozzlesanddirectthesteam ontoa
secondringofmovingbladesmountedonthediscsecuredtotheturbine
shaft.Thissecondringofmovingbladesturnstheshaftwhenthesteam
fallsonitsblades.

Thestationaryandmovingbladestogetherconstituteastageoftheturbine
andinpracticemanystagesarenecessarysothatthecylindera
numberofringsofstationarybladeswithringsofmovingbladesarranged
betweenthem.Thesteam passesthrougheachstageinturnuntilit
reachestheendofhigh-pressurecylinderandinitspassagessomeofits
heatenergyischangedtomechanicalenergy.

Thesteam leavingthehigh-pressurecylindergoesbacktotheboilerfor
reheatingandreturnsthroughapipetotheintermediatepressurecylinder.
Hereitpassesthroughanotherseriesofstationaryandmovingblades.
Finallythesteam istakentothelow-pressurecylinder,whereitentersat
thecentreflowingoutwardsinoppositedirectionsthroughtherowsof
turbineblades,anarrangementknownasdoubleflowtotheextremitiesof
thecylinder.Asthesteam givesupitsheatenergytodrivetheturbine,its
temperatureandpressurefallsanditexpands.Becauseofthisexpansion
thebladesaremuchlargerandlongertowardsthelow-pressureendsof
theturbine.

Theturbineshaftusuallyrotatesat3000Rpm.Thisspeedisdeterminedby
thefrequencyoftheelectricalsystem usedandisthespeedatwhicha2-
polegeneratormustbedriventogeneratealternatingcurrentata
frequencyof50cyclespersecond.

Alternator:

Alternatorisusedtogenerate3-phaseA.Cpower.Itmainlyconsistsoftwo
pans.Theyare

l.Stator

2.Rotor
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MostOfindustrialprocessusesalotofTHERMALENERGYbyburning
fossilfueltoproducesteam orheatforthepurpose.Inthisprocessweuse
synchronousgeneratorsanditsauxiliaries.Attheheartofapowerstation
isagenerator,arotatingmachinethatconvertsmechanicalenergyinto
electricalenergybycreatingrelativemotionbetweenamagneticfieldanda
conductor.areD.C.excitereitherdirectlyorgearA.C.exciterwithstatic
rectifier,Staticexcitationsystem,Brushlessexcitationsystem.Incaseof
DCExciterincreaseinsizeofexciterandgearbox,maintenanceof
commutatorandincreasenumberofbrushestakesplace.A-CExciterwith
staticrectifierdrivesbetterthanDCExciteranditeliminatesbrushesand
gearbox.InStaticexcitationapotentialtransformerisdirectlyconnected
toageneratorfieldonthegeneratorisflashedwithastationbatterywhile
thefieldisrotating.InBrushlessexcitationthethree-phaseexciterhasa
revolvingfieldwithpermanentmagnetpoles.ThethreephaseA.C
generatedbythepermanentmagnetpilotexciterisrectifiedandcontrolled
bytheThyristorvoltageregulatortoprovideavariableD.Ccurrenttothe
mainexciter.Theprotectionofgeneratorsinvolvestheconsiderationsof
harmfulabnormaloperatingconditions.Inordertominimizethefault
damagethegeneratorprotectionshouldhaveadequatesensitivityto
detectthefaultconditionsforwhichitisprovidedandshouldbe
sufficientlyfastinoperation.

SPECIFICATIONSOF200MW ALTERNATOR:

Ratedpower 200MW
Statorvoltage 18KV
Statorcurrent 13100A
Rotorvoltage 438V
Rotorcurrent 1327A
Speed 3000RPM
Phase 3-Phase
Frequency 50HZ
Powerfactor 0.85lag
Connection Y
Coolant Hydrogen
Insulationclass F
Excitationtype StaticExcitation
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Manufacturer ANSALDO(Italy)

SPECIFICATIONSOF5OOMW ALTERNATOR:

Ratedpower 500MW
Statorvoltage 21Kv
Statorcurrent 16200A
Rotorvoltage 340V
Rotorcurrent 4030A
Speed 3000rpm
Phase 3-phase
Frequency 50Hz
Powerfactor 0.85lag
Connection Y-Y
Coolant WaterandHydrogen
Insulationclass B
Excitationtype BrushlessExcitation
Manufacturer BHEL(India)

Excitationsystemsdevelopments:

Thepurposeofallexcitationsystemsistoprovidedirectcurrenttothe
fieldwinding.Theexcitationpowerrequirementofgeneratorisabout0.4to
0.5percentofthegeneratedpower.Considerationsinselectingthe
excitationsystemsare

l.Theexcitationsystem shallbeabletomeetthefieldpowerrequirement
ofthegeneratorunderratedload.

2.Theexcitationsystem mustbereliable,stableinoperationandmust
respondquicklytochangesinexcitationcurrentrequirement.

3.Theexcitationsystem shouldenablethegeneratorstooperateunder
overexcitationandunderexcitationconditionsaswellasprovidemeans
forsingleunitandmulti-unitoperationwithproperdistributionofreactive
powerbetweensynchronousmachines.
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4.Theexcitationcontrolsystem shouldaccuratelycontrolthegenerator
voltageundersteadystateconditions.

5.Theexcitationsystem shouldensuresteadystatestabilityofthe
electricalsystem underallpossibleoperatingconditions.

6.Theexcitationsystem shouldensuregooddampingoffreeandforced
oscillationofsmallandlargeamplitude.

Typesofexcitationsystem:

1.D.C.excitereitherdirectlyorgeardriven.

2.A.C.exciterwithstaticrectifier.

3.Staticexcitationsystem.

4.Brushlessexcitationsystem

Brushlessexcitationsystem:

Thethree-phaseexciterhasarevolvingfieldwithpermanentmagnetpoles.
Thethree-phaseACgeneratedbythepermanentmagnetpilotexciteris
rectifiedandcontrolledbythethyristorvoltageregulatortoprovidea
variableD.Ccunenttothemainexciter.Three-phaseA.Cinducedinthe
rotorofthemainexciterisrectifiedbytherotatingrectifierbridgeandfed
tothefieldwindingofthegeneratorrotorthroughtheD.Cleadsintherotor
shaft.

Componentsofbrushlessexcitationsystem are

ThreePhaseMainExciter,ThreePhasePilotExciter,Regulationcubicle,
RectifierWheels,ExciterCoolers,Meteringandsupervisoryequipment
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Fig.Brushlessexcitationsystem

Acommonshaftcarriestherectifierwheels,therotorofthemainexciter
andpermanentmagnetrotorofthepilotexciter.Theshaftisrigidlycoupled
tothegeneratorrotor.Theexcitershaftissupportedonabearingbetween
themainandpilotexciters.Thegeneratorandexciterrotorsarethus
supportedontotalofthreebearings.Mechanicalcouplingofthetwoshaft
assembliesresultsinsimultaneouscouplingoftheD.Cleadsinthecentral
shaftborethroughthemulticontactelectricalcontactsystem consistingof
plug-inboltsandsockets.
 EliminatesSlipRings,Brushgearandallproblemsassociatedwith

transferofcurrentviaslidingcontacts.
 Simple,Reliableandincreasinglypopularsystem theworldover,

ideallysuitedforlargesets.
 Minimum operatingandmaintenancecost.
 Self-generatingexcitationunaffectedbysystem fault/disturbances

becauseofshaftmountedpilotexciter.
 MulticontactelectricalconnectionsbetweenExciterandGenerator

field.
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Fig:Rotorarrangement
Pilotexciter:
 Thethree-phasepilotexciterisa16polerevolving-fieldPermanent

magnetgenerator
 Eachpoleconsistsof12separatepermanentmagnetswhichare

housedinanon-magneticmetallicenclosure
 Itsupplies220v400Hzsupplytomainexciter
 AVRisconnectedattheoutputofthispilotexciter
 Fieldbreakerisalsoprovidedattheoutputonly
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Three-phasemainexciter:
 Thethree-phasemainexciterisasix-polerevolvingarmatureunit.
 Statorconsistsoffield
 Rotorproducesthreephasesupplytofeedtorectifierwheels
 Quadrature-axiscoilisfittedforinductivemeasurementofthe

excitercurrent.
 Rotatingdiodeassemblyontheshaftrectifiesthisvoltageand

suppliestofieldwindingthroughtheshaft
 Stroboscopetechniqueisusedtocheckthehealthinessofthe

diodes
 60diodesperwheelandtwowheelswillbethere.
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Coolingarrangement:

Coolingwaterforpowerstationisdrawnfrom largeriversorthecoast.
Afteruseitcanbereturneddirectlytothesource.Powerstationssituated
nearsmallriversandinlanddonothavesuchvastwaterresources
available,sothecoolingwaterispassedtocoolingtowerswhereitsheatis
removedbyevaporationandisreused.

CoolingSystemsofgenerator:

Seal&LubeOilSystem

Atypicallubeoilsystem providesoilforboththeturbineandgenerator
bearingswhilealsoservingasasourceofsealoiltothegeneratorseals.
LubeOilSystemsaregenerallyconsideredundertheturbineauxiliary
systemsandthusnottypicallyincludedingeneratormaintenance.
However,therearesomelube&sealOilsystemsthatarededicatedtothe
generator.Inordertosafelyandeffectivelyemployhydrogenforgenerator
cooling,itisnecessarytocontainthepressurizedgaswithinthegenerator
casing.Itisthereforenecessarytosealagainsthydrogenleakageat
variouslocationswithinthegenerator.Oneofthemostdifficultareasto
sealisthelocationbetweenthegeneratorcaseandrotorshaft.Thereare
severaltypesofgeneratorseals,butalluseahighpressureOilfilm.The
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functionOfthesealOilcontrolunitistosupplyandmaintainoiltothe
generatorsealstocontainhydrogenwithinthecasing.

Advancements:

Improvedinstrumentationandsensors,suchaspressureswitches,
gauges/transmitters,pressureregulatingvalveandcontrols.

HydrogenCoolingSystem &GasSupply/Controls:

Supplyofhydrogenisgenerallyprovidedbybanksofbottledgas,refillable
pressurizedcontainersoron-sitemanufacturingplant.Thegasisdelivered
tothegeneratorthroughasystem ofpiping,valvesand
regulatorscommonlyreferredtoasacontrolvalveassemblyorgas
manifoldsystem.

Inadditiontohydrogen,aseparateC02supplyisrequiredtopurgethe
generatorofairbeforechargingwithhydrogenand/orpurgethehydrogen
duringdegassingfollowingshutdown.Themanifoldassemblyiscapableof
performingthesetasksandallowingthepurgeofC02withairpriorto
maintenanceoutages.Generatorsoperatewithhydrogenratherthanairas
theinternalmedium becausehydrogenhaslessdragforagiventhermal
convectioncapability.Thegeneratorinternalgasispressurized(typicallyat
15,30,45,60,or75psigasdefinedbytheorderingdrawing)toincrease
thermalconvectioncoolinginsidethegenerator.Becausehydrogenreadily
oxidizes,airinthegeneratorispurgedwithaninertgaspriortothe
admissionofhydrogenduringsetupfornormaloperation.

Thegascontrolvalvemanifoldassemblyprovidestheoperatorwithan
efficientandsafemeansofhandlinghydrogenandistheoperator'scontrol
stationduringthepurgeprocess.Thehydrogengascontrolsystem's
functionistohelpmaintainsafehydrogenpuritylevelsandgenerator
efficiencythroughcontinuoussupplyofhighpurityhydrogentothe
generatorcasing.
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Advancements:

Devicessuchasisolationvalves,pressureswitches,gages/transmitters
pressureregulatorsandcontrolshavebeenimprovedovertheyearsto
increasereliabilityandperformance.Transmittersarenowavailablethat
canprovidelocalindications,adjustablealarm pointsandelectricaloutputs
thatcanbefeedintothedistributedcontroland
informationsystem DCIS).Newsystemsnowincorporateamassflow
metertomonitorgasusage.Instrumentsusedonthegascontrolvalve
assemblyshouldbethird-partyapprovedforuseinahazardous.

StatorWindingCoolingWaterSystem :

Thestatorcoolingwatersystem isusedtoremoveheatfrom generator
armaturebars.Itconsistsofatank,piping,flowandpressureregulating
valves,heatexchangersandafiltration/deionizingsubsystem.

Pumpsandheatexchangersaretypicallyredundantonthisskidtoensure
reliabilityofthiscriticalcoolingassembly.Thede-ionizingsubsystem is
necessarytomaintainlowconductivityofthestatorcoolingwater.High
conductivityOfthede-mineralizedcoolingwatercanresultinelectrical
flashovertogroundinthestatorwinding.Statorwaterchemistrymustbe
maintainedtoensureavailabilityandavoidcostlyfailures.Water
conductivityismonitoredandcontrolledthroughmakeupsupplyandthede
-ionizingsubsystem.

ComponentsofCoalFiredThermalPowerStation

CoalPreparation

i)Fuelpreparationsystem:

Incoal-firedpowerstations,therawfeedcoalfrom thecoalstorageareais
firstcrushedintosmallpiecesandthenconveyedtothecoalfeedhoppers
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attheboilers.Thecoalisnextpulverizedintoaveryfinepowder,sothat
coalwillundergocompletecombustionduringcombustionprocess.

Pulverizerisamechanicaldeviceforthegrindingofmanydifferenttypesof
materials.Forexample,theyareusedtopulverizecoalforcombustionin
thesteam-generatingfurnacesoffossilfuelpowerplants.

TypesofPulverisers:BallandTubemills;RingandBallmills;MPS;Ballmill;
Demolition.

ii)Dryers:

Theyareusedinordertoremovetheexcessmoisturefrom coalmainly
wettedduringtransport.Asthepresenceofmoisturewillresultinfallin
efficiencyduetoincompletecombustionandalsoresultinCOemission.

iii)Magneticseparators:

Coalwhichisbroughtmaycontainironparticles.Theseironparticlesmay
resultinwearandtear.Theironparticlesmayincludebolts,nutswirefish
platesetc.sotheseareunwantedandsoareremovedwiththehelpof
magneticseparators.

Thecoalwefinallygetaftertheseaboveprocessaretransferredtothe
storagesite.
Purposeoffuelstorageistwo—

 Fuelstorageisinsurancefrom failureofnormaloperatingsuppliesto
arrive.

 Storagepermitssomechoiceofthedateofpurchase,allowingthe
purchasertotakeadvantageofseasonalmarketconditions.Storage
ofcoalisprimarilyamatterofprotectionagainstthecoalstrikes,
failureofthetransportationsystem &generalcoalshortages.

Therearetwotypesofstorage:

l.LiveStorage(boilerroom storage):
Storagefrom whichcoalmaybewithdrawntosupplycombustion
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equipmentwithlittleornoremandingislivestorage.Thisstorageconsists
ofabout24to30hrs.ofcoalrequirementsoftheplantandisusuallya
coveredstorageintheplantneartheboilerfurnace.Thelivestoragecanbe
providedwithbunkers&coalbins.Bunkersareenoughcapacitytostorethe
requisiteofcoal.From bunkerscoalistransferredtotheboilergrates.

2.Deadstorage-

Storedforfutureuse.Mainlyitisforlongerperiodoftime,anditisalso
mandatorytokeepabackupoffuelforspecifiedamountofdays
dependingonthereputationofthecompanyanditsconnectivity.Thereare
manyformsofstoragesomeofwhichare—
1.Stackingthecoalinheapsoveravailableopengroundareas.
2.Asin(I).Butplacedundercoveroralternativelyinbunkers.
3.Allocatingspecialareas&surroundingthesewithhighreinforced
concertedretakingwalls.

 Boilerandauxiliaries

ABoilerorsteam generatoressentiallyisacontainerintowhichwatercan
befedandsteam canbetakenoutatdesiredpressure,temperatureand
flow.Thiscallsforapplicationofheatonthecontainer.Forthattheboiler
shouldhaveafacilitytoburnafuelandreleasetheheat.Thefunctionsofa
boilerthuscanbestatedas:-
l.Toconvertchemicalenergyofthefuelintoheatenergy
2.Totransferthisheatenergytowaterforevaporationaswelltosteam for
superheating.
ThebasiccomponentsofBoilerare:-
l.FurnaceandBurners
2.Steam andSuperheating
a.Lowtemperaturesuperheater
b.Platensuperheater
c.Finalsuperheater
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 Economiser:

ItislocatedbelowtheLPSHintheboilerandabovepreheater.Itisthereto
improvetheefficiencyofboilerbyextractingheatfrom fluegasestoheat
waterandsendittoboilerdrum.
AdvantagesofEconomiserinclude
l)Fueleconomy:—usedtosavefuelandincreaseoverallefficiencyof
boilerplant.
2)Reducingsizeofboiler:—asthefeedwaterispreheatedinthe
economiserandenterboilertubeatelevatedtemperature.Theheat
transfer
arearequiredforevaporationreducedconsiderably.

•AirPreheater:

Theheatcarriedoutwiththefluegasescomingoutofeconomiserare
furtherutilizedforpreheatingtheairbeforesupplyingtothecombustion
chamber.Itisanecessaryequipmentforsupplyofhotairfordryingthe
coalinpulverizedfuelsystemstofacilitategrindingandsatisfactory
combustionoffuelinthefurnace.

 Reheater:

Powerplantfunacesmayhaveareheatersectioncontainingtubesheated
byhotfluegasesoutsidethetubes.Exhauststeam from thehighpressure
turbineisreroutedtogoinsidethereheatertubestopickupmoreenergyto
godriveintermediateorlowerpressureturbines.

 Steam turbines:

Steam turbineshavebeenusedpredominantlyasprimemoverinall
thermalpowerstations.Thesteam turbinesaremainlydividedintotwo
groups:-
l.Impulseturbine2.Impulse-reactionturbine
Theturbinegeneratorconsistsofaseriesofsteam turbines
interconnectedtoeachotherandageneratoronacommonshaft.Thereis
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ahighpressureturbineatoneend,followedbyanintermediatepressure
turbine,twolowpressureturbines,andthegenerator.Thesteam athigh
temperature(536'cto540'c)andpressure(140to170kg/cm2)is
expandedintheturbine.

 Condenser:

Thecondensercondensesthesteam from theexhaustoftheturbineinto
liquidtoallowittobepumped.Ifthecondensercanbemadecooler,the
pressureoftheexhauststeam isreducedandefficiencyofthecycle
increases.Thefunctionsofacondenserare:-
I)Toprovidelowesteconomicheatrejectiontemperatureforsteam.
2)Toconvertexhauststeam towaterforreservethussavingonfeedwater
requirement.
3)Tointroducemakeupwater.Wenormallyusesurfacecondenser
althoughthereisonedirectcontactcondenseraswell.Indirectcontact
typeexhauststeam ismixedwithdirectlywithD.M coolingwater.

•Boilerfeedpump:

Boilerfeedpumpisamulti-stagepumpprovidedforpumpingfeedwaterto
economiser.BFPisthebiggestauxiliaryequipmentafterBoilerandTurbine.
Itconsumesabout4to5%oftotalelectricitygeneration.

•Coolingtower:

Thecoolingtowerisasemi-encloseddeviceforevaporativecoolingof
waterbycontactwithair.Thehotwatercomingoutfrom thecondenseris
fedtothetoweronthetopandallowedtotickleinform ofthinsheetsor
drops.Theairflowsfrom bottom ofthetowerorperpendiculartothe
directionofwaterflowandthenexhauststotheatmosphereaftereffective
cooling.
Thecoolingtowersareoffourtypes:-
I.NaturalDraftcoolingtower
2.ForcedDraftcoolingtower
3.InducedDraftcoolingtower
4.BalancedDraftcoolingtower
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•Fanordraughtsystem :

Inaboileritisessentialtosupplyacontrolledamountofairtothefurnace
foreffectivecombustionoffuelandtoevacuatehotgasesformedinthe
furnacethroughthevariousheattransferareaoftheboiler.Thiscanbe
donebyusingachimneyormechanicaldevicesuchasfanswhichactsas
pump.

i. Naturaldraught
Whentherequiredflowofairandfluegasthroughaboilercanbe
obtainedbythestack(chimney)alone,thesystem iscallednatural
draught.Whenthegaswithinthestackishot,itsspecificweightwill
belessthanthecoolairoutside;thereforetheunitpressureatthe
baseofstackresultingfrom weightofthecolumnofhotgaswithin
thestackwillbelessthanthecolumnofextremecoolair.The
differenceinthepressurewillcauseaflowofgasthroughopeningin
baseofstack.Alsothechimneyisform ofnozzle,sothepressureat
topisverysmallandgasesflowfrom highpressuretolowpressure
atthetop.

ii)Mechanizeddraught:
Thereare3typesofmechanizeddraughtsystems
l)Forceddraughtsystem
2)Induceddraughtsystem
3)Balanceddraughtsystem

Forceddraught:
—Inthissystem afancalledForceddraughtfanis

installedattheinletoftheboiler.Thisfanforcestheatmosphericair
throughtheboilerfurnaceandpushesoutthehotgasesfrom thefurnace
throughsuperheater,reheater,economiserandairheatertostacks.

Induceddraught:—HereafancalledIDfanisprovidedattheoutletof
boiler,thatis,justbeforethechimney.Thisfansuckshotgasesfrom the
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furnacethroughthesuperheaters,economiser,reheateranddischarges
gasintothechimney.Thisresultsinthefurnacepressurelowerthan
atmosphereandaffectstheflowofairfrom outsidetothefurnace.

Balanceddraught:-lnthissystem bothFDfanandIDfanareprovided.The
FDfanisutilizedtodrawcontrolquantityofairfrom atmosphereandforce
thesameintofurnace.TheIDfansuckstheproductofcombustionfrom
furnaceanddischargesintochimney.Thepointwheredraughtis
zeroiscalledbalancingpoint.

•Ashhandlingsystem :
Thedisposalofashfrom alargecapacitypowerstationisofsame
importanceasashisproducedinlargequantities.Ashhandlingisamajor
problem.

i)Manualhandling:Whilebarrowsareusedforthis.Theashiscollected
directlythroughtheashoutletdoorfrom theboilerintothecontainerfrom
manually.

ii)Mechanicalhandling:Mechanicalequipmentisusedforashdisposal,
mainlybucketelevator,beltconveyer.Ashgeneratedis20%intheform of
bottom ashandnext80%throughfluegases,socalledFlyashand
collectedinESP.

iii)Electrostaticprecipitator:From airpreheaterthisfluegases(mixedwith
ash)goestoESP.Theprecipitatorhasplatebanks(A-F)whichare
insulatedfrom eachotherbetweenwhichthefluegasesaremadetopass.
Thedustparticlesareionizedandattractedbychargedelectrodes.The
electrodesaremaintainedat60KV.Hammeringisdonetotheplatessothat
flyashcomesdownandcollectatthebottom.Theflyashisdryform is
usedincementmanufacture.

•Generator:
GeneratororAlternatoristheelectricalendofaturbo-generatorset.Itis
generallyknownasthepieceofequipmentthatconvertsthemechanical
energyofturbineintoelectricity.Thegenerationofelectricityisbasedon
theprincipleofelectromagneticinduction.
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SUB-STATIONEQUIPMENTSITSFUNCTIONS

LighteningArrester:

Lighteningarrestorsaretheinstrumentthatareusedintheincoming
feederssothattopreventthehighvoltageenteringthemainstation.This
highvoltageisverydangeroustotheinstrumentsusedinthesubstation.
Eventheinstrumentsareverycostly,sotopreventanydamagelightening
arrestorsareused.Thelighteningarrestorsdonotletthelighteningtofall
onthestation.Ifsomelighteningoccursthearrestorspullthelightningand
groundittotheearth.Inanysubstationthemainimportantisofprotection
whichisfirstlydonebytheselighteningarrestors.Thelighteningarrestors
aregroundedtotheearthsothatitcanpullthelighteningtotheground.
Thelighteningarrestorworkswithanangleof300to450makingacone.

CVT:

Acapacitorvoltagetransformer(CVT)isatransformerusedinpower
systemstostep-downextrahighvoltagesignalsandprovidelowvoltage
signalseitherformeasurementortooperateaprotectiverelay.Initsmost
basicform thedeviceconsistsofthreeparts:twocapacitorsacrosswhich
thevoltagesignalissplit,aninductiveelementusedtotunethedeviceto
thesupplyfrequencyandatransformerusedtoisolateandfurtherstep-
downthevoltagefortheinstrumentationorprotectiverelay.Thedevicehas
atleastfourterminals,ahigh-voltageterminalforconnectiontothehigh
voltagesignal,agroundterminalandatleastonesetofsecondary
terminalsforconnectiontotheinstrumentationorprotectiverelay.CVTs
aretypicallysingle-phasedevicesusedformeasuringvoltagesinexcessof
onehundredkilovoltswheretheuseofvoltagetransformerswouldbe
uneconomical.Inpracticethefirstcapacitor,Cl,isoftenreplacedbya
stackofcapacitorsconnectedinseries.Thisresultsinalargevoltagedrop
acrossthestackofcapacitorsthatreplacedthefirstcapacitoranda
comparativelysmallvoltagedropacrossthesecondcapacitor,C2,and
hencethesecondaryterminals.
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WaveTrap

Wavetrapisaninstrumentusingfortrippingofthewave.Thefunctionof
thistrapisthatittrapstheunwantedwaves.Itsfunctionisoftrapping
wave.Itsshapeislikeadrum.Itisconnectedtothemainincomingfeeder
sothatitcantrapthewaveswhichmaybedangeroustotheinstruments
hereinthesubstation.

InstrumentTransformer

Instrumenttransformersareusedtostep-downthecurrentorvoltageto
measurablevalues.Theyprovidestandardized,useablelevelsofcurrentor
voltageinavarietyofpowermonitoringandmeasurementapplications.
Bothcurrentandvoltageinstrumenttransformersaredesignedtohave
predictablecharacteristicsonoverloads.Properoperationofover-current
protectionrelaysrequiresthatcurrenttransformersprovideapredictable
transformationratioevenduringashortcircuit.
Thesearefurtherclassifiedintotwotypeswhicharediscussedbelow.
a.CurrentTransformers
b.PotentialTransformers

CurrentTransformer

Currenttransformersarebasicallyusedtotakethereadingsofthecurrents
enteringthesubstation.Thistransformerstepsdownthecurrentfrom 800
ampsto1amp.Thisisdonebecausewehavenoinstrumentformeasuring
ofsuchalargecurrent.Themainuseofthistransformeris

a.DistanceProtection
b.BackupProtection
c.Measurement

Acurrenttransformerisdefinedasaninstrumenttransformerinwhichthe
secondarycurrentissubstantiallyproportionaltotheprimarycurrent
(undernormalconditionsofoperation)anddiffersinphasefrom itbyan
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anglewhichisapproximatelyzeroforanappropriatedirectionofthe
connections.Thishighlightstheaccuracyrequirementofthecurrent
transformerbutalsoimportantistheisolatingfunction,whichmeansno
matterwhatthesystem voltagethesecondarycircuitneedtobeinsulated
onlyforalowvoltage.

Thecurrenttransformerworksontheprincipleofvariableflux.Intheideal
currenttransformer,secondarycurrentwouldbeexactlyequal(when
multipliedbytheturnsratio)andoppositetotheprimarycurrent.But,asin
thevoltagetransformer,someoftheprimarycurrentortheprimaryampere
-turnsareutilizedformagnetizingthecore,thusleavinglessthanthe
actualprimaryampereturnstobetransformedintothesecondaryampere-
turns.Thisnaturallyintroducesanerrorinthetransformation.Theerroris
classifiedintocurrentratioerrorandthephaseerror.

PotentialTransformer

Therearetwopotentialtransformersusedinthebusconnectedbothside
ofthebus.Thepotentialtransformerusesabusisolatortoprotectitself.
Themainuseofthistransformeristomeasurethevoltagethroughthebus.
Thisisdonesoastogetthedetailinformationofthevoltagepassing
throughthebustotheinstrument.Therearetwomainpartsinit

a.Measurement
b.Protection

Thestandardsdefineavoltagetransformerasoneinwhichthesecondary
voltageissubstantiallyproportionaltotheprimaryvoltageanddiffersin
phasefrom itbyananglewhichisapproximatelyequaltozeroforan
appropriatedirectionoftheconnections.Thisinessencemeansthatthe
voltagetransformerhastobeascloseaspossibletotheidealtransformer.
Inanidealtransformer,thesecondaryvoltagevectorisexactlyopposite
andequaltotheprimaryvoltagevectorwhenmultipliedbytheturn'sratio.

Inapracticaltransformer,errorsareintroducedbecausesomecurrentis
drawnforthemagnetizationofthecoreandbecauseofdropsinthe
primaryandsecondarywindingsduetoleakagereactanceandwinding
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resistance.Onecanthustalkofavoltageerrorwhichistheamountby
whichthevoltageislessthantheappliedprimaryvoltageandthephase
errorwhichisthephaseanglebywhichthereversedsecondaryvoltage
vectorisdisplacedfrom theprimaryvoltagevector.

BusBar

Thebusisalineinwhichtheincomingfeederscomeintoandgetintothe
instrumentsforfurtherstepuporstepdown.Thefirstbusisusedfor
puttingtheincomingfeedersinlasingleline.Theremaybedoublelinein
thebussothatifanyfaultoccursintheonetheothercanstillhavethe
currentandthesupplywillnotstop.Thetwolinesinthebusareseparated
byalittledistancebyaconductorhavingaconnectorbetweenthem.This
issothatonecanworkatatimeandtheotherworksonlyifthefirstis
havinganyfault.
Abusbarinelectricalpowerdistributionreferstothickstripsofcopperor

aluminum thatconductelectricitywithinaswitchboard,distributionboard.
substation,orotherelectricalapparatus.sizeofthebusbarisimportantin
determiningthemaximum amountofcurrentthatcanbesafelycarried.
Busbarsaretypicallyeitherflatstripsorhollowtubesastheseshapes
allowheattodissipatemoreefficientlyduetotheirhighsurfaceareato
crosssectionalarearatio.Theskineffectmakes50-60HzACbusbars
morethanabout8mm (1/3in)thickinefficient,soholloworflatshapes
areprevalentinhighercurrentapplications.Ahollowsectionhashigher
stiffnessthanasolidrodofequivalentcurrentcarryingcapacity,which
allowsagreaterspanbetweenbusbarsupportsinoutdoorswitchyards.A
busbarmayeitherbesupportedoninsulatorsorelseinsulationmay
completelysurroundit.Busbarsareprotectedfrom accidentalcontact
eitherbyametalenclosureorbyelevationoutofnormalreach.

Neutralbusbarsmayalsobeinsulated.Earthbusbarsaretypicallybolted
directlyontoanymetalchassisoftheirenclosure.Busbarsmaybe
enclosedinametalhousing,intheform ofbusductorbusway,
segregated-phasebus,orisolated-phasebus.

CircuitBreaker
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Thecircuitbreakersareusedtobreakthecircuitifanyfaultoccursinany
oftheinstrument.Thesecircuitbreakerbreaksforafaultwhichcan
damageotherinstrumentinthestation.Foranyunwantedfaultoverthe
stationweneedtobreakthelinecurrent.Thisisonlydoneautomaticallyby
thecircuitbreaker.Therearemainlytwotypesofcircuitbreakersused
foranysubstations.Theyare

a.SF6circuitbreakers

b.Springcircuitbreakers.

TheuseofSF6circuitbreakerismainlyinthesubstationswhicharehaving
highinputkvinput,sayabove220kvandmore.Thegasisputinsidethe
circuitbreakerbyforcei.e.underhighpressure.Whenifthegasgets
decreasesthereisamotorconnectedtothecircuitbreaker,Themotor
startsoperatingifthegaswentlowerthan20.8bar.Thereisameter
connectedtothebreakersothatitcanbemanuallyseenifthegasgoes
low.ThecircuitbreakerusestheSF6gastoreducethetorqueproduceinit
duetoanyfaultintheline.Thecircuitbreakerhasadirectlinkwiththe
instrumentsinthestation,whenanyfaultoccuralarm bellrings.Thespring
typeofcircuitbreakersisusedforsmallkvstations.Thespringhere
reducesthetorqueproducedsothatthebreakercanfunctionagain.The
springtypeisusedforstepdownsideof132kvto33kvalsoin33kvtoIIkv
andsoon.Theyareonlyusedinlowdistributionside.
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TRANSFORMERS

Therearethreetransformersintheincomingfeederssothatthethreelines

arestepdownatthesametime.Incaseofa220VormoreKVlinestation

autotransformersareused.WhileincaseoflowerKVlinesuchasless

than132KVlinedoublewindingtransformersareused.

Thetransformeristransportedortrailortosubstationsiteandasfaras

possibledirectlyunloadedontheplinth.Transformertanksupto25MVA

capacityaregenerallyoilfilled,andthoseofhighercapacityaretransported

withN2gasfilledinthem +vepressureofN2ismaintainedintransformer

tanktoavoidtheingressofmoisture.This pressureshouldbemaintained

duringstorage,ifnecessarybyfillingN2Bushings-generallytransportedin

woodencasesinhorizontalposition.Therebeingmoreoffragilematerial,

careshouldbetakenwhilehandlingthem .Radiators-Theseshouldbe

storedwithendsdulyblankedwithgasketsandendplatestoavoidingross

,moisture,dust,andanyforeignmaterialsinside.Thecareshouldbe

takentoprotectthefinsofradiatorswhileunloadingandstoragetoavoid

furtheroilleakages.Theradiatorsshouldbestoredonraisedground

keepingthefinsintact.

OilPiping:

Theoilpipingshouldalsobeblankedattheendswithgasketandblanking

platestoavoidingrossofmoisture,dustandforeign.Allother

accessoriesliketemperaturemeters,oilflowindicators,PRVs,Buchholz

relay,oilsurgerelays,gasket'O'ringsetc..,shouldbeproperlypackedand

storedindoorinstoreshed.Oilisreceivedinsealedoilbarrels.Theoil
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barrelsshouldbestoredinhorizontalpositionwiththelidsoneithersidein

horizontalpositiontomaintainoilpressureonthem from insideand

subsequentlyavoidingmoistureandwateringresswithoil.The

transformersarereceivedonsitewithlooseaccessorieshencethe

materialsshouldbecheckedasperbillsofmaterials.

SWITCHGEARANDPROTECTION

Aswitchgearorelectricalswitchgearisagenericterm whichincludesall

theswitchingdevicesassociatedwithmainlypowersystem protection.It

alsoincludesalldevicesassociatedwithcontrol,meteringandregulating

ofelectricalpowersystem.Assemblyofsuchdevicesinalogicalmanner

formsaswitchgear.Thisisverybasicdefinitionof"Switchgear".

Weallarefamiliarwithlowvoltageswitchesandre-wirablefusesinour

home.Theswitchisusedtomanuallyopenandclosetheelectricalcircuit

inourhomeandelectricalfuseisusedtoprotectourhouseholdelectrical

circuitfrom overcurrentandshortcircuitfaults.Insamewayevery

electricalcircuitincludinghighvoltageelectricalpowersystem needs

switchingandprotectivedevices.Butinhighvoltageandextrahighvoltage

system,theseswitchingandprotectiveschemebecomescomplicatedone

forhighfaultcurrentinterruptioninsafeandsecureway.Inadditiontothat

from commercialpointofvieweveryelectricalpowersystem needs

measuring,controlandregulatingarrangement.Collectivelythewhole

system iscalled"SwitchgearandProtection"ofpowersystem.The

electricalswitchgearhavebeendevelopinginvariousforms.

CIRCUITBREAKERS
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Switchgearprotectionplaysavitalroleinmodernpowersystem network,

rightfrom generationthroughtransmissiontodistributionend.Thecurrent

interruptiondeviceorswitchingdeviceiscalledcircuitbreakerin

switchgearprotectionsystem.Thecircuitbreakercanbeoperated

manuallyaswhenrequiredanditisalsooperatedduringovercurrentand

shortcircuitoranyotherfaultsinthesystem bysensingtheabnormalityof

system.Thecircuitbreakersensesthefaultyconditionofsystem through

protectionrelayandthisrelayisagainactuatedbyfaultysignalnormally

comesfrom currenttransformerorvoltagetransformer.Aswitchgearhas

toperform thefunctionofcarrying,makingandbreakingthenormalload

currentlikeaswitchandithastoperform thefunctionofclearingthefault

inadditiontothatitalsohasprovisionofmeteringandregulatingthe

variousparametersofelectricalpowersystem.Thustheswitchgear

includescircuitbreaker,currenttransformer,voltagetransformer,

protectionrelay,measuringinstrument,electricalswitch,electrical

miniaturecircuitbreaker,lighteningarrestororsurgearrestor,electrical

isolatorandotherassociatedequipment.

Electricalswitchgearisnecessaryateveryswitchingpointintheelectrical

powersystem.Therearevariousvoltagelevelsandhencevariousfault

levelsbetweenthegeneratingstationsandloadcentres.Thereforevarious

typesofswitchgearassemblyarerequireddependingupondifferent

voltagelevelsofthesystem.

Minimum oilcircuitbreaker,airblastcircuitbreakerandSF6circuitbreaker

aremostlyusedforhighvoltageswitchgear.Vacuum circuitbreakeris

rarelyusedforthispurposeastilldatevacuum technologyisnotadequate

forinterruptingveryhighvoltageshortcircuitcurrent.Therearetwotypes

ofSF6circuitbreaker,SinglepressureSF6breakerandtwopressures

circuitbreaker.Thesinglepressuresystem isthestateofartforhigh

voltageswitchgearsystem,inpresenttime.NowdaysSF6gasasarc

quenchingmedium,hasbecomemostpopularforhighandextrahigh
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voltageelectricalpowersystem.Although,SF6gashasstrongimpacton

thegreenhouseeffect.Ithas23timesstrongerimpactonthegreenhouse

effect,thanthatofCO2.Hence,leakageofSF6gasduringtheservicelifeof

circuitbreakermustbeprevented.InordertominimizetheemissionofSF6

gas,theN2-SF6andCF4-SF6gasmixture,maybeusedincircuitbreakerin

future,assubstituteofpureSF6.Itmustalwaysbetakencareofthat,no

SF6gascomesoutinatmosphereduringmaintanenceoftheCB.Onthe

otherhand,SF6circuitbreakerhasthemajoradvantageoflow

maintenance.

AIRBLASTCIRCUITBREAKER

Inthisdesign,ablastofhighpressurecompressedairisusedtoquench

arcbetweentwodetachingcontacts,whenthearccolumnionizationis

leastatcurrentszero.

OILCIRCUITBREAKER

Thisisfurtherclassifiedasbulkoilcircuitbreaker(BOCB)andminimum oil

circuitbreaker(MOCB).InBOCB,theinterruptingunitisplacedinsideanoil

tankofearthpotential.Hereoilisusedasbothinsulatingandinterrupting

medium.InMOCBontheotherhand,theoilrequirementcanbeminimized

byplacingtheinterruptingunitsinaninsulatingchamberatlivepotential

onaninsulatorcolumn.

SF6CIRCUITBREAKER

SF6gasiswidelyusedasarcquenchingmedium inHVapplicationstoday.

Sulphurhexafluoridegasisahighelectronegativegashavingexcellent

dielectricandarcquenchingproperties.Highdielectricandinsulating

propertiesofSF6,makeitpossibletodesignhighvoltagecircuitbreaker
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withsmalleroveralldimension,Shortercontactgap.Excellentinsulating

propertyhelpstodesignandconstructindoortypehighvoltageswitchgear.

VACUUM CIRCUITBREAKER

Invacuum,thereisnofurtherionizationbetweentwoseparatedcurrent

carryingcontacts,aftercurrentzero.Theinitialarciscausedbyitwilldie

assoonasnextzerocrossingbutasthereisnoprovisionoffurther

ionizationoncethecurrentiscrosseditsfirstzero,thearcquenchingis

completed.AlthoughthearcquenchingmethodisveryfastinVCB,buttillit

isnotasuitablesolutionforhighvoltageswitchgear,asVCBmadeforvery

highvoltagelevelisnoteconomicalatall.

Theessentialfeaturestobeprovideinhighvoltagecircuitbreaker,to

ensuresafeandreliableoperationthebreakersusedinhighvoltage

switchgear,mustbecapableofbeingoperatedsafelyfor,

1)Terminalfaults

2)Shortlinefaults

3)Transformerorreactorsmagnetizingcurrent

4)Energizinglongtransmissionline

5)Chargingcapacitorbank

6)Switchingofoutofphasesequence

TerminalFault

Generallytheloadconnectedtothepowersystem isinductiveinnature.

Duetothisinductance,whenshortcircuitcurrentisjustinterruptedbya

circuitbreaker,thereisachanceofhighrestrikingvoltageorhigh

frequencyoscillationinorderoffewhundredHz.Thisvoltagehastwo

parts
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1)Transientrecoveryvoltagewithhighfrequencyoscillationimmediately

afterthearcexcitation.

2)Afterdiedownthishighfrequencyoscillation,powerfrequencyrecover

voltageappearsacrosstheCBcontacts.

TransientRecoveryVoltage

Justafterextinctionofarctransientrecoveryvoltageappearsacrossthe

CBcontacts,withhighfrequency.Thistransientrecoveryvoltageultimately

approachestoopencircuitvoltage.Thefrequencyofoscillationis

governedbythecircuitparameterLandC.Theresistancepresentinthe

powercircuitdampsoutthistransientvoltage.Thetransientrecovery

voltagehasnotasinglefrequency,itiscombinationofmaydifferent

freqenciesduetocomplexityofthepowernetwork.

PowerFrequencyRecoveryVoltage

ThisisnothingbutopencircuitvoltageappearsacrosstheCBcontacts,

justafterthetransientrecoveryvoltagedampedout.Inthreephasesystem

thepowerfrequencyrecoveryvoltagediffersindifferentphase.Itishighest

infirstphase.Ifthenetworkneutralisnotearthed,thevoltageacrossthe

firstpoletobeclearedis1.5UwhereUisthephasevoltage.Inanearthed

neutralsystem itwillbe1.3U.Byusingdampingresistor,themagnitudeand

rateofriseoftransientrecoveryvoltagecanbelimited.Thedielectric

recoveryofthearcquenchingmedium andrateofriseoftransientrecovery

voltagehasgreatinfluenceontheperformanceofthecircuitbreakerused

inhighvoltageswitchgearsystem.

Inairblastcircuitbreaker,onceionizedairisdeionizedveryslowly,thusair

takeslongtimetorecoverdielectricstrength.Thatiswhyitispreferableto

usedlowvaluebreakerresistortoslowdownrateofriseofrecovery

voltage.OntheotherhandABCBislesssensitivetotheinitialrecovery
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voltagebecauseofhigharcvoltageinSF6circuitbreaker,theinterrupting

medium(SF6)hasfasterrateofrecoveryofdielectricstrengththanair.

Lowerarcvoltage,makesSF6CBmoresensitivetotheinitialrecovery

voltage.Inoilcircuitbreaker,duringarchavingpressurizedhydrogen

gas(producedduringrecombinationofoilduetoarctemperature)provides

quickrecoveryofdielectricstrengthimmediateaftercurrentzero.Hence

OCBismoresensitivetorateofriseofrecoveryvoltage.Itisalsomore

sensitivetoinitialtransientrecoveryvoltage.

ShortLineFault

Shortlinefaultintransmissionnetworkisdefinedastheshortcircuitfaults

occurred,within5km ofthelinelength.

Doublefrequencybeingimpressedonthecircuitbreakerandthedifference

ofsourceandthelinesidetransientrecoveryvoltage.Bothvoltagesstart

from instantaneousvaluesattheoppositionofthecircuitbreakerspriorto

theinterruption.Onthesupplysidethevoltagewilloscillateatsupply

frequencyandultimatelyapproachestoopencircuitvoltage.

MOTORPROTECTION

Theelectricmotorismostessentialdriveinmoderneraofindustrialization.

From fractionalhpACmotorusedfordifferenthomeappliancestogiant

synchronousmotorandinductionmotorofupto10000hpusedfordifferent

industrialapplications,shouldbeprotectedagainstdifferentelectricaland

mechanicalfaultsforservingtheirpurposessmoothly.Themotor

characteristicsmustbeverycarefullyconsideredinselectingtheright

motorprotectionscheme.

Theabnormalitiesinmotorormotorfaultsmayappearduetomainlytwo
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reasons-

1.Conditionsimposedbytheexternalpowersupplynetwork,

2.Internalfaults,eitherinthemotororinthedrivenplant.

Unbalancedsupplyvoltages,under-voltage,reversedphasesequenceand

lossofsynchronism(inthecaseofsynchronousmotor)comeunderformer

category.Thelatercategoryincludesbearingfailures,statorwindingfaults,

motorearthfaultsandoverloadetc..,

Thedegreeofmotorprotectionsystem dependsonthecostsand

applicationsoftheelectricalmotor.

SmallMotorProtectionScheme

Generallymotorsupto30hpareconsideredinsmallcategory.Thesmall

motorprotectioninthiscaseisarrangedbyHRCfuse,bimetallicrelayand

undervoltagerelay-allassembledintothemotorcontractor-starteritself.

MostcommoncauseofmotorburnsoutonLVfuseprotectedsystem is

duetosinglephasing.Thissinglephasingmayremainundetectedevenif

themotorsareprotectedbyconventionalbimetallicrelay.Itcannotbe

detectedbyasetofvoltagerelaysconnectedacrossthelines.Since,even

whenonephaseisdead,themotorremainssubstantialbackemfonits

faultyphaseterminalandhencevoltageacrossthevoltagerelayis

preventedfrom dropping-off.

Thedifficultiesofdetectingsinglephasingcanbeovercomebyemploying

asetofthreecurrentoperatedrelaysasshowninthesmallmotor

protectioncircuitgiven.Thecurrentoperatedrelaysareverysimple

instantaneousrelays.Therearemainlytwopartsinthisrelayoneisa

currentcoilandotherisoneormorenormallyopencontacts(NO

contacts).TheNOcontactsareoperatedbythemmfofthecurrentcoil.

Thisrelayisconnectedinserieswitheachphaseofthesupplyandbackup
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byHRCfuse.Whentheelectricalmotorstartsandrunsthesupplycurrent

passesthroughthecurrentcoiloftheprotectiverelay.Themmfofthe

currentcoilmakestheNOcontactsclosed.Ifsuddenlyasinglephasing

occursthecorrespondingcurrentthroughthecurrentcoilwillfallsandthe

contactsofthecorrespondingrelaywillbecometoitsnormalopen

position.TheNOcontactsoftheallthreerelaysareconnectedinseriesto

hold-inthemotorcontractor.Soifanyonerelaycontactopens,resultsto

releaseofmotorcontractorandhencemotorwillstoprunning.

LargeMotorProtection

Largemotorspeciallyinductionmotorsrequireprotectionagainst-

1.Motorbearingfailure

2.Motoroverheating

3.Motorwindingfailure

4.Reversemotorrotation

MotorBearingFailure

Ballandrollerbearingsareusedforthemotorupto500hpandbeyondthis

sizesleevebearingsareused.Failureofballorrollerbearingusually

causesthemotortoastandstillveryquickly.Duetosuddenmechanical

jamminginmotor bearing,theinputcurrentofthemotorbecomesvery

high.Currentoperatedprotection,attachedtotheinputofthemotorcannot

servesatisfactorily.Sincethismotorprotectionsystem hastobesetto

overridethehighmotorstartingcurrent.Thedifficultycanbeovercomeby

providingthermaloverloadrelay.Asthestartingcurrentofthemotoris

highbutexistsonlyduringstartingsoforthatcurrentthetherewillbeno

overheatingeffect.Butovercurrentduemechanicaljammingexistsfor
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longertimehencetherewillbeaoverheatingeffect.Sostallingmotor

protectioncanbeofferedbythethermaloverloadrelay.Stallingprotection

canalsobeprovidedbyseparatedefinitetimeovercurrentrelaywhichis

operatedonlyafteracertainpredefinedtimeifovercurrentpersists

beyondthatperiod.Inthecaseofsleevebearing,atemperaturesensing

deviceembeddedinthebearingitself.Thisschemeofmotorprotectionis

morereliableandsensitivetomotorbearingfailuresincethethermal

withstandlimitofthemotorisquitehigherthanthatofbearing.Ifweallow

thebearingoverheatingandwaitformotorthermalrelaytotrip,thebearing

maybepermanentlydamaged.Thetemperaturesensingdeviceembedded

inthebearingstopsthemotorifthebearingtemperaturerisesbeyondits

predefinedlimit.

MotorOverHeating

Themainreasonofmotoroverheatingthatmeansoverheatingofmotor

windingisduetoeitherpfmechanicaloverloading,reducedsupplyvoltage,

unbalancedsupplyvoltageandsinglephasing.Theoverheatingmaycause

deteriorationofinsulationlifeofmotorhenceitmustbeavoidedby

providingpropermotorprotectionscheme.Toavoidoverheating,themotor

shouldbeisolatedin40to50minutesevenintheeventofsmalloverloads

oftheorderis10%.Theprotectiverelayshouldtakeintoaccountthe

detrimentalheatingeffectsonthemotorrotorduetonegativesequence

currentsinthestatorarisingoutofunbalanceinsupplyvoltage.Themotor

shouldalsobeprotectedbyinstantaneousmotorprotectionrelayagainst

singlephasingsuchasastallonlossofonephasewhenrunningatfull

loadorattemptingtostartwithonlytwoofthreephasesalive.
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MotorWindingFailure

Themotorprotectionrelayshouldhaveinstantaneoustripelementsto

detectmotorwindingfailuresuchasphasetophaseandphasetoearth

faults.Preferablyphasetophasefaultunitshouldbeenergizedfrom

positivephasesequencecomponentofthemotorcurrentandanother

instantaneousunitconnectedintheresidualcircuitofthecurrent

transformersbeusedforearthfaultsprotection.

ReverseMotorRotation

Speciallyincaseofconveyorbelt,thereversemotorrotationmustbe

avoided.Thereverserotationduringstartingcanbecauseddueto

inadvertentreversingofsupplyphases.Acomprehensivemotorprotection

relaywithaninstantaneousnegativesequenceunitwillsatisfythis

requirement.Ifsuchrelayhasnotbeenprovided,awatt-metertyperelay

canbeemployed.

GENERATORPROTECTION

Ageneratorissubjectedtoelectricaltracesimposedontheinsulationof

themachine,mechanicalforcesactingonthevariouspartsofthemachine,

andtemperaturerises.Thesearethemainfactorswhichmakeprotection

necessaryforthegeneratororalternator.Evenwhenproperlyuseda

machineinitsperfectrunningconditiondoesnotonlymaintainits

specifiedratedperformanceformanyyears,butitdoesalsorepeatedly

withstandcertainexcessofoverload.Hence,preventivemeasuresmust

betakenagainstoverloadsandabnormalconditionsofthemachinesothat

itcanservesafely.Despiteofsound,efficientdesign,construction,

operationandpreventivemeansofprotection,theriskofthatfaultcannot

becompletelyeliminatedfrom anymachine.Thedevicesusedingenerator
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protection,ensurethefault,madedeadasquicklyaspossible.Anexternal

generatorcanbesubjectedtoeitherinternalfaultorexternalfaultorboth.

Thegeneratorsarenormallyconnectedtoanexternalpowersystem,hence

anyfaultoccurredinthepowersystem shouldalsobeclearedfrom the

generatorassoonaspossibleotherwiseitmaycreatepermanentdamage

inthegenerator.Thenumberandvarietyoffaultsoccuringenerator,are

huge.Thatiswhygeneratororalternatorisprotectedwithseveral

protectiveschemes.Thegeneratorprotectionisofbothdiscriminativeand

non-discriminativetype.Greatcareistobetakenincoordinatingthe

systemsusedandthesettingadopted,sothatthesensitive,selectiveand

discriminativegeneratorprotectionschemeisachieved.

TypesofGeneratorProtection

Thevariousformsofprotectionappliedtothegeneratorcanbe

categorizedintotwomanners,

1.Protectiverelaystodetectfaultsoccurringoutsidethegenerator.

2.Protectiverelaystodetectfaultsoccurringinsidethegenerator.

Theprotectionschemesusuallyappliedtothegeneratorarediscussed

here

ProtectionagainstInsulationFailure

Themainprotectionprovidedinthestatorwindingagainstphasetophase

orphasetoearthfault,islongitudinaldifferentialprotectionofgenerator.

Secondmostimportantprotectionschemeforstatorwindingisinterturn

faultprotection.Thistypeofprotectionwasconsideredunnecessaryin

previousdaysbecausebreakdownofinsulationbetweenpointsinthe

samephasewinding,containedinthesameslot,andbetweenwhicha

potentialdifferenceexists,veryrapidlychangesintoanearthfaultandthen

itisdetectedbyeitherthestatordifferentialprotectionorthestatorearth
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faultprotection.Ageneratorisdesignedtoproducerelativelyhighvoltage

incomparisontoitsoutputandwhichthereforecontainsalargenumberof

conductorsperslot.Withincreasingsizeandvoltageofthegenerator,this

form ofprotectionisbecomingessentialforalllargegeneratingunit.

StatorEarthFaultProtection

Whenthestatorneutralisearthedthroughresistor,acurrenttransformeris

mountedintheneutraltoearthconnection.Inversetimerelayisused

acrosstheCTsecondarywhenthegeneratorisconnecteddirectlytothe

busbar.Incaseofgeneratorfeedspowerviaadeltastartransformer,an

instantaneousrelayisusedforthesamepurpose.Intheformercase,the

earthfaultsrelayisrequiredtobegradedwithotherfaultrelaysinthe

system.ThisisthereasonwhyInverseTimeRelayisusedinthecase.But

inthelettercase,theearthfaultloopisrestrictedtothestatorwindingand

primarywindingofthetransformer,hence,thereisnoneedofgradingor

discriminationwithotherearthfaultrelaysinthesystem.Thatiswhy

InstantaneousRelayispreferableinthecase.

RotorEarthFaultProtection

Asingleearthfaultdoesnotcreateanymajorproblem inthegeneratorbut

ifthesecondearthfaultisoccurred,howeverpartofthefieldwindingwill

becomeshort-circuitedandresultingandunbalancedmagneticfieldinthe

system andconsequentlytheremaybemajormechanicaldamagetothe

bearingsofthegenerated.Therearethreemethodsavailabletodetectthe

typesoffaultintherotor.

Themethodsare

1.Potentimotermethod

2.ACinjectionmethod
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3.DCinjectionmethod

UnbalancedStatorLoadingProtection

Unbalancinginloadingproducesnegativesequencecurrentsinthestator

circuit.Thisnegativesequencecurrentproducesareactionfieldrotatingat

twiceofsynchronousspeedwithrespecttotherotorandhenceinduce

doublefrequencycurrentintherotor.Thiscurrentisquitelargeandcauses

overheatingintherotorcircuit,especiallyinthesteam turbineoperated

alternator.Ifanyunbalancingoccurredduetofaultinthestatorwinding

itself,thatwouldbeclearedinstantaneouslybythedifferentialprotection

providedinthegenerator.Iftheunbalancingisoccurredduetoanyexternal

faultorunbalancedloadinginthesystem,itmayremainundetectedormay

persistforasignificantperiodoftimedependingontheprotection

coordinationofthesystem.Thesefaultsthenbeclearedbyinstallinga

negativephasesequencerelaywiththecharacteristicstomatchthe

withstandcurveofthemachine.

ProtectionagainstStatorOverheating

Overloadingcausesoverheatinginthestatorwindingofthegenerator.Not

onlyoverloadingfailureofcoolingsystemsandinsulationfailureofstator

laminationsalsocauseoverheatingofthestatorwinding.Theoverheating

isdetectedbytheembeddedtemperaturedetectorsatvariouspointsinthe

statorwinding.Thetemperaturedetectorcoilsarenormallyresistance

elementswhichform onearm ofthewheatstonebridgecircuit.Inthecase

ofsmallergeneratornormallybelow30MW,thegeneratorsarenot

equippedwithembeddedtemperaturecoilbutareusuallyfittedwith

thermalrelayandtheyarearrangedtomeasurethecurrentflowinginthe

statorwinding.Thisarrangementonlydetectsoverheatingcausedby
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overloadinganddoesnotprovideanyprotectionagainstoverheatingdueto

failureofcoolingsystemsorshortcircuitedstatorlaminations.Although

overcurrentrelays,negativephasesequencerelays,anddevicesfor

monitoringconstantflowarealsousedtoprovideacertaindegreeof

thermaloverloadprotection.

LowVacuum Protection

Thisprotection,usuallyintheform ofaregulatorwhichcomparesthe

vacuum againstatmosphericpressure,itisnormallyfittedtothegenerator

setabove30MW.Themodernpracticeisfortheregulatortounloadtheset

viathesecondarygovernoruntilnormalvacuum conditionsarerestored.If

thevacuum conditionsdonotimprovebelow21inchthestopvalvesare

closedandthemaincircuitbreakeristripped.

ProtectionagainstLubricationOilFailure

Thisprotectionisnotconsideredessentialsincethelubricationoilis

normallyobtainedfrom thesamepumpasgovernoroilandafailureofthe

governoroilwillautomaticallymakestopvalvetoclose.

ProtectionagainstLossofBoilerFiring

Twomethodsareavailablefordetectingthelossofboilerfiring.Inthefirst

methods,normallyopened(NO)contactsareprovidedwiththefanmotors

whichmaytripthegeneratorifmorethantwomotorsfail.Thesecond

methodsusesaboilerpressurecontactswhichunloadthegeneratorin

boilerpressurefallsbelowapproximately90%.

ProtectionagainstPrimeMoverFailure

Iftheprimemoverfailstosupplymechanicalenergytogenerator,the
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generatorwillcontinuetorotateinmotoringmodethatmeansittakes

electricalenergyfrom thesystem insteadofsupplyingittothesystem.In

steam turbinesetthesteam actsasacoolantmaintainingtheturbine

bladesataconstanttemperature.Failureofasupplywillthereforeresultin

overheatingduetofriction,withsubsequentdistortionofturbineblades.

Thefailureofsteam supplycancauseseveremechanicaldamagein

additionofimposingaheavymotoringloadonthegenerator.Reverse

powerrelayisusedforthispurpose.Assoonasthegeneratorstarts

rotatinginmotoringmode,thereversepowerrelaywilltripthegenerator

set.

OverSpeedProtection

Whileitisthegeneralpracticetoprovidemechanicaloverspeeddevices

onbothsteam andhydroturbine,whichoperatedirectlyonthesteam

throttlevalveormainstepvalve,itisnottobackupthisdevicesbyanover

speedrelayonsteam drivensets.Itis,however,consideredgoodpractice

onhydroelectricunits,astheresponseofthegovernoriscomparatively

slowandthesetismorepronetoover-speed.Therelaywhenfittedis

usuallysuppliedfrom thepermanentmagnetgeneratorusedforthecontrol

ofgovernor.

ProtectionagainstRotorDistortion

Thecoolingratesfollowingshutdown,atthetopandbottom oftheturbine

casing,aredifferentandthisuneventemperaturedistributiontendsto

causedestructionoftherotor.Tominimizethedisruption,itiscommon

practicetoturntherotoratlowspeedduringthecoolingdownperiod.In

theviewoftheforcesinvolvedwithlargemodernrotor,itisnowstandard

practicetofitshafteccentricitydetectors.
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ProtectionagainstDifferenceinExpansionbetweenRotating

andStationaryparts

Duringtherunningupperiod,therateofheatingoftherotordiffersfrom

thatofthecasing,duetothedifferenceinmass.Asaresult,therotor

expandsatadifferentratetothecasinganditisnecessarytoovercome

thisunequalexpansion.Tothisend,propositionismadeonthelarger

machineforindependentsuppliesofsteam tobesettocertainjointson

thecasing.Itisdesirablethereforetoprovideameansofmeasuringthe

axialexpansiontoassisttheoperatortofeedthesteam tothecorrect

pointsandalsotoprovideindicationofanydangerousexpansion.The

shaftaxialexpansiondetectorisbasicallysimilartotheequipment

describedforrotordistortionequipment,exceptthatthedetectormagnets

arefixedtotheturbinecasing.

ProtectionagainstVibration

Vibrationdetectorsareusuallymountedonthebearingpedestals.The

detectorconsistsofacoilmountedonspringsbetweenUshaped

permanentmagnets.Thevoltageoutputfrom thecoil,whichisproportional

tothedegreeofvibration,ispassedfrom thecoilintointergratingcircuits

andthenintointervalindicatinginstrument.

BackupProtectionofGenerator

Backupprotectionshouldalwaysbegiveninhighlyratedmachinelike

synchronousgeneratororalternator.Iffaultsoccurredhadnotbeen

clearedbytheappropriateprotectionschemethenbackupprotection

relaysshouldbeoperatedtoclearthefault.Overcurrentrelaysare

generallyusedforthispurpose.Becausethesynchronousreactanceof

modernmachineisoftengreaterthan100%,thesustainedfaultcurrentfed

from themachineintoanexternalfaultisinvariablybelowthenormalfull
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loadcurrent.ThenormalIDMTLrelayswouldnotprovesatisfactory

becausetheyarecurrentsettingsmustbeclosetothefullloadandtheir

timesittingshortifoperationistobeobtained,resultinginportablelackof

discriminationwithotherovercurrentrelaysinthesystem.Further,theover

currentrelaywouldmostprobablyoperateforlossoffieldonthemachine,

disconnectingitprematurely.

TypesofElectricProtectionRelays

DefinitionofProtectiveRelay:Arelayisautomaticdevicewhich

sensesanabnormalconditionofelectricalcircuitandclosesitscontacts.

Thesecontactsinturncloseandcompletethecircuitbreakertripcoil

circuitandhencemakethecircuitbreakertrippedfordisconnectingthe

faultyportionoftheelectricalcircuitfrom restofthehealthycircuit.
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Sometermsrelatedtoprotectiverelay:Pickuplevelofactuating

signal:Thevalueofactuatingquantity(voltageorcurrent)whichison

thresholdabovewhichtherelayinitiatestobeoperated.Ifthevalueof

actuatingquantitytobeincreased,theelectromagneticeffectoftherelay

coilisincreasedandaboveacertainlevelofactuatingquantitythemoving

mechanism oftherelayjuststartstooperate.

Resetlevel:Thevalueofcurrentorvoltagebelowwhicharelayopensits
contactsandcomesinoriginalposition.

Operatingtimeofrelay:Justafterexceedingpickuplevelofactuating

quantitythemovingmechanism (forexamplerotatingdisc)ofrelaystarts

movinganditultimatelyclosetherelaycontactsattheendofitsjourney.

The time which elapses between the instantwhen actuating quantity

exceedsthepickupvaluetotheinstantwhentherelaycontactsclose.

Resettimeofrelay:Thetimewhich elapsesbetween theinstantthe

actuatingquantitybecomeslessthantheresetvaluetotheinstantwhen

therelaycontactsreturntoitsinitialposition.

Reachofrelay:Adistanceforwhichtherelayoperateswheneverthedistance

seenbytherelayislessthanthepre-specifiedimpedance.Theactuating

impedanceintherelayisthefunctionofdistanceinadistanceprotection

relay.Thisimpedanceorcorrespondingdistanceiscalledthereachofthe

relay.

TypesofRelays:Typesofprotectionrelaysaremainlybasedontheir

characteristic,logic,onactuatingparameterandoperatingmechanism.Based

onoperationmechanism protectionrelaycanbecategorizedas

electromagneticrelay,staticrelayand
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mechanicalrelay.Actually,relayisnothingbutacombinationofoneor

moreopenorclosedcontacts.Theseallorsomespecificcontactsof

therelaychangetheirstatewhenactuatingparametersareappliedto

the relay.Thatmeans open contacts become closed and closed

contacts become open.In electromagnetic relaythese closing and

opening ofrelaycontactsaredonebyelectromagneticaction ofa

solenoid.

Inmechanicalrelaytheseclosingandopeningofrelaycontactsare
donebymechanicaldisplacementofadifferentgearlevelsystem.In
staticrelaytheseclosingandopeningofrelaycontactsaredoneby
semiconductorswitcheslikethyristor.

Inadigitalrelayonandoffstatecanbereferredas1and0state.

Basedoncharacteristictheprotectionrelaycanbecategorizedas-

1.Definitetimerelays

2.Inversetimerelayswithadefiniteminimum time(IDMT)

3.Instantaneousrelays

4.IDMTwithinst.

5.Steppedcharacteristic

6.Programmedswitches

7.Voltagerestraintovercurrentrelay.

Basedonlogictheprotectionrelaycanbecategorizedas-

1.Differential

2.Unbalance

3.Neuraldisplacement

4.Directional

5.Restrictedearthfault

6.Overfluxing
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7.Distanceschemes
8.Busbarprotection
9.Reversepowerrelays
10.Lossofexcitation
11.negativephasesequencerelaysetc.

Basedontheactuatingparametertheprotectionrelaycanbe

categorizedas-

1.Currentrelays

2.Voltagerelays

3.Frequencyrelays

4.Powerrelaysetc.
Basedontheapplication,theprotectionrelaycanbecategorizedas-

1.Primaryrelay

2.Backuprelay

Primaryrelayorprimaryprotectionrelayisthefirstlineofpowersystem

protectionwhereasbackuprelayisoperatedonlywhenprimaryrelay

failstooperateduringfaults.Hencebackuprelayisslowerinactionthan

primaryrelay.Anyrelaymayfailtobeoperatedduetoanyofthe

followingreasons-

1.Theprotectiverelayitselfisdefective

2.DCTripvoltagesupplytotherelayisunavailable

3.Tripleadfrom relaypaneltocircuitbreakerisdisconnected

4.Tripcoilinthecircuitbreakerisdisconnectedordefective

5.Currentorvoltagesignalsfrom CTorPTrespectivelyisunavailable.

Asbecausebackuprelayoperatesonlywhenaprimaryrelayfails,
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backuprelayshouldnothaveanythingincommonwithprimaryrelay.
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SomeexamplesofMechanicalRelayare

1.Thermal:-(a)OTtrip(OilTemperatureTrip)(b)WTtrip(Winding

TemperatureTrip)(c)Bearingtemptripetc.

2.Floattype:-(a)Buchholz(b)OSR(c)PRV(d)Waterlevelcontrolsetc.

3.Pressureswitches4.Mechanicalinterlocks5.Polediscrepancyrelay

ListofdifferentProtectiveRelaysusedforprotectionofdifferentpower
system equipment

RelaysforTransmission&DistributionLinesProtection

SL Linestobeprotected Relaystobeused

Main-I:Nonswitchedor

NumericalDistancescheme

1
400KV

TransmissionLine Main-II:Nonswitched

orNumericalDistance

Scheme

Main-I:Nonswitched

distancescheme(Fed

from BusPTs)

220KV
Main-II:Switched

2 distancescheme(Fed

TransmissionLine

from lineCVTs)

Withachangeover

facilityfrom busPTto

lineCVTandvice-versa.
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MainProtection:

Switcheddistance

scheme(fedfrom bus

132KV
PT).

3 BackupProtection:3

TransmissionLine

Nos.directionalIDMT

O/LRelaysand

1No.DirectionalIDMT

E/Lrelay.

4 33KVlines
Non-directionalIDMT3

O/Land1E/Lrelays.

5 11KVlines
Non-directionalIDMT2

O/Land1E/Lrelays.
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RelaysforTransformerProtection

VoltageRatio

SL
and RelaysonHV RelaysonLV Common

Capacityof Side Side Relays

Transformer

Differential

Relayor

Overall

3no’sNon-
differential

Relay

Directional

Overflux

O/LRelay

Relay

11/132KV 1noNon-
Buchholz

1 Generator Directional ––

Relay

Transformer E/LRelay

OLTC

and/or

Buchholz

standbyE/F+

Relay

REFRelay

PRVRelay

OT

TripRelay

WTTripRelay
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Differential

Relayor

Overall

3no’sNon-
differential

Relay

Directional

13.8/220KV Overflux

O/LRelay

15.75/220KV Relay

1noNon-
18/400KV Buchholz

2 Directional ––

21/400KV Relay

E/LRelay

Generator OLTC

and/or

Transformer Buchholz

standbyE/F+

Relay

REFRelay

PRVRelay

OT

TripRelay

WTTripRelay

Differential

3no'sNon-
Relay

Overflux

Directional

Relay

O/LRelay
Buchholz
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220/6.6KV 1noNon- 3no’sNon-
Relay

3 Station Directional Directional

OLTC

Transformer E/LRelay O/LRelay

Buchholz

and/or

Relay

standbyE/F+

PRVRelay

REFRelay

OTTripRelay

WTTripRelay

Differential

Relay

Overflux

Relay

Gen- 3no’sNon- 3no’sNon-

Buchholz

Relay
4 volt/6.6KV Directional Directional

OLTC

UAT O/LRelay O/LRelay

Buchholz

Relay

PRVRelay

OTTripRelay

WTTripRelay
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Buchholz

Relay

3no’sO/L 2no’sO/L

OLTC

132/33/11KV Buchholz
5 Relay Relays

upto8MVA Relay

1noE/LRelay 1noE/LRelay PRVRelay

OTTripRelay

WTTripRelay

Differential

Relay

132/33/11KV 3no’sO/L

Buchholz

Relay

above8MVA Relay 3no’sO/L
OLTC

6 & 1no Relay

Buchholz

below31.5 Directional 1noE/LRelay Relay

MVA E/LRelay
PRVRelay

OTTripRelay

WTTripRelay

Differential

Relay

Overflux

3no’sO/L

Relay

Buchholz
132/33KV, Relay 3no’sO/L
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Relay
7 31.5MVA& 1no Relay

OLTC

above Directional 1noE/LRelay Buchholz

E/LRelay
Relay

PRVRelay

OTTripRelay

WTTripRelay

Differential

Relay

220/33KV, 3no’sO/L 3no’sO/L

Overflux

Relay

31.5MVA& Relay Relay
Buchholz

8 50MVA 1no 1no

Relay

220/132KV, Directional Directional

OLTC

100MVA E/LRelay E/LRelay

Buchholz

Relay

PRVRelay
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OTTripRelay

WTTripRelay

Differential

3no’s Relay

Directional Overflux

O/LRelay 3no’s Relay

(with Directional Buchholz

dir.highset) O/LRelay Relay

1no (with OLTC

9
400/220KV Directional dir.highset) Buchholz

315MVA E/Lrelay. 1no Relay

RestrictedE/F Directional PRVRelay

relay E/Lrelay. OTTripRelay

3no’s RestrictedE/F WTTripRelay

Directional relay OverLoad

O/LRelayfor (Alarm)Relay

action
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Pointstoberememberedinthecaseofprotectionof

transformers:

1.NoBuchholzrelayfortransformersbelow500KVAcapacity.

2.Transformersupto1500KVAshallhaveonlyHorngapprotection.

3.Transformersabove1500KVAandupto8000KVAof33/11KVshall
haveonegroupcontrolbreakerontheHVsideandindividualLVcircuit
breakersifthereismorethanonetransformer.

4.Transformersabove8000KVAshallhaveindividualHVandLVcircuit

breakers.

5.TherelaysindicatedaboveshallbeprovidedonHVandLV.

6.LAsaretobeprovidedonHVandLVfortransformersofallcapacities
andvoltageclass.

7.OLTCoutofstepprotectionistobeprovidedwheremasterfollower
schemeisinoperation.

8.Fansfailureandpumpsfailurealarmsaretobeconnected.

9.AlarmsforO.T.,W.T.,Buchholz(MaintankandOLTC)shouldbe
connected.
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OVERCURRENTRELAY

Inanovercurrentrelay,theactuatingisonlycurrent.Thereisonlyone
currentoperatedelementintherelay,novoltagecoiletc.arerequiredto
constructthisprotectiverelay.

WorkingprincipleofOverCurrentRelay

Inanovercurrentrelay,therewouldbeessentiallyacurrentcoil.When

normalcurrentflowsthroughthiscoil,themagneticeffectgeneratedby

thecoilisnotsufficienttomovethemovingelementoftherelay,asin

thisconditiontherestrainingforceisgreaterthandeflectingforce.But

when the currentthrough the coilincreases,the magnetic effect

increases,and aftera certain levelofcurrent,the deflecting force

generatedbythemagneticeffectofthecoil,crossestherestraining

force.Asaresult,themovingelementstartsmovingtochangethe

contactposition in the relay.Although there are differenttypes of

overcurrentrelaysbutbasicworkingprincipleofovercurrentrelayis

moreorlesssameforall.

TypesofOverCurrentRelay

Dependinguponthetimeofoperation,therearevarioustypesofOver
Currentrelays,suchas:

1.Instantaneousovercurrentrelay.

2.Definitetimeovercurrentrelay.

3.Inversetimeovercurrentrelay.

InversetimeovercurrentrelayorsimplyinverseOC relayisagain
subdividedasinversedefiniteminimum time(IDMT),veryinversetime,
extremelyinversetimeovercurrentrelayorOCrelay.
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INSTANTANEOUSOVERCURRENTRELAY

Constructionandworkingprincipleofinstantaneousovercurrentrelayis
quitesimple.

Heregenerallyamagneticcoreiswoundbyacurrentcoil.Apieceofiron

issofittedbyhingesupportandrestrainingspringintherelay,thatwhen

thereisnotsufficientcurrentinthecoil,theNOcontactsremainopen.

Whenthecurrentinthecoilcrossesapresetvalue,theattractiveforce

becomesenoughtopulltheironpiecetowardsthemagneticcore,and

consequently,theNOcontactsgetclosed.

Thepre-setvalueofcurrentintherelaycoilisreferredaspickupsetting

current.Thisrelayisreferredasinstantaneousovercurrentrelay,as

ideally,therelayoperatesassoonasthecurrentinthecoilgetshigher

thanpickupsettingcurrent.Thereisnointentionaltimedelayapplied.

Butthere isalwaysan inherenttimedelaywhich we cannotavoid

practically.Inpractice,theoperatingtimeofaninstantaneousrelayisof

theorderofafewmilliseconds.
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DEFINITETIMEOVERCURRENTRELAY

Thisrelayiscreatedbyapplyingintentionaltimedelayaftercrossing
pickupthevalueofthecurrent.Adefinitetimeovercurrentrelaycanbe
adjustedtoissueatripoutputatanexactamountoftimeafteritpicks
up.Thus,ithasatimesettingadjustmentandpickupadjustment.

INVERSETIMEOVERCURRENTRELAY

Inversetimeisanaturalcharacterofanyinductiontyperotatingdevice.

Here,thespeedofrotationofrotatingpartofthedeviceisfasterifthe

inputcurrentismore.Inotherwords,timeofoperationinverselyvaries

with inputcurrent.This naturalcharacteristic ofelectromechanical

inductiondiscrelayisverysuitableforovercurrentprotection.Ifthefault

is severe,it will clear the fault faster. Although time inverse

characteristicisinherenttoelectromechanicalinductiondiscrelay,the

samecharacteristiccanbeachievedinmicroprocessor-basedrelayalso

byproperprogramming.

INVERSEDEFINITEMINIMUM TIMEOVERCURRENT
RELAYorIDMTO/CRELAY

Idealinversetimecharacteristicscannotbeachieved,inanovercurrent

relay.Asthecurrentinthesystem increases,thesecondarycurrentofthe

currenttransformerisincreased proportionally.The secondarycurrent

enterstherelaycurrentcoil.ButwhentheCTbecomessaturated,there

wouldnotbeafurtherproportionalincreaseofCTsecondarycurrentwith

increasedsystem current.From thisphenomenon,itisclearthatfrom trick

valuetocertainrangeoffaultylevel,aninversetimerelayshowsspecific

inverse characteristic.Butafterthis leveloffault,the CT becomes

saturatedandrelaycurrentdoesnotincreasefurtherwithincreasingfaulty

levelofthesystem.Astherelaycurrentdoesnotincreasefurther,there

wouldnotbeanyfurtherreductionintimeofoperationintherelay.We

define this time as the minimum time of operation. Hence,the

characteristic is inverse in the initialpart,which tends to a definite

minimum
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operatingtimeasthecurrentbecomesveryhigh.Thatiswhytherelayis
referredas"InverseDefiniteMinimum Timeovercurrentrelay"orsimply
"IDMTrelay".

OVERVOLTAGEPROTECTION

Thereisalwaysachanceofsufferinganelectricalpowersystem from

abnormalovervoltages.Theseabnormalovervoltagesmaybecaused

dueto variousreasonssuch assudden interruption ofheavyload,

lightening impulses,switching impulses etc.These over voltage

stressesmaydamageinsulationofvariousequipmentandinsulatorsof

thepowersystem.

These alltypes ofdestructive and non-destructive abnormalover
voltages are eliminated from the system bymeans ofovervoltage
protection.

Voltagesurge

Theovervoltagestressesapplieduponthepowersystem,aregenerally

transientinnature.Transientvoltageorvoltagesurgeisdefinedas

suddensizingofvoltagetoahighpeakinveryshortduration.The

voltagesurgesaretransientinnature,thatmeanstheyexistforvery

shortduration.Themaincauseofthesevoltagesurgesinpower

systemsmayalsobecausedduetoinsulationfailure,arcinggroundand

resonanceetc.

The voltage surges appearin the electricalpowersystem due to

switchingsurge,insulationfailure,arcinggroundandresonancearenot

verylargeinmagnitude.Theseovervoltageshardlycrossthetwiceof

thenormalvoltagelevel.Generally,properinsulationtothedifferent

equivalentofpowersystem issufficienttopreventanydamagedueto

theseovervoltages.Butovervoltagesoccurinthepowersystem dueto

lighteningisveryhigh.Ifovervoltageprotectionisnotprovidedtothe

powersystem,theremaybehighchanceofseveredamage.Henceall

overvoltageprotectiondevicesusedinpowersystem mainlydueto

lighteningsurges.
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Differentcausesofovervoltages:

Switchingimpulseorswitchingsurge

Whennoloadtransmissionlineissuddenlyswitchedon,thevoltageon

the line becomes twice ofnormalsystem voltage.This voltage is

transientinnature.Whenaloadedlineissuddenlyswitchedoffor

interrupted,voltageacrossthelinealsobecomeshighenoughcurrent

choppinginthesystem mainlyduringopeningoperationofairblast

circuitbreaker,causesovervoltageinthesystem.Duringinsulation

failure,aliveconductorissuddenlyearthed.thismayalsobecauseddue

tosuddenovervoltageinthesystem.Ifemfwaveproducedbyalternator

isdistorted,thetroubleofresonancemayoccurdueto5thorhigher

harmonics.Actually,forfrequenciesof5thorhigherharmonics,acritical

situationinthesystem soappears,inductivereactanceofthesystem.

Asthesetworeactancescanceleachotherthesystem becomespurely

resistive.Thisphenomenoniscalledresonanceandatresonancethe

system voltagemaybeincreasedenough.

Butallthese above-mentioned reasonscreate overvoltagesin the
system whicharenotveryhighinmagnitude.

Butovervoltagesurgesappearinthesystem duetolighteningimpulses
areveryhighinamplitudeandhighlydestructive.Theeffectoflightning
impulsehencemustbeavoidedforovervoltageprotectionofpower
system.

Methodsofprotectionagainstlightning

Thesearemainlythreemainmethodsgenerallyusedforprotection
againstlightning.Theyare

1.Earthingscreen
2.Overheadearthwire
3.Lightningarresterorsurgedividers.

EarthingScreen

Earthing screen isgenerallyused overelectricalsubstation.In this

arrangementanetofGIwireismountedoverthesub-station.TheGI

wires,usedforearthingscreenareproperlygroundedthroughdifferent

sub-stationstructures.
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ThisnetworkofgroundedGIwireoverelectricalsub-station,provides
verylowresistancepathtothegroundforlightningstrokes.

Thismethodofhighvoltageprotectionisverysimpleandeconomicbut
themaindrawbackis,itcannotprotectthesystem from travellingwave
whichmayreachtothesub-stationviadifferentfeeders.

OverheadEarthWire

Thismethodofovervoltageprotectionissimilarasearthingscreen.The

onlydifferenceis,anearthingscreenisplacedoveranelectricalsub-

station,whereas,overhead earth wire is placed over electrical

transmissionnetwork.OneortwostrandedGIwiresofsuitablecross-

sectionareplacedoverthetransmissionconductors.TheseGIwiresare

properlygroundedateachtransmissiontower.Theseoverheadground

wiresorearthwiredivertallthelightningstrokestothegroundinstead

ofallowingthem tostrikedirectlyonthetransmissionconductors.

LightningArrester

Thepreviouslydiscussedtwomethods,i.e.earthingscreenandover-

head earthwireareverysuitableforprotecting anelectricalpower

system from directed lightning strokes butsystem from directed

lightning strokes butthese methods cannotprovide anyprotection

againsthighvoltagetravellingwavewhichmaypropagatethroughthe

linetotheequipmentofthesub-station.

Thelightningarresterisadevicewhichprovidesverylow impedance
pathtothegroundforhighvoltagetravellingwaves.

Theconceptofalightningarresterisverysimple.Thisdevicebehaves
like a nonlinearelectricalresistance.The resistance decreases as
voltageincreasesandvice-versa,afteracertainlevelofvoltage.

Thefunctionsofalightningarresterorsurgedividerscanbelistedas

below.

1.Undernormalvoltagelevel,thesedeviceswithstandeasilythesystem
voltageaselectricalinsulatorandprovidenoconductingpathtothe
system current.

2.Onoccurrenceofvoltagesurgeinthesystem,thesedevicesprovide
verylowimpedancepathfortheexcesschargeofthesurgetothe
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ground.

3.Afterconductingthechargesofsurge,to theground,thevoltage
becomes to its normallevel.Then lightning arresterregains its
insulationproperlyand
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preventsregainsitsinsulationpropertyandpreventsfurtherconduction
ofcurrent,totheground.

Therearedifferenttypesoflightningarrestersusedinpowersystem,
suchasrodgaparrester,horngaparrester,multi-gaparrester,expulsion
typeLA,valuetypeLA.

Inadditiontothesethemostcommonlyusedlightningarresterforover
voltageprotectionnow-a-daysgaplessZnO lightningarresterisalso
used.

DIFFERENTIALRELAY

Therelaysused in powersystem protection areofdifferenttypes.
Among them differentialrelay is a very commonly used relay for
protectingtransformersandgeneratorsfrom localizedfaults.

Differentialrelaysareverysensitivetothefaultsoccurredwithinthe

zoneofprotectionbuttheyareleastsensitivetothefaultsthatoccur

outside the protected zone.Mostofthe relays operate when any

quantityexceedsbeyondapredeterminedvalueforexampleovercurrent

relayoperateswhencurrentthroughitexceedspredeterminedvalue.But

the principle ofdifferentialrelayissomewhatdifferent.Itoperates

dependinguponthedifferencebetweentwoormoresimilarelectrical

quantities.

DefinitionofDifferentialRelay

Thedifferentialrelayisonethatoperateswhenthereisadifference
between two ormore similarelectricalquantities exceeds a
predeterminedvalue.In differentialrelayschemecircuit,therearetwo
currentscomefrom twopartsofanelectricalpowercircuit.Thesetwo
currentsmeetatajunctionpoint wherearelaycoilisconnected.
According to KirchhoffCurrentLaw,the resultantcurrentflowing
throughtherelaycoilisnothingbutsummationoftwocurrents,coming
from twodifferentpartsoftheelectricalpowercircuit.Ifthepolarityand
amplitudeofboththecurrentsaresoadjustedthatthephasorsum of
thesetwocurrents,iszeroatnormaloperatingcondition.Therebythere
willbenocurrentflowingthroughtherelaycoilatnormaloperating
conditions.Butdue to anyabnormalityin the powercircuit,ifthis
balanceisbroken,thatmeansthephasorsum ofthesetwocurrentsno
longerremainszeroandtherewillbenon-zerocurrentflowingthrough
therelaycoiltherebyrelaybeingoperated.
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Incurrentdifferentialscheme,therearetwosetsofcurrenttransformer
eachconnectedtoeithersideoftheequipmentprotectedbydifferential
relay.Theratioofthecurrenttransformersaresochosen,thesecondary
currentsofbothcurrenttransformersmatcheseachotherinmagnitude.

The polaritiesofcurrenttransformersare such thatthe secondary

currentoftheseCTsopposeseachother.From thecircuitisclearthat

onlyifanynonzerodifferenceiscreatedbetweenthistosecondary

currents,thenonlythisdifferentialcurrentwillflowthroughtheoperating

coiloftherelay.Ifthisdifferenceismorethanthepeakupvalueofthe

relay,itwilloperatetoopenthecircuitbreakerstoisolatetheprotected

equipmentfrom thesystem.Therelayingelementusedindifferential

relayisattractedarmaturetypeinstantaneouslyrelaysincedifferential

scheme is onlyadapted forclearing the faultinside the protected

equipmentinotherwordsdifferentialrelayshouldclearonlyinternal

faultofthe equipmenthence the protected equipmentshould be

isolatedassoonasanyfaultoccurredinsidetheequipmentitself.They

neednotbeanytimedelayforcoordinationwithotherrelaysinthe

system.

TypesofDifferentialRelay

Therearemainlytwotypesofdifferentialrelaydependinguponthe
principleofoperation.

1.CurrentBalanceDifferentialRelay

2.VoltageBalanceDifferentialRelay

Incurrentdifferentialrelaytwocurrenttransformersarefittedonthe
eithersideoftheequipmenttobeprotected.Thesecondarycircuitsof
CTsareconnectedinseriesinsuchawaythattheycarrysecondaryCT
currentinsamedirection.

TheoperatingcoiloftherelayingelementisconnectedacrosstheCT’s

secondarycircuit.Undernormaloperating conditions,the protected

equipment(eitherpowertransformeroralternator)carries normal

current.Inthissituation,saythesecondarycurrentofCT1isI1and

secondarycurrentofCT2isI2.Itisalsoclearfrom thecircuitthatthe

currentpassingthroughtherelaycoilisnothingbutI1-I2.Aswesaid

earlier,thecurrenttransformer’sratioandpolarityaresochosen,I1=I2,
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hencetherewillbenocurrentflowingthroughtherelay
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coil.Now ifanyfaultoccursintheexternaltothezonecoveredbythe

CTs,faulty current passes through primary of the both current

transformers and thereby secondary currents of both current

transformersremainsameasinthecaseofnormaloperatingconditions.

Therefore,atthatsituationtherelaywillnotbeoperated.Butifany

groundfaultoccurredinsidetheprotectedequipmentasshown,two

secondarycurrentswillbenolongerequal.Atthatcasethedifferential

relayisbeingoperatedtoisolatethefaultyequipment(transformeror

alternator)from thesystem.

Principallythistypeofrelaysystemssuffersfrom somedisadvantages.

1.Theremaybeaprobabilityofmismatchingincableimpedancefrom
CTsecondarytotheremoterelaypanel.

2.Thesepilotcables’capacitancecausesincorrectoperationofthe
relaywhenlargethroughfaultoccursexternaltotheequipment.

3.Accuratematchingofcharacteristicsofcurrenttransformercannot
beachievedhencetheremaybespillcurrentflowingthroughtherelayin
normaloperatingconditions.

PERCENTAGEDIFFERENTIALRELAY

Thisisdesignedtoresponsetothedifferentialcurrentintheterm ofits

fractionalrelationtothecurrentflowingthroughtheprotectedsection.In

thistypeofrelay,therearerestrainingcoilsinadditiontotheoperating

coiloftherelay.Therestrainingcoilsproducetorqueoppositetothe

operatingtorque.Undernormalandthroughfaultconditions,restraining

torqueisgreaterthanoperatingtorque.Therebyrelayremainsinactive.

Wheninternalfaultoccurs,theoperatingforceexceedsthebiasforce

andhencetherelayisoperated.Thisbiasforcecanbeadjustedby

varyingthenumberofturnsontherestrainingcoils.Asshowninthe

figurebelow,ifI1isthesecondarycurrentofCT1andI2isthesecondary

currentofCT2thencurrentthroughtheoperatingcoilisI1– I2and

currentthroughtherestrainingcoilis(I1+I2)/2.Innormalandthrough

faultcondition,torqueproducedbyrestrainingcoilsduetocurrent(I1+

I2)/2isgreaterthantorqueproducedbyoperatingcoilduetocurrentI1–
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I2butininternalfaultyconditionthesebecomeopposite.Andthebias

settingisdefinedastheratioof(I1–I2)to(I1+I2)/2.
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Itis clearfrom the above explanation,greaterthe currentflowing
throughtherestrainingcoils,higherthevalueofthecurrentrequiredfor
operating coilto be operated.The relayis called percentage relay
becausetheoperatingcurrentrequiredtotripcanbeexpressedasa
percentageofthroughcurrent.

CTRatioandConnectionforDifferentialRelay

Thissimplethumbruleisthatthecurrenttransformersonanystar
windingshouldbeconnectedindeltaandthecurrenttransformerson
anydeltawinding should beconnected instar.Thisisso doneto
eliminatezerosequencecurrentintherelaycircuit.

IftheCTsareconnectedinstar,theCTratiowillbeIn/1or5A

CTstobeconnectedindelta,theCTratiowillbeIn/0.5775or5×0.5775

A

VOLTAGEBALANCEDIFFERENTIALRELAY

Inthisarrangementthecurrenttransformersareconnectedeitherside

oftheequipmentinsuchamannerthatEMFinducedinthesecondaryof

both currenttransformers willoppose each other.Thatmeans the

secondaryofthecurrenttransformersfrom bothsidesoftheequipment

areconnectedinserieswithoppositepolarity.Thedifferentialrelaycoil

isinserted somewherein theloop created byseriesconnection of

secondaryofcurrenttransformersasshowninthefigure.Innormal

operatingconditionsandalso inthroughfaultconditions,theEMFs

inducedinbothoftheCTsecondaryareequalandoppositeofeach

otherandhencetherewouldbenocurrentflowingthroughtherelaycoil.

Butas soon as any internalfaultoccurs in the equipmentunder

protection,theseEMFsarenolongerbalancedhencecurrentstarts

flowingthroughtherelaycoiltherebytripscircuitbreaker.

Therearesomedisadvantagesinthevoltagebalancedifferentialrelay

suchasamultitaptransformerconstructionisrequiredtoaccurate

balancebetweencurrenttransformerpairs.Thesystem issuitablefor

protectionofcablesofrelativelyshortlengthotherwisecapacitanceof
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pilotwires disturbs the performance.On long cables the charging

currentwillbesufficienttooperatetherelayevenifaperfectbalanceof

currenttransformerachieved.
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TripCircuitSupervision

UnderElectricalSwitchgear

Therearedifferentcontactsconnectedinseriesalongatripcircuitofan

electricalcircuitbreaker.Theremustbesomesituationwhenthecircuit

breakershouldnottripevenafaultycurrentpassesthroughitspower

contacts.Suchsituationsarelow gaspressureinSF6circuitbreaker,

low airpressure in pneumatic operated circuitbreakeretc.In this

situationthetripcoiloftheCBmustnotbeenergizedtotriptheCB.So,

there mustbe NO contacts associated with gas pressure and air

pressure relays,connected in series with breakertrip coil.Another

schemeoftripcoilisthatitshouldnotbere-energizedoncethecircuit

breakerisopened.ThatisdonebyprovidingoneNOcontactofbreaker

auxiliaryswitchinserieswithtripcoil.Inadditiontothatthetripcircuit

ofaCB hastopassthroughconsiderablenumbersofintermediate

terminalcontactsinrelay,controlpanelandcircuitbreakerkiosk.

So,ifanyoftheintermediatecontactsisdetached,thecircuitbreaker

failstotrip.Notonlythat,ifDCsupplytothetripcircuitfails,theCBwill

nottrip.Toovercomethisabnormalsituation,tripcircuitsupervision

becomesverynecessary.Thefigurebelowshowsthesimplestform of

tripcircuithealthyscheme.Hereaseriescombinationofonelamp,one

pushbottom andoneresistorisconnectedacrosstheprotectiverelay

contactasshown.Inhealthysituationallthecontactsexceptprotective

relaycontactareincloseposition.Nowifpushbottom (PB)ispressed,

the trip circuitsupervision network is completed and lamp glows

indicatingthatthebreakerisreadyfortripping.
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Theaboveschemeisforsupervisionwhilecircuitbreakerisclosed.This
schemeiscalledpostclosesupervision.Thereisanothersupervision
schemewhichiscalledpreandpostclosesupervision.

This trip circuitsupervision scheme is also quite simple.The only

differenceisthathereinthisscheme,oneNCcontactofsameauxiliary

switchisconnectedacrosstheauxiliaryNOcontactofthetripcircuit.

TheauxiliaryNOcontactisclosedwhenCBisclosedandauxiliaryNC

contactisclosedwhenCBisopenandviceversa.Hence,asshownin

the figure below when the circuitbreakerisclosed the trip circuit

supervisionnetworkiscompletedviaauxiliaryNOcontactbutwhenthe

circuitbreakerisopenthesamesupervisionnetworkiscompletedvia

NC contact.Theresistorisusedserieswiththelampforpreventing

unwantedtrippingofcircuitbreakerduetointernalshortcircuitcaused

byfailureofthelamp.

So farwhateverwehavediscussed itisonlyforlocallycontrolled

installation butfora distance controlinstallation,relay system is

necessary.Thefigurebelow showsthetripcircuitsupervisionscheme

whereveraremotesignalisrequired.
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Whentripcircuitishealthyandcircuitbreakerisclosed,relayA is

energized which closes the NO contactA1 and hence relay C is

energized.EnergizedrelayCkeepsNCcontactinopenposition.Nowif

thecircuitbreakerisopen,relayBisenergizedwhichclosesNocontact

B1hencerelayCisenergized.AsCisenergized,itkeepstheNCcontact

C1inopenposition.WhileCBisclosed,ifthereisanydiscontinuityinthe

trip circuitrelay A is de-energized which opens contactA1 and

consequentlyrelayCisde-energizedandwhichmaketheNCcontactC1

in close position and hence alarm circuitis actuated.Trip circuit

supervisionisexperiencedbyrelayBwiththecircuitbreakerisopenina

similarmannerasrelayAwiththecircuitbreakerisclosed.RelaysAand

Caretime-delayedbycopperslugstopreventspuriousalarmsduring

trippingorclosingoperations.Theresistorsaremountedseparately

from the relays and theirvalues are chosen such thatifanyone

componentisinadvertentlyshort-circuited,atrippingoperationwillnot

takeplace.

Thealarm circuitsupplyshouldbeseparatedfrom maintripsupplyso
thatthealarm canbeactuatedeventhetripsupplyfailed.
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INVERSETIMERELAY

Inthistypeofrelays,thetimeofoperationdependsuponthemagnitudeof

actuatingquantity.Ifthemagnitudeofactuatingquantityisveryhigh,the

relayoperationisveryfast.Inotherwords,therelayoperatingtimethatis

time delayin the relayis inverselyproportionalto the magnitude of

actuatingquantity.

Thegeneralcharacteristicsofaninversetimerelayisshownareinfigure

below.

INVERSETIMERELAYCURVE

Here,inthegraphitisclearthat,when,actuatingquantityisOA,the
operatingtimeoftherelayisOA’,whenactuatingquantityisOB,the
relayoperatingtimeisOB’andwhenactuatingquantityisOC,therelay
operatingquantityisOC’.

Inthegraphabove,itisalsoobservedthat,whenactuatingquantityis

lessthanOA,therelayoperatingtimebecomesinfinity,whichmeansfor

actuatingquantitylessthanOA,therelaydoesnotatallactuate.This

minimum value ofactuating quantityforwhich a relayinitiates its

operationisknownaspickupvalueofactuatingquantity.Hereitis

denotedasOA.

Itisalsoseenfrom thegraphthat,whenactuatingquantityapproaches
toinfinityalongxaxistheoperatingtimedoesnotapproachtozero.The
curve
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approaches to an approximately constantoperating time.This is
approximatelyminimum timerequiredtooperatetherelay.

Theinversetimerelay,wheretheactuatingquantityiscurrent,isknown
asinversecurrentrelay.

Inthistypeofrelay,theinversetimeisachievedbyattachingsome
mechanicalaccessoriesintherelay.

Inversetimedelayisachievedininductiondiscrelaybyprovidinga

permanentmagnetinsuchaway,that,whendiscrotates,itcutstheflux

ofpermanentmagnet.Duetothis,currentisinducedinthediscwhich

slowsdownthemovementofthedisc.Asolenoidrelaycanbemade

inversetimerelay,byprovidingapistonandanoildash-pot.Apiston,

attachedtothemovingironplunger,isimmersedinoilinadash-pot.

Whenthesolenoidrelayisactuated,thepistonmovesupwardsalong

withironplunger.

Viscosityofoilslowstheupwardmovementofplunger.Thespeedof

thisupwardmovementagainstgravityalsodependsuponhowstrongly

the solenoid attracts the iron plunger.This attraction force ofthe

solenoiddependsuponthemagnitudeofactuatingcurrent.Hence,time

ofoperationofrelayisinverselyproportionaltoactuatingcurrent.

DEFINITETIMELAGRELAY

Duringrelaycoordinationinelectricalpowersystem protectionscheme,
thereissometimeintentionallyrequired,tooperatesomespecificrelays
aftersomespecifictimedelays.Definitetimelagrelaysarethosewhich
operateafteraspecifictime.

Thetimelagbetweeninstantwhentheactuatingcurrentcrossesthe
pickup leveland the instantwhen relaycontacts finallyclosed,is
constant.Thisdelaydoesnotdependuponmagnitudeofactuating
quantity.Forallactuating quantity,abovepickup values,therelay
operatingtimeisconstant.

INSTANTANEOUSRELAY

Inasimplewayelectricalrelayisshowninthefigureabove.Herethefixed
coilisfedfrom thecircuittobeprotected.Whenthereisacurrentinfixed
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coilabove
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thepickupvalue,theironplungerissoattracted,itmovesupwardand

makesNO contactclosed.Thefunctionofthisrelayisveryfast.The

normallyopen(NO)contactsoftherelayareclosedassoonascurrent

inthefixedcoilcrossesthepickupvalue.Thisisasimplestexampleof

instantaneousrelay.Becauseideallythereisnotimedelaybetweenthe

instantwhenactuatingcurrentcrossesthepickuplevelandtheinstant

ofclosingtheNocontacts.

DefinitionofInstantaneousRelay

Aninstantaneousrelayisoneinwhichthereisnotimedelayprovided

intentionally.More specifically ideally there is no time required to

operatetherelay.Althoughthereissometimedelaywhichcannotbe

avoided.Asthecurrentcoilisaninductor,therewouldbeacertaindelay

toreachthecurrentinthecoiltoitsmaximum value.Thereisalsosome

timerequiredformechanicalmovementplungerintherelay.Thesetime

delaysareinherentintheinstantaneousrelaybutnoothertimedelayis

intentionallyadded.Theserelayscanbeoperatedinlessthan0.1sec.

ExamplesofInstantaneousRelays

There are various types of relay which can be considered as

instantaneousrelay.Suchas,attractedarmaturerelaywhereaniron

plungerisattractedbyanelectromagnettoactuatetherelay.When

attractiveforceoftheelectromagnetcrossesitspickuplevel,theiron

plungerstartsmovetowardsthemagnetandcrossestherelaycontacts.

Themagneticstrengthoftheelectromagnetdependsuponthecurrent

flowsthecoilconductors.

Anotherpopularexampleofinstantaneousrelay,issolenoidtyperelay.
Whencurrentinthesolenoidcrossespickupvalue,thesolenoidattracts
anironplungerwhichmovestoclosetherelaycontacts.

Balancebeam relayisalsoawell-knownexampleofinstantaneousrelay.
Herebalanceofonehorizontallyplacedbeam isdisturbedduetopickup
currentintherelaycoil.Duetounequaltorquesattwoendsofthebeam,
itstartsrotatingagainstthehingeandultimatelyclosesthecontactsof
therelay.
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UNIT-I

THERMALPOWERPLANT

INTRODUCTION

Energyisuniversallyisrecognisedasoneofthemostsignificantinputsforeconomic

growthandhumandevelopment.EverysectorofIndianeconomy-agriculture,industry,

transport,economicalandetc.needsaninputofenergy.Infactthereisacloserelationship

betweentheenergyusedperpersonandhisstandardofliving.

Energycomesindifferentformsinnature,butelectricalenergyoccupiestop

position.Electricitybecomesapartandparcelofhumanlife.Itisthemostconvenientform

ofenergybecauseitcanbegeneratedentirelyinbulktransmittedeconomicallyouralong

distanceandcanbeadoptedconvenientlyinthedomestic,Industrialandagriculturefields.

1.1 THERMALPOWERPLANT:

Itisapowerplantinwhichpowerproducedbyrotatingtheturbinewhichiscoupled

toalternatorbyemployingsteam.Inthermalpowerplantsthesteamisgeneratedby

burningofhugeamountofcoalinboilerfurnace.

1.2 PRINCIPLEOFOPERATION:

(1) Rankincycle.

(2) Reheatcycle.

(3) Regenerativecycle.

1.3 COALTOSTEAMPROCESS:

Coalfromthecoalwagonsisunloadedinthecoalhandlingplant.Thecoalis

transporteduptotherawcoalbunkerswiththehelpofbeltconveyors.Thecoalisthen

transportedtomillsthroughfeederswherethecoalispulverisedtopowderform.This

crushedcoalistotakenawayfromthemilltothefurnacethroughcoalpipeswiththehelp

ofhotandcoldairmixturefromPAfan.PAfantakesatmosphericair,apartofwhichis

senttoairpre-heatersforheatingandwhileapartofairgoesdirectlytothemillfor

temperaturecontrol.AtmosphericairfromFDfanisheatedintheairheatersandsentto

thefurnace.Waterfromtheboilerfeedpumppassesthrougheconomiserandreachesthe

boilerdrum.Waterfromthedrumpassesthroughdowncomersandgoestobottomrising

header.Waterfromthebottomrisingheaderisdividedtoallfoursidesofthefurnace.Due
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toheatanddensitydifferencethewaterraisesupinthefurnace,waterwalltubes.Water

ispartlyconvertedtosteamisseparatedfromwater.Waterfollowsthesameoath,while

thesteamissenttosuperheatersforsuperheating.Thesuperheatersarelocatedinside

thefurnaceandthesteamissuperheater(540degreecentigrade)andfinallyitgoestothe

turbine.

1.4. STEAMTOMECHANICALPOWER:

Asteampipeconveyssteamtotheturbinethroughstopvalvesthatautomatically

regulatethesupplyofthesteamtotheturbine.Steamfromthecontrolvalvesentersthe

high-pressurecylinderoftheturbine.Whereitpassesthrougharingofstationaryblades

fixedtothedirectthesteam intoasecondringofmovingbladesmountedonadisc

securedtotheturbineshaft.Thissecondringturnstheshaftasaresultoftheforceofthe

steam.Thestationaryandmovingbladestogetherconstituteastageoftheturbineandin

practicemanystagesarenecessarysothatcylindercontainsanumberofringsof

stationarybladeswithringsofmovingbladesarrangedbetweenthem.

Thesteampassesthrougheachstageinturnuntilitreachestheendofthehigh-

pressurecylinderandinitspassagesomeofitsheatenergyischangedintomechanical

energy.Thesteamleavingthehigh-pressurecylindergoesbacktotheboilerforreheating

andentersintotheintermediatepressurecylinderthroughHRHlines.Henceitpasses

throughanotherseriesofstationaryandmovingblades.

Finallysteamistakentothelow-pressurecylinderseachofwhichitentersatthe

centreforfollowingoutwardsinoppositedirectionthroughtherowsofturbineblades–an

arrangementisknownasdoubleflowtotheextremitiesofthecylinder.Asthesteamgives

upitsheatenergytodrivetheturbine,itstemperatureandpressurefallanditexpands.

Becauseofitsexpansionthebladesaremuchlargerandlongertowardsthelow-pressure

endsofturbine.

Whenasmuchenergyaspossiblehasbeenextractedfrom thesteam itis

exhausteddirectlytothecondenser.Thisrunsthelengthofthelow-pressurepartofthe

turbineandmaybebeneathoroneithersideofit.Coldwaterfromtheriver,seaorcooling

toweriscirculatedthroughthetubesofthecondenserandasthesteamfromtheturbine

passes

1.5 MECHANICALTOELECTRICALPOWER:

Basicprincipleofelectricalpowergenerationisfromfaraday’slaws.Itsaysthat
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whenaconductorrotatesinmagneticfield,theEMFwillbeinducedintheconductorandis

proportionaltotherateofchangeoffluxlinescutbytheconductorandcapacityofthe

magneticfield.Forhighercapacitiesofthegenerationviceversaprincipleisusedthatis,

theconductorsareplacedconstantlyandthemagneticfieldwillberotating.Magneticfield

isobtainedfrom aseparatesystem calledanexcitationsystem.Excitationsystem is

classifiedintotwotypes,namelystaticexcitationmagneticandbrushlessexcitation.

Magneticfieldwillbegeneratedincircuitandtoobtaintherateofchangeoffluxlines,the

rotorwillberotatedbyasteamturbineataconstantspeed.Thespeedoftheturbineis

determinedbythefrequencyoftheelectricalsystem usedinthecountry.i.e.,50Hz

proportionaltothisthespeedoftheturbineis3000rpm,andatthisspeedatwopole

generatormustbedriventogeneratealternatingcurrentatafrequencyof50cycles/

second.

1.6 ELECTRICALPOWERTRANSMISSION:-

Electricalpowerisusuallyproducedinthestatorwindingoflargemodern

generatorsatabout15.75KVandisfedthroughterminalconnectionstoonesideofa

generator.

Transformerthatstepsupthevoltageto220KVandtransmitted.Now-a-days

powertransmissionsarecarriedoutevenwithahighvoltageof400KVincreasingofa

transmissionvoltagereducethelossesandincreasestheefficiencyoftheoverallsystem.

1.7 ELECTRICALENERGY:-

Theconversionofdifferentformsofenergyavailableinnatureintoelectricalenergy

isknownasgenerationofenergy.Now-a-days,wearegeneratingelectricalenergybyusing

differentformsofenergyavailableinnatureasamechanicalenergy.

Theplacewhereenergyconvertedintoelectricalenergyiscalled“powerplant”.

Thearrangementofpowerplantbasicallyconsistsofprimemoverscoupledtoan

alternator.

Primemover coupling Alternator

Alternatoristhedevicewhichconvertsmechanicalenergyintoelectricalenergy.
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TheimageoftheDr.NarlaTataRaothermalpowerstationisasfollows:

LINEDIAGRAMOFTHERMALPOWERPLANT

1.8 COALDELIVERY:

ThecoalisreceivedfromSingarenicollieriesandfromOrissastate(Talcher).Coal

wagonsarereceivedbyrakesof59wagons.Therailwayenginewillplacetheloadedrake

insidetheVTPS,atasidingpoint(placementpoint)andtakeawaytheemptywagons.Coal

isalsoreceivedinbottom dischargewagons(BOBR-bottom openandbottom rapid

dischargewagons).

1.9 UNLOADING:

Thetypeofunloadingdependsonhowthecoalisreceivedinthermalpowerstation.

(i)Thewagonsareunloadedonatrackhopperandfrom there,fedontothe
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underneathconveyors,bythepaddlefeeders,whichwillscoopthecoalfromthe

hopperplatformontherunningconveyor.

(ii)

Coalfromwagontipplers,trackhopperandreclaimhoppertotheuncrushedcoal

stockyardiscarriedbytheconveyorbelts.Numbersoftransferpointsorjunctiontowers

areprovidedtofeedcoalfromoneconveyortoanotherandtochangethedirectionofcoal

aspertherequirement.

Therearesixnumberunitsof210MW atDr.NTTPSeachunitishavingsixcoal

bunkerseachwithholdingishavingcapacityof500MTs.Totalcoalrequiredforallthesix

unitsisabout21,000MTs/day.Total7numbercoalrakesarerequiredforDr.NTTPSperday.

Coalstockrequirementforabout10daysisalsoshallhavetobeusedduring

emergency,whencoalwagonsarenotreceivedanydayduetoanyproblemontherailway

tracksorcoalmines.
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UNIT-2

COALHANDLINGPLANT

2.1.COALPREPERATIONPLANT:-

Thecoalbeforefeedingtothecombustionchamberitshouldbepreparedasperthe

standardsi.e.,sizingofcoal,dryingandremovingtheironparticles.

 Coalpreparationplantincludesthefollowingequipment;

(i) Wagontipplers

(ii) Vibratingfeeders

(iii) Conveyorbelts

(iv) Coalcrushers

(v) Electromagneticseparators

(vi) Dustextractionsystem

(vii)Gasejector

 WAGONTIPPLERS:-

Thesearethegainmachineshavinggearboxesassemblyandareusedtounload

thecoalwagonsintocoalhoppersinverylesstime.

 VIBRATINGFEEDERS:-

Theseareelectromagneticvibratingfeeders.Thisequipmentisusedforcontrolled

removalofcoalfromcoalhoppers.

 CONVEYORBELTS:-

Thesearesyntheticrubberbeltswhichmoveonmetallicrollers.Theseareusedfor

shiftingofcoalfromoneplacetoanotherplace.

 COALCRUSHERS:-

Itreceivesthecoalintheformofoddshapedlumps.Theselumpsaretobecrushed

torequiredsize.Theselumpsarecrushedbycrushers.

 ELECTROMAGNETICSEPERATOR:-

Electromagnetsareusedforremovingofironandmagneticimpuritiesfromthecoal.
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 DUSTEXTRACTIONSYSTEM:-

Thesesystemsprovidedatthebunkerleveltoremovealltypesofpoisonousand

non-poisonousgasesfromtheworkingarea.

 GASEXTRACTOR:-

Gasextractorsareprovidedatthebunkerleveltoremovealltypesofpoisonous

andnon-poisonousgasesfromtheworkingarea.

 STEAMGENERATINGPLANT:-

Thesteamgeneratingplantconsistsofaboilerandotherauxiliaryequipmentforthe

utilisationoffluegases.

2.2 BOILER:-

Theheatisdevelopedduetothecombustionofcoalisutilisedintheboilerfor

convertingthewaterintosteamathightemperatureandpressure.Thefluegasesfromthe

boilerwillflowthroughsuperheater,economiserandairpreheatersandfinallyexhausted

totheatmospherethroughthechimney.

Theheatisdevelopedduetothecombustionofcoalisutilisedintheboilerfor

convertingthewaterintosteamathightemperatureandpressure.Thefluegasesfromthe

boilerwillflowthroughsuperheater,economiserandairpreheaterandfinallyexhaustedto

theatmospherethroughthechimney.

 SUPERHEATERS;

Thesteamproducedfromtheboileriswetandifthissteampassesthroughthe

steamturbinecausesturbinemaygetdamaged.Inordertoavoidthisconditionthesteam

producedfromtheboilerisfurtherheatedofsuperheater.

 ECONOMISER;

Aneconomiserisessentiallyafeedwaterheater.Thefeedwaterisfedtothe

economiserbeforesupplyingtotheboiler.Themainfunctionofeconomiseristoincrease

thetemperatureoffeedwaterbyutilisingtheheatfromthefluegases.

AIRPREHEATER;

Itisplacedinbetweenboilerandeconomiser.Itincreasesthetemperatureoftheair

suppliedforcoalburningbydeliveringheatfrom thegases.Airisdrawnfrom the

atmospherebyforceddraughtfanandispassedthroughairpreheaterbeforesupplyingto
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theboilerfurnace.Theairpre-heaterextractheatfromthefluegasesandincreasesthe

temperatureofairusedforcoalcombustion.

STEAMTURBINE;

A steam turbineisarotatingmachinewhichconvertsenergyofsteam into

mechanicalenergy.

 TURBINEEFFICIENCY;

Tominimiseturbineefficiencythesteamisexpandedduringwork,inanumberof

stages.Thesestagesarecharacterisedbyhoetheenergyisextractedfromthemandare

knownaseitherimpulseorreactionturbines.Moststeamturbinesuseamixtureofthe

reactionandimpulsedesigns;eachstagebehaveseitheroneortheother,buttheoverall

turbineusesboth.Typically,higherpressuresectionsarereactiontypeandlowerpressure

stageareimpulsetype.

 ALTERNATOR;

Analternatoriscoupledonthesameshaftoftheturbinewhichconvertsheatfrom

steamintoelectricalenergy.

 EXCITER;

Exciterisnothingbutadcgenerator.Itsmainfunctionistosupplydcpowertothe

fieldsystemrotor.Thesearemountedonthesameshaftofthealternator.Thecapacityof

exciterisabout0.5to0.3%ofthealternatorcapacity.

2.3 INSTRUMENTATIONEQUIPMENT:-

Thedifferentinstrumentsusedmaybeofelectricalandmechanicaltype.

Mechanicaltypeinstrumentsareusedformeasuringthetemperatureofoil,pressure,air

pressure,ashlevel,coalleveletc.Theelectricalequipmentismainlyusedasammeters,

voltmeters,wattmeters,powerfactormeters,KVARmeters,synchroscope,relays,

trivectormetersandmaximumdemandindicatorsetc.

2.4ELECTROSTATICPRECIPITATOR(ESP):-

Itismaincomponentinthermalpowerplant.Itisusedtoabsorbtheashparticles

fromfluegasorbyproductgasesgoingthroughchimneyintoatmosphere.

WORKING:-
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Itworksontheprincipleofstaticelectricityproducedonplates(positive)produced.

Themagneticcharges(dustparticles)areabsorbedbyproducingapositivecharge

inanodicplatesthroughoutthepathofthegases.

2.5CHIMNEY

Itistheequipmentthroughwhichthefluegasesareexposedtoatmosphere.

2.6COOLINGTOWER;

Allthecoolingmanagementmodehere,steamfromtheoutofturbinecooledhere

andmadeintowaterandthatwateragainusedforgenerationofsteaminboiler

2.7TRANSFORMER;

Theseareastaticacmachine,whichtransferstheelectricalpowerfrom one

electricalcircuittoanotherelectriccircuitwithsamefrequency.Itworksonmutual

inductionprinciple.Largescalegenerationofelectricpowerisusually3-phaseat13.2to

33KV.Transmissionisgenerallyaccomplishedathighervoltagesof1332KV(or700kv)for

whichtransformersareessentialtostepupthegeneratorvoltage.Nextatloadcentresis

steppeddownto66kv,33kv,11kvand440vor230v.
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UNIT-3

DR.NARLATATARAOTHERMALPOWERSTATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION:-

Theelectricityhasbecomeanessentialcommodityratherthanluxurynowaday.

Inastateorregionthermalpowerstationswillbecomeimportant,arehydroresourcesare

inadequate.Theconceptofmodelthermalpowerstationisthatitshouldbesituatedat

suchaplacethatthebasicrequirementsofthefuels,waterandlandshouldbesatisfied.

Dr.NarlaTataRaothermalpowerstationisacondensingtypethermalpowerplant.

Dr.NTTPSistheprestigiousentityofAPGENCOPVT.Ltd.Dr.NTTPSislocatedonleftbank

ofriverKrishnaand16kmawayfromnorthsideofVijayawadacity.Thetotalareaofdr.

NTTPSis2567acresincludingashpond.

Inthisplantbituminouscoalasaprimaryfuelisburntinthepresenceofoxygenand

chemicalenergywithanefficiencyof34.6%.Amongalltypesofpowerstations,themost

reliableanduninterruptedcontinuouspowersupplyispossibleonlyfromthermalpower

stationssuchasVijayawadathermalpowerstationwhichisthesecondlargestcapacityin

AP.

3.2 FEATURESOFDr.NTTPS:-

 Threestages,each2of210MW,total6unitswithatotalcapacityof1260MW.

 Primaryfueliscoal,eachunitrequires3000tons\day.

 INPUTS:-coal,oil,andwater

 OUTPUTS:-electricalpower,ashandfluegases.

3.3 PLANTSPECIFICATIONS:-

Type :Thermalpowerplant.

Capacity :1,760MW

Units :7units,6unitseachofcapacity210MW&anotherunitcapacity500MW.

Fuel :mainfuelandcoal.

Supporting:highspeeddieseloil.

3.4 LOADSPECIFICATIONS

 Power:210MW
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Current:9000amps

Voltage:15.75KV

 Power :500MW

Current:16166amps

Voltage:21.6KV

3.5 POWERGENERATIONINDR.NTTPS:-

Thefundamentalformsofenergywithwhichthermalstationsareprincipally

concernedwithareheadandwork.Heatproducesworkandthisworkisfurtherconverted

intoelectricalenergythroughamediumelectricalgeneratorisshowninbelowfigure.For

thepurposeofunderstandingthermalpowerplant,thephenomenaofthermodynamic

powercycleisexplainedhereunder.

1.Rankincycle

2.Reheatcycle

3.Re-generativecycle

WorkingprincipleofDr.NarlaTataRaothermalpowerplantis

3.5.1 RANKINCYCLE:-

Thecycleisthesimplesttheoreticalvapourcycle,whichisthebasisforoperationof

asteamplant.Superheatersteamfromtheboilerisfedintoprimemoverandisexpanded

thereafterwhichitentersthecondenseemergingascondensate.Whichthehelpofa
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pumpthiscondensateisagainfedintoboiler.

Themainpurposeofsuperheatingthesteam andsupplyingtotheprime

moversistoavoidtoomuchwetnessattheendofexpansion.Moisturecontentofsteam

wouldresultinunduebladecorrosion.Themaximumwetnessinthefinalstagethatmay

betoleratedwithoutanyappreciableharmtotheturbineisabout12%alsotheuseofsuper

heaterinaboilerhelpsinreducingthestacktemperaturebyextractingheatfromtheflue

gasesbeforethesearepassedoutofthechimney.

TheefficiencyoftheRankincycleis

EfficiencyofRankin=Went\Q

EFFECTSOFOPERATINGCONDITIONSONRANKINCYCLEEFFICIENCY:-

THERANKINCYCLEEFFICIENCYCANBEINCREASEDBY:-

 INCREASINGBOILERPRESSURE

Ithasbeenobservedthatbyincreasingtheboilerpressure(otherfactsremaining

thesame)thecycletendstoriseandreachesamaximum valueataboiler

pressureofabout166bars.

 SUPERHEATING;

Allotherfactorsremainingthesame,ifthesteamissuperheatingbeforeallowingit

toexpandingtheRankincycleefficiencymaybeincreased.Theuseofsuperheater

steamalsoensureslongerturbinebladelifebecauseoftheabsenceoferosionfrom
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highvelocitywaterparticles.Thatissuspendedinvapour.

 REDUCINGCONDENSERPRESSURE;

Efficiencyofplantisimprovedbyreducingthecondenserpressureespeciallyin

highvacuum.Buttheincreaseinefficiencyisobtainedattheincreasedcostof

condensationapparatus.

3.5.2 REHEATCYCLE:-

Initssimplestform,thecycleinvolveswithdrawingthesteamfromtheturbineat

someintermediatestagereturningittothesteam generatorwhereaseparatesuper

heaterisprovidedinthegaspathforthereducersheatingthesteam.Itisreintroducedinto

theturbineblade.Itreducesthewetnessofthesteamatsomefinalstageandimproved

theefficiencyofthecycle.

EfficiencyofRankin=[(h1-h2)-(h3-h4)-wp]/[((h1-hf4)+(h3-h4))-wp]

3.5.3 RE-GENERATIVECYCLE:-

ThecycleisanattempttoinducereversibilityintheordinaryRankincycleandthus

toincreaseefficiencythemixingofcondensatewiththesaturatedsteam andwater

mixtureintheboilerconstitutetheirreversibilitybyheatingthefeedwaterneartothe

saturationtemperaturethroughtheutilisationofheatofsteamwhichispartiallyexpanded

intheprimemover.Sincethispurposeisthethermalgenerationofcondensatethecycleis

knownasregeneration.

Thepowerstationinvolvesnumberofprocessforattainingthedifferentenergy

levels.Subbituminouscoalasinputfuelandelectricalenergyisbeingextractedasoutput.

3.6 Workingofthermalplant:-

Outlineofthermalpowerstationisshowninbelowfigureeachunitconsistsone

boiler,oneturbineandonegenerator.Coalistransportedtotheplantfromtrainsbymeans

oftransport.Thehugeamountofcoaliscrushedintosmallpiecesandissuppliedtothe

millsthroughconveyorsystem.Inthemillthesepiecesarepulverizetofinepowder.Hotair

whichiscalledasprimaryairissuppliedtothemilltoabsorbmoistureinthecoalpowder

andtransmitcoalpowderintotheboiler.Andthechemicalenergypresentinthecoalis
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convertedintoheatenergy.Inordertoensureproperandcompletecombustionsecondary

airissuppliedthroughforceddraughtfan.Waterfromtheboilerpumpscirculatesinthe

waterwalltubesthatarelocatedinsidetheboiler.Theheatenergyistransmittedby

meansofconvectionaradiationprincipleandwaterinthewaterwalltubesconvertedinto

steambyabsorbingheatenergy.

Steamgeneratedintheboilerissuppliedtoaturbine.Intheturbineheatenergyis

convertedintomechanicalenergyusingRankincycleandsteamexpandsandcondensesin

thecondenser.Thecondensedwaterwillbepreheatedandsuppliedtotheboilerbyfeed

pumps.Turbineiscoupledtothegeneratorandinthegeneratormechanicalenergyis

convertedintoelectricalenergy.Inboilers,aftercombustionofcoalashandfluegasesare

formedandtheywereevacuatedusedinduceddraughtfan(IDfan).Thetemperatureof

gasisaround800degreecentigrade.Thehightemperatureoffluegasesisfurther

absorbedbypreheatingwater,primaryairandsecondaryair.Inordertoavoidecological

problemfluegasesalongwithasharepassedthroughelectrostaticprecipitatorwhereash

isfilteredandfluegasesataround130degreecentigradeareliberatedtheatmosphere.

Layoutofthermalpowerplant

3.7 THERMALPOWERPLANT:-

Inthermalpowerplantsteamgeneratedindifferentwaystheyarecoal-fired,solar

andbio-mass,etc.

Coal-firedthermalpowerplantoperationisshowninabovefigure.Inthisthermal
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powerplantaresteam generatedincoalarefired,thencoalfiredupto540degree

centigradetemperatureandpressureincreasedin150kg/cm.square.Unitoverviewof

thermalpowerplantis;
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UNIT-4

DIFFERENTPARTSOFDR.NTTPS

4.1 Componentsofthermalpowerplant:-

 Coalconveyor

 Stackerreclaimer

 Pulveriser

 Boiler

 Coalash

 Airpreheater

 Electrostaticprecipitator

 Smokestack

 Turbine

 Condenser

 Transformers

 Coolingtowers

 Generator

 Highvoltagepowerlines

4.2 COALCONVEYOR:-

Thisisabelttypeofarrangementwiththiscoalistransportedfromcoalstorage

placeinpowerplanttothenearbyboiler.Thediagramoftheconveyorbeltisasshown

below
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4.3 STACKERRECLAIMER:-

Thecoalwhichisbroughtnearbyboilerhastoputinboilerfurnacecombustion.This

stockerisamechanicaldeviceforfeedingcoaltofurnaceshowninthebelowfigure

4.4 PULVERISER:-

Thecoalisputintotheboilerafterpulverisation.Forthispulveriserisused.A

pulveriserisadeviceforgrindingcoalforcombustioninfurnaceinapowerplant.

4.4.1.Typesofpulverisers:-

(a)Ballandtubemill:

Ballmillisapulveriserthatconsistsofahorizontalrotatingcylinder,uptothree

diametersinlength,containingchargeoftumblingorcascadingsteelballs,pebbles

orrods.Tubemillisarevolvingcylinderisofuptofivediametersinlengthusedfor
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finepulverisationofore,rackandothersuchmaterial;thematerialmixedwiththe

water,isfedintothechamberfromoneend,andpassesouttheotherendasslime.

(b)Ringandball:

Thetypeconsistsoftworingseparatedbyalargeballs,thelowerringrotates,

whiletheupperringpassesdownontheballsviaasetofspringandadjuster

assemblies.Coalisintroducedatcentreorsideatthepulveriser(dependingupon

thedesign)andisgroundasthelowerringrotatescausingtheballstoorbit

betweentheupperandlowerrings.Thecoaliscarriedoutofthemillbytheflowof

airmovingthroughit.Thesizeofthecoalparticlesreleasedfromthegrindersection

ofthemillsisdeterminedbyaclassifierseparator.Thesemillsaretypically

producedbyB&W(BabcockandWilcox).

4.5 BOILER:-

Nowthatpulverisedcoalisputintheboilerfurnace.Boilerisanenclosedvesselin

whichiswaterisheatedandcirculateduntilthewateristurnedintosteamattherequired

pressure.Thelayoutofboilerisshownbelow
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Coalisburnedinsidethecombustionchamberoftheboiler.Theproductsof

combustionarenothingbutgaseswhichareathightemperaturevaporizethewaterinside

theboilertosteam.Sometimesthissteamisfurtherheatedinasuperheaterashigherthe

steampressureandtemperaturethegreaterefficiencytheenginewillhaveinconverting

theheatinsteamintomechanicalwork.Thissteamathighpressureandtemperatureis

useddirectlyasaheatingmediumorasaworkingfuelinprimemovertoconvertthermal

energytomechanicalwork,whichinturnmaybeconvertedintoelectricalenergy.

Althoughotherfluidsaresometimesusedforthispurpose,waterisbyfarthemost

commonbecauseofitseconomyandsuitablethermodynamiccharacteristics.Theexternal

diagramofboileris;

4.6.CLASSIFICATIONOFBOLERS:-

Boilersareclassifiedas:-

4.6.1 FIRETUBEBOILERS: -

Infiretubeboilers hot gases are

passedthroughthetubes and water

surrounds these tubes. Thesearesimple,

compact and rugged in construction.

Dependingonwhetherthe tubes are
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verticalorhorizontal.Thesearefurtherclassifiedasverticalandhorizontaltubeboilers.So

theycan’tmeetquicklythechangesinsteamdemand.Highpressuresofsteamarenot

possible,maximum pressurethatcanbeattainedisabout17.5kg/sq.cm duetolarge

quantityofwaterinthedrainitrequiresmoretimeforsteamrising.Thesteamattainedis

generallywet,economicalforlowpressures.Theoutputoftheboilerisalsolimited

4.6.2 WATERTUBEBOILERS:-

Intheseboilerswaterisinsidethetubesandhotgasesareoutsidethetubes.They

consistofdrumsandtubes.Theymaycontainanynumberofdrums.Feedwaterentersthe

boilertoonedrum.Thiswatercirculatesthroughthetubesconnectedexternaltodrums.

Hotgaseswhichsurroundthesetubeswillconvertthewaterintubesintosteamispassed

throughthetubesandcollectedatthetopofthedrumsinceitisoflightweight.Sothe

drumstoressteamandwater(upperdrum).Theentiresteamiscollectedinonedrumand

itistakenoutfromthere.Asthemovementofwaterinthewatertubesishigh,sorateof

heattransfersalsobecomeshighresultingingreaterefficiency.Theyproducehigh

pressure,easilyaccessibleandcanrespondquicklytochangesinsteamdemand.These

arealsoclassifiedasverticalandhorizontalandinclinedtubesdependinguponthe

arrangementofthetubes.Thesearelessweightandlessliabletoexpansionwecanattain

pressureashighas125kg/sq.cmandtemperaturesfrom315to575centigrade.

4.7.HEATER:-

Mostofthemodernboileronehavingsuperheaterandreheaterarrangement.

Superheaterisacomponentofasteamgeneratingunitinwhichsteam,afterithasleftthe

boilerdrum,isheatedaboveitssaturationtemperature.Theamountofsuperheataddedto
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thesteamisinfluencedbythelocation,arrangementandamountofsuperheatersurface

installed,aswellastheratingoftheboiler.Thesuperheatermayconsistofoneormore

stagesoftubebanksarrangedtoeffectivelytransferheatfromthecombustion.Super

heatersareclassifiedasconvectionradiantorcombinationofthese.Theexternalshapeof

superheaterisshowninthebelowdiagram.

4.8 SUPERHEATER:-

Someoftheheatofsuperheatersteamisusedtorotatetheturbinewhereit

lossessomeofitsenergy.Reheaterisalsoasteamboilercomponentinwhichheatisadded

tothisintermediatepressuresteam,whichhasgiventosomeofitsenergyinexpansion

throughthehighpressureturbine.Thesteamafterreheatingisusedtorotatethesecond

steamturbinewheretheheatisconvertedintomechanicalenergy.

4.9 CONDENSER:

Steamafterrotatingsteamturbinecomestocondenserrefersheretotheshelland

tubeheatexchange(orsurfacecondenser)installedattheoutletofeverysteamturbine

ofthermalpowerstationutilitycompaniesgenerallyasshowinfig.Thesecondensersare

heatexchangewhichconvertssteamfromisgaseoustoitsliquidstatealsoknownas

phasetransition.Insodoing,thelatentheatofsteamisgivenoutinsidethecondenser

wherewaterisinshortsupplyanaircooledcondenserisoftenused.Acooledcondenser

howeversignificantmoreexpensiveandcannotachieveaslow asteam turbine

backpressure(andthereforelesseffective)asasurfacecondenser.Thepurposeisto
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condensetheoutlet(orexhaust)steamfromsteamturbinetoobtainmaximumefficiency

andalsotogetthecondensersteam intheform ofpurewater,otherwiseknownas

condensate,backtosteamgeneratororboilerasboilerfeedwater.

4.10 COOLINGTOWER:

Thecondenserwaterformedinthecondenseraftercondensationisinitiallyhigh

temperature.Thishotwaterispassedtocoolingtowers.Itisatowerorbuildinglikedevice

inwhichatmosphericaircirculatesindirectorindirectcontactwithwarmerwaterandthe

wateristherebycooledasshowninthefig.Acoolingtowermayservesastheheatsinkin

aconventionalthermodynamicprocesssuchasrefrigerationorsteampowergeneration

andwhenitisconvenientordesirabletomakesfinalheattransferredfluid,givesupheatto

atmosphereairandthuscooledisrecalculatedthroughthesystem,affordingeconomical

operationoftheprocess.

Twobasictypesofcoolingtowersarecommonlyused.Onetransfertheheatfrom

warmer watertocoolairmainly

by an evaporationheattransfer

processand is known as the

evaporation orwetcoolingwater.

Evaporative
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coolingtowerareclassifiedaccordingtothemeansemployedforproducingaircirculation

throughthem.Atmosphericnaturaldraftandmechanicaldraft.Theothertransfertheheat

fromwarmerwatertocoolerairbyasensibleheattransferprocessandisknownasthe

non-evaporationordrycoolingtower.

Nonevaporativecoolingtowerareclassifiedasair-cooledcondensersandasair-

cooledheatexchangers,andarefurtherclassifiedbythemeansusedforproducingair

circulationthroughthem.Thesetwobasictypesaresometimescombined,withthecooling

processgenerallyusedinparallelorseparately,andarethenknownaswetdrycooling

towers.

Evaluationofcoolingtowersperformanceisbasedoncoolingofspecifiedquantity

ofwaterthroughthegivenrangeandtoaspecifiedtemperatureapproachtothewet-bulb

ordry-bulbtemperatureforwhichthetowerisdesigned,becauseexactdesigncondition

arerarelyexperiencedinoperation,estimatedperformancescurvesarefrequently

preparedforspecificinstallation,andprovideameansforacomprisingthemeasured

performancewithdesignconditions.

Therearethreetypesofcoolingtowers:

(i)Mechanicaldraftcoolingtower.

(ii)Induceddraftcoolingtower.

(iii)Counterflow.

(iv)Crossflow.

(v)Forceddraftcoolingtower.

4.11 ECONOMIZER:-

Fluegasescomingoutoftheboilercarrylotofheat.Functionofeconomizeristo

recoversomeoftheheatfromtheheatcarriedawayinthefluegasesupthechimneyand

utilizeforheatingthefeedwatertotheboiler.Itisplacedinthepassageoffluegasesin

betweentheexitfromtheboilerandtheentrytothechimney.Theuseofeconomizer

resultsinsavingcoalconsumption,increaseinsteamingrateandhighboilerefficiencybut

needsextrainvestmentandincreaseinmaintainedcostandfloorrequiredfortheplant.

Thisisusedinallmodernplants.Inthisalargenumberofsmalldiameterthinwalledtubes

areplacedbetweentwoheaders.Feedwaterentersthetubethroughoneheaderand

leavesthroughtheother.Thefluegasesflowoutsidethetubesusuallyincounterflow.
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4.12 AIRPREHEATERS:-

Thereamingheatoffluegasesisutilizedbyairpreheateritisadeviseusedin

steamboilerstotransferheatfromthefluegasestothecombustionairbeforetheair

entriesthefurnace.Alsoknownasairheater,air-heatingsystem.Itisnotshowninthelay

out.Butitiskeptataplacenearbywheretheairentriesintotheboiler.

Thepurposeofairheateristorecovertheheatfromthefluegasfromtheboilerto

improvetheboilerefficiencybyburningwarmairwhichincreasescombustionefficiency,

andreducingusefulheatlostfromthefuel.Asaconsequence,thegasesarealsosentto

thechimneyorstackatalowertemperature,allowingsimplifieddesignoftheductingand

stack.Italsoallowscontroloverthetemperatureofgasesleavingthestack(tomeet

emissions,regulations)forexample.Afterextractingheatfluegasesarepassedtoelectro

staticprecipitator.

4.13 ELECTROSTATICPRECIPITATOR(ESP):-

Itisadevisewhichremovesdustorotherfinelydividedparticlesfromfluegases

bychargingtheparticlesinductivelywithanelectricfield,thenattractingthemtohighly

collectorplates.Alsoknownasprecipitator.Theprocessdependsontwosteps.Inthefirst

streamthesuspensionpassesthroughelectricdischarge(coronadischarge)areawhere

ionizationofthegasoccurstheionsproducedcollidewiththesuspendedparticlesand

conferontheanelectriccharge.Thechargedparticlesdrifttowardsanelectrodeof
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oppositesignandaredepositedontheelectrodewherethereelectricchargeisutilized.The

phenomenonwouldbemorecorrectlydesignatedaselectrodepositionfromthegasphase.

Theuseofelectrostaticprecipitatorhasbecomecommoninnumerousindustrial

applications.Amongtheadvantagesoftheelectrostaticprecipitatorsareitsabilityto

handlelargevolumesofgas,atelevatedtemperatureifnecessary,withreasonablesmall

dropandremovalofparticlesinthemicrometerrange.

4.13.1 SOMEAPPLICATIONSOFESPARE:-

 Removalofdirtfromfluegasesinsteamplants.

 Cleaningofairtoremovefungiandbacteriainestablishmentsproducingantibiotic

andotherdrugsandinoperatingrooms.

 Cleaningofairinventilationandairconditioningsystem.

 Removalofoilmistsinmachineshopsandacidmistsinchemicalprocessplants.

 Cleaningofblastfurnacegases.

 Recoveryofvariablematerialssuchasoxidesofcopper,lead,andtin.

 Separationofretilefromzincchromiumsand.

4.14 SMOKESTACK:-

Achimneyisasystem forventinghotfluegasesorsmokefrom boiler,stove,
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furnaceorfireplacetotheoutsideatmosphere.Theyaretypicallyalmostverticalto

ensurethatthehotgasesflowsmoothly,drawingairintothecombustionthroughthe

chimneyeffect.Thespaceinsideachimneyiscalledaflue.Chimneymaybefoundin

building,steamlocomotivesandships.IntheUS,thetermsmokestack(colloquially,stack)

isalsousedwhenreferringtolocomotiveschimneys.

Thetermfunnelisgenerallyusedforshipchimneyinsometimesusedtoreferto

locomotivechimneys.Chimneysarealltoincreasetheirdrawofairforcombustionandto

dispersepolitenessinthefluegasesoveragreaterareasoastoreducethepollutant

concentrationincompliancewithregulateorotherlimits.

4.15.GENERATOR:-

Analternatorisanelectromechanicaldevicethatconvertsmechanicalenergyto

alternatingcurrentelectricalenergy.Mostalternatorsusearotatingmagneticfield.

Differentgeometricssuchasalinearalternatorforusewithsterlingenginesarealso

occasionallyusedinprincipally,anyacgeneratorcanbecalledanalternatorbutusually

thewordreferstorotatingmachinesdrivenbyautomotiveandotherinternalcombustion

engines.
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4.16 TRANSFORMER:-

Itisadevicethattransferelectricalenergyfromonealternatingcurrentcircuitto

oneormorethanothercircuits,eitherincreasing(steppingup)orreducing(steppingdown)

thevoltage.Usesfortransformersincludereducingthelinevoltagetooperatelowvoltage

devices(doorbellsortoyelectrictrains)andraisingthevoltagesfromelectricgenerators

sothatelectricpowercanbetransmittedoveralongdistance.Transformersactthrough

electromagneticinduction;currentintheprimarycoilinducescurrentinthesecondarycoil.

Thesecondaryvoltageiscalculatedbymultiplyingtheprimaryvoltagebytheratioofthe

numberofturnsinthesecondarycoiltothatintheprimary.

Aturbineissuppliedwithsuperheated90bara/450degreecentigrade.

Theexhaustisat0.06bara(partialvacuum)and10%wet.

Saturatedtemperature=36.2degreecentigrade.

4.17 DEEPLYABOUTSTAGE-1:-

In1ststageofDr.NTTPShaving6Divisions.

(1)Instrumentationandcontrollers(I&C)

(2)Coalhandlingplant(CHP)

(3)Boilermaintenance(BM)

(4)Turbinemaintenance(TM)
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(5)CommonAuxiliariesMaintenance(CAM)

(6)Electricalmaintenance(EM&MRT)

4.17.1 Instrumentationandcontrol:-

ThemainpurposeofIandCistomeasuretheparameterslikepressure,velocity,

quantityandflowofamaterial.Andtomeasuretheseparameters.Someinstrumentsare

required.

Theyare

(i) Scanners

(ii) Thermocouples

(iii) Pressuretransmitter\Pressuregauge

(iv) Nocoalflap

(v) Loadcell

(vi) Tachometer

(i)Scanners:-

Thescanneristodetailsthepresenceoflightandtomeasuretheintensityof

lightingtheboilerandalsosentasignaltounitcontrolboard.

(ii)Thermocouples:-

Thisdeviceisusedtomeasurethetemperatureinvariousplaces,likeincoal

pipelines,andbaringtemperature.Theexternaldiagram ofitisshowninbelow

figure
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(iii)Pressuregauge:-

Pressuregaugeisusedfortomeasuretheairpressure

(iv)Nocoalflap:-

Itisusedtodeterminetheamountofcoalonconveyoranditgivesanalarmwhen

loadexceedstothemaximumvalue.

(v)Loadcell:-

Loadcellisusedtomeasurethequantityofcoalontheconveyorbelt.

(vi)Tachometer:-

Tachometerisusedtomeasurethespeedofthebeltmotor

4.17.2 Controlvalves:-

(i)Solenoidvalves:-

o OilValve.

o SteamValve.

o ScavengerValve.

(ii)Primaryvalves:-

o ElectricalValve.
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o PneumaticValve : Itworkswithwater.

o HydraulicValve : ItworkswithOil.

(iii)Sootblowingdrainvalve.

 HPVC- HighPressurevalvecontrol.

 LPVC - LowPressurevalvecontrol.

 BVC - Boilvalvecontrolroom.

 TVC -TurbineValvecontrolroom.

 HONV– Heavyoilnossilvalve.

4.18.Coalhandlingplant:-

CoalisbroughtfromTalcherandsingarenicoalmineswhichareintheformoflarge

rocks.Soitisreducedtoasizeof20mm.Whichiscalledcrushingprocess.Thecrushed

coalissentintobunkersbyaconveyerbelt,whichfedtomills.

4.18.1.Crusherhouse:-

(i)Surgehopperfloor

(ii)Vibratingscreenfloor

(iii)Beltfeederfloor

(iv)Crusherhosefloor

Thediagramofcrushingmachineisshowninabovefigure

Thecapacityofvibratingfeederisfor3rdstage–400T/hr
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Therearetwotypesofserviceforcoalfedintothegrid.

Theyare:

(i) BOXN.type

(ii) BOBR:BottomopenedBogierapid.

4.19 Boilermaintenance:-

Thisdivisionismaintenancetheboileraccessoriesboilermountings.Boiler

components,millsanditsmotor.Auxiliaryreducermotor,Reduceroilunitmotor,PAfan,FD

fan,andIDfan.

 Boileraccessories:

(i) Feedpump

(ii) Superhealer

(iii) Economizer

(iv) Airpreheater

4.19.1 Typesofboilermountings:-

1.Waterlevelindicator(watergauge)

2.Pressuregauge

3.Fusibleplug

4.Blowoffcock

5.Values

4.19.2 Boilercomponents:

1.Wagwalltubes

2.Headers

3.Superheatercoils

4.Economisercoils

4.19.3 Ballmill:-

Coalfrombunkersisfeedtomillfrombothsides.Eachmillwillconsistoflargeiron

ballsweightingabout90tones.Allthisstagescoalismadeintofinepowder.Whichislifted

intoclassifier.TherearethreemillsnamelyAB,CDandEFoutofwhichtwomillsarein
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serviceandoneisstandby.

Ateachmill,wehaveprimaryairheaderpressurecontrolandmilloutlet

temperaturecontrol.

Themillair/coalflowdiagramis

4.19.4 Fan:-

(i)Primaryairfan:

Thisisusedtoliftthepulverizedcoalintotheboiler

(ii)Forceddraughtfan:

Thisisusedtogivesufficientairtothefurnacesforpurposeofgoodcombustion.

(iii)Induceddraughtfan:

Itisusedtoremovethegasesinthefurnacesandtomaintainnegativepressurein

thefurnaces.

4.20 Commonaccessoriesmaintenance:

ThisdivisionmaintainstheCW pump,rawwaterpumps,HPpumps,BCW pump

house,FuelOilPumphouse,Ashdisposalsystem,compressorhouse,ESPandAC

Plant.

 CWpumps:-

Thesepumpsareusedtocondensatethesteam,itmeansreducethetemperature

ofsteamandgetconvertedintowater.

 Rawwaterpumps:-
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Rawwaterpumpsareusedtopumpedorliftingofwaterfrom pumphouseto

clarifierhouse.

 HPpumps:-

Thesepumpsareserveorliftingofwatertotheasppumphouseandbottomashing

ESPforashdisposal.

 BCWpumphouse:-

InBCWpumphousewaterisstoredandwaterispurifiedbyAulam.

 Ashdisposalsystem:-

TheBottom Ash,coarseAshandflyAshledtothecommonslurrysumpare

pumpedtothedisposalareabymeansofslurrypumpsetsanddisposallines.Four

numberofidenticalstreams,consistingofthreenumberofslurrypumpsconnected

inseries,connectedtothreeno.Slurrydisposallines.Outoffourstreamsprovided

twostreamsruncontinuouslyforboththeunitsandtheremainingtwostreams

serveasstandby.

Ashslurrysump,whichiscommonforboththeunits,isaRCCtankwithfour

compartmentsoneforeachofthepumpstream.Agitatingnozzlesprovidedinthe

sumpskeepsthesolidsinslurryinfloatingslate.

Disposalpipinghasspecialcouplingjointstoensureeasyinperiodicalrotationofthe

pipesforuniformwear.

 ACPlant:-

ACcompressorisrequiredtocoolingpurposeofUCB.UCBiscooledbyAC

compressorsbecauseofreducesheattemperature.

 Electrostaticprecipitator(ESP):-

Theelectrostaticprecipitatorutilizeselectrostaticforcetoseparatedustparticles

fromthegastobecleaned.TheElectrostaticprecipitatoressentiallyconsistsoftwo

setsofelectrodescalled“collectingElectrodesand“EmittingElectrodes”.The

collectingelectrodesaremadeupofsteelsheetpressedtoaspecialprofileandthe

emittingelectrodesareathinwiredrawntohelicalform.Aunidirectionalhigh

voltageisappliedbetweentheseelectrodes,connectingitspositivepolarityto

collectingelectrodeswhicharealsoearthed.Thedustleadenfluegasfromboiler
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passesbetweenrowsofcollectinganddischargeelectrodes.Thedustparticles

experienceaforce,whichcausestheparticlestomovetowardsthecollecting

electrodesandfinallygetdepositedonthem.Theparticlesthenfedintothehopper

atthebottom.

 Hoppers:-

Thesearepyramidalshapetoensureeasyflowofdustdowntohopper.

 CollectingElectrodes:-

Thesearemadeupof1.6mmcoldrolledmildsteelplates.Theseareprovidedwith

hooksattheirtopedgeforsuspension.Allthecollectingplatesinarrowareheldin

positionbyashockbaratthebottom.Theshockbarisspacedbyguides.

 EmittingElectrodes:-

Theseareofathinwiredrawntoahelicalformandarelocatedcentrallybetween

collectingelectrodecurtains.Theemittingelectrodesystemissupportedbyfour

supportinsulators.

4.21.Turbinemaintenance:-

ThisdivisionmaintainstheBoilerfeedpumps,condensateextractionpumps,

condenser,coolingtowersandTurbine.

 Boilerfeedpump(BFP):-

TheBFP’ssendwatertotheboilerswithveryhighpressure.Thesearevery

powerfulpumpswithaveryhighpressureofaround180kg/cm2.Sothesteam

enteringtheturbinehasapressureof150kg/cm2outofthesethreepumps,two

areinserviceandoneisstandbyDuetopumpaction,thereisalsoarisein

temperatureoftwothreedegreecentigrade.HereBFPre-circulationcontrolis

providedifwaterdoesnotflowthroughthesepumpscontinuously.Theimageofthe

boilerfeedpumpis
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 Condenserextractionpumps(CEP’s):-

Becausethenegativepressure,waterincondenseristobeextractedfromhotwell

tode-arator.ThesethreeCEP’sforeachunit.Thesepumpspumpthewaterintothe

waterheaterwithapressureof20kg/cm2.

 Condenser:-

Coolingwateriscirculatedthroughtubesincondenser.Theworkedoutsteamfrom

LPTgetcooledandcondenseintowater.Makeupwaterisaddedtothis.The

condenserwatercollectsinhotwell.

 Turbine:-

Turbineisconvertsheatenergytomechanicalenergy.Itconsistsof3parts.High

pressureTurbine,IntermediatepressureturbineandLowpressureturbinewith

varyingpressure.

 Highpressureturbine(HPT):-

ThemainsteamisintroducedintoHPTanditworksbyrotatingshaft.Asaresult,

thetemperatureofsteamdropsat350°Candpressureat34kg/cm2satoutletis

calledreheatline.

 Intermediatepressureturbine(IPT):-

Thereheatsteamwithatemperatureof5400Candapressureof34kg/cm2is

introducedintotheIPT,unlikeHPTwheresteamexpandsinonedirection,inLPT

steamexpandsinbothdirections,whenissteamisintroducedinthemiddle,the

outletsteamofIPThasatemperatureof3200Candpressureof6kg/cm2.

 LowpressureTurbine(LPT):-

TheoutletsteamofIPTisdirectlyintroducedintotheLPT.Outoftheworktobe
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donetogenerate210MW,20%ofitisdoneinHPT,30%inLPTand50%inLPT.Thus

LPTextractsmaximumworkfromsteam.Thesteamlosesitsenergyandissucked

intocondenserbymaintaininganegativepressureof– 0.9kg/cm2.The

temperatureisaround500C.OutletsteamofLPThasatemperature460Canda

pressure-0.9kg/cm2.

Thehighpressureturbine,intermediatepressureturbineandlowpressureturbine

aremountedonacommonshaftwhichiscoupledtotherotorofalternator.As

steamflowsthroughthem.Theshaftasaresultofconversionofheatenergyof

steamintomechanicalenergy.

Reheaterstakeheatfromthelowpressureturbine,intermediatepressureturbines

andhighpressureturbinesfromvariousextractionpointsontheturbine.

4.22Electricalmaintenance(EM&MRT):-

ThisdivisionmaintainstheallelectricalequipmentlikeGenerators,Motors,

Transformers,Relays,Circuitbreakers,Isolatorsetc.

 Generators:-
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Generatorofthealternatorasitisusuallycalledistheelectricalendofaturbo

generatorset.Itisacylindricalpolesynchronousgenerator.Generatorconverts

mechanicalenergytoelectricalenergy,andtheoutputisanACthegenerationof

electricityisbasedontheprincipleofelectromagneticinduction.

 MaincomponentsofGenerator:-

(i) Stator

(ii) Rotor

(iii) Statorframe

(iv) Statorcore

(v) Statorwinding

(vi) Rotorshaft

(vii) Rotorwinding

 220KVSwitchyard:-

Thepowergeneratedwillbesenttotheswitchyardthroughagenerator

transformer.Thepowerwillbegeneratedat21KVof15.75KVandwillbestepped

upto220KVthroughageneratortransformerandtakentothe220KVswitchyard

fromwhereitwillbeexportedtodifferentstationsthroughthetransmissionlines.

Theexternaldiagramoftheswitchyardisasfollows;

 Theswitchyardwillhavethefollowingfeatures:-

Bus– 1,Bus– 2andBYPASSBusarrangementswithbuscouplersfor

sectionalisation.Thetworegularbuseswillbeequallyloadedandthebypassbus

willbekeptchangedandavailabletotransferanyfeederontothis,incaseofany

problemwithitsbreaker.Thusbypassbusisacommonbusforallfeeders.There

willbebypassbreakeralsotoserveasafeederbreakerwheneveranyfeederis

transferredontothebypassbus.Thelayoutofswitchyardis
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4.23 ALTERNATORFAULTS:-

4.23.1CLASSIFICATIONOFFAULTS:-

Thefollowingarethevarioustypesoffaultsthatcanoccuronanalternator.

Theyare.

 Statorwindingfaults

 Rotorwindingfaults

 Abnormalrunningconditions

4.23.1.1STATORWINDINGFAULTS;

Thesefaultsoccurmainlyduetotheinsulationfailureofthestatorwindings

Themaintypesofstatorwindingfaultsare

1.phase-phasefault

2.Phasetogroundfaults

3.Interturnfaults

4.24 Generatorprotection:-

Protectionofthegeneratoristhemostcomplexandelaboratesthereasonsbeingthe

following

1.Generatorisalargemachineanditisconnectedtobusbars.
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2.Excitationsystem,primemover,voltageregulate,coolingsystem,etc.

3.Itiscostlyandanimportantequipment.

4.24.1CLASSIFICATIONSOFPROTECTIONS

Theseareclassifiedintothreetypes

Theyare

1. Class-c:Allfaultsoccurringinthegridaffectingtheunitwheretheunitcanbe

isolatedfromthegridbuttheprimemoverandauxiliariesretainedfor

synchronisingtheunitbacktogridattheearliest.

2.Class-b:Allfaultsoccurringintheprimemoversorauxiliarieswheresaveshut

downtoptheunitispossible.

3.Class-a:Allfaultsdetectedwithintheunitandauxiliariesdirectlyconnected

tounitwhenintheentireunitwithitsauxiliariesandprimemovershastobe

shutdowninstantly.
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Unit-5

NAMEPLATESDETAILSOFDIFFERENTCOMPONENTS

5.1 SpecificationsofBFP:-

No.ofstages : 6

Quantityofwater : 350T/hr.

Feedwatertemperature : 164.20C

Net.Weightofpump : 5830kg

Motoroutput : 4000kW

Ratedvoltage : 6.6kV

Current : 421Amps

Speed : 1483rpm

Frequency : 50Hz

Powerfactor : 0.914

5.2 Technicaldataofcondensateextractionpump(CEP):-

Pump(Q) : 28/m/hr

H : 20/MCW

Motorcapacity : 225kW

Speed : 1489RPM

Voltage : 6.6KV

Current : 25.5Amps

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50Hz

Typeofconnection : (Star)

5.3 Fansratings

5.3.1 PAfanmotordetails:-

Type : DAZO15-44-4PT

Capacity : 1250KW

Speed : 1483RPM

Statorvoltage : 6600V

Statorcurrent : 132A

Ambienttemperature : 500C
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Typeofconnection : (Star,star)

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50HZ

Powerfactor : 0.88

Weightofmotor : 7750kg

Duty : continuous

5.3.2 FDfanmotordetails:-

Type : DAZO-13-60-4PT

Capacity : 750kW

Speed : 1487RPM

Statorvoltage : 6,600V

Statorcurrent : 86.3A

Typeofmotor : squirrelcagemotor

Weightofmotor : 5,600kg

Typeofconnection : (star,star)

Phase : 3-

Frequency : 50Hz

Powerfactor : 0.875

5.3.3 IDFanmotordetails:-

Type : 1K120m63

Typeofmotor : Squirrelcagemotor

Capacity : 1300kW

Phase : 3-

Statorvoltage : 6,600V

Statorcurrent : 140.5A

Frequency : 50Hz

Speed : 740RPM

Typeofconnection : (Star,star)

Weightofmotor : 13000kg

Duty : continuous

Anti-CondensationData:-

Voltage : 240vDCor1- C

Power : 0.6KW

5.4 Technicaldataof210MWTurbine:-
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Mainsteampressure : 150kg/cm2

Mainsteamtemperature : 5350C

Fullloadsteamflow : 641T/hr

No.ofextractions : 6

No.ofstagesHot : 1x25

IPT : 2x20

LPT : 2x8

Weightofturbine : 480tones

Frequencyband : 37.5to51.5

Height : 661.4mm

Overalllength : 16.175metres

Width : 10.6metres

5.5 NAMEPLATEDETAILSOFGENERATOR:

Rateddata Turbo Main Pilot

And generator exciter exciter

Outputs

Apparent 247KVA - 15KVA

Power(KVA)

Activepower 500MW 832 -

Current 9.054KA 2600A 4gA

Voltage 15.75KV+ 320v 220v+22v

787.5v

Frequency 50Hz 50Hz 50Hz

Powerfactor 0.85 - -

Innerconnection YY - -

Ofstatorwinding

H2pressure 2bar - -

Continuous

Permissible - -

Constant

UNbalancedloan 8%

Ratedfieldcurrent 2080A - -

Forratedoutput

Ratedfieldvoltage 270v
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NAMEPLATEDETAILSOFGENERATOR

5.6 SAFETYPRECAUTIONS:-

1.Everypersonshallusesafetyhelmetandshoesintheplantpremises.

2.Flammablematerialshallbestoredseparatelywithgoodventilationarrangementand

protectfromhotsunandheatsource

3.Flooropeningsandexcavatedpitsshallbebarricadedtoeliminatetheriskoffallof

persons.

4.Avoidskinleyscomingintocontactwithchemicalsifcontactoccursflushtheaffected

areawithgoodcleancoolwaterforatleast15minutes.

5.Wearingoflooseclothingshouldbeavoidedthewipingragsshouldnotallowedto

hangfromthepockets.Thiswillleadtogettingtrappedinrotatingmachinery.

6.Gascylindersshallbestoredinawell-Ventilatedplaceandavoidfromexternalheat

source,directsunlight,combustiblesandCorrosivematerials.

7.Noportableelectricallightoranyotherappliancesofvoltageexceeding24voltsshall

bepermittedforuseinsideanychamber,tankpipeorotherconfinedspace.
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CONCLUSION

Ilearntthewayofworkinanorganizationtheimportanceofbeingpunctual,the

importanceofmaximum commitmentandtheimportanceofteam spirit.Thetraining

program havingthreedestinationswasalotmoreusefulthanstayingatoneplace

throughoutthewholeperiod.Inmyopinion.Ihavegainedlotsofknowledgeandexperience.

ThetrainingthatIreceivedatDr.NTTPSwasdealonapplyingtheknowledge.Ihaveagain

atourcollage.Learningsomethingfrombooksandlecturesisnothinglikehavingfirst-hand

experience.AtDr.NTTPSIgottoapplymyElectricalengineeringknowledgeandalso

programmingknowledge.

Thecompanygivesthefullfreedomforthetraineetogetasufficienttraining.The

traineesareallowedtoaskanddoanythingrelevanttothetraining.Engineers’alwaysvery

enthusiasticongivingusthebesttrainingexperience.

Duringmytrainingatindustrialwasabletodevelopmyselfinmanyaspectsboth

technicalandpractical.Iwasplacedatstage-IIIinallsub-divisionslikeBM,I&C,TM,CAM,

EM&MRTandCHPdivisionsetcofthecompanywhereIwasabletocoveralotofareas

regardingpowergeneration.
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                                  ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence, the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices 

in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and 

can be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used 

to transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ 

are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power 

the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family 

in terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with 

FTDI USB to Serial driver chip.  
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 There are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino 

Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can 

be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the 

board to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that comes with a 

number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins 

and based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and 

number of instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the 

voltage under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs 

up in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear 

everything up in the program and starts the program right from the 

beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast interface required 

to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into 

the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the 

header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be 

configured to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF 

pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code.  
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external 

power source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V 

based on the requirement of the project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through 

pin 13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will 

turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different 

than 5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. 

If a voltage is provided through power jack, it can be accessed through 

this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V 

pin is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up 

using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the 

board on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 

5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can 

damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of 

resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the 

board. A shield is used to read the voltage across this pin which then 

select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are 

configured to provided 8-bit output PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 

11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the 

help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external 

interrupts. An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other other 

Arduino boards, microcontrollers and computer. The Atmega328 placed 

on the board provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the 

transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross-

platform application called IDE written in Java. The AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtin 

bootloader that sets you free from using a separate burner to upload the 

program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System  
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 Digital Electronics and Robotics 

 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display. 
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2 BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment display 

you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2;  
 //d = 3;  
 //c = 4;  
 //g = 5;  
 //f = 6;  
 //a = 7;  
 //b = 8;  
                   
int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0},  
                 {1,1,0,1,1,1,0},  
                 {0,0,1,0,1,0,0},  
                 {1,0,0,0,1,0,0},  
                 {1,1,0,0,0,1,0},  
                 {1,0,0,0,0,0,1},  
                 {0,0,0,0,0,1,1},  
                 {1,1,0,1,1,0,0},  
                 {0,0,0,0,0,0,0},  
                 {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}   
         };  
void setup()   
{  
pinMode(2,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(3,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(4,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(5,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(6,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(7,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(8,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(9,OUTPUT);  
digitalWrite(2,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(3,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(4,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(5,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(6,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(7,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(8,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(9,HIGH);  
}  
void loop()  
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{  
for(int i=0;i<10;i++)  
{  
 for(int j=0;j<7;j++)  
 {  
  digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]);  
 }  
  delay(1000);  
 }  
} 

 

  
3.4 Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful in general purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project, we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display. We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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                                  ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence, the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices 

in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and 

can be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used 

to transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ 

are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power 

the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family 

in terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with 

FTDI USB to Serial driver chip.  
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 There are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino 

Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can 

be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the 

board to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that comes with a 

number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins 

and based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and 

number of instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the 

voltage under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs 

up in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear 

everything up in the program and starts the program right from the 

beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast interface required 

to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into 

the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the 

header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be 

configured to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF 

pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code.  
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external 

power source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V 

based on the requirement of the project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through 

pin 13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will 

turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different 

than 5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. 

If a voltage is provided through power jack, it can be accessed through 

this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V 

pin is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up 

using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the 

board on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 

5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can 

damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of 

resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the 

board. A shield is used to read the voltage across this pin which then 

select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are 

configured to provided 8-bit output PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 

11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the 

help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external 

interrupts. An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other other 

Arduino boards, microcontrollers and computer. The Atmega328 placed 

on the board provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the 

transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross-

platform application called IDE written in Java. The AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtin 

bootloader that sets you free from using a separate burner to upload the 

program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System  
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 Digital Electronics and Robotics 

 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display. 
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2 BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment display 

you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2;  
 //d = 3;  
 //c = 4;  
 //g = 5;  
 //f = 6;  
 //a = 7;  
 //b = 8;  
                   
int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0},  
                 {1,1,0,1,1,1,0},  
                 {0,0,1,0,1,0,0},  
                 {1,0,0,0,1,0,0},  
                 {1,1,0,0,0,1,0},  
                 {1,0,0,0,0,0,1},  
                 {0,0,0,0,0,1,1},  
                 {1,1,0,1,1,0,0},  
                 {0,0,0,0,0,0,0},  
                 {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}   
         };  
void setup()   
{  
pinMode(2,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(3,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(4,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(5,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(6,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(7,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(8,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(9,OUTPUT);  
digitalWrite(2,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(3,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(4,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(5,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(6,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(7,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(8,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(9,HIGH);  
}  
void loop()  
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{  
for(int i=0;i<10;i++)  
{  
 for(int j=0;j<7;j++)  
 {  
  digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]);  
 }  
  delay(1000);  
 }  
} 

 

  
3.4 Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful in general purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project, we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display. We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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UNIT-I

RELAYHARDWARECIRCUITS

1.1 RELAY:

Arelayisanelectromagneticswitchthatisusedtoturnonandturnoffa

circuitbyalowpowersignal,orwhereseveralcircuitsmustbecontrolledbyone

signal. 

Weknowthatmostofthehigh-endindustrialapplicationdeviceshaverelays

fortheireffectiveworking.Relaysaresimpleswitcheswhichareoperatedboth

electricallyandmechanically.Relaysconsistofanelectromagnetandasetof

contacts.Theswitchingmechanism iscarriedoutwiththehelpoftheelectromagnet.

Therearealsootheroperatingprinciplesforitsworking.Buttheydifferaccordingto

theirapplications.Mostofthedeviceshavetheapplicationofrelays.

1.2 RELAYUSES:

Themainoperationofarelaycomesinplaceswhereonlyalow-powersignal

canbeusedtocontrolacircuit.Itisalsousedinplaceswhereonlyonesignalcanbe

usedtocontrolalotofcircuits.Theapplicationofrelaysstartedduringtheinvention

oftelephones.Theyplayedanimportantroleinswitchingcallsintelephone

exchanges.Theywerealsousedinlongdistancetelegraphy.Theywereusedto

switchthesignalcomingfrom onesourcetoanotherdestination.Aftertheinvention

ofcomputers,theywerealsousedtoperform Booleanandotherlogicaloperations.

Thehigh-endapplicationsofrelaysrequirehighpowertobedrivenbyelectric

motorsandsoon.Suchrelaysarecalledcontactors.

1.3 RELAYDESIGN:

Thereareonlyfourmainpartsinarelay.Theyare

1.Electromagnet

2.MovableArmature

3.Switchpointcontacts

4.Spring

Thefiguresgivenbelowshowtheactualdesignofasimplerelay.
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RelayConstruction

Itisanelectro-magneticrelaywithawirecoil,surroundedbyanironcore.A

pathofverylowreluctanceforthemagneticfluxisprovidedforthemovable

armatureandalsotheswitchpointcontacts. Themovablearmatureisconnectedto
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theyokewhichismechanicallyconnectedtotheswitchpointcontacts.Theseparts

aresafelyheldwiththehelpofaspring.Thespringisusedtoproduceanairgapin

thecircuitwhentherelaybecomesde-energized.

1.4 RELAYWORKING:

Therelayfunctioncanbebetterunderstoodbyexplainingthefollowing

diagram givenbelow.

RelayDesign

Thediagram showsaninnersectiondiagram ofarelay.Anironcoreis

surroundedbyacontrolcoil.Asshown,thepowersourceisgiventothe
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electromagnetthroughacontrolswitchandthroughcontactstotheload.When

currentstartsflowingthroughthecontrolcoil,theelectromagnetstartsenergizing

andthusintensifiesthemagneticfield.Thus,theuppercontactarm startstobe

attractedtothelowerfixedarm andthusclosesthecontactscausingashortcircuit

forthepowertotheload.Ontheotherhand,iftherelaywasalreadyde-energized

whenthecontactswereclosed,thenthecontactmoveoppositelyandmakeanopen

circuit.

Assoonasthecoilcurrentisoff,themovablearmaturewillbereturnedbya

forcebacktoitsinitialposition.Thisforcewillbealmostequaltohalfthestrengthof

themagneticforce.Thisforceismainlyprovidedbytwofactors.Theyarethespring

andalsogravity.

Relaysaremainlymadefortwobasicoperations.Oneislowvoltage

applicationandtheotherishighvoltage.Forlowvoltageapplications,more

preferencewillbegiventoreducethenoiseofthewholecircuit.Forhighvoltage

applications,theyaremainlydesignedtoreduceaphenomenoncalledarcing.

Wehaveaddedtherelaydiagram inthesectionbelowtoensuretheclear

understandingofrelaywiringandrelaycircuitsalongwiththeirworking.

 

Thediagram shedsfocusontheinternalsectionoftherelayinthecircuit.Thereis

anironcoredelimitedwiththecontrolcoin.Thepowersourceconnectswith

electromagnetthroughloadcontactsandacontrolswitch.Whenenergyissupplyto

thecircuitthroughthecontrolcoil,magneticfieldsintensifiesgiventhe
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commencementofenergizing.Thisway,uppercontactarmsgetsattractedbythe

lowerfixedarm whichclosesthecontactsleadingtotheshortcircuit.However,if

therelaywasde-energized,anopencircuitiscreatedwiththeoppositemovementof

thecontact.

Oncethecoilcurrentgoesoff,amovablearmatureisforcebacktotheinitial

position,andtheforceisequaltohalfofthemagneticforceandelectricstrength.

Themainreasonsbehindthisforceincludegravityandspring.

Therelaysperform twobasicfunctions,suchashighvoltageapplicationandlow

voltageapplication.Inthecaseofhighvoltage,arcingisreducedwhileinthelow

voltageapplications,overallcircuitnoiseisreducedtoaminimum.

1.5 RelayWiring

  Theserelaydiagramsfocusonthewiringconfigurationina2-polerelaycircuit.

Oneisthesquare,andtheotheroneisround,buttheirfunctioningissimilartoeach

other.Thecoilwirewillconnecttopin2andpinsevenonthesocketforthewiring.

Inthediagram givenbelow,L1(hot)goestotheclosedswitchwhichsignifiesthe

currentapplicationuntiltheswitchisopen.TheL1willbehottotheSTARTswitch,

andwhentheswitchispressed, L1leadstoMasterControlRay andsupplythe

charge. 

 Now,releasetheSTARTbutton,andthecurrentwillstartflowingaroundtheopen

STARTswitch.Toswitchoffthelight,wepressontheSTOPbutton,anditwillde-

energizethecoil.OncetheSTOPbuttonisletoff,theSTARTbuttonwillbe

depressed,andthisiswhatrelaycircuitisallabout!
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1.5 RELAYBASICS:

Thebasicsforalltherelaysarethesame.Lookata4–pinrelayshownbelow.

Therearetwocolorsshown.Thegreencolorrepresentsthecontrolcircuitandthe

redcolorrepresentstheloadcircuit.Asmallcontrolcoilisconnectedontothe

controlcircuit.Aswitchisconnectedtotheload.Thisswitchiscontrolledbythecoil

inthecontrolcircuit.Nowletustakethedifferentstepsthatoccurinarelay.

EnergizedRelay(ON)

Asshowninthecircuit,thecurrentflowingthroughthecoilsrepresentedby

pins1and3causesamagneticfieldtobearoused.Thismagneticfieldcausesthe

closingofthepins2and4.Thustheswitchplaysanimportantroleintherelay

working.Asitisapartoftheloadcircuit,itisusedtocontrolanelectricalcircuitthat

isconnectedtoit.Thus,whentheelectricalrelayinenergizedthecurrentflowwillbe

throughthepins2and4.
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EnergizedRelay(ON)

De–EnergizedRelay(OFF)

Assoonasthecurrentflowstopsthroughpins1and3,therelayswitchopens

andthustheopencircuitpreventsthecurrentflowthroughpins2and4.Thusthe

relaybecomesde-energizedandthusinoffposition.

De-EnergizedRelay(OFF)

Insimple,whenavoltageisappliedtopin1,theelectromagnetactivates,

causingamagneticfieldtobedeveloped,whichgoesontoclosethepins2and4

causingaclosedcircuit.Whenthereisnovoltageonpin1,therewillbeno

electromagneticforceandthusnomagneticfield.Thus,theswitchesremainopen.
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1.6 POLEANDTHROW:

Relayshavetheexactworkingofaswitch.So,thesameconceptisalso

applied.Arelayissaidtoswitchoneormorepoles.Eachpolehascontactsthatcan

bethrowninmainlythreeways.Theyare

NormallyOpenContact(NO) –NOcontactisalsocalledamakecontact.It

closesthecircuitwhentherelayisactivated.Itdisconnectsthecircuitwhenthe

relayisinactive.

NormallyClosedContact(NC) –NCcontactisalsoknownasbreakcontact.

ThisisoppositetotheNOcontact.Whentherelayisactivated,thecircuit

disconnects.Whentherelayisdeactivated,thecircuitconnects.

Change-over(CO)/Double-throw(DT)Contacts –Thistypeofcontactsis

usedtocontroltwotypesofcircuits.TheyareusedtocontrolaNOcontactandaNC

contactwithacommonterminal.Accordingtotheirtypetheyarecalledbythe

names breakbeforemaking and makebeforebreak contacts.

Relayscanbeusedtocontrolseveralcircuitsbyjustonesignal.Arelay

switchesoneormorepoles,eachofwhosecontactscanbethrownbyenergizing

thecoil.

Relaysarealsonamedwithdesignationslike

SinglePoleSingleThrow(SPST) –TheSPSTrelayhasatotaloffour

terminals.Outofthesetwoterminalscanbeconnectedordisconnected.Theother

twoterminalsareneededforthecoiltobeconnected.

SinglePoleDoubleThrow(SPDT) –TheSPDTrelayhasatotaloffive

terminals.Outofthesetwoarethecoilterminals.Acommonterminalisalso

includedwhichconnectstoeitheroftwoothers.

DoublePoleSingleThrow(DPST) –TheDPSTrelayhasatotalofsix

terminals.Theseterminalsarefurtherdividedintotwopairs.Thus,theycanactas

twoSPST’swhichareactuatedbyasinglecoil.Outofthesixterminalstwoofthem

arecoilterminals.

DoublePoleDoubleThrow(DPDT) –TheDPDTrelayisthebiggestofall.It

hasmainlyeightrelayterminals.Outofthesetworowsaredesignedtobechange

overterminals.TheyaredesignedtoactastwoSPDTrelayswhichareactuatedbya
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singlecoil.

1.7 RELAYTYPES:

Relaysaretheswitcheswhichaim atclosingandopeningthecircuits

electronicallyaswellaselectromechanically.Itcontrolstheopeningandclosingof

thecircuitcontactsofanelectroniccircuit.Whentherelaycontactisopen(NO),the

relayisnotenergizingwiththeopencontact.However,ifitisclosed(NC),therelayis

notenergizegiventheclosedcontact.However,whenenergy(electricityorcharge)

issupplied,thestatesarepronetochange.

Relaysarenormallyusedinthe controlpanels,manufacturingandbuilding

automation tocontrolthepoweralongwithswitchingthesmallercurrentvaluesina

controlcircuit.However,thesupplyofamplifyingeffectcanhelpcontrolthelarge

amperesandvoltagesbecauseiflowvoltageisappliedtotherelaycoil,alarge

voltagecanbeswitchedbythecontacts.

Ifpreventiverelaysarebeingused,itcandetectovercurrent,overload,undercurrent,

andreversecurrenttoensuretheprotectionofelectronicequipment.Lastbutnot

theleast;itisusedtoheattheelements,switchonaudiblealarms,switchthe
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startingcoils,andpilotsthelights.

Inadditiontotheelectromechanicalandelectromagneticrelay,thereisawide

varietyofrelayswithdifferentworkingprinciples,principlesofoperationandpolarity.

 ElectrothermalRelay–Whentwodifferentmaterialgetsincontact,bimetallicstrip

isformed,andwhenitisenergized,itbends.Thisbendingallowstheuserstomake

contactconnections

ElectromechanicalRelay–Whendifferentmechanicalpartsareconnectedbasedon

theelectromagnet,contactconnectionisestablished

SolidStateRelay–Thisrelayusessemiconductordevicestomakeaconnectionto

ensuretheeffectiveness,efficiency,andeasinessoftheswitchingspeed.Thisis

commonlyusedfortworeasons:faster-switchingprocessanddurability

HybridRelay–Itisthenamegiventothesolid-stateandelectromechanicalrelays

RelayTypesasPerthePolarity

PolarizedRelay–Theserelaysareidenticaltoelectromechanicalrelaysexceptfor

thepresenceofelectromagnetandapermanentmagnet.Withthisrelay,the

armaturemovementisbasedontheinputpolarityappliedtothecoalandis

commonlyapplicableintelegraphicallypurposes

Non-polarizedRelay–Therearenopolaritiesinthisrelay,anditexecutesnochange

withthealterationoftheinputsignal

WeallareawareoftheTVremotesonwhichwecanpressonebuttontomakea

function,relaysworksimilarlytothat.Relaysareusedtoeliminatethedirectlinkof

userswithelectronicequipmenttoprotectthem forexpectedhighvoltages. Ifthe

vastindustriesarefocused,theyareusingthebiggercapacityrelaystooptimizethe

motorsandpumpsoperation.

Thecommonpurposeofrelayscanbeunderstoodbyanalyzingtheheadlightturnon.

Theheadlightswitchingbuttoncanbefoundonthecardashboard,andifmoved,

theysupplythesmallvalueofcurrenttothecoilwhichresultsincontactorswitching

on.Then,relaycomesintoactionbycontrollingthehigh-powerload(headlights).
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Therearemanyothercommonexamplesofrelaysfrom ourdailylife.

Everyonehasafridgeattheirhomeandrelayscontroltheequipmentresponsiblefor

workingandproductionofcoldtemperature.Trafficlightsareanotherapplicationof

relayswheretheyareusedastheswitchingcomponent.Themovementand

directionofautomaticgaragedoorsarealsoutilizingtherelaysforoptimalswitching

contacts.

Itissafetostatethatrelaysareresponsibleforenergizingtheelectronicequipment

andworkontheirfunctioningtoensuretheoptimaloperation.Thesehaveeasedour

livesbybringinginautomationfactorsalongwiththesafeandsmoothrunningof

electronicequipment.Thismeansthattherearenothreatsinvolvedregardingthe

highvoltageastherewillbenocontactatthetimeofanelectronicbreakdown.

1.8 RELAYAPPLICATIONS:

Arelaycircuitisusedtorealizelogicfunctions.Theyplayaveryimportantrole

inprovidingsafetycriticallogic.

Relaysareusedtoprovidetimedelayfunctions.Theyareusedtotimethe

delayopenanddelaycloseofcontacts.

Relaysareusedtocontrolhighvoltagecircuitswiththehelpoflowvoltage

signals.Similarly,theyareusedtocontrolhighcurrentcircuitswiththehelpoflow

currentsignals.

Theyarealsousedasprotectiverelays.Bythisfunctionallthefaultsduring

transmissionandreceptioncanbedetectedandisolated.

ApplicationofOverloadRelay

Overloadrelayisanelectro-mechanicaldevicethatisusedtosafeguard

motorsfrom overloadsandpowerfailures.Overloadrelaysareinstalledinmotorsto

safeguardagainstsuddencurrentspikesthatmaydamagethemotor.Anoverload

relayswitchworksincharacteristicswithcurrentovertimeandisdifferentfrom

circuitbreakersandfuses,whereasuddentripismadetoturnoffthemotor.

Themostwidelyusedoverloadrelayisthethermaloverloadrelaywhereabimetallic

stripisusedtoturnoffthemotor.Thisstripissettocontactacontactorbybending

itselfwithrisingtemperaturesduetoexcesscurrentflow.Thecontactbetweenthe

stripandthecontactorcausesthecontactortode-energizeandrestrictsthepower
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tothemotor,andthusturnsitoff.

Anothertypeofoverloadmotoristheelectronictypewhichcontinuously

watchesthemotorcurrent,whereasthethermaloverloadrelayshutsoffthemotor

dependingontheriseoftemperature/heatofthestrip.

Alloverloadrelaysavailabletobuycomesindifferentspecifications,themost

importantofthem beingthecurrentrangesandresponsetime.Mostofthem are

designedtoautomaticallyresettoworkafterthemotoristurnedbackon.

1.9 RELAYSELECTION:

Youmustnotesomefactorswhileselectingarelay.Theyare

Protection–Differentprotectionslikecontactprotectionandcoilprotection

mustbenoted.Contactprotectionhelpsinreducingarcingincircuitsusing

inductors. Coilprotectionhelpsinreducingsurgevoltageproducedduringswitching.

Switchingtime–Askforhighspeedswitchingrelaysifyouwantone.

Ratings–Therearecurrentaswellasvoltageratings.Thecurrentratingsvary

from afewamperestoabout3000amperes. Incaseofvoltageratings,theyvary

from 300VoltACto600VoltAC.Therearealsohighvoltagerelaysofabout15,000

Volts.

Typeofcontactused–WhetheritisaNCorNOorclosedcontact.

SelectMakebeforeBreakorBreakbeforeMakecontactswisely.

Isolationbetweencoilcircuitandcontacts
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UNIT-2

PLC

2.1 INTRODUCTION:

AProgrammableLogicController,orPLCforshort,issimplyaspecial

computerdeviceusedforindustrialcontrolsystems.Theyareusedinmany

industriessuchasoilrefineries,manufacturinglines,conveyorsystemsandsoon.

WhereverthereisaneedtocontroldevicesthePLCprovidesaflexiblewayto

"softwire"thecomponentstogether.

ThebasicunitshaveaCPU(acomputerprocessor)thatisdedicatedtorun

oneprogram thatmonitorsaseriesofdifferentinputsandlogicallymanipulatesthe

outputsforthedesiredcontrol. Theyaremeanttobeveryflexibleinhowtheycan

beprogrammedwhilealsoprovidingtheadvantagesofhighreliability(noprogram

crashesormechanicalfailures),compactandeconomicalovertraditionalcontrol

systems.

ASimpleExample 

Considersomethingassimpleasaswitchthatturnsonalight. Inthissystem

withaflickoftheswitchthelightwouldturnonoroff. Beyondthatthoughthereis

nomorecontrol. IfyourbosscamealongandsaidIwantthatlighttoturnonthirty

secondsaftertheswitchhasbeenflipped,thenyouwouldneedtobuyatimerand

dosomerewiring. Soitistime,laborandmoneyforanylittlechange.

 

APLCSavestheDay 

NowconsiderthesamedevicewithaPLCinthemiddle. Theswitchisfedas
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aninputintothePLCandthelightiscontrolledbyaPLCoutput. Implementinga

delayinthissystem iseasysinceallthatneedstobechangedistheprogram inthe

PLCtouseadelaytimer.

 

 

Thisisarathersimpleexamplebutinalargersystem withmanyswitchesand

lights(andahostofotherdevices)allinteractingwitheachotherthiskindof

flexibilityisnotonlynicebutimperative. Hopefully,alightbulbhasnowturnedon

overyourhead.

2.2 PLCsWORKING:

Aprogrammablelogiccontrollerisaspecializedcomputerusedtocontrol

machinesandprocesses. ItthereforesharescommontermswithtypicalPCslike

centralprocessingunit,memory,software,andcommunications. Unlikeapersonal

computerthoughthe PLC isdesignedtosurviveinaruggedindustrialatmosphere

andtobeveryflexibleinhowitinterfaceswithinputsandoutputstotherealworld.

ThecomponentsthatmakeaPLCworkcanbedividedintothreecoreareas.

Thepowersupplyandrack

Thecentralprocessingunit(CPU)

Theinput/output(I/O)section

PLCscomeinmanyshapesandsizes. Theycanbesosmallastofitinyour

shirtpocketwhilemoreinvolvedcontrolssystemsrequirelargePLCracks. Smaller

PLCs(a.k.a.“bricks”)aretypicallydesignedwithfixedI/Opoints. Forour

consideration,wewilllookatthemoremodularrack-basedsystems. Itiscalled

“modular”becausetherackcanacceptmanydifferenttypesofI/Omodulesthat
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simplyslideintotherackandplugin.

 

 

ThePowerSupplyand Rack

So,letusstartoffbyremovingallourmoduleswhichleavesuswithanaked

PLCwithonlythepowersupplyandtherack. 
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Therackisthecomponentthatholdseverythingtogether. Dependingonthe

needsofthecontrolsystem itcanbeorderedindifferentsizestoholdmore

modules. Likeahumanspinetherackhasabackplaneattherearwhichallowsthe

cardstocommunicatewiththeCPU. Thepowersupplyplugsintotherackaswell

andsuppliesaregulated DC powertoothermodulesthatplugintotherack. The

mostpopularpowersuppliesworkwith120VACor24VDCsources.

TheCPU

ThebrainofthewholePLCistheCPUmodule. Thismoduletypicallylivesin

theslotbesidethepowersupply. ManufacturersofferdifferenttypesofCPUsbased

onthecomplexityneededforthesystem.

TheCPUconsistsofamicroprocessor,memorychipandotherintegrated

circuitstocontrollogic,monitoringandcommunications. TheCPUhasdifferent

operatingmodes. In programmingmode, itacceptsthedownloadedlogicfrom a
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PC. TheCPUisthenplacedin runmode sothatitcanexecutetheprogram and

operatetheprocess. 

 

 

 

SinceaPLCisadedicatedcontrolleritwillonlyprocessthisoneprogram

repeatedly. Onecyclethroughtheprogram iscalledascantimeandinvolves

readingtheinputsfrom theothermodules,executingthelogicbasedontheseinputs

andthenupdatedtheoutputsaccordingly. Thescantimehappensveryquickly(in

therangeof1/1000thofasecond). ThememoryintheCPUstorestheprogram

whilealsoholdingthestatusoftheI/Oandprovidingameanstostorevalues.
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2.3 I/OSYSTEM:

TheI/Osystem providesthephysicalconnectionbetweentheequipmentand

thePLC. OpeningthedoorsonanI/Ocardrevealsaterminalstripwherethedevices

connect. 
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TherearemanykindsofI/Ocardswhichservetoconditionthetypeofinput

oroutputsotheCPUcanuseitforitslogic. Itissimplyamatterofdetermining

whatinputsandoutputsareneeded,fillingtherackwiththeappropriatecardsand

thenaddressingthem correctlyintheCPUsprogram.
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Inputs

Inputdevicescanconsistofdigitaloranalogdevices. Adigitalinputcard

handlesdiscretedeviceswhichgiveasignalthatiseitheronoroffsuchasa

pushbutton,limitswitch,sensors,orselectorswitches. Ananaloginputcard

convertsavoltageorcurrent(e.g.asignalthatcanbeanywherefrom 0to20mA)

intoadigitallyequivalentnumberthatcanbeunderstoodbytheCPU. Examplesof

analogdevicesarepressuretransducers,flowmetersandthermocouplesfor

temperaturereadings

Outputs
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Outputdevicescanalsoconsistofdigitaloranalogtypes. Adigitaloutput

cardeitherturnsadeviceonoroffsuchaslights,LEDs,smallmotors,andrelays. 

AnanalogoutputcardwillconvertadigitalnumbersentbytheCPUtoitsreal-world

voltageorcurrent. Typicaloutputssignalscanrangefrom 0-10VDCor4-20mAand

areusedtodrivemassflowcontrollers,pressureregulatorsandpositioncontrols.

PowerSupplyModule

ThismoduleisusedtoprovidetherequiredpowertothewholePLCsystem.It

convertstheavailableACpowertoDCpowerwhichisrequiredbytheCPUandI/O

module.PLCgenerallyworksona24VDCsupply.FewPLCusesanisolatedpower

supply.

CPUModuleandMemory

CPUmodulehasacentralprocessor,ROM &RAM memory.ROM memory

includesanoperatingsystem,drivers,andapplicationprograms.RAM memoryis

usedtostoreprogramsanddata.CPUisthebrainofPLCwithanoctalorhexagonal

microprocessor.Beingamicroprocessor-basedCPU,itreplacestimers,relays,and

counters.Twotypesofprocessorsasasinglebitorwordprocessorcanbe

incorporatedwithaPLC.One-bitprocessorisusedtoperform logicfunctions.

Whereaswordprocessorsareusedforprocessingtext,numericaldata,controlling,

andrecordingdata.CPUreadstheinputdatafrom sensors,processesit,andfinally

sendsthecommandtocontrollingdevices.DCpowersource,asmentionedinthe

previousdiscussionisrequiredvoltagesignals.CPUalsocontainsotherelectrical

partstoconnectcablesusedbyotherunits.

InputandOutputModule

Haveyoueverthoughtabouthowtosensephysicalparametersliketemperature,

pressure,flow,etc.?usingPLC?Ofcourse,PLChasanexclusivemodulefor

interfacinginputsandoutput,whichiscalledaninput&outputmodule.Inputdevices

canbeeitherstartandstoppushbuttons,switches,etc.andoutputdevicescanbe

anelectricheater,valves,relays,etc.I/Omodulehelpstointerfaceinputandoutput

deviceswithamicroprocessor.TheinputmoduleofPLCisexplainedinthebelow

figure.
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PLCInput

Module

Circuit

Diagram ofPLCInputModule

TheinputmoduleofPLCdoesfourmainfunctions.

1.Inputmoduleinterfacereceivesthesignalfrom processdevicesat220VAC

2.Convertstheinputsignalto5VDCthatcanbeusedbyPLC

3.Isolatorblockisusedtoisolate/preventPLCfrom undergoingfluctuation

4.Afterwhichthesignalissenttotheoutputendi.e.thePLC

Therearetwomainsectionsintheinputmodulenamelythepowersectionandthe

logicalsection.Bothsectionsareelectricallyisolatedfrom eachother.Initiallypush

buttonisclosed.So,220VACsupplyisgiventothebridgecircuitthroughthe
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resistorsR1andR2.ThebridgerectifierisusedtoconverttheACsignalintoDCand

ZenerdiodeisusedtoprovidelowvoltagesupplytoLED.Whenthelightfrom LED

fallsonthephototransistor,itworksintheconductionregion.Finally,a5VDCsupply

isgiventotheprocessor.

TheoutputmoduleofPLCworkssimilarlytotheinputmodulebutinthereverse

process.Itinterfacestheoutputloadandprocessor.Soherethefirstsectionwould

belogicsessionandthepowersectioncomenext.Theworkingoftheoutput

moduleisshowninthebelowfigure

PLCOutputModule

So,herewhenthelogichighsignalisgeneratedfrom theprocessor,LEDwillturnON

andallowthelighttofallonaphototransistor.Whenthetransistorgoestothe

conductionregion,itgeneratesapulsetothegateoftheTRIAC.Theisolatorblockis

usedtoisolatethelogicsectionandcontrolsection.

CommunicationInterfaceModule

TotransferinformationbetweenCPUandcommunicationnetworks,intelligentI/O

modulesareused.ThesecommunicationmoduleshelptoconnectwithotherPLCs

andcomputerswhichareplacedataremotelocation.

2.4 TypesofPLCs

ThetwomaintypesofPLCarefixed/compactPLCandmodularPLC.

CompactPLC

Withinasinglecase,therewouldbemanymodules.IthasafixednumberofI/O

modulesandexternalI/Ocards.So,itdoesnothavethecapabilitytoexpandthe
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modules.Everyinputandoutputwouldbedecidedbythemanufacturer.

ModularPLC

ThistypeofPLCpermitsmultipleexpansionthrough“modules”,hencereferredtoas

ModularPLC.I/Ocomponentscanbeincreased.Itiseasiertousebecauseeach

componentisindependentofeachother.

AModularTypePLC

PLCaredividedintothreetypesbasedonoutputnamelyRelayoutput,Transistor

output,andTRIACOutputPLC.TherelayoutputtypeisbestsuitedforbothACand

DCoutputdevices.TransistoroutputtypePLCusesswitchingoperationsandused

insidemicroprocessors.

Accordingtothephysicalsize,aPLCisdividedintoMini,Micro,andNanoPLC.

SomeofthemanufacturersofPLCsinclude:

AllenBradley

ABB

Siemens

MitsubishiPLC

HitachiPLC

DeltaPLC

GeneralElectric(GE)PLC

HoneywellPLC

2.5 PLCApplications

PLCshaveavarietyofapplicationsanduses,including:

ProcessAutomationPlants(e.g.mining,oil&gas)

GlassIndustry

PaperIndustry
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CementManufacturing

Inboilers–ThermalPowerPlants

2.6 PROGRAMMINGAPLC:

InthesemoderntimesaPCwithspeciallydedicatedsoftwarefrom thePLC

manufacturerisusedtoprogram aPLC. Themostwidelyusedform of

programmingiscalledladderlogic. Ladderlogicusessymbols,insteadofwords,to

emulatetherealworldrelaylogiccontrol,whichisarelicfrom the PLC'shistory. 

Thesesymbolsareinterconnectedbylinestoindicatetheflowofcurrentthrough

relaylikecontactsandcoils. Overtheyearsthenumberofsymbolshasincreasedto

provideahighleveloffunctionality. 

Thecompletedprogram lookslikealadder,butitrepresentsanelectricalcircuit. 

Theleftandrightrailsindicatethepositiveandgroundofapowersupply. Therungs

representthewiringbetweenthedifferentcomponentswhichinthecaseofaPLC

areallinthevirtualworldoftheCPU. So,ifyoucanunderstandhowbasicelectrical

circuitsworkthenyoucanunderstandladderlogic.

Inthissimplestofexamples,adigitalinput(likeabuttonconnectedtothefirst

positiononthecard)whenitispressedturnsonanoutputwhichenergizesan

indicatorlight.

 

WhenusingaPLC,it’simportanttodesignandimplementconceptsdependingon

yourparticularusecase.Todothiswefirstneedtoknowmoreaboutthespecifics

ofPLCprogramming.APLCprogram consistsofasetofinstructionseitherin

textualorgraphicalform,whichrepresentsthelogicthatgovernstheprocessthe
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PLCiscontrolling.TherearetwomainclassificationsofPLCprogramming

languages,whicharefurtherdividedintomanysub-classifiedtypes.

1.TextualLanguage

 Instructionlist

 Structuredtext

2.GraphicalForm

 LadderDiagrams(LD)(i.e.LadderLogic)

 FunctionBlockDiagram (FBD)

 SequentialFunctionChart(SFC)

Duetothesimpleandconvenientfeatures,graphicalrepresentationismuch

preferredtotextuallanguages.

LadderLogic

Ladderlogicisthesimplestform ofPLCprogramming.Itisalsoknownas“relay

logic”.Therelaycontactsusedinrelaycontrolledsystemsarerepresentedusing

ladderlogic.

Thebelowfigureshowsthesimpleexampleofaladderdiagram.

PLCLadderLogic

Intheabove-mentionedexample,twopushbuttonsareusedtocontrolthesame

lampload.Whenanyoneoftheswitchesisclosed,thelampwillglow.Thetwo

horizontallinesarecalledrungsandtwoverticallinesarecalledrails.Everyrung

form theelectricalconnectivitybetweenPositiverail(P)andNegativerail(N).This

allowsthecurrenttoflowbetweeninputandoutputdevices.
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FunctionalBlockDiagrams

FunctionalBlockDiagram (FBD)isasimpleandgraphicalmethodtoprogram

multiplefunctionsinPLC.PLCOpenhasdescribedusingFBDinthestandardIEC

61131-3.Afunctionblockisaprogram instructionunitthat,whenexecuted,yields

oneormoreoutputvalues.Itisrepresentedbyablockasshownbelow.Itis

representedasarectangularblockwithinputsenteringonleftandoutputlines

leavingattheright.Itgivesarelationbetweenthestateofinputandoutput

FunctionBlock

TheadvantageofusingFBDisthatanynumberofinputsandoutputscanbeused

onthefunctionalblock.Whenusingmultipleinputandoutput,youcanconnectthe

outputofonefunctionblocktotheinputofanother.WherebybuildingaFunction

BlockDiagram.
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ExampleFunctionalBlockDiagram

ThefigurebelowshowsvariousfunctionblocksusedinFBDprogramming.
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FunctionalBlockProgramming

Thefigurebelowshowsaladderdiagram anditsfunctionblockequivalentin

Siemensnotation.

Laddertofunctionalblock[Source]

Laddertofunctionalblockdiagram [Source]

StructuredTextProgramming

Structuredtextisatextualprogramminglanguagethatutilizesstatementsto

determinewhattoexecute.Itfollowsmoreconventionalprogrammingprotocolsbut

itisnotcasesensitive.Aseriesofstatements(logic)isconstitutedofexpressing

assignmentsandrelationshipsusingseveraloperators.Thestructurestext

operatorsarelistedbelowintheimage.
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StructuredTextProgramming
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2.7 SELECPLC:
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UNIT-3

REALTIMECLOCKUSING

3.1 INTRODUCTION:

Areal-timeclock(RTC)isacomputerclock,usuallyintheform ofan

integratedcircuitthatissolelybuiltforkeepingtime.Naturally,itcountshours,

minutes,seconds,months,daysandevenyears.RTCscanbefoundrunningin

personalcomputers,embeddedsystemsandservers,andarepresentinany

electronicdevicethatmayrequireaccuratetimekeeping.Beingabletostillfunction

evenwhenthecomputerispowereddownthroughabatteryorindependentlyfrom

thesystem’smainpowerisfundamental.

RTCsmustaccuratelykeeptime,evenwhenthedeviceispoweredoff

because,itisoftenusedasatriggerforturningthedeviceonortriggeringevents

suchasalarm clocks.RTCICsrunonanalternatepowersource,whichallowsitto

continuallyoperateunderlowpowerorevenwhenthecomputeristurnedoff.ICson

oldersystemsutilizelithium batteries,whereasnewersystemsmakeuseofauxiliary

batteriesorsupercapacitors.RTCICsthatusesupercapacitorsarerechargeableand

canbesoldered.Butinmostconsumer-grademotherboards,theRTCispoweredby

asinglebatterythat,whenremoved,resetstheRTCtoitsstartingpoint.

RTCICsregulatetimewiththeuseofacrystaloscillatoranddonotrelyonclock

signalslikemosthardwareclocks.Asidefrom beingresponsibleforthetiming

functionofthesystem anditsclock,RTCICsensurethatallprocessesoccurringin

thesystem areappropriatelysynchronized.Althoughsomemayarguethatthisisa

jobforthesystem clock,thesystem clockisactuallydependentontheRTC,making

theRTCindirectlyresponsibleforsynchronization.AnRTCbatteryshouldlastfor

threetofiveyearsormore.RTCsareessential;ifthebatteryfails,itmustbe

replacedtoensurecontinuedoperation.Adeadbatterycanbediagnosedwithan

errormessageatstartuporiftheuserfindsthattheclockorthesetupconfiguration

hasbecomecorrupted,flakyorodd.

BenefitsofRTCsinclude:

 RTCICshaveprovedtobemoreprecisethanothermethods—like

programmingthetimerofthecontroller.

 Itfreesthemainsystem from time-criticaltasks.
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 Ithaslowpowerconsumptionandimprovedfrequencystability.
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3.2 SELPROPLC
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:

Arealtimeclock(RTC)hasbeenbuiltintheFBs-PLC'sMC/MNmainunit.No
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matterwhetherthePLCisswitchedonoroff,theRTCwillalwayskeepaccuratetime.

Itprovides7kindsoftimevaluedata-week,year,month,day,hour,minuteand

second.Userscantakeadvantageoftherealtimeclocktodo24hourcontrols

throughouttheyear(forexample,businessesorfactoriescanswitchlightsonand

offatsettimeseachday,controlgateaccess,anddopre-coolingandpre-heating

beforebusinessoroperationsbegin).Itcanenableyourcontrolsystem to

automaticallycoordinatewithpeople'slivingschedules,andnotonlywillitraisethe

levelofautomaticcontrol,itwillimproveefficiency.
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CONCLUSION

Ilearntthewayofworkinanorganizationtheimportanceofbeingpunctual,

theimportanceofmaximum commitmentandtheimportanceofteam spirit.The

trainingprogram havingthreedestinationswasalotmoreusefulthanstayingatone

placethroughoutthewholeperiod.Inmyopinion.Ihavegainedlotsofknowledge

andexperience.ThetrainingthatIreceivedatNSIC wasdealonapplyingthe

knowledge.Ihaveagainatourcollage.Learningsomethingfrom booksandlectures

isnothinglikehavingfirst-handexperience.AtNSIC IgottoapplymyElectrical

engineeringknowledgeandprogrammingknowledge.

Thecompanygivesthefullfreedom forthetraineetogetasufficienttraining.

Thetraineescanaskanddoanythingrelevanttothetraining.Engineers’alwaysvery

enthusiasticongivingusthebesttrainingexperience.

DuringmytrainingatindustrialwasabletounderstandaboutRelayhardware

circuits&PLCs.
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ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence,the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices 

in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and 

can be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used 

to transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ 

are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power 

the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family 

in terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with 

FTDI USB to Serial driver chip.  
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 There are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino 

Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can 

be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the 

board to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that comes with a 

number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins 

and based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and 

number of instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the 

voltage under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs 

up in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear 

everything up in the program and starts the program right from the 

beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast interface required 

to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into 

the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the 

header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be 

configured to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF 

pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code.  
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external 

power source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V 

based on the requirement of the project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through 

pin 13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will 

turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different 

than 5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. 

If a voltage is provided through power jack, it can be accessed through 

this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V 

pin is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up 

using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the 

board on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 

5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can 

damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of 

resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the 

board. A shield is used to read the voltage across this pin which then 

select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are 

configured to provided 8-bit output PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 

11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the 

help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external 

interrupts. An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other other 

Arduino boards, microcontrollers and computer. The Atmega328 placed 

on the board provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the 

transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross-

platform application called IDE written in Java. The AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtin 

bootloader that sets you free from using a separate burner to upload the 

program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System  

 Digital Electronics and Robotics 
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 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display. 
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment display 

you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2; 

  //d = 3; 

  //c = 4; 

  //g = 5; 

  //f = 6; 

  //a = 7; 

  //b = 8; 

 int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,1,0}, 

                  {0,0,1,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,0,0,1,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,1}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,1,1}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,0,0}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}  

          }; 

 void setup()  

 { 

 pinMode(2,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(3,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(5,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(8,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(9,OUTPUT); 

 digitalWrite(2,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(3,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(4,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(5,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(6,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(8,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(9,HIGH); 

 } 

 void loop()  

 { 
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 for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=0;j<7;j++) 

  { 

   digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 

  } 

   delay(1000); 

  } 

 } 

 

 

 

3.4Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful ingeneral purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project,we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display.We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronicsbased systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence,the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices 

in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and 

can be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used 

to transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ 

are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power 

the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family 

in terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with 

FTDI USB to Serial driver chip.  
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 There are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino 

Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can 

be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the 

board to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that comes with a 

number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins 

and based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and 

number of instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the 

voltage under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs 

up in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear 

everything up in the program and starts the program right from the 

beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast interface required 

to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into 

the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the 

header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be 

configured to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF 

pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code.  
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external 

power source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V 

based on the requirement of the project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through 

pin 13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will 

turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different 

than 5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. 

If a voltage is provided through power jack, it can be accessed through 

this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V 

pin is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up 

using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the 

board on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 

5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can 

damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of 

resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the 

board. A shield is used to read the voltage across this pin which then 

select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are 

configured to provided 8-bit output PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 

11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the 

help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external 

interrupts. An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other other 

Arduino boards, microcontrollers and computer. The Atmega328 placed 

on the board provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the 

transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross-

platform application called IDE written in Java. The AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtin 

bootloader that sets you free from using a separate burner to upload the 

program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System  

 Digital Electronics and Robotics 
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 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display. 
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment display 

you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2; 

  //d = 3; 

  //c = 4; 

  //g = 5; 

  //f = 6; 

  //a = 7; 

  //b = 8; 

 int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,1,0}, 

                  {0,0,1,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,0,0,1,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,1}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,1,1}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,0,0}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}  

          }; 

 void setup()  

 { 

 pinMode(2,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(3,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(5,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(8,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(9,OUTPUT); 

 digitalWrite(2,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(3,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(4,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(5,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(6,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(8,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(9,HIGH); 

 } 

 void loop()  

 { 
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 for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=0;j<7;j++) 

  { 

   digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 

  } 

   delay(1000); 

  } 

 } 

 

 

 

3.4Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful ingeneral purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project,we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display.We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence ,the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an open source electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices 

in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and 

can be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used 

to transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ 

are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power 

the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family 

in terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with 

FTDI USB to Serial driver chip.  
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 There are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino 

Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can 

be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the 

board to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that comes with a 

number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins 

and based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and 

number of instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the 

voltage under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs 

up in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear 

everything up in the program and starts the program right from the 

beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast interface required 

to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into 

the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the 

header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be 

configured to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF 

pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code.  
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external 

power source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V 

based on the requirement of the project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through 

pin 13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will 

turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different 

than 5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. 

If a voltage is provided through power jack, it can be accessed through 

this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V 

pin is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up 

using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the 

board on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 

5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can 

damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of 

resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the 

board. A shield is used to read the voltage across this pin which then 

select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are 

configured to provided 8-bit output PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 

11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the 

help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external 

interrupts. An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other other 

Arduino boards, microcontrollers and computer. The Atmega328 placed 

on the board provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the 

transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross-

platform application called IDE written in Java. The AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtin 

bootloader that sets you free from using a separate burner to upload the 

program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System  

 Digital Electronics and Robotics 
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 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display. 
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment display 

you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2; 

  //d = 3; 

  //c = 4; 

  //g = 5; 

  //f = 6; 

  //a = 7; 

  //b = 8; 

 int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,1,0}, 

                  {0,0,1,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,0,0,1,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,1}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,1,1}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,0,0}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}  

          }; 

 void setup()  

 { 

 pinMode(2,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(3,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(5,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(8,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(9,OUTPUT); 

 digitalWrite(2,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(3,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(4,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(5,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(6,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(8,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(9,HIGH); 

 } 

 void loop()  

 { 
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 for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=0;j<7;j++) 

  { 

   digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 

  } 

   delay(1000); 

  } 

 } 

 

 

 

3.4Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful ingeneral purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project,we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display.We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to 

me and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind  of a computer system mainly  designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence, the name 7 Segment Display.  Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

 
There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

 
Components Required: 

 
 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

Arduino Uno: 

 

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller  board  developed  by Arduino.cc  which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX,  and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be  familiar  with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap  from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

 
 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices 

in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to  run the controller and 

can be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used 

to transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages  like C  and  C++  

are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power 

the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards  in  Arduino  family 

in terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with 

FTDI USB to Serial driver chip. 
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 There are many versions of Uno boards  available,  however,  Arduino 

Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can 

be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

 

 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO: 

 

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the 

board to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed  on the board that comes with a 

number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins 

and based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and 

number of instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes  with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the 

voltage under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This  pin is  useful when board hangs 

up in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear 

everything up in the program and starts the program right from the 

beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast  interface required 

to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into  

the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the  form of  the 

header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be 

configured to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF 

pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code. 
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can  support  external 

power source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V 

based on the requirement of the project. 

 

 PIN DESCRIPTION: 
 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through 

pin 13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will 

turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is  different 

than 5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is  used to supply voltage.  

If a voltage is provided through power  jack,  it  can be accessed  through 

this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the ability to provide voltage  regulation.  5V 

pin is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up 

using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to  operate  the 

board on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage  is  supplied  through 

5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can 

damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of 

resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the 

board. A shield is used to read the voltage across  this  pin  which  then 

select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10,  11pins.  These  pins  are 

configured to provided 8-bit output PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as  Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 

11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication  with  the 

help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID 

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data. 

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing  external 

interrupts. An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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 ARCHITECTURE: 

 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories  and  buses  for  

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 
 
 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

 
The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which  is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program  are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O  pins  meant  for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING: 

 

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other other 

Arduino boards, microcontrollers and computer. The  Atmega328  placed 

on the board provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx. 

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the 

transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross- 

platform application called IDE written in  Java.  The  AVR  

microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtin 

bootloader that sets you free from using a separate burner to upload the 

program on the board. 

 APPLICATIONS: 

 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 

 Security and Defense System 
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 Digital Electronics and Robotics 

 

 Parking  Lot Counter 

 
 Weighing Machines 

 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 

 Medical Instrument 

 
 Emergency Light for Railways 

 

 Home Automation 

 

 Industrial Automation 

 

 

7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

 
The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as  shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of  the  rectangular 

plastic package. These individually  LED  pins  are  labelled  from  a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in  a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others  will be  dark  

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display.  This  then  allows   us  to   display   each   of   the   ten   decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display. 
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7- 

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7 -segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) : 

 
In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

 
Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2. The Common Anode (CA): 

 
In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

 
You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 
 

 
 

 
Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

 
In general, common anode displays  are more popular as  many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is  the same as  connecting the LEDs  in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

 
Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7- 

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

 

 BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top  and  

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in  the  middle  while  

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 
 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction  diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue  to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours,  cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 
display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals  and  some   letters.  Different   letters/numbers  can   be   represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on  the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want  to  learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery  touch each other. This  

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the  type of 7-segment  display 

you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside  different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

 
 Circuit Diagram: 

 

 

 
Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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 Code: 
 

//e=2; 

  //d = 3; 

//c = 4; 

  //g = 5; 

//f = 6; 

  //a = 7; 

//b = 8; 

 

int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 

   {1,1,0,1,1,1,0}, 

{0,0,1,0,1,0,0}, 

   {1,0,0,0,1,0,0}, 

{1,1,0,0,0,1,0}, 

   {1,0,0,0,0,0,1}, 

   {0,0,0,0,0,1,1}, 

{1,1,0,1,1,0,0}, 

   {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 

{1,0,0,0,0,0,0} 

}; 

void setup() 

  { 

pinMode(2,OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(3,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(5,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(8,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(9,OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(2,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(3,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(4,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(5,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(6,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(8,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(9,HIGH); 

} 

void loop() 
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{ 

for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

  { 

for(int j=0;j<7;j++) 

  { 

digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 

  } 

delay(1000); 

  } 

} 
 

 

 
 

 Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected  to  Arduino  as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino  Pin 7 

 b – Arduino  Pin 8 

 c – Arduino  Pin 4 

 d – Arduino  Pin 3 

 e – Arduino  Pin 2 

 f – Arduino  Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode  

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and  is  always  made 

HIGH. 

 
In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other  segments  can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending  on the segments  selected,  a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 
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 Applications: 

 
 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 

 OUTPUT: 
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Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful in general purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project, we have developed display BCD and tested  5V  supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display. We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number. 
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ABSTRACT

BSNListheoneofthelargesttelecom SectorinIndiaheadquartedinNewDelhi

on15September2000.ItprovidesFixedlineTelephone,Mobilephone,Broadband,

InternetTelevisionandIPTVservices.itisoneoftheleadingcompanywithagross

Revenueof33thousandcrores.

Itisnotviabletoexpandtelecom networkinIndiasubstantiallyattheprevalent

levelofper-lineinvestment.However,systemsbased onnew technologies,many

developedinIndia,promisetomorethehalftheinvestmentrequired.

BSNListheoldestcommunicationServiceproviderandhasacustomerbaseof

93.29 million(ofJune 2015).Apartfrom the above service BSNL also provides

opportunityforstudentstoundergoindustrialtraining.Thistrainingincludesvarious

sectorslikeIP addressing,BroadbandServices,Switching,GSM modelandvarious

InfrastructuresthatwillbeusedinIndustries.
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CHAPTER-1

COMPANYPROFILE

AboutCompany:
BharatSancharNigam Limited(abbreviatedBSNL)isanIndian state-

ownedtelecommunicationscompanyheadquarteredinNewDelhi,India.Itwasincorporated
on15September2000.Ittookoverthebusinessofprovidingoftelecom servicesand
networkmanagementfrom theerstwhileCentralGovernmentDepartmentsofTelecom
Services(DTS)andTelecom Operations(DTO),witheffectfrom 1October2000ongoing
concern basis.Itisthe largestprovideroffixed telephonyand fourth largestmobile
telephonyproviderinIndia,andisalsoaproviderofbroadbandservices.However,inrecent
yearsthecompany'srevenueandmarketshareplungedintoheavylossesduetointense
competitionintheIndiantelecommunicationssector.[2][3]

BSNLisIndia'soldestandlargestcommunicationserviceprovider(CSP).Ithadacustomer
baseof117millionasofJan2014.[4]IthasfootprintsthroughoutIndiaexceptforthe
metropolitancitiesofMumbaiandNewDelhi,whicharemanagedbyMahanagarTelephone
Nigam (MTNL).

ServicesProvidedByBSNL

BSNLprovidesalmosteverytelecom serviceinIndia.Followingarethemaintelecom

servicesprovidedbyBSNL:

• OpticalInfrastructureandDWDM :BSNLownsthebiggestOFCnetworkinIndia.Also

theDWDM networkisoneofthebiggestintheworld.TheDWDM equipments

purchasedinopentenderatBSNLaremainlyofUnitedTelecomsLimited(UTL))

make,which was declared lowest costin competitive bidding.Rest DWDM

equipmentsarefrom Huawei.TheSDHequipmentsaremainlyfrom TejasNetworks,

Huawei,ZTE,ECI,UTSTARetc.

• MarketShare:Asof30November2013,BSNLhad12.9%marketshareinIndiaand

standsas5thTelecom OperatorinIndiaand67%marketshareinADSLServices.

• ManagedNetworkServices:BSNLisprovidingcompleteTelecom ServicesSolution

totheEnterpriseCustomersi.e.MPLSConnectivity,PointtoPointLeasedLinesand

InternetLeasedLines.

• UniversalTelecom Services:Fixedwirelineservicesandlandlineinlocalloop(WLL)

usingCDMATechnologycalledbfoneandTarangrespectively.Asof30June2010,

BSNLhad75%marketshareoffixedlines.

• CellularMobile Telephone Services:BSNL is majorproviderofCellularMobile

TelephoneservicesusingGSM platform underthebrandnameCellone&Excel(BSNL
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Mobile).Asof30June2010BSNLhas13.50% shareofmobiletelephonyinthe

country.[5]Ithas95.54millioncustomersusingBSNLmobile.

• WLL-CDMATelephoneServices:BSNL'sWLL(WirelessinLocalLoop)serviceisa

servicegivingbothfixedlinetelephony&Mobiletelephony.

• Internet:BSNL providesInternetaccessservicesthrough dial-up connection (as

Sancharnetthrough2009)asPrepaid,NetOneasPostpaidandADSLbroadbandas

BSNLBroadbandBSNLheld55.76% ofthemarketsharewithreportedsubscriber

baseof9.19millionInternetsubscriberswith7.79% ofgrowthattheendofMarch

2010Top12Dial-upServiceproviders,basedonthesubscriberbase,ItAlsoProvides

OnlineGamesviaitsGamesonDemand(GOD)

• IntelligentNetwork(IN):BSNLoffersvalue-addedservices,suchasFreePhone[9]

Service(FPH),IndiaTelephoneCard(Prepaidcard),AccountCardCalling(ACC),

VirtualPrivateNetwork(VPN),Tele-voting,Premium RaeService(PRM),Universal

AccessNumber(UAN).

• 3G:BSNLoffersthe'3G'orthe'3rdGeneration'serviceswhichincludesfacilitieslike

videocalling,mobilebroadband,liveTV,3G Videoportal,streamingserviceslike

onlinefulllengthmoviesandvideoondemandetc.

• IPTV:BSNL also offers the 'InternetProtocolTelevision'facility which enables

customerstowatchtelevisionthroughinternet.

• FTTH:FibreToTheHomefacilitythatoffersahigherbandwidthfordatatransfer.

Thisideawasproposedonpost-December2009

• Helpdesk:BSNL'sHelpdesk(Helpdesk)providehelpdesksupporttotheircustomers

fortheirservices.

• VVoIP:BSNL,along with SaiInfosystem -an Information and Communication

Technologies(ICTs)provider-haslaunchedVoiceandVideoOverInternetProtocol

(VVoIP).Thiswillallowtomakeaudioaswellasvideocallstoanylandline,mobile,or

IPphoneanywhereintheworld,providedthattherequisitevideophoneequipmentis

availableatbothends.[10]

• WiMax:BSNL has introduced India's first4th Generation High-Speed Wireless

BroadbandAccessTechnologywiththeminimum speedof256kbit/s.Thefocusof

thisservice ismainlyruralcustomerwhere the wired broadband facilityisnot

available.
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CHAPTER-2
INTRODUCTIONTOBASICCONCEPTS

Definition

Globalsystem formobilecommunication(GSM)isagloballyacceptedstandardfor
digitalcellularcommunication.GSM isthenameofastandardizationgroupestablished
in1982tocreateacommonEuropeanmobiletelephonestandardthatwouldformulate
specificationsforapan-Europeanmobilecellularradiosystem operatingat900MHz.It
isestimatedthatmanycountriesoutsideofEuropewilljointheGSM partnership.

TheEvolutionofMobileTelephoneSystems
Cellularis one ofthe fastestgrowing and mostdemanding telecommunications

applications.Today,itrepresents a continuouslyincreasing percentage ofallnew
telephonesubscriptionsaroundtheworld.Currentlytherearemorethan45million
cellularsubscribersworldwide,andnearly50percentofthosesubscribersarelocatedin
theUnitedStates.Itisforecastedthatcellularsystemsusingadigitaltechnologywill
becometheuniversalmethodoftelecommunications.Bytheyear2015,forecasters
predictthattherewillbemorethan200millioncellularsubscribersworldwide.Ithas
evenbeenestimatedthatsomecountriesmayhavemoremobilephonesthanfixed
phonesbytheyear2000(seeFigure1).

Figure1.CellularSubscriberGrowthWorldwide

Theconceptofcellularserviceistheuseoflow-powertransmitterswherefrequencies
canbereusedwithinageographicarea.Theideaofcell-basedmobileradioservicewas
formulatedintheUnitedStatesatBellLabsintheearly1970s.However,theNordic
countrieswerethefirstto introducecellularservicesforcommercialusewiththe
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introductionoftheNordicMobileTelephone(NMT)in1981.Cellularsystemsbeganin
theUnitedStateswiththereleaseoftheadvancedmobilephoneservice(AMPS)system
in1983.TheAMPSstandardwasadoptedbyAsia,LatinAmerica,andOceaniccountries,
creatingthelargestpotentialmarketintheworldforcellular.Intheearly1980s,most
mobiletelephonesystemswereanalogratherthandigital,liketoday'snewersystems.
Onechallengefacinganalogsystemswastheinabilitytohandlethegrowingcapacity
needsinacost-efficientmanner.Asaresult,digitaltechnologywaswelcomed.The
advantagesofdigitalsystemsoveranalogsystemsincludeeaseofsignaling,lower
levelsof

interference,integrationoftransmissionandswitching,andincreasedabilitytomeet
capacitydemands.

GSM

Throughouttheevolutionofcellulartelecommunications,varioussystemshavebeen
developedwithoutthebenefitofstandardizedspecifications.Thispresentedmany
problemsdirectlyrelatedtocompatibility,especiallywiththedevelopmentofdigital
radiotechnology.TheGSM standardisintendedtoaddresstheseproblems.From
1982to1985discussionswereheldtodecidebetweenbuildingananalogordigital
system.Aftermultiplefieldtests,adigitalsystem wasadoptedforGSM.Thenext
taskwasto decidebetweenanarrow orbroadband solution.InMay1987,the
narrowbandtimedivisionmultipleaccess(TDMA)solutionwaschosen.

TheGSM Network

GSM providesrecommendations,notrequirements.TheGSM specificationsdefine
thefunctionsandinterfacerequirementsindetailbutdonotaddressthehardware.
Thereasonforthisistolimitthedesignersaslittleaspossiblebutstilltomakeit
possiblefortheoperatorsto buyequipmentfrom differentsuppliers.TheGSM
networkisdividedintothreemajorsystems:theswitchingsystem (SS),thebase
stationsystem (BSS),andtheoperationandsupportsystem (OSS).ThebasicGSM
networkelementsareshowninFigure2
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Figure2.GSM NetworkElements

TheSwitchingSystem

The switching system (SS)is responsible forperforming callprocessing and
subscriber-relatedfunctions.Theswitchingsystem includesthefollowingfunctional
units:

 Homelocationregister(HLR)—TheHLR isadatabaseusedforstorageand
managementofsubscriptions.The HLR is considered the mostimportant
database,asitstorespermanentdataaboutsubscribers,includingasubscriber's
serviceprofile,locationinformation,andactivitystatus.Whenanindividualbuysa
subscriptionfrom oneofthePCSoperators,heorsheisregisteredintheHLRof
thatoperator.

• Mobileservicesswitchingcenter(MSC)—TheMSC performsthetelephony

switchingfunctionsofthesystem.Itcontrolscallstoandfrom othertelephone

anddatasystems.Italsoperformssuchfunctionsastollticketing,network

interfacing,commonchannelsignaling,andothers.

• Visitorlocationregister(VLR)—TheVLRisadatabasethatcontainstemporary

informationaboutsubscribersthatisneededbytheMSCinordertoservice

visitingsubscribers.TheVLRisalwaysintegratedwiththeMSC.Whenamobile

stationroamsintoanewMSCarea,theVLRconnectedtothatMSCwillrequest
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dataaboutthemobilestationfrom theHLR.Later,ifthemobilestationmakes

acall,theVLRwillhavetheinformationneededforcallsetupwithouthavingto

interrogatetheHLReachtime.

• Authenticationcenter(AUC)—A unitcalledtheAUC providesauthentication

and encryption parameters thatverifythe user's identityand ensure the

confidentialityofeachcall.TheAUCprotectsnetworkoperatorsfrom different

typesoffraudfoundintoday'scellularworld.

• Equipmentidentity register(EIR)—The EIR is a database thatcontains

informationabouttheidentityofmobileequipmentthatpreventscallsfrom

stolen,unauthorized,ordefective mobile stations.The AUC and EIR are

implementedasstand-alonenodesorasacombinedAUC/EIRnode.

TheBaseStationSystem (BSS)

Allradio-relatedfunctionsareperformedintheBSS,whichconsistsofbasestation
controllers(BSCs)andthebasetransceiverstations(BTSs).

• BSC—TheBSCprovidesallthecontrolfunctionsandphysicallinksbetweenthe

MSC andBTS.Itisahigh-capacityswitchthatprovidesfunctionssuchas

handover,cellconfigurationdata,andcontrolofradiofrequency(RF)power

levelsinbasetransceiverstations.AnumberofBSCsareservedbyanMSC.

• BTS—TheBTShandlestheradiointerfacetothemobilestation.TheBTSisthe

radioequipment(transceiversandantennas)neededtoserviceeachcellinthe

network.AgroupofBTSsarecontrolledbyaBSC.

TheOperationandSupportSystem

Theoperationsandmaintenancecenter(OMC)isconnectedtoallequipmentinthe
switchingsystem andtotheBSC.TheimplementationofOMCiscalledtheoperation
andsupportsystem (OSS).TheOSSisthefunctionalentityfrom whichthenetwork
operatormonitorsandcontrolsthesystem.ThepurposeofOSS istoofferthe
customercost-effectivesupportforcentralized,regional,andlocaloperationaland
maintenanceactivitiesthatarerequiredforaGSM network.Animportantfunctionof
OSS istoprovideanetworkoverview andsupportthemaintenanceactivitiesof
differentoperationandmaintenanceorganizations.

AdditionalFunctionalElements

OtherfunctionalelementsshowninFigure2areasfollows:
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• Messagecenter(MXE)—TheMXEisanodethatprovidesintegratedvoice,fax,

anddatamessaging.Specifically,theMXEhandlesshortmessageservice,cell

broadcast,voicemail,faxmail,email,andnotification.

• Mobileservicenode(MSN)—TheMSN isthenodethathandlesthemobile

intelligentnetwork(IN)services.

• Gatewaymobileservicesswitchingcenter(GMSC)—Agatewayisanodeused

tointerconnecttwonetworks.ThegatewayisoftenimplementedinanMSC.

TheMSCisthenreferredtoastheGMSC.

• GSM interworking unit(GIWU)—TheGIWU consistsofboth hardwareand

software that provides an interface to various networks for data

communications.ThroughtheGIWU,userscanalternatebetweenspeechand

dataduringthesamecall.TheGIWUhardwareequipmentisphysicallylocated

attheMSC/VLR.

GSM NetworkAreas

TheGSM networkismadeupofgeographicareas.AsshowninFigure3,theseareas
includecells,locationareas(LAs),MSC/VLRserviceareas,andpubliclandmobile
network(PLMN)areas.

Figure3.NetworkAreas

Thecellistheareagivenradiocoveragebyonebasetransceiverstation.TheGSM
networkidentifieseachcellviathecellglobalidentity(CGI)numberassignedtoeach
cell.Thelocationareaisagroupofcells.Itistheareainwhichthesubscriberis
paged.EachLAisservedbyoneormorebasestationcontrollers,yetonlybyasingle
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MSC(seeFigure4).EachLAisassignedalocationareaidentity(LAI)number.

AnMSC/VLRservicearearepresentsthepartoftheGSM networkthatiscoveredby
oneMSCandwhichisreachable,asitisregisteredintheVLRoftheMSC(seeFigure
5).

Figure4.LocationAreas

Figure5.MSC/VLRServiceAreas

ThePLMNserviceareaisanareaservedbyonenetworkoperator(seeFigure6).

Figure6.PLMNNetworkAreas

GSM Specifications

BeforelookingattheGSM specifications,itisimportanttounderstandthefollowing
basicterms:
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• Bandwidth—therangeofachannel'slimits;thebroaderthebandwidth,the

fasterdatacanbesent

• Bitspersecond(bps)—asingleon-offpulseofdata;eightbitsareequivalentto
onebyte

• Frequency—thenumberofcyclesperunitoftime;frequencyismeasuredin
hertz(Hz)

• Kilo(k)—kiloisthedesignationfor1,000;theabbreviationkbpsrepresents

1,000bitspersecond

• Megahertz(MHz)—1,000,000hertz(cyclespersecond)

• Milliseconds(ms)—one-thousandthofasecond

• Watt(W)—ameasureofpowerofatransmitter

Specificationsfordifferentpersonalcommunicationservices(PCS)systemsvary
amongthedifferentPCSnetworks.Listedbelowisadescriptionofthespecifications
andcharacteristicsfor
GSM.

• Frequencyband—ThefrequencyrangespecifiedforGSM is1,850to1,990MHz

(mobilestationtobasestation).

• Duplexdistance—The duplexdistance is 80 MHz.Duplexdistance is the

distancebetweentheuplinkanddownlinkfrequencies.A channelhastwo

frequencies,80MHzapart.

• Channelseparation—Theseparationbetweenadjacentcarrierfrequencies.In

GSM,thisis200kHz.

• Modulation—Modulationistheprocessofsendingasignalbychangingthe

characteristics ofa carrierfrequency.This is done in GSM via Gaussian

minimum shiftkeying(GMSK).

• Transmissionrate—GSM isadigitalsystem withanover-the-airbitrateof270
kbps.

• Access method—GSM utilizes the time division multiple access (TDMA)

concept.TDMAisatechniqueinwhichseveraldifferentcallsmaysharethe

samecarrier.Eachcallisassignedaparticulartimeslot.

• Speechcoder—GSM useslinearpredictivecoding(LPC).ThepurposeofLPCis

toreducethebitrate.TheLPCprovidesparametersforafilterthatmimicsthe

vocaltract.Thesignalpassesthroughthisfilter,leavingbehindaresidual

signal.Speechisencodedat13kbps.
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CHAPTER3

GSM ARCHITECTURE

GSM Architecture

GlobalSystem forMobile (GSM)is a second generation cellularsystem
standardthatwasdevelopedtosolvethefragmentationproblemsofthefirstcellular
systems in Europe.GSM was the world’s firstcellularsystem to specify digital
modulationandnetworklevelarchitecturesandservices,andistheworld’smostpopular
2G technology.Before GSM,European countries used differentcellularstandards
throughoutthecontinent,anditwasoriginallydevelopedtoserveasthepan-European
cellularserviceandpromisedawiderangeofnetworkservicesthroughtheuseofISDN.
GSM’ssuccesshasexceededtheexpectationsofvirtuallyeveryone,anditisnow the
world’smostpopularstandardfornew cellularradioandpersonalcommunications
equipment throughout the world. The task of specifying a common mobile
communicationsystem forEuropeinthe900MHzbandwastakenupinthemid–1980s
bytheGSM (Groupespecialmobile)committee.
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Figure7-GSM Architecture

GSM Architectureisdividedintothreemainparts:
1.MobileStation(MS)

2.BaseStationSystem (BSS)

3.NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem (NSS)

Inthisarchitecture,aMScommunicateswithaBSSthroughtheradiointerface.The
BSSisconnectedtotheNSSbycommunicatingwithamobileswitchingcenter(MSC).

MobileStation

TheMSconsistsoftwoparts:thesubscriberidentitymodule(SIM)andthemobile
equipment(ME).Sometimeitalsocontainsathirdpartcalledterminalequipment
(TE),whichcanbeaPDAorPCconnectedtotheME.Inthiscase,thefirsttwoparts
(i.e.,MEandSIM)arecalledthemobileterminal(MT).

CharacteristicofSubscriberIdentityModule(SIM)

• ASIM canbeasmartcardthatsizeisusuallythesizeofacreditcard.ASIM

canbeasmaller-sized“plug-inSIM”.

• TheSIM isprotectedbyapersonalidentitynumber(PIN)betweenfourtoeight

digitsinlength.ThePIN isinitiallyloadedbythenetworkoperatoratthe

subscriptiontime.ThisPINcanbedeactivatedorchangedbytheuser.

• AtthetimeofswitchON theMS,theuserisaskedtoenterthePIN.Ifuser

entersthewrongPINuptothreeconsecutiveattempts,theSIM willbeblocked
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andtheMScannotbeused.TounblocktheSIM,theuserisaskedtoenterthe

eightPINunblockingkey(PUK).

• ASIM containsthesubscriber-relatedinformation,includingthePINandPUK

codes.The subscriber-related data also include a listofabbreviated and

customizedshortdialingnumbers,shortmessagesreceived.

• PartsoftheSIM informationcanbemodifiedbythesubscribereitherbyusing

thekeypadofanMSorapersonalcomputerusinganRS232connectionsdata

retrievedbyusingsoftwareonaPC.

• TheSIM cardcanbeupdatedovertheairthroughSIM toolkit,withwhich

networkoperatorscanremotelyupgradeanMSbysendingcodesthrough

shortmessages.

• Thesemessagesareissuedfrom aSim CardserverandarereceivedbyMSs

equippedwithSIM-toolkitcapability.

• SIM Toolkitprovidessecurity-relatedfunctionssothatSIM cardsarenotfalsely

modified.

CharacteristicofMobileEquipment(ME)

• TheMEcontainsthenoncustomer-relatedhardwareandsoftwarespecificto

theradiointerface.

• WhentheSIM isremovedfrom anMS,theMEcannotbeusedforreachingthe

service,exceptforemergencycalls.

• AteverynewconnectionbetweenMS(SIM)andthenetwork,thecharacteristic

indicationoftheME,calledclassmark,isgiventothenetwork.

• ThisSIM-MEdesignsupportsportability,aswellasenhancingsecurity.Usually,

theMEisthepropertyofthesubscriber.TheSIM,althoughloanedtothe

subscriber,isthepropertyoftheserviceprovider.

BaseStationSystem

TheBSSconsistsoftwoparts:

A)BaseTransceiverStation(BTS)

B)BaseStationController(BSC)

TheBTS containstransmitter,receiver,signalingequipmentspecifictotheradio
interface in orderto contactthe MSs.An importantpartofthe BTS is the
transcoder/rate adapter unit (TRAU) that carries out GSM-specific speech
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encoding/decodingandrateadaptionindatatransmission.

FunctionsofBSC
• TheBSCisresponsiblefortheswitchingfunctionsintheBSS,andisinturn

connectedtoanMSCintheNSS.

• TheBSCsupportsradiochannelallocation/releaseandhandoffmanagement.

• A BSC mayconnecttoseveralBTSsandmaintaincellconfigurationdataof
theseBTSs.

• TheBSC communicateswith theBTSsusing ISDN protocolsviatheA-bis
interface.

ProcessorloadofaBSC,Inbusyhours
Callactivities=around20-25percent

PagingandShortMessageService(SMS)=around10-15percent

Mobilitymanagement(handoffandlocationupdate)=around20-25percent
Hardwarechecking/network-triggeredevents=around15-20percent.
ABSCistypicallyengineeredat80percentutilization.WhenaBSCisoverloaded,it
first

rejectslocationupdate,nextMSoriginatingcalls,andthenhandoffs.

NetworkandSwitchingSubsystem (NSS)

The NSS supports the switching functions,subscriber profiles,and mobility
management.ThebasicswitchingfunctionintheNSSisperformedbytheMSC.

• ThisinterfacefollowsasignalingprotocolusedinthetelephonenetworkThe

MSCalsocommunicateswithothernetworkelementsexternaltoGSM utilizing

thesamesignalingprotocol.

• ThecurrentlocationofanMSisusuallymaintainedbyHLRandVLR.Whenan

MSmovefrom thehomesystem toavisitedsystem,itslocationisregistered

attheVLRofthevisitedsystem.TheVLRtheninformstheMS’sHLRofits

currentlocation.

• Theauthenticationcenter(AuC)isusedinthesecuritydatamanagementfor

theauthenticationofsubscribers.TheAuCmaybeconnectedwiththeHLR.

• AnincomingcallisroutedtoanMSC,unlessthefixednetworkisableto

inteterrogatetheHLRdirectly.ThatMSCiscalledthegatewayMSC(GMSC).

• TheGMSCobtainsthelocationinformationroutesthecallstothevisitedMSC

ofthesubscriberstoreceivethecalls.
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CHAPTER4

OTHERGSM ENTITIES

GSM Interfaces

GSM interfacesareusedforconnectionofvariousnodesinGSM network.Thereare
differentGSM interfaces.

Um Interface:

• ItisalsoknownasAirInterfaceorRadiointerface.Itisthemostimportantpart

inanymobileradiosystem andinterfacesMSandBTS.
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• Itsupportsmaximum spectralefficiencyanduniversaluseofanycompatible

mobilestationinaGSM network.

• TheradiointerfaceusestheLinkAccessProtocolonDchannel(LAPD).

AbisInterface:

• Abisinterfacesarevendorspecific.ItinterfacesBSCandBTS.Theinterface

comprises traffic and controlchannels.Functions implemented atAbis

interfaceare:

• Trafficchanneltransmission,terrestrialandradiochannelmanagement.

• Voice-datatrafficexchange.

• SignalingexchangebetweenBSCandBTS.

• Transportingsynchronizationinformationfrom BSCtoBTS.

Thisinterfacesupportstwotypesofcommunicationlinks:

Trafficchannelsat64kbps.

Signalingchannelsat16kbps

Thetwomessageshandheldbytrafficmanagementprocedurepartofthesignaling
interfacearetransparentandnon-transparent.MessagesbetweenMSandBSC-MSC
aretransparentmessagesandtheydonotrequireanalysisbyBTS.But,BTSanalysis
isrequiredbynon-transparentmessages.

A-interface
ItistheinterfacebetweenBSCandMSC.ThephysicallayerofA-interfaceisa

2MbpsstandardCCITTdigitalconnection.

ProprietaryM-Interface
ItistheinterfacebetweenphysicalBSCandtheTRAU.TRAUisincludedin

BSC intheGSM networkimplementationoflucenttechnologies.TheTRAU
adaptstransmissionbitrateofA-interface(64kbps)toA-bisinterface(16
kbps).

InterfacebetweenotherGSM Entities
MAP(MediaApplicationProtocol)isusedtotransferinformationbetween

GSM PLMN entities.Mobile application and severalApplication Service
Elements(ASEs)arecontainedinMAP.

SignalProcessinginGSM
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Figure8-GSM operationsfrom speechinputtospeechoutput

There are following operations performed from transmitterto receiverin signal
processinginGSM.

SpeechCoding-

• TheGSM speechcoderisbasedontheResiduallyExcitedLinearPredictive

Coder(RELP),whichisenhancedbyincludingaLong-Term Predictor(LTP).

• Thecoderprovides260bitsforeach20msblocksofspeech,whichyieldsabit

rateof13kbps.

• The GSM speech codertakes advantage ofthe factthatin a normal

conversation,eachpersonspeaksonaverageforlessthan40%ofthetime.

• Byincorporatingavoiceactivitydetector(VAD)inthespeechcoder,GSM

systemsoperateinadiscontinuoustransmissionmode(DTX).

• Whichprovidesalongersubscriberbatterylifeandreducesinstantaneous

radiointerferencesincetheGSM transmitterisnotactiveduringsilentperiods.

• A comfort noise subsystem (CNS) at the receiving end introduces a

backgroundacousticnoisetocompensatefortheannoyingswitchedmuting

whichoccursduetoDTX.

ChannelCodingforDataChannels-ThecodingprovidedforGSM fullratedata
channels(TCH/F9.6)isbasedonhandling60bitsofuserdataat5msintervals,in
accordancewiththemodifiedCCITTV.110modem standard.

ChannelCodingforControlChannels-GSM controlchannelmessagesare
defined

tobe184bitslong,andareencodedusingashortenedbinarycyclicfirecode,filledby
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ahalf-rateconvolutioncoder.

Interleaving

Inordertominimizetheeffectofsuddenfadesonthereceiveddata,thetotalof456
encodedbitswithineach20msspeechframeorcontrolmessageframearebroken
intoeight57bitsubblocks.

• Theseeightsub-blockswhichmakeupasinglespeechframearespreadover

eightconsecutiveTCHtimeslots.

• Ifaburstislostduetointerferenceorfading,channelcodingensuresthat

enoughbitswillstillbereceivedcorrectlytoallowtheerrorcorrectiontowork.

• EachTCHtimeslotcarriestwo57bitblocksofdatafrom twodifferent20ms

(456bit)speech(control)segments.

• Figureillustratesexactlyhow thespeechframesarediagonallyinterleaved

withinthetimeslots.Andhereeightspeechsub-blocksarespreadovereight

successiveTCHtimeslotsforaspecifictimeslotnumber.

Figure9-DiagonalinterleavingusedforTCH/SACCH/FACCHdata

HereTS0contains57bitsofdatafrom 0thsub-blockofnthspeechcoder
frame(denotedas“a”infigure)and57bitsofdatafrom the4thsub-blockof
the(n-1)speechcoderframe(denotedas“b”infigure).

BurstFormatting-
Burstformattingaddsbinarydatatothecipheredblocks,inordertohelp

synchronizationandequalizationofthereceivedsignal.

Ciphering
• Cipheringmodifiesthecontentsoftheeightinterleavedblocksthroughtheuse

ofencryptiontechniquesknownonlytotheparticularmobilestationandbase

transceiverstation.
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• Securityis furtherenhanced bythe factthatthe encryption algorithm is

changedfrom calltocall.

• Twotypescipheringalgorithms,calledA3andA5,areusedinGSM toprevent

unauthorized network access and privacy for the radio transmission

respectively.

• TheA3algorithm isusedtoauthenticateeachmobilebyverifyingtheuser’s

passcodewithintheSIM withthecryptographickeyattheMSC.

• TheA5algorithm providesthescramblingforthe114codeddatabitssentin
eachTS

Modulation
• ThemodulationschemeusedbyGSM is0.3GMSK,where0.3describesthe3

dbbandwidthoftheGaussianpulseshapingfilterwithrelationtothebitrate

(BT=0.3).

• GMSKisaspecialtypeofdigitalFM modulation.Binaryonesandzeroesare

representedinGSM byshiftingRFcarrierby67.708kHz.

• ThechanneldatarateofGSM is270.834kbps,whichisexactlyfourtimesthe

RFfrequencyshift.

• Thisminimizesthebandwidthoccupiedbythemodulationspectrum andhence

improveschannelcapacity.

• TheMSKmodulatedsignalispassedthroughaGaussianfiltertosmooththe

rapidfrequencytransitionswhichwouldotherwisespreadenergyintoadjacent

channels.

FrequencyHoping
• Undernormalconditions,eachdataburstbelongingtoaparticularphysical

channelistransmittedusingthesamecarrierfrequency.

• However,ifusesinaparticularcellhaveseveremultipathproblems,thecell

maybedefinedasahopingcellbythenetworkoperator,

• Inwhichcaseslow frequencyhopingmaybeimplementedtocombatthe

multipathorhoppingoccursatamaximum rateof217.6hopspersecond.

• Asmanyas64differentchannelsmaybeusedbeforeahoppingsequenceis
repeated.

Frequencyhopingiscompletelyspecifiedbytheserviceprovider.

Equalization

• Equalization is performed atthe receiverwith the help ofthe training

sequencestransmittedinthemixableofeverytimeslot.
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• The type ofequalizerforGSM is notspecified and is leftup to the
manufacturer.

Demodulation
• Theportionofthetransmittedforwardchannelsignalwhichisofinteresttoa

particularuserisdeterminedbytheassignedTSandARFCN.

• TheappropriateTS aredemodulated withtheaid ofsynchronizationdata

providedbytheburstformatting.

• Afterdemodulation,the binary information is deciphered,de-interleaved,

channeldecoded,andspeechdecoded.Hereatthereceiver,theprocessofDe-

ciphering, Burst Formatting, De-interleaving, Channel decoding, source

decodingareexactlyoppositetothetransmitterandfinallyspeechasan

output.

FramestructureofGSM

• ThemostinterestinginterfaceinaGSM system isUm,GSM implementsSDMA

usingcellswithBTSandassignsanMStoaBTS,Furthermore,FDDisusedto

separatedownlinkanduplinkasshowninfigure.

• MediaaccesscombinesTDMAandFDMA.InGSM 900(Uplinkare935-960

MHzandDownlinkare890-915MHz),124channels,each200kHzwide,are

usedforFDMA,whereasGSM 1800uses,374channels.

• Duetotechnicalreasons,channels1and124arenotusedfortransmissionin

GSM 900.Typically,32 channelsarereserved fororganizationaldata;the

remaining90areusedforcustomers.

• EachBTSthenmanagesasinglechannelfororganizationaldataand,e.g.,upto

10channelsforuserdata.

• Notethat,foragivendistance,lesspowerisrequiredtotransmitsignalovera

lowerfrequency.TosaveMS(MobileStation)power,uplinkfrequenciesin

mobilesystemsarealwaysthelowerbandoffrequencies.

• DiscontinuoustransmissionisusedinGSM tosavepowerconsumptionofthe

MS.Withthisfunction,anMSturnsthetransmitterononlywhilevoiceis

present.Whenthereisnovoiceinput,thetransmitteristurnedoff.

• GSM alsosupportsdiscontinuousreceptionwheretheMSneedstolistenonly

toitssubchannelforpaging.
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• ThefollowingexampleisbasedontheGSM 900system,butGSM worksina

similarwayat1800and1900MHz.

• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSM

timeslots,whereeachslotrepresentsaphysicalTDM channelandlastsfor

577microseconds.EachTDM channeloccupiesthe200kHzcarrierfor577

microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.

• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfrom thedownlinkbyadelayofthree
timeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfrom transmittingandreceivingatthesametime.

Figure10-GSM FrameStructure

• Thedurationofaframeis4.615ms.Aframesisagainsubdividedinto8GSM

timeslots,whereeachslotrepresentsaphysicalTDM channelandlastsfor

577microseconds.EachTDM channeloccupiesthe200kHzcarrierfor577

microsecondsevery4.615millisecond.

• Thetimeslotsintheuplinkarederivedfrom thedownlinkbyadelayofthree
timeslots.

ThisarrangementpreventsanMSfrom transmittingandreceivingatthesametime.

• AnMSdoesnotneedafull-duplextransmitter,asimplerhalf-duplextransmitter

switchingbetweenreceivingandsendingisenough.

• Toavoidfrequencyselectivefading,GSM specifiesanoptionalslowfrequency

hoppingmechanismsandBTSmaychangethecarrierfrequencyaftereach

framebasedonacommonhoppingsequence.AnMSchangesitfrequency

betweenupanddownlinkslotsrespectively.

• Dataistransmittedinsmallportions,calledbursts.Normalburstareusedfor

datatransmissioninsideatimeslot(userandsignalingdata).Theburstisonly

546.5microsecondlongandcontains148bits.
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• Theremaining30.5microsecondareusedasguardspacetoavoidoverlapping

withotherburstduetodifferentpathdelaysandtogivethetransmittertimeto

turnonandoff.

• Thefirstandlastthreebitsofanormalburst(tail)areallsetto0andcanbe

usedtoenhancethereceiverperformance.

• Thetrainingsequenceinthemiddleofaslotisusedtoadapttheparametersof

thereceivertothecurrentpathpropagationcharacteristicandtoselectthe

strongestsignalincaseofmulti-pathpropagation.

• Aflagindicateswhetherthedatafieldcontainsuserornetworkcontroldata.

• Apartfrom the normalburst,ETSIdefines fourmore bursts fordata

transmission,frequencycorrectionburstsallowstheMStocorrectthelocal

oscillatortoavoidinterferencewithneighboringchannels,asynchronization

burstwithanextendedtrainingsequencesynchronizestheMSwiththeBTSin

time,anaccessburstisusedfortheinitialconnectionsetupbetweenMSand

BTS,andfinallyadummyburstisusedifnodataisavailableforaslot.

ChannelsusedinGSM

Figure11-ChannelsinGSM

Trafficchannels(TCHs)

Trafficchannelsareusedtocarryuserinformation(speechordata).Twokindsof
TCHsaredefined:
a)Full-rateTCH(TCH/F)

Providestransmissionspeedof13kbpsforspeechor9.6,4.8,or2.4kbpsfor
data.Enhancedfull-rate(EFR)speechcodershavebeenimplementedtoimprovethe
speechqualityofaTCH/F.

b)Half-rateTCH(TCH/H)
Allowstransmissionof6.5kbpsspeech,or4.8or2.4kbpsofdata.1)
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ControlChannels(CCHs)

TheCCHsareintendedtocarrysignalinginformation.ThreetypesofCCHsare
definedinGSM:

a)Commoncontrolchannels(CCCHs):Includethefollowingchanneltypes:

• Pagingchannel(PCH):ThePCH providespagingsignalsfrom thebase

stationto allmobilesinthecell,and notifiesaspecificmobileofan

incomingcallwhichoriginatesfrom thePSTN.ThePCHtransmitstheIMSI

ofthetargetsubscriber,alongwitharequestforacknowledgmentfrom the

mobileunitontheRACH.Alternatively;thePCHmaybeusedtoprovidecell

broadcastASCIItextmessagesto allsubscribers,aspartoftheSMS

featureofGSM.

• Accessgrantchannel(AGCH):TheAGCHisusedbythe basestationto

provideforwardlinkcommunicationtothemobile,andcarriesdatawhich

instructsthemobiletooperateinaparticularphysicalchannel(timeslot

andARFCN)withaparticulardedicatedcontrolchannel.TheAGCHisthe

finalCCCHmessagesentbythebasestationbeforeasubscriberismoved

offthecontrolchannel.TheAGCHisusedbythebasestationtorespondto

aRACHsentbyamobilestationinapreviousCCCHframe.

• Random accesschannel(RACH):TheRACHisareverselinkchannelused

byasubscriberunittoacknowledgeapagefrom thePCH,andisalsoused

bymobilestooriginateacall.TheRACH usesaslottedALOHA access

Scheme.ItisusedbytheMSsforinitialaccesstothenetwork.Itutilizesthe

uplink.SameMSsmayaccessthesameRACH,potentiallyresultingin

collisions.TheslottedAlohaprotocolisadoptedinGSM toresolveaccess

collision.

b)Dedicatedcontrolchannels:ItissupportedinGSM fordedicatedusebya
specificMS.

 Standalonededicatedcontrolchannel(SDCCH):Itisusedonlyforsignaling

andforshortmessages.TheSDCCHisusedtosendauthenticationandalert

messages(butnotspeech)asthemobilesynchronizesitselfwiththeframe

structureandwaitsforaTCH.

TheSDCCHisusedinbothdownlinkanduplink.

• Slowassociatedcontrolchannel(SACCH):ItisassociatedwitheitheraTCHor

an SDCCH.The SACCH is used fornonurgentprocedures,mainly the
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transmissionofpowerandtimealignmentcontrolinformationovertheuplink.

ATCHisalwaysallocatedwithacontrolchannelSACCHtotransportbothuser

informationandsignalingdatainparallel.TheSACCHisusedinbothdownlink

anduplink.

• Fastassociatedcontrolchannel(FACCH):Itisusedfortime-criticalsignaling,

suchascall-establishingprogress,authenticationofsubscriber,orhandoff.The

FACCHmakesuseoftheTCHduringacall;thus,thereisalossofuserdata

becausetheFACCH “steals”thebandwidthoftheTCH.TheFACCHisusedin

bothdownlinkanduplink.

• Callbroadcastchannel(CBCH):Itcarriesonlytheshortmessageservicecell

broadcastmessages,whichusethesametimeslotastheSDCCH.TheCBCH

isusedonthedownlinkonly.

c)Broadcastchannels(BCHs):ItisusedbytheBTStobroadcastinformationtothe
MSsinitscoveragearea.

• Frequencycorrectionchannel(FCCH):TheFCCHallowseachsubscriberunit

tosynchronizetheinternalfrequencystandard(localoscillator)totheexact

frequencyofthebasestation.Itcarriesinformationfrom theBSStotheMS.

• Synchronizationchannel(SCH):Itcarryinformationfrom theBSStotheMS.It

isusedtoidentifytheservingbasestationwhileallowingeachmobiletoframe

synchronizeswiththebasestation.

• Broadcastcontrolchannel(BCCH):TheBCCHisaforwardcontrolchannelthat

is used to broadcastinformation such as celland network identity,and

operatingcharacteristicsofthecell(currentcontrolchannelstructure,channel

availability,andcongestion).TheBCCHalsobroadcastsalistofchannelsthat

arecurrentlyinusewithinthecell.

Handoff:

Whenamobileuserisengagedinconversation,theMSisconnectedtoaBSviaa
radiolink.IfthemobileusermovestothecoverageareaofanotherBS,theradiolink
totheoldBSiseventuallydisconnected,andaradiolinktothenew BSshouldbe
establishedtocontinuetheconversation.Thisprocessisvariouslyreferredtoas
automaticlinktransfer,handover,orhandoff.

Therearefivetypesofhandoff:

• IntracellhandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetweentwotimeslotsor

channelsinthesameBS.ForaTDMAsystem,Intracellhandoffisalsoreferred

toastimeslottransfer(TST).
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• Intercellhandofforinter-BShandoffThelinktransferisperformedbetween

twoBSsattachedtothesamebasestationcontroller(BSC).

• Inter-BSC handoffThe linkis transferred between two BSsconnected to

differentBSCsonthesamemobileswitchingcenter(MSC).

• Intersystem handofforinter-MSChandoffThelinktransfertakesplaceattwo

BSsconnectedtodifferentBSCsondifferentMSCs.

• Intersystem handoffbetweentwoPCSnetworksThelinktransferisbetween

twoBSsconnectedtodifferentMSCshomingtodifferentPCSnetworks.

Threestrategieshavebeenproposedtodetecttheneedforhandoff:

• In mobile-controlled handoff(MCHO)The MS continuously monitors the

signalsofthesurroundingBSsandinitiatesthehandoffprocesswhensome

handoffcriteriaaremet.MCHOisusedinDECTandPACS.

• In network-controlled handoff(NCHO)The surrounding BSs measure the

signalfrom theMS,andthenetworkinitiatesthehandoffprocesswhensome

handoffcriteriaaremet.NCHOisusedinCT-2plusandAMPS.

• Inmobile-assistedhandoff(MACHO)ThenetworksasktheMStomeasurethe

signalfrom thesurroundingBSs.Thenetworkmakesthehandoffdecision

basedonreportsfrom theMS.MACHOisusedinGSM andIS-95CDMA.

TheBSsinvolvedinthehandoffmaybeconnectedtothesameMSC (inter-cell
handofforinterBShandoff)ortwodifferentMSCs(inter-system handofforinter-MSC
handoff).

GSM SubscriberServices
TherearetwobasictypesofservicesofferedthroughGSM:telephony(alsoreferred
toasteleservices)anddata(alsoreferredtoasbearerservices).Telephonyservices
are mainlyvoice services thatprovide subscribers with the complete capability
(includingnecessaryterminalequipment)tocommunicatewithothersubscribers.
Dataservicesprovidethecapacitynecessarytotransmitappropriatedatasignals
betweentwoaccesspointscreatinganinterfacetothenetwork.Inadditiontonormal
telephonyandemergencycalling,thefollowingsubscriberservicesaresupportedby
GSM:

• Dual-tonemultifrequency(DTMF)—DTMFisatonesignalingschemeoften

usedforvariouscontrolpurposesviathetelephonenetwork,suchasremote

controlofanansweringmachine.GSM supportsfull-originatingDTMF.

• FacsimilegroupIII—GSM supportsCCITTGroup3facsimile.Asstandardfax

machinesaredesignedtobeconnectedtoatelephoneusinganalogsignals,a

specialfaxconverterconnectedtotheexchangeisusedintheGSM system.
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ThisenablesaGSM–connectedfaxtocommunicatewithanyanalogfaxinthe

network.

• Shortmessageservices—AconvenientfacilityoftheGSM networkistheshort

messageservice.Amessageconsistingofamaximum of160alphanumeric

characterscanbesenttoorfrom amobilestation.Thisservicecanbeviewed

asanadvancedform ofalphanumericpagingwithanumberofadvantages.If

thesubscriber'smobileunitispoweredofforhasleftthecoveragearea,the

messageisstoredandofferedbacktothesubscriberwhenthemobileis

poweredonorhasreenteredthecoverageareaofthenetwork.Thisfunction

ensuresthatthemessagewillbereceived.

• Cellbroadcast—Avariationoftheshortmessageserviceisthecellbroadcast

facility.Amessageofamaximum of93characterscanbebroadcasttoall

mobilesubscribersinacertaingeographicarea.Typicalapplicationsinclude

trafficcongestionwarningsandreportsonaccidents.

• Voicemail—Thisserviceisactuallyanansweringmachinewithinthenetwork,

which is controlled by the subscriber.Calls can be forwarded to the

subscriber'svoice-mailboxandthesubscriberchecksformessagesviaa

personalsecuritycode.

• Faxmail—Withthisservice,thesubscribercanreceivefaxmessagesatanyfax

machine.Themessagesarestoredinaservicecenterfrom whichtheycanbe

retrievedbythesubscriberviaapersonalsecuritycodetothedesiredfax

number.

SupplementaryServices

GSM supportsacomprehensivesetofsupplementaryservicesthatcancomplement
andsupportbothtelephonyanddataservices.Supplementaryservicesaredefinedby
GSM and are characterized as revenue-generating features.A partiallisting of
supplementaryservicesfollows.

• Callforwarding—This service gives the subscriberthe ability to forward

incomingcallstoanothernumberifthecalledmobileunitisnotreachable,ifit

isbusy,ifthereisnoreply,orifcallforwardingisallowedunconditionally.

• Barring ofoutgoing calls—This service makes itpossible fora mobile

subscribertopreventalloutgoingcalls.
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• Barring ofincoming calls—This function allowsthe subscriberto prevent

incomingcalls.Thefollowingtwoconditionsforincomingcallbarringexist:

baringofallincomingcallsandbarringofincomingcallswhenroamingoutside

thehomePLMN.

• Adviceofcharge(AoC)—TheAoCserviceprovidesthemobilesubscriberwith

anestimateofthecallcharges.TherearetwotypesofAoCinformation:one

thatprovidesthesubscriberwithanestimateofthebillandonethatcanbe

usedforimmediatechargingpurposes.AoCfordatacallsisprovidedonthe

basisoftimemeasurements.

• Callhold—Thisserviceenablesthesubscribertointerruptanongoingcalland

thensubsequentlyreestablishthecall.Thecallholdserviceisonlyapplicable

tonormaltelephony.

• Callwaiting—Thisserviceenablesthemobilesubscribertobenotifiedofan

incomingcallduringaconversation.Thesubscribercananswer,reject,or

ignore the incoming call. Call waiting is applicable to all GSM

telecommunicationsservicesusingacircuitswitchedconnection.

• Multipartyservice—The multipartyservice enables a mobile subscriberto

establish a multiparty conversation—thatis,a simultaneous conversation

betweenthreeandsixsubscribers.Thisserviceisonlyapplicabletonormal

telephony.

• Callinglineidentificationpresentation/restriction—Theseservicessupplythe

calledpartywiththeintegratedservicesdigitalnetwork(ISDN)numberofthe

callingparty.Therestrictionserviceenablesthecallingpartytorestrictthe

presentation.Therestrictionoverridesthepresentation.

• Closedusergroups(CUGs)—CUGsaregenerallycomparabletoaPBX.They

areagroupofsubscriberswhoarecapableofonlycallingthemselvesand

certainnumbers.
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CHAPTER-5

CONCLUSION

In analog communication systems the quality ofvoice and the speed of
communication were notgood.Thus an evolution ofanalog communication
systemswasneeded;HenceGSM Technologywasmadewhichimprovedthe
communicationprocessbyaddressingtheproblemsoftheprevioussystems.

It increases the capacity,reduces RF transmission power,and provides
internationalroamingcapability,bettersecurityagainstfraudthroughterminal
validation and userauthentication.Italso provides encryption capability for
informationsecurityandprivacy,AtthesametimeitiscompatiblewiththeISDN
network.
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                                        ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed to 

perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronicsbased systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called arranged 

in Segments. Hence,the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment is in the 

shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion so that it 

can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven Segment 

Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to Arduino or 

any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical LCD, 

touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 
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 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 

CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which is 

an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR microcontroller 

Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other microcontroller 

platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino module can be 

assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino modules cost less 

than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and Linux 

operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with how 

the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 
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language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code directly 

into your Arduino programs if you want to. 

 

 

 Fig 2.1 :Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices in 

the real world. 

 This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and can 

be directly connected to the computer through USB cable that is used to 

transfer the code to the controller using IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) software, mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is 

equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, 
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Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ are 

used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power the 

board. 

 Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family in 

terms of use and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with FTDI 

USB to Serial driver chip.  

 There are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino Nano 

V3 and Arduino Uno are the most official versions that come with 

Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where RAM memory is 

32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Mirco SD card can be 

added in the boards to make them store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the board 

to develop serial communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that comes with a number 

of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins and based 

on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and number of 

instructions per cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the 

board based on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in regulation feature which keeps the voltage 

under control when the device is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the 

running program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs up 

in the middle of the running program; pushing this pin will clear everything 

up in the program and starts the program right from the beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins 

provide the flexibility and ease of use to the external devices that can be 

connected through these pins. There is no hard and fast interface required to 
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connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external device into the 

pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 

10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 5V, however, they can be configured 

to the high range using analogReference() function and AREF pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in the 

form of code.  

 Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external power 

source up to 12 V which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V based on 

the requirement of the project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 
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Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device. 

 LED.Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through pin 

13. Providing HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will turn it 

OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different than 

5 V supplied through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. If a 

voltage is provided through power jack, it can be accessed through this pin. 

 5V.This board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V pin 

is used to provide output regulated voltage. The board is powered up using 

three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support a 

voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the board 

on 5V. It is important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 5V or 

3.3V pins, they result in bypassing the voltage regulation that can damage 

the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More than one ground pins are provided on 

the board which can be used as per requirement.  Reset. This pin is 

incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of resetting 

the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the board. 

A shield is used to read the voltage across this pin which then select the 

proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are configured to 

provided 8-bit output PWM. 
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 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 11(MOSI), 

12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the help of SPI 

library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a 

reference voltage to the analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed 

through Wire Library. A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 Serial Communication. Serial communication is carried out through two 

pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external interrupts. 

An interrupt is called by providing LOW or changing value. 

2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

 Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino (ATmega328p).The 

ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller based on the AVR® 

enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set computer)architecture. In Order to 

maximize performance and parallelism, the AVR uses Harvard architecture – with 

separate memories and buses for program and data. Instruction in the program 

memory are executed with a single level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by 

an external 16MHz Crystal Oscillator. 
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Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for input 

and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM output 

refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the speed of 

a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

 Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 
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DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability of interfacing with other otherArduino 

boards, microcontrollers and computer. The Atmega328 placed on the board 

provides serial communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on the board provides a pathway for serial 

communication using USB com drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the 

IDE software which is used to send or receive text data from the board. If 

LEDs placed on the Rx and Tx pins will flash, they indicate the transmission 

of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using Arduino Software which is a cross-

platform application called IDE written in Java. The AVR microcontroller 

Atmega328 laid out on the base comes with builtinbootloader that sets you 

free from using a separate burner to upload the program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

 Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System  

 Digital Electronics and Robotics 

 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 
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 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

 The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. Each 

of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the segment 

forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be displayed. An 

additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same package thus allowing 

the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or more 7-segment displays 

are connected together to display numbers greater than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular plastic 

package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a particular 

order, some segments will be light and others will be dark allowing the desired 

character pattern of the number to be generated on the display. This then 

allows us to display each of the ten decimal digits 0 through to 9 on the same 

7-segment display. 

The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-segment 

display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the “Anode” and 
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the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of LED 7-

segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common Anode (CA). 

 The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

 In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display 
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments are 
joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by applying a 
ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting resistor to the 
Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 
together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 
common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 
cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 
will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 
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In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic circuits 
can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common cathode 
display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode display and 
vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, and hence light 
emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of LEDs 
is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we will need to 
light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, e and f. Thus the 
various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-segment display as 
shown. 

 

 

 

7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 
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and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while the 

remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 :BreadBoard 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward 

biased by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and 

in Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, with 

the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness and are 

readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other electronic 

components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the LEDs 

in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using only a 

battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 
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LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how the 

LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at the 

bottom of this page. 

 

Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This will 

short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment display you 

are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the device is 

common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. The 

maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the LED 

inside the segment can become unusable) 
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3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 

 

 

 

3.3 Code: 

//e=2;  
 //d = 3;  
 //c = 4;  
 //g = 5;  
 //f = 6;  
 //a = 7;  
 //b = 8;  
intnum[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 
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                 {1,1,0,1,1,1,0},  
                 {0,0,1,0,1,0,0},  
                 {1,0,0,0,1,0,0},  
                 {1,1,0,0,0,1,0},  
                 {1,0,0,0,0,0,1},  
                 {0,0,0,0,0,1,1},  
                 {1,1,0,1,1,0,0},  
                 {0,0,0,0,0,0,0},  
                 {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}   
         };  
void setup()   
{  
pinMode(2,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(3,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(4,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(5,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(6,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(7,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(8,OUTPUT);  
pinMode(9,OUTPUT);  
digitalWrite(2,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(3,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(4,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(5,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(6,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(7,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(8,HIGH);  
digitalWrite(9,HIGH);  
}  
void loop()   
{  
for(int i=0;i<10;i++)  
{  
 for(int j=0;j<7;j++)  
 {  
digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 
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 }  
  delay(1000);  
 }  
} 
 
  

3.4Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 
 b – Arduino Pin 8 
 c – Arduino Pin 4 
 d – Arduino Pin 3 
 e – Arduino Pin 2 
 f – Arduino Pin 6 
 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode one, 

the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW and 

according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit will be 

displayed on the 7 Segment Display. 

 

 

 

3.5 Applications: 
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 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display digits 
from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 
Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 
 Timers for automated water supply. 
 Counting general objects in any system. 
 Digital stop watches. 
 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 
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Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 

CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful ingeneral purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project,we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. This 

can output to a seven segment display.We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

In an era where there is a need for inclusive growth, the sugar industry is amongst 
 

the few industries that have successfully contributed to the rural economy. It has done so by 
 

commercially utilizing the rural resources to meet the large domestic demand for sugar and by 
 

generating surplus energy to meet the increasing energy needs of India. In addition to this, the 
 

industry has become the main stay of the alcohol industry. The sector supports over 50 million 
 

farmers and their families, and delivers value addition at the farm side. In general, sugarcane 
 

price accounts for approximately 70 percent of the ex-mill sugar price. 
 

 

The sector also has a significant standing in the global sugar space. The Indian domestic 

sugar market is one of the largest markets in the world, in volume terms. India is also the second 

largest sugar producing geography. India remains a key growth driver for world sugar, growing 

above the Asian and world consumption growth average. 

 

 

Globally, in most of the key geographies like Brazil and Thailand, regulations have a 

significant influence on the sugar sector. Perishable nature of cane, small farm land holdings and 

the need to influence domestic prices; all have been the drivers for regulations. In India, too, 

sugar is highly regulated. Since 1993, the regulatory environment has considerably eased, but 

sugar still continues to be an essential commodity under the Essential Commodity Act. There are 

regulations across the entire value chain land demarcation, sugarcane price, sugarcane 

procurement, sugar production and sale of sugar by mills in domestic and international markets. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

MISION, VISION, POLICIES OF K.C.P.S & I.C LTD. 
 

Mission 
 

1. Strive to achieve excellence in manufacturing sugar through our dedicated, loyal 

and committed workforce to enhance customer satisfaction. 

 

2. Strive for continual improvement at all levels by enhancing our skills, knowledge 

and enthusiasm to meet the needs of the changing world. 

 

3. Strive to achieve maximum value addition through the most effective use of 

resource. 

 

Vision 
 

To be in the first place among all sugar factories  in all aspects. 
 

1. Empower employees for shouldering higher responsibilities resulting in job 

enrichment and job satisfaction. 

 

2. Aim to grow in business and to make the senior managers of today to head plant 

operations at a future date by grooming and motivating them. 

 

3. All employees to aim deriving maximum benefits from all operations. 
 

Quality Policy 
 

We all of us at K.C.P.S & I.C LTD. Shall consistently endeavor to give 

utmost satisfaction to our customers in all spheres of our business activities by 

achieving the highest standard quality. 

 

We are committed to make continuous efforts to upgrade our manufacturing 

techniques, continually improve effectiveness of our quality management systems 

and enhance performance of employees by providing need based training and 

motivating them to work as a team. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

 

ORGANIZATION CHART - K.C.P.S & I.C.LTD 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: Organisational structure of K.C.P.S & I.C 
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Organization is divided into the following departments i.e. 
 

➢ Agriculture department 
 

➢ Human resource & development department 
 

➢ Engineering department 
 

➢ Process department 
 

➢ Finance department 
 

➢ Civil department 
 

➢ Transport department 
 

➢ Electrical department 
 

➢ Computers department 
 

➢ Sales department 
 

➢ Purchase department 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

SUGAR MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
 

Steps involved in sugar manufacturing process: 
 

➢ Procurement of sugarcane from zonal offices. 
 

➢ Weighing of sugarcane in the weighing bridge. 
 

➢ Feeding of sugarcane in the cane carriers. 
 

➢ Preparation of sugarcane into fine fibres through leveller units. 
 

➢ Feeding of prepared sugarcane into the mills. 
 

➢ Extraction of juice from the prepared sugarcane in the first mill. 
 

➢ Juice is taken for boiling purpose. 
 

➢ Addition of liquid lime and sulphur-di-oxide in juice sulphitor. 
 

➢ Separation of clear juice and mud juice in the clarifier. 
 

➢ Clear juice is sent for evaporation in the semi-kestners and evaporators. 
 

➢ Extraction of juice from muddy residue through vacuum filters. 
 

➢ The extracted juice is reduced into syrup after evaporation of water particles. 
 

➢ Addition of sulphur-di-oxide to the syrup in order to improve the 
colour of sugar. 

 

➢ Syrup is sent to massecuite boiling by adding various types of molasses 
to the syrup. 

 

➢ Preparation of A,B&C massecuite. 



 

➢ The white crystal sugar is dried in the sugar hoppers. 
 

➢ White sugar crystals is graded in graders. 
 

➢ The non uniform sized crystals are sent for melting. 
 

➢ The graded sugar is sent for weighing and packing. 
 

➢ The packed sugar is stored in the godown for storing and is sold only 
after the orders from the Government of India. 
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By-products of this sugar manufacturing process are 
 

• Ethanol 
 

• Ash 
 

• Bagasse 
 

• Fertilizers 
 

• Molasses 
 

Here in this sugar factory bagasse is used to generate steam for power generation. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

POWER GENERATION IN K.C.P.S & I.C.LTD 
 

In this sugar factory bagasse is burned in the boiler so as to produce steam for power 

generation. Here we have two generating units each of 3MW capacity. Out of this 6MW this 

factory consumes 5MW power and the remaining 1MW of power will be fed back to the grid at 

33/11Kv substation Lakshmipuram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1: 3MW Power generator 
 

5.1 WORKING: 
 

➢ The inlet steam pressure is 42 kg/cm
2
 and temperature is 420 degrees. 

 

➢ The steam is received from boiler and given to turbine to convert 
heat energy into mechanical energy. 

 

➢ The turbine rotates initially at 500 rpm and gradually speed is increased 

by governor by opening the percentage of inlet valve and reaches its rated speed 

of 8325 rpm. 
➢ Alternator is connected to turbine with gear box. 

 

➢ Gear box is connected between alternator and turbine to reduce the 
speed of turbine to the speed of alternator (1500rpm). 



 

➢ As alternator is coupled to turbine it rotates up to its rated speed. 
 

➢ After coming both alternator and turbine to rated speed load and 
brushless excitation is given. 
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➢ For excitation we should give supply to the rotor, so we will convert 

AC voltage to DC using rectifiers and field is excited, excitation is given by 

using AVR control. 
 

➢ Initially while rotating generator some voltage is produced and 
magnetic field is created. 

 

➢ By the principle of faraday’s law emf is produced by cutting the magnetic flux. 
 

➢ Thus generator converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 
 

➢ 3 MW gives an output power of 2.53 MW and it is utilized by the company 
 

➢ Back pressure of 42 kg/cm
2
 is set to give an output of 1 kg/cm

2
 

which is used in sugar process. 
 

➢ When load increase power factor is maintained manually. 
 

5.2 OPERATING PARAMETERS OF A SINGLE 3MW GENERATOR 
 

➢
 Output Power 

– 2.53 MW 

➢
 Reactive Power 

– 1.05 

MVAR 

➢
 Power Factor 

- 0.926 

➢
 Speed of Turbine 

- 8325 rpm 

➢
 Speed of Alternator 

-1500 rpm 

➢
 Operating Frequency 

- 50 Hz 

➢
 Field Excitation 

-112V 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION 
 

Electrical apparatus operates at different voltage levels and may be enclosed or placed 

in open place. Under abnormal operating conditions protection is necessary for safety of 

electrical equipment’s and safe of human personals. 

 

6.1 IMPORTANCE OF PROTECTION SYSTEM 
 

An electrical power system consists of generators, transformers, transmission and 

distribution lines etc. short circuit and other abnormal conditions often occur on a power system. 

The heavy currents associated with short circuit are likely to cause damage to equipment if 

suitable protective relays and circuit’s breakers are not provided for protection of each section 

of the power system. Short circuits are usually are usually termed as ‘faults’. some faults other 

than short circuits are also termed as faults, for example the failure of conducting path due to 

break in conductor is a type of fault. 

 

The fault must be cleared within a fraction of second .if a short circuit persists on 

system for a longer period; it may cause damage to some important sections of system. A 

heavy short circuit current may cause a fire. It may spread in the system and damage short 

circuit current may cause a fire. It may spread in the damage a part of it. 

 

A protective system includes circuit breakers and protective relays to isolate the 

faulty of system from healthy sections. A circuit breaker can disconnect the faulty element 

of the system when it is called upon to do so by the protective relay. The function of a 

protective relay is to detect and locate a fault and issue a command to the circuit breaker to 

disconnect he faulty element and issue a command to the circuit breaker to disconnect faulty 

element. It is a device which senses abnormal conditions on a power system, which differ 

under normal and abnormal conditions. 

 

Faults are detected automatically by means of relays, and faulty section isolated by 

circuit breaker connected to the boundaries of section. The combination of Relays and 

circuit breaker is known as protective system. 
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6.2 REQUIREMENTS OF PROTECTING DEVICES 
 

1. Speed 

 

2. Sensitivity 

 

3. Selectivity 

 

4. Simplicity 

 

5. Reliability 

 

6. Economy 
 

Speed: 
 

The relay must operate at the required speed. It should neither be too slow 

which may result in damage to the equipment nor should it be too fast which may 

result in undesired operation. Damage can be minimized. 

 

Sensitivity: 
 

The relaying equipment must be sufficiently sensitive so that it operates reliably 

equipment must when required under the actual conditions that produce least operating 

tendency and to detect all possible shunt and series faults. 

 

Selectivity: 
 

The relay must be able to discriminate (select) between those conditions for which 

prompt operation is required and those for which no operation, or time delayed operation is 

required. Isolate only faulty section without disturbing healthy. 

 

Simplicity: 
 

The relaying system should be simple so that it can be easily maintained. 
 

Reliability: 
 

The most important requisite of protective relay is reliability since they supervise 

the circuit for a long time before a fault occurs; if a fault then occurs, the relays must respond 

instantly and correctly. Reliability which includes both the security in fault clearance and 

the security against undesired clearances. 
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Economy: 
 

The most important factor in the choice of particular protection scheme is 

economic aspect. The device should be highly effective at a cheaper costs. 

 

6.3 PROYECTIVE RELAY 
 

A protective relay is a device that detects the fault and initiates the operation of 

circuit breaker to isolate the defective element from healthy system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1: Block diagram of a Relay 
 

Some of the important terms related to the protective relays are 
 

Pickup level of actuating signal: The value of actuating quantity which is on threshold 

above which the relay initiates to be operated. If the value of actuating quantity is 

increased, the electromagnetic effect of the relay coil is increased. Operating time: The 

time which elapses between the instant when actuating quantity exceeds the pickup value 

to the instant when the relay contacts close. 

 

Reset time: The time which elapses between the instant when the actuating quantity 

becomes less than the reset value to the instant when the relay contacts returns to its normal 

position. 
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Reach of relay: A distance relay operates whenever the distance seen by the relay is less 

than the pre-specified impedance. The actuating impedance in the relay is the function of 

distance in a distance protection relay. This impedance or corresponding distance is called 

reach of the relay. 

 

 

6.4 LIST OF PROTECTINS USED FOR 3MW ALTERNATOR 
 

1. Differential protection 

 

2. Power group protection 

 

3. V/F protection 

 

4. Earth fault protection 

 

5. Under and Over voltage protection 

 

6. Under and Over frequency protection 

 

7. Under current protection 

 

8. Field failure protection 

 

9. System back up protection 
 

6.5 CIRCUIT BREAKER 
 

A circuit breaker is a piece of equipment which can make or break a circuit either 

manually or by remote control under normal conditions. Break a circuit automatically under 

fault conditions make a circuit either manually or by remote control under fault conditions. 

 

TYPES OF CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
 

1. Oil circuit breakers 

 

2. Air circuit breakers 

 

3. SF6 circuit breakers 

 

4. Vacuum circuit breakers 
 

 

6.6 DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION 
 

It provides protection against phase to phase and phase to ground i.e. for stator 

winding faults. Differential protection is based on the circulating current principle. In this type 



of protection scheme currents at two ends of the protection system are compared. Under normal 

conditions, currents at two ends will be same. But when the 
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fault occurs, current at one end will be different from the current at the end and this 

difference of current is made to flow through relay operating coils. The relays then closes 

its contacts and makes the circuit breaker to trip, thus isolate the faulty section. This type 

of protection is called the merz price circulating current system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.2: Differential protection of Alternator 
 

6.7 SOME OF THE FAULTS IN GENERATING SYSTEM 
 

 

 

Failure of prime- mover: 
 

 

When input to the prime-mover fails, the alternator runs as a synchronous 

motor and draws some current from supply system. This is known as “inverted running”. 

In case of turbo alternator, failure of steam supply may cause inverted running if the 

steam supply is gradually restored, the alternator will pick up load without disturbing the 

system. 

 

 

Failure of field: 
 

The chances of field failure of alternators are undoubtedly very rare. Even if it does 

occur, no immediate damage will be caused by permitting the alternator to run without a field for 

a short period. 
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Over current: 
 

It occurs mainly due to partial breakdown of winding insulation or due to 

overload on the supply system. Over current protection for alternator is considered 

unnecessary because as the modern alternators have considerably high values of internal 

impedance, these will stand a complete short circuit at their terminals for sufficient time 

without serious overheating. 

 

Over Speed: 
 

The chief cause of over speed is the sudden loss of all or the major part of 

load on the alternator. 

 

Centrifugal devices mounted on their driving shafts trip the main valve of 

the prime mover when a dangerous over speed occurs. 

 

Over frequency: 
 

Over frequency results from the excess power generation and it can easily 

be corrected by reduction in the inputs with the help of the governor or manually. 

 

Under frequency: 
 

Under frequency results from the over loading of the generator and it can be 

reduced by increasing the inputs to the generator with the help of governor or manually. 
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6.8 SCADA CONTROL SYSTEM 
 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition is a control system 

architecture comprising computers, networked data communications and graphical user 

interfaces for high level process supervisory management, while also comprising other 

peripheral devices like PLC and proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controllers to 

interface with process plants or machinery. This kind of supervising mechanism is also 

employed in K.C.P.S & I.C for supervising the power generation system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.3: SCADA control screen 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

PROTECTION OF TRANSFORMERS 
 

There are different kinds of transformers such as two winding or three winding power 

transformers, auto transformer, regulating transformers, earthing transformers, rectifier 

transformers etc. Different transformers demand different schemes of transformer 

protection depending upon their importance. 

 

It is common practice to provide Buchholz relay protection to all 0.5 MVA and above 

transformers. While for all small size distribution transformers, only HV fuses are used as 

main protective device. For all larger rated and important distribution transformers, over 

current protection along with restricted earth fault protection is applied. Differential 

protection should be provided in the transformers rated above 5 MVA. 

 

Depending upon the normal service condition, nature of transformer faults, degree of 

sustained over load, scheme of tap changing, and many other factors, the suitable 

transformer protection schemes are chosen. 

 

Common transformer faults: 
 

 

(1) Open circuit 

 

(2) Over heating 

 

(3) Winding short circuit 
 

 

7.1 Buchholz Relay: 
 

 

Buchholz Relay in transformer is an oil container housed the connecting pipe from 

main tank to conservator tank. It has mainly two elements. The upper element consists of a 

float. The float is attached to a hinge in such a way that it can move up and down depending 

upon the oil level in the Buchholz Relay Container. One mercury switch is fixed on the 

float. The alignment of mercury switch hence depends upon the position of the float. 

 

The lower element consists of a hinged type flap and mercury switch. This plate is fitted on a 

hinge just in front of the inlet (main tank side) of Buchholz Relay in transformer in such a way 

that when oil enters in the relay from that inlet in high pressure the alignment 
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of the flap along with the mercury switch attached to it, will change. In addition to these 

main elements a Buchholz Relay has gas release pockets on top. The electrical leads from 

both mercury switches are taken out through a molded terminal block. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7.1: Buchholz Relay 
 

 

7.2 DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION OF TRANSFORMER: 
 

 

 

Differential Protection Scheme in a Power Transformer Principle of Differential 

Protection scheme is one simple conceptual technique. The differential relay actually compares 

between primary current and secondary current of power transformer, if any unbalance found 

in between primary and secondary currents the relay will actuate and inter trip both the primary 

and secondary circuit breaker of the transformer. 

 

Suppose you have one transformer which has primary rated current I and secondary 

current is. If you install CT of ratio Ip/1A at primary side and similarly, CT of ratio Is/1A at 

secondary side of the transformer. The secondary’s of these both CTs are connected together in 

such a manner that secondary currents of both CTs will oppose each other. In other words, the 

secondary’s of both CTs should be connected to same current coil of differential relay in such 

a opposite manner that there will be no resultant current in that coil in normal working condition 

of the transformer. But if any major 
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fault occurs inside the transformer due to which the normal ratio of the transformer 

disturbed then the secondary current of both transformer will not remain the same and one 

resultant current will flow through the current coil of the differential relay, which will 

actuate the relay and inter trip both the primary and secondary circuit breakers. To correct 

phase shift of current because of star - delta connection of transformer winding in case of 

three phase transformer, the current transformer secondary’s should be connected in delta 

and star as shown here. 

 

At maximum through fault current, the spill output produced by the small 

percentage unbalance may be substantial. Therefore, differential protection of transformer 

should be provided with a proportional bias of an amount which exceeds in effect the 

maximum ratio deviation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7.2: Differential protection of Transformer 
 

7.3 Earth fault or leakage protection: 
 

 

An earth fault usually involves a partial breakdown of winding insulation to earth. 

The resulting leakage current is considerably less than the short-circuit current. The earth-

fault may continue for a long time and cause considerable damage before it ultimately 

develops into a short-circuit and removed from the system. Under these circumstances, it is 

profitable to employ earth-fault relays in order to ensure the disconnection of earth-fault or 

leak in the early stage. An Earth fault relay is essentially an over current relay of low setting 

and operates as soon as earth earth-faults or leak develops. One method of protection against 

earth fault in transformer is the core balance leakage protection shown in below 
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Fig.7.3:  Earth fault & leakage protection 
 

 

The three leads of the primary winding of power transformer are taken through the 

core of a current transformer which carries a single secondary winding. The operating coil 

of a relay is connected to this secondary. Under normal conditions (i.e.no fault to earth), the 

vector sum of three phases current is zero and there is no resultant flux in the core of current 

transformer no matter how much the load is out of balance. Consequently, no current flows 

through the relay and it remains inoperative. However, on the occurrence of an earth fault, 

the vector sum of three phase currents is no longer zero. The resultant current sets up flux 

in the core of the CT. which induces emf in the secondary winding. This energizes the relay 

to trip the circuit breaker and disconnect the faulty transformer from the system. 

 

7.4 Combined leakage and overload protection: 
 

 

The core balance protection described above suffers from the drawback that it 

cannot provide protection against overloads. If a fault or leakage occurs between phases, 

the core balance relay will not operate. It is a usual practice to provide combined leakage 

and overload protection for transformers. The earth relay has low current settings and 

operates under earth or leakage faults only. The over load relays have high current setting 

and are arranged to operate against faults between the phases. 

 

The below fig shows the schematic arrangement of combined leakage and over load 

protection. In this system of protection, two over load relays and leakage or earth relay are 

connected as shown. 
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Fig.7.4:  Combined leakage and over load protection 
 

The two overload relays are sufficient to protect against phase to phase faults. 
 

The trip contact of overload relays and earth fault relays are connected in parallel. 
 

Therefore, with the energizing of either overload relay or earth fault relay, the circuit 
 

breaker will be tripped. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

PROTECTION OF MOTOR & TURBINE 
 

The Motor is most essential drive in modern era of industrialization. From fractional 

hp AC motor used for different home appliances to giant synchronous and induction motor 

of up to 10,000 hp used for different industrial applications, should be protected against 

different electrical and mechanical faults for serving their purposes smoothly. The motor 

characteristics must be very carefully considered in selecting the right motor protection 

scheme. 

 

The abnormalities in motor or motor faults may appear due to mainly two main reasons: 
 

 

(a) Conditions imposed by the external power supply network 

 

(b) Internal faults, either in the motor or in the driven plant. 
 

 

Unbalanced supply voltages, under-voltage, reversed phase sequence and loss of 

synchronism (in the case of synchronous motor) come under former category. The latter 

category includes bearing failures, stator winding faults, motor earth faults and overload 

etc. The degree of motor protection system depends on the costs and applications of the 

electrical motor. 

 

8.1 Small motor protection: 
 

 

Generally motors up to 30 hp are considered in small category. The motor protection 

system in this case is arranged by HRC fuse, bimetallic relay and under voltage relay - all 

assembled into the motor contractor - starter itself. 

 

Most common cause of motor burn outs on LV fuse protected system is due to single 

phasing. This single phasing may remain undetected even if the motors are protected by 

conventional bimetallic relay. It cannot be detected by a set of voltage relays connected 

across the lines. Since, even when one phase is dead, the motor maintains substantial back 

emf on its faulty phase terminal and hence voltage across the voltage relay is prevented 

from dropping - off. 
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The difficulties of detecting single phasing can be overcome by employing a set of three 

current operated relays as shown in the motor protection circuit given below. 

 

The current operated relays are very simple instantaneous relays. There are mainly 

two parts in this relay one is a current coil and other is one or more normally open contacts 

(NO Contacts). The NO contacts are operated by the mmf of the current coil. This relay is 

connected in series with each phase of the supply and backed by HRC fuse. When the 

electrical motor starts and runs the supply current passes through the current coil of the 

relay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.1 Small motor protection 
 

 

The mmf of the current coil makes the NO contacts closed. If suddenly a single 

phasing occurs the corresponding current through the current coil will falls and the contacts 

of the corresponding relay will become to its normal open position. The NO contacts of the 

all three relays are connected in series to hold - in the motor contactor. So if any one relay 

contact opens, results to release of motor contactors and hence motor will stop running. 
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8.2 Large motor protection: 
 

 

Large motor especially induction motors require protection against 
 

➢ Motor bearing failure 
 

➢ Motor over heating 
 

➢ Motor winding failure 
 

➢ Reverse motor rotation 
 

 

8.2.1 Motor Bearing Failure 
 

Ball and roller bearings are used for the motor up to 500 hp and beyond this size 

sleeve bearings are used. failure of ball or roller bearing usually causes the motor to a 

standstill very quickly. Due to sudden mechanical jamming in motor bearing, the input 

current of the motor becomes very high. Current operated protection, attached to the input 

of the motor cannot serve satisfactorily. Since this motor protection system has to be set to 

override the high motor starting current. 

 

The difficulty can be overcome by providing “Thermal over load relay”. As the 

starting current of the motor is high but exists only during starting so for that current then 

there will be no overheating effect. But over current due mechanical jamming exists for 

longer time hence there will be an overheating effect. So stalling motor protection can be 

offered by the thermal overload relay. Stalling protection can also be provided by separate 

definite time over current relay which is operated only after a certain predefined time if over 

current persists beyond that period. In the case of sleeve bearing, a temperature sensing 

device embedded in the bearing itself. 

 

 

8.2.2 Motor over Heating: 
 

 

The main reason of motor over heating that means over heating of motor winding is due 

to either of mechanical over loading, reduced supply voltage, unbalanced supply voltage and 

single phasing. The overheating may cause deterioration of insulation life of motor hence it 

must be avoided by providing proper motor protection scheme. To avoid overheating, the motor 

should be isolated in 40 to 50 minutes even in the event of small overloads of the order of 10 



%. The protective relay should take into account the detrimental heating effects on the motor 

rotor due to negative sequence currents in the 
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stator arising out of unbalance in supply voltage. The motor should also be protected by 

instantaneous motor protection relay against single phasing such as a stall on loss of one phase 

when running at full load or attempting to start with only two of three phases alive. 

 

8.2.3 Motor Winding Failure: 
 

 

The motor protection relay should have instantaneous trip elements to detect motor 

winding failure such as phase to phase and phase to earth faults. Preferably phase to phase 

fault unit should be energized from positive phase sequence component of the motor current 

and another instantaneous unit connected in the residual circuit of the current transformers 

be used for earth faults protection. 

 

8.2.4 Reverse Motor Rotation: 
 

 

Especially in the case of conveyor belt, the reverse motor rotation must be avoided. 

The reverse rotation during starting can be caused due to inadvertent reversing of supply 

phases. A comprehensive motor protection relay with an instantaneous negative sequence 

unit will satisfy this requirement. If such relay has not been provided, a watt-meter type 

relay can be employed. 

 

8.3 TURBINE PROTECTION: 
 

Various protections provided for the turbine are as following: 
 

➢ Main steam pressure 
 

➢ Main steam temperature 
 

➢ Exhaust temperature 
 

➢ Turbine bearing temperature 
 

➢ Gearbox bearing temperature 
 

➢ Alternator bearing temperature 
 



➢ Protection against Vibrations 
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CHAPTER 9 
 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
 

 

1.Every person shall use safety helmet and shoes in the plant premises. 
 

2. Flammable material shall be stored separately with good ventilation arrangement and protect 

From hot sun and heat sources. 

 
3. Floor openings and excavated pits shall be barricaded to eliminate the risk of fall of persons. 

 

4. Avoid skin leys coming in to contact with chemicals if contact occurs flush the affected area 

with clean water atleast for 15 min. 

 

5. Wearing of loose clothing should be avoided the wiping rags should not allowed to hangfrom 

the pockets. This will lead to getting trapped in rotating machinery. 

 

6. No portable electrical light or any other appliances of voltage exceeding 24 volts shall be 

permitted for use in side any chamber, tank pipe or other confined space. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

For every power plant protection plays a major role for the safety of electrical 

equipment. Damage of the electrical equipment causes heavy losses so protection is very 

important. This is done by using these protective devices and logic the equipments of the 

power system are protected during the fault condition without causing any damage to men 

and material. As per electricity act also it is mandatory to implement all the protection. 
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                                  ABSTRACT 

 
With the completion of this training, I am now aware of the Embedded Systems 

Designing using arduino. I have worked for one month in the Embedded Systems Designing 

using arduino. I have worked almost as an engineer to the extent of my technical capabilities. 

Doing all these, I have acquired a lot of knowledge about the working of arduino with 

Embedded C Programming and its Softwares. 

I was the part of one of the most happening and demanding field of electronics i.e. 

Microcontroller started by intel and spending one month into it really proved very useful to me 

and I have gained a lot out of it. 

Finally, the main advantage of this training was that it has now enabled me to explore myself 

in the field of micro controllers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed 

to perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the o/p within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded 

systems mainly involve in our real life for several devices like microwave, 

calculators, TV remote control, home security and neighbourhood traffic control 

systems, etc. in this report there is a detailed study about arduino 8x8 led matrix 

interface with android phone. 

A 7 Segment Display is a simple device. It consists of 7 LEDs called 

arranged in Segments. Hence, the name 7 Segment Display. Each LED Segment 

is in the shape of hexagon and all the 7 LEDs are arranged in an “8” like fashion 

so that it can display digits from 0 to 9. 

In this project, we will learn about 7 Segment Displays and see how the 

Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface works. 7 Segment Display or Seven 

Segment Display is one of the simplest display devices that can be connected to 

Arduino or any microcontroller. 

There are several display devices like alphanumeric LCD, graphical 

LCD, touchscreen etc. a simple 7 segment display is sufficient for many 

applications. 

Components Required: 

 Arduino UNO 

 7 Segment Display 

 7 x 220Ω Resistors (1/4 Watt) 

 Breadboard 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Arduino Uno:  

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which 

is an opensource electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328. 

 First Arduino project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 

2003 by David Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi with the intention of 

providing a cheap and flexible way to students and professional for 

controlling a number of devices in the real world. 

 The current version of Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog 

input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used to connect with external 

electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino 

module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino 

modules cost less than $50. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and 

Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to 

Windows. 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet flexible 

enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with 

how the Arduino IDE works. 

 The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for 

extension by experienced programmers. The language can be expanded 

through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming 

language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 
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 Fig 2.1 : Arduino Uno 

  

 It allows the designers to control and 

sense the external electronic devices in the real world. 

 This board comes with all the 

features required to run the controller and can be directly connected to the 

computer through USB cable that is used to transfer the code to the 

controller using IDE (Integrated Development Environment) software, 

mainly developed to program Arduino. IDE is equally compatible with 

Windows, MAC or Linux Systems, however, Windows is preferable to 

use. Programming languages like C and C++ are used in IDE. 

 Apart from USB, battery or AC to 

DC adopter can also be used to power the board. 

  Arduino Uno boards are quite 

similar to other boards in Arduino family in terms of use and 

functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with FTDI USB to Serial 

driver chip. 
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 There are many versions of Uno 

boards available, however, Arduino Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are the 

most official versions that come with Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel 

microcontroller where RAM memory is 32KB. 

 When nature and functionality of the 

task go complex, Mirco SD card can be added in the boards to make them 

store more information. 

2.1.2 FEATURES OF ARDUINO UNO:  

 Arduino Uno comes with USB 

interface i.e. USB port is added on the board to develop serial 

communication with the computer. 

 Atmega328 microcontroller is 

placed on the board that comes with a number of features like timers, 

counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins and based on a 16MHz clock 

that helps in producing more frequency and number of instructions per 

cycle. 

 It is an open source platform where 

anyone can modify and optimize the board based on the number of 

instructions and task they want to achieve. 

 This board comes with a built-in 

regulation feature which keeps the voltage under control when the device 

is connected to the external device. 

 Reset pin is added in the board that 

reset the whole board and takes the running program in the initial stage. 

This pin is useful when board hangs up in the middle of the running 

program; pushing this pin will clear everything up in the program and 

starts the program right from the beginning. 

 There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog 

pins incorporated in the board that allows the external connection with 

any circuit with the board. These pins provide the flexibility and ease of 

use to the external devices that can be connected through these pins. 

There is no hard and fast interface required to connect the devices to the 

board. Simply plug the external device into the pins of the board that are 

laid out on the board in the form of the header. 

 The 6 analog pins are marked as A0 

to A5 and come with a resolution of 10bits. These pins measure from 0 to 
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5V, however, they can be configured to the high range using 

analogReference() function and AREF pin. 

 13KB of flash memory is used to 

store the number of instructions in the form of code. 
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 Only 5 V is required to turn the 

board on, which can be achieved directly using USB port or external 

adopter, however, it can support external power source up to 12 V which 

can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V based on the requirement of the 

project.  

2.1.3 PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Fig 2.2 : Pin Diagram 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which 

operates at 5V. These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging 

between 20mA to 40mA. Internal pull-up resistors are used in the board that 

limits the current exceeding from the given operating conditions. However, 

too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages the 

device.
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 LED. Arduino Uno comes with 

built-in LED which is connected through pin 13. Providing HIGH value 

to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will turn it OFF. 

 Vin. It is the input voltage provided 

to the Arduino Board. It is different than 5 V supplied through a USB 

port. This pin is used to supply voltage. If a voltage is provided through 

power jack, it can be accessed through this pin. 

 5V. This board comes with the 

ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V pin is used to provide output 

regulated voltage. The board is powered up using three ways i.e. USB, 

Vin pin of the board or DC power jack. 

 USB supports voltage around 5V 

while Vin and Power Jack support a voltage ranges between 7V to 20V. It 

is recommended to operate the board on 5V. It is important to note that, if 

a voltage is supplied through 5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing 

the voltage regulation that can damage the board if voltage surpasses 

from its limit. 

 GND. These are ground pins. More 

than one ground pins are provided on the board which can be used as per 

requirement.  Reset. This pin is incorporated on the board which resets 

the program running on the board. Instead of physical reset on the board, 

IDE comes with a feature of resetting the board through programming. 

 IOREF. This pin is very useful for 

providing voltage reference to the board. A shield is used to read the 

voltage across this pin which then select the proper power source. 

 PWM. PWM is provided by 

3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are configured to provided 8-bit output 

PWM. 

 SPI. It is known as Serial Peripheral 

Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 13(SCK) provide SPI 

communication with the help of SPI library. 

 AREF. It is called Analog 

Reference. This pin is used for providing a reference voltage to the 

analog inputs. ANDROID  

 TWI. It is called Two-wire 

Interface. TWI communication is accessed through Wire Library. A4 and 

A5 pins are used for this purpose. 
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 Serial Communication. Serial 

communication is carried out through two pins called Pin 0 (Rx) and Pin 

1 (Tx). 

 Rx pin is used to receive data while 

Tx pin is used to transmit data.  

 External Interrupts. Pin 2 and 3 

are used for providing external interrupts. An interrupt is called by 

providing LOW or changing value.
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2.1.4 ARCHITECTURE: 

Here architecture is of Arduino or precisely the IC of Arduino 

(ATmega328p).The ATmega328/P is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller 

based on the AVR® enhanced RISC (reduced instruction set 

computer)architecture. In Order to maximize performance and parallelism, the 

AVR uses Harvard architecture – with separate memories and buses for 

program and data. Instruction in the program memory are executed with a single 

level of pipelining. The clock is controlled by an external 16MHz Crystal 

Oscillator. 

 

Fig 2.3 : Architecture 

The Arduino is based on a microcontroller, which is based on Harvard 

Architecture, where the program code and the data used for the program are 

stored in two different memory units. There are multiple I/O pins meant for 

input and output, and a limited number of pins are used for PWM output. PWM 
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output refers to analog output, which can be used for things like decreasing the 

speed of a motor or to dim a connected LED. 

Arduino uses EEPROM or (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read Only 

Memory) to store the program code, which makes it easy to load a program data 

and delete it easily with the Arduino IDE. 

Arduino uses Static RAM or SRAM as a functional primary memory to store 

temporary data when it is in use. Most Arduino basic boards use require 5 Volts 

DC supply for operation, though it can be different for other advanced boards 

meant for IoT and for use in wearables. 

2.1.5 COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING:  

 Arduino Uno comes with an ability 

of interfacing with other other Arduino boards, microcontrollers and 

computer. The Atmega328 placed on the board provides serial 

communication using pins like Rx and Tx.  

 The Atmega16U2 incorporated on 

the board provides a pathway for serial communication using USB com 

drivers. Serial monitor is provided on the IDE software which is used to 

send or receive text data from the board. If LEDs placed on the Rx and 

Tx pins will flash, they indicate the transmission of data. 

 Arduino Uno is programmed using 

Arduino Software which is a cross-platform application called IDE 

written in Java. The AVR microcontroller Atmega328 laid out on the 

base comes with builtin bootloader that sets you free from using a 

separate burner to upload the program on the board. 

2.1.6 APPLICATIONS: 

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of 

people are using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that 

are used in scientific research. Following are some main applications of the 

board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defense System 
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 Digital Electronics and Robotics 

 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

2.2.1 7 - SEGMENT DISPLAY: 

The 7-segment display, also written as “seven segment display”, consists of 

seven LEDs (hence its name) arranged in a rectangular fashion as shown. 

Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the 

segment forms part of a numerical digit (both Decimal and Hex) to be 

displayed. An additional 8th LED is sometimes used within the same 

package thus allowing the indication of a decimal point, (DP) when two or 

more 7-segment displays are connected together to display numbers greater 

than ten. 

Each one of the seven LEDs in the display is given a positional segment with 

one of its connection pins being brought straight out of the rectangular 

plastic package. These individually LED pins are labelled from a through 

to g representing each individual LED. The other LED pins are connected 

together and wired to form a common pin. 

So by forward biasing the appropriate pins of the LED segments in a 

particular order, some segments will be light and others will be dark 

allowing the desired character pattern of the number to be generated on the 

display. This then allows us to display each of the ten decimal 

digits 0 through to 9 on the same 7-segment display.
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The displays common pin is generally used to identify which type of 7-

segment display it is. As each LED has two connecting pins, one called the 

“Anode” and the other called the “Cathode”, there are therefore two types of 

LED 7-segment display called: Common Cathode (CC) and Common 

Anode (CA). 

The difference between the two displays, as their name suggests, is that the 

common cathode has all the cathodes of the 7-segments connected directly 

together and the common anode has all the anodes of the 7-segments 

connected together and is illuminated as follows. 

1. The Common Cathode (CC) :  

In the common cathode display, all the cathode connections of the LED 

segments are joined together to logic “0” or ground. The individual segments 

are illuminated by application of a “HIGH”, or logic “1” signal via a current 

limiting resistor to forward bias the individual Anode terminals (a-g). 

Common Cathode 7-segment Display 

 

Fig 2.4 : Common Cathode 7-Segment Display
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2.The Common Anode (CA): 

In the common anode display, all the anode connections of the LED segments 

are joined together to logic “1”. The individual segments are illuminated by 

applying a ground, logic “0” or “LOW” signal via a suitable current limiting 

resistor to the Cathode of the particular segment (a-g). 

 

Fig 2.5 : Internal Structure of Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

You can observe that all the anodes of the individual LEDs are connected 

together and all the cathodes are left open. In order to turn on a segment, the 

common terminal is connected to +ve (positive) of the supply and whichever 

cathode is connected to the –ve (negative) of the supply that particular segment 

will light up. 
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Common Anode 7-segment Display: 

 

Fig 2.6 : Common Anode 7-Segment Display 

In general, common anode displays are more popular as many logic 

circuits can sink more current than they can source. Also note that a common 

cathode display is not a direct replacement in a circuit for a common anode 

display and vice versa, as it is the same as connecting the LEDs in reverse, 

and hence light emission will not take place. 

Depending upon the decimal digit to be displayed, the particular set of 

LEDs is forward biased. For instance, to display the numerical digit 0, we 

will need to light up six of the LED segments corresponding to a, b, c, d, 

e and f. Thus the various digits from 0 through 9 can be displayed using a 7-

segment display as shown. 
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7-Segment Display Segments for all Numbers. 

 

Fig 2.7 : 7-Segment Display for all the Numbers 

 

2.2.2 BreadBoard: 

A breadboard is a solderless device for temporary prototype with 

electronics and test circuit designs. Most electronic components in electronic 

circuits can be interconnected by inserting their leads or terminals into the holes 

and then making connections through wires where appropriate. The breadboard 

has strips of metal underneath the board and connect the holes on the top of the 

board. The metal strips are laid out as shown below. Note that the top and 

bottom rows of holes are connected horizontally and split in the middle while 

the remaining holes are connected vertically. 

 

 

Fig 2.8 : BreadBoard
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.1 Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface: 

An LED or Light Emitting Diode, is a solid state optical pn-junction diode 

which emits light energy in the form of photons. 

The emission of these photons occurs when the diode junction is forward biased 

by an external voltage allowing current to flow across its junction, and in 

Electronics we call this process electroluminescence. 

The actual colour of the visible light emitted by an LED, ranging from blue to 

red to orange, is decided by the spectral wavelength of the emitted light which 

itself is dependent upon the mixture of the various impurities added to the 

semiconductor materials used to produce it. 

Light emitting diodes have many advantages over traditional bulbs and lamps, 

with the main ones being their small size, long life, various colours, cheapness 

and are readily available, as well as being easy to interface with various other 

electronic components and digital circuits. 

But the main advantage of light emitting diodes is that because of their small die 

size, several of them can be connected together within one small and compact 

package producing what is generally called a 7-segment Display. 

In the first circuit, I’ll show you how to connect a common anode 7 segment 

display to Arduino UNO and display digits from 0 to 9 in a loop. 

Seven segment displays are commonly used in many electrical applications, 

including alarm clocks, timers, and scales. In this tutorial, you will learn how to 

use your own 7-segment displays! 

A 7-segment display is an electronic device that can be used for displaying 

numerals and some letters. Different letters/numbers can be represented 

by connecting different pins on the display to the battery, which turns on the 

LEDs in parallel. This activity introduces how to use a 7-segment display using 

only a battery, a breadboard, a resistor, and some wires. 

LEDs are really fun to learn how to use – if you want to learn more about how 

the LEDs inside of a 7-segment display work, you can find more information at 

the bottom of this page. 
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Safety: 

 Be careful not to let the wire leads from the battery touch each other. This 

will short the battery (the battery will heat up and could become dangerous). 

 Adult supervision needed for soldering. 

 Adult supervision should be used to look up the type of 7-segment 

display you are using on the internet. It is important to know whether the 

device is common anode (like the ones we are using) or common cathode. 

The maximum current rating and the connections inside different 7-segment 

displays may be different, and not using the devices correctly can “burn out” 

an LED (it is unlikely that the 7-segment will actually become hot, but the 

LED inside the segment can become unusable) 

 

3.2 Circuit Diagram: 

 

Fig 3.1 : Circuit Diagram 
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3.3 Code: 

//e=2; 

  //d = 3; 

  //c = 4; 

  //g = 5; 

  //f = 6; 

  //a = 7; 

  //b = 8; 

                   

 int num[10][7]={ {0,0,0,1,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,1,0}, 

                  {0,0,1,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,1,0,0}, 

                  {1,1,0,0,0,1,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,1}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,1,1}, 

                  {1,1,0,1,1,0,0}, 

                  {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 

                  {1,0,0,0,0,0,0}  

          }; 

 void setup()  

 { 

 pinMode(2,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(3,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(5,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(8,OUTPUT); 

 pinMode(9,OUTPUT); 

 digitalWrite(2,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(3,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(4,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(5,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(6,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(8,HIGH); 

 digitalWrite(9,HIGH); 

 } 

 void loop()  
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 { 

 for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=0;j<7;j++) 

  { 

   digitalWrite(j+2,num[i][j]); 

  } 

   delay(1000); 

  } 

 } 
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3.4 Working: 

This is a simple project which explains the working of the Arduino 7 Segment 

Interface. The 7 segment pins of the display are connected to Arduino as 

follows. 

 a – Arduino Pin 7 

 b – Arduino Pin 8 

 c – Arduino Pin 4 

 d – Arduino Pin 3 

 e – Arduino Pin 2 

 f – Arduino Pin 6 

 g – Arduino Pin 5 

    Since the 7 Segment Display used in this project is of type common anode 

one, the common pin is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino and is always made 

HIGH. 

    In order to turn on a particular segment, segment ‘a’ for example, the 

corresponding Arduino Pin must be made LOW. Here, the segment ‘a’ is 

connected to pin 7 of Arduino. Similarly, other segments can be made LOW 

and according to the above table, depending on the segments selected, a digit 

will be displayed on the 7 Segment Display.
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3.5 Applications: 

 With the help of Arduino 7 Segment Display Interface, you can display 

digits from 0 to 9 with ease. 

 Such display devices can be used in bigger projects like object counter, 

Alarm Clock, Digital Clock, Timer Circuit, etc. 

 Sensor Controlled Counters. 

 Timers for automated water supply. 

 Counting general objects in any system. 

 Digital stop watches. 

 Bank Token counters at cashier section. 
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3.6 OUTPUT: 
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Fig : Output of 7-Segment Display 

CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

A seven segment display provides convenient way to display decimal 

numbers in digital form, it is helpful in general purpose devices and reduces the 

complexity of data delivered. 

It is used in many devices of our day to day life, like in traffic signals, 

watches, dvd/cd players etc. 

In this project, we have developed display BCD and tested 5V supply. 

This can output to a seven segment display. We used various methods to display 

decimal number on seven segment display and various application of display 

decimal number.  
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1. Introduction to Dr. NTTPS 
 

The greatest scientific achievement of nineteenth century is discovery of electricity.  In the 

modern world, electrical power has become vital requirement of livelihood and the growth of 

economical status of country. Most of the electrical power requirement is met with the thermal 

power plants through in the presence of various power generating plants like Hydel, thermal 

(includes fossil fuel and nuclear plants), wind power, solar (PV) etc., Thermal power plants are 

the most reliable- they can work round the clock,  round the year (except for occasional downtime 

for maintenance). As of March 2018, India has a total installed capacity of 222. 90GW. 

Almost 88% of thermal power is obtained from coal and the rest is from diesel and gas. 

The private sector generates close to 45.2 % of India's Thermal Power, whereas states and Centre 

have a share of 24.6 % and 30. 2% respectively. The share of large hydro and nuclear energy in 

total installed capacity is approximately 13.2 % and 2% respectively. 

By February 2013, Andhra Pradesh is the fourth largest power generating state in the country and 

also has the largest hydropower generation capacity in India (Andhra Pradesh is on first position 

for installed hydro power generation capacity). At present, Andhra Pradesh has a total installed 

power generation capacity of 16,817 MW from all the sources. Out of it 11771 MW is from 

thermal, 3737 MW is from hydro, 1036 MW is from renewable energy sources and 276 MW is 

from Nuclear. 

Among the thermal power contribution of 11771 MW, Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power Station, 

which is otherwise called as Vijayawada thermal power plant is one of the major contribution of 

1760 MW(+800MW in coming days) situated in the city of Vijayawada. This is the coal-based 

power project functioning under the Andhra Pradesh power generation Corporation, established in 

1958. 

Power is generated from various resources such as coal, water, gas, diesel, etc. Out of all 

thermal, hydral and nuclear power generation have gain importance because of their availability 

in abundance in nature 64% of the total installed capacity from thermal power plants. Dr.Narala 

Tatarao Thermal Power Station (Dr.NTTPS) is one of the leading thermal power plants in 

India. It is located amidst the Eastern Ghats on the bank of River Krishna at Ibrahimpatnam 

Village, Krishna District, A.P. It has six operating stations each with an installed capacity of 

210MW taking an input of 3000tones/unit/day and One 500MW station taking an input of 6500. 

Sub-Bituminous coal is used as primary fuel. The efficiency of the plant is 34.5%. Daily coal 

consumption is around 24500tones/unit/day. 

We have choose 500MW Station to prepare a Study project on Auto Control loops used in 

Thermal Power Stations. 

 

 

 



Plant Specifications: 

TYPE                     :         THERMAL PLANT 

CAPACITY           :         500MW 

OUTPUT               :         ELECTRICAL POWER  

BY-PRODUCTS   :         ASH AND FLUE GASES 

Load Specifications: 

           Two pole Synchronous Generator with water + Hydrogen cooled 

POWER                 :         524.204 MW, TG VWO, 3% make up 

CURRENT            :         16200 AMP 

VOLTAGE            :         21 KV  

          EFFICIENY      :       98.64% 

          P. F                    :       0.85 LAG 

          Rated Excitation:       4040 Amp / 340 V 

         Short circuit ratio:      0.48 

          Brushless excitation with DAVR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure - 1 Layout of  Typical Power plant 

 

 

 

 

UNIT OVERVIEW 



 

Figure 2: Unit Overview 

 

 



Different Systems: 

The Process 

Different Stages – Project, Commissioning, Operations and Maintenance. 

O&M vs. Non-O&M 

Coal systems 

Water systems 

Furnace systems 

TG systems 

Ash systems 

Power evacuation systems 

Support systems  

       --Technical and  

       --Non-technical 

Differences in Gas based and Hydro power projects 

 

Figure 3: Structural view of Power plant 

 

 



1. Coal-how much and how                                  20.Low Pressure Turbine     21. Rotor  

2. CHP                                                   22. Stator  

3. Coal Conveyor                                                  23. Generator Transformer  

4. Boiler Coal Bunker                                           24. Condenser  

5. Bucket Wheel Machine                                    25. Condensate Extraction Pump  

6. Coal Feeder                                                      26. Low Pressure Feed Heat 

7. Pulverizing Mill                                               27. Deaerator  

8. Primary Air Fan                                               28. Boiler Feed Pump  

9. Boiler light-up                                                  29. High Pressure Feed Heaters                                                          

10. Boiler                                                             30. Economizer  

11. Forced Draught Fan                                       31. Steam Drum  

12. Air Heater                                                      32. Cooling Tower                                                            

13. Electrostatic Precipitator                               33. Circulating Water Pumps  

14. Induced Draught Fan                                     34. Circulating Water Make-Up Pumps  

15. Main Chimney                                               35. FGD  

16. Super heater                     

17. High Pressure Turbine  

18. Boiler Reheater 

19. Intermediate Pressure Turbine 

 

 
1

• Coal is transported from the mine to loading place

• Loading place into train

• Train to the location

• Unloaded at the location  (Wagon Tripler)

• Transported through conveyors into bunkers

• From bunkers into mills (Pulverizes)

• Powdered, put into furnace and burnt

• The heat generated is used to heat water, steam, air

q

1. Coal- How much and how 

• Coal required for a 100 MW plant per year

= Power Plant Wattage x Coal unit/ Hr x 

Hr/ Yr

= 100 x (Per unit Heat Required/ Coal Heat 

Value) x (24 x 365)

= 100 x (10.765/ 20) x 8760 kg/ Yr 

= 471.51 x 1000 kg/ Yr

= 471.51 mT/ Yr



 

                           

 

  

2. CHP – Coal handling plant  

• At the receiving location stock yard 

or sent to coal bunkers

• To make sure to generate electricity 

when you want to, you have to 

make sure the coal is in the right 

place at the right time 

• Typically 15 days stock is 

maintained at site

• The stock yard stocks these and 

helps in times of lean supply 

from the mines or when 

transportation is not available

3. Coal Conveyor  

• Coal conveyors are used to move 

coal around efficiently. Coal 

arriving by train can be stocked 

for later use or taken straight to 

the coal bunkers 

• CHP control room with remote 

control system helps to ensure 

that the conveyors take the coal 

to the right bunkers

q

4. Boiler Coal

• Coal bunker supplies coal to pulverizing 

fuel mills. Each bunker can hold 1,000 

tonnes of coal, and there may be six to 

eight bunkers per unit

•

• Power station coal is not as lumpy as coal 

used in the home. Typically around half 

of it is less than 12.5 millimeters across 

and 95% is less than 50 millimeters

•

• This when powdered is called “200 mesh” 

cleared. That is the powdered coal 

passes through a sieve with so many 

holes in square inch area. It is better 

than the face powder in terms of size

•



5. Stack and Reclaim  

Machines are used to put coal out to the stockpile and reclaim coal from the stockpile. 

Wateris sprayed on coal to stop them from getting burnt when in storage yard due to internal 

heat upor sun heat. Coal when powdered is heated and being lifted by hot air that is sent into 

the“mills” This goes and burns inside the furnace producing ash and converting the water in 

thepipelines into steam 

 

                            

 

7. Pulverisor or Mill  

 

Each of unit may have six to eight pulverizing fuel mills, each capable of pulverizing 40  

tonnes of coal per hour.  

Inside the mills, ten giant hollow steel rollers crush the coal into a fine powder. 

Crushing the coal into a fine powder makes it easier to burn it more completely. 

In other words, “due to the increased surface area, the combustion efficiency increases”  

                                   

 



 

8. Primary Air Fan  

Air to blow the coal from the mill to the boiler, called the primary air, is supplied by a large  

fan driven by a variable speed motor. When mixed with a stream of air the powdered coal  

behaves more like a gas than a solid. Primary air does two jobs – heating the coal powder and  

secondly lifting it into the furnace through pipelines 

                                           

 

9. Boiler light-up 

Spark plug provides the initial ignition. Light Diesel oil is then fed to the burner and it catches  

Fire. This is followed by heavy furnace oil (HFO) Once a stable flame is established the coal/air 

mix is blown through the burner where it lights spontaneously The oil are then shut  

off. Burner position, coal flow and air flow are controlled to achieve desired output of  

temperature, pressure and flow and hence the electricityAt full output 4,000 MW power 

 

                      

 



 

10. Boiler  

To produce steam each boiler converts energy, in the form of coal, into steam .The boiler is  

lined with steel tubing in which pure boiler feed water is turned to steam by the heat created  

from the burning of coal Each boiler is as high as 60 mts and weighs about 40,00,000 kg  

(4000 T)Inside the boiler there is enough steel tubing to stretch the 500 kilometres and they  

are joined together by about 20,000 joints Pressure inside the tubes could be about hundred  

 

   

11. Forced Draught (FD) Fan  

Each unit shall have two forced draught fans The fans draw warm air from the top of the  

boiler house through large air heaters becoming the primary and secondary air used for the  

boiler combustion process The air heater warms the incoming air by transferring heat energy  

from the outgoing flue gases 

                                

12. Air Pre-Heater (APH)  

The air heaters use the remaining heat energy in the flue gas to heat up the combustion air for  

the boiler .Efficiency is increased by using this heat that would otherwise go up the chimney.  

The air temperature leaving the air heaters is at 300°C The air heaters use the remaining heat  

energy and efficiency is increased by using this heat that would otherwise go up the chimney 

 



 

13. Electro-Static Precipitator  

Each boiler has 4 passes with 7 fields each containing high voltage electrodesThese attract the  

dust or ash from the flue gases At regular intervals the electrodes are rapped with motor- 

driven hammers and the PFA falls into hoppers below In a year 1,000 MW station may  

generate 1.5 million ton of ash This is one of the ways to clean up the flue gases or smoke  

sent up the chimney Secondly this ash is used by construction industry for use in building  

 
 

14. Induced Draught (ID) Fan  

Two induced draught fans draw gases out of the boiler 

The gas has already passed through the air heaters and precipitators before it has reached  

these fans The heat from the flue gases or smoke is used in the air heaters to heat up the  

primary and secondary air 

15. Chimney  

The chimney is 275 meters' high and 50,000 tonnes of reinforced concrete were used to make  

it. It consists of flues each of which serve typically two or three boilers (two units) 

                        

 

 

 



 

16. Super heater  

The steam produced in the boiler goes to the steam drum and is then piped through the  

primary, platen and final super-heaters where it reaches the outlet temperature of 560°C and  

160 ksc pressure At this point in the process they have now turned the water into a very  

powerful source of Energy This rotates the turbine to which generator is on the other end  

From rotating generator electricity is produced 

 

                                

 

17. High Pressure Turbine  

High pressure steam at 560°C and 160 ksc pressure passes through the high pressure turbine.  

The exhaust steam from this section is returned to the boiler for reheating before being used in  

the next section of the turbine set.The blades in the high pressure turbine are the smallest of  

all the turbine blades, this is because the incoming steam has very high energy and occupies a  

low volume. The blades are fixed to a shaft and as the steam hits the blades it causes the shaft  

to rotate 

 

 



 

18. Boiler Reheater  

After expanding through the high pressure turbine the exhaust steam is returned to the boiler  

at 360°C and 40 ksc pressure for reheating before being used in the intermediate pressure  

turbine The Reheater reheats the steam from a temperature of 360°C back to 560°C 

19. Intermediate Pressure Turbine  

On leaving the boiler Reheater, steam enters the intermediate pressure turbine at 560°C and 

40 ksc pressure (1 ksc = 14.22 psi ) 

From here the steam goes straight to the next section of the turbine set 

The steam has expanded and has less energy when it enters this section, so here the turbine  

blades are bigger than those in the high pressure turbine The blades are fixed to a shaft and as  

the steam hits the blades it causes the shaft to rotate 

 

20. Low Pressure Turbine  

From the intermediate pressure turbines, the steam continues its expansion in the three low  

pressure turbines. The steam entering the turbines is at 300°C and 6 ksc pressure 

To get the most work out of the steam, exhaust pressure is kept very low, just 50 mille-bar  

above a complete vacuum.The tip speed of the largest blades with the shaft spinning at 3,000  

revolutions per minute is 2,000 kmph 

 

 



 

21. Rotor  

The shaft that runs through the turbines is coupled to the rotor, which is a large electromagnet  

inside a cylinder of copper windings called the stator 

The rotor weighs 100 tonnes and rotates at 3,000 revolutions per minute 

 

  

22. Stator  

As the electromagnet rotates inside the copper windings, a magnetic field is created which  

induces a three phase alternating electric current (AC) in the stator windings Together the  

rotor and stator are known as the generator. The stator weighs 300 tonnes Electricity is  

generated at over 80 times the voltage in our homes This is “stepped up” to about 4,00,000  

volts and then “transmitted” 

23. Generator Transformer  

From the generator the electricity then goes to a “transformer” where the voltage is increased  

to 4,00,000 volts before sending it via cables to the “Grid” for distribution Each 1 MW  

generates about 8 million units and gives about Rs 2 crores revenue every yearThis generates  

enough electricity to power around 5,000 avg. homes 

 

 



 

24. Condenser  

With its useful energy spent in the turbines the steam then passes to condensers  

Here it is condensed back into water and pumped back to the boiler  

This happens via a series of low pressure and high pressure feed heaters 

 

25. Condensate Extraction Pump  

The condensate water is drawn from the condenser by the extraction pump and sent to the low  

pressure feed heaters 

 

26. Low Pressure Feed Heaters  

Feedwater from the condensate extraction pumps passes through low pressure feed heaters.  

Steam is used to heat the feedwater  After the last feedheater, the feedwater is at around  

160°C.        

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

27. Deaerator  

From the low pressure feed heaters the water passes through the deaerator before going to the  

high pressure (HP) feed heaters. 

 

28. Boiler Feed Pump  

The boiler feed pump pumps water into the boiler, overcoming the boiler pressure of 160 bar  

to achieve it.The pump is driven by a steam turbine or an electric motor.It runs at 7,000  

revolutions per minute 

 

29. High Pressure Feed Heaters  

With a similar purpose to the low pressure feed heaters, the high pressure feed heaters are the  

last stage of feedwater heating before the feedwater enters the boiler system at the economizer 

Feedwater leaving these heaters is at 250°C 

30. Economizer  

Flue gases leaving the superheater and reheater still contain useful energy 

Water from the high pressure feed heaters is heated in the economiser from 250°C to 290°C  

before it continues to the steam drum Having given up its last heat in the boiler, the flue  

gases move on to the air heater 

31. Drum  

After leaving the economizer, the feedwater reaches the drum, which is a cylindrical vessel at  

the top of the boiler.From here the water flows by natural circulation through downpipes into 

 the boilerSaturated steam collects here ready to go to the superheater 



“Drum” does the important function of “separating steam from a mixture of steam and water” 

32. Cooling Tower  

The warm river water is taken from the condenser tubes to about a quarter of the way up the  

100 metre high cooling tower where it is dropped through honeycombed plastic packing 

This breaks the water up into a very fine spray, increasing the surface area of the water  

droplets making it easier to cool. 

The cooling tower is designed as a natural draught chimney, drawing cold air from outside  

through the falling water.Cool water is collected in pond at the bottom of the cooling tower  

From here it is pumped back to the condensers  

 

33. Circulating Water Pumps  

The circulating water pumps are used to circulate the water from the cooling tower to the  

condenser and back again 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

34. Circulating Water Make-Up Pumps  

These pumps are used to supply water for make-up purpose  

Before going to the cooling Tower the silt is removed in large sedimentation tanks 

 

35. FGD 

After passing through the electrostatic precipitators, the boiler flue gas is increased in pressure  

and then cooled from between 115°C-130°C to 80°C 

It enters the lowest part of the absorber and is further cooled by water used to wash the inlet  

duct to prevent a build up of solids 

The main SO2 absorption process, and the washing out of any remaining pulverised fuel ash,  

occurs as the gas is ‘scrubbed’ by the re-circulating limestone slurry 

This is taken from the bottom of the absorber and is sprayed downwards from nozzles  

arranged at five separate levels in the absorber tower 

As a result of the process chemistry, the recirculating slurry becomes predominantly gypsum  

and a portion is continuously pumped away for gypsum separation and the removal of water  

using a hydro-cyclone system 

A waste water treatment plant ensures any water from the FGD process returned to the river  

meets quality standards set by the regulatory authority 

 

The cleaned flue gas is discharged up the 275 metre high chimney which has been lined with  

steel plates/brick lining.The generated power stepped upto 4 lakh volts is transmitted and handed 

over to distributors  

 



2.  Generator 

The electrical machine can be defined as a device that converts electrical energy into 

mechanical energy or mechanical energy into electrical energy. An Electrical generator can be 

defined as an electrical machine that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 

2.0.1 Synchronous generators 

The synchronous generator or alternator is an electrical machine which converts the mechanical 

power from a prime mover into an AC electrical power at a particular voltage and frequency. 

The synchronous motor are always runs at constant speed called synchronous speed. 

2.0.2 Working principle of synchronous generator  

The synchronous generator works on the principle of Faraday's laws of electromagnetic 

induction. The electromagnetic induction states that electromotive force induced in the armature 

coil if it is rotating in the uniform magnetic field. The EMF will also be generated if the field 

rotates and the conductor becomes stationary. Thus, the relative motion between the conductor 

and the field induces the EMF in the conductor. The waves shape of the induced voltage always 

a sinusoidal curve.  

 

E / phase = 4.44KpKd f Ф Tph 

 

Where,  

Ф = Flux per pole in Weber 

Kd = Distribution Factor 

            
                                        K� =

��� (��/�)

�×���(�/�)                      
       

Kp = Pitch Factor 

                                    𝑲𝒑  =  𝐜𝐨𝐬 (
𝜶

𝟐
)                                                         

F = Frequency of induced emf in hertz 

 

T = Number of coils or turns per phase 

 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is 

                                             𝒇 =  
𝑷𝑵

𝟏𝟐𝟎
 Hz 

 

Where F is the frequency in hertz. P is the number poles and N is the rotational speed in 

revolution per minute. 

 



2.0.3 Classification of alternators  

The AC generator circuit of two types: 

 Rotating armature type alternator 

 Revolving field type alternator  

 Salient pole type alternator 

 Non-salient pole type alternator 

 

2.1 Generator description  

The two pole generator uses direct water cooling for stator winding, phase connectors and 

bushings and direct hydrogen cooling for the rotor winding. The losses in the remaining 

generator components, such as iron losses windage losses and stray losses, are also dissipated 

through hydrogen. 

The generator frame is Pressure-resistant and gas tight and equipped with one stator end shield 

on each side. The hydrogen coolers are arranged vertically inside the turbine end stator end 

shield. 

The generator consists of the following components:  

 Stator 

 Stator frame 

 End shield  

 Stator core 

 Stator winding  

 Hydrogen coolers  

 Rotor 

 Rotor shaft  

 Rotor winding  

 Rotor retaining rings  

 Field connections  

 Bearings 

 Shaft seals. 

 



The following additional auxiliary systems are required for generator operation 

 Oil system 

 Gas system  

 Primary water system 

 Excitation system 

 2.1.1 Gas system 

 The gas system contains all equipment necessary for filling the generator with co2, hydrogen or 

air and removal of this media, and for operation of generator filled with hydrogen. In addition, 

the gas system includes a nitrogen supply. The gas system consists of  

 H2 supply 

 Co2 supply 

 N2 supply  

 Pressure reducers 

 Pressure gauges 

  Miscellaneous shut off valve  

 Purity making equipment  

 Gas dryer  

 CO2 flash evaporator 

  Flow meters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.2 General structure of excitation control system 

 

 
 

2.2.1 Excitation system 

 The system which is used for providing the necessary field current to the rotor winding of the 

synchronous machine, such type of system is called and excitation system.  In other words, 

excitation system is defined as the system which is used for the production of the flux by passing 

current in the field winding. The main requirement of excitation system is reliability under all 

conditions of service, simplicity of control, ease of maintenance, stability and fast transient 

response. 

2.2.2 Types of excitation system 

The excitation system is mainly classified into three types. 

 DC  excitation system  

 AC excitation system  

 Rotor excitation system  

 Brushless excitation system  

 Static excitation system  

The major drawbacks of DC excitation system are large time constant and commutation 

difficulties. And the static excitation system draws the  excitation power from the 

alternator travels through step down Transformer and Rectifier system using arc rectifiers 

of SCR. The AC excitation system provides smooth and maintenance free operation by 

eliminating moving contact such as slip rings and brushes. 

 

 



2.3 Brushless excitation system 

This system is shown in below figure. The reading portion is being enclosed by a dashed 

line rectangle. The brushless excitation system consists of an alternator, rectifier, main 

exciter and permanent magnet generator alternator mounted on same shaft. The main and 

the pilot exciter are driven by the main shaft. The main Exciter has a stationary field and 

rotating armature directly connected, through the Silicon rectifier to the field of the main 

alternators. 

 
 

The pilot exciter is a shaft driven permanent magnet generator having rotating permanent 

magnets attached to the shaft and three phase stationary armature, which feeds the main 

exciter field through silicon rectifiers, in the field of the main alternator. The Pilot exciter 

is a shaft driven permanent magnetic generator having rotating permanent magnets 

attached to the shaft and three phase stationary armature, which feeds the main exciter 

through three phase full wave phase controlled thyristor bridges. 

The system eliminates the use of commutator, collector and brushes have a short time 

constant and a response time of fewer than 0.1 seconds. The short time constant as the 

advantage in improved small signal dynamic performance and facilities the application of 

supplementary power system stabilizing signals. 

Four common excitation methods include: 

 Shunt or Self Excited  

 Excitation Boost System(EBS) 

  Permanent Magnet Generator(PMG)  

 Auxiliary winding  



             Each method has its individual advantages. All methods uses an Automatic voltage 

regulator to supply DC output to the exciter stator. The exciter rotor AC output is rectified to DC 

input for the main generator rotor. More advanced system use an additional input to the AVR. 

 2.4 Permanent magnet generator (PMG)  

 
  

This type of excitation method is used in Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power Station. Generators 

equipped with permanent magnets are among the most well-known separately excited methods. 

A permanent magnet is mounted on the driven end of the generator shaft. PMG supplies isolated 

power to the AVR when the generator shaft rotates. The AVR utilizes the extra power supply in 

nonlinear loads such as starting of Motors. 

 A clean, isolated, uninterrupted 3 phase waveform is produced when the generator shaft is 

turing. 

Some of the benefits of using generator equipped with the permanent magnet generator 

excitation methods are: 

 Excitation field does not collapse allowing for sustained short circuit faults to clear. 

  Changing load does not impact excitation field. 

  Voltage is created on initial startup and does not depend on remaining magnetism in the 

field. 

  During Motors startup excitation field does not collapse because of lack of AVR supply. 



The PMG system adds weight and size to the generator end. It is the most commonly used 

excitation method for applications that use Motors that startup and shutdown and other 

nonlinear loads. 

2.5 Nameplate details of generator: 

 Type: PG- HW- 0500-2 

 Apparent power: 588 MVA 

Active power: 500 MW 

 Stator current: 16200 Amps 

 Stator voltage: 21 KV 

 Speed: 3000 RPM  

Frequency: 50 HZ 

 Power factor:  0.85 lagging  

Interconnection of stator winding: Y-Y 

Hydrogen gas pressure: 4 bar  

Continuous permitted unbalanced load: 8%  

Rotor AMPS: 4040 AMPS 

Rotor volts:  340 Volts 

Number of rectifier wheels: 2 

Coolant for stator: Water (H20)  

               For Rotor: H2 gas 

Insulation class: B 

 

2.6 Nameplate details of Brushless Exciter: 

 Active power: 3780 Watts 

 Voltage: 600 volts 

Ampere: 6300 Amps 

External voltage DC: 107 volts 

External ampere DC: 142 amps  



Speed: 30000 rpm  

Insulation class: F  

     Coolant: Air  

2.7 Nameplate details of permanent magnet generator: 

 Active power: 39 Watts 

 Apparent power: 65 KVA  

Voltage: 220 volts 

Ampere: 195 amps  

Power factor: 0.6 lagging 

Frequency: 400 HZ 

Speed: 3000 RPM  

Insulation class: F 

Coolant: Air 

2.8 Automatic voltage regulator (AVR) 

 The construction of the AVR varies with the execution used. All receive input from the state of 

the generator when it rotates. AVRs with the capability of receiving a secondary input to reduce 

or eliminate internal harmonics caused by load feedback signals are used for nonlinear load 

applications. The two types commonly used are: 

 Silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) - senses power level from the stator and determines its 

firing for the exciter voltage. Can cause troubles when used with nonlinear loads. 

  Field effect transistor (FET) - senses power level from the stator and translates into a 

pulse width modulated signal to the exciter. This style of AVR can be used for excitation 

methods. Non linear loads do not cause feedback resulting excitation break downs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.Construction of sub station. 

3.1 Why we need a Power Transformer: 

The generator ratings in the Dr. Narla tata rao thermal station is 500MW, 21kv and 16162 

amps. It is not possible to carry 16162 amps from generating station to load centre. Because we 

know that size of the conductor increases with increase in current. The conductors available in 

India are Mole, squirrel,weasel,rabbit,racoon,dog,panther,wolf,kundah,zebra,moose,morculla 

Moose conductor is having highest current carrying capacity among all the conductors, it carries 

approximately 800 Amps. But for better use of any conductor we have to load that conductor up 

to it's 60% of maximum current carrying capacity of that conductor. Then,  60% of 800 amps equal 

to approximately 480 amps. If we use two same identical moose conductor, we can carry up to 

9600 amps. So, we must reduce our generated current 16162 amps to 1000 amps, then we can 

transfer the power easily by using the double line of moose conductor.  

For that we need a device called power transformer or generator transformer.  A 

transformer is a static device,  which is used to step up or step down the voltage levels according 

to that the current also step up or step down with out changing the frequency and power. If we use 

transformer for step up purposes then it is called as step up transformer. Generally step up is needed 

at generating station only.  If we use transformer for step down the voltage,  then it is called step 

down transformer.  Generally it is used in transmission and distribution systems. So,  by using the 

power transformer the voltage level of 21KV is step up to 400KV. Because our Indian standard 

voltage levels are 220kv and 400kv. If we step up the voltage to 220KV, the current may be around 

1543.71 Amps, so we have to further increase voltage to reduce the current. The next level is 400 

KV at this voltage level  the current is 849.04 Amps. This current is carried out by using the double 

moose conductor line.  

3.2 Why we need a switch yard:  

By using the feeders we transmit power to the load center there is a chance of fault occurs 

in lines then,circuit breaker trips and there is no power flow so the generator also trips,the 

generated power is always connected to the load centers  For this, we send the power that we have 

generated to the grid. All the load centers are connected to the grid. To make these connections to 

the grid we need a medium switch yard. Through this switch yard the power reaches to grid. Hence, 

this grid acts as a power exchange media. When the power enters switch yard it called as import 

and when the power evacuates it is called as export. 

 

There will be always an export from the generator. To the switch yard, areas like Nellore, 

Nunna, Sattenapalli 1&2, Suryapet 1&2 are connected. At peak time, Nellore, Nunna, Sattenapalli 

1&2 require more power. In such situations, the power we have generated i.e., 500MW is not 

sufficient. So, we will import the power from Suryapet 1&2. At peak time, we will get nearly 

200MW from Suryapet 1&2. So, 400KW switch yard can handle upto 700MW. Switch yard will 

be on live irrespective of the working of generator. 

 

 

So,the regulating equipments are needed to handle power flow are  



 Circuit Breakers 

 Isolators 

 Current Transformers 

 CapacitiveVoltageTransformers. 

3.3 Saftey: 

Saftey is the important aspect while constructing switch yard 

Switch yard will be always in high induction zone. There will be two potentials in switch yard:  

 Touch potential  

 Step potential  

3.3.1 Touch potential:  

The equipment in switch yard is metallic. They will be in high induction zone. If we touch 

them, we get shock. This is called as Touch potential.  

3.3.2 Step potential: 

The voltages in air and ground are different. As a result of this potential difference between 

these two, we get shock if we walk in the switch yard. This is called as Step potential. Even if we 

put one leg on the ground and one leg on the air we get shock. So, in order to work in the switch 

yard we need to nullify these two potentials.  

3.4 Earth Grid or Earth mat: 

Earth grid or earth mat is used to nullify the step and touch potential in the switch yard. 

Earth grid increases the conductivity and decreases the resistivity of the ground. Black soil is a 

good conductor and rocky soil is highly resistive.We have to form earth mat or earth grid in the 

ground.  

Rods are placed in a ground where we have to construct a switch yard, the cross over rods are 

welded together to form like a mesh. Like this way we create Earth grid in the ground. The rod 

size is selected by considering fault conditions and worst atmospheric conditions . For long life we 

may select 10-20% more value to the calculated value. By doing this we can maintain zero 

potential in switch yard. 

The Touch potential is nullified by connecting the all equipments in the switch yard to earth mat. 

The step potential is nullified by creating high conductivity and low resistivity in the ground. 

 

 

 

3.5 Switch yard Layout: 



Now a days two layouts are used to construct any switch yard. They are 

1. I- configuration 

2. D- configuration 

3.5.1 I- configuration: 

In I- configuration all the equipment are placed inside and buses are placed outside. 

Generally this configuration is use in TRANSCO and DISCOM switch yards.The layout of I- 

configuration is shown below. 

 

3.5.2 D- configuration 

In D- configuration all Equipment is placed at outside and buses are placed inside. This 

configuration is Used at generating station. In Dr. NTTPS we use D- Configuration. The 

layout of D- configuration shown below. 

 

3.6 One half Breaker Scheme description: 



In this two buses are provided. These two buses are inter-connected by  three circuit breakers. 

They are designated as 1-52 CB, 2-52 CB, 3-52 CB.  LINE - 1 is connected in between 1-52 CB 

& 2-52 CB. LINE - 2 is connected in between 3-52 CB & 2-52 CB. Line-1 having two feeding 

paths i.e 

 A. VIA BUS-1 & 1-52 CB 

 B. VIA  BUS-2, 3-52 CB & 2-52 CB 

 Line-2 having two feeding paths i.e 

 A. VIA BUS-2 & 3-52 CB 

 B. VIA  BUS-1, 1-52 CB & 2-52 CB 

For interrupting line-1 the 1-52CB and 2-52CB is to be tripped. 

For interrupting line-2 the 3-52CB and 2-52CB is to be tripped. For any problem in line-1 or line-

2 along with main breaker  

      The middle breaker or say tie breaker (2-52 CB) must trip. normally in all types of busbar 

configuarations one breaker is sufficient for one feeder.here two feeders are controlled by three 

breakers.so these two feeders controlled by three circuit breakers It is called one & half breaker 

system  the bay between bus-1 & line-1 is called main bay for feeder-1. The bay between line-1 & 

line-2 is called tie bay for feeder-1 & 2. The bay between bus-2 & line-2 is called main bay for 

feeder-2. In this system full dia means 2 feeders controlled by 3 CB’s half dia means 1 feeder 

controlled by 2 CB’s. 

3.6 CT methods: 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



4. Switch yard - 400kv 

A 400 KV switch yard shall be provided for evacuation of power generated in 500 MW 

generation plant through two double circuit 400 KV transmission lines by making LILO 

arrangement. The starter power for the plant shall be drawn from 200 KV existing switchyard of 

vtps through 220/11.5 KV station Transformer which was extension in existing 200 KV 

switchyard.  

The existing 200 KV switchyard is having two main and one transfer bus arrangement it 

will be added with two new bays one will be for 200/11.5 KV station Transformer and other 

400/220 KV interconnected Transformer. The new 400 KV switchyard shall have one and half 

breaker switching scheme and the enclosed main single line diagram shows the arrangement of the 

circuit. 

4.1 switchyard components and equipment  

 Electrical power transformer ( Generator Transformer) 

 Interconnecting Transformer (400/220KV, 315 MVA) 

 Station Transformer (400/11.5-11.5 KV, 8MVA) 

 Instrument Transformer (420 KV CT’s, CVT’s) 

 Conductors and insulators  

 Isolators 

 Bus bar  

 Lightning arresters (360KV)  

 Circuit breakers (SF6- 420KV) 

 Power Line Carrier Communication system (PLCC) 

  Wave Trap  

 Relays 

 Reactors and miscellaneous equipment. 

 

4.1.1 creepage distance  

creepage distance means the shortest distance along the surface of a solid insulating 

material between two conductive parts. “Creepage distances to avoid failure due to tracking”. 

Considering the location of the switchyard the Creepage distance of 25 mm/KV is provided 

for the following  



 circuit breakers 

 bus post insulator, isolators and lightning arresters  

 insulator strings and Transformer bushings 

  current and voltage Transformers  



 

  

 



4.1.2 Clearance 

Clearance is the shortest distance in the air between to conductive parts. Clearance Shall 

be dimensioned to with stand required impulse withstand voltage. “Clearances to withstand 

transient over voltages” 

 In line with the recommended insulation level is above, the following minimum clearances are 

proposed for 400 KV is shown below. 

1 Phase to Phase 4100mm 

2 Phase to Earth 3500mm 

3 Live part to Ground 8000mm 

4 Section clearance 6500mm 

 

4.2 functions of Switchyard 

 protection of transmission system  

 control in the exchange of energy  

 Ensure steady state and transient stability  

 load shedding and prevention of loss of synchronism.Maintaining the system frequency 

with in  target Limited . 

 voltage control:  reducing reactive power flow by compensation of reactive power, tap 

changing. 

  securing the supply by providing adequate line capacity. 

  data transmission via power line carrier for the purpose of network monitoring, control 

and protection. 

  fault analysis and pinpointing the cause and subsequent improvement in the in that area 

of field. 

  determining the energy transfer through transmission lines. 

  reliable supply by feeding the network at various points. 

 

 

 

 



 

4.2.1 Classification of switch yard 

 400 KV switch gear (EHV System) 

 11.3.3 KV level Switch gear (HT System) 

 415V level Switch gear (LT System) 

 Bus bar : Bus bars receive the power from incoming circuits or we can say a grid and deliver 

the power to an outgoing circuit. It can be single phase and three phase, but most of the cases it is 

three phase and one bus consists of three conductors (R-Y-B). 

Bus bars in 220 KV are of QUAD MOOSE ACSR and in 400 KV they are TABULAR 

HALLOW ALUMINIUM. 

Bus structures 

  IPBD - Isolated Phase Bus Duct - 21 KV 

 SPBS - Segregated Phase Bus Duct - 11KV and 3.3 KV  

 NSPBS - Non Segregated Phase Bus Duct - 415 volts  

4.3 Bus bar arrangement in 400 KV switch yard  

4.3.1one and half breaker scheme 

This is the most advanced and widely used scheme in the modern power plants in this type of 

scheme Two feeders are connected to a two different buses through their circuit breakers 

respectively and these two feeders are connected by third circuit breaker as a tie breaker. During 

Failure of any feeder breaker, the third breaker comes into play and transfer power to the other 

feeder. This scheme increases the availability of the feeder during the maintenance of failure of 

the Other feeder. If there is some fault on the bus - 1 then also without tripping the units we can 

continue the power flow by help of the tiebreaker. 

 



 busbar protection scheme should be: 

 Completely reliable  

 Absolutely stable for heavy through faults 

 Selectivity  

 Accurate and fast operating  

For feeder both bus and opposite tiebreaker CT will be summated and connected to the relay 

beside CT - 1 and  CT - 4 for feeder - 1, CT - 2 and CT - 3 for feedrer 2. 

Bus side CT’s will be utilised for busbar protection 

There is no covered zone in 4 CT’s method. 

4.3.2 Isolator:  

Isolators are generally no-load switches which are used to isolate the electrical lines during 

maintenance. They are only operated for isolation after the circuit breaker is operated. They are 

operated by means of a motor present below the isolator assembly. 

4.3.3 Earth Switches on isolator: 

Earth switch is used to discharge the residual charge on the circuit to the earth safely. Earth 

switch is mounted on the frame of the isolators. After the equipment is isolated than the earth rod 

is connected so that the residual charges present on the device will be grounded. This is mainly 

done for safeguarding human life from getting a shock. 

 



Type of isolators: 

 Horizontal rotating Centre break type (used in 400KV switch yard)  

 Horizontal rotating double break type 

  Vertical pantograph type 

4.3.4 technical details of 400 KV switchyard isolator:  

S.no Details Units Requirements 

1 Rating  420KV 

2 Application  Switch yard/outdoor 

3 Voltage KV 420 

4 Frequency HZ 50 

5 Creepage distance mm 25mm/KV 

6 Short time current rating and 

duration 

KA/sec 40KA for 1.0sec 

7 Rated peak short circuit current KA (peak) 100 

 

4.3.5Wave Trap:  

Wave trap is a resonant circuit connected in series with the HV transmission line to prevent the 

transmission of high frequency signals. The communication wave is having a high frequency of 

150KHZ to 200KHZ and the electric power has a frequency of 50HZ. So to avoid the 

communication waves to travel to the electrical equipment we are using this Wave Trap. It 

creates a high reactance path for the high frequency signal and blocks it. We are employing this 

Wave Trap is due to use of PLCC (power line carrier communication). 



 

4.3.6 PLCC (power line carrier communication): 

This technology is used in all situations for communication with other sub-stations. The 

information regarding the generation and other parameters are transmitted to other substation are 

grid by help of this PLCC. By the help of PLCC, we are avoiding the use of an extra wire for 

communication and the information flows to the transmission lines and it is much faster than any 

other medium. 

4.3.7 Lighting Arrester or Surge Arrester: 

This will protect the equipment from transient, surge and high voltages. They are generally 

connected in parallel to the equipment to be protected and function to divert the Surge current 

safely to the ground. 

4.3.8 Zinc oxide lightning Arrester: 

The normal operation is defined as condition when no surge is presented and the Surge arrester is 

subjected to normal system voltage only. 

The zinc oxide has highly non-uniform electric current voltage (i-v) characteristics. This typical 

I-V characteristic makes zinc oxide very suitable for designing gap less zinc oxide lightning 

arrester  for Surge protection. The nonlinear resistance of the block is an inherent bulk property 

and consists of mainly zinc oxide (90 to 95%) with relatively small amounts of several additives 

of other metal oxides (5- 10%) like alumina, antimony tri-oxide, Bismuth oxide, Cobalt oxide, 

Zirconium etc., On  a macroscopic scale the additives are almost homogeneously distributed 

throughout the arrester blocks. But the micro structure of the metal oxide block represent the 

network of the series and parallel arrangements of highly doped zinc oxide grains separated by 

inter granular junctions. The non linear behaviour is the super imposition of non linear 

characteristics of individual junctions. The electric current carrying capacity of the Surge arrester 

block is proportional to the total cross section of the block. 

 



Technical details of 400KV switch yard lightning arrester: 

i  

 

4.3.9 Earthing: 

In EHT switch yard earthing observation is one of the important aspect. The resistance should be 

maintained below 0.5 ohms in the EHT station (above 220KV), below 1 ohm in 132 KV sub 

stations and below 5 ohms in 33 KV substations. 

4.4 Circuit breaker: 

A circuit breaker is a switching device that interrupts the abnormal or fault current. It is a 

mechanical device that disturbs the flow of high magnitude (fault) current and in addition 

performs the function of a switch. The circuit breaker is mainly designed for closing or opening 

of an electric circuit, thus protects the electrical system from damage.b 

 

 

 



Classification of circuit breakers: 

 Low voltage circuit breakers -less than 2KV 

 Medium voltage circuit breakers : 2KV to 72 KV 

 High Voltage circuit breakers: 123KV to 765 KV 

 Ultra High Voltage circuit breaker: >765 KV 

Types of circuit breaker  

Circuit breakers are mainly Classified on the basis of rated voltage. Circuit breakers below rated 

voltage of 1000V are known as low circuit breakers and above 1000V are called the High 

Voltage circuit breakers. 

The most general way of classification of circuit breaker is on the basis of medium of Arc 

extinction. Such type of circuit breakers are as follows:  

 Oil circuit breakers  

 Bulk oil circuit breaker  

 Minimum oil circuit breaker  

 Minimum circuit breaker 

  Air blast circuit breaker 

  Sulphur Hexa fluoride circuit breaker  

 Vacuum circuit breaker 

 Air break circuit breaker  

 Air break circuit breaker 

Air break circuit breaker : Utilize air at atmospheric pressure for extinction of arc. 

Air blast circuit breaker: Utilize high pressure compressed air for arc extinction. They need 

compressed air plant. 

Bulk oil and Minimum oil circuit breaker : Utilize the dielectric coil for arc extinction. In bulk 

oil circuit breakers, the contacts are separated inside the Steel tank filled with dielectric oil. In 

minimum oil circuit breakers the contacts are separated in an insulating housing filled with 

dielectric oil.  

Vacuum circuit breaker: In vacuum circuit breaker the fixed and moving contacts are housed 

inside the permanently sealed vacuum  interrupter. The arc is quenched as the contacts are 

separated in high vacuum. 



SF6 circuit breaker : Sulphur hexa fluoride gas is used for extinction. There are two types: Single 

pressure puffer type SF6 circuit breaker, in which the entire circuit breaker is filled with SF6 gas 

at single pressure (4-6 kg per centimetre square). The pressure and gas flow required for arc 

extinction is obtained by piston action. 

Double pressure type SF6 circuit breaker in which the gas from high pressure  system is released 

into  low pressure system over the arc during the arc quenching process. This type has been 

suppressed puffer type.  

Types of circuit breaker  

There are mainly three types of SF6 circuit breakers depending upon the voltage level of 

application 

 Single interrupter sf6 circuit breaker applied for up to  245 KV system. 

 Two interrupter sf6 circuit breaker applied for up to 420 KV system. 

 Four interrupter sf6 circuit breaker applied for up to 800 KV System. 

Operating mechanism for opening and closing of the puffer type circuit breaker is Spring to 

Spring force. 

 

 Due to the superior Arc quenching properties of sulphur hexa fluoride gas, the sulphur hexa 

fluoride gas circuit breakers have many advantages over oil circuit breaker and air blast circuit 

breaker. Some of them are listed below: 

 Due to the superior arc quenching property the sulphur hexa fluoride gas, such circuit 

breakers have very short arcing time. They are used in gas insulated substations. 

 Since the dielectric strength of the sulphur hexa fluoride gas is 2 to 3 times that operation 

due to unlike of air, such circuit breakers can interrupt much larger currents. 



 The sulphur hexa fluoride gas circuit breaker gives noiseless operation due to it’s close gas 

circuit and no exhaust to atmosphere, unlike the air blast circuit breaker. 

 The compact design of SF6 gas circuit breaker substantially reduces space requirements and 

building installation cost. 

 The SF6 gas circuit breakers can handle all known switching phenomena. 

 SF6 gas circuit breakers perfectly Can adapt to environmental requirements. They have 

completely enclosed gas system that eliminates any exhaust during stitching operations. 

 Contact operation is minimum in SF6 gas circuit breakers due to dielectric strength provided 

by the high pressure SF6.  

In general, the only disadvantages of the SF6 circuit breaker is their relatively high cost. 

 technical details of a type sf6 circuit breaker: 

Specification ARVEA make SF6 Breaker ABB make SF6 Breaker 

No. Of Breakers 12 2 

Breaker type GL316 LTB420E2 

Mechanism type FK3-4 BLG1002A 

Rated Voltage 420KV 420KV 

Normal current 2000Amps 2000 Amps 

Lightening impulse withstand 

voltage 

1425KVP 1425KVP 

Switching surge withstand 

voltage 

1050KVP 1050KVP 

Power frequency withstand 

voltage across open contact to 

earth 

610/520 KV rms 610/520 KV rms 

Short circuit making current 40KA 40KA 

Short circuit breaking current 100KAP 100KAP 

Out of phase breaking current   

Line charging breaking 

current 

600Amps 600Amps 

Operating SF6 gas pressure 0.85MPa 0.9MPa 

 



 INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS  

instrument Transformers are used in AC system for measurement of electrical quantities I.e, 

voltage, current, power, energy, power factor and frequency. Instrument transformers are also 

used with protective relays for protection of power system. 

Basic function of instrument transformer is to step down the a system voltage and current. The 

voltage and current level of power system is very high. It is very difficult and costly to design the 

measuring instrument for measurement of such high voltage level and current. Generally 

measuring instruments are designed for 5 amps and 110 volts. 

 instrument transformers are two types - 

  current transformer  

 potential Transformer  

Current Transformers: 

Current transformer is used to step down the current of power system to a lower level to make it 

feasible to be measured by small rating ammeter (i.e, 5A ammeter). 

The accuracy class or simply class of measuring current transformer is 0.1, means the maximum 

permissible limits of error is 0.1% ,more clearly, if you try to measure 100A with 0.1 class CT, 

the measured value maybe either 100.1 or 99.9 Amps or anything in between this range. 

In the protection current Transformers, 5P means 5%, 10P means 10%, and 15P Means 15% 

error and P stands for protection. 

The current transformer should be used in vtps are ABB IMB 420 model with rated secondary 

current of 1 amp with 5 cores both of dead tank CT’s and live tank CT’s. 

 



Technical details of current Transformers of 400 KV switchyard : 

S.no  AREVA make CT ABB make CT 

1 Current transformer type IT-400 IMB-420 

2 Nominal system voltage 400KV 400KV 

3 High voltage 420KV 420KV 

4 Number of cores 5 5 

5 Rated n primary current for each core   

 Core 1 2000-1000Amps 2000-1000 Amps 

 Core 2 2000-1000Amps 2000-1000 Amps 

 Core 3 2000-1000-500Amps 2000-1000-500Amps 

 Core 4 2000-1000-500Amps 2000-1000-500Amps 

 Core 5 2000-1000-500Amps 2000-1000-500Amps 

5 Rated secondary current 1 amp 1 amp 

6 Ratio taps for each core   

 Core 1 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

 Core 2 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

 Core 3 2000-1000/1A 

(metering) 

2000-1000/1A 

(metering) 

 Core 4 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

 Core 5 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

7 Minimum knee point voltage at VK 2000V@2000/1 for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

2000V@2000/1 for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

8 Maximum execution current at VK  30MA@2000/1A for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

30MA@2000/1A for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

9 Maximum secondary resistance 10 ohms@2000/1A 

for core 1,2,3,4,5 

10 ohms@2000/1A 

for core 1,2,3,4,5 



10 Short time thermal rating 40KA for 1.0 sec 40KA for 1.0sec 

11 Creepage distance 25mm/KV 25mm/KV 

12 One minimum power frequency 

withstand voltage 

630Kvrm 630Kvrm 

 

potential Transformers 

 potential Transformer is used to step down the voltage of power system to lower level to make 

to feasible to be measured by small rating voltmeter I.e, 110 to 120 voltmeter. A typical 

connection diagram of potential transformer is shown below figure. 

 

Primary of potential transformer is having  large number of turns. Primary is connected across 

the line (generally between line to earth). Hence, sometimes it is called as parallel Transformer. 

Secondary of potential transformer is having few turns and connected directly to a voltmeter. As 

the voltmeter is having large resistance. Hence, the secondary of potential Transformer operates 

almost in open circuited condition. One terminal of secondary of potential Transformer is earthed 

to maintain the secondary voltage with respect to earth. Which assures the safety of operators. 

Capacitive voltage transformer  

Definition: The capacitive voltage Transformer step down the high voltage input Signals and 

provide the low voltage signals which can easily measured Through The measuring instrument. 

The capacitve voltage transformer is also called capacitive potential Transformer. 

  The capacitive potential divider, inductive element and the auxilary Transformer are three main 

parts of the capacitive potential transformer. 



 

For measuring High Voltage (above 132KV) the high insulated transformer is required. The 

highly insulated transformer is quite expensive as compared to the normal transformer. For 

reducing the cost, the capacitive potential Transformer is used in the system. 

The CVT is cheap, and their performance is not much inferior to high insulated Transformers. 

 Technical details of capacitive voltage Transformer of 400 KV switchyard as shown below 

below table 

 AREVA make CVT ABB make CVT 

Number of capacitor voltage 

transformers 

25 6 

Capacitor voltage transformer CCV420 WS420N2 

Highest system voltage 420KV 420KV 

Number of cores 3 3 

Rated insulated level 630KV/1425KVp 420/630KV/1425KVp 

Total thermal burden 720VA 720VA 

Rated voltage 230/63 230/63 
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CHAPTER-1 

AUTOMATION INTRODUCTION 

 

                   Automation or industrial automation is the use of control systems such as computers, 

controllers to control industrial machinery and processes, to optimize productivity in the 

production of goods and delivery of services. Automation is a step beyond mechanization. 

Whereas mechanization provides human operators with machinery to assist them with the 

muscular requirements of work, automation greatly decreases the need for human sensory and 

mental requirements. 

                     Automation is the control of machines and processes by independent systems through 

the use of various technologies which are based on computer software or robotics. Industry 

implements automation to increase productivity and reduce labour costs. 

                     Industrial automation utilizes various industrial communication devices such as 

programmable logic controllers (PLCs), programmable automatic controllers (PACs) which are 

used to control the industry. In industries, control strategies use a set of technologies implemented 

to achieve the desired result, making automation systems necessary in industries. Automation is 

the technology by which a process or procedure is performed with minimal human 

assistance. Automation or automatic control is the use of various control systems for operating 

equipment such as machinery, processes in factories, boilers and heat treating ovens, switching on 

telephone networks, steering and stabilization of ships, aircraft and other applications and vehicles 

with minimal or reduced human intervention. 

                    Automation covers applications ranging from a household thermostat controlling a 

boiler, to a large industrial control system with tens of thousands of input measurements and output 

control signals. In control complexity, it can range from simple on-off control to multi-variable 

high-level algorithms. 

In the simplest type of an automatic control loop, a controller compares a measured value of a 

process with a desired set value, and processes the resulting error signal to change some input to 

the process, in such a way that the process stays at its set point despite disturbances. This closed-

loop control is an application of negative feedback to a system. The mathematical basis of control 

theory was begun in the 18th century and advanced rapidly in the 20th. 

                   Automation has been achieved by various means including 

mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, electronic devices and computers, usually in 

combination. Complicated systems, such as modern factories, airplanes and ships typically use all 

these combined techniques. The benefit of automation includes labour savings, savings 

in electricity costs, savings in material costs, and improvements to quality, accuracy, and precision. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermostat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_loop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pneumatics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airplane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity
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                 It increases productivity and reduce cost. It gives emphasis on flexibility and 

convertibility of manufacturing process. Hence gives manufacturers the ability to easily switch 

from manufacturing Product A to manufacturing product B without completely rebuilt the existing 

system/product lines. Automation is now often applied primarily to increase quality in the 

manufacturing process, where the automation can increase quality substantially. Increased 

consistency of output. Replacing human’s tasks in dangerous environments.  

 

Automation Impacts: 

1. It increases productivity and reduce cost. 

2. It gives emphasis on flexibility and convertibility of manufacturing process. Hence gives 

manufacturers the ability to easily switch from manufacturing Product A to manufacturing 

product B without completely rebuilt the existing system/product lines. 

3. Automation is now often applied primarily to increase the quality in the manfacturing 

process, where automation can increase quality substantially.  

4. Increase the consistency of output.  

5. Replacing humans in tasks done in dangerous environments. 

 

 

Advantages of Automation: 

1. Replacing human operators in tasks that involve hard physical or monotonous work. Also 

task done in dangerous environments. 

2. Performing tasks that are beyond human capabilities of size, weight, speed, endurance, etc. 

3. Economy improvement: Automation may improve in economy of enterprises, society or 

most of humanity. 

 

Disadvantages of Automation: 

1. Technology limits: Current technology is unable to automate all the desired tasks. 

2. Unpredictable development costs: The research and development cost of automating a 

process may exceed the cost saved by the automation itself. 

3. High initial cost: The automation of a new product or plant requires a huge initial 

investment in comparison with the unit cost of the product. 
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CHAPTER-2 

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CIRCUITS (PLC) 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO PLC: 

                   A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a specialized computer like device like 

device used to replace banks of electromagnetic relays in industrial process control. The PLC is 

also knows as a programmable of controller (PC). The title “PLC” for programmable controller 

could be confused in common usage with “PC” used to mean personal computer. To avoid this 

confusion we shall refer to the programmable controller as a programmable logic controller or 

PLC.  

                     You can think of the programmable logic controller as a heavy-duty computer system 

designed for machine control. Like a general-purpose computer, the plc is based on digital logic 

and can be field-programmed. The programming language is a bit different because the purpose 

of the PLC is to control machine. The PLC is used to time and sequence function that might be 

required in to control machines. The PLC is used to time and sequence function that might be 

required in assembly lines, robots, and chemical processing. It is designed to deal with the harsh 

condition of the industrial environment. Some of the physical environment problem could include 

vibration and shock, dirt, and vapours, and temperature extremes. Some input device includes limit 

and pressure switches, temperature and optical sensor, and analog to digital converts (ADCs). 

Some output device values, motors and cylinders, and Digital to Analog convertors (DAC). 

                   Before the advent of solid-state logic circuit systems were designed and build 

exclusively around electronic mechanical relays. Relays are far from obsolete in modern design, 

but have been replaced in many of their former roles as logics-level control device, relegated most 

often to those applications demanding high current and or high voltage switching.  

                 System and processes requiring “on/off” control abound in modern commerce and 

industry, but such control system are rarely built from either electro mechanical relays or discrete 

logics gates. Instead, digital computers fill the need, which may be programmed to do a variety of 

logic functions. 

                  In the late 1960’s an American company named Bedford Associate released a 

computing device they called the MODICON Digital Controller, and later became the name of a 

company division devoted to the design, manufacture, and sale of these special-purpose control 

computes. Other engineering firms developed their own version of this device, and it eventually 

came to be known in non-proprietary terms as a PLC, or Programmable Logic Controller. The 

purpose of a PLC was to directly replace electro mechanical relays as logic elements, substituting 

instead a solid–state digital computer with a stored program, able to emulate the interconnection 

of many relays to perform certain logical task. 
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                A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is an industrial computer control system that 

continuously monitors the state of input device and makes decision based upon a custom program 

to control the state of output devices.  

                Almost any production line, machine function, or process can be greatly enhances using 

this type of control system. However, the biggest benefit in using a PLC is the ability to change 

and replicate the operation or process while collecting and communication vital information. 

 

Fig:2.1-PLC Block Diagram 
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Need for PLC: 

 Hardwired panel were very time consuming to time and debug and change.  

 The following requirement for computer controller to replace hardware panel.  

 Solid state not mechanical 

 East to modify input and output device  

 Easy programmed and maintained by plant electrician  

 Be able to function in an industrial environment 

 

2.2 HISTORY OF PLC: 

1968: Design of PLCs developed for General Motors Corporation to eliminate costly Scrapping or 

assembly line relays during model changeovers.  

1969: First PLCs manufactured for automotive industry as electronic equivalent of relays.  

1971: First application of PLCs outside the automotive industry.  

1973: Introduction of “smart” PLCs for arithmetic operations, printer control move, Matrix 

operations, CRT interface etc.  

1974: Introduction of analog PID (Proportional, integral, derivative) control, which made possible 

the     accessing of thermocouples, pressure sensor etc.       

1975: First use of PLCs in hierarchical configuration as part of an integrated Manufacturing 

system.  

1977: Introduction of very small PLCs based on microprocessor technology.  

1978: PLCs gain wide acceptance, sales approach $ 80 million.  

1979: Integration of plant operation through a PLC communication system.  

1980: Introduction of intelligent input and output module to provide high speed, accurate control 

in positioning applicants.  

1981: Data highways enable user to interconnect many PLCs up to 15000 feet from Each other. 

More 16-bit PLCs become available. Color graphic CRTs are available from several suppliers.  

1982: Larger PLCs with up to 8192 I/O become available.  

1983: “Third party” peripherals, including graphic CRTs, operator’s interface, I/O networks, panel 

displays, and documentation packages, become available from many sources. 
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Fig:2.2- SELEC PLC kit 
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CHAPTER- 3 

WHAT IS INSIDE A PLC? 

                        The PLC, being a microprocessor-based device, has a similar internal structure 

to many embedded controllers and computers.  They consist of the CPU, Memory an I/O device. 

These components are integral to the PLC controller. Additionally, the PLC has a connection for 

the programming and Monitoring Unit or to connect PLC’s in another field. 

                        The CPU is the brain of a PLC system. It consists of the microprocessor, memory 

integrated circuits, and circuits necessary to store and retrieve information from memory. 

                         PLC’s or programming terminals. The job of the processor is to monitor status or 

state of input devices, scan and solve the logic of a user program, and control on or off state of 

output devices RAM or Random Access Memory is a volatile memory that would lose its 

information if power were removed, hence some processor units are provided with battery backup. 

Normally CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) type RAM is used.  

                        ROM is a non-volatile type of memory. This means it stores its data even if no 

power is available. This type of memory information can only be read, it is placed there for the 

internal use and operation of processor units.  

                         EEPROME or Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory is usually 

an add on memory module that is used to back up the main program in CMOS RAM of the 

processor. In many cases, the processor can be programmed to load the EEPROM’S program to 

RAM, if RAM is lost or corrupted. 

 

 

Fig:3.1- Monolithic PLC 
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Components of PLC: 

            The PLC mainly consists of a CPU, memory areas, and appropriate circuits to receive 

input/output data. We can actually consider the PLC to be a box full of hundreds or thousands of 

separate relays, counters, timers and data storage locations. They don’t physically exist but  

rather they are simulated and can be considered software counters, timers, etc. Each component of 

a PLC has a specific function: 

1. The CPU is the brain of a PLC system. It consists of the microprocessor, memory integrated 

circuits and circuits necessary to store and retrieve information from memory. It also includes 

communication ports to the peripherals, other PLCs or programming terminals. The job of the 

processor is to monitor status or state of input devices, scan and solve the logic of a user program, 

and control on or off state of output devices. 

 2. Counters - These are simulated counters and they can be programmed to count pulses. 

Typically, these counters can count up, down or both up and down. Since they are simulated, they 

are limited in their counting speed. Some manufacturers also include high-speed counters that are 

hardware based. We can think of these as physically existing. 

 3. Timers – These come in many varieties and increments. The most common type is an on-delay 

type. Others include off-delay of both retentive and non-retentive types. 

Incrementsvaryfrom1millisecondto1second. 

4.Output Relay (coils) - These are connected to the outside world. They physically exist and send 

on/off signals to solenoids, lights, etc. They can be transistors, relays depending upon the model 

chosen. 

5.Data Storage: Typically there are registers assigned to simply store data. They are usually used 

as temporary storage for math or data manipulation. They can also typically be used to store data 

when power is removed from the PLC. Upon power-up they will still have the same contents as 

before power was removed. 

 

General PLC Architecture: 

                  PLC inputs must convert a variety of logic levels to the 5V dc logic level used on the 

data bus. This can be done with circuit similar to those shown below. Basically, the circuit 

conditions the input to drive an up to coupler. This electrically isolates the external electrical 

circuitry from the internal circuitry. Other circuit components are used to guard against excess or 

reversed voltage polarity.  
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                   PLC output must convert the 5V dc logic levels on the PLC data bus to external voltage 

levels. This can be done with circuits similar to those shown below. Basically, the circuit uses an 

opto coupler to switch external circuitry. This electrically isolated the external electrical circuitry 

from the internal circuitry. Other circuit components are used to guard against excess or reversed 

voltage polarity. 

 

 

Fig:3.2-Architecture of PLC 

 

 

Advantage of PLC:  

 Small size  

 Faster response 

 Wiring reduced up to 80% 

 On-line changes 

  Low Maintenance Cost 

  Easy for Troubleshooting  
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    Disadvantages of PLC:  

 Too much work required in connecting wires 

  Difficulty with change or replacement  

  Requiring skilful work force finding error 

  Fixed program application  
 

Programmer Units: 

               The programmer unit provides an interface between the PLC and the user during 

program development, start-up, and troubleshooting. The instruction to be performed during each 

scan are coded and inserted into memory with the programmer.  

                Programmers vary from small hand-held units. These units the size of a large calculator 

to desktop standalone intelligent CRT-based units. These units come complete with 

documentation, reproducing, I/O status, and on-line and off-line programming ability. Many PLC 

manufactures now offer controller model that can use a personal computer as the programming 

tool.  

                Under these circumstances, the manufacture will sell a program for the personal 

computer that usually allows the computer that module installed in programmable controller.  

Programming units are the liaison between what the PLC understands (words) and what the 

engineer desired to occur during the control sequence. Some programmers have the ability to store 

programs on other media, including cassette tapes and floppy disks. Another desirable feature is 

automatic documentation of the existing program. This is accomplished by a printer attached to 

the programmer. With off-line programming the user can write a control program on the 

programming unit, then take unit to the PLC in the field and load the memory with new program, 

all without removing the PLC. Selection of these feature depends on user requirement and budget. 

On-line programming allows caution modification of the program while the PLC is controlling the 

process or the machine.  
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Types of PLC : 

Based on Size 

1.  Micro PLC or Small PLC: It is the simplest PLC with the Power Supply module, CPU, 

I/O few modules and communication ports in a single chassis. This PLC types are usually 

limited to a few I/O discrete and can be expanded. There are various micro PLCs on the 

market today. The vast majority offer analog I/O with just about any micro PLC, or for that 

matter PLC in general, when the application required the monitoring of various analog 

signals, a separate module is required for each signal. Examples of this type are CP1H 

Omron, Siemens S7-200, and Fuji Electric SPB.  

2.  Medium PLC or Mini: It is PLC which has CPU module, I/O or communication ports 

are separately. Each module is connected by connector or backplane. It has the capacity  

more than 2000 I/O. Example of this type are Omron CS1, Siemens S7-300.  

3.  Large PLC or Rack: This kind of PLC is nearly equal to the medium one but it has large 

I/O capacity and more able to be connected with the higher control system. Examples of 

this type are CVM1 Omron Siemens S7-400.         

 

Classified according to its Output working 

1. Relay based: This type of PLC are used for general purpose application.  

2. Transistor based: This type of PLC are used for High speed application.  

3. SCR based: This type of plc are used for heavy load switching 

 

 Different PLC Manufactures 

1. Siemens  

2. Fatek  

3. Delta  

4. Allen Bradley  

5. Mitsubishi   

6. Omron 

7. ABB 

8. Panasonic 

9.  GE Fanuc 

10.  LG   
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CHAPTER- 4 

INPUT AND OUTPUT MODULES 

 4.1 INPUT  MODULE: 

                       Input modules interface directly to devices such as switches and temperature 

sensors. Input modules convert many different types of electrical signals such as 120VAC, 

24VDC, or 4-20mA, to signals which the controller can understand. Since all electrical systems 

are inherently noisy, electrical isolation is provided between input and processor. The component 

most often used for this purpose is opt coupler. Input signal from the field devices are usually 4 to 

20 mA or 0-10 V. 

 

Fig:4.1- Input Module of PLC 
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4.2 OUTPUT MODULE: 

                   Output module interface directly to devices such as motor starters and lights Output 

modules take digital signals from the PLC and convert them to electrical signals such as 24V DC  

and 4 mA that field devices can understand. D to A conversion is carried out in their modules. 

Usually Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR), trial, or dry contact relays are used for this purpose. 

Normally the output signal is 0-10 V or 4-20 mA. 

 

 

Fig:4.2- Output Module of PLC 
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CHAPTER- 5 

OPERATION OF PLC 

OPERATION OF PLC: 

                  PLC operates by continually scanning the program and acting upon the instructions, 

one at a time, to switch on or off the various outputs. In order to do this PLC first scans all, the 

inputs and stores their states in memory. Then it carries out program scan and decides which 

outputs should be high according to the program logic. Then finally it updates these values to the 

output table, making the required outputs go high. At his point PLC checks its own operating 

system and if everything is ok, it goes back to scanning inputs all over again.                         

PLC SCAN CYCLE :                             

                 Whenever a program is executed in a PLC, before changing any output state, the 

processor scans the input table and the entire program, which gives rise to states of the output 

devices according to the program logic. These values are then updated to the output table making 

the device.  

SCAN TIME :                         

                Time taken by plc to execute these three steps (Checking Input status, Executing 

Program, Updating Output Status) is denoted by its scan time. 

 

Fig:5.1-PLC Scan Cycle 
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CHAPTER-6 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES USED FOR PLC 

 

Programming Languages: 

                     While Ladder Logic is the most commonly used PLC programming language, but it 

is not the only one. Following table lists some of the Languages that are used to program a PLC.  

 Ladder Diagram (LD).  

 Functional block Diagram (FBD)  

 Structured Text (ST)  

 Instruction List (IL)  

 Sequential Functional Chart (SFC) 

 

Ladder Diagram (LD) : 

                    It is a graphical programming language, initially programmed with simple contacts 

that simulates the opening and closing of relays. Ladder Logic programming has been expanded 

to include functions such as Counters, Timers, shift Registers and math operations. 

 

 

Fig:6.1-Sample Ladder Diagram Model 
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                  Ladder logic is a method of drawing electrical logic schematics. It is now a graphical 

language very popular for programming Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). It was 

originally invented to describe logic made from relays. The name is based on the observation that 

programs in this language resemble ladders, with two vertical "rails" and a series of horizontal 

"rungs" between them.                                                                         

                   A program in ladder logic, also called a ladder diagram, is similar to a schematic for a 

set of relay circuits. An argument that aided the initial adoption of ladder logic was that a wide 

variety of engineers and technicians would be able to understand and use it without much 

additional training, because of the resemblance to familiar hardware systems.   

                  Ladder logic is widely used to program PLCs, where sequential control of a process or 

manufacturing operation is required. Ladder logic is useful for simple but critical control systems, 

or for reworking old hardwired relay circuits. As programmable logic controllers became more 

sophisticated it has also been used in very complex automation systems.                                                                                                             

                  Ladder logic can be thought of as a rule-based language, rather than a procedural 

language. A "rung" in the ladder represents a rule. When implemented with relays and other 

electromechanical devices, the various rules "execute" simultaneously and immediately. When 

implemented in a programmable logic controller, the rules are typically executed sequentially by 

software, in a loop.   

                  By executing the loop fast enough, typically many times per second, the effect of 

simultaneous and immediate execution is obtained. In this way it is similar to other rule-based 

languages, like spreadsheets or SQL. However, proper use of programmable controllers requires 

understanding the limitations of the execution order of rungs. 

                 Each rung of ladder language typically has one coil at the far right. Some manufacturers 

may allow more than one output coil on a rung.  

--( )-- a regular coil, true when its rung is true  

--(\)-- a "not" coil, false when its rung is true  

  

--[ ]-- A regular contact, true when its coil is true (normally false)  

  

--[\]-- A "not" contact, false when its coil is true (normally true)  
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               The "coil" (output of a rung) may represent a physical output which operates some device 

connected to the programmable controller, or may represent an internal storage bit for use 

elsewhere in the program.   

 

 

 

Fig:6.2- Ladder Logic for Basic Gates 
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Generally Used Instructions & symbol for PLC Programming: 

Input Instruction: 

                                                     --[ ]— 

      This Instruction is Called IXC or Examine If Closed.                        

       If a NO switch is actuated, then only this instruction will be true. If a NC switch is actuated, 

then this instruction will not be true and hence output will not be generated. 

 

                                                     --[\]— 

       This Instruction is Called IXO or Examine If Open.                          

        If a NC switch is actuated, then only this instruction will be true. If a NC switch is actuated, 

then this instruction will not be true and hence output will not be generated. 

 

Output Instruction:                                 

                                                     --( )— 

         This Instruction Shows the States of Output.                          

         If any instruction either XIO or XIC is true then output will be high. Due to high output a 

24-volt signal is generated from PLC processor.                            

 

 Rung:                                                                                             

          Rung is a simple line on which instruction are placed and logics are created                   

          E.g.: ---------------------------------------------               
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TIMERS:                                    

             A timer is a programmable instruction that lets you turn on or turn off bits after a preset 

time. The two primary types of timers are TON for “timer on delay” and TOF for “timer off delay”. 

Timers in RS Logix 5000 use tag names for identification.  

PLC contains three types of timers. They are: 

1. On-delay timer (TON): A timer on-delay (TON) instruction is a programming instruction 

used to delay the start of a machine or process for a set period of time. 

 

2. Off-delay timer (TOF): A timer off-delay (TOF) instruction is a PLC programming 

instruction used to delay the shut down of machinery, such as an external cooling fan when 

a motor has been stopped. 

 

3. Retentive timer (RTO): A retentive timer (RTO) instruction is a PLC programming 

instruction used to track the length of time a machine has been operating or to shut down a 

process after an accumulative time period of recurring faults. 

                                                                

COUNTERS:          

            A counter is a programmable instruction that lets you turn on or turn off bits 

after a preset count has been reached. There are different types of counters available 

in the RS Logix, but the CTU (counter up) instruction covers everything we will talk 

about here.                          

Counters in RS Logix 5000 use tag names for identification.    

PLC contains three types of Counters. They are: 

1.UP-Counter: A count up instruction (CTU) is a PLC programming instruction 

used to count the number of operations or products produced by a system in 

increasing order.    

2.DOWN-Counter: A count down instruction (CTD) is a PLC programming 

instruction used to count the number of operations or products produced by a system 

in decreasing order. 

3.UP/DOWN-Counter:  An up-down counter is a combination of an up-

counter and a down-counter. It can count in both directions, increasing as well as 

decreasing.             
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CHAPTER-7 

SENSOR 

 

SENSOR (connected to PLC Input)  

               A sensor is a device that measures a physical quantity and converts it into signal which 

can be read by an observer or by an instrument. For example, a mercury-in-glass thermometer 

converts the measured temperature into expansion and contraction of liquid which can be read on 

a calibrated glass tube. A thermocouple convert temperature converts temperature to an output 

voltage which can be read by a voltmeter. For accuracy, most sensor are calibrated against know 

standard. Sensors are two types.  

Digital Sensor: Digital sensor have two unique voltage associated them to represent the two 

unique voltage associated them to represent the two unique digital states of 0 to 1. These voltages 

are commonly 0v to 24v but there are many also types.  

Ex. IR sensor, Proximity sensor, Hall sensor, PIR sensor   

Analog Sensor: Analog sensor are sensor that vary with respect to time.  

Ex. Level sensor, Flow sensor, Temperature sensor, Speed sensor.  

  

Need for Sensors  

                Sensors are omnipresent. They embedded in our bodies’ automobiles, airplane, cellular 

telephone, radio, chemical plant, industrial plant and counter less other application.  

 

 Actuator (Connected to PLC Output)  

                An Actuator is a mechanical device for moving or controlling a mechanism or system. 

It is operate by a source of energy, usually plant and counter less other application.  
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 Difference between Actuator and Sensor   

                A sensor controls the variable for example temperature and pressure and transfer a signal 

to a indicator or transmitter. The actuator is a machine which knocks a value or other machine in 

accordance with control signal transferred to the transducer. The transducer generally transforms 

the control signal to a relative air signal which works the actuator with a great diaphragm opposite 

springs.  

               The mainly common actuator of electron-servo or an actuator can be utilized to pull and 

push at a force and fixed length (stroke). This actuator of linear that transfer a piston rod to a place 

force and fixed length. The can be utilized to transfer controls through variable geometry example 

arcs used in conjunction with cranks and rods.  

The actuator of hydraulic has an internal piston to the housing. The present is docked on one end, 

which forces the rod to en large it. Reversing the pressure of hydraulic will caused the rod to know 

back to origin position. The force that it existing is similar to the pressure of hydraulic times the 

piston area. 

               A senor or detector is tool that a measures a physical quantity and transforms it into a 

signal which can be interpreted by a separator or by device. Sensors are utilized in every items for 

example touch-sensitive buttons of elevator and lamps which brighten or dim by contacting the 

base. There are also numerous application for sensor of which mainly people are not aware. The 

appliances consist of machine, cars, aerospace, manufacture, robotics and medicine.  
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CHAPTER-8 

DATA TYPES 

 

DATA TYPES: 

There are 4 kind of data type supported by most of PLCs, which are as follows: 

 Bit (0,1) 

  Byte (combinational of 8 bits)  

  Word (combinational of 16 bits) =2B  

  Double Word (combinational of 32 bits) =2W 

 

 
Table:1-Different Data Types  
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CHAPTER-9 

MEMORY TYPES 

MEMORY TYPES: 

  There are different memory locations, which is represented by memory type abbreviation.  

   In Siemens the memory types are: 

Table:2-Memory Type 

Memory is the component that stores information, programs, and data in a PLC. The process of 

putting new information into a memory location is called writing. The process of retrieving 

information from a memory location is called reading. 

Types of Memory: 

The common types of memory used in PLCs are 

1. Read Only Memory (ROM) and 

2. Random Access Memory (RAM). 

A ROM location can be read, but not written. ROM is used to store programs and data that should 

not be altered. 
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CHAPTER-10 

CONCEPT OF RELAY FUNCTIONING 

What is relay? 

        We know that most of the high end industrial application device have relay for their effective 

working. Relay are simple switches which are operated both electrically and mechanically. Relays 

consist of an electromagnet and also a set contact. The switching mechanism is carried out with 

the help of the electromagnet. There is also other operating principle for its working. But they are 

according to their applications. Most of the devices have the application of relays. 

 

Fig10.1:Basic Relay Circuit 

Why is a relay used? 

              The main operation of a relay comes in place where only a low-power signal can be used 

to control a circuit. It is also used in place where only one signal can be used to control a lot of 

circuit. The application of relay started during the invention of telephones. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to another 

destination. After the invention of computer they were used to perform Boolean and other logical 

operations. The high end application of relay required high power to be driven by electric motor 

and so on. Such relay are called contactors. 

 

Fig:10.2-Different Types of Relays 
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Relay Logic 

 There are several kinds of logic that are made with the help of relay. 

 These smaller logics are the base of all kind of functioning performed in industries. 

 As we get command over this type of logic we can handle even complex functionally of 

plant or process.  

 The panel made by the relay is known as relay logic panel. 

 

 

Fig:10.3-Relay Connection in PLC 
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CHAPTER- 11 

PROGRAMMING FOR START/STOP OF MOTOR BY PLC 

 

                Often we have a little green "start" button to turn on a motor, and we want to turn it off 

with a big red "Stop" button.  

  

 

Fig:11.1- Ladder Logic for Starting/Stopping of Motor 

           The pushbutton switch connected to input X1 serves as the "Start" switch, while the switch 

connected to input X2 serves as the "Stop." Another contact in the program, named Y1, uses the 

output coil status as a seal-in contact, directly, so that the motor contactor will continue to be 

energized after the "Start" pushbutton switch is released. You can see the normally-closed contact 

X2 appear in a coloured block, showing that it is in a closed ("electrically conducting") state. 
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Starting of Motor 

If we were to press the "Start" button, input X1 would energize, thus "closing" the X1 contact in 

the program, sending "power" to the Y1 "coil," energizing the Y1 output and applying 120-volt 

AC power to the real motor contactor coil. The parallel Y1 contact will also "close," thus latching 

to the “circuit” in an energized state: 

Fig:11.2- Ladder Logic for Starting of Motor 
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Logic for Continuous Running of motor When Start Button is Released                   

               Now, if we release the "Start" pushbutton, the normally-open X1 "contact" will return to 

its "open" state, but the motor will continue to run because the Y1 seal-in "contact" continues to 

provide "continuity" to "power" coil Y1, thus keeping the Y1 output energized: 

 

Fig:11.3- Ladder Logic for Continuous Running of Motor 
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To Stop the Motor 

               To stop the motor, we must momentarily press the "Stop" pushbutton, which will 

energize the X2 input and "open" the normally- closed "contact," breaking continuity to the Y1 

"coil: 

 

Fig:11.4- Ladder Logic for Stopping of Motor 

             When the "Stop" pushbutton is released, input X2 will de-energize, returning "contact" X2 

to its normal, "closed" state. The motor, however, will not start again until the "Start" pushbutton 

is actuated, because the "seal-in" of Y1 has been lost. 
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CHAPTER- 12 

PROJECT 

PROCESS TANK AUTOMATION USING RELAY LOGIC 

Equipment Required:              

                SELEC PLC Software         

                Personal Computer          

                PLC Lab Manual 

Theory:                              

              PLC operates by continually scanning the program and acting upon the instructions, one 

at a time, to switch on or off the various outputs. In order to do this PLC first scans all, the inputs 

and stores their states in memory. Then it carries out program scan and decides which outputs 

should be high according to the program logic.                                          

              Ladder Logic is a graphical programming language, initially programmed with simple 

contacts that simulates the opening and closing of relays. Ladder Logic programming has been 

expanded to include functions such as Counters, Timers, shift Registers and math operations.                                                                                                                                                             

              It is now a graphical language very popular for programming Programmable Logic 

Controllers (PLCs). It was originally invented to describe logic made from relays. The name is 

based on the observation that programs in this language resemble ladders, with two vertical "rails" 

and a series of horizontal "rungs" between them. 

 

Fig:12.1- Process Tank Automation Basic Diagram 
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Procedure: 

           Liquid level control is a basic and necessary process for all the process industry. Here the 

level of liquid is to be maintained inside the tank to a specific height. Here there is a water reservoir 

from which the water needs to be pumped out to the process tank. In the process tank there are two 

sensors connected around the edges of the tank according to the required heights i.e., one sensor 

is connected at the near bottom end of the tank called as lower level sensor and another one on the 

near top edge of the tank called as higher-level tank. To let the water out of the tank there is a pipe 

connected at the bottom of the tank with a valve. This valve is to be used by user for the process 

application. The level sensor is a magnetic sensor and when the liquid level is above the high-level 

sensor a HL (high level) signal is send to the PLC. When the liquid level goes down the low-level 

sensor LL (low level) signal is send to the PLC. The PLC checks the signals send by these sensors 

through its input port and give the proper signals through its output port as per the ladder logic 

program. Sequence of process control actions done by the PLC:  

1. When the water level in the tank is less than the lower level then the lower level 15 sensor senses 

and turns the motor on to fill the tank.  

2. Then the tank is filled up until it reaches the higher level where the higher-level sensor senses 

and makes the motor off and filling of water stops. 

 

Fig:12.2- Process Tank Automation Ladder Logic 

Result:  

          The Ladder logic simulated and Run successfully. The Process tank automation using 

relay logic was worked perfectly with the PLC program. 
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CHAPTER-13 

 CONCLUSION 

 

             Programmable Logic Circuits like an Arduino that is mainly used for industrial 

automation. However, the main difference between a PLC and an Arduino is their price, as the 

PLC usually has 100 times the price of an Arduino. The PLC has a better processor power & 

memory, can handle more current in the I/O ports, the ports are optocoupled, it is more robust, it 

is closed architecture, it comes with industrial certificates, safety features etc.   

            The Logic made in this project is mainly used for controlling water level in a tank and can 

be implemented in the industrial sectors and houses for managing the input and output flow of the 

water and to save the water without wastage.  

            At NSIC, the main work was to develop solutions based on the same, and hence the project 

was selected and the simulation was done. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indianstate-owned aerospaceand defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by the Indian 

Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the IndianArmed 

Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded in 1990 

with the aim of conducting research, development  and  manufacture  of  imageintensifier tubes 

and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercialsystems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961,  germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and  radiotransmitters 

for AIR in1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next generation 

bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products displayed 

included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and identification 

friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, including 

night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash,the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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CHAPTER 1 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 History 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indianstate-owned aerospaceand defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by the 

IndianGovernmentand primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian 

ArmedForces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India.It was  founded  

in  1990 with the aim  of  conducting  research,  development  and  manufacture  of  

imageintensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security 

and commercialsystems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961,  germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and  radiotransmitters 

for AIR in1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 

1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

 

Under the government's policy of decentralization and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Troop communication equipment for the IndianAir 

Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image 

intensifiertubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programs in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its fourth 

manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for supply of 

tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula the same 

year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navy Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfareequipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to 

focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the 

set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 

75,000 electronic voting machines. 

 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Opsonic Devices Limited. 

 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 
 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, and BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from  

South East Asia. In the same year U.S. and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company  

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I status. In 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion marks (US$540 million). In 2005, BEL had a 

turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

 
On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8Ifrom Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense applications; 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friendor foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, 

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigationsystem. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash,the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units andProducts: 

 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

 
Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellitecommunications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

 
Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam, Andhra 

 
Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

 
devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

 

 

 

 
 

Table1.1 Bel units and products 
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1.3 PRODUCTASSURANCE: 

 
Definition: 

 
A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

1.4 Product AssuranceTesting: 

 
Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

 
ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

 
a) High temperature and Lowtemperaturetest 

 
b) Heat and ColdChamberTest 

 
c) Rain and DustChamberTest 

 
 Durable Test 

 
a) VibrationTest 

 
b) Bumptest 

 
 FunctionalTest 

 
a) ResolutionTest 
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b) FieldOfView 

 
Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

 
Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Litre to 3000Litre, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra-lowtemperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.41: Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

 
Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

 
We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle platforms, 

civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophe. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
NIGHT VISION DEVICES: 

 
2.1 Definition: 

 
Anight vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water- 

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR 

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

2.2 Working of Night VisionDevices: 

 
Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 
2.3 Working Principle of ImageIntensifier: 

 
Night vision amplifiers light to achieve bettervision. A conventional lens captures ambientlight. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifiertube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode andaccelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

moreelectrons. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in eachchannel. Original electrons collide with the 

channel, exciting atoms and causing otherelectrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

achain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit ascreen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on thescreen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

anotherlens. 

2.4 Working Principle of ThermalImaging 

 
All objects emit infrared energy as a function oftemperature. 

 
A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and 

causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern created is 

translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 
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information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is play, 

and appears as various colors. The images are black and white innature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night VisionDevices: 

 
The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night VisionDevices: 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.6: Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 
2.7 Advantages of Night VisionCameras: 

 
The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers to 

continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use offlashlights. 

However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better atnight. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to 

see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and 

clusters in the sky in realtime. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray 

machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                   CHAPTER 3 
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CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES 

 
3.1 Binocular Night VisionDevices: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night VisionDevices: 

 
1. ObjectGlass 

 
2. Focus 

 
3. Imageintensifiertube 

 
4. EyePieces 

 
5. EyeGuard 
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3.3 Image IntensifierTube: 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 
Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological 

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

aresufficientspectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 ImageIntensification: 

 
This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons   from  various   natural  sources  such 

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission athand'srequirements. 

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

sothatadimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby thenacademeviavisual output,orstoredAs data for 

later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,”it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that 

strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a 

CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does theemitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though many 

other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced intentions to 

procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms.Active 

illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source of illumination in the 

near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such technologies include low 

lightcameras. 

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-visiontechnologies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
SUB STATION 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 
A substation is a part of an electrical generation,transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow 

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to 

change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at 

the interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large 

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying on SCADA for 

remote supervision and control. 

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid.As central 

generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted  to distribution 

stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own generators. 

The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the generators were 

housed, and were subsidiaries of that powerstation. 

4.2 Alternator: 

An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy 

in the form of alternating current. For reasons of cost and simplicity, most alternators use a 

rotating magnetic field with a stationary armature. Occasionally, a linear alternator or a rotating 

armature with a stationary magnetic field is used. In principle, any AC electrical generator can be 

called an alternator, but usually the term refers to small rotating machines driven by automotive 

and other internal combustion engines. 

An alternator that uses a permanent magnet for its magnetic field is called a magneto. Alternators 

in power stations driven by steam turbines are called turbo-alternators. Large 50 or 60 Hz three- 

phase alternators in power plants generate most of the world's electric power, which  is  

distributed by electric powergrids. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_station
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Fig 4.1 Alternator 
 

Principle of operation: 
 

A conductor moving relative to a magnetic field develops an electromotive force (EMF) in it 

(Faraday's Law). This EMF reverses its polarity when it moves under magnetic poles of opposite 

polarity. Typically, a rotating magnet, called the rotor turns within a stationary set of conductors 

wound in coils on an iron core, called the stator. The field cuts across the conductors, generating 

an induced EMF (electromotive force), as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn. 

The rotating magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the stator windings. Since the currents in 

the stator windings vary in step with the position of the rotor, an alternator is a synchronous 

generator. 

The rotor's magnetic field may be produced by permanent magnets, or by a field coil 

electromagnet. Automotive alternators use a rotor winding which allows control of the 

alternator's generated voltage by varying the current in the rotor field winding. Permanent  

magnet machines avoid the loss due to magnetizing current in the rotor, but are restricted in size, 

due to the cost of the magnet material. Since the permanent magnet field is constant, the terminal 

voltage varies directly with the speed of the generator. Brushless AC generators are usually 

larger than those used in automotiveapplications. 

An automatic voltage control device controls the field current to keep output voltage constant. If 

the output voltage from the stationary armature coils drops due to an increase in demand, more 

current is fed into the rotating field coils through the voltage regulator (VR). This increases the 

magnetic field around the field coils which induces a greater voltage in the armature coils. Thus, 

the output voltage is brought back up to its original value. 

Alternators used in central power stations also control the field current to  regulate  reactive power 

and to help stabilize the power system against the effects of momentary faults. Oftenthere are three 

sets of stator windings,  physically offset so that the rotating  magnetic   field  produces a three 
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phase current, displaced by one-third of a period with respect to eachother. 

 

Fig 4.2 Inner structure of working of an Alternator 
 

Fig 4.3 Working Operation of an Alternator 
 

Synchronous speeds: 
 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is, where is the frequency in 

Hz  (cycles  per  second).  is  the  numberof  poles  (2,  4,  6,   …)  and is  the  rotational  speed  in 

revolutions per minute (RPM). Very old descriptions of alternating current systems sometimes 

give  the  frequency  in  terms  of  alternations  per   minute,   counting   each   half-cycle   as   

one alternation; so 12,000 alternations per minute correspond to 100Hz. 

The output frequency of an alternator depends on the number of poles and the rotational speed. 

The speed corresponding to a particular frequency is called the synchronous speed for that 

frequency. 

Transformation and rectification 
 

This method depends on residual magnetism retained in the iron core to generate weak 

magnetic field which would allow a weak voltage to be generated. This voltage is used to excite 
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the field coils for the alternator to generate stronger voltage as part of its build up process. After 

the initial AC voltage buildup, the field is supplied with rectified voltage from the alternator. 

Brushless alternators: 
 

A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaft. Until 

1966, alternators used brushes with rotating field. With advancement in semiconductor 

technology, brushless alternators are possible. Smaller brushless alternators may look like one 

unit but the two parts are readily identifiable on the large versions. The larger of the two sections 

is the main alternator and the smaller one is the exciter. The exciter has stationary field coils and  

a rotating armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the opposite configuration with a 

rotating field and stationary armature. A bridge rectifier, called the rotating rectifier assembly, is 

mounted on the rotor. Neither brushes nor slip rings are used, which reduces the number of 

wearing parts. The main alternator has a rotating field as described above and a stationary 

armature (power generationwindings). 

 

 

Fig 4.4 Brushless Alternator 
 

By number of phases: 

 
Main articles: Single-phase generator and Polyphase coil. Another way to classify 

alternators is by the number of phases of their output voltage. The output can be single phase, or 

polyphase. Three-phase alternators are the most common, but polyphase alternators can be two 

phase, six phase, or more. 

By rotating part 

The revolving part of alternators can be the armature or the magnetic field. The revolving armature 

type has the armature wound on the rotor, where the winding moves through a stationary magnetic 

field. The revolving armature type is not often used. The revolving field type has magnetic field on 

the rotor to rotate through a stationary armature winding. The advantage is that then the rotor circuit 

carries much less power than the armature circuit, making the slip ring connections smaller and less 

costly; only two contacts are needed for the direct- current rotor, whereas often a rotor winding has 
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three phases and multiple sections which would each require a slip-ring connection. The stationary 

armature can be wound for any convenient medium voltage level, up to tens of thousands of volts; 

manufacture of slip ring connections for more than a few thousand volts is costly andinconvenient. 

4.3 Transformer: 

A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one 

electrical circuit to another or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the 

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core,  which  induces  a 

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core.  Electrical 

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection 

between the two circuits.Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages 

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step- 

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of  signal 

processing circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the 

voltage out, with separate coils not electrically bonded to oneanother. 

Fig 4.5 Transformer 
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Principles: 

 
Ideal transformer: 

 
An  ideal  transformer  is  a  theoretical  linear  transformer  that  is  lossless   and 

perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and 

winding inductances and zero net magneto motive force (i.e. ipnp - isns =0). 

A varying current in the transformer's primary winding attempts to create a varying 

magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is also encircled by the secondary winding. This 

varying flux at the secondary winding induces a varying electromotive force (EMF, voltage) in 

the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction and the secondary current so produced 

creates a flux equal and opposite to that  produced  by  the  primary  winding,  in  accordance 

with Lenz'slaw. 

The windings are wound around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all 

of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage 

source connected to the primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the 

transformer currents flow in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to 

zero. 

According to Faraday's law, since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary 

and secondary windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding 

proportional to its number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly 

proportional to the winding turnsratio. 

The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. 5 is a reasonable approximation for the typical 

commercial transformer, with voltage ratio and winding turns ratio both being inversely 

proportional to the corresponding current ratio. 

The load impedance referred to the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times 

the secondary circuit load impedance. 
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Fig 4.5.1 Transformer Principle: Ideal 
 

Leakage flux: 
 

The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the primary winding 

links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux traverses paths that 

take it outside the windings. Such flux is termed leakage  flux,  and  results  in  leakage 

inductance in series with the mutually coupled transformer windings. Leakage flux results in 

energy being alternately stored in and discharged from the magnetic fields with each cycle of the 

power supply. It is not directly a power loss, but results in inferior voltage regulation, causing the 

secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the primary voltage, particularly under heavy 

load. Transformers are therefore normally designed to have very low leakage inductance. 

In some applications increased leakage is desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or 

magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be introduced in a transformer design to limit the short- 

circuit current  itwill  supply.  Leaky  transformers  may  be  used  to   supply   loads   that exhibit 

negative resistance, such as electric arcs, mercury- and sodium- vapor lamps and neon signs or 

for safely handling loads that become periodically short-circuited such as electric arc welders. 

Air gaps are also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency 

transformers in circuits that have a DC  component  flowing  in  the  windings.  A saturable 

reactor exploits saturation of the core to control alternatingcurrent. 

Equivalent circuit: 
 

Referring to the diagram, a practical transformer's physical behavior may be represented  by 

an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate anidealtransformer. 

Winding joule losses and leakage reactance are represented by the following series loop 

impedances of the model: 

 
 Primary winding: RP,XP 

 Secondary winding: RS, XS. 
 

In normal course of circuit equivalence transformation, RS and XS are in practice usually referred 

to the primary side by multiplying these impedances by the turns ratio squared, (NP/NS) 2= a2. 

Core loss and reactance is represented by the following shunt leg impedances of the model: 

  Core or iron losses:RC 

 Magnetizing reactance:XM. 
 

RC and XM are collectively termed the magnetizing branch of the model. 
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Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy current effects in the core and are 

proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a given frequency. The finite 

permeability core requires a magnetizing current IM to maintain mutual flux in the core. 

Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two being non-linear 

due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit shown are by 

definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in transformer 

equivalent circuits. With sinusoidal supply, core flux lags the induced EMF by 90°. With open- 

circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch current I0 equals transformer no-load current. 

The   resulting   model,    though    sometimes    termed    'exact'    equivalent    circuit     based   

on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations. Analysis may be simplified by 

assuming that magnetizing branch impedance is relatively high and relocating the branch to the 

left of the primary impedances. This introduces error but allows combination of primary and 

referred secondary resistances and reactances by simple summation as two seriesimpedances. 

Transformer equivalent circuit impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from 

the following tests: open-circuit test, short-circuit test, winding resistance test, and transformer 

ratio test. 

Construction: 

 
Cores: 

 
Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings 

surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the 

transformer is shell form. Shell form design may be more prevalent than core form design for 

distribution transformer applications due to the relative ease in stacking the core around winding 

coils. Core form design tends to, as a general rule, be more economical, and therefore more 

prevalent, than shell form design for high voltage power transformer applications at the lower 

end of their voltage and power rating ranges (less than or equal to, nominally,230 kV or 

75 MVA). At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to be more 

prevalent. Shell form design tends to be preferred for extra-high voltage and higher MVA 

applications because, though more labor-intensive to manufacture, shell form transformers are 

characterized as having inherently better kVA-to-weight ratio, better short-circuit strength 

characteristics and higher immunity to transit damage. 
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Fig 4.5.2 Transformer core 

 

 

 
Laminated steelcores: 

 
Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores made of high 

permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free space and the core 

thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux to a path which closely 

couples the windings. Early transformer developers soon realized that cores constructed from 

solid iron resulted in prohibitive eddy current losses, and their designs mitigated this effect with 

cores consisting of bundles of insulated iron wires. Later designs constructed the core  by 

stacking layers of thin steel laminations, a principle that has remained in use. Each lamination is 

insulated from its neighbors by a thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The transformer 

universal EMF equation can be used to calculate the core cross-sectional area for a preferred 

level of magneticflux. 

 

 

Fig 4.5.3 Laminated steel cores 
 

Windings: 

     The electrical conductor used for the windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the 

individual turns must be electrically insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels 

throughout every turn. For small transformers, in which currents are low and the potential difference 

between adjacent turns is small, the coils are often wound from enameled magnet wire. Larger 
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power transformers may be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors insulated by oil-

impregnated paper and blocks ofpressboard. 

High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz often have windings 

made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and proximity effect losses. Large power 

transformers use multiple-stranded conductors as well, since even at low power frequencies non- 

uniform distribution of current would otherwise exist in high-current windings. Each strand is 

individually insulated, and the strands are arranged so that at certain points in the winding, or 

throughout the whole winding, each portion occupies different relative positions in the complete 

conductor. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the conductor, and 

reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is also more flexible 

than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture. 

The windings of signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to 

improve high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved 

between the sections of the other winding. 

Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate points on the winding, usually on 

the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps may be manually reconnected, or a 

manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing taps. Automatic  on-load  tap  

changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on equipment such as  arc 

furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive loads. Audio-frequency 

transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address loudspeakers, have taps to allow 

adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped transformer is often used in the output 

stage   of   an    audio    power amplifier in    a push-pull     circuit.     Modulation    transformers 

in AM transmitters are verysimilar. 

Cooling: 

 
It is a rule of thumb that the life expectancy of electrical insulation is halved for about every 7 °C 

to 10 °C increase in operating temperature (an instance of the application of the Arrhenius 

equation). Small dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled  by natural 

convection and radiation heat dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often 

cooled by forced-air cooling, forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. Large 

transformers   are   filled   with transformer   oil that   both   cools   and    insulates    the 

windings. Transformer oil is a highly refined mineral oil that cools the windings and  insulation 

by circulating within the transformer tank. The mineral oil and paper insulation system has been 

extensively studied and used for more than 100 years. It is estimated that 50% of power 
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transformers will survive 50 years of use that the average age of failure of power transformers is 

about 10 to 15 years, and that about 30% of power transformer failures are due to insulation and 

overloading failures. Prolonged operation at elevated temperature degrades insulating properties 

of winding insulation and dielectric coolant, which not only shortens transformer life but can 

ultimately lead to catastrophic transformer failure. With a great body of empirical study as a 

guide, transformer oil testing including dissolved gas analysis provides valuable maintenance 

information. 

Building regulations in many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use 

dielectric fluids that are less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. Air-  

cooled dry transformers can be more economical where they eliminate the cost of a fire-resistant 

transformerroom. 

Insulation: 

 
Insulation must be provided between the individual turns of the windings, between the windings, 

between windings and core, and at the terminals of the winding. 

Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating varnish on the wire. Layer 

of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of windings, and between primary and 

secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or dipped in a polymer resin to improve the 

strength of windings and protect them from moisture or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated 

into the winding insulation using combinations of vacuum and pressure during the coating 

process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the limit, the entire coil may be placed in a 

mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block, encapsulating the windings. 

Bushings: 

 
Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made of polymers or 

porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it  must  provide  careful control of 

the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leakoil. Applications: 

 

Various specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although 

they all share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction 

or electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions. 

In electric power transmission, transformers allow transmission of electric power at high 

voltages, which reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be 

located economically at a distance from electrical consumers. All but a tiny fraction of the 
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world's electrical power has passed through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the 

consumer. 

In many electronic devices, a transformer is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring 

to convenient values for the circuit requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or 

through a switch mode power supply. 

4.4 Circuit Breakers: 
 

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical 

circuit from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. Its basic function 

is to interrupt current flow after a fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then 

must be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume 

normal operation. 

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect low-current circuits or 

individual household appliance, up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits 

feeding an entire city. The generic function of a circuit breaker, or fuse, as an automatic means of 

removing power from a faulty system is often abbreviated as OCPD (Over Current Protection 

Device). 

Fig 4.6 Circuit Breaker 
 

Operation:   

All circuit breaker systems have common features in their operation, but details vary substantially 

depending on the voltage class, current rating and type of the circuitbreaker. 

The circuit breaker must first detect a fault condition. In small mains and low voltage circuit 

breakers, this is usually done within the device itself. Typically, the heating or magnetic effects 

of electric current are employed. Circuit breakers for large currents or high voltages are usually 

arranged with protective relay pilot devices to sense a fault condition and to operate the opening 

mechanism. These typically require a separate power source, such as a battery, although some 

high-voltage circuit breakers are self-contained with current transformers, protective relays, and 

an internal control powersource. 
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Once a fault is detected, the circuit breaker contacts must open to interrupt the circuit; this is 

commonly done using mechanically stored energy contained within the breaker, such as a spring 

or compressed air to separate the contacts. Circuit breakers may also use the higher current 

caused by the fault to separate the contacts, such as thermal expansion or a magnetic field. Small 

circuit breakers typically have a manual control lever to switch off the load or reset a tripped 

breaker, while larger units use solenoids to trip the mechanism, and electric motors to restore 

energy to thesprings. 

Fig 4.6.1 Operation of a circuit breaker 

Different techniques are used to extinguish the arc including: 

 Lengthening or deflecting thearc 

 Intensive cooling (in jetchambers) 

 Division into partial arcs 

 Zero point quenching (contacts open at the zero current time crossing of the AC waveform, 

effectively breaking no load current at the time of opening. The zero-crossing occurs at twice 

the line frequency; i.e., 100 times per second for 50 Hz and 120 times per second for 60 Hz 

AC.)  

 Connecting capacitors in parallel with contacts in DCcircuits. 

 

Finally, once the fault condition has been cleared, the contacts must again be closed to restore 

power to the interrupted circuit. 

Low-voltage miniature circuit breakers (MCB) use air alone to extinguish the arc. These circuit 

breakers contain so-called arc chutes, a stack of mutually insulated parallel metal plates that 

divide and cool the arc. By splitting the arc into smaller arcs the arc is cooled down while the arc 

voltage is increased and serves as additional impedance that limits the current through the circuit 

breaker. The current-carrying parts near the contacts provide easy deflection of the arc into the 
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arc chutes by a magnetic force of a current path, although magnetic blowout coils or permanent 

magnets could also deflect the arc into the arc chute (used on circuit breakers for higher ratings). 

The number of plates in the arc chute is dependent on the short-circuit rating and nominal  

voltage of the circuitbreaker. 

In larger ratings, oil circuit breakers rely upon vaporization of some of the oil to blast a jet of oil 

through the arc. 

Standard current rating: 
 

Circuit breakers are manufactured in standard sizes, using a system of preferred numbers  to 

cover a range of ratings. Miniature circuit breakers have a fixed trip setting; changing the 

operating current value requires changing the whole circuit breaker. Larger circuit breakers can 

have adjustable trip settings, allowing standardized elements to be applied but with a setting 

intended to improve protection. For example, a circuit breaker with a 400 ampere "frame size" 

mighthaveitsovercurrentdetectionsettooperateatonly300amperes, toprotectafeedercable. 

International Standards, IEC 60898-1 and European Standard EN 60898-1, define the rated 

current In of a circuit breaker for low voltage distribution applications as the maximum current 

that the breaker is designed to carry continuously (at an ambient air temperature of 30 °C). The 

commonly available preferred values for the rated current are 1  A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A,  10 A,  13 A,  

16 A, 20 A, 25 A, 32 A, 40 A, 50 A, 63 A, 80 A, 100 A, and 125 A (similar to the R10Reynard 

series, but using 6, 13, and 32 instead of 6.3, 12.5, and 31.5 – it includes the 13 A current limit of 

British BS 1363 sockets). The circuit breaker is labeled with the rated current in amperes, but 

excluding the unit symbol, A. Instead, the ampere figure is preceded by a letter, B, C,  or D,  

which indicates the instantaneous tripping current — that is, the minimum value of current that 

causes the circuit breaker to trip without intentional time delay (i.e., in less than 100 ms), 

expressed in terms ofIn: 

4.5 ProtectiveRelays: 

 
In electrical engineering, a protective relay  is  a  relay device  designed  to  trip a  circuit breaker 

when a fault is detected. The first protective relays were electromagnetic devices, relying on coils 

operating on moving parts to provide detection of abnormal operating conditions such as over-

current, over-voltage, reverse power flow, over-frequency, andunder-frequency. 

Microprocessor-based digital protection relays now emulate the original devices, as well as 
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providing types of protection and supervision impractical with electromechanical relays. 

Electromechanical relays provide only rudimentary indication of the location and origin of a 

fault. In many cases a single microprocessor relay provides functions that would take two or 

more electromechanical devices. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays 

also save capital cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their 

very long life span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels “are still protecting transmission 

lines and electrical apparatus all over the world. Important transmission lines and generators  

have cubicles dedicated to protection, with many individual electromechanical devices, or one or 

two microprocessorrelays. 

Fig 4.7 Protective relay 
 

Operation principles: 
 

Electromechanical protective relays operate by either magnetic attraction,  or  magnetic 

induction. Unlike switching type electromechanical relays with fixed and usually ill-defined 

operating voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays have well-established, 

selectable, and adjustable time and current (or other operating parameter) operating 

characteristics. Protection relays may use arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole, magnets, 

operating and restraint coils, solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay contacts, and phase- 

shiftingnetworks. 

Protective relays can also be classified by the type of measurement they make. A protective relay 

may respond to the magnitude of a quantity such as voltage or current. Induction relays can 

respond to the product of two quantities in two field coils, which could for example represent the 

power in a circuit. 

 

 

Fig 4.7.1 Operation of a relay 
 

Types according to construction: 
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Electromechanical 

 
Electromechanical relays can be classified into several different types as follows: 

 
 attractedarmature 

 movingcoil 

 induction 

 motor operated 

 mechanical 

 thermal 

 
"Armature"-type relays have a pivoted lever supported on a hinge or knife-edge pivot, which 

carries a moving contact. These relays may work on either alternating or direct current, but for 

alternating current, a shading coil on the pole is used to maintain contact force throughout the 

alternating current cycle. Because the air gap between the fixed coil and the moving armature 

becomes much smaller when the relay has operated, the current required to maintain the relay 

closed is much smaller than the current to first operate it. The "returning  ratio"[13]or "differential" 

is the measure of how much the current must be reduced to reset therelay. 

A variant application of the attraction principle is the plunger-type or solenoid operator. A reed 

relay is another example of the attraction principle. 

Induction disc overcurrent relay: 

 
"Induction" disk meters work by inducing currents in a disk that is free to rotate; the rotary motion 

of the disk operates a contact. Induction relays require alternating current; if two or more coils are 

used, they must be at the same frequency otherwise no  net  operating force is 

produced.TheseelectromagneticrelaysusetheinductionprinciplediscoveredbyGalileoFerraris in the 

late 19th century. The magnetic system in induction disc overcurrent relays is designed to detect 

overcurrent in a power system and operate with a pre-determined time delay when certain 

overcurrent limits have been reached. 

The relay's primary winding is supplied from the power systems current transformer via a plug 

bridge, which is called the plug setting multiplier (psm). Usually seven equally spaced tapping or 

operating bands determine the relays sensitivity. The primary winding is located on the upper 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protective_relay#cite_note-13
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electromagnet. The secondary winding has connections on the upper electromagnet that are 

energized from the primary winding and connected to the lower electromagnet. Once the upper 

and lower electromagnets are energized they produce eddy currents that are induced onto the 

metal disc and flow through the flux paths. This relationship of eddy currents and fluxes creates 

torque proportional to the input current of the primary winding, due to the two flux paths being 

out of phase by 90°. 

Fig 4.7.2 Induction type over current relay 
 

Digital: 

 
A microprocessor-based digital protection relay can replace the functions of many discrete 

electromechanical instruments. These relays convert voltage and currents to digital form and 

process the resulting measurements using a microprocessor. The digital relay can emulate 

functions of many discrete electromechanical relays in one device, simplifying protection design 

and maintenance. Each digital relay can run self-test routines to confirm its readiness and alarm 

if a fault is detected. Digital relays can also provide functions such as communications (SCADA) 

interface, monitoring of contact inputs, metering, waveform analysis, and other useful features. 

Digital relays can, for example, store multiple sets of protection parameters, which allowsthe 

behavior of the relay to be changed during maintenance of attached equipment. 

 

 

Fig 4.7.3 Digital Relay 

 
Distance relay: 

 
Distance relays, also known as impedance relay, differ in principle from other forms of 

protection in that their performance is not governed by the magnitude of the current or voltage in 

the protected circuit but rather on the ratio of these two quantities. Distance relays are actually 

double actuating quantity relays with one coil energized by voltage and other coil by current. The 

current element produces a positive or pick up torque while the voltage element produces a 
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negative or reset torque. The relay operates only when the V/I ratio falls below a predetermined 

value (or set value). During a fault on the transmission line the fault current increases and the 

voltage at the fault point decreases. The V/I ratio is measured at the location of CTs and Pts. 

 

 

Fig 4.7.4 Distance relay 

Current differential protection scheme: 

A differential scheme acts on the difference between current entering a protected zone 

(which may be a bus bar, generator, transformer or other apparatus) and the current leaving that 

zone. A fault outside the zone gives the same fault current at the entry and exit of the zone, but 

faults within the zone show up as a difference in current. Differential protection can be used to 

provide protection for zones with multiple terminals and can be used to protect lines, generators, 

motors, transformers, and other electrical plant. 

Current transformers in a differential scheme must be chosen to have near-identical response to 

high overcurrents. If a "through fault" results in one set of current transformers saturating before 

another, the zone differential protection will see a false "operate" current and may false trip. 

Directional relay: 

 
A directional relay uses an additional polarizing source of voltage or current to determine 

the direction of a fault. Directional elements respond to the phase shift between a polarizing 

quantity and an operate quantity. The fault can be located upstream or downstream of the relay's 

location, allowing appropriate protective devices to be operated inside or outside of the zone of 

protection. 

 

 
4.5 Bus-barCoupler: 
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Bus Couplers are non-isolated input devices that provide an interface between dry-contact 

mechanical switches and a C-Bus network. The bus coupler increases the versatility of the C-Bus 

network by facilitating remote access with any dry-contact switch mechanism offered by 

Schneider Electric and other manufacturers. A system's flexibility can be further enhanced by 

using the bus coupler with various other switch types, including reed, pressure, or micro 

switches. 

 
Available in two- and four-channel models, the bus coupler is small enough to be used in 

restricted spaces. Configuration options include standard control functions such as ON/OFF, 

toggle, dimmers, and timers. 

Bus coupler is a device which is used to couple one bus to the other without any 

interruption in power supply and without creating hazardous arcs. Bus coupler is a breaker used 

to couple two bus bars in order to perform maintenance on other circuit breakers associated with 

that bus bar.Busbars distribute electricity with greater ease and flexibility than some other more 

permanent forms of installation and distribution. Sometimes spelled bus bar or bus bar, they are 

often metallic strips of copper, brass, or aluminum that both ground and conductelectricity.  

Features: 

 Provides two or four non-isolated inputs for external voltage-free mechanicalswitches. 

 Two-channel units feature independent remote LEDoutputs 

 Control options include ON/OFF, toggle, dimmer, or timer 

 Orange LED for each channel to indicate operationalstatus 

 Two-way removable terminal block for the C-Busconnection 

 Terminalblockallowsconnectionofuptofour externalswitches(four-channelcoupler) or

two external switches and two external LEDs (two-channelcoupler) 

 Small size for adaptation to restrictedspaces 

 Non-volatile memory stores operating status for recovery from a poweroutage 

 Receives data and power over a network, so it does not require power packs or line 

voltage connections. 

Generally speaking, electric power distribution systems of the busbar type are used in industrial 

and commercial buildings to transfer electric power from a substation or transformer bank to a 

power consuming area. Such power distribution systems are generally made up of a plurality of 

busway sections of fixed or variable lengths, the successive sections being connected or 

interlocked together in end-to-end relation to provide electrical continuity between the power 
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source and the power consuming area. The effectiveness of such a busbar power distribution 

system is controlled, to a great extent, by the adequacy of the electrical joints between the 

busbars of successive busway sections. Busway sections are generally manufactured and 

distributed in prefabricated form so that a number of such electrical joints are required during 

installation of an extended length busbar run. Thus, if a busway section, that is, a busbar duct and 

a busbar coupler, is to perform adequately under service conditions the coupler system that 

creates the electrical joints between correspond busbars of successive busway sections mustbe 
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lagging, depending on the position of the current waveform with respect to the voltage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 4.7.6 power triangle 

 

 

 

Power Factor (PF) is the ratio of real power to the apparent power flowing to the load from the 

source. It is measured between 0 and 1.0 (unity) and is usually deemed as either leading or 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor (tending towards zero) draws more 

current than a load with a high power factor (tending towards one) for the same amount of useful 

power transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system and 

require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger equipment and wasted 

energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost to industrial or commercial customers 

where there is a low power factor. 

 
Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected with a passive 

network of capacitors or inductors. 

 
A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce transmission losses 

and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to adjust the power factor of a 

system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the 

apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may be applied by an electrical power 

transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency of the transmission network. 

Individual electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install 

correction equipment to reduce thosecosts. 

4.7 Power factor Correction: 
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An automatic power factor correction unit consists of a number of capacitors that are switched by 

means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a regulator that measures power factor in 

an electrical network. Depending on the load and power factor of the network, the power factor 

controller will switch the necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor 

stays above a selected value. 

 
Methods of Power Factor Improvement: 

 
There are three main ways to improve power factor: 

 

 CapacitorBanks 

 Synchronous Condensers 

 Phase Advancers 

CapacitorBanks: 

Improving power factor means reducing the phase difference between voltage and current. Since 

the majority of loads are ofinductive nature, they require some amount of reactive power for 

them tofunction. 

 
A capacitor or bank of capacitors installed parallel to the load provides this reactive power. They 

act as a source of local reactive power, and thus less reactive power flows through the line. 

Capacitor banks reduce the phase difference between the voltage and current. 

Synchronous Condensers: 

Synchronous condensers are 3 phase synchronous motor with no load attached to its shaft. 

 

The synchronous motorhas the characteristics of operating under any power factor leading, 

lagging or unity depending upon the excitation. For inductive loads, a synchronous condenser is 

connected towards load side and is overexcited. 

Synchronous condensers make it behave like a capacitor. It draws the lagging current from the 

supply or supplies the reactive power. 

 
Phase Advancers: 

 
This is an AC exciter mainly used to improve the PF of an induction motor. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-capacitor/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-motor-working-principle/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-condenser/
https://www.electrical4u.com/induction-motor-types-of-induction-motor/
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They are mounted on the shaft of the motor and are connected to the rotor circuit of the motor. It 

improves the power factor by providing the exciting ampere turns to produce the required flux at 

the given slip frequency. 

Further, if ampere-turns increase, it can be made to operate at leading power factor. 
 

 

 

Fig 4.7.7 Power factor correction 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/
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CHAPTER 5 

 
ELECTRICAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT 

 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Electrical shock kills and injures hundreds of workers each year. Most of these accidents 

happen because people don’t look, don’t think or just don’t understand the shocking power of 

electricity. 

Electrical shock can only occur when a part of the body completes a circuit between a conductor 

and another conductor or a grounding source. 

Death or injury is not caused by the voltage; the damage is done by the amount of current that 

flows through the body. Of course, the higher the voltage, the greater amount of current. Some 

people have survived shocks of several thousand volts, while others have been killed by voltages 

as low as 12. 

Effects of electrical shock depend mainly on the total amount of current flow and the path of the 

current through the victim’s body. To prevent electrical shock, which can cause several types of 

injuries, make sure that your body cannot become part of the electrical flow and the path of the 

current. Water reduces resistance and allows electricity to flow into wet areas, hands, arms, your 

body. Electricity and water are a bad mix. 

 
 

 
Fig 5.1: Electrical safety 
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Every year, many accidents at work involving electric shock or burns are reported to the Health 

and Safety Executive (HSE). Within the workplace, electricity can create a number of hazards 

such as: 

 contact with live parts causing shock andburns 

 faults that could causefire 

 Fire and explosion in a potentially flammable or explosiveatmosphere. 

Any voltage above 55 volt alternating current (AC) can be potentially fatal. As well as death, 

electric shock can cause severe injury, including muscular spasms and deep-seated tissue burns. 

Electrical fires and explosions can be caused as a result of: 

 leakage of current due to poorinsulation 

 faulty or poorly maintained protectivedevices 

 overloads of electrical circuits causingoverheating 

 Ignition of flammable substances in the workingenvironment. 

Codes of Practice: 

The key piece of legislation is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR 1989), which 

apply to all places where work is done on or near electricity. EWR 1989 requires all systems 

(including equipment) to be constructed so as to prevent danger. In addition, they require the 

following. 

 To prevent danger, all systems to be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, such danger. 

 Every work activity, including operation, use and maintenance of a system and work near 

a system to be carried out in a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, todanger. 

 Persons carrying out work on electrical systems to be competent to doso. 

Management system: 

An effective electrical management system will reduce the risk of harm from electricity by 

ensuring that all key elements that give safety assurance are identified and addressed. The IET 

Code is broken down into four main sections that detail these elements as follows. 

 

5.2 Electrical Hazards and ManagementSystem: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1. Managing policy aspects, including setting of policy, leadership, planning anddesign 

factors. 

2. Managing procedure aspects, including the identification and control of risks,safe 

working practices, maintenance, documentation and performancemonitoring. 

3. Managing people aspects, including appointments, training, competence and 

communication. 

4. Managing specific issues, including working on live systems, contractors, buried and 

overheadcables. 

The first stage in any management system is to draw up an appropriate policy in relation to 

electrical safety. This will detail an overall statement in relation to the management of electrical 

safety, and the responsibility and arrangements required for such safe management. The exact 

details of this will very much depend on local issues, such as building and equipment ownership, 

use of contractors and so on. 

5.3 Electrical safetyrules: 
 

A safe work environment is not always enough to control all potential electrical hazards. You 

must be very cautious and work safely. Safety rules help you control your and others risk of 

injury or death from workplacehazards. 

If we are working on electrical circuits or with electrical tools and equipment, we need to use 

following golden safety rules: 

Rule 1: 

Treat all electrical devices as if they are live or energized. 

Rule 2: 

Disconnect the power source before servicing or repairing electrical equipment. 

Rule3: 

Use only tools and equipment with non-conducting handles when working on  electrical  

devices. 

Rule4: 

Never use metallic pencils or rulers, or wear rings or metal watchbands when working with 

electrical equipment. This rule is very easy to forget, especially when you are showing some 

electrical part pointing with metallic pencil. 

Rule 5: 

When it is necessary to handle equipment that is plugged in, be sure hands are dry and, when 

possible, wear nonconductive gloves, protective clothes and shoes with insulatedsoles.  

Rule 6: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/eplusmenucad


 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 7: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 8: 

If water or a chemical is spilled onto equipment, shut off power at the main switch or 

circuitbreaker and unplug the equipment. 

Rule 9: 

If an individual comes in contact with a live electrical conductor, do not touch the equipment, 

cord or person. Disconnect the power source from the circuit  breaker or pull out the plug using   

a leatherbelt. 

Rule 10: 

Never handle electrical equipment when hands, feet, or body are wet or perspiring, or when 

standing on a wet floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.2 Electrical Safety Tips 

 
5.4 Electrical SafetyEquipment: 

 
T&D distribute the most extensive range of High Voltage Electrical Safety equipment to ensure 

safe working and protection against electrocution during the installation, jointing, terminating 

and testing of medium/high voltage power cables and electrical equipment including switchgear 

andtransformers. 

A complete range of HV instruments including voltage detectors, phase comparators, 

shortcircuiting portable earthing and substation electrical safety equipment used for maintenance 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/


 

and repair of cables, connectors and terminations of transmission or distribution cables, power 

lines and switchgear in high voltage substations. 

The electrical personal protective equipment procedure provides guidelines for  determining 

when electrical PPE is required and how to select, use and maintain electrical PPE. This 

procedure describes electrical hazards, including electrical shock and burns, arc flash burns, arc- 

blast impacts, and other potential electrical safetyhazards. 

FLASH AND THERMAL PROTECTION: 

 
The extremely high temperatures and heat content of an electric arc can cause extremely painful 

and/or lethal burns. Since an electric arc can occur at any time in electrical equipment that has 

not been placed in an electrically safe work condition, the worker must take precautions and  

wear protection when exposed topotential. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.3: Arc Flash protective PPE levels 

CLOTHING MATERIALS: 

Arc flash clothing is designed to provide a barrier from heat and flame, to minimize total burn 
injury and to help provide the wearer with extra seconds of protection to help escape possible 
secondary explosions or fires in the work area. 

Arc Flash clothing can increase the chances of survival and decrease the requirement for medical 

treatment (skin grafts) and the likelihood future infections. PPE can also help maintain  the 

quality of life of an electrical worker exposed to an electric arc flash accident. Arc Flash PPE is 

not designed to be firefighting gear; it is worn by electrical workers to help minimize the risk of 

serious injury caused by arc flash and arc blastexplosions. 

 

NON-FLAME RESISTANT MATERIALS: 
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Non-flammable PPE won’t break down under extreme conditions, like flame-resistant material 

can. Those with occupations, like firefighting, wear non-flammable equipment as it’s heavier and 

has higher resistance to flames. The only downside to this equipment is that it’s extremely 

challenging for heat to escape the material, just as it’s challenging to let heat inside the material.  

It can be difficult to breathe in and cause your body’s core temperature to rise. It’s not 

recommended to wear non-flammable PPE for a long period of time. Most non-flammable gear 

can protect against about 10-15 seconds of fire exposure. This clothing is extremely durable and 

won’t melt or burn, even after intenseexposure. 

 
1. Cotton: Cotton work clothing made of materials such as denim and flannel is a better choice 

than clothing made from synthetic materials. Cotton does not melt into the skin when heated; 

rather, it burns and disintegrates, falling away from theskin. 

 
2. Wool: Wool clothing has essentially the same thermal properties as cotton clothing. Note the 

following keypoints: 

 
a. Certain OSHA standards allow the use of natural cotton or wool clothing when a worker is 

exposed to electrical arcinghazards. 

 
b. General industrial practice and industry standards have rejected the use of cotton and wool 

even though they are permitted. The reason for this is that these natural fibers are not flame- 

resistant. 

 
FLAME-RESISTANT MATERIALS:This type of equipment has certain fibers sewn into the 

clothing, or has a certain type of chemical finish, that makes the material flame-resistant. The 

fibers don’t support fire and can defend against heat. Since the material doesn’t absorb a lot of 

heat, flame-resistant clothing doesn’t support combustion. This means the suit can be set on fire 
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if the flame is big enough, but it takes longer to do so. It also  self-extinguishes when the source  

of the heat is put out. Most flame-resistant clothing can protect against  about three seconds of  

fire exposure. OSHA requires flame-resistant PPE in any occupation and area where the risk of 

clothing catching on fire is high. Clothing made of artificial materials, like polyester and nylon, 

cannot be worn in these situations as they can melt onto the skin if worn in high-heat 

environments. Flame-resistant clothing is extremely durable and won’t get worn out, even after 

going through multiple laundrycycles. 

 
NOMEX*IIIA: 

 
NOMEX is an aramid fiber made by the DuPont Company. It has a structure that thickens and 

carbonizes when exposed to heat. This unique characteristic allows NOMEX to provide excellent 

thermal protection. 

 
POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI): 

 
It is similar to NOMEX in that it is a synthetic fiber made especially to resist high temperatures. 

PBI is non-flammable, chemically resistant, and heat stable. This heat stability makes it less 

prone to shrinking or embrittlement when exposed to flame or hightemperatures. 

 
KERMEL:It is a synthetic polyamide imide aramid fiber manufactured in France by Rhone- 

Poulenc. KERMEL fiber is only offered in fabrics blended with other fibers. Like other synthetic 

flame-retardant materials, KERMEL is flame-resistant and does not drip or melt when 

heated.INSULATING GLOVES: Rubber insulating gloves are among the most important 

articles of personal protection for electrical workers. To be effective, electrical safety gloves  

must incorporate dielectric properties and physical strength, along with flexibility and durability. 

To help ensure safety and performance, they should meet and/or exceed the requirements of the 

ASTM International ASTM D120-14a – Standard Specification for Rubber InsulatingGloves. 

 
A glove system consists of: 

Rubber insulating gloves – Classified by the level of voltage and protection they provide. 

Liner gloves– Reduce the discomfort of wearing rubber insulating gloves. Liners provide warmth 

in cold weather and absorb perspiration in the warm months. They can have a straight cuff or 

knitwrist. 

Leather protector gloves – Worn over rubber insulating gloves to help provide the mechanical 

protection needed against cuts, abrasions and punctures. Insulating gloves offer personal 

https://www.grainger.com/search?searchQuery=Rubber%2Binsulating%2Bgloves&amp;amp%3Bop=search&amp;amp%3BNtt=Rubber%2Binsulating%2Bgloves&amp;amp%3BN=0&amp;amp%3BGlobalSearch=true&amp;amp%3Bsst=subset
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin%2BLeather&amp;amp%3Bfilters=attrs&amp;amp%3BsearchQuery=leather%2Bglove%2Bprotectors
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin%2BLeather&amp;amp%3Bfilters=attrs&amp;amp%3BsearchQuery=leather%2Bglove%2Bprotectors
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hand protection for workers against electrical shocks when working near or on live wires, 

cables and electrical equipment including substation switchgear and transformers – risk 

assessment identifies electrical shock during the jointing of cables or excavating around live 

cables as a potential cause of accident which can be avoided when appropriate safety 

precautions and gloves are worn. 

 
 

 
Fig 5.4.1:Rubber insulating gloves 

 
Head, Eye and Hand Protection: 

 
When wearing flash suits, or whenever exposed to arc hazard, employees should wear full 

protection for the head, eyes, and hands. Head and eye protection will be provided if the 

employee is equipped with a flash suit. When not in a flash suit, however, employees should 

wear hard hats and eye shields orgoggles. 

 
Head and eye protection: 

 
Hard Hats:A hard hat is a type of helmet predominantly used in workplace environments such as 

industrial or construction sites to protect the head from injury due to falling objects, impact with 

other objects, debris, rain, and electric shock. Suspension bands inside the helmet spread the 

helmet's weight and the force of any impact over the top of the head. A suspension also provides 

space of approximately 30 mm (1.2 inches) between the helmet's shell and the wearer's head, so 

that if an object strikes the shell, the impact is less likely to be transmitted directly to the skull. 

Some helmet shells have a mid-line reinforcement ridge to improve impact resistance. 

 
They have a suspension system that moves the impact force though the body to feet, helping to 

reduce strain to the head, neck, and spine. These hard hats and helmets are ANSI rated and 

OSHA compliant. Types and classes combine to indicate the impact type (vertical only or 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
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vertical and angled) and level of electrical protection (none, low voltage, or high voltage) 

provided. Hard hats and helmets should be inspected regularly for structural integrity. Hard hats 

are used by construction workers, road crews, or where required by OSHA safetyregulations. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4.2 Hard hats 

 

Safety Glasses, Goggles, and Face Shields: 

 

Goggles, or safety glasses, are forms of protective eyewear that usually enclose or protect the 

area surrounding the eye in order to prevent particulates, water or chemicals from striking the 

eyes. They are used in chemistry laboratories and in woodworking. They are often used in snow 

sports as  well,  and  in  swimming.  The  current  standard  for  safety  eyewear  published  by  

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is called the Z87. 1-2010 standards. The 

previous standard it replaced was called Z87.1-2003. 

 
 

 
Fig 5.4.3. Safety GlassesRubber Mats: 

 
Rubber mats are one of those very common and often ubiquitous items that most people tend to 

overlook. Despite their lack of ‘showiness’, rubber mats are the humble, hard-working, 

inexpensive products that serve many industries. They are often present in one form or another in 
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residential, commercial, and industrial venues. Here at Rubber-Cal, we specialize in bringing to 

market quality rubber matting products for a wide variety of applications. Our line of rubber  

floor mats is classified into several different categories according to their use. We inventory anti- 

slip floor mats, boat deck mats, kitchen mats, comfort mats, fitness equipment mats, protector 

mats, industrial mats, stair treads, and even animal stall mats! If you need quality rubber floor 

matting, then you have come to the rightplace. 

Generally, rubber mats serve a protective purpose. A common feature among them is that they 

protect the existing floors of the area in which they are placed. Having dependable mats in place 

can prevent costly damage to your existing wood, tile, laminate, or even concrete floor surfaces. 

Some of our floor mats come in standard sizes, for example 4ft x 6ft, to protect a specific area 

from harm. It should be noted, however, that just because many segments of rubber mats come 

pre-cut,notallofthemdo.Itcanbequitesimpletohave customrubbermatsfittedto yourhome or office 

in the event you have specific or unique size requirements. We also offer rolls of rubber matting 

for a wider area of floor protection. Floor protection is crucial for any area, whether it is a home 

or industrialworkshop. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.4. Rubber Mats 

 

Rubber Blankets: 

 
For those in the “lineman” profession, every day has the potential to bring the unexpected. 

Linemen must always think safety first, and be diligent when performing even the most routine 

tasks. Every year dozens of linemen are either injured or killed due to unfortunate circumstances 

involving high voltage mishaps. According to the Safety Fireman’s Archive, in 2002 alone more 
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than 50 linemen in the United States were killed while on the job. Safe work procedures and 

personal protective equipment (PPE) greatly reduce exposure risks for linemen.Employers 

should regularly review and revise, where applicable, safe work methods regarding the 

installation and removal of protective equipment, the positioning of aerial lift devices, and all 

procedures used in the construction and maintenance of power lines. One type of equipment that 

is critical to safety, and is a necessity as part of a complete set of cover-up equipment, is the 

rubber blanket. The rubber blanket helps reduce accidental exposure to energized power lines, 

conductors and hardware. The flexibility to wrap, fold and maneuver the rubber blanket also 

allows such equipment as underground transformers and switchgear to be easily covered thus 

allowing adequate protection for the worker. 

Fig 5.4.5 Rubber Blankets 

 

Rubber Sleeves: 

 

Rubber insulating sleeves are commonly worn with dielectric gloves in high-voltage applications 

to provide added insulation from electrical contact for those working on energized equipment. 

The rubber insulating gloves and rubber insulating sleeves are worn for shock protection; sleeves 

typically are worn with rubber insulating gloves when the arm can cross the minimum approach 

distance or the restricted approach boundary. A protector glove typically is used for arc flash 

protection and for mechanical protection of the rubber insulating glove, but this over-glove does 

not protect the entire glove and does not extend up a rubber insulating sleeve. Many lineworkers 

wear short-sleeved, arc-rated (AR) T-shirts under rubber insulating sleeves, and a concern was 

raised in the industry that the insulating sleeves are not arc-rated. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.6 Rubber Sleeves 
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Fig 5.4.7 Electrical Safety Equipment 

 
5.5 ELECTRICAL SAFETY AUDIT: 

 

Conducting a workplace safety audit is the most comprehensive way for a company to 

gauge the efficiency, effectiveness and legality of its total health and safety management system. 

 
In addition to ensuring that a business remains in compliance with local, state and federal 

legislation, safety audits have the potential to identify and correct oversights that could, if 

leftunchecked, lead to costly and tragic workplace injuries or fatalities. If successful in 

uncovering weaknesses in an employer’s safety programs or practices, audits can also prove to be 

important tools in designing a new safety plan. 

 
Consistent regularity: 

 

Conducting only one workplace safety auditper year can have the unintended consequence of 

making safety and compliance seem like a recurring goal that must be achieved once annually, 

rather than a constant mandate. As the date of an annual audit approaches, there may be a 

“ramping up” atmosphere created by managers and supervisors working to ensure compliance 

ahead of the audit. That might discourage them from developing a sense of urgency the rest of 

the year, leading to relaxed standards. A superior approach could be to schedulevarious specific 

safety audits throughout the year on an eleven-month schedule, reserving the final month for one 

comprehensive workplace safety audit. 

 
Competent and objective auditors: 

 

A safety auditcan only be as good as the professionals conducting it, which is why it pays to 

entrust the process to those with the necessary knowledge and experience. Some companies elect 

to hire outside consultants or safety professionals in order to guarantee such expertise, but many 

prefer to keep the operations in-house. If employing the  latter  method,  businesses  should 

create safety auditteams consisting of three to five employees well-versed in current safety 

standards. 

 
These employees must be educated on all relevant laws, OSHA regulations and other standards, 

and trained in the art of violation and hazard identification. To ensure objectivity, employees 

should never inspect their own work environment. A fresh set of eyes is better at spotting 

whatever issues a supervisor or section manager has failed to notice. 

 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/health-and-safety
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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Advanced Preparation: 

 

Both those performing the audit and those being audited should be prepared for the experience. 

At least a week prior to a workplace safety audit, the company should inform all affected 

managers and supervisors that they need to have all records, documents and procedures ready 

and available for when the auditbegins. 

 
Thorough Recordkeeping: 

 

Exhaustive records are a requirement and objective of safety audits. A safety audit team needs to 

consult all incident reports available for the section which they are auditing, so as to assess where 

potential problem areas are most likely to exist. Competent incident reports help auditors better 

apply selective scrutiny to known problem areas. 

 
Safety auditteams should also strive for comprehensive reporting in their own audits. When 

auditors go to the physical location of the selected area to observe work being done, they should 

ask detailed questions of the employees working in that area to obtain as much relevant 

information as possible. Having audit checklists that manage to cover all safety objectives and 

applicable regulations will help auditors make sure they don’t neglect anything. 

 
Perceptive Data Analysis:  

After inspecting all documents, written programs, procedures, work practices and equipment, the 

safety auditteams should sift through the collected material to put together a concise report that 

details all areas of the program. All safety audit comments, recommendations and corrective 

actions should consider whether the audited program covers all regulatory and best industry 

practice requirements, whether those requirements are being met and whether there is documented 

proof of compliance. It’s also important to reach a conclusion regarding how effective employee 

training has been in producing safebehavior. 

 
Modern Technology: 

 

Ensuring that all of the above safety audit standards are met becomes much easier with 

the use of state-of-the-art EHS management technology,as provided by Dakota Software. 

Dakota’s EHS Auditing application allows safety auditors to more easily and effectively test and 

verify a workplace’s compliance status. In addition to capturing all relevant EHS regulations, the 

application also allows auditors to develop checklists unique to the audit site and scope, migrate 

previous audits to leverage past results, train auditors to perform team-based audits, use custom 

protocols, manage audit data and create corrective action plans. From the planning to the  

auditing to the analysis and use of gathered data,  every  key  stage  and  element  of  a  

workplace safety auditcan be improved upon through the use of  cutting-edge  

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
https://www.dakotasoft.com/landing/safety-management-software
https://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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EHSmanagementtechnology. 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
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CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS 
 

6.1 Military andPolice: 

 
One  of themost  common users  of  a  thermal  imager  is   a   lawenforcement ormilitary 

professional.  They  need  to  be  able  to  see  potential  threats  without  being  detected and 

thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to 

withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging 

rifle scopes such as the ATN Throw 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using 

thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting 

people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but 

this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend orafoe. 

6.2 Surveillance: 

 
Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because  

they workequally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog 

also gives thermal a leg up on othersurveillancetechniques. 

6.3 EnergyAudits: 

 
Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security andLawEnforcement: 

 
With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also use in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5 Navigation: 

 
The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillances. 
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CHAPTER-1 
 

Automation or industrial automation is the use of control systems such as computers, 

controllers to control industrial machinery and processes, to optimize productivity in the 

production of goods and delivery of services. Automation is a step beyond mechanization. 

Whereas mechanization provides human operators with machinery to assist them with the 

muscular requirements of work, automation greatly decreases the need for human sensory 

and mental requirements. 

                     Automation is the control of machines and processes by independent systems 

through the use of various technologies which are based on computer software or robotics. 

Industry implements automation to increase productivity and reduce labour costs. 

                     Industrial automation utilizes various industrial communication devices such as 

programmable logic controllers (PLCs), programmable automatic controllers (PACs) which 

are used to control the industry. In industries, control strategies use a set of technologies 

implemented to achieve the desired result, making automation systems necessary in 

industries.Automation is the technology by which a process or procedure is performed with 

minimal human assistance. Automationor automatic control is the use of various control 

systems for operating equipment such as machinery, processes in factories, boilers and heat 

treating ovens, switching on telephone networks, steering and stabilization of ships, aircraft 

and other applications and vehicles with minimal or reduced human intervention. 

Automation covers applications ranging from a household thermostat controlling a boiler, to a 

large industrial control system with tens of thousands of input measurements and output 

control signals. In control complexity, it can range from simple on-off control to multi-

variable high-level algorithms. 

In the simplest type of an automatic control loop, a controller compares a measured value of a 

process with a desired set value, and processes the resulting error signal to change some input 

to the process, in such a way that the process stays at its set point despite disturbances. This 

closed-loop control is an application of negative feedback to a system. The mathematical 

basis of control theory was begun in the 18th century and advanced rapidly in the 20th. 

Automation has been achieved by various means including mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, 

electrical, electronic devices and computers, usually in combination. Complicated systems, 

such as modern factories, airplanes and ships typically use all these combined techniques. 

The benefit of automation includes labour savings, savings in electricity costs, savings in 

material costs, and improvements to quality, accuracy, and precision. 

 

It increases productivity and reduce cost. It gives emphasis on flexibility and convertibility of 

manufacturing process. Hence gives manufacturers the ability to easily switch from 

manufacturing Product A to manufacturing product B without completely rebuilt the existing 

system/product lines. Automation is now often applied primarily to increase quality in the 

manufacturing process, where the automation can increase quality substantially.Increased 

consistency of output. Replacing human’s tasks in dangerous environments.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermostat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_loop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pneumatics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airplane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity
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Automation Impacts: 

1. It increases productivity and reduce cost. 

2. It gives emphasis on flexibility and convertibility of manufacturing process. Hence 

gives manufacturers the ability to easily switch from manufacturing Product A to 

manufacturing product B without completely rebuilt the existing system/product lines. 

3. Automationisnowoftenappliedprimarilytoincreasequalityinthemanufacturing process, 

where automation can increase quality substantially.  

4. Increase the consistency of output.  

5. Replacing humans in tasks done in dangerous environments. 

 

 

AdvantagesofAutomation: 

1. Replacinghumanoperatorsintasksthatinvolvehardphysicalormonotonouswork.Also 

task done in dangerous environments. 

2. Performingtasksthatarebeyondhumancapabilitiesofsize,weight,speed, endurance, etc. 

3. Economy improvement: Automation may improve in economy of enterprises, society 

or most of humanity. 

 

DisadvantagesofAutomation: 

1. Technology limits: Current technology is unable to automate all the desired tasks. 

2. Unpredictable development costs: The research and development cost of 

automating a process may exceed the cost saved by the automation itself. 

3. High initial cost: The automation of a new product or plant requires a huge initial 

investment in comparison with the unit cost of the product. 
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CHAPTER-2 

 
2.1 INTRODUCTIONTO PLC: 

A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a specialized computer like device like device 

used to replace banks of electromagnetic relays in industrial process control. The PLC is also 

knows as a programmable of controller (PC). The title “PLC” for programmable controller 

could be confused in common usage with “PC” used to mean personal computer. To avoid 

this confusion we shall refer to the programmable controller as a programmable logic 

controller or PLC.  

You can think of the programmable logic controller as a heavy-duty computer system 

designed for machine control. Like a general-purpose computer, the plc is based on digital 

logic and can be field-programmed.The programming language is a bit different because the 

purpose of the PLC is to control machine. The PLC is used to time and sequence function that 

might be required in to control machines. The PLC is used to time and sequence function that 

might be required in assembly lines, robots, and chemical processing. It is designed to deal 

with the harsh condition of the industrial environment. Some of the physical environment 

problem could include vibration and shock, dirt, and vapours, and temperature extremes. 

Some input device includes limit and pressure switches, temperature and optical sensor, and 

analogtodigital converts (ADCs). Some output device values, motors and cylinders, and 

DigitaltoAnalog convertors (DAC). 

Before the advent of solid-state logic circuit systems were designed and build exclusively 

around electronic mechanical relays. Relays are far from obsolete in modern design, but have 

been replaced in many of their former roles as logics-level control device, relegated most 

often to those applications demanding high current and or high voltage switching.  

System and processes requiring “on/off” control abound in modern commerce and industry, 

but such control system are rarely built from either electro mechanical relays or discrete 

logics gates. Instead, digital computers fill the need, which may be programmed to do a 

variety of logic functions.  

In the late 1960’s an American company named Bedford Associate released a computing 

device they called the MODICON Digital Controller, and later became the name of a 

company division devoted to the design, manufacture, and sale of these special-purpose 

control computes. Other engineering firms developed their own version of this device, and it 

eventually came to be known in non-proprietary terms as a PLC, or Programmable Logic 

Controller. The purpose of a PLC was to directly replace electro mechanical relays as logic 

elements, substituting instead a solid–state digital computer with a stored program, able to 

emulate the interconnection of many relays to perform certain logical task. 

A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is an industrial computer control system that 

continuously monitors the state of input device and makes decision based upon a custom 

program to control the state of output devices.  

Almost any production line, machine function, or process can be greatly enhances using this 

type of control system. However, the biggest benefit in using a PLC is the ability to change 

and replicate the operation or process while collecting and communication vital information. 
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Fig:2.1-PLC Block Diagram 

 

Need for PLC: 

 Hardwired panel were very time consuming to time and debug and change.  

 The following requirement for computer controller to replace hardware panel.  

 Solid state not mechanical 

 East to modify input and output device  

 Easy programmed and maintained by plant electrician  

 Be able to function in an industrial environment 

 

 

2.2 HISTORYOF PLC: 

1968: Design of PLCs developed for General Motors Corporation to eliminate costly 

Scrapping or assembly line relays during model changeovers.  

1969: First PLCs manufactured for automotive industry as electronic equivalent of relays.  

1971: First application of PLCs outside the automotive industry.  

1973: Introduction of “smart” PLCs for arithmetic operations, printer control move, Matrix 

operations, CRT interface etc.  

1974: Introduction of analog PID (Proportional, integral, derivative) control, which made 

possible the     accessing of thermocouples, pressure sensor etc.       

1975: First use of PLCs in hierarchical configuration as part of an integrated Manufacturing 

system.  

1977: Introduction of very small PLCs based on microprocessor technology.  

1978: PLCs gain wide acceptance, sales approach $ 80 million.  
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1979: Integration of plant operation through a PLC communication system.  

1980: Introduction of intelligent input and output module to provide high speed, accurate 

control in positioning applicants.  

1981: Data highways enable user to interconnect many PLCs up to 15000 feet from Each 

other. More 16-bit PLCs become available. Color graphic CRTs are available from several 

suppliers.  

1982: Larger PLCs with up to 8192 I/O become available.  

1983: “Third party” peripherals, including graphic CRTs, operator’s interface, I/O networks, 

panel displays, and documentation packages, become available from many sources. 

 

 

 
 

Fig:2.2- Siemens PLC kit 
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CHAPTER- 3 
 

General PLC Architecture: 

                  PLC inputs must convert a variety of logic levels to the 5V dc logic level used on 

the data bus. This can be done with circuit similar to those shown below. Basically, the 

circuit conditions the input to drive an up to coupler. This electrically isolates the external 

electrical circuitry from the internal circuitry. Other circuit components are used to guard 

against excess or reversed voltage polarity.  

 

PLC output must convert the 5V dc logic levels on the PLC data bus to external voltage 

levels. This can be done with circuits similar to those shown below. Basically, the circuit uses 

an opto coupler to switch external circuitry. This electrically isolated the external electrical 

circuitry from the internal circuitry. Other circuit components are used to guard against 

excess or reversed voltage polarity. 

 

 

 

 
Fig:3.2-Architecture of PLC 

 

Monolithic PLC:- 

 

The PLC, being a microprocessor-based device, has a similar internal structure to many 

embedded controllers and computers.  They consist of the CPU, Memory an I/O device. 

These components are integral to the PLC controller. Additionally, the PLC has a connection 

for the programming and Monitoring Unit or to connect PLC’s in another field.  

The CPU is the brain of a PLC system. It consists of the microprocessor, memory integrated 

circuits, and circuits necessary to store and retrieve information from memory. 

PLC’s or programming terminals. The job of the processor is to monitor status or state of 

input devices, scan and solve the logic of a user program, and control on or off state of output 

devices RAM or Random Access Memory is a volatile memory that would lose its 

information if power were removed, hence some processor units are provided with battery 

backup. Normally CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) type RAM is used.  
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 ROM is a non-volatile type of memory. This means it stores its data even if no power is 

available. This type of memory information can only be read, it is placed there for the internal 

use and operation of processor units.  

 

EEPROME or Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory is usually an add on 

memory module that is used to back up the main program in CMOS RAM of the processor. 

In many cases, the processor can be programmed to load the EEPROM’S program to RAM, 

if RAM is lost or corrupted. 

 

 
 

Fig:3.1- Monolithic PLC 
 

 

Components of PLC: 

The PLC mainly consists of a CPU, memory areas, and appropriate circuits to receive 

input/output data. We can actually consider the PLC to be a box full of hundreds or thousands 

of separate relays, counters, timers and data storage locations. They don’t physically exist but  

rather they are simulated and can be considered software counters, timers, etc. Each 

component of a PLC has a specific function: 

1. The CPU is the brain of a PLC system. It consists of the microprocessor, memory 

integrated circuits and circuits necessary to store and retrieve information from memory. It 

also includes communication ports to the peripherals, other PLCs or programming terminals. 

The job of the processor is to monitor status or state of input devices, scan and solve the logic 

of a user program, and control on or off state of output devices. 

 2. Counters - These are simulated counters and they can be programmed to countpulses. 

Typically,thesecounterscancountup,downorbothupand down. Since they are simulated, they 

are limited in their counting speed. Some manufacturers also include high-speed counters that 

are hardware based. We can think of these as physically existing. 

 3. Timers–These come in many varieties and increments. The most commontypeisanon-

delay type. Others include off-delay of both retentive and non-retentive types. 

Incrementsvaryfrom1millisecondto1second. 
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4.Output Relay (coils) - These are connected to the outside world. They 

physicallyexistandsendon/offsignalstosolenoids,lights,etc. Theycan be transistors, relays 

depending upon the model chosen. 

5.Data Storage:Typically there are registers assigned to simply store data. They are usually 

used as temporary storage for math or data 

manipulation.Theycanalsotypicallybeusedtostoredatawhenpowerisremovedfrom the PLC. 

Upon power-up they will still have the same contents as before power was removed. 

 

Advantage of PLC:  

 Small size  

 Faster response 

 Wiring reduced up to 80% 

 On-line changes 

 Low Maintenance Cost 

  Easy for Troubleshooting  

Disadvantages of PLC:  

 Too much work required in connecting wires 

  Difficulty with change or replacement  

 Requiring skilful work force finding error 

  Fixed program application  

 

Programmer Units: 

The programmer unit provides an interface between the PLC and the user during program 

development, start-up, and troubleshooting. The instruction to be performed during each scan 

are coded and inserted into memory with the programmer.  

Programmers vary from small hand-held units. These units the size of a large calculator to 

desktop standalone intelligent CRT-based units. These units come complete with 

documentation, reproducing, I/O status, and on-line and off-line programming ability. Many 

PLC manufactures now offer controller model that can use a personal computer as the 

programming tool.  

Under these circumstances, the manufacture will sell a program for the personal computer 

that usually allows the computer that module installed in programmable controller.  

Programming units are the liaison between what the PLC understands (words) and what the 

engineer desired to occur during the control sequence. Some programmers have the ability to 

store programs on other media, including cassette tapes and floppy disks. Another desirable 

feature is automatic documentation of the existing program. This is accomplished by a printer 

attached to the programmer. With off-line programming the user can write a control program 

on the programming unit, then take unit to the PLC in the field and load the memory with 

new program, all without removing the PLC. Selection of these feature depends on user 

requirement and budget. On-line programming allows caution modification of the program 

while the PLC is controlling the process or the machine. 
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Types of PLC : 

 

Based on Size 

1. Micro PLC or Small PLC: It is the simplest PLC with the Power Supply module, 

CPU, I/O few modules and communication ports in a single chassis. This PLC types 

are usually limited to a few I/O discrete and can be expanded. There are various micro 

PLCs on the market today. The vast majority offer analog I/O with just about any 

micro PLC, or for that matter PLC in general, when the application required the 

monitoring of various analog signals, a separate module is required for each signal. 

Examples of this type are CP1H Omron, Siemens S7-200, and Fuji Electric SPB. 

2.  Medium PLC or Mini: It is PLC which has CPU module, I/O or communication 

ports are separately. Each module is connected by connector or backplane. It has the 

capacity  more than 2000 I/O. Example of this type are Omron CS1, Siemens S7-300. 

3.  Large PLC or Rack: This kind of PLC is nearly equal to the medium one but it has 

large I/O capacity and more able to be connected with the higher control system. 

Examples of this type are CVM1 Omron Siemens S7-400. 

 

 

Classified according to its Output working 

1. Relay based: This type of PLC are used for general purpose application. 

2. Transistor based: This type of PLC are used for High speed application.  

3. SCR based: This type of plc are used for heavy load switching 

 

 Different PLC Manufactures 

1. Siemens  

2. Fatek 

3. Delta  

4. Allen Bradley  

5. Mitsubishi   

6. Omron 

7. ABB 

8. Panasonic 

9.  GE Fanuc 

10.  LG  
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CHAPTER- 4 

 
4.1 INPUT  MODULE: 

Input modules interface directly to devices such as switches and temperature sensors. Input 

modules convert many different types of electrical signals such as 120VAC, 24VDC, or 4-

20mA, to signals which the controller can understand. Since all electrical systems are 

inherently noisy, electrical isolation is provided between input and processor. The component 

most often used for this purpose is opt coupler. Input signal from the field devices are usually 

4 to 20 mA or 0-10 V. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig:4.1- Input Module of PLC 
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4.2 OUTPUT MODULE: 

Output module interface directly to devices such as motor starters and lights Output modules 

take digital signals from the PLC and convert them to electrical signals such as 24VDC and 

4 mA that field devices can understand. D to A conversion is carried out in their modules. 

Usually Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR), trial, or dry contact relays are used for this 

purpose. Normally the output signal is 0-10 V or 4-20 mA. 

 

 
 

 
Fig:4.2- Output Module of PLC 
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CHAPTER- 5 
 

 

OPERATIONOF PLC: 

                  PLC operates by continually scanning the program and acting upon the 

instructions, one at a time, to switch on or off the various outputs. In order to do this PLC 

first scans all, the inputs and stores their states in memory. Then it carries out program scan 

and decides which outputs should be high according to the program logic. Then finally it 

updates these values to the output table, making the required outputs go high. At his point 

PLC checks its own operating system and if everything is ok, it goes back to scanning inputs 

all over again.   

 

PLC SCAN CYCLE                              

    Whenever a program is executed in a PLC, before changing any output state, the processor 

scans the input table and the entire program, which gives rise to states of the output devices 

according to the program logic. These values are then updated to the output table making the 

device.  

 

SCAN TIME                      

Time taken by plc to execute these three steps (Checking Input status, Executing Program, 

Updating Output Status) is denoted by its scan time. 

 

 
 

Fig:5.1-PLC Scan Cycle 
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CHAPTER-6 

 
Programming Languages: 

While Ladder Logic is the most commonly used PLC programming language, but it is not the 

only one. Following table lists some of the Languages that are used to program a PLC.  

 

 Ladder Diagram (LD).  

 Functional block Diagram (FBD)  

 Structured Text (ST)  

 Instruction List (IL)  

 Sequential Functional Chart (SFC) 

 

 

Ladder Diagram (LD): 
It is a graphical programming language, initially programmed with simple contacts that 

simulates the opening and closing of relays. Ladder Logic programming has been expanded 

to include functions such as Counters, Timers, shift Registers and math operations. 

 

 
 

Fig:6.1-Sample Ladder Diagram Model 

 

Ladder logic is a method of drawing electrical logic schematics. It is now a graphical 

language very popular for programming Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). It was 

originally invented to describe logic made from relays. The name is based on the observation 

that programs in this language resemble ladders, with two vertical "rails" and a series of 

horizontal "rungs" between them.                                                                         

   A program in ladder logic, also called a ladder diagram, is similar to a schematic for a set of 

relay circuits. An argument that aided the initial adoption of ladder logic was that a wide 

variety of engineers and technicians would be able to understand and use it without much 

additional training, because of the resemblance to familiar hardware systems.   

Ladder logic is widely used to program PLCs, where sequential control of a process or 

manufacturing operation is required. Ladder logic is useful for simple but critical control 

systems, or for reworking old hardwired relay circuits. As programmable logic controllers 

became more sophisticated it has also been used in very complex automation systems.                                                                                                             
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 Ladder logic can be thought of as a rule-based language, rather than a procedural language. 

A "rung" in the ladder represents a rule. When implemented with relays and other 

electromechanical devices, the various rules "execute" simultaneously and immediately. 

When implemented in a programmable logic controller, the rules are typically executed 

sequentially by software, in a loop.   

 By executing the loop fast enough, typically many times per second, the effect of 

simultaneous and immediate execution is obtained. In this way it is similar to other rule-

based languages, like spreadsheets or SQL. However, proper use of programmable controllers 

requires understanding the limitations of the execution order of rungs. 

Each rung of ladder language typically has one coil at the far right. Some manufacturers may 

allow more than one output coil on a rung.  

 

--( )-- a regular coil, true when its rung is true --(\)-- a "not" coil, false when its rung is true  

 

--[ ]-- A regular contact, true when its coil is true (normally false)  

 

--[\]-- A "not" contact, false when its coil is true (normally true)  

 

The "coil" (output of a rung) may represent a physical output which operates some device 

connected to the programmable controller, or may represent an internal storage bit for use 

elsewhere in the program.   

 

 

 
Fig:6.2- Ladder Logic for Basic Gates 
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Generally Used Instructions & symbol for PLC Programming: 

 

Input Instruction  

     --[ ]— 

This Instruction is Called IXC or Examine If Closed.                        

 If a NO switch is actuated, then only this instruction will be true. If a NC switch is actuated, 

then this instruction will not be true and hence output will not be generated. 

 

--[\]— 

This Instruction is Called IXO or Examine If Open.                          

If a NC switch is actuated, then only this instruction will be true. If a NC switch is actuated, 

then this instruction will not be true and hence output will not be generated. 

 

Output Instruction 

--( )— 

This Instruction Shows the States of Output.                          

 If any instruction either XIO or XIC is true then output will be high. Due to high output a 24-

volt signal is generated from PLC processor.                            

 

 Rung                                                                                             
 

  Rung is a simple line on which instruction are placed and logics are created                   

 E.g.: ---------------------------------------------               

TIMER   
A timer is a programmable instruction that lets you turn on or turn off bits after a preset time. 

The two primary types of timers are TON for “timer on delay” and TOF for “timer off delay”. 

Timers in RSLogix 5000 use tag names for identification.  

 

PLC contains three types of timers. They are: 

 

1. On-delay timer (TON):A timer on-delay (TON) instruction is a programming 

instruction used to delay the start of a machine or process for a set period of time.  

 

2. Off-delay timer (TOF):A timer off-delay (TOF) instruction is a PLC programming 

instruction used to delay the shut down of machinery, such as an external cooling fan 

when a motor has been stopped. 

 

3. Retentive timer (RTO):A retentive timer (RTO) instruction is a PLC programming 

instruction used to track the length of time a machine has been operating or to shut 

down a process after an accumulative time period of recurring faults. 
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COUNTER  

A counter is a programmable instruction that lets you turn on or turn off bits after a preset 

count has been reached. There are different types of counters available in the RS Logix, but 

the CTU (counter up) instruction covers everything we will talk about here.                         

Counters in RS Logix 5000 use tag names for identification.    

 

PLC contains three types of Counters. They are: 

 

1.UP-Counter:Acount up instruction (CTU) is a PLC programming instruction used to count 

the number of operations or products produced by a system in increasing order. 

 

2.DOWN-Counter:Acount down instruction (CTD) is a PLC programming instruction used 

to count the number of operations or products produced by a system in decreasing order. 

 

3.UP/DOWN-Counter:An up-down counter is a combination of an up-counter and a down-

counter. It can count in both directions, increasing as well as decreasing. 
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CHAPTER-7 
 

SENSOR (connected to PLC Input)  

A sensor is a device that measures a physical quantity and converts it into signal which can 

be read by an observer or by an instrument. For example, a mercury-in-glass thermometer 

converts the measured temperature into expansion and contraction of liquid which can be 

read on a calibrated glass tube. A thermocouple convert temperature converts temperature to 

an output voltage which can be read by a voltmeter. For accuracy, most sensor are calibrated 

against know standard. Sensors are two types. 

 

Digital Sensor: Digital sensor have two unique voltage associated them to represent the two 

unique voltage associated them to represent the two unique digital states of 0 to 1. These 

voltages are commonly 0v to 24v but there are many also types.  

 

Ex. IR sensor, Proximity sensor, Hall sensor, PIR sensor  

 

Analog Sensor: Analog sensor are sensor that vary with respect to time.  

 

Ex. Level sensor, Flow sensor, Temperature sensor, Speed sensor.  

 

Need for Sensors  

Sensors are omnipresent. They embedded in our bodies’ automobiles, airplane, cellular 

telephone, radio, chemical plant, industrial plant and counter less other application.  

 

 Actuator (Connected to PLC Output)  

An Actuator is a mechanical device for moving or controlling a mechanism or system. It is 

operate by a source of energy, usually plant and counter less other application.  

 

Difference between Actuator and Sensor   

A sensor controls the variable for example temperature and pressure and transfer a signal to a 

indicator or transmitter. The actuator is a machine which knocks a value or other machine in 

accordance with control signal transferred to the transducer. The transducer generally 

transforms the control signal to a relative air signal which works the actuator with a great 

diaphragm opposite springs.  

The mainly common actuator of electron-servo or an actuator can be utilized to pull and push 

at a force and fixed length (stroke). This actuator of linear that transfer a piston rod to a place 

force and fixed length. The can be utilized to transfer controls through variable geometry 

example arcs used in conjunction with cranks and rods.  

The actuator of hydraulic has an internal piston to the housing. The present is docked on one 

end, which forces the rod to en large it. Reversing the pressure of hydraulic will caused the 

rod to know back to origin position. The force that it existing is similar to the pressure of 

hydraulic times the piston area. 

A senor or detector is tool that a measures a physical quantity and transforms it into a signal 

which can be interpreted by a separator or by device. Sensors are utilized in every items for 

example touch-sensitive buttons of elevator and lamps which brighten or dim by contacting 

the base. There are also numerous application for sensor of which mainly people are not 

aware. The appliances consist of machine, cars, aerospace, manufacture, robotics and 

medicine.  
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CHAPTER-8 

 
 

MEMORY TYPES: 

  There are different memory locations, which is represented by memory type abbreviation.  

   In Siemens the memory types are: 

 

Table:1-Memory Types 

 

Memory is the component that stores information, programs, and data in a PLC. 

The process of putting new information into a memory location is called writing. The process 

of retrieving information from a memory location is called reading. 

Types of Memory 

The common types of memory used in PLCs are 

1. Read Only Memory (ROM) and 

2. Random Access Memory (RAM). 

A ROM location can be read, but not written. ROM is used to store programs and data that 

should not be altered. 
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CHAPTER-9 

 

DATA TYPES: 

There are 4 kind of data type supported by most of PLCs, which are as follows: 

 Bit (0,1) 

  Byte (combinational of 8 bits)  

  Word (combinational of 16 bits) =2B  

  Double Word (combinational of 32 bits) =2W 

 

Table:2-Different Data Types  
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CHAPTER-10 
 

What is relay? 

 

We know that most of the high end industrial application device have relay for their effective 

working. Relay are simple switches which are operated both electrically and mechanically. 

Relays consist of an electromagnet and also a set contact. The switching mechanism is 

carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There is also other operating principle for its 

working. But they are according to their applications. Most of the devices have the 

application of relays. 

 

 
Fig10.1:Basic Relay Circuit 

 

 

Why is a relay used? 

      The main operation of a relay comes in place where only a low-power signal can be used 

to control a circuit. It is also used in place where only one signal can be used to control a lot 

of circuit. The application of relay started during the invention of telephones. They were also 

used in long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one 

source to another destination. After the invention of computer they were used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high end application of relay required high power 

to be driven by electric motor and so on. Such relay are called contactors. 

 

 
Fig:10.2-Different Types of Relays 

Relay Logic 
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 There are several kinds of logic that are made with the help of relay. 

 These smaller logics are the base of all kind of functioning performed in 

industries. 

 As we get command over this type of logic we can handle even complex 

functionally of plant or process.  

 The panel made by the relay is known as relay logic panel. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig:10.3-Relay Connection in PLC 
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CHAPTER- 11 
 

Often we have a little green "start" button to turn on a motor, and we want to turn it off with a 

big red "Stop" button.  

 

 
 

Fig:11.1- Ladder Logic for Starting/Stopping of Motor 

 

The pushbutton switch connected to input X1 serves as the "Start" switch, while the switch 

connected to input X2 serves as the "Stop." Another contact in the program, named Y1, uses 

the output coil status as a seal-in contact, directly, so that the motor contactor will continue to 

be energized after the "Start" pushbutton switch is released. You can see the normally-closed 

contact X2 appear in a coloured block, showing that it is in a closed ("electrically 

conducting") state. 
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Starting of Motor 

If we were to press the "Start" button, input X1 would energize, thus "closing" the X1 contact 

in the program, sending "power" to the Y1 "coil," energizing the Y1 output and applying 120-

volt AC power to the real motor contactor coil. The parallel Y1 contact will also "close," thus 

latching the "circuit" in an energized state: 

 

 
 

Fig:11.2- Ladder Logic for Starting of Motor 
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Logic for Continuous Running of motor When Start Button is Released 

Now, if we release the "Start" pushbutton, the normally-open X1 "contact" will return to its 

"open" state, but the motor will continue to run because the Y1 seal-in "contact" continues to 

provide "continuity" to "power" coil Y1, thus keeping the Y1 output energized: 

 
Fig:11.3- Ladder Logic for Continuous Running of Motor 
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To Stop the Motor 

To stop the motor, we must momentarily press the "Stop" pushbutton, which will energize the 

X2 input and "open" the normally- closed "contact," breaking continuity to the Y1 "coil: 

 
Fig:11.4- Ladder Logic for Stopping of Motor 

 

 

When the "Stop" pushbutton is released, input X2 will de-energize, returning "contact" X2 to 

its normal, "closed" state. The motor, however, will not start again until the "Start" 

pushbutton is actuated, because the "seal-in" of Y1 has been lost. 
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CHAPTER- 12 

PROJECT 

PROCESSTANK AUTOMATION USING RELAY LOGIC 
 

Equipment Required:              

    SELEC PLC Software         

    Personal Computer          

    PLC Lab Manual 

 

Theory:                              

            PLC operates by continually scanning the program and acting upon the instructions, 

one at a time, to switch on or off the various outputs. In order to do this PLC first scans all, 

the inputs and stores their states in memory. Then it carries out program scan and decides 

which outputs should be high according to the program logic.                                          

Ladder Logic is a graphical programming language, initially programmed with simple 

contacts that simulates the opening and closing of relays. Ladder Logic programming has 

been expanded to include functions such as Counters, Timers, shift Registers and math 

operations.                                                                                                                                                             

It is now a graphical language very popular for programming Programmable Logic 

Controllers (PLCs). It was originally invented to describe logic made from relays. The name 

is based on the observation that programs in this language resemble ladders, with two vertical 

"rails" and a series of horizontal "rungs" between them. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig:12.1- Process Tank Automation Basic Diagram 
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Procedure: 

Liquid level control is a basic and necessary process for all the process industry. Here the 

level of liquid is to be maintained inside the tank to a specific height. Here there is a water 

reservoir from which the water needs to be pumped out to the process tank. In the process 

tank there are two sensors connected around the edges of the tank according to the required 

heights i.e., one sensor is connected at the near bottom end of the tank called as lower level 

sensor and another one on the near top edge of the tank called as higher-level tank. To let the 

water out of the tank there is a pipe connected at the bottom of the tank with a valve. This 

valve is to be used by user for the process application. The level sensor is a magnetic sensor 

and when the liquid level is above the high-level sensor a HL (high level) signal is send to the 

PLC. When the liquid level goes down the low-level sensor LL (low level) signal is send to 

the PLC. The PLC checks the signals send by these sensors through its input port and give the 

proper signals through its output port as per the ladder logic program. Sequence of process 

control actions done by the PLC:  

1. When the water level in the tank is less than the lower level then the lower level 15 sensor 

senses and turns the motor on to fill the tank.  

2. Then the tank is filled up until it reaches the higher level where the higher-level sensor 

senses and makes the motor off and filling of water stops. 

 

 
 

Fig:12.2- Process Tank Automation Ladder Logic 

 

Result: 
The Ladder logic simulated and Run successfully. The Process tank automation using relay 

logic was worked perfectly with the PLC program. 
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CHAPTER-13 

CONCLUSION 

 

Programmable Logic Circuits like an Arduino that is mainly used for industrial automation. 

However, the main difference between a PLC and an Arduino is their price, as the PLC 

usually has 100 times the price of an Arduino. The PLC has a better processor power & 

memory, can handle more current in the I/O ports, the ports are optocoupled, it is more 

robust, it is closed architecture, it comes with industrial certificates, safety features etc.   

The Logic made in this project is mainly used for controlling water level in a tank and can be 

implemented in the industrial sectors and houses for managing the input and output flow of 

the water and to save the water without wastage.  

At NSIC, the main work was to develop solutions based on the same, and hence the project 

was selected and the simulation was done. 
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ABSTRACT

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and

defense company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian

Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded

in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture of image intensifier

tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and commercial

systems.

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio transmitters

for AIR in 1964.

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night

vision sniper heads etc.

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next generation

bulk encrypt or and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products displayed

included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and identification

friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, including

night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system.

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

History

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by the Indian

Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed

Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded in

1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture of image

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and

commercial systems.

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio transmitters

for AIR in 1964.

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967,

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB

manufacturing facility was established in 1968.

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In

1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy.

Under the government's policy of decentralization and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Troop communication equipment for the Indian

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and

image intensifier tubes.

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of

components and materials.

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programs in

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million).
1
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for

supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula

the same year to manufacture military communication equipment.

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navy Mumbai)

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment.

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to

focus on futuristic research and development.

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the

set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of

75,000 electronic voting machines.

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Opsonic Devices Limited.

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock

Exchanges took place in same year-1992.

In 1996, BEL achieved 10 billion (US$215 million) turnover.

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, and BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed

supply restrictions on BEL.

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from

South East Asia. In the same year U.S. and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to

customers.

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the 25 billion marks (US$540 million). In

2005, BEL had a turnover of 32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of

35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06.

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly.

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense applications;

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system.

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment,

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation

system.

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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BEL PRODUCTS: BEL

Units and Products:

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars,

Navy, Solar Products

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication,

Encryption products

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military

communications

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars,

Antenna, Satellite communications.

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro

Optics

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems

7. Machilipatnam, Andhra

Pradesh

Electro Optics(night vision

devices)

8. Mumbai Security systems

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system

Table1.1 Bel units and products
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PRODUCT ASSURANCE:

Definition:

A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level

of quality in a product.

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and

effective.

Product Assurance Testing:

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown

within the development or test environments.

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST:

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test:

 Climate Test

a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest

b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest

c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest

 Durable Test

a) VibrationTest

b) Bumptest

 FunctionalTest

a) ResolutionTest
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b) Field OfView

Heat and Cool Chamber Test:

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Litre to 3000Litre,

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra-lowtemperature test chamber,

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers.

Figure 1.41: Heat and Cool Chamber Test

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers.

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H.

Vibration Test Chamber:

Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle platforms,

civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during

operation, accident, and natural catastrophe.
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CHAPTER 2

NIGHT VISION DEVICES:

Definition:

Anight vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared,

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice.

Working of Night Vision Devices:

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways

Working Principle of Image Intensifier:

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve bettervision. A conventional lens captures ambientlight.

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifiertube. The light energy released electron from the

cathode andaccelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate

moreelectrons.

Thousands of other electrons to be released in eachchannel. Original electrons collide with the

channel, exciting atoms and causing otherelectrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating

achain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit ascreen. The energy of the electrons release

photons and create green image on thescreen. The green phosphor image is viewed through

anotherlens.

Working Principle of Thermal Imaging

All objects emit infrared energy as a function of temperature.

A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and
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causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern created is

translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the

information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is

play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white innature.

Purpose of Night Vision Devices:

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting.

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology,

particularly for surveillance.

Classification of Night Vision Devices:

Fig 2.6: Classification of Night Vision Devices

Advantages of Night Vision Cameras:

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers to

continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use offlashlights.

However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision

devices to see better atnight. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to

see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and

clusters in the sky in realtime. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray

machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray
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CHAPTER 3

CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES

Binocular Night Vision Devices:

Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices:

1. ObjectGlass

2. Focus

3. Image intensifiertube

4. Eye Pieces

5. Eye Guard
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Image Intensifier Tube:

Figure 3.2: Image Intensifier Tube

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They

aresufficientspectral range and sufficient intensity range.

Image Intensification:

This magnifies the amount of received photons from various natural sources such

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand'srequirements.

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky)

sothatadimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby thenacademeviavisual output,orstoredAs data for

later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,”it is not. When light strikes a charged

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel

plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that

strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a

CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does theemitting.

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne

platforms.Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such

technologies include low light cameras.

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light.

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher

resolution than other night-visiontechnologies.
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CHAPTER 4

SUB STATION

INTRODUCTION:

A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system.

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to

change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at

the interconnection of two different transmission voltages.

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying on SCADA for

remote supervision and control.

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As

central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to

distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own

generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the generators

were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station.

Alternator:

An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy

in the form of alternating current. For reasons of cost and simplicity, most alternators use a

rotating magnetic field with a stationary armature. Occasionally, a linear alternator or a rotating

armature with a stationary magnetic field is used. In principle, any AC electrical generator can be

called an alternator, but usually the term refers to small rotating machines driven by automotive

and other internal combustion engines.

An alternator that uses a permanent magnet for its magnetic field is called a magneto. Alternators

in power stations driven by steam turbines are called turbo-alternators. Large 50 or 60 Hz three-

phase alternators in power plants generate most of the world's electric power, which is

distributed by electric power grids.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_station
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Fig 4.1 Alternator

Principle of operation:

A conductor moving relative to a magnetic field develops an electromotive force (EMF) in it

(Faraday's Law). This EMF reverses its polarity when it moves under magnetic poles of opposite

polarity. Typically, a rotating magnet, called the rotor turns within a stationary set of conductors

wound in coils on an iron core, called the stator. The field cuts across the conductors, generating

an induced EMF (electromotive force), as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn.

The rotating magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the stator windings. Since the currents in

the stator windings vary in step with the position of the rotor, an alternator is a synchronous

generator.

The rotor's magnetic field may be produced by permanent magnets, or by a field coil

electromagnet. Automotive alternators use a rotor winding which allows control of the

alternator's generated voltage by varying the current in the rotor field winding. Permanent

magnet machines avoid the loss due to magnetizing current in the rotor, but are restricted in size,

due to the cost of the magnet material. Since the permanent magnet field is constant, the terminal

voltage varies directly with the speed of the generator. Brushless AC generators are usually

larger than those used in automotive applications.

An automatic voltage control device controls the field current to keep output voltage constant. If

the output voltage from the stationary armature coils drops due to an increase in demand, more

current is fed into the rotating field coils through the voltage regulator (VR). This increases the

magnetic field around the field coils which induces a greater voltage in the armature coils. Thus,

the output voltage is brought back up to its original value.

Alternators used in central power stations also control the field current to regulate reactive

power and to help stabilize the power system against the effects of momentary faults. Often there
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are three sets of stator windings, physically offset so that the rotating magnetic field produces

a three phase current, displaced by one-third of a period with respect to each other.

Fig 4.2 Inner structure of working of an Alternator

Fig 4.3 Working Operation of an Alternator

Synchronous speeds:

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is, where is the frequency in

Hz (cycles per second). is the number of poles (2, 4, 6, …) and is the rotational speed

in revolutions per minute (RPM). Very old descriptions of alternating current systems sometimes

give the frequency in terms of alternations per minute, counting each half-cycle as

one alternation; so 12,000 alternations per minute correspond to 100 Hz.

The output frequency of an alternator depends on the number of poles and the rotational speed.

The speed corresponding to a particular frequency is called the synchronous speed for that

frequency.
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Transformation and rectification

This method depends on residual magnetism retained in the iron core to generate weak

magnetic field which would allow a weak voltage to be generated. This voltage is used to excite

the field coils for the alternator to generate stronger voltage as part of its build up process. After

the initial AC voltage buildup, the field is supplied with rectified voltage from the alternator.

Brushless alternators:

A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaft. Until

1966, alternators used brushes with rotating field. With advancement in semiconductor

technology, brushless alternators are possible. Smaller brushless alternators may look like one

unit but the two parts are readily identifiable on the large versions. The larger of the two sections

is the main alternator and the smaller one is the exciter. The exciter has stationary field coils and

a rotating armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the opposite configuration with a

rotating field and stationary armature. A bridge rectifier, called the rotating rectifier assembly, is

mounted on the rotor. Neither brushes nor slip rings are used, which reduces the number of

wearing parts. The main alternator has a rotating field as described above and a stationary

armature (power generation windings).

Fig 4.4 Brushless Alternator

By number of phases:

Main articles: Single-phase generator and Polyphase coil. Another way to classify

alternators is by the number of phases of their output voltage. The output can be single phase, or

polyphase. Three-phase alternators are the most common, but polyphase alternators can be two

phase, six phase, or more.

By rotating part
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The revolving part of alternators can be the armature or the magnetic field. The

revolving armature type has the armature wound on the rotor, where the winding moves through

a stationary magnetic field. The revolving armature type is not often used. The revolving field

type has magnetic field on the rotor to rotate through a stationary armature winding. The

advantage is that then the rotor circuit carries much less power than the armature circuit, making

the slip ring connections smaller and less costly; only two contacts are needed for the direct-

current rotor, whereas often a rotor winding has three phases and multiple sections which would

each require a slip-ring connection. The stationary armature can be wound for any convenient

medium voltage level, up to tens of thousands of volts; manufacture of slip ring connections for

more than a few thousand volts is costly and inconvenient.

Transformer:

A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one

electrical circuit to another or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection

between the two circuits.Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step-

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of signal

processing circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the

voltage out, with separate coils not electrically bonded to one another.

Fig 4.5 Transformer
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Principles:

Ideal transformer:

An ideal transformer is a theoretical linear transformer that is lossless and

perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and

winding inductances and zero net magneto motive force (i.e. ipnp - isns = 0).

A varying current in the transformer's primary winding attempts to create a varying

magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is also encircled by the secondary winding. This

varying flux at the secondary winding induces a varying electromotive force (EMF, voltage) in

the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction and the secondary current so produced

creates a flux equal and opposite to that produced by the primary winding, in accordance

with Lenz's law.

The windings are wound around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all

of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage

source connected to the primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the

transformer currents flow in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to

zero.

According to Faraday's law, since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary

and secondary windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding

proportional to its number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly

proportional to the winding turns ratio.

The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. 5 is a reasonable approximation for the typical

commercial transformer, with voltage ratio and winding turns ratio both being inversely

proportional to the corresponding current ratio.

The load impedance referred to the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times

the secondary circuit load impedance.
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Fig 4.5.1 Transformer Principle: Ideal

Leakage flux:

The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the primary winding

links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux traverses paths that

take it outside the windings. Such flux is termed leakage flux, and results in leakage

inductance in series with the mutually coupled transformer windings. Leakage flux results in

energy being alternately stored in and discharged from the magnetic fields with each cycle of the

power supply. It is not directly a power loss, but results in inferior voltage regulation, causing the

secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the primary voltage, particularly under heavy

load. Transformers are therefore normally designed to have very low leakage inductance.

In some applications increased leakage is desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or

magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be introduced in a transformer design to limit the short-

circuit current it will supply. Leaky transformers may be used to supply loads that

exhibit negative resistance, such as electric arcs, mercury- and sodium- vapor lamps and neon

signs or for safely handling loads that become periodically short-circuited such as electric arc

welders.

Air gaps are also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency

transformers in circuits that have a DC component flowing in the windings. A saturable

reactor exploits saturation of the core to control alternating current.

Equivalent circuit:

Referring to the diagram, a practical transformer's physical behavior may be represented by

an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate an ideal transformer.

Winding joule losses and leakage reactance are represented by the following series loop

impedances of the model:

 Primary winding: RP, XP

 Secondary winding: RS, XS.

In normal course of circuit equivalence transformation, RS and XS are in practice usually referred

to the primary side by multiplying these impedances by the turns ratio squared, (NP/NS) 2 = a2.

Core loss and reactance is represented by the following shunt leg impedances of the model:
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 Core or iron losses: RC

 Magnetizing reactance: XM.

RC and XM are collectively termed the magnetizing branch of the model.

Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy current effects in the core and are

proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a given frequency. The finite

permeability core requires a magnetizing current IM to maintain mutual flux in the core.

Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two being non-linear

due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit shown are by

definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in transformer

equivalent circuits. With sinusoidal supply, core flux lags the induced EMF by 90°. With open-

circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch current I0 equals transformer no-load current.

The resulting model, though sometimes termed 'exact' equivalent circuit based

on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations. Analysis may be simplified by

assuming that magnetizing branch impedance is relatively high and relocating the branch to the

left of the primary impedances. This introduces error but allows combination of primary and

referred secondary resistances and reactances by simple summation as two series impedances.

Transformer equivalent circuit impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from

the following tests: open-circuit test, short-circuit test, winding resistance test, and transformer

ratio test.

Construction:

Cores:

Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings

surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the

transformer is shell form. Shell form design may be more prevalent than core form design for

distribution transformer applications due to the relative ease in stacking the core around winding

coils. Core form design tends to, as a general rule, be more economical, and therefore more

prevalent, than shell form design for high voltage power transformer applications at the lower

end of their voltage and power rating ranges (less than or equal to, nominally, 230 kV or

75 MVA). At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to be more prevalent.

Shell form design tends to be preferred for extra-high voltage and higher MVA applications

because, though more labor-intensive to manufacture, shell form transformers are
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characterized as having inherently better kVA-to-weight ratio, better short-circuit strength

characteristics and higher immunity to transit damage.

Fig 4.5.2 Transformer core

Laminated steel cores:

Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores made of high

permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free space and the core

thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux to a path which closely

couples the windings. Early transformer developers soon realized that cores constructed from

solid iron resulted in prohibitive eddy current losses, and their designs mitigated this effect with

cores consisting of bundles of insulated iron wires. Later designs constructed the core by

stacking layers of thin steel laminations, a principle that has remained in use. Each lamination is

insulated from its neighbors by a thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The transformer

universal EMF equation can be used to calculate the core cross-sectional area for a preferred

level of magnetic flux.

Fig 4.5.3 Laminated steel cores

Windings:
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The electrical conductor used for the windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the

individual turns must be electrically insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels

throughout every turn. For small transformers, in which currents are low and the potential

difference between adjacent turns is small, the coils are often wound from enameled magnet wire.

Larger power transformers may be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors insulated by

oil-impregnated paper and blocks of pressboard.

High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz often have windings

made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and proximity effect losses. Large power

transformers use multiple-stranded conductors as well, since even at low power frequencies non-

uniform distribution of current would otherwise exist in high-current windings. Each strand is

individually insulated, and the strands are arranged so that at certain points in the winding, or

throughout the whole winding, each portion occupies different relative positions in the complete

conductor. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the conductor, and

reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is also more flexible

than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture.

The windings of signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to

improve high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved

between the sections of the other winding.

Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate points on the winding, usually on

the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps may be manually reconnected, or a

manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing taps. Automatic on-load tap

changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on equipment such as arc

furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive loads. Audio-frequency

transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address loudspeakers, have taps to allow

adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped transformer is often used in the output

stage of an audio power amplifier in a push-pull circuit. Modulation transformers

in AM transmitters are very similar.

Cooling:

It is a rule of thumb that the life expectancy of electrical insulation is halved for about every 7 °C

to 10 °C increase in operating temperature (an instance of the application of the Arrhenius

equation).
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Small dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled by natural convection

and radiation heat dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often cooled by

forced-air cooling, forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. Large

transformers are filled with transformer oil that both cools and insulates the windings.

Transformer oil is a highly refined mineral oil that cools the windings and insulation by

circulating within the transformer tank. The mineral oil and paper insulation system has been

extensively studied and used for more than 100 years. It is estimated that 50% of power

transformers will survive 50 years of use that the average age of failure of power transformers is

about 10 to 15 years, and that about 30% of power transformer failures are due to insulation and

overloading failures. Prolonged operation at elevated temperature degrades insulating properties

of winding insulation and dielectric coolant, which not only shortens transformer life but can

ultimately lead to catastrophic transformer failure. With a great body of empirical study as a

guide, transformer oil testing including dissolved gas analysis provides valuable maintenance

information.

Building regulations in many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use

dielectric fluids that are less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. Air-

cooled dry transformers can be more economical where they eliminate the cost of a fire-resistant

transformer room.

Insulation:

Insulation must be provided between the individual turns of the windings, between the windings,

between windings and core, and at the terminals of the winding.

Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating varnish on the wire. Layer

of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of windings, and between primary and

secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or dipped in a polymer resin to improve the

strength of windings and protect them from moisture or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated

into the winding insulation using combinations of vacuum and pressure during the coating

process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the limit, the entire coil may be placed in a

mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block, encapsulating the windings.

Bushings:

Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made of polymers or

porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it must provide careful control of

the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leak oil.
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Applications:

Various specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although

they all share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction

or electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions.

In electric power transmission, transformers allow transmission of electric power at high voltages,

which reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be located

economically at a distance from electrical consumers. All but a tiny fraction of the world's

electrical power has passed through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the consumer.

In many electronic devices, a transformer is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring

to convenient values for the circuit requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or

through a switch mode power supply.

Circuit Breakers:

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical

circuit from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. Its basic function

is to interrupt current flow after a fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then

must be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume

normal operation.

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect low-current circuits or

individual household appliance, up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits

feeding an entire city. The generic function of a circuit breaker, or fuse, as an automatic means of

removing power from a faulty system is often abbreviated as OCPD (Over Current Protection

Device).

Fig 4.6 Circuit Breaker

Operation:



All circuit breaker systems have common features in their operation, but details vary

substantially depending on the voltage class, current rating and type of the circuit breaker.

The circuit breaker must first detect a fault condition. In small mains and low voltage circuit

breakers, this is usually done within the device itself. Typically, the heating or magnetic effects

of electric current are employed. Circuit breakers for large currents or high voltages are usually

arranged with protective relay pilot devices to sense a fault condition and to operate the opening

mechanism. These typically require a separate power source, such as a battery, although some

high-voltage circuit breakers are self-contained with current transformers, protective relays, and

an internal control power source.

Once a fault is detected, the circuit breaker contacts must open to interrupt the circuit; this is

commonly done using mechanically stored energy contained within the breaker, such as a spring

or compressed air to separate the contacts. Circuit breakers may also use the higher current

caused by the fault to separate the contacts, such as thermal expansion or a magnetic field. Small

circuit breakers typically have a manual control lever to switch off the load or reset a tripped

breaker, while larger units use solenoids to trip the mechanism, and electric motors to restore

energy to the springs.

Fig 4.6.1 Operation of a circuit breaker

Different techniques are used to extinguish the arc including:

 Lengthening or deflecting the arc

 Intensive cooling (in jet chambers)

 Division into partial arcs

 Zero point quenching (contacts open at the zero current time crossing of the AC waveform,

effectively breaking no load current at the time of opening. The zero-crossing occurs at twice

the line frequency; i.e., 100 times per second for 50 Hz and 120 times per second for 60 Hz

AC.)
24
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 Connecting capacitors in parallel with contacts in DC circuits.

Finally, once the fault condition has been cleared, the contacts must again be closed to restore

power to the interrupted circuit.

Low-voltage miniature circuit breakers (MCB) use air alone to extinguish the arc. These circuit

breakers contain so-called arc chutes, a stack of mutually insulated parallel metal plates that

divide and cool the arc. By splitting the arc into smaller arcs the arc is cooled down while the arc

voltage is increased and serves as additional impedance that limits the current through the circuit

breaker. The current-carrying parts near the contacts provide easy deflection of the arc into the

arc chutes by a magnetic force of a current path, although magnetic blowout coils or permanent

magnets could also deflect the arc into the arc chute (used on circuit breakers for higher ratings).

The number of plates in the arc chute is dependent on the short-circuit rating and nominal

voltage of the circuit breaker.

In larger ratings, oil circuit breakers rely upon vaporization of some of the oil to blast a jet of oil

through the arc.

Standard current rating:

Circuit breakers are manufactured in standard sizes, using a system of preferred numbers to

cover a range of ratings. Miniature circuit breakers have a fixed trip setting; changing the

operating current value requires changing the whole circuit breaker. Larger circuit breakers can

have adjustable trip settings, allowing standardized elements to be applied but with a setting

intended to improve protection. For example, a circuit breaker with a 400 ampere "frame size"

might have its overcurrent detection set to operate at only 300 amperes, to protect a feedercable.

International Standards, IEC 60898-1 and European Standard EN 60898-1, define the rated

current In of a circuit breaker for low voltage distribution applications as the maximum current

that the breaker is designed to carry continuously (at an ambient air temperature of 30 °C). The

commonly available preferred values for the rated current are 1 A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A, 10 A, 13 A,

16 A, 20 A, 25 A, 32 A, 40 A, 50 A, 63 A, 80 A, 100 A, and 125 A (similar to the R10 Reynard

series, but using 6, 13, and 32 instead of 6.3, 12.5, and 31.5 – it includes the 13 A current limit of

British BS 1363 sockets). The circuit breaker is labeled with the rated current in amperes, but

excluding the unit symbol, A. Instead, the ampere figure is preceded by a letter, B, C, or D,

which indicates the instantaneous tripping current — that is, the minimum value of current that

causes the circuit breaker to trip without intentional time delay (i.e., in less than 100 ms),

expressed in terms of In:
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Protective Relays:

In electrical engineering, a protective relay is a relay device designed to trip a circuit

breaker when a fault is detected. The first protective relays were electromagnetic devices, relying

on coils operating on moving parts to provide detection of abnormal operating conditions such as

over-current, over-voltage, reverse power flow, over-frequency, and under-frequency.

Microprocessor-based digital protection relays now emulate the original devices, as well as

providing types of protection and supervision impractical with electromechanical relays.

Electromechanical relays provide only rudimentary indication of the location and origin of a fault.

In many cases a single microprocessor relay provides functions that would take two or more

electromechanical devices. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays also

save capital cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their very

long life span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels “are still protecting transmission lines

and electrical apparatus all over the world. Important transmission lines and generators have

cubicles dedicated to protection, with many individual electromechanical devices, or one or two

microprocessor relays.

Fig 4.7 Protective relay

Operation principles:

Electromechanical protective relays operate by either magnetic attraction, or magnetic induction.

Unlike switching type electromechanical relays with fixed and usually ill-defined operating

voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays have well-established, selectable, and

adjustable time and current (or other operating parameter) operating characteristics. Protection

relays may use arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole, magnets, operating and restraint coils,

solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay contacts, and phase- shifting networks.

Protective relays can also be classified by the type of measurement they make. A protective relay

may respond to the magnitude of a quantity such as voltage or current. Induction relays can
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respond to the product of two quantities in two field coils, which could for example represent the

power in a circuit.

Fig 4.7.1 Operation of a relay

Types according to construction:

Electromechanical

Electromechanical relays can be classified into several different types as follows:

 attracted armature

 moving coil

 induction

 motor operated

 mechanical

 thermal

"Armature"-type relays have a pivoted lever supported on a hinge or knife-edge pivot, which

carries a moving contact. These relays may work on either alternating or direct current, but for

alternating current, a shading coil on the pole is used to maintain contact force throughout the

alternating current cycle. Because the air gap between the fixed coil and the moving armature

becomes much smaller when the relay has operated, the current required to maintain the relay

closed is much smaller than the current to first operate it. The "returning ratio"[13] or

"differential" is the measure of how much the current must be reduced to reset the relay.

A variant application of the attraction principle is the plunger-type or solenoid operator. A reed

relay is another example of the attraction principle.

Induction disc overcurrent relay:

"Induction" disk meters work by inducing currents in a disk that is free to rotate; the rotary

motion of the disk operates a contact. Induction relays require alternating current; if two or more

coils are used, they must be at the same frequency otherwise no net operating force is produced.

These electromagnetic relays use the induction principle discovered by Galileo

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protective_relay
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Ferraris in the late 19th century. The magnetic system in induction disc overcurrent relays is

designed to detect overcurrent in a power system and operate with a pre-determined time delay

when certain overcurrent limits have been reached.

The relay's primary winding is supplied from the power systems current transformer via a plug

bridge, which is called the plug setting multiplier (psm). Usually seven equally spaced tapping or

operating bands determine the relays sensitivity. The primary winding is located on the upper

electromagnet. The secondary winding has connections on the upper electromagnet that are

energized from the primary winding and connected to the lower electromagnet. Once the upper

and lower electromagnets are energized they produce eddy currents that are induced onto the

metal disc and flow through the flux paths. This relationship of eddy currents and fluxes creates

torque proportional to the input current of the primary winding, due to the two flux paths being

out of phase by 90°.

Fig 4.7.2 Induction type over current relay

Digital:

A microprocessor-based digital protection relay can replace the functions of many discrete

electromechanical instruments. These relays convert voltage and currents to digital form and

process the resulting measurements using a microprocessor. The digital relay can emulate

functions of many discrete electromechanical relays in one device, simplifying protection design

and maintenance. Each digital relay can run self-test routines to confirm its readiness and alarm

if a fault is detected. Digital relays can also provide functions such as communications (SCADA)

interface, monitoring of contact inputs, metering, waveform analysis, and other useful features.

Digital relays can, for example, store multiple sets of protection parameters, which allows the



behavior of the relay to be changed during maintenance of attached equipment.

Fig 4.7.3 Digital Relay

Distance relay:

Distance relays, also known as impedance relay, differ in principle from other forms of

protection in that their performance is not governed by the magnitude of the current or voltage in

the protected circuit but rather on the ratio of these two quantities. Distance relays are actually

double actuating quantity relays with one coil energized by voltage and other coil by current. The

current element produces a positive or pick up torque while the voltage element produces a

negative or reset torque. The relay operates only when the V/I ratio falls below a predetermined

value (or set value). During a fault on the transmission line the fault current increases and the

voltage at the fault point decreases. The V/I ratio is measured at the location of CTs and Pts.

Fig 4.7.4 Distance relay

Current differential protection scheme:

A differential scheme acts on the difference between current entering a protected zone

(which may be a bus bar, generator, transformer or other apparatus) and the current leaving that
29
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Bus Couplers are non-isolated input devices that provide an interface between dry-contact

mechanical switches and a C-Bus network. The bus coupler increases the versatility of the C-Bus

network by facilitating remote access with any dry-contact switch mechanism offered by

Schneider Electric and other manufacturers. A system's flexibility can be further enhanced by

using the bus coupler with various other switch types, including reed, pressure, or micro

switches.

Available in two- and four-channel models, the bus coupler is small enough to be used in

restricted spaces. Configuration options include standard control functions such as ON/OFF,

toggle, dimmers, and timers.

zone. A fault outside the zone gives the same fault current at the entry and exit of the zone, but

faults within the zone show up as a difference in current. Differential protection can be used to

provide protection for zones with multiple terminals and can be used to protect lines, generators,

motors, transformers, and other electrical plant.

Current transformers in a differential scheme must be chosen to have near-identical response to

high overcurrents. If a "through fault" results in one set of current transformers saturating before

another, the zone differential protection will see a false "operate" current and may false trip.

Directional relay:

A directional relay uses an additional polarizing source of voltage or current to determine

the direction of a fault. Directional elements respond to the phase shift between a polarizing

quantity and an operate quantity. The fault can be located upstream or downstream of the relay's

location, allowing appropriate protective devices to be operated inside or outside of the zone of

protection.

Bus-bar Coupler:

Bus coupler is a device which is used to couple one bus to the other without any

interruption in power supply and without creating hazardous arcs. Bus coupler is a breaker used

to couple two bus bars in order to perform maintenance on other circuit breakers associated with

that bus bar.Busbars distribute electricity with greater ease and flexibility than some other more

permanent forms of installation and distribution. Sometimes spelled bus bar or bus bar, they are

often metallic strips of copper, brass, or aluminum that both ground and conduct electricity.
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Features:

 Provides two or four non-isolated inputs for external voltage-free mechanical switches.

 Two-channel units feature independent remote LED outputs

 Control options include ON/OFF, toggle, dimmer, or timer

 Orange LED for each channel to indicate operational status

 Two-way removable terminal block for the C-Bus connection

 Terminal block allows connection of up to four external switches (four-channel coupler)

or two external switches and two external LEDs (two-channel coupler)

 Small size for adaptation to restricted spaces

 Non-volatile memory stores operating status for recovery from a power outage

 Receives data and power over a network, so it does not require power packs or line

voltage connections.

Generally speaking, electric power distribution systems of the busbar type are used in industrial

and commercial buildings to transfer electric power from a substation or transformer bank to a

power consuming area. Such power distribution systems are generally made up of a plurality of

busway sections of fixed or variable lengths, the successive sections being connected or

interlocked together in end-to-end relation to provide electrical continuity between the power

source and the power consuming area. The effectiveness of such a busbar power distribution

system is controlled, to a great extent, by the adequacy of the electrical joints between the

busbars of successive busway sections. Busway sections are generally manufactured and

distributed in prefabricated form so that a number of such electrical joints are required during

installation of an extended length busbar run. Thus, if a busway section, that is, a busbar duct and

a busbar coupler, is to perform adequately under service conditions the coupler system that

creates the electrical joints between correspond busbars of successive busway sections must be

constructed to give minimum chance for effecting improper electrical joints.

Fig 4.7.5 Bus bar coupler
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4.7 Power factor Correction:

Power Factor (PF) is the ratio of real power to the apparent power flowing to the load from the

source. It is measured between 0 and 1.0 (unity) and is usually deemed as either leading or

lagging, depending on the position of the current waveform with respect to the voltage.

Fig 4.7.6 power triangle

In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor (tending towards zero) draws more

current than a load with a high power factor (tending towards one) for the same amount of useful

power transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system and

require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger equipment and wasted

energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost to industrial or commercial customers

where there is a low power factor.

Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected with a passive

network of capacitors or inductors.

A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce transmission losses

and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to adjust the power factor of a

system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the

apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may be applied by an electrical power

transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency of the transmission network.

Individual electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install

correction equipment to reduce those costs.
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An automatic power factor correction unit consists of a number of capacitors that are switched by

means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a regulator that measures power factor in

an electrical network. Depending on the load and power factor of the network, the power factor

controller will switch the necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor

stays above a selected value.

Methods of Power Factor Improvement:

There are three main ways to improve power factor:

 Capacitor Banks

 Synchronous Condensers

 Phase Advancers

Capacitor Banks:

Improving power factor means reducing the phase difference between voltage and current. Since

the majority of loads are ofinductive nature, they require some amount of reactive power for

them to function.

A capacitor or bank of capacitors installed parallel to the load provides this reactive power. They

act as a source of local reactive power, and thus less reactive power flows through the line.

Capacitor banks reduce the phase difference between the voltage and current.

Synchronous Condensers:

Synchronous condensers are 3 phase synchronous motor with no load attached to its shaft.

The synchronous motor has the characteristics of operating under any power factor leading,

lagging or unity depending upon the excitation. For inductive loads, a synchronous condenser is

connected towards load side and is overexcited.

Synchronous condensers make it behave like a capacitor. It draws the lagging current from the

supply or supplies the reactive power.

Phase Advancers:

This is an AC exciter mainly used to improve the PF of an induction motor.

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-capacitor/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-motor-working-principle/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-condenser/
https://www.electrical4u.com/induction-motor-types-of-induction-motor/
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They are mounted on the shaft of the motor and are connected to the rotor circuit of the motor. It

improves the power factor by providing the exciting ampere turns to produce the required flux at

the given slip frequency.

Further, if ampere-turns increase, it can be made to operate at leading power factor.

Fig 4.7.7 Power factor correction

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/
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CHAPTER 5

ELECTRICAL SAFETYMANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Electrical shock kills and injures hundreds of workers each year. Most of these accidents

happen because people don’t look, don’t think or just don’t understand the shocking power of

electricity.

Electrical shock can only occur when a part of the body completes a circuit between a conductor

and another conductor or a grounding source.

Death or injury is not caused by the voltage; the damage is done by the amount of current that

flows through the body. Of course, the higher the voltage, the greater amount of current. Some

people have survived shocks of several thousand volts, while others have been killed by voltages

as low as 12.

Effects of electrical shock depend mainly on the total amount of current flow and the path of the

current through the victim’s body. To prevent electrical shock, which can cause several types of

injuries, make sure that your body cannot become part of the electrical flow and the path of the

current. Water reduces resistance and allows electricity to flow into wet areas, hands, arms, your

body. Electricity and water are a bad mix.

Fig 5.1: Electrical safety
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Every year, many accidents at work involving electric shock or burns are reported to the Health

and Safety Executive (HSE). Within the workplace, electricity can create a number of hazards

such as:

 contact with live parts causing shock and burns

 faults that could cause fire

 Fire and explosion in a potentially flammable or explosive atmosphere.

Any voltage above 55 volt alternating current (AC) can be potentially fatal. As well as death,

electric shock can cause severe injury, including muscular spasms and deep-seated tissue burns.

Electrical fires and explosions can be caused as a result of:

 leakage of current due to poor insulation

 faulty or poorly maintained protective devices

 overloads of electrical circuits causing overheating

 Ignition of flammable substances in the working environment.

Codes of Practice:

The key piece of legislation is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR 1989), which

apply to all places where work is done on or near electricity. EWR 1989 requires all systems

(including equipment) to be constructed so as to prevent danger. In addition, they require the

following.

 To prevent danger, all systems to be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably

practicable, such danger.

 Every work activity, including operation, use and maintenance of a system and work near

a system to be carried out in a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably

practicable, to danger.

 Persons carrying out work on electrical systems to be competent to do so.

Management system:

An effective electrical management system will reduce the risk of harm from electricity by

ensuring that all key elements that give safety assurance are identified and addressed. The IET

Code is broken down into four main sections that detail these elements as follows.

Electrical Hazards and Management System:
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1. Managing policy aspects, including setting of policy, leadership, planning and design

factors.

2. Managing procedure aspects, including the identification and control of risks, safe

working practices, maintenance, documentation and performance monitoring.

3. Managing people aspects, including appointments, training, competence and

communication.

4. Managing specific issues, including working on live systems, contractors, buried and

overhead cables.

The first stage in any management system is to draw up an appropriate policy in relation to

electrical safety. This will detail an overall statement in relation to the management of electrical

safety, and the responsibility and arrangements required for such safe management. The exact

details of this will very much depend on local issues, such as building and equipment ownership,

use of contractors and so on.

Electrical safety rules:

A safe work environment is not always enough to control all potential electrical hazards. You

must be very cautious and work safely. Safety rules help you control your and others risk of

injury or death from workplace hazards.

If we are working on electrical circuits or with electrical tools and equipment, we need to use

following golden safety rules:

Rule 1:

Treat all electrical devices as if they are live or energized.

Rule 2:

Disconnect the power source before servicing or repairing electrical equipment.

Rule 3:

Use only tools and equipment with non-conducting handles when working on electrical devices.

Rule 4:

Never use metallic pencils or rulers, or wear rings or metal watchbands when working with

electrical equipment. This rule is very easy to forget, especially when you are showing some

electrical part pointing with metallic pencil.

Rule 5:

When it is necessary to handle equipment that is plugged in, be sure hands are dry and, when

possible, wear nonconductive gloves, protective clothes and shoes with insulated soles.

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/eplusmenucad
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Rule 6:

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents

that result in current passing through the chest cavity.

Rule 7:

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents

that result in current passing through the chest cavity.

Rule 8:

If water or a chemical is spilled onto equipment, shut off power at the main switch or circuit

breaker and unplug the equipment.

Rule 9:

If an individual comes in contact with a live electrical conductor, do not touch the equipment,

cord or person. Disconnect the power source from the circuit breaker or pull out the plug using

a leather belt.

Rule 10:

Never handle electrical equipment when hands, feet, or body are wet or perspiring, or when

standing on a wet floor.

Fig 5.2 Electrical Safety Tips

Electrical Safety Equipment:

T&D distribute the most extensive range of High Voltage Electrical Safety equipment to ensure

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
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safe working and protection against electrocution during the installation, jointing, terminating

and testing of medium/high voltage power cables and electrical equipment including switchgear

and transformers.

A complete range of HV instruments including voltage detectors, phase comparators, short

circuiting portable earthing and substation electrical safety equipment used for maintenance and

repair of cables, connectors and terminations of transmission or distribution cables, power lines

and switchgear in high voltage substations.

The electrical personal protective equipment procedure provides guidelines for determining

when electrical PPE is required and how to select, use and maintain electrical PPE. This

procedure describes electrical hazards, including electrical shock and burns, arc flash burns, arc-

blast impacts, and other potential electrical safety hazards.

FLASH AND THERMAL PROTECTION:

The extremely high temperatures and heat content of an electric arc can cause extremely painful

and/or lethal burns. Since an electric arc can occur at any time in electrical equipment that has

not been placed in an electrically safe work condition, the worker must take precautions and

wear protection when exposed to potential.

Fig 5.3: Arc Flash protective PPE levels

CLOTHINGMATERIALS:

Arc flash clothing is designed to provide a barrier from heat and flame, to minimize total burn

https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
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injury and to help provide the wearer with extra seconds of protection to help escape possible

secondary explosions or fires in the work area.

Arc Flash clothing can increase the chances of survival and decrease the requirement for medical

treatment (skin grafts) and the likelihood future infections. PPE can also help maintain the

quality of life of an electrical worker exposed to an electric arc flash accident. Arc Flash PPE is

not designed to be firefighting gear; it is worn by electrical workers to help minimize the risk of

serious injury caused by arc flash and arc blast explosions.

NON-FLAME RESISTANT MATERIALS:

Non-flammable PPE won’t break down under extreme conditions, like flame-resistant material

can. Those with occupations, like firefighting, wear non-flammable equipment as it’s heavier and

has higher resistance to flames. The only downside to this equipment is that it’s extremely

challenging for heat to escape the material, just as it’s challenging to let heat inside the material.

It can be difficult to breathe in and cause your body’s core temperature to rise. It’s not

recommended to wear non-flammable PPE for a long period of time. Most non-flammable gear

can protect against about 10-15 seconds of fire exposure. This clothing is extremely durable and

won’t melt or burn, even after intense exposure.

1. Cotton: Cotton work clothing made of materials such as denim and flannel is a better choice

than clothing made from synthetic materials. Cotton does not melt into the skin when heated;

rather, it burns and disintegrates, falling away from the skin.

2. Wool: Wool clothing has essentially the same thermal properties as cotton clothing. Note the

following key points:

a. Certain OSHA standards allow the use of natural cotton or wool clothing when a worker is

exposed to electrical arcing hazards.

b. General industrial practice and industry standards have rejected the use of cotton and wool

even though they are permitted. The reason for this is that these natural fibers are not flame-

resistant.

FLAME-RESISTANT MATERIALS:This type of equipment has certain fibers sewn into the

clothing, or has a certain type of chemical finish, that makes the material flame-resistant. The

fibers don’t support fire and can defend against heat. Since the material doesn’t absorb a lot of

heat, flame-resistant clothing doesn’t support combustion. This means the suit can be set on fire



if the flame is big enough, but it takes longer to do so. It also self-extinguishes when the source

of the heat is put out. Most flame-resistant clothing can protect against about three seconds of

fire exposure. OSHA requires flame-resistant PPE in any occupation and area where the risk of

clothing catching on fire is high. Clothing made of artificial materials, like polyester and nylon,

cannot be worn in these situations as they can melt onto the skin if worn in high-heat

environments. Flame-resistant clothing is extremely durable and won’t get worn out, even after

going through multiple laundry cycles.

NOMEX*IIIA:

NOMEX is an aramid fiber made by the DuPont Company. It has a structure that thickens and

carbonizes when exposed to heat. This unique characteristic allows NOMEX to provide excellent

thermal protection.

POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI):

It is similar to NOMEX in that it is a synthetic fiber made especially to resist high temperatures.

PBI is non-flammable, chemically resistant, and heat stable. This heat stability makes it less

prone to shrinking or embrittlement when exposed to flame or high temperatures.

KERMEL:It is a synthetic polyamide imide aramid fiber manufactured in France by Rhone-

Poulenc. KERMEL fiber is only offered in fabrics blended with other fibers. Like other synthetic

flame-retardant materials, KERMEL is flame-resistant and does not drip or melt when

heated.INSULATING GLOVES: Rubber insulating gloves are among the most important

articles of personal protection for electrical workers. To be effective, electrical safety gloves

must incorporate dielectric properties and physical strength, along with flexibility and durability.

To help ensure safety and performance, they should meet and/or exceed the requirements of the

ASTM International ASTM D120-14a – Standard Specification for Rubber InsulatingGloves.

A glove system consists of:

Rubber insulating gloves – Classified by the level of voltage and protection they provide.

Liner gloves – Reduce the discomfort of wearing rubber insulating gloves. Liners provide

warmth in cold weather and absorb perspiration in the warm months. They can have a straight

cuff or knit wrist.

Leather protector gloves – Worn over rubber insulating gloves to help provide the mechanical

protection needed against cuts, abrasions and punctures.
41

https://www.grainger.com/search?searchQuery=Rubber%2Binsulating%2Bgloves&op=search&Ntt=Rubber%2Binsulating%2Bgloves&N=0&GlobalSearch=true&sst=subset
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin%2BLeather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather%2Bglove%2Bprotectors
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin%2BLeather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather%2Bglove%2Bprotectors
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Insulating gloves offer personal hand protection for workers against electrical shocks when

working near or on live wires, cables and electrical equipment including substation switchgear

and transformers – risk assessment identifies electrical shock during the jointing of cables or

excavating around live cables as a potential cause of accident which can be avoided when

appropriate safety precautions and gloves are worn.

Fig 5.4.1:Rubber insulating gloves

Head, Eye and Hand Protection:

When wearing flash suits, or whenever exposed to arc hazard, employees should wear full

protection for the head, eyes, and hands. Head and eye protection will be provided if the

employee is equipped with a flash suit. When not in a flash suit, however, employees should

wear hard hats and eye shields or goggles.

Head and eye protection:

Hard Hats:A hard hat is a type of helmet predominantly used in workplace environments such as

industrial or construction sites to protect the head from injury due to falling objects, impact with

other objects, debris, rain, and electric shock. Suspension bands inside the helmet spread the

helmet's weight and the force of any impact over the top of the head. A suspension also provides

space of approximately 30 mm (1.2 inches) between the helmet's shell and the wearer's head, so

that if an object strikes the shell, the impact is less likely to be transmitted directly to the skull.

Some helmet shells have a mid-line reinforcement ridge to improve impact resistance.

They have a suspension system that moves the impact force though the body to feet, helping to

reduce strain to the head, neck, and spine. These hard hats and helmets are ANSI rated and

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
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OSHA compliant. Types and classes combine to indicate the impact type (vertical only or

vertical and angled) and level of electrical protection (none, low voltage, or high voltage)

provided. Hard hats and helmets should be inspected regularly for structural integrity. Hard hats

are used by construction workers, road crews, or where required by OSHA safety regulations.

Fig 5.4.2 Hard hats

Safety Glasses, Goggles, and Face Shields:

Goggles, or safety glasses, are forms of protective eyewear that usually enclose or protect the

area surrounding the eye in order to prevent particulates, water or chemicals from striking the

eyes. They are used in chemistry laboratories and in woodworking. They are often used in snow

sports as well, and in swimming. The current standard for safety eyewear published by

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is called the Z87. 1-2010 standards. The

previous standard it replaced was called Z87. 1-2003.

Fig 5.4.3. Safety Glasses
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Rubber Mats:

Rubber mats are one of those very common and often ubiquitous items that most people tend to

overlook. Despite their lack of ‘showiness’, rubber mats are the humble, hard-working,

inexpensive products that serve many industries. They are often present in one form or another in

residential, commercial, and industrial venues. Here at Rubber-Cal, we specialize in bringing to

market quality rubber matting products for a wide variety of applications. Our line of rubber

floor mats is classified into several different categories according to their use. We inventory anti-

slip floor mats, boat deck mats, kitchen mats, comfort mats, fitness equipment mats, protector

mats, industrial mats, stair treads, and even animal stall mats! If you need quality rubber floor

matting, then you have come to the right place.

Generally, rubber mats serve a protective purpose. A common feature among them is that they

protect the existing floors of the area in which they are placed. Having dependable mats in place

can prevent costly damage to your existing wood, tile, laminate, or even concrete floor surfaces.

Some of our floor mats come in standard sizes, for example 4ft x 6ft, to protect a specific area

from harm. It should be noted, however, that just because many segments of rubber mats come

pre-cut, not all of them do. It can be quite simple to have custom rubber mats fitted to yourhome

or office in the event you have specific or unique size requirements. We also offer rolls of rubber

matting for a wider area of floor protection. Floor protection is crucial for any area, whether it is

a home or industrial workshop.

Fig 5.4.4. Rubber Mats

Rubber Blankets:

For those in the “lineman” profession, every day has the potential to bring the unexpected.

Linemen must always think safety first, and be diligent when performing even the most routine

tasks. Every year dozens of linemen are either injured or killed due to unfortunate circumstances
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involving high voltage mishaps. According to the Safety Fireman’s Archive, in 2002 alone more

than 50 linemen in the United States were killed while on the job. Safe work procedures and

personal protective equipment (PPE) greatly reduce exposure risks for linemen.Employers

should regularly review and revise, where applicable, safe work methods regarding the

installation and removal of protective equipment, the positioning of aerial lift devices, and all

procedures used in the construction and maintenance of power lines. One type of equipment that

is critical to safety, and is a necessity as part of a complete set of cover-up equipment, is the

rubber blanket. The rubber blanket helps reduce accidental exposure to energized power lines,

conductors and hardware. The flexibility to wrap, fold and maneuver the rubber blanket also

allows such equipment as underground transformers and switchgear to be easily covered thus

allowing adequate protection for the worker.

Fig 5.4.5 Rubber Blankets

Rubber Sleeves:

Rubber insulating sleeves are commonly worn with dielectric gloves in high-voltage applications

to provide added insulation from electrical contact for those working on energized equipment.

The rubber insulating gloves and rubber insulating sleeves are worn for shock protection; sleeves

typically are worn with rubber insulating gloves when the arm can cross the minimum approach

distance or the restricted approach boundary. A protector glove typically is used for arc flash

protection and for mechanical protection of the rubber insulating glove, but this over-glove does

not protect the entire glove and does not extend up a rubber insulating sleeve. Many lineworkers

wear short-sleeved, arc-rated (AR) T-shirts under rubber insulating sleeves, and a concern was

raised in the industry that the insulating sleeves are not arc-rated.
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Fig 5.4.6 Rubber Sleeves

Fig 5.4.7 Electrical Safety Equipment

ELECTRICAL SAFETY AUDIT:

Conducting a workplace safety audit is the most comprehensive way for a company to

gauge the efficiency, effectiveness and legality of its total health and safety management system.

In addition to ensuring that a business remains in compliance with local, state and federal

legislation, safety audits have the potential to identify and correct oversights that could, if left

unchecked, lead to costly and tragic workplace injuries or fatalities. If successful in uncovering

weaknesses in an employer’s safety programs or practices, audits can also prove to be important

tools in designing a new safety plan.

Consistent regularity:

Conducting only one workplace safety audit per year can have the unintended consequence of

making safety and compliance seem like a recurring goal that must be achieved once annually,

rather than a constant mandate. As the date of an annual audit approaches, there may be a

“ramping up” atmosphere created by managers and supervisors working to ensure compliance

ahead of the audit. That might discourage them from developing a sense of urgency the rest of

the year, leading to relaxed standards. A superior approach could be to schedule various specific

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/health-and-safety
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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safety audits throughout the year on an eleven-month schedule, reserving the final month for one

comprehensive workplace safety audit.

Competent and objective auditors:

A safety audit can only be as good as the professionals conducting it, which is why it pays to

entrust the process to those with the necessary knowledge and experience. Some companies elect

to hire outside consultants or safety professionals in order to guarantee such expertise, but many

prefer to keep the operations in-house. If employing the latter method, businesses should

create safety audit teams consisting of three to five employees well-versed in current safety

standards.

These employees must be educated on all relevant laws, OSHA regulations and other standards,

and trained in the art of violation and hazard identification. To ensure objectivity, employees

should never inspect their own work environment. A fresh set of eyes is better at spotting

whatever issues a supervisor or section manager has failed to notice.

Advanced Preparation:

Both those performing the audit and those being audited should be prepared for the experience.

At least a week prior to a workplace safety audit, the company should inform all affected

managers and supervisors that they need to have all records, documents and procedures ready

and available for when the audit begins.

Thorough Recordkeeping:

Exhaustive records are a requirement and objective of safety audits. A safety audit team needs to

consult all incident reports available for the section which they are auditing, so as to assess where

potential problem areas are most likely to exist. Competent incident reports help auditors better

apply selective scrutiny to known problem areas.

Safety audit teams should also strive for comprehensive reporting in their own audits. When

auditors go to the physical location of the selected area to observe work being done, they should

ask detailed questions of the employees working in that area to obtain as much relevant

information as possible. Having audit checklists that manage to cover all safety objectives and

applicable regulations will help auditors make sure they don’t neglect anything.

Perceptive Data Analysis:

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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After inspecting all documents, written programs, procedures, work practices and

equipment, the safety audit teams should sift through the collected material to put together a

concise report that details all areas of the program. All safety audit comments, recommendations

and corrective actions should consider whether the audited program covers all regulatory and

best industry practice requirements, whether those requirements are being met and whether there

is documented proof of compliance. It’s also important to reach a conclusion regarding how

effective employee training has been in producing safe behavior.

Modern Technology:

Ensuring that all of the above safety audit standards are met becomes much easier with

the use of state-of-the-art EHS management technology, as provided by Dakota Software.

Dakota’s EHS Auditing application allows safety auditors to more easily and effectively test and

verify a workplace’s compliance status. In addition to capturing all relevant EHS regulations, the

application also allows auditors to develop checklists unique to the audit site and scope, migrate

previous audits to leverage past results, train auditors to perform team-based audits, use custom

protocols, manage audit data and create corrective action plans. From the planning to the

auditing to the analysis and use of gathered data, every key stage and element of a

workplace safety audit can be improved upon through the use of cutting-edge EHS

management technology.

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
https://www.dakotasoft.com/landing/safety-management-software
https://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
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CHAPTER 6

APPLICATIONS

Military and Police:

One of the most common users of a thermal imager is a lawenforcement

ormilitary professional. They need to be able to see potential threats without being

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN Throw 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe.

Surveillance:

Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because

they workequally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog

also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques.

Energy Audits:

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year

on heating and cooling bills.

Security and LawEnforcement:

With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any

person present at there.

Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation.

Thermal imaging cameras can also use in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction.
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Navigation:

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting.

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology,

particularly for surveillance.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement

technology, particularly for surveillances.
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 RELAY: 

UNIT-I 

RELAY HARDWARE CIRCUITS 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a 

low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. 

We know that most of the high-end industrial application devices have relays for their 

effective working. Relays are simple switches which are operated both electrically and 

mechanically. Relays consist of an electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching 

mechanism is carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There are also other operating 

principles for its working. But they differ according to their applications. Most of the devices 

have the application of relays. 

 RELAY USES: 

The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be 

used to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control 

a lot of circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They 

played an important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in 

long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to 

another destination. After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power 

to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

 RELAY DESIGN: 

There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 
 

1. Electromagnet 

2. Movable Armature 

3. Switch point contacts 

4. Spring 
 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay. 
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Relay Construction 
 

It is an electro-magnetic relay with a wire coil, surrounded by an iron core. A path of 

very low reluctance for the magnetic flux is provided for the movable armature and also the 

switch point contacts. The movable armature is connected to the yoke which is mechanically 

connected to the switch point contacts. These parts are safely held with the help of a spring. 

The spring is used to produce an air gap in the circuit when the relay becomes de-energized. 
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 RELAY WORKING: 

The relay function can be better understood by explaining the following diagram 

given below. 

Relay Design 
 

The diagram shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by 

a control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already de- 

energized when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open 

circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force 

back to its initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic 

force. This force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. 

Relays are mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and 

the other is high voltage. For low voltage applications, more preference will be given to 

reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For high voltage applications, they are mainly designed 

to reduce a phenomenon called arcing. 
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We have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of 

relay wiring and relay circuits along with their working. 

 
 

 

The diagram sheds focus on the internal section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron 

core delimited with the control coin. The power source connects with electromagnet through 

load contacts and a control switch. When energy is supply to the circuit through the control 

coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement of energizing. This way, upper 

contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes the contacts leading to the 

short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is created with the 

opposite movement of the contact. 

 

Once the coil current goes off, a movable armature is force back to the initial position, and 

the force is equal to half of the magnetic force and electric strength. The main reasons behind 

this force include gravity and spring. 

 

The relays perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage 

application. In the case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage 

applications, overall circuit noise is reduced to a minimum. 

 

 Relay Wiring 
 

These relay diagrams focus on the wiring configuration in a 2-pole relay circuit. One 

is the square, and the other one is round, but their functioning is similar to each other. The 

coil wire will connect to pin 2 and pin seven on the socket for the wiring. 
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In the diagram given below, L1 (hot) goes to the closed switch which signifies the current 

application until the switch is open. The L1 will be hot to the START switch, and when the 

switch is pressed, L1 leads to Master Control Ray and supply the charge. 

 

 

 

 
Now, release the START button, and the current will start flowing around the open START 

switch. To switch off the light, we press on the STOP button, and it will de-energize the coil. 

Once the STOP button is let off, the START button will be depressed, and this is what relay 

circuit is all about! 

 

 RELAY BASICS: 

The basics for all the relays are the same. Look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There 

are two colors shown. The green color represents the control circuit and the red color 

represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch 

is connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us 

take the different steps that occur in a relay. 
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Energized Relay (ON) 
 

As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 

and 3 causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 

2 and 4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the 

load circuit, it is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the 

electrical relay in energized the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Energized Relay (ON) 

 

De – Energized Relay (OFF) 
 

As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the relay switch opens and 

thus the open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes 

de-energized and thus in off position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
De-Energized Relay (OFF) 
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In simple, when a voltage is applied to pin 1, the electromagnet activates, causing a 

magnetic field to be developed, which goes on to close the pins 2 and 4 causing a closed 

circuit. When there is no voltage on pin 1, there will be no electromagnetic force and thus no 

magnetic field. Thus, the switches remain open. 

 POLE AND THROW: 

Relays have the exact working of a switch. So, the same concept is also applied. A 

relay is said to switch one or more poles. Each pole has contacts that can be thrown in mainly 

three ways. They are 

Normally Open Contact (NO) – NO contact is also called a make contact. It closes 

the circuit when the relay is activated. It disconnects the circuit when the relay is inactive. 

Normally Closed Contact (NC) – NC contact is also known as break contact. This is 

opposite to the NO contact. When the relay is activated, the circuit disconnects. When the 

relay is deactivated, the circuit connects. 

Change-over (CO) / Double-throw (DT) Contacts – This type of contacts is used to 

control two types of circuits. They are used to control a NO contact and a NC contact with a 

common terminal. According to their type they are called by the names break before 

making and make before break contacts. 
 

Relays can be used to control several circuits by just one signal. A relay switches one 

or more poles, each of whose contacts can be thrown by energizing the coil. 

Relays are also named with designations like 
 

Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – The SPST relay has a total of four terminals. Out 

of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are needed 

for the coil to be connected. 

Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – The SPDT relay has a total of five terminals. 

Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which connects 

to either of two others. 

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – The DPST relay has a total of six terminals. 

These terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus, they can act as two SPST’s which 

are actuated by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals. 
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Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – The DPDT relay is the biggest of all. It has 

mainly eight relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals. 

They are designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil. 

 RELAY TYPES: 

 
Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as 

well as electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an 

electronic circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the 

open contact. However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact. 

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

 

 
Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to 

control the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. 

However, the supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages 

because if low voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the 

contacts. 

 

If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 
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used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the 

lights. 

 

In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of 

relays with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 

Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is 

formed, and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact 

connections 

 

Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established 

 

Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability 

 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays 

Relay Types as Per the Polarity 

Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the 

presence of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement 

is based on the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in 

telegraphically purposes 

 

Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with 

the alteration of the input signal 

 

We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with 

electronic equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are 

focused, they are using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps 

operation. 

 

The common purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The 

headlight switching button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the 

small value of current to the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 
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into action by controlling the high-power load (headlights). There are many other common 

examples of relays from our daily life. 

 

Everyone has a fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working 

and production of cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where 

they are used as the switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage 

doors are also utilizing the relays for optimal switching contacts. 

 

It is safe to state that relays are responsible for energizing the electronic equipment and work 

on their functioning to ensure the optimal operation. These have eased our lives by bringing 

in automation factors along with the safe and smooth running of electronic equipment. This 

means that there are no threats involved regarding the high voltage as there will be no contact 

at the time of an electronic breakdown. 

 

 RELAY APPLICATIONS: 

A relay circuit is used to realize logic functions. They play a very important role in 

providing safety critical logic. 

Relays are used to provide time delay functions. They are used to time the delay open 

and delay close of contacts. 

Relays are used to control high voltage circuits with the help of low voltage signals. 

Similarly, they are used to control high current circuits with the help of low current signals.  

They are also used as protective relays. By this function all the faults during 

transmission and reception can be detected and isolated. 

Application of Overload Relay 
 

Overload relay is an electro-mechanical device that is used to safeguard motors from 

overloads and power failures. Overload relays are installed in motors to safeguard against 

sudden current spikes that may damage the motor. An overload relay switch works in 

characteristics with current over time and is different from circuit breakers and fuses, where a 

sudden trip is made to turn off the motor. 

The most widely used overload relay is the thermal overload relay where a bimetallic strip is 

used to turn off the motor. This strip is set to contact a contactor by bending itself with rising 

temperatures due to excess current flow. The contact between the strip and the contactor 

causes the contactor to de-energize and restricts the power to the motor, and thus turns it off. 
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Another type of overload motor is the electronic type which continuously watches the 

motor current, whereas the thermal overload relay shuts off the motor depending on the rise 

of temperature/heat of the strip. 

All overload relays available to buy comes in different specifications, the most 

important of them being the current ranges and response time. Most of them are designed to 

automatically reset to work after the motor is turned back on. 

 RELAY SELECTION: 

You must note some factors while selecting a relay. They are 
 

Protection – Different protections like contact protection and coil protection must be 

noted. Contact protection helps in reducing arcing in circuits using inductors. Coil protection 

helps in reducing surge voltage produced during switching. 

Switching time – Ask for high speed switching relays if you want one. 
 

Ratings – There are current as well as voltage ratings. The current ratings vary from a 

few amperes to about 3000 amperes. In case of voltage ratings, they vary from 300 Volt AC 

to 600 Volt AC. There are also high voltage relays of about 15,000 Volts. 

Type of contact used – Whether it is a NC or NO or closed contact. 

Select Make before Break or Break before Make contacts wisely. 

Isolation between coil circuit and contacts 
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 INTRODUCTION: 

UNIT-2 

PLC 

A Programmable Logic Controller, or PLC for short, is simply a special computer 

device used for industrial control systems. They are used in many industries such as oil 

refineries, manufacturing lines, conveyor systems and so on. Wherever there is a need to 

control devices the PLC provides a flexible way to "softwire" the components together. 

The basic units have a CPU (a computer processor) that is dedicated to run one 

program that monitors a series of different inputs and logically manipulates the outputs for 

the desired control. They are meant to be very flexible in how they can be programmed while 

also providing the advantages of high reliability (no program crashes or mechanical failures), 

compact and economical over traditional control systems. 

A Simple Example 
 

Consider something as simple as a switch that turns on a light. In this system with a 

flick of the switch the light would turn on or off. Beyond that though there is no more 

control. If your boss came along and said I want that light to turn on thirty seconds after the 

switch has been flipped, then you would need to buy a timer and do some rewiring. So it is 

time, labor and money for any little change. 

 

 

A PLC Saves the Day 
 

Now consider the same device with a PLC in the middle. The switch is fed as an 

input into the PLC and the light is controlled by a PLC output. Implementing a delay in this 

system is easy since all that needs to be changed is the program in the PLC to use a delay 

timer. 
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This is a rather simple example but in a larger system with many switches and lights 

(and a host of other devices) all interacting with each other this kind of flexibility is not only 

nice but imperative. Hopefully, a light bulb has now turned on over your head. 

 PLCs WORKING: 

A programmable logic controller is a specialized computer used to control machines 

and processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing 

unit, memory, software, and communications. Unlike a personal computer though the PLC is 

designed to survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it 

interfaces with inputs and outputs to the real world. 

The components that make a PLC work can be divided into three core areas. 

The power supply and rack 

The central processing unit (CPU) 

The input/output (I/O) section 

PLCs come in many shapes and sizes. They can be so small as to fit in your shirt 

pocket while more involved controls systems require large PLC racks. Smaller PLCs (a.k.a. 

“bricks”) are typically designed with fixed I/O points. For our consideration, we will look at 

the more modular rack-based systems. It is called “modular” because the rack can accept 

many different types of I/O modules that simply slide into the rack and plug in. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The Power Supply and Rack 
 

So, let us start off by removing all our modules which leaves us with a naked PLC 

with only the power supply and the rack. 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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The rack is the component that holds everything together. Depending on the needs of 

the control system it can be ordered in different sizes to hold more modules. Like a human 

spine the rack has a backplane at the rear which allows the cards to communicate with the 

CPU. The power supply plugs into the rack as well and supplies a regulated DC power to 

other modules that plug into the rack. The most popular power supplies work with 120 VAC 

or 24 VDC sources. 

The CPU 
 

The brain of the whole PLC is the CPU module. This module typically lives in the 

slot beside the power supply. Manufacturers offer different types of CPUs based on the 

complexity needed for the system. 

The CPU consists of a microprocessor, memory chip and other integrated circuits to 

control logic, monitoring and communications. The CPU has different operating 

http://www.plcdev.com/glossary/1?Array
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modes. In programming mode, it accepts the downloaded logic from a PC. The CPU is then 

placed in run mode so that it can execute the program and operate the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Since a PLC is a dedicated controller it will only process this one program 

repeatedly. One cycle through the program is called a scan time and involves reading the 

inputs from the other modules, executing the logic based on these inputs and then updated the 

outputs accordingly. The scan time happens very quickly (in the range of 1/1000th of a 

second). The memory in the CPU stores the program while also holding the status of the I/O 

and providing a means to store values. 
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 I/O SYSTEM: 

The I/O system provides the physical connection between the equipment and the 

PLC. Opening the doors on an I/O card reveals a terminal strip where the devices connect. 
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There are many kinds of I/O cards which serve to condition the type of input or output 

so the CPU can use it for its logic. It is simply a matter of determining what inputs and 

outputs are needed, filling the rack with the appropriate cards and then addressing them 

correctly in the CPUs program. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inputs 

 

Input devices can consist of digital or analog devices. A digital input card handles 

discrete devices which give a signal that is either on or off such as a pushbutton, limit switch, 

sensors, or selector switches. An analog input card converts a voltage or current (e.g. a signal 
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that can be anywhere from 0 to 20mA) into a digitally equivalent number that can be 

understood by the CPU. Examples of analog devices are pressure transducers, flow meters 

and thermocouples for temperature readings 

Outputs 
 

Output devices can also consist of digital or analog types. A digital output card either 

turns a device on or off such as lights, LEDs, small motors, and relays. An analog output 

card will convert a digital number sent by the CPU to its real-world voltage or 

current. Typical outputs signals can range from 0-10 VDC or 4-20mA and are used to drive 

mass flow controllers, pressure regulators and position controls. 

Power Supply Module 

This module is used to provide the required power to the whole PLC system. It 

converts the available AC power to DC power which is required by the CPU and I/O module. 

PLC generally works on a 24V DC supply. Few PLC uses an isolated power supply. 

CPU Module and Memory 

CPU module has a central processor, ROM & RAM memory. ROM memory includes 

an operating system, drivers, and application programs. RAM memory is used to store 

programs and data. CPU is the brain of PLC with an octal or hexagonal microprocessor. 

Being a microprocessor-based CPU, it replaces timers, relays, and counters. Two types of 

processors as a single bit or word processor can be incorporated with a PLC. One-bit 

processor is used to perform logic functions. Whereas word processors are used for 

processing text, numerical data, controlling, and recording data. CPU reads the input data 

from sensors, processes it, and finally sends the command to controlling devices. DC power 

source, as mentioned in the previous discussion is required voltage signals. CPU also 

contains other electrical parts to connect cables used by other units. 

Input and Output Module 

Have you ever thought about how to sense physical parameters like temperature, pressure, 

flow, etc.? using PLC? Of course, PLC has an exclusive module for interfacing inputs and 

output, which is called an input & output module. Input devices can be either start and stop 

pushbuttons, switches, etc. and output devices can be an electric heater, valves, relays, etc. 

I/O module helps to interface input and output devices with a microprocessor. The input 

module of PLC is explained in the below figure. 
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Circuit 

Diagram of PLC Input Module 

 
The input module of PLC does four main functions. 

 
 

1. Input module interface receives the signal from process devices at 220 V AC 

2. Converts the input signal to 5 V DC that can be used by PLC 

3. Isolator block is used to isolate/prevent PLC from undergoing fluctuation 

4. After which the signal is sent to the output end i.e. the PLC 

There are two main sections in the input module namely the power section and the logical 

section. Both sections are electrically isolated from each other. Initially push button is closed. 

So, 220 V AC supply is given to the bridge circuit through the resistors R1 and R2. The 
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bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC signal into DC and Zener diode is used to provide 

low voltage supply to LED. When the light from LED falls on the phototransistor, it works in 

the conduction region. Finally, a 5V DC supply is given to the processor. 

 
The output module of PLC works similarly to the input module but in the reverse process. It 

interfaces the output load and processor. So here the first section would be logic session and 

the power section come next. The working of the output module is shown in the below figure 

 

 

PLC Output Module 

So, here when the logic high signal is generated from the processor, LED will turn ON and 

allow the light to fall on a phototransistor. When the transistor goes to the conduction region, 

it generates a pulse to the gate of the TRIAC. The isolator block is used to isolate the logic 

section and control section. 

Communication Interface Module 

To transfer information between CPU and communication networks, intelligent I/O modules 

are used. These communication modules help to connect with other PLCs and computers 

which are placed at a remote location. 

 Types of PLCs 

The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

Compact PLC 

Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules 

and external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input 

and output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/triac/
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Modular PLC 

This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred to as 

Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component 

is independent of each other. 

          A Modular Type PLC 

PLC are divided into three types based on output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and 

TRIAC Output PLC. The relay output type is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. 

Some of the manufacturers of PLCs include: 

Allen Bradley 

ABB 

Siemens 

Mitsubishi PLC 

Hitachi PLC 

Delta PLC 

General Electric (GE) PLC 

Honeywell PLC 

 PLC Applications 

PLCs have a variety of applications and uses, including: 

Process Automation Plants (e.g. mining, oil &gas) 

Glass Industry 

Paper Industry 

Cement Manufacturing 

In boilers – Thermal Power Plants 

https://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers/ControlLogix/5580-Controllers
https://new.abb.com/plc/programmable-logic-controllers-plcs
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/automation/systems/industrial/plc.html
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/cnt/plc/index.html
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/products/plc/index.htm
https://www.deltaww.com/Products/CategoryListT1.aspx?CID=060301&amp;PID=ALL&amp;hl=en-US
http://www.geautomation.com/products/programmable-automation-controllers%EF%BB%BF
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/explore/products/control-monitoring-and-safety-systems/scalable-control-solutions/Pages/masterlogic-plc.aspx
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 PROGRAMMING A PLC: 

 
In these modern times a PC with specially dedicated software from the PLC 

manufacturer is used to program a PLC.  The most widely used form of programming is 

called ladder logic. Ladder logic uses symbols, instead of words, to emulate the real world 

relay logic control, which is a relic from the PLC's history. These symbols are interconnected 

by lines to indicate the flow of current through relay like contacts and coils. Over the years 

the number of symbols has increased to provide a high level of functionality. 

 

The completed program looks like a ladder, but it represents an electrical circuit. The left and 

right rails indicate the positive and ground of a power supply. The rungs represent the wiring 

between the different components which in the case of a PLC are all in the virtual world of 

the CPU. So, if you can understand how basic electrical circuits work then you can 

understand ladder logic. 

 

In this simplest of examples, a digital input (like a button connected to the first position on 

the card) when it is pressed turns on an output which energizes an indicator light. 

 

 

 

 
When using a PLC, it’s important to design and implement concepts depending on your 

particular use case. To do this we first need to know more about the specifics of PLC 

programming. A PLC program consists of a set of instructions either in textual or graphical 

form, which represents the logic that governs the process the PLC is controlling. There are 

two main classifications of PLC programming languages, which are further divided into 

many sub-classified types. 

 
1. Textual Language 

 Instruction list 

 Structured text 

http://www.plcdev.com/the_birth_of_the_plc


2. Graphical Form 

 Ladder Diagrams (LD) (i.e. Ladder Logic) 

 Function Block Diagram (FBD) 

 Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Due to the simple and convenient features, graphical representation is much preferred to 

textual languages. 

 
Ladder Logic 

Ladder logic is the simplest form of PLC programming. It is also known as “relay logic”. The 

relay contacts used in relay controlled systems are represented using ladder logic. 

The below figure shows the simple example of a ladder diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLC Ladder Logic 

 
In the above-mentioned example, two pushbuttons are used to control the same lamp load. 

When any one of the switches is closed, the lamp will glow. The two horizontal lines are 

called rungs and two vertical lines are called rails. Every rung form the electrical connectivity 

between Positive rail (P) and Negative rail (N). This allows the current to flow between input 

and output devices. 
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https://www.plcacademy.com/ladder-logic-tutorial/
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Functional Block Diagrams 

Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is a simple and graphical method to program multiple 

functions in PLC. PLC Open has described using FBD in the standard IEC 61131-3. A 

function block is a program instruction unit that, when executed, yields one or more output 

values. It is represented by a block as shown below. It is represented as a rectangular block 

with inputs entering on left and output lines leaving at the right. It gives a relation between 

the state of input and output 

 

 

 

 

 
Function Block 

 
The advantage of using FBD is that any number of inputs and outputs can be used on the 

functional block. When using multiple input and output, you can connect the output of one 

function block to the input of another. Whereby building a Function Block Diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Example Functional Block Diagram 

The figure below shows various function blocks used in FBD programming. 
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Functional Block Programming 

 
The figure below shows a ladder diagram and its function block equivalent in Siemens 

notation. 

 

Ladder to functional block [Source] 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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Ladder to functional block diagram [Source] 

 
Structured Text Programming 

Structured text is a textual programming language that utilizes statements to determine what 

to execute. It follows more conventional programming protocols but it is not case sensitive. A 

series of statements (logic) is constituted of expressing assignments and relationships using 

several operators. The structures text operators are listed below in the image. 

 
 

 
Structured Text Programming 

https://booksite.elsevier.com/9781856176217/appendices/01~Ch11.pdf
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 SELEC PLC: 
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UNIT-3 

REAL TIME CLOCK USING 

 INTRODUCTION: 

A real-time clock (RTC) is a computer clock, usually in the form of an integrated 

circuit that is solely built for keeping time. Naturally, it counts hours, minutes, seconds, 

months, days and even years. RTCs can be found running in personal computers, embedded 

systems and servers, and are present in any electronic device that may require accurate time 

keeping. Being able to still function even when the computer is powered down through a 

battery or independently from the system’s main power is fundamental. 

RTCs must accurately keep time, even when the device is powered off because, it is 

often used as a trigger for turning the device on or triggering events such as alarm clocks. 

RTC ICs run on an alternate power source, which allows it to continually operate under low 

power or even when the computer is turned off. ICs on older systems utilize lithium batteries, 

whereas newer systems make use of auxiliary batteries or supercapacitors. RTC ICs that use 

supercapacitors are rechargeable and can be soldered. But in most consumer-grade 

motherboards, the RTC is powered by a single battery that, when removed, resets the RTC to 

its starting point. 

RTC ICs regulate time with the use of a crystal oscillator and do not rely on clock signals like 

most hardware clocks. Aside from being responsible for the timing function of the system 

and its clock, RTC ICs ensure that all processes occurring in the system are appropriately 

synchronized. Although some may argue that this is a job for the system clock, the system 

clock is actually dependent on the RTC, making the RTC indirectly responsible for 

synchronization. An RTC battery should last for three to five years or more. RTCs are 

essential; if the battery fails, it must be replaced to ensure continued operation. A dead 

battery can be diagnosed with an error message at startup or if the user finds that the clock or 

the setup configuration has become corrupted, flaky or odd. 

Benefits of RTCs include: 

 
 RTC ICs have proved to be more precise than other methods — like programming the 

timer of the controller. 

 It frees the main system from time-critical tasks. 

 It has low power consumption and improved frequency stability. 
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 SELPRO PLC 
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A real time clock (RTC) has been built in the FBs-PLC's MC/MN main unit. No 

matter whether the PLC is switched on or off, the RTC will always keep accurate time. It 

provides 7 kinds of time value data-week, year, month, day, hour, minute and second. Users 

can take advantage of the real time clock to do 24 hour controls throughout the year (for 

example, businesses or factories can switch lights on and off at set times each day, control 

gate access, and do pre-cooling and pre-heating before business or operations begin). It can 

enable your control system to automatically coordinate with people's living schedules, and 

not only will it raise the level of automatic control, it will improve efficiency. 
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CONCLUSION 

I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the 

importance of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training 

program having three destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout 

the whole period. In my opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The 

training that I received at NSIC was deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our 

collage. Learning something from books and lectures is nothing like having first-hand 

experience. At NSIC I got to apply my Electrical engineering knowledge and programming 

knowledge. 

The company gives the full freedom for the trainee to get a sufficient training. The 

trainees can ask and do anything relevant to the training. Engineers’ always very enthusiastic 

on giving us the best training experience. 

During my training at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits 

& PLCs. 
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                             ABSTRACT 

 

The purpose of this is to assist attendees in preparation of Transformer Specifications to procure 

economical and reliable transformers which meet system needs. By knowing the implications of 

transformer parameters on operation and on cost, functional specifications can be prepared. Often the 



bid with the lowest evaluated cost does not give the lowest operational cost transformer, but a good 

specification is most influential in achieving this. Specifications should not only reduce the capital 

cost, should also reduce the operational cost. Specifications should help the maintenance and reduce 

the maintenance cost. To repair a transformer quickly at a low cost should be an important aspect in 

finalizing an order and to be covered in the specifications. A clear specification with all system 

requirements is of at most important in procuring reliable and economical transformers. A 

specification with no ambiguities and with no missing information avoids manufacturing design 

engineers to assume the requirements which are not clear or missing. When the manufacturing design 

engineers have to assume, most likely they will assume to obtain the lowest cost transformer, often 

this does not meet the system needs. 
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INTRODUCTION ABOUT TRANSFORMER  

Transformer is an ac machine that transfers electrical energy from one electrical circuit to another without 

changing frequency by the principle of electro magnetic induction.Since it’s basic construction requires no 

moving parts so it is often called the static transformer and it is very rugged machine requiring the minimum 

amount of re pair and maintenance.Owing to the lack of rotating parts there are no friction or winding 

losses.Further ,the other losses are very low so that the efficiency should be high.The efficiency varies from 

97% to 99%. 

 The action of a transformer is based on the principle tha tenergy may be efficiently transferred by induction 

from one set of coils to another by means of varying magnetic flux ,provided that both the sets of coils are on a 

common magnetic circuit.The emfs are induced by the variation in the magnitude of flux with time.It is based 

on Faradays law of electromagnetic induction. 

POWER TRANSFORMER  

 The term is used to include all transformers of large sizes(250kva and above) used in generating stations and 

substations for transforming the voltage at each end of a power transmission line.They may be single or three 

phase and voltage rating of 220/11kv or in high voltage range.They are put in operation during load hours and 

dis connected during light load hours or operated on full load.So power transformer are designed to have 

maximum efficiency at full load(i.e.with iron loss to full load copper loss ratio of 1:1). 

DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER  

 Transformer of rating up to 200kva,used to step down the distribution voltage to a standard service voltage are 

known as distribution transformer.They are kept in operation all the24 hours a day.In such transformer iron loss 

occur for all the time where copper loss occur only when they are loaded.Therefore,distribution transformers 

should be designed with iron loss smaller in comparison to full load copper loss(say with iron loss to full load 

copper loss ratio1:3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Parts: 

                     

Basic parts of transformer: 

1. Laminated Core 

2. Windings 

3. Insulating Materials 

4.Transformer oil 

5.Tap changer 

6.Conservator 

7.Cooling tubes 

8.Buchholz Relay 

9.Explosion Vent 

 

Core:     

                       



                            fig 1 transformer core 

Generally, the name associated with the construction of a transformer is dependant upon how the primary and 

secondary windings are wound around the central laminated steel core. The two most common and basic designs 

of transformer construction are the Closed-core Transformer and the Shell-core Transformer. 

In the “closed-core” type (core form) transformer, the primary and secondary windings are wound outside and 

surround the core ring. In the “shell type” (shell form) transformer, the primary and secondary windings pass 

inside the steel magnetic circuit (core) which forms a shell around the windings. 

WINDINGS: 

              

                        fig 2 transformer windings 

In a single-phase two winding transformer, two windings would be present as shown. The one which is 

connected to the voltage source and creates the magnetic flux called the primary winding, and the second 

winding called the secondary in which a voltage is induced as a result of mutual induction. 

Primary Windings: 

A primary winding is the winding of a transformer that is connected to and receives energy from an external 

source of electrons. ... A primary winding is the winding of a transformer that is connected to and receives 

energy from an external source of electrons. 

Secondary Windings: 

A secondary winding is the winding of a transformer that receives its energy by electromagnetic induction from 

the primary winding. The secondary winding is facilitated with larger-gauge wire because of the increase in 

current, whereas the primary winding is made up of smaller-gauge wire due to less current conduction. 

HIGH VOLTAAGE WINDINGS: 



  High voltage windings are made up of copper coil.The number of turns in it is the multiple of the number of 

turns in the low voltage windings. 

LOW VOLTAAGE WINDINGS: 

  Low voltage windings has lesser number of turns than that of HV windings.It is made up of the thick copper 

conductors. 

Insulating Materials:  

                    

                                 fig 3 Insulating material 

There are two types of insulating materials: radiant barriers and reflective insulation systems. Some of the 

commonly used insulation materials in homes include the following: rock wool, slag wool cellulose, glass wool, 

polystyrene, urethane foam, vermiculite, perlite, wood fiber, and plant fiber. 

Transformer oil:  

                                  

                                   fig 4 transformer oil 

Transformer oil or insulating oil is an oil that is stable at high temperatures and has excellent electrical 

insulating properties. It is used in oil-filled transformers, some types of high-voltage capacitors, fluorescent 

lamp ballasts (North America only), and some types of high-voltage switches and circuit breakers. 

Cooling System:  



                      

                            fig 5 Cooling system 

The two-stage cooling method is a Food and Drug Administration Food Code recommended procedure for 

cooling food in restaurants and food service establishments. In the two-stage cooling method, food must be 

cooled from 140° F (60° C) to 70° F (21° C) within two hours and to 41° F (5° C) or lower within four hours. 

Conservator:  

When transformer is loaded and when ambient temperature rises, the volume of oil inside transformer increases. 

A conservator tank of transformer provides adequate space to this expanded transformer oil. It also acts as a 

reservoir for transformer insulating oil. 

Tap changer:  

                         

                         fig 6  Tap changer 

The purpose of a tap changer is to regulate the output voltage of a transformer. It does this by altering the 

number of turns in one winding and thereby changing the turns ratio of the transformer. There are two types of 

transformer tap changers: an on-load tap changer (OLTC) and a de energised tap changer (DETC). 

Buchholz relay: 



                         

                          fig 7 Buchholz relay 

Buchholz relay in a transformer is an oil container housing the connecting pipe from the main tank to the 

conservator tank. It has mainly two elements. The upper element consists of a float. The float is attached to a 

hinge in such a way that it can move up and down depending upon the oil level in the Buchholz relay Container. 

Explosion Vent: 

                    

                           fig 8 Explosion vent 

The purpose of the explosion vent in a transformer is to prevent damage of the transformer tank be releasing any 

excessive pressure generated inside the transformer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Classification of transformer: 

 On the basis of output voltage: 

a) Step-up :    

          

             Fig 9 Step-up transformer  

b) Step-down :  

       

          Fig 10 Step-down transformer 

 On the basis of core construction: 

       

Fig 11 core-type  transformer                    Fig 12 Shell-type transformer  

 On the basis of no.of phase: 

          

Fig 13 single-phase transformer              Fig 14  Three-phase  transformer    



 On the basis of cooling system: 

1) Naturally Cooled      

2) Oil Cooled 

3) Water Cooled 

4) Forced air Cooled 

 On the basis of output capacity: 

1) Auto Transformer 

2) Instrument Transformer 

 On the basis of Commercial: 

POWER TRANSFORMER  

 The term is used to include all transformers of large sizes(250kva and above) used in generating 

stations and substations for transforming the voltage at each end of a power transmission line.They may 

be single or three phase and voltage rating of 220/11kv or in high voltage range. 

DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER  

 Transformer of rating up to 200kva,used to step down the distribution voltage to a standard service 

voltage are known as distribution transformer.They are kept in operation all the24 hours a day.In such 

transformer iron loss occur for all the time where copper loss occur  only when they are loaded. 

Principle of Operation: 

                   

         Fig 15  principle of transformer    

A transformer consists of two electrically isolated coils and operates on Faraday's principal of “mutual 

induction”, in which an EMF is induced in the transformers secondary coil by the magnetic flux generated by 

the voltages and currents flowing in the primary coil winding. 

Transformer – Working Principle 



The main principle of operation of a transformer is mutual inductance between two circuits which is linked 

by a common magnetic flux. A basic transformer consists of two coils that are electrically separate and 

inductive, but are magnetically linked through a path of reluctance. The working principle of the 

transformer can be understood from the figure below. 

                     

As shown above the electrical transformer has primary and secondary windings. The core laminations are 

joined in the form of strips in between the strips you can see that there are some narrow gaps right through 

the cross-section of the core. These staggered joints are said to be ‘imbricated’. Both the coils have high 

mutual inductance. A mutual electro-motive force is induced in the transformer from the alternating flux 

that is set up in the laminated core, due to the coil that is connected to a source of alternating voltage. Most 

of the alternating flux developed by this coil is linked with the other coil and thus produces the mutual 

induced electro-motive force. The so produced electro-motive force can be explained with the help of 

Faraday’s laws of Electromagnetic Induction as 

e=M*dI/dt 

If the second coil circuit is closed, a current flows in it and thus electrical energy is transferred 

magnetically from the first to the second coil. 

The alternating current supply is given to the first coil and hence it can be called as the primary winding. 

The energy is drawn out from the second coil and thus can be called as the secondary winding.] 

In short, a transformer carries the operations shown below: 

1. Transfer of electric power from one circuit to another. 

2.  Transfer of electric power without any change in frequency. 

3. Transfer with the principle of electromagnetic induction. 

4. The two electrical circuits are linked by mutual induction. 

 

 Transformer Construction 



For the simple construction of a transformer, you must need two coils having mutual inductance and a 

laminated steel core. The two coils are insulated from each other and from the steel core. The device will 

also need some suitable container for the assembled core and windings, a medium with which the core and 

its windings from its container can be insulated. 

In order to insulate and to bring out the terminals of the winding from the tank, apt bushings that are made 

from either porcelain or capacitor type must be used. 

In all transformers that are used commercially, the core is made out of transformer sheet steel laminations 

assembled to provide a continuous magnetic path with minimum of air-gap included. The steel should have 

high permeability and low hysteresis loss. For this to happen, the steel should be made of high silicon 

content and must also be heat treated. By effectively laminating the core, the eddy-current losses can be 

reduced. The lamination can be done with the help of a light coat of core plate varnish or lay an oxide layer 

on the surface. For a frequency of 50 Hertz, the thickness of the lamination varies from 0.35mm to 0.5mm 

for a frequency of 25 Hertz. 

Types Of Transformers: 

 

 

1) Indoor: A padmount or pad-mounted transformer is a ground mounted electric power      

distribution transformer in a locked steel cabinet mounted on a concrete pad. 

       

              Fig 16 - pad mounted transformer        

   



2) Outdoor :   Pole mounted transformers are the common breadbox transformers used  for 

converting distribution voltage to the 120/240 volt power used by homes and low-volume commercial 

installations. Pole mounted electrical transformers are used in extensive rural area. 

                     

                     Fig 17 - pole mounted transformer     

According to KVA ratings: 

       

                                                      Table 1- KVA ratings 

Losses in Transformer: 

There are various types of losses in the transformer such as iron loss, copper loss, hysteresis loss, eddy 

current loss, stray loss, and dielectric loss. The hysteresis losses occur because of the variation of the 

magnetization in the core of the transformer and the copper loss occurs because of the transformer winding 

resistance. 

The various types of losses are explained below in detail. 

Contents: 

 Iron losses 

 Hysteresis losses 



 Eddy current losses 

 Copper loss or Ohmic loss 

 Stray Loss 

 Dielectric loss 

 

Iron Losses 

Iron losses are caused by the alternating flux in the core of the transformer as this loss occurs in the core it 

is also known as Core loss. Iron loss is further divided into hysteresis and eddy current loss. 

 

Hysteresis Loss 

The core of the transformer is subjected to an alternating magnetizing force, and for each cycle of emf, a 

hysteresis loop is traced out. Power is dissipated in the form of heat known as hysteresis loss and given by 

the equation shown below: 

 

Where 

 KȠ is a proportionality constant which depends upon the volume and quality of the    material of 

the core used in the transformer, 

 f is the supply frequency, 

 Bmax is the maximum or peak value of the flux density. 

The iron or core losses can be minimized by using silicon steel material for the construction of the core of 

the transformer. 

 

Eddy Current Loss 

When the flux links with a closed circuit, an emf is induced in the circuit and the current flows, the value 

of the current depends upon the amount of emf around the circuit and the resistance of the circuit. 

Since the core is made of conducting material, these EMFs circulate currents within the body of the 

material. These circulating currents are called Eddy Currents. They will occur when the conductor 

experiences a changing magnetic field. As these currents are not responsible for doing any useful work, 

and it produces a loss (I2R loss) in the magnetic material known as an Eddy  

Current Loss. 

The eddy current loss is minimized by making the core with thin laminations. 

https://circuitglobe.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/transformer-losses-eq1-compressor.jpg


The equation of the eddy current loss is given as: 

 

Where, 

 Ke – coefficient of eddy current. Its value depends upon the nature of magnetic material  like 

volume and resistivity of core material, the thickness of laminations 

 Bm – maximum value of flux density in wb/m2 

 T – thickness of lamination in meters 

 F – frequency of reversal of the magnetic field in Hz 

 V – the volume of magnetic material in m3 

 

Copper Loss Or Ohmic Loss 

These losses occur due to ohmic resistance of the transformer windings. If I1 and I2 are the primary and 

the secondary current. R1 and R2 are the resistance of primary and secondary winding then the copper 

losses occurring in the primary and secondary winding will be I12R1 and I22R2 respectively. 

Therefore, the total copper losses will be 

These losses varied according to the load and known hence it is 

also known as variable losses. Copper losses vary as the square of the load current. 

 

Stray Loss 

The occurrence of these stray losses is due to the presence of leakage field. The percentage of these losses 

are very small as compared to the iron and copper losses so they can be neglected. 

 

Dielectric Loss 

Dielectric loss occurs in the insulating material of the transformer that is in the oil of the transformer, or in 

the solid insulations. When the oil gets deteriorated or the solid insulation gets damaged, or its quality 

decreases, and because of this, the efficiency of the transformer gets affected. 
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Task Performance: 

 Manufacturing Process 

 

                 

                                                       Fig 18 -  Flow chart 

 CORE SECTION 

            The magnetic core of transformer is built up of  cold rolled grain oriented (CRGO) magnetic steel 

laminations.Hi-B grade and laser scribed lamination is used to reduce the no load losses and noise. 

Laminations are cut at an angle of 45o.Core leg and yoke laminations are inter leaved in  mitred joints in 

order to facilitate the passage of the magnetic flux, to avoid hot spots  

And to reduce no load losses and sound level. 

 

 

By using guages and jigs, the laminations are assembled in to a core, taking much care to reduce the air 

gaps between the laminations to the minimum.The laminations of upper yoke are inter leaved after fitting 

the windings. 

 

 

 

 WINDING SECTION 



                      The windings are designed to optimize dynamic, thermal, mechanical and electrical stresses 

depending up on the current and voltage requirements. 

Depending on the specific design criteria, spiral, cross over  Helical, continuous disc, partly interleaved or fully 

interleaved windings are used. 

 

Steel winding mandrels arew used to ensure tight tolerances.The winding machines are equipped with 

hydraulic braking devices which ensure that the proper tension is maintained on the winding. 

                

 TESTING OF TRANSFORMER 

 

Tests done at factory 

1. Type tests 

2. Routine tests 

3. Special tests 

 

Tests done at site 

1. Pre-commissioning tests 

2. Periodic/condition monitoring tests 

3. Emergency tests 

 

Type Test of Transformer 

To prove that the transformer meets customer’s specifications and design expectations, the transformer has 

to go through different testing procedures in manufacturer premises. Some transformer tests are carried out 

for confirming the basic design expectation of that transformer. These tests are done mainly in a prototype 



unit not in all manufactured units in a lot. Type test of transformer confirms main and basic design 

criteria of a production lot. 

Routine Tests of Transformer 

Routine tests of transformer is mainly for confirming the operational performance of the individual unit 

in a production lot. Routine tests are carried out on every unit manufactured. 

Special Tests of Transformer 

Special tests of transformer is done as per customer requirement to obtain information useful to the user 

during operation or maintenance of the transformer. 

Pre Commissioning Test of Transformer 

In addition to these, the transformer also goes through some other tests, performed on it, before actual 

commissioning of the transformer at the site. The transformer testing performed before commissioning the 

transformer at the site is called the pre-commissioning test of transformer. These tests are done to assess 

the condition of transformer after installation and compare the test results of all the low voltage tests with 

the factory test reports. 

Type tests of transformer include: 

1. Winding resistance of test transformer 

2. Transformer ratio test 

3. Transformer vector group test 

4. Measurement of impedance voltage/short circuit impedance (principal tap) and load loss (Short 

circuit test) 

5. Measurement of no-load loss and current  (Open circuit) 

6. Measurement of insulation resistance 

7. Dielectric Test of Transformer 

8. Temperature raise test of transformer 

9. Tests on on-load tap-changer 

10. Vacuum tests on tank and radiators 

Routine tests of transformer include 

1. Winding resistance of test transformer 

2. Transformer ratio test 

3. Transformer vector group test 

4. Measurement of impedance voltage/short circuit impedance (principal tap) and load loss (Short 

circuit test) 

5. Measurement of no load loss and current (Open circuit test) 



6. Measurement of insulation resistance 

7. Dielectric tests of transformer. 

8. Tests on on-load tap-changer. 

9. Oil pressure test on transformer to check against leakages past joints and gaskets 

That means Routine tests of transformer include all the type tests except temperature rise and vacuum tests. 

The oil pressure test on transformer to check against leakages past joints and gaskets is included. 

Special Tests of transformer include 

1. Dielectric tests. 

2. Measurement of zero-sequence impedance of three-phase transformers 

3. Short-circuit test 

4. Measurement of acoustic noise level 

5. Measurement of the harmonics of the no-load current. 

6. Measurement of the power taken by the fans and oil pumps. 

7. Tests on bought out components / accessories such as buchholz relay, temperature indicators, 

pressure relief devices, oil preservation system etc. 

 

Transformer Winding Resistance Measurement 

Transformer Winding Resistance Measurement is carried out to calculate the I2R losses and to calculate 

winding temperature at the end of a temperature rise test. It is carried out as a type test as well as routine 

test. It is also done at site to ensure healthiness of a transformer that is to check loose connections, broken 

strands of conductor, high contact resistance in tap changers, high voltage leads and bushings etc. 

There are different methods for measuring of the transformer winding, likewise: 

 Current-voltage method of measurement of winding resistance. 

 Bridge method of measurement of winding resistance. 

 Kelviin bridge, method of Measuring Winding Resistance. 

 Measuring winding resistance by Automatic Winding Resistance Measurement Kit. 

Note: Transformer winding resistance measurement shall be carried out at each tap. 

Transformer Ratio Test 

The performance of a transformer largely depends upon perfection of specific turns or voltage ratio of 

transformer. So transformer ratio test is an essential type test of transformer. This test also performed as 

a routine test of transformer. So for ensuring proper performance of electrical power transformer, voltage 

and turn ratio test of transformer one of the important tests. 



The procedure of the transformer ratio test is simple. We just apply three phase 415 V supply to HV 

winding, with keeping LV winding open. We measure the induced voltages at HV and LV terminals of the 

transformer to find out actual voltage ratio of the transformer. We repeat the test for all tap position 

separately. 

Magnetic Balance Test of Transformer 

Magnetic balance test of transformer is conducted only on three-phase transformers to check the imbalance 

in the magnetic ciircuit. 

Procedure of Magnetic Balance Test of Transformer 

1. Keep the tap changer of transformer in normal position. 

2. Now disconnect the transformer neutral from ground. 

3. Then apply single phase 230 V AC supply across one of the HV winding terminals 

and neutral terminal. 

4. Measure the voltage in two other HV terminals in respect of neutral terminal. 

5. Repeat the test for each of the three phases. 

           

                                              Table - 2 Magnetic balance test 

In case of an auto transformer, a magnetic balance test of transformer should be repeated for LV winding 

also. 

There are three limbs placed side by side in a core of the transformer. One phase winding is wound in one 

limb. The voltage induced in different phases depends upon the respective position of the limb in the core. 

The voltage induced in different phases of a transformer in respect to neutral terminals given in the table 

below. 

Magnetizing Current Test of Transformer 

Magnetizing current test of transformer is performed to locate defects in the magnetic core structure, 

shifting of windings, failure in between turn insulation or problem in tap changers. These conditions 

change the effective reluctance of the magnetic circuit, thus affecting the current required to establish flux 

in the core. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/


1. Keep the tap changer in the lowest position and open all IV and LV terminals 

2. Then apply three phase 415 V supply on the line terminals for three-phase transformers and single 

phase 230 V supply on single phase transformers 

3. Measure the supply voltage and current in each phase 

4. Now repeat the magnetizing current test of transformer test with keeping tap changer 

in normal position 

5. Repeat the test while keeping the tap at highest position 

Normally, there are two similar higher readings on two outer limb phases on transformer core and one 

lower reading on the center limb phase, in the case of three phase transformers. 

An agreement to within 30% of the measured exciting current with the previous test is usually considered 

satisfactory. If the measured exciting current value is 50 times higher than the value measured during 

factory test, there is a likelihood of a fault in the winding which needs further analysis. 

Caution: This magnetizing current test of a transformer is to be carried out before DC resistance 

measurement. 

Vector Group Test of Transformer 

In a 3 phase Transformer, it is essential to carry out a vector group test of transformer. Proper vector 

grouping in a transformer is an essential criteria for  parallel operation of Transformer. 

There are several internal connections of three-phase transformer are available on the market. These 

several connections give various magnitudes and phase of the secondary voltage; the magnitude can be 

adjusted for parallel operation by suitable choice of turn ratio, but the phase divergence cannot be 

compensated. 

So we have to choose a transformer suitable for parallel operation whose phase sequence and phase 

divergence are same. All the transformers with the same vector ground have same phase sequence and 

phase divergence between primary and secondary. 

Before procuring an electrical power transformer, you should ensure the vector group of the transformer, 

whether it will be matched with his or her existing system or not. The vector group test of transformer 

confirms his or her requirements. 

Insulation Resistance Test or Megger Test of Transformer 

Insulation resistance test of transformer is essential type test. This test is carried out to ensure the 

healthiness of the overall insulation system of an electrical power transformer. 

Procedure of Insulation Resistance Test of Transformer 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-transformer-definition-working-principle-of-transformer/


1. Disconnect all the line and neutral terminals of the transformer 

2. Megger leads to be connected to LV and HV bushing studs to measure insulation resistance IR 

value in between the LV and HV windings 

3. Megger leads to be connected to HV bushing studs and transformer tank earth point to measure 

insulation resistance IR value in between the HV windings and earth 

4. Megger leads to be connected to LV bushing studs and transformer tank earth point to measure 

insulation resistance IR value in between the LV windings and earth 

NB: It is unnecessary to perform insulation resistance test of transformer per phase wise in three-phase 

transformer. IR values are taken between the windings collectively as because all the windings on HV side 

are internally connected together to form either star or delta and also all the windings on LV side are 

internally connected together to form either star or delta. 

Measurements are to be taken as follows: 

 For auto transformer: HV-IV to LV, HV-IV to E, LV to E. 

 For two winding transformer: HV to LV, HV to E, LV to E. 

 Three winding transformers: HV to IV, HV to LV, IV to LV, HV to E, IV to E, LV to E. 

 Oil temperature should be noted at the time of insulation resistance test of the transformer, 

since the IR value of transformer insulating oil may vary with temperature. 

 IR values to be recorded at intervals of 15 seconds, 1 minute and 10 minutes. 

 With the duration of application of voltage, IR value increases. The increase in IR is an indication 

of dryness of insulation. 

 Absorption coefficient = 1 minute value/15 secs. value. 

 Polarization index = 10 minutes value/1 minute value. 

Dielectric Tests of Transformer 

Dielectric test of a transformer is one kind of insulation test. This test is performed to ensure the expected 

overall insulation strength of the transformer. There are several tests performed to ensure the required 

quality of transformer insulation; the dielectric test is one of them. Dielectric test of the transformer is 

performed in two different steps. 

First one is called Separate Source Voltage Withstand Test of transformer, where a single phase power 

frequency voltage of prescribed level, is applied on transformer winding under test for 60 seconds while 

the other windings and tank are connected to the earth, and it is observed that whether any failure of 

insulation occurs or not during the test. 

The second one is the induced voltage test of Transformer where, three-phase voltage, twice of rated 

secondary voltage is applied to the secondary winding for 60 seconds by keeping the primary of the 

transformer open circuited. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/megger-working-principle-types-history-uses-of-megger/


The frequency of the applied voltage should be double of power frequency too. Here also if no failure of 

insulation, the test is successful. 

In addition to dielectric tests of transformers, there are other types of test for checking insulation of 

transformer, such as lightning impulse test, switching impulse test and partial discharge test. 

Induced Voltage Test of Transformer 

 

 

 

 

The induced voltage test of the transformer is intended to check the inter-turn and line end insulation as 

well as main insulation to earth and between windings- 

1. Keep the primary winding of transformer open circuited. 

2. Apply three-phase voltage to the secondary winding. The applied voltage should be twice of the 

rated voltage of secondary winding in magnitude and frequency. 

3. The duration of the test shall be 60 seconds. 

4. The test shall start with a voltage lower than 1/3 the full test voltage, and it shall be quickly 

increased up to the desired value. 

The test is successful if no breakdown occurs at full test voltage during the test. 

Temperature Rise Test of Transformer 

Temperature rise test of transformer is included in type test of transformer. In this test, we check whether 

the temperature-rising limit of the transformer winding and oil as per specification or not. In this type test 

of the transformer, we have to check oil temperature rise as well as winding temperature rise limits of an 

electrical transformer. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Our overall experience at “SVR ELECTRICALS PRIVATE LIMITED” 

was just phenomenal and with guides like you both made it more knowledgeable and useful. 

The experience and the knowledge we have gained here has made us more 

confident to take up the concepts of transformers as our project interest.Thereby  we are enough 

confident technically. 

We learn to emerge as one of the finest technical and electrical engineer of 

higher learning to develop engineering professional who are technically ,ethical competent, ethical, 

environmental friendly for betterment of society and to accomplish stimulating learning environment 

through high quality internship, innovation and industry institute interface. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and 

defense company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned 

by the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the 

Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was 

founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research,  development  and  manufacture  of 

image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and radio  

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next generation 

bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products displayed 

included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 
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1 

CHAPTER 1 

                                      INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by the Indian 

Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed 

Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded in 

1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture of image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 

1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralization and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Troop communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programs in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for 

supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula 

the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navy Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to 

focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the 

set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 

75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Opsonic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, and BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year U.S. and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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   In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion marks (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

         On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

    In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense applications; 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

    In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

  BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

  

                   

                                        Table1.1 Bel units and products  
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1.3 PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing: 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest 

b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest 

c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest 

 Durable Test 

a) VibrationTest 

b) Bumptest 

 FunctionalTest 

a) ResolutionTest 
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b) Field OfView 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

            Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Litre to 3000Litre, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra-lowtemperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.41:  Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle platforms, 

civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophe. 
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                                                  CHAPTER 2 

NIGHT VISION DEVICES: 

2.1 Definition: 

Anight vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR 

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

2.3 Working Principle of Image Intensifier: 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve bettervision. A conventional lens captures ambientlight. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifiertube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode andaccelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

moreelectrons. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in eachchannel. Original electrons collide with the 

channel, exciting atoms and causing otherelectrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

achain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit ascreen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on thescreen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

anotherlens. 

2.4 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

All objects emit infrared energy as a function of temperature. 

A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and 
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causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern created is 

translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is 

play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white innature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Fig 2.6:   Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 2.7 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers to 

continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use offlashlights. 

However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better atnight. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to 

see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and 

clusters in the sky in realtime. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray 

machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray
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                                                  CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES 

3.1 Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

1. ObjectGlass 

2. Focus 

3. Image intensifiertube 

4. Eye Pieces 

5. Eye Guard 
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       3.3 Image Intensifier Tube: 

 

Figure 3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological 

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

aresufficientspectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 Image Intensification: 

 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand'srequirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

sothatadimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby thenacademeviavisual output,orstoredAs data for 

later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,”it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that 

strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a 

CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does theemitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne 

platforms.Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source 

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-visiontechnologies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUB STATION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

             A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow 

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to 

change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at 

the interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large 

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying on SCADA for 

remote supervision and control. 

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As 

central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to 

distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own 

generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the generators 

were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station. 

4.2 Alternator: 

        An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy 

in the form of alternating current. For reasons of cost and simplicity, most alternators use a 

rotating magnetic field with a stationary armature. Occasionally, a linear alternator or a rotating 

armature with a stationary magnetic field is used. In principle, any AC electrical generator can be 

called an alternator, but usually the term refers to small rotating machines driven by automotive 

and other internal combustion engines. 

An alternator that uses a permanent magnet for its magnetic field is called a magneto. Alternators 

in power stations driven by steam turbines are called turbo-alternators. Large 50 or 60 Hz three-

phase alternators in power plants generate most of the world's electric power, which is 

distributed by electric power grids. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_station
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Fig 4.1 Alternator 

Principle of operation: 

A conductor moving relative to a magnetic field develops an electromotive force (EMF) in it 

(Faraday's Law). This EMF reverses its polarity when it moves under magnetic poles of opposite 

polarity. Typically, a rotating magnet, called the rotor turns within a stationary set of conductors 

wound in coils on an iron core, called the stator. The field cuts across the conductors, generating 

an induced EMF (electromotive force), as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn. 

The rotating magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the stator windings. Since the currents in 

the stator windings vary in step with the position of the rotor, an alternator is a synchronous 

generator. 

The rotor's magnetic field may be produced by permanent magnets, or by a field coil 

electromagnet. Automotive alternators use a rotor winding which allows control of the 

alternator's generated voltage by varying the current in the rotor field winding. Permanent 

magnet machines avoid the loss due to magnetizing current in the rotor, but are restricted in size, 

due to the cost of the magnet material. Since the permanent magnet field is constant, the terminal 

voltage varies directly with the speed of the generator. Brushless AC generators are usually 

larger than those used in automotive applications. 

An automatic voltage control device controls the field current to keep output voltage constant. If 

the output voltage from the stationary armature coils drops due to an increase in demand, more 

current is fed into the rotating field coils through the voltage regulator (VR). This increases the 

magnetic field around the field coils which induces a greater voltage in the armature coils. Thus, 

the output voltage is brought back up to its original value. 

Alternators used in central power stations also control the field current to regulate reactive 

power and to help stabilize the power system against the effects of momentary faults. Often there 
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are three sets of stator windings, physically offset so that the rotating magnetic field produces 

a three phase current, displaced by one-third of a period with respect to each other. 

 

Fig 4.2 Inner structure of working of an Alternator 

 

Fig 4.3 Working Operation of an Alternator 

Synchronous speeds: 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is, where  is the frequency in 

Hz (cycles per second).  is the number of poles (2, 4, 6, …) and is the rotational speed 

in revolutions per minute (RPM). Very old descriptions of alternating current systems sometimes 

give the frequency in terms of alternations per minute, counting each half-cycle as 

one alternation; so 12,000 alternations per minute correspond to 100 Hz. 

The output frequency of an alternator depends on the number of poles and the rotational speed. 

The speed corresponding to a particular frequency is called the synchronous speed for that 

frequency.  
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Transformation and rectification 

            This method depends on residual magnetism retained in the iron core to generate weak 

magnetic field which would allow a weak voltage to be generated. This voltage is used to excite 

the field coils for the alternator to generate stronger voltage as part of its build up process. After 

the initial AC voltage buildup, the field is supplied with rectified voltage from the alternator. 

Brushless alternators: 

             A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaft. Until 

1966, alternators used brushes with rotating field. With advancement in semiconductor 

technology, brushless alternators are possible. Smaller brushless alternators may look like one 

unit but the two parts are readily identifiable on the large versions. The larger of the two sections 

is the main alternator and the smaller one is the exciter. The exciter has stationary field coils and 

a rotating armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the opposite configuration with a 

rotating field and stationary armature. A bridge rectifier, called the rotating rectifier assembly, is 

mounted on the rotor. Neither brushes nor slip rings are used, which reduces the number of 

wearing parts. The main alternator has a rotating field as described above and a stationary 

armature (power generation windings). 

 

Fig 4.4 Brushless Alternator 

By number of phases: 

                Main articles: Single-phase generator and Polyphase coil. Another way to classify 

alternators is by the number of phases of their output voltage. The output can be single phase, or 

polyphase. Three-phase alternators are the most common, but polyphase alternators can be two 

phase, six phase, or more. 

By rotating part 
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              The revolving part of alternators can be the armature or the magnetic field. The 

revolving armature type has the armature wound on the rotor, where the winding moves through 

a stationary magnetic field. The revolving armature type is not often used. The revolving field 

type has magnetic field on the rotor to rotate through a stationary armature winding. The 

advantage is that then the rotor circuit carries much less power than the armature circuit, making 

the slip ring connections smaller and less costly; only two contacts are needed for the direct-

current rotor, whereas often a rotor winding has three phases and multiple sections which would 

each require a slip-ring connection. The stationary armature can be wound for any convenient 

medium voltage level, up to tens of thousands of volts; manufacture of slip ring connections for 

more than a few thousand volts is costly and inconvenient. 

4.3 Transformer: 

                A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one 

electrical circuit to another or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the 

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a 

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical 

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection 

between the two circuits.Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages 

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step-

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of signal 

processing circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the 

voltage out, with separate coils not electrically bonded to one another. 

 

Fig 4.5 Transformer 
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Principles: 

Ideal transformer: 

            An ideal transformer is a theoretical linear transformer that is lossless and 

perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and 

winding inductances and zero net magneto motive force (i.e. ipnp - isns = 0).  

            A varying current in the transformer's primary winding attempts to create a varying 

magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is also encircled by the secondary winding. This 

varying flux at the secondary winding induces a varying electromotive force (EMF, voltage) in 

the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction and the secondary current so produced 

creates a flux equal and opposite to that produced by the primary winding, in accordance 

with Lenz's law. 

           The windings are wound around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all 

of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage 

source connected to the primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the 

transformer currents flow in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to 

zero. 

           According to Faraday's law, since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary 

and secondary windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding 

proportional to its number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly 

proportional to the winding turns ratio.  

           The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. 5 is a reasonable approximation for the typical 

commercial transformer, with voltage ratio and winding turns ratio both being inversely 

proportional to the corresponding current ratio. 

           The load impedance referred to the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times 

the secondary circuit load impedance.  
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Fig 4.5.1 Transformer Principle: Ideal 

Leakage flux: 

              The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the primary winding 

links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux traverses paths that 

take it outside the windings. Such flux is termed leakage flux, and results in leakage 

inductance in series with the mutually coupled transformer windings. Leakage flux results in 

energy being alternately stored in and discharged from the magnetic fields with each cycle of the 

power supply. It is not directly a power loss, but results in inferior voltage regulation, causing the 

secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the primary voltage, particularly under heavy 

load. Transformers are therefore normally designed to have very low leakage inductance. 

            In some applications increased leakage is desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or 

magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be introduced in a transformer design to limit the short-

circuit current it will supply. Leaky transformers may be used to supply loads that 

exhibit negative resistance, such as electric arcs, mercury- and sodium- vapor lamps and neon 

signs or for safely handling loads that become periodically short-circuited such as electric arc 

welders. 

           Air gaps are also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency 

transformers in circuits that have a DC component flowing in the windings. A saturable 

reactor exploits saturation of the core to control alternating current. 

Equivalent circuit: 

Referring to the diagram, a practical transformer's physical behavior may be represented by 

an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate an ideal transformer. 

Winding joule losses and leakage reactance are represented by the following series loop 

impedances of the model: 

 Primary winding: RP, XP 

 Secondary winding: RS, XS. 

In normal course of circuit equivalence transformation, RS and XS are in practice usually referred 

to the primary side by multiplying these impedances by the turns ratio squared, (NP/NS) 2 = a2. 

Core loss and reactance is represented by the following shunt leg impedances of the model: 
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 Core or iron losses: RC 

 Magnetizing reactance: XM. 

RC and XM are collectively termed the magnetizing branch of the model. 

Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy current effects in the core and are 

proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a given frequency. The finite 

permeability core requires a magnetizing current IM to maintain mutual flux in the core. 

Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two being non-linear 

due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit shown are by 

definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in transformer 

equivalent circuits. With sinusoidal supply, core flux lags the induced EMF by 90°. With open-

circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch current I0 equals transformer no-load current.  

The resulting model, though sometimes termed 'exact' equivalent circuit based 

on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations. Analysis may be simplified by 

assuming that magnetizing branch impedance is relatively high and relocating the branch to the 

left of the primary impedances. This introduces error but allows combination of primary and 

referred secondary resistances and reactances by simple summation as two series impedances. 

Transformer equivalent circuit impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from 

the following tests: open-circuit test, short-circuit test, winding resistance test, and transformer 

ratio test. 

Construction: 

Cores: 

             Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings 

surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the 

transformer is shell form. Shell form design may be more prevalent than core form design for 

distribution transformer applications due to the relative ease in stacking the core around winding 

coils. Core form design tends to, as a general rule, be more economical, and therefore more 

prevalent, than shell form design for high voltage power transformer applications at the lower 

end of their voltage and power rating ranges (less than or equal to, nominally, 230 kV or 

75 MVA). At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to be more 

prevalent. Shell form design tends to be preferred for extra-high voltage and higher MVA 

applications because, though more labor-intensive to manufacture, shell form transformers are 
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characterized as having inherently better kVA-to-weight ratio, better short-circuit strength 

characteristics and higher immunity to transit damage. 

 

Fig 4.5.2 Transformer core 

 

Laminated steel cores: 

Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores made of high 

permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free space and the core 

thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux to a path which closely 

couples the windings. Early transformer developers soon realized that cores constructed from 

solid iron resulted in prohibitive eddy current losses, and their designs mitigated this effect with 

cores consisting of bundles of insulated iron wires. Later designs constructed the core by 

stacking layers of thin steel laminations, a principle that has remained in use. Each lamination is 

insulated from its neighbors by a thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The transformer 

universal EMF equation can be used to calculate the core cross-sectional area for a preferred 

level of magnetic flux. 

 

Fig 4.5.3 Laminated steel cores 

Windings: 
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The electrical conductor used for the windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the 

individual turns must be electrically insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels 

throughout every turn. For small transformers, in which currents are low and the potential 

difference between adjacent turns is small, the coils are often wound from enameled magnet 

wire. Larger power transformers may be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors 

insulated by oil-impregnated paper and blocks of pressboard. 

High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz often have windings 

made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and proximity effect losses. Large power 

transformers use multiple-stranded conductors as well, since even at low power frequencies non-

uniform distribution of current would otherwise exist in high-current windings. Each strand is 

individually insulated, and the strands are arranged so that at certain points in the winding, or 

throughout the whole winding, each portion occupies different relative positions in the complete 

conductor. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the conductor, and 

reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is also more flexible 

than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture. 

The windings of signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to 

improve high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved 

between the sections of the other winding. 

Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate points on the winding, usually on 

the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps may be manually reconnected, or a 

manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing taps. Automatic on-load tap 

changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on equipment such as arc 

furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive loads. Audio-frequency 

transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address loudspeakers, have taps to allow 

adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped transformer is often used in the output 

stage of an audio power amplifier in a push-pull circuit. Modulation transformers 

in AM transmitters are very similar. 

Cooling: 

It is a rule of thumb that the life expectancy of electrical insulation is halved for about every 7 °C 

to 10 °C increase in operating temperature (an instance of the application of the Arrhenius 

equation). 
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Small dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled by natural convection 

and radiation heat dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often cooled by 

forced-air cooling, forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. Large 

transformers are filled with transformer oil that both cools and insulates the 

windings. Transformer oil is a highly refined mineral oil that cools the windings and insulation 

by circulating within the transformer tank. The mineral oil and paper insulation system has been 

extensively studied and used for more than 100 years. It is estimated that 50% of power 

transformers will survive 50 years of use that the average age of failure of power transformers is 

about 10 to 15 years, and that about 30% of power transformer failures are due to insulation and 

overloading failures. Prolonged operation at elevated temperature degrades insulating properties 

of winding insulation and dielectric coolant, which not only shortens transformer life but can 

ultimately lead to catastrophic transformer failure. With a great body of empirical study as a 

guide, transformer oil testing including dissolved gas analysis provides valuable maintenance 

information. 

Building regulations in many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use 

dielectric fluids that are less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. Air-

cooled dry transformers can be more economical where they eliminate the cost of a fire-resistant 

transformer room. 

Insulation: 

Insulation must be provided between the individual turns of the windings, between the windings, 

between windings and core, and at the terminals of the winding. 

Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating varnish on the wire. Layer 

of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of windings, and between primary and 

secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or dipped in a polymer resin to improve the 

strength of windings and protect them from moisture or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated 

into the winding insulation using combinations of vacuum and pressure during the coating 

process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the limit, the entire coil may be placed in a 

mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block, encapsulating the windings. 

Bushings: 

Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made of polymers or 

porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it must provide careful control of 

the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leak oil. 
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Applications: 

Various specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although 

they all share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction 

or electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions. 

In electric power transmission, transformers allow transmission of electric power at high 

voltages, which reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be 

located economically at a distance from electrical consumers. All but a tiny fraction of the 

world's electrical power has passed through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the 

consumer. 

In many electronic devices, a transformer is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring 

to convenient values for the circuit requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or 

through a switch mode power supply. 

4.4 Circuit Breakers: 

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical 

circuit from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. Its basic function 

is to interrupt current flow after a fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then 

must be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume 

normal operation. 

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect low-current circuits or 

individual household appliance, up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits 

feeding an entire city. The generic function of a circuit breaker, or fuse, as an automatic means of 

removing power from a faulty system is often abbreviated as OCPD (Over Current Protection 

Device). 

 

Fig 4.6 Circuit Breaker 

Operation: 
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All circuit breaker systems have common features in their operation, but details vary 

substantially depending on the voltage class, current rating and type of the circuit breaker. 

The circuit breaker must first detect a fault condition. In small mains and low voltage circuit 

breakers, this is usually done within the device itself. Typically, the heating or magnetic effects 

of electric current are employed. Circuit breakers for large currents or high voltages are usually 

arranged with protective relay pilot devices to sense a fault condition and to operate the opening 

mechanism. These typically require a separate power source, such as a battery, although some 

high-voltage circuit breakers are self-contained with current transformers, protective relays, and 

an internal control power source. 

Once a fault is detected, the circuit breaker contacts must open to interrupt the circuit; this is 

commonly done using mechanically stored energy contained within the breaker, such as a spring 

or compressed air to separate the contacts. Circuit breakers may also use the higher current 

caused by the fault to separate the contacts, such as thermal expansion or a magnetic field. Small 

circuit breakers typically have a manual control lever to switch off the load or reset a tripped 

breaker, while larger units use solenoids to trip the mechanism, and electric motors to restore 

energy to the springs. 

 

Fig 4.6.1 Operation of a circuit breaker 

Different techniques are used to extinguish the arc including: 

 Lengthening or deflecting the arc 

 Intensive cooling (in jet chambers) 

 Division into partial arcs 

 Zero point quenching (contacts open at the zero current time crossing of the AC waveform, 

effectively breaking no load current at the time of opening. The zero-crossing occurs at twice 

the line frequency; i.e., 100 times per second for 50 Hz and 120 times per second for 60 Hz 

AC.) 
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 Connecting capacitors in parallel with contacts in DC circuits. 

Finally, once the fault condition has been cleared, the contacts must again be closed to restore 

power to the interrupted circuit. 

Low-voltage miniature circuit breakers (MCB) use air alone to extinguish the arc. These circuit 

breakers contain so-called arc chutes, a stack of mutually insulated parallel metal plates that 

divide and cool the arc. By splitting the arc into smaller arcs the arc is cooled down while the arc 

voltage is increased and serves as additional impedance that limits the current through the circuit 

breaker. The current-carrying parts near the contacts provide easy deflection of the arc into the 

arc chutes by a magnetic force of a current path, although magnetic blowout coils or permanent 

magnets could also deflect the arc into the arc chute (used on circuit breakers for higher ratings). 

The number of plates in the arc chute is dependent on the short-circuit rating and nominal 

voltage of the circuit breaker. 

In larger ratings, oil circuit breakers rely upon vaporization of some of the oil to blast a jet of oil 

through the arc. 

Standard current rating: 

Circuit breakers are manufactured in standard sizes, using a system of preferred numbers to 

cover a range of ratings. Miniature circuit breakers have a fixed trip setting; changing the 

operating current value requires changing the whole circuit breaker. Larger circuit breakers can 

have adjustable trip settings, allowing standardized elements to be applied but with a setting 

intended to improve protection. For example, a circuit breaker with a 400 ampere "frame size" 

might have its overcurrent detection set to operate at only 300 amperes, to protect a feeder cable. 

International Standards, IEC 60898-1 and European Standard EN 60898-1, define the rated 

current In of a circuit breaker for low voltage distribution applications as the maximum current 

that the breaker is designed to carry continuously (at an ambient air temperature of 30 °C). The 

commonly available preferred values for the rated current are 1 A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A, 10 A, 13 A, 

16 A, 20 A, 25 A, 32 A, 40 A, 50 A, 63 A, 80 A, 100 A, and 125 A (similar to the R10 Reynard 

series, but using 6, 13, and 32 instead of 6.3, 12.5, and 31.5 – it includes the 13 A current limit of 

British BS 1363 sockets). The circuit breaker is labeled with the rated current in amperes, but 

excluding the unit symbol, A. Instead, the ampere figure is preceded by a letter, B, C, or D, 

which indicates the instantaneous tripping current — that is, the minimum value of current that 

causes the circuit breaker to trip without intentional time delay (i.e., in less than 100 ms), 

expressed in terms of In: 
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4.5 Protective Relays: 

In electrical engineering, a protective relay is a relay device designed to trip a circuit 

breaker when a fault is detected. The first protective relays were electromagnetic devices, relying 

on coils operating on moving parts to provide detection of abnormal operating conditions such as 

over-current, over-voltage, reverse power flow, over-frequency, and under-frequency. 

Microprocessor-based digital protection relays now emulate the original devices, as well as 

providing types of protection and supervision impractical with electromechanical relays. 

Electromechanical relays provide only rudimentary indication of the location and origin of a 

fault.  In many cases a single microprocessor relay provides functions that would take two or 

more electromechanical devices. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays 

also save capital cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their 

very long life span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels “are still protecting transmission 

lines and electrical apparatus all over the world. Important transmission lines and generators 

have cubicles dedicated to protection, with many individual electromechanical devices, or one or 

two microprocessor relays. 

 

Fig 4.7 Protective relay 

Operation principles: 

Electromechanical protective relays operate by either magnetic attraction, or magnetic 

induction. Unlike switching type electromechanical relays with fixed and usually ill-defined 

operating voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays have well-established, 

selectable, and adjustable time and current (or other operating parameter) operating 

characteristics. Protection relays may use arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole, magnets, 

operating and restraint coils, solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay contacts, and phase-

shifting networks. 

Protective relays can also be classified by the type of measurement they make. A protective relay 

may respond to the magnitude of a quantity such as voltage or current. Induction relays can 
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respond to the product of two quantities in two field coils, which could for example represent the 

power in a circuit. 

 

Fig 4.7.1 Operation of a relay 

Types according to construction: 

Electromechanical 

Electromechanical relays can be classified into several different types as follows: 

 attracted armature 

 moving coil 

 induction 

 motor operated 

 mechanical 

 thermal 

"Armature"-type relays have a pivoted lever supported on a hinge or knife-edge pivot, which 

carries a moving contact. These relays may work on either alternating or direct current, but for 

alternating current, a shading coil on the pole is used to maintain contact force throughout the 

alternating current cycle. Because the air gap between the fixed coil and the moving armature 

becomes much smaller when the relay has operated, the current required to maintain the relay 

closed is much smaller than the current to first operate it. The "returning ratio"[13] or 

"differential" is the measure of how much the current must be reduced to reset the relay. 

A variant application of the attraction principle is the plunger-type or solenoid operator. A reed 

relay is another example of the attraction principle. 

Induction disc overcurrent relay: 

"Induction" disk meters work by inducing currents in a disk that is free to rotate; the rotary 

motion of the disk operates a contact. Induction relays require alternating current; if two or more 

coils are used, they must be at the same frequency otherwise no net operating force is 

produced. These electromagnetic relays use the induction principle discovered by Galileo 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protective_relay#cite_note-13
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Ferraris in the late 19th century. The magnetic system in induction disc overcurrent relays is 

designed to detect overcurrent in a power system and operate with a pre-determined time delay 

when certain overcurrent limits have been reached. 

The relay's primary winding is supplied from the power systems current transformer via a plug 

bridge, which is called the plug setting multiplier (psm). Usually seven equally spaced tapping or 

operating bands determine the relays sensitivity. The primary winding is located on the upper 

electromagnet. The secondary winding has connections on the upper electromagnet that are 

energized from the primary winding and connected to the lower electromagnet. Once the upper 

and lower electromagnets are energized they produce eddy currents that are induced onto the 

metal disc and flow through the flux paths. This relationship of eddy currents and fluxes creates 

torque proportional to the input current of the primary winding, due to the two flux paths being 

out of phase by 90°. 

 

Fig 4.7.2 Induction type over current relay 

Digital: 

A microprocessor-based digital protection relay can replace the functions of many discrete 

electromechanical instruments. These relays convert voltage and currents to digital form and 

process the resulting measurements using a microprocessor. The digital relay can emulate 

functions of many discrete electromechanical relays in one device, simplifying protection design 

and maintenance. Each digital relay can run self-test routines to confirm its readiness and alarm 

if a fault is detected. Digital relays can also provide functions such as communications (SCADA) 

interface, monitoring of contact inputs, metering, waveform analysis, and other useful features. 

Digital relays can, for example, store multiple sets of protection parameters, which allows the 
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behavior of the relay to be changed during maintenance of attached equipment. 

 

Fig 4.7.3 Digital Relay 

Distance relay: 

              Distance relays, also known as impedance relay, differ in principle from other forms of 

protection in that their performance is not governed by the magnitude of the current or voltage in 

the protected circuit but rather on the ratio of these two quantities. Distance relays are actually 

double actuating quantity relays with one coil energized by voltage and other coil by current. The 

current element produces a positive or pick up torque while the voltage element produces a 

negative or reset torque. The relay operates only when the V/I ratio falls below a predetermined 

value (or set value). During a fault on the transmission line the fault current increases and the 

voltage at the fault point decreases. The V/I  ratio is measured at the location of CTs and Pts. 

 

Fig 4.7.4 Distance relay 

Current differential protection scheme: 

                A differential scheme acts on the difference between current entering a protected zone 

(which may be a bus bar, generator, transformer or other apparatus) and the current leaving that 
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zone. A fault outside the zone gives the same fault current at the entry and exit of the zone, but 

faults within the zone show up as a difference in current. Differential protection can be used to 

provide protection for zones with multiple terminals and can be used to protect lines, generators, 

motors, transformers, and other electrical plant. 

Current transformers in a differential scheme must be chosen to have near-identical response to 

high overcurrents. If a "through fault" results in one set of current transformers saturating before 

another, the zone differential protection will see a false "operate" current and may false trip. 

Directional relay: 

            A directional relay uses an additional polarizing source of voltage or current to determine 

the direction of a fault. Directional elements respond to the phase shift between a polarizing 

quantity and an operate quantity. The fault can be located upstream or downstream of the relay's 

location, allowing appropriate protective devices to be operated inside or outside of the zone of 

protection. 

 

4.6 Bus-bar Coupler: 

               Bus coupler is a device which is used to couple one bus to the other without any 

interruption in power supply and without creating hazardous arcs. Bus coupler is a breaker used 

to couple two bus bars in order to perform maintenance on other circuit breakers associated with 

that bus bar.Busbars distribute electricity with greater ease and flexibility than some other more 

permanent forms of installation and distribution. Sometimes spelled bus bar or bus bar, they are 

often metallic strips of copper, brass, or aluminum that both ground and conduct electricity. 

Bus Couplers are non-isolated input devices that provide an interface between dry-contact 

mechanical switches and a C-Bus network. The bus coupler increases the versatility of the C-Bus 

network by facilitating remote access with any dry-contact switch mechanism offered by 

Schneider Electric and other manufacturers. A system's flexibility can be further enhanced by 

using the bus coupler with various other switch types, including reed, pressure, or micro 

switches. 

             Available in two- and four-channel models, the bus coupler is small enough to be used in 

restricted spaces. Configuration options include standard control functions such as ON/OFF, 

toggle, dimmers, and timers. 
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Features: 

 Provides two or four non-isolated inputs for external voltage-free mechanical switches. 

 Two-channel units feature independent remote LED outputs 

 Control options include ON/OFF, toggle, dimmer, or timer 

 Orange LED for each channel to indicate operational status 

 Two-way removable terminal block for the C-Bus connection 

 Terminal block allows connection of up to four external switches (four-channel coupler) 

or     two external switches and two external LEDs (two-channel coupler) 

 Small size for adaptation to restricted spaces 

 Non-volatile memory stores operating status for recovery from a power outage 

 Receives data and power over a network, so it does not require power packs or line 

voltage connections. 

Generally speaking, electric power distribution systems of the busbar type are used in industrial 

and commercial buildings to transfer electric power from a substation or transformer bank to a 

power consuming area. Such power distribution systems are generally made up of a plurality of 

busway sections of fixed or variable lengths, the successive sections being connected or 

interlocked together in end-to-end relation to provide electrical continuity between the power 

source and the power consuming area. The effectiveness of such a busbar power distribution 

system is controlled, to a great extent, by the adequacy of the electrical joints between the 

busbars of successive busway sections. Busway sections are generally manufactured and 

distributed in prefabricated form so that a number of such electrical joints are required during 

installation of an extended length busbar run. Thus, if a busway section, that is, a busbar duct and 

a busbar coupler, is to perform adequately under service conditions the coupler system that 

creates the electrical joints between correspond busbars of successive busway sections must be 

constructed to give minimum chance for effecting improper electrical joints. 

 

Fig 4.7.5 Bus bar coupler 
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4.7 Power factor Correction: 

Power Factor (PF) is the ratio of real power to the apparent power flowing to the load from the 

source. It is measured between 0 and 1.0 (unity) and is usually deemed as either leading or 

lagging, depending on the position of the current waveform with respect to the voltage. 

 

Fig 4.7.6 power triangle  

In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor (tending towards zero) draws more 

current than a load with a high power factor (tending towards one) for the same amount of useful 

power transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system and 

require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger equipment and wasted 

energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost to industrial or commercial customers 

where there is a low power factor. 

Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected with a passive 

network of capacitors or inductors. 

A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce transmission losses 

and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to adjust the power factor of a 

system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the 

apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may be applied by an electrical power 

transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency of the transmission network. 

Individual electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install 

correction equipment to reduce those costs. 
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An automatic power factor correction unit consists of a number of capacitors that are switched by 

means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a regulator that measures power factor in 

an electrical network. Depending on the load and power factor of the network, the power factor 

controller will switch the necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor 

stays above a selected value. 

Methods of Power Factor Improvement: 

There are three main ways to improve power factor: 

 Capacitor Banks 

 Synchronous Condensers 

 Phase Advancers 

Capacitor Banks: 

Improving power factor means reducing the phase difference between voltage and current. Since 

the majority of loads are ofinductive nature, they require some amount of reactive power for 

them to function. 

A capacitor or bank of capacitors installed parallel to the load provides this reactive power. They 

act as a source of local reactive power, and thus less reactive power flows through the line. 

Capacitor banks reduce the phase difference between the voltage and current. 

Synchronous Condensers: 

Synchronous condensers are 3 phase synchronous motor with no load attached to its shaft. 

The synchronous motor has the characteristics of operating under any power factor leading, 

lagging or unity depending upon the excitation. For inductive loads, a synchronous condenser is 

connected towards load side and is overexcited. 

Synchronous condensers make it behave like a capacitor. It draws the lagging current from the 

supply or supplies the reactive power. 

Phase Advancers: 

This is an AC exciter mainly used to improve the PF of an induction motor. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-capacitor/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-motor-working-principle/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-condenser/
https://www.electrical4u.com/induction-motor-types-of-induction-motor/
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They are mounted on the shaft of the motor and are connected to the rotor circuit of the motor. It 

improves the power factor by providing the exciting ampere turns to produce the required flux at 

the given slip frequency. 

Further, if ampere-turns increase, it can be made to operate at leading power factor. 

 

Fig 4.7.7 Power factor correction

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/
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CHAPTER 5 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

         Electrical shock kills and injures hundreds of workers each year. Most of these accidents 

happen because people don’t look, don’t think or just don’t understand the shocking power of 

electricity. 

Electrical shock can only occur when a part of the body completes a circuit between a conductor 

and another conductor or a grounding source. 

Death or injury is not caused by the voltage; the damage is done by the amount of current that 

flows through the body.  Of course, the higher the voltage, the greater amount of current.  Some 

people have survived shocks of several thousand volts, while others have been killed by voltages 

as low as 12. 

Effects of electrical shock depend mainly on the total amount of current flow and the path of the 

current through the victim’s body. To prevent electrical shock, which can cause several types of 

injuries, make sure that your body cannot become part of the electrical flow and the path of the 

current.  Water reduces resistance and allows electricity to flow into wet areas, hands, arms, your 

body.  Electricity and water are a bad mix. 

 

                                             Fig 5.1: Electrical safety 
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5.2 Electrical Hazards and Management System: 

Every year, many accidents at work involving electric shock or burns are reported to the Health 

and Safety Executive (HSE). Within the workplace, electricity can create a number of hazards 

such as: 

 contact with live parts causing shock and burns 

 faults that could cause fire 

 Fire and explosion in a potentially flammable or explosive atmosphere. 

Any voltage above 55 volt alternating current (AC) can be potentially fatal. As well as death, 

electric shock can cause severe injury, including muscular spasms and deep-seated tissue burns. 

Electrical fires and explosions can be caused as a result of: 

 leakage of current due to poor insulation 

 faulty or poorly maintained protective devices 

 overloads of electrical circuits causing overheating 

 Ignition of flammable substances in the working environment. 

Codes of Practice: 

The key piece of legislation is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR 1989), which 

apply to all places where work is done on or near electricity. EWR 1989 requires all systems 

(including equipment) to be constructed so as to prevent danger. In addition, they require the 

following. 

 To prevent danger, all systems to be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, such danger. 

 Every work activity, including operation, use and maintenance of a system and work near 

a system to be carried out in a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, to danger. 

 Persons carrying out work on electrical systems to be competent to do so. 

Management system: 

An effective electrical management system will reduce the risk of harm from electricity by 

ensuring that all key elements that give safety assurance are identified and addressed. The IET 

Code is broken down into four main sections that detail these elements as follows. 
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1. Managing policy aspects, including setting of policy, leadership, planning and design 

factors. 

2. Managing procedure aspects, including the identification and control of risks, safe 

working practices, maintenance, documentation and performance monitoring. 

3. Managing people aspects, including appointments, training, competence and 

communication. 

4. Managing specific issues, including working on live systems, contractors, buried and 

overhead cables. 

The first stage in any management system is to draw up an appropriate policy in relation to 

electrical safety. This will detail an overall statement in relation to the management of electrical 

safety, and the responsibility and arrangements required for such safe management. The exact 

details of this will very much depend on local issues, such as building and equipment ownership, 

use of contractors and so on. 

5.3 Electrical safety rules: 

A safe work environment is not always enough to control all potential electrical hazards. You 

must be very cautious and work safely. Safety rules help you control your and others risk of 

injury or death from workplace hazards. 

If we are working on electrical circuits or with electrical tools and equipment, we need to use 

following golden safety rules: 

Rule 1: 

Treat all electrical devices as if they are live or energized.  

Rule 2: 

Disconnect the power source before servicing or repairing electrical equipment. 

Rule 3: 

Use only tools and equipment with non-conducting handles when working on electrical 

devices. 

Rule 4: 

Never use metallic pencils or rulers, or wear rings or metal watchbands when working with 

electrical equipment. This rule is very easy to forget, especially when you are showing some 

electrical part pointing with metallic pencil. 

Rule 5: 

When it is necessary to handle equipment that is plugged in, be sure hands are dry and, when 

possible, wear nonconductive gloves, protective clothes and shoes with insulated soles.  

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/eplusmenucad
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Rule 6: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 7: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 8: 

If water or a chemical is spilled onto equipment, shut off power at the main switch or circuit 

breaker and unplug the equipment. 

Rule 9: 

If an individual comes in contact with a live electrical conductor, do not touch the equipment, 

cord or person. Disconnect the power source from the circuit breaker or pull out the plug using 

a leather belt. 

Rule 10: 

Never handle electrical equipment when hands, feet, or body are wet or perspiring, or when 

standing on a wet floor. 

 

Fig 5.2 Electrical Safety Tips 

5.4 Electrical Safety Equipment: 

T&D distribute the most extensive range of High Voltage Electrical Safety equipment to ensure 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
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safe working and protection against electrocution during the installation, jointing, terminating 

and testing of medium/high voltage power cables and electrical equipment including switchgear 

and transformers. 

A complete range of HV instruments including voltage detectors, phase comparators, short 

circuiting portable earthing and substation electrical safety equipment used for maintenance and 

repair of cables, connectors and terminations of transmission or distribution cables, power lines 

and switchgear in high voltage substations. 

The electrical personal protective equipment procedure provides guidelines for determining 

when electrical PPE is required and how to select, use and maintain electrical PPE. This 

procedure describes electrical hazards, including electrical shock and burns, arc flash burns, arc-

blast impacts, and other potential electrical safety hazards.  

FLASH AND THERMAL PROTECTION: 

The extremely high temperatures and heat content of an electric arc can cause extremely painful 

and/or lethal burns. Since an electric arc can occur at any time in electrical equipment that has 

not been placed in an electrically safe work condition, the worker must take precautions and 

wear protection when exposed to potential. 

 

 

Fig 5.3: Arc Flash protective PPE levels 

CLOTHING MATERIALS: 

Arc flash clothing is designed to provide a barrier from heat and flame, to minimize total burn 

https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
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injury and to help provide the wearer with extra seconds of protection to help escape possible 

secondary explosions or fires in the work area. 

Arc Flash clothing can increase the chances of survival and decrease the requirement for medical 

treatment (skin grafts) and the likelihood future infections. PPE can also help maintain the 

quality of life of an electrical worker exposed to an electric arc flash accident. Arc Flash PPE is 

not designed to be firefighting gear; it is worn by electrical workers to help minimize the risk of 

serious injury caused by arc flash and arc blast explosions. 

NON-FLAME RESISTANT MATERIALS: 

Non-flammable PPE won’t break down under extreme conditions, like flame-resistant material 

can. Those with occupations, like firefighting, wear non-flammable equipment as it’s heavier and 

has higher resistance to flames. The only downside to this equipment is that it’s extremely 

challenging for heat to escape the material, just as it’s challenging to let heat inside the material. 

It can be difficult to breathe in and cause your body’s core temperature to rise. It’s not 

recommended to wear non-flammable PPE for a long period of time. Most non-flammable gear 

can protect against about 10-15 seconds of fire exposure. This clothing is extremely durable and 

won’t melt or burn, even after intense exposure. 

1. Cotton: Cotton work clothing made of materials such as denim and flannel is a better choice 

than clothing made from synthetic materials. Cotton does not melt into the skin when heated; 

rather, it burns and disintegrates, falling away from the skin. 

2. Wool: Wool clothing has essentially the same thermal properties as cotton clothing. Note the 

following key points: 

a. Certain OSHA standards allow the use of natural cotton or wool clothing when a worker is 

exposed to electrical arcing hazards. 

b. General industrial practice and industry standards have rejected the use of cotton and wool 

even though they are permitted. The  reason for this is that these natural fibers are not flame-

resistant. 

FLAME-RESISTANT MATERIALS:This type of equipment has certain fibers sewn into the 

clothing, or has a certain type of chemical finish, that makes the material flame-resistant. The 

fibers don’t support fire and can defend against heat. Since the material doesn’t absorb a lot of 

heat, flame-resistant clothing doesn’t support combustion. This means the suit can be set on fire 
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if the flame is big enough, but it takes longer to do so. It also self-extinguishes when the source 

of the heat is put out. Most flame-resistant clothing can protect against about three seconds of 

fire exposure. OSHA requires flame-resistant PPE in any occupation and area where the risk of 

clothing catching on fire is high. Clothing made of artificial materials, like polyester and nylon, 

cannot be worn in these situations as they can melt onto the skin if worn in high-heat 

environments. Flame-resistant clothing is extremely durable and won’t get worn out, even after 

going through multiple laundry cycles. 

NOMEX*IIIA: 

NOMEX is an aramid fiber made by the DuPont Company. It has a structure that thickens and 

carbonizes when exposed to heat. This unique characteristic allows NOMEX to provide excellent 

thermal protection. 

POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI): 

It is similar to NOMEX in that it is a synthetic fiber made especially to resist high temperatures. 

PBI is non-flammable, chemically resistant, and heat stable. This heat stability makes it less 

prone to shrinking or embrittlement when exposed to flame or high temperatures. 

KERMEL:It is a synthetic polyamide imide aramid fiber manufactured in France by Rhone-

Poulenc. KERMEL fiber is only offered in fabrics blended with other fibers. Like other synthetic 

flame-retardant materials, KERMEL is flame-resistant and does not drip or melt when 

heated.INSULATING GLOVES: Rubber insulating gloves are among the most important 

articles of personal protection for electrical workers. To be effective, electrical safety gloves 

must incorporate dielectric properties and physical strength, along with flexibility and durability. 

To help ensure safety and performance, they should meet and/or exceed the requirements of the 

ASTM International ASTM D120-14a – Standard Specification for Rubber Insulating Gloves. 

A glove system consists of: 

Rubber insulating gloves – Classified by the level of voltage and protection they provide. 

Liner gloves – Reduce the discomfort of wearing rubber insulating gloves. Liners provide 

warmth in cold weather and absorb perspiration in the warm months. They can have a straight 

cuff or knit wrist. 

Leather protector gloves – Worn over rubber insulating gloves to help provide the mechanical 

protection needed against cuts, abrasions and punctures. 

https://www.grainger.com/search?searchQuery=Rubber+insulating+gloves&op=search&Ntt=Rubber+insulating+gloves&N=0&GlobalSearch=true&sst=subset
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
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Insulating gloves offer personal hand protection for workers against electrical shocks when 

working near or on live wires, cables and electrical equipment including substation switchgear 

and transformers – risk assessment identifies electrical shock during the jointing of cables or 

excavating around live cables as a potential cause of accident which can be avoided when 

appropriate safety precautions and gloves are worn. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.1:Rubber insulating gloves 

Head, Eye and Hand Protection: 

When wearing flash suits, or whenever exposed to arc hazard, employees should wear full 

protection for the head, eyes, and hands. Head and eye protection will be provided if the 

employee is equipped with a flash suit. When not in a flash suit, however, employees should 

wear hard hats and eye shields or goggles. 

Head and eye protection: 

Hard Hats:A hard hat is a type of helmet predominantly used in workplace environments such as 

industrial or construction sites to protect the head from injury due to falling objects, impact with 

other objects, debris, rain, and electric shock. Suspension bands inside the helmet spread the 

helmet's weight and the force of any impact over the top of the head. A suspension also provides 

space of approximately 30 mm (1.2 inches) between the helmet's shell and the wearer's head, so 

that if an object strikes the shell, the impact is less likely to be transmitted directly to the skull. 

Some helmet shells have a mid-line reinforcement ridge to improve impact resistance. 

They have a suspension system that moves the impact force though the body to feet, helping to 

reduce strain to the head, neck, and spine. These hard hats and helmets are ANSI rated and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
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OSHA compliant. Types and classes combine to indicate the impact type (vertical only or 

vertical and angled) and level of electrical protection (none, low voltage, or high voltage) 

provided. Hard hats and helmets should be inspected regularly for structural integrity. Hard hats 

are used by construction workers, road crews, or where required by OSHA safety regulations. 

 

 

                                                      Fig 5.4.2 Hard hats 

Safety Glasses, Goggles, and Face Shields: 

Goggles, or safety glasses, are forms of protective eyewear that usually enclose or protect the 

area surrounding the eye in order to prevent particulates, water or chemicals from striking the 

eyes. They are used in chemistry laboratories and in woodworking. They are often used in snow 

sports as well, and in swimming. The current standard for safety eyewear published by 

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is called the Z87. 1-2010 standards. The 

previous standard it replaced was called Z87. 1-2003. 

 

Fig 5.4.3. Safety Glasses 
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Rubber Mats: 

Rubber mats are one of those very common and often ubiquitous items that most people tend to 

overlook. Despite their lack of ‘showiness’, rubber mats are the humble, hard-working, 

inexpensive products that serve many industries. They are often present in one form or another in 

residential, commercial, and industrial venues. Here at Rubber-Cal, we specialize in bringing to 

market quality rubber matting products for a wide variety of applications. Our line of rubber 

floor mats is classified into several different categories according to their use. We inventory anti-

slip floor mats, boat deck mats, kitchen mats, comfort mats, fitness equipment mats, protector 

mats, industrial mats, stair treads, and even animal stall mats! If you need quality rubber floor 

matting, then you have come to the right place. 

Generally, rubber mats serve a protective purpose. A common feature among them is that they 

protect the existing floors of the area in which they are placed. Having dependable mats in place 

can prevent costly damage to your existing wood, tile, laminate, or even concrete floor surfaces. 

Some of our floor mats come in standard sizes, for example 4ft x 6ft, to protect a specific area 

from harm. It should be noted, however, that just because many segments of rubber mats come 

pre-cut, not all of them do. It can be quite simple to have custom rubber mats fitted to your home 

or office in the event you have specific or unique size requirements. We also offer rolls of rubber 

matting for a wider area of floor protection. Floor protection is crucial for any area, whether it is 

a home or industrial workshop. 

 

Fig 5.4.4. Rubber Mats 

Rubber Blankets: 

For those in the “lineman” profession, every day has the potential to bring the unexpected. 

Linemen must always think safety first, and be diligent when performing even the most routine 

tasks. Every year dozens of linemen are either injured or killed due to unfortunate circumstances 
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involving high voltage mishaps. According to the Safety Fireman’s Archive, in 2002 alone more 

than 50 linemen in the United States were killed while on the job. Safe work procedures and 

personal protective equipment (PPE) greatly reduce exposure risks for linemen.Employers 

should regularly review and revise, where applicable, safe work methods regarding the 

installation and removal of protective equipment, the positioning of aerial lift devices, and all 

procedures used in the construction and maintenance of power lines. One type of equipment that 

is critical to safety, and is a necessity as part of a complete set of cover-up equipment, is the 

rubber blanket. The rubber blanket helps reduce accidental exposure to energized power lines, 

conductors and hardware. The flexibility to wrap, fold and maneuver the rubber blanket also 

allows such equipment as underground transformers and switchgear to be easily covered thus 

allowing adequate protection for the worker. 

 

Fig 5.4.5 Rubber Blankets 

Rubber Sleeves: 

Rubber insulating sleeves are commonly worn with dielectric gloves in high-voltage applications 

to provide added insulation from electrical contact for those working on energized equipment. 

The rubber insulating gloves and rubber insulating sleeves are worn for shock protection; sleeves 

typically are worn with rubber insulating gloves when the arm can cross the minimum approach 

distance or the restricted approach boundary. A protector glove typically is used for arc flash 

protection and for mechanical protection of the rubber insulating glove, but this over-glove does 

not protect the entire glove and does not extend up a rubber insulating sleeve. Many lineworkers 

wear short-sleeved, arc-rated (AR) T-shirts under rubber insulating sleeves, and a concern was 

raised in the industry that the insulating sleeves are not arc-rated. 
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Fig 5.4.6 Rubber Sleeves 

 

Fig 5.4.7 Electrical Safety Equipment 

5.5 ELECTRICAL SAFETY AUDIT: 

             Conducting a workplace safety audit is the most comprehensive way for a company to 

gauge the efficiency, effectiveness and legality of its total health and safety management system. 

In addition to ensuring that a business remains in compliance with local, state and federal 

legislation, safety audits have the potential to identify and correct oversights that could, if left 

unchecked, lead to costly and tragic workplace injuries or fatalities. If successful in uncovering 

weaknesses in an employer’s safety programs or practices, audits can also prove to be important 

tools in designing a new safety plan. 

Consistent regularity: 

Conducting only one workplace safety audit per year can have the unintended consequence of 

making safety and compliance seem like a recurring goal that must be achieved once annually, 

rather than a constant mandate. As the date of an annual audit approaches, there may be a 

“ramping up” atmosphere created by managers and supervisors working to ensure compliance 

ahead of the audit. That might discourage them from developing a sense of urgency the rest of 

the year, leading to relaxed standards. A superior approach could be to schedule various specific 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/health-and-safety
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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safety audits throughout the year on an eleven-month schedule, reserving the final month for one 

comprehensive workplace safety audit. 

Competent and objective auditors: 

A safety audit can only be as good as the professionals conducting it, which is why it pays to 

entrust the process to those with the necessary knowledge and experience. Some companies elect 

to hire outside consultants or safety professionals in order to guarantee such expertise, but many 

prefer to keep the operations in-house. If employing the latter method, businesses should 

create safety audit teams consisting of three to five employees well-versed in current safety 

standards. 

These employees must be educated on all relevant laws, OSHA regulations and other standards, 

and trained in the art of violation and hazard identification. To ensure objectivity, employees 

should never inspect their own work environment. A fresh set of eyes is better at spotting 

whatever issues a supervisor or section manager has failed to notice. 

Advanced Preparation: 

Both those performing the audit and those being audited should be prepared for the experience. 

At least a week prior to a workplace safety audit, the company should inform all affected 

managers and supervisors that they need to have all records, documents and procedures ready 

and available for when the audit begins. 

Thorough Recordkeeping: 

Exhaustive records are a requirement and objective of safety audits. A safety audit team needs to 

consult all incident reports available for the section which they are auditing, so as to assess where 

potential problem areas are most likely to exist. Competent incident reports help auditors better 

apply selective scrutiny to known problem areas. 

Safety audit teams should also strive for comprehensive reporting in their own audits. When 

auditors go to the physical location of the selected area to observe work being done, they should 

ask detailed questions of the employees working in that area to obtain as much relevant 

information as possible. Having audit checklists that manage to cover all safety objectives and 

applicable regulations will help auditors make sure they don’t neglect anything. 

Perceptive Data Analysis: 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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             After inspecting all documents, written programs, procedures, work practices and 

equipment, the safety audit teams should sift through the collected material to put together a 

concise report that details all areas of the program. All safety audit comments, recommendations 

and corrective actions should consider whether the audited program covers all regulatory and 

best industry practice requirements, whether those requirements are being met and whether there 

is documented proof of compliance. It’s also important to reach a conclusion regarding how 

effective employee training has been in producing safe behavior. 

Modern Technology: 

              Ensuring that all of the above safety audit standards are met becomes much easier with 

the use of state-of-the-art EHS management technology, as provided by Dakota Software. 

Dakota’s EHS Auditing application allows safety auditors to more easily and effectively test and 

verify a workplace’s compliance status. In addition to capturing all relevant EHS regulations, the 

application also allows auditors to develop checklists unique to the audit site and scope, migrate 

previous audits to leverage past results, train auditors to perform team-based audits, use custom 

protocols, manage audit data and create corrective action plans. From the planning to the 

auditing to the analysis and use of gathered data, every key stage and element of a 

workplace safety audit can be improved upon through the use of cutting-edge EHS 

management technology. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
https://www.dakotasoft.com/landing/safety-management-software
https://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
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                                                                CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS 

6.1 Military and Police: 

 One of the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a lawenforcement 

ormilitary professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being 

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough 

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ 

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN Throw 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The 

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly 

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a 

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe. 

6.2 Surveillance: 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they workequally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog 

also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques. 

6.3 Energy Audits: 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security and LawEnforcement: 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also use in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5Navigation:  

               The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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                                                       CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillances. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and 

defense company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian 

Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded 

in 1990 with the aim of conducting research,  development  and  manufacture  of image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and radio  

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next generation 

bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products displayed 

included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and identification 

friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, including 

night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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CHAPTER 1 

                                      INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by the Indian 

Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed 

Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded in 

1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture of image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 

1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralization and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Troop communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programs in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for 

supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula 

the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navy Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to 

focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the 

set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 

75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Opsonic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, and BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year U.S. and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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   In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion marks (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

         On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

    In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense applications; 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

    In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

  BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

  

                   

                                        Table1.1 Bel units and products  
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1.3 PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing: 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest 

b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest 

c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest 

 Durable Test 

a) VibrationTest 

b) Bumptest 

 FunctionalTest 

a) ResolutionTest 
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b) Field OfView 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

            Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Litre to 3000Litre, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra-lowtemperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.41:  Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle platforms, 

civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophe. 
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                                                  CHAPTER 2 

NIGHT VISION DEVICES: 

2.1 Definition: 

Anight vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR 

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

2.3 Working Principle of Image Intensifier: 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve bettervision. A conventional lens captures ambientlight. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifiertube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode andaccelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

moreelectrons. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in eachchannel. Original electrons collide with the 

channel, exciting atoms and causing otherelectrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

achain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit ascreen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on thescreen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

anotherlens. 

2.4 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

All objects emit infrared energy as a function of temperature. 

A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and 
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causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern created is 

translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is 

play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white innature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Fig 2.6:   Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 2.7 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers to 

continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use offlashlights. 

However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better atnight. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to 

see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and 

clusters in the sky in realtime. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray 

machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray
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                                                  CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES 

3.1 Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

1. ObjectGlass 

2. Focus 

3. Image intensifiertube 

4. Eye Pieces 

5. Eye Guard 
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       3.3 Image Intensifier Tube: 

 

Figure 3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological 

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

aresufficientspectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 Image Intensification: 

 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand'srequirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

sothatadimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby thenacademeviavisual output,orstoredAs data for 

later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,”it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that 

strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a 

CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does theemitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne 

platforms.Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source 

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-visiontechnologies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUB STATION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

             A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow 

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to 

change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at 

the interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large 

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying on SCADA for 

remote supervision and control. 

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As 

central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to 

distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own 

generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the generators 

were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station. 

4.2 Alternator: 

        An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy 

in the form of alternating current. For reasons of cost and simplicity, most alternators use a 

rotating magnetic field with a stationary armature. Occasionally, a linear alternator or a rotating 

armature with a stationary magnetic field is used. In principle, any AC electrical generator can be 

called an alternator, but usually the term refers to small rotating machines driven by automotive 

and other internal combustion engines. 

An alternator that uses a permanent magnet for its magnetic field is called a magneto. Alternators 

in power stations driven by steam turbines are called turbo-alternators. Large 50 or 60 Hz three-

phase alternators in power plants generate most of the world's electric power, which is 

distributed by electric power grids. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_station
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Fig 4.1 Alternator 

Principle of operation: 

A conductor moving relative to a magnetic field develops an electromotive force (EMF) in it 

(Faraday's Law). This EMF reverses its polarity when it moves under magnetic poles of opposite 

polarity. Typically, a rotating magnet, called the rotor turns within a stationary set of conductors 

wound in coils on an iron core, called the stator. The field cuts across the conductors, generating 

an induced EMF (electromotive force), as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn. 

The rotating magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the stator windings. Since the currents in 

the stator windings vary in step with the position of the rotor, an alternator is a synchronous 

generator. 

The rotor's magnetic field may be produced by permanent magnets, or by a field coil 

electromagnet. Automotive alternators use a rotor winding which allows control of the 

alternator's generated voltage by varying the current in the rotor field winding. Permanent 

magnet machines avoid the loss due to magnetizing current in the rotor, but are restricted in size, 

due to the cost of the magnet material. Since the permanent magnet field is constant, the terminal 

voltage varies directly with the speed of the generator. Brushless AC generators are usually 

larger than those used in automotive applications. 

An automatic voltage control device controls the field current to keep output voltage constant. If 

the output voltage from the stationary armature coils drops due to an increase in demand, more 

current is fed into the rotating field coils through the voltage regulator (VR). This increases the 

magnetic field around the field coils which induces a greater voltage in the armature coils. Thus, 

the output voltage is brought back up to its original value. 

Alternators used in central power stations also control the field current to regulate reactive 

power and to help stabilize the power system against the effects of momentary faults. Often there 
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are three sets of stator windings, physically offset so that the rotating magnetic field produces 

a three phase current, displaced by one-third of a period with respect to each other. 

 

Fig 4.2 Inner structure of working of an Alternator 

 

Fig 4.3 Working Operation of an Alternator 

Synchronous speeds: 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is, where  is the frequency in 

Hz (cycles per second).  is the number of poles (2, 4, 6, …) and is the rotational speed 

in revolutions per minute (RPM). Very old descriptions of alternating current systems sometimes 

give the frequency in terms of alternations per minute, counting each half-cycle as 

one alternation; so 12,000 alternations per minute correspond to 100 Hz. 

The output frequency of an alternator depends on the number of poles and the rotational speed. 

The speed corresponding to a particular frequency is called the synchronous speed for that 

frequency.  
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Transformation and rectification 

            This method depends on residual magnetism retained in the iron core to generate weak 

magnetic field which would allow a weak voltage to be generated. This voltage is used to excite 

the field coils for the alternator to generate stronger voltage as part of its build up process. After 

the initial AC voltage buildup, the field is supplied with rectified voltage from the alternator. 

Brushless alternators: 

             A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaft. Until 

1966, alternators used brushes with rotating field. With advancement in semiconductor 

technology, brushless alternators are possible. Smaller brushless alternators may look like one 

unit but the two parts are readily identifiable on the large versions. The larger of the two sections 

is the main alternator and the smaller one is the exciter. The exciter has stationary field coils and 

a rotating armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the opposite configuration with a 

rotating field and stationary armature. A bridge rectifier, called the rotating rectifier assembly, is 

mounted on the rotor. Neither brushes nor slip rings are used, which reduces the number of 

wearing parts. The main alternator has a rotating field as described above and a stationary 

armature (power generation windings). 

 

Fig 4.4 Brushless Alternator 

By number of phases: 

                Main articles: Single-phase generator and Polyphase coil. Another way to classify 

alternators is by the number of phases of their output voltage. The output can be single phase, or 

polyphase. Three-phase alternators are the most common, but polyphase alternators can be two 

phase, six phase, or more. 

By rotating part 
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              The revolving part of alternators can be the armature or the magnetic field. The 

revolving armature type has the armature wound on the rotor, where the winding moves through 

a stationary magnetic field. The revolving armature type is not often used. The revolving field 

type has magnetic field on the rotor to rotate through a stationary armature winding. The 

advantage is that then the rotor circuit carries much less power than the armature circuit, making 

the slip ring connections smaller and less costly; only two contacts are needed for the direct-

current rotor, whereas often a rotor winding has three phases and multiple sections which would 

each require a slip-ring connection. The stationary armature can be wound for any convenient 

medium voltage level, up to tens of thousands of volts; manufacture of slip ring connections for 

more than a few thousand volts is costly and inconvenient. 

4.3 Transformer: 

                A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one 

electrical circuit to another or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the 

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a 

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical 

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection 

between the two circuits.Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages 

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step-

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of signal 

processing circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the 

voltage out, with separate coils not electrically bonded to one another. 

 

Fig 4.5 Transformer 
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Principles: 

Ideal transformer: 

            An ideal transformer is a theoretical linear transformer that is lossless and 

perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and 

winding inductances and zero net magneto motive force (i.e. ipnp - isns = 0).  

            A varying current in the transformer's primary winding attempts to create a varying 

magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is also encircled by the secondary winding. This 

varying flux at the secondary winding induces a varying electromotive force (EMF, voltage) in 

the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction and the secondary current so produced 

creates a flux equal and opposite to that produced by the primary winding, in accordance 

with Lenz's law. 

           The windings are wound around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all 

of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage 

source connected to the primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the 

transformer currents flow in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to 

zero. 

           According to Faraday's law, since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary 

and secondary windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding 

proportional to its number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly 

proportional to the winding turns ratio.  

           The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. 5 is a reasonable approximation for the typical 

commercial transformer, with voltage ratio and winding turns ratio both being inversely 

proportional to the corresponding current ratio. 

           The load impedance referred to the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times 

the secondary circuit load impedance.  
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Fig 4.5.1 Transformer Principle: Ideal 

Leakage flux: 

              The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the primary winding 

links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux traverses paths that 

take it outside the windings. Such flux is termed leakage flux, and results in leakage 

inductance in series with the mutually coupled transformer windings. Leakage flux results in 

energy being alternately stored in and discharged from the magnetic fields with each cycle of the 

power supply. It is not directly a power loss, but results in inferior voltage regulation, causing the 

secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the primary voltage, particularly under heavy 

load. Transformers are therefore normally designed to have very low leakage inductance. 

            In some applications increased leakage is desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or 

magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be introduced in a transformer design to limit the short-

circuit current it will supply. Leaky transformers may be used to supply loads that 

exhibit negative resistance, such as electric arcs, mercury- and sodium- vapor lamps and neon 

signs or for safely handling loads that become periodically short-circuited such as electric arc 

welders. 

           Air gaps are also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency 

transformers in circuits that have a DC component flowing in the windings. A saturable 

reactor exploits saturation of the core to control alternating current. 

Equivalent circuit: 

Referring to the diagram, a practical transformer's physical behavior may be represented by 

an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate an ideal transformer. 

Winding joule losses and leakage reactance are represented by the following series loop 

impedances of the model: 

 Primary winding: RP, XP 

 Secondary winding: RS, XS. 

In normal course of circuit equivalence transformation, RS and XS are in practice usually referred 

to the primary side by multiplying these impedances by the turns ratio squared, (NP/NS) 2 = a2. 

Core loss and reactance is represented by the following shunt leg impedances of the model: 
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 Core or iron losses: RC 

 Magnetizing reactance: XM. 

RC and XM are collectively termed the magnetizing branch of the model. 

Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy current effects in the core and are 

proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a given frequency. The finite 

permeability core requires a magnetizing current IM to maintain mutual flux in the core. 

Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two being non-linear 

due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit shown are by 

definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in transformer 

equivalent circuits. With sinusoidal supply, core flux lags the induced EMF by 90°. With open-

circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch current I0 equals transformer no-load current.  

The resulting model, though sometimes termed 'exact' equivalent circuit based 

on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations. Analysis may be simplified by 

assuming that magnetizing branch impedance is relatively high and relocating the branch to the 

left of the primary impedances. This introduces error but allows combination of primary and 

referred secondary resistances and reactances by simple summation as two series impedances. 

Transformer equivalent circuit impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from 

the following tests: open-circuit test, short-circuit test, winding resistance test, and transformer 

ratio test. 

Construction: 

Cores: 

             Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings 

surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the 

transformer is shell form. Shell form design may be more prevalent than core form design for 

distribution transformer applications due to the relative ease in stacking the core around winding 

coils. Core form design tends to, as a general rule, be more economical, and therefore more 

prevalent, than shell form design for high voltage power transformer applications at the lower 

end of their voltage and power rating ranges (less than or equal to, nominally, 230 kV or 

75 MVA). At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to be more 

prevalent. Shell form design tends to be preferred for extra-high voltage and higher MVA 

applications because, though more labor-intensive to manufacture, shell form transformers are 
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characterized as having inherently better kVA-to-weight ratio, better short-circuit strength 

characteristics and higher immunity to transit damage. 

 

Fig 4.5.2 Transformer core 

 

Laminated steel cores: 

Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores made of high 

permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free space and the core 

thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux to a path which closely 

couples the windings. Early transformer developers soon realized that cores constructed from 

solid iron resulted in prohibitive eddy current losses, and their designs mitigated this effect with 

cores consisting of bundles of insulated iron wires. Later designs constructed the core by 

stacking layers of thin steel laminations, a principle that has remained in use. Each lamination is 

insulated from its neighbors by a thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The transformer 

universal EMF equation can be used to calculate the core cross-sectional area for a preferred 

level of magnetic flux. 

 

Fig 4.5.3 Laminated steel cores 

Windings: 
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The electrical conductor used for the windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the 

individual turns must be electrically insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels 

throughout every turn. For small transformers, in which currents are low and the potential 

difference between adjacent turns is small, the coils are often wound from enameled magnet 

wire. Larger power transformers may be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors 

insulated by oil-impregnated paper and blocks of pressboard. 

High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz often have windings 

made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and proximity effect losses. Large power 

transformers use multiple-stranded conductors as well, since even at low power frequencies non-

uniform distribution of current would otherwise exist in high-current windings. Each strand is 

individually insulated, and the strands are arranged so that at certain points in the winding, or 

throughout the whole winding, each portion occupies different relative positions in the complete 

conductor. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the conductor, and 

reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is also more flexible 

than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture. 

The windings of signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to 

improve high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved 

between the sections of the other winding. 

Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate points on the winding, usually on 

the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps may be manually reconnected, or a 

manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing taps. Automatic on-load tap 

changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on equipment such as arc 

furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive loads. Audio-frequency 

transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address loudspeakers, have taps to allow 

adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped transformer is often used in the output 

stage of an audio power amplifier in a push-pull circuit. Modulation transformers 

in AM transmitters are very similar. 

Cooling: 

It is a rule of thumb that the life expectancy of electrical insulation is halved for about every 7 °C 

to 10 °C increase in operating temperature (an instance of the application of the Arrhenius 

equation). 
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Small dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled by natural convection 

and radiation heat dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often cooled by 

forced-air cooling, forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. Large 

transformers are filled with transformer oil that both cools and insulates the 

windings. Transformer oil is a highly refined mineral oil that cools the windings and insulation 

by circulating within the transformer tank. The mineral oil and paper insulation system has been 

extensively studied and used for more than 100 years. It is estimated that 50% of power 

transformers will survive 50 years of use that the average age of failure of power transformers is 

about 10 to 15 years, and that about 30% of power transformer failures are due to insulation and 

overloading failures. Prolonged operation at elevated temperature degrades insulating properties 

of winding insulation and dielectric coolant, which not only shortens transformer life but can 

ultimately lead to catastrophic transformer failure. With a great body of empirical study as a 

guide, transformer oil testing including dissolved gas analysis provides valuable maintenance 

information. 

Building regulations in many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use 

dielectric fluids that are less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. Air-

cooled dry transformers can be more economical where they eliminate the cost of a fire-resistant 

transformer room. 

Insulation: 

Insulation must be provided between the individual turns of the windings, between the windings, 

between windings and core, and at the terminals of the winding. 

Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating varnish on the wire. Layer 

of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of windings, and between primary and 

secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or dipped in a polymer resin to improve the 

strength of windings and protect them from moisture or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated 

into the winding insulation using combinations of vacuum and pressure during the coating 

process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the limit, the entire coil may be placed in a 

mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block, encapsulating the windings. 

Bushings: 

Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made of polymers or 

porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it must provide careful control of 

the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leak oil. 
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Applications: 

Various specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although 

they all share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction 

or electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions. 

In electric power transmission, transformers allow transmission of electric power at high 

voltages, which reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be 

located economically at a distance from electrical consumers. All but a tiny fraction of the 

world's electrical power has passed through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the 

consumer. 

In many electronic devices, a transformer is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring 

to convenient values for the circuit requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or 

through a switch mode power supply. 

4.4 Circuit Breakers: 

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical 

circuit from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. Its basic function 

is to interrupt current flow after a fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then 

must be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume 

normal operation. 

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect low-current circuits or 

individual household appliance, up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits 

feeding an entire city. The generic function of a circuit breaker, or fuse, as an automatic means of 

removing power from a faulty system is often abbreviated as OCPD (Over Current Protection 

Device). 

 

Fig 4.6 Circuit Breaker 

Operation: 
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All circuit breaker systems have common features in their operation, but details vary 

substantially depending on the voltage class, current rating and type of the circuit breaker. 

The circuit breaker must first detect a fault condition. In small mains and low voltage circuit 

breakers, this is usually done within the device itself. Typically, the heating or magnetic effects 

of electric current are employed. Circuit breakers for large currents or high voltages are usually 

arranged with protective relay pilot devices to sense a fault condition and to operate the opening 

mechanism. These typically require a separate power source, such as a battery, although some 

high-voltage circuit breakers are self-contained with current transformers, protective relays, and 

an internal control power source. 

Once a fault is detected, the circuit breaker contacts must open to interrupt the circuit; this is 

commonly done using mechanically stored energy contained within the breaker, such as a spring 

or compressed air to separate the contacts. Circuit breakers may also use the higher current 

caused by the fault to separate the contacts, such as thermal expansion or a magnetic field. Small 

circuit breakers typically have a manual control lever to switch off the load or reset a tripped 

breaker, while larger units use solenoids to trip the mechanism, and electric motors to restore 

energy to the springs. 

 

Fig 4.6.1 Operation of a circuit breaker 

Different techniques are used to extinguish the arc including: 

 Lengthening or deflecting the arc 

 Intensive cooling (in jet chambers) 

 Division into partial arcs 

 Zero point quenching (contacts open at the zero current time crossing of the AC waveform, 

effectively breaking no load current at the time of opening. The zero-crossing occurs at twice 

the line frequency; i.e., 100 times per second for 50 Hz and 120 times per second for 60 Hz 

AC.) 
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 Connecting capacitors in parallel with contacts in DC circuits. 

Finally, once the fault condition has been cleared, the contacts must again be closed to restore 

power to the interrupted circuit. 

Low-voltage miniature circuit breakers (MCB) use air alone to extinguish the arc. These circuit 

breakers contain so-called arc chutes, a stack of mutually insulated parallel metal plates that 

divide and cool the arc. By splitting the arc into smaller arcs the arc is cooled down while the arc 

voltage is increased and serves as additional impedance that limits the current through the circuit 

breaker. The current-carrying parts near the contacts provide easy deflection of the arc into the 

arc chutes by a magnetic force of a current path, although magnetic blowout coils or permanent 

magnets could also deflect the arc into the arc chute (used on circuit breakers for higher ratings). 

The number of plates in the arc chute is dependent on the short-circuit rating and nominal 

voltage of the circuit breaker. 

In larger ratings, oil circuit breakers rely upon vaporization of some of the oil to blast a jet of oil 

through the arc. 

Standard current rating: 

Circuit breakers are manufactured in standard sizes, using a system of preferred numbers to 

cover a range of ratings. Miniature circuit breakers have a fixed trip setting; changing the 

operating current value requires changing the whole circuit breaker. Larger circuit breakers can 

have adjustable trip settings, allowing standardized elements to be applied but with a setting 

intended to improve protection. For example, a circuit breaker with a 400 ampere "frame size" 

might have its overcurrent detection set to operate at only 300 amperes, to protect a feeder cable. 

International Standards, IEC 60898-1 and European Standard EN 60898-1, define the rated 

current In of a circuit breaker for low voltage distribution applications as the maximum current 

that the breaker is designed to carry continuously (at an ambient air temperature of 30 °C). The 

commonly available preferred values for the rated current are 1 A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A, 10 A, 13 A, 

16 A, 20 A, 25 A, 32 A, 40 A, 50 A, 63 A, 80 A, 100 A, and 125 A (similar to the R10 Reynard 

series, but using 6, 13, and 32 instead of 6.3, 12.5, and 31.5 – it includes the 13 A current limit of 

British BS 1363 sockets). The circuit breaker is labeled with the rated current in amperes, but 

excluding the unit symbol, A. Instead, the ampere figure is preceded by a letter, B, C, or D, 

which indicates the instantaneous tripping current — that is, the minimum value of current that 

causes the circuit breaker to trip without intentional time delay (i.e., in less than 100 ms), 

expressed in terms of In: 
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4.5 Protective Relays: 

In electrical engineering, a protective relay is a relay device designed to trip a circuit 

breaker when a fault is detected. The first protective relays were electromagnetic devices, relying 

on coils operating on moving parts to provide detection of abnormal operating conditions such as 

over-current, over-voltage, reverse power flow, over-frequency, and under-frequency. 

Microprocessor-based digital protection relays now emulate the original devices, as well as 

providing types of protection and supervision impractical with electromechanical relays. 

Electromechanical relays provide only rudimentary indication of the location and origin of a 

fault.  In many cases a single microprocessor relay provides functions that would take two or 

more electromechanical devices. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays 

also save capital cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their 

very long life span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels “are still protecting transmission 

lines and electrical apparatus all over the world. Important transmission lines and generators 

have cubicles dedicated to protection, with many individual electromechanical devices, or one or 

two microprocessor relays. 

 

Fig 4.7 Protective relay 

Operation principles: 

Electromechanical protective relays operate by either magnetic attraction, or magnetic 

induction. Unlike switching type electromechanical relays with fixed and usually ill-defined 

operating voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays have well-established, 

selectable, and adjustable time and current (or other operating parameter) operating 

characteristics. Protection relays may use arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole, magnets, 

operating and restraint coils, solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay contacts, and phase-

shifting networks. 

Protective relays can also be classified by the type of measurement they make. A protective relay 

may respond to the magnitude of a quantity such as voltage or current. Induction relays can 
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respond to the product of two quantities in two field coils, which could for example represent the 

power in a circuit. 

 

Fig 4.7.1 Operation of a relay 

Types according to construction: 

Electromechanical 

Electromechanical relays can be classified into several different types as follows: 

 attracted armature 

 moving coil 

 induction 

 motor operated 

 mechanical 

 thermal 

"Armature"-type relays have a pivoted lever supported on a hinge or knife-edge pivot, which 

carries a moving contact. These relays may work on either alternating or direct current, but for 

alternating current, a shading coil on the pole is used to maintain contact force throughout the 

alternating current cycle. Because the air gap between the fixed coil and the moving armature 

becomes much smaller when the relay has operated, the current required to maintain the relay 

closed is much smaller than the current to first operate it. The "returning ratio"[13] or 

"differential" is the measure of how much the current must be reduced to reset the relay. 

A variant application of the attraction principle is the plunger-type or solenoid operator. A reed 

relay is another example of the attraction principle. 

Induction disc overcurrent relay: 

"Induction" disk meters work by inducing currents in a disk that is free to rotate; the rotary 

motion of the disk operates a contact. Induction relays require alternating current; if two or more 

coils are used, they must be at the same frequency otherwise no net operating force is 

produced. These electromagnetic relays use the induction principle discovered by Galileo 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protective_relay#cite_note-13
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Ferraris in the late 19th century. The magnetic system in induction disc overcurrent relays is 

designed to detect overcurrent in a power system and operate with a pre-determined time delay 

when certain overcurrent limits have been reached. 

The relay's primary winding is supplied from the power systems current transformer via a plug 

bridge, which is called the plug setting multiplier (psm). Usually seven equally spaced tapping or 

operating bands determine the relays sensitivity. The primary winding is located on the upper 

electromagnet. The secondary winding has connections on the upper electromagnet that are 

energized from the primary winding and connected to the lower electromagnet. Once the upper 

and lower electromagnets are energized they produce eddy currents that are induced onto the 

metal disc and flow through the flux paths. This relationship of eddy currents and fluxes creates 

torque proportional to the input current of the primary winding, due to the two flux paths being 

out of phase by 90°. 

 

Fig 4.7.2 Induction type over current relay 

Digital: 

A microprocessor-based digital protection relay can replace the functions of many discrete 

electromechanical instruments. These relays convert voltage and currents to digital form and 

process the resulting measurements using a microprocessor. The digital relay can emulate 

functions of many discrete electromechanical relays in one device, simplifying protection design 

and maintenance. Each digital relay can run self-test routines to confirm its readiness and alarm 

if a fault is detected. Digital relays can also provide functions such as communications (SCADA) 

interface, monitoring of contact inputs, metering, waveform analysis, and other useful features. 

Digital relays can, for example, store multiple sets of protection parameters, which allows the 
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behavior of the relay to be changed during maintenance of attached equipment. 

 

Fig 4.7.3 Digital Relay 

Distance relay: 

              Distance relays, also known as impedance relay, differ in principle from other forms of 

protection in that their performance is not governed by the magnitude of the current or voltage in 

the protected circuit but rather on the ratio of these two quantities. Distance relays are actually 

double actuating quantity relays with one coil energized by voltage and other coil by current. The 

current element produces a positive or pick up torque while the voltage element produces a 

negative or reset torque. The relay operates only when the V/I ratio falls below a predetermined 

value (or set value). During a fault on the transmission line the fault current increases and the 

voltage at the fault point decreases. The V/I  ratio is measured at the location of CTs and Pts. 

 

Fig 4.7.4 Distance relay 

Current differential protection scheme: 

                A differential scheme acts on the difference between current entering a protected zone 

(which may be a bus bar, generator, transformer or other apparatus) and the current leaving that 
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zone. A fault outside the zone gives the same fault current at the entry and exit of the zone, but 

faults within the zone show up as a difference in current. Differential protection can be used to 

provide protection for zones with multiple terminals and can be used to protect lines, generators, 

motors, transformers, and other electrical plant. 

Current transformers in a differential scheme must be chosen to have near-identical response to 

high overcurrents. If a "through fault" results in one set of current transformers saturating before 

another, the zone differential protection will see a false "operate" current and may false trip. 

Directional relay: 

            A directional relay uses an additional polarizing source of voltage or current to determine 

the direction of a fault. Directional elements respond to the phase shift between a polarizing 

quantity and an operate quantity. The fault can be located upstream or downstream of the relay's 

location, allowing appropriate protective devices to be operated inside or outside of the zone of 

protection. 

 

4.6 Bus-bar Coupler: 

               Bus coupler is a device which is used to couple one bus to the other without any 

interruption in power supply and without creating hazardous arcs. Bus coupler is a breaker used 

to couple two bus bars in order to perform maintenance on other circuit breakers associated with 

that bus bar.Busbars distribute electricity with greater ease and flexibility than some other more 

permanent forms of installation and distribution. Sometimes spelled bus bar or bus bar, they are 

often metallic strips of copper, brass, or aluminum that both ground and conduct electricity. 

Bus Couplers are non-isolated input devices that provide an interface between dry-contact 

mechanical switches and a C-Bus network. The bus coupler increases the versatility of the C-Bus 

network by facilitating remote access with any dry-contact switch mechanism offered by 

Schneider Electric and other manufacturers. A system's flexibility can be further enhanced by 

using the bus coupler with various other switch types, including reed, pressure, or micro 

switches. 

             Available in two- and four-channel models, the bus coupler is small enough to be used in 

restricted spaces. Configuration options include standard control functions such as ON/OFF, 

toggle, dimmers, and timers. 
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Features: 

 Provides two or four non-isolated inputs for external voltage-free mechanical switches. 

 Two-channel units feature independent remote LED outputs 

 Control options include ON/OFF, toggle, dimmer, or timer 

 Orange LED for each channel to indicate operational status 

 Two-way removable terminal block for the C-Bus connection 

 Terminal block allows connection of up to four external switches (four-channel coupler) 

or     two external switches and two external LEDs (two-channel coupler) 

 Small size for adaptation to restricted spaces 

 Non-volatile memory stores operating status for recovery from a power outage 

 Receives data and power over a network, so it does not require power packs or line 

voltage connections. 

Generally speaking, electric power distribution systems of the busbar type are used in industrial 

and commercial buildings to transfer electric power from a substation or transformer bank to a 

power consuming area. Such power distribution systems are generally made up of a plurality of 

busway sections of fixed or variable lengths, the successive sections being connected or 

interlocked together in end-to-end relation to provide electrical continuity between the power 

source and the power consuming area. The effectiveness of such a busbar power distribution 

system is controlled, to a great extent, by the adequacy of the electrical joints between the 

busbars of successive busway sections. Busway sections are generally manufactured and 

distributed in prefabricated form so that a number of such electrical joints are required during 

installation of an extended length busbar run. Thus, if a busway section, that is, a busbar duct and 

a busbar coupler, is to perform adequately under service conditions the coupler system that 

creates the electrical joints between correspond busbars of successive busway sections must be 

constructed to give minimum chance for effecting improper electrical joints. 

 

Fig 4.7.5 Bus bar coupler 
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4.7 Power factor Correction: 

Power Factor (PF) is the ratio of real power to the apparent power flowing to the load from the 

source. It is measured between 0 and 1.0 (unity) and is usually deemed as either leading or 

lagging, depending on the position of the current waveform with respect to the voltage. 

 

Fig 4.7.6 power triangle  

In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor (tending towards zero) draws more 

current than a load with a high power factor (tending towards one) for the same amount of useful 

power transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system and 

require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger equipment and wasted 

energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost to industrial or commercial customers 

where there is a low power factor. 

Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected with a passive 

network of capacitors or inductors. 

A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce transmission losses 

and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to adjust the power factor of a 

system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the 

apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may be applied by an electrical power 

transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency of the transmission network. 

Individual electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install 

correction equipment to reduce those costs. 
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An automatic power factor correction unit consists of a number of capacitors that are switched by 

means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a regulator that measures power factor in 

an electrical network. Depending on the load and power factor of the network, the power factor 

controller will switch the necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor 

stays above a selected value. 

Methods of Power Factor Improvement: 

There are three main ways to improve power factor: 

 Capacitor Banks 

 Synchronous Condensers 

 Phase Advancers 

Capacitor Banks: 

Improving power factor means reducing the phase difference between voltage and current. Since 

the majority of loads are ofinductive nature, they require some amount of reactive power for 

them to function. 

A capacitor or bank of capacitors installed parallel to the load provides this reactive power. They 

act as a source of local reactive power, and thus less reactive power flows through the line. 

Capacitor banks reduce the phase difference between the voltage and current. 

Synchronous Condensers: 

Synchronous condensers are 3 phase synchronous motor with no load attached to its shaft. 

The synchronous motor has the characteristics of operating under any power factor leading, 

lagging or unity depending upon the excitation. For inductive loads, a synchronous condenser is 

connected towards load side and is overexcited. 

Synchronous condensers make it behave like a capacitor. It draws the lagging current from the 

supply or supplies the reactive power. 

Phase Advancers: 

This is an AC exciter mainly used to improve the PF of an induction motor. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-capacitor/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-motor-working-principle/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-condenser/
https://www.electrical4u.com/induction-motor-types-of-induction-motor/
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They are mounted on the shaft of the motor and are connected to the rotor circuit of the motor. It 

improves the power factor by providing the exciting ampere turns to produce the required flux at 

the given slip frequency. 

Further, if ampere-turns increase, it can be made to operate at leading power factor. 

 

Fig 4.7.7 Power factor correction

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/
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CHAPTER 5 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

         Electrical shock kills and injures hundreds of workers each year. Most of these accidents 

happen because people don’t look, don’t think or just don’t understand the shocking power of 

electricity. 

Electrical shock can only occur when a part of the body completes a circuit between a conductor 

and another conductor or a grounding source. 

Death or injury is not caused by the voltage; the damage is done by the amount of current that 

flows through the body.  Of course, the higher the voltage, the greater amount of current.  Some 

people have survived shocks of several thousand volts, while others have been killed by voltages 

as low as 12. 

Effects of electrical shock depend mainly on the total amount of current flow and the path of the 

current through the victim’s body. To prevent electrical shock, which can cause several types of 

injuries, make sure that your body cannot become part of the electrical flow and the path of the 

current.  Water reduces resistance and allows electricity to flow into wet areas, hands, arms, your 

body.  Electricity and water are a bad mix. 

 

                                             Fig 5.1: Electrical safety 
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5.2 Electrical Hazards and Management System: 

Every year, many accidents at work involving electric shock or burns are reported to the Health 

and Safety Executive (HSE). Within the workplace, electricity can create a number of hazards 

such as: 

 contact with live parts causing shock and burns 

 faults that could cause fire 

 Fire and explosion in a potentially flammable or explosive atmosphere. 

Any voltage above 55 volt alternating current (AC) can be potentially fatal. As well as death, 

electric shock can cause severe injury, including muscular spasms and deep-seated tissue burns. 

Electrical fires and explosions can be caused as a result of: 

 leakage of current due to poor insulation 

 faulty or poorly maintained protective devices 

 overloads of electrical circuits causing overheating 

 Ignition of flammable substances in the working environment. 

Codes of Practice: 

The key piece of legislation is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR 1989), which 

apply to all places where work is done on or near electricity. EWR 1989 requires all systems 

(including equipment) to be constructed so as to prevent danger. In addition, they require the 

following. 

 To prevent danger, all systems to be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, such danger. 

 Every work activity, including operation, use and maintenance of a system and work near 

a system to be carried out in a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, to danger. 

 Persons carrying out work on electrical systems to be competent to do so. 

Management system: 

An effective electrical management system will reduce the risk of harm from electricity by 

ensuring that all key elements that give safety assurance are identified and addressed. The IET 

Code is broken down into four main sections that detail these elements as follows. 
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1. Managing policy aspects, including setting of policy, leadership, planning and design 

factors. 

2. Managing procedure aspects, including the identification and control of risks, safe 

working practices, maintenance, documentation and performance monitoring. 

3. Managing people aspects, including appointments, training, competence and 

communication. 

4. Managing specific issues, including working on live systems, contractors, buried and 

overhead cables. 

The first stage in any management system is to draw up an appropriate policy in relation to 

electrical safety. This will detail an overall statement in relation to the management of electrical 

safety, and the responsibility and arrangements required for such safe management. The exact 

details of this will very much depend on local issues, such as building and equipment ownership, 

use of contractors and so on. 

5.3 Electrical safety rules: 

A safe work environment is not always enough to control all potential electrical hazards. You 

must be very cautious and work safely. Safety rules help you control your and others risk of 

injury or death from workplace hazards. 

If we are working on electrical circuits or with electrical tools and equipment, we need to use 

following golden safety rules: 

Rule 1: 

Treat all electrical devices as if they are live or energized.  

Rule 2: 

Disconnect the power source before servicing or repairing electrical equipment. 

Rule 3: 

Use only tools and equipment with non-conducting handles when working on electrical 

devices. 

Rule 4: 

Never use metallic pencils or rulers, or wear rings or metal watchbands when working with 

electrical equipment. This rule is very easy to forget, especially when you are showing some 

electrical part pointing with metallic pencil. 

Rule 5: 

When it is necessary to handle equipment that is plugged in, be sure hands are dry and, when 

possible, wear nonconductive gloves, protective clothes and shoes with insulated soles.  

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/eplusmenucad
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Rule 6: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 7: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 8: 

If water or a chemical is spilled onto equipment, shut off power at the main switch or circuit 

breaker and unplug the equipment. 

Rule 9: 

If an individual comes in contact with a live electrical conductor, do not touch the equipment, 

cord or person. Disconnect the power source from the circuit breaker or pull out the plug using 

a leather belt. 

Rule 10: 

Never handle electrical equipment when hands, feet, or body are wet or perspiring, or when 

standing on a wet floor. 

 

Fig 5.2 Electrical Safety Tips 

5.4 Electrical Safety Equipment: 

T&D distribute the most extensive range of High Voltage Electrical Safety equipment to ensure 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
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safe working and protection against electrocution during the installation, jointing, terminating 

and testing of medium/high voltage power cables and electrical equipment including switchgear 

and transformers. 

A complete range of HV instruments including voltage detectors, phase comparators, short 

circuiting portable earthing and substation electrical safety equipment used for maintenance and 

repair of cables, connectors and terminations of transmission or distribution cables, power lines 

and switchgear in high voltage substations. 

The electrical personal protective equipment procedure provides guidelines for determining 

when electrical PPE is required and how to select, use and maintain electrical PPE. This 

procedure describes electrical hazards, including electrical shock and burns, arc flash burns, arc-

blast impacts, and other potential electrical safety hazards.  

FLASH AND THERMAL PROTECTION: 

The extremely high temperatures and heat content of an electric arc can cause extremely painful 

and/or lethal burns. Since an electric arc can occur at any time in electrical equipment that has 

not been placed in an electrically safe work condition, the worker must take precautions and 

wear protection when exposed to potential. 

 

 

Fig 5.3: Arc Flash protective PPE levels 

CLOTHING MATERIALS: 

Arc flash clothing is designed to provide a barrier from heat and flame, to minimize total burn 

https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
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injury and to help provide the wearer with extra seconds of protection to help escape possible 

secondary explosions or fires in the work area. 

Arc Flash clothing can increase the chances of survival and decrease the requirement for medical 

treatment (skin grafts) and the likelihood future infections. PPE can also help maintain the 

quality of life of an electrical worker exposed to an electric arc flash accident. Arc Flash PPE is 

not designed to be firefighting gear; it is worn by electrical workers to help minimize the risk of 

serious injury caused by arc flash and arc blast explosions. 

NON-FLAME RESISTANT MATERIALS: 

Non-flammable PPE won’t break down under extreme conditions, like flame-resistant material 

can. Those with occupations, like firefighting, wear non-flammable equipment as it’s heavier and 

has higher resistance to flames. The only downside to this equipment is that it’s extremely 

challenging for heat to escape the material, just as it’s challenging to let heat inside the material. 

It can be difficult to breathe in and cause your body’s core temperature to rise. It’s not 

recommended to wear non-flammable PPE for a long period of time. Most non-flammable gear 

can protect against about 10-15 seconds of fire exposure. This clothing is extremely durable and 

won’t melt or burn, even after intense exposure. 

1. Cotton: Cotton work clothing made of materials such as denim and flannel is a better choice 

than clothing made from synthetic materials. Cotton does not melt into the skin when heated; 

rather, it burns and disintegrates, falling away from the skin. 

2. Wool: Wool clothing has essentially the same thermal properties as cotton clothing. Note the 

following key points: 

a. Certain OSHA standards allow the use of natural cotton or wool clothing when a worker is 

exposed to electrical arcing hazards. 

b. General industrial practice and industry standards have rejected the use of cotton and wool 

even though they are permitted. The  reason for this is that these natural fibers are not flame-

resistant. 

FLAME-RESISTANT MATERIALS:This type of equipment has certain fibers sewn into the 

clothing, or has a certain type of chemical finish, that makes the material flame-resistant. The 

fibers don’t support fire and can defend against heat. Since the material doesn’t absorb a lot of 

heat, flame-resistant clothing doesn’t support combustion. This means the suit can be set on fire 
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if the flame is big enough, but it takes longer to do so. It also self-extinguishes when the source 

of the heat is put out. Most flame-resistant clothing can protect against about three seconds of 

fire exposure. OSHA requires flame-resistant PPE in any occupation and area where the risk of 

clothing catching on fire is high. Clothing made of artificial materials, like polyester and nylon, 

cannot be worn in these situations as they can melt onto the skin if worn in high-heat 

environments. Flame-resistant clothing is extremely durable and won’t get worn out, even after 

going through multiple laundry cycles. 

NOMEX*IIIA: 

NOMEX is an aramid fiber made by the DuPont Company. It has a structure that thickens and 

carbonizes when exposed to heat. This unique characteristic allows NOMEX to provide excellent 

thermal protection. 

POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI): 

It is similar to NOMEX in that it is a synthetic fiber made especially to resist high temperatures. 

PBI is non-flammable, chemically resistant, and heat stable. This heat stability makes it less 

prone to shrinking or embrittlement when exposed to flame or high temperatures. 

KERMEL:It is a synthetic polyamide imide aramid fiber manufactured in France by Rhone-

Poulenc. KERMEL fiber is only offered in fabrics blended with other fibers. Like other synthetic 

flame-retardant materials, KERMEL is flame-resistant and does not drip or melt when 

heated.INSULATING GLOVES: Rubber insulating gloves are among the most important 

articles of personal protection for electrical workers. To be effective, electrical safety gloves 

must incorporate dielectric properties and physical strength, along with flexibility and durability. 

To help ensure safety and performance, they should meet and/or exceed the requirements of the 

ASTM International ASTM D120-14a – Standard Specification for Rubber Insulating Gloves. 

A glove system consists of: 

Rubber insulating gloves – Classified by the level of voltage and protection they provide. 

Liner gloves – Reduce the discomfort of wearing rubber insulating gloves. Liners provide 

warmth in cold weather and absorb perspiration in the warm months. They can have a straight 

cuff or knit wrist. 

Leather protector gloves – Worn over rubber insulating gloves to help provide the mechanical 

protection needed against cuts, abrasions and punctures. 

https://www.grainger.com/search?searchQuery=Rubber+insulating+gloves&op=search&Ntt=Rubber+insulating+gloves&N=0&GlobalSearch=true&sst=subset
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
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Insulating gloves offer personal hand protection for workers against electrical shocks when 

working near or on live wires, cables and electrical equipment including substation switchgear 

and transformers – risk assessment identifies electrical shock during the jointing of cables or 

excavating around live cables as a potential cause of accident which can be avoided when 

appropriate safety precautions and gloves are worn. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.1:Rubber insulating gloves 

Head, Eye and Hand Protection: 

When wearing flash suits, or whenever exposed to arc hazard, employees should wear full 

protection for the head, eyes, and hands. Head and eye protection will be provided if the 

employee is equipped with a flash suit. When not in a flash suit, however, employees should 

wear hard hats and eye shields or goggles. 

Head and eye protection: 

Hard Hats:A hard hat is a type of helmet predominantly used in workplace environments such as 

industrial or construction sites to protect the head from injury due to falling objects, impact with 

other objects, debris, rain, and electric shock. Suspension bands inside the helmet spread the 

helmet's weight and the force of any impact over the top of the head. A suspension also provides 

space of approximately 30 mm (1.2 inches) between the helmet's shell and the wearer's head, so 

that if an object strikes the shell, the impact is less likely to be transmitted directly to the skull. 

Some helmet shells have a mid-line reinforcement ridge to improve impact resistance. 

They have a suspension system that moves the impact force though the body to feet, helping to 

reduce strain to the head, neck, and spine. These hard hats and helmets are ANSI rated and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
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OSHA compliant. Types and classes combine to indicate the impact type (vertical only or 

vertical and angled) and level of electrical protection (none, low voltage, or high voltage) 

provided. Hard hats and helmets should be inspected regularly for structural integrity. Hard hats 

are used by construction workers, road crews, or where required by OSHA safety regulations. 

 

 

                                                      Fig 5.4.2 Hard hats 

Safety Glasses, Goggles, and Face Shields: 

Goggles, or safety glasses, are forms of protective eyewear that usually enclose or protect the 

area surrounding the eye in order to prevent particulates, water or chemicals from striking the 

eyes. They are used in chemistry laboratories and in woodworking. They are often used in snow 

sports as well, and in swimming. The current standard for safety eyewear published by 

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is called the Z87. 1-2010 standards. The 

previous standard it replaced was called Z87. 1-2003. 

 

Fig 5.4.3. Safety Glasses 
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Rubber Mats: 

Rubber mats are one of those very common and often ubiquitous items that most people tend to 

overlook. Despite their lack of ‘showiness’, rubber mats are the humble, hard-working, 

inexpensive products that serve many industries. They are often present in one form or another in 

residential, commercial, and industrial venues. Here at Rubber-Cal, we specialize in bringing to 

market quality rubber matting products for a wide variety of applications. Our line of rubber 

floor mats is classified into several different categories according to their use. We inventory anti-

slip floor mats, boat deck mats, kitchen mats, comfort mats, fitness equipment mats, protector 

mats, industrial mats, stair treads, and even animal stall mats! If you need quality rubber floor 

matting, then you have come to the right place. 

Generally, rubber mats serve a protective purpose. A common feature among them is that they 

protect the existing floors of the area in which they are placed. Having dependable mats in place 

can prevent costly damage to your existing wood, tile, laminate, or even concrete floor surfaces. 

Some of our floor mats come in standard sizes, for example 4ft x 6ft, to protect a specific area 

from harm. It should be noted, however, that just because many segments of rubber mats come 

pre-cut, not all of them do. It can be quite simple to have custom rubber mats fitted to your home 

or office in the event you have specific or unique size requirements. We also offer rolls of rubber 

matting for a wider area of floor protection. Floor protection is crucial for any area, whether it is 

a home or industrial workshop. 

 

Fig 5.4.4. Rubber Mats 

Rubber Blankets: 

For those in the “lineman” profession, every day has the potential to bring the unexpected. 

Linemen must always think safety first, and be diligent when performing even the most routine 

tasks. Every year dozens of linemen are either injured or killed due to unfortunate circumstances 
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involving high voltage mishaps. According to the Safety Fireman’s Archive, in 2002 alone more 

than 50 linemen in the United States were killed while on the job. Safe work procedures and 

personal protective equipment (PPE) greatly reduce exposure risks for linemen.Employers 

should regularly review and revise, where applicable, safe work methods regarding the 

installation and removal of protective equipment, the positioning of aerial lift devices, and all 

procedures used in the construction and maintenance of power lines. One type of equipment that 

is critical to safety, and is a necessity as part of a complete set of cover-up equipment, is the 

rubber blanket. The rubber blanket helps reduce accidental exposure to energized power lines, 

conductors and hardware. The flexibility to wrap, fold and maneuver the rubber blanket also 

allows such equipment as underground transformers and switchgear to be easily covered thus 

allowing adequate protection for the worker. 

 

Fig 5.4.5 Rubber Blankets 

Rubber Sleeves: 

Rubber insulating sleeves are commonly worn with dielectric gloves in high-voltage applications 

to provide added insulation from electrical contact for those working on energized equipment. 

The rubber insulating gloves and rubber insulating sleeves are worn for shock protection; sleeves 

typically are worn with rubber insulating gloves when the arm can cross the minimum approach 

distance or the restricted approach boundary. A protector glove typically is used for arc flash 

protection and for mechanical protection of the rubber insulating glove, but this over-glove does 

not protect the entire glove and does not extend up a rubber insulating sleeve. Many lineworkers 

wear short-sleeved, arc-rated (AR) T-shirts under rubber insulating sleeves, and a concern was 

raised in the industry that the insulating sleeves are not arc-rated. 
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Fig 5.4.6 Rubber Sleeves 

 

Fig 5.4.7 Electrical Safety Equipment 

5.5 ELECTRICAL SAFETY AUDIT: 

             Conducting a workplace safety audit is the most comprehensive way for a company to 

gauge the efficiency, effectiveness and legality of its total health and safety management system. 

In addition to ensuring that a business remains in compliance with local, state and federal 

legislation, safety audits have the potential to identify and correct oversights that could, if left 

unchecked, lead to costly and tragic workplace injuries or fatalities. If successful in uncovering 

weaknesses in an employer’s safety programs or practices, audits can also prove to be important 

tools in designing a new safety plan. 

Consistent regularity: 

Conducting only one workplace safety audit per year can have the unintended consequence of 

making safety and compliance seem like a recurring goal that must be achieved once annually, 

rather than a constant mandate. As the date of an annual audit approaches, there may be a 

“ramping up” atmosphere created by managers and supervisors working to ensure compliance 

ahead of the audit. That might discourage them from developing a sense of urgency the rest of 

the year, leading to relaxed standards. A superior approach could be to schedule various specific 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/health-and-safety
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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safety audits throughout the year on an eleven-month schedule, reserving the final month for one 

comprehensive workplace safety audit. 

Competent and objective auditors: 

A safety audit can only be as good as the professionals conducting it, which is why it pays to 

entrust the process to those with the necessary knowledge and experience. Some companies elect 

to hire outside consultants or safety professionals in order to guarantee such expertise, but many 

prefer to keep the operations in-house. If employing the latter method, businesses should 

create safety audit teams consisting of three to five employees well-versed in current safety 

standards. 

These employees must be educated on all relevant laws, OSHA regulations and other standards, 

and trained in the art of violation and hazard identification. To ensure objectivity, employees 

should never inspect their own work environment. A fresh set of eyes is better at spotting 

whatever issues a supervisor or section manager has failed to notice. 

Advanced Preparation: 

Both those performing the audit and those being audited should be prepared for the experience. 

At least a week prior to a workplace safety audit, the company should inform all affected 

managers and supervisors that they need to have all records, documents and procedures ready 

and available for when the audit begins. 

Thorough Recordkeeping: 

Exhaustive records are a requirement and objective of safety audits. A safety audit team needs to 

consult all incident reports available for the section which they are auditing, so as to assess where 

potential problem areas are most likely to exist. Competent incident reports help auditors better 

apply selective scrutiny to known problem areas. 

Safety audit teams should also strive for comprehensive reporting in their own audits. When 

auditors go to the physical location of the selected area to observe work being done, they should 

ask detailed questions of the employees working in that area to obtain as much relevant 

information as possible. Having audit checklists that manage to cover all safety objectives and 

applicable regulations will help auditors make sure they don’t neglect anything. 

Perceptive Data Analysis: 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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             After inspecting all documents, written programs, procedures, work practices and 

equipment, the safety audit teams should sift through the collected material to put together a 

concise report that details all areas of the program. All safety audit comments, recommendations 

and corrective actions should consider whether the audited program covers all regulatory and 

best industry practice requirements, whether those requirements are being met and whether there 

is documented proof of compliance. It’s also important to reach a conclusion regarding how 

effective employee training has been in producing safe behavior. 

Modern Technology: 

              Ensuring that all of the above safety audit standards are met becomes much easier with 

the use of state-of-the-art EHS management technology, as provided by Dakota Software. 

Dakota’s EHS Auditing application allows safety auditors to more easily and effectively test and 

verify a workplace’s compliance status. In addition to capturing all relevant EHS regulations, the 

application also allows auditors to develop checklists unique to the audit site and scope, migrate 

previous audits to leverage past results, train auditors to perform team-based audits, use custom 

protocols, manage audit data and create corrective action plans. From the planning to the 

auditing to the analysis and use of gathered data, every key stage and element of a 

workplace safety audit can be improved upon through the use of cutting-edge EHS 

management technology. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
https://www.dakotasoft.com/landing/safety-management-software
https://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
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                                                                CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS 

6.1 Military and Police: 

 One of the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a lawenforcement 

ormilitary professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being 

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough 

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ 

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN Throw 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The 

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly 

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a 

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe. 

6.2 Surveillance: 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they workequally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog 

also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques. 

6.3 Energy Audits: 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security and LawEnforcement: 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also use in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5Navigation:  

               The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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                                                       CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillances. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
BSNL is the one of the largest telecom Sector in India headquarter in New 

Delhi on 15 September 2000. It provides Fixed line Telephone, Mobile phone, 

Broadband, Internet Television and IPTV services. it is one of the leading companies 

with a gross Revenue of 33 thousand crores. 

 

It is not viable to expand telecom network in India substantially at the prevalent 

level of per-line investment. However, systems based on new technologies, many 

developed in India, promise to more the half the investment required. 

 

BSNL is the oldest communication Service provider and has a customer base of 

115.89 million (of June 2019). Apart from the above service BSNL also provides 

opportunity for students to undergo industrial training. This training includes various 

sectors like IP addressing, Broadband Services, Switching, GSM model and various 

Infrastructures that will be used in Industries. 
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Evolution of Telecom Sector 

Indian telecom sector is more than 165 years old. Telecommunications was first 

introduced in India in 1851 when the first operational land lines were laid by the government 

near Kolkata (then Calcutta), although telephone services were formally introduced in India 

much later in 1881. Further, in 1883, telephone services were merged with the postal system. In 

1947, after India attained independence, all foreign telecommunication companies were 

nationalized to form the Posts, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT), a body that was governed by the 

Ministry of Communication. The Indian telecom sector was entirely under government 

ownership until 1984, when the private sector was allowed in telecommunication equipment 

manufacturing only. The government concretized its earlier efforts towards developing R&D in 

the sector by setting up an autonomous body – Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT) 

in 1984 to develop state-of-the-art telecommunication technology to meet the growing needs of 

the Indian telecommunication network. The actual evolution of the industry started after the 

Government separated the Department of Post and Telegraph in 1985 by setting up the 

Department of Posts and the Department of Telecommunications (DoT). 

The entire evolution of the telecom industry can be classified into three distinct 

phases. Phase I- Pre-Liberalization Era (1980-89) 

Phase II- Post Liberalization Era 

(1990-99) Phase III- Post 2000 

Until the late 90s the Government of India held a monopoly on all types of 

communications – as a result of the Telegraph Act of 1885. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, 

until the industry was liberalized in the early nineties, it was a heavily government-controlled 

and small-sized market; Government policies have played a key role in shaping the structure and 

size of the Telecom industry in India. As a result, the Indian telecom market is one of the most 

liberalized markets in the world with private participation in almost all of its segments. The New 

Telecom Policy (NTP-99) provided the much needed impetus to the growth of this industry and 

set the trend for liberalization in the industry. 

 

Current scenario of Indian telecom industry 
 

 

It is a matter of proud to us that the Telecom industry of our India is the second largest 

emerging economies of Asia and third largest in whole world. Today, telecom sector of India is 

the fastest growing market in the world. Indian telecom industry has provided a robust thrust to 
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the economic growth of country. 

 

 
Status of wireline services: With increasing growth and various facilities of the wireless services, 

the wireline services in the country is almost become motionless. On the other hand, Broadband 

services’ demand has picked up and promises to stabilize growth of wireline. 

 

Telecom Sector Policies: 

A Communication Convergence Bill was introduced in the Parliament in 

2001.Unrestricted entry is allowed in National Long Distance Service (NLD)Also the 

International Long Distance Services (ILDS) have been kept opened. Cellular operators have the 

permission of providing all types of service, as voice and non-voice messages, data services etc. 

The New Telecom Policy revised in 1999 encourages participation of private companies 

in services as Global Mobile Personal Communication by Satellite (GMPCS) Service, digital 

Public Mobile Trunked Service (PMRTS) and Voice Mail/ Audiotex/Unified Messaging 

Services. 

To fulfill Universal Service Obligation (USO) funding and administration, several 

measures are being taken. To initiate Community Phone Service, an announcement has been 

made. Guidelines regarding the Multiple Fixed Service Providers (FSPs) have been announced. 

For establishing 

 

International Internet Gateways, which include both Satellite and Landing Stations, the 

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have been permitted. The Government of India also has set up 

various guidelines to establish Internet telephony (IP). 

 
Major Telecom Companies in India: 

 
In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country.The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. 

In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by the 

Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up. 
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The major players in the mobile phone service industry are enlisted as: - 

The Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, country’s largest cellular service operator was set 

up in the year 2000. It is a state owned telecom company with its headquarters located in New 

Delhi. BSNL is also the largest land line telephone establishment in India. As of April, 2011 87.1 

million users have been reported to be BSNL users. 

1.2 Services of BSNL 

 Land lines (Fixed Access) 

 
 High speed Broad band 

 
 FTTH (Fibre to the Home) 

 
 Mobile services 

 
 Wi-MAX 

 
 IN (Intelligent Network) 

 

1.3 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fiber up to home or 

business point. 

 

Fig 1.1: FTTH Basic Block Diagram 
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Fig 1.2: BSNL FTTH Architecture. 
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Features of FTTH: 
 

 

• Resilience and reliability of service; 

 

• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom 

 

 

1.4 WIMAX 

 
 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 

Access WIMAX Features: 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 Mbps up to 10 Km 

 

 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 
 

 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 

 

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data 

 
 

TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH) 

 
• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party. 

 

• All charges are levied on the service subscriber 

 

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user. 

 

• Service is accessible from networks of other Operators also. 

 

 

1.5 TELEVOTING: 

 

 Televoting is unique service used in collecting public opinion. 

 

 A user who wishes to vote, can dial the specific voting number to register his vote of choice. 
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1.6 VOICE VPN: 

 Voice VPN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses and 

communities using public network resources. 

 PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in a 

VPN are given a 3- or 4-digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP 

number 

Ex: AP POLICE, INCOMETAX 
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Chapter 2 
IP ADDRESSING 

 
2.1 Introduction: 

An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address 

serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing. 

 

2.2 IPV4 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255 

 The IP address is of the form <networkID,hostID> 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D & E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multicasting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 
 

 

 

Fig 2.1: IPv4 addressing 
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Fig 2.2: Class A address 
 

Fig 2.3: Class B address 
 

 

Fig 2.4: Class C address 
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Fig 2.5: Class D&E address 
 

Fig 2.6: Address range Subnetting and Supernetting 
 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a Single Network. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits i.e. Converting 0’s into 1’s 

 Subnetting can be performed in two ways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnet mask) 

 Subnetting can be done based on requirement. 

 
Default subnet mask 

 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A : N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is 255.0.0.0 

 Class B : N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is 255.255.0.0 
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 Class C : N.N.N.H 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is 255.255.255.0 

 
SUPER NETTING 

 

 Supernetting is nothing but “Aggregation” 

 Supernetting is “Combining many small networks into one big network” 

 The Main purpose of aggregation or Supernetting is to decrease the size of routing table. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.7: Supernetting 

 

Conditions for Supernetting 
 

 Continuous 

 Same Size [ More over they should be of 2n] 

 First Network ID should be divisible by size of the block [2n] 
 

 

 

 

 

. 
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Routing Table 

N/W ID SN Mask Interface 

200.1.0.0 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.1 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.2 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.3 255.255.255.0 A 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2.8: Super net Mask 

IPv4 vs IPv6: 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2.9: Comparison of IPv4 and IPv6 
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CHAPTER-3 

BROADBAND 

3.1 Services 
 

The confluence of two forces—the globalization of business and the networking of 

information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in telecommunications 

and data technology are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals— 

just as the Industrial Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy is defining 

how people do business, communicate, shop, have fun, learn, and live on a global basis— 

connecting anyone to anything. The evolution of Internet has come into existence & Internet 

service is expanding rapidly. The demands it has placed upon the public network, especially the 

access network, are great. However, technological advances promise big increases in access 

speeds, enabling public networks to play a major role in delivering new and improved 

telecommunications services and applications to consumers .The Internet and the network 

congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the first and last mile as well as on 

creating a different network infrastructure to avoid the network congestion and access problems. 

The solution to this is Broadband. 

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is 

capable of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for 

Broadband connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had 

stepped in and has defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union 

Broadband is defined as “Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5 to 

2 Mb/s” But in developing countries, as the average financial capability as well as usage, is low, 

broadband is redefined. 

Recognizing the potential of ubiquitous Broadband service in growth of GDP and 

enhancement in quality of life through societal applications including tele-education, tele- 

medicine, e-governance, entertainment as well as employment generation by way of high speed 

access to information and web- based communication, Government of India have finalised a 

policy to accelerate the growth of Broadband services. 

Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’ data connection 

supporting interactive services including, – Internet access and has the capability of the 

minimum download speed of 256 kilobits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from 

the Point Of Presence (POP) of the service provider”. 

The interactive services will exclude any services for which a separate licence is 

specifically required, for example, real-time voice transmission, except to the extent that it is 

presently permitted under ISP licence with Internet Telephony. 
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3.2 Features 

 
 Fast connection to the Internet 

Access to the services which would otherwise be impossible on a slower dial up 

connection. These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, 

listening to your favourite radio station or downloading (or sending) large attached files 

with emails. 

 “Always-on” connection 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet;hence no need to dial 

up a connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Flat-rate billing 

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time 

you are online. You can use it as much or as little as you would like, for a fixed fee. 

Some connections are available at a lower cost, but limit you to the amount of data being 

downloaded (known as 'capped rate'). 

 Dedicated connection 

 

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line. 

 High speed Internet 

 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to dial 

up a connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD) 

 

Besides regular BTV services, Time shifted TV provides subscribers with virtual 

DVD controls to pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward live TV programs. Users 

also have the flexibility to watch any previous broadcasted programs without pre- 

recording. 

 Video on Demand 

 

Enables the user to select from an online library of content and select any of the 

available choices for viewing at a convenient time with full DVD like controls. This is 

similar to borrowing a Video for viewing. 

 Video Multicasting 

 
Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the 

stream begins and ends at the pre appointed times. 

 Interactive Gaming 

 
Enables multiple players to play online games pitted against each other or 

against computers, through gaming servers employed by gaming content 
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providers. 

 

 Audio and Video Conferencing 

 

Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio. 

 Dial VPN Service: 

This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the 

service provider’s core network. 

 Distant Learning 

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication 

among teachers and students. 

 Bandwidth on Demand: 

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example, a 

customer with 256 kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session. 

3.3 Network Architecture of Broadband 

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 

 

 Core Network 

 

 Access Network 

 

 Home Network 

 

Core Network or Provider’s network: 

 
It is the Service Provider’s backbone network set up to provide the Broadband service. It will 

be having connectivity extended to all types of service or content network, which the service 

provider intends to extend. Also it will be having nodes covering all geographical locations it 

intends to serve. Basically its function is to route the customer’s requests to the particular 

service/content network. So the basic component in the core network is routers. 

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB), as 

it was initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But , now 

its objective has been enhanced. Its objective is to connect anything to anything at anytime. The 

technology used in the core routers is Multi Protocol Label Switching(MPLS), which is much 

faster and secure than the 

Conventional IP routers. 

Access Network: Access network connects subscriber’s home network to the Provider’s 

Core network. It is the last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can be either Wired 
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& Wireless. Wire line technologies include traditional telephone lines, coaxial cable lines, and 

fiber optic lines. Wireless communications involve cellular and fixed wireless technology, 

high-speed short-range communications and satellite transmission. 

Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to 

country, technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another. 

Therefore, it is up to each individual locality to determine the technologies that best meet its 

needs. To handle the increasing bandwidth demand, localities are considering upgrading their 

current telecommunications infrastructure or installing new infrastructure. It is essential that 

communities and operators consider the present and future needs of their citizens when 

examining the most appropriate systems. Broadband should be considered an accelerator of 

economic development. 

3.4 Factors Affecting Broadband Access Channels 

 Population density 

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber) 

 Government policies 

  Competitive and regulatory dynamics 

Technology evolution 
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Home Network: 

 
 

It’s the network at subscriber’s premises, connecting his various communication 

devices to the broadband line. BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through 

conventional telephone lines using ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) 

technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires which have a much greater bandwidth 

or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice without disturbing the line's 

ability to carry phone conversations. The A stands for asymmetric, meaning that 

data transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie.,more bandwidth, or data- 

carrying capacity, is devoted to data traveling downstream-from the Internet to your 

PC-than to upstream data traveling from your PC to the Internet. The reason for the 

imbalance is that, generally upstream traffic is very limited to a few words at a time, 

like for example –an URL request and downstream traffic, carrying graphics, 

multimedia, and shareware program downloads needs the extra capacity. An ADSL 

circuit connects an ADSL modem on each end of a twisted pair telephone line, 

creating three information channels. 

1. A high speed downstream channel 

2. A medium speed duplex channel 

3. A basic telephone service channel 

The basic telephone service channel is split off from the digital modem by filters, 

thus guaranteeing uninterrupted basic telephone service, even if ADSL fails. 

Features of ADSL 

 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer 

 In case of power/ADSL failure, data transmission is lost but basic telephone service 

will be operational 

 ADSL Provides 16-1000 kbps upstream and 1.5-24 Mbps downstream. It can work up to a 

distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required 
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Advantages of ADSL 

 You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice calls. 

 The speed is much higher than a regular modem 

 DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you alreadyhave. 

 
 

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end of 

the telephone line. One end of the line, terminated at Subscriber’s premises is first connected to 

the splitter which filters out the low frequency voice to be connected to the telephone instrument. 

The higher Frequency, which carries the data is connected to the modem. The connectivity is 

shown in the figure 1 given below. 

 
 

3.5 Quality of Service 

 Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases in less than or equal to15 working 

days (subject to technical feasibility). If not provided within 15working days, a credit at 

the rate of Rs 10/- per day, subject to a maximum of installation charge or equivalent usage 

allowance shall be given to the customer, at the time of issue of first bill 

 Fault Repair / Restoration Time: By next working day: > 90% and within 3 working days: 99%. 

 Billing Performance: The different parameters are: (a) Less than 2% of billing complaints 

per 100 bills issued. (b) 100% of the billing complaints shall be resolved within four 

weeks. (c) 100% refund cases of deposits after closure to be settled within 60 days 

 Packet loss: Less than 1%. 

 Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node. 

 
 

3.6 Applications and comparison 

 

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access 

 Run Servers (Web / FTP) 

 Business tariff, can depend on company 

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL) 

 Video On Demand (VOD) 

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio) 

 

Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time) 
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Comparison: 
 

 

Application Dialup Modem ISDN Broadband 

 
Download Webpage 

 
14secs 

 
6 secs 

 
1.6 secs 

 
Download 30 sec Video Clip 

 
3.5 mins 

 
1.5 mins 

 
0.4 mins 

 
Download Single mp3 file 

 
12 mins 

 
5 mins 

 
1.3 mins 

 
Download 10mb File 

 
24 mins 

 
10 mins 

 
2.5 mins 

 

Table 3.0: Comparison of different Internet providers 
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CHAPTER-4  

SWITCHING 

 
4.1 Introduction to Early Signaling 

 

Early Signaling and Telegraphy 

Semaphore - A type of signaling, in which visual cues represent letters or words. 

Morse code- The transmission of a series of short and long pulses (dots and dashes) that 

represented characters. 

Duplexing - Simultaneously transmitting a signal in both directions along the same wire. 

Multiplexing - Simultaneously transmitting of an indeterminate number of multiple signals over 

one circuit. 1856 - Western Union Telegraph Company was founded. 

 

 
 

4.2 Telecom Network and Types of Exchanges 
Fig 4.1: Schematic of Telecom Network 



 

 

 

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts. 

1) Access Network : 

 

It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises Equipment) to the 

Switching Location. 

Eg: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

2) Switching network : 

It is the location of the switching 

station. Eg: Telephone Exchange, 

MSC etc. 

3) Core Network : 
 

Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core network. 

 
Exchanges: 

Manual Exchange: 
 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end. 

 

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer premises. 

 

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the exchange. 

 

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling customer 

for giving call alert. 

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties. 

 

Automatic Exchanges: 
 

 In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented. 

 

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like matrix) 

operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a particular point in 

a matrix may be operated under the control of these relays 

Electronic Exchange 
 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties with the 

automatic exchanges were solved. 

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features. 



 

 

 

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchange 

 
 

4.3 Types of Switching: 

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection From the 

calling subscriber to the called Subscriber. 

 Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. 

 Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input 

ports to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended 

destination. 

 The process performed by a switch is called SWITCHING. 

 The interconnection of circuits in order to establish a temporary connection 

between two or more subscribers is also called as SWITCHING. 

 Switching types 

 Circuit switching 

 

 packet switching 

 

 Message switching 

 
Circuit Switching 

 

 Dedicated communication path established for the entire duration of the 

conversation E.g: telephone network 

Packet Switching 

 Data sent out in sequence 

 

 Small chunks (packets) of data at a time 

 

 Packets passed from node to node between source and destination 

 

E.g. computer to computer communications 

 

Digital Switching 

 

 The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more 

exchange terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) 

between these terminations in digital form with reliable accuracy. 

 

Switching network can be classified into 

 

 Space Division and 
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Space Switching: 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. 

Eg. Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since 

the transfer of sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the 

sample. Different highways are interconnected. Eg. Signals received on I/C HWY1 are 

transmitted on O/G HWY2 or 3 or any HWY. 

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways X1,X2. Xn and 

several output highways Y1, Y2… Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns. 

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate 

cross point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of 

outgoing PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point 

may be used to connect other channels. 

 
Time switching: 

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are 

interconnected. For example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in 

TS18 or any other TS on O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are 

interconnected. Eg. Signals received on I/C HWY0 are transmitted on O/G HWY0 only. 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer. 

 Voice frequency ranges 

from 300 Hz to 3400 Hz 

 Human audible range 20Hz to 20KHz 

 

 In conventional telephone Voice signal is in analog form. 

 

 In Exchange it  is converted into 

digital Line1(Analog) -> Exge(Digital) -> 

Line2(Analog) 
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Chapter 5  

5.1 Introduction: 
 

A GSM system is basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network 

subsystem, the radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. In order to ensure that network 

operators will have several sources of cellular infrastructure equipment, GSM decided to specify not 

only the air interface, but also the main interfaces that identify different parts. There are three dominant 

interfaces, namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an Um 

interface between the BTS and MS. 

 
5.2 GSM Network Structure 

 

Every telephone network needs a well-designed structure in order to route incoming called to the 

correct exchange and finally to the called subscriber. In a mobile network, this structure is of great 

importance because of the mobility of all its subscribers [1-4]. In the GSM system, the network is 

divided into the following partitioned areas. 

 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries where a 

mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several within a country, 

based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network 

will be on the level of international or national transit exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN 

network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for 

the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway 

MSC. Call connections between PLMNs, or to fixed networks, must be routed through certain 

designated MSCs called a gateway MSC. The gateway MSC contains the interworking functions to 

make these connections. They also route incoming calls to the proper MSC within the network. The 

next level of division is the MSC/VLR service area. In one PLMN there can be several MSC/VLR 

service area. MSC/VLR is a role controller of calls within its jurisdiction. In order to route a call to a 

GSM AND CDMA 



 

 

 

mobile subscriber, the path through links to the MSC in the MSC area where the subscriber is currently 

located. The mobile location can be uniquely identified since the MS is registered in a VLR, which is 

generally associated with an MSC. 

 
The next division level is that of the LA’s within a MSC/VLR combination. There are several 

LA’s within one MSc/VLR combination. A LA is a part of the MSC/VLR service area in which a MS 

may movefreely without updating location information to the MSC/VLR exchange that control the 

LA. Within a LA a paging message is broadcast in order to find the called mobile subscriber. The LA 

can be identified by the system using the Location Area Identity (LAI). The LA is used by the GSM 

system to search for a subscriber in a active state. Lastly, a LA is divided into many cells. A cell is an 

identity served by one BTS. The MS distinguishes between cells using the Base Station Identification 

code (BSIC) that the cell site broadcast over the air. 

 

Mobile Station 

The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a subscribe needs 

in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be installed in Vehicles or can be 

portable or handheld stations. The MS may include provisions for data communication as well as voice. 

A mobile transmits and receives message to and from the GSM system over the air interface to establish 

and continue connections through the system. Different type of MSs can provide different type of data 

interfaces. To provide a common model for describing these different MS configuration, ”reference 

configuration” for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon request, 

the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be used to identify 

mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the IMEI identities the mobile 

equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile subscriber. Different subscriber identities 

are used in different phases of call setup. The Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the 

number that the calling party dials in order to reach the subscriber. It is used by the land network to 

route calls toward an appropriate MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the 

primary function of the subscriber within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. The 

GSM system can also assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a mobile. 

This number can be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber from being 

identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 
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Functions of MS 

 

The primary functions of MS are to transmit and receive voice and data over the air interface 

of the GSM system. MS performs the signal processing function of digitizing, encoding, error 

protecting, encrypting, and modulating the transmitted signals. It also performs the inverse functions 

on the received signals from the BS. 

In order to transmit voice and data signals, the mobile must be in synchronization with the 

system so that the messages are the transmitted and received by the mobile at the correct instant. To 

achieve this, the MS automatically tunes and synchronizes to the frequency and TDMA timeslot 

specified by the BSC. This message is received over a dedicated timeslot several times within a 

multiframe period of 51 frames. We shall discuss the details of this in the next chapter. The exact 

synchronization will also include adjusting the timing advance to compensate for varying distance of 

the mobile from the BTS. 

 
The MS monitors the power level and signal quality, determined by the BER for known 

receiver bit sequences (synchronization sequence), from both its current BTS and up to six surrounding 

BTSs. This data is received on the downlink broadcast control channel. The MS determines and send 

to the current BTS a list of 

the six best-received BTS signals. The measurement results from MS on downlink quality and 

surrounding BTS signal levels are sent to BSC and processed within the BSC. The system then uses this 

list for best cell handover decisions. 

MS keeps the GSM network informed of its location during both national and international 

roaming, even when it is inactive. This enables the System to page in its present LA. 

The MS includes an equalizer that compensates for multi-path distortion on the received signal. 

This reduces inter-symbol interface that would otherwise degrade the BER. 

Finally, the MS can store and display short received alphanumeric messages on the liquid crystal 

display (LCD) that is used to show call dialing and status information. These messages are limited to 

160 characters in length. 
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Power Levels 
 

 

These are five different categories of mobile telephone units specified by the European GSM 

system: 20W, 8W, 5W, 2W, and 0.8W. These correspond to 43-dBm, 39-dBm, 37-dBm, 33-dBm, and 

29-dBm power levels. The 20-W and 8-W units (peak power) are either for vehicle-mounted or 

portable station use. 

The MS power is adjustable in 2-dB steps from its nominal value down to 20mW (13 dBm). 

This is done automatically under remote control from the BTS, which monitors the received power and 

adjusts the MS transmitter to the minimum power setting necessary for reliable transmission. 

 
SIM Card 

 

 

As described in the first chapter, GSM subscribers are provided with a SIM card with its 

unique identification at the very beginning of the service. By divorcing the subscriber ID from the 

equipment ID, the subscriber may never own the GSM mobile equipment set. The subscriber is 

identified in the system when he inserts the SIM card in the mobile equipment. This provides an 

enormous amount of flexibility to the subscribers since they can now use any GSM-specified mobile 

equipment. Thus with a SIM card the idea of “Personalize” the equipment currently in use and the 

respective information used by the network (location information) needs to be updated. The smart card 

SIM is portable between Mobile Equipment (ME) units. The user only needsto 

 

Take his smart card on a trip. He can then rent a ME unit at the destination, even in another country, 

and insert his own SIM. Any calls he makes will be charged to his home GSM account. Also, the GSM 

system will be able to reach him at the ME unit he is currently using. 

 

The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated circuit chip 

with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory (ROM). It is inserted 

in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS to make or receive a call. As 

stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be mounted in the subscriber’s equipment. 
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When a mobile subscriber wants to use the system, he or she mounts their SIM card and provide 

their Personal Identification number (PIN), which is compared with a PIN stored within the SIM. If 

the user enters three incorrect PIN codes, the SIM is disabled. The PIN can also be permanently 

bypassed by the service provider if requested by the subscriber. Disabling the PIN code simplifies the 

call setup but reduces the protection of the user’s account in the event of a stolen SIM. 

 

International Mobile Subscriber Identity. 

 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile country code (MSC), 

mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile subscriber identification number (MSIN). 

The IMSI is not hardware-specific. Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is 

the only absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists of the MCC 

followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

 

Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity 

 

A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user confidentiality. It is 

assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only 

occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial transaction with an MSC (for example, location updating). 

Under certain condition (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC 

can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

 
Mobile Station ISDN Number 

 

The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to obtain a 

mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the country code (CC) 

followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not exceed 15 digits. 

 

The Mobile Station Roaming Number (MSRN) 

 

The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another numbering area. 

The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. It is assigned upon demand by 

the HLR on a per-call basis. The MSRN for PSTN/ISDN routing shall have the same structure as 

international ISDN numbers in the area in which the MSRN is allocated. The HLR knows in what 

MSC/VLR service area the subscriber is located. At the reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the 

GMSC, which can now route the call to the MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is 

currently registered. 
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International Mobile Equipment Identity 
 

The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN and is used to 

determine authorized (white), unauthorized (black), and malfunctioning (gray) GSM hardware. In 

conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users are granted access to the 

system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS. 

Base Station System 

 

The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view by the 

MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating with MSs in a 

certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more cells. A BSS may consist 

of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is designed as an A-BIS interface. The BSS 

includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the MSs through the radio interface and the 

BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. 

The function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing 

equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and including 

the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio interface. A single transceiver 

within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. A BSC is a network 

component in the PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It is a functional entity that 

handles common control functions within a BTS. 

 

A BTS is a network component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically 

able to handle three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous communication. 

Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. 

 

An important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the 

BTS is the Transcoder/Rate Adapter Unit (TRAU). The TRAU is the equipment in which coding and 

decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption in case of data. Although the specifications consider the 

TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, it can be sited away from the BTS (at MSC), and even between the 

BSC and the MSC. 

 

The interface between the MSC and the BSS is a standardized SS7 interface (A-interface) that, 

as stated before, is fully defined in the GSM recommendations. This allows the system operator to 

purchase switching equipment from one supplier and radio equipment and the controller from another. 

The interface between the BSC and a remote BTS likewise is a standard the A-bis. In splitting the BSS 

functions between BTS and BSC, the main principle was that only such functions that had to reside 

close to the radio transmitters/receivers should be placed in BTS. This will also help reduce the 

complexity of the BTS. 
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Functions of BTS 

 

As stated, the primary responsibility of the BTS is to transmit and receive radio signals from a 

mobile unit over an air interface. To perform this function completely, the signals are encoded, 

encrypted, multiplexed, modulated, and then fed to the antenna system at the cell site. Trans-coding to 

bring 13-kbps speech to a standard data rate of 16 kbps and then combining four of these signals to 64 

kbps is essentially a part of BTS, though, itcan be done at BSC or at MSC. The voice communication 

can be either at a full or half rate over logical speech channel. In order to keep the mobile synchronized, 

BTS transmits frequency and time synchronization signals over frequency correction channel (FCCH 

and BCCH logical channels. The received signal from the mobile is decoded, decrypted, and equalized 

for channel impairments. 

 

Random access detection is made by BTS, which then sends the message to BSC. The channel 

subsequent assignment is made by BSC. Timing advance is determined by BTS. BTS signals the 

mobile for proper timing adjustment. Uplink radio channel measurement corresponding to the 

downlink measurements made by MS has to be made by BTS. 
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BTS-BSC Configurations 

 

There are several BTS-BSC configurations: single site; single cell; single site; multicell; and 

multisite, multicell. These configurations are chosen based on the rural or urban application. These 

configurations make the GSM system economical since the operation has options to adapt the best 

layout based on the traffic requirement. Thus, in some sense, system optimization is possible by the 

proper choice of the configuration. These include Omni directional rural configuration where the BSC 

and BTS are on the same site; chain and multidrop loop configuration in which several BTSs are 

controlled by a single remote BSC with a chain or ring connection topology; rural star configuration in 

which several BTSs are connected by individual lines to the same BSC; and sectorized urban 

configuration in which three BTSs share the same site and are controlled by either a collocated or 

remote BSC. 

In rural areas, most BSs are installed to provide maximum coverage rather than maximum capacity. 

 
Transcoder 

 

Depending on the relative costs of a transmission plant for a particular cellular operator, there 

may be some benefit, for larger cells and certain network topologies, in having the transcoder either at 

the BTS, BSC or MSC location. If the Trans coder is located at MSC, they are still considered 

functionally a part of the BSS. This approach allows for the maximum of flexibility and innovation in 

optimizing the transmission between MSC and BTS. 

 

The transcoder is the device that takes 13-Kbps speech or 3.6/6/12-Kbps data multiplexes and 

four of them to convert into standard 64-Kbps data. First, the 13 Kbps or the data at 3.6/6/12 Kbps are 

brought up to the level of 16 kbps by inserting additional synchronizing data to make up the difference 

between a 13-Kbps speech or lower rate data, and then four of them are combined in the transcoder to 

provide 64 kbps channel within the BSS. Four traffic channel can then be multiplexed on one 64-Kpbs 

circuit. Thus, the TRAU output data rate is 64 kbps. Then, up to 30 such 64-Kpbs channels are 

multiplexed onto a 2.048 Mbps if a CEPT1 channel is provided on the A-bis interface. This channel 

can carry up to 120-(16x 120) traffic and control signals. Since the data rate to the PSTN is normally 

at 2 Mbps, which is the result of combining 30-Kbps by 64-Kbph channels, or 120- Kbps by 16-Kpbs 

channels. 
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BSC  

The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the other. The 

BSC 

performs the Radio Resource (RR) management for the cells under its control. It assigns and release 

frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC performs the intercell handover for 

MSs moving between 

BTS in its control. It also reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy 

demands during peak hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both 

BSSs and MSs in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. 

The BSC provides the time and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs. 

The BSC also measures the time delay of received MS signals relative to the BTS clock. If the received 

MS signal is not centered in its assigned timeslot at the BTS, The BSC can direct the BTS to notify the 

MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization takes place. The functions of BSC are as 

follows. 

The BSC may also perform traffic concentration to reduce the number of transmission lines 

from the BSC to its BTSs, as discussed in the last section. 

 

Network Switching Subsystems: 

 

Mobile Switching Center and Gateway Switching Center 

 

The network and the switching subsystem together include the main switching functions of 

GSM as well as the databases needed for subscriber data and mobility management (VLR). The main 

role of the MSC is to manage the communications between the GSM users and other 

telecommunication network users. The basic switching function of performed by the MSC, whose main 

function is to coordinate setting up calls to and from GSM users. The MSC has interface with the BSS 

on one side (through which MSC VLR is in contact with GSM users) and the external networks on the 

other (ISDN/PSTN/PSPDN). The main difference between a MSC and an exchange in a fixed network 

is that the MSC has to take into account the impact of the allocation of RRs and the mobile nature of 

the subscribers and has to perform, in addition, at least, activities required for the location registration 

and handover. 

 

The MSC is a telephony switch that performs all the switching functions for MSs located in a 

geographical area as the MSC area. The MSC must also handle different types of numbers and identities 

related to the same MS and contained in different registers: IMSI, TMSI, ISDN number, and MSRN. 

In general identities are used in the interface between the MSC and the MS, while numbers are used 

in the fixed part of the network, such as, for routing. 
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Functions of MSC 

 

As stated, the main function of the MSC is to coordinate the setup of calls between GSM mobile 

and PSTN users. Specifically, it performs functions such as paging, resource allocation, location 

registration, and encryption. 

 

Specifically, the call-handling function of paging is controlled by MSC. MSC coordinates the 

setup of call to and from all GSM subscribers operating in its areas. The dynamics allocation of access 

resources is done 

in coordination with the BSS. More specifically, the MSC decides when and which types of channels 

should be assigned to which MS. The channel identity and related radio parameters are the 

responsibility of the BSS, The MSC provides the control of interworking with different networks. It is 

transparent for the subscriber authentication procedure. The MSC supervises the connection transfer 

between different BSSs for MSs, with an active call, moving from one call to another. This is ensured 

if the two BSSs are connected to the same MSC but also when they are not. In this latter case the 

procedure is more complex, since more than one MSC in involved. The MSC performs billing on calls 

for all subscribers based in its areas. When the subscriber is roaming elsewhere, the MSC obtains data 

for the call billing from the visited MSC. Encryption parameters transfers from VLR to BSS to 

facilitate ciphering on the radio interface are done by MSC. The exchange of signaling information on 

the various interface toward the other network elements and the management of the interface 

themselves are all Controlled by the MSC. Finally, the MSC serves as a SMS gateway to forward SMS 

messages from Short Message Service Centers (SMSC) to the subscribers and from the subscribers to 

the SMSCs. It thus acts as a message mailbox and delivery system. 

 
VLR 

 

The VLR is collocated with an MSC. A MS roaming in an MSC area is controlled by the VLR 

responsible for that area. When a MS appears in a LA, it starts a registration procedure. The MSC for 

that area notices this registration and transfers to the VLR the identity of the LA where the MS is 

situated. A VLR may be in charge of one or several MSC LA’s. The VLR constitutes the databases 

that support the MSC in the storage and retrieval of the data of subscribers present in its area. When 

an MS enters the MSC area borders, it signals its arrival to the MSC that stores it’s identified in the 

VLR. The information necessary to manage the MS is contained in the HLR and is transferred to the 

VLR so that they can be easily retrieved if sorequired. 

 

Data Stored in VLR 

 

The data contained in the VLR and in the HLR are more or less the same. Nevertheless the data 

are present in the VLR only as  long  as the MS  is registered  in the area related  to  that  VLR. Data 

associated with the movement of mobile are IMSI, MSISDN, MSRN, and TMSI. The terms permanent 
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and temporary, in this case, are meaningful only during that time interval. Some data are mandatory, 

others are optional. 

 

HOME LOCATION REGISTER 

 

The HLR is a database that permanently stores data related to a given set of subscribers. The 

HLR is the reference database for subscriber parameters. Various identification numbers and addresses 

as well as authentication parameters, services subscribed, and special routing information are stored. 

Current subscriber status including a subscriber’s temporary roaming number and associated VLR if 

the mobile is roaming, are maintained. 

The HLR provides data needed to route calls to all MS-SIMs home based in its MSC area, even 

when they are roaming out of area or in other GSM networks. The HLR provides the current location 

data needed to support searching for and paging the MS-SIM for incoming calls, wherever the MS- 

SIM may be. The HLR is responsible for storage and provision of SIM authentication and encryption 

parameters needed by the MSC 

where the MS-SIM is operating. It obtains these parameters from the AUC. 

 
 

The HLR maintains record of which supplementary service each user has subscribed to and 

provides 

 
 

permission control in granting services. The HLR stores the identification of SMS gateways that have 

messages for the subscriber under the SMS until they can be transmitted to the subscriber and receipt is 

knowledge. Some data are mandatory, other data are optional. Both the HLR and the VLR can be 

implemented in the same equipment in an MSC (collocated). A PLMN may contain one or several 

HLRs. 
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AUTHENTICATION CENTER 
 

 

The AUC stores information that is necessaryto protect communication through the air interface 

against intrusions, to which the mobile is vulnerable. The legitimacy of the subscriber is established 

through authentication and ciphering, which protects the user information against unwanted disclosure. 

Authentication information and ciphering keys are stored in a database within the AUC, which protects 

the user information against unwanted disclosure and access. 

 
In the authentication procedure, the key Ki is never transmitted to the mobile over the air path, 

only a random number is sent. In order to gain access to the system, the mobile must provide the correct 

Signed Response (SRES) in answer to a random number (RAND) generated by AUC. Also, Ki and 

the cipher key Kc are never transmitted across the air interface between the BTS and the MS. Only the 

random challenge and the calculated response are transmitted. Thus, the value of Ki and Kc are kept 

secure. The cipher key, on the other hand, is transmitted on the SS7 link between the home HLR/AUC 

and the visited MSC, which is a point of potential vulnerability. On the other hand, the random number 

and cipher key is supposed to change with each phone call, so finding them on one call will not benefit 

using them on the next call. 

 

The HLR is also responsible for the “authentication” of the subscriber each time he makes or 

receives a call. The AUC, which actually performs this function, is a separate GSM entity that will 

often be physically included with the HLR. Being separate, it will use separate processing equipment 

for the AUC database functions. 

 
 EQUIPMENT IDENTIFY REGISTER 

 

EIR is a database that stores the IMEI numbers for all registered ME units. The IMEI uniquely 

identifies all registered ME. There is generally one EIR per PLMN. It interfaces to the various HLR in 

the PLMN. The EIR keeps track of all ME units in the PLMN. It maintains various lists of messages. 

The database stores the ME identification and has nothing do with subscriber who is receiving or 

originating call. There are three classes of ME that are stored in the database, and each group has 

different characteristics. 



 

 

 

CDMA 
 

5.4 Introduction to WLL: 

 

WLL is implemented because 
 Cost 
 Subscriber migration problems 

 Centralized Maintenance 

 

 Service breakdowns due to cable fault 
 Less Maintenance 

 

5.5 Multiple Accesses: 

 

Number of user’s access and share 

• transmission medium 

 

• bandwidth available 

 

For communication at the same time. 
 

Fig 5.1: Multiple Access 

 

MULTIPLE ACCESS METHODS 

 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

 

FDMA is a multiple access method in which users are assigned specific frequency bands. 

The user has sole right of using the frequency band for the entire call duration. (Eg: TV 

broadcasting) 

 

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

 

In TDMA an assigned frequency band shared among a few users. However, each user is 



 

 

 

allowed to transmit in predetermined time slots. Hence, channelization of user is achieved through 

separation in time. (Eg: GSM). 

 
CDMA :( CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS (CDMA)) 

 

Large number of transmissions are combined on the same RF channel at the same 

time but are Separated by “codes”. 

 

Salient Features of CDMA 

 

• It is an advanced comm. Technology. 

• It has Anti-jam and security features. 

• Large capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA. 

• It uses spread spectrum technology. 
• Better use of the multipath Frequency Reuse. 

 
 

5.6 Advantages of CDMA systems 

 

1. Over Wire line: 

 

• Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost 

 

• Mobility 

 

• Ease of operation and Admn. Mtce. 

 
• Call drop < 2% 

 

2. over Mobile (GSM System): 

 

• Large Coverage 

 

• Large Capacity 
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Chapter 6  

 

6.1 SYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL HIERARCHY FUNDAMENTALS 

Introduction 

It is an international standard networking principle and a multiplexing method. The name of 

hierarchy has been taken from the multiplexing method which is synchronous by nature. The evolution of 

this system will assist in improving the economy of operability and reliability of a digital network. 

Merits of SDH 

 

(i) Simplified multiplexing/de-multiplexing techniques. 

 
(ii) Direct access to lower speed tributaries, without need to multiplex/ De-multiplex the entire high 

speed signal. 

(iii) Enhanced operations, Administration, Maintenance and provisioning capabilities. 

 

(iv) Easy growth to higher bit rates in step with evolution of transmissiontechnology. 

 

(v) Capable of transporting existing PDH signals. 

 

(vi) Capable of transporting future broadband (ATM) channel bit rates. 

 

(vii) Capable of operating in a multi-vendor and multi-operator environment. 

 
 

Advantages 

 

(i) Multi-vendor environment (mid span meet) : Prior to 1988 international agreement on SDH all 

vendors used proprietary non-standard techniques for transporting information on fiber. The only 

way to interconnect was to convert to the copper transmission standards (G702/703/704). The cost 

and complexity levels were very high. 

(ii) Synchronous networking: SDH supports multi-point or hub configurations whereas, asynchronous 

networking only supports point-to-point configurations. 

(iii) Enhanced OAM&P: The telecoms need the ability to administer, survey, provision, and control the 

network from a central location. 

(iv) Positioning the network for transport on new services: LAN to LAN, HDTV, and interactive 

Transmission 



 

 

 

multimedia, video conferencing. 
 

(v) HUB: A hub is an intermediate site from which traffic is distributed to 3 or more spur. It allows 

the nodes to communicate as an angle network, thus reducing the back-to-back multiplexing and 

de-multiplexing. 

S.D.H. Evolution 

 
S.D.H. Evolution is possible because of the following factors: 

 

(i) Fiber Optic Bandwidth: The bandwidth in Optical Fiber can be increased and there is no limit 

for it. This gives a great advantage for using SDH. 

(ii) Technical Sophistication: Although, SDH circuitry is highly complicated, it is possible to have 

such circuitry because of VLSI technique which is also very cost effective. 

(iii) Intelligence: The availability of cheaper memory opens new possibilities. 

 

(iv) Customer Service Needs: The requirement of the customer with respect to different bandwidth 

requirements could be easily met without much additional equipment. 

 

The different services it supports are: 

 

1. Low/High speed data. 

2. Voice 

3. Interconnection of LAN 

4. Computer links 

5. Feature services like H.D.T.V. 

6. Broadband ISDN transport (ATM transport) 

 

Principles of SDH 

 

 SDH defines a number of “Containers”, each corresponding to an existing plesiochronousrate. 

 

 Each container has a “Path Overhead” added to it POH provides network management capability. 

 Container plus POH form a “Virtual Container”. 

 

 All equipment is synchronized to a national clock. 

 

 Delays associated with a transmission link may vary slightly with time–causing location of VC 

within the STM–1 frame to move. 

 Variations accommodated by use of a Pointer points to beginning of VC. Pointer may be 

incremented or decremented. 

 G.709 defines different combinations of VCs which can be accommodated in the “payload” of an 

STM–1 frame. 



 

 

 

 When STM–1 payload is full, more network management capability is added to form the 

“Section Overhead”. 

 SOH remains with payload for the fiber section between synchronous multiplexers. 

 

 SOH bytes provide communication channels to cater for : 

 
 OA&M facilities. 

 User channels. 

 Protection switching. 

 Section performance 

 Frame alignment 

 Other functions. 

6.2 Basis of DWDM 

 
Since the very beginning of telecommunications, the need to extend the capacity of a 

communications channel has been present. The purpose could be to allow the use of this channel by 

multiple users, to perform a better management of the available resource or just to boost the transmission 

capacity. Development of these systems was always limited by the maximum capacity allowed by the 

communications channel and the available technology. Several techniques can be used to improve the use 

of a communication channel. 

The principles are, e.g: 

 

 Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) 

 Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) 

 

These are commonly used techniques in radio and copper transmission systems. 
 
 

 

 

users. 

With TDM each user is assigned to a certain time slot thus making the transmission time shared by 

all the 

 

With FDM each user is assigned to a certain frequency slot transmitting only with the corresponding 

carrier. This way the available bandwidth is shared. In the case of optical systems the available bandwidth 

can exceed several Terahertz (1012 Hz). TDM could not be used to take advantage of this tremendous 

bandwidth due to limitations on electrical technology. Electrical circuits simply cannot work on these 

frequencies. Typical FDM was also a problem in the same way, it was not possible to use frequency 

multiplexing at the electrical level. The solution was to use frequency multiplexing at the optical level or 

Wavelength Division Multiplexing. The basic idea is to use different optical carriers or colors to transmit 

different signals in the same fiber. 



 

 

 

WavelengthPlan: 
 

Transmission window 

If one looks at the possible wavelengths for the transmission of signals one has to look at 

the fiber properties. Optical fibers are not suitable for transmission at all wavelengths but only in 

certain windows. Today, usually the second transmission window (around 1300 nm) and the third 

and fourth transmission windows from 1530 to 1565 nm (also called conventional band) and from 

1565 to 1620 nm (also called Long Band) are used. Technological reasons limit DWDM 

applications at the moment to the third and fourth window. 

 

The losses caused by the physical effects on the signal due by the type of materials used to produce 

fibers limit the usable wavelengths to between 1280 nm and 1650 nm. Within this usable range the 

techniques used to produce the fibers can cause particular wavelengths to have more loss so we avoid the 

use of these wavelengths as well. The principle behind the working of the project lies in the functioning 

of IR Sensor. We are going to use a Tran’s missive type IR Sensor in this project. 



 

 

 

6.3 Introduction to Optical fiber: 

An optical telegraph was built by Claude Chapped in 1790s in France. In 1870, John Tyndall 

demonstrated the principle of guiding light through internal reflections. In 1880, Alexander Graham Bell 

invented the photo phone, which used unguided light to carry speech. 

A major breakthrough leading to high capacity optical communications was achieved with the 

invention of laser in 1960. The laser acted as a narrow–band source of optical radiation suitable for use as 

a carrier of information. In 1966, Charles K. Kao at Standard Telecommunications Laboratories, England 

fabricated a low loss glass fiber, giving a loss of 1000 dB/km or so. Such a fiber could transmit light for a 

short distance only U.S.A developed a low loss fiber giving a loss of 20dB/Km. this was the second major 

breakthrough to make optical communication a practical reality. By 1972, losses were reduced to 4dB/km. 

Today, the best fibers have a loss of 

< 0.2 dB/km. 

 

The information travels from the transmitter to the receiver over the information channel. There 

are basically two types of information channels: unguided or guided channels. Atmosphere is an unguided 

type of channel over which waves can propagate. Guided channels are those which guide the 

electromagnetic waves through them. Two wire lines, coaxial cable, waveguide and optic fiber are the 

examples of Guided information channels. Guided channels have the advantages of privacy, no weather 

dependence and the ability to convey messages within, under and around physical structures. An optical 

fiber is a thin strand of glass or plastic serving as the transmission medium over which the information 

passes. The basic fiber–optic system is a link connecting optical transmitter and receiver. 

Transmitter 

 

It converts an electrical signal into a light signal. The source is either a light–emitting diode or laser 

diode which does the actual conversion. The drive circuitry changes the electrical signal fed to the 

transmitter into a form suitable for the source. 

Receiver 

 
It accepts the light and converts it back into an electrical signal. The generator amplifies, reshapes 

the signal before passing it on. The range of wavelengths in the visible region extends from 0.4 µm to 0.7 

µm. The visible range is not suitable for light transmission through glass fiber. In this region, the waves 

are attenuated to such an extent that only short transmission links are possible. Losses in the ultraviolet 

region are even greater. It is the infra–red region from 0.8 µm to 1.6 µm which is used for fiber optic 

transmission. 



 

 

 

6.4 Fiber–Optic Cable 

It is the medium for carrying the light. The cable includes the fibers and its 

protective coverings. 
 

Advantages of Fibers: 

Wide Bandwidth 

The information carrying capacity which increases with the bandwidth of the transmission 

medium, is very large in fibers. The bandwidth available on a pair of single mode fibers is in the 

order of several GHz. Thus, thousands of circuits can be carried on the fibers whether the 

information is voice, data or video or a combination of these. 

Low Loss 

Bandwidth is an effective indication of the rate at which information can be sent. Loss 

indicates how far the information can be sent. As a signal travels along a transmission path the 

signal loses strength. This loss of strength is known as attenuation. In a copper cable, attenuation 

increases with the modulation frequency: the higher the frequency of the information signal, the 

greater is the loss. In an optical fiber, attenuation is flat: loss is the same at any signaling frequency 

until a very high frequency. 

Below fig shows the loss characteristics vs. the channel bandwidth for fibers, and coaxial 

cable. 

Loss in coaxial cable increases with frequency, whereas loss in the optical cable remains flat. 
 

 

 

Fig 6.1: Optical fiber Graph 
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                         Chapter 7 

                       Telecom Infrastructure 
 

F) TELECOM IFRASTRUCTURE: 
 

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

 
The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred 

as the „heart‟ of the installation since the communication system can 

function only if power supply is available. Failure of power supply system in 

any installation renders the communication facilities offered by it to be 

instantly paralyzed. 

Requirement of Power Supply: 

 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must 

have two basiccharacteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the 

power supply. 

 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or 

humor large rippleharmonics. The support power system in BSNL 

consists of: 

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are 

discharged.) 

 
1. VRLA Battery: 

 

Basically VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid Battery. In short 

terms it means that it is a lead acid battery with a valve regulator, which does not 

allow the gases to escape the battery container and there is no need of topping up of 

the battery. Various capacities of Batteries are 120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 

1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 5000 AH. 

 

Monitoring Of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and 

leaking etc. 
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 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of 

each cell in thestring. 

 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%) in the impedance or 

conductance of the cell when charger is on as compared to the one 

recorded at the time of commissioning. 

 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 

 

 
Temperature:- 

 
The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the 

battery. The SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing 

the charging voltage and it is 3 milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it 

is important to measure individual cell temp periodically and keep record 

for study and analysis. 

 

Life of VRLA battery: 

 
 Batteries up to 200AH: 4 Years 

 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6 years 

 
2. SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant: 

 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (- 

48v). The conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs 

or Ferro-resonant techniques. These conventional types of power plants were 

having following problems: 

 

 Very large size, 

 

 Large weight 

 

 Lower efficiency. 

 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) 
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power plant are used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished 

in two stages as given below: 

First Stage conversion: 
The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

 

Second Stage Conversion: 

 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 

KHz and higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor 

switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of 

a small high frequency transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by 
means of high frequency filters. 

 

 

 

 
Advantages of SMPS Power Plant: 

 

 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 

10 to 15% of the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. 

This makes the power plant compact due to which a lot of saving in floor 

area is achieved. 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone 

to temperature variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ 

micro-processor control techniques, the introduction of temperature 

compensation logic for batteries has become simple and easier. 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up- 

gradation of the capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in 

the additional modules adds to the capacity, with the limit of ultimate 

capacity and does not require the replacement of existing Power Plant as 

in the case of conventional Power Plants. 

3. Earthing: 
 

Purpose of Earthing: 
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Earthing plays a vital role in the protection of equipment’s and the 

personnel. Apart from protection from hazardous stray currents in electrical 

equipment in Telecommunication circuits and equipment’s, Earthing is 

provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

 

Types of Earth Electrodes: 

 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

 

 Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

 
 Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a 

problem. 

 
 Strip electrodes: In hilly areas where digging beyond 2-3ft depth is not 

possible and space is available. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being 

made in which a chemical paste is deposited between the plates, which 

helps in maintaining the required level of moisture and is also known as 

maintenance free earth. It is specifically useful for hilly areas. 

 

Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine 

Alternator: 

 

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from 

Diesel Engine Alternator Set 

.In the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which 

rotates the alternator of the engine Alternator set and alternator in turn 

produces Electrical energy. In the first stage of energy conversion, the 

chemical energy of fuel is converted in to the mechanical energy at the 

common shaft of Engine & Alternator. 

This mechanical energy is then converted into electrical energy at alternator 

in the second stage of energy conversion. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 
In the open economy era of fast modernization and tough 

competition technical industries should procedure to pass out as near to 

job function as possible 

 
Practical training is the one of the major steps in this direction. I 

did my industrial training from BSNL, Vijayawada which is the one of 

the best-known communication service providers of India. the training 

helps me to gain deep knowledge of working of telephone exchange, 

various technologies of BSNL- Switching, Transmission, Broad band, 

Mobile communication, Latest telecom services, Telecom 

infrastructure. In the end, I hereby conclude that I have successfully 

completed my industrial training on above technologies. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and 

defense company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned 

by the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the 

Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was 

founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research,  development  and  manufacture  of 

image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and radio  

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next generation 

bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products displayed 

included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 
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CHAPTER 1 

                                      INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by the Indian 

Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed 

Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded in 

1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture of image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 

1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralization and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Troop communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programs in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for 

supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula 

the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navy Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to 

focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the 

set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 

75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Opsonic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, and BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year U.S. and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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   In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion marks (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

         On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

    In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense applications; 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

    In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

  BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

  

                   

                                        Table1.1 Bel units and products  
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1.3 PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing: 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest 

b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest 

c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest 

 Durable Test 

a) VibrationTest 

b) Bumptest 

 FunctionalTest 

a) ResolutionTest 
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b) Field OfView 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

            Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Litre to 3000Litre, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra-lowtemperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.41:  Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle platforms, 

civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophe. 
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                                                  CHAPTER 2 

NIGHT VISION DEVICES: 

2.1 Definition: 

Anight vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR 

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

2.3 Working Principle of Image Intensifier: 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve bettervision. A conventional lens captures ambientlight. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifiertube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode andaccelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

moreelectrons. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in eachchannel. Original electrons collide with the 

channel, exciting atoms and causing otherelectrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

achain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit ascreen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on thescreen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

anotherlens. 

2.4 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

All objects emit infrared energy as a function of temperature. 

A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and 
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causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern created is 

translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is 

play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white innature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Fig 2.6:   Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 2.7 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers to 

continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use offlashlights. 

However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better atnight. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to 

see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and 

clusters in the sky in realtime. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray 

machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray
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                                                  CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES 

3.1 Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

1. ObjectGlass 

2. Focus 

3. Image intensifiertube 

4. Eye Pieces 

5. Eye Guard 
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       3.3 Image Intensifier Tube: 

 

Figure 3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological 

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

aresufficientspectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 Image Intensification: 

 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand'srequirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

sothatadimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby thenacademeviavisual output,orstoredAs data for 

later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,”it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that 

strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a 

CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does theemitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne 

platforms.Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source 

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-visiontechnologies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUB STATION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

             A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow 

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to 

change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at 

the interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large 

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying on SCADA for 

remote supervision and control. 

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As 

central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to 

distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own 

generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the generators 

were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station. 

4.2 Alternator: 

        An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy 

in the form of alternating current. For reasons of cost and simplicity, most alternators use a 

rotating magnetic field with a stationary armature. Occasionally, a linear alternator or a rotating 

armature with a stationary magnetic field is used. In principle, any AC electrical generator can be 

called an alternator, but usually the term refers to small rotating machines driven by automotive 

and other internal combustion engines. 

An alternator that uses a permanent magnet for its magnetic field is called a magneto. Alternators 

in power stations driven by steam turbines are called turbo-alternators. Large 50 or 60 Hz three-

phase alternators in power plants generate most of the world's electric power, which is 

distributed by electric power grids. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_station
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Fig 4.1 Alternator 

Principle of operation: 

A conductor moving relative to a magnetic field develops an electromotive force (EMF) in it 

(Faraday's Law). This EMF reverses its polarity when it moves under magnetic poles of opposite 

polarity. Typically, a rotating magnet, called the rotor turns within a stationary set of conductors 

wound in coils on an iron core, called the stator. The field cuts across the conductors, generating 

an induced EMF (electromotive force), as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn. 

The rotating magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the stator windings. Since the currents in 

the stator windings vary in step with the position of the rotor, an alternator is a synchronous 

generator. 

The rotor's magnetic field may be produced by permanent magnets, or by a field coil 

electromagnet. Automotive alternators use a rotor winding which allows control of the 

alternator's generated voltage by varying the current in the rotor field winding. Permanent 

magnet machines avoid the loss due to magnetizing current in the rotor, but are restricted in size, 

due to the cost of the magnet material. Since the permanent magnet field is constant, the terminal 

voltage varies directly with the speed of the generator. Brushless AC generators are usually 

larger than those used in automotive applications. 

An automatic voltage control device controls the field current to keep output voltage constant. If 

the output voltage from the stationary armature coils drops due to an increase in demand, more 

current is fed into the rotating field coils through the voltage regulator (VR). This increases the 

magnetic field around the field coils which induces a greater voltage in the armature coils. Thus, 

the output voltage is brought back up to its original value. 

Alternators used in central power stations also control the field current to regulate reactive 

power and to help stabilize the power system against the effects of momentary faults. Often there 
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are three sets of stator windings, physically offset so that the rotating magnetic field produces 

a three phase current, displaced by one-third of a period with respect to each other. 

 

Fig 4.2 Inner structure of working of an Alternator 

 

Fig 4.3 Working Operation of an Alternator 

Synchronous speeds: 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is, where  is the frequency in 

Hz (cycles per second).  is the number of poles (2, 4, 6, …) and is the rotational speed 

in revolutions per minute (RPM). Very old descriptions of alternating current systems sometimes 

give the frequency in terms of alternations per minute, counting each half-cycle as 

one alternation; so 12,000 alternations per minute correspond to 100 Hz. 

The output frequency of an alternator depends on the number of poles and the rotational speed. 

The speed corresponding to a particular frequency is called the synchronous speed for that 

frequency.  
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Transformation and rectification 

            This method depends on residual magnetism retained in the iron core to generate weak 

magnetic field which would allow a weak voltage to be generated. This voltage is used to excite 

the field coils for the alternator to generate stronger voltage as part of its build up process. After 

the initial AC voltage buildup, the field is supplied with rectified voltage from the alternator. 

Brushless alternators: 

             A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaft. Until 

1966, alternators used brushes with rotating field. With advancement in semiconductor 

technology, brushless alternators are possible. Smaller brushless alternators may look like one 

unit but the two parts are readily identifiable on the large versions. The larger of the two sections 

is the main alternator and the smaller one is the exciter. The exciter has stationary field coils and 

a rotating armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the opposite configuration with a 

rotating field and stationary armature. A bridge rectifier, called the rotating rectifier assembly, is 

mounted on the rotor. Neither brushes nor slip rings are used, which reduces the number of 

wearing parts. The main alternator has a rotating field as described above and a stationary 

armature (power generation windings). 

 

Fig 4.4 Brushless Alternator 

By number of phases: 

                Main articles: Single-phase generator and Polyphase coil. Another way to classify 

alternators is by the number of phases of their output voltage. The output can be single phase, or 

polyphase. Three-phase alternators are the most common, but polyphase alternators can be two 

phase, six phase, or more. 

By rotating part 
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              The revolving part of alternators can be the armature or the magnetic field. The 

revolving armature type has the armature wound on the rotor, where the winding moves through 

a stationary magnetic field. The revolving armature type is not often used. The revolving field 

type has magnetic field on the rotor to rotate through a stationary armature winding. The 

advantage is that then the rotor circuit carries much less power than the armature circuit, making 

the slip ring connections smaller and less costly; only two contacts are needed for the direct-

current rotor, whereas often a rotor winding has three phases and multiple sections which would 

each require a slip-ring connection. The stationary armature can be wound for any convenient 

medium voltage level, up to tens of thousands of volts; manufacture of slip ring connections for 

more than a few thousand volts is costly and inconvenient. 

4.3 Transformer: 

                A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one 

electrical circuit to another or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the 

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a 

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical 

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection 

between the two circuits.Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages 

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step-

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of signal 

processing circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the 

voltage out, with separate coils not electrically bonded to one another. 

 

Fig 4.5 Transformer 
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Principles: 

Ideal transformer: 

            An ideal transformer is a theoretical linear transformer that is lossless and 

perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and 

winding inductances and zero net magneto motive force (i.e. ipnp - isns = 0).  

            A varying current in the transformer's primary winding attempts to create a varying 

magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is also encircled by the secondary winding. This 

varying flux at the secondary winding induces a varying electromotive force (EMF, voltage) in 

the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction and the secondary current so produced 

creates a flux equal and opposite to that produced by the primary winding, in accordance 

with Lenz's law. 

           The windings are wound around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all 

of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage 

source connected to the primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the 

transformer currents flow in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to 

zero. 

           According to Faraday's law, since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary 

and secondary windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding 

proportional to its number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly 

proportional to the winding turns ratio.  

           The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. 5 is a reasonable approximation for the typical 

commercial transformer, with voltage ratio and winding turns ratio both being inversely 

proportional to the corresponding current ratio. 

           The load impedance referred to the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times 

the secondary circuit load impedance.  
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Fig 4.5.1 Transformer Principle: Ideal 

Leakage flux: 

              The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the primary winding 

links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux traverses paths that 

take it outside the windings. Such flux is termed leakage flux, and results in leakage 

inductance in series with the mutually coupled transformer windings. Leakage flux results in 

energy being alternately stored in and discharged from the magnetic fields with each cycle of the 

power supply. It is not directly a power loss, but results in inferior voltage regulation, causing the 

secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the primary voltage, particularly under heavy 

load. Transformers are therefore normally designed to have very low leakage inductance. 

            In some applications increased leakage is desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or 

magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be introduced in a transformer design to limit the short-

circuit current it will supply. Leaky transformers may be used to supply loads that 

exhibit negative resistance, such as electric arcs, mercury- and sodium- vapor lamps and neon 

signs or for safely handling loads that become periodically short-circuited such as electric arc 

welders. 

           Air gaps are also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency 

transformers in circuits that have a DC component flowing in the windings. A saturable 

reactor exploits saturation of the core to control alternating current. 

Equivalent circuit: 

Referring to the diagram, a practical transformer's physical behavior may be represented by 

an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate an ideal transformer. 

Winding joule losses and leakage reactance are represented by the following series loop 

impedances of the model: 

 Primary winding: RP, XP 

 Secondary winding: RS, XS. 

In normal course of circuit equivalence transformation, RS and XS are in practice usually referred 

to the primary side by multiplying these impedances by the turns ratio squared, (NP/NS) 2 = a2. 

Core loss and reactance is represented by the following shunt leg impedances of the model: 
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 Core or iron losses: RC 

 Magnetizing reactance: XM. 

RC and XM are collectively termed the magnetizing branch of the model. 

Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy current effects in the core and are 

proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a given frequency. The finite 

permeability core requires a magnetizing current IM to maintain mutual flux in the core. 

Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two being non-linear 

due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit shown are by 

definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in transformer 

equivalent circuits. With sinusoidal supply, core flux lags the induced EMF by 90°. With open-

circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch current I0 equals transformer no-load current.  

The resulting model, though sometimes termed 'exact' equivalent circuit based 

on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations. Analysis may be simplified by 

assuming that magnetizing branch impedance is relatively high and relocating the branch to the 

left of the primary impedances. This introduces error but allows combination of primary and 

referred secondary resistances and reactances by simple summation as two series impedances. 

Transformer equivalent circuit impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from 

the following tests: open-circuit test, short-circuit test, winding resistance test, and transformer 

ratio test. 

Construction: 

Cores: 

             Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings 

surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the 

transformer is shell form. Shell form design may be more prevalent than core form design for 

distribution transformer applications due to the relative ease in stacking the core around winding 

coils. Core form design tends to, as a general rule, be more economical, and therefore more 

prevalent, than shell form design for high voltage power transformer applications at the lower 

end of their voltage and power rating ranges (less than or equal to, nominally, 230 kV or 

75 MVA). At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to be more 

prevalent. Shell form design tends to be preferred for extra-high voltage and higher MVA 

applications because, though more labor-intensive to manufacture, shell form transformers are 
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characterized as having inherently better kVA-to-weight ratio, better short-circuit strength 

characteristics and higher immunity to transit damage. 

 

Fig 4.5.2 Transformer core 

 

Laminated steel cores: 

Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores made of high 

permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free space and the core 

thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux to a path which closely 

couples the windings. Early transformer developers soon realized that cores constructed from 

solid iron resulted in prohibitive eddy current losses, and their designs mitigated this effect with 

cores consisting of bundles of insulated iron wires. Later designs constructed the core by 

stacking layers of thin steel laminations, a principle that has remained in use. Each lamination is 

insulated from its neighbors by a thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The transformer 

universal EMF equation can be used to calculate the core cross-sectional area for a preferred 

level of magnetic flux. 

 

Fig 4.5.3 Laminated steel cores 

Windings: 
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The electrical conductor used for the windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the 

individual turns must be electrically insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels 

throughout every turn. For small transformers, in which currents are low and the potential 

difference between adjacent turns is small, the coils are often wound from enameled magnet 

wire. Larger power transformers may be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors 

insulated by oil-impregnated paper and blocks of pressboard. 

High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz often have windings 

made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and proximity effect losses. Large power 

transformers use multiple-stranded conductors as well, since even at low power frequencies non-

uniform distribution of current would otherwise exist in high-current windings. Each strand is 

individually insulated, and the strands are arranged so that at certain points in the winding, or 

throughout the whole winding, each portion occupies different relative positions in the complete 

conductor. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the conductor, and 

reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is also more flexible 

than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture. 

The windings of signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to 

improve high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved 

between the sections of the other winding. 

Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate points on the winding, usually on 

the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps may be manually reconnected, or a 

manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing taps. Automatic on-load tap 

changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on equipment such as arc 

furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive loads. Audio-frequency 

transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address loudspeakers, have taps to allow 

adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped transformer is often used in the output 

stage of an audio power amplifier in a push-pull circuit. Modulation transformers 

in AM transmitters are very similar. 

Cooling: 

It is a rule of thumb that the life expectancy of electrical insulation is halved for about every 7 °C 

to 10 °C increase in operating temperature (an instance of the application of the Arrhenius 

equation). 
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Small dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled by natural convection 

and radiation heat dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often cooled by 

forced-air cooling, forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. Large 

transformers are filled with transformer oil that both cools and insulates the 

windings. Transformer oil is a highly refined mineral oil that cools the windings and insulation 

by circulating within the transformer tank. The mineral oil and paper insulation system has been 

extensively studied and used for more than 100 years. It is estimated that 50% of power 

transformers will survive 50 years of use that the average age of failure of power transformers is 

about 10 to 15 years, and that about 30% of power transformer failures are due to insulation and 

overloading failures. Prolonged operation at elevated temperature degrades insulating properties 

of winding insulation and dielectric coolant, which not only shortens transformer life but can 

ultimately lead to catastrophic transformer failure. With a great body of empirical study as a 

guide, transformer oil testing including dissolved gas analysis provides valuable maintenance 

information. 

Building regulations in many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use 

dielectric fluids that are less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. Air-

cooled dry transformers can be more economical where they eliminate the cost of a fire-resistant 

transformer room. 

Insulation: 

Insulation must be provided between the individual turns of the windings, between the windings, 

between windings and core, and at the terminals of the winding. 

Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating varnish on the wire. Layer 

of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of windings, and between primary and 

secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or dipped in a polymer resin to improve the 

strength of windings and protect them from moisture or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated 

into the winding insulation using combinations of vacuum and pressure during the coating 

process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the limit, the entire coil may be placed in a 

mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block, encapsulating the windings. 

Bushings: 

Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made of polymers or 

porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it must provide careful control of 

the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leak oil. 
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Applications: 

Various specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although 

they all share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction 

or electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions. 

In electric power transmission, transformers allow transmission of electric power at high 

voltages, which reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be 

located economically at a distance from electrical consumers. All but a tiny fraction of the 

world's electrical power has passed through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the 

consumer. 

In many electronic devices, a transformer is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring 

to convenient values for the circuit requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or 

through a switch mode power supply. 

4.4 Circuit Breakers: 

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical 

circuit from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. Its basic function 

is to interrupt current flow after a fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then 

must be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume 

normal operation. 

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect low-current circuits or 

individual household appliance, up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits 

feeding an entire city. The generic function of a circuit breaker, or fuse, as an automatic means of 

removing power from a faulty system is often abbreviated as OCPD (Over Current Protection 

Device). 

 

Fig 4.6 Circuit Breaker 

Operation: 
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All circuit breaker systems have common features in their operation, but details vary 

substantially depending on the voltage class, current rating and type of the circuit breaker. 

The circuit breaker must first detect a fault condition. In small mains and low voltage circuit 

breakers, this is usually done within the device itself. Typically, the heating or magnetic effects 

of electric current are employed. Circuit breakers for large currents or high voltages are usually 

arranged with protective relay pilot devices to sense a fault condition and to operate the opening 

mechanism. These typically require a separate power source, such as a battery, although some 

high-voltage circuit breakers are self-contained with current transformers, protective relays, and 

an internal control power source. 

Once a fault is detected, the circuit breaker contacts must open to interrupt the circuit; this is 

commonly done using mechanically stored energy contained within the breaker, such as a spring 

or compressed air to separate the contacts. Circuit breakers may also use the higher current 

caused by the fault to separate the contacts, such as thermal expansion or a magnetic field. Small 

circuit breakers typically have a manual control lever to switch off the load or reset a tripped 

breaker, while larger units use solenoids to trip the mechanism, and electric motors to restore 

energy to the springs. 

 

Fig 4.6.1 Operation of a circuit breaker 

Different techniques are used to extinguish the arc including: 

 Lengthening or deflecting the arc 

 Intensive cooling (in jet chambers) 

 Division into partial arcs 

 Zero point quenching (contacts open at the zero current time crossing of the AC waveform, 

effectively breaking no load current at the time of opening. The zero-crossing occurs at twice 

the line frequency; i.e., 100 times per second for 50 Hz and 120 times per second for 60 Hz 

AC.) 
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 Connecting capacitors in parallel with contacts in DC circuits. 

Finally, once the fault condition has been cleared, the contacts must again be closed to restore 

power to the interrupted circuit. 

Low-voltage miniature circuit breakers (MCB) use air alone to extinguish the arc. These circuit 

breakers contain so-called arc chutes, a stack of mutually insulated parallel metal plates that 

divide and cool the arc. By splitting the arc into smaller arcs the arc is cooled down while the arc 

voltage is increased and serves as additional impedance that limits the current through the circuit 

breaker. The current-carrying parts near the contacts provide easy deflection of the arc into the 

arc chutes by a magnetic force of a current path, although magnetic blowout coils or permanent 

magnets could also deflect the arc into the arc chute (used on circuit breakers for higher ratings). 

The number of plates in the arc chute is dependent on the short-circuit rating and nominal 

voltage of the circuit breaker. 

In larger ratings, oil circuit breakers rely upon vaporization of some of the oil to blast a jet of oil 

through the arc. 

Standard current rating: 

Circuit breakers are manufactured in standard sizes, using a system of preferred numbers to 

cover a range of ratings. Miniature circuit breakers have a fixed trip setting; changing the 

operating current value requires changing the whole circuit breaker. Larger circuit breakers can 

have adjustable trip settings, allowing standardized elements to be applied but with a setting 

intended to improve protection. For example, a circuit breaker with a 400 ampere "frame size" 

might have its overcurrent detection set to operate at only 300 amperes, to protect a feeder cable. 

International Standards, IEC 60898-1 and European Standard EN 60898-1, define the rated 

current In of a circuit breaker for low voltage distribution applications as the maximum current 

that the breaker is designed to carry continuously (at an ambient air temperature of 30 °C). The 

commonly available preferred values for the rated current are 1 A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A, 10 A, 13 A, 

16 A, 20 A, 25 A, 32 A, 40 A, 50 A, 63 A, 80 A, 100 A, and 125 A (similar to the R10 Reynard 

series, but using 6, 13, and 32 instead of 6.3, 12.5, and 31.5 – it includes the 13 A current limit of 

British BS 1363 sockets). The circuit breaker is labeled with the rated current in amperes, but 

excluding the unit symbol, A. Instead, the ampere figure is preceded by a letter, B, C, or D, 

which indicates the instantaneous tripping current — that is, the minimum value of current that 

causes the circuit breaker to trip without intentional time delay (i.e., in less than 100 ms), 

expressed in terms of In: 
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4.5 Protective Relays: 

In electrical engineering, a protective relay is a relay device designed to trip a circuit 

breaker when a fault is detected. The first protective relays were electromagnetic devices, relying 

on coils operating on moving parts to provide detection of abnormal operating conditions such as 

over-current, over-voltage, reverse power flow, over-frequency, and under-frequency. 

Microprocessor-based digital protection relays now emulate the original devices, as well as 

providing types of protection and supervision impractical with electromechanical relays. 

Electromechanical relays provide only rudimentary indication of the location and origin of a 

fault.  In many cases a single microprocessor relay provides functions that would take two or 

more electromechanical devices. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays 

also save capital cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their 

very long life span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels “are still protecting transmission 

lines and electrical apparatus all over the world. Important transmission lines and generators 

have cubicles dedicated to protection, with many individual electromechanical devices, or one or 

two microprocessor relays. 

 

Fig 4.7 Protective relay 

Operation principles: 

Electromechanical protective relays operate by either magnetic attraction, or magnetic 

induction. Unlike switching type electromechanical relays with fixed and usually ill-defined 

operating voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays have well-established, 

selectable, and adjustable time and current (or other operating parameter) operating 

characteristics. Protection relays may use arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole, magnets, 

operating and restraint coils, solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay contacts, and phase-

shifting networks. 

Protective relays can also be classified by the type of measurement they make. A protective relay 

may respond to the magnitude of a quantity such as voltage or current. Induction relays can 
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respond to the product of two quantities in two field coils, which could for example represent the 

power in a circuit. 

 

Fig 4.7.1 Operation of a relay 

Types according to construction: 

Electromechanical 

Electromechanical relays can be classified into several different types as follows: 

 attracted armature 

 moving coil 

 induction 

 motor operated 

 mechanical 

 thermal 

"Armature"-type relays have a pivoted lever supported on a hinge or knife-edge pivot, which 

carries a moving contact. These relays may work on either alternating or direct current, but for 

alternating current, a shading coil on the pole is used to maintain contact force throughout the 

alternating current cycle. Because the air gap between the fixed coil and the moving armature 

becomes much smaller when the relay has operated, the current required to maintain the relay 

closed is much smaller than the current to first operate it. The "returning ratio"[13] or 

"differential" is the measure of how much the current must be reduced to reset the relay. 

A variant application of the attraction principle is the plunger-type or solenoid operator. A reed 

relay is another example of the attraction principle. 

Induction disc overcurrent relay: 

"Induction" disk meters work by inducing currents in a disk that is free to rotate; the rotary 

motion of the disk operates a contact. Induction relays require alternating current; if two or more 

coils are used, they must be at the same frequency otherwise no net operating force is 

produced. These electromagnetic relays use the induction principle discovered by Galileo 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protective_relay#cite_note-13
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Ferraris in the late 19th century. The magnetic system in induction disc overcurrent relays is 

designed to detect overcurrent in a power system and operate with a pre-determined time delay 

when certain overcurrent limits have been reached. 

The relay's primary winding is supplied from the power systems current transformer via a plug 

bridge, which is called the plug setting multiplier (psm). Usually seven equally spaced tapping or 

operating bands determine the relays sensitivity. The primary winding is located on the upper 

electromagnet. The secondary winding has connections on the upper electromagnet that are 

energized from the primary winding and connected to the lower electromagnet. Once the upper 

and lower electromagnets are energized they produce eddy currents that are induced onto the 

metal disc and flow through the flux paths. This relationship of eddy currents and fluxes creates 

torque proportional to the input current of the primary winding, due to the two flux paths being 

out of phase by 90°. 

 

Fig 4.7.2 Induction type over current relay 

Digital: 

A microprocessor-based digital protection relay can replace the functions of many discrete 

electromechanical instruments. These relays convert voltage and currents to digital form and 

process the resulting measurements using a microprocessor. The digital relay can emulate 

functions of many discrete electromechanical relays in one device, simplifying protection design 

and maintenance. Each digital relay can run self-test routines to confirm its readiness and alarm 

if a fault is detected. Digital relays can also provide functions such as communications (SCADA) 

interface, monitoring of contact inputs, metering, waveform analysis, and other useful features. 

Digital relays can, for example, store multiple sets of protection parameters, which allows the 
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behavior of the relay to be changed during maintenance of attached equipment. 

 

Fig 4.7.3 Digital Relay 

Distance relay: 

              Distance relays, also known as impedance relay, differ in principle from other forms of 

protection in that their performance is not governed by the magnitude of the current or voltage in 

the protected circuit but rather on the ratio of these two quantities. Distance relays are actually 

double actuating quantity relays with one coil energized by voltage and other coil by current. The 

current element produces a positive or pick up torque while the voltage element produces a 

negative or reset torque. The relay operates only when the V/I ratio falls below a predetermined 

value (or set value). During a fault on the transmission line the fault current increases and the 

voltage at the fault point decreases. The V/I  ratio is measured at the location of CTs and Pts. 

 

Fig 4.7.4 Distance relay 

Current differential protection scheme: 

                A differential scheme acts on the difference between current entering a protected zone 

(which may be a bus bar, generator, transformer or other apparatus) and the current leaving that 
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zone. A fault outside the zone gives the same fault current at the entry and exit of the zone, but 

faults within the zone show up as a difference in current. Differential protection can be used to 

provide protection for zones with multiple terminals and can be used to protect lines, generators, 

motors, transformers, and other electrical plant. 

Current transformers in a differential scheme must be chosen to have near-identical response to 

high overcurrents. If a "through fault" results in one set of current transformers saturating before 

another, the zone differential protection will see a false "operate" current and may false trip. 

Directional relay: 

            A directional relay uses an additional polarizing source of voltage or current to determine 

the direction of a fault. Directional elements respond to the phase shift between a polarizing 

quantity and an operate quantity. The fault can be located upstream or downstream of the relay's 

location, allowing appropriate protective devices to be operated inside or outside of the zone of 

protection. 

 

4.6 Bus-bar Coupler: 

               Bus coupler is a device which is used to couple one bus to the other without any 

interruption in power supply and without creating hazardous arcs. Bus coupler is a breaker used 

to couple two bus bars in order to perform maintenance on other circuit breakers associated with 

that bus bar.Busbars distribute electricity with greater ease and flexibility than some other more 

permanent forms of installation and distribution. Sometimes spelled bus bar or bus bar, they are 

often metallic strips of copper, brass, or aluminum that both ground and conduct electricity. 

Bus Couplers are non-isolated input devices that provide an interface between dry-contact 

mechanical switches and a C-Bus network. The bus coupler increases the versatility of the C-Bus 

network by facilitating remote access with any dry-contact switch mechanism offered by 

Schneider Electric and other manufacturers. A system's flexibility can be further enhanced by 

using the bus coupler with various other switch types, including reed, pressure, or micro 

switches. 

             Available in two- and four-channel models, the bus coupler is small enough to be used in 

restricted spaces. Configuration options include standard control functions such as ON/OFF, 

toggle, dimmers, and timers. 
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Features: 

 Provides two or four non-isolated inputs for external voltage-free mechanical switches. 

 Two-channel units feature independent remote LED outputs 

 Control options include ON/OFF, toggle, dimmer, or timer 

 Orange LED for each channel to indicate operational status 

 Two-way removable terminal block for the C-Bus connection 

 Terminal block allows connection of up to four external switches (four-channel coupler) 

or     two external switches and two external LEDs (two-channel coupler) 

 Small size for adaptation to restricted spaces 

 Non-volatile memory stores operating status for recovery from a power outage 

 Receives data and power over a network, so it does not require power packs or line 

voltage connections. 

Generally speaking, electric power distribution systems of the busbar type are used in industrial 

and commercial buildings to transfer electric power from a substation or transformer bank to a 

power consuming area. Such power distribution systems are generally made up of a plurality of 

busway sections of fixed or variable lengths, the successive sections being connected or 

interlocked together in end-to-end relation to provide electrical continuity between the power 

source and the power consuming area. The effectiveness of such a busbar power distribution 

system is controlled, to a great extent, by the adequacy of the electrical joints between the 

busbars of successive busway sections. Busway sections are generally manufactured and 

distributed in prefabricated form so that a number of such electrical joints are required during 

installation of an extended length busbar run. Thus, if a busway section, that is, a busbar duct and 

a busbar coupler, is to perform adequately under service conditions the coupler system that 

creates the electrical joints between correspond busbars of successive busway sections must be 

constructed to give minimum chance for effecting improper electrical joints. 

 

Fig 4.7.5 Bus bar coupler 
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4.7 Power factor Correction: 

Power Factor (PF) is the ratio of real power to the apparent power flowing to the load from the 

source. It is measured between 0 and 1.0 (unity) and is usually deemed as either leading or 

lagging, depending on the position of the current waveform with respect to the voltage. 

 

Fig 4.7.6 power triangle  

In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor (tending towards zero) draws more 

current than a load with a high power factor (tending towards one) for the same amount of useful 

power transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system and 

require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger equipment and wasted 

energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost to industrial or commercial customers 

where there is a low power factor. 

Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected with a passive 

network of capacitors or inductors. 

A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce transmission losses 

and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to adjust the power factor of a 

system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the 

apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may be applied by an electrical power 

transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency of the transmission network. 

Individual electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install 

correction equipment to reduce those costs. 
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An automatic power factor correction unit consists of a number of capacitors that are switched by 

means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a regulator that measures power factor in 

an electrical network. Depending on the load and power factor of the network, the power factor 

controller will switch the necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor 

stays above a selected value. 

Methods of Power Factor Improvement: 

There are three main ways to improve power factor: 

 Capacitor Banks 

 Synchronous Condensers 

 Phase Advancers 

Capacitor Banks: 

Improving power factor means reducing the phase difference between voltage and current. Since 

the majority of loads are ofinductive nature, they require some amount of reactive power for 

them to function. 

A capacitor or bank of capacitors installed parallel to the load provides this reactive power. They 

act as a source of local reactive power, and thus less reactive power flows through the line. 

Capacitor banks reduce the phase difference between the voltage and current. 

Synchronous Condensers: 

Synchronous condensers are 3 phase synchronous motor with no load attached to its shaft. 

The synchronous motor has the characteristics of operating under any power factor leading, 

lagging or unity depending upon the excitation. For inductive loads, a synchronous condenser is 

connected towards load side and is overexcited. 

Synchronous condensers make it behave like a capacitor. It draws the lagging current from the 

supply or supplies the reactive power. 

Phase Advancers: 

This is an AC exciter mainly used to improve the PF of an induction motor. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-capacitor/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-motor-working-principle/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-condenser/
https://www.electrical4u.com/induction-motor-types-of-induction-motor/
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They are mounted on the shaft of the motor and are connected to the rotor circuit of the motor. It 

improves the power factor by providing the exciting ampere turns to produce the required flux at 

the given slip frequency. 

Further, if ampere-turns increase, it can be made to operate at leading power factor. 

 

Fig 4.7.7 Power factor correction

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/
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CHAPTER 5 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

         Electrical shock kills and injures hundreds of workers each year. Most of these accidents 

happen because people don’t look, don’t think or just don’t understand the shocking power of 

electricity. 

Electrical shock can only occur when a part of the body completes a circuit between a conductor 

and another conductor or a grounding source. 

Death or injury is not caused by the voltage; the damage is done by the amount of current that 

flows through the body.  Of course, the higher the voltage, the greater amount of current.  Some 

people have survived shocks of several thousand volts, while others have been killed by voltages 

as low as 12. 

Effects of electrical shock depend mainly on the total amount of current flow and the path of the 

current through the victim’s body. To prevent electrical shock, which can cause several types of 

injuries, make sure that your body cannot become part of the electrical flow and the path of the 

current.  Water reduces resistance and allows electricity to flow into wet areas, hands, arms, your 

body.  Electricity and water are a bad mix. 

 

                                             Fig 5.1: Electrical safety 
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5.2 Electrical Hazards and Management System: 

Every year, many accidents at work involving electric shock or burns are reported to the Health 

and Safety Executive (HSE). Within the workplace, electricity can create a number of hazards 

such as: 

 contact with live parts causing shock and burns 

 faults that could cause fire 

 Fire and explosion in a potentially flammable or explosive atmosphere. 

Any voltage above 55 volt alternating current (AC) can be potentially fatal. As well as death, 

electric shock can cause severe injury, including muscular spasms and deep-seated tissue burns. 

Electrical fires and explosions can be caused as a result of: 

 leakage of current due to poor insulation 

 faulty or poorly maintained protective devices 

 overloads of electrical circuits causing overheating 

 Ignition of flammable substances in the working environment. 

Codes of Practice: 

The key piece of legislation is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR 1989), which 

apply to all places where work is done on or near electricity. EWR 1989 requires all systems 

(including equipment) to be constructed so as to prevent danger. In addition, they require the 

following. 

 To prevent danger, all systems to be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, such danger. 

 Every work activity, including operation, use and maintenance of a system and work near 

a system to be carried out in a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, to danger. 

 Persons carrying out work on electrical systems to be competent to do so. 

Management system: 

An effective electrical management system will reduce the risk of harm from electricity by 

ensuring that all key elements that give safety assurance are identified and addressed. The IET 

Code is broken down into four main sections that detail these elements as follows. 
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1. Managing policy aspects, including setting of policy, leadership, planning and design 

factors. 

2. Managing procedure aspects, including the identification and control of risks, safe 

working practices, maintenance, documentation and performance monitoring. 

3. Managing people aspects, including appointments, training, competence and 

communication. 

4. Managing specific issues, including working on live systems, contractors, buried and 

overhead cables. 

The first stage in any management system is to draw up an appropriate policy in relation to 

electrical safety. This will detail an overall statement in relation to the management of electrical 

safety, and the responsibility and arrangements required for such safe management. The exact 

details of this will very much depend on local issues, such as building and equipment ownership, 

use of contractors and so on. 

5.3 Electrical safety rules: 

A safe work environment is not always enough to control all potential electrical hazards. You 

must be very cautious and work safely. Safety rules help you control your and others risk of 

injury or death from workplace hazards. 

If we are working on electrical circuits or with electrical tools and equipment, we need to use 

following golden safety rules: 

Rule 1: 

Treat all electrical devices as if they are live or energized.  

Rule 2: 

Disconnect the power source before servicing or repairing electrical equipment. 

Rule 3: 

Use only tools and equipment with non-conducting handles when working on electrical 

devices. 

Rule 4: 

Never use metallic pencils or rulers, or wear rings or metal watchbands when working with 

electrical equipment. This rule is very easy to forget, especially when you are showing some 

electrical part pointing with metallic pencil. 

Rule 5: 

When it is necessary to handle equipment that is plugged in, be sure hands are dry and, when 

possible, wear nonconductive gloves, protective clothes and shoes with insulated soles.  

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/eplusmenucad
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Rule 6: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 7: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 8: 

If water or a chemical is spilled onto equipment, shut off power at the main switch or circuit 

breaker and unplug the equipment. 

Rule 9: 

If an individual comes in contact with a live electrical conductor, do not touch the equipment, 

cord or person. Disconnect the power source from the circuit breaker or pull out the plug using 

a leather belt. 

Rule 10: 

Never handle electrical equipment when hands, feet, or body are wet or perspiring, or when 

standing on a wet floor. 

 

Fig 5.2 Electrical Safety Tips 

5.4 Electrical Safety Equipment: 

T&D distribute the most extensive range of High Voltage Electrical Safety equipment to ensure 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
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safe working and protection against electrocution during the installation, jointing, terminating 

and testing of medium/high voltage power cables and electrical equipment including switchgear 

and transformers. 

A complete range of HV instruments including voltage detectors, phase comparators, short 

circuiting portable earthing and substation electrical safety equipment used for maintenance and 

repair of cables, connectors and terminations of transmission or distribution cables, power lines 

and switchgear in high voltage substations. 

The electrical personal protective equipment procedure provides guidelines for determining 

when electrical PPE is required and how to select, use and maintain electrical PPE. This 

procedure describes electrical hazards, including electrical shock and burns, arc flash burns, arc-

blast impacts, and other potential electrical safety hazards.  

FLASH AND THERMAL PROTECTION: 

The extremely high temperatures and heat content of an electric arc can cause extremely painful 

and/or lethal burns. Since an electric arc can occur at any time in electrical equipment that has 

not been placed in an electrically safe work condition, the worker must take precautions and 

wear protection when exposed to potential. 

 

 

Fig 5.3: Arc Flash protective PPE levels 

CLOTHING MATERIALS: 

Arc flash clothing is designed to provide a barrier from heat and flame, to minimize total burn 

https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
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injury and to help provide the wearer with extra seconds of protection to help escape possible 

secondary explosions or fires in the work area. 

Arc Flash clothing can increase the chances of survival and decrease the requirement for medical 

treatment (skin grafts) and the likelihood future infections. PPE can also help maintain the 

quality of life of an electrical worker exposed to an electric arc flash accident. Arc Flash PPE is 

not designed to be firefighting gear; it is worn by electrical workers to help minimize the risk of 

serious injury caused by arc flash and arc blast explosions. 

NON-FLAME RESISTANT MATERIALS: 

Non-flammable PPE won’t break down under extreme conditions, like flame-resistant material 

can. Those with occupations, like firefighting, wear non-flammable equipment as it’s heavier and 

has higher resistance to flames. The only downside to this equipment is that it’s extremely 

challenging for heat to escape the material, just as it’s challenging to let heat inside the material. 

It can be difficult to breathe in and cause your body’s core temperature to rise. It’s not 

recommended to wear non-flammable PPE for a long period of time. Most non-flammable gear 

can protect against about 10-15 seconds of fire exposure. This clothing is extremely durable and 

won’t melt or burn, even after intense exposure. 

1. Cotton: Cotton work clothing made of materials such as denim and flannel is a better choice 

than clothing made from synthetic materials. Cotton does not melt into the skin when heated; 

rather, it burns and disintegrates, falling away from the skin. 

2. Wool: Wool clothing has essentially the same thermal properties as cotton clothing. Note the 

following key points: 

a. Certain OSHA standards allow the use of natural cotton or wool clothing when a worker is 

exposed to electrical arcing hazards. 

b. General industrial practice and industry standards have rejected the use of cotton and wool 

even though they are permitted. The  reason for this is that these natural fibers are not flame-

resistant. 

FLAME-RESISTANT MATERIALS:This type of equipment has certain fibers sewn into the 

clothing, or has a certain type of chemical finish, that makes the material flame-resistant. The 

fibers don’t support fire and can defend against heat. Since the material doesn’t absorb a lot of 

heat, flame-resistant clothing doesn’t support combustion. This means the suit can be set on fire 
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if the flame is big enough, but it takes longer to do so. It also self-extinguishes when the source 

of the heat is put out. Most flame-resistant clothing can protect against about three seconds of 

fire exposure. OSHA requires flame-resistant PPE in any occupation and area where the risk of 

clothing catching on fire is high. Clothing made of artificial materials, like polyester and nylon, 

cannot be worn in these situations as they can melt onto the skin if worn in high-heat 

environments. Flame-resistant clothing is extremely durable and won’t get worn out, even after 

going through multiple laundry cycles. 

NOMEX*IIIA: 

NOMEX is an aramid fiber made by the DuPont Company. It has a structure that thickens and 

carbonizes when exposed to heat. This unique characteristic allows NOMEX to provide excellent 

thermal protection. 

POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI): 

It is similar to NOMEX in that it is a synthetic fiber made especially to resist high temperatures. 

PBI is non-flammable, chemically resistant, and heat stable. This heat stability makes it less 

prone to shrinking or embrittlement when exposed to flame or high temperatures. 

KERMEL:It is a synthetic polyamide imide aramid fiber manufactured in France by Rhone-

Poulenc. KERMEL fiber is only offered in fabrics blended with other fibers. Like other synthetic 

flame-retardant materials, KERMEL is flame-resistant and does not drip or melt when 

heated.INSULATING GLOVES: Rubber insulating gloves are among the most important 

articles of personal protection for electrical workers. To be effective, electrical safety gloves 

must incorporate dielectric properties and physical strength, along with flexibility and durability. 

To help ensure safety and performance, they should meet and/or exceed the requirements of the 

ASTM International ASTM D120-14a – Standard Specification for Rubber Insulating Gloves. 

A glove system consists of: 

Rubber insulating gloves – Classified by the level of voltage and protection they provide. 

Liner gloves – Reduce the discomfort of wearing rubber insulating gloves. Liners provide 

warmth in cold weather and absorb perspiration in the warm months. They can have a straight 

cuff or knit wrist. 

Leather protector gloves – Worn over rubber insulating gloves to help provide the mechanical 

protection needed against cuts, abrasions and punctures. 

https://www.grainger.com/search?searchQuery=Rubber+insulating+gloves&op=search&Ntt=Rubber+insulating+gloves&N=0&GlobalSearch=true&sst=subset
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
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Insulating gloves offer personal hand protection for workers against electrical shocks when 

working near or on live wires, cables and electrical equipment including substation switchgear 

and transformers – risk assessment identifies electrical shock during the jointing of cables or 

excavating around live cables as a potential cause of accident which can be avoided when 

appropriate safety precautions and gloves are worn. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.1:Rubber insulating gloves 

Head, Eye and Hand Protection: 

When wearing flash suits, or whenever exposed to arc hazard, employees should wear full 

protection for the head, eyes, and hands. Head and eye protection will be provided if the 

employee is equipped with a flash suit. When not in a flash suit, however, employees should 

wear hard hats and eye shields or goggles. 

Head and eye protection: 

Hard Hats:A hard hat is a type of helmet predominantly used in workplace environments such as 

industrial or construction sites to protect the head from injury due to falling objects, impact with 

other objects, debris, rain, and electric shock. Suspension bands inside the helmet spread the 

helmet's weight and the force of any impact over the top of the head. A suspension also provides 

space of approximately 30 mm (1.2 inches) between the helmet's shell and the wearer's head, so 

that if an object strikes the shell, the impact is less likely to be transmitted directly to the skull. 

Some helmet shells have a mid-line reinforcement ridge to improve impact resistance. 

They have a suspension system that moves the impact force though the body to feet, helping to 

reduce strain to the head, neck, and spine. These hard hats and helmets are ANSI rated and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
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OSHA compliant. Types and classes combine to indicate the impact type (vertical only or 

vertical and angled) and level of electrical protection (none, low voltage, or high voltage) 

provided. Hard hats and helmets should be inspected regularly for structural integrity. Hard hats 

are used by construction workers, road crews, or where required by OSHA safety regulations. 

 

 

                                                      Fig 5.4.2 Hard hats 

Safety Glasses, Goggles, and Face Shields: 

Goggles, or safety glasses, are forms of protective eyewear that usually enclose or protect the 

area surrounding the eye in order to prevent particulates, water or chemicals from striking the 

eyes. They are used in chemistry laboratories and in woodworking. They are often used in snow 

sports as well, and in swimming. The current standard for safety eyewear published by 

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is called the Z87. 1-2010 standards. The 

previous standard it replaced was called Z87. 1-2003. 

 

Fig 5.4.3. Safety Glasses 
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Rubber Mats: 

Rubber mats are one of those very common and often ubiquitous items that most people tend to 

overlook. Despite their lack of ‘showiness’, rubber mats are the humble, hard-working, 

inexpensive products that serve many industries. They are often present in one form or another in 

residential, commercial, and industrial venues. Here at Rubber-Cal, we specialize in bringing to 

market quality rubber matting products for a wide variety of applications. Our line of rubber 

floor mats is classified into several different categories according to their use. We inventory anti-

slip floor mats, boat deck mats, kitchen mats, comfort mats, fitness equipment mats, protector 

mats, industrial mats, stair treads, and even animal stall mats! If you need quality rubber floor 

matting, then you have come to the right place. 

Generally, rubber mats serve a protective purpose. A common feature among them is that they 

protect the existing floors of the area in which they are placed. Having dependable mats in place 

can prevent costly damage to your existing wood, tile, laminate, or even concrete floor surfaces. 

Some of our floor mats come in standard sizes, for example 4ft x 6ft, to protect a specific area 

from harm. It should be noted, however, that just because many segments of rubber mats come 

pre-cut, not all of them do. It can be quite simple to have custom rubber mats fitted to your home 

or office in the event you have specific or unique size requirements. We also offer rolls of rubber 

matting for a wider area of floor protection. Floor protection is crucial for any area, whether it is 

a home or industrial workshop. 

 

Fig 5.4.4. Rubber Mats 

Rubber Blankets: 

For those in the “lineman” profession, every day has the potential to bring the unexpected. 

Linemen must always think safety first, and be diligent when performing even the most routine 

tasks. Every year dozens of linemen are either injured or killed due to unfortunate circumstances 
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involving high voltage mishaps. According to the Safety Fireman’s Archive, in 2002 alone more 

than 50 linemen in the United States were killed while on the job. Safe work procedures and 

personal protective equipment (PPE) greatly reduce exposure risks for linemen.Employers 

should regularly review and revise, where applicable, safe work methods regarding the 

installation and removal of protective equipment, the positioning of aerial lift devices, and all 

procedures used in the construction and maintenance of power lines. One type of equipment that 

is critical to safety, and is a necessity as part of a complete set of cover-up equipment, is the 

rubber blanket. The rubber blanket helps reduce accidental exposure to energized power lines, 

conductors and hardware. The flexibility to wrap, fold and maneuver the rubber blanket also 

allows such equipment as underground transformers and switchgear to be easily covered thus 

allowing adequate protection for the worker. 

 

Fig 5.4.5 Rubber Blankets 

Rubber Sleeves: 

Rubber insulating sleeves are commonly worn with dielectric gloves in high-voltage applications 

to provide added insulation from electrical contact for those working on energized equipment. 

The rubber insulating gloves and rubber insulating sleeves are worn for shock protection; sleeves 

typically are worn with rubber insulating gloves when the arm can cross the minimum approach 

distance or the restricted approach boundary. A protector glove typically is used for arc flash 

protection and for mechanical protection of the rubber insulating glove, but this over-glove does 

not protect the entire glove and does not extend up a rubber insulating sleeve. Many lineworkers 

wear short-sleeved, arc-rated (AR) T-shirts under rubber insulating sleeves, and a concern was 

raised in the industry that the insulating sleeves are not arc-rated. 
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Fig 5.4.6 Rubber Sleeves 

 

Fig 5.4.7 Electrical Safety Equipment 

5.5 ELECTRICAL SAFETY AUDIT: 

             Conducting a workplace safety audit is the most comprehensive way for a company to 

gauge the efficiency, effectiveness and legality of its total health and safety management system. 

In addition to ensuring that a business remains in compliance with local, state and federal 

legislation, safety audits have the potential to identify and correct oversights that could, if left 

unchecked, lead to costly and tragic workplace injuries or fatalities. If successful in uncovering 

weaknesses in an employer’s safety programs or practices, audits can also prove to be important 

tools in designing a new safety plan. 

Consistent regularity: 

Conducting only one workplace safety audit per year can have the unintended consequence of 

making safety and compliance seem like a recurring goal that must be achieved once annually, 

rather than a constant mandate. As the date of an annual audit approaches, there may be a 

“ramping up” atmosphere created by managers and supervisors working to ensure compliance 

ahead of the audit. That might discourage them from developing a sense of urgency the rest of 

the year, leading to relaxed standards. A superior approach could be to schedule various specific 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/health-and-safety
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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safety audits throughout the year on an eleven-month schedule, reserving the final month for one 

comprehensive workplace safety audit. 

Competent and objective auditors: 

A safety audit can only be as good as the professionals conducting it, which is why it pays to 

entrust the process to those with the necessary knowledge and experience. Some companies elect 

to hire outside consultants or safety professionals in order to guarantee such expertise, but many 

prefer to keep the operations in-house. If employing the latter method, businesses should 

create safety audit teams consisting of three to five employees well-versed in current safety 

standards. 

These employees must be educated on all relevant laws, OSHA regulations and other standards, 

and trained in the art of violation and hazard identification. To ensure objectivity, employees 

should never inspect their own work environment. A fresh set of eyes is better at spotting 

whatever issues a supervisor or section manager has failed to notice. 

Advanced Preparation: 

Both those performing the audit and those being audited should be prepared for the experience. 

At least a week prior to a workplace safety audit, the company should inform all affected 

managers and supervisors that they need to have all records, documents and procedures ready 

and available for when the audit begins. 

Thorough Recordkeeping: 

Exhaustive records are a requirement and objective of safety audits. A safety audit team needs to 

consult all incident reports available for the section which they are auditing, so as to assess where 

potential problem areas are most likely to exist. Competent incident reports help auditors better 

apply selective scrutiny to known problem areas. 

Safety audit teams should also strive for comprehensive reporting in their own audits. When 

auditors go to the physical location of the selected area to observe work being done, they should 

ask detailed questions of the employees working in that area to obtain as much relevant 

information as possible. Having audit checklists that manage to cover all safety objectives and 

applicable regulations will help auditors make sure they don’t neglect anything. 

Perceptive Data Analysis: 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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             After inspecting all documents, written programs, procedures, work practices and 

equipment, the safety audit teams should sift through the collected material to put together a 

concise report that details all areas of the program. All safety audit comments, recommendations 

and corrective actions should consider whether the audited program covers all regulatory and 

best industry practice requirements, whether those requirements are being met and whether there 

is documented proof of compliance. It’s also important to reach a conclusion regarding how 

effective employee training has been in producing safe behavior. 

Modern Technology: 

              Ensuring that all of the above safety audit standards are met becomes much easier with 

the use of state-of-the-art EHS management technology, as provided by Dakota Software. 

Dakota’s EHS Auditing application allows safety auditors to more easily and effectively test and 

verify a workplace’s compliance status. In addition to capturing all relevant EHS regulations, the 

application also allows auditors to develop checklists unique to the audit site and scope, migrate 

previous audits to leverage past results, train auditors to perform team-based audits, use custom 

protocols, manage audit data and create corrective action plans. From the planning to the 

auditing to the analysis and use of gathered data, every key stage and element of a 

workplace safety audit can be improved upon through the use of cutting-edge EHS 

management technology. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
https://www.dakotasoft.com/landing/safety-management-software
https://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
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                                                                CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS 

6.1 Military and Police: 

 One of the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a lawenforcement 

ormilitary professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being 

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough 

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ 

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN Throw 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The 

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly 

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a 

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe. 

6.2 Surveillance: 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they workequally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog 

also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques. 

6.3 Energy Audits: 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security and LawEnforcement: 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also use in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5Navigation:  

               The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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                                                       CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillances. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and 

defense company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned 

by the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the 

Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was 

founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research,  development  and  manufacture  of 

image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and radio  

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next generation 

bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products displayed 

included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 
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CHAPTER 1 

                                      INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by the Indian 

Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed 

Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded in 

1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture of image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 

1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralization and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Troop communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programs in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for 

supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula 

the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navy Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to 

focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the 

set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 

75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Opsonic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, and BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year U.S. and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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   In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion marks (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

         On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

    In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense applications; 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

    In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

  BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

  

                   

                                        Table1.1 Bel units and products  
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1.3 PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing: 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest 

b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest 

c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest 

 Durable Test 

a) VibrationTest 

b) Bumptest 

 FunctionalTest 

a) ResolutionTest 
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b) Field OfView 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

            Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Litre to 3000Litre, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra-lowtemperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.41:  Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle platforms, 

civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophe. 
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                                                  CHAPTER 2 

NIGHT VISION DEVICES: 

2.1 Definition: 

Anight vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR 

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

2.3 Working Principle of Image Intensifier: 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve bettervision. A conventional lens captures ambientlight. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifiertube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode andaccelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

moreelectrons. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in eachchannel. Original electrons collide with the 

channel, exciting atoms and causing otherelectrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

achain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit ascreen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on thescreen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

anotherlens. 

2.4 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

All objects emit infrared energy as a function of temperature. 

A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and 
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causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern created is 

translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is 

play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white innature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Fig 2.6:   Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 2.7 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers to 

continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use offlashlights. 

However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better atnight. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to 

see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and 

clusters in the sky in realtime. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray 

machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray
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                                                  CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES 

3.1 Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

1. ObjectGlass 

2. Focus 

3. Image intensifiertube 

4. Eye Pieces 

5. Eye Guard 
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       3.3 Image Intensifier Tube: 

 

Figure 3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological 

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

aresufficientspectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 Image Intensification: 

 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand'srequirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

sothatadimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby thenacademeviavisual output,orstoredAs data for 

later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,”it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that 

strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a 

CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does theemitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne 

platforms.Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source 

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-visiontechnologies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUB STATION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

             A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow 

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to 

change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at 

the interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large 

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying on SCADA for 

remote supervision and control. 

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As 

central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to 

distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own 

generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the generators 

were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station. 

4.2 Alternator: 

        An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy 

in the form of alternating current. For reasons of cost and simplicity, most alternators use a 

rotating magnetic field with a stationary armature. Occasionally, a linear alternator or a rotating 

armature with a stationary magnetic field is used. In principle, any AC electrical generator can be 

called an alternator, but usually the term refers to small rotating machines driven by automotive 

and other internal combustion engines. 

An alternator that uses a permanent magnet for its magnetic field is called a magneto. Alternators 

in power stations driven by steam turbines are called turbo-alternators. Large 50 or 60 Hz three-

phase alternators in power plants generate most of the world's electric power, which is 

distributed by electric power grids. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_station
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Fig 4.1 Alternator 

Principle of operation: 

A conductor moving relative to a magnetic field develops an electromotive force (EMF) in it 

(Faraday's Law). This EMF reverses its polarity when it moves under magnetic poles of opposite 

polarity. Typically, a rotating magnet, called the rotor turns within a stationary set of conductors 

wound in coils on an iron core, called the stator. The field cuts across the conductors, generating 

an induced EMF (electromotive force), as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn. 

The rotating magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the stator windings. Since the currents in 

the stator windings vary in step with the position of the rotor, an alternator is a synchronous 

generator. 

The rotor's magnetic field may be produced by permanent magnets, or by a field coil 

electromagnet. Automotive alternators use a rotor winding which allows control of the 

alternator's generated voltage by varying the current in the rotor field winding. Permanent 

magnet machines avoid the loss due to magnetizing current in the rotor, but are restricted in size, 

due to the cost of the magnet material. Since the permanent magnet field is constant, the terminal 

voltage varies directly with the speed of the generator. Brushless AC generators are usually 

larger than those used in automotive applications. 

An automatic voltage control device controls the field current to keep output voltage constant. If 

the output voltage from the stationary armature coils drops due to an increase in demand, more 

current is fed into the rotating field coils through the voltage regulator (VR). This increases the 

magnetic field around the field coils which induces a greater voltage in the armature coils. Thus, 

the output voltage is brought back up to its original value. 

Alternators used in central power stations also control the field current to regulate reactive 

power and to help stabilize the power system against the effects of momentary faults. Often there 
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are three sets of stator windings, physically offset so that the rotating magnetic field produces 

a three phase current, displaced by one-third of a period with respect to each other. 

 

Fig 4.2 Inner structure of working of an Alternator 

 

Fig 4.3 Working Operation of an Alternator 

Synchronous speeds: 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is, where  is the frequency in 

Hz (cycles per second).  is the number of poles (2, 4, 6, …) and is the rotational speed 

in revolutions per minute (RPM). Very old descriptions of alternating current systems sometimes 

give the frequency in terms of alternations per minute, counting each half-cycle as 

one alternation; so 12,000 alternations per minute correspond to 100 Hz. 

The output frequency of an alternator depends on the number of poles and the rotational speed. 

The speed corresponding to a particular frequency is called the synchronous speed for that 

frequency.  
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Transformation and rectification 

            This method depends on residual magnetism retained in the iron core to generate weak 

magnetic field which would allow a weak voltage to be generated. This voltage is used to excite 

the field coils for the alternator to generate stronger voltage as part of its build up process. After 

the initial AC voltage buildup, the field is supplied with rectified voltage from the alternator. 

Brushless alternators: 

             A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaft. Until 

1966, alternators used brushes with rotating field. With advancement in semiconductor 

technology, brushless alternators are possible. Smaller brushless alternators may look like one 

unit but the two parts are readily identifiable on the large versions. The larger of the two sections 

is the main alternator and the smaller one is the exciter. The exciter has stationary field coils and 

a rotating armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the opposite configuration with a 

rotating field and stationary armature. A bridge rectifier, called the rotating rectifier assembly, is 

mounted on the rotor. Neither brushes nor slip rings are used, which reduces the number of 

wearing parts. The main alternator has a rotating field as described above and a stationary 

armature (power generation windings). 

 

Fig 4.4 Brushless Alternator 

By number of phases: 

                Main articles: Single-phase generator and Polyphase coil. Another way to classify 

alternators is by the number of phases of their output voltage. The output can be single phase, or 

polyphase. Three-phase alternators are the most common, but polyphase alternators can be two 

phase, six phase, or more. 

By rotating part 
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              The revolving part of alternators can be the armature or the magnetic field. The 

revolving armature type has the armature wound on the rotor, where the winding moves through 

a stationary magnetic field. The revolving armature type is not often used. The revolving field 

type has magnetic field on the rotor to rotate through a stationary armature winding. The 

advantage is that then the rotor circuit carries much less power than the armature circuit, making 

the slip ring connections smaller and less costly; only two contacts are needed for the direct-

current rotor, whereas often a rotor winding has three phases and multiple sections which would 

each require a slip-ring connection. The stationary armature can be wound for any convenient 

medium voltage level, up to tens of thousands of volts; manufacture of slip ring connections for 

more than a few thousand volts is costly and inconvenient. 

4.3 Transformer: 

                A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one 

electrical circuit to another or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the 

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a 

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical 

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection 

between the two circuits.Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages 

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step-

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of signal 

processing circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the 

voltage out, with separate coils not electrically bonded to one another. 

 

Fig 4.5 Transformer 
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Principles: 

Ideal transformer: 

            An ideal transformer is a theoretical linear transformer that is lossless and 

perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and 

winding inductances and zero net magneto motive force (i.e. ipnp - isns = 0).  

            A varying current in the transformer's primary winding attempts to create a varying 

magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is also encircled by the secondary winding. This 

varying flux at the secondary winding induces a varying electromotive force (EMF, voltage) in 

the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction and the secondary current so produced 

creates a flux equal and opposite to that produced by the primary winding, in accordance 

with Lenz's law. 

           The windings are wound around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all 

of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage 

source connected to the primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the 

transformer currents flow in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to 

zero. 

           According to Faraday's law, since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary 

and secondary windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding 

proportional to its number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly 

proportional to the winding turns ratio.  

           The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. 5 is a reasonable approximation for the typical 

commercial transformer, with voltage ratio and winding turns ratio both being inversely 

proportional to the corresponding current ratio. 

           The load impedance referred to the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times 

the secondary circuit load impedance.  
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Fig 4.5.1 Transformer Principle: Ideal 

Leakage flux: 

              The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the primary winding 

links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux traverses paths that 

take it outside the windings. Such flux is termed leakage flux, and results in leakage 

inductance in series with the mutually coupled transformer windings. Leakage flux results in 

energy being alternately stored in and discharged from the magnetic fields with each cycle of the 

power supply. It is not directly a power loss, but results in inferior voltage regulation, causing the 

secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the primary voltage, particularly under heavy 

load. Transformers are therefore normally designed to have very low leakage inductance. 

            In some applications increased leakage is desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or 

magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be introduced in a transformer design to limit the short-

circuit current it will supply. Leaky transformers may be used to supply loads that 

exhibit negative resistance, such as electric arcs, mercury- and sodium- vapor lamps and neon 

signs or for safely handling loads that become periodically short-circuited such as electric arc 

welders. 

           Air gaps are also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency 

transformers in circuits that have a DC component flowing in the windings. A saturable 

reactor exploits saturation of the core to control alternating current. 

Equivalent circuit: 

Referring to the diagram, a practical transformer's physical behavior may be represented by 

an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate an ideal transformer. 

Winding joule losses and leakage reactance are represented by the following series loop 

impedances of the model: 

 Primary winding: RP, XP 

 Secondary winding: RS, XS. 

In normal course of circuit equivalence transformation, RS and XS are in practice usually referred 

to the primary side by multiplying these impedances by the turns ratio squared, (NP/NS) 2 = a2. 

Core loss and reactance is represented by the following shunt leg impedances of the model: 
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 Core or iron losses: RC 

 Magnetizing reactance: XM. 

RC and XM are collectively termed the magnetizing branch of the model. 

Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy current effects in the core and are 

proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a given frequency. The finite 

permeability core requires a magnetizing current IM to maintain mutual flux in the core. 

Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two being non-linear 

due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit shown are by 

definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in transformer 

equivalent circuits. With sinusoidal supply, core flux lags the induced EMF by 90°. With open-

circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch current I0 equals transformer no-load current.  

The resulting model, though sometimes termed 'exact' equivalent circuit based 

on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations. Analysis may be simplified by 

assuming that magnetizing branch impedance is relatively high and relocating the branch to the 

left of the primary impedances. This introduces error but allows combination of primary and 

referred secondary resistances and reactances by simple summation as two series impedances. 

Transformer equivalent circuit impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from 

the following tests: open-circuit test, short-circuit test, winding resistance test, and transformer 

ratio test. 

Construction: 

Cores: 

             Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings 

surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the 

transformer is shell form. Shell form design may be more prevalent than core form design for 

distribution transformer applications due to the relative ease in stacking the core around winding 

coils. Core form design tends to, as a general rule, be more economical, and therefore more 

prevalent, than shell form design for high voltage power transformer applications at the lower 

end of their voltage and power rating ranges (less than or equal to, nominally, 230 kV or 

75 MVA). At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to be more 

prevalent. Shell form design tends to be preferred for extra-high voltage and higher MVA 

applications because, though more labor-intensive to manufacture, shell form transformers are 
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characterized as having inherently better kVA-to-weight ratio, better short-circuit strength 

characteristics and higher immunity to transit damage. 

 

Fig 4.5.2 Transformer core 

 

Laminated steel cores: 

Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores made of high 

permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free space and the core 

thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux to a path which closely 

couples the windings. Early transformer developers soon realized that cores constructed from 

solid iron resulted in prohibitive eddy current losses, and their designs mitigated this effect with 

cores consisting of bundles of insulated iron wires. Later designs constructed the core by 

stacking layers of thin steel laminations, a principle that has remained in use. Each lamination is 

insulated from its neighbors by a thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The transformer 

universal EMF equation can be used to calculate the core cross-sectional area for a preferred 

level of magnetic flux. 

 

Fig 4.5.3 Laminated steel cores 

Windings: 
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The electrical conductor used for the windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the 

individual turns must be electrically insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels 

throughout every turn. For small transformers, in which currents are low and the potential 

difference between adjacent turns is small, the coils are often wound from enameled magnet 

wire. Larger power transformers may be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors 

insulated by oil-impregnated paper and blocks of pressboard. 

High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz often have windings 

made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and proximity effect losses. Large power 

transformers use multiple-stranded conductors as well, since even at low power frequencies non-

uniform distribution of current would otherwise exist in high-current windings. Each strand is 

individually insulated, and the strands are arranged so that at certain points in the winding, or 

throughout the whole winding, each portion occupies different relative positions in the complete 

conductor. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the conductor, and 

reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is also more flexible 

than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture. 

The windings of signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to 

improve high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved 

between the sections of the other winding. 

Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate points on the winding, usually on 

the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps may be manually reconnected, or a 

manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing taps. Automatic on-load tap 

changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on equipment such as arc 

furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive loads. Audio-frequency 

transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address loudspeakers, have taps to allow 

adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped transformer is often used in the output 

stage of an audio power amplifier in a push-pull circuit. Modulation transformers 

in AM transmitters are very similar. 

Cooling: 

It is a rule of thumb that the life expectancy of electrical insulation is halved for about every 7 °C 

to 10 °C increase in operating temperature (an instance of the application of the Arrhenius 

equation). 
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Small dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled by natural convection 

and radiation heat dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often cooled by 

forced-air cooling, forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. Large 

transformers are filled with transformer oil that both cools and insulates the 

windings. Transformer oil is a highly refined mineral oil that cools the windings and insulation 

by circulating within the transformer tank. The mineral oil and paper insulation system has been 

extensively studied and used for more than 100 years. It is estimated that 50% of power 

transformers will survive 50 years of use that the average age of failure of power transformers is 

about 10 to 15 years, and that about 30% of power transformer failures are due to insulation and 

overloading failures. Prolonged operation at elevated temperature degrades insulating properties 

of winding insulation and dielectric coolant, which not only shortens transformer life but can 

ultimately lead to catastrophic transformer failure. With a great body of empirical study as a 

guide, transformer oil testing including dissolved gas analysis provides valuable maintenance 

information. 

Building regulations in many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use 

dielectric fluids that are less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. Air-

cooled dry transformers can be more economical where they eliminate the cost of a fire-resistant 

transformer room. 

Insulation: 

Insulation must be provided between the individual turns of the windings, between the windings, 

between windings and core, and at the terminals of the winding. 

Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating varnish on the wire. Layer 

of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of windings, and between primary and 

secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or dipped in a polymer resin to improve the 

strength of windings and protect them from moisture or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated 

into the winding insulation using combinations of vacuum and pressure during the coating 

process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the limit, the entire coil may be placed in a 

mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block, encapsulating the windings. 

Bushings: 

Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made of polymers or 

porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it must provide careful control of 

the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leak oil. 
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Applications: 

Various specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although 

they all share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction 

or electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions. 

In electric power transmission, transformers allow transmission of electric power at high 

voltages, which reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be 

located economically at a distance from electrical consumers. All but a tiny fraction of the 

world's electrical power has passed through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the 

consumer. 

In many electronic devices, a transformer is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring 

to convenient values for the circuit requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or 

through a switch mode power supply. 

4.4 Circuit Breakers: 

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical 

circuit from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. Its basic function 

is to interrupt current flow after a fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then 

must be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume 

normal operation. 

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect low-current circuits or 

individual household appliance, up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits 

feeding an entire city. The generic function of a circuit breaker, or fuse, as an automatic means of 

removing power from a faulty system is often abbreviated as OCPD (Over Current Protection 

Device). 

 

Fig 4.6 Circuit Breaker 

Operation: 
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All circuit breaker systems have common features in their operation, but details vary 

substantially depending on the voltage class, current rating and type of the circuit breaker. 

The circuit breaker must first detect a fault condition. In small mains and low voltage circuit 

breakers, this is usually done within the device itself. Typically, the heating or magnetic effects 

of electric current are employed. Circuit breakers for large currents or high voltages are usually 

arranged with protective relay pilot devices to sense a fault condition and to operate the opening 

mechanism. These typically require a separate power source, such as a battery, although some 

high-voltage circuit breakers are self-contained with current transformers, protective relays, and 

an internal control power source. 

Once a fault is detected, the circuit breaker contacts must open to interrupt the circuit; this is 

commonly done using mechanically stored energy contained within the breaker, such as a spring 

or compressed air to separate the contacts. Circuit breakers may also use the higher current 

caused by the fault to separate the contacts, such as thermal expansion or a magnetic field. Small 

circuit breakers typically have a manual control lever to switch off the load or reset a tripped 

breaker, while larger units use solenoids to trip the mechanism, and electric motors to restore 

energy to the springs. 

 

Fig 4.6.1 Operation of a circuit breaker 

Different techniques are used to extinguish the arc including: 

 Lengthening or deflecting the arc 

 Intensive cooling (in jet chambers) 

 Division into partial arcs 

 Zero point quenching (contacts open at the zero current time crossing of the AC waveform, 

effectively breaking no load current at the time of opening. The zero-crossing occurs at twice 

the line frequency; i.e., 100 times per second for 50 Hz and 120 times per second for 60 Hz 

AC.) 
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 Connecting capacitors in parallel with contacts in DC circuits. 

Finally, once the fault condition has been cleared, the contacts must again be closed to restore 

power to the interrupted circuit. 

Low-voltage miniature circuit breakers (MCB) use air alone to extinguish the arc. These circuit 

breakers contain so-called arc chutes, a stack of mutually insulated parallel metal plates that 

divide and cool the arc. By splitting the arc into smaller arcs the arc is cooled down while the arc 

voltage is increased and serves as additional impedance that limits the current through the circuit 

breaker. The current-carrying parts near the contacts provide easy deflection of the arc into the 

arc chutes by a magnetic force of a current path, although magnetic blowout coils or permanent 

magnets could also deflect the arc into the arc chute (used on circuit breakers for higher ratings). 

The number of plates in the arc chute is dependent on the short-circuit rating and nominal 

voltage of the circuit breaker. 

In larger ratings, oil circuit breakers rely upon vaporization of some of the oil to blast a jet of oil 

through the arc. 

Standard current rating: 

Circuit breakers are manufactured in standard sizes, using a system of preferred numbers to 

cover a range of ratings. Miniature circuit breakers have a fixed trip setting; changing the 

operating current value requires changing the whole circuit breaker. Larger circuit breakers can 

have adjustable trip settings, allowing standardized elements to be applied but with a setting 

intended to improve protection. For example, a circuit breaker with a 400 ampere "frame size" 

might have its overcurrent detection set to operate at only 300 amperes, to protect a feeder cable. 

International Standards, IEC 60898-1 and European Standard EN 60898-1, define the rated 

current In of a circuit breaker for low voltage distribution applications as the maximum current 

that the breaker is designed to carry continuously (at an ambient air temperature of 30 °C). The 

commonly available preferred values for the rated current are 1 A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A, 10 A, 13 A, 

16 A, 20 A, 25 A, 32 A, 40 A, 50 A, 63 A, 80 A, 100 A, and 125 A (similar to the R10 Reynard 

series, but using 6, 13, and 32 instead of 6.3, 12.5, and 31.5 – it includes the 13 A current limit of 

British BS 1363 sockets). The circuit breaker is labeled with the rated current in amperes, but 

excluding the unit symbol, A. Instead, the ampere figure is preceded by a letter, B, C, or D, 

which indicates the instantaneous tripping current — that is, the minimum value of current that 

causes the circuit breaker to trip without intentional time delay (i.e., in less than 100 ms), 

expressed in terms of In: 
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4.5 Protective Relays: 

In electrical engineering, a protective relay is a relay device designed to trip a circuit 

breaker when a fault is detected. The first protective relays were electromagnetic devices, relying 

on coils operating on moving parts to provide detection of abnormal operating conditions such as 

over-current, over-voltage, reverse power flow, over-frequency, and under-frequency. 

Microprocessor-based digital protection relays now emulate the original devices, as well as 

providing types of protection and supervision impractical with electromechanical relays. 

Electromechanical relays provide only rudimentary indication of the location and origin of a 

fault.  In many cases a single microprocessor relay provides functions that would take two or 

more electromechanical devices. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays 

also save capital cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their 

very long life span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels “are still protecting transmission 

lines and electrical apparatus all over the world. Important transmission lines and generators 

have cubicles dedicated to protection, with many individual electromechanical devices, or one or 

two microprocessor relays. 

 

Fig 4.7 Protective relay 

Operation principles: 

Electromechanical protective relays operate by either magnetic attraction, or magnetic 

induction. Unlike switching type electromechanical relays with fixed and usually ill-defined 

operating voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays have well-established, 

selectable, and adjustable time and current (or other operating parameter) operating 

characteristics. Protection relays may use arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole, magnets, 

operating and restraint coils, solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay contacts, and phase-

shifting networks. 

Protective relays can also be classified by the type of measurement they make. A protective relay 

may respond to the magnitude of a quantity such as voltage or current. Induction relays can 
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respond to the product of two quantities in two field coils, which could for example represent the 

power in a circuit. 

 

Fig 4.7.1 Operation of a relay 

Types according to construction: 

Electromechanical 

Electromechanical relays can be classified into several different types as follows: 

 attracted armature 

 moving coil 

 induction 

 motor operated 

 mechanical 

 thermal 

"Armature"-type relays have a pivoted lever supported on a hinge or knife-edge pivot, which 

carries a moving contact. These relays may work on either alternating or direct current, but for 

alternating current, a shading coil on the pole is used to maintain contact force throughout the 

alternating current cycle. Because the air gap between the fixed coil and the moving armature 

becomes much smaller when the relay has operated, the current required to maintain the relay 

closed is much smaller than the current to first operate it. The "returning ratio"[13] or 

"differential" is the measure of how much the current must be reduced to reset the relay. 

A variant application of the attraction principle is the plunger-type or solenoid operator. A reed 

relay is another example of the attraction principle. 

Induction disc overcurrent relay: 

"Induction" disk meters work by inducing currents in a disk that is free to rotate; the rotary 

motion of the disk operates a contact. Induction relays require alternating current; if two or more 

coils are used, they must be at the same frequency otherwise no net operating force is 

produced. These electromagnetic relays use the induction principle discovered by Galileo 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protective_relay#cite_note-13
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Ferraris in the late 19th century. The magnetic system in induction disc overcurrent relays is 

designed to detect overcurrent in a power system and operate with a pre-determined time delay 

when certain overcurrent limits have been reached. 

The relay's primary winding is supplied from the power systems current transformer via a plug 

bridge, which is called the plug setting multiplier (psm). Usually seven equally spaced tapping or 

operating bands determine the relays sensitivity. The primary winding is located on the upper 

electromagnet. The secondary winding has connections on the upper electromagnet that are 

energized from the primary winding and connected to the lower electromagnet. Once the upper 

and lower electromagnets are energized they produce eddy currents that are induced onto the 

metal disc and flow through the flux paths. This relationship of eddy currents and fluxes creates 

torque proportional to the input current of the primary winding, due to the two flux paths being 

out of phase by 90°. 

 

Fig 4.7.2 Induction type over current relay 

Digital: 

A microprocessor-based digital protection relay can replace the functions of many discrete 

electromechanical instruments. These relays convert voltage and currents to digital form and 

process the resulting measurements using a microprocessor. The digital relay can emulate 

functions of many discrete electromechanical relays in one device, simplifying protection design 

and maintenance. Each digital relay can run self-test routines to confirm its readiness and alarm 

if a fault is detected. Digital relays can also provide functions such as communications (SCADA) 

interface, monitoring of contact inputs, metering, waveform analysis, and other useful features. 

Digital relays can, for example, store multiple sets of protection parameters, which allows the 
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behavior of the relay to be changed during maintenance of attached equipment. 

 

Fig 4.7.3 Digital Relay 

Distance relay: 

              Distance relays, also known as impedance relay, differ in principle from other forms of 

protection in that their performance is not governed by the magnitude of the current or voltage in 

the protected circuit but rather on the ratio of these two quantities. Distance relays are actually 

double actuating quantity relays with one coil energized by voltage and other coil by current. The 

current element produces a positive or pick up torque while the voltage element produces a 

negative or reset torque. The relay operates only when the V/I ratio falls below a predetermined 

value (or set value). During a fault on the transmission line the fault current increases and the 

voltage at the fault point decreases. The V/I  ratio is measured at the location of CTs and Pts. 

 

Fig 4.7.4 Distance relay 

Current differential protection scheme: 

                A differential scheme acts on the difference between current entering a protected zone 

(which may be a bus bar, generator, transformer or other apparatus) and the current leaving that 
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zone. A fault outside the zone gives the same fault current at the entry and exit of the zone, but 

faults within the zone show up as a difference in current. Differential protection can be used to 

provide protection for zones with multiple terminals and can be used to protect lines, generators, 

motors, transformers, and other electrical plant. 

Current transformers in a differential scheme must be chosen to have near-identical response to 

high overcurrents. If a "through fault" results in one set of current transformers saturating before 

another, the zone differential protection will see a false "operate" current and may false trip. 

Directional relay: 

            A directional relay uses an additional polarizing source of voltage or current to determine 

the direction of a fault. Directional elements respond to the phase shift between a polarizing 

quantity and an operate quantity. The fault can be located upstream or downstream of the relay's 

location, allowing appropriate protective devices to be operated inside or outside of the zone of 

protection. 

 

4.6 Bus-bar Coupler: 

               Bus coupler is a device which is used to couple one bus to the other without any 

interruption in power supply and without creating hazardous arcs. Bus coupler is a breaker used 

to couple two bus bars in order to perform maintenance on other circuit breakers associated with 

that bus bar.Busbars distribute electricity with greater ease and flexibility than some other more 

permanent forms of installation and distribution. Sometimes spelled bus bar or bus bar, they are 

often metallic strips of copper, brass, or aluminum that both ground and conduct electricity. 

Bus Couplers are non-isolated input devices that provide an interface between dry-contact 

mechanical switches and a C-Bus network. The bus coupler increases the versatility of the C-Bus 

network by facilitating remote access with any dry-contact switch mechanism offered by 

Schneider Electric and other manufacturers. A system's flexibility can be further enhanced by 

using the bus coupler with various other switch types, including reed, pressure, or micro 

switches. 

             Available in two- and four-channel models, the bus coupler is small enough to be used in 

restricted spaces. Configuration options include standard control functions such as ON/OFF, 

toggle, dimmers, and timers. 
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Features: 

 Provides two or four non-isolated inputs for external voltage-free mechanical switches. 

 Two-channel units feature independent remote LED outputs 

 Control options include ON/OFF, toggle, dimmer, or timer 

 Orange LED for each channel to indicate operational status 

 Two-way removable terminal block for the C-Bus connection 

 Terminal block allows connection of up to four external switches (four-channel coupler) 

or     two external switches and two external LEDs (two-channel coupler) 

 Small size for adaptation to restricted spaces 

 Non-volatile memory stores operating status for recovery from a power outage 

 Receives data and power over a network, so it does not require power packs or line 

voltage connections. 

Generally speaking, electric power distribution systems of the busbar type are used in industrial 

and commercial buildings to transfer electric power from a substation or transformer bank to a 

power consuming area. Such power distribution systems are generally made up of a plurality of 

busway sections of fixed or variable lengths, the successive sections being connected or 

interlocked together in end-to-end relation to provide electrical continuity between the power 

source and the power consuming area. The effectiveness of such a busbar power distribution 

system is controlled, to a great extent, by the adequacy of the electrical joints between the 

busbars of successive busway sections. Busway sections are generally manufactured and 

distributed in prefabricated form so that a number of such electrical joints are required during 

installation of an extended length busbar run. Thus, if a busway section, that is, a busbar duct and 

a busbar coupler, is to perform adequately under service conditions the coupler system that 

creates the electrical joints between correspond busbars of successive busway sections must be 

constructed to give minimum chance for effecting improper electrical joints. 

 

Fig 4.7.5 Bus bar coupler 
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4.7 Power factor Correction: 

Power Factor (PF) is the ratio of real power to the apparent power flowing to the load from the 

source. It is measured between 0 and 1.0 (unity) and is usually deemed as either leading or 

lagging, depending on the position of the current waveform with respect to the voltage. 

 

Fig 4.7.6 power triangle  

In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor (tending towards zero) draws more 

current than a load with a high power factor (tending towards one) for the same amount of useful 

power transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system and 

require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger equipment and wasted 

energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost to industrial or commercial customers 

where there is a low power factor. 

Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected with a passive 

network of capacitors or inductors. 

A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce transmission losses 

and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to adjust the power factor of a 

system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the 

apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may be applied by an electrical power 

transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency of the transmission network. 

Individual electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install 

correction equipment to reduce those costs. 
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An automatic power factor correction unit consists of a number of capacitors that are switched by 

means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a regulator that measures power factor in 

an electrical network. Depending on the load and power factor of the network, the power factor 

controller will switch the necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor 

stays above a selected value. 

Methods of Power Factor Improvement: 

There are three main ways to improve power factor: 

 Capacitor Banks 

 Synchronous Condensers 

 Phase Advancers 

Capacitor Banks: 

Improving power factor means reducing the phase difference between voltage and current. Since 

the majority of loads are ofinductive nature, they require some amount of reactive power for 

them to function. 

A capacitor or bank of capacitors installed parallel to the load provides this reactive power. They 

act as a source of local reactive power, and thus less reactive power flows through the line. 

Capacitor banks reduce the phase difference between the voltage and current. 

Synchronous Condensers: 

Synchronous condensers are 3 phase synchronous motor with no load attached to its shaft. 

The synchronous motor has the characteristics of operating under any power factor leading, 

lagging or unity depending upon the excitation. For inductive loads, a synchronous condenser is 

connected towards load side and is overexcited. 

Synchronous condensers make it behave like a capacitor. It draws the lagging current from the 

supply or supplies the reactive power. 

Phase Advancers: 

This is an AC exciter mainly used to improve the PF of an induction motor. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-capacitor/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-motor-working-principle/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-condenser/
https://www.electrical4u.com/induction-motor-types-of-induction-motor/
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They are mounted on the shaft of the motor and are connected to the rotor circuit of the motor. It 

improves the power factor by providing the exciting ampere turns to produce the required flux at 

the given slip frequency. 

Further, if ampere-turns increase, it can be made to operate at leading power factor. 

 

Fig 4.7.7 Power factor correction

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/
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CHAPTER 5 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

         Electrical shock kills and injures hundreds of workers each year. Most of these accidents 

happen because people don’t look, don’t think or just don’t understand the shocking power of 

electricity. 

Electrical shock can only occur when a part of the body completes a circuit between a conductor 

and another conductor or a grounding source. 

Death or injury is not caused by the voltage; the damage is done by the amount of current that 

flows through the body.  Of course, the higher the voltage, the greater amount of current.  Some 

people have survived shocks of several thousand volts, while others have been killed by voltages 

as low as 12. 

Effects of electrical shock depend mainly on the total amount of current flow and the path of the 

current through the victim’s body. To prevent electrical shock, which can cause several types of 

injuries, make sure that your body cannot become part of the electrical flow and the path of the 

current.  Water reduces resistance and allows electricity to flow into wet areas, hands, arms, your 

body.  Electricity and water are a bad mix. 

 

                                             Fig 5.1: Electrical safety 
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5.2 Electrical Hazards and Management System: 

Every year, many accidents at work involving electric shock or burns are reported to the Health 

and Safety Executive (HSE). Within the workplace, electricity can create a number of hazards 

such as: 

 contact with live parts causing shock and burns 

 faults that could cause fire 

 Fire and explosion in a potentially flammable or explosive atmosphere. 

Any voltage above 55 volt alternating current (AC) can be potentially fatal. As well as death, 

electric shock can cause severe injury, including muscular spasms and deep-seated tissue burns. 

Electrical fires and explosions can be caused as a result of: 

 leakage of current due to poor insulation 

 faulty or poorly maintained protective devices 

 overloads of electrical circuits causing overheating 

 Ignition of flammable substances in the working environment. 

Codes of Practice: 

The key piece of legislation is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR 1989), which 

apply to all places where work is done on or near electricity. EWR 1989 requires all systems 

(including equipment) to be constructed so as to prevent danger. In addition, they require the 

following. 

 To prevent danger, all systems to be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, such danger. 

 Every work activity, including operation, use and maintenance of a system and work near 

a system to be carried out in a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, to danger. 

 Persons carrying out work on electrical systems to be competent to do so. 

Management system: 

An effective electrical management system will reduce the risk of harm from electricity by 

ensuring that all key elements that give safety assurance are identified and addressed. The IET 

Code is broken down into four main sections that detail these elements as follows. 
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1. Managing policy aspects, including setting of policy, leadership, planning and design 

factors. 

2. Managing procedure aspects, including the identification and control of risks, safe 

working practices, maintenance, documentation and performance monitoring. 

3. Managing people aspects, including appointments, training, competence and 

communication. 

4. Managing specific issues, including working on live systems, contractors, buried and 

overhead cables. 

The first stage in any management system is to draw up an appropriate policy in relation to 

electrical safety. This will detail an overall statement in relation to the management of electrical 

safety, and the responsibility and arrangements required for such safe management. The exact 

details of this will very much depend on local issues, such as building and equipment ownership, 

use of contractors and so on. 

5.3 Electrical safety rules: 

A safe work environment is not always enough to control all potential electrical hazards. You 

must be very cautious and work safely. Safety rules help you control your and others risk of 

injury or death from workplace hazards. 

If we are working on electrical circuits or with electrical tools and equipment, we need to use 

following golden safety rules: 

Rule 1: 

Treat all electrical devices as if they are live or energized.  

Rule 2: 

Disconnect the power source before servicing or repairing electrical equipment. 

Rule 3: 

Use only tools and equipment with non-conducting handles when working on electrical 

devices. 

Rule 4: 

Never use metallic pencils or rulers, or wear rings or metal watchbands when working with 

electrical equipment. This rule is very easy to forget, especially when you are showing some 

electrical part pointing with metallic pencil. 

Rule 5: 

When it is necessary to handle equipment that is plugged in, be sure hands are dry and, when 

possible, wear nonconductive gloves, protective clothes and shoes with insulated soles.  

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/eplusmenucad
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Rule 6: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 7: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 8: 

If water or a chemical is spilled onto equipment, shut off power at the main switch or circuit 

breaker and unplug the equipment. 

Rule 9: 

If an individual comes in contact with a live electrical conductor, do not touch the equipment, 

cord or person. Disconnect the power source from the circuit breaker or pull out the plug using 

a leather belt. 

Rule 10: 

Never handle electrical equipment when hands, feet, or body are wet or perspiring, or when 

standing on a wet floor. 

 

Fig 5.2 Electrical Safety Tips 

5.4 Electrical Safety Equipment: 

T&D distribute the most extensive range of High Voltage Electrical Safety equipment to ensure 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
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safe working and protection against electrocution during the installation, jointing, terminating 

and testing of medium/high voltage power cables and electrical equipment including switchgear 

and transformers. 

A complete range of HV instruments including voltage detectors, phase comparators, short 

circuiting portable earthing and substation electrical safety equipment used for maintenance and 

repair of cables, connectors and terminations of transmission or distribution cables, power lines 

and switchgear in high voltage substations. 

The electrical personal protective equipment procedure provides guidelines for determining 

when electrical PPE is required and how to select, use and maintain electrical PPE. This 

procedure describes electrical hazards, including electrical shock and burns, arc flash burns, arc-

blast impacts, and other potential electrical safety hazards.  

FLASH AND THERMAL PROTECTION: 

The extremely high temperatures and heat content of an electric arc can cause extremely painful 

and/or lethal burns. Since an electric arc can occur at any time in electrical equipment that has 

not been placed in an electrically safe work condition, the worker must take precautions and 

wear protection when exposed to potential. 

 

 

Fig 5.3: Arc Flash protective PPE levels 

CLOTHING MATERIALS: 

Arc flash clothing is designed to provide a barrier from heat and flame, to minimize total burn 

https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
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injury and to help provide the wearer with extra seconds of protection to help escape possible 

secondary explosions or fires in the work area. 

Arc Flash clothing can increase the chances of survival and decrease the requirement for medical 

treatment (skin grafts) and the likelihood future infections. PPE can also help maintain the 

quality of life of an electrical worker exposed to an electric arc flash accident. Arc Flash PPE is 

not designed to be firefighting gear; it is worn by electrical workers to help minimize the risk of 

serious injury caused by arc flash and arc blast explosions. 

NON-FLAME RESISTANT MATERIALS: 

Non-flammable PPE won’t break down under extreme conditions, like flame-resistant material 

can. Those with occupations, like firefighting, wear non-flammable equipment as it’s heavier and 

has higher resistance to flames. The only downside to this equipment is that it’s extremely 

challenging for heat to escape the material, just as it’s challenging to let heat inside the material. 

It can be difficult to breathe in and cause your body’s core temperature to rise. It’s not 

recommended to wear non-flammable PPE for a long period of time. Most non-flammable gear 

can protect against about 10-15 seconds of fire exposure. This clothing is extremely durable and 

won’t melt or burn, even after intense exposure. 

1. Cotton: Cotton work clothing made of materials such as denim and flannel is a better choice 

than clothing made from synthetic materials. Cotton does not melt into the skin when heated; 

rather, it burns and disintegrates, falling away from the skin. 

2. Wool: Wool clothing has essentially the same thermal properties as cotton clothing. Note the 

following key points: 

a. Certain OSHA standards allow the use of natural cotton or wool clothing when a worker is 

exposed to electrical arcing hazards. 

b. General industrial practice and industry standards have rejected the use of cotton and wool 

even though they are permitted. The  reason for this is that these natural fibers are not flame-

resistant. 

FLAME-RESISTANT MATERIALS:This type of equipment has certain fibers sewn into the 

clothing, or has a certain type of chemical finish, that makes the material flame-resistant. The 

fibers don’t support fire and can defend against heat. Since the material doesn’t absorb a lot of 

heat, flame-resistant clothing doesn’t support combustion. This means the suit can be set on fire 
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if the flame is big enough, but it takes longer to do so. It also self-extinguishes when the source 

of the heat is put out. Most flame-resistant clothing can protect against about three seconds of 

fire exposure. OSHA requires flame-resistant PPE in any occupation and area where the risk of 

clothing catching on fire is high. Clothing made of artificial materials, like polyester and nylon, 

cannot be worn in these situations as they can melt onto the skin if worn in high-heat 

environments. Flame-resistant clothing is extremely durable and won’t get worn out, even after 

going through multiple laundry cycles. 

NOMEX*IIIA: 

NOMEX is an aramid fiber made by the DuPont Company. It has a structure that thickens and 

carbonizes when exposed to heat. This unique characteristic allows NOMEX to provide excellent 

thermal protection. 

POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI): 

It is similar to NOMEX in that it is a synthetic fiber made especially to resist high temperatures. 

PBI is non-flammable, chemically resistant, and heat stable. This heat stability makes it less 

prone to shrinking or embrittlement when exposed to flame or high temperatures. 

KERMEL:It is a synthetic polyamide imide aramid fiber manufactured in France by Rhone-

Poulenc. KERMEL fiber is only offered in fabrics blended with other fibers. Like other synthetic 

flame-retardant materials, KERMEL is flame-resistant and does not drip or melt when 

heated.INSULATING GLOVES: Rubber insulating gloves are among the most important 

articles of personal protection for electrical workers. To be effective, electrical safety gloves 

must incorporate dielectric properties and physical strength, along with flexibility and durability. 

To help ensure safety and performance, they should meet and/or exceed the requirements of the 

ASTM International ASTM D120-14a – Standard Specification for Rubber Insulating Gloves. 

A glove system consists of: 

Rubber insulating gloves – Classified by the level of voltage and protection they provide. 

Liner gloves – Reduce the discomfort of wearing rubber insulating gloves. Liners provide 

warmth in cold weather and absorb perspiration in the warm months. They can have a straight 

cuff or knit wrist. 

Leather protector gloves – Worn over rubber insulating gloves to help provide the mechanical 

protection needed against cuts, abrasions and punctures. 

https://www.grainger.com/search?searchQuery=Rubber+insulating+gloves&op=search&Ntt=Rubber+insulating+gloves&N=0&GlobalSearch=true&sst=subset
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
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Insulating gloves offer personal hand protection for workers against electrical shocks when 

working near or on live wires, cables and electrical equipment including substation switchgear 

and transformers – risk assessment identifies electrical shock during the jointing of cables or 

excavating around live cables as a potential cause of accident which can be avoided when 

appropriate safety precautions and gloves are worn. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.1:Rubber insulating gloves 

Head, Eye and Hand Protection: 

When wearing flash suits, or whenever exposed to arc hazard, employees should wear full 

protection for the head, eyes, and hands. Head and eye protection will be provided if the 

employee is equipped with a flash suit. When not in a flash suit, however, employees should 

wear hard hats and eye shields or goggles. 

Head and eye protection: 

Hard Hats:A hard hat is a type of helmet predominantly used in workplace environments such as 

industrial or construction sites to protect the head from injury due to falling objects, impact with 

other objects, debris, rain, and electric shock. Suspension bands inside the helmet spread the 

helmet's weight and the force of any impact over the top of the head. A suspension also provides 

space of approximately 30 mm (1.2 inches) between the helmet's shell and the wearer's head, so 

that if an object strikes the shell, the impact is less likely to be transmitted directly to the skull. 

Some helmet shells have a mid-line reinforcement ridge to improve impact resistance. 

They have a suspension system that moves the impact force though the body to feet, helping to 

reduce strain to the head, neck, and spine. These hard hats and helmets are ANSI rated and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
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OSHA compliant. Types and classes combine to indicate the impact type (vertical only or 

vertical and angled) and level of electrical protection (none, low voltage, or high voltage) 

provided. Hard hats and helmets should be inspected regularly for structural integrity. Hard hats 

are used by construction workers, road crews, or where required by OSHA safety regulations. 

 

 

                                                      Fig 5.4.2 Hard hats 

Safety Glasses, Goggles, and Face Shields: 

Goggles, or safety glasses, are forms of protective eyewear that usually enclose or protect the 

area surrounding the eye in order to prevent particulates, water or chemicals from striking the 

eyes. They are used in chemistry laboratories and in woodworking. They are often used in snow 

sports as well, and in swimming. The current standard for safety eyewear published by 

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is called the Z87. 1-2010 standards. The 

previous standard it replaced was called Z87. 1-2003. 

 

Fig 5.4.3. Safety Glasses 
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Rubber Mats: 

Rubber mats are one of those very common and often ubiquitous items that most people tend to 

overlook. Despite their lack of ‘showiness’, rubber mats are the humble, hard-working, 

inexpensive products that serve many industries. They are often present in one form or another in 

residential, commercial, and industrial venues. Here at Rubber-Cal, we specialize in bringing to 

market quality rubber matting products for a wide variety of applications. Our line of rubber 

floor mats is classified into several different categories according to their use. We inventory anti-

slip floor mats, boat deck mats, kitchen mats, comfort mats, fitness equipment mats, protector 

mats, industrial mats, stair treads, and even animal stall mats! If you need quality rubber floor 

matting, then you have come to the right place. 

Generally, rubber mats serve a protective purpose. A common feature among them is that they 

protect the existing floors of the area in which they are placed. Having dependable mats in place 

can prevent costly damage to your existing wood, tile, laminate, or even concrete floor surfaces. 

Some of our floor mats come in standard sizes, for example 4ft x 6ft, to protect a specific area 

from harm. It should be noted, however, that just because many segments of rubber mats come 

pre-cut, not all of them do. It can be quite simple to have custom rubber mats fitted to your home 

or office in the event you have specific or unique size requirements. We also offer rolls of rubber 

matting for a wider area of floor protection. Floor protection is crucial for any area, whether it is 

a home or industrial workshop. 

 

Fig 5.4.4. Rubber Mats 

Rubber Blankets: 

For those in the “lineman” profession, every day has the potential to bring the unexpected. 

Linemen must always think safety first, and be diligent when performing even the most routine 

tasks. Every year dozens of linemen are either injured or killed due to unfortunate circumstances 
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involving high voltage mishaps. According to the Safety Fireman’s Archive, in 2002 alone more 

than 50 linemen in the United States were killed while on the job. Safe work procedures and 

personal protective equipment (PPE) greatly reduce exposure risks for linemen.Employers 

should regularly review and revise, where applicable, safe work methods regarding the 

installation and removal of protective equipment, the positioning of aerial lift devices, and all 

procedures used in the construction and maintenance of power lines. One type of equipment that 

is critical to safety, and is a necessity as part of a complete set of cover-up equipment, is the 

rubber blanket. The rubber blanket helps reduce accidental exposure to energized power lines, 

conductors and hardware. The flexibility to wrap, fold and maneuver the rubber blanket also 

allows such equipment as underground transformers and switchgear to be easily covered thus 

allowing adequate protection for the worker. 

 

Fig 5.4.5 Rubber Blankets 

Rubber Sleeves: 

Rubber insulating sleeves are commonly worn with dielectric gloves in high-voltage applications 

to provide added insulation from electrical contact for those working on energized equipment. 

The rubber insulating gloves and rubber insulating sleeves are worn for shock protection; sleeves 

typically are worn with rubber insulating gloves when the arm can cross the minimum approach 

distance or the restricted approach boundary. A protector glove typically is used for arc flash 

protection and for mechanical protection of the rubber insulating glove, but this over-glove does 

not protect the entire glove and does not extend up a rubber insulating sleeve. Many lineworkers 

wear short-sleeved, arc-rated (AR) T-shirts under rubber insulating sleeves, and a concern was 

raised in the industry that the insulating sleeves are not arc-rated. 
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Fig 5.4.6 Rubber Sleeves 

 

Fig 5.4.7 Electrical Safety Equipment 

5.5 ELECTRICAL SAFETY AUDIT: 

             Conducting a workplace safety audit is the most comprehensive way for a company to 

gauge the efficiency, effectiveness and legality of its total health and safety management system. 

In addition to ensuring that a business remains in compliance with local, state and federal 

legislation, safety audits have the potential to identify and correct oversights that could, if left 

unchecked, lead to costly and tragic workplace injuries or fatalities. If successful in uncovering 

weaknesses in an employer’s safety programs or practices, audits can also prove to be important 

tools in designing a new safety plan. 

Consistent regularity: 

Conducting only one workplace safety audit per year can have the unintended consequence of 

making safety and compliance seem like a recurring goal that must be achieved once annually, 

rather than a constant mandate. As the date of an annual audit approaches, there may be a 

“ramping up” atmosphere created by managers and supervisors working to ensure compliance 

ahead of the audit. That might discourage them from developing a sense of urgency the rest of 

the year, leading to relaxed standards. A superior approach could be to schedule various specific 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/health-and-safety
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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safety audits throughout the year on an eleven-month schedule, reserving the final month for one 

comprehensive workplace safety audit. 

Competent and objective auditors: 

A safety audit can only be as good as the professionals conducting it, which is why it pays to 

entrust the process to those with the necessary knowledge and experience. Some companies elect 

to hire outside consultants or safety professionals in order to guarantee such expertise, but many 

prefer to keep the operations in-house. If employing the latter method, businesses should 

create safety audit teams consisting of three to five employees well-versed in current safety 

standards. 

These employees must be educated on all relevant laws, OSHA regulations and other standards, 

and trained in the art of violation and hazard identification. To ensure objectivity, employees 

should never inspect their own work environment. A fresh set of eyes is better at spotting 

whatever issues a supervisor or section manager has failed to notice. 

Advanced Preparation: 

Both those performing the audit and those being audited should be prepared for the experience. 

At least a week prior to a workplace safety audit, the company should inform all affected 

managers and supervisors that they need to have all records, documents and procedures ready 

and available for when the audit begins. 

Thorough Recordkeeping: 

Exhaustive records are a requirement and objective of safety audits. A safety audit team needs to 

consult all incident reports available for the section which they are auditing, so as to assess where 

potential problem areas are most likely to exist. Competent incident reports help auditors better 

apply selective scrutiny to known problem areas. 

Safety audit teams should also strive for comprehensive reporting in their own audits. When 

auditors go to the physical location of the selected area to observe work being done, they should 

ask detailed questions of the employees working in that area to obtain as much relevant 

information as possible. Having audit checklists that manage to cover all safety objectives and 

applicable regulations will help auditors make sure they don’t neglect anything. 

Perceptive Data Analysis: 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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             After inspecting all documents, written programs, procedures, work practices and 

equipment, the safety audit teams should sift through the collected material to put together a 

concise report that details all areas of the program. All safety audit comments, recommendations 

and corrective actions should consider whether the audited program covers all regulatory and 

best industry practice requirements, whether those requirements are being met and whether there 

is documented proof of compliance. It’s also important to reach a conclusion regarding how 

effective employee training has been in producing safe behavior. 

Modern Technology: 

              Ensuring that all of the above safety audit standards are met becomes much easier with 

the use of state-of-the-art EHS management technology, as provided by Dakota Software. 

Dakota’s EHS Auditing application allows safety auditors to more easily and effectively test and 

verify a workplace’s compliance status. In addition to capturing all relevant EHS regulations, the 

application also allows auditors to develop checklists unique to the audit site and scope, migrate 

previous audits to leverage past results, train auditors to perform team-based audits, use custom 

protocols, manage audit data and create corrective action plans. From the planning to the 

auditing to the analysis and use of gathered data, every key stage and element of a 

workplace safety audit can be improved upon through the use of cutting-edge EHS 

management technology. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
https://www.dakotasoft.com/landing/safety-management-software
https://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
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                                                                CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS 

6.1 Military and Police: 

 One of the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a lawenforcement 

ormilitary professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being 

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough 

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ 

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN Throw 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The 

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly 

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a 

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe. 

6.2 Surveillance: 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they workequally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog 

also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques. 

6.3 Energy Audits: 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security and LawEnforcement: 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also use in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5Navigation:  

               The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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                                                       CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillances. 
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CHAPTER-I 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

                            Energy is the Basic necessity for the economic development of a country. 

Energy may be needed as hear, as light, as motive power etc. The present day advancement in 

science and technology has made it possible to convert electrical energy into any desired 

form.Elecrical energy is superior to all other forms of energy due to following reasons: 

 Convenient form: Easy to convert into other forms of energy. 

 Easy control: electrically operated machines have Simple and convenient starting, control 

and operation. 

 Greater flexibility: - It can be easily transported from one place to another with the help 

conductors. 

 Cheapness: It is overall economical to use this form of energy for domestic, commercial and 

industrial purposes. 

 High transmission efficiency: - The electrical energy can be transmitted from centers of 

generation to the consumers. 

          Electrical energy is produced from energy available in various forms in nature. The energy 

due to sun and wind has not been utilized on large scale due to limitations. At present, the other 

sources namely water; fuels and nuclear energy are primarily used for the generation of electrical 

energy. 

  In order to overcome the low voltage Problems in Rayalaseema region, the government 

had decided to establish a generating station. Since the climatic and geographical conditions are 

not favorable to hydro-electric power stations, the steam (coal Based) power plant was opted, 

and then the “Origin of R.T.P.P” began. 

 Location: - The Rayalaseema thermal power plant is located at Kalamalla village that is 12Km 

from Proddatur. This is popularly known as “THERMAL”.RTPP is spread in a wide area of 

about 2800 acres, It is easily approachable by both rail and road. The national highway-7 runs at 

7km from power station. The nearest railway station is Muddanur. The project envisages the 

installation of two thermal generating units each of capacity 210mw. 

 

 



PROCESS OF GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY:- 

 

Coal is fed to the crusher at whom it is crushed into a size of 20mm.the crushed coal that 

is stored at stacker house is taken to the plant bunkers by means of conveyer belts at the same 

rate. The coal is fed into the conveyer belt with the help of stacker reclaimed. The coal that is to 

be fed to burner should be in powder, but the coal in the coal bunkers is of granular size. 

Therefore the coal that is fed to the burner should be powdered and the mills accomplish this 

process. 

 

The coal from the bunkers is fed to the mills via feeder in order to avoid the coal to be 

jammed in the mill. The function of the feeder is to control the flow of coal to the pulverizer, to 

meet the load demand the coal flows onto the moving belt and the speed of the belt is varied to 

control the coal flow. The coal is allowed to fall into mill for pulverization. 

 

In a mill, the coal from each feeder is grind into fine powder in the pulverizer and carried 

into the coal burner by primary air fans. The primary air is used to dry the coal by mixing box, 

which is located between feeder and mill. 

 

The pulverized coal – air mixture, while moving to the burner is allowed to pass through 

a classifier which filters out any waste materials and heavy coal pieces. This coal pieces are 

again sent back to the mill. 

 

The pulverized coal – primary air mixtures are conveyed to the burners by coal piping. 

The burner arrangement is arranged inside the boiler furnace. Here, we have tangential fired 

furnace to which fire is given from four corners of the furnace the combustion of fuel inside the 

furnace gives out heat energy and some fuel gases. This heat energy is used to convert the water 

into steam where the tubes are arranged to the walls of the furnace. 

 

The heating up of boiler feed water is done by the economizer by absorbing the heat 

energy from the flue gases and is fed to the boiler by boiler feed pump. Primary air required for 



transferring the coal powder the burners and secondary air, which is supplied to wind box are 

heated by sing the heat energy from the gases. 

 

Then the flue gases are directed towards the chimney with the help of induced draft fans. 

Induced draft fans exhaust the combustion product from the steam generators. The flue gas 

temperature coming out of the chimney is maintained at 140o C. 

                               

 

                 After this, the process is carried out into parallel paths. 

                           1. Ash disposal (path-1). 

                           2. Power generation (path-2). 

                                    

Ash is disposed as bottom ash, wet ash and dry ash. The power generation path includes 

boiler-turbine-generation. We have single reheat pressure turbine where is expands and is 

exhausted back to the boiler for heating. The reheat steam coming from the boiler flows to the 

intermediate pressure turbine where it expands an exhaust into a cross over line that supplies the 

steam to the low pressure turbine. Steam expands through the low pressure turbine and exhausts 

to a condenser. A condenser contains water tubes and exhausted steam passes over the tubes and 



gets collected in hot well. The water from the hot well is sent to the cooling towers for cooling 

and its recirculation to the condenser. 

 

Heat energy from the boiler is converted to rotational energy at the turbine. The turbine is 

coupled to the generator on a common shaft where the rotational energy is converted to electrical 

energy. The generator works on the principal of electromagnetic induction. 

 

Principle: - A steam power plant converts chemical energy of fossil fuel into thermal energy, 

thermal energy to kinetic energy, this to mechanical energy and then into electrical energy. This 

is achieved by raising the temperature & pressure of steam in boiler and then expanding it in the 

Turbine. 

Schematic arrangement of coal-fired steam power plant:- The entire arrangement may be divided 

into four. Main parts.  

1. Fuel and ash circuit. 

2. Air and flue gas circuit. 

3. Feed water and steam circuit. 

4. Cooling water circuit. 

 

 



Fuel and Ash Circuit: -    

  Coal from the coal yard is sent to crusher house through belt conveyors, where coal is made into 

pieces (around 20mm). Desired quantity of coal is sent to bunkers through belt conveyors, 

remaining coal is stored in stacker yard (capacity of 1, 00,000 tones). From bunkers through 

feeders coal is fed into the mills where coal is pulverized. The coal then flows from mills to 

boiler in the pulverized form. The coal then flows from mills to boiler in the pulverized form 

with the primary air and is made to burn and release heat. Ash disposal in case of large power 

plants is very important as it is 24 to 50% of the coal used. Removal of ash from the boiler is 

necessary for proper burning of coal. The ash handling problem is more serious in Indian 

Thermal Power Plants due to availability of low grade coal (24 to 50% ash). The dust (fly ash) 

present in flue gas is collected in dry form using electrostatic precipitators and can be removed 

either dry or wet. 

 

Air and gas circuit: -   The fresh air from the atmosphere is forced into the furnace by means 

of a forced draft fan, this is called secondary air. The pulverized coal is sent to furnace with 

primary air. Primary& secondary airs are preheated with the help of a rotating trisected 

regenerative air preheater (RAPH). The sector arrangement is shown in fig (1) 

 

The temperature of flue gas entering the air preheater is around 3500c the plates absorb 

heat from the flue gas during rotation (conveys) transfers its heat to secondary air, primary air. 

The temperature of secondary air, primary air at outlet of the preheater is around 3300c. ID fans 

exhaust flue gas. Flue gas is released into atmosphere through chimney. The height of the 

chimney is nearly 220m. 

 

Feed water and steam circuit: - The de mineralized water from DM plant is sent to 

Boiler, the steam so obtained is super heated to 5400c at pressure of 150kg/cm2  in super heater. 

This super heated steam is sent to HP turbine where its temperature, pressure is reduced to 3400c  

,36kg/cm2 and temperature is raised to 5400c in reheater and is admitted into IP turbine. The 

steam from IP turbine is fed to LP turbine. The steam at LP turbine outlet is condensed in 

condenser, the condensate obtained is used as feed water to the Boiler. Some water may be lost 

in the cycle which is suitably made up from external source. The feed water on its way to the 



boiler is heated by water heaters and economiser. This helps in raising the overall efficiency of 

the plant. 

 

Cooling water circuit: - The greater the temperature & pressure difference, the greater is 

the heat energy converted into mechanical energy. Water is drawn from a natural source and is 

circulated through the condenser. The circulating water takes up the heat of the exhausted steam 

and it becomes hot. This hot water coming out from the condenser is sent to cooling tower for 

cooling, the cold water from the cooling water is re used in the condenser and it is pumped to the 

condenser with CW pumps. In RTPP two cooling towers are used. 

 

Steam turbine: - The dry and superheated steam from the super heater is fed to the steam 

turbine through main stop valve & control valve. The heat energy of steam when passing over 

the Blades of turbine is converted into mechanical energy. To increase the efficiency of plant 

three turbines HPT, IPT, LPT are used. After using heat energy in the turbines the steam is sent 

to the condenser which condenses the exhausted steam.  

 

Alternator: - The steam turbine rotor is coupled to an alternator rotor. The alternator converts 

mechanical energy supplied by the turbine into electrical energy. The electrical output from the 

alternator is delivered to the bus bars (feeders) through transformer, circuit breakers and 

isolators. 

Auxiliary systems: - Some of the common auxiliary systems are 

 Circulating water systems:-  

  Condenser:- The function of the condenser is to condense exhaust steam from 

steam turbine. 

Circulating water pumps:-  

1. Condensate extraction pumps 

2.  Boiler feed pumps. 

 The condensate extraction pumps (CEP’s) extracts condensate from hot well and 

sends condensate to LP heaters and it raises the pressure of condensate to nearly 20 kg/cm2. 

 The boiler feed pumps (BFP’s) pump water from deaerator where the dissolved oxygen 

present in water is removed. The BFPs raises the feed water pressure to 180kg/cm2. 



 

COAL HANDLING SYSTEM 

       The coal is the main fuel source to the plant. For RTPP coal is obtained from singareni coal 

mines, by rail. The coal supplied by singareni coal mines consists of 65% ‘C’ grade, 30% ‘E’ 

grade, 5% ‘F’ grade coal. The coal consumption per day in around 6000 tones. 

 Coal supplied through wagons, is unloaded at wagon tippler. From the chute coal is 

conveyed by the belt conveyers. The other type of wagon is unloaded by tippling mechanism. 

The coal tippled in the wagon tipplers will be conveyed to the conveyor system through vibro 

feeders this coal is crushed in the crusher house  and then conveyed to the coal bunkers of main 

plant. 

  

MILLS 

Mills are of two types 

 B

owl 

mills 

 B

all 

mills 

 

 Bowl 

mills 

have 

low capacity than that of ball mills. Hence for a high capacity power plant ball mills are 

commonly used. Mill is a long cylinder having liners on its inner periphery with a number of 

Iron balls. The end to which electric motor is connected is called driving end the other is called 

Non-Driving END. Electric motor runs at 1500 r.p.m where as cylinder is maintained at 15 r.p.m 

through gear system. Coal is pulverized to a size of 200 microns. Primary air fans are used to 

carry the pulverized coal from mills to furnace. 

BOILER 



Type                   :      Natural circulation, single pass, balanced draft, tower type radiant reheat,   

  solid fuel with direct tangential tilting fired, pulverized fuel system.                                      

Make                   :      BHEL 

Steam flow          :      690 TPH 

Steam pr              :      156.6 kg/cm² 

Steam temp         :       540ºC 

Boiler is a closed encloser mainly contains tubes made up of carbon steel, stainless steel. The 

main aim of boiler is to produce steam at rated pressure of 150kg/hr for 210MW with grid 

frequency of 49.5 to 50.5Hz. 

 

   

Steam boilers are broadly classified into two types. 

1. water tube boilers 

2. fire tube boilers 

   In water tube boiler water flows through tubes and gases of combustion flow over 

these tubes.  

Whereas in fire tube boilers the hot products of combustion pass through the tubes surrounded by 

water 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Here in RTPP we use water tube boilers. The boiler is of “Balanced draft Tower type single 

pass” with natural circulation. 

 

Usually boiler is of 62m height. Pass refers to the flow of flue gas. Single pass refers to the flow 

of flue gases in single path. (Upward direction). While in double pass boilers flue gas take two 

paths. 

 

Boiler consists of   

1. Boiler drum 

2. Furnace 

3. Super heater 

4. Re heater 

5. Economiser 

 

Boiler drum: 

 Boiler drum is the highest point in the Boiler. It is also provided with CBD (continuous 

blow down) used to remove segments (or) sludge from water tube of furnace. Through down 

commers (ring headers) at which water is converted into the steam inside the furnace and this 

steam is sent to the boiler drum through up raiser. This process is a natural circulation. Since the 

steam is less dense than water it is forced into the drum. The aim of the boiler drum is to 

pressurize the steam and the pressurized steam is sent to super heaters. 

Furnace:- 

 Furnace serves as an enclosure for the combustion process. The furnace walls are formed 

by water filled tubes leading to rectangular cross section. To initialize the combustion process 

either HFO   (or) LDO is used because of its high calorific value. It is economical to use HFO 

9800 kcal/mole ever though it has less calorific value compared to LDO (10800 kcal/mole). The 

oil is spitted into small droplets known as atomization by admitting stream. This atomized oil 

catches fire easily. In case of LDO, air is admitted for atomization oil is ignited by a high voltage 

are. After achieving desired temperature, pulverized coal along with primary air, secondary air is 

admitted into the furnace. The methods of firing are 

1. Tangential firing  



2. Front firing 

 

In RTPP tangential firing is employed the burners are placed at the corners of the furnace 

and they send air and fuel such that a fire ball is formed. Due to this firing, the travelling path of 

coal particle is increased which ensures a good combustion the position of firing ball is adjusted 

by adjusting tip nozzle at the corners of furnace from angle +300 to –300. 

 

SUPERHEATERS:- 

The function of a super heater is to increase the temperature of the steam above its 

saturation point. The super heater is very important accessory of a boiler. The another function of 

a super heater in the thermal power plant is to remove the last traces of moisture from the 

saturated steam coming out of boiler. 

Super heater is divided into four sections 

1. Hanger plates 

2. Low temperature super heater (LTSH) 

3. Intermediate temperature super heater (ITSH) 

4. High temperature super heater (HTSH). 

 

RE-HEATERS:- 

      Re heaters are used to reheat the steam from the HP turbine to 5400c in the Boiler and admit 

this steam to the IP turbine. 

  Re-heaters is divided into two sections 

1. Low temperature re-heater (LTRH) 

2. High temperature re-heater (HTRH) 

Economiser: - It is a device which heats the feed water on its way to boiler by deriving heat 

from the flue gases. 

 

FANS:-   

         

    Fans are provided throughout the steam electric generating unit to supply air on to exhaust 

flue gas to meet the needs of various systems. In additions fans are used for building heat and cold 



to prevent contamination due to inter leakage and cooling for a wide variety of equipment from 

lubricating oil coolers to mechanical draught cooling towers. 

Power plant applications that receive largest fans for steam generation are: 

 Forced draught Fan(FD) 

 Primary air Fan(PA) and 

 Induced air Fan(ID) 

              FD fans supply combustion air to the steam generator. A fans normally handle relative 

low-flow and very high pressure differentially . 

 PA fans are used for transferring of coal powder from mills to the boiler furnace. 

ID fans exhaust combustion products from the steam generator. 

                      

 

 

STEAM TURBINE 

 

Type                                   :         Reaction, Tandem compound, Re heat type. Closed cycle. 

No. of cylinders                   :         3 

No. of bearings                    :         7 

No. of stages                        :         HP cylinder- 25 single flow reaction stages 

                                                       IP  cylinder- 2×20 double flow reaction stages 
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                                                       LP  cylinder- 2×8 double flow reaction stages 

Max. continuous rating         :        210 MW 

Nominal continuous rating   :        210 MW 

Speed                                    :        3000 rpm 

 

  A turbine is a machine which converts kinetic (sometimes potential energy also) into 

mechanical energy. Based on the inlets, the turbines may be classified as (1) Impulse turbine 

which possesses kinetic energy. And (2) Reaction turbines which possesses both k.e and p.e. 

 The turbine used in RTPP is a tandem compound machine with H.P, IP and LP parts are 

double flow cylinders. The individual turbine rotors and the generated rotor are connected by 

rigid coupling. These all are mounted on same shaft. 

 



Principle:-  

The operation  of the steam turbine is based on the principle that the steam issuing from a small 

on opening attains a high velocity. This velocity attained during the expansion of the steam 

depends on the initial and final heat contents of the steam. The differences of the two represent 

the heat energy converted into kinetic energy. 

 

Process:-  

 

HP Turbine:-  

Initially the steam enters into the H.P.  Turbine through the main steam lines. This steam is 

admitted to the turbine blades by two combined main steam stop and control values. This lines 

leading from the two H.P. exhaust branches to the re heater are provided with swing check 

valves (NRV) which prevent hot steam from the re heater flowing back into the H.P. turbine.  

  The outer casing of the HP turbine is of the barrel type and has neither an axial 

nor a radial flanges. This prevents mass accumulations with high thermal stresses. The barrel 

type casing permits flexibility of operation in the form of short start up times and a high rate of 

change load even at high initial stream conditions. 

 

IP Turbine:- 

 IP apart is of double flow construction attached in the axially – split outer casing is an inner 

casing supported kinematically and taking the guide blades. The reheated steam of temperature 

540oc and pressure 36 kg/cm2 is admitted to the inner casing through the top and bottom centre 

of the IP turbine casing. The arrangement of the inner casing confines the high steam initial 

conditions to the admission branch as casing while the joint of the outer casing is only subjected 

to the lower pressure and lower temperature the exhaust of the inner casing.  

 

LP Turbine:-  

Casing of the double flow LP cylinder is of 3 shell design. The shells are axially split and of rigid 

welded construction. Here the outlet as LP turbine steam consists as temperature at 40oc and 

pressure at –ve values. But the inlet as LP turbine steam has a temperature of 3300c and a 

pressure of 6 – 7 kg/cm2 



 

Turbine Governing System:-  

Turbine has an Electro hydraulic governing system backed up with a hydraulic governing 

system. 

 

Turbine Monitoring System: - 

 In addition to the measuring instruments and instruments indicating pressures, temperatures, 

valve positions and speed, the monitoring system also includes measuring instruments and 

indicators for the following valves.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER-II 

 

                                                    SWITCH YARD 

Introduction:  

 

 The 220 Kv R.T.P.P. Switch yard is located at 17 kms away from proddatur to evacuate 

the power from generating transformers to the six different outgoing feeders. The feeders are as 

given below.  

 

CUDDAPAH – 1 & 2  

YERRANGUNTLA – 1 & 2  

ANANTHAPUR – 1 & 2  

 

These outgoing feeders are connected to a common bus bars named as 

1. BUS -A 

2. BUS - B 

3. TRANSFER BUS  

 

In R.T.P.P. there are five generating units of 210MW, 15.75 K.V. the 240 MVA power 

transformers step up this voltage to 220KV and each transformer feed to one bus bar. There 

are two unit auxiliary transformers to each generator which are directly connected in parallel 

with the generator, to supply power to auxiliary equipment in power plant.  

 

Equipments used in R.T.P.P. Switch yard:  

Busbars:  

Bus bars are defined as the conductors to which, several incoming and outgoing lines are 

connected. Bus bars are made of copper (or) Aluminum. These are to carry the main 

power and should be reliable. 

 

Isolator:  

 Isolators (disconnecting switches) which operate under no-load (or) no current condition.  

 



 Types of isolators based on number of poles:  

 Single pole type 

 Double pole type 

 Three pole type 

Types of isolators based on number types of break:  

 Horizontal break type 

 Vertical break type 

 Single break type 

 Double break type 

 

Earthing Switch:  

  Earthing Switch is connected between the line conductor and earth. Normally it is open 

when the line is disconnected, the earthing switch is closed to discharge the voltage trapped on 

the line though the line is disconnected, and there is some voltage on the line to which the 

capacitance between line and earth is charged. This voltage is significant in high voltage 

system. Before proceeding with maintenance work there voltages are discharged to earth,by 

closed the switch. 

 

Circuit Breakers: ( SF6 circuit breaker)  

 A circuit breaker is a switching device capable of making and breaking the circuit in 

normal and abnormal conditions.  

  

Current transformer (C.T):  

 Current transformer is used to reduce the heavy current flowing in an element of a power 

system to low values that are suitable for relay operation. The current rating of protective relay 

is usually 5 or 1 amp. Besides reducing the current level, the C.T. also isolates the relay circuit 

from the primary circuit which is a high voltage power circuit, and allows the use of standardized 

current rating for relays.  

Voltage transformer (P.T):  

 Potential transformers are used for measurement and protection purpose. Accordingly 

they are either measuring type or protective type voltage transformers. There are used to 

reduce the system voltage to levels low enough to suit the ratings of protective relays. The 



voltage rating to protective relay is usually 110v. The accuracy of P.T. used for meters & 

instruments is only important at normal system voltages. Where as P.T.’s used for protection 

require errors to be limited over a wide range of voltages under fault conditions.  

Lightning Arrestor:    

 Lightning arrestors are used to protect the equipment and lines from lighting (or surge 

voltages. Voltage surge means a sudden excessive rise in voltage, which may be dangerous for 

electrical equipment of installation over voltages arising on a power system can be generally 

classified into two categories as follows.  

Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT):  

 The various boiler auxiliaries together are called unit auxiliaries. The power supplied for 

the auxiliaries by the same generator via the unit auxiliary. The auxiliaries of the generator units 

are supplied power at 6.6. Kv. AC Each unit has 2 UAT’s of rating 15 mvA, 15.75 /6.6. Kv.  

Station transformer:   

The common station auxiliaries like lighting, feed water pumps, air conditioning and cooling 

systems, battery charging systems, oil filtration plants etc., are supplied power through the step 

down station transformer. The starting power for unit Auxiliaries is usually taken from the main 

bus via station transformer of rating 31.5 MVA / 6.6 KV. Connected to each bus.  

 

TURBO GENERATOR IN RTPP 

 

INTRODUCTION:- 

 In RTPP we use asynchronous ac machine in which the rotor moves  at a speed of 3000 rpm 

such that a constant frequency as 50Hz is maintained the routings as turbo generator. 



                   

Structure as Generator: - The 210 MW Turbo generators having cylindrical rotor uses direct 

Hydrogen cooling for the rotor winding and indirect H2 is cooling for the stator winding.  The 

losses in the remaining generator components such as iron losses, friction and windage losses 

and stray losses are also dissipated through hydrogen. 

 Stator:- 

1. stator frame 

2. stator core 

3. stator winding 

4. hydrogen coolers 

 Rotor:- 

1. rotor shaft 

2. rotor winding 

GENERATOR 

TRANSFORMER 

15.75K
V 

220KV 

Turbines  
210 MW  

Type    : THW-210-2A 

Power   : 210 MW  

Reactive Power : 120 MVAR 

Apparent Power : 247MVA 

Current  : 9050A 

General voltage     : 15.75KV 

Speed   : 3000 rpm 

Frequency  : 50Hz 

Power factor  : 0.85 

Rated field current : 2080A 

Rated field voltage : 270V 

Efficiency  : 98.98% 



3. rotor retaining sings 

4. field connection 

 EXCITATION SYSTEM 

Design features: - it consists of mainly 

1. Rectifier wheels. 

2. Three phase main exciter. 

3. Three phase pilot exciter. 

 

1) Rectifier diode wheels:- 

The main components of the rectifier wheels are the silicon diodes, which are arranged 

in the rectifier wheels in a three – phase bridge circuit. The arrangement  

as diode is such that this contact pressure is increased by the centrifugal force during rotation. 

The two wheels are identical in their mechanical design and differ in only the forward directions 

as diodes. 

2) Three phase pilot exciter:- 

             It is a six pole revolving field unit the traone accommodate the laminated coil with the 3-

phase winding. The rotor consists ay a shaft with permanent magnets, which are housed in a non 

magnetic metallic enclosure the magnets are braced between the shaft and the external poll shoe 

with bolts.  

3) 3-phase main exciter:- 

           Whenever turbine rotate, generated shaft coupled to the turbine shaft rotate, which in turn 

rotate exciter system shaft. In PMG (Permanent magnet generator), rotor rotates due to rotating 

shaft there by producing 3-Ø a.c150Hz supply in for, it supply, using SCRC. 

150 Hz supply in for it reduces the ripple content in d. c supply. This D.C. in given to main 

excites, which acts as small generator.  The supply produced buy main excites in rectified in 

Rectifier wheels, consisting of power diodes. This D.C. supply in given to generator’s rotor 

thereby producing field to main alternator. This main alternator consists of rotating magnetic 

field, static conductors in stator. So according to faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction it 

produces a. c. supply. 



 

CHAPTER-V 

 

AAAUUUTTTOOOMMMAAATTTIIIOOONNN   &&&   PPPLLLAAANNNTTT   CCCOOONNNTTTRRROOOLLL   SSSYYYSSSTTTEEEMMMSSS   

 

 INTRODUCTION: 

 

Automation is the use of control systems such as computers to control industrial 

machinery and processes replacing human operators. It is mainly introduced in order to increase 

quality substantially. 

Modern automation problems in the industry which need to be solved by using process 

control computer range from monitoring, supervision and control of a small part of the 

production plant, to the integral control and management of a large plant. This in consequence 

implies need of different approaches for design of hardware and software of the automation 

system. 

With introduction of computers and its improvements resulted in a gigantic change in 

instrumentation and control technology. Instrumentation plays a prominent role in any 

processing industry.  Prior to the introduction of solid-state electronics, instrumentation and 

control technology was relatively easily organized in terms of the variables that require 

measurement. The means that is used to control those variables automatically.  Temperature, 

pressure, flow and liquid level were the major variables. The availability of powerful 

microcomputers has made it possible to implement computer control systems which do not 

require the facilities of a large, powerful mainframe computer system, with the expensive 

peripherals. 

Such distributed processing system is suitable for use in the process control as well as the 

general business application environment. It is also possible to combine process control system 

with manufacturing management and business computer systems. In such systems the computing 

power is available at the point of use. Instead of using a single monolithic mainframe computer 

for performing a large number of unrelated tasks,a number of microcomputers are used to carry 

out the required tasks. 



In the case of process control system, the limit is reached if a separate microcomputer is 

used for controlling each individual process loop, as was the conventional analog controllers, or 

for controlling a small number of loops close to the process. However, this does not imply that 

each microcomputer is used in a stand-alone fashion. Efficient use of microcomputers and their 

associated data demands that such microcomputers should be linked together or to a host system 

at a higher level. In a large complex system, there might be a number of levels at which different 

types of computer system are used depending upon the types of functions to be performed. 

The type of configuration used will depend upon the characteristics of the production 

environment in which one is operating as well as the requirements of the overall control system. 

It is most likely that future computer systems, in process control as well as in general business 

applications, will make an ever increasing use of distributed processing concepts, simply because 

small computer systems are produced in a very large quantities and are relatively inexpensive. 

The computing power provided by linking together such inexpensive computers is much greater 

than that available from a mainframe computer which costs almost equally. 

 

  Necessity of plant control system:- 

 

For the power plant to run and produce electricity, the equipment in each category must 

be placed into operation to perform its intended function. The operation of equipment must be 

coordinated to meet the demand of the electricity production process and the production process 

must be regulated so that the cycle and the equipment are operated with in design conditions. 

Automation is necessary due to following reasons: 

 It reduces human error in plant operation and thus provides greater safety for plant 

personnel. 

 It reduces the number of operators required to run the plant, which reduces labor costs. 

 It is more efficient than a manual process as it is more fasters and accurate. 

 

This keeps the processes run with in design condition. 

 



 DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMS (DCS):- 

 

 INTRODUCTION TO THE DCS 

 

The Control & Monitoring system for Steam Generator (boiler), Turbine and 

Generator, station C&I controls in Rayalaseema TPS Stage-I (2x210 MW), a Microprocessor 

based Distributed Control System, specifically designed and developed to suit power plant 

environment.  The control system is configured in a functionally distributed architecture to 

enable plant operation from a centralized control room. 

Emphasis has been laid down on configuring the control system to fully meet the 

functional intent / requirements of control and monitoring. This write-up explains the overall 

configuration philosophy of control architecture, and constituents. 

 

Process control systems are classified into  

 Analog control system 

 Digital control system 

 

 

Applications of DCS in power plants:  

 Boilers controls, including the combustion, furnace draft, steam temperature and 

feed water control loops.  

 Burner control and pulverizer control. 

 Control lops in the plant auxiliary systems that need to be monitored and / or 

operated from the central control room.  

 Alarm annunciation and recording functions.  

 Monitoring functions for other separate stand-alone controllers or control systems.  

 Remote indication and recording of plant operating parameters.  

 Periodic reports and events logs. 

 Historical data storage and retrieval functions.  



In recent years, the monitoring and data processing tasks that the DCS is capable of handling, 

have largely replaced the conventional mimic panels, annunciator light boxes, indicators, recorders in the 

power plant control rooms.  

Analog control system:  

 

DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM: 
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Digital control system are further classified as  

 Centralized control system 

 Distributed control system. 

 Centralized control system:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Draw backs of CCS:- 

 If CPU fails the entire plant gets affected. 

 Redundant concept was not available. 

 Redundancy having two controllers, one would be active and other would be stand by 

controller. If active controller fails the stand by controller takes over controlling  action. 
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DCS: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The DCS envisages the following capability: 

 Scan, Acquire, processes, stores and display all analog and digital parameter. 

 Monitor real and calculated variables for alarm set-points 

 Perform closed loop control functions. 

 Display plant mimics, bar-graphs, control templates, point description, trend graphs, 

which shall act interactive mode with the operator. 

 Store historical data and retrieve as required for display & log. 
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 SALIENT FEATURES OF DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM:- 

 

 32 bit Microprocessor based Programmable System. 

 Modular Construction of Hardware and Software. 

 User Friendly and easily Configurable System. 

 Redundancy at various System levels. 

 Full Duplex 1MBps Communication System  

 Fast, reliable and error free data communication. 

 Hot Standby multifunction controllers.  

 Multiple Operator Work Stations with redundant communications. 

 Extensive Diagnostics. 

 Need based  Functional Distribution 

 Fault tolerant features 

 Worst Case Hardware Design 

 Common engineering cum diagnostic station with On-line documentation. 

 Integrated SOE function with 1 msec. Resolution. 

 

 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION :- 

 

 This drawing represents all the constituents of the integrated control and monitoring 

system.  The block illustration represents the functional constituents only. However, in actual 

implementation, portions of each block are grouped together in realizing a functionally 

independent and distributed system.   

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIGNAL CONDITIONING SYSTEM:- 

 

The hardware / equipment in this system represent the front-end interface to the plant. The tasks 

involved are signal acquisition, monitoring and conditioning.  

 

Signal acquisition, monitoring & conditioning features include: 

 

 40 msec. to 1 sec configurable scan time cycle time of analog inputs and 1 msec. Scan 

time of all binary inputs within CPUs. 

 Contact bounce suppression, input filtering for low-resolution binary inputs. 

 A/D conversion. 

 Transmitter power supply. 
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  Different types of field signals i.e, RTD resistant, Thermocouple mV, 4- 20 ma DC etc., 

are converted into slandered 1 to 5 VDC. 

 

 

DATA HIGH WAY  BUS SYSTEM:- 

 

 HF BUS The reliable real time process Data high used to link control stations and 

operator stations 

Path length     1KM (max) 

Max No. of station   32  

Transmission protocol Token pass system 

  

 HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE (HMI):- 

 

The HMI comprehensively caters to the functions Human Machine Interface and Plant 

Information system for the complete plant. The MMI is realized in 32-bit PC environment and 

resides. It serves as a pool for collection of process and processed data for control purposes and 

as a centralized resource for Plant Information, Long term storage and report generation. The 

MMI is supported by a variety of operator periphery. 

 

The assignment of HMI will be done as per Clients Specification requirements and also so 

as to provide an ergonomic solution for realizing the various functional requirements. 

 

Necessary security features are built into the HMI at various levels to ensure correct 

operation and prevent inadvertent or unauthorized use of certain functions. All the graphic 

displays like group, profile, trends, alarms, curves, and all plant logs are implemented in the 

HMI.  

 

 

 

 



SOE (SEQUENCE OF EVENTS) SYSTEM: - 

 

Integral SOE System with 1 millisecond. Resolution for 500 points is offered. Sequence 

of Events Recorder is an integral part. The identified inputs for logging of all conditions causing 

trip are scanned 1000 times a second and state changes are time stamped with 1ms resolution . 

The SOE provides 1ms time resolution of alarm.  

 

POWER SUPPLY:- 

 

240V AC UPS system / 24 V DC supply system for providing power to DDCMIS is in 

the scope of customer. 

The offered DCS system shall have redundancy with respect to data communication 

networks, power supplies and processor modules. 

 

  COMMUNICATION SYSTEM:- 

 

For various components in a distributed system to perform effectively as an integrated 

unit they need to exchange information and share resources by communicating with one another. 

This occurs through a communication line that connects the components to form a network 

called data highway. 

Communication network handles the data in binary form. This makes it possible to scan a 

group of data signals from any component in the network. Communication network can handle a 

large volume of data at a very high speed and saves a tremendous amount of fieldwork. For this 

reason, the communication network has become very important to the distributed system. 

PLANT OPERATION FROM THE CONTROL ROOM:- 

 

 Operation interface devices are the tools that a control room operator uses to monitor and 

control plant operation. This section provides brief rundown of the activities related to the plant 

operation from cold start to full load that require operators attention and interaction with the 

plant equipment and systems. 

 



 From the stand point of the operator in the central control room, the equipment and 

systems fall into two categories, those controlled by local operator, and those controlled by 

control room operator situated remote from the equipment. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

  The system we have use for controlling CMC, Furnace pressure, Secondary air 

flow, Drum level etc., is digital distributed control system (DDCD). In this, system is divided 

into a number of parts and each part a separate CPU nest does the controlling. The advantage of 

this system over conventional type system is that we can visualize the response to the commands 

given by operator. In olden days electronic card type system was used in which commands were 

used to give through operating amplifiers in which the response to the commands can not be 

visualized. 

  Also in olden systems due to more number of equipment, the system formation was 

laborious and expensive. Also in DDCS, we can get more accuracy and also the time taken by 

the system to perform a certain action is less compared to the conventional system 
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ABSTRACT

BSNListheoneofthelargesttelecom SectorinIndiaheadquartedinNewDelhion

15September2000.ItprovidesFixedlineTelephone,Mobilephone,Broadband,Internet

TelevisionandIPTVservices.itisoneoftheleadingcompanywithagrossRevenueof33

thousandcrores.

Itisnotviabletoexpandtelecom networkinIndiasubstantiallyattheprevalentlevel

ofper-lineinvestment.However,systemsbasedonnewtechnologies,manydevelopedin

India,promisetomorethehalftheinvestmentrequired.

BSNListheoldestcommunicationServiceproviderandhasacustomerbaseof

93.29million(ofJune2015).Apartfrom theaboveserviceBSNLalsoprovidesopportunity

forstudentstoundergoindustrialtraining.ThistrainingincludesvarioussectorslikeIP

addressing,BroadbandServices,Switching,GSM modelandvariousInfrastructuresthat

willbeusedinIndustries.
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Chapter1

INTRODUCTION

EvolutionofTelecom Sector:

Indiantelecom sectorismorethan165yearsold.Telecommunicationswas

firstintroducedinIndiain1851whenthefirstoperationallandlineswerelaidbythe

governmentnearKolkata(thenCalcutta),althoughtelephoneserviceswereformally

introducedinIndiamuchlaterin1881.Further,in1883,telephoneserviceswere

mergedwiththepostalsystem.In1947,afterIndiaattainedindependence,allforeign

telecommunicationcompanieswerenationalizedtoform thePosts,Telephoneand

Telegraph(PTT),abodythatwasgovernedbytheMinistryofCommunication.The

Indiantelecom sectorwasentirelyundergovernmentownershipuntil1984,whenthe

privatesectorwasallowedintelecommunicationequipmentmanufacturingonly.The

governmentconcretizeditsearliereffortstowardsdevelopingR&Dinthesectorby

settingupanautonomousbody–CentreforDevelopmentofTelematics(C-DOT)in

1984todevelopstate-of-the-arttelecommunicationtechnologytomeetthegrowing

needsoftheIndiantelecommunicationnetwork.Theactualevolutionoftheindustry

startedaftertheGovernmentseparatedtheDepartmentofPostandTelegraphin1985

bysettinguptheDepartmentofPostsandtheDepartmentofTelecommunications

(DoT).

Theentireevolutionofthetelecom industrycanbeclassifiedintothree

distinctphases.PhaseI-Pre-LiberalizationEra(1980-89)

PhaseII-PostLiberalization

Era(1990-99)PhaseIII-Post

2000

Untilthelate90stheGovernmentofIndiaheldamonopolyonalltypesof

communications–asaresultoftheTelegraphActof1885.Asmentionedearlierin

thechapter,untiltheindustrywasliberalizedintheearlynineties,itwasaheavily

government-controlledandsmall-sizedmarket;Governmentpolicieshaveplayedakey

roleinshapingthestructureandsizeoftheTelecom industryinIndia.Asaresult,the

Indiantelecom marketisoneofthemostliberalizedmarketsintheworldwithprivate

participationinalmostallofitssegments.TheNewTelecom Policy(NTP-99)provided

the much needed impetusto the growth ofthisindustryand setthe trend for

liberalizationintheindustry.

CurrentscenarioofIndiantelecom industry
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ItisamatterofproudtousthattheTelecom industryofourIndiaisthesecond

largestemergingeconomiesofAsiaandthirdlargestinwholeworld.Today,telecom

sectorofIndiaisthefastestgrowingmarketintheworld.Indiantelecom industryhas

providedarobustthrusttotheeconomicgrowthofcountryStatusofwirelineservices:

Withincreasinggrowthandvariousfacilitiesofthewirelessservicesthewireline

servicesinthecountryisalmostbecomemotionless.Ontheotherhand,Broadband

services’demandhaspickedupandpromisestostabilizegrowthofwireline.

Telecom SectorPolicies:

A Communication Convergence Billwas introduced in the Parliamentin

2001.UnrestrictedentryisallowedinNationalLongDistanceService(NLD)Alsothe

InternationalLongDistanceServices(ILDS)havebeenkeptopened.Cellularoperators

havethepermissionofprovidingalltypesofservice,asvoiceandnon-voicemessages,

dataservicesetc.

TheNew Telecom Policyrevisedin1999encouragesparticipationofprivate

companiesinservicesasGlobalMobilePersonalCommunicationbySatellite(GMPCS)

Service, digital Public Mobile Trunked Service (PMRTS) and Voice Mail/

Audiotex/UnifiedMessagingServices.

TofulfillUniversalServiceObligation(USO)fundingandadministration,several

measuresarebeingtaken.ToinitiateCommunityPhoneService,anannouncement

hasbeenmade.GuidelinesregardingtheMultipleFixedServiceProviders(FSPs)have

beenannounced.Forestablishing

InternationalInternetGateways,which include both Satellite and Landing

Stations,theInternetServiceProviders(ISPs)havebeenpermitted.TheGovernment

ofIndiaalsohassetupvariousguidelinestoestablishInternettelephony(IP).

MajorTelecom CompaniesinIndia:

In1975,theDepartmentofTelecom (DoT)wasgivenseparateauthorityfor

running the telephone services in the country.The MahanagarTelephone Nigam

Limited(MTNL)initiateditsservicesintheyear1985forcarryingoutthetelephone

operationsinthemetrosofIndia,viz.DelhiandMumbai.

InOctober2000,theBharatSancharNigam Limited(BSNL)wassetupbythe

Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance

Communications,TataIndicom,andAirteletc.inthesectorcameup.
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Themajorplayersinthemobilephoneserviceindustryareenlistedas:-TheBharat

SancharNigam Limited,country’slargestcellularserviceoperatorwassetupintheyear
2000.Itisastateownedtelecom companywithitsheadquarterslocatedinNewDelhi.
BSNLisalsothelargestlandlinetelephoneestablishmentinIndia.AsofApril,2011

87.1millionusershavebeenreportedtobeBSNLusers.

ServicesofBSNL

 Landlines(FixedAccess)

 HighspeedBroadband

 FTTH(FibretotheHome)

 Mobileservices

 Wi-MAX

 IN(IntelligentNetwork)

FTTH(FibertotheHome)

 Deliveryofcommunicationsignals(Voice,Data&Video)overopticalfiberupto

homeorbusinesspoint.

Fig1.1:FTTHBasicBlockDiagram
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Fig1.2:BSNLFTTHArchitecture

FeaturesofFTTH:

• Resilienceandreliabilityofservice;

• UnlimitedscalabilityoftheTelecom

WIMAX

 WorldwideInteroperability

forMicrowaveAccessWIMAXFeatures:

 Providingwirelessdataoverlongdistances50Mbpsupto10Km

 AlsocalledasWirelessMAN(MetropolitanAreaNetwork)

 WorksonOFDMA(OrthogonalFrequencyDivisionMultipleAccess)

 SupportsVoice,VideoandInternetdata

TOLLFREENUMBER(FPH)

• Callchargestothisservicewillbepaidbythecalledparty.

• Allchargesareleviedontheservicesubscriber

• Theserviceisfreeofanychargetothecallinguser.
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• Serviceisaccessiblefrom networksofotherOperatorsalso.

TELEVOTING:

 Televotingisuniqueserviceusedincollectingpublicopinion.

 Auserwhowishestovote,candialthespecificvotingnumbertoregisterhisvote
ofchoice.

VOICEVPN:

 VoiceVPNisaserviceforprovidingaprivatenetworkforinstitutions,businesses

andcommunitiesusingpublicnetworkresources.

 PNPstandsforPrivateNumberingPlan.Yourtelephonenumberswhichhavetobeina

VPNaregivena3or4digitshortcodeforeaseofdialing,whichiscalledPNPnumber

Ex:APPOLICE,INCOMETAX.
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Chapter2
IPADDRESSING

Introduction:

AnInternetProtocoladdress(IPaddress)isanumericallabelassignedtoeach

device connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for

communication.An IP addressservestwo principalfunctions:hostornetwork

interfaceidentificationandlocationaddressing.

IPV4

 Indecimaltheaddressrangeis0.0.0.0to255.255.255.255

 TheIPaddressisoftheform<networkID,hostID>

 TherearefiveclassesofaddressesA,B,C,D&E.

 A,B&Cclassesareusedtorepresenthostandnetworkaddress.

 ClassDisaspecialtypeofaddressusedformulticasting.

 ClassEisreservedforexperimentaluse.

Fig2.1:IPv4addressing
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Fig2.2:ClassAaddress

Fig2.3:ClassBaddress

Fig2.4:ClassCaddress
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Fig2.5:ClassD&Eaddress

Fig2.6:AddressrangeSubnettingandSupernetting

 CreatingmultipleindependentNetworksfrom aSingleNetwork.

 ConvertingHostbitsintoNetworkBitsi.e.Converting0’sinto1’s

 Subnettingcanbeperformedintwoways.

 FLSM (FixedLengthSubnetMask)

 VLSM (VariableLengthsubnetmask)

 Subnettingcanbedonebasedonrequirement.

Defaultsubnetmask:

 SubnetMaskdifferentiatesNetworkportionandHostPortion

 Representedwithall1’sinthenetworkportionandwithall0’sinthehostportion.

 ClassA:N.H.H.H

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000

 DefaultSubnetMaskforClassAis255.0.0.0

 ClassB:N.N.H.H

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000

 DefaultSubnetMaskforClassBis255.255.0.0

 ClassC:N.N.N.H

•ClassesofIPaddressesareidentified
bythedecimalnumberofthe1stoctet

ClassAaddressbeginwitha0bit

RangeofclassAaddresses=0.0.0.0to127.255.255.255

ClassBaddressbeginwitha1bitanda0bit

RangeofclassBaddresses=128.0.0.0to191.255.255.255

ClassCaddressesbeginwithtwo1bits&a0bit

RangeofclassCaddresses=192.0.0.0to223.255.255.255.
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N/

W 1
N/

W 2

R-1
R-2

N/

W3• N/

W 4

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000

 DefaultSubnetMaskforClassCis255.255.255.0

SUPERNETTING

 Supernettingisnothingbut“Aggregation”

 Supernettingis“Combiningmanysmallnetworksintoonebignetwork”

 TheMainpurposeofaggregationorSupernettingistodecreasethesizeofroutingtable.

Fig2.7:Supernetting

ConditionsforSupernetting

 Continuous

 SameSize[Moreovertheyshouldbeof2n]

 FirstNetworkIDshouldbedivisiblebysizeoftheblock[2n]

RoutingTable

N/W ID SNMask Interfac
e

200.1.0.
0

255.255.255.0 A

200.1.0.
1

255.255.255.0 A

200.1.0.
2

255.255.255.0 A

200.1.0.
3

255.255.255.0 A

Fig2.8:SupernetMask

InRoutingtable,Oneentry/rowforeach
network.Manysmallnetworkshamperthe
speed.

TwoormoreN/WsbeforeamainRouter

combinedtoform asupernetandgivesto

mainrouter.
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Chapter3

Broadband

Services

Theconfluenceoftwoforces—theglobalizationofbusinessandthenetworking

of information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in

telecommunicationsanddatatechnologyarecreatingnewopportunitiesforcountries,

businessesandindividuals—justastheIndustrialRevolutionchangedfortunesaround

theglobe.Theneweconomyisdefininghowpeopledobusiness,communicate,shop,

havefun,learn,and liveon a globalbasis—connecting anyoneto anything.The

evolutionofInternethascomeintoexistence&Internetserviceisexpandingrapidly.

Thedemandsithasplaceduponthepublicnetwork,especiallytheaccessnetwork,

aregreat.However,technologicaladvancespromisebigincreasesinaccessspeeds,

enabling public networks to play a majorrole in delivering new and improved

telecommunicationsservicesandapplicationstoconsumers.TheInternetandthe

networkcongestionthatfollowed,hasledpeopletofocusbothonthefirstandlast

mileaswellasoncreatingadifferentnetworkinfrastructuretoavoidthenetwork

congestionandaccessproblems.ThesolutiontothisisBroadband.

Broadbandindicatesameansofconnectivityatahighor‘broad’bandwidth,

which is capable ofdelivering multiple services simultaneously.There were no

uniform standardsforBroadbandconnectivityandvariouscountriesfollowedvarious

standards.RecentlyITUhadsteppedinandhasdefinedBroadband.Accordingto

InternationalTelecommunication Union Broadband is defined as “Transmission

capacitythatisfasterthanprimaryrateISDN,at1.5to2Mb/s”Butindeveloping

countries,astheaveragefinancialcapabilityaswellasusage,islow,broadbandis

redefined.

RecognizingthepotentialofubiquitousBroadbandserviceingrowthofGDP

and enhancementin qualityoflife through societalapplications including tele-

education,tele-medicine,e-governance,entertainmentas wellas employment

generation by way of high speed access to information and web- based

communication,GovernmentofIndiahavefinalisedapolicytoacceleratethegrowth

ofBroadbandservices.

BroadbandPolicy2004definesBroadbandas“An‘always-on’dataconnection

supportinginteractiveservicesincluding,–Internetaccessandhasthecapabilityof

theminimum downloadspeedof256kilobitspersecond(kbps)toanindividual

subscriberfrom thePointOfPresence(POP)oftheserviceprovider”.
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Theinteractiveserviceswillexcludeanyservicesforwhichaseparatelicenceis

specificallyrequired,forexample,real-timevoicetransmission,excepttotheextent

thatitispresentlypermittedunderISPlicencewithInternetTelephony.
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Features

 FastconnectiontotheInternet

Accessto theserviceswhichwould otherwisebeimpossibleona
slowerdialupconnection.Theseincludefacilitiessuchasdownloadingmusic
orvideofootage,listeningtoyourfavouriteradiostationordownloading(or
sending)largeattachedfileswithemails.

 “Always-on”connection

Meansthatyouarepermanentlyconnectedtotheinternet;henceno
needtodialupaconnectioneverytimeyouwanttosurftheweb,sendemail,
etc.

 Flat-ratebilling

Ifyouchooseanuncappedratetherewillbenoadditionalchargesfor
thetimeyouareonline.Youcanuseitasmuchoraslittleasyouwouldlike,
forafixedfee.Someconnectionsareavailableatalowercost,butlimityouto
theamountofdatabeingdownloaded(knownas'cappedrate').

 Dedicatedconnection

Simultaneoususeofbothtelephone&dataline.

 HighspeedInternet

Meansthatyouarepermanentlyconnectedtotheinternet,anddon't

needtodialupaconnectioneverytimeyouwanttosurftheweb,sendemail,

etc.

 Broadcast(BTV)&Time-shiftedTV(TVOD)

BesidesregularBTV services,TimeshiftedTV providessubscribers

withvirtualDVDcontrolstopause,start,stop,rewindandfastforwardliveTV

programs.Usersalsohavetheflexibilitytowatchanypreviousbroadcasted

programswithoutpre-recording.

 VideoonDemand

Enablestheusertoselectfrom anonlinelibraryofcontentandselect

anyoftheavailablechoicesforviewingataconvenienttimewithfullDVDlike

controls.ThisissimilartoborrowingaVideoforviewing.

 VideoMulticasting

Similartocableorterrestrialbroadcast–theusercanjoinatanytime

butthestream beginsandendsatthepreappointedtimes.

 InteractiveGaming

Enablesmultipleplayerstoplayonlinegamespittedagainsteach

otheroragainstcomputers,throughgamingserversemployedbygaming

contentproviders.

 AudioandVideoConferencing
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Shareideas,information,andapplicationsusingvideooraudio.

 DialVPNService:

Thisserviceallowsremoteuserstoaccesstheirprivatenetworksecurely
overtheserviceprovider’scorenetwork.

 DistantLearning

Consistsofelectronicclassroomswithtwo-wayandmulti-way

communicationamongteachersandstudents.

 BandwidthonDemand:

Customercanchangebandwidthasperhis/herrequirement.Forexample

acustomerwith256kbpscanchangeto1MbpsduringthevideoConferencing

session.

NetworkArchitectureofBroadband

Networkarchitecturecanbebroadlyclassifiedintothreenetworks:

 CoreNetwork

 AccessNetwork

 HomeNetwork

CoreNetworkorProvider’snetwork:

ItistheServiceProvider’sbackbonenetworksetuptoprovidetheBroadband

service.Itwillbehavingconnectivityextendedtoalltypesofserviceorcontent

network,whichtheserviceproviderintendstoextend.Alsoitwillbehavingnodes

coveringallgeographicallocationsitintendstoserve.Basicallyitsfunctionistoroute

the customer’srequeststo the particularservice/contentnetwork.So the basic

componentinthecorenetworkisrouters.

NetworkArchitectureofBroadband

Networkarchitecturecanbebroadlyclassifiedintothreenetworks:

 CoreNetwork

 AccessNetwork

 HomeNetwork

CoreNetworkorProvider’snetwork:

ItistheServiceProvider’sbackbonenetworksetuptoprovidetheBroadband

service.Itwillbehavingconnectivityextendedtoalltypesofserviceorcontent

network,whichtheserviceproviderintendstoextend.Alsoitwillbehavingnodes
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coveringallgeographicallocationsitintendstoserve.Basicallyitsfunctionistoroute

thecustomer’srequeststothe

particularservice/contentnetwork.Sothebasiccomponentinthecorenetworkisrouters.

InBSNL,thecorenetworkisknownbythenameNationalInternetBackbone(NIB),

asitwasinitiallysetupforextendinginternetaccesstoall,alloverthecountry,India.

But,now itsobjectivehasbeenenhanced.Itsobjectiveistoconnectanythingto

anythingatanytime.ThetechnologyusedinthecoreroutersisMultiProtocolLabel

Switching(MPLS),whichismuchfaster.

ConventionalIProuters:
AccessNetwork:Accessnetworkconnectssubscriber’shomenetworktothe

Provider’sCorenetwork.Itisthelastmileconnectingthesubscriber.Theconnectivity

canbeeither Wired&Wireless.Wirelinetechnologiesincludetraditionaltelephone

lines,coaxialcablelines,and fiberopticlines.Wirelesscommunicationsinvolve

cellularandfixedwirelesstechnology,highspeedshortrangecommunicationsand

satellitetransmission.

Becausephysicalinfrastructureandgeographyarevastlydifferentfrom country

tocountry,technologythatworkswellinonegeographicareamaynotworkaswellin

another.Therefore,itisuptoeachindividuallocalitytodeterminethetechnologies

thatbestmeetitsneeds.Tohandletheincreasingbandwidthdemand,localitiesare

consideringupgradingtheircurrenttelecommunicationsinfrastructureorinstalling

newinfrastructure.Itisessentialthatcommunitiesandoperatorsconsiderthepresent

andfutureneedsoftheircitizenswhenexaminingthemostappropriatesystems.

Broadbandshouldbeconsideredanacceleratorofeconomicdevelopment.

FactorsAffectingBroadbandAccessChannels:

 Populationdensity

 Existinginfrastructure(e.g.,twistedpair,cable,fiber)

 Governmentpolicies

 Competitiveandregulatorydynamics

 Technologyevolution

HomeNetwork:

It’s the network at subscriber’s premises,connecting his various

communicationdevicesto thebroadbandline.BSNLhaslaunchedits

Broadband Service through conventionaltelephone lines using ADSL

(AsymmetricDigitalSubscriberLine)technology.ADSLexploitsthecopper

wireswhichhaveamuchgreaterbandwidthorrangeoffrequenciesthan
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thatdemandedforvoicewithoutdisturbingtheline'sabilitytocarryphone

conversations. The A stands for asymmetric,meaning that data

transmissionrateisnotthesameinbothdirectionsie.,morebandwidth,or

data-carryingcapacity,isdevotedtodatatravelingdownstream-

theInternettoyourPC-thantoupstream datatravelingfrom yourPCtotheInternet.

Thereasonfortheimbalanceisthat,generallyupstream trafficisverylimitedtoafew

wordsatatime,likeforexample–anURLrequestanddownstream traffic,carrying

graphics,multimedia,andsharewareprogram downloadsneedstheextracapacity.

AnADSLcircuitconnectsanADSLmodem oneachendofatwistedpairtelephone

line,creatingthreeinformationchannels.

1.Ahighspeeddownstreamchannel

2.Amedium speedduplexchannel

3.Abasictelephoneservicechannel

Thebasictelephoneservicechannelissplitofffrom thedigital

modem byfilters,thusguaranteeinguninterruptedbasictelephoneservice,

evenifADSLfails.FeaturesofADSL:

 Allowssimultaneousaccesstothelinebythetelephoneandthecomputer

 Incaseofpower/ADSLfailure,datatransmissionislostbutbasic

telephoneservicewillbeoperational

ADSLProvides16-1000kbpsupstream and1.5-24Mbpsdownstream.Itcanworkupto
adistanceof3.7to5.5kmsdependinguponthespeedrequired.

AdvantagesofADSL:

 YoucanleaveyourInternetconnectionopenandstillusethephonelineforvoicecalls.

 Thespeedismuchhigherthanaregularmodem

 DSLdoesn'tnecessarilyrequirenewwiring;itcanusethephonelineyoualreadyhave.

InBSNL,BroadbandAccessNetwork,therehastobeanADSLmodem oneither

endofthetelephoneline.Oneendoftheline,terminatedatSubscriber’spremisesis

firstconnectedtothesplitterwhichfiltersoutthelowfrequencyvoicetobeconnected

to the telephone instrument.The higherFrequency,which carries the data is

connectedtothemodem.Theconnectivityisshowninthefigure1givenbelow.

QualityofService:

1)ServiceProvisioning/ActivationTime:100%casesinlessthanorequalto15

workingdays(subjecttotechnicalfeasibility).Ifnotprovidedwithin15workingdays,

acreditattherateofRs10/-perday,subjecttoamaximum ofinstallationcharge

orequivalentusageallowanceshallbegiventothecustomer,atthetimeofissue
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offirstbill

2)FaultRepair/RestorationTime:Bynextworkingday:>90%andwithin3working

days:99%.

3)BillingPerformance:Thedifferentparametersare:(a)Lessthan2%ofbillingcomplaints

per100billsissued.(b)100%ofthebillingcomplaintsshallberesolvedwithinfourweeks.

(c)100%refundcasesofdepositsafterclosuretobesettledwithin60days

4)Packetloss:Lessthan1%.

5)Speed:>80%ofthespeedofferedbetweenUserandISPnode.

Applicationsandcomparison

 BasicWWW browsingandEmailaccess

 RunServers(Web/FTP)

 Businesstariff,candependoncompany

 Sometechnologiesareasymmetric(cable,ADSL)

 VideoOnDemand(VOD)

 AudioStreams(InternetRadio)

FastFileTransfers(Possibilityofdownloadinglargefilesinshortperiodoftime)

Comparison:

Application DialupModem ISDN Broadband

DownloadWebpage 14secs 6secs 1.6secs

Download30secVideoClip 3.5mins 1.5mins 0.4mins

DownloadSinglemp3file 12mins 5mins 1.3mins

Download10mbFile 24mins 10mins 2.5mins

Table3.0:ComparisonofdifferentInternetproviders
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Chapter4

Switching

IntroductiontoEarlySignaling

EarlySignalingandTelegraphy

Semaphore-Atypeofsignaling,inwhichvisualcuesrepresentlettersorwords.

Morsecode-Thetransmissionofaseriesofshortandlongpulses(dotsand

dashes)thatrepresentedcharacters.

Duplexing-Simultaneouslytransmittingasignalinbothdirectionsalongthesamewire.

Multiplexing-Simultaneouslytransmittingofanindeterminatenumberofmultiplesignals

overonecircuit.1856-WesternUnionTelegraphCompanywasfounded.

Telecom NetworkandTypesofExchanges

Fig4.1:SchematicofTelecom Network
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Wecanbroadlyclassifyanytelecom networkasthreeparts.
1) AccessNetwork:

ItistheonewhichconnectstheCPE(CustomerpremisesEquipment)to

theSwitchingLocation.

Eg:Copperwire,Microwave,OFC.

2) Switchingnetwork:

Itisthelocationoftheswitching

station.Eg:TelephoneExchange,

MSCetc.

3) CoreNetwork:

Differentswitchingnetworkswillbecombinedtoform aCorenetwork.

Exchanges:Manua

lExchange:

 Inthisgeneration,numberdialingfacilityinnotavailableatthecustomerend.

 Atransmitter,receiverandtheringerequipmentisavailableatCustomerpremises.

 Callconnectivitywillbearrangedmanuallybyanoperatorpresentintheexchange.

 Theoperatorfeedstheringingsupplyfrom theexchangetothe

callingcustomerforgivingcallalert.

 Afterthattheoperatorphysicallyconnectsthecallingandthecalledparties.

AutomaticExchanges:

 Inthisgeneration,completeautomaticcallconnectivitywasinvented.

 Selectorsincrossbarexchangeshavehorizontalandverticalbars(like

matrix)operatedbyelectromagneticrelaycoils,sothatthecontactsata

particularpointinamatrixmaybeoperatedunderthecontrolof

theserelays

ElectronicExchange

 Withtheinventionofelectronicexchangesthepracticaldifficulties

withtheautomaticexchangesweresolved.

 Thecustomerwasprovidedwithlotofadvancedfeatures.

 ChronologicalDevelopmentofElectronicExchanges
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TypesofSwitching:

 SwitchisdefinedasEstablishingaTemporaryConnection

From thecallingsubscribertothecalledSubscriber.

 SwitchisaDevicethatmakestheconnectionandbreakstheconnection.

 Switchisadevicethatchannelsincomingdatafrom anyof

multipleinputportstothespecificoutputthatwilltakethedata

towardsitsintendeddestination.

 TheprocessperformedbyaswitchiscalledSWITCHING.

 Theinterconnectionofcircuitsinordertoestablishatemporary

connectionbetweentwoormoresubscribersisalsocalled

asSWITCHING.

 Switchingtypes

 Circuitswitching

 packetswitching

 Messageswitching

CircuitSwitching

 Dedicatedcommunicationpathestablishedfortheentire

durationoftheconversationE.g:telephonenetwork

PacketSwitching

 Datasentoutinsequence

 Smallchunks(packets)ofdataatatime

 Packetspassedfrom nodetonodebetweensourceanddestination

E.g.computertocomputercommunications

DigitalSwitching

 Theswitchingnetworksetsupatemporaryconnectionbetweentwoor

more exchange terminations and ensures transmission ofsignals

(speech & data)between these terminations in digitalform with

reliableaccuracy.

Switchingnetworkcanbeclassifiedinto

 SpaceDivisionand
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 TimeDivisionsystems.

SpaceSwitching:

Same time slots ofthe incoming and outgoing PCM highways are

interconnected.Eg.SignalsreceivedinTS6onI/CHWYSaretransmittedinTS6

onO/GHWYS.Sincethetransferofsampletakesplaceinthesametimeslot,

thereisnodelayinswitchingthesample.Differenthighwaysareinterconnected.

Eg.SignalsreceivedonI/CHWY1aretransmittedonO/GHWY2or3oranyHWY.

DigitalSpaceSwitch:Thisswitchconsistsofseveralinputhighways
X1,X2.XnandseveraloutputhighwaysY1,Y2… Ym interconnectedby
amatrixofnrowsandmcolumns.

IndividualcrosspointinthismatrixconsistsofAND gate.Operationofan

appropriatecrosspointconnectsaTDM channelofanincomingPCM highway

tosamechannelofoutgoingPCM highwayduringeachtimeslot.Duringother

timeslots,samecrosspointmaybeusedtoconnectotherchannels.

Timeswitching:

DifferenttimeslotsoftheincomingandoutgoingPCM highwaysare

interconnected.Forexample Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are

transmitted in TS18 oranyotherTS on O/G HWYS including TS6.Same

highways onlyare interconnected.Eg.Signals received on I/C HWY0 are

transmittedonO/GHWY0only.

Thisinvolvestimedelay.Atimeswitchisbasicallyatimeslotchanger.

Voicefrequency

rangesfrom 300Hz

to3400Hz

Humanaudiblerange20Hzto20KHz

InconventionaltelephoneVoicesignalisinanalogform.

In Exchangeit is convertedinto

digitalLine1(Analog)->Exge(Digital)

->

Line2(Analog)
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Chapter5

GSM ANDCDMA

Introduction:

AGSM system isbasicallydesignedasacombinationofthreemajorsubsystems:

thenetworksubsystem,theradiosubsystem,andtheoperationsupportsubsystem.In

ordertoensurethatnetworkoperatorswillhaveseveralsourcesofcellularinfrastructure

equipment,GSM decidedtospecifynotonlytheairinterface,butalsothemaininterfaces

that identify different parts. There are

threedominantinterfaces,namely,aninterfacebetweenMSCandthebaseTransceiverStation(BT

S),andanUminterfacebetweentheBTSandMS.

GSM NetworkStructure

Everytelephonenetworkneedsawell-designedstructureinordertorouteincoming

called to thecorrectexchangeandfinallytothecalledsubscriber. Ina mobile

network,thisstructureisofgreatimportancebecauseofthemobilityofallitssubscribers[1-

4].IntheGSM system,thenetworkisdividedintothefollowingpartitionedareas.

 GSM servicearea;

 PLMNservicearea;

 MSCservicearea;

 Locationarea;

 Cells.

TheGSM serviceisthetotalareaservedbythecombinationofallmembercountries

whereamobilecanbeserviced.ThenextlevelisthePLMN servicearea.Therecanbe

severalwithinacountry,basedonitssize.ThelinksbetweenaGSM/PLMNnetworkand

otherPSTN,ISDN,orPLMNnetworkwillbeonthelevelofinternationalornationaltransit

exchange.AllincomingcallsforaGSM/PLMNnetworkwillberoutedtoagatewayMSC.A

gatewayMSCworksasanincomingtransitexchangefortheGSM/PLMN.InaGSM/PLMN

network,allmobile-terminatedcallswillberoutedtoagatewayMSC.Callconnections

betweenPLMNs,ortofixednetworks,mustberoutedthroughcertaindesignatedMSCs

calledagatewayMSC.ThegatewayMSC containstheinterworkingfunctionstomake

theseconnections.TheyalsorouteincomingcallstotheproperMSCwithinthenetwork.

ThenextlevelofdivisionistheMSC/VLRservicearea.InonePLMNtherecanbeseveral

MSC/VLRservicearea.MSC/VLRisarolecontrollerofcallswithinitsjurisdiction.Inorder

torouteacalltoamobilesubscriber,thepaththroughlinkstotheMSCintheMSCarea

wherethesubscriberiscurrentlylocated.Themobilelocationcanbeuniquelyidentified
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sincetheMSis

registeredinaVLR,whichisgenerallyassociatedwithanMSC.

ThenextdivisionlevelisthatoftheLA’swithinaMSC/VLRcombination.Thereare

severalLA’swithinoneMSc/VLRcombination.ALAisapartoftheMSC/VLRservicearea

inwhichaMSmaymovefreelywithoutupdatinglocationinformationtotheMSC/VLR

exchangethatcontroltheLA.WithinaLAapagingmessageisbroadcastinordertofind

thecalledmobilesubscriber.TheLAcanbeidentifiedbythesystem usingtheLocation

AreaIdentity(LAI).TheLAisusedbytheGSM system tosearchforasubscriberinaactive

state.Lastly,aLAisdividedintomanycells.AcellisanidentityservedbyoneBTS.TheMS

distinguishesbetweencellsusingtheBaseStationIdentificationcode(BSIC)thatthecell

sitebroadcastovertheair.

Mobilestation:

TheMSincludesradioequipmentandthemanmachineinterface(MMI)thatasubscribenee

dsinordertoaccesstheservicesprovidedbytheGSM PLMN.MScanbeinstalledin

Vehiclesorcanbeportableorhandheldstations.TheMSmayincludeprovisionsfordata

communicationaswellasvoice.Amobiletransmitsandreceivesmessagetoandfrom the

GSM system overtheairinterfaceto establish and continueconnectionsthrough the

system.DifferenttypeofMSscanprovidedifferenttypeofdatainterfaces.Toprovidea

commonmodelfordescribingthesedifferentMSconfiguration,”referenceconfiguration”

forMS,similartothosedefinedforISDNlandstations,hasbeendefined.

EachMSisidentifiedbyanIMEIthatispermanentlystoredinthemobileunit.Upon

request,theMSsendsthisnumberoverthesignalingchanneltotheMSC.TheIMEIcanbe

usedtoidentifymobileunitsthatarereportedstolenoroperatingincorrectly.Justasthe

IMEIidentitiesthemobileequipment,othernumbersareused to identifythemobile

subscriber.Differentsubscriberidentitiesareusedindifferentphasesofcallsetup.The

MobileSubscriberISDNNumber(MSISDN)isthenumberthatthecallingpartydialsinorder

toreachthesubscriber.Itisusedbythelandnetworktoroutecallstowardanappropriate

MSC.Theinternationalmobilesubscribeidentity(IMSI)istheprimaryfunctionofthe

subscriberwithinthemobilenetworkandispermanentlyassignedtohim.TheGSM system

canalsoassignaTemporaryMobileSubscriberIdentity(TMSI)toidentityamobile.This

numbercanbeperiodicallychangedbythesystem andprotectthesubscriberfrom being

identifiedbythoseattemptingtomonitortheradiochannel.

FunctionsofMS:

TheprimaryfunctionsofMSaretotransmitandreceivevoiceanddataovertheair

interfaceoftheGSM system.MSperformsthesignalprocessingfunctionofdigitizing,

encoding,errorprotecting,encrypting,and modulating thetransmitted signals.Italso
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performstheinversefunctionsonthereceivedsignalsfrom theBS.

Inordertotransmitvoiceanddatasignals,themobilemustbeinsynchronization

withthesystem sothatthemessagesarethetransmittedandreceivedbythemobileatthe

correctinstant.To achievethis,theMS automaticallytunesand synchronizesto the

frequencyandTDMAtimeslot

specifiedbytheBSC.Thismessageisreceivedoveradedicatedtimeslotseveraltimeswithina

multiframeperiodof51frames.Weshalldiscussthedetailsofthisinthenextchapter.Theexact

synchronizationwillalsoincludeadjustingthetimingadvancetocompensateforvaryingdistanceofthe

mobilefrom theBTS.

TheMSmonitorsthepowerlevelandsignalquality,determinedbytheBERfor

knownreceiverbitsequences(synchronizationsequence),from bothitscurrentBTSandup

tosixsurroundingBTSs.Thisdataisreceivedonthedownlinkbroadcastcontrolchannel.

TheMSdeterminesandsendtothecurrentBTSalistof

thesixbest-receivedBTSsignals.Themeasurementresultsfrom MSondownlinkquality

andsurroundingBTSsignallevelsaresenttoBSC andprocessedwithintheBSC.The

system thenusesthislistforbestcellhandoverdecisions.

MSkeepstheGSM networkinformedofitslocationduringbothnationaland

internationalroaming,evenwhenitisinactive.ThisenablestheSystem topageinits

presentLA.

TheMSincludesanequalizerthatcompensatesformulti-pathdistortiononthe
receivedsignal.

Thisreducesinter-symbolinterfacethatwouldotherwisedegradetheBER.

Finally,theMScanstoreanddisplayshortreceivedalphanumericmessagesonthe

liquidcrystaldisplay(LCD)thatisusedtoshowcalldialingandstatusinformation.These

messagesarelimitedto160charactersinlength.

PowerLevels:

These are five differentcategories ofmobile telephone units specified bythe

EuropeanGSM system:20W,8W,5W,2W,and0.8W.Thesecorrespondto43-dBm,39-dBm,

37-dBm,33-dBm,and29-dBm powerlevels.The20-W and8-W units(peakpower)areeither

forvehicle-mountedorportablestationuse.

TheMSpowerisadjustablein2-dBstepsfrom itsnominalvaluedownto20mW (13

dBm).Thisisdoneautomaticallyunderremotecontrolfrom theBTS,whichmonitorsthe

receivedpowerandadjuststheMStransmittertotheminimum powersettingnecessaryfor

reliabletransmission.
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SIM Card:

Asdescribedinthefirstchapter,GSM subscribersareprovidedwithaSIM card

withitsuniqueidentificationattheverybeginningoftheservice.Bydivorcingthesubscriber

IDfrom theequipmentID,thesubscribermayneverowntheGSM mobileequipmentset.

Thesubscriberisidentifiedinthesystem whenheinsertstheSIM cardinthemobile

equipment.Thisprovidesanenormousamountofflexibilitytothesubscriberssincethey

cannow useanyGSM-specifiedmobileequipment.ThuswithaSIM cardtheideaof

“Personalize”theequipmentcurrentlyinuseandthe

respectiveinformationusedbythenetwork(locationinformation)needstobeupdated.

ThesmartcardSIM isportablebetweenMobileEquipment(ME)units.Theuser

onlyneedstotakehissmartcardonatrip.HecanthenrentaMEunitatthedestination,

eveninanothercountry,andinserthisownSIM.Anycallshemakeswillbechargedtohis

homeGSM account.Also,theGSM system willbeabletoreachhim attheMEunitheis

currentlyusing.

TheSIM isaremovableSC,thesizeofacreditcard,andcontainsanintegrated

circuitchipwithamicroprocessor,random accessmemory(RAM),andreadonlymemory

(ROM).ItisinsertedintheMSunitbythesubscriberwhenheorshewantstousetheMSto

makeorreceiveacall.Asstated,aSIM alsocomesinamodularfrom thatcanbemounted

inthesubscriber’sequipment.

Whenamobilesubscriberwantstousethesystem,heorshemountstheirSIM card

andprovidetheirPersonalIdentificationnumber(PIN),whichiscomparedwithaPINstored

withintheSIM.IftheuserentersthreeincorrectPINcodes,theSIM isdisabled.ThePIN

canalsobepermanentlybypassedbytheserviceproviderifrequestedbythesubscriber.

DisablingthePIN codesimplifiesthecallsetupbutreducestheprotectionoftheuser’s

accountintheeventofastolenSIM.

InternationalMobileSubscriberIdentity:

AnIMSIisassignedtoeachauthorizedGSM user.Itconsistsofamobilecountry

code (MSC),mobile network code (MNC),and a PLMN unique mobile subscriber

identificationnumber(MSIN).TheIMSIisnothardware-specific.Instead,itismaintainedon

aSCbyanauthorizedsubscriberandistheonlyabsoluteidentitythatasubscriberhas

withintheGSM system.TheIMSIconsistsoftheMCCfollowedbytheNMSIandshallnot

exceed15digits.

TemporaryMobileSubscriberIdentity:

ATMSIisaMSC-VLRspecificaliasthatisdesignedtomaintainuserconfidentiality.

Itisassignedonlyaftersuccessfulsubscriberauthentication.ThecorrelationofaTMSIto
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anIMSIonlyoccursduringamobilesubscriber’sinitialtransactionwithanMSC (for

example,locationupdating).Undercertaincondition(suchastrafficsystem disruptionand

malfunctioningofthesystem),theMSCcandirectindividualTMSIstoprovidetheMSCwith

theirIMSI.

MobileStationISDNNumber:

TheMSinternationalnumbermustbedialedaftertheinternationalprefixinorderto

obtainamobilesubscriberinanothercountry.TheMSISDNnumbersiscomposedofthe

countrycode(CC)followedbytheNationalSignificantNumber(N(S)N),whichshallnot

exceed15digits.

TheMobileStationRoamingNumber(MSRN):

The MSRN is allocated on temporarybasis when the MS roams into another

numberingarea.TheMSRNnumberisusedbytheHLRforreroutingcallstotheMS.Itis

assignedupondemandbytheHLRonaper-callbasis.TheMSRNforPSTN/ISDNrouting

shallhavethesamestructureasinternationalISDNnumbersintheareainwhichtheMSRN

isallocated.TheHLRknowsinwhat

MSC/VLRserviceareathesubscriberislocated.AtthereceptionoftheMSRN,HLRsendsittothe

GMSC,whichcannow routethecalltotheMSC/VLRexchangewherethecalledsubscriberis

currentlyregistered.

InternationalMobileEquipmentIdentity:

TheIMEIistheuniqueidentityoftheequipmentusedbyasubscriberbyeachPLMNandis

usedtodetermineauthorized(white),unauthorized(black),andmalfunctioning(gray)GSM

hardware.InconjunctionwiththeIMSI,itisusedtoensurethatonlyauthorizedusersare

grantedaccesstothesystem.AnIMEIisneversentinciphermodebyMS.

BaseStationSystem:

TheBSSisasetofBSequipment(suchastransceiversandcontrollers)thatisin

view by the MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for

communicating with MSsin a certain area.The Radio equipmentofa BSS maybe

composedofoneormorecells.A BSSmayconsistofoneormoreBS.Theinterface

betweenBSCandBTSisdesignedasanA-BISinterface.TheBSSincludestwotypesof

machines:theBTSincontactwiththeMSsthroughtheradiointerfaceandtheBSC,the

latterbeingincontactwiththeMSC.

The function splitis basicallybetween transmission equipment,the BTS,and

managing equipmentattheBSC.A BTS comparesradio transmission and reception

devices,uptoandincludingtheantennas,andalsoallthesignalprocessingspecifictothe

radiointerface.AsingletransceiverwithinBTSsupportseightbasicradiochannelsofthe
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sameTDM frame.ABSCisanetworkcomponentinthePLMNthatfunctionforcontrolof

oneormoreBTS.Itisafunctionalentitythathandlescommoncontrolfunctionswithina

BTS.

ABTSisanetworkcomponentthatservesonecellandiscontrolledbyaBSC.BTS

is typically able to handle three to five radio carries,carrying between 24 and 40

simultaneouscommunication.ReducingtheBTSvolumeisimportanttokeepingdownthe

costofthecellsites.

AnimportantcomponentoftheBSSthatisconsideredintheGSM architectureasa

partoftheBTSistheTranscoder/RateAdapterUnit(TRAU).TheTRAUistheequipmentin

whichcodinganddecodingiscarriedoutaswellasrateadoptionincaseofdata.Although

thespecificationsconsidertheTRAUasasubpartoftheBTS,itcanbesitedawayfrom the

BTS(atMSC),andevenbetweentheBSCandtheMSC.

TheinterfacebetweentheMSCandtheBSSisastandardizedSS7interface(A-

interface)that,asstatedbefore,isfullydefinedintheGSM recommendations.Thisallows

the system operatorto purchase switching equipmentfrom one supplierand radio

equipmentandthecontrollerfrom another.TheinterfacebetweentheBSCandaremote

BTSlikewiseisastandardtheA-bis.InsplittingtheBSSfunctionsbetweenBTSandBSC,

themainprinciplewasthatonlysuchfunctions

thathadtoresideclosetotheradiotransmitters/receiversshouldbeplacedinBTS.Thiswillalso

helpreducethecomplexityoftheBTS.
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FunctionsofBTS:

Asstated,theprimaryresponsibilityoftheBTSistotransmitandreceiveradio

signalsfrom amobileunitoveranairinterface.Toperform thisfunctioncompletely,the

signals are encoded,

encrypted,multiplexed,modulated,andthenfedtotheantennasystematthecellsite.Trans-

codingtobring13-kbpsspeechtoastandarddatarateof16kbpsandthencombiningfourofthese

signalsto64kbpsisessentiallyapartofBTS,though,itcanbedoneatBSCoratMSC.The

voicecommunicationcanbeeitheratafullorhalfrateoverlogicalspeechchannel.Inorder

tokeepthemobilesynchronized,BTStransmitsfrequencyandtimesynchronizationsignals

overfrequencycorrectionchannel(FCCHandBCCHlogicalchannels.Thereceivedsignal

from themobileisdecoded,decrypted,andequalizedforchannelimpairments.

Random accessdetectionismadebyBTS,whichthensendsthemessagetoBSC.

ThechannelsubsequentassignmentismadebyBSC.TimingadvanceisdeterminedbyBTS.

BTSsignalsthemobileforpropertimingadjustment.Uplinkradiochannelmeasurement

correspondingtothedownlinkmeasurementsmadebyMShastobemadebyBTS.

BTS-BSCConfigurations

ThereareseveralBTS-BSCconfigurations:singlesite;singlecell;singlesite;multicell;

andmultisite,multicell.Theseconfigurationsarechosenbasedontheruralorurban

application.TheseconfigurationsmaketheGSM system economicalsincetheoperation

hasoptionstoadaptthebestlayoutbasedonthetrafficrequirement.Thus,insomesense,

system optimizationispossiblebytheproperchoiceoftheconfiguration.Theseinclude

OmnidirectionalruralconfigurationwheretheBSCandBTSareonthesamesite;chainand

multidroploopconfigurationinwhichseveralBTSsarecontrolledbyasingleremoteBSC

withachainorringconnectiontopology;ruralstarconfigurationinwhichseveralBTSsare

connectedbyindividuallinestothesameBSC;andsectorizedurbanconfigurationinwhich

threeBTSssharethesamesiteandarecontrolledbyeitheracollocatedorremoteBSC.

Inruralareas,mostBSsareinstalledtoprovidemaximum coverageratherthanmaximum
capacity.

Transcoder:

Dependingontherelativecostsofatransmissionplantforaparticularcellular

operator,theremaybesomebenefit,forlargercellsandcertainnetworktopologies,in

havingthetranscodereitherattheBTS,BSCorMSClocation.IftheTranscoderislocated

atMSC,theyarestillconsideredfunctionallyapartoftheBSS.Thisapproachallowsforthe

maximum offlexibilityandinnovationinoptimizingthetransmissionbetweenMSCandBTS.

Thetranscoderisthedevicethattakes13-Kbpsspeechor3.6/6/12-Kbpsdata
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multiplexesandfourofthem toconvertintostandard64-Kbpsdata.First,the13Kbpsor

thedataat3.6/6/12Kbps

arebroughtuptothelevelof16kbpsbyinsertingadditionalsynchronizingdatatomakeupthe

differencebetweena13-Kbpsspeechorlowerratedata,andthenfourofthem arecombinedin

thetranscodertoprovide64kbpschannelwithintheBSS.Fourtrafficchannelcanthenbe

multiplexedonone64-Kpbscircuit.Thus,theTRAUoutputdatarateis64kbps.Then,upto30

such64-Kpbschannelsaremultiplexedontoa2.048MbpsifaCEPT1channelisprovidedontheA

-bisinterface.Thischannelcancarryupto120-(16x120)trafficandcontrolsignals.Sincethe

dataratetothePSTNisnormallyat2Mbps,whichistheresultofcombining30-Kbpsby64-Kbph

channels,or120-Kbpsby16-Kpbschannels.

BSC:

TheBSC,asdiscussed,isconnectedtotheMSCononesideandtotheBTSontheother.
TheBSC
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performstheRadioResource(RR)managementforthecellsunderitscontrol.Itassigns

andreleasefrequenciesandtimeslotsforallMSsinitsownarea.TheBSCperformsthe

intercellhandoverforMSsmovingbetween

BTSinitscontrol.ItalsoreallocatesfrequenciestotheBTSsinitsareatomeetlocally

heavydemandsduringpeakhoursoronspecialevents.TheBSC controlsthepower

transmissionofbothBSSsandMSsinitsarea.Theminimum powerlevelforamobileunit

isbroadcastovertheBCCH.TheBSCprovidesthetimeandfrequencysynchronization

referencesignalsbroadcastbyitsBTSs.TheBSCalsomeasuresthetimedelayofreceived

MSsignalsrelativetotheBTSclock.IfthereceivedMSsignalisnotcenteredinits

assignedtimeslotattheBTS,TheBSCcandirecttheBTStonotifytheMStoadvancethe

timingsuchthatpropersynchronizationtakesplace.ThefunctionsofBSCareasfollows.

The BSC may also perform traffic concentration to reduce the numberof

transmissionlinesfrom theBSCtoitsBTSs,asdiscussedinthelastsection.

NetworkSwitchingSubsystems:

MobileSwitchingCenterandGatewaySwitchingCenter:

Thenetworkand theswitching subsystem togetherincludethemainswitching

functionsofGSM aswellasthedatabasesneeded forsubscriberdataand mobility

management(VLR).ThemainroleoftheMSCistomanagethecommunicationsbetween

theGSM usersandothertelecommunicationnetworkusers.Thebasicswitchingfunction

of performed by the MSC, whose

mainfunctionistocoordinatesettingupcallstoandfromGSMusers.TheMSChasinterfacewiththe

BSSononeside(throughwhichMSCVLRisincontactwithGSM users)andtheexternal

networksontheother(ISDN/PSTN/PSPDN).ThemaindifferencebetweenaMSCandan

exchange in a fixed

networkisthattheMSChastotakeintoaccounttheimpactoftheallocationofRRsandthemobile

natureofthesubscribersandhastoperform,inaddition,atleast,activitiesrequiredforthe

locationregistrationandhandover.

TheMSCisatelephonyswitchthatperformsalltheswitchingfunctionsforMSs

locatedinageographicalareaastheMSCarea.TheMSCmustalsohandledifferenttypes

ofnumbersandidentitiesrelatedtothesameMSandcontainedindifferentregisters:IMSI,

TMSI,ISDNnumber,andMSRN.Ingeneralidentitiesareusedintheinterfacebetweenthe

MSC andtheMS,whilenumbersareusedinthefixedpartofthenetwork,suchas,

forrouting.
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FunctionsofMSC:

Asstated,themainfunctionoftheMSCistocoordinatethesetupofcallsbetween

GSM mobileandPSTNusers.Specifically,itperformsfunctionssuchaspaging,resource

allocation,locationregistration,andencryption.

Specifically,thecall-handlingfunctionofpagingiscontrolledbyMSC.MSCcoordinatesthe

setup ofcallto and from allGSM subscribersoperating initsareas.Thedynamics

allocationofaccessresourcesisdoneincoordinationwiththeBSS.Morespecifically,the

MSCdecideswhenandwhichtypesofchannelsshouldbeassignedtowhichMS.The

channelidentityandrelatedradioparametersaretheresponsibilityoftheBSS,TheMSC

providesthecontrolofinterworking with differentnetworks.Itistransparentforthe

subscriberauthenticationprocedure.TheMSCsupervisestheconnectiontransferbetween

differentBSSsforMSs,withanactivecall,movingfrom onecalltoanother.Thisisensured

ifthetwoBSSsareconnectedtothesameMSCbutalsowhentheyarenot.Inthislatter

casetheprocedureismorecomplex,sincemorethanoneMSC ininvolved.TheMSC

performsbillingoncallsforallsubscribersbasedinitsareas.Whenthesubscriberis

roaming elsewhere,the MSC obtains data forthe callbilling from the visited MSC.

Encryptionparameterstransfersfrom VLR to BSS to facilitateciphering ontheradio

interfacearedonebyMSC.Theexchangeofsignalinginformationonthevariousinterface

towardtheothernetworkelementsandthemanagementoftheinterfacethemselvesareall

Controlled bytheMSC.Finally,theMSC servesasa SMS gatewayto forward SMS

messagesfrom ShortMessageServiceCenters(SMSC)tothesubscribersandfrom the

subscriberstotheSMSCs.Itthusactsasamessagemailboxanddeliverysystem.

VLR:
TheVLRiscollocatedwithanMSC.AMSroaminginanMSCareaiscontrolledbytheVLR

responsibleforthatarea.WhenaMSappearsinaLA,itstartsaregistrationprocedure.The

MSCforthatareanoticesthisregistrationandtransferstotheVLRtheidentityoftheLA

wheretheMSissituated.AVLRmaybeinchargeofoneorseveralMSCLA’s.TheVLR

constitutesthedatabasesthatsupporttheMSCinthestorageandretrievalofthedataof

subscriberspresentinitsarea.WhenanMSenterstheMSCareaborders,itsignalsitsarrival

totheMSCthatstoresit’sidentifyintheVLR.TheinformationnecessarytomanagetheMSis

containedintheHLRandistransferredtotheVLRsothat

theycanbeeasilyretrievedifsorequired.

DataStoredinVLR:

The data contained in the VLR and in the HLR are more orless the same.

NeverthelessthedataarepresentintheVLRonlyaslongastheMSisregisteredinthe

arearelatedtothatVLR.DataassociatedwiththemovementofmobileareIMSI,MSISDN,
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MSRN,andTMSI.Thetermspermanentandtemporary,inthiscase,aremeaningfulonly

duringthattimeinterval.Somedataaremandatory,othersareoptional.

HOMELOCATIONREGISTER:

TheHLR isadatabasethatpermanentlystoresdatarelatedtoagivensetof

subscribers.The HLR is the reference database forsubscriberparameters.Various

identification numbers and addresses as wellas authentication parameters,services

subscribed,andspecialroutinginformationarestored.Currentsubscriberstatusincluding

asubscriber’stemporaryroamingnumberandassociatedVLRifthemobileisroaming,are

maintained.

TheHLRprovidesdataneededtoroutecallstoallMS-SIMshomebasedinitsMSCarea,even

whentheyareroamingoutofareaorinotherGSM networks.TheHLRprovidesthecurrent

locationdataneededtosupportsearchingforandpagingtheMS-SIM forincomingcalls,

wherevertheMS-SIM maybe.TheHLR isresponsibleforstorageandprovisionofSIM

authenticationandencryptionparametersneededbytheMSCwheretheMS-SIM isoperating.

Itobtainstheseparametersfrom theAUC.TheHLRmaintainsrecordofwhichsupplementary

serviceeachuserhassubscribedtoandprovidespermissioncontrolingrantingservices.The

HLRstorestheidentificationofSMSgatewaysthathavemessagesforthesubscriberunder

theSMSuntiltheycanbetransmittedtothesubscriberandreceiptisknowledge.Somedata

aremandatory,otherdataareoptional.BoththeHLRandtheVLRcanbeimplementedinthe

sameequipmentinanMSC(collocated).APLMNmaycontainoneorseveralHLRs.

AUTHENTICATIONCENTER:

TheAUCstoresinformationthatisnecessarytoprotectcommunicationthroughthe

airinterfaceagainstintrusions,towhichthemobileisvulnerable.Thelegitimacyofthe

subscriberisestablishedthroughauthenticationandciphering,whichprotectstheuser

informationagainstunwanteddisclosure.Authenticationinformationandcipheringkeys

arestoredinadatabasewithintheAUC,whichprotectstheuserinformationagainst

unwanteddisclosureandaccess.

Intheauthenticationprocedure,thekeyKiisnevertransmittedtothemobileoverthe

airpath,onlyarandom numberissent.Inordertogainaccesstothesystem,themobile

mustprovidethecorrectSignedResponse(SRES)inanswertoarandom number(RAND)

generatedbyAUC.Also,KiandthecipherkeyKcarenevertransmittedacrosstheair

interfacebetweentheBTSand theMS.Onlytherandom challengeandthecalculated

responsearetransmitted.Thus,thevalueof

KiandKcarekeptsecure.Thecipherkey,ontheotherhand,istransmittedontheSS7link
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betweenthehomeHLR/AUCandthevisitedMSC,whichisapointofpotentialvulnerability.Onthe

otherhand,therandom numberandcipherkeyissupposedtochangewitheachphonecall,so

findingthem ononecallwillnotbenefitusingthem onthenextcall.

TheHLRisalsoresponsibleforthe“authentication”ofthesubscribereachtimehe

makesorreceivesacall.TheAUC,whichactuallyperformsthisfunction,isaseparateGSM

entitythatwilloftenbephysicallyincludedwiththeHLR.Beingseparate,itwilluseseparate

processingequipmentfortheAUCdatabasefunctions.

EQUIPMENTIDENTIFYREGISTER:

EIRisadatabasethatstorestheIMEInumbersforallregisteredMEunits.TheIMEIuniquely

identifiesallregisteredME.ThereisgenerallyoneEIRperPLMN.Itinterfacestothevarious

HLR

inthePLMN.TheEIRkeepstrackofallMEunitsinthePLMN.Itmaintainsvariouslistsofmessage.

ThedatabasestorestheMEidentificationandhasnothingdowithsubscriberwhois

receivingororiginatingcall.TherearethreeclassesofMEthatarestoredinthedatabase,

andeachgrouphasdifferentcharacteristics.

CDMA:

IntroductiontoWLL:

WLLisimplementedbecause
 Cost
 Subscribermigrationproblems
 CentralizedMaintenance

 Servicebreakdownsduetocablefault
 LessMaintenance

MultipleAccesses:

Numberofuser’saccessandshare
• transmissionmedium

• bandwidthavailable

.
FrequencyDivisionMultipleAccess(FDMA)

FDMAisamultipleaccessmethodinwhichusersareassignedspecificfrequency
bands.

Theuserhassolerightofusingthefrequencybandfortheentirecallduration.

(Eg:TVbroadcasting)
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TimeDivisionMultipleAccess(TDMA)

InTDMA anassignedfrequencybandsharedamongafew users.However,

eachuserisallowedtotransmitinpredeterminedtimeslots.Hence,channelizationof

userisachievedthroughseparationintime.(Eg:GSM).

CDMA:(CODEDIVISIONMULTIPLEACCESS):

LargenumberoftransmissionsarecombinedonthesameRFchannelat

thesametimebutareSeparatedby“codes”.

SalientFeaturesofCDMA:

• Itisanadvancedcomm.Technology.

• IthasAnti-jam andsecurityfeatures.

• LargecapacityascomparedtootherTechnologylikeFDMAandTDMA.

• Itusesspreadspectrumtechnology.

• BetteruseofthemultipathFrequencyReuse.

AdvantagesofCDMAsystems:

1. OverWireline:

• EasyInstallation,Maintenance,Lowcost
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• Mobility

• EaseofoperationandAdmn.Mtce.

• Calldrop<2%

2.OverMobile(GSMSystem)

• LargeCoverage

• LargeCapacity
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Chapter6
Transmission

SYNCHRONOUSDIGITALHIERARCHYFUNDAMENTALS

Introduction

Itisaninternationalstandardnetworkingprincipleandamultiplexingmethod.Thename

ofhierarchyhasbeentakenfrom themultiplexingmethodwhichissynchronousbynature.The

evolutionofthissystem willassistinimprovingtheeconomyofoperabilityandreliabilityofa

digitalnetwork.

MeritsofSDH

(i) Simplifiedmultiplexing/de-multiplexingtechniques.

(ii) Directaccesstolowerspeedtributaries,withoutneedtomultiplex/De-multiplexthe

entirehighspeedsignal.

(iii) Enhancedoperations,Administration,Maintenanceandprovisioningcapabilities.

(iv) Easygrowthtohigherbitratesinstepwithevolutionoftransmissiontechnology.

(v) CapableoftransportingexistingPDHsignals.

(vi) Capableoftransportingfuturebroadband(ATM)channelbitrates.

(vii) Capableofoperatinginamulti-vendorandmulti-operatorenvironment.

Advantages

(i) Multi-vendorenvironment(midspanmeet):Priorto1988internationalagreementon

SDHallvendorsusedproprietarynon-standardtechniquesfortransportinginformation

on fiber. The only

waytointerconnectwastoconverttothecoppertransmissionstandards(G702/703/704).The

costandcomplexitylevelswereveryhigh.

(ii) Synchronousnetworking:SDH supportsmulti-pointorhub configurationswhereas,

asynchronousnetworkingonlysupportspoint-to-pointconfigurations.

(iii) EnhancedOAM&P:Thetelecomsneedtheabilitytoadminister,survey,provision,andcontrolth

enetworkfrom acentrallocation.

(iv) Positioning the network fortransporton new services:LAN to LAN,HDTV,and

interactivemultimedia,videoconferencing.

(v) HUB:Ahubisanintermediatesitefrom whichtrafficisdistributedto3ormorespur.It

allowsthenodestocommunicateasananglenetwork,thusreducingtheback-to-back
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multiplexingandde-multiplexing.

S.D.H.Evolution

S.D.H.Evolutionispossiblebecauseofthefollowingfactors:

(i) FiberOpticBandwidth:ThebandwidthinOpticalFibercanbeincreasedandthereis

nolimitforit.ThisgivesagreatadvantageforusingSDH.

(ii) TechnicalSophistication:Although,SDHcircuitryishighlycomplicated,itispossibleto

havesuchcircuitrybecauseofVLSItechniquewhichisalsoverycosteffective.

(iii) Intelligence:Theavailabilityofcheapermemoryopensnewpossibilities.

(iv) CustomerServiceNeeds:Therequirementofthecustomerwithrespectto

differentbandwidthrequirementscouldbeeasilymetwithoutmuch

additionalequipment.

Thedifferentservicesitsupportsare:

1. Low/Highspeeddata.

2. Voice

3. InterconnectionofLAN

4. Computerlinks

5. FeatureserviceslikeH.D.T.V.

6. BroadbandISDNtransport(ATMtransport)

PrinciplesofSDH

 SDHdefinesanumberof“Containers”,eachcorrespondingtoanexisting
plesiochronousrate.

 Eachcontainerhasa“PathOverhead”addedtoitPOHprovidesnetwork
managementcapability.

 ContainerplusPOHform a“VirtualContainer”.

 Allequipmentissynchronizedtoanationalclock.

 Delaysassociatedwithatransmissionlinkmayvaryslightlywithtime–causing

locationofVCwithintheSTM–1frametomove.

 VariationsaccommodatedbyuseofaPointerpointstobeginningofVC.Pointer

maybeincrementedordecremented.

 G.709definesdifferentcombinationsofVCswhichcanbeaccommodatedinthe

“payload”ofanSTM–1frame.
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 WhenSTM–1payloadisfull,morenetworkmanagementcapabilityisaddedto

form the“SectionOverhead”.

 SOHremainswithpayloadforthefibersectionbetweensynchronousmultiplexers.

SOHbytesprovidecommunicationchannelstocaterfor:

 OA&Mfacilities.

 Userchannels.

 Protectionswitching.

 Sectionperformance

 Framealignment

BasisofDWDM

Sincetheverybeginningoftelecommunications,theneedtoextendthecapacityofa

communicationschannelhasbeenpresent.Thepurposecouldbetoallow theuseofthis

channelbymultipleusers,toperform abettermanagementoftheavailableresourceorjustto

boostthetransmissioncapacity.Developmentofthesesystemswasalwayslimitedbythe

maximum capacityallowedbythecommunicationschannelandtheavailabletechnology.

Severaltechniquescanbeusedtoimprovetheuseofacommunicationchannel.

Theprinciplesare,e.g:

 TimeDivisionMultiplexing(TDM)

 FrequencyDivisionMultiplexing(FDM)

Thesearecommonlyusedtechniquesinradioandcoppertransmissionsystems.

user
s.

WithTDM eachuserisassignedtoacertaintimeslotthusmakingthetransmissiontime
sharedbyallthe
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WithFDM eachuserisassignedtoacertainfrequencyslottransmittingonlywiththe

correspondingcarrier.Thiswaytheavailablebandwidthisshared.Inthecaseofoptical

systemstheavailablebandwidthcanexceedseveralTerahertz(1012Hz).TDM couldnotbe

used to take advantage ofthis tremendous bandwidth due to limitations on electrical

technology.Electricalcircuitssimplycannotworkonthesefrequencies.TypicalFDM wasalso

a problem in the same way, it was not possible

tousefrequencymultiplexingattheelectricallevel.Thesolutionwastousefrequencymultiplexingatth

eopticallevelorWavelengthDivisionMultiplexing.Thebasicideaistousedifferentoptical

carriersorcolorstotransmitdifferentsignalsinthesamefiber.

WavelengthPlan:

Transmissio

nWindows

Ifonelooksatthepossiblewavelengthsforthetransmissionofsignalsonehasto
lookat

thefiberproperties.Opticalfibersarenotsuitablefortransmissionatallwavelengthsbutonlyin

certainwindows.Today,usuallythesecondtransmissionwindow(around1300nm)andthethird

andfourthtransmissionwindowsfrom 1530to1565nm (alsocalledconventionalband)andfrom

1565 to 1620 nm (also called Long Band)are used.Technologicalreasons limitDWDM

applicationsatthemomenttothethirdandfourthwindow.

Thelossescausedbythephysicaleffectsonthesignalduebythetypeof

materialsusedtoproducefiberslimittheusablewavelengthstobetween1280nm and

1650nm.Withinthisusablerangethetechniquesusedtoproducethefiberscancause

particularwavelengthstohavemorelosssoweavoidtheuseofthesewavelengthsas

well.TheprinciplebehindtheworkingoftheprojectliesinthefunctioningofIRSensor.

WearegoingtouseaTran’smissivetypeIRSensorinthisproject

IntroductiontoOpticalfiber:

AnopticaltelegraphwasbuiltbyClaudeChappedin1790sinFrance.In1870,John

Tyndalldemonstrated the principle ofguiding lightthrough internalreflections.In 1880,

AlexanderGraham Bellinventedthephotophone,whichusedunguidedlighttocarryspeech.

Amajorbreakthroughleadingtohighcapacityopticalcommunicationswasachieved

withtheinventionoflaserin1960.Thelaseractedasanarrow–bandsourceofoptical

radiationsuitable foruseasacarrierofinformation.In1966,CharlesK.KaoatStandard

TelecommunicationsLaboratories,Englandfabricatedalow lossglassfiber,givingalossof

1000dB/km orso.SuchafibercouldtransmitlightforashortdistanceonlyU.S.Adevelopeda
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low lossfibergivingalossof20dB/Km.thiswasthesecondmajorbreakthroughtomake

optical communication a practical reality. By 1972, losses were

reducedto4dB/km.Today,thebestfibershavealossof

<0.2dB/km.

Theinformationtravelsfrom thetransmittertothereceiverovertheinformationchannel.

There are basically two types ofinformation channels:unguided orguided channels.

Atmosphereisanunguidedtypeofchanneloverwhichwavescanpropagate.Guidedchannels

arethosewhichguidetheelectromagneticwavesthroughthem.Twowirelines,coaxialcable,

waveguideandopticfiberaretheexamplesofGuidedinformationchannels.Guidedchannels

havetheadvantagesofprivacy,noweatherdependenceandtheabilitytoconveymessages

within,underandaroundphysicalstructures.Anopticalfiberisathinstrandofglassorplastic

servingasthetransmissionmedium overwhichtheinformationpasses.Thebasicfiber–optic

system isalinkconnectingopticaltransmitterandreceiver.

Transmitter

Itconvertsanelectricalsignalintoalightsignal.Thesourceiseitheralight–emittingdiode
or

laserdiodewhichdoestheactualconversion.Thedrivecircuitrychangestheelectricalsignalfed

tothetransmitterintoaform suitableforthesource.

Receiver

Itacceptsthelightandconvertsitbackintoanelectricalsignal.Thegeneratoramplifies,

reshapesthesignalbeforepassingiton.Therangeofwavelengthsinthevisibleregionextends

from 0.4

µm to0.7µm.Thevisiblerangeisnotsuitableforlighttransmissionthroughglassfiber.Inthis

region,thewavesareattenuatedtosuchanextentthatonlyshorttransmissionlinksare

possible.Lossesintheultravioletregionareevengreater.Itistheinfra–redregionfrom 0.8µm

to1.6µm whichisusedforfiberoptictransmission.

Fibreopticalcable:

Itisthemedium forcarryingthelight.Thecableincludesthefibersanditsprotective
coverings.

AdvantagesofFibers:

WideBandwidth

Theinformationcarryingcapacitywhichincreaseswiththebandwidthofthe

transmissionmedium,isverylargeinfibers.Thebandwidthavailableonapairofsingle

modefibersisintheorderofseveralGHz.Thus,thousandsofcircuitscanbecarriedon

thefiberswhethertheinformationisvoice,dataorvideooracombinationofthese.
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LowLoss:
Bandwidthisaneffectiveindicationoftherateatwhichinformationcanbesent.

Lossindicateshow farthe information can besent.Asa signaltravelsalong a

transmission path the signalloses strength.This loss ofstrength is known as

attenuation.Inacoppercable,attenuationincreaseswiththemodulationfrequency:the

higherthefrequencyoftheinformationsignal,thegreateristheloss.Inanopticalfiber,

attenuationisflat:lossisthesameatanysignalingfrequencyuntilaveryhighfrequency.

Belowfigshowsthelosscharacteristicsvs.thechannelbandwidthforfibers,and

coaxialcable.Lossincoaxialcableincreaseswithfrequency,whereaslossintheoptical

cableremainsflat.

Chapter7

Telecom Infrastructure

F)TELECOMIFRASTRUCTURE:

Battery,PowerPlantandEarthing

Thepowerplantofanytelecommunicationsystem isusuallyreferredasthe

„heart‟ of the

installationsincethecommunicationsystemcanfunctiononlyifpowersupplyisavailable.Fail

ureofpowersupplysystem inanyinstallationrendersthecommunicationfacilities

offeredbyittobeinstantlyparalyzed.

RequirementofPowerSupply:

 Anypowersupplyarrangementforacommunicationsystem musthave
twobasiccharacteristics.

 Reliabilityofthecomponentsofthepowerplantandcontinuityofthepowersupply.

 Thepowerfedtotheequipmentshouldbefreefrom noiseorhumor

largerippleharmonics.Thesupportpowersystem inBSNLconsistsof:

(Thepowerplanthasthecapabilitytorechargethebatteryoncetheyaredischarged.)

1.VRLABattery:

BasicallyVRLAstandsforValveRegulatedLeadAcidBattery.Inshorttermsitmeans

thatitisaleadacidbatterywithavalveregulator,whichdoesnotallowthegasestoescapethe

batterycontainerandthereisnoneedoftoppingupofthebattery.Variouscapacitiesof

Batteriesare120AH,400AH,600AH,1000AH,1500AH,2000AH,2500AH,3000AH,4000
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AH&5000AH.

MonitoringOfVRLABatteries

FollowingstepsarerequiredformonitoringoftheVRLABatteries:

 Periodicphysicalinspectionofeachcellofthebatteryforcracksandleakingetc.

 Dischargeofbatteryforashortdurationandrecordingthevoltagesofeachcell
inthestring.

 Measurementofamarkdeviation(>30%)intheimpedanceorconductanceofthecellwh

enchargerisonascomparedtotheonerecordedatthetimeofcommissioning.

 Measurement&recordingofcelltempperiodically.

 FloatVoltageofcells&itscomparisonwiththemidpointvoltage.

Temperature:-

Theriseinbatterytemperatureincreasesthechemicalreactioninthebattery.

TheSMPSpowerplanttakescareofthetemperaturebyreducingthechargingvoltage

anditis3milli-voltperdegreeraiseintempbutstillitisimportanttomeasureindividual

celltempperiodicallyandkeeprecordforstudyandanalysis.

LifeofVRLAbattery:

 Batteriesupto200AH:4Years

 Batteriesmorethan200AH:6years

2. SMPS(SwitchedModePowerSupply)Powerplant:

Thepowerplantisusedtorectifytheacinputsupplytodesiredoutputdc(-48v).The

conventionalpowerplantswhichwereinuseearlierwerebasedonSCRsorFerro-resonant

techniques.Theseconventionaltypesofpowerplantswerehavingfollowingproblems:

 Verylargesize,

 Largeweight

 Lowerefficiency.

 Noscopeformodularexpansion.

TogetridofalltheseproblemsnowSMPS(SwitchedModePowerSystem)powerplantare
used.

Inthesesystems,theconversionofACtoDCisaccomplishedintwostagesasgivenbelow:

FirstStageconversion:
TheinputACvoltageisdirectlyrectifiedtohighvoltageDC.
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SecondStageConversion:

 RectifiedhighvoltageDCisstoredinacapacitor.

 HighvoltageDCisthenconvertedintoaveryhighfrequencyAC(20KHzand

higher)bymeansofverypowerfulandfastsemi-conductorswitchingdevices.

 HighfrequencyACissteppeddowntotherequiredlevel,bymeansofa

smallhighfrequencytransformer.

 SteppeddownACisrectifiedtoDCofdesiredvoltageandfilteredbymeansofhighfrequency
filters.

LifeofPowerPlant:

StaticP/P:

15yearsSMPS

P/P:15years

AdvantagesofSMPSPowerPlant:

 Duetohighfrequencythesizeoftransformersandchokesisreducedto10to15%

oftheconventionalSCR/Thyristorcontrolledpowerplants.Thismakesthepower

plantcompactduetowhichalotofsavinginfloorareaisachieved.

 The batteries (both VRLA as wellas flooded Lead acid)are more prone to

temperaturevariations.AsmostoftheSMPSPowerPlantsemploymicro-processor

controltechniques,theintroductionoftemperaturecompensationlogicforbatteries

hasbecomesimpleandeasier.

 Beingsmallandlightinweight,fitperfectlyinmodularconcept.Up-gradationofthe

capacityinmodularsystem iseasy;simplyplugging-intheadditionalmodulesadds

to the capacity,with the limitofultimate capacityand does notrequire the

replacementofexistingPowerPlantasinthecaseofconventionalPowerPlants.

3.Earthing:

PurposeofEarthing:
Earthingplaysavitalroleintheprotectionofequipment’sandthepersonnel.

Apartfrom protection from hazardous stray currents in electricalequipmentin

Telecommunicationcircuitsandequipment’s,Earthingisprovidedforthepurposeto

reduceCrosstalkandNoise.

TypesofEarthElectrodes:
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Threetypesofearthelectrodesarecommonlyusedforearthingsystems.

 Spikeelectrodes:areusedwherespaceisnotaproblem.

 Plateelectrodes:Wherethereisnotmuchspacebutdiggingisnotaproblem.

 Stripelectrodes:Inhillyareaswherediggingbeyond2-3ftdepthisnotpossibleand

spaceisavailable.NowadaysChemicalEarthisalsobeingmadeinwhichachemical

pasteisdepositedbetweentheplates,whichhelpsinmaintainingtherequiredlevelof

moistureandisalsoknownasmaintenancefreeearth.Itisspecificallyusefulfor

hillyareas.

EngineAlternator,AirConditioning&FireProtectionEngineAlternator:

ThestandbypowersupplycommonlyusedinT.Ebuildingsisfrom DieselEngineAlternatorSet.Inthe

EngineAlternatorSet,theDieselengineistheprimemoverwhichrotatesthealternatoroftheengine

AlternatorsetandalternatorinturnproducesElectricalenergy.Inthefirststageofenergyconversion,

thechemicalenergyoffuelisconvertedintothemechanicalenergyatthecommonshaftofEngine&

Alternator.Thismechanicalenergyisthenconvertedintoelectricalenergyatalternatorinthesecond

stageofenergyconversion.
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CONCLUSION

In the open economyera offastmodernization and tough competition technical

industriesshouldproceduretopassoutasneartojobfunctionaspossible.

Practicaltrainingistheoneofthemajorstepsinthisdirection.Ididmyindustrialtraining

from BSNL,Vijayawadawhichistheoneofthebestknowncommunicationserviceproviderof

India.thetraininghelpsmetogaindeepknowledgeofworkingoftelephoneexchange,various

technologiesofBSNL-Switching,Transmission,Broadband,Mobilecommunication,Telecom

infrastructure.Intheend

,I hereby conclude that I have successfully completed my industrialtraining onabove
technologies.
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ABSTRACT

BSNListheoneofthelargesttelecom SectorinIndiaheadquartedinNewDelhion

15September2000.ItprovidesFixedlineTelephone,Mobilephone,Broadband,Internet

TelevisionandIPTVservices.itisoneoftheleadingcompanywithagrossRevenueof33

thousandcrores.

Itisnotviabletoexpandtelecom networkinIndiasubstantiallyattheprevalentlevel

ofper-lineinvestment.However,systemsbasedonnewtechnologies,manydevelopedin

India,promisetomorethehalftheinvestmentrequired.

BSNListheoldestcommunicationServiceproviderandhasacustomerbaseof

93.29million(ofJune2015).Apartfrom theaboveserviceBSNLalsoprovidesopportunity

forstudentstoundergoindustrialtraining.ThistrainingincludesvarioussectorslikeIP

addressing,BroadbandServices,Switching,GSM modelandvariousInfrastructuresthat

willbeusedinIndustries.
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Chapter1

INTRODUCTION

EvolutionofTelecom Sector:

Indiantelecom sectorismorethan165yearsold.Telecommunicationswas

firstintroducedinIndiain1851whenthefirstoperationallandlineswerelaidbythe

governmentnearKolkata(thenCalcutta),althoughtelephoneserviceswereformally

introducedinIndiamuchlaterin1881.Further,in1883,telephoneserviceswere

mergedwiththepostalsystem.In1947,afterIndiaattainedindependence,allforeign

telecommunicationcompanieswerenationalizedtoform thePosts,Telephoneand

Telegraph(PTT),abodythatwasgovernedbytheMinistryofCommunication.The

Indiantelecom sectorwasentirelyundergovernmentownershipuntil1984,whenthe

privatesectorwasallowedintelecommunicationequipmentmanufacturingonly.The

governmentconcretizeditsearliereffortstowardsdevelopingR&Dinthesectorby

settingupanautonomousbody–CentreforDevelopmentofTelematics(C-DOT)in

1984todevelopstate-of-the-arttelecommunicationtechnologytomeetthegrowing

needsoftheIndiantelecommunicationnetwork.Theactualevolutionoftheindustry

startedaftertheGovernmentseparatedtheDepartmentofPostandTelegraphin1985

bysettinguptheDepartmentofPostsandtheDepartmentofTelecommunications

(DoT).

Theentireevolutionofthetelecom industrycanbeclassifiedintothree

distinctphases.PhaseI-Pre-LiberalizationEra(1980-89)

PhaseII-PostLiberalization

Era(1990-99)PhaseIII-Post

2000

Untilthelate90stheGovernmentofIndiaheldamonopolyonalltypesof

communications–asaresultoftheTelegraphActof1885.Asmentionedearlierin

thechapter,untiltheindustrywasliberalizedintheearlynineties,itwasaheavily

government-controlledandsmall-sizedmarket;Governmentpolicieshaveplayedakey

roleinshapingthestructureandsizeoftheTelecom industryinIndia.Asaresult,the

Indiantelecom marketisoneofthemostliberalizedmarketsintheworldwithprivate

participationinalmostallofitssegments.TheNewTelecom Policy(NTP-99)provided

the much needed impetusto the growth ofthisindustryand setthe trend for

liberalizationintheindustry.

CurrentscenarioofIndiantelecom industry
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ItisamatterofproudtousthattheTelecom industryofourIndiaisthesecond

largestemergingeconomiesofAsiaandthirdlargestinwholeworld.Today,telecom

sectorofIndiaisthefastestgrowingmarketintheworld.Indiantelecom industryhas

providedarobustthrusttotheeconomicgrowthofcountryStatusofwirelineservices:

Withincreasinggrowthandvariousfacilitiesofthewirelessservicesthewireline

servicesinthecountryisalmostbecomemotionless.Ontheotherhand,Broadband

services’demandhaspickedupandpromisestostabilizegrowthofwireline.

Telecom SectorPolicies:

A Communication Convergence Billwas introduced in the Parliamentin

2001.UnrestrictedentryisallowedinNationalLongDistanceService(NLD)Alsothe

InternationalLongDistanceServices(ILDS)havebeenkeptopened.Cellularoperators

havethepermissionofprovidingalltypesofservice,asvoiceandnon-voicemessages,

dataservicesetc.

TheNew Telecom Policyrevisedin1999encouragesparticipationofprivate

companiesinservicesasGlobalMobilePersonalCommunicationbySatellite(GMPCS)

Service, digital Public Mobile Trunked Service (PMRTS) and Voice Mail/

Audiotex/UnifiedMessagingServices.

TofulfillUniversalServiceObligation(USO)fundingandadministration,several

measuresarebeingtaken.ToinitiateCommunityPhoneService,anannouncement

hasbeenmade.GuidelinesregardingtheMultipleFixedServiceProviders(FSPs)have

beenannounced.Forestablishing

InternationalInternetGateways,which include both Satellite and Landing

Stations,theInternetServiceProviders(ISPs)havebeenpermitted.TheGovernment

ofIndiaalsohassetupvariousguidelinestoestablishInternettelephony(IP).

MajorTelecom CompaniesinIndia:

In1975,theDepartmentofTelecom (DoT)wasgivenseparateauthorityfor

running the telephone services in the country.The MahanagarTelephone Nigam

Limited(MTNL)initiateditsservicesintheyear1985forcarryingoutthetelephone

operationsinthemetrosofIndia,viz.DelhiandMumbai.

InOctober2000,theBharatSancharNigam Limited(BSNL)wassetupbythe

Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance

Communications,TataIndicom,andAirteletc.inthesectorcameup.
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Themajorplayersinthemobilephoneserviceindustryareenlistedas:-TheBharat

SancharNigam Limited,country’slargestcellularserviceoperatorwassetupintheyear
2000.Itisastateownedtelecom companywithitsheadquarterslocatedinNewDelhi.
BSNLisalsothelargestlandlinetelephoneestablishmentinIndia.AsofApril,2011

87.1millionusershavebeenreportedtobeBSNLusers.

ServicesofBSNL

 Landlines(FixedAccess)

 HighspeedBroadband

 FTTH(FibretotheHome)

 Mobileservices

 Wi-MAX

 IN(IntelligentNetwork)

FTTH(FibertotheHome)

 Deliveryofcommunicationsignals(Voice,Data&Video)overopticalfiberupto

homeorbusinesspoint.

Fig1.1:FTTHBasicBlockDiagram
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Fig1.2:BSNLFTTHArchitecture

FeaturesofFTTH:

• Resilienceandreliabilityofservice;

• UnlimitedscalabilityoftheTelecom

WIMAX

 WorldwideInteroperability

forMicrowaveAccessWIMAXFeatures:

 Providingwirelessdataoverlongdistances50Mbpsupto10Km

 AlsocalledasWirelessMAN(MetropolitanAreaNetwork)

 WorksonOFDMA(OrthogonalFrequencyDivisionMultipleAccess)

 SupportsVoice,VideoandInternetdata

TOLLFREENUMBER(FPH)

• Callchargestothisservicewillbepaidbythecalledparty.

• Allchargesareleviedontheservicesubscriber

• Theserviceisfreeofanychargetothecallinguser.
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• Serviceisaccessiblefrom networksofotherOperatorsalso.

TELEVOTING:

 Televotingisuniqueserviceusedincollectingpublicopinion.

 Auserwhowishestovote,candialthespecificvotingnumbertoregisterhisvote
ofchoice.

VOICEVPN:

 VoiceVPNisaserviceforprovidingaprivatenetworkforinstitutions,businesses

andcommunitiesusingpublicnetworkresources.

 PNPstandsforPrivateNumberingPlan.Yourtelephonenumberswhichhavetobeina

VPNaregivena3or4digitshortcodeforeaseofdialing,whichiscalledPNPnumber

Ex:APPOLICE,INCOMETAX.
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Chapter2
IPADDRESSING

Introduction:

AnInternetProtocoladdress(IPaddress)isanumericallabelassignedtoeach

device connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for

communication.An IP addressservestwo principalfunctions:hostornetwork

interfaceidentificationandlocationaddressing.

IPV4

 Indecimaltheaddressrangeis0.0.0.0to255.255.255.255

 TheIPaddressisoftheform<networkID,hostID>

 TherearefiveclassesofaddressesA,B,C,D&E.

 A,B&Cclassesareusedtorepresenthostandnetworkaddress.

 ClassDisaspecialtypeofaddressusedformulticasting.

 ClassEisreservedforexperimentaluse.

Fig2.1:IPv4addressing
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Fig2.2:ClassAaddress

Fig2.3:ClassBaddress

Fig2.4:ClassCaddress
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Fig2.5:ClassD&Eaddress

Fig2.6:AddressrangeSubnettingandSupernetting

 CreatingmultipleindependentNetworksfrom aSingleNetwork.

 ConvertingHostbitsintoNetworkBitsi.e.Converting0’sinto1’s

 Subnettingcanbeperformedintwoways.

 FLSM (FixedLengthSubnetMask)

 VLSM (VariableLengthsubnetmask)

 Subnettingcanbedonebasedonrequirement.

Defaultsubnetmask:

 SubnetMaskdifferentiatesNetworkportionandHostPortion

 Representedwithall1’sinthenetworkportionandwithall0’sinthehostportion.

 ClassA:N.H.H.H

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000

 DefaultSubnetMaskforClassAis255.0.0.0

 ClassB:N.N.H.H

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000

 DefaultSubnetMaskforClassBis255.255.0.0

 ClassC:N.N.N.H

•ClassesofIPaddressesareidentified
bythedecimalnumberofthe1stoctet

ClassAaddressbeginwitha0bit

RangeofclassAaddresses=0.0.0.0to127.255.255.255

ClassBaddressbeginwitha1bitanda0bit

RangeofclassBaddresses=128.0.0.0to191.255.255.255

ClassCaddressesbeginwithtwo1bits&a0bit

RangeofclassCaddresses=192.0.0.0to223.255.255.255.
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N/

W 1
N/

W 2

R-1
R-2

N/

W3• N/

W 4

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000

 DefaultSubnetMaskforClassCis255.255.255.0

SUPERNETTING

 Supernettingisnothingbut“Aggregation”

 Supernettingis“Combiningmanysmallnetworksintoonebignetwork”

 TheMainpurposeofaggregationorSupernettingistodecreasethesizeofroutingtable.

Fig2.7:Supernetting

ConditionsforSupernetting

 Continuous

 SameSize[Moreovertheyshouldbeof2n]

 FirstNetworkIDshouldbedivisiblebysizeoftheblock[2n]

RoutingTable

N/W ID SNMask Interfac
e

200.1.0.
0

255.255.255.0 A

200.1.0.
1

255.255.255.0 A

200.1.0.
2

255.255.255.0 A

200.1.0.
3

255.255.255.0 A

Fig2.8:SupernetMask

InRoutingtable,Oneentry/rowforeach
network.Manysmallnetworkshamperthe
speed.

TwoormoreN/WsbeforeamainRouter

combinedtoform asupernetandgivesto

mainrouter.
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Chapter3

Broadband

Services

Theconfluenceoftwoforces—theglobalizationofbusinessandthenetworking

of information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in

telecommunicationsanddatatechnologyarecreatingnewopportunitiesforcountries,

businessesandindividuals—justastheIndustrialRevolutionchangedfortunesaround

theglobe.Theneweconomyisdefininghowpeopledobusiness,communicate,shop,

havefun,learn,and liveon a globalbasis—connecting anyoneto anything.The

evolutionofInternethascomeintoexistence&Internetserviceisexpandingrapidly.

Thedemandsithasplaceduponthepublicnetwork,especiallytheaccessnetwork,

aregreat.However,technologicaladvancespromisebigincreasesinaccessspeeds,

enabling public networks to play a majorrole in delivering new and improved

telecommunicationsservicesandapplicationstoconsumers.TheInternetandthe

networkcongestionthatfollowed,hasledpeopletofocusbothonthefirstandlast

mileaswellasoncreatingadifferentnetworkinfrastructuretoavoidthenetwork

congestionandaccessproblems.ThesolutiontothisisBroadband.

Broadbandindicatesameansofconnectivityatahighor‘broad’bandwidth,

which is capable ofdelivering multiple services simultaneously.There were no

uniform standardsforBroadbandconnectivityandvariouscountriesfollowedvarious

standards.RecentlyITUhadsteppedinandhasdefinedBroadband.Accordingto

InternationalTelecommunication Union Broadband is defined as “Transmission

capacitythatisfasterthanprimaryrateISDN,at1.5to2Mb/s”Butindeveloping

countries,astheaveragefinancialcapabilityaswellasusage,islow,broadbandis

redefined.

RecognizingthepotentialofubiquitousBroadbandserviceingrowthofGDP

and enhancementin qualityoflife through societalapplications including tele-

education,tele-medicine,e-governance,entertainmentas wellas employment

generation by way of high speed access to information and web- based

communication,GovernmentofIndiahavefinalisedapolicytoacceleratethegrowth

ofBroadbandservices.

BroadbandPolicy2004definesBroadbandas“An‘always-on’dataconnection

supportinginteractiveservicesincluding,–Internetaccessandhasthecapabilityof

theminimum downloadspeedof256kilobitspersecond(kbps)toanindividual

subscriberfrom thePointOfPresence(POP)oftheserviceprovider”.
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Theinteractiveserviceswillexcludeanyservicesforwhichaseparatelicenceis

specificallyrequired,forexample,real-timevoicetransmission,excepttotheextent

thatitispresentlypermittedunderISPlicencewithInternetTelephony.
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Features

 FastconnectiontotheInternet

Accessto theserviceswhichwould otherwisebeimpossibleona
slowerdialupconnection.Theseincludefacilitiessuchasdownloadingmusic
orvideofootage,listeningtoyourfavouriteradiostationordownloading(or
sending)largeattachedfileswithemails.

 “Always-on”connection

Meansthatyouarepermanentlyconnectedtotheinternet;henceno
needtodialupaconnectioneverytimeyouwanttosurftheweb,sendemail,
etc.

 Flat-ratebilling

Ifyouchooseanuncappedratetherewillbenoadditionalchargesfor
thetimeyouareonline.Youcanuseitasmuchoraslittleasyouwouldlike,
forafixedfee.Someconnectionsareavailableatalowercost,butlimityouto
theamountofdatabeingdownloaded(knownas'cappedrate').

 Dedicatedconnection

Simultaneoususeofbothtelephone&dataline.

 HighspeedInternet

Meansthatyouarepermanentlyconnectedtotheinternet,anddon't

needtodialupaconnectioneverytimeyouwanttosurftheweb,sendemail,

etc.

 Broadcast(BTV)&Time-shiftedTV(TVOD)

BesidesregularBTV services,TimeshiftedTV providessubscribers

withvirtualDVDcontrolstopause,start,stop,rewindandfastforwardliveTV

programs.Usersalsohavetheflexibilitytowatchanypreviousbroadcasted

programswithoutpre-recording.

 VideoonDemand

Enablestheusertoselectfrom anonlinelibraryofcontentandselect

anyoftheavailablechoicesforviewingataconvenienttimewithfullDVDlike

controls.ThisissimilartoborrowingaVideoforviewing.

 VideoMulticasting

Similartocableorterrestrialbroadcast–theusercanjoinatanytime

butthestream beginsandendsatthepreappointedtimes.

 InteractiveGaming

Enablesmultipleplayerstoplayonlinegamespittedagainsteach

otheroragainstcomputers,throughgamingserversemployedbygaming

contentproviders.

 AudioandVideoConferencing
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Shareideas,information,andapplicationsusingvideooraudio.

 DialVPNService:

Thisserviceallowsremoteuserstoaccesstheirprivatenetworksecurely
overtheserviceprovider’scorenetwork.

 DistantLearning

Consistsofelectronicclassroomswithtwo-wayandmulti-way

communicationamongteachersandstudents.

 BandwidthonDemand:

Customercanchangebandwidthasperhis/herrequirement.Forexample

acustomerwith256kbpscanchangeto1MbpsduringthevideoConferencing

session.

NetworkArchitectureofBroadband

Networkarchitecturecanbebroadlyclassifiedintothreenetworks:

 CoreNetwork

 AccessNetwork

 HomeNetwork

CoreNetworkorProvider’snetwork:

ItistheServiceProvider’sbackbonenetworksetuptoprovidetheBroadband

service.Itwillbehavingconnectivityextendedtoalltypesofserviceorcontent

network,whichtheserviceproviderintendstoextend.Alsoitwillbehavingnodes

coveringallgeographicallocationsitintendstoserve.Basicallyitsfunctionistoroute

the customer’srequeststo the particularservice/contentnetwork.So the basic

componentinthecorenetworkisrouters.

NetworkArchitectureofBroadband

Networkarchitecturecanbebroadlyclassifiedintothreenetworks:

 CoreNetwork

 AccessNetwork

 HomeNetwork

CoreNetworkorProvider’snetwork:

ItistheServiceProvider’sbackbonenetworksetuptoprovidetheBroadband

service.Itwillbehavingconnectivityextendedtoalltypesofserviceorcontent

network,whichtheserviceproviderintendstoextend.Alsoitwillbehavingnodes
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coveringallgeographicallocationsitintendstoserve.Basicallyitsfunctionistoroute

thecustomer’srequeststothe

particularservice/contentnetwork.Sothebasiccomponentinthecorenetworkisrouters.

InBSNL,thecorenetworkisknownbythenameNationalInternetBackbone(NIB),

asitwasinitiallysetupforextendinginternetaccesstoall,alloverthecountry,India.

But,now itsobjectivehasbeenenhanced.Itsobjectiveistoconnectanythingto

anythingatanytime.ThetechnologyusedinthecoreroutersisMultiProtocolLabel

Switching(MPLS),whichismuchfaster.

ConventionalIProuters:
AccessNetwork:Accessnetworkconnectssubscriber’shomenetworktothe

Provider’sCorenetwork.Itisthelastmileconnectingthesubscriber.Theconnectivity

canbeeither Wired&Wireless.Wirelinetechnologiesincludetraditionaltelephone

lines,coaxialcablelines,and fiberopticlines.Wirelesscommunicationsinvolve

cellularandfixedwirelesstechnology,highspeedshortrangecommunicationsand

satellitetransmission.

Becausephysicalinfrastructureandgeographyarevastlydifferentfrom country

tocountry,technologythatworkswellinonegeographicareamaynotworkaswellin

another.Therefore,itisuptoeachindividuallocalitytodeterminethetechnologies

thatbestmeetitsneeds.Tohandletheincreasingbandwidthdemand,localitiesare

consideringupgradingtheircurrenttelecommunicationsinfrastructureorinstalling

newinfrastructure.Itisessentialthatcommunitiesandoperatorsconsiderthepresent

andfutureneedsoftheircitizenswhenexaminingthemostappropriatesystems.

Broadbandshouldbeconsideredanacceleratorofeconomicdevelopment.

FactorsAffectingBroadbandAccessChannels:

 Populationdensity

 Existinginfrastructure(e.g.,twistedpair,cable,fiber)

 Governmentpolicies

 Competitiveandregulatorydynamics

 Technologyevolution

HomeNetwork:

It’s the network at subscriber’s premises,connecting his various

communicationdevicesto thebroadbandline.BSNLhaslaunchedits

Broadband Service through conventionaltelephone lines using ADSL

(AsymmetricDigitalSubscriberLine)technology.ADSLexploitsthecopper

wireswhichhaveamuchgreaterbandwidthorrangeoffrequenciesthan
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thatdemandedforvoicewithoutdisturbingtheline'sabilitytocarryphone

conversations. The A stands for asymmetric,meaning that data

transmissionrateisnotthesameinbothdirectionsie.,morebandwidth,or

data-carryingcapacity,isdevotedtodatatravelingdownstream-

theInternettoyourPC-thantoupstream datatravelingfrom yourPCtotheInternet.

Thereasonfortheimbalanceisthat,generallyupstream trafficisverylimitedtoafew

wordsatatime,likeforexample–anURLrequestanddownstream traffic,carrying

graphics,multimedia,andsharewareprogram downloadsneedstheextracapacity.

AnADSLcircuitconnectsanADSLmodem oneachendofatwistedpairtelephone

line,creatingthreeinformationchannels.

1.Ahighspeeddownstreamchannel

2.Amedium speedduplexchannel

3.Abasictelephoneservicechannel

Thebasictelephoneservicechannelissplitofffrom thedigital

modem byfilters,thusguaranteeinguninterruptedbasictelephoneservice,

evenifADSLfails.FeaturesofADSL:

 Allowssimultaneousaccesstothelinebythetelephoneandthecomputer

 Incaseofpower/ADSLfailure,datatransmissionislostbutbasic

telephoneservicewillbeoperational

ADSLProvides16-1000kbpsupstream and1.5-24Mbpsdownstream.Itcanworkupto
adistanceof3.7to5.5kmsdependinguponthespeedrequired.

AdvantagesofADSL:

 YoucanleaveyourInternetconnectionopenandstillusethephonelineforvoicecalls.

 Thespeedismuchhigherthanaregularmodem

 DSLdoesn'tnecessarilyrequirenewwiring;itcanusethephonelineyoualreadyhave.

InBSNL,BroadbandAccessNetwork,therehastobeanADSLmodem oneither

endofthetelephoneline.Oneendoftheline,terminatedatSubscriber’spremisesis

firstconnectedtothesplitterwhichfiltersoutthelowfrequencyvoicetobeconnected

to the telephone instrument.The higherFrequency,which carries the data is

connectedtothemodem.Theconnectivityisshowninthefigure1givenbelow.

QualityofService:

1)ServiceProvisioning/ActivationTime:100%casesinlessthanorequalto15

workingdays(subjecttotechnicalfeasibility).Ifnotprovidedwithin15workingdays,

acreditattherateofRs10/-perday,subjecttoamaximum ofinstallationcharge

orequivalentusageallowanceshallbegiventothecustomer,atthetimeofissue
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offirstbill

2)FaultRepair/RestorationTime:Bynextworkingday:>90%andwithin3working

days:99%.

3)BillingPerformance:Thedifferentparametersare:(a)Lessthan2%ofbillingcomplaints

per100billsissued.(b)100%ofthebillingcomplaintsshallberesolvedwithinfourweeks.

(c)100%refundcasesofdepositsafterclosuretobesettledwithin60days

4)Packetloss:Lessthan1%.

5)Speed:>80%ofthespeedofferedbetweenUserandISPnode.

Applicationsandcomparison

 BasicWWW browsingandEmailaccess

 RunServers(Web/FTP)

 Businesstariff,candependoncompany

 Sometechnologiesareasymmetric(cable,ADSL)

 VideoOnDemand(VOD)

 AudioStreams(InternetRadio)

FastFileTransfers(Possibilityofdownloadinglargefilesinshortperiodoftime)

Comparison:

Application DialupModem ISDN Broadband

DownloadWebpage 14secs 6secs 1.6secs

Download30secVideoClip 3.5mins 1.5mins 0.4mins

DownloadSinglemp3file 12mins 5mins 1.3mins

Download10mbFile 24mins 10mins 2.5mins

Table3.0:ComparisonofdifferentInternetproviders
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Chapter4

Switching

IntroductiontoEarlySignaling

EarlySignalingandTelegraphy

Semaphore-Atypeofsignaling,inwhichvisualcuesrepresentlettersorwords.

Morsecode-Thetransmissionofaseriesofshortandlongpulses(dotsand

dashes)thatrepresentedcharacters.

Duplexing-Simultaneouslytransmittingasignalinbothdirectionsalongthesamewire.

Multiplexing-Simultaneouslytransmittingofanindeterminatenumberofmultiplesignals

overonecircuit.1856-WesternUnionTelegraphCompanywasfounded.

Telecom NetworkandTypesofExchanges

Fig4.1:SchematicofTelecom Network
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Wecanbroadlyclassifyanytelecom networkasthreeparts.
1) AccessNetwork:

ItistheonewhichconnectstheCPE(CustomerpremisesEquipment)to

theSwitchingLocation.

Eg:Copperwire,Microwave,OFC.

2) Switchingnetwork:

Itisthelocationoftheswitching

station.Eg:TelephoneExchange,

MSCetc.

3) CoreNetwork:

Differentswitchingnetworkswillbecombinedtoform aCorenetwork.

Exchanges:Manua

lExchange:

 Inthisgeneration,numberdialingfacilityinnotavailableatthecustomerend.

 Atransmitter,receiverandtheringerequipmentisavailableatCustomerpremises.

 Callconnectivitywillbearrangedmanuallybyanoperatorpresentintheexchange.

 Theoperatorfeedstheringingsupplyfrom theexchangetothe

callingcustomerforgivingcallalert.

 Afterthattheoperatorphysicallyconnectsthecallingandthecalledparties.

AutomaticExchanges:

 Inthisgeneration,completeautomaticcallconnectivitywasinvented.

 Selectorsincrossbarexchangeshavehorizontalandverticalbars(like

matrix)operatedbyelectromagneticrelaycoils,sothatthecontactsata

particularpointinamatrixmaybeoperatedunderthecontrolof

theserelays

ElectronicExchange

 Withtheinventionofelectronicexchangesthepracticaldifficulties

withtheautomaticexchangesweresolved.

 Thecustomerwasprovidedwithlotofadvancedfeatures.

 ChronologicalDevelopmentofElectronicExchanges
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TypesofSwitching:

 SwitchisdefinedasEstablishingaTemporaryConnection

From thecallingsubscribertothecalledSubscriber.

 SwitchisaDevicethatmakestheconnectionandbreakstheconnection.

 Switchisadevicethatchannelsincomingdatafrom anyof

multipleinputportstothespecificoutputthatwilltakethedata

towardsitsintendeddestination.

 TheprocessperformedbyaswitchiscalledSWITCHING.

 Theinterconnectionofcircuitsinordertoestablishatemporary

connectionbetweentwoormoresubscribersisalsocalled

asSWITCHING.

 Switchingtypes

 Circuitswitching

 packetswitching

 Messageswitching

CircuitSwitching

 Dedicatedcommunicationpathestablishedfortheentire

durationoftheconversationE.g:telephonenetwork

PacketSwitching

 Datasentoutinsequence

 Smallchunks(packets)ofdataatatime

 Packetspassedfrom nodetonodebetweensourceanddestination

E.g.computertocomputercommunications

DigitalSwitching

 Theswitchingnetworksetsupatemporaryconnectionbetweentwoor

more exchange terminations and ensures transmission ofsignals

(speech & data)between these terminations in digitalform with

reliableaccuracy.

Switchingnetworkcanbeclassifiedinto

 SpaceDivisionand
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 TimeDivisionsystems.

SpaceSwitching:

Same time slots ofthe incoming and outgoing PCM highways are

interconnected.Eg.SignalsreceivedinTS6onI/CHWYSaretransmittedinTS6

onO/GHWYS.Sincethetransferofsampletakesplaceinthesametimeslot,

thereisnodelayinswitchingthesample.Differenthighwaysareinterconnected.

Eg.SignalsreceivedonI/CHWY1aretransmittedonO/GHWY2or3oranyHWY.

DigitalSpaceSwitch:Thisswitchconsistsofseveralinputhighways
X1,X2.XnandseveraloutputhighwaysY1,Y2… Ym interconnectedby
amatrixofnrowsandmcolumns.

IndividualcrosspointinthismatrixconsistsofAND gate.Operationofan

appropriatecrosspointconnectsaTDM channelofanincomingPCM highway

tosamechannelofoutgoingPCM highwayduringeachtimeslot.Duringother

timeslots,samecrosspointmaybeusedtoconnectotherchannels.

Timeswitching:

DifferenttimeslotsoftheincomingandoutgoingPCM highwaysare

interconnected.Forexample Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are

transmitted in TS18 oranyotherTS on O/G HWYS including TS6.Same

highways onlyare interconnected.Eg.Signals received on I/C HWY0 are

transmittedonO/GHWY0only.

Thisinvolvestimedelay.Atimeswitchisbasicallyatimeslotchanger.

Voicefrequency

rangesfrom 300Hz

to3400Hz

Humanaudiblerange20Hzto20KHz

InconventionaltelephoneVoicesignalisinanalogform.

In Exchangeit is convertedinto

digitalLine1(Analog)->Exge(Digital)

->

Line2(Analog)
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Chapter5

GSM ANDCDMA

Introduction:

AGSM system isbasicallydesignedasacombinationofthreemajorsubsystems:

thenetworksubsystem,theradiosubsystem,andtheoperationsupportsubsystem.In

ordertoensurethatnetworkoperatorswillhaveseveralsourcesofcellularinfrastructure

equipment,GSM decidedtospecifynotonlytheairinterface,butalsothemaininterfaces

that identify different parts. There are

threedominantinterfaces,namely,aninterfacebetweenMSCandthebaseTransceiverStation(BT

S),andanUminterfacebetweentheBTSandMS.

GSM NetworkStructure

Everytelephonenetworkneedsawell-designedstructureinordertorouteincoming

called to thecorrectexchangeandfinallytothecalledsubscriber. Ina mobile

network,thisstructureisofgreatimportancebecauseofthemobilityofallitssubscribers[1-

4].IntheGSM system,thenetworkisdividedintothefollowingpartitionedareas.

 GSM servicearea;

 PLMNservicearea;

 MSCservicearea;

 Locationarea;

 Cells.

TheGSM serviceisthetotalareaservedbythecombinationofallmembercountries

whereamobilecanbeserviced.ThenextlevelisthePLMN servicearea.Therecanbe

severalwithinacountry,basedonitssize.ThelinksbetweenaGSM/PLMNnetworkand

otherPSTN,ISDN,orPLMNnetworkwillbeonthelevelofinternationalornationaltransit

exchange.AllincomingcallsforaGSM/PLMNnetworkwillberoutedtoagatewayMSC.A

gatewayMSCworksasanincomingtransitexchangefortheGSM/PLMN.InaGSM/PLMN

network,allmobile-terminatedcallswillberoutedtoagatewayMSC.Callconnections

betweenPLMNs,ortofixednetworks,mustberoutedthroughcertaindesignatedMSCs

calledagatewayMSC.ThegatewayMSC containstheinterworkingfunctionstomake

theseconnections.TheyalsorouteincomingcallstotheproperMSCwithinthenetwork.

ThenextlevelofdivisionistheMSC/VLRservicearea.InonePLMNtherecanbeseveral

MSC/VLRservicearea.MSC/VLRisarolecontrollerofcallswithinitsjurisdiction.Inorder

torouteacalltoamobilesubscriber,thepaththroughlinkstotheMSCintheMSCarea

wherethesubscriberiscurrentlylocated.Themobilelocationcanbeuniquelyidentified
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sincetheMSis

registeredinaVLR,whichisgenerallyassociatedwithanMSC.

ThenextdivisionlevelisthatoftheLA’swithinaMSC/VLRcombination.Thereare

severalLA’swithinoneMSc/VLRcombination.ALAisapartoftheMSC/VLRservicearea

inwhichaMSmaymovefreelywithoutupdatinglocationinformationtotheMSC/VLR

exchangethatcontroltheLA.WithinaLAapagingmessageisbroadcastinordertofind

thecalledmobilesubscriber.TheLAcanbeidentifiedbythesystem usingtheLocation

AreaIdentity(LAI).TheLAisusedbytheGSM system tosearchforasubscriberinaactive

state.Lastly,aLAisdividedintomanycells.AcellisanidentityservedbyoneBTS.TheMS

distinguishesbetweencellsusingtheBaseStationIdentificationcode(BSIC)thatthecell

sitebroadcastovertheair.

Mobilestation:

TheMSincludesradioequipmentandthemanmachineinterface(MMI)thatasubscribenee

dsinordertoaccesstheservicesprovidedbytheGSM PLMN.MScanbeinstalledin

Vehiclesorcanbeportableorhandheldstations.TheMSmayincludeprovisionsfordata

communicationaswellasvoice.Amobiletransmitsandreceivesmessagetoandfrom the

GSM system overtheairinterfaceto establish and continueconnectionsthrough the

system.DifferenttypeofMSscanprovidedifferenttypeofdatainterfaces.Toprovidea

commonmodelfordescribingthesedifferentMSconfiguration,”referenceconfiguration”

forMS,similartothosedefinedforISDNlandstations,hasbeendefined.

EachMSisidentifiedbyanIMEIthatispermanentlystoredinthemobileunit.Upon

request,theMSsendsthisnumberoverthesignalingchanneltotheMSC.TheIMEIcanbe

usedtoidentifymobileunitsthatarereportedstolenoroperatingincorrectly.Justasthe

IMEIidentitiesthemobileequipment,othernumbersareused to identifythemobile

subscriber.Differentsubscriberidentitiesareusedindifferentphasesofcallsetup.The

MobileSubscriberISDNNumber(MSISDN)isthenumberthatthecallingpartydialsinorder

toreachthesubscriber.Itisusedbythelandnetworktoroutecallstowardanappropriate

MSC.Theinternationalmobilesubscribeidentity(IMSI)istheprimaryfunctionofthe

subscriberwithinthemobilenetworkandispermanentlyassignedtohim.TheGSM system

canalsoassignaTemporaryMobileSubscriberIdentity(TMSI)toidentityamobile.This

numbercanbeperiodicallychangedbythesystem andprotectthesubscriberfrom being

identifiedbythoseattemptingtomonitortheradiochannel.

FunctionsofMS:

TheprimaryfunctionsofMSaretotransmitandreceivevoiceanddataovertheair

interfaceoftheGSM system.MSperformsthesignalprocessingfunctionofdigitizing,

encoding,errorprotecting,encrypting,and modulating thetransmitted signals.Italso
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performstheinversefunctionsonthereceivedsignalsfrom theBS.

Inordertotransmitvoiceanddatasignals,themobilemustbeinsynchronization

withthesystem sothatthemessagesarethetransmittedandreceivedbythemobileatthe

correctinstant.To achievethis,theMS automaticallytunesand synchronizesto the

frequencyandTDMAtimeslot

specifiedbytheBSC.Thismessageisreceivedoveradedicatedtimeslotseveraltimeswithina

multiframeperiodof51frames.Weshalldiscussthedetailsofthisinthenextchapter.Theexact

synchronizationwillalsoincludeadjustingthetimingadvancetocompensateforvaryingdistanceofthe

mobilefrom theBTS.

TheMSmonitorsthepowerlevelandsignalquality,determinedbytheBERfor

knownreceiverbitsequences(synchronizationsequence),from bothitscurrentBTSandup

tosixsurroundingBTSs.Thisdataisreceivedonthedownlinkbroadcastcontrolchannel.

TheMSdeterminesandsendtothecurrentBTSalistof

thesixbest-receivedBTSsignals.Themeasurementresultsfrom MSondownlinkquality

andsurroundingBTSsignallevelsaresenttoBSC andprocessedwithintheBSC.The

system thenusesthislistforbestcellhandoverdecisions.

MSkeepstheGSM networkinformedofitslocationduringbothnationaland

internationalroaming,evenwhenitisinactive.ThisenablestheSystem topageinits

presentLA.

TheMSincludesanequalizerthatcompensatesformulti-pathdistortiononthe
receivedsignal.

Thisreducesinter-symbolinterfacethatwouldotherwisedegradetheBER.

Finally,theMScanstoreanddisplayshortreceivedalphanumericmessagesonthe

liquidcrystaldisplay(LCD)thatisusedtoshowcalldialingandstatusinformation.These

messagesarelimitedto160charactersinlength.

PowerLevels:

These are five differentcategories ofmobile telephone units specified bythe

EuropeanGSM system:20W,8W,5W,2W,and0.8W.Thesecorrespondto43-dBm,39-dBm,

37-dBm,33-dBm,and29-dBm powerlevels.The20-W and8-W units(peakpower)areeither

forvehicle-mountedorportablestationuse.

TheMSpowerisadjustablein2-dBstepsfrom itsnominalvaluedownto20mW (13

dBm).Thisisdoneautomaticallyunderremotecontrolfrom theBTS,whichmonitorsthe

receivedpowerandadjuststheMStransmittertotheminimum powersettingnecessaryfor

reliabletransmission.
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SIM Card:

Asdescribedinthefirstchapter,GSM subscribersareprovidedwithaSIM card

withitsuniqueidentificationattheverybeginningoftheservice.Bydivorcingthesubscriber

IDfrom theequipmentID,thesubscribermayneverowntheGSM mobileequipmentset.

Thesubscriberisidentifiedinthesystem whenheinsertstheSIM cardinthemobile

equipment.Thisprovidesanenormousamountofflexibilitytothesubscriberssincethey

cannow useanyGSM-specifiedmobileequipment.ThuswithaSIM cardtheideaof

“Personalize”theequipmentcurrentlyinuseandthe

respectiveinformationusedbythenetwork(locationinformation)needstobeupdated.

ThesmartcardSIM isportablebetweenMobileEquipment(ME)units.Theuser

onlyneedstotakehissmartcardonatrip.HecanthenrentaMEunitatthedestination,

eveninanothercountry,andinserthisownSIM.Anycallshemakeswillbechargedtohis

homeGSM account.Also,theGSM system willbeabletoreachhim attheMEunitheis

currentlyusing.

TheSIM isaremovableSC,thesizeofacreditcard,andcontainsanintegrated

circuitchipwithamicroprocessor,random accessmemory(RAM),andreadonlymemory

(ROM).ItisinsertedintheMSunitbythesubscriberwhenheorshewantstousetheMSto

makeorreceiveacall.Asstated,aSIM alsocomesinamodularfrom thatcanbemounted

inthesubscriber’sequipment.

Whenamobilesubscriberwantstousethesystem,heorshemountstheirSIM card

andprovidetheirPersonalIdentificationnumber(PIN),whichiscomparedwithaPINstored

withintheSIM.IftheuserentersthreeincorrectPINcodes,theSIM isdisabled.ThePIN

canalsobepermanentlybypassedbytheserviceproviderifrequestedbythesubscriber.

DisablingthePIN codesimplifiesthecallsetupbutreducestheprotectionoftheuser’s

accountintheeventofastolenSIM.

InternationalMobileSubscriberIdentity:

AnIMSIisassignedtoeachauthorizedGSM user.Itconsistsofamobilecountry

code (MSC),mobile network code (MNC),and a PLMN unique mobile subscriber

identificationnumber(MSIN).TheIMSIisnothardware-specific.Instead,itismaintainedon

aSCbyanauthorizedsubscriberandistheonlyabsoluteidentitythatasubscriberhas

withintheGSM system.TheIMSIconsistsoftheMCCfollowedbytheNMSIandshallnot

exceed15digits.

TemporaryMobileSubscriberIdentity:

ATMSIisaMSC-VLRspecificaliasthatisdesignedtomaintainuserconfidentiality.

Itisassignedonlyaftersuccessfulsubscriberauthentication.ThecorrelationofaTMSIto
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anIMSIonlyoccursduringamobilesubscriber’sinitialtransactionwithanMSC (for

example,locationupdating).Undercertaincondition(suchastrafficsystem disruptionand

malfunctioningofthesystem),theMSCcandirectindividualTMSIstoprovidetheMSCwith

theirIMSI.

MobileStationISDNNumber:

TheMSinternationalnumbermustbedialedaftertheinternationalprefixinorderto

obtainamobilesubscriberinanothercountry.TheMSISDNnumbersiscomposedofthe

countrycode(CC)followedbytheNationalSignificantNumber(N(S)N),whichshallnot

exceed15digits.

TheMobileStationRoamingNumber(MSRN):

The MSRN is allocated on temporarybasis when the MS roams into another

numberingarea.TheMSRNnumberisusedbytheHLRforreroutingcallstotheMS.Itis

assignedupondemandbytheHLRonaper-callbasis.TheMSRNforPSTN/ISDNrouting

shallhavethesamestructureasinternationalISDNnumbersintheareainwhichtheMSRN

isallocated.TheHLRknowsinwhat

MSC/VLRserviceareathesubscriberislocated.AtthereceptionoftheMSRN,HLRsendsittothe

GMSC,whichcannow routethecalltotheMSC/VLRexchangewherethecalledsubscriberis

currentlyregistered.

InternationalMobileEquipmentIdentity:

TheIMEIistheuniqueidentityoftheequipmentusedbyasubscriberbyeachPLMNandis

usedtodetermineauthorized(white),unauthorized(black),andmalfunctioning(gray)GSM

hardware.InconjunctionwiththeIMSI,itisusedtoensurethatonlyauthorizedusersare

grantedaccesstothesystem.AnIMEIisneversentinciphermodebyMS.

BaseStationSystem:

TheBSSisasetofBSequipment(suchastransceiversandcontrollers)thatisin

view by the MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for

communicating with MSsin a certain area.The Radio equipmentofa BSS maybe

composedofoneormorecells.A BSSmayconsistofoneormoreBS.Theinterface

betweenBSCandBTSisdesignedasanA-BISinterface.TheBSSincludestwotypesof

machines:theBTSincontactwiththeMSsthroughtheradiointerfaceandtheBSC,the

latterbeingincontactwiththeMSC.

The function splitis basicallybetween transmission equipment,the BTS,and

managing equipmentattheBSC.A BTS comparesradio transmission and reception

devices,uptoandincludingtheantennas,andalsoallthesignalprocessingspecifictothe

radiointerface.AsingletransceiverwithinBTSsupportseightbasicradiochannelsofthe
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sameTDM frame.ABSCisanetworkcomponentinthePLMNthatfunctionforcontrolof

oneormoreBTS.Itisafunctionalentitythathandlescommoncontrolfunctionswithina

BTS.

ABTSisanetworkcomponentthatservesonecellandiscontrolledbyaBSC.BTS

is typically able to handle three to five radio carries,carrying between 24 and 40

simultaneouscommunication.ReducingtheBTSvolumeisimportanttokeepingdownthe

costofthecellsites.

AnimportantcomponentoftheBSSthatisconsideredintheGSM architectureasa

partoftheBTSistheTranscoder/RateAdapterUnit(TRAU).TheTRAUistheequipmentin

whichcodinganddecodingiscarriedoutaswellasrateadoptionincaseofdata.Although

thespecificationsconsidertheTRAUasasubpartoftheBTS,itcanbesitedawayfrom the

BTS(atMSC),andevenbetweentheBSCandtheMSC.

TheinterfacebetweentheMSCandtheBSSisastandardizedSS7interface(A-

interface)that,asstatedbefore,isfullydefinedintheGSM recommendations.Thisallows

the system operatorto purchase switching equipmentfrom one supplierand radio

equipmentandthecontrollerfrom another.TheinterfacebetweentheBSCandaremote

BTSlikewiseisastandardtheA-bis.InsplittingtheBSSfunctionsbetweenBTSandBSC,

themainprinciplewasthatonlysuchfunctions

thathadtoresideclosetotheradiotransmitters/receiversshouldbeplacedinBTS.Thiswillalso

helpreducethecomplexityoftheBTS.
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FunctionsofBTS:

Asstated,theprimaryresponsibilityoftheBTSistotransmitandreceiveradio

signalsfrom amobileunitoveranairinterface.Toperform thisfunctioncompletely,the

signals are encoded,

encrypted,multiplexed,modulated,andthenfedtotheantennasystematthecellsite.Trans-

codingtobring13-kbpsspeechtoastandarddatarateof16kbpsandthencombiningfourofthese

signalsto64kbpsisessentiallyapartofBTS,though,itcanbedoneatBSCoratMSC.The

voicecommunicationcanbeeitheratafullorhalfrateoverlogicalspeechchannel.Inorder

tokeepthemobilesynchronized,BTStransmitsfrequencyandtimesynchronizationsignals

overfrequencycorrectionchannel(FCCHandBCCHlogicalchannels.Thereceivedsignal

from themobileisdecoded,decrypted,andequalizedforchannelimpairments.

Random accessdetectionismadebyBTS,whichthensendsthemessagetoBSC.

ThechannelsubsequentassignmentismadebyBSC.TimingadvanceisdeterminedbyBTS.

BTSsignalsthemobileforpropertimingadjustment.Uplinkradiochannelmeasurement

correspondingtothedownlinkmeasurementsmadebyMShastobemadebyBTS.

BTS-BSCConfigurations

ThereareseveralBTS-BSCconfigurations:singlesite;singlecell;singlesite;multicell;

andmultisite,multicell.Theseconfigurationsarechosenbasedontheruralorurban

application.TheseconfigurationsmaketheGSM system economicalsincetheoperation

hasoptionstoadaptthebestlayoutbasedonthetrafficrequirement.Thus,insomesense,

system optimizationispossiblebytheproperchoiceoftheconfiguration.Theseinclude

OmnidirectionalruralconfigurationwheretheBSCandBTSareonthesamesite;chainand

multidroploopconfigurationinwhichseveralBTSsarecontrolledbyasingleremoteBSC

withachainorringconnectiontopology;ruralstarconfigurationinwhichseveralBTSsare

connectedbyindividuallinestothesameBSC;andsectorizedurbanconfigurationinwhich

threeBTSssharethesamesiteandarecontrolledbyeitheracollocatedorremoteBSC.

Inruralareas,mostBSsareinstalledtoprovidemaximum coverageratherthanmaximum
capacity.

Transcoder:

Dependingontherelativecostsofatransmissionplantforaparticularcellular

operator,theremaybesomebenefit,forlargercellsandcertainnetworktopologies,in

havingthetranscodereitherattheBTS,BSCorMSClocation.IftheTranscoderislocated

atMSC,theyarestillconsideredfunctionallyapartoftheBSS.Thisapproachallowsforthe

maximum offlexibilityandinnovationinoptimizingthetransmissionbetweenMSCandBTS.

Thetranscoderisthedevicethattakes13-Kbpsspeechor3.6/6/12-Kbpsdata
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multiplexesandfourofthem toconvertintostandard64-Kbpsdata.First,the13Kbpsor

thedataat3.6/6/12Kbps

arebroughtuptothelevelof16kbpsbyinsertingadditionalsynchronizingdatatomakeupthe

differencebetweena13-Kbpsspeechorlowerratedata,andthenfourofthem arecombinedin

thetranscodertoprovide64kbpschannelwithintheBSS.Fourtrafficchannelcanthenbe

multiplexedonone64-Kpbscircuit.Thus,theTRAUoutputdatarateis64kbps.Then,upto30

such64-Kpbschannelsaremultiplexedontoa2.048MbpsifaCEPT1channelisprovidedontheA

-bisinterface.Thischannelcancarryupto120-(16x120)trafficandcontrolsignals.Sincethe

dataratetothePSTNisnormallyat2Mbps,whichistheresultofcombining30-Kbpsby64-Kbph

channels,or120-Kbpsby16-Kpbschannels.

BSC:

TheBSC,asdiscussed,isconnectedtotheMSCononesideandtotheBTSontheother.
TheBSC
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performstheRadioResource(RR)managementforthecellsunderitscontrol.Itassigns

andreleasefrequenciesandtimeslotsforallMSsinitsownarea.TheBSCperformsthe

intercellhandoverforMSsmovingbetween

BTSinitscontrol.ItalsoreallocatesfrequenciestotheBTSsinitsareatomeetlocally

heavydemandsduringpeakhoursoronspecialevents.TheBSC controlsthepower

transmissionofbothBSSsandMSsinitsarea.Theminimum powerlevelforamobileunit

isbroadcastovertheBCCH.TheBSCprovidesthetimeandfrequencysynchronization

referencesignalsbroadcastbyitsBTSs.TheBSCalsomeasuresthetimedelayofreceived

MSsignalsrelativetotheBTSclock.IfthereceivedMSsignalisnotcenteredinits

assignedtimeslotattheBTS,TheBSCcandirecttheBTStonotifytheMStoadvancethe

timingsuchthatpropersynchronizationtakesplace.ThefunctionsofBSCareasfollows.

The BSC may also perform traffic concentration to reduce the numberof

transmissionlinesfrom theBSCtoitsBTSs,asdiscussedinthelastsection.

NetworkSwitchingSubsystems:

MobileSwitchingCenterandGatewaySwitchingCenter:

Thenetworkand theswitching subsystem togetherincludethemainswitching

functionsofGSM aswellasthedatabasesneeded forsubscriberdataand mobility

management(VLR).ThemainroleoftheMSCistomanagethecommunicationsbetween

theGSM usersandothertelecommunicationnetworkusers.Thebasicswitchingfunction

of performed by the MSC, whose

mainfunctionistocoordinatesettingupcallstoandfromGSMusers.TheMSChasinterfacewiththe

BSSononeside(throughwhichMSCVLRisincontactwithGSM users)andtheexternal

networksontheother(ISDN/PSTN/PSPDN).ThemaindifferencebetweenaMSCandan

exchange in a fixed

networkisthattheMSChastotakeintoaccounttheimpactoftheallocationofRRsandthemobile

natureofthesubscribersandhastoperform,inaddition,atleast,activitiesrequiredforthe

locationregistrationandhandover.

TheMSCisatelephonyswitchthatperformsalltheswitchingfunctionsforMSs

locatedinageographicalareaastheMSCarea.TheMSCmustalsohandledifferenttypes

ofnumbersandidentitiesrelatedtothesameMSandcontainedindifferentregisters:IMSI,

TMSI,ISDNnumber,andMSRN.Ingeneralidentitiesareusedintheinterfacebetweenthe

MSC andtheMS,whilenumbersareusedinthefixedpartofthenetwork,suchas,

forrouting.
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FunctionsofMSC:

Asstated,themainfunctionoftheMSCistocoordinatethesetupofcallsbetween

GSM mobileandPSTNusers.Specifically,itperformsfunctionssuchaspaging,resource

allocation,locationregistration,andencryption.

Specifically,thecall-handlingfunctionofpagingiscontrolledbyMSC.MSCcoordinatesthe

setup ofcallto and from allGSM subscribersoperating initsareas.Thedynamics

allocationofaccessresourcesisdoneincoordinationwiththeBSS.Morespecifically,the

MSCdecideswhenandwhichtypesofchannelsshouldbeassignedtowhichMS.The

channelidentityandrelatedradioparametersaretheresponsibilityoftheBSS,TheMSC

providesthecontrolofinterworking with differentnetworks.Itistransparentforthe

subscriberauthenticationprocedure.TheMSCsupervisestheconnectiontransferbetween

differentBSSsforMSs,withanactivecall,movingfrom onecalltoanother.Thisisensured

ifthetwoBSSsareconnectedtothesameMSCbutalsowhentheyarenot.Inthislatter

casetheprocedureismorecomplex,sincemorethanoneMSC ininvolved.TheMSC

performsbillingoncallsforallsubscribersbasedinitsareas.Whenthesubscriberis

roaming elsewhere,the MSC obtains data forthe callbilling from the visited MSC.

Encryptionparameterstransfersfrom VLR to BSS to facilitateciphering ontheradio

interfacearedonebyMSC.Theexchangeofsignalinginformationonthevariousinterface

towardtheothernetworkelementsandthemanagementoftheinterfacethemselvesareall

Controlled bytheMSC.Finally,theMSC servesasa SMS gatewayto forward SMS

messagesfrom ShortMessageServiceCenters(SMSC)tothesubscribersandfrom the

subscriberstotheSMSCs.Itthusactsasamessagemailboxanddeliverysystem.

VLR:
TheVLRiscollocatedwithanMSC.AMSroaminginanMSCareaiscontrolledbytheVLR

responsibleforthatarea.WhenaMSappearsinaLA,itstartsaregistrationprocedure.The

MSCforthatareanoticesthisregistrationandtransferstotheVLRtheidentityoftheLA

wheretheMSissituated.AVLRmaybeinchargeofoneorseveralMSCLA’s.TheVLR

constitutesthedatabasesthatsupporttheMSCinthestorageandretrievalofthedataof

subscriberspresentinitsarea.WhenanMSenterstheMSCareaborders,itsignalsitsarrival

totheMSCthatstoresit’sidentifyintheVLR.TheinformationnecessarytomanagetheMSis

containedintheHLRandistransferredtotheVLRsothat

theycanbeeasilyretrievedifsorequired.

DataStoredinVLR:

The data contained in the VLR and in the HLR are more orless the same.

NeverthelessthedataarepresentintheVLRonlyaslongastheMSisregisteredinthe

arearelatedtothatVLR.DataassociatedwiththemovementofmobileareIMSI,MSISDN,
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MSRN,andTMSI.Thetermspermanentandtemporary,inthiscase,aremeaningfulonly

duringthattimeinterval.Somedataaremandatory,othersareoptional.

HOMELOCATIONREGISTER:

TheHLR isadatabasethatpermanentlystoresdatarelatedtoagivensetof

subscribers.The HLR is the reference database forsubscriberparameters.Various

identification numbers and addresses as wellas authentication parameters,services

subscribed,andspecialroutinginformationarestored.Currentsubscriberstatusincluding

asubscriber’stemporaryroamingnumberandassociatedVLRifthemobileisroaming,are

maintained.

TheHLRprovidesdataneededtoroutecallstoallMS-SIMshomebasedinitsMSCarea,even

whentheyareroamingoutofareaorinotherGSM networks.TheHLRprovidesthecurrent

locationdataneededtosupportsearchingforandpagingtheMS-SIM forincomingcalls,

wherevertheMS-SIM maybe.TheHLR isresponsibleforstorageandprovisionofSIM

authenticationandencryptionparametersneededbytheMSCwheretheMS-SIM isoperating.

Itobtainstheseparametersfrom theAUC.TheHLRmaintainsrecordofwhichsupplementary

serviceeachuserhassubscribedtoandprovidespermissioncontrolingrantingservices.The

HLRstorestheidentificationofSMSgatewaysthathavemessagesforthesubscriberunder

theSMSuntiltheycanbetransmittedtothesubscriberandreceiptisknowledge.Somedata

aremandatory,otherdataareoptional.BoththeHLRandtheVLRcanbeimplementedinthe

sameequipmentinanMSC(collocated).APLMNmaycontainoneorseveralHLRs.

AUTHENTICATIONCENTER:

TheAUCstoresinformationthatisnecessarytoprotectcommunicationthroughthe

airinterfaceagainstintrusions,towhichthemobileisvulnerable.Thelegitimacyofthe

subscriberisestablishedthroughauthenticationandciphering,whichprotectstheuser

informationagainstunwanteddisclosure.Authenticationinformationandcipheringkeys

arestoredinadatabasewithintheAUC,whichprotectstheuserinformationagainst

unwanteddisclosureandaccess.

Intheauthenticationprocedure,thekeyKiisnevertransmittedtothemobileoverthe

airpath,onlyarandom numberissent.Inordertogainaccesstothesystem,themobile

mustprovidethecorrectSignedResponse(SRES)inanswertoarandom number(RAND)

generatedbyAUC.Also,KiandthecipherkeyKcarenevertransmittedacrosstheair

interfacebetweentheBTSand theMS.Onlytherandom challengeandthecalculated

responsearetransmitted.Thus,thevalueof

KiandKcarekeptsecure.Thecipherkey,ontheotherhand,istransmittedontheSS7link
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betweenthehomeHLR/AUCandthevisitedMSC,whichisapointofpotentialvulnerability.Onthe

otherhand,therandom numberandcipherkeyissupposedtochangewitheachphonecall,so

findingthem ononecallwillnotbenefitusingthem onthenextcall.

TheHLRisalsoresponsibleforthe“authentication”ofthesubscribereachtimehe

makesorreceivesacall.TheAUC,whichactuallyperformsthisfunction,isaseparateGSM

entitythatwilloftenbephysicallyincludedwiththeHLR.Beingseparate,itwilluseseparate

processingequipmentfortheAUCdatabasefunctions.

EQUIPMENTIDENTIFYREGISTER:

EIRisadatabasethatstorestheIMEInumbersforallregisteredMEunits.TheIMEIuniquely

identifiesallregisteredME.ThereisgenerallyoneEIRperPLMN.Itinterfacestothevarious

HLR

inthePLMN.TheEIRkeepstrackofallMEunitsinthePLMN.Itmaintainsvariouslistsofmessage.

ThedatabasestorestheMEidentificationandhasnothingdowithsubscriberwhois

receivingororiginatingcall.TherearethreeclassesofMEthatarestoredinthedatabase,

andeachgrouphasdifferentcharacteristics.

CDMA:

IntroductiontoWLL:

WLLisimplementedbecause
 Cost
 Subscribermigrationproblems
 CentralizedMaintenance

 Servicebreakdownsduetocablefault
 LessMaintenance

MultipleAccesses:

Numberofuser’saccessandshare
• transmissionmedium

• bandwidthavailable

.
FrequencyDivisionMultipleAccess(FDMA)

FDMAisamultipleaccessmethodinwhichusersareassignedspecificfrequency
bands.

Theuserhassolerightofusingthefrequencybandfortheentirecallduration.

(Eg:TVbroadcasting)
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TimeDivisionMultipleAccess(TDMA)

InTDMA anassignedfrequencybandsharedamongafew users.However,

eachuserisallowedtotransmitinpredeterminedtimeslots.Hence,channelizationof

userisachievedthroughseparationintime.(Eg:GSM).

CDMA:(CODEDIVISIONMULTIPLEACCESS):

LargenumberoftransmissionsarecombinedonthesameRFchannelat

thesametimebutareSeparatedby“codes”.

SalientFeaturesofCDMA:

• Itisanadvancedcomm.Technology.

• IthasAnti-jam andsecurityfeatures.

• LargecapacityascomparedtootherTechnologylikeFDMAandTDMA.

• Itusesspreadspectrumtechnology.

• BetteruseofthemultipathFrequencyReuse.

AdvantagesofCDMAsystems:

1. OverWireline:

• EasyInstallation,Maintenance,Lowcost
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• Mobility

• EaseofoperationandAdmn.Mtce.

• Calldrop<2%

2.OverMobile(GSMSystem)

• LargeCoverage

• LargeCapacity
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Chapter6
Transmission

SYNCHRONOUSDIGITALHIERARCHYFUNDAMENTALS

Introduction

Itisaninternationalstandardnetworkingprincipleandamultiplexingmethod.Thename

ofhierarchyhasbeentakenfrom themultiplexingmethodwhichissynchronousbynature.The

evolutionofthissystem willassistinimprovingtheeconomyofoperabilityandreliabilityofa

digitalnetwork.

MeritsofSDH

(i) Simplifiedmultiplexing/de-multiplexingtechniques.

(ii) Directaccesstolowerspeedtributaries,withoutneedtomultiplex/De-multiplexthe

entirehighspeedsignal.

(iii) Enhancedoperations,Administration,Maintenanceandprovisioningcapabilities.

(iv) Easygrowthtohigherbitratesinstepwithevolutionoftransmissiontechnology.

(v) CapableoftransportingexistingPDHsignals.

(vi) Capableoftransportingfuturebroadband(ATM)channelbitrates.

(vii) Capableofoperatinginamulti-vendorandmulti-operatorenvironment.

Advantages

(i) Multi-vendorenvironment(midspanmeet):Priorto1988internationalagreementon

SDHallvendorsusedproprietarynon-standardtechniquesfortransportinginformation

on fiber. The only

waytointerconnectwastoconverttothecoppertransmissionstandards(G702/703/704).The

costandcomplexitylevelswereveryhigh.

(ii) Synchronousnetworking:SDH supportsmulti-pointorhub configurationswhereas,

asynchronousnetworkingonlysupportspoint-to-pointconfigurations.

(iii) EnhancedOAM&P:Thetelecomsneedtheabilitytoadminister,survey,provision,andcontrolth

enetworkfrom acentrallocation.

(iv) Positioning the network fortransporton new services:LAN to LAN,HDTV,and

interactivemultimedia,videoconferencing.

(v) HUB:Ahubisanintermediatesitefrom whichtrafficisdistributedto3ormorespur.It

allowsthenodestocommunicateasananglenetwork,thusreducingtheback-to-back
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multiplexingandde-multiplexing.

S.D.H.Evolution

S.D.H.Evolutionispossiblebecauseofthefollowingfactors:

(i) FiberOpticBandwidth:ThebandwidthinOpticalFibercanbeincreasedandthereis

nolimitforit.ThisgivesagreatadvantageforusingSDH.

(ii) TechnicalSophistication:Although,SDHcircuitryishighlycomplicated,itispossibleto

havesuchcircuitrybecauseofVLSItechniquewhichisalsoverycosteffective.

(iii) Intelligence:Theavailabilityofcheapermemoryopensnewpossibilities.

(iv) CustomerServiceNeeds:Therequirementofthecustomerwithrespectto

differentbandwidthrequirementscouldbeeasilymetwithoutmuch

additionalequipment.

Thedifferentservicesitsupportsare:

1. Low/Highspeeddata.

2. Voice

3. InterconnectionofLAN

4. Computerlinks

5. FeatureserviceslikeH.D.T.V.

6. BroadbandISDNtransport(ATMtransport)

PrinciplesofSDH

 SDHdefinesanumberof“Containers”,eachcorrespondingtoanexisting
plesiochronousrate.

 Eachcontainerhasa“PathOverhead”addedtoitPOHprovidesnetwork
managementcapability.

 ContainerplusPOHform a“VirtualContainer”.

 Allequipmentissynchronizedtoanationalclock.

 Delaysassociatedwithatransmissionlinkmayvaryslightlywithtime–causing

locationofVCwithintheSTM–1frametomove.

 VariationsaccommodatedbyuseofaPointerpointstobeginningofVC.Pointer

maybeincrementedordecremented.

 G.709definesdifferentcombinationsofVCswhichcanbeaccommodatedinthe

“payload”ofanSTM–1frame.
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 WhenSTM–1payloadisfull,morenetworkmanagementcapabilityisaddedto

form the“SectionOverhead”.

 SOHremainswithpayloadforthefibersectionbetweensynchronousmultiplexers.

SOHbytesprovidecommunicationchannelstocaterfor:

 OA&Mfacilities.

 Userchannels.

 Protectionswitching.

 Sectionperformance

 Framealignment

BasisofDWDM

Sincetheverybeginningoftelecommunications,theneedtoextendthecapacityofa

communicationschannelhasbeenpresent.Thepurposecouldbetoallow theuseofthis

channelbymultipleusers,toperform abettermanagementoftheavailableresourceorjustto

boostthetransmissioncapacity.Developmentofthesesystemswasalwayslimitedbythe

maximum capacityallowedbythecommunicationschannelandtheavailabletechnology.

Severaltechniquescanbeusedtoimprovetheuseofacommunicationchannel.

Theprinciplesare,e.g:

 TimeDivisionMultiplexing(TDM)

 FrequencyDivisionMultiplexing(FDM)

Thesearecommonlyusedtechniquesinradioandcoppertransmissionsystems.

user
s.

WithTDM eachuserisassignedtoacertaintimeslotthusmakingthetransmissiontime
sharedbyallthe
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WithFDM eachuserisassignedtoacertainfrequencyslottransmittingonlywiththe

correspondingcarrier.Thiswaytheavailablebandwidthisshared.Inthecaseofoptical

systemstheavailablebandwidthcanexceedseveralTerahertz(1012Hz).TDM couldnotbe

used to take advantage ofthis tremendous bandwidth due to limitations on electrical

technology.Electricalcircuitssimplycannotworkonthesefrequencies.TypicalFDM wasalso

a problem in the same way, it was not possible

tousefrequencymultiplexingattheelectricallevel.Thesolutionwastousefrequencymultiplexingatth

eopticallevelorWavelengthDivisionMultiplexing.Thebasicideaistousedifferentoptical

carriersorcolorstotransmitdifferentsignalsinthesamefiber.

WavelengthPlan:

Transmissio

nWindows

Ifonelooksatthepossiblewavelengthsforthetransmissionofsignalsonehasto
lookat

thefiberproperties.Opticalfibersarenotsuitablefortransmissionatallwavelengthsbutonlyin

certainwindows.Today,usuallythesecondtransmissionwindow(around1300nm)andthethird

andfourthtransmissionwindowsfrom 1530to1565nm (alsocalledconventionalband)andfrom

1565 to 1620 nm (also called Long Band)are used.Technologicalreasons limitDWDM

applicationsatthemomenttothethirdandfourthwindow.

Thelossescausedbythephysicaleffectsonthesignalduebythetypeof

materialsusedtoproducefiberslimittheusablewavelengthstobetween1280nm and

1650nm.Withinthisusablerangethetechniquesusedtoproducethefiberscancause

particularwavelengthstohavemorelosssoweavoidtheuseofthesewavelengthsas

well.TheprinciplebehindtheworkingoftheprojectliesinthefunctioningofIRSensor.

WearegoingtouseaTran’smissivetypeIRSensorinthisproject

IntroductiontoOpticalfiber:

AnopticaltelegraphwasbuiltbyClaudeChappedin1790sinFrance.In1870,John

Tyndalldemonstrated the principle ofguiding lightthrough internalreflections.In 1880,

AlexanderGraham Bellinventedthephotophone,whichusedunguidedlighttocarryspeech.

Amajorbreakthroughleadingtohighcapacityopticalcommunicationswasachieved

withtheinventionoflaserin1960.Thelaseractedasanarrow–bandsourceofoptical

radiationsuitable foruseasacarrierofinformation.In1966,CharlesK.KaoatStandard

TelecommunicationsLaboratories,Englandfabricatedalow lossglassfiber,givingalossof

1000dB/km orso.SuchafibercouldtransmitlightforashortdistanceonlyU.S.Adevelopeda
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low lossfibergivingalossof20dB/Km.thiswasthesecondmajorbreakthroughtomake

optical communication a practical reality. By 1972, losses were

reducedto4dB/km.Today,thebestfibershavealossof

<0.2dB/km.

Theinformationtravelsfrom thetransmittertothereceiverovertheinformationchannel.

There are basically two types ofinformation channels:unguided orguided channels.

Atmosphereisanunguidedtypeofchanneloverwhichwavescanpropagate.Guidedchannels

arethosewhichguidetheelectromagneticwavesthroughthem.Twowirelines,coaxialcable,

waveguideandopticfiberaretheexamplesofGuidedinformationchannels.Guidedchannels

havetheadvantagesofprivacy,noweatherdependenceandtheabilitytoconveymessages

within,underandaroundphysicalstructures.Anopticalfiberisathinstrandofglassorplastic

servingasthetransmissionmedium overwhichtheinformationpasses.Thebasicfiber–optic

system isalinkconnectingopticaltransmitterandreceiver.

Transmitter

Itconvertsanelectricalsignalintoalightsignal.Thesourceiseitheralight–emittingdiode
or

laserdiodewhichdoestheactualconversion.Thedrivecircuitrychangestheelectricalsignalfed

tothetransmitterintoaform suitableforthesource.

Receiver

Itacceptsthelightandconvertsitbackintoanelectricalsignal.Thegeneratoramplifies,

reshapesthesignalbeforepassingiton.Therangeofwavelengthsinthevisibleregionextends

from 0.4

µm to0.7µm.Thevisiblerangeisnotsuitableforlighttransmissionthroughglassfiber.Inthis

region,thewavesareattenuatedtosuchanextentthatonlyshorttransmissionlinksare

possible.Lossesintheultravioletregionareevengreater.Itistheinfra–redregionfrom 0.8µm

to1.6µm whichisusedforfiberoptictransmission.

Fibreopticalcable:

Itisthemedium forcarryingthelight.Thecableincludesthefibersanditsprotective
coverings.

AdvantagesofFibers:

WideBandwidth

Theinformationcarryingcapacitywhichincreaseswiththebandwidthofthe

transmissionmedium,isverylargeinfibers.Thebandwidthavailableonapairofsingle

modefibersisintheorderofseveralGHz.Thus,thousandsofcircuitscanbecarriedon

thefiberswhethertheinformationisvoice,dataorvideooracombinationofthese.
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LowLoss:
Bandwidthisaneffectiveindicationoftherateatwhichinformationcanbesent.

Lossindicateshow farthe information can besent.Asa signaltravelsalong a

transmission path the signalloses strength.This loss ofstrength is known as

attenuation.Inacoppercable,attenuationincreaseswiththemodulationfrequency:the

higherthefrequencyoftheinformationsignal,thegreateristheloss.Inanopticalfiber,

attenuationisflat:lossisthesameatanysignalingfrequencyuntilaveryhighfrequency.

Belowfigshowsthelosscharacteristicsvs.thechannelbandwidthforfibers,and

coaxialcable.Lossincoaxialcableincreaseswithfrequency,whereaslossintheoptical

cableremainsflat.

Chapter7

Telecom Infrastructure

F)TELECOMIFRASTRUCTURE:

Battery,PowerPlantandEarthing

Thepowerplantofanytelecommunicationsystem isusuallyreferredasthe

„heart‟ of the

installationsincethecommunicationsystemcanfunctiononlyifpowersupplyisavailable.Fail

ureofpowersupplysystem inanyinstallationrendersthecommunicationfacilities

offeredbyittobeinstantlyparalyzed.

RequirementofPowerSupply:

 Anypowersupplyarrangementforacommunicationsystem musthave
twobasiccharacteristics.

 Reliabilityofthecomponentsofthepowerplantandcontinuityofthepowersupply.

 Thepowerfedtotheequipmentshouldbefreefrom noiseorhumor

largerippleharmonics.Thesupportpowersystem inBSNLconsistsof:

(Thepowerplanthasthecapabilitytorechargethebatteryoncetheyaredischarged.)

1.VRLABattery:

BasicallyVRLAstandsforValveRegulatedLeadAcidBattery.Inshorttermsitmeans

thatitisaleadacidbatterywithavalveregulator,whichdoesnotallowthegasestoescapethe

batterycontainerandthereisnoneedoftoppingupofthebattery.Variouscapacitiesof

Batteriesare120AH,400AH,600AH,1000AH,1500AH,2000AH,2500AH,3000AH,4000
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AH&5000AH.

MonitoringOfVRLABatteries

FollowingstepsarerequiredformonitoringoftheVRLABatteries:

 Periodicphysicalinspectionofeachcellofthebatteryforcracksandleakingetc.

 Dischargeofbatteryforashortdurationandrecordingthevoltagesofeachcell
inthestring.

 Measurementofamarkdeviation(>30%)intheimpedanceorconductanceofthecellwh

enchargerisonascomparedtotheonerecordedatthetimeofcommissioning.

 Measurement&recordingofcelltempperiodically.

 FloatVoltageofcells&itscomparisonwiththemidpointvoltage.

Temperature:-

Theriseinbatterytemperatureincreasesthechemicalreactioninthebattery.

TheSMPSpowerplanttakescareofthetemperaturebyreducingthechargingvoltage

anditis3milli-voltperdegreeraiseintempbutstillitisimportanttomeasureindividual

celltempperiodicallyandkeeprecordforstudyandanalysis.

LifeofVRLAbattery:

 Batteriesupto200AH:4Years

 Batteriesmorethan200AH:6years

2. SMPS(SwitchedModePowerSupply)Powerplant:

Thepowerplantisusedtorectifytheacinputsupplytodesiredoutputdc(-48v).The

conventionalpowerplantswhichwereinuseearlierwerebasedonSCRsorFerro-resonant

techniques.Theseconventionaltypesofpowerplantswerehavingfollowingproblems:

 Verylargesize,

 Largeweight

 Lowerefficiency.

 Noscopeformodularexpansion.

TogetridofalltheseproblemsnowSMPS(SwitchedModePowerSystem)powerplantare
used.

Inthesesystems,theconversionofACtoDCisaccomplishedintwostagesasgivenbelow:

FirstStageconversion:
TheinputACvoltageisdirectlyrectifiedtohighvoltageDC.
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SecondStageConversion:

 RectifiedhighvoltageDCisstoredinacapacitor.

 HighvoltageDCisthenconvertedintoaveryhighfrequencyAC(20KHzand

higher)bymeansofverypowerfulandfastsemi-conductorswitchingdevices.

 HighfrequencyACissteppeddowntotherequiredlevel,bymeansofa

smallhighfrequencytransformer.

 SteppeddownACisrectifiedtoDCofdesiredvoltageandfilteredbymeansofhighfrequency
filters.

LifeofPowerPlant:

StaticP/P:

15yearsSMPS

P/P:15years

AdvantagesofSMPSPowerPlant:

 Duetohighfrequencythesizeoftransformersandchokesisreducedto10to15%

oftheconventionalSCR/Thyristorcontrolledpowerplants.Thismakesthepower

plantcompactduetowhichalotofsavinginfloorareaisachieved.

 The batteries (both VRLA as wellas flooded Lead acid)are more prone to

temperaturevariations.AsmostoftheSMPSPowerPlantsemploymicro-processor

controltechniques,theintroductionoftemperaturecompensationlogicforbatteries

hasbecomesimpleandeasier.

 Beingsmallandlightinweight,fitperfectlyinmodularconcept.Up-gradationofthe

capacityinmodularsystem iseasy;simplyplugging-intheadditionalmodulesadds

to the capacity,with the limitofultimate capacityand does notrequire the

replacementofexistingPowerPlantasinthecaseofconventionalPowerPlants.

3.Earthing:

PurposeofEarthing:
Earthingplaysavitalroleintheprotectionofequipment’sandthepersonnel.

Apartfrom protection from hazardous stray currents in electricalequipmentin

Telecommunicationcircuitsandequipment’s,Earthingisprovidedforthepurposeto

reduceCrosstalkandNoise.

TypesofEarthElectrodes:
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Threetypesofearthelectrodesarecommonlyusedforearthingsystems.

 Spikeelectrodes:areusedwherespaceisnotaproblem.

 Plateelectrodes:Wherethereisnotmuchspacebutdiggingisnotaproblem.

 Stripelectrodes:Inhillyareaswherediggingbeyond2-3ftdepthisnotpossibleand

spaceisavailable.NowadaysChemicalEarthisalsobeingmadeinwhichachemical

pasteisdepositedbetweentheplates,whichhelpsinmaintainingtherequiredlevelof

moistureandisalsoknownasmaintenancefreeearth.Itisspecificallyusefulfor

hillyareas.

EngineAlternator,AirConditioning&FireProtectionEngineAlternator:

ThestandbypowersupplycommonlyusedinT.Ebuildingsisfrom DieselEngineAlternatorSet.Inthe

EngineAlternatorSet,theDieselengineistheprimemoverwhichrotatesthealternatoroftheengine

AlternatorsetandalternatorinturnproducesElectricalenergy.Inthefirststageofenergyconversion,

thechemicalenergyoffuelisconvertedintothemechanicalenergyatthecommonshaftofEngine&

Alternator.Thismechanicalenergyisthenconvertedintoelectricalenergyatalternatorinthesecond

stageofenergyconversion.
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CONCLUSION

In the open economyera offastmodernization and tough competition technical

industriesshouldproceduretopassoutasneartojobfunctionaspossible.

Practicaltrainingistheoneofthemajorstepsinthisdirection.Ididmyindustrialtraining

from BSNL,Vijayawadawhichistheoneofthebestknowncommunicationserviceproviderof

India.thetraininghelpsmetogaindeepknowledgeofworkingoftelephoneexchange,various

technologiesofBSNL-Switching,Transmission,Broadband,Mobilecommunication,Telecom

infrastructure.Intheend

,I hereby conclude that I have successfully completed my industrialtraining onabove
technologies.
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
BSNL is the one of the largest telecom Sector in India headquarter in New 

Delhi on 15 September 2000. It provides Fixed line Telephone, Mobile phone, 

Broadband, Internet Television and IPTV services. it is one of the leading company 

with a gross Revenue of 33 thousand crores. 

 

It is not viable to expand telecom network in India substantially at the prevalent 

level of per-line investment. However, systems based on new technologies, many 

developed in India, promise to more the half the investment required. 

 

BSNL is the oldest communication Service provider and has a customer base of 

115.89 million(of June 2019). Apart from the above service BSNL also provides 

opportunity for students to undergo industrial training. This training includes various 

sectors like IP addressing, Broadband Services, Switching, GSM model and various 

Infrastructures that will be used in Industries. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

ITU: International Telecommunication Union ISDN: Integrated 

Service Digital Network GDP: Gross Domestic Product 

POP: Point Of Presence 

 
 

ISP: Internet Service Provider TDMA: Time Division Multiplexing 

 
 

FDMA: Frequency Division Multiplexing CDMA: Code Division Multiplexing GSM: Global System 

for Mobile Communication BSC: Base Station Controller MSC: Main switching center BSS: Base 

Station Service MS: Mobile Station LR: Location Register 

VLR: Visitor Location Register HLR: House Location Register GPRS: General Packet Radio Service SDH: Synchronous 

Digital Hierarchy 

DWDM: Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

 

 
SMPS: System Mode Power Supply 
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Evolution of Telecom Sector 

Indian telecom sector is more than 165 years old. Telecommunications was first 

introduced in India in 1851 when the first operational land lines were laid by the government 

near Kolkata (then Calcutta), although telephone services were formally introduced in India 

much later in 1881. Further, in 1883, telephone services were merged with the postal system. In 

1947, after India attained independence, all foreign telecommunication companies were 

nationalized to form the Posts, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT), a body that was governed by the 

Ministry of Communication. The Indian telecom sector was entirely under government 

ownership until 1984, when the private sector was allowed in telecommunication equipment 

manufacturing only. The government concretized its earlier efforts towards developing R&D in 

the sector by setting up an autonomous body – Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT) 

in 1984 to develop state-of-the-art telecommunication technology to meet the growing needs of 

the Indian telecommunication network. The actual evolution of the industry started after the 

Government separated the Department of Post and Telegraph in 1985 by setting up the 

Department of Posts and the Department of Telecommunications (DoT). 

The entire evolution of the telecom industry can be classified into three distinct 

phases. Phase I- Pre-Liberalization Era (1980-89) 

Phase II- Post Liberalization Era 

(1990-99) Phase III- Post 2000 

Until the late 90s the Government of India held a monopoly on all types of 

communications – as a result of the Telegraph Act of 1885. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, 

until the industry was liberalized in the early nineties, it was a heavily government-controlled 

and small-sized market; Government policies have played a key role in shaping the structure and 

size of the Telecom industry in India. As a result, the Indian telecom market is one of the most 

liberalized markets in the world with private participation in almost all of its segments. The New 

Telecom Policy (NTP-99) provided the much-needed impetus to the growth of this industry and 

set the trend for liberalization in the industry. 

 

Current scenario of Indian telecom industry 
 

 

It is a matter of proud to us that the Telecom industry of our India is the second largest 

emerging economies of Asia and third largest in whole world. Today, telecom sector of India is 

the fastest growing market in the world. Indian telecom industry has provided a robust thrust to 
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the economic growth of country. 

 

 
Status of wireline services: With increasing growth and various facilities of the wireless services, 

the wireline services in the country is almost become motionless. On the other hand, Broadband 

services’ demand has picked up and promises to stabilize growth of wireline. 

 

Telecom Sector Policies: 

A Communication Convergence Bill was introduced in the Parliament in 

2001.Unrestricted entry is allowed in National Long Distance Service (NLD)Also the 

International Long Distance Services (ILDS) have been kept opened. Cellular operators have the 

permission of providing all types of service, as voice and non-voice messages, data services etc. 

The New Telecom Policy revised in 1999 encourages participation of private companies 

in services as Global Mobile Personal Communication by Satellite (GMPCS) Service, digital 

Public Mobile Trunked Service (PMRTS) and Voice Mail/ Audiotex/Unified Messaging 

Services. 

To fulfill Universal Service Obligation (USO) funding and administration, several 

measures are being taken. To initiate Community Phone Service, an announcement has been 

made. Guidelines regarding the Multiple Fixed Service Providers (FSPs) have been announced. 

For establishing 

 

International Internet Gateways, which include both Satellite and Landing Stations, the 

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have been permitted. The Government of India also has set up 

various guidelines to establish Internet telephony (IP). 

 
Major Telecom Companies in India: 

 
In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country.The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. 

In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by the 

Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up. 
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The major players in the mobile phone service industry are enlisted as: - 

The Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, country’s largest cellular service operator was set 

up in the year 2000. It is a state owned telecom company with its headquarters located in New 

Delhi. BSNL is also the largest land line telephone establishment in India. As of April, 2011 87.1 

million users have been reported to be BSNL users. 

1.2 Services of BSNL 

 Land lines (Fixed Access) 

 
 High speed Broad band 

 
 FTTH (Fibre to the Home) 

 
 Mobile services 

 
 Wi-MAX 

 
 IN (Intelligent Network) 

 

1.3 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fiber up to home or 

business point. 

 

Fig 1.1: FTTH Basic Block Diagram 
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Fig 1.2: BSNL FTTH Architecture. 
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Features of FTTH: 
 

 

• Resilience and reliability of service; 

 

• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom 

 

 

1.4 WIMAX 

 
 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 

Access WIMAX Features: 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 Mbps up to 10 Km 

 

 Also called as Wireless MAN( Metropolitan Area Network) 
 

 Works on OFDMA ( Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 

 

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data 

 
 

TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH) 

 
• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party. 

 

• All charges are levied on the service subscriber 

 

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user. 

 

• Service is accessible from networks of other Operators also. 

 

 

1.5 TELEVOTING: 

 

 Televoting is unique service used in collecting public opinion. 

 

 A user who wishes to vote, can dial the specific voting number to register his vote of choice. 
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1.6 VOICE VPN: 

 Voice VPN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses and 

communities using public network resources. 

 PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in a 

VPN are given a 3 or 4 digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP number 

Ex: AP POLICE, INCOMETAX 
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Chapter 2 

 
IP ADDRESSING 

 
2.1 Introduction: 

An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address 

serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing. 

 

2.2 IPV4 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255 

 The IP address is of the form <networkID,hostID> 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D & E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multicasting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 
 

 

 

Fig 2.1: IPv4 addressing 
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Fig 2.2: Class A address 
 

Fig 2.3: Class B address 
 

 

Fig 2.4: Class C address 
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Fig 2.5: Class D&E address 
 

Fig 2.6: Address range Subnetting and Supernetting 
 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a Single Network. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits i.e. Converting 0’s into 1’s 

 Subnetting can be performed in two ways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnet mask) 

 Subnetting can be done based on requirement . 

 
Default subnet mask 

 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A : N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is 255.0.0.0 

 Class B : N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is 255.255.0.0 
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 Class C : N.N.N.H 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is 255.255.255.0 

 
SUPER NETTING 

 

 Supernetting is nothing but “Aggregation” 

 Supernetting is “Combining many small networks into one big network” 

 The Main purpose of aggregation or Supernetting is to decrease the size of routing table. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.7: Supernetting 

 

Conditions for Supernetting 
 

 Continuous 

 Same Size [ More over they should be of 2n] 

 First Network ID should be divisible by size of the block [2n] 
 

 

 

 

 

. 
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Routing Table 

N/W ID SN Mask Interface 

200.1.0.0 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.1 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.2 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.3 255.255.255.0 A 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2.8: Super net Mask 

IPv4 vs IPv6: 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2.9: Comparison of IPv4 and IPv6 
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CHAPTER-3  

 

3.1 Services 
 

The confluence of two forces—the globalization of business and the networking of 

information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in telecommunications 

and data technology are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals— 

just as the Industrial Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy is defining 

how people do business, communicate, shop, have fun, learn, and live on a global basis— 

connecting anyone to anything. The evolution of Internet has come into existence & Internet 

service is expanding rapidly. The demands it has placed upon the public network, especially the 

access network, are great. However, technological advances promise big increases in access 

speeds, enabling public networks to play a major role in delivering new and improved 

telecommunications services and applications to consumers .The Internet and the network 

congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the first and last mile as well as on 

creating a different network infrastructure to avoid the network congestion and access problems. 

The solution to this is Broadband. 

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is 

capable of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for 

Broadband connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had 

stepped in and has defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union 

Broadband is defined as “Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5 to 

2 Mb/s” But in developing countries, as the average financial capability as well as usage, is low, 

broadband is redefined. 

Recognizing the potential of ubiquitous Broadband service in growth of GDP and 

enhancement in quality of life through societal applications including tele-education, tele- 

medicine, e-governance, entertainment as well as employment generation by way of high speed 

access to information and web- based communication, Government of India have finalised a 

policy to accelerate the growth of Broadband services. 

Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’ data connection 

supporting interactive services including, – Internet access and has the capability of the 

minimum download speed of 256 kilo bits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from 

the Point Of Presence (POP) of the service provider”. 

The interactive services will exclude any services for which a separate licence is 

specifically required, for example, real-time voice transmission, except to the extent that it is 

presently permitted under ISP licence with Internet Telephony. 

BROADBAND 
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3.2 Features 

 
 Fast connection to the Internet 

Access to the services which would otherwise be impossible on a slower dial up 

connection. These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, 

listening to your favourite radio station or downloading (or sending) large attached files 

with emails. 

 “Always-on” connection 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet;hence no need to dial 

up a connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Flat-rate billing 

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time 

you are online. You can use it as much or as little as you would like, for a fixed fee. 

Some connections are available at a lower cost, but limit you to the amount of data being 

downloaded (known as 'capped rate'). 

 Dedicated connection 

 

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line. 

 High speed Internet 

 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to dial 

up a connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD) 

 

Besides regular BTV services, Time shifted TV provides subscribers with virtual 

DVD controls to pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward live TV programs. Users 

also have the flexibility to watch any previous broadcasted programs without pre- 

recording. 

 Video on Demand 

 

Enables the user to select from an online library of content and select any of the 

available choices for viewing at a convenient time with full DVD like controls. This is 

similar to borrowing a Video for viewing. 

 Video Multicasting 

 
Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the 

stream begins and ends at the pre appointed times. 

 Interactive Gaming 

 
Enables multiple players to play online games pitted against each other or 

against computers, through gaming servers employed by gaming content 
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providers. 

 

 Audio and Video Conferencing 

 

Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio. 

 Dial VPN Service: 

This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the 

service provider’s core network. 

 Distant Learning 

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication 

among teachers and students. 

 Bandwidth on Demand: 

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example a 

customer with 256 kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session. 

3.3 Network Architecture of Broadband 

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 

 

 Core Network 

 

 Access Network 

 

 Home Network 

 

Core Network or Provider’s network: 

 
It is the Service Provider’s backbone network set up to provide the Broadband service. It will 

be having connectivity extended to all types of service or content network, which the service 

provider intends to extend. Also it will be having nodes covering all geographical locations it 

intends to serve. Basically its function is to route the customer’s requests to the particular 

service/content network. So the basic component in the core network is routers. 

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB), as 

it was initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But , now 

its objective has been enhanced. Its objective is to connect anything to anything at anytime. The 

technology used in the core routers is Multi Protocol Label Switching(MPLS), which is much 

faster and secure than the 

Conventional IP routers. 

Access Network: Access network connects subscriber’s home network to the Provider’s 

Core network. It is the last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can be either Wired 
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& Wireless. Wire line technologies include traditional telephone lines, coaxial cable lines, and 

fiber optic lines. Wireless communications involve cellular and fixed wireless technology, high 

speed short range communications and satellite transmission. 

Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to 

country, technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another. 

Therefore, it is up to each individual locality to determine the technologies that best meet its 

needs. To handle the increasing bandwidth demand, localities are considering upgrading their 

current telecommunications infrastructure or installing new infrastructure. It is essential that 

communities and operators consider the present and future needs of their citizens when 

examining the most appropriate systems. Broadband should be considered an accelerator of 

economic development. 

3.4 Factors Affecting Broadband Access Channels 

 Population density 

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber) 

 Government policies 

  Competitive and regulatory dynamics 

Technology evolution 
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Home Network: 

 
 

It’s the network at subscriber’s premises, connecting his various communication 

devices to the broadband line. BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through 

conventional telephone lines using ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) 

technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires which have a much greater bandwidth 

or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice without disturbing the line's 

ability to carry phone conversations. The A stands for asymmetric, meaning that 

data transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie.,more bandwidth, or data- 

carrying capacity, is devoted to data traveling downstream-from the Internet to your 

PC-than to upstream data traveling from your PC to the Internet. The reason for the 

imbalance is that, generally upstream traffic is very limited to a few words at a time, 

like for example –an URL request and downstream traffic, carrying graphics, 

multimedia, and shareware program downloads needs the extra capacity. An ADSL 

circuit connects an ADSL modem on each end of a twisted pair telephone line, 

creating three information channels. 

1. A high speed downstream channel 

2. A medium speed duplex channel 

3. A basic telephone service channel 

The basic telephone service channel is split off from the digital modem by filters, 

thus guaranteeing uninterrupted basic telephone service, even if ADSL fails. 

Features of ADSL 

 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer 

 In case of power/ADSL failure, data transmission is lost but basic telephone service 

will be operational 

 ADSL Provides 16-1000 kbps upstream and 1.5-24 Mbps downstream. It can work up to a 

distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required 
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Advantages of ADSL 

 You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice calls. 

 The speed is much higher than a regular modem 

 DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you alreadyhave. 

 
 

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end of 

the telephone line. One end of the line, terminated at Subscriber’s premises is first connected to 

the splitter which filters out the low frequency voice to be connected to the telephone instrument. 

The higher Frequency, which carries the data is connected to the modem. The connectivity is 

shown in the figure 1 given below. 

 
 

3.5 Quality of Service 

 Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases in less than or equal to15 working 

days (subject to technical feasibility). If not provided within 15working days, a credit at 

the rate of Rs 10/- per day, subject to a maximum of installation charge or equivalent usage 

allowance shall be given to the customer, at the time of issue of first bill 

 Fault Repair / Restoration Time: By next working day: > 90% and within 3 working days: 99%. 

 Billing Performance: The different parameters are: (a) Less than 2% of billing complaints 

per 100 bills issued. (b) 100% of the billing complaints shall be resolved within four 

weeks. (c) 100% refund cases of deposits after closure to be settled within 60 days 

 Packet loss: Less than 1%. 

 Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node. 

 
 

3.6 Applications and comparison 

 

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access 

 Run Servers (Web / FTP) 

 Business tariff, can depend on company 

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL) 

 Video On Demand (VOD) 

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio) 

 

Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time) 
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Comparison: 
 

 

Application Dialup Modem ISDN Broadband 

 
Download Webpage 

 
14secs 

 
6 secs 

 
1.6 secs 

 
Download 30 sec Video Clip 

 
3.5 mins 

 
1.5 mins 

 
0.4 mins 

 
Download Single mp3 file 

 
12 mins 

 
5 mins 

 
1.3 mins 

 
Download 10mb File 

 
24 mins 

 
10 mins 

 
2.5 mins 

 

Table 3.0: Comparison of different Internet providers 
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CHAPTER-4  

SWITCHING 

 
4.1 Introduction to Early Signaling 

 

Early Signaling and Telegraphy 

Semaphore - A type of signaling, in which visual cues represent letters or words. 

Morse code- The transmission of a series of short and long pulses (dots and dashes) that 

represented characters. 

Duplexing - Simultaneously transmitting a signal in both directions along the same wire. 

Multiplexing - Simultaneously transmitting of an indeterminate number of multiple signals over 

one circuit. 1856 - Western Union Telegraph Company was founded. 

 

 
 

4.2 Telecom Network and Types of Exchanges 
Fig 4.1: Schematic of Telecom Network 



 

 

 

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts. 

1) Access Network : 

 

It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises Equipment) to the 

Switching Location. 

Eg: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

2) Switching network : 

It is the location of the switching 

station. Eg: Telephone Exchange, 

MSC etc. 

3) Core Network : 
 

Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core network. 

 
Exchanges: 

Manual Exchange: 
 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end. 

 

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer premises. 

 

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the exchange. 

 

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling customer 

for giving call alert. 

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties. 

 

Automatic Exchanges: 
 

 In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented. 

 

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like matrix) 

operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a particular point in 

a matrix may be operated under the control of these relays 

Electronic Exchange 
 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties with the 

automatic exchanges were solved. 

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features. 



 

 

 

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchange 

 
 

4.3 Types of Switching: 

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection From the 

calling subscriber to the called Subscriber. 

 Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. 

 Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input 

ports to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended 

destination. 

 The process performed by a switch is called SWITCHING. 

 The interconnection of circuits in order to establish a temporary connection 

between two or more subscribers is also called as SWITCHING. 

 Switching types 

 Circuit switching 

 

 packet switching 

 

 Message switching 

 
Circuit Switching 

 

 Dedicated communication path established for the entire duration of the 

conversation E.g: telephone network 

Packet Switching 

 Data sent out in sequence 

 

 Small chunks (packets) of data at a time 

 

 Packets passed from node to node between source and destination 

 

E.g. computer to computer communications 

 

Digital Switching 

 

 The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more 

exchange terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) 

between these terminations in digital form with reliable accuracy. 

 

Switching network can be classified into 

 

 Space Division and 
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Space Switching: 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. 

Eg. Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since 

the transfer of sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the 

sample. Different highways are interconnected. Eg. Signals received on I/C HWY1 are 

transmitted on O/G HWY2 or 3 or any HWY. 

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways X1,X2. Xn and 

several output highways Y1, Y2… Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns. 

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate 

cross point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of 

outgoing PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point 

may be used to connect other channels. 

 
Time switching: 

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are 

interconnected. For example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in 

TS18 or any other TS on O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are 

interconnected. Eg. Signals received on I/C HWY0 are transmitted on O/G HWY0 only. 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer. 

 Voice frequency ranges 

from 300 Hz to 3400 Hz 

 Human audible range 20Hz to 20KHz 

 

 In conventional telephone Voice signal is in analog form. 

 

 In Exchange  it is converted into 

digital Line1(Analog) -> Exge(Digital) -> 

Line2(Analog) 
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Chapter 5  

Introduction: 

 

A GSM system is basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network 

subsystem, the radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. In order to ensure that network 

operators will have several sources of cellular infrastructure equipment, GSM decided to specify not 

only the air interface, but also the main interfaces that identify different parts. There are three dominant 

interfaces, namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an Um 

interface between the BTS and MS. 

 
5.1 GSM Network Structure 

 

Every telephone network needs a well-designed structure in order to route incoming called to the 

correct exchange and finally to the called subscriber. In a mobile network, this structure is of great 

importance because of the mobility of all its subscribers [1-4]. In the GSM system, the network is 

divided into the following partitioned areas. 

 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries where a 

mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several within a country, 

based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network 

will be on the level of international or national transit exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN 

network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for 

the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway 

MSC. Call connections between PLMNs, or to fixed networks, must be routed through certain 

designated MSCs called a gateway MSC. The gateway MSC contains the interworking functions to 

make these connections. They also route incoming calls to the proper MSC within the network. The 

next level of division is the MSC/VLR service area. In one PLMN there can be several MSC/VLR 

service area. MSC/VLR is a role controller of calls within its jurisdiction. In order to route a call to a 

GSM AND CDMA 



 

 

 

mobile subscriber, the path through links to the MSC in the MSC area where the subscriber is currently 

located. The mobile location can be uniquely identified since the MS is registered in a VLR, which is 

generally associated with an MSC. 

 
The next division level is that of the LA’s within a MSC/VLR combination. There are several 

LA’s within one MSc/VLR combination. A LA is a part of the MSC/VLR service area in which a MS 

may movefreely without updating location information to the MSC/VLR exchange that control the 

LA. Within a LA a paging message is broadcast in order to find the called mobile subscriber. The LA 

can be identified by the system using the Location Area Identity (LAI). The LA is used by the GSM 

system to search for a subscriber in a active state. Lastly, a LA is divided into many cells. A cell is an 

identity served by one BTS. The MS distinguishes between cells using the Base Station Identification 

code (BSIC) that the cell site broadcast over the air. 

 

Mobile Station 

The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a subscribe needs 

in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be installed in Vehicles or can be 

portable or handheld stations. The MS may include provisions for data communication as well as voice. 

A mobile transmits and receives message to and from the GSM system over the air interface to establish 

and continue connections through the system. Different type of MSs can provide different type of data 

interfaces. To provide a common model for describing these different MS configuration, ”reference 

configuration” for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon request, 

the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be used to identify 

mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the IMEI identities the mobile 

equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile subscriber. Different subscriber identities 

are used in different phases of call setup. The Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the 

number that the calling party dials in order to reach the subscriber. It is used by the land network to 

route calls toward an appropriate MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the 

primary function of the subscriber within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. The 

GSM system can also assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a mobile. 

This number can be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber from being 

identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 
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Functions of MS 

 

The primary functions of MS are to transmit and receive voice and data over the air interface 

of the GSM system. MS performs the signal processing function of digitizing, encoding, error 

protecting, encrypting, and modulating the transmitted signals. It also performs the inverse functions 

on the received signals from the BS. 

In order to transmit voice and data signals, the mobile must be in synchronization with the 

system so that the messages are the transmitted and received by the mobile at the correct instant. To 

achieve this, the MS automatically tunes and synchronizes to the frequency and TDMA timeslot 

specified by the BSC. This message is received over a dedicated timeslot several times within a 

multiframe period of 51 frames. We shall discuss the details of this in the next chapter. The exact 

synchronization will also include adjusting the timing advance to compensate for varying distance of 

the mobile from the BTS. 

 
The MS monitors the power level and signal quality, determined by the BER for known 

receiver bit sequences (synchronization sequence), from both its current BTS and up to six surrounding 

BTSs. This data is received on the downlink broadcast control channel. The MS determines and send 

to the current BTS a list of 

the six best-received BTS signals. The measurement results from MS on downlink quality and 

surrounding BTS signal levels are sent to BSC and processed within the BSC. The system then uses this 

list for best cell handover decisions. 

MS keeps the GSM network informed of its location during both national and international 

roaming, even when it is inactive. This enables the System to page in its present LA. 

The MS includes an equalizer that compensates for multi-path distortion on the received signal. 

This reduces inter-symbol interface that would otherwise degrade the BER. 

Finally, the MS can store and display short received alphanumeric messages on the liquid crystal 

display (LCD) that is used to show call dialing and status information. These messages are limited to 

160 characters in length. 
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Power Levels 
 

 

These are five different categories of mobile telephone units specified by the European GSM 

system: 20W, 8W, 5W, 2W, and 0.8W. These correspond to 43-dBm, 39-dBm, 37-dBm, 33-dBm, and 

29-dBm power levels. The 20-W and 8-W units (peak power) are either for vehicle-mounted or 

portable station use. 

The MS power is adjustable in 2-dB steps from its nominal value down to 20mW (13 dBm). 

This is done automatically under remote control from the BTS, which monitors the received power and 

adjusts the MS transmitter to the minimum power setting necessary for reliable transmission. 

 
SIM Card 

 

 

As described in the first chapter, GSM subscribers are provided with a SIM card with its 

unique identification at the very beginning of the service. By divorcing the subscriber ID from the 

equipment ID, the subscriber may never own the GSM mobile equipment set. The subscriber is 

identified in the system when he inserts the SIM card in the mobile equipment. This provides an 

enormous amount of flexibility to the subscribers since they can now use any GSM-specified mobile 

equipment. Thus with a SIM card the idea of “Personalize” the equipment currently in use and the 

respective information used by the network (location information) needs to be updated. The smart card 

SIM is portable between Mobile Equipment (ME) units. The user only needsto 

 

Take his smart card on a trip. He can then rent a ME unit at the destination, even in another country, 

and insert his own SIM. Any calls he makes will be charged to his home GSM account. Also, the GSM 

system will be able to reach him at the ME unit he is currently using. 

 

The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated circuit chip 

with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory (ROM). It is inserted 

in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS to make or receive a call. As 

stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be mounted in the subscriber’s equipment. 
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When a mobile subscriber wants to use the system, he or she mounts their SIM card and provide 

their Personal Identification number (PIN), which is compared with a PIN stored within the SIM. If 

the user enters three incorrect PIN codes, the SIM is disabled. The PIN can also be permanently 

bypassed by the service provider if requested by the subscriber. Disabling the PIN code simplifies the 

call setup but reduces the protection of the user’s account in the event of a stolen SIM. 

 

International Mobile Subscriber Identity. 

 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile country code (MSC), 

mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile subscriber identification number (MSIN). 

The IMSI is not hardware-specific. Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is 

the only absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists of the MCC 

followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

 

Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity 

 

A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user confidentiality. It is 

assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only 

occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial transaction with an MSC (for example, location updating). 

Under certain condition (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC 

can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

 
Mobile Station ISDN Number 

 

The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to obtain a 

mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the country code (CC) 

followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not exceed 15 digits. 

 

The Mobile Station Roaming Number (MSRN) 

 

The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another numbering area. 

The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. It is assigned upon demand by 

the HLR on a per-call basis. The MSRN for PSTN/ISDN routing shall have the same structure as 

international ISDN numbers in the area in which the MSRN is allocated. The HLR knows in what 

MSC/VLR service area the subscriber is located. At the reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the 

GMSC, which can now route the call to the MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is 

currently registered. 
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International Mobile Equipment Identity 
 

The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN and is used to 

determine authorized (white), unauthorized (black), and malfunctioning (gray) GSM hardware. In 

conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users are granted access to the 

system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS. 

Base Station System 

 

The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view by the 

MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating with MSs in a 

certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more cells. A BSS may consist 

of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is designed as an A-BIS interface. The BSS 

includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the MSs through the radio interface and the 

BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. 

The function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing 

equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and including 

the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio interface. A single transceiver 

within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. A BSC is a network 

component in the PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It is a functional entity that 

handles common control functions within a BTS. 

 

A BTS is a network component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically 

able to handle three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous communication. 

Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. 

 

An important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the 

BTS is the Transcoder/Rate Adapter Unit (TRAU). The TRAU is the equipment in which coding and 

decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption in case of data. Although the specifications consider the 

TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, it can be sited away from the BTS (at MSC), and even between the 

BSC and the MSC. 

 

The interface between the MSC and the BSS is a standardized SS7 interface (A-interface) that, 

as stated before, is fully defined in the GSM recommendations. This allows the system operator to 

purchase switching equipment from one supplier and radio equipment and the controller from another. 

The interface between the BSC and a remote BTS likewise is a standard the A-bis. In splitting the BSS 

functions between BTS and BSC, the main principle was that only such functions that had to reside 

close to the radio transmitters/receivers should be placed in BTS. This will also help reduce the 

complexity of the BTS. 
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Functions of BTS 

 

As stated, the primary responsibility of the BTS is to transmit and receive radio signals from a 

mobile unit over an air interface. To perform this function completely, the signals are encoded, 

encrypted, multiplexed, modulated, and then fed to the antenna system at the cell site. Trans-coding to 

bring 13-kbps speech to a standard data rate of 16 kbps and then combining four of these signals to 64 

kbps is essentially a part of BTS, though, itcan be done at BSC or at MSC. The voice communication 

can be either at a full or half rate over logical speech channel. In order to keep the mobile synchronized, 

BTS transmits frequency and time synchronization signals over frequency correction channel (FCCH 

and BCCH logical channels. The received signal from the mobile is decoded, decrypted, and equalized 

for channel impairments. 

 

Random access detection is made by BTS, which then sends the message to BSC. The channel 

subsequent assignment is made by BSC. Timing advance is determined by BTS. BTS signals the 

mobile for proper timing adjustment. Uplink radio channel measurement corresponding to the 

downlink measurements made by MS has to be made by BTS. 
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BTS-BSC Configurations 

 

There are several BTS-BSC configurations: single site; single cell; single site; multicell; and 

multisite, multicell. These configurations are chosen based on the rural or urban application. These 

configurations make the GSM system economical since the operation has options to adapt the best 

layout based on the traffic requirement. Thus, in some sense, system optimization is possible by the 

proper choice of the configuration. These include Omni directional rural configuration where the BSC 

and BTS are on the same site; chain and multidrop loop configuration in which several BTSs are 

controlled by a single remote BSC with a chain or ring connection topology; rural star configuration in 

which several BTSs are connected by individual lines to the same BSC; and sectorized urban 

configuration in which three BTSs share the same site and are controlled by either a collocated or 

remote BSC. 

In rural areas, most BSs are installed to provide maximum coverage rather than maximum capacity. 

 
Transcoder 

 

Depending on the relative costs of a transmission plant for a particular cellular operator, there 

may be some benefit, for larger cells and certain network topologies, in having the transcoder either at 

the BTS, BSC or MSC location. If the Trans coder is located at MSC, they are still considered 

functionally a part of the BSS. This approach allows for the maximum of flexibility and innovation in 

optimizing the transmission between MSC and BTS. 

 

The transcoder is the device that takes 13-Kbps speech or 3.6/6/12-Kbps data multiplexes and 

four of them to convert into standard 64-Kbps data. First, the 13 Kbps or the data at 3.6/6/12 Kbps are 

brought up to the level of 16 kbps by inserting additional synchronizing data to make up the difference 

between a 13-Kbps speech or lower rate data, and then four of them are combined in the transcoder to 

provide 64 kbps channel within the BSS. Four traffic channel can then be multiplexed on one 64-Kpbs 

circuit. Thus, the TRAU output data rate is 64 kbps. Then, up to 30 such 64-Kpbs channels are 

multiplexed onto a 2.048 Mbps if a CEPT1 channel is provided on the A-bis interface. This channel 

can carry up to 120-(16x 120) traffic and control signals. Since the data rate to the PSTN is normally 

at 2 Mbps, which is the result of combining 30-Kbps by 64-Kbph channels, or 120- Kbps by 16-Kpbs 

channels. 
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BSC  

The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the other. The 

BSC 

performs the Radio Resource (RR) management for the cells under its control. It assigns and release 

frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC performs the intercell handover for 

MSs moving between 

BTS in its control. It also reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy 

demands during peak hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both 

BSSs and MSs in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. 

The BSC provides the time and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs. 

The BSC also measures the time delay of received MS signals relative to the BTS clock. If the received 

MS signal is not centered in its assigned timeslot at the BTS, The BSC can direct the BTS to notify the 

MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization takes place. The functions of BSC are as 

follows. 

The BSC may also perform traffic concentration to reduce the number of transmission lines 

from the BSC to its BTSs, as discussed in the last section. 

 

Network Switching Subsystems: 

 

Mobile Switching Center and Gateway Switching Center 

 

The network and the switching subsystem together include the main switching functions of 

GSM as well as the databases needed for subscriber data and mobility management (VLR). The main 

role of the MSC is to manage the communications between the GSM users and other 

telecommunication network users. The basic switching function of performed by the MSC, whose main 

function is to coordinate setting up calls to and from GSM users. The MSC has interface with the BSS 

on one side (through which MSC VLR is in contact with GSM users) and the external networks on the 

other (ISDN/PSTN/PSPDN). The main difference between a MSC and an exchange in a fixed network 

is that the MSC has to take into account the impact of the allocation of RRs and the mobile nature of 

the subscribers and has to perform, in addition, at least, activities required for the location registration 

and handover. 

 

The MSC is a telephony switch that performs all the switching functions for MSs located in a 

geographical area as the MSC area. The MSC must also handle different types of numbers and identities 

related to the same MS and contained in different registers: IMSI, TMSI, ISDN number, and MSRN. 

In general identities are used in the interface between the MSC and the MS, while numbers are used 

in the fixed part of the network, such as, for routing. 
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Functions of MSC 

 

As stated, the main function of the MSC is to coordinate the setup of calls between GSM mobile 

and PSTN users. Specifically, it performs functions such as paging, resource allocation, location 

registration, and encryption. 

 

Specifically, the call-handling function of paging is controlled by MSC. MSC coordinates the 

setup of call to and from all GSM subscribers operating in its areas. The dynamics allocation of access 

resources is done 

in coordination with the BSS. More specifically, the MSC decides when and which types of channels 

should be assigned to which MS. The channel identity and related radio parameters are the 

responsibility of the BSS, The MSC provides the control of interworking with different networks. It is 

transparent for the subscriber authentication procedure. The MSC supervises the connection transfer 

between different BSSs for MSs, with an active call, moving from one call to another. This is ensured 

if the two BSSs are connected to the same MSC but also when they are not. In this latter case the 

procedure is more complex, since more than one MSC in involved. The MSC performs billing on calls 

for all subscribers based in its areas. When the subscriber is roaming elsewhere, the MSC obtains data 

for the call billing from the visited MSC. Encryption parameters transfers from VLR to BSS to 

facilitate ciphering on the radio interface are done by MSC. The exchange of signaling information on 

the various interface toward the other network elements and the management of the interface 

themselves are all Controlled by the MSC. Finally, the MSC serves as a SMS gateway to forward SMS 

messages from Short Message Service Centers (SMSC) to the subscribers and from the subscribers to 

the SMSCs. It thus acts as a message mailbox and delivery system. 

 
VLR 

 

The VLR is collocated with an MSC. A MS roaming in an MSC area is controlled by the VLR 

responsible for that area. When a MS appears in a LA, it starts a registration procedure. The MSC for 

that area notices this registration and transfers to the VLR the identity of the LA where the MS is 

situated. A VLR may be in charge of one or several MSC LA’s. The VLR constitutes the databases 

that support the MSC in the storage and retrieval of the data of subscribers present in its area. When 

an MS enters the MSC area borders, it signals its arrival to the MSC that stores it’s identify in the VLR. 

The information necessary to manage the MS is contained in the HLR and is transferred to the VLR so 

that they can be easily retrieved if sorequired. 

 

Data Stored in VLR 

 

The data contained in the VLR and in the HLR are more or less the same. Nevertheless the data 

are present  in the VLR only as  long  as the MS  is registered  in the area related  to  that  VLR. Data 

associated with the movement of mobile are IMSI, MSISDN, MSRN, and TMSI. The terms permanent 
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and temporary, in this case, are meaningful only during that time interval. Some data are mandatory, 

others are optional. 

 

HOME LOCATION REGISTER 

 

The HLR is a database that permanently stores data related to a given set of subscribers. The 

HLR is the reference database for subscriber parameters. Various identification numbers and addresses 

as well as authentication parameters, services subscribed, and special routing information are stored. 

Current subscriber status including a subscriber’s temporary roaming number and associated VLR if 

the mobile is roaming, are maintained. 

The HLR provides data needed to route calls to all MS-SIMs home based in its MSC area, even 

when they are roaming out of area or in other GSM networks. The HLR provides the current location 

data needed to support searching for and paging the MS-SIM for incoming calls, wherever the MS- 

SIM may be. The HLR is responsible for storage and provision of SIM authentication and encryption 

parameters needed by the MSC 

where the MS-SIM is operating. It obtains these parameters from the AUC. 

 
 

The HLR maintains record of which supplementary service each user has subscribed to and 

provides 

 
 

permission control in granting services. The HLR stores the identification of SMS gateways that have 

messages for the subscriber under the SMS until they can be transmitted to the subscriber and receipt is 

knowledge. Some data are mandatory, other data are optional. Both the HLR and the VLR can be 

implemented in the same equipment in an MSC (collocated). A PLMN may contain one or several 

HLRs. 
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AUTHENTICATION CENTER 
 

 

The AUC stores information that is necessaryto protect communication through the air interface 

against intrusions, to which the mobile is vulnerable. The legitimacy of the subscriber is established 

through authentication and ciphering, which protects the user information against unwanted disclosure. 

Authentication information and ciphering keys are stored in a database within the AUC, which protects 

the user information against unwanted disclosure and access. 

 
In the authentication procedure, the key Ki is never transmitted to the mobile over the air path, 

only a random number is sent. In order to gain access to the system, the mobile must provide the correct 

Signed Response (SRES) in answer to a random number (RAND) generated by AUC. Also, Ki and 

the cipher key Kc are never transmitted across the air interface between the BTS and the MS. Only the 

random challenge and the calculated response are transmitted. Thus, the value of Ki and Kc are kept 

secure. The cipher key, on the other hand, is transmitted on the SS7 link between the home HLR/AUC 

and the visited MSC, which is a point of potential vulnerability. On the other hand, the random number 

and cipher key is supposed to change with each phone call, so finding them on one call will not benefit 

using them on the next call. 

 

The HLR is also responsible for the “authentication” of the subscriber each time he makes or 

receives a call. The AUC, which actually performs this function, is a separate GSM entity that will 

often be physically included with the HLR. Being separate, it will use separate processing equipment 

for the AUC database functions. 

 
 EQUIPMENT IDENTIFY REGISTER 

 

EIR is a database that stores the IMEI numbers for all registered ME units. The IMEI uniquely 

identifies all registered ME. There is generally one EIR per PLMN. It interfaces to the various HLR in 

the PLMN. The EIR keeps track of all ME units in the PLMN. It maintains various lists of message. 

The database stores the ME identification and has nothing do with subscriber who is receiving or 

originating call. There are three classes of ME that are stored in the database, and each group has 

different characteristics. 



 

 

 

CDMA 
 

5.4 Introduction to WLL: 

 

WLL is implemented because 
 Cost 
 Subscriber migration problems 

 Centralized Maintenance 

 

 Service breakdowns due to cable fault 
 Less Maintenance 

 

5.5 Multiple Accesses: 

 

Number of user’s access and share 

• transmission medium 

 

• bandwidth available 

 

For communication at the same time. 
 

Fig 5.1: Multiple Access 

 

MULTIPLE ACCESS METHODS 

 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

 

FDMA is a multiple access method in which users are assigned specific frequency bands. 

The user has sole right of using the frequency band for the entire call duration. (Eg: TV 

broadcasting) 

 

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

 

In TDMA an assigned frequency band shared among a few users. However, each user is 



 

 

 

allowed to transmit in predetermined time slots. Hence, channelization of user is achieved through 

separation in time. (Eg: GSM). 

 
CDMA :( CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS (CDMA)) 

 

Large number of transmissions are combined on the same RF channel at the same 

time but are Separated by “codes”. 

 

Salient Features of CDMA 

 

• It is an advanced comm. Technology. 

• It has Anti-jam and security features. 

• Large capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA. 

• It uses spread spectrum technology. 
• Better use of the multipath Frequency Reuse. 

 
 

5.6 Advantages of CDMA systems 

 

1. Over Wire line: 

 

• Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost 

 

• Mobility 

 

• Ease of operation and Admn. Mtce. 

 
• Call drop < 2% 

 

2. over Mobile (GSM System): 

 

• Large Coverage 

 

• Large Capacity 
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Chapter 6  

 

 

6.1 SYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL HIERARCHY FUNDAMENTALS 

Introduction 

It is an international standard networking principle and a multiplexing method. The name of 

hierarchy has been taken from the multiplexing method which is synchronous by nature. The evolution of 

this system will assist in improving the economy of operability and reliability of a digital network. 

Merits of SDH 

 

(i) Simplified multiplexing/de-multiplexing techniques. 

 
(ii) Direct access to lower speed tributaries, without need to multiplex/ De-multiplex the entire high 

speed signal. 

(iii) Enhanced operations, Administration, Maintenance and provisioning capabilities. 

 

(iv) Easy growth to higher bit rates in step with evolution of transmissiontechnology. 

 

(v) Capable of transporting existing PDH signals. 

 

(vi) Capable of transporting future broadband (ATM) channel bit rates. 

 

(vii) Capable of operating in a multi-vendor and multi-operator environment. 

 
 

Advantages 
 

(i) Multi-vendor environment (mid span meet) : Prior to 1988 international agreement on SDH all 

vendors used proprietary non-standard techniques for transporting information on fiber. The only 

way to interconnect was to convert to the copper transmission standards (G702/703/704). The cost 

and complexity levels were very high. 

(ii) Synchronous networking: SDH supports multi-point or hub configurations whereas, asynchronous 

networking only supports point-to-point configurations. 

(iii) Enhanced OAM&P: The telecoms need the ability to administer, survey, provision, and control the 

network from a central location. 

(iv) Positioning the network for transport on new services: LAN to LAN, HDTV, and interactive 

TRANSMISSION  



 

 

 

multimedia, video conferencing. 
 

(v) HUB: A hub is an intermediate site from which traffic is distributed to 3 or more spur. It allows 

the nodes to communicate as an angle network, thus reducing the back-to-back multiplexing and 

de-multiplexing. 

S.D.H. Evolution 

 
S.D.H. Evolution is possible because of the following factors: 

 

(i) Fiber Optic Bandwidth: The bandwidth in Optical Fiber can be increased and there is no limit 

for it. This gives a great advantage for using SDH. 

(ii) Technical Sophistication: Although, SDH circuitry is highly complicated, it is possible to have 

such circuitry because of VLSI technique which is also very cost effective. 

(iii) Intelligence: The availability of cheaper memory opens new possibilities. 

 

(iv) Customer Service Needs: The requirement of the customer with respect to different bandwidth 

requirements could be easily met without much additional equipment. 

 

The different services it supports are: 

 

1. Low/High speed data. 

2. Voice 

3. Interconnection of LAN 

4. Computer links 

5. Feature services like H.D.T.V. 

6. Broadband ISDN transport (ATM transport) 

 

Principles of SDH 

 

 SDH defines a number of “Containers”, each corresponding to an existing plesiochronousrate. 

 

 Each container has a “Path Overhead” added to it POH provides network management capability. 

 Container plus POH form a “Virtual Container”. 

 

 All equipment is synchronized to a national clock. 

 

 Delays associated with a transmission link may vary slightly with time–causing location of VC 

within the STM–1 frame to move. 

 Variations accommodated by use of a Pointer points to beginning of VC. Pointer may be 

incremented or decremented. 

 G.709 defines different combinations of VCs which can be accommodated in the “payload” of an 

STM–1 frame. 



 

 

 

 When STM–1 payload is full, more network management capability is added to form the 

“Section Overhead”. 

 SOH remains with payload for the fiber section between synchronous multiplexers. 

 

 SOH bytes provide communication channels to cater for : 

 
 OA&M facilities. 

 User channels. 

 Protection switching. 

 Section performance 

 Frame alignment 

 Other functions. 

6.2 Basis of DWDM 

 
Since the very beginning of telecommunications, the need to extend the capacity of a 

communications channel has been present. The purpose could be to allow the use of this channel by 

multiple users, to perform a better management of the available resource or just to boost the transmission 

capacity. Development of these systems was always limited by the maximum capacity allowed by the 

communications channel and the available technology. Several techniques can be used to improve the use 

of a communication channel. 

The principles are, e.g: 

 

 Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) 

 Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) 

 

These are commonly used techniques in radio and copper transmission systems. 
 
 

 

 

users. 

With TDM each user is assigned to a certain time slot thus making the transmission time shared by 

all the 

 

With FDM each user is assigned to a certain frequency slot transmitting only with the corresponding 

carrier. This way the available bandwidth is shared. In the case of optical systems the available bandwidth 

can exceed several Terahertz (1012 Hz). TDM could not be used to take advantage of this tremendous 

bandwidth due to limitations on electrical technology. Electrical circuits simply cannot work on these 

frequencies. Typical FDM was also a problem in the same way, it was not possible to use frequency 

multiplexing at the electrical level. The solution was to use frequency multiplexing at the optical level or 

Wavelength Division Multiplexing. The basic idea is to use different optical carriers or colors to transmit 

different signals in the same fiber. 



 

 

 

WavelengthPlan: 
 

Transmission window 

If one looks at the possible wavelengths for the transmission of signals one has to look at 

the fiber properties. Optical fibers are not suitable for transmission at all wavelengths but only in 

certain windows. Today, usually the second transmission window (around 1300 nm) and the third 

and fourth transmission windows from 1530 to 1565 nm (also called conventional band) and from 

1565 to 1620 nm (also called Long Band) are used. Technological reasons limit DWDM 

applications at the moment to the third and fourth window. 

 

The losses caused by the physical effects on the signal due by the type of materials used to produce 

fibers limit the usable wavelengths to between 1280 nm and 1650 nm. Within this usable range the 

techniques used to produce the fibers can cause particular wavelengths to have more loss so we avoid the 

use of these wavelengths as well. The principle behind the working of the project lies in the functioning 

of IR Sensor. We are going to use a Tran’s missive type IR Sensor in this project. 



 

 

 

6.3 Introduction to Optical fiber: 

An optical telegraph was built by Claude Chapped in 1790s in France. In 1870, John Tyndall 

demonstrated the principle of guiding light through internal reflections. In 1880, Alexander Graham Bell 

invented the photo phone, which used unguided light to carry speech. 

A major breakthrough leading to high capacity optical communications was achieved with the 

invention of laser in 1960. The laser acted as a narrow–band source of optical radiation suitable for use as 

a carrier of information. In 1966, Charles K. Kao at Standard Telecommunications Laboratories, England 

fabricated a low loss glass fiber, giving a loss of 1000 dB/km or so. Such a fiber could transmit light for a 

short distance only U.S.A developed a low loss fiber giving a loss of 20dB/Km. this was the second major 

breakthrough to make optical communication a practical reality. By 1972, losses were reduced to 4dB/km. 

Today, the best fibers have a loss of 

< 0.2 dB/km. 

 

The information travels from the transmitter to the receiver over the information channel. There 

are basically two types of information channels: unguided or guided channels. Atmosphere is an unguided 

type of channel over which waves can propagate. Guided channels are those which guide the 

electromagnetic waves through them. Two wire lines, coaxial cable, waveguide and optic fiber are the 

examples of Guided information channels. Guided channels have the advantages of privacy, no weather 

dependence and the ability to convey messages within, under and around physical structures. An optical 

fiber is a thin strand of glass or plastic serving as the transmission medium over which the information 

passes. The basic fiber–optic system is a link connecting optical transmitter and receiver. 

Transmitter 

 

It converts an electrical signal into a light signal. The source is either a light–emitting diode or laser 

diode which does the actual conversion. The drive circuitry changes the electrical signal fed to the 

transmitter into a form suitable for the source. 

Receiver 

 
It accepts the light and converts it back into an electrical signal. The generator amplifies, reshapes 

the signal before passing it on. The range of wavelengths in the visible region extends from 0.4 µm to 0.7 

µm. The visible range is not suitable for light transmission through glass fiber. In this region, the waves 

are attenuated to such an extent that only short transmission links are possible. Losses in the ultraviolet 

region are even greater. It is the infra–red region from 0.8 µm to 1.6 µm which is used for fiber optic 

transmission. 



 

 

 

6.4 Fiber–Optic Cable 

It is the medium for carrying the light. The cable includes the fibers and its 

protective coverings. 
 

Advantages of Fibers: 

Wide Bandwidth 

The information carrying capacity which increases with the bandwidth of the transmission 

medium, is very large in fibers. The bandwidth available on a pair of single mode fibers is in the 

order of several GHz. Thus, thousands of circuits can be carried on the fibers whether the 

information is voice, data or video or a combination of these. 

Low Loss 

Bandwidth is an effective indication of the rate at which information can be sent. Loss 

indicates how far the information can be sent. As a signal travels along a transmission path the 

signal loses strength. This loss of strength is known as attenuation. In a copper cable, attenuation 

increases with the modulation frequency: the higher the frequency of the information signal, the 

greater is the loss. In an optical fiber, attenuation is flat: loss is the same at any signaling frequency 

until a very high frequency. 

Below fig shows the loss characteristics vs. the channel bandwidth for fibers, and coaxial 

cable. 

Loss in coaxial cable increases with frequency, whereas loss in the optical cable remains flat. 
 

 

 

Fig 6.1: Optical fiber Graph 
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                   Chapter 7 

 

             Telecom Infrastructure 
 

F) TELECOM IFRASTRUCTURE: 
 

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

 
The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred 

as the „heart‟ of the installation since the communication system can 

function only if power supply is available. Failure of power supply system in 

any installation renders the communication facilities offered by it to be 

instantly paralyzed. 

Requirement of Power Supply: 

 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must 
have two basiccharacteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the 

power supply. 

 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or 

humor large rippleharmonics. The support power system in BSNL 

consists of: 

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are 
discharged.) 

 
1. VRLA Battery: 

 

Basically VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid Battery. In short 

terms it means that it is a lead acid battery with a valve regulator, which does not 

allow the gases to escape the battery container and there is no need of topping up of 

the battery. Various capacities of Batteries are 120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 

1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 5000 AH. 

 

Monitoring Of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and 

leaking etc. 
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 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of 

each cell in thestring. 

 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%) in the impedance or 

conductance of the cell when charger is on as compared to the one 

recorded at the time of commissioning. 

 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 

 

 
Temperature:- 

 
The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the 

battery. The SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing 

the charging voltage and it is 3 milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it 

is important to measure individual cell temp periodically and keep record 

for study and analysis. 

 

Life of VRLA battery: 

 
 Batteries up to 200AH: 4 Years 

 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6 years 

 
2. SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant: 

 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (- 

48v). The conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs 

or Ferro-resonant techniques. These conventional types of power plants were 

having following problems: 

 

 Very large size, 

 

 Large weight 

 

 Lower efficiency. 

 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) 
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power plant are used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished 

in two stages as given below: 

First Stage conversion: 
The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

 

Second Stage Conversion: 

 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 

KHz and higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor 

switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of 

a small high frequency transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by 
means of high frequency filters. 

 

 

 

 
Advantages of SMPS Power Plant: 

 

 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 

10 to 15% of the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. 

This makes the power plant compact due to which a lot of saving in floor 

area is achieved. 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone 

to temperature variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ 

micro-processor control techniques, the introduction of temperature 

compensation logic for batteries has become simple and easier. 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up- 

gradation of the capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in 

the additional modules adds to the capacity, with the limit of ultimate 

capacity and does not require the replacement of existing Power Plant as 

in the case of conventional Power Plants. 

3. Earthing: 
 

Purpose of Earthing: 
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Earthing plays a vital role in the protection of equipment’s and the 

personnel. Apart from protection from hazardous stray currents in electrical 

equipment in Telecommunication circuits and equipment’s, Earthing is 

provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

 

Types of Earth Electrodes: 

 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

 

 Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

 
 Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a 

problem. 

 
 Strip electrodes: In hilly areas where digging beyond 2-3ft depth is not 

possible and space is available. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being 

made in which a chemical paste is deposited between the plates, which 

helps in maintaining the required level of moisture and is also known as 

maintenance free earth. It is specifically useful for hilly areas. 

 

Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine 

Alternator: 

 

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from 

Diesel Engine Alternator Set 

.In the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which 

rotates the alternator of the engine Alternator set and alternator in turn 

produces Electrical energy. In the first stage of energy conversion, the 

chemical energy of fuel is converted in to the mechanical energy at the 

common shaft of Engine & Alternator. 

This mechanical energy is then converted into electrical energy at alternator 

in the second stage of energy conversion. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 
In the open economy era of fast modernization and tough 

competition technical industries should procedure to pass out as near to 

job function as possible 

 
Practical training is the one of the major steps in this direction .I 

did my industrial training from BSNL, Vijayawada which is the one of 

the best known communication service provider of India. the training 

helps me to gain deep knowledge of working of telephone exchange , 

various technologies of BSNL- Switching , Transmission, Broad band, 

Mobile communication, Latesttelecom services, Telecom infrastructure 

.In the end ,I hereby conclude that I have successfully completed my 

industrial training on above technologies. 
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-: ABSTRACT :-  

  



K.C.P. Sugar And Industries Corporation Ltd. (KSICL) has its sugar factory at Vuyyuru, 

Electricity in sugar factories is produced from the combustion of bagasse, the fibrous 

residue left after cane crushing and juice extraction in the milling process. Bagasse is 

also a renewable and environment-friendly source of energy, which provides the dual 

benefits of reducing the country’s dependence on imported fuels and saving foreign 

exchange.              

 These measures led to the setting up of three coal/bagasse firm power plant, i.e. 

producing electricity year round with bagasse and coal and of seven continuous or 

“seasonal “ generating stations, i.e. producing electricity from bagasse only during the 

crop season. Electrical Department in day-to-day activities and see to run the crushing 

season smoothly with out any electrical breakdowns. the sugar industry to invest in 

projects aimed at producing electricity from bagasse, including the setting up of 

bagasse/coal cogeneration plants. The BEDP, as well as the Blue Print on the 

centralization of Milling Activities, stressed the strong linkages existing between 

energy production and centralization and referred to the optimum use of bagasse and 

adequate environment protection  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

ELECTRICITY GENERATION BY THE SUGAR INDUSTRY:    

Electricity in sugar factories is produced from the combustion of bagasse, the fibrous 

residue left after cane crushing and juice extraction in the milling process. Bagasse is 
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also a renewable and environment-friendly source of energy, which provides the dual 

benefits of reducing the country’s dependence on imported fuels and saving foreign 

exchange.   

The development of electricity production from bagasse by the sugar industry is 

recent and started at the beginning of the 1990’ with the adoption of a series of 

measures meant at encouraging the industry to invest in such projects.   

              In this context, mention should be made of the Bagasse Energy Development 

Programme (BEDP) in 1991 which obtained full support from government and whose 

main objective was to provide the necessary framework to encourage the sugar 

industry to invest in projects aimed at producing electricity from bagasse, including 

the setting up of bagasse/coal cogeneration plants. The BEDP, as well as the Blue Print 

on the centralization of Milling Activities (1997), stressed the strong linkages existing 

between energy production and centralization and referred to the optimum use of 

bagasse and adequate environment protection.   

   

             These measures led to the setting up of three coal/bagasse firm power plant, 

i.e. producing electricity all year round with bagasse and coal and of seven continuous 

or “seasonal “ generating stations, i.e. producing electricity from bagasse only during 

the crop season.   

            Electricity production by Independent Power Producers (IPP) today represents 

between 40 to 45 per cent of total national consumption. More than half of this 

percentage is generated from bagasse.                                                                             

  

  

  

  

  

- : ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT :-  

  

DIFFFERENT SOURCES OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLY TO FACTORY:  

GOVT. SUPPLY   :-   
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DETAILS      :  950 KVA  

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE  :   TRANSFORMER 33KV/440 VOLTS  

DEMAND      :   950 KVA    

RATE PER UNIT (KWH)  :   

  

DIESEL GENERATOR :-  

Rs.6.36/-  

GENERATOR CAPACITY  :   830 KVA   

VOLTAGE      :  440 VOLTS  

AMPS       :  1050  

RATE PER UNIT (KWH)  :  Rs.15/-  

  

ALTERNATORS (AC GENERATOR) :-  

A). 12 MW, 6300 VOLTS,  

B). 3 MW, 6600 VOLTS.  

  

EXPORT DETAILS:  

6 MW, AT 33 KV LEVEL TO VUYYURU 33/11 KV SUBSTATION.  

  

ALTERNATOR DETAILS: (OFF-SEASONAL REQUIREMENT TO ANCILIARY UNITS)  

800 KW TURBO GENERATORS, 415 VOLTS  

(DAILY GENERATING UNITS: 12,000 KWH).  

System overview  

CANE  

Imbibition-water  

Mills  



 

       Cane juice                                          Bagasse to boilers as fuel  

(by-products)  
  
Assistant General Manager (Electrical) Lead the Electrical Department in day-to-day 

activities and see to run the crushing season smoothly without any electrical 

breakdowns.  
  

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT INVOLVES THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES :  

1. Generation  

2. Transmission  

3. Distribution  

4. Utililisation  

  

During season and off-season gives uninterrupted power supply to all electrical 

equipment and colonies.  

  

During off-season use AP-Transco (Govt.) supply and distribute to sugar plant lighting, 

township, welding points, workshop and bore wells.   

  

During failure of Govt. supply immediately 830 KVA DG set was started and give supply 

to all feeders through DG.  

  

In addition to Govt. supply we are having one 800 KW Turbo Alternator to supply 

power to all Ancillary Units (Distillery, Ethanol, ETP, Bio-tech, TC lab and CLP).  

  

During season export 6 MW power to AP-Transco at 33 KV level to Vuyyuru substation.  

  

  

  

GENERATION   

1. BOILERS  

2. TURBINE  

3. GENERATOR  

  

                                             



BOILER:  

Details:-       

1. Boilers         -   2 Nos  

2. Capacity of each boilers   -  10 & 100 TPH  

3. Working pressure    -   Super heater outlet42 Kg/cm2 (g)  

4. Steam temperature     -  425oC  

5. Feed water inlet temperature -  105oC  

6. Type of Boiler      -  Bi drum, Natural circulation  

7. Fuel         -  Bagasse  

8. Auxiliary fuel      -  Furnace oil, bio-gas  

9. Type of support     -   top support  

10. Firing system      -   dumping rate (suspension firing)  

  

 The steam generator is an integrated assembly of several essential Components 

to convert water it to steam in a predetermined pressure and temperature.   

  

 This is a physical change of state accomplished by transferring heat, produced 

by combustion of a fuel, into the water.   

  

 Steam generator is a pressure Vessel it to which liquid water is pumped at the 

operating pressure.  

  

 After the heat has vaporized the liquid, the resulting steam is then ready either 

for delivery to the user or for further heating in a super heater.   

  

 Heat transfer and the containment of a fluid pressure. Are the chief functions 

of a steam generator  

 The pressure Parts are properly connected to produce some desired pattern of 

flow of the water, then provided with suitable inlets, outlets and trims .the 

furnace region for the combustion of fuel and “burners or stokers” to produce 

that combustion are essential components. The whole unit is surrounded and 

enclosed by a “setting”.  

  



TYPES OF BOILERS :  

1) Water tube boiler  

2) Fire tube boiler  

  

WATER TUBE BOILER  

A  Water tube boiler is a type of boiler in which water circulates in tubes heated 

externally by the fire. Water tube boilers are used for high pressure boilers. Fuel is 

burned inside the furnace, creating hot gas which heats water in the steam – 

generating tubes. In smaller boilers, additional generating tubes are separate in the 

furnace, while larger utility boilers rely on the water-filled tubes that make up the 

walls of the furnace to generate steam.  

  

The heated water then rises into the steam drum. Here, saturated steam is drawn off 

the top of the drum. In some service, the steam will reenter the furnace through a 

superheated to become superheated. Superheated steam is used to drive turbines. 

Since water drop lets can severely damage turbine blades, steam is superheated to 

730deg f (388deg c) or higher to ensure that there is no water entrained in the steam.  

  

  

ADVANTAGES:  



• Rapid warming due to a much larger surface per pound of water in the 

boilers.  

• Smaller foot print than a fire tube boiler of the same rating.  

• Less working volume of water contained in the pressure par.  

  

DISADVANTAGES:  

• Must be more careful of feed-water quality.  

• Operators must be quicker on the draw when there is an upset because 

everything happens faster with a water tube boiler.  

• More complex control systems for drum level necessary due to smaller 

water spaces.   

  

FIRE TUBE BOILERS  

A Fire –tube boiler is a type of boiler in which hot gases from a pass through one or 

more tubes running   through a sealed container of water.  The heat energy from the 

gases passes through the sides of the tubes by thermal conduction, heating the water 

and ultimately creating steam.  

  

The fire tube boiler developed as the third of the four major historical types of boilers: 

low pressure tank or ”haystack” boilers, fluid boilers with one or two large flues, fire 

tube boilers with many small tubes, and high-pressure water-tube boilers. Their 

advantage over fluid boilers with a single large flue is that the many small tubes offer 

far greater heating surface area for the same overall boiler volume. The general 

construction is as a tank of water perforated by tubes that carry the hot fuel gas from 

the fire.  

  



  

Fig 2.4: fire tube boiler  

Advantages:  

• Relatively inexpensive  

• Easy to clean  

• Compact in size Disadvantages:  

• Not suitable for high pressure applications 250 psig and above  

• Limitation for high capacity steam generation  

   

TURBINES:  

INTRODUCTION  

Steam has been a popular mode of conveying energy since the industrial revolution. 

Steam is used for generating power and also used in process industries such as sugar, 

paper, fertilizer, refineries. Petro-chemical, chemical, food, synthetic fiber and textiles 

the following characteristics of steam make it so popular and useful to the industry;  

• Highest Specific heat and latent heat  

• Highest heat transfer coefficient  

• Easy to control and distribute  

• Cheap an inner  



  

Properties of steam  

Water can exit in the form of solid, liquid and gas as ice, water, steam respectively. If 

heat energy is added to water, its temperature rises until a value is reached at which 

the water can no longer exit as a liquid. We call this the saturation point and with any 

further addition of energy, so of the water will boil of as steam. This evaporation 

requires relatively large amounts of energy, and while it is being added, the water and 

the steam released are both at the same temperature. Equally, if steam is made to 

release the energy that was added to evaporate it, then the steam will condense and 

water at same temperature will be formed.   

 
The steam turbine is a heat engine in which the energy of the steam is transferred  



 

into kinetic energy by expanding the steam through the nozzles.  

  

  



  

  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

AC GENERATOR:  
  

Generator is a device, which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  

  

 AC Generators or alternators operate on the principle of electromagnetic induction. 

It consists of an armature winding mounted on a stationary element called stator and 

field winding on a rotating element called rotor.   

  

 The stator consists of a cast iron frame which supports the armature core having slots 

on its inner periphery for housing the armature conductors. The rotor is like a flywheel 

having alternate N and S poles fixed to its outer rim. The magnetic poles are excited 



from direct current supplied by a dc. Source at 125 to 600 volts. In most cases, 

necessary exciting current is obtained form a small dc shunt generator which is 

mounted on the shaft of the alternator itself. Because the field magnets are rotating, 

this current is supplied through two slip-rings. As the exciting voltage is relatively 

small, the slip-rings and brush gear of light construction. Recently brushless excitation 

system has been developed in which a 3 phase ac exciter and group of rectifiers supply 

dc to the alternator. Hence brushes, slip-rings and commentator are eliminated.  

  

 When the rotor rotates, the stator conductors are cut by the magnetic flux, hence 

they have induced EMF produced in them. Because the magnetic poles are 

alternatively N and S, they induce an EMF and hence current in armature conductors, 

which first flow in one direction and then in the other. Hence, an alternating EMF is 

produced in the stator conductors (1) whose frequency depends on the number of N 

and S poles moving past a conductor in one second and (2) whose direction is given 

by Fleming right hand rule.  

  

  

  

  
  

  

3 MW 6.3 KV B.H.E.L Make Synchronous Generator:  
  

Frame        :  G 54552  

KVA          :  3750  

Power        :  3000 KW  

Speed        :  1500 RPM P.F. 

         :  0.8 Lag.  



Stator Voltage      :  6600 Volts  

Stator Amps       :  328  

Ambient temperature    :  450C  

Inlet temperature     :  500C  

Excitation Volts      :  95  

Excitation Amps      :  366  

Duty          :  continues.  

  

  

  

12 MW 6.3 KV GENERATOR WITH DC EXCITER  

  

GENERATOR:  

KVA            :  15000  

Power          :  12000 KW  

Speed                   :  3000 RPM  

PF            :  0.8 Lag.  

Phases          :  3  



Frequency         :  50 Hz  

Stator Voltage        :  6300 Volts  

Stator Amps                  :  1375  

Rotor Volts         :  190 Volts  

Rotor Amps                  :  380 Amps  

  

  

AC EXCITER:  
  
Rated out put   KW      :  88  

Rated voltage        :  220 Volts  

Rated current        :  400 Amps  

Rated speed                  :  3000 rpm  

Field volts          :  185 V DC  

Field current        :  4.4 A DC  

    

          

  
  

  

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR  

  



  

BASIC OPERATION  

  

The main function of the “AVR” is as follows:-  

Potential divider takes a proportion of the generator output voltage and attenuates it 

for use by the RMS converter and control amplifier. Provision is made to allow the 

attenuation ratio to be adjusted by the internal AVR ‘Volts’ potentiometer or an 

external hand trimmer if required. This allows adjustment of the generator output 

voltage.  

Quadrature droop circuit converts the current input from C/T into a voltage which is 

mixed with the incoming sensing voltage. The result of the vector mixing is a 

modification of the output from the RMS converter. The phase position of the C/T is 

arranged so as to provide for reactive load sharing of paralleled generators.  

RMS converter converts the incoming ac signals from the potential divider into a 

dc.signal representing the ‘True RMS’ value of the generator output voltage 

waveform.  

Summing circuit provides an interface between the AVR and accessories (usually a 

power-factor controller)  



Power supply components consists of wound components, resistors, regulator diodes 

and smoothing capacitors all configured to provide the required voltages for the 

various electronic circuits    

Precision voltage reference is a highly stable temperature compensated voltage 

reference used by several circuits within the AVR. The performance of this device will 

determine the overall temperature stability of the main generator output.  

Soft start circuit overrides the precision voltage reference during generator run-up to 

provide a linear rising voltage with time. These helps reduce any start-up voltage 

overshoot. The speed of the start-up is set on the ramp control.  

Amplifier compares the RMS value of the sensing voltage and the precision reference 

voltage to produce an error signal this error is then amplified to provide a controlling 

signal for the AVR power device.  

Stability network provides adjustable feedback to ensure optimum steady state and 

transient performance of the generator output.  

Power control driver controls the conduction period of the output device using pulse 

width modulation techniques.  

  

POWER UTILISATION  

  

The power is consumed mainly at millhouse, boilers, boiling house, curing house, 

centrifugals, service water pumps and lighting. Other auxiliary units of power 

consumption are workshop, distillery and colony. Power consumption for station wise 

is recorded by separated matter at the end of the shift. The total power consumption 

for three shifts is recorded. At full crushing, total consumption come to 5500K.W.-

6300K.W. the power consumption per ton of cane is   

0.83-0.85K.W.6MW power exported to grid.  

  

  

COOLING TOWER  

Our factory is equipped with induced draft type cooling tower of wooden 

construction. In this tower two fans are located at the top of the tower and creating 



suction in the tower causes air flow. The warm water is sprayed through nozzles from 

the top of the tower. even though the water is sprayed through the nozzles, wooden 

frame work is provided in zigzag manner below the top flat from is several stages to 

split the falling water into fine drop lets. The droplet of water is gives more area for 

evaporation and thus gives the max. cooling at the given rate of flow of air.  

PROTECTION SYSTEM:  

TYPES OF RELAYS:  

1. Class A tripping relay  

2. Class B tripping relay  

3. Class C tripping relay  

  

FOR CLASS A TRIPPINGS :1) Differential fault        2) Reverse active power  

                                     3) Low forward power   4) Loss of field  

                                     5) Stator Earth fault      6) PT fuse failure  

                                     7) Rotor earth fault       8) Gen. Bearing temp very high  

 With this   a) Generator Circuit breaker Trip  

b) Field Trip  

c) Turbine trip  

  

FOR CLASS B TRIPPINGS :1) Under Frequency stage  

2) Over Frequency   

3) Over current protection with time delay  

4) Loss of field with u/v  

          With this a) To Alarm  b) Turbine trip  

    

FOR CLASS C TRIPPINGS: 1) Phase Sequence    

2) Generator o/c with voltage   

3) Under voltage protection  

          With this   a) To Generator circuit breaker trip                  

           b) Exciter filed breaker trip  

    

  

CRICUIT BREAKERS  

  



The circuit breakers are automatic switches which can interrupt fault currents. The 

part of the circuit breakers connect in one phase is called the pole. A circuit breaker 

suitable for three phase is called a “triple-pole” circuit breaker. Each pole of circuit 

breaker comprises one or more interrupter or arc –extinguishing chambers. The 

interrupters are mounted on support insulators. The interrupter encloses a set of 

fixed and moving contacts. The moving contacts can be drawn a part by means of 

operating links of the operating Mechanism . The operating mechanism of the circuit 

breaker gives the necessary energy for opening and closing of contacts of the circuit 

breakers. The arc produced by the separation of current carrying contacts is 

interrupted by a suitable medium and by adopting suitable techniques for arc 

extinction. The circuit breaker can be classified on basis of the arc extinction medium.   

  

THE FAULT CLEARING PROCESS:  

During the normal operating condition the circuit breaker can be opened or closed by 

a station operator for the purpose of switching and maintenance. During the 

abnormal fault conditions the relays sense the fault and close the trip circuit of the 

circuit breaker. There after the circuit breaker opens. The circuit breaker has two 

working positions, open and closed. These correspond to open circuit breaker 

contacts and closed circuit breaker contacts respectively.  

The operation of the automatic opening and closing the contacts is achieved by means 

o the operating mechanism of the circuit breaker. as the relay contacts close, the trip 

circuit is close and the operating mechanism of the circuit breaker starts the opening 

operation.  

The contacts of the circuit breaker open and an arc is drawn between them. the arc is 

extinguished at some natural current zero of ac wave. the process of current 

interruption is completed when the arc is extinguished and the current reaches final 

zero value.  

The process of fault clearing has the following sequence:     

1) Fault occurs. As the fault occurs, the fault impedance being low, the currents 

increase and the relay gets actuated. The moving part of the relay move 

because of the increase in operating torque. The relay takes some time to close 

its contacts.  

2) Relay contacts close the trip circuit of the circuit breaker closes and trip coil is 

energized.  



3) The operating mechanism starts operating for the opening operation. The 

circuit breaker contacts separate.  

4) Arc is drawn between the breaker contacts. The arc is extinguished in the circuit 

breaker by suitable techniques. The current reaches final zero as the arc is 

extinguished and does not restrict again.  

CIRCUIT BREAKERS: SF6 (1250 AND 2000 AMPS RATING)  

A sulfur hexafluoride circuit breaker uses contacts Surrounded by sulphur 

hexafluoride gas to quench the arc. They are most often used for transmission-level 

voltages and may be incorporated corporate into compact gas-insulated switchgear. 

In cold climates, supplemental heating or de-rating of the circuit breakers may be 

required due to liquefaction of the SF6 gas.   

  

  

VACCUM CIRUIT BREAKER  

Vacuum breakers are devices which open and close high voltage and large electric 

current by opening and closing the path between a movable electrode and a fixed 

electrode which are placed in a vacuum container. The vacuum circuit breaker 

connects or interrupts current between a power source and a load of high voltage and 

current, for example, over thousands of voltages and of hundreds of amperes. A 

vacuum circuit breaker recovers the electrical insulation between its main electrodes 

at the zero point of current and cuts off the current, there by protecting a circuit from 

any over current. Vacuum circuit breakers are generally used in electric power 

systems having low surge impedances, in which the chopping level does not present 

any serious problems so that above described copper rich contact materials could be 



used. Vacuum interrupters are typically used to reliably interrupt medium voltage 

alternating current (AC) currents and high voltage AC currents of several thousands of 

amperes or more. During the past several decades, vacuum circuits interrupters have 

gained world-wide acceptance over other technologies. Depending on vacuum circuit 

breaker construction, vacuum circuit breakers offer for many advantages to other 

types of circuit interrupters.               

                 An operating rod assembly comprising a push rod, which a push rod, which 

is fastened to the end of the stem opposite the movable contact, and a driving 

mechanism provide the motive force  to move the moveable contact into or out of 

engagement with the fixed contact. Compression springs are provided in connection 

with the operating rod assembly in order to be able to separate the moveable contact 

from the fixed contact and to assure the necessary force so that the contacts will not 

accidentally open under inappropriate conditions. Each of fixed and movable 

electrodes comprises four individual elements of an arc electrode. an arc electrode 

support which supports the arc electrode, a coil electrode material which extends 

from the arc supporter, and an electrode rod at the end of the coil electrode. a 

vacuum circuit breaker for a large current is constructed so that a pair of separable 

electrodes are disposed in a vacuum vessel, and rods connected to the rear surface of 

these electrodes extend to the outside of the vacuum vessel. Each pair of the above 

electrode is composed of an electrode portion on the front surface side and a coil 

electrode portion on the rear surface side which are opposed to each other. A current 

flows from one rod to the other rod by way of the coil electrode portion and the arc 

electrode portion of one electrode, and the arc electrode portion and the coil 

electrode portion of the other electrode. In order to effectively shield an arc which 

occurs during a switching operation, the vacuum circuit breaker is provided with a 

vacuum chamber having a switching mechanism therein.  



  

  

OIL CIRCUIT BREAKER:  

Mineral oil has better insulating property than air. In oil circuit breaker the fixed 

contact and moving contact are immersed inside the insulating oil. Whenever there is 

a separation of current carrying contacts in the oil, the arc is initialized at the moment 

of separation of contacts, and due to this arc the oil is vaporized and decomposed in 

mostly hydrogen gas and ultimately creates a hydrogen bubble around the arc. This 

highly compressed gas bubble around the arc prevents restriking of the arc after 

current reaches zero crossing of the cycle. The oil circuit breaker is the one of the 

oldest type of circuit breakers.  



   

AIR CIRCUIT BREAKER:  

An air circuit breaker is an electric protecting apparatus which is installed between an 

electric source and load units in order to protect a load unit and a load line from a 

abnormal current generated on an electric circuit and to perform distribution function 

for changing the electric power line to anther line The electrical systems in residential, 

commercial and industrial applications usually include a panel board for receiving 

electrical power from a utility source. The power is then routed through over current 

protection devices to designated branch circuit supplying one more loads. Electrical 

power distributions systems and their components need protection from numerous 

types of mall functions, including over current conditions, over voltage conditions, 

under voltage conditions, reverse current flow, and unbalanced phase voltages. These 

over current devices are typically circuit interrupters such as circuit breakers and fuses 

which are designed to interrupt the electrical current if the limits of the conductors 

supplying the loads are surpassed. Interruption of the circuit reduces the risk of injury 

or the potential of property damage from a resulting fire. Electrical distribution 

systems are often provided with circuit breakers, which open to break the circuit a 

prescribed time after detection of a malfunction condition.  

Circuit breakers are mechanical switching devices capable of making, carrying, and 

breaking currents under normal circuit conditions and also making, carrying for a 

specified time, and breaking currents under specified abnormal conditions such as 

those described above. Basically, a circuit breaker comprises a pair of separable 

contacts, an operating mechanism for effecting separation of the contacts, and 

tripping mechanism which automatically release the operating mechanism upon the 



occurrence of an overload or fault condition. The medium in which circuit interruption 

is performed may be designated by a suitable prefix, for example, airblast circuit 

breaker, gas circuit breaker, or vacuum circuit breaker. In operation, a circuit breaker 

is opened by energizing a trip coil associated with the circuit breaker. Once the trip 

coil is energized, the main contacts are opened and then auxiliary contacts are opened 

to prevent damage to the trip coils.  

 



TRANSMISSION SYSTEM :-  

  
DETAILS OF BOILERS :-   

1) No. of Boilers   -    Two (2)  

2) Capacity of each Boiler  -    100tph  

3) Boiler type  -    Bi-drum, Natural circulation  

4) Fuel   -    Bagasse  

5) Auxiliary Fuel  -    Furnace oil (Future)  

6) Firing system  -   Dumping grate  

7) Fuel feeding equipments  -    Screw Conveyor  

8) Super heater  -   Pendent type  

9) No.of stages in super heater  -   Two(2)  

10) De-super heater                        -   Spray type  



11) Economiser                            -   Plain tube  

12) Air heater                               -   Tabular  

13) No.of air heater blocks          -   Two(2)  

14) Dust collector                        -    Wet scrubber  

15) No.of ID/FD/SA fan                

  

CHIMNEY    

-  2 nos each  

Chimney top diameter mm                     3280.0          3280.0  

Chimney height m                                        62.0              62.0  

Flue gas quantity in chimney cum/s            70.6              72.2  

Quantity of particulate at chimney ppm     150.0          150.0  

Flue gas velocity at chimney exit m/s           16.5          17.0  

  

SUPER HEATER MOUNTED SAFETY VALUE  

Set pressure kg/sq. cm (g)            45.0               45.0  

Blow down percentage%                4.0              4.0  

Blow down pressure    kg/cm2    43.2            43.2  

Relieving Capacity       kg/hr   33720.0       33720.2  

Relieving temp         0C                 405.0           405.0  

Operating pressure    kg/cm2       42.0             42.0  

Design  pressure        kg/cm2        51.0             51.0  

Drum safety value:  

Set pressure kg/cm2 (9)                      51.0                    52  

Blow down percentage %                    4.0                     4.0  

Blow down pressure kg/cm2 (g)        48.46                   49.92  



Relieving capacity kg/h                       45068                 45934.0  

Relieving temp     deg.c                      265.1                   266.3      

Operating press kg/cm2 (g)                46.0                     46.0  

Design press     kg/cm2 (g)                 51.0                     51.0  

  

Fuel composition % by weight % of volume  

Carbon           -      23.5%  

Hydrogen       -      3.25%  

Sulphur          -      0%  

Nitrogen         -     0%  

Oxegen         -       21.75%  

Moisture      -       50%  

Ahs               -       1.5%  

Flue gas composition  

Carbondioxide    -  11.12%  

Moisture             -   26.83%  

Oxygen               -   3.55%  

Nitrogen              -   58.5%     

CALCULATIONS  

3MW BACK PRESSURE TURBINE  
Inlet steam temp                             :           420 deg C  

Inlet steam pressure                        :           41.18 bar  

Quantity of steam flow (m)            :           24 T\hr  

Outlet steam temp                           :           170 deg C  

Outlet steam pressure                      :           1.5 bar  



Power output from alternator (p)     :           3 MW  

Enthalpy of steam at inlet h1           :           3273.43 kj\kg  

Enthalpy of steam at outlet h2         :  2802.9 kj\kg  

  

Efficiency of turbine  =  p\(m*(h1-h2))  

                                   =  (3*1000)*60*60\(2400*(3273.43-2802.9)  

                                           =  95.63%  

Efficiency of 3 mw turbine is 95.63%  

12 MW CONDENCING EXTRACTION TURBINE:  
 Inlet steam temp       :          420 deg C  

 Inlet steam pressure            :          41.18 bar  

 Quantity of steam flow (m1)  

   
:          64T\hr  

 Extraction steam pressure        :           1.05 bar  

Extraction steam temp                  :           140 deg C  

Quantity of steam extracted 

(m2)    :          54t/hr  

Outlet steam temp                           :           45 deg C  

Outlet steam pressure                      :           0.1 bar  

Quantity of steam output                 :           10T/hr  

Power output from 

alternator (p)     

  

:           8.5 Mw  

Enthalpy of steam at inlet h1            =    3273.58 kj\kg  

Enthalpy of steam at 

extraction h2    
=     2772.57 kj\kg  

Enthalpy of steam at outlet 

h3           
=     2584.7 kj/kg  

Efficiency of turbine         =   p\(m*(h1-h2))  



                                       

   
= (8.5)*60*60/  

     

   

   (64*(3273.58-

2772.57)+10*(2772.57-

2584.7))    

                                       

   = 87.7%  

Efficiency of 12 mw turbine is 87.7%  

BOILER  
Steam outlet pressure           :      42 bar  

Steam outlet temp                :      420 deg C  

Inlet water tem                     :      185 deg C  

Mass flow rate of fuel          :       36 T/hr  

Calorific value pf fuel used  :      9800 kj/kg  

AIR PRE HEATER  

Air inlet temp    : 36 deg c      flue gases before  : 245 deg c  

Air outlet temp  : 166 deg c    flue gases after     : 137 deg c  

Super heater  
Steam inlet temp     : 318 deg c   flue gases before  : 1200 deg c  

Steam outlet temp   

  

Economiser  

: 420 deg c   flue gases after     : 900 deg c  

Water inlet temp     : 105 deg c    flue gases before  : 343 deg c  

Water outlet temp   : 185 deg c    flue gases after     : 245 deg c  

Efficiency of boiler   = m*(h1-h2)\(mf*c)  

                                  = 75*(3273.5-440.15)/(36*9800)  

                                  = 60.2%  

MILLS :    
Mass flow rate for turbine   :  8.5 t/hr  



Inlet steam temp                   :  420 deg c  

Inlet steam pressure             :  41.18 bar  

Outlet steam temp                :  227 deg c  

Outlet steam pressure          :  1.5 bar  

Turbine power                        :  671.4 kw  

Mechanical efficiency         :  98%  

Gear efficiency                     :  98.5%  

Efficiency of mill        = turbine power/(mf*(h1-h2))*nm*ng  

                                   =671.4*60*60/(7.5*(3273.5-2926.9)*1000*.98*.985)  

                                   =84.9%  

PROCESS :-        

Inlet steam temp                 :  136 deg c  

Inlet steam pressure                    :   .95 bar  

Outlet steam temp                       :   40 deg c  

Outlet steam pressure                 :   atm press  

Mass flow rate of steam              : 130 T/hr  

Mass flow rate of sugar juice      : 285 T/hr  

Juice inlet temp                          :  35 deg c  

Juice outlet temp                     :  105 deg c  

Specific heat of juice                  : 1.06 kj\kg k  

Efficiency of process    = (1.06*(105-35)*285)/(130*(2776.3-2541.2))   

                                     = 69.1%  

CONCLUSION & REPORT :-  

               The project subtitled as cogenerative power plant was deeply studied and 

analysed to working of plant and was done under the guidance of experienced project 

guide on cogen power plant which is a case study of boilers & turbines.  

             By considering the inputs and outputs of turbines (3 mw, 12 mw) boilers and 

mills. I made a report on the cogenerative power plant by calculating its efficiencies.  

              3 Mw Turbine efficiency  :   95.63%  



              12 Mw Turbine efficiency  :   87.7%  

               Boiler efficiency            :   60.2%  

               Mill effficiency                  :   84.9%  

               Pricess efficiency               :   69.1%  

By calculating the above efficiencies under working conditions of plant on 01-122019. 

the project report is finally prepared to make an overview and working conditions of 

the boilers & turbines.  

  

-------------  : O :  -------------  
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ABSTRACT 

 
BSNL is the one of the largest telecom Sector in India headquarted in New Delhi on 15 

September 2000. It provides Fixed line Telephone, Mobile phone, Broadband, Internet 

Television and IPTV services. it is one of the leading company with a gross Revenue of 33 

thousand crores. 

 
It is not viable to expand telecom network in India substantially at the prevalent level  

of per-line investment. However, systems based on new technologies, many developed in India, 

promise to more the half the investment required. 

 
BSNL is the oldest communication Service provider and has a customer base of 115.89 

million(of June 2019). Apart from the above service BSNL also provides opportunity for 

students to undergo industrial training. This training includes various sectors like IP addressing, 

Broadband Services, Switching, GSM model and various Infrastructures that will be used in 

Industrie 
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Chapter 1 
 

BROAD BAND SYSTEM AND SERVICES 

 
1.1 Services: 

The confluence of two forces—the globalization of business and the networking of 

information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in telecommunications and data 

technology are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals—just as the 

Industrial Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy is defining how people  

do business, communicate shop, have fun, learn, and live on a global basis—connecting anyone to 

anything. The evolution of Internet has come into existence & Internet service is expanding rapidly. 

The demands it has placed upon the public network, especially the access network, are great. 

However, technological advances promise big increases in access speeds, enabling public networks to 

play a major role in delivering new and improved telecommunications services and applications to 

consumers .The Internet and the network congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the 

first and last mile as well as on creating a different network infrastructure to avoid the network 

congestion and access problems. The solution to this is Broadband. 

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is capable 

of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for Broadband 

connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had stepped in and has 

defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union Broadband is defined as 

“Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5 to 2 Mb/s” But in developing 

countries, as the average financial capability as well as usage, is low, broadband is redefined. 

Recognizing the potential of ubiquitous Broadband service in growth of GDP and 

enhancement in quality of life through societal applications including tele-education, tele- medicine, 

e-governance, entertainment as well as employment generation by way of high speed access to 

information and web-based communication, Government of India have finalized a policy to accelerate 

the growth of Broadband services. 

Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’ data connection supporting 

interactive services including, – Internet access and has the capability of the minimum download 

speed of 256 kilo bits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from the Point Of Presence (POP) 

of the service provider”. 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Features of Broadband: 

 Fast connection to the Internet 

Access to the services which would otherwise be impossible on a slower dial up connection. 
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These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, listening to your favorite radio 

station or downloading (or sending) large attached files with emails. 

 

 “Always-on” connection 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, hence no need to dial up a 

connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Flat-rate billing 

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time you are online. 

You can use it as much or as little as you would like, for a fixed fee.  Some  connections are available  

at a lower cost, but limit you to the amount of data being downloaded (known as 'capped rate'). 

 Dedicated connection 

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line. 

 
1.3 Broadband Services: 

 High speed Internet 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to dial up a 
connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD) 

Besides regular BTV services, Time shifted TV provides subscribers with virtual DVD controls 
to pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward live TV programs. Users also have the flexibility 

to watch any previous broadcasted programs without pre-recording. 

 Video on Demand 

Enables the user to select from an online library of content and select any of the available 
choices for viewing at a convenient time with full DVD like controls. This is similar to 
borrowing a Video for viewing. 

 Video Multicasting 

Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the stream begins 
and ends at the pre appointed times. 

 Interactive Gaming 

Enables multiple players to play online games pitted against each other or against computers, 

through gaming servers employed by gaming content providers. 

 Audio and Video Conferencing 

Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio. 

 

 
Dial VPN Service: 

This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the service 

provider’s core network. 

 Distant Learning 

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication among 
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teachers and students. 

 Bandwidth on Demand: 

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example a customer with 
256 kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session. 

 
Most of these services require the service provider to have tie-ups with the various content providers. 

 
1.4 Network Architecture of Broadband 

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 

1. Core Network 

2. Access Network 

3. Home Network 

1.4.1 Core Network or Provider’s network: It is the Service Provider’s backbone network 

set up to provide the Broadband service. It will be having connectivity extended to all types of service 

or content network, which the service provider intends to extend. Also it will be having nodes 

covering all geographical locations it intends to serve. Basically its function is to route the customer’s 

requests to the particular service/content network. So the basic component in the core network is 

routers. 

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB), as it was 

initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But , now its objective 

has been enhanced. Its objective is to connect anything to anything at anytime. The technology used in 

the core routers is Multi Protocol Label Switching(MPLS), which is much faster and secure than the 

conventional IP routers. 

1.4.2. Access Network: Access network connects subscriber’s home network to the Provider’s 

Core network. It is the last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can 

be either Wired & Wireless. Wire line technologies include traditional telephone lines, coaxial cable 

lines, and fiber optic lines. Wireless communications involve cellular and fixed wireless technology, 

high speed short range communications and satellite transmission. 

 

 

 

 
Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to country, 

technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another. 

Therefore, it is up to each individual locality to determine the technologies that best meet its 

needs. To handle the increasing bandwidth demand, localities are considering upgrading their current 

telecommunications infrastructure or installing new infrastructure. It is essential that communities and 

operators consider the present and future needs of their citizens when examining the most appropriate 

systems. Broadband should be considered an accelerator of economic development. 
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1.4.3 Home Network: It’s the network at subscriber’s premises, connecting his 

various communication devices to the broadband line. 

 
BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through conventional telephone lines using ADSL 

(Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires which have a 

much greater bandwidth or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice without disturbing the 

line's ability to carry phone conversations. The A stands for asymmetric, meaning that data 

transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie.,more bandwidth, or data-carrying capacity, is 

devoted to data traveling downstream-from the Internet to your PC-than to upstream data traveling 

from your PC to the Internet. The reason for the imbalance is that, generally upstream traffic is very 

limited to a few words at a time, like for example –an URL request and downstream traffic, carrying 

graphics, multimedia, and shareware program downloads needs the extra capacity. An ADSL circuit 

connects an ADSL modem on each end of a twisted pair telephone line, creating three information 

channels 

1. A high speed downstream channel 

2. A medium speed duplex channel 

3. A basic telephone service channel 

 

1.5 Factors affecting Broadband Access Choices are 

 Population density 

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber) 

 Government policies 

 Competitive and regulatory dynamics 

 Technology evolution 

The basic telephone service channel is split off from the digital modem by filters, thus 

guaranteeing uninterrupted basic telephone service, even if ADSL fails. 

 

 

 

 

1.6 Features of ADSL: 

 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer 

 In case of power/ADSL failure, data transmission is lost but basic telephone service will 

be operational 

 ADSL Provides 16-1000 kbps upstream and 1.5-24 Mbps downstream. It can work up 

to a distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required 

1.7 Advantages of ADSL: 

● You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice calls. 
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● The speed is much higher than a regular modem 

● DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you already have. 

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end of the 

telephone line. One end of the line, terminated at Subscriber’s premises is first connected to the splitter 

which filters out the low frequency voice to be connected to the telephone instrument. The higher 

frequency, which carries the data is connected to the modem. The connectivity is shown in the figure 1 

given below. 

 

Fig.1.1 ADSL connection diagram 

 

The various components in the Broadband Access Network are 

● Customer Premises Equipment(CPE) (ADSL Modem & Splitter) 

● Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) 

● LAN Switches: for aggregating DSLAM (Tier -1 & Tier -2 Switch) 

● Broadband Remote Access Server (BRAS) 

What the customer needs in order to be able to use BSNL Broadband? 

● BSNL's B fone (Basic phone) connection 

● Personal Computer with 10/100 Ethernet Port or a USB port 

● ADSL CPE (Customer Premise Equipment). This can be taken from BSNL. 

1.8 Quality of Services 

 Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases in less than or equal to15 

working days (subject to technical feasibility). If not provided within 

15working days, a credit at the rate of Rs 10/- per day, subject to a maximum  

of installation charge at the time of issue of first bill 

 Fault Repair / Restoration Time: By next working day: > 90% and within 3 working 
days: 99%. 

 sBilling Performance: The different parameters are: (a) Less than 2% of billing 

complaints per 100 bills issued. (b) 100% of the billing complaints shall be 

resolved within four weeks. (c) 100% refund cases of deposits after closure to 
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be settled within 60 days 

 Packet loss: Less than 1%. 

 Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node. 

1.9 Applications of Broadband: 

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access 

 Run Servers (Web / FTP) 

 Business tariff, can depend on company 

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL) 

 Video On Demand (VOD) 

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio) 

 Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time). 

 
Comparison: 

 

Application Dialup Modem ISDN Broadband 

 
Download Webpage 

 
14secs 

 
6 secs 

 
1.6 secs 

 
Download 30 sec Video Clip 

 
3.5 mins 

 
1.5 mins 

 
0.4 mins 

 
Download Single mp3 file 

 
12 mins 

 
5 mins 

 
1.3 mins 

 
Download 10mb File 

 
24 mins 

 
10 mins 

 
2.5 mins 

Table.no.1.0 Comparison of different Internet provider 
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Chapter-2 

TELECOM NETWORK 

 
2.1 CALL SETUP: 

● When a subscriber calls to another subscriber first its request goes to the nearest switching 

centre that is PSTN (Public Switching Telecommunication Network). Then it processes the 

caller and subscriber’s number if it exists in the same BSC then call setup is completed 

● If subscriber is not in the same BSC (Base Switching Centre) then call transfer to MSC (Main 

Switching Centre) then it transfers the call to prior BSC then call setup is completed. 

● If Caller calls to a mobile subscriber then call transfer is done by MTSO now call transfer is 

done on BTSs (Base Transceiver Station) and call setup is completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 2.1 how line reaches from Subscriber to Exchange 

FUNCTION OF EXCHANGE: 

● Exchange of information with subscriber lines with other exchange. This is done by two 

type of signaling: 

1. In channel signaling 

2. Common channel signaling 

● Processing of signaling information and controlling the operation of signaling network 

● Charging and billing. 

 

 

2.2 ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE: 

All control functions by series of instructions are stored in memory. 

 Memories are modifiable and control program can always be rewritten. 
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 For each call processing step decision is taken according to class of service. 

2.3 CARRIER ROOM: 

Leased line connectivity is provided in carrier room. This room has two parts: 

1. Conventional leased line system 

2. MLLN 

2.3.1 CONVENTIONAL LEASED LINE SYSTEM: 

● It consists of modems and routers that are provided by the company requesting for that 

network. 

● Connectivity of different ATM, banks etc. is provided by BSNL here. 

● For this, we have 4 modems (2 in Exchange, 1 at sender and 1 at receiver) 

● Modems are used for short distances i.e. transfer and receive part are received here and local 

lead connection is given to the subscriber. 

● Local lead faults can be handled here but the transfer and receive faults can be handled by the 

department meant for it. 

● Accept 64Kbps or 2 Mbps. 

● For long distance communication we have MUXS and data is sent through optical fibers. 

MUXS are present at both the ends. 

2.3.2 MANAGED LEASED LINE NETWORK: 

● No open wiring. 

● Route can be changed by the computer software 

● In Agra Gate Exchange, we have 3 VMUX of type II. 

2.4 MDF (MAIN DISTRIBUTION FRAME): 

M.D.F. is a media between switching network and subscriber’s line. It is a termination point within 

the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment and terminations of local loops are 

connected by jumper wires. 

2.4.1 FUNCTIONS OF MDF: 

● All cable copper wires supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated and 

distributed through MDF. 

● The most common kind of large MDF is a long steel rack accessible from both sides. Each 

jumper is a twisted wire. 

● It consists of local connection &broadband connection frames the main Exchange 

●  The 0MDF usually holds central office protective devices including heat coils and functions 

as a test point between a line and the office. 

● It provides testing of calls. 

● It checks whether fault is indoor or external. 

● All lines terminate individually. 
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2.5 POWER PLANT: 

Fig 2.2 MDF 

(REF- 2.4.1) 

● It provides -48V to the switch rooms and 48V to the connections. 

● Batteries are artificially discharged once in a year for their maintenance. 

● Cooling is provided through fans & AC. 

● There is earth region too for protection. 

2.6 HOW A TELECOM EXCHANGE WORKS: 

It require -48 Vdc 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that connects 

telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant equipment 

including telephone switches, which make telephone calls “work” in the sense of making connections 

and relaying the speech information. The basic block diagram for a telecom exchange is as follows- 

 
 

Fig: 2.3 Block diagram of telephone exchange 

2.7 Engine and Alternator 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine provides the 

prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support the exchange 

systems. 150 KV Generator with 6 Silinder, and it require 24 V DC for Starting System 

2.8 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It controls 
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the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding and removing of 

facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room. 

2.9 Switch 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch room 

contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. Switching is the 

most important part of the exchange process 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

Chapter-3 

SWITCHING 

A switch is defined as establishing a temporary connection from the calling subscriber to the called 

subscriber. Switch is a device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. It is a device that 

channels incoming data from any of the multiple input ports to the specific input that will take the data 

toward its intended destination. 

 

A Digital switching system, in general, is one in which signals are switched in digital form. These 

signals may represent speech or data. The digital signals of several speech samples are time multiplexed 

on a common media before being switched through the system. 

To connect any two subscribers, it is necessary to interconnect the time-slots of the two speech samples 

which may be on same or different PCM highways. The digitalized speech samples are switched in two 

modes, viz., Time Switching and Space Switching. 

 

Fig: 3.1 General diagram of a Digital Switch 

 AU: Subscriber rack for feeding current and other functionalities 

 Interface: Interface between main exchange and subscribers/Trunks 

 Switch: Main switching network and other exchange equipment 

 MDD: Magnetic Disk Drive for storing data 

 MTD: Magnetic Tape Drive for backup and regeneration of the exchange 

 OMT: Operation and Maintenance terminal to issue various commands. 

 Control: Processor to control peripherals and interfacing Main Exchange. 

 Printer: To get hard copy for all the reports. 

Different types of Electronic Switches are – 

(1) C-DOT: Indian Made 

(2) E10B: France Made 

(3) OCB: France Made 
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(4) EWSD: Germany Made 

Of these, the most important ones include C-DOT and EWSD. Which are mostly used now a days. 

3.2 C-DOT 

The Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT) was established in August 1984 as an autonomous 

body. Its goal was to develop telecommunication technology to meet the needs of the Indian 

telecommunication network. 

In the initial years, a telecom revolution in rural India that was responsible for all-round socio-economic 

development from global connectivity. As part of its development process, C-DOT spawned equipment 

manufacturers and component vendors. Research and development facilities were located at its Delhi 

and Bangalore campuses. 

Within a very short time, telecom switching products suited to Indian conditions appeared in the form of 

small rural automatic exchanges (RAXs) and medium size switches as SBMs for towns. This was 

followed by higher capacity digital switches known as main automatic exchanges (MAXs). C-DOT 

technology spread across the country through its licensed manufacturers. 

 

Beginning with digital switching systems, C-DOT developed products for optical, satellite and wireless 

communication from circuit switching technology, ATM and next generation networks. From a purely 

hardware development centre, it diversified into development of telecom software like IN, NMS, Data 

Clearing House and from a protected environment of closed market to an open and competitive market 

 

Fig: 3.2 C-DOT Rax 

 

 

While developing the RAX/MAX digital switches, C-DOT also evolved processes and procedures for 

manufacturing the switches in Indian factories which set up an Indian manufacturing vendor base. Later, 

C-DOT projects included central monitoring systems for telecom security, for the Indian government. 

 
Block diagram: C-DOT DSS MAX exchange can be configured using four basic modules 
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 Base Module 
 Central Module 
 Administrative Module 

 Input Output Module 

Fig: 3.3 C-DOT DSS MAX Basic Architecture 
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Chapter-4 

MOBILE COMMUNICATION 

 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 

A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make mobile telephone calls 

across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, allowing the user to be mobile. By contrast, 

a cordless telephone is used only within the range of a single, private base station, for example within a 

home or an office. 

 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public telephone network which 

includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the world. It does this by connecting to a cellular 

network provided by a mobile network operator. In addition to telephony, modern mobile phones also 

support a wide variety of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short  

range wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and photography. 

Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are referred to as smart phones. 

4.2 Generation Gap 

Generation#1 

 Analog [routines for sending voice] 

 All systems are incompatible 

 No international roaming 

 

Generation#2 

 Digital [voice encoding] 

 Increased capacity 

 More security 

 Compatibility 

 Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity 

 

Generation#2.5 

 Packet-switching 

 Connection to the internet is paid by packets and not by connection time. 

 Connection to internet is cheaper and faster [up to 56KBps] 

 

 
 

Generation#3 

 The present future 
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 Permanent web connection at 2Mbps 

 Internet, phone and media: 3 in 1 

 The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

 The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards 3G. 

 
The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small cells. This allows extensive 

frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use cell phones simultaneously. In a typical 

analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier receives about 800 frequencies to use across the city. 

The carrier chops up the city into cells. Each cell is typically sized at about 10squaremiles (26 square 

22ilometres). Cells are normally thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this: 
 

Fig: 4.1 Cell Phones and base stations 

 
4.3 HOW A CALL IS CONNECTED 

 When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control channel. The control 

channel is a special frequency that the phone and base station use to talk to one another about 

things like call set-up and channel changing. If the phone cannot find any control channels to 

listen to, it knows it is out of range and displays a “no service” message. 

 When it receives the SID, the phone compares it to the SID programmed into the phone. If the 

SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is communicating with is part of its home system. 

 Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the MTSO keeps track 

of your phone’s location in a database — this way, the MTSO knows which cell you are in when 

it wants to ring your phone. 

 

 

 The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database to see which cell you are 

in. 

 The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that cell to take the call. 

 The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell it which frequencies 

to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on those frequencies, the call is connected. 

Now, you are talking by two-way radio to a friend. 
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 As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell’s base station notes that your signal  

strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell you are moving toward (which is 

listening and measuring signal strength on all frequencies, not just its own one-seventh) sees. 
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5.1 INTRANET: 

CHAPTER 5 

INTRANET 

● Smaller private version of Internet. It uses Internet protocols to create enterprise wide network 

which may consists of interconnected LANs. 

● It may or may not include connection to Internet. 

● Intranet is an internal information system based on Internet technology and web protocols for 

implementation within a corporate organization. 

● This implementation is performed in such a way as to transparently deliver the immense 

informational resources of an organization to each individual’s desktop with minimal cost, time 

and effort. 

● The Intranet defines your organization and displays it for everyone to see. 

 

5.2 FEATURES OF INTRANET: 

1. It is scalable. 

2. It is Interchangeable. 

3. It is platform independent 

4. It is Hardware independent. 

5. It is vendor independent. 

5.3 WHY INTRANET FOR AN ORGANIZATION: 

● Quick access to voice, video, data and other resources needed by users. 

● Variety of valuable Intranet applications improves communication and productivity across all 

areas of an enterprise. 

● A 21st Century Telephone. 

● An ISO Tool. 

● A Target Marketing Tool. 

● A Decision Making Tool. 

● A Complete Communication Tool. 
 
 

Fig: 5.1 INTRANET NETWORK 

5.4 APPLICATIONS OF INTRANET: 

● Publishing Corporate documents. 
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● Access into searchable directories. 

● Excellent Mailing Facilities. 

● Proper Sharing of Information. 

● Developing Groupware Applications. 

 
5.5 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW OF THE INTRANET TECHNOLOGY: 

Intranet runs on open TCP/IP network, enable companies to employ the same type of servers and 

browser used for World Wide Web for internal applications distributed over the corporate LAN. 

A typical Intranet implementation involves a high end machine called a server which can  be 

accessed by individual PCs commonly referred to as clients, through the network. The Intranet site 

setup can be quite inexpensive, especially if your users are already connected by LAN. 

5.6 INTRANET APPLICATIONS IN A CIRCLE: 
Every circle must have an intranet server which should have the following: 

● All posting/transfer/relieving orders issued within circle to be hosted on the intranet. 

● All letters circulars/letters issued from different sections of the circle office to be hosted on the 

server for immediate access by SSAs. Each section in circle office Administration, Operations, 

Marketing, Finance, Planning, Computers etc can have web pages hosted on the server. 

● A database can be maintained for MIS reports and all other reports to be sent periodically by 

SSAs to circle office. The database can have front end forms designed in ASP or PHP for the 

SSAs to input the data. Separate programs can be developed to consolidate the data fed by 

SSAs. 

● All data prepared and /or distributed during SSA heads meetings can be hosted on the Intranet. 

The implementation of the above will reduce the usage of paper and also reduce the usage of FAX 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 6 

Latest Telecom Services 

 

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications  service  

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category includes 

incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile wireless 

communication companies. 

 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 

 
 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G) 

 
 Wi-MAX 

 
 IN (Intelligent Network) 

 
 Landlines 

 
 High Speed Broadband access 

 
6.2 FTTH: 

 Fiber To The Home; 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to 

home or business point; 

Features: 

• Resilience and reliability of service; 

 
• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities; 

 
• Continuous guaranteed service; 

 
• Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbpsmulti play services like 

Voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services; 
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Fig 6.1 BSNL FTTH Architecture 

6.3 Mobile services: 

6.3.1 3G services: 

 Third generation Mobile Technology – HSDPA; 

 
 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G; 

 
 2.05Mbps to stationary devices; 

 
 384 Kbps for slow moving devices; 

 
 128 Kbps for fast moving devices; 

 
6.4 Wi- MAX: 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

 

 

Features: 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km 

 
 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 

 
 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 

 
 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data 

 

 

6.5 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH) 

• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party 

• All charges are levied on the service subscriber 

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user. 
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• Service is accessible from networks of other operators also. 

 

6.6 Voice VPN 

• Voice VPN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources. 

• PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be 

in a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialling, which is called PNP 

number 

• Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX 
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CHAPTER 7 

GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATION (GSM) 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

In wireless communication every region is divided into cells. Cell size is constant for whole 

system. GSM is a form of multiplexing, which divides the available bandwidth among the 

different channels. Most of the times the multiplexing used is either TDM (Time division 

multiplexing) or FDM (Frequency Division Multiplexing). SM differs from its predecessor 

technologies in that both signaling and speech channels are digital, and thus GSM is considered 

a second generation (2G) mobile phone system. 
 

Fig: 7.1 A Basic GSM System 

7.2 MAIN FEATURES OF GSM: 

●Support for voice and data services. 

●Better frequency efficiency, smaller cells and more customers per cell High audio quality 

and reliability for wireless, uninterrupted phone calls at higher speeds (e.g. from cars, 
trains) i.e. high transmission quality. 

●Authentication via chip-card and PIN. 

●Worldwide connectivity. 

7.3 GSM SUBSYSTEMS: 

●RADIO SUBSYSTEM (RSS) 

●NETWORK AND SWITCHING SUBSYSTEM (NSS) 

7.3.1 RADIO SUBSYSTEM: 

MOBILE STATION (MS): 

A mobile unit is a transmitter as well as receiver too. It has a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) 

which gives a unique identity of a subscriber. Every mobile unit has a unique IMEI 

(International Mobile Equipment Identity) number. 

BASE TRANSCEIVER STATION (BTS): 

A base transceiver station or cell site (BTS) is a piece of equipment that facilitates wireless 
communication between user equipment (UE) and a network. It encodes, encrypts, modulates 
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and feeds the RF signal to antenna. It produces time and frequency synchronization signals. 

BASE STATION CONTROLLER (BSC): 

Its main work is to control several transceivers. Switching between BTSs Managing of network 

resources Mapping of radio channels 

7.3.2 NETWORK AND SWITCHING SUBSYSTEM: 

This subsystem does mainly switching, mobility management, interconnection to other 
networks, system control. 

7.4 COMPONENTS: 

7.4.1 MOBILE SERVICES SWITCHING CENTRE (MSC): 

It controls all connections via a separated network to/from a mobile terminal within the 

domain of the MSC – several BSC can belong to a MSC. 

7.4.2 DATABASES: 

Home Location Register (HLR): 

Central master database containing user data, permanent and semi-permanent data of all 

subscribers assigned to the HLR (one provider can have several HLRs). 

Visitor Location Register (VLR): 

Local database for a subset of user data, including data about all user currently in the 

domain of the VLR. 

7.5 FUNCTION OF MAIN SWITCHING CENTER (MSC): 

●Manages communication between GSM and other network (PSTN, Data Network and 

GPRS). 

●Call setup basic switching, call handling. 

●Location register Billing for subscriber. 

 

 
7.6 FEATURES OF GSM: 

●GSM is already used worldwide with over 450 million subscribers. 

● International roaming permits subscribers to use one phone throughout Western Europe. 

CDMA will work in Asia, but not France, Germany, the U.K. and other popular 

European destinations. 

●GSM is mature, having started in the mid-80s This maturity means a more stable network 

with robust features. CDMA is still building its network. 

●The availability of Subscriber Identity Modules, which are smart cards that provide secure 

data encryption give GSM m-commerce advantages. 
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7.7 GSM Network Structure: 

 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries where a 

mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several within a 

country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, 

ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit exchange. All incoming 

calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway MSC works as an 

incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN network, all mobile-terminated calls 

will be routed to a gateway MSC. 

 
 

Fig: 7.2 GSM Architecture 
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Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 
 

 

 

 

 
are: 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a CDMA system 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX) 

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when compared to 

Landline. 

 

Fig: 8.1 General Architecture of CDMA 

8.2 MULTIPLE ACCESS METHODS 

8.2.1 Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

FDMA is a multiple access method in which users are assigned specific frequency 
bands. The user has sole right of using the frequency band for the entire call duration. 
(Eg: TV broadcasting) 

8.2.2 Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

In TDMA an assigned frequency band shared among a few users. However, each user 
is allowed to transmit in predetermined time slots. Hence, channelization of user is 
achieved through separation in time. (Eg: GSM). 

8.2.3 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

Large number of transmissions are combined on the same RF channel at the same 
time but are Separated by ―codes. 

8.3 Salient Features of CDMA 

● It is an advanced comm. Technology. 
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● It has Anti-jam and security features. 

● Large capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA. 

● It uses spread spectrum technology. 

● Better use of the multipath Frequency Reuse. 

8.4 Advantages of CDMA 

Systems Over Wire line: 

● Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost & Mobility 

● Ease of operation and Admn. Mtce. 

● Call drop < 2% 

Over Mobile (GSM System): 

● Large Coverage 

● Large Capacity 
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Chapter 9

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Engineering student will have to serve in the public and private sector industries and workshop 

based training and teaching in classroom has its own limitation. The lack of expo sure to real life, 

material express and functioning of industrial organization is the measure hindrance in  the 

student employment. 

In the open economy era of fast modernization and tough competition, technical industries should 

procedure pass out as near to job function as possible. 

 
Practical training is one of the major steps in this direction. I did my training from BSNL, 

Vijayawada which is one of the best known communication service provider companies of India. 

The training helps me in gaining in depth knowledge of the working of telephone exchange, various 

technologies of BSNL –GSM, GPRS, WIMAX, Wi-Fi, MLLN and optical fiber transmission. In 

the end, I hereby conclude that I have successfully completed my industrial training on the above 

topics. 
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ABSTRACT 

The main concept of this project is to display the number of persons 

entering into a room in a seven segment display connected to the 

micro controller. 

When a person enters the room, count would be increased, whereas on 

leaving, the count would decrease. IR sensingmechanism is used to 

sense the entry & exit of visitors and the whole counting operation is 

done by a microcontroller.Availabilityof person or visitor can be made 

available from counter value.Therefore, system would take care of 

electricity and display count of visitors available in room. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 INTRODUCTION 

 
 

1.1 Introduction for Seven Segment Display: 

Seven segment displays are important display units in Electronics and 

widely used to display numbers from 0 to 9. It can also display some 

character alphabets like A,B,C,H,F,E etc. In this tutorial, we are 

going to learn how to interface a 7 segment display with 8051 

microcontroller. We are using AT89S52 microcontroller from 8051 

series. 

           It’s the simplest unit to display numbers and characters. It just 

consists 8 LEDs, each LED used to illuminate one segment of unit 

and the 8th LED used to illuminate DOT in 7 segment display. We can 

refer each segment as a LINE, as we can see there are 7 lines in the 

unit, which are used to display a number/character. We can refer each 

line/segment "a,b,c,d,e,f,g" and for dot character we will use "h". 

There are 10 pins, in which 8 pins are used to refer a,b,c,d,e,f,g and 

h/dp, the two middle pins are common anode/cathode of all he LEDs. 

These common anode/cathode are internally shorted so we need to 

connect only one COM pin. 

 

 

There are two types of 7 segment displays: Common Anode and Common Cathode: 



 

 

 
 

Common Anode: In this all the Negative terminals (cathode) of all the 8 LEDs are 

connected together (see diagram below), named as COM. And all the positive terminals are 

left alone. 

Common Cathode: In this all the positive terminals (Anodes) of all the 8 LEDs are 

connected together, named as COM. And all the negative thermals are left alone. 

 

1.2 Introduction for Microcontrollers: 

 Microcontroller is a compact tiny computer that is fabricated inside 

a chip and is used in automatic control systems including security systems, 

office machines, power tools, alarming system, traffic light control, washing 

machine, and much more. 

It is economical programmable logic control that can be interfaced with external 

devices in order to control the devices from a distance. 

First microcontroller was made by Michael Cochran and Gary Boone. 

 

It was specially built for embedded system and consisted of read write memory, 

read only memory, I/O ports, processor and built in clock. 

C and assembly languages are used to program the microcontrollers.There are 

also other languages available to program the microcontroller but at the start 

learning a microcontroller programming with C and assembly language is a 

great choice, both are easy to learn and provide a clear concept about 

microcontroller. 

Technology have been evolved in an amazing way and made our lives easier 

more than ever before. 

https://www.theengineeringprojects.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/introduction-to-microcontrollers-3.png
https://www.theengineeringprojects.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/introduction-to-microcontrollers-3.png


 

 

 
 

Few years ago making the elevator in running condition was a hell of task which 

involved complex programming and circuitry. 

Now, you are capable of not only controlling elevator from microcontroller but 

you can also move the submarine with the proper instructions directed into a 

single microcontroller. 

Any application which involves measuring, controlling, and displaying contains 

a microcontroller chip inside it. 

Microcontrollers come with a wide range of applications but it depends on you 

to decide what task you want to achieve with the help of microcontroller because 

it will only take instructions in the form of programming language. 

You can build, upload and execute any program depending on your priorities. 

 

Fig: Symbol of AT89C52 microcontroller 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 

COMPONENTS IN SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAY 

2.1 Center Tapped Transformer (12-0-12): 

A centre-tapped transformer also known as two phase three wire 

transformer is normally used for rectifier circuits. When a digital project 

has to work with AC mains a Transformer is used to step-down the voltage 

(in our case, to 24V or 12V) and then convert it to DC by using a rectifier 

circuit. In a center-tapped transformer the peak inverse voltage is twice as 

in bridge rectifier hence this transformer is commonly used in full wave 

rectifier circuits 

The operation and theory behind a Center tapped transformer is very 

similar to a normal secondary transformer. A primary voltage will be 

induced in the primary coil (I1 and I3) and due to magnetic induction the 

voltage will be transferred to the secondary coil. Here in the secondary coil 

of a centre tapped transformer, there will be an additional wire (T2) which 

will be placed exactly at the center of the secondary coil, hence the voltage 

here will always be zero. 

If we combine this zero potential wire (T2) with either T1 or T2, we will 

get a voltage of 12V AC. If this wire is ignored and voltage across T1 and 

T2 is considered then we will get a voltage of 24V AC. This feature is very 

useful for the function of a full wave rectifier. 

Let us consider the voltage given by the first half of the secondary coil as 

Va and the voltage across the second half of the secondary coil as Vb as 

shown in the diagram below 



 

 

 
 

 

 Fig: Center tapped transformer 

As we know the voltage across the coil depends on the number of turns on 

the primary and secondary coil. Using the turns ratio formulae we can 

calculate the secondary voltage as: 

Va = (Na / Np) * Vp 

Vb = (Nb / Np) * Vp 

 

Where, 

Va = Voltage across the first half of Secondary coil 

Vb = Voltage across the second half of Secondary coil 

Vp = Voltage across the Primary coil 

Na = Number of turn in the first half of Secondary coil 

Nb = Number of turn in the second half of Secondary coil 

Np = Number of turn in the Primary coil 

  

 

 



 

 

 
 

2.2 1N4007 Rectifier diode: 

1N4007 is a PN junction rectifier diode. These types of diodes allow only the flow of 

electrical current in one direction only. So, it can be used for the conversion of AC 

power to DC. 1N 4007 is electrically compatible with other rectifier diodes and can be 

used instead of any of the diode belonging to 1N400X series. 1N-4007 has different 

real life applications e.g. free wheeling diodes applications, general purpose 

rectification of power supplies, inverters, converters etc. The particular diode is shown 

in the figure below. 

   

Fig: 1N4007 Rectifier Diode 

2.37805 Voltage Regulator : 

Voltage sources in a circuit may have fluctuations resulting in not providing fixed 

voltage outputs. A voltage regulator IC maintains the output voltage at a constant 

value. 7805 IC, a member of 78xx series of fixed linear voltage regulators used to 

maintain such fluctuations, is a popular voltage regulator integrated circuit (IC). The 

xx in 78xx indicates the output voltage it provides. 7805 IC provides +5 volts 

regulated power supply with provisions to add a heat sink. 

 



 

 

 
 

 

7805 Rating:                                          

Input voltage range 7V- 35V 

Current rating Ic= 1A 

Output  voltage range Vmax=5.2V ,Vmin=4.8. 

 

                      Fig : Pin Diagram of LM7805 Voltage Regulator 

  2.4 Filtering Capacitors: 

A filter capacitor is a capacitor which filters out a certain frequency or range of 

frequencies from a circuit. 

Usually capacitors filter out very low frequency signals. These are signals that are very 

close to 0Hz in frequency value. These are also referred to as DC signals. 

Filter capacitors work is based on the principle of capacitive reactance. Capacitive 

reactance is how the impedance (or resistance) of a capacitor changes in regard to the 

frequency of the signal passing through it. Resistors are nonreactive devices. This 

means that resistors offer the same resistance to a signal, regardless of the signal's 

frequency. This means, for example, that a signal of 1Hz and a signal of 100KHZ, will 

pass through a resistor with the same resistance. Frequency isn't a factor. However, a 

capacitor is not like this. A capacitor is a reactive device. Its resistance, or impedance, 

will vary according to the frequency of the signal passing through. Capacitors are 

http://www.learningaboutelectronics.com/Articles/Capacitive-reactance


 

 

 
 

reactive devices which offer higher resistance to lower frequency signals and, 

conversely, lower resistance to higher frequency signals, according to the 

formula XC= 1/2πfc. 

 
 

 

 

                                   Fig: Filter Capacitors 

2.5 AT89C52 Microcontroller: 

AT89C52 is an 8-bit microcontroller and belongs to Atmel’s 8051 Family. AT89C52 

has 8KB of Flash programmable and erasable read only memory (PEROM) and 256 

bytes of RAM. AT89C52 has an endurance of 1000 Write/Erase cycles which means 

that it can be erased and programmed to a maximum of 1000 times. 

 Though very slight difference between the features of AT89C51 and AT89C52, they 

are very similar in their pin configurations* and operations. The differences between 

AT89C51 and AT89C52 have been tabulated below. 

  AT89C52 AT89C51 

RAM 256 Bytes 128 Bytes 

Flash 8 KB 4 KB 

Number of 

Timers/Counters 

3 (16-bit each) 2 (16-bit each) 



 

 

 
 

  

  

*The pin configuration of AT89C52 is exactly similar to that of AT89C51 except 

that the first two pins, P1.0 and P1.1 are multiplexed to correspond to Timer2 

operations as given in the following table. 

 

 

 While AT89C51 has two timers (Timer0 & Timer1), AT89C52 also has Timer2. 

Corresponding to Timer2, there are extra SFRs (Special Function Registers) T2CON 

& T2MOD. Also there are registers RCAP2H & RCAP2L to configure 16 bit Capture 

& Auto-reload modes of Timer2. 

 

  

Number of 

Interrupt Sources 

8 6 

   

Existing 

Alternate Function 

P1.0 T2 Timer/counter 2 External Count 

input 

P1.1 T2 EX Timer/counter 2 Trigger input 



 

 

 
 

 

 Fig: AT89C52 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

                                       Fig: Pin Diagram  Of AT89C52 

 



 

 

 
 

 

IR LED: 

An Infrared light emitting diode (IR LED) is a special purpose LED emitting infrared rays 

ranging from 700 nm to 1 mm wavelength. Different IR LEDs may produce infrared light of 

differing wavelengths, just like different LEDs produce light of different colors. 

IR LEDs are usually made of gallium arsenide or aluminium gallium arsenide. In 

complement with IR receivers, these are commonly used as sensors. 

The appearance of IR LED is same as a common LED. Since the human eye cannot see the 

infrared radiations, it is not possible for a person to identify if an IR LED is working. 

A camera on a cell phone camera solves this problem. The IR rays from the IR LED in the 

circuit are shown in the camera. 

PIN DIAGRAM: 

An IR LED is a type of diode or simple semiconductor. Electric current is allowed to flow in 

only one direction in diodes. As the current flows, electrons fall from one part of the diode 

into holes on another part. In order to fall into these holes, the electrons must shed energy in 

the form of photons, which produce light. It is necessary to modulate the emission from IR 

diode to use it in electronic application to prevent spurious triggering. Modulation makes the 

signal from IR LED stand out above the noise.  



 

 

 
 

 

 

PHOTO DIODE: 

A photodiode is PN JUNCTION DIODE that consumes light energy to produce electric 

current. Sometimes it is also called as photo-detector, a light detector, and photo-sensor. 

These diodes are particularly designed to work in reverse bias condition, it means that the 

P-side of the photodiode is associated with the negative terminal of the battery and n-side 

is connected to the positive terminal of the battery. This diode is very complex to light so 

when light falls on the diode it easily changes light into electric current. The solar cell is 

also branded as large area photodiode because it converts solar energy into electrical 

energy. Though, solar cell works only in bright light. 

 

                    A photodiode is one type of light detector, used to convert the light into 

current or voltage based on the mode of operation of the device. It comprises of optical 

filters, built-in lenses and also surface areas. These diodes have a slow response time 

when the surface area of the photodiode increases. Photodiodes are alike to regular 

semiconductor diodes, but that they may be either visible to let light reach the delicate 

part of the device. Several Diodes intended for use exactly as a photodiode will also  

use a PIN junction somewhat than the usual PN junction. 

 



 

 

 
 

 

                                       Fig: Photo Diode Symbol 

 

 

 

 Crystal Oscillator: 

A crystal oscillator is an electronic oscillator circuit that is used for the mechanical 

resonance of a vibrating crystal of piezoelectric material. It will create an electrical signal 

with a given frequency. This frequency is commonly used to keep track of time for 

example wristwatches are used in digital integrated circuits to provide a stable clock 

signal and also used to stabilize frequencies for radio transmitters and receivers. Quartz 

crystal is mainly used in radio-frequency (RF) oscillators. Quartz crystal is the most 

common type of Piezo Electronic Resonator, in oscillator circuits, we are using them so it 

became known as crystal oscillators. Crystal oscillators must be designed to provide a 

load capacitance. 

There are different types of oscillator  that are in use they are namely: Linear oscillators – 

Hartley oscillator, Phase-shift oscillator, Armstrong oscillator, Clapp oscillator. 

Relaxation oscillators – Royer oscillator, Ring oscillator, Multivibrator and Voltage 

Control Oscillator (VCO). Soon we are going to discuss in detail crystal oscillators like 

working and applications of a crystal oscillator 



 

 

 
 

 

                            Fig: 11.0592MHz Crystal Oscillator  

 

 

  CHAPTER 3 

SCHEMATIC EXPLANATION 

3.1:   Circuit Explanation of Power Supply: 

The process of converting the AC Current into DC Current is called rectification. 

Rectification can be achieved by using a single diodeor group of diodes. These diodes 

which convert the AC current into DC current are called rectifiers. 

The fullwave rectifier converts both positive and negative half cycles of the input AC 

signal into output pulsating DC signal. 

When an additional wire is connected across the exact middle of the secondary 

winding of a transformer, it is known as a center tapped transformer.  



 

 

 
 

 

The wire is adjusted in such a way that it falls in the exact middle point of the 

secondary winding. So the wire is exactly at zero volts of the AC signal. This wire is 

known as the center tap. 

The center tapped transformer works almost similar to a normal transformer. Like a 

normal transformer, the center tapped transformer also increases or reduces the AC 

voltage. However, a center tapped transformer has another important feature. That is 

the secondary winding of the center tapped transformer divides the input AC current or 

AC signal (VP) into two parts.  

 

The upper part of the secondary winding produces a positive voltage V1 and the lower 

part of the secondary winding produces a negative voltage V2. When we combine these 

two voltages at output load, we get a complete AC signal. 

I.e. VTotal = V1 + V2 



 

 

 
 

The voltages V1 and V2 are equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. That is the 

voltages (V1 and V2 ) produced by the upper part and lower part of the secondary 

winding are 180 degrees out of phase with each other. However, by using a full wave 

rectifier with center tapped transformer, we can produce the voltages that are in phase 

with each other. In simple words, by using a full wave rectifier with center tapped 

transformer, we can produce a current that flows only in single direction. 

What is center tapped full wave rectifier 

A center tapped full wave rectifier is a type of rectifier which uses a center tapped 

transformer and two diodes to convert the complete AC signal into DC signal. 

The center tapped full wave rectifier is made up of an AC source, a center tapped 

transformer, two diodes, and a load resistor. 

 

The AC source is connected to the primary winding of the center tapped transformer. 

A center tap (additional wire) connected at the exact middle of the the secondary 

winding divides the input voltage into two parts. 

The upper part of the secondary winding is connected to the diode D1 and the lower 

part of the secondary winding is connected to the diode D2. Both diode D1 and diode 

D2 are connected to a common load RL with the help of a center tap transformer. The 

center tap is generally considered as the ground point or the zero voltage reference 

point. 

How center tapped full wave rectifier works 

The center tapped full wave rectifier uses a center tapped transformer to convert the 

input AC voltage into output DC voltage. 

When input AC voltage is applied, the secondary winding of the center tapped 

transformer divides this input AC voltage into two parts: positive and negative. 

During the positive half cycle of the input AC signal, terminal A become positive, 

terminal B become negative and center tap is grounded (zero volts). The positive 

terminal A is connected to the p-side of the diode D1 and the negative terminal B is 

connected to the n-side of the diode D1. So the diode D1 is forward biased during the 

positive half cycle and allows electric current through it.  

https://www.physics-and-radio-electronics.com/electromagnetics/electrostatics/potential-difference.html


 

 

 
 

 

On the other hand, the negative terminal B is connected to the p-side of the diode 

D2 and the positive terminal A is connected to the n-side of the diode D2. So the diode 

D2 is reverse biased during the positive half cycle and does not allow electric current 

through it. 

The diode D1 supplies DC current to the load RL. The DC current produced at the load 

RL will return to the secondary winding through a center tap. 

During the positive half cycle, current flows only in the upper part of the circuit while 

the lower part of the circuit carry no current to the load because the diode D2 is reverse 

biased. Thus, during the positive half cycle of the input AC signal, only diode 

D1 allows electric current while diode D2 does not allow electric current. 

During the negative half cycle of the input AC signal, terminal A become negative, 

terminal B become positive and center tap is grounded (zero volts). The negative 

terminal A is connected to the p-side of the diode D1 and the positive terminal B is 

connected to the n-side of the diode D1. So the diode D1 is reverse biased during the 

negative half cycle and does not allow electric current through it. 



 

 

 
 

 

On the other hand, the positive terminal B is connected to the p-side of the diode 

D2 and the negative terminal A is connected to the n-side of the diode D2. So the diode 

D2 is forward biased during the negative half cycle and allows electric current through 

it. 

The diode D2 supplies DC current to the load RL. The DC current produced at the load 

RL will return to the secondary winding through a center tap. 

During the negative half cycle, current flows only in the lower part of the circuit while 

the upper part of the circuit carry no current to the load because the diode D1 is reverse 

biased. Thus, during the negative half cycle of the input AC signal, only diode 

D2 allows electric current while diode D1 does not allow electric current. 

Thus, the diode D1 allows electric current during the positive half cycle and diode 

D2 allows electric current during the negative half cycle of the input AC signal. As a 

result, both half cycles (positive and negative) of the input AC signal are allowed. So 

the output DC voltage is almost equal to the input AC voltage. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

A small voltage is wasted at the diode D1 and diode D2 to make them conduct. 

However, this voltage is very small as compared to the voltage appeared at the output. 

So this voltage is neglected. 

The diodes D1 and D2 are commonly connected to the load RL. So the load current is 

the sum of individual diode currents. 

We know that a diode allows electric current in only one direction. From the above 

diagram, we can see that both the diodes D1 and D2 are allowing current in the same 

direction. 

We know that a current that flows in only single direction is called a direct current. So 

the resultant current at the output (load) is a direct current (DC). However, the direct 

current appeared at the output is not a pure direct current but a pulsating direct current. 

The value of the pulsating direct current changes with respect to time. This is due to 

the ripples in the output signal. These ripples can be reduced by using filters such as 

capacitor and inductor. 

The average output DC voltage across the load resistor is double that of the single half 

wave rectifier circuit. 



 

 

 
 

 

                                       Fig: Circuit Diagram of Power Supply 

 

 

Output waveforms of full wave rectifier: 

The output waveforms of the full wave rectifier is shown in the below figure.  

 

The first waveform represents an input AC signal. The second waveform and third 

waveform represents the DC signals or DC current produced by diode D1 and diode D2. 

The last waveform represents the total output DC current produced by diodes D1and 



 

 

 
 

D2. From the above waveforms, we can conclude that the output current produced at 

the load resistor is not a pure DC but a pulsating DC. 

3.2 Circuit Explanation of seven segment display: 

A7-segment display can be thought of as a single display, it is still seven individual LEDs 

within a single package and as such these LEDs need protection from over current. LEDs 

produce light only when it is forward biased with the amount of light emitted being 

proportional to the forward current. 

This means then that an LEDs light intensity increases in an approximately linear manner 

with an increasing current. So this forward current must be controlled and limited to a safe 

value by an external resistor to prevent damage to the LED segments. 

The forward voltage drop across a red LED segment is very low at about 2-to-2.2 volts, 

(blue and white LEDs can be as high as 3.6 volts) so to illuminate correctly, the LED 

segments should be connected to a voltage source in excess of this forward voltage value 

with a series resistance used to limit the forward current to a desirable value. 

Typically for a standard red coloured 7-segment display, each LED segment can draw 

about 15 mA to illuminated correctly, so on a 5 volt digital logic circuit, the value of the 

current limiting resistor would be about 200Ω (5v – 2v)/15mA, or 220Ω to the nearest 

higher preferred value. 

So to understand how the segments of the display are connected to a 220Ω current 

limiting resistor consider the circuit below 

Fig: Circuit Diagram of Seven Segment Display 



 

 

 
 

 

 CHAPTER 4 : CODE 

 

  4.1 Code for seven segment display: 

     Program: 

 

    P3.0 =Switch 

;******************STARTING 

MODULE**********************  

ORG 0000H 

LJMP START 

;******************MAIN 

MODULE**************************** 

 ORG 0050H 

START:MOV P1,#00H 

xx:MOVR0,#FFH 

YY:INC RO 

     LCALL  DISP 

CJNER0,#0AH,YY 

LJMP xx 

DISP: 

SW: JB P3.0, 

SWLCALL DELAY 

JB P3.0,SW 

SW1: JNB P3.0,SW1 

LCALL DELAY 

JB P3.0,SW1 

D0:CJNE R0,#00H,D1 

MOV P1,#3FH 

RET 



 

 

 
 

D1:CJNER0,#01H,D2 

MOV P1,#06H RET 

D2:CJNER0,#02H,D3 

MOV P1,#5BH 

RET 

D3:CJNE R0,#03H,D4 

MOV P1,#4H 

RET 

D4:CJNER0,#04H,D5 

MOV P1,#66H RET 

D5:CJNER0,#05H,D6 

MOV P1,#6DH 

RET 

D6:CJNE R0,#06H,D7 

MOV P1,#7DH 



 
 

 
 

RET 

D7:CJNER0,#07H,D8 

MOV P1,#07H RET 

D8:CJNER0,#08H,D9 

MOV P1,#7FH RET 

D9:CJNE R0,#09H,D10 

MOV P1,#6FH 

D10:RET 

;*************************DELAY***************

************** 

DELAY:MOVR7,#FFH 

DJNE R7,$ 

RET 

END; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

CHAPTER- 5 

 

CONCLUSION: 

In our project,  The target users of the project can be any one right from a common 

man to  any organization. Lets say if any one uses our project for Seminar 

Purpose then the track  record of the persons attending the seminar will give the 

exact idea about the number of candidate attending and leaving the seminar. 
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ABSTRACT

Atpresent,energyconsumptionistosuchanextentthatifthesame

trendgoesontheninthefutureatsomepointoftime,theenergysources

willallbeexploited.Energyconservationinahydraulicpowerpackrefers

tothereductionintheenergyconsumedbythepowerpack.Many

experimentshavebeenconductedtoreducetheenergyconsumptionand

oneofthosemethodsisbyintroducingavariablefrequencydrive.The

mainobjectiveofthepresentworkistoreducetheenergyconsumedby

thehydraulicpowerpackusingvariablefrequencydrive.Variable

Frequencydriveisusedtovarythespeedofthemotorbyreceiving

electricalsignalsfrom thepressureswitchwhichactsasthefeedback

system.Usingthisconcept,thespeedofthemotorcanbevariedbetween

thespecifiedlimits.Sobyusingthepaltform calledECADwecan

implementtheactivitiesmentionedabove.ECADsoftwareisusedto

createandmodifybothdiagramsandlayouts,includingboth2Dand3D,

inordertodesign,assessanddocumentelectricalPrintedCircuitBoards

(PCB).
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1.INTRODUCTION

ECADwasfoundedinAugust1982byPaulHuangandGlenM.Antle,

whohadworkedatTexasInstruments,ITT,Teledyne,DataGeneral,and

(justbeforefoundingECAD),themicroelectronicsproductsdivisionof

SystemsEngineeringLaboratories(SEL)inSunnyvale,California.While

developinganewcomputerdesignatSEL,theCADgroupwroteanew

(andveryfast)algorithm forDesignrulechecking(DRC).Theseideas

eventuallybecamethebasisofECAD'sproducts.

In1982,SELwasacquiredbyGouldInc.,andpartoftheCADgroupspun

outasECAD.

ECAD'sfirstproductwasDracula,introducedinApril1983.Itincludeda

design-rulechecker,anelectricalrulechecker,andalayout-versus-

schematicconsistencycheckeramongotherprograms.Thiswasfollowed

bySYMBAD,anIClayoutproductsuite.

ECADsoldonlysoftware,anunusualbusinesstacticatthistime.However,

itwasconsistentlyprofitable.In1987,itwentpubliconNASDAQ,andin

1988inamergerwithSDASystems,itbecameCadenceDesignSystem.

Electronicdesignautomation,alsoreferredtoaselectroniccomputer-

aideddesign,isacategoryofsoftwaretoolsfordesigningelectronic

systemssuchasintegratedcircuitsandprintedcircuitboards.Thetools

worktogetherinadesignflowthatchipdesignersusetodesignand

analyzeentiresemiconductorchips
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History

BeforeEDA,integratedcircuitsweredesignedbyhand,andmanuallylaid

out.Someadvancedshopsusedgeometricsoftwaretogeneratethetapes

fortheGerberphotoplotter,buteventhosecopieddigitalrecordingsof

mechanicallydrawncomponents.Theprocesswasfundamentallygraphic,

withthetranslationfrom electronicstographicsdonemanually.Thebest

knowncompanyfrom thiserawasCalma,whoseGDSIIformatsurvives.

Bythemid-1970s,developersstartedtoautomatethedesignalongwith

thedrafting.Thefirstplacementandroutingtoolsweredeveloped.The

proceedingsoftheDesignAutomationConferencecovermuchofthisera.

Thenexterabeganaboutthetimeofthepublicationof"Introductionto

VLSISystems"byCarverMeadandLynnConwayin1980.Thisground

breakingtextadvocatedchipdesignwithprogramminglanguagesthat

compiledtosilicon.Theimmediateresultwasaconsiderableincreasein

thecomplexityofthechipsthatcouldbedesigned,withimprovedaccess

todesignverificationtoolsthatusedlogicsimulation.Oftenthechips

wereeasiertolayoutandmorelikelytofunctioncorrectly,sincetheir

designscouldbesimulatedmorethoroughlypriortoconstruction.

Althoughthelanguagesandtoolshaveevolved,thisgeneralapproachof

specifyingthedesiredbehaviorinatextualprogramminglanguageand

lettingthetoolsderivethedetailedphysicaldesignremainsthebasisof

digitalICdesigntoday.

TheearliestEDAtoolswereproducedacademically.Oneofthemost

famouswasthe"BerkeleyVLSIToolsTarball",asetofUNIXutilitiesused

todesignearlyVLSIsystems.StillwidelyusedaretheEspressoheuristic

logicminimizerandMagic.

AnothercrucialdevelopmentwastheformationofMOSIS,aconsortium

ofuniversitiesandfabricatorsthatdevelopedaninexpensivewaytotrain

studentchipdesignersbyproducingrealintegratedcircuits.Thebasic

conceptwastousereliable,low-cost,relativelylow-technologyIC

processes,andpackalargenumberofprojectsperwafer,withjustafew

copiesofeachprojects'chips.Cooperatingfabricatorseitherdonatedthe
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processedwafers,orsoldthem atcost,seeingtheprogram ashelpfulto

theirownlong-term growth.

BirthofcommercialEDA

1981marksthebeginningofEDAasanindustry.Formanyyears,the

largerelectroniccompanies,suchasHewlettPackard,Tektronix,andIntel,

hadpursuedEDAinternally.In1981,managersanddevelopersspunout

ofthesecompaniestoconcentrateonEDAasabusiness.DaisySystems,

MentorGraphics,andValidLogicSystemswereallfoundedaroundthis

time,andcollectivelyreferredtoasDMV.Withinafewyearstherewere

manycompaniesspecializinginEDA,eachwithaslightlydifferent

emphasis.ThefirsttradeshowforEDAwasheldattheDesign

AutomationConferencein1984.

In1981,theU.S.DepartmentofDefensebeganfundingofVHDLasa

hardwaredescriptionlanguage.In1986,Verilog,anotherpopularhigh-

leveldesignlanguage,wasfirstintroducedasahardwaredescription

languagebyGatewayDesignAutomation.Simulatorsquicklyfollowed

theseintroductions,permittingdirectsimulationofchipdesigns:

executablespecifications.Inafewmoreyears,back-endsweredeveloped

toperform logicsynthesis.
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2.FUNDAMENTALSOFVARIABLEFREQUENCYDRIVE

2.1Introduction

VFDisvariablefrequencydrive.VFDcanalsoreferasvariablespeeddrive,

adjustablespeeddrive,adjustable

frequencydrive,ACdrive,microdriveandinverter.Itisasystem which

getsusedtocontrolthespeedofelectric

motorbycontrollingthefrequencyandvoltage.Frequencyisdirectly

proportionaltothespeedofelectricmotor.By

adjustingthefrequency,speedcanbevariedaccordingtorequirementsor

applications.VFDmakestheprocessreliable

andoutputvariableiseasilycontrolled.Variablefrequencydrivehave

differenttypesasVoltagesourceinversion

(VSI),Currentsourceinversion(CSI),Pulsewidthmodulation(PWM).

MainlyPWMbasedVFDusedinindustriesas

CSIrequiredlargeinductorwhileconstructingandVSIhavepoorpower

factor.VFDincreasesthelifespanofmotor.

VFDgetsusedinmanyapplicationstosavepower.Inthispaperdifferent

applicationswhereVFDcanbeusedare

explained.OneoftheapplicationsofVFDiscementindustry.Inprocess

ofcementmakingateverystageVFDget

used.InthispaperneedofVFDincementindustryisdiscussed.Variable

speeddrivesareveryimportantinconveyors

tocontroltorqueandspeed.

OurmanyhomeappliancesalsouseVFD.Inairconditionersystem VFDis

usedtoconserveenergy.Howenergyget

savedusingVFDisexplainedinpaper.VFDcanbeusedinirrigation

system.Itispossibletocontroltheflowofwater

accordingtotherequirementusingVFD.Pumpingwithmultiflowis
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possiblewithVFD.Therearemanyapplications

whereVFDissuitable.Asitsaveslotsofamountofenergy;itisalsoused

inmanyindustries

2.2Diffrenttypesofvariablefrequencydrives

TherearethreecommontypesofVFDs.Currentsourceinversion(CSI)has

beensuccessfullyusedinsignalprocessingandindustrialpower

applications.CSIVFDsaretheonlytypethathasregenerativepower

capability.Inotherwords,theycanabsorbpowerflowbackfrom the

motorintothepowersupply.CSIVFDsgiveaverycleancurrentwaveform

butrequirelarge,expensiveinductorsintheirconstructionandcause

cogging(pulsatingmovementduringrotation)below6Hz.

Voltagesourceinversion(VSI)driveshavepoorpowerfactor,cancause

motorcoggingbelow6Hz,andarenon-regenerative.Consequently,CSI

andVSIdriveshavenotbeenwidelyused.

Pulse-widthmodulation(PWM)VFDsaremostcommonlyusedinindustry

becauseofexcellentinputpowerfactorduetofixedDCbusvoltage,no

motorcogging,higherefficiencies,andlowercost.APWMVFDusesa

seriesofvoltagepulsesofdifferentlengthstosimulateasinusoidalwave

(Fig.1onpage8).Ideally,thepulsesaretimedsothatthetimeaverage

integralofthedriveyieldsaperfectsinusoid.Thecurrentmethodof

choicetoproducethiswaveform runsatrianglewaveandsinewave

throughacomparator,andoutputsavoltagepulsewheneverthesine

wave'svalueisgreaterthanthetrianglewave.Thecurrentelectric

componentofchoicetogeneratethevoltagepulseistheinsulatedgate

bipolartransistor(IGBT),althoughsilicon-controlledrectifiers(SCRs)can

workaswell.Inthenearfuture,injection-enhancedgatetransistors

(IEGTs)willbeusedtoperform thistask.Muchmorelongterm,

memristorswillprobablybecomethecomponentofchoiceforthistask.
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Memristorsarethefourthpassivecircuitelement,linkingelectriccharge

andmagneticflux.Memristorshavebeenhypothesizedtoexistformore

than30years,butwerenotfabricateduntilApril2008byHewlettPackard

Labs.HewlettPackardhopestousethesedevicesasapassivetransistor,

reducingtheirheatgenerationcomparedtoothertypesofmemory.

Regardlessofthecomponentusedtoform thesinewave,theswitching

actioncausesproblems.

Electrically,VFDsrunatahighpowerfactor.Anyclassofinduction

motorsusuallyhasalowpowerfactorathalfandthree-quartersload

(0.75to0.85).Thisactuallydecreasesthelifeofthemotor,becausethe

unnecessaryincreaseincurrentoverheatingthewindinginsulation.VFDs

bypassthisproblem byrunningtheloadatafrequencybelowthe

fundamental.

ThemostobviousreasontoprocureaVFDisspeedcontrol.Thisisusually

doneforprocess,operation,andeconomicbenefits.Oneeconomic

benefitcomesfrom thereductionofmaintenancewhenusingaVFD,

especiallynothavingtodealwiththeDCmotorcarbonbrushesor

mechanicalspeed-controlgearboxes(transmissions).Themostobvious

economicbenefitsofVFDsoccurwithfansandpumps.Thepowerthata

pumporfanconsumesisdirectlyproportionaltothecubeofthevelocity.

Thismeansifanoperatorcanrunafanat80% offullspeed,it

theoreticallyuses51% offullloadpower.

VFDsalsooptimizemotorstartingcharacteristics.VFDsbringmotorsup

tofullspeedquicklyandbydrawingonly100% to150% offullloadamps

(FLAs).ThisabilitytostartatnormalFLAisveryimportantifthepower

supplycannotwithstandthenormallysixtimesFLAacross-the-line

startingdraw,oreventhe350% FLAsoft-startdevicecurrent.VFDsdo

thisbymanagingthemagneticfluxofaninductionmotor.Magneticflux

isdirectlyproportionaltothevoltageandinverselyproportionaltothe

frequency.Bykeepingthefluxconstant,theinrushcurrentdoesnot
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exceedtheFLAratingofthemotor,andfulltorqueismaintained.Thisisa

significantimprovementonasoft-start,whichhassignificantvoltage

dropproblemsandcannotstartunderfullload.

2.3workingprincipleofvariablefrequencydrive

Avariablefrequencydriveconvertsincoming50HzpowerintoDC,then

convertstoavariablevoltage,variable

frequencyoutput.In[1]blockdiagram ofvariablefrequencydrivefigureis

mentioned

Fig.1showstheblockdiagram ofvariablefrequencydrive.Figureshows

thatVFDhasthreestagesasinputconverter,

DCbus,andOutputinverter.InputconverterisconsistingofDiodeBridge.

Dcbusconsistsofinductorandcapacitor.

OutputconverterisconsistIGBT.Outputinverterisconnectedtomotor.

TheworkingofthreestagesofVFDisasfollows:

Converter:
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ThefirststageofmotorcontrollerorVFDisconverter.Converterismade

upofsixdiodes.Threephasevoltageis

directlysuppliedtotheconverter.Converterallowsthecurrenttoflow

onlyinonedirection.Ifoneofthephase

voltagesfrom L1,L2,L3isgreaterthananothertwophasevoltagesthen

diodeconnectedtothatphasevoltagegetturn

onandsameprincipalgetusedatnegativesideofdiode.Attheoutputsix

currentpulsesoccurs,soitisalsocalledas6

pulseVFD.6pulseVFDgetusedinbuildingelectricalsystem suchas

electronicsballast,uninterruptedpowersupply

etc.VFDcanbeconfiguredas12pulsesVFDand18pulseVFD.As6pulse

VFDhasmoreharmonicdistortionto

avoidthisdrawbackmostly12pulseVFDor18pulseVFDisused.The

converterunitconverts3phaseincomingAC

supplyintoDC.Thecommonlyusedconfigurationofconverteris3phase

fullwaveDiodeBridge.

DCbus:

ThesecondstageofVFDisDCbus.ThebasicprincipalofDCbusisto

removeripples.TheDCbusisthelink

betweenconverterandinverter.Attheoutputofrectifiercircuitwegetdc

signal.Theoutputofrectifierscontainslarge

numberofripplessodcbusremovesripplesfrom output.Italsoprovides

protectionforthedrive.AttheoutputofDC

busripplefreeDcispresent.

Inverter:

ThelaststageofVFDisinverter.Inverterismadeupoftransistors.

Transistorsworkasswitches.InindustryIGBT

thatisinsulatedgatebipolartransistorgetmostcommonlyused.Ifoneof
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switchfrom topgetclosedthenphaseof

electricmotorgetconnectedtopositiveDCbusandvoltageonthat

phasebecomespositive.Sameprincipalgetused

fortheswitchesatbottom andforthesebottom switchesphaseget

negativeDCbusandvoltageonthatphasebecome

negative.Byturningonswitchesinanyorder,thephaseandtherotation

ofelectricmotorcanbechanged.Somaking

phasevoltagepositive,negativeorzero,variablefrequencygetsatthe

output.Asfrequencyisdirectlyproportionalto

thespeedofmotorandmotorspeedgetvariedaccordingtorequirement

orapplications.SoInverterisaunitwhere

filteredDCsupplyisbeingconvertedtoACSupplywhichissupplytothe

electricmotorconnectedtoit.

Themethodsusedtocontrolspeedofelectricmotorsareasfollows:

1)V/Fcontrol

Inelectricmotor,voltageinducedinthestatorofelectricmotorisdirectly

proportionaltothefrequencyandairgap

flux.Ifwereducethefrequencykeepingvoltageconstantthenthereis

increaseinairgapflux.Thisisundesirable

effect.SotovaryspeedwemustkeepV/Fratioconstant.V/Fmethod

usesthetechniqueinwhichseveralmotorscan

beconnectedtothesingleVFD.V/Fcontroltechniqueshasadvantages

likelowstartingcurrentandhavewiderangeof

speed.V/Fcontrolmethoddoesnotusedwhereprecisespeedregulation

operatorisrequired.
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2)V/Fwithencoder

TohaveprecisespeedregulationV/Fwithencodergetused.Encoder

provideshighreferencefrequency.Thusspeed

regulationdependsonthefeedbackprovidedbytheencoder.Butthis

methodiscostlysonotgetusedinmany

applications.

3)OpenloopV/Fcontrol

TohavedynamicspeedresponseopenloopV/Fcontrolgetsusedin

industries.Inthismethodstatorvoltageand

frequencybothvariedsimultaneously.Airgapfluxremainsconstant.As

frequencyandvoltagevariesatatime,V/f

ratioremainsconstant.

4)ClosedloopV/Fcontrol

InclosedloopV/Fcontrol,feedbacksystem getsused.Themeasured

speedofelectricmotorandreferencespeedget

compared.Accordingtodifferencebetweenboththesespeed,frequency

andvoltagegetvariedtoremainV/Fratio

constant.Tomeasurethespeedofelectricmotorsensorgetusedandto

changethefrequencycontrollergetused.

MainlyProportionalcontrollergetsused.

AllabovecontrolmethodusesthePulseWidthModulationtechniqueto

changethespeedbyvaryingthewidthoffixed

signal.Byvaryingthewidthoffixedsignal,frequencygetsvaried.PWM

providesthefiringangletothetransistorsor

switchesusedininverterblock.PWMgeneratesfiringanglebycomparing

thetriangularwavewiththereference

signal.InindustriesmainlyPWMbasedgeneratorusedasinitialtransients
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areless.

2.4ApplicationsofVariableFrequencyDrive:

1]Variablefrequencydriveincementindustry

Primaryelementsofcementarelimestoneandclay.Thesematerialsare

crushedintofinepowderandthenblended.In

processofcementmakingateverystageVFDgetused.VFDgetsusedto

controlthespeedoffans,mills,conveyors

etc.Thecontrolprocessthroughvariablefrequencydrivesleadsto

efficientspeedcontrol,lowpowerlosses,energy

savings,lowpollutionandsignificantsavingineconomy.

Followingfigureshowstheprocessofcementmaking:

Fig.2showstheblockdiagram ofcementmakingprocess.Cementis

madeupofrawmaterialslikeclay,limestone.

Cementmakingprocesshavedifferentstepsinvolvedasshowninfigure.

Thesestepsarecrushing,preblendingand

grindingofrawmaterials.Clinkerisationistheprocesswherecoolingis

donetoavoidfurtherchemicalreactions.After

clinkerisation,finalgrindingofcementisdone.Laststepofcement
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makingprocessistransportationofcement.

Theoverallprocessofcementindustryisdividedintoparts.Twopartsas

mentionedbelow:

1.InducedDraftFanforCementKiln

2.Conveyors

1.InducedDraftFanforCementKiln

Itisrequiredtocontroltheprocessrequirementsthroughoutthe

operation.Previouslydampers,vanes,variableslip

clutchesgetusedtocontrolthespeed.Buttheyhavedisadvantageslike

highpowerconsumptionandmaintenanceis

required.ToovercomethisdrawbackVFDgetused.Inadvantagesof

cementindustryarementioned.

i}Maintenanceofuniform workingtemperature,reducedfannoiseand

savingofvaluablefloorspaceintheplant.

ii}TheIDfanpowercanbeseveralthousandhpandusingadriveto

controlairflowcanresultinconsiderableenergy

savings

ii}VFDoptimizesthefanRPMinsuchamannerthatitpreciselymatches

thesystem operatingconditions.

2.Conveyors

Conveyorisusedtohandlerawmaterialandfinishedmaterial.Conveyor

getsusedcontinuouslyinthecementmaking

processthereforechancesofbrakingconveyorgetincreased.Itincreases

operationalcost.Toreduceoperationalcosts,

itisimportanttoextendthebeltlifetimeandavailability.Variablespeed

drivesprovideaccuratetorqueandspeed

controlofconveyors.Thisreducesthestressonmechanicalequipment
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suchasgearboxes,pulleyandbelts,especially

duringstart-upandstopping,butalsoduringoperationandmaintenance

.WiththeuseofVFDitispossibletocontrol

thespeedoftheconveyorstomatchtheproductioncapacityandassuch

reducewearandsaveenergy.Formaintenance

inspection,beltchangesorrepairsoravoidanceoficebuild-upitis

possibletoruntheconveyorbeltatslowspeed.

2]Variablefrequencydriveinairconditioner

Astherapiddevelopmentofeconomyandtheimprovementofpeople's

standardofliving,thecentralair-conditioning

system hasbecomepopularinthehotels,officebuildings,supermarkets,

hospitals,factories,etc.Theconsumptionof

electricitybyairconditionerisincreasingdaybyday.Ifweadopt

reasonableandintelligenttechnology,plusthebest

moderndesignusingVFD,wecanconserveenergy.Theair-conditioning

system mainlyconsistsofrefrigeration

compressorgroup,cooling(heat)medium circulatingwatersystem,

coolingcirculatingwatersystem,coolingtowerfan

andcoilpipefan.However,air-conditioningsystemscurrentlyhavea

drawbackthatisitishardtocontroltheiroutput

temperatureaccordingtoseasons.

From thetheoryoffluidmechanics,theoutputflowquantityofthe

centrifugalpumporfanisdirectlyproportionalto

itsspeed,theoutputpressureisdirectlyproportionaltothesquareofthe

speedwhiletheoutputpowerisdirectly

proportionaltothecubeofthespeed.From this,itiseasytodrawa

conclusionthatwecanadjusttheoutputpowerof

thepumpandfanthroughcontrollingtheirspeed.
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Airconditioningsystem hasCoolingwatersystem Closed-loopcontrol

block.Thestandardrequiredcirculatingwater

temperatureforsystem is12℃ intakeand7℃outlet,withallowable

temperaturedifferenceof5℃.Ifthetemperature

differencebetweentheintakeandoutletis3℃,itshowsthattheactual

demandofthesupplyis3℃/5℃=60%.Byusing

VFDwecancontrolspeedofthepumpto60% ofitsratedspeedwhich

ultimatelysavestheenergy

Fig.3showstheblockdiagram ofairconditionersystem usingVFD.Block

diagram consistsofZCD,VFD,LCD

display,Microcontroller,Powersupply,Temperaturereference,Gatedriver

circuit,Inductionmotorandkeypad.

Thereiswaytosaveenergyinairconditionsystem usingVFD(sevenlevel

inverters).Blockdiagram ofthatsystem is

mentionedin[3].Itconsistsof230Vacsupplywhichisgiventothe

rectifiercircuit.Therectifiercircuitconvertsac

intodc.Thisregulateddcvoltageisgiventothesevenlevelinverterwhich

producespuresinewaveanditisgivento
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theinductionmotor.ThemicrocontrollerisusedtoproducethePWM

sequenceswithreferencestothetemperature

given.InturnthePWMsequencesonlycontroltheoutputofthephase

controlledrectifierandSeven-levelinverter.

Gatedrivercircuitisusedtoefficientlydrivetheswitchesinthephase

controlledrectifierandSeven-levelinverter.

LCDisusedtodisplaythecurrentandsettemperature.

3]Variablefrequencydriveinirrigationsystem

InirragationapplicationVFDhelpsfarmerstocontrolorvarythepressure

oftheflowaccordingtotherequirements.It

ispossibletomanagevariousvariationsinflow.

1.Singlepumpwithmultiheaddutypoints

VFDcanbeusedtoirrigatedifferentareashavingdifferentrequirements

ofwaterflow.VFDcanbeusedinmostof

thedifferentirrigationsystemsfrom micro/driptosprinklersandcentre

pivots.Infixedblocksystemssuchasmicro

irrigation,theirrigatedareacanbedividedintonumberofzonesandeach

onecanhaveadifferentpressure

requirement.Forexample,iftherearedifferentzonesrequiringdifferent

pressurelevelsthenVFDwillchangethe

pumpspeedattherequirementofthevalvesastheyoperateintheir

respectivezones.Followingfigureshowssingle

pumpwithmultiheaddutypoints.
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Fig.4showsthemotorconnectedwiththeVFDtoirrigatedifferentareas

havingdifferentwaterflowrequirements.Itis

possibletoadjusttheflowofwaterusingVFD.Thismethodiswidelyused

inirrigationpurpose.

2.Pumpingwithmultiflow

Inmanyapplicationsifthereisrequirementofchangeinflowofwaterit

canbepossiblebyusingtheVFD.Thereare

manyapplicationswhichrequiremorethantwomotorsconnectedin

sameapplicationbutrequiresdifferentspeed.So

inthiscaseVFDhelpstokeeppressureconstant.Iftherearetwopumps

inparallel,itispossibletousetwovariable

frequencydrivesandallowthem tocascade.Thismeanswhenpump1

exceedsitsflowandthepressureconditioncan

nolongerbemetasitispumpingtoofartotherightonthepumpcurve,

the2ndVFDcanbecalledinandthenthepumpswillbalanceoutinflow

andsupplywhatisrequiredatthedeterminedpressure.Astheflow

increasesordecreases,thepumpswillrampaccordinglyuntiltheflow

decreasesandthe2ndpumpisnolongerneededanditwillfalloutand

onlypumpnumber1willoperate.
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3.DESIGNINGOFVARIABLEFREQUENCYDRIVEFOR

HYDRAULICPOWERPACK

3.1Working:

Cylinderisinmotion:

Figure3explainstheworkingofhydraulicpowerpackwhencylinderisin

motion.The

hydrauliccylindermoveswhenthedirectioncontrolvalveisactivatedin

eitherdirection.Upon

activation,oilflowsfrom thedirectioncontrolvalvetotheactuator,

therebyinducingapressuredrop

inthesystem.Themotorcontinuestorunataconstantrpm andthis

leadstoaconstantflowof

hydraulicoil.Amajorpercentageofthishydraulicoilisusedtomovethe

actuatorandaverysmall

percentageofhydraulicflowsthroughthepressurereliefvalvetothe

reservoir.
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Thehydrauliccylinderwillreachitsdead-endpositionsoncethedirection

controlvalveisactivated.Onreachingthedead-endposition,thecylinder

staysinthatpositiontillthedirectioncontrolvalveisactivatedagainand

flowoccursintheoppositedirection.Atthedead-endpositions,the

pumpwhichiscoupledtothemotorrunsatthesamerpm asitwaswhen

thecylinderisinmotion.Theamountofoilthatispumpedintothe

system remainsthesame.Themotorrunsataconstantspeedof1400

rpm regardlessoftheloadonthesystem.Oncethecylinderreaches

eitherofthedeadendpositions,thepressureincreasesinthesystem to

themaximum pre-setpressure(ThisissetinthePressureReliefValve).

Uponreachingthepre-setpressure,inordertosafeguardtheequipment,

presentinthesystem,thepressurereliefvalveopensupandtheoilflows

backintothereservoir.Asthemotorrunsataconstantrpm,theoil

deliveredbythepumpremainsconstant.Acertainpercentageofthis

pumpedoilmaintainstherequiredsystem pressureandtheexcessoil

flowsthroughthepressurereliefvalveintothereservoir.Thisunnecessary

pumpingofoilduetotheconstantrpm ofthemotorleadstounnecessary

usageofpower.
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3.1WorkingofthehydraulicpowerpackwithVFD:

Inconventionalopenloophydraulicsystem,duetotheabsenceofa

feedbacksystem,themotorrunsataconstantspeedregardlessofthe

loadwhichisduetotheconstantinputACsupply.Withtheintroduction

ofapressureswitchandaFrequencyConverter,ProposedSystem

behavesasaclosedloopsystem.Thepressureswitchbeingthefeedback

elementsensesthepressureinthepressureportsandaccordinglysends

voltagesignalstothefrequencyconvertor.Thefrequencyconvertorin

turnreceivesthissignalandbydesignchangestheinputfrequencytothe

motorultimatelyvaryingitsspeed.

PresentConditions:

PressureReliefValve-50barPressureSwitch-40bar

FrequencyConverterSettings:

LowerFrequency-7HzHigherFrequency-50HzPistonintransition

(loadedcondition/Extension/retraction):Whentheactuatorbeginsto

extend,orretract,thepressureinthesystem dropsto20bar.Thisdrop-in

pressurebelow40barissensedbythepressureswitchwhichismounted

onthemanifoldblock.Thisaccordinglysendsavoltagesignaltothe

frequencyconvertor.Thesignalsareasfollows:40barandabove24

voltsBelow40bar0volts

Thefrequencyconvertorreceivesthissignalof0voltsandautomatically

changestheinputfrequencyofthemotorto50Hz(1500rpm).This

increasesthedischargefrom thepumpsoastomaintainthemotionof

theactuator.Whentheactuatorreachestheclampedposition,the

pressureinthepressurelineincreasesto50barassetbythepressure

reliefvalve.Butsincethepressureswitchissetto40bar,itdetectsthis

increaseinpressureandsendsasignalof24Voltstothefrequency

convertor.Oncethefrequencyconvertorreceivesthissignalitreduces

theinputfrequencyofthemotorto7Hz(210rpm).Thisdecreasesthe

dischargeofoilfrom thepumpandthusdeliversjustenoughhydraulicoil

soastomaintaintheclampingpressureat40barandtherestoftheoil

pumpedwhichflowsbacktothetankthroughthepressurereliefvalveis
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reduced.Therefore,thisreducestheunnecessarypowerconsumptionof

thepowerpackandalsoreducestheheatingoftheoilconsiderably.Itis

becauseofthefeedbackmechanism thattheefficiencyofproposed

system ismuchhigherthananythatofanyotherhydraulicpowerpack.

3.2Calculations:

AtFrequency-1

SpeedCalculations(N);

Atafrequencyf–1=7Hz

N=(120xf–1)/prpm=210rpm (Wherep=numberofpolesinthe

motor)

Displacementofthepump(v)=5.5cc/rev=5.5x10̂ -3litres/revolution.

Dischargebythepump(Q)=vxNlpm =1.155lpm

PowerConsumed(Pw)=(PxQ)/(612xη)kW =0.0889kW

WhereP=pressure(inbar),η=efficiencyofthemotor

AtFrequency-2

SpeedCalculations(N)

Atfrequencyf–2=50Hz

Speed;N=(120xf–2)/prpm =1500rpm (Wherep=numberofpolesin

themotor)

Displacementofthepump(v)=5.5cc/rev=5.5x10̂ -3litres/revolution.

Dischargebythepump(Q)=vxNlpm =8.25lpm

PowerConsumed(Pw)=(PxQ)/(612xη)kW =0.317kW

Totalpowerconsumed:

(Usinga25% loadingcycle:45minclampedand15minloading)

Inonehour,thetotalpowerconsumedisasfollows.

TotalPower=[(Pw1x75%)+(Pw2x25%)x60]kJ/hour=0.1467kW
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Heatdissipationinatank:

Conversionfactors:

1gpm =0.06309lps1psi=0.06895bar

EL=1.48QP(1−μ)Btu/hr=280.76Btuhr

Where;

EL=InternalheatlossgeneratedbypumpandothercomponentsinBtu/

hr

Q=Dischargeofthepumpingpm

P=pumpgaugepressureinpsi

μ=System efficiency

fig3.2.1 schematicDiagram
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4.CONCLUSION

Theproposedsystem isadvantageouscomparedtothepresentsystem.

Becauseofthelackofthefeedbacksystem inthepresentsystem,motor

runsatthesamespeedregardlessofthepressureinthecircuitand

consumesmoreamountofpower.Buttheproposedsystem hasa

feedbacksystem whichusespressureswitchandsendsasignaltothe

variablefrequencydrivewhenthespecifiedpressureisreachedthereby

reducingthepowerconsumed.Thepowersavedbyusingtheproposed

system isabout78%,temperatureriseisdecreasedbyabout65%,flowis

reducedbyabout91%,noiselevelreducedby5.75% andthepower

differenceinthesystemsis2.57% i.e.,theproposedsystem isquieterand

isaspowerfulasthepresentsystem.Whentheproposedsystem runsfor

thewholeday,itsavesaround78% ofthemoneyannuallycomparedto

thepresentsystem.

VFDhelpstosaveenergyinmanyapplications.Itisapowerconversion

device.Itconvertsabasicfixedfrequencytoavariablefrequency,variable

voltageoutput.Thisfixedoutputvoltageisusedtocontrolthespeedof

inductionmotors.PrimaryfunctionofaVFDinaaquaticapplicationisto

provideenergysavings.Bycontrollingspeedofapumpratherthan

controllingflowthroughuseofthrottlingvalves,energysavingscanbe

substantial.AVFDisusedforcontrolofprocesstemperature,pressureor

flowwithoutuseofaseparatecontroller,Suitablesensorsandelectronics

areusedtointerfacedrivenequipmentwithit
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ABSTRACT 

BSNL is the one of the largest telecom Sector in India head-quarted in New Delhi on 

15 September 2000. It provides Fixed line Telephone, Mobile phone, Broadband, 

Internet Television and IPTV services. it is one of the leading company with a gross 

Revenue of 33 thousand crores. 

It is not viable to expand telecom network in India substantially at the prevalent level 

of per line investment. However, systems based on new technologies, many developed 

in India, promise to more the half the investment required. 

BSNL is the oldest communication Service provider and has a customer base of 93.29 

million(of June 2015). Apart from the above service BSNL also provides opportunity 

for students to undergo industrial training. This training includes various sectors like 

IP addressing, Broadband Services, Switching, GSM model and various 

Infrastructures that will be used in Industries 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited is a state- owned telecommunications 

company headquartered in New Delhi, India. BSNL is one of the largest Indian cellular 

service providers, with over 87.1 million subscribers as of April 2011, and the largest 

land line telephone provider in India. 

BSNL is India's oldest and largest communication service provider. It had a 

customer base of 90 million as of June 2008. It has footprints throughout India except 

for theme-tropolitan cities of Mumbai and New Delhi, which are managed by 

Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL). As of June 30, 2010, BSNL had a 

customer base of 27.45 million wire line and 72.69 million wireless subscribers. 

BSNL is the only service provider, making focused efforts and planned 

initiatives to bridge the Rural-Urban Digital Divide ICT sector. In fact there is no 

telecom operator in the/country to beat its reach with its wide network giving services 

in every nook & corner of country and operates across India except Delhi & Mumbai. 

Whether it is inaccessible areas of Siachen glacier and North-eastern region of the 

country. BSNL serves its customers with its wide bouquet of telecom services. 

BSNL is numerouno operator of India in all services in its license area. The 

company offers vide ranging & most transparent tariff schemes designed to suite every 

customer. BSNL cellular service, Cell One, has 55,140,282 2Gcellular customers and 

88,4933Gcustomers as on 30.11.2009. In basic services, BSNL is miles ahead, with 85 per 

cent share of the subscriber base and 92 percent share in revenue terms. BSNL has more 

than 2.5 million WLL subscribers and 2.5 million Internet Customers who access Internet 

through various modes. BSNL has set up a world class multi-gigabit, multi- protocol 

convergent IP infrastructure that provides convergent services like voice, data and video 

through the same Backbone and Broadband Access Network. At present there are 0.6 

million Data One broadband customers. The company has vast experience. Planning, 

Installation, network integration and Maintenance of Switching & Transmission Networks 

and also has a world class ISO 9000 certified Telecom Training Institute. 
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Telecom network 
 

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts 

 

1) Access Network: It is the one which connects the CPE(Customer 

premises Equipment) to the Switching Location. 

Example: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

2) Switching network: It is the location of the 

switching station. Example: Telephone Exchange, 

MSC etc. 

3) Core Network: Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core network. 

Wired telecom network 
 

 
 

 
Figure No. 1.1: Wired telecom network representation. 

MDF (Main Distribution Frame) 

A Main Distribution Frame (MDF or main frame) is a signal distribution frame 

for connecting equipment (inside plant to cables and subscriber carrier equipment  

(outside plant). The MDF is a termination point within the local telephone exchange 

where exchange equipment and terminations of local loops are connected by jumper 

wires at the MDF. All cable copper pairs supplying services through user telephone 

lines are terminated at the MDF and distributed through the MDF to equipment within 

the local exchange e.g. repeaters and DSLAM. Cables to intermediate distribution 

frames terminate at the MDF. Trunk cables may terminate on the same MDF or on a 

separate trunk main distribution frame (MDF). 

Pillars 
PILLARS are the intermediate testing boxes where the primary and distribution 

cable terminates. Underground cables that connect the MDF and pillars are called as 

Primary cables. cables that connect the pillar and the DPs (Distribution Point) in that 

pillar area are called as Distribution cables. 
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DP (Distribution Point) 

A Distribution Point is the point from where the connection wires are extended 

to the customers. A DP's capacity can be 5, 10, 20 or 50 pairs. Each DP is given with a 

4-digit number in which the first 2 digits indicate the pillar number, in which that DP 

is working. Through a drop wire, the connection is extended into customer premises 

from the distribution point 

How telecom network works? 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that 

connects telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant 

equipment including telephone switches, which make telephone calls "wolic" in the sense 

of making connections and relaying the speech in format. 

 

 

 

Engine and Alternator 

Figure No. 1.2: Basic telecom network 

 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The 

diesel engine provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current 

is generated to support the exchange systems. 

Battery and Power Plant: Batteries provides continuous DC voltage for 

uninterrupted exchange operation. The power plant keeps the batteries on float so as to 

give out the dc output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The rectifiers in 

the power plant convert ac into dc. 

OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, 

catridges, etc. It controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new 

connections, adding and removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC 

room. 
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Main Distribution Frame 

It provides the physical connectivity from the exchange side to the line side. All 

the primary cables are terminated at the MDF line side and all the switching cables are 

terminated at the exchange side on the MDF crone modules. 

Switch 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The 

switch room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots 

and cards. Switching is the most important part of the exchange process. 

Telecom Companies in India 

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for 

running the telephone services in the country. The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam 

Limited (MTNL) initiated its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone 

operations in the metros of India, viz. Delhi and Mumbai. In October 2000, the Bharat 

Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by the Department of Telecom. Thereafter 

several private companies as Reliance Communications, Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. 

in the sector came up. 

Services of BSNL 

 
• Land lines (Fixed Access) 

• High speed Broadband 

• FTTH (Fibre to the Home) 

• Mobile services 

• Wi-MAX 

• IN (Intelligent Network) 
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CHAPTER 2 

SWITCHING 

Introduction 

 

Switching means connection is established in between the two nodes called 

switching, generally switch is a device that makes the connection and breaks the 

connection called switch. The temporary connection between the one node to another 

node. In briefly switching can be divided into three types as follows, 

• Circuit switching. 

• Packet switching. 

• Message switching. 

• Cross bar switching 

• digital switching 
 

Figure No. 2.1: Basic switching circuit representation 

Circuit Switching 

In Circuit switching, two nodes communicate with each other over a dedicated 

communication path. In this, a circuit is established to transfer the data. These circuits 

may be permanent or temporary. Applications that use circuit switching may have to 

go through three phases. The different phases are 

• Establishing acircuit 
 

• Transferring the data 

• Disconnecting the circuit 
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Figure No. 2.2: Pattern of circuit switching 

 
Circuit switching was designed for voice applications. Telephone is the best 

suitable example of circuit switching. Before a user can make a call, a virtual path between 

the called subscriber and the calling subscriber is established over the network. 

Advantages of circuit switching 
 

• As there is very less delay for the call to be established and also during the 

conversation, the circuit switching network is widely used for real time voice services 

throughout the world since years. There is almost no waiting time at voice switches 

used for the call. 

• It will have realistic voice communication and consecutively speaking persons are 

easily identified due to higher sampling rates used. 

• Once the connection is established between two parties, it will be available till end of the 

conversation. This guarantees reliable connection in terms of constant data rate and 

availability of resources (Bandwidth, channels etc.). Hence it is used for long distance and 

long duration calls without any sort of tiredness. 

• No loss of packets or out of order packets here as this is connection oriented 

network unlike packet switched network. 

• The forwarding of information is based on time or frequency slot assignments and 

hence there is no need to examine the header as in the case of packet switching 

network. 

Disadvantages of circuit switching 

• As is it designed for voice traffic, it is not suitable for data transmission. 

• The channels and bandwidth used in the connection are not available till the 

conversation or call is broken. Due to this, even if they are not utilized, they cannot be 

used for any other purpose (e.g. connections). Hence circuit switching is inefficient in 

terms of resource utilization (i.e. channels, bandwidth etc.). More over due to this, if 

there are many users than the available channels, it leads to dropped calls or calls not 

being established. 
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• The connection requires call setup delay and it is not instantaneous. This means there is 

no communication until connection is established and resources are available. 

• It is more expensive compare to other techniques due to dedicated path 

requirement. Consecutively, the call rates are also higher 

Packet Switching 
 

The packet switching technique is derived from message switching where the 

message is broken down into smaller chunks called Packets. The header of each packet 

contains the switching information which is then transmitted independently. The header 

contains details such as source, destination and intermediate node address information. 

The intermediate networking devices can store small size packets and don’t take many 

resources either on the carrier path or in the internal memory of switches. Individual 

routing of packets is done where a total set of packets need not be sent in the same route. 

As the data is split, bandwidth is reduced. This switching is used for performing data 

rate conversion. 

 
 

Figure No. 2.3: Pattern of Packet Switching 

Advantages of packet switching 

• As packets contain maximum length, they can be stored in the main memory itself and 

not disk. This reduces access delay. More over packet size is fixed and hence network 

will have improved delay characteristics as no long messages are available in the 

queue. 

• As switching devices do not require massive secondary storage, costs are minimized 

to great extent. Hence packet switching is very cost-effective technique. 
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• Packets are rerouted in case of any problems (e.g. busy links or 

disabled links). This ensures reliable communication. 

• It is more efficient for data transmission as it does not require path to be established 

between the sender and receiver and data are transmitted immediately. 

• Many users can share the same channel simultaneously. Hence packet 

switching makes us e of available bandwidth efficiently. 

• With improved protocols, packet switching is widely used for video and voice 

calls using applications such as WhatsApp, Skype, Google Talk etc. 

• Due to competition among telecom carriers and availability of latest wireless 

standards such as LTE, LTE-Advanced packet switching is widely used by internet 

users. 

Disadvantages of packet switching 

• Packet switching network cannot be used in applications requiring very little 

delay and higher quality of service e.g. reliable voice call. 

• Protocols used in the packet switching are complex and require high 

initial implementation costs. 

• If the network becomes overloaded, packets are delayed or discarded or dropped. This 

leads to retransmission of lost packets by the sender. This often leads to loss of critical 

information if errors are not recovered. 

• It is not secured if security protocols (e.g. IPsec) are not used during packet 

transmission. 

Digital Switching 
 

The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or 

more exchange terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) 

between these terminations in digital form with reliable accuracy. Digital 

Switching network can be classified into 

• Space Division and 

• Time Division systems. 
 

Space Switching 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are 

interconnected. E.g. Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on 

O/G HWYS. Since the transfer of sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no 
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delay in switching the sample. Different highways are interconnected. E.g. Signals 

received on I/C HWY1 are transmitted on O/G HWY2 or 3 or any HWY. Digital Space 

Switch: This switch consists of several input highways X1, X2. Xn and several output 

highways Y1, Y2….Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns. 

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an 

appropriate cross point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to 

same channel of outgoing PCM highway during each time slot. During other time 

slots, same cross point may be used to connect other channels. 

 

 

Figure No. 2.4: Space division switching representation 
 

Time switching 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are 

interconnected. For example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are 

transmitted in TS18 or any other TS on O/G HWYS including TS6. Same 

highways only are interconnected. E.g. Signals received on I/C HWY0 are 

transmitted on O/G HWY0on. 

 

 
Features 

Figure No. 2.5: Time division switching representation 

 

• Voice frequency rangesfrom300 Hz to 3400 Hz 

• Human audible range 20Hz to20KHz 
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• In Exchange it is converted into digital Line1(Analog) ->Edge (Digital) - 
>Line2(Analog) 

CDOT 

C- DOT DSS MAX is a universal digital switch which can be configured for different 

applications as local, transit, or integrated local and transit switch. High traffic/load handling 

capacity up to 8,00,000 BI ICA with termination capacity of 40,000 Lines as Local Exchange 

or 15.000 trunks as Trunk Automatic Exchange, the C-DOT DSS family is ideally placed to 

meet the different requirements of any integrated digital network. C-DOT DSS MAX 

exchanges can be configured using four basic modules. 

Base Module 

The Base Module (BM) is the basic growth unit of the system. It interfaces the 

external world to the switch. The interfaces may be subscriber lines, analog and digital 

trunks, CCM and PBX lines. Each Base Module can interface up to 2024 terminations. 

Central Module 

Central Module (CM) consists of a message switch and a space switch to 

provide inter-module communication and perform voice and data switching between 

Base Modules. It provides control message communication between any two Base 

Modules, and between Base Modules and Administrative Module for operation and 

maintenance functions. It also provides clock and synchronization on a centralized 

basis. 

Administrative Module 

Administrative Module (AM) performs system-level resource allocation and 

processing function on a centralized basis. It performs all the memory and time 

intensive call processing support functions and also administration and maintenance 

functions. It communicates with the Base Module via the Central Module. It supports 

the Input Output Module for providing man-machine interface. It also supports the 

Alarm Display Panel for the audio-visual indication of faults in the system. 

Input Output Module 

Input, Output Module (IOM) consists of duplicated Input Output Processor 

(10P). The Input Output Processor (IOP) is a general-purpose computer with UNIX 

Operating System. It is used as the front -end processor in C-DOT DSS. It handles all 

the input and output functions in C-DOT DSS. The top is connected to AP/BP 
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CHAPTER 3 

MOBLIE COMMUNICATIONS 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make 

mobile telephone calls across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, allowing 

the user to be mobile. By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within the range of a 

single, private base station, for example within a home or an office. 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public 

telephone network which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the 

world. It does this by connecting to a cellular network provided by a mobile network 

operator. In addition to telephone, modern mobile phones also support a wide variety 

of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short-range 

wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and 

photography. Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are 

referred to as smart phones. 

Generation Gap 

Generation:1 Analog [routines for sending voice] 

• All systems are incompatible. 
 

• No international roaming. 

• No data accessibility. 

Generation:2 Digital [voice Encoding] 

• Increased capacity. 
 

• Data rate of144kbitspersec. 
 

• More security. 
 

• Compatibility. 
 

• Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity. 

Generation:2.5 ----- packet-switching 

• Connection to the internet is paid by packets. 
 

• Connection to internet is cheaper and faster (up to 56KBps]. 
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Generation:3 ----- The Present Future 

 
• Permanent web connection at 2Mbps. 

 
• Internet, phone and media 3 in 1. 

 
• The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

 
• Data rates of 384kbits/sec. 

 
• The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards 3G. 

 

Generation:4 ----- Voice and Broadband Service. 

 
• Speed up to 1Gbps. 

 
• Ip switching has main role. 

 
• The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) has been initiated. 

 

Generation:5 ----- Cellular Mobile Communications 
 

• Ultra-high connection density and 0 latency. 

 
• It succeeds the 4G(LTE/Max),3G(UMTS) and 2G(GSM) systems. 

 
• 5G performance targets include high data rate. 

 
• Higher system capacity and massive device connectivity. 

 
The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small cells. This 

allows extensive frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use cell 

phones simultaneously. In a typical analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier 

receives about 800 frequencies to use across the city. The carrier chops up the city into 

cells. Each cell is typically sized at about 10 square miles (26 square kilometres). Cells 

are normally thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this. 

How a call is connected? 

• When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control channel. The 

control channel is a special frequency that the phone and base station use to talk to one 

another about things like call set-up and channel changing. If the phone cannot find 

any control channels to listen to, it knows it is out of range and displays a "no service" 

message. 
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• When it receives the SID, the phone compares It to the SID programmed into the 

phone. If the SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is communicating with is 

part of its home system. 

• Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the MTSO 

keeps track of your phone's location in a database -- this way, the MTSO knows which 

cell you are in when it wants to ring your phone. 

• The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you .It looks in its database to see 

which cell you are in. 

• The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that cell to 

take the call. 

• The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell it which 

frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on those frequencies, 

the call is connected. Now, you are talking by two-way radio to a friend. 

• As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell's base station notes that your signal 

strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell you are moving toward 

(which is listening and measuring signal strength on all frequencies, not just its own one- 

seventh) sees your phone's signal strength increasing. The two base stations coordinate 

with each other through the MTSO, and at some point, your phone gets a signal on a 

control channel telling it to change frequencies. This hand off switches your phone to the 

new cell. 

Standard requirements of telecom network 

International mobile subscriber identification 
 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile 

country code (MSC), mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile 

subscriber identification number (MSIN). The IMSI is not hardware-specific. Instead, 

it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is the only absolute identity 

that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists of the MCC followed 

by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

Temporary mobile subscriber identification 

A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user 

confidentiality. It is assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The 

correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial 
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Conditions (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the 

MSC can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

SIM card 

The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an 

integrated circuit chip with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and 

read only memory (ROM). It is inserted in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or 

she wants to use the MS to make or receive a call. As stated, a SIM also comes in a 

modular from that can be mounted in the subscriber’s equipment. 

MSISDN 

The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in 

order to obtain a mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is 

composed of the country code (CC) followed by the National Significant Number 

(N(S)N), which shall not exceed 15 digits 

Mobile station roaming number (MSRN) 

The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another 

numbering area. The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. 

It is assigned upon demand by the HLR on a per-call basis. The MSRN for PSTN/ISDN 

routings hall have the same structure as international ISDN numbers in the area in which 

the MSRN is allocated. The HLR knows in what MSC/VLR service area the subscriber 

is located. At the reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the GMSC, which can now 

route the call to the MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is currently 

registered. 

International mobile equipment identity (IMED) 

The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each 

PLMN and is used to determine authorized(white), unauthorized(black), and 

malfunctioning (grey) GSM hardware. In conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure 

that only authorized users are granted access to the system. An IMEI is never sent in 

cipher mode by MS. 

Mobile station 

The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a 

subscribe needs in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be 

installed in Vehicles or can be portable or hand-held stations. The MS may include 

provisions for data communication as well as voice. A mobile transmits and receives 
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message to and from the GSM system over the air interface to establish and continue 

connections through the system. Different type of MS scan provided if fernet type of 

data interfaces. To provide a common model for describing these different MS 

configurations,” reference configuration” for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN 

land stations, has been defined. 

Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. 

Upon request, the MS sends this number over the signalling channel to the MSC. The 

IMEI can be used to identify mobile units that are reported stolen or operating 

incorrectly. Just as the IMEI identities the mobile equipment, other numbers are used 

to identify the mobile subscriber. Different subscriber identities are used in different 

phases of call setup. The Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the number 

that the calling party dials in order to reach the subscriber. It is used by the land network 

to route calls toward an appropriate MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity 

(IMSI) is the primary function of the subscriber within the mobile network and is 

permanently assigned to him. The GSM system can also assign a Temporary Mobile 

Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a mobile. This number can be periodically 

changed by the system and protect the subscriber from being identified by those 

attempting to monitor the radio channel. 

Base station 

The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in 

view by the MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for 

communicating with MSs in a certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be 

composed of one or more cells. A BSS may consist of one or more BS. The interface 

between BSC and BTS is designed as an A-BIS interface. The BSS includes two types of 

machines: the BTS in contact with the MSs through the radio interface and the BSC, the 

latter being in contact with the MSC. The function split is basically between transmission 

equipment, the BTS, and managing equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio 

transmission and reception devices, up to and including the antennas, and also all the 

signal processing specific to the radio interface. A single transceiver within BTS supports 

eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. A BSC is a network component in the 

PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It is a functional entity that handles 

common control functions within a BTS. A BTS is a network component that serves one 

cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically able to handle three to five radio carries, 

carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous communication. Reducing the BTS volume is 
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important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. An important component of the BSS 

that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the BTS is the Transcoder/Rate Adapter 

Unit (TRAU). The TRAU is the equipment in which coding and decoding is carried out as well 

as rate adoption in case of data. Although the specifications consider the TRAU as a subpart 

of the BTS, it can be sited away from the BTS (at MSC), and even between the BSC and the 

MSC. 

BSC 

The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on 

the other. The BSC performs the Radio Resource (RR) management for the cell sunder 

its control. It assigns and release frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. 

The BSC performs the inter cell handover for MSs moving between BTS in its control. 

It also reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy demands 

during peak hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of 

both BSSs and MSs in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast 

over the BCCH. The BSC provides the time and frequency synchronization reference 

signals broadcast by its BTSs. The BSC also measures the time delay of received MS 

signal relative to the BTS clock. If the received MS signal is not centered in its assigned 

timeslot at the BTS, The BSC can direct the BTS to notify the MS to advance the timing 

such that proper synchronization takes place. 
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CHAPTER 4 

GSM AND CDMA 

 
Introduction 

GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications), is a standard set developed 

by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) to describe 

technologies for second generation (or "2G") digital cellular networks. Developed as a 

replacement for first generation analog cellular networks, the GSM standard originally 

described a digital, circuit switched network optimized for full duplex voice telephony. 

The standard was expanded over time to include first circuit switched data transport, 

then packet data transport via GPRS. Packet data transmission speeds were later 

increased via EDGE. The GSM standard is succeeded by the third generation (or 

"3G")UMTS standard developed by the 3GPP. GSM networks will evolve further as 

they begin to incorporate fourth generation (or "40") LTE Advanced standards. "GSM" 

is a trademark owned by the GSM Association. 

GSM is a cellular network, which means that mobile phones connect to it by 

searching for cells in the immediate vicinity. There are five different cell sizes in a 

GSM network —macro, micro, Pico, femto and umbrella cells. The coverage area of 

each cell varies according to the implementation environment. Macro cells can be 

regarded as cells where the base station antenna is installed on a mast or a building 

above average roof top level. Micro cells are cells whose antenna height is under 

average roof top level; they are typically used in urban areas. Pico cells are small 

cells whose coverage diameter is a few dozen meters; they are mainly used indoors. 

Femtocells are cells designed for use in residential or small business environments 

and connect to the service provider's network via a broadband internet connection. 

Umbrella cells are used to cover shadowed regions of smaller cells and fill in gaps in 

coverage between those cells. Cell horizontal radius varies depending on antenna 

height, antenna gain and propagation conditions from a couple of hundred meters to 

several tens of kilometers. The longest distance the GSM specification supports in 

practical use is 35 kilometers (22 mi). There are also several implementations of the 

concept of an extended cell, where the cell radius could be double or even more, 

depending on the antenna system, the type of terrain and the timing advance. 
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Indoor coverage is also supported by GSM and may be achieved by using an indoor 

picocell base station, or an indoor repeater with distributed indoor antennas fed through 

power splitters, to deliver the radio signals from an antenna outdoors to the separate indoor 

distributed antenna system. These are typically deployed when a lot of call capacity is 

needed indoors; for example, in shopping centers or airports. However, this is not a 

prerequisite, since indoor coverage is also provided by in-building penetration of the radio 

signals from any nearby cell. The modulation used in GSM is Gaussian minimum - shift 

keying (GMSK), a kind of continuous-phase frequency shift keying. In GMSK, the signal 

to be modulated onto the carrier is first smoothened with a Gaussian low-pass filter prior 

to being fed to a frequency modulator, which greatly reduces the interference to 

neighbouring channels (adjacent-channel interference). 

GSM subsystems 

• Network Subsystem: includes the equipment’s and functions related to end- to-end 

call. 

• Radio Subsystem: includes the equipment’s and functions related to 

the management of the connections on the radio path 

 

Figure No. 4.1: GSM network representation. 
 

 

Advantages for Operators 

1. More Revenue: 

By providing more than one mobile connection. 

Also, operator can charge on the basis of type and amount of content accessed. 
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2. Huge Potential Market for Data Services: 

Mobile Phone and Internet, both are fastest growing technologies and GPRS 

is the merger of two. 

3. Fast Roll-out and Continuous Network 

Expansion: GPRS is an integral part of GSM. 

4. GPR Suses excess voice capacity for data: 

GPRS Packets are transmitted in short, free periods between busy hour calls. 

CDMA 

One of the basic concepts in data communication is the idea of allowing several 

transmitters to send information simultaneously over a single communication channel. This 

allows several users to share a band of frequencies. This concept is called multiple access. 

CDMA employs spread-spectrum technology and a special coding scheme (where each 

transmitter is assigned a code) to allow multiple users to be multiplexed over the same 

physical channel. By contrast, time division multiple access (TDMA) divides access by 

time, while frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) divides it by frequency. CDMA is 

a form of spread-spectrum signaling, since the modulated coded signal has a much higher 

data bandwidth than the data being communicated. 

Figure No. 4.4: Differences between FDMA, TDMA, CDMA. 

Differences between FDMA, TDMA, CDMA 

FDMA—Different users use different frequency TDMA— 

Different user use different time slot of one frequency 

CDMA—Different user use same frequency at the same time, but with different 

spreading code. CDMA is a spread spectrum multiple accessible technique. A 

spread spectrum technique spreading the bandwidth of the data uniformly for 

the same transmitted 
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power. Spreading code is a pseudo-random code that has a narrow Ambiguity function, unlike 

other narrow pulse codes. In CDMA a locally generated code runs at a much higher rate than 

the data to be transmitted. Data for transmission is combined via bitwise XOR (exclusive OR) 

with the faster code. Each user in a CDMA system uses a different code to modulate their 

signal. Choosing the codes used to modulate the signal is very important in the performance of 

CDMA systems. The best performance will occur when there is good separation between the 

signal of a desired user and the signals of other users. The separation of the signals is made 

by correlating the received signal with the locally generated code of the desired user. If the 

signal matches the desired user's code then the correlation function will be high and the 

system can extract that signal. If the desired user's code has nothing in common with the 

signal the correlation should be as close to zero as possible (thus eliminating the signal); this 

is referred to as cross correlation. If the code is correlated with the signal at any time offset 

other than zero, the correlation should be as close to zero as possible. This is referred to as auto-

correlation and is used to reject multi-path interference. 

4.4.1Advantages of CDMA 

• Frequency reuse factor is 1. Network design and expanding become much 

easier. 

• Large Coverage, almost 2 times than GSM, saves money for operators. 

• High spectrum capacity, A-10 times than AMPS, 4 -6 times than GSM. 

• High privacy, hard to wiretapping. 

• Perfect Power Control and voice activation make the MS power 

low, healthy for body green mobile phone. 

• Use soft handoff, decreases call-drop rate. 

VLR 

The VLR is collocated with an MSC. A MS roaming in an MSC area is controlled 

by the VLR responsible for that area. When a MS appears in a LA, it starts a registration 

procedure. The MSC for that area notices this registration and transfers to the VLR the 

identity of the LA where the MS is situated. A VLR may be in charge of one or several 

MSC LA’s. The VLR constitutes the databases that support the MSC in the storage and 

retrieval of the data of subscribers present in its area. When an MS enters the MSC borders, 

it signals its arrival to the MSC that stores its identity in the VLR. The information that is 

necessary to manage the MS is contained in the HLR and is transferred to the VLR so that 
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they can be easily retrieved if so required. 

Data Stored in VLR 

 

 

                                     The data contained in the VLR and in the HLR are more or less the same. 

Nevertheless, the data are present in the VLR only as long as the MS is registered in the area 

related to that VLR. Data associated with the movement of mobile are IMSI, MSISDN, MSRN, 

and TMSI. The terms permanent and temporary, in this case, are meaningful only during that 

time interval. Some data are mandatory, others are optional. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
By this summer internship training program. We have learned how to immense in 

the telecommunications sector. The call functions i.e. call forwarding, call establishment 

Call merging etc. The basic thing behind the telecommunications is information can be 

transmitted via underground cables from various wired LANS to MDF. Any 

telecommunication sector basically works under -48v AC power supply. we learned 

various multiple access techniques like GSM, CDMA, TDMA, FDMA.by this technique 

the information can be transmitted from user mobile to base station and base station to 

mobile unit. We studied the various cables of analog, digital transmission, analog to 

digital conversion techniques, we have come across the networking schemes like IPV-4, 

IP-V6.and we learned the various cables, such as optical fiber, step index and graded 

index fibers. 
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-: ABSTRACT :- 

 

K.C.P. Sugar And Industries Corporation Ltd. (KSICL) has its sugar factory at Vuyyuru, 

Electricity in sugar factories is produced from the combustion of bagasse, the fibrous 

residue left after cane crushing and juice extraction in the milling process. Bagasse is 

also a renewable and environment-friendly source of energy, which provides the 

dual benefits of reducing the country’s dependence on imported fuels and saving 

foreign exchange.             

 These measures led to the setting up of three coal/bagasse firm power plant, i.e. 

producing electricity year round with bagasse and coal and of seven continuous or 

“seasonal “ generating stations, i.e. producing electricity from bagasse only during 

the crop season. Electrical Department in day-to-day activities and see to run the 

crushing season smoothly with out any electrical breakdowns. the sugar industry to 

invest in projects aimed at producing electricity from bagasse, including the setting 

up of bagasse/coal cogeneration plants. The BEDP, as well as the Blue Print on 

the centralization of Milling Activities, stressed the strong linkages existing between 

energy production and centralization and referred to the optimum use of bagasse 

and adequate environment protection 
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ELECTRICITY GENERATION BY THE SUGAR INDUSTRY:   

Electricity in sugar factories is produced from the combustion of bagasse, the fibrous 

residue left after cane crushing and juice extraction in the milling process. Bagasse is 

also a renewable and environment-friendly source of energy, which provides the 

dual benefits of reducing the country’s dependence on imported fuels and saving 

foreign exchange.  

The development of electricity production from bagasse by the sugar industry is 

recent and started at the beginning of the 1990’ with the adoption of a series of 

measures meant at encouraging the industry to invest in such projects.  

              In this context, mention should be made of the Bagasse Energy 

Development Programme (BEDP) in 1991 which obtained full support from 

government and whose main objective was to provide the necessary framework to 

encourage the sugar industry to invest in projects aimed at producing electricity 

from bagasse, including the setting up of bagasse/coal cogeneration plants. The 

BEDP, as well as the Blue Print on the centralization of Milling Activities (1997), 

stressed the strong linkages existing between energy production and centralization 

and referred to the optimum use of bagasse and adequate environment protection.  

  

             These measures led to the setting up of three coal/bagasse firm power plant, 

i.e. producing electricity all year round with bagasse and coal and of seven 

continuous or “seasonal “ generating stations, i.e. producing electricity from bagasse 

only during the crop season.  

            Electricity production by Independent Power Producers (IPP) today 

represents between 40 to 45 per cent of total national consumption. More than half 

of this percentage is generated from bagasse.                                                                            
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- : ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT :- 

 

DIFFFERENT SOURCES OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLY TO FACTORY: 

GOVT. SUPPLY  :- 

DETAILS   : 950 KVA 

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE :  TRANSFORMER 33KV/440 VOLTS 

DEMAND   :  950 KVA  

RATE PER UNIT (KWH) :  Rs.6.36/- 

 

DIESEL GENERATOR :- 

GENERATOR CAPACITY :  830 KVA  

VOLTAGE   : 440 VOLTS 

AMPS    : 1050 

RATE PER UNIT (KWH) : Rs.15/- 

 

ALTERNATORS (AC GENERATOR) :- 

A). 12 MW, 6300 VOLTS, 

B). 3 MW, 6600 VOLTS. 

 

EXPORT DETAILS: 

6 MW, AT 33 KV LEVEL TO VUYYURU 33/11 KV SUBSTATION. 

 

ALTERNATOR DETAILS: (OFF-SEASONAL REQUIREMENT TO ANCILIARY UNITS) 

800 KW TURBO GENERATORS, 415 VOLTS 

(DAILY GENERATING UNITS: 12,000 KWH). 



System overview 

CANE 

Imbibition-water 

Mills 
                                           
      
 
       Cane juice                                       Bagasse to boilers as fuel 

(by-products) 
 
Assistant General Manager (Electrical) Lead the Electrical Department in day-to-day 
activities and see to run the crushing season smoothly without any electrical 
breakdowns. 
 

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT INVOLVES THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES : 
1. Generation 
2. Transmission 
3. Distribution 
4. Utililisation 

 
During season and off-season gives uninterrupted power supply to all electrical 
equipment and colonies. 
 
During off-season use AP-Transco (Govt.) supply and distribute to sugar plant 
lighting, township, welding points, workshop and bore wells.  
 
During failure of Govt. supply immediately 830 KVA DG set was started and give 
supply to all feeders through DG. 
 
In addition to Govt. supply we are having one 800 KW Turbo Alternator to supply 
power to all Ancillary Units (Distillery, Ethanol, ETP, Bio-tech, TC lab and CLP). 
 
During season export 6 MW power to AP-Transco at 33 KV level to Vuyyuru 
substation. 
 
 
 



GENERATION  

1. BOILERS 
2. TURBINE 
3. GENERATOR 

 

BOILER: 

Details:-      

1. Boilers     -  2 Nos 
2. Capacity of each boilers  - 10 & 100 TPH 
3. Working pressure  -  Super heater outlet42 Kg/cm2 (g) 
4. Steam temperature   - 425oC 
5. Feed water inlet temperature - 105oC 
6. Type of Boiler   - Bi drum, Natural circulation 
7. Fuel     - Bagasse 
8. Auxiliary fuel   - Furnace oil, bio-gas 
9. Type of support   -  top support 

      10.  Firing system   -  dumping rate (suspension firing) 

 

 The steam generator is an integrated assembly of several essential 
Components to convert water it to steam in a predetermined pressure and 
temperature.  

 

 This is a physical change of state accomplished by transferring heat, produced 
by combustion of a fuel, into the water.  

 

 Steam generator is a pressure Vessel it to which liquid water is pumped at the 
operating pressure. 

 

 After the heat has vaporized the liquid, the resulting steam is then ready 
either for delivery to the user or for further heating in a super heater.  

 

 Heat transfer and the containment of a fluid pressure. Are the chief functions 
of a steam generator 



 The pressure Parts are properly connected to produce some desired pattern 
of flow of the water, then provided with suitable inlets, outlets and trims .the 
furnace region for the combustion of fuel and “burners or stokers” to produce 
that combustion are essential components. The whole unit is surrounded and 
enclosed by a “setting”. 

 

TYPES OF BOILERS : 

         1) Water tube boiler 

         2) Fire tube boiler 

 

WATER TUBE BOILER 

A  Water tube boiler is a type of boiler in which water circulates in tubes heated 

externally by the fire. Water tube boilers are used for high pressure boilers. Fuel is 

burned inside the furnace, creating hot gas which heats water in the steam –

generating tubes. In smaller boilers, additional generating tubes are separate in the 

furnace, while larger utility boilers rely on the water-filled tubes that make up the 

walls of the furnace to generate steam. 

 

The heated water then rises into the steam drum. Here, saturated steam is drawn 

off the top of the drum. In some service, the steam will reenter the furnace through 

a superheated to become superheated. Superheated steam is used to drive 

turbines. Since water drop lets can severely damage turbine blades, steam is 

superheated to 730deg f (388deg c) or higher to ensure that there is no water 

entrained in the steam. 



 

 

ADVANTAGES: 

 Rapid warming due to a much larger surface per pound of water in the 
boilers. 

 Smaller foot print than a fire tube boiler of the same rating. 

 Less working volume of water contained in the pressure par. 
 

DISADVANTAGES: 

 Must be more careful of feed-water quality. 

 Operators must be quicker on the draw when there is an upset because 
everything happens faster with a water tube boiler. 

 More complex control systems for drum level necessary due to smaller 
water spaces.  

 

FIRE TUBE BOILERS 

A Fire –tube boiler is a type of boiler in which hot gases from a pass through one or 

more tubes running   through a sealed container of water.  The heat energy from the 

gases passes through the sides of the tubes by thermal conduction, heating the 

water and ultimately creating steam. 

 



The fire tube boiler developed as the third of the four major historical types of 

boilers: low pressure tank or ”haystack” boilers, fluid boilers with one or two large 

flues, fire tube boilers with many small tubes, and high-pressure water-tube boilers. 

Their advantage over fluid boilers with a single large flue is that the many small 

tubes offer far greater heating surface area for the same overall boiler volume. The 

general construction is as a tank of water perforated by tubes that carry the hot fuel 

gas from the fire. 

 

 

Fig 2.4: fire tube boiler 

Advantages: 

 Relatively inexpensive 

 Easy to clean 

 Compact in size 
Disadvantages: 

 Not suitable for high pressure applications 250 psig and above 

 Limitation for high capacity steam generation 
  



TURBINES: 

INTRODUCTION 

Steam has been a popular mode of conveying energy since the industrial revolution. 

Steam is used for generating power and also used in process industries such as 

sugar, paper, fertilizer, refineries. Petro-chemical, chemical, food, synthetic fiber 

and textiles the following characteristics of steam make it so popular and useful to 

the industry; 

 Highest Specific heat and latent heat 

 Highest heat transfer coefficient 

 Easy to control and distribute 

 Cheap an inner 
 

Properties of steam 

Water can exit in the form of solid, liquid and gas as ice, water, steam respectively. If 

heat energy is added to water, its temperature rises until a value is reached at which 

the water can no longer exit as a liquid. We call this the saturation point and with 

any further addition of energy, so of the water will boil of as steam. This evaporation 

requires relatively large amounts of energy, and while it is being added, the water 

and the steam released are both at the same temperature. Equally, if steam is made 

to release the energy that was added to evaporate it, then the steam will condense 

and water at same temperature will be formed.  



The steam turbine is a heat engine in which the energy of the steam is transferred 

into kinetic energy by expanding the steam through the nozzles. 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

AC GENERATOR: 
 

Generator is a device, which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 
 
 AC Generators or alternators operate on the principle of electromagnetic 
induction. It consists of an armature winding mounted on a stationary element 
called stator and field winding on a rotating element called rotor.  
 
 The stator consists of a cast iron frame which supports the armature core 
having slots on its inner periphery for housing the armature conductors. The rotor is 
like a flywheel having alternate N and S poles fixed to its outer rim. The magnetic 
poles are excited from direct current supplied by a dc. Source at 125 to 600 volts. In 
most cases, necessary exciting current is obtained form a small dc shunt generator 
which is mounted on the shaft of the alternator itself. Because the field magnets are 
rotating, this current is supplied through two slip-rings. As the exciting voltage is 
relatively small, the slip-rings and brush gear of light construction. Recently 
brushless excitation system has been developed in which a 3 phase ac exciter and 
group of rectifiers supply dc to the alternator. Hence brushes, slip-rings and 
commentator are eliminated. 
 
 When the rotor rotates, the stator conductors are cut by the magnetic flux, 
hence they have induced EMF produced in them. Because the magnetic poles are 
alternatively N and S, they induce an EMF and hence current in armature 
conductors, which first flow in one direction and then in the other. Hence, an 
alternating EMF is produced in the stator conductors (1) whose frequency depends 
on the number of N and S poles moving past a conductor in one second and (2) 
whose direction is given by Fleming right hand rule. 
 
 
 



 
 

 
3 MW 6.3 KV B.H.E.L Make Synchronous Generator: 
 
Frame    : G 54552 
KVA     : 3750 
Power    : 3000 KW 
Speed     : 1500 RPM 
P.F.     : 0.8 Lag. 
Stator Voltage   : 6600 Volts 
Stator Amps    : 328 
Ambient temperature  : 450C 
Inlet temperature   : 500C 
Excitation Volts   : 95 
Excitation Amps   : 366 
Duty      : continues. 
 



 

 

12 MW 6.3 KV GENERATOR WITH DC EXCITER 

 

GENERATOR: 

KVA      : 15000 
Power     : 12000 KW 
Speed                : 3000 RPM 
PF      : 0.8 Lag. 
Phases     : 3 
Frequency     : 50 Hz 
Stator Voltage    : 6300 Volts 
Stator Amps               : 1375 
Rotor Volts     : 190 Volts 
Rotor Amps               : 380 Amps 
 

 



AC EXCITER: 
 
Rated out put   KW    : 88 
Rated voltage    : 220 Volts 
Rated current    : 400 Amps 
Rated speed               : 3000 rpm 
Field volts     : 185 V DC 
Field current    : 4.4 A DC 
  
     

 
 

 

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

 



 

BASIC OPERATION 

 

The main function of the “AVR” is as follows:- 

Potential divider takes a proportion of the generator output voltage and attenuates 

it for use by the RMS converter and control amplifier. Provision is made to allow the 

attenuation ratio to be adjusted by the internal AVR ‘Volts’ potentiometer or an 

external hand trimmer if required. This allows adjustment of the generator output 

voltage. 

Quadrature droop circuit converts the current input from C/T into a voltage which is 

mixed with the incoming sensing voltage. The result of the vector mixing is a 

modification of the output from the RMS converter. The phase position of the C/T is 

arranged so as to provide for reactive load sharing of paralleled generators. 

RMS converter converts the incoming ac signals from the potential divider into a dc.-

signal representing the ‘True RMS’ value of the generator output voltage waveform. 

Summing circuit provides an interface between the AVR and accessories (usually a 

power-factor controller) 



Power supply components consists of wound components, resistors, regulator 

diodes and smoothing capacitors all configured to provide the required voltages for 

the various electronic circuits   

Precision voltage reference is a highly stable temperature compensated voltage 

reference used by several circuits within the AVR. The performance of this device 

will determine the overall temperature stability of the main generator output. 

Soft start circuit overrides the precision voltage reference during generator run-up 

to provide a linear rising voltage with time. These helps reduce any start-up voltage 

overshoot. The speed of the start-up is set on the ramp control. 

Amplifier compares the RMS value of the sensing voltage and the precision 

reference voltage to produce an error signal this error is then amplified to provide a 

controlling signal for the AVR power device. 

Stability network provides adjustable feedback to ensure optimum steady state and 

transient performance of the generator output. 

Power control driver controls the conduction period of the output device using pulse 

width modulation techniques. 

 

POWER UTILISATION 

 

The power is consumed mainly at millhouse, boilers, boiling house, curing house, 

centrifugals, service water pumps and lighting. Other auxiliary units of power 

consumption are workshop, distillery and colony. Power consumption for station 

wise is recorded by separated matter at the end of the shift. The total power 

consumption for three shifts is recorded. At full crushing, total consumption come to 

5500K.W.-6300K.W. the power consumption per ton of cane is  

0.83-0.85K.W.6MW power exported to grid. 

 

 



COOLING TOWER 

Our factory is equipped with induced draft type cooling tower of wooden 

construction. In this tower two fans are located at the top of the tower and creating 

suction in the tower causes air flow. The warm water is sprayed through nozzles 

from the top of the tower. even though the water is sprayed through the nozzles, 

wooden frame work is provided in zigzag manner below the top flat from is several 

stages to split the falling water into fine drop lets. The droplet of water is gives more 

area for evaporation and thus gives the max. cooling at the given rate of flow of air. 

PROTECTION SYSTEM: 

TYPES OF RELAYS: 

1. Class A tripping relay 
2. Class B tripping relay 
3. Class C tripping relay 

 

FOR CLASS A TRIPPINGS :1) Differential fault        2) Reverse active power 
                                    3) Low forward power  4) Loss of field 
                                    5) Stator Earth fault     6) PT fuse failure 
                                    7) Rotor earth fault      8) Gen. Bearing temp very high 

With this  a) Generator Circuit breaker Trip 
                    b) Field Trip 
                    c) Turbine trip 
 
FOR CLASS B TRIPPINGS :1) Under Frequency stage 
                                    2) Over Frequency  
                                    3) Over current protection with time delay 
                                    4) Loss of field with u/v 
     With this a) To Alarm b) Turbine trip 
  
FOR CLASS C TRIPPINGS: 1) Phase Sequence   
                                    2) Generator o/c with voltage  
                                    3) Under voltage protection 
     With this  a) To Generator circuit breaker trip 
                      b) Exciter filed breaker trip 
  
 



CRICUIT BREAKERS 

 

The circuit breakers are automatic switches which can interrupt fault currents. The 

part of the circuit breakers connect in one phase is called the pole. A circuit breaker 

suitable for three phase is called a “triple-pole” circuit breaker. Each pole of circuit 

breaker comprises one or more interrupter or arc –extinguishing chambers. The 

interrupters are mounted on support insulators. The interrupter encloses a set of 

fixed and moving contacts. The moving contacts can be drawn a part by means of 

operating links of the operating Mechanism . The operating mechanism of the circuit 

breaker gives the necessary energy for opening and closing of contacts of the circuit 

breakers. The arc produced by the separation of current carrying contacts is 

interrupted by a suitable medium and by adopting suitable techniques for arc 

extinction. The circuit breaker can be classified on basis of the arc extinction 

medium.  

 

THE FAULT CLEARING PROCESS: 

During the normal operating condition the circuit breaker can be opened or closed 

by a station operator for the purpose of switching and maintenance. During the 

abnormal fault conditions the relays sense the fault and close the trip circuit of the 

circuit breaker. There after the circuit breaker opens. The circuit breaker has two 

working positions, open and closed. These correspond to open circuit breaker 

contacts and closed circuit breaker contacts respectively. 

The operation of the automatic opening and closing the contacts is achieved by 

means o the operating mechanism of the circuit breaker. as the relay contacts close, 

the trip circuit is close and the operating mechanism of the circuit breaker starts the 

opening operation. 

The contacts of the circuit breaker open and an arc is drawn between them. the arc 

is extinguished at some natural current zero of ac wave. the process of current 

interruption is completed when the arc is extinguished and the current reaches final 

zero value. 

The process of fault clearing has the following sequence:   



1) Fault occurs. As the fault occurs, the fault impedance being low, the currents 

increase and the relay gets actuated. The moving part of the relay move 

because of the increase in operating torque. The relay takes some time to 

close its contacts. 

2) Relay contacts close the trip circuit of the circuit breaker closes and trip coil is 

energized. 

3) The operating mechanism starts operating for the opening operation. The 

circuit breaker contacts separate. 

4) Arc is drawn between the breaker contacts. The arc is extinguished in the 

circuit breaker by suitable techniques. The current reaches final zero as the 

arc is extinguished and does not restrict again. 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS: SF6 (1250 AND 2000 AMPS RATING) 

A sulfur hexafluoride circuit breaker uses contacts Surrounded by sulphur 

hexafluoride gas to quench the arc. They are most often used for transmission-level 

voltages and may be incorporated corporate into compact gas-insulated switchgear. 

In cold climates, supplemental heating or de-rating of the circuit breakers may be 

required due to liquefaction of the SF6 gas.  

 

 

VACCUM CIRUIT BREAKER 



Vacuum breakers are devices which open and close high voltage and large electric 

current by opening and closing the path between a movable electrode and a fixed 

electrode which are placed in a vacuum container. The vacuum circuit breaker 

connects or interrupts current between a power source and a load of high voltage 

and current, for example, over thousands of voltages and of hundreds of amperes. A 

vacuum circuit breaker recovers the electrical insulation between its main 

electrodes at the zero point of current and cuts off the current, there by protecting a 

circuit from any over current. Vacuum circuit breakers are generally used in electric 

power systems having low surge impedances, in which the chopping level does not 

present any serious problems so that above described copper rich contact materials 

could be used. Vacuum interrupters are typically used to reliably interrupt medium 

voltage alternating current (AC) currents and high voltage AC currents of several 

thousands of amperes or more. During the past several decades, vacuum circuits 

interrupters have gained world-wide acceptance over other technologies. 

Depending on vacuum circuit breaker construction, vacuum circuit breakers offer for 

many advantages to other types of circuit interrupters.              

                 An operating rod assembly comprising a push rod, which a push rod, which 

is fastened to the end of the stem opposite the movable contact, and a driving 

mechanism provide the motive force  to move the moveable contact into or out of 

engagement with the fixed contact. Compression springs are provided in connection 

with the operating rod assembly in order to be able to separate the moveable 

contact from the fixed contact and to assure the necessary force so that the 

contacts will not accidentally open under inappropriate conditions. Each of fixed and 

movable electrodes comprises four individual elements of an arc electrode. an arc 

electrode support which supports the arc electrode, a coil electrode material which 

extends from the arc supporter, and an electrode rod at the end of the coil 

electrode. a vacuum circuit breaker for a large current is constructed so that a pair 

of separable electrodes are disposed in a vacuum vessel, and rods connected to the 

rear surface of these electrodes extend to the outside of the vacuum vessel. Each 

pair of the above electrode is composed of an electrode portion on the front surface 

side and a coil electrode portion on the rear surface side which are opposed to each 

other. A current flows from one rod to the other rod by way of the coil electrode 

portion and the arc electrode portion of one electrode, and the arc electrode 

portion and the coil electrode portion of the other electrode. In order to effectively 



shield an arc which occurs during a switching operation, the vacuum circuit breaker 

is provided with a vacuum chamber having a switching mechanism therein. 

 

 

OIL CIRCUIT BREAKER: 

Mineral oil has better insulating property than air. In oil circuit breaker the fixed 

contact and moving contact are immersed inside the insulating oil. Whenever there 

is a separation of current carrying contacts in the oil, the arc is initialized at the 

moment of separation of contacts, and due to this arc the oil is vaporized and 

decomposed in mostly hydrogen gas and ultimately creates a hydrogen bubble 

around the arc. This highly compressed gas bubble around the arc prevents re-

striking of the arc after current reaches zero crossing of the cycle. The oil circuit 

breaker is the one of the oldest type of circuit breakers. 



 

 

AIR CIRCUIT BREAKER: 

An air circuit breaker is an electric protecting apparatus which is installed between 

an electric source and load units in order to protect a load unit and a load line from 

a abnormal current generated on an electric circuit and to perform distribution 

function for changing the electric power line to anther line The electrical systems in 

residential, commercial and industrial applications usually include a panel board for 

receiving electrical power from a utility source. The power is then routed through 

over current protection devices to designated branch circuit supplying one more 

loads. Electrical power distributions systems and their components need protection 

from numerous types of mall functions, including over current conditions, over 

voltage conditions, under voltage conditions, reverse current flow, and unbalanced 

phase voltages. These over current devices are typically circuit interrupters such as 

circuit breakers and fuses which are designed to interrupt the electrical current if 

the limits of the conductors supplying the loads are surpassed. Interruption of the 

circuit reduces the risk of injury or the potential of property damage from a resulting 

fire. Electrical distribution systems are often provided with circuit breakers, which 

open to break the circuit a prescribed time after detection of a malfunction 

condition. 



Circuit breakers are mechanical switching devices capable of making, carrying, and 

breaking currents under normal circuit conditions and also making, carrying for a 

specified time, and breaking currents under specified abnormal conditions such as 

those described above. Basically, a circuit breaker comprises a pair of separable 

contacts, an operating mechanism for effecting separation of the contacts, and 

tripping mechanism which automatically release the operating mechanism upon the 

occurrence of an overload or fault condition. The medium in which circuit 

interruption is performed may be designated by a suitable prefix, for example, air-

blast circuit breaker, gas circuit breaker, or vacuum circuit breaker. In operation, a 

circuit breaker is opened by energizing a trip coil associated with the circuit breaker. 

Once the trip coil is energized, the main contacts are opened and then auxiliary 

contacts are opened to prevent damage to the trip coils. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TRANSMISSION SYSTEM :- 

 

DETAILS OF BOILERS :- 

1) No. of Boilers  -    Two (2) 

2) Capacity of each Boiler -    100tph 

3) Boiler type -    Bi-drum, Natural circulation 

4) Fuel  -    Bagasse 

5) Auxiliary Fuel -    Furnace oil (Future) 

6) Firing system -   Dumping grate 

7) Fuel feeding equipments -    Screw Conveyor 

8) Super heater -   Pendent type 



9) No.of stages in super heater -   Two(2) 

10) De-super heater                       -   Spray type 

11) Economiser                           -   Plain tube 

12) Air heater                              -   Tabular 

13) No.of air heater blocks         -   Two(2) 

14) Dust collector                       -    Wet scrubber 

15) No.of ID/FD/SA fan               -  2 nos each 

 

CHIMNEY   

Chimney top diameter mm                    3280.0          3280.0 

Chimney height m                                       62.0              62.0 

Flue gas quantity in chimney cum/s            70.6              72.2 

Quantity of particulate at chimney ppm     150.0          150.0 

Flue gas velocity at chimney exit m/s           16.5          17.0 

 

SUPER HEATER MOUNTED SAFETY VALUE 

Set pressure kg/sq. cm (g)            45.0               45.0 

Blow down percentage%                4.0              4.0 

Blow down pressure    kg/cm2    43.2            43.2 

Relieving Capacity       kg/hr   33720.0       33720.2 

Relieving temp         0C                 405.0           405.0 

Operating pressure    kg/cm2       42.0             42.0 

Design  pressure        kg/cm2        51.0             51.0 



Drum safety value: 

Set pressure kg/cm2 (9)                      51.0                    52 

Blow down percentage %                    4.0                     4.0 

Blow down pressure kg/cm2 (g)        48.46                   49.92 

Relieving capacity kg/h                       45068                 45934.0 

Relieving temp     deg.c                      265.1                   266.3     

Operating press kg/cm2 (g)                46.0                     46.0 

Design press     kg/cm2 (g)                 51.0                     51.0 

 

Fuel composition % by weight % of volume 

Carbon          -     23.5% 

Hydrogen      -     3.25% 

Sulphur         -     0% 

Nitrogen        -    0% 

Oxegen       -      21.75% 

Moisture     -      50% 

Ahs             -      1.5% 

Flue gas composition 

Carbondioxide   - 11.12% 

Moisture            -  26.83% 

Oxygen              -  3.55% 

Nitrogen             -  58.5%    

 



CALCULATIONS 

3MW BACK PRESSURE TURBINE 

Inlet steam temp                            :           420 deg C 

Inlet steam pressure                       :           41.18 bar 

Quantity of steam flow (m)           :           24 T\hr 

Outlet steam temp                          :           170 deg C 

Outlet steam pressure                     :           1.5 bar 

Power output from alternator (p)    :           3 MW 

Enthalpy of steam at inlet h1          :           3273.43 kj\kg 

Enthalpy of steam at outlet h2        : 2802.9 kj\kg 

 

Efficiency of turbine =  p\(m*(h1-h2)) 

                                  =  (3*1000)*60*60\(2400*(3273.43-2802.9) 

                                           =  95.63% 

Efficiency of 3 mw turbine is 95.63% 

12 MW CONDENCING EXTRACTION TURBINE: 

 Inlet steam temp    :          420 deg C 

 Inlet steam pressure          :          41.18 bar 

 Quantity of steam flow (m1)   :          64T\hr 

 Extraction steam pressure       :           1.05 bar 

Extraction steam temp                  :           140 deg C 

Quantity of steam extracted (m2)   :          54t/hr 

 



Outlet steam temp                          :           45 deg C 

Outlet steam pressure                     :           0.1 bar 

Quantity of steam output                :           10T/hr 

Power output from alternator (p)    :           8.5 Mw 

 

Enthalpy of steam at inlet h1           =    3273.58 kj\kg 

Enthalpy of steam at extraction h2   =     2772.57 kj\kg 

Enthalpy of steam at outlet h3          =     2584.7 kj/kg 

Efficiency of turbine      =   p\(m*(h1-h2)) 

                                       = (8.5)*60*60/ 

         (64*(3273.58-2772.57)+10*(2772.57-2584.7))   

                                       = 87.7% 

Efficiency of 12 mw turbine is 87.7% 

BOILER 

Steam outlet pressure          :      42 bar 

Steam outlet temp               :      420 deg C 

Inlet water tem                    :      185 deg C 

Mass flow rate of fuel         :       36 T/hr 

Calorific value pf fuel used :      9800 kj/kg 

AIR PRE HEATER 

Air inlet temp   : 36 deg c      flue gases before  : 245 deg c 

Air outlet temp : 166 deg c    flue gases after     : 137 deg c 

 



Super heater 

Steam inlet temp    : 318 deg c   flue gases before  : 1200 deg c 

Steam outlet temp  : 420 deg c   flue gases after     : 900 deg c 

 

Economiser 

Water inlet temp    : 105 deg c    flue gases before  : 343 deg c 

Water outlet temp  : 185 deg c    flue gases after     : 245 deg c 

Efficiency of boiler  = m*(h1-h2)\(mf*c) 

                                = 75*(3273.5-440.15)/(36*9800) 

                                = 60.2% 

MILLS :   

Mass flow rate for turbine  :  8.5 t/hr 

Inlet steam temp                  :  420 deg c 

Inlet steam pressure            :  41.18 bar 

Outlet steam temp               :  227 deg c 

Outlet steam pressure         :  1.5 bar 

Turbine power                       :  671.4 kw 

Mechanical efficiency        :  98% 

Gear efficiency                    :  98.5% 

Efficiency of mill      = turbine power/(mf*(h1-h2))*nm*ng 

                                =671.4*60*60/(7.5*(3273.5-2926.9)*1000*.98*.985) 

                                =84.9% 

 



PROCESS :-       

Inlet steam temp                :  136 deg c 

Inlet steam pressure                    :   .95 bar 

Outlet steam temp                       :   40 deg c 

Outlet steam pressure                 :   atm press 

Mass flow rate of steam              : 130 T/hr 

Mass flow rate of sugar juice      : 285 T/hr 

Juice inlet temp                          :  35 deg c 

Juice outlet temp                    :  105 deg c 

Specific heat of juice                  : 1.06 kj\kg k 

Efficiency of process  = (1.06*(105-35)*285)/(130*(2776.3-2541.2))  

                                   = 69.1% 

CONCLUSION & REPORT :- 

               The project subtitled as cogenerative power plant was deeply studied and 
analysed to working of plant and was done under the guidance of experienced 
project guide on cogen power plant which is a case study of boilers & turbines. 

             By considering the inputs and outputs of turbines (3 mw, 12 mw) boilers and 
mills. I made a report on the cogenerative power plant by calculating its efficiencies. 

              3 Mw Turbine efficiency :   95.63% 

              12 Mw Turbine efficiency :   87.7% 

               Boiler efficiency          :   60.2% 

               Mill effficiency                 :   84.9% 

               Pricess efficiency              :   69.1% 

By calculating the above efficiencies under working conditions of plant on 01-12-
2019. the project report is finally prepared to make an overview and working 
conditions of the boilers & turbines. 

 

-------------  : O :  ------------- 
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ABSTRACT:-  

 Computer aided drafting or drawing is a fundamental in the engineering 

design process. Many companies use CAD programs in every aspect of their 

business. Elect Advanced Digital Electronics is a likely location, because of the 

complexity of circuit diagrams that must be electronically generated. Other 

programs exist for digital logic circuit generation, such as ORCAD, Electronics 

Workbench, Altera, etc.  Introduction the engineering design process is a problem 

solving activity, and an end product is the formulation of a prototype for a finished 

product before its actual production.  However the step-by-step process is defined, 

a part of the final product is a specific drawing, which is usually computer 

generated. Graphics or engineering drawing computer programs are necessities, 

and often an industry will utilize one CAD package throughout its entire 

manufacturing operation. Design of substation with Ecad makes the design 

accurate and efficient so the mistakes can be corrected even before the practical 

approach . 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. INTRODUCTION:- 

ECAD was founded in August 1982 by Paul Huang and Glen M. 

Antle, who had worked at Texas Instruments, ITT, Teledyne, Data 

General, and (just before founding ECAD), the microelectronics 

products division of Systems Engineering Laboratories (SEL) in 

Sunnyvale, California. While developing a new computer design at 

SEL, the CAD group wrote a new (and very fast) algorithm for 

Design rule checking (DRC). These ideas eventually became the 

basis of ECAD's products. 

In 1982, SEL was acquired by Gould Inc., and part of the CAD 

group spun out as ECAD. 

ECAD's first product was Dracula, introduced in April 1983. It 

included a design- rule checker, an electrical rule checker, and a 

layout- versus- schematic consistency checker among other 

programs. This was followed by SYMBAD, an IC layout product 

suite. 

ECAD sold only software, an unusual business tactic at this 

time. However, it was consistently profitable. In 1987, it went public 

on NASDAQ, and in 1988 in a merger with SDA Systems, it became 

Cadence Design System. 

Electronic design automation, also referred to as electronic 

computer- aided design, is a category of software tools for 

designing electronic systems such as integrated circuits and printed 

circuit boards. The tools work together in a design flow that chip 

designers use to design and analyze entire semiconductor chips. 

 
 



Electronic computer-aided design (ECAD) is typically used to design and 

develop electronic systems. Although the acronym is a mere letter away from 

“CAD”, there’s actually more to the story than appending the word “electronic” 

to “computer-aided design”. So, what is ECAD and why is it used in finite 

element analysis (FEA)? 

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN (CAD):- 

Let’s begin by discussing CAD. An engineer creates a design in 2D or 3D, 

where data describing the different dimensions’ positions in space are available 

in CAD files. Previously, these drawings gave great insight into the design of a 

part or assembly, and the dimensions would be manually read by the engineers 

building the desired product. 

Today, CAD files can also be complemented by further data, such as 

descriptions of the material property of a part or its tolerances. CAD files can be 

automatically read by tools that need to work with the designs, such as the 

machines in the manufacturing process or the software that run FEA. 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN (ECAD):- 

While CAD is usually used for designing a specific part or an 

assembly, ECAD is used to design an entire system of many components 

connected to each other, usually by electric circuits — like the circuit board in 

your computer. The intricacies of these types of designs are often quite complex 

for a CAD software to handle in an effective way. Looking at a typical circuit 

board, you can see that it is quite complex. However, if you look from the side, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_design
https://www.comsol.com/comsol-multiphysics


you can see that most of the components making up the circuit board are quite 

simple. 

Electrical engineers have found that it is a lot simpler to design their 

integrated circuits (ICs) in 2D, where all of the complexity of positional data can 

be effectively evaluated and assessed. This dimensional data is then incorporated 

with extra data, such as the height of the circuit board layers and their material 

properties, in an ECAD file as metadata. ECAD files work perfectly for the 

manufacturing industry, as most ICs are produced by depositing metal and oxide 

layers through “masks”. The 2D data is basically the layout of the mask, while 

the ECAD file’s metadata instructs the manufacturing process on the material 

type and amount of material to be deposited. 

Moving directly from ECAD to manufacturing is becoming less viable as 

IC designs are customized, become smaller, and require minimal material 

waste. As these designs are optimized, the components making up electrical 

systems need to be analyzed to their established behavior within the system 

such as the effects of Joule heating) as well as to external factors (i.e., how to 

effectively cool them. 
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2. SUB STATION INTRODUCTION:- 

The assembly of apparatus used to change some characteristic (e.g. voltage, 

a.c. to d.c, frequency, p.f. etc.) of electric supply is called a sub-station. 

 

Sub-stations are important part of power system. The continuity of supply 

depends to a considerable extent upon the successful operation of sub-stations. It 

is, therefore, essential to exercise utmost care while designing and building a sub-

station. The following are the important points which must be kept in view while 

laying out a substation: 

 

(i) It should be located at a proper site. As far as possible, it should be 

located at the centre of gravity of load. 

 

(ii) It should provide safe and reliable arrangement. For safety, consideration 

must be given to the maintenance of regulation clearances, facilities for 

carrying out repairs and maintenance, abnormal occurrences such as 

possibility of explosion or fire etc. For reliability, consideration must be 

given for good design and construction, the provision of suitable 

protective gear etc. 

 

(iii) It should be easily operated and maintained. 

(iv) It should involve minimum capital cost. 

Any sub-station which handles power at over 33KV is termed as extra High 

Voltage sub-station by the rules implemented by Indian government. The design 

process of an EHV sub-station begins with very elemental work of selection of site 

and estimation of requirements which includes capital and material. It is also 



needed to keep in mind, the civil aspects of a substation design.In India about 75% 

of electric power used is generated in thermal and nuclear plants, 23% from mostly 

hydro station and 2% comes from renewable and other resources. The distribution 

supplies to the end consumer, while the transmission system connects between the 

generating stations and distribution system through transmission line. The entire 

network forms a power grid and each power grid across the country is 

interconnected which facilitates uninterrupted supply.  

Starting from the generating stations to the end users, voltage is needed to be 

stepped up and down several times in various substations. This ensures efficient 

transmission of power, minimizing the power losses. Our project is to design a 

132KV/33KV EHV sub-station where the incoming power is received at 132 KV 

from a generating station. The power factor is corrected here and the voltage is 

stepped down to 33KV and power is then transferred to distribution system of the 

grid to meet the requirements of the end consumers at their suitable voltage. 

2.1. Classification of Sub-Stations: 
 

There are several ways of classifying sub-stations. However, the two most 

important ways of classifying them are according to (a) service requirement and 

(b) constructional features. 

 

a) According to service requirement. A sub-station may be called upon to 

change voltage level or improve power factor or convert a.c. power into d.c. 

power etc. According to the service requirement, sub-stations may be 

classified into: 

 

 



(1) Transformer sub-stations. Those sub-stations which change the 

voltage level of   electric supply are called transformer sub-stations. 

These sub-stations receive power at some voltage and deliver it at 

some other voltage. Obviously, transformer will be the main 

component in such sub-stations. Most of the sub-stations in the power 

system are of this type. 

 

(2) Switching sub-stations. These sub-stations do not change the voltage 

level i.e. incoming and outgoing lines have the same voltage. 

However, they simply perform the switching operations of power 

lines. 

 

 

(3) Power factor correction sub-stations. Those sub-stations which 

improve the power factor of the system are called power factor 

correction sub-stations. Such sub-stations are generally located at the 

receiving end of transmission lines. These sub-stations generally use 

synchronous condensers as the power factor improvement equipment. 

 

(4) Frequency changer sub-stations. Those sub-stations which change 

the supply frequency are known as frequency changer sub-stations. 

Such a frequency change may be required for industrial utilization. 

 

(5) Converting sub-stations. Those sub-stations which change a.c. 

power into d.c. power are called converting sub-stations. These sub-

stations receive a.c. power and convert it into d.c. power with suitable 

apparatus (e.g. ignitron) to supply for such purposes as traction, 



electroplating, electric welding etc. 

 

(6) Industrial sub-stations. Those sub-stations which supply power to 

individual industrial concerns are known as industrial sub-stations. 

 

(b) According to constructional features: A sub-station has many 

components (e.g. circuit breakers, switches, fuses, instruments etc.) which 

must be housed properly to ensure continuous and reliable service. 

According to constructional features, the sub-stations are classified as: 

 

i. Indoor substation. 

ii. Outdoor substation. 

iii. Underground substation. 

iv. Pole mounted substation. 

 

(i) Indoor substation: For voltage up to 11 kV, the equipment of substation 

is installed indoor because of economic considerations. However, when 

the atmosphere is contaminated with impurities, these sub-stations can be 

erected for voltages upto 66 kV. 

(ii)  Outdoor sub-stations. For voltages beyond 66 kV, equipment is 

invariably installed out-door. It is because for such voltages, the 

clearances between conductors and the space required for switches, 

circuit breakers and other equipment becomes so great that it is not 

economical to install the equipment indoor. 

(iii) Underground sub-stations. In thickly populated areas, the space 

available for equipment and building is limited and the cost of land is 

high. Under such situations, the sub-station is created underground. 



(iv) Pole-mounted sub-stations. This is an outdoor sub-station with 

equipment installed over-head on H-pole or 4-pole structure. It is the 

cheapest form of sub-station for voltages not exceeding 11kV (or 33 kV 

in some cases). Electric power is almost distributed in localities through 

such sub-stations. For complete discussion on pole-mounted sub-station. 

2.2. EQUIPMENT LIST OF A SUBSTATION:- 

The equipment required for a sub-station depends upon the type of sub-

station, service requirement and the degree of protection desired. However, in 

general, a sub-station has the following main equipment : 

 

a) Distribution Transformer 

b) Circuit breaker 

c) Lightning Arrester 

d) Air Break (AB) switches / Isolator 

e) Insulator 

f) Busbar 

g) Capacitor Bank 

h) Earthing 

i) Metering and Indicating Instruments. 

a) DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER: 

The distribution transformer is a main and largest equipment of distribution 

substation. It is basically a static electrical device which steps down the primary 

voltage of 33kV or 11 kV to secondary distribution voltage of 415-440 volts 

between phases and 215 volts between phase and neutral through delta-star 

windings by electromagnetic induction without change in frequency.Transformer 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/equipment-distribution-substation#distribution-transformer
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/equipment-distribution-substation#circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/equipment-distribution-substation#lightning-arrester
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/equipment-distribution-substation#air-break-switches-isolator
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/equipment-distribution-substation#insulator
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/equipment-distribution-substation#busbar
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/equipment-distribution-substation#capacitor-bank
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/equipment-distribution-substation#earthing


consists of the following parts and components.Primary winding 

● Transformer tank 

● Cooling tubes 

● Buchholz Relay 

● Tap changer 

● Oil outlet valve 

● L.T. terminals 

● Temperature gauge 

● Secondary winding 

● Conservator 

● Breather 

● Explosion vent 

● Oil inlet valve 

● Oil level indicator 

● H.T. terminal 

POWER TRANSFORMERS. 

 A power transformer is used in a sub-station to step-up or step-down the 

voltage. Except at the power station, all the subsequent sub-stations use step-down 

transformers to gradually reduce the voltage of electric supply and finally deliver it 

at utilisation voltage. The modern practice is to use 3-phase transformers in 

substations; although 3 single phase bank of transformers can also be used. The 

use of 3-phase transformer (instead of 3 single phase bank of transformers) permits 

two advantages. Firstly, only one 3-phase load-tap changing mechanism can be 

used. Secondly, its installation is much simpler than the three single phase 

transformers. 



The power transformer is generally installed upon lengths of rails fixed on 

concrete slabs having foundations 1 to 1·5 m deep. For ratings upto 10 MVA, 

naturally cooled, oil immersed transformers are used. For higher ratings, the 

transformers are generally air blast cooled. 

 
 

 INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS. 

 The lines in sub-stations operate at high voltages and carry current of 

thousands of amperes. The measuring instruments and protective devices are 

designed for low voltages (generally 110 V) and currents (about 5 A). Therefore, 

they will not work satisfactorily if mounted directly on the power lines. This 

difficulty is overcome by installing instrument trans-formers on the power lines. 

The function of these instrument transformers is to transfer voltages or currents in 

the power lines to values which are convenient for the operation of measuring 

instruments and relays. There are two types of instrument transformers viz. 

 

(i) Current transformer (C.T.)  

(ii) Potential transformer (P.T.) 

 

(i) Current transformer (C.T.).  

A current transformer in essentially a step-up transformerwhich steps 

down the current to a known ratio. The primary of this transformer 

consists of one or more turns of thick wire connected in series with the 

line. The secondary consists of a large number of turns of fine wire and 

provides for the measuring instruments and relays a current which is a 

constant fraction of the current in the line. Suppose a current transformer 

rated at 100/5 A is connected in the line to measure current. If the current 

in the line is 100 A, then current in the secondary will be 5A. Similarly, if 



current in the line is 50A, then secondary of C.T. will have a current of 

2·5 A. Thus the C.T. under consideration will step down the line current 

by a factor of 20. 

 

(ii) Voltage transformer.  

It is essentially a step down transformer and steps down the voltageto 

a known ratio. The primary of this transformer consists of a large number 

of turns of fine wire connected across the line. The secondary winding 

consists of a few turns and provides for measuring instruments and relays 

a voltage which is a known fraction of the line voltage. Suppose a 

potential transformer rated at 66kV/110V is connected to a power line. If 

line voltage is 66kV, then voltage across the secondary will be 110 V.  

 

b) CIRCUIT BREAKER: 

The circuit breaker is an equipment which automatically cut off power supply 

of the system when any fault or short circuit occurs in the system. It detect and 

isolate faults within a fraction of a second thereby minimizing the damage at the 

point where the fault has occurred.The circuit breakers are specially designed to 

interrupt the very high fault currents, which may be ten or more times the normal 

operating currents. 

There are many types of circuit breakers, e.g. Oil, minimum oil, Air blast, 

Vacuum, SF6, etc. being used at distribution substations. This list is generally in 

order of their development and increasing fault rupturing capacity, reliability and 

maintainability.In distribution substation, generally oil circuit breakers, vacuum 

and air circuit breakers are used. 



c) LIGHTNING ARRESTER: 

Lightning arrester is a most important protective device of distribution 

substation to protect valuable equipment as well as working personnel. It arrests 

and discharges over voltage to earth during lightning strokes. These are installed 

between line and earth near equipment. 

Representative values of a lightning stroke: 

● Voltage: 2 × 10-8 volts 

● Current: 2 × 104 Amps 

● Duration: 105 seconds 

● Power: 8 × 105 KW 

d) AIR BREAK SWITCHES: 

Air break switches are used to isolate equipment for maintenance and also for 

transfer of load from one bus to another. Lay-out of substation depends upon type 

of Air break switches. 

These switches are of two types viz. vertical break type or horizontal break 

type. Horizontal break type normally occupies more space than the vertical break 

type. 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/overvoltages-caused-by-indirect-lightning-strokes


e) Insulator 

The main function of an insulator is to insulate live conductor or equipment at 

different voltages with reference to the ground structures as well as provide 

mechanical support. 

Provision of adequate insulation in a substation is of primary importance from the 

point of view of reliability of supply and safety of personnel. 

f) BUS-BARS.  

 

When a number of lines operating at the same voltage have to be directly 

connected electrically, bus-bars are used as the common electrical component. 

Bus-bars are copper or Aluminum bars (generally of rectangular x-section) and 

operate at constant voltage. The incoming and outgoing lines in a sub-station are 

connected to the bus-bars. The most commonly used bus-bar arrangements in sub 

stations are : 

 

(i)  Single bus-bar arrangement 

 

(ii)  Single bus-bar system with sectionalisation 

 

(iii)  Double bus-bar arrangement 

 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/7-methods-to-avoid-insulator-flashovers


g) Capacitor Bank 

It is a series parallel combination of capacitors required to improve power 

factor of the system. They act as reactive power generators, and provide the 

needed reactive power to accomplish active power of circuit. This reduces the 

amount of reactive power, and thus total power (kVA) or the demand. 

h) METERING AND INDICATING INSTRUMENTS.  

There are several metering and indicating instruments (e.g. ammeters, 

voltmeters, energy meters etc.) installed in a sub-station to maintain watch over the 

circuit quantities. The instrument transformers are invariably used with them for 

satisfactory operation. 

i) Earthing 

Provision of an effective, durable and a dependable earthing in a substation 

and switching stations is very important for the safety of operating personnel as 

well as electrical devices. The voltage levels do not rise above tolerable 

thresholds and that the earth connection is rugged to dissipate the fault to the 

earth. Earthing has a very low resistance and connects the electrical equipment to 

the general mass of the earth. 

 

 

 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/capacitor-bank-power-factor


2.3.  Symbols for Equipment in Sub-Stations: 

 

Some of the standard symbols used to represent substation components are 

given in Table below: 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 
 

 

 

 

2.4.  Bus-Bar Arrangements in Sub-Stations: 

 

Bus-bars are the important components in a sub-station. There are several 

bus-bar arrangements that can be used in a sub-station. The choice of a particular 

arrangement depends upon various factors such as system voltage, position of sub-

station, degree of reliability, cost etc. The following are the important bus-bar 

arrangements used in substations: 

 

1. Single bus-bar system. 

As the name suggests, it consists of a single bus-bar and all the incoming 

and outgoing lines are connected to it. The chief advantages of this type of 

arrangement are low initial cost, less maintenance and simple operation. 

However, the principal disadvantage of single bus-bar system is that if repair is 

to be done on the bus-bar or a fault occurs on the bus, there is a complete 

interruption of the supply. This arrangement is not used for voltages exceeding 

33kV. The indoor 11kV sub-stations often use single bus-bar arrangement. 



 

 

1. Single bus-bar system with Sectionalisation.  

In this arrangement, the single bus-bar is divided into sections and load is 

equally distributed on all the sections. Any two sections of the bus-bar are 

connected by a circuit breaker and isolators. Two principal advantages are claimed 

for this arrangement. Firstly, if a fault occurs on any section of the bus, that section 

can be isolated without affecting the supply from other sections. Secondly, repairs 

and maintenance of any section of the bus-bar can be carried out by reenergizing 

that section only, eliminating the possibility of complete shutdown. This 

arrangement is used for voltages up to 33 kV. 

 

 

 

 

 



2.5. DESIGN  OF 33KV SUB STATION:-  

 
 

 

 

 



3. CONCLUSION:- 

 
  

                  The design of a substation involves a number of complex 

and detailed engineering  .Substation plays a vital role in power 

system . it a part of generation transmission and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or 

perform any of several other important functions. Between the 

generating station and consumer, electric power may flow through 

several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may 

include transformers to change voltage levels between high 

transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at the 

interconnection of two different transmission voltages. By the useof 

Ecad  electrical –computer aided design or drafting is a judicious 

approach in tackling various problem on the part of design 

engineering where we can correct the mistakes even before the 

practical approach where it is a efficient and time saving so that 

engineers can spent time on innovative thinking 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
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ABSTRACT 

 ECAD (electrical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create electronic 

structures. ECAD software is used to create and modify both diagrams and layouts, including both 

2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). ECAD 

software can produce a number of different deliverables, which can be managed by Product Data 

Management (PDM) software. Designs from ECAD software are often interchanged 

with Mechanical Computer-Aided Design (MCAD) software to generate a 3D model of the PCB.  

MCAD (mechanical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create mechanical 

systems. In order to design intelligent products that integrate electrical and mechanical 

characteristics, it is vital that our design and engineering workflows are also integrated. ECAD and 

MCAD need to work together to enable true interoperability. 

National Small Industries Corporation Ltd. (NSIC), is an ISO 9001-2008 certified 

Government of India Enterprise under Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME). 

NSIC has been working to fulfil its mission of promoting, aiding and fostering the growth of small 

industries and industry related micro, small and medium enterprises in the country. Over a period of 

five decades of transition, growth and development, NSIC has proved its strength within the country 

and abroad by promoting modernization, up gradation of technology, quality consciousness, 

strengthening linkages with large medium enterprises and enhancing exports - projects and products 

from small enterprises. 

  

https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/mcad/
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DEFINITION 

Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both diagrams 

and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed 

Circuit Boards (PCB). 

1.2 OVERVIEW 

Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and Electronic design 

automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic systems such as printed circuit boards (PCBs) 

and integrated circuits (ICs). It allows designers to build out different alternatives and options and 

compare them to each other. It also generates manufacturing documentation as part of the 

specification used to source, fabricate, and produce PCBs. 

The design process 

Designing any piece of equipment (not necessarily electronic) is not a straight path from start 

through to product, even when no mistakes are made. At each stage problems occur which may 

require previous decisions to be reviewed. For example, it may be found on simulation that a 

particular part of the design will not operate fast enough to meet the specification.  

Specification 

Every design begins with a customer specification, which describes the function the design is 

intended to perform. This may include not only the logical properties but the speed of operation, the 

output power driving capability, the capability of circuits that drive the design, the power supply 

available, perhaps limits on power dissipation and electromagnetic radiation, operation in the 

presence of external radiation etc. Sometimes it is difficult to satisfy all the criteria. Higher speeds 

will require higher power dissipation and faster clocks. The latter increases the electromagnetic 

radiation. Some criteria may not be important, or only marginally so. With certain pieces of logic the 

power dissipation may be minimal so that power limits are not important. 

EDA and ECAD software for IC design incorporates modular and digital flows, and 

encompasses the logic and circuit design methods required by miniaturized electronic components. 
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2. ELECTRICAL DRAWING 

 

 An electrical drawing, is a type of technical drawing that shows information about power, 

lighting, and communication for an engineering or architectural project. Any electrical working 

drawing consists of lines, symbols, dimensions, and notations to accurately convey an engineering's 

design to the workers, who install the electrical system on the job. A complete set of working 

drawings for the average electrical system in large projects usually consists of: A plot plan showing 

the building's location and outside electrical wiring Floor plans showing the location of electrical 

systems on every floor Power-riser diagrams showing panel boards Control wiring diagrams 

Schedules and other information in combination with construction drawings. Electrical drafters 

prepare wiring and layout diagrams used by workers who erect, install, and repair electrical 

equipment and wiring in communication centres, power plants, electrical distribution systems, and 

buildings. 

 There are many software’s out there for this electrical drawing and Electrical Computer-

Aided Design (ECAD) is one of the most usable one. ECAD is developed by many companies, 

where as we used Autodesk ECAD 2017 for developing our substation design. 

 

2.1 READING ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS 

 To read the electrical drawing, we have to learn the symbols used to notate components in the 

electric drawing. There are numerous components that are used while making a design. Some of 

them are shown below. 

 

1. SWITCH 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Switch in autodesk 
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2. FUSE 

 

Fig 2.2: Fuse in autodesk 

 

3. RESISTORS 

 

 

Fig 2.3: Resistor in autodesk 

 

4. WIRES 

 

 

Fig 2.4: wire in autodesk 
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5. POWER SOURCES 

 

 

Fig 2.5: power source in autodesk 

 

2.2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

Electrical design entails planning, creating, testing, or supervising the development and 

installation of electrical equipment, including lighting equipment, power systems, power distribution, 

fire and life safety systems, electronic components, and voice and data communications 

infrastructure. 

In its most simplistic definition, electrical design is the design of various electrical systems. 

Many electrical design projects start with an idea that emanates from the marketing and sales 

department or the research and development division within a company. Electrical design projects 

might represent a new marketable product or might seek to improve an existing product or system. 

Electrical design mainly encounters projects in 

 Robotics 

 Electrical substations 

 Control systems 

 Communication equipment 

 Electronic circuit design 

 Computer & digital circuit design 

 

 

 

 

 

https://learn.org/articles/Electrical_Technology_Associates_Degree.html
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3. 33KV SUBSTATION 

 A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow through 

several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to change 

voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at the 

interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

  

 

Fig 3.1: 33KV substation view 

 

3.1 SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM 

The single line diagram (SLD) is the most basic of the set of diagrams that are used to 

document the electrical functionality of the substation. Its emphasis is on communicating the 

functions of the power equipment and the associated protection and control system. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
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Fig 3.2: Single line diagram of 33/11KV substation 
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4. AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

While CAD is usually used for designing a specific part or an assembly, ECAD is used to 

design an entire system of many components connected to each other, usually by electric circuits — 

like the circuit board in your computer. The intricacies of these types of designs are often quite 

complex for a CAD software to handle in an effective way. Looking at a typical circuit board, you 

can see that it is quite complex. However, if you look from the side, you can see that most of the 

components making up the circuit board are quite simple. 

Electrical engineers have found that it is a lot simpler to design their integrated circuits (ICs) 

in 2D, where all of the complexity of positional data can be effectively evaluated and assessed. This 

dimensional data is then incorporated with extra data, such as the height of the circuit board layers 

and their material properties, in an ECAD file as metadata. ECAD files work perfectly for the 

manufacturing industry, as most ICs are produced by depositing metal and oxide layers through 

“masks”. The 2D data is basically the layout of the mask, while the ECAD file’s metadata instructs 

the manufacturing process on the material type and amount of material to be deposited. 

4.2 AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

 

Fig 4.1: Autocad software 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit_layout
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4.3 CAPABILITIES PROVIDED 

ECAD software provides some combination of the following capabilities. 

Diagramming capabilities allow engineers to define what electronic components are used and what 

signals are used to connect them. Engineers select components from a company-standardized library 

that is centrally controlled. Layout capabilities provide a means to create the PCB’s outline and 

dimensionally place components within its boundaries. These capabilities can be utilized in either 2D 

or 3D models. The list of electronic components used in the diagram is carried over to the layout, 

where it almost becomes a to-do list for placement. 

Trace Routing capabilities allow engineers to define the path the trace follows in a specific layer of 

the PCB between electronic components. This can be done in 2D or 3D, with switching between the 

layers of the PCB. The signals from the diagram, which embody from-to information between 

components, are carried over into the layout, which defines where each component is placed on the 

PCB. Automation capabilities, which automatically routes traces from components to components 

based on interconnect information, is available. This can be done initially and then customized. 

3D Assembly capabilities provide a way to create a 3D model of the PCB. These models are often 

used to check for interference within an enclosure as well as checking for managing the dissipation 

of heat from the electronic components on the PCB. 

Collaboration capabilities deliver tools to capture and coordinate feedback between individuals on a 

team developing the routed system. Viewing capabilities provide the ability to visualize the design of 

the routed system. This is important for non-technical roles that do not have the skills or knowledge 

to use the RSD software directly. Mark-up capabilities allow individuals to capture their feedback in 

the context of the design of the routed system. 

Multi-Board design capabilities provide the capabilities to diagram and layout multiple PCBs that 

work together as a single system. IC and PCB Co-Design capabilities offer a means to assimilate 

Integrated Circuits (ICs) processors into the PCB, optimizing how traces connect to compact 

footprints. Concurrent Design capabilities enable multiple team members to work simultaneously 

on the same PCB or multi-board PCB design. 

Rule or Constraint Checking capabilities automatically compares the design of a PCB against 

industry or company rules, highlighting violations or issues that can affect the performance or 

manufacturability of the PCB. 

Manufacturing Export capabilities provide the ability to generate ECAM deliverables, which can 

then be used to manufacture the layers of the PCB. 
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4.4 STANDARD INPUT DEVICES 

     4.4.1 PUSH BUTTON 

 A push switch (button) is a momentary or non-latching switch which causes a temporary 

change in the state of an electrical circuit only while the switch is physically actuated. An automatic 

mechanism (i.e. a spring) returns the switch to its default position immediately afterwards, restoring 

the initial circuit condition. There are two types. 

1. A 'push to make' switch allows electricity to flow between its two contacts when held in. 

When the button is released, the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Open (NO) Switch.  

 

 

Fig 4.2: NO push button 

 

2. A 'push to break' switch does the opposite, i.e. when the button is not pressed, electricity can 

flow, but when it is pressed the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Closed (NC) Switch. 

 

Fig 4.3: NC push button 

 

 

And the other standard input devices are  

Toggle switch 

NO: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latching_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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Fig 4.4: NO toggle switch 

 

 

NC: 

 

Fig 4.5: NC toggle switch 

Pressure switch 

 

 

Fig 4.6: Pressure switch symbols 
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Temperature switch 

 

 

Fig 4.7: Temperature switch symbols 

 

 

 

Float switch 

 

Fig 4.8: Float switch symbols 

 

4.4.2 OUTPUT DEVICES 

 When it comes to output devices, generally used output devices are  

 Lamps 

 Motors 
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 Timer 

 Solenoid wall 

 Contractor 

4.5 FEATURES OF AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

Smooth Migration 

Migration is now easier to manage. A new migration interface organizes AutoCAD customization 

settings into groups and categories from which you can generate a migration summary report. 

PDF Support 

You can import the geometry, fills, raster images, and TrueType text from a PDF file into the current 

drawing. The PDF data can come from either an attached PDF in the current drawing, or from any 

specified PDF file. The precision of the data is limited by the precision of the PDF file and of the 

supported object types. Some properties such as PDF scale, layers, lineweights, and colors can be 

preserved. Because SHX text is not supported by PDF, additional tools were added to convert PDF 

geometry into multiline text, and to combine multiple mtext objects. 

Primary command: PDFIMPORT 

Share Design Views 

You can publish design views to a secure, anonymous location within Autodesk A360. You can 

share views of your design by forwarding a generated link to the people that you specify without 

releasing the DWG file itself. Access to these views is provided by any supported web browser, and 

does not require recipients to have an Autodesk A360 account or install any additional software. 

Supported browsers include Chrome, Firefox, and other browsers that support WebGL 3D graphics. 

Primary command: ONLINEDESIGNSHARE 

Associative Center Marks and Centerlines 

You can create center marks that are associated with arcs and circles, and centerlines that are 

associated with selected line and polyline segments. For compatibility, this new feature does not 

replace your current methods, but are provided as an alternative. 

Primary commands: CENTERMARK, CENTERLINE 

Coordination Model: Osnap Support 

You can specify precise locations on an attached coordination model using the standard 2D endpoint 

and center object snaps. This feature is available only for 64-bit AutoCAD. 

Primary system variable: CMOSNAP 

User Interface 

Several conveniences were added to improve your user experience. 
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Several dialog boxes are now resizable: APPLOAD, ATTEDIT, DWGPROPS, EATTEDIT, 

INSERT, LAYERSTATE, PAGESETUP, and VBALOAD. 

The preview areas are expanded in several dialog boxes used for attaching files, and saving and 

opening drawings. 

You can turn on the new LTGAPSELECTION system variable to be able to select objects in the gaps 

of non-continuous linetypes as if they were set to a continuous linetype. 

You can choose whether to use the AutoCAD crosshairs cursor or the Windows arrow cursor in the 

drawing area using the CURSORTYPE system variable. 

You can specify the delay timing for basic tooltips in the Options dialog box, Display tab. 

You can easily send your 3D models from AutoCAD to Autodesk Print Studio for automatic final 

preparation prior to 3D printing. Print Studio support includes Ember, Autodesk's high-precision, 

production-quality (25-micron surface finish) manufacturing solution. This feature is available only 

for 64-bit AutoCAD. 

For product updates, an orange dot automatically displays on new ribbon buttons, dialog box options, 

and palette settings. You can control this option from the Help drop-down menu or the 

HIGHLIGHTNEW command. 

Performance Enhancements 

The performance and reliability of 3DORBIT has been improved for rendered visual styles, 

especially for models with a large number of small blocks containing edges and facets. 

The performance of 2D panning and zooming operations has been improved. 

The visual quality for line types has been improved. 

The performance of object snapping has been improved by skipping geometric center (GCEN) 

computation for polylines with a huge number of segments. 

AutoCAD Security 

Any files in the Program Files folder tree that are under the operating system's UAC protection are 

now trusted. This trust is indicated by displaying the implicitly trusted paths in Trusted Paths UI and 

greying them out. Also, the AutoCAD code itself continues to be hardened against more 

sophisticated attacks. 
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4.6 AUTOCAD ONE KEY SHORTCUTS 

 

 

Fig 4.9: Autocad one key shortcuts 

 

4.7 OPENING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

To open the Project Browser, 

 Click   Open  Project. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 On the command line, enter aecprojectbrowser. 

 

 USING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

In the Project Browser, you create new projects, configure the project settings and project 

standards, add detail information, and select the current project. When you set a project current, 

either from the context menu or by double-clicking the file name, the project is migrated to a format 
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compatible with the current version of AutoCAD Architecture toolset. If you also repath the project, 

all project drawings are migrated as well, and you will be unable to open the project in any older 

version of the software. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.10: sample project view 
 

 

On the left side of the Project Browser, you select the current project, create new projects, 

browse existing projects, and view the project history. On the context menu, you can also edit project 

properties, close a project, copy the project structure, eTransmit a project, and archive a project. All 

information you enter here pertains to the project as a whole. On the right side of the Project 

Browser, an embedded Internet Explorer allows you to browse your project home page. 

 

 

4.8 CREATING A NEW PROJECT 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 
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 Right-click on an existing project or folder in the project selector, and click New Project. 

Alternatively, you can click in the toolbar below the project selector. 

 In the Add Project dialog box, enter a number for the new project. Each project needs a 

unique identification number. You can use numerals, alphabetic characters, or a combination, 

such as 100A. The project number appears in the project header. 

 The number you assign here can be used as a prefix for all drawings you create in the project. 

You can also use the number as a property for a title block. 

 Enter a name for the new project. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.11: creating project 

 

 Under Project Description, if desired, enter a description brief enough to be displayed in the 

project header. Details about the project can be entered on a separate worksheet. 

 Verify that Create from template project is not selected. 

 Click OK. 

4.9 TO RENAME A PROJECT 

Renaming the project renames the following project files: 

 Rename the project display name in Project Browser and Project Navigator 
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 Rename the APJ file 

 Rename the top project folder 

When you rename a project, all internal paths between the projects files are automatically updated, so 

that all relationships between drawings are kept current. 

Then 

 Verify that the project is closed. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser . 

 In the project selector, select the project you want to rename, right-click, and click Rename 

Project. 

 Enter the new name, and click OK. 

 

4.10 USING ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS IN AUTOCAD 

 

 Create your set of symbols 

 Add the data to the catalog database 

 Add your symbol to the icon menu and Catalog Browser 

 Insert the symbol 

Insert Symbol from Icon Menu 

 Open the Icon Menu, Schematic tab > Insert Components pane > Icon Menu.  

 Locate and select your symbol. 

 

 

 

 Your symbol is attached to your cursor, making it easy to insert. 

https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical-catalog-database.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-the-symbols-to-the-icon-menu-and-catalog-browser.html
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 Once you select the location, the appropriate Insert\Edit dialog opens. The Tag is 

automatically assigned based on the Drawing Properties settings. 

 Click Lookup and assign the catalog value as needed. 

 Click OK. If everything goes as expected, wires break as needed. 

 

 

Insert Symbol from CatLog Browser 

 If the Catalog Browser isn't open, click Schematic tab > Insert Components panel > 

Catalog Browser.  

You may need to expand the Icon Menu drop-down to find this command. The Catalog 

Browser can remain open all the time if you use it often. You can use other commands 

while it is open. 

 Search for your catalog value. 

 Click the record in the browser. The menu with any associated symbols displays. 
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If you associated multiple symbols, the menu shows them all. 

 Click the symbol and select the location. 

 The symbols is inserted and the Insert\Edit dialog opens. The catalog value is already 

assigned since it was inserted from the Catalog Browser. 

 

 

 Add any other values needed and click OK. 

 

4.11 TO REMOVE THE PROJECT CONTEXT 

Much of the project-related information associated with a drawing file does not reside in the 

drawing file itself, but in the accompanying XML file. This means that you can use all your project 

files at any time in a non-project-related drawing context. However, if you want to work permanently 

without the project context, it is recommended that you clean your file set of the unused project files. 

Project-related information resides in the following files: 

 

 The APJ file, which contains the general, high-level project data like name, number, project 

details, and project standards. 
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 The XML files, each of which stores the project information for an individual drawing file. 

If you delete the APJ file and the XML files, the remaining drawing files no longer have connections 

to a project. They are regular AutoCAD Architecture toolset drawing files and can be copied, edited, 

and deleted like any other drawing file. 

The drawing files can contain standard styles and display settings, if standards have been set 

up for the project. When the XML and APJ files are deleted, any standard styles and display settings 

are no longer synchronized in the now standalone drawings. 

Note: Once the project context has been removed, there is no simple way to recreate it. if you have 

removed the project, and want to re-build a project around the remaining drawing files, build the 

project from scratch, and import the drawing files into it. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder containing the project. 

 In the project folder, delete the APJ file. For example, if you have a project named Office 

Building, delete the file named Office Building.apj. 

 Open the Elements, Constructs, Sheets, and Views folders, and delete the XML files 

associated with your drawing files. 

 For example, if your Constructs folder contains First Floor Construct.dwg, select and delete 

the file named First Floor Construct.xml. 

 Repeat the previous step for each drawing file. 

 Note: If you reorganize files into a different file structure, you may have to manually reset 

broken external reference paths in the drawings. 

 

4.12 TO DELETE A PROJECT 

Deleting a project is a system administrator task. Therefore, you do not perform it from within the 

Project Browser but from Windows Explorer. 

Deleting the project folder deletes all DWG files, XML files, and the APJ file. Before you do this, 

make sure that you really do not need any of these files anymore. If you do not work on a project any 

longer but still want to save the DWG files in it, it is often sufficient to just remove the project 

context. 

Note: Before you delete a project, make sure that is not the current project in AutoCAD Architecture 

toolset. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder of the project you want to delete. 

 Delete the project folder. 
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4.13 TO REPATH THE PROJECT 

Use this procedure to update the external reference paths within the project after making 

changes to the names or locations of elements, constructs, or views. For example, if you move a 

project file into another category, or rename it, you must update the file that references the changed 

drawing to reflect that change on the Project Navigator palette. 

Note: When you repath a project that was saved in a version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010, 

the drawings are saved in the new file format. You will no longer be able to open these drawings in a 

version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010. Synchronizing a project with the project standards 

will also save the project drawings in the new file format. 

A repath is necessary after you make any of the following changes in the project: 

 Move the project to a different location 

 Move a project file to a different category 

 Rename a project file 

 Move a subcategory from one category to another 

In addition to updating the project files, repathing will also update the paths of the following files: 

 Paths to support files, folders, and templates stored within the project setup, such as drawing 

templates, tool content root path, or project standards drawings. 

 Paths to images referenced in project drawings 

 Paths for schedules referencing external drawings within project drawings 

When you zip a project and send it to another user who unpacks the project to a different location on 

another computer, the project will be updated in its new location when it is set current for the first 

time on the new computer. For example, if your project resides in C:Project1, and the user you are 

sending it to unpacks it to D:Project1, the path information is updated when the new user sets the 

project current in AutoCAD Architecture toolset. However, this will update only if all project paths 

were correct and current when you zipped them. If, for example, you have moved the project to 

another location on your computer before zipping it, and not repathed it before zipping, the repathing 

on the new user’s machine will not work correctly. Before you zip and send a project, you must 

make sure that all external reference paths in the project are valid. 

You have the choice of repathing. 

 A single project file 

 All files in a category 

 All files in the project 

1. On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Navigator. 

2. Change the name or the location of a project file or project folder in the Drawing Explorer. 
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The Project Navigator - Repath Project dialog box displays. 

 

 

Fig 4.12: project repath 

 

3. Specify when you want the repathing to be done: 

 

If you want to… Then… 

update all project files now click Repath project now. 

update all project files later click Repath project later. If you close the 

project before repathing, the drawing files 

remain in a queue for update and will display in 

the Project Repath Queue dialog box the next 

time you open it. 

The repath queue is shared by all users working 

on a project and it is saved from session to 

session. 

Table 4.1: project repath 

4. Alternatively, click to update all files in the project at any time. 
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4.14 AUTOCAD ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 

 

 

Fig 4.13: some electrical symbols in Autocad 
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SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM OF 33KV SUBSTATION IN AUTODESK 

 

 

Fig 4.14: Single line diagram in autodesk 
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CONCLUSION  

 National Small Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC) is a Mini Ratna PSU established 

by the Government of India in 1955. It falls under Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 

of India. NSIC is the nodal office for several schemes of Ministry of MSME such as Performance & 

Credit Rating, Single Point Registration, MSME Databank, National SC ST Hub, etc. 

  

 Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both 

diagrams and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical 

Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and 

Electronic design automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic and electrical systems. It allows 

designers to build out different alternatives and options and compare them to each other. It also 

generates manufacturing documentation as part of the specification used to source, fabricate, and 

produce all types of designs. 

  

 ECAD in autodesk autocad software will help us to learn all types of tools that are used to 

develop drawing not only in electrical but in electronis (EDA), mechanical (MCAD) and many. 

Machine design can be accomplished easily and quickly. Any type of instrument, machine, switches, 

motors and all will be available and it makes design easy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India
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1. Introduction to Dr. NTTPS 
 

The greatest scientific achievement of nineteenth century is discovery of electricity.  In the 

modern world, electrical power has become vital requirement of livelihood and the growth of 

economical status of country. Most of the electrical power requirement is met with the thermal 

power plants through in the presence of various power generating plants like Hydel, thermal 

(includes fossil fuel and nuclear plants), wind power, solar (PV) etc., Thermal power plants are 

the most reliable- they can work round the clock,  round the year (except for occasional downtime 

for maintenance). As of March 2018, India has a total installed capacity of 222. 90GW. 

Almost 88% of thermal power is obtained from coal and the rest is from diesel and gas. 

The private sector generates close to 45.2 % of India's Thermal Power, whereas states and Centre 

have a share of 24.6 % and 30. 2% respectively. The share of large hydro and nuclear energy in 

total installed capacity is approximately 13.2 % and 2% respectively. 

By February 2013, Andhra Pradesh is the fourth largest power generating state in the country and 

also has the largest hydropower generation capacity in India (Andhra Pradesh is on first position 

for installed hydro power generation capacity). At present, Andhra Pradesh has a total installed 

power generation capacity of 16,817 MW from all the sources. Out of it 11771 MW is from 

thermal, 3737 MW is from hydro, 1036 MW is from renewable energy sources and 276 MW is 

from Nuclear. 

Among the thermal power contribution of 11771 MW, Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power Station, 

which is otherwise called as Vijayawada thermal power plant is one of the major contribution of 

1760 MW(+800MW in coming days) situated in the city of Vijayawada. This is the coal-based 

power project functioning under the Andhra Pradesh power generation Corporation, established in 

1958. 

Power is generated from various resources such as coal, water, gas, diesel, etc. Out of all 

thermal, hydral and nuclear power generation have gain importance because of their availability 

in abundance in nature 64% of the total installed capacity from thermal power plants. Dr.Narala 

Tatarao Thermal Power Station (Dr.NTTPS) is one of the leading thermal power plants in 

India. It is located amidst the Eastern Ghats on the bank of River Krishna at Ibrahimpatnam 

Village, Krishna District, A.P. It has six operating stations each with an installed capacity of 

210MW taking an input of 3000tones/unit/day and One 500MW station taking an input of 6500. 

Sub-Bituminous coal is used as primary fuel. The efficiency of the plant is 34.5%. Daily coal 

consumption is around 24500tones/unit/day. 

We have choose 500MW Station to prepare a Study project on Auto Control loops used in 

Thermal Power Stations. 

 

 

 



Plant Specifications: 

TYPE                     :         THERMAL PLANT 

CAPACITY           :         500MW 

OUTPUT               :         ELECTRICAL POWER  

BY-PRODUCTS   :         ASH AND FLUE GASES 

Load Specifications: 

           Two pole Synchronous Generator with water + Hydrogen cooled 

POWER                 :         524.204 MW, TG VWO, 3% make up 

CURRENT            :         16200 AMP 

VOLTAGE            :         21 KV  

          EFFICIENY      :       98.64% 

          P. F                    :       0.85 LAG 

          Rated Excitation:       4040 Amp / 340 V 

         Short circuit ratio:      0.48 

          Brushless excitation with DAVR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure - 1 Layout of  Typical Power plant 

 

 

 

 

UNIT OVERVIEW 



 

Figure 2: Unit Overview 

 

 



Different Systems: 

The Process 

Different Stages – Project, Commissioning, Operations and Maintenance. 

O&M vs. Non-O&M 

Coal systems 

Water systems 

Furnace systems 

TG systems 

Ash systems 

Power evacuation systems 

Support systems  

       --Technical and  

       --Non-technical 

Differences in Gas based and Hydro power projects 

 

Figure 3: Structural view of Power plant 

 

 



1. Coal-how much and how                                  20.Low Pressure Turbine     21. Rotor  

2. CHP                                                   22. Stator  

3. Coal Conveyor                                                  23. Generator Transformer  

4. Boiler Coal Bunker                                           24. Condenser  

5. Bucket Wheel Machine                                    25. Condensate Extraction Pump  

6. Coal Feeder                                                      26. Low Pressure Feed Heat 

7. Pulverizing Mill                                               27. Deaerator  

8. Primary Air Fan                                               28. Boiler Feed Pump  

9. Boiler light-up                                                  29. High Pressure Feed Heaters                                                          

10. Boiler                                                             30. Economizer  

11. Forced Draught Fan                                       31. Steam Drum  

12. Air Heater                                                      32. Cooling Tower                                                            

13. Electrostatic Precipitator                               33. Circulating Water Pumps  

14. Induced Draught Fan                                     34. Circulating Water Make-Up Pumps  

15. Main Chimney                                               35. FGD  

16. Super heater                     

17. High Pressure Turbine  

18. Boiler Reheater 

19. Intermediate Pressure Turbine 

 

 
1

• Coal is transported from the mine to loading place

• Loading place into train

• Train to the location

• Unloaded at the location  (Wagon Tripler)

• Transported through conveyors into bunkers

• From bunkers into mills (Pulverizes)

• Powdered, put into furnace and burnt

• The heat generated is used to heat water, steam, air

q

1. Coal- How much and how 

• Coal required for a 100 MW plant per year

= Power Plant Wattage x Coal unit/ Hr x 

Hr/ Yr

= 100 x (Per unit Heat Required/ Coal Heat 

Value) x (24 x 365)

= 100 x (10.765/ 20) x 8760 kg/ Yr 

= 471.51 x 1000 kg/ Yr

= 471.51 mT/ Yr



 

                           

 

  

2. CHP – Coal handling plant  

• At the receiving location stock yard 

or sent to coal bunkers

• To make sure to generate electricity 

when you want to, you have to 

make sure the coal is in the right 

place at the right time 

• Typically 15 days stock is 

maintained at site

• The stock yard stocks these and 

helps in times of lean supply 

from the mines or when 

transportation is not available

3. Coal Conveyor  

• Coal conveyors are used to move 

coal around efficiently. Coal 

arriving by train can be stocked 

for later use or taken straight to 

the coal bunkers 

• CHP control room with remote 

control system helps to ensure 

that the conveyors take the coal 

to the right bunkers

q

4. Boiler Coal

• Coal bunker supplies coal to pulverizing 

fuel mills. Each bunker can hold 1,000 

tonnes of coal, and there may be six to 

eight bunkers per unit

•

• Power station coal is not as lumpy as coal 

used in the home. Typically around half 

of it is less than 12.5 millimeters across 

and 95% is less than 50 millimeters

•

• This when powdered is called “200 mesh” 

cleared. That is the powdered coal 

passes through a sieve with so many 

holes in square inch area. It is better 

than the face powder in terms of size

•



5. Stack and Reclaim  

Machines are used to put coal out to the stockpile and reclaim coal from the stockpile. 

Wateris sprayed on coal to stop them from getting burnt when in storage yard due to internal 

heat upor sun heat. Coal when powdered is heated and being lifted by hot air that is sent into 

the“mills” This goes and burns inside the furnace producing ash and converting the water in 

thepipelines into steam 

 

                            

 

7. Pulverisor or Mill  

 

Each of unit may have six to eight pulverizing fuel mills, each capable of pulverizing 40  

tonnes of coal per hour.  

Inside the mills, ten giant hollow steel rollers crush the coal into a fine powder. 

Crushing the coal into a fine powder makes it easier to burn it more completely. 

In other words, “due to the increased surface area, the combustion efficiency increases”  

                                   

 



 

8. Primary Air Fan  

Air to blow the coal from the mill to the boiler, called the primary air, is supplied by a large  

fan driven by a variable speed motor. When mixed with a stream of air the powdered coal  

behaves more like a gas than a solid. Primary air does two jobs – heating the coal powder and  

secondly lifting it into the furnace through pipelines 

                                           

 

9. Boiler light-up 

Spark plug provides the initial ignition. Light Diesel oil is then fed to the burner and it catches  

Fire. This is followed by heavy furnace oil (HFO) Once a stable flame is established the coal/air 

mix is blown through the burner where it lights spontaneously The oil are then shut  

off. Burner position, coal flow and air flow are controlled to achieve desired output of  

temperature, pressure and flow and hence the electricityAt full output 4,000 MW power 

 

                      

 



 

10. Boiler  

To produce steam each boiler converts energy, in the form of coal, into steam .The boiler is  

lined with steel tubing in which pure boiler feed water is turned to steam by the heat created  

from the burning of coal Each boiler is as high as 60 mts and weighs about 40,00,000 kg  

(4000 T)Inside the boiler there is enough steel tubing to stretch the 500 kilometres and they  

are joined together by about 20,000 joints Pressure inside the tubes could be about hundred  

 

   

11. Forced Draught (FD) Fan  

Each unit shall have two forced draught fans The fans draw warm air from the top of the  

boiler house through large air heaters becoming the primary and secondary air used for the  

boiler combustion process The air heater warms the incoming air by transferring heat energy  

from the outgoing flue gases 

                                

12. Air Pre-Heater (APH)  

The air heaters use the remaining heat energy in the flue gas to heat up the combustion air for  

the boiler .Efficiency is increased by using this heat that would otherwise go up the chimney.  

The air temperature leaving the air heaters is at 300°C The air heaters use the remaining heat  

energy and efficiency is increased by using this heat that would otherwise go up the chimney 

 



 

13. Electro-Static Precipitator  

Each boiler has 4 passes with 7 fields each containing high voltage electrodesThese attract the  

dust or ash from the flue gases At regular intervals the electrodes are rapped with motor- 

driven hammers and the PFA falls into hoppers below In a year 1,000 MW station may  

generate 1.5 million ton of ash This is one of the ways to clean up the flue gases or smoke  

sent up the chimney Secondly this ash is used by construction industry for use in building  

 
 

14. Induced Draught (ID) Fan  

Two induced draught fans draw gases out of the boiler 

The gas has already passed through the air heaters and precipitators before it has reached  

these fans The heat from the flue gases or smoke is used in the air heaters to heat up the  

primary and secondary air 

15. Chimney  

The chimney is 275 meters' high and 50,000 tonnes of reinforced concrete were used to make  

it. It consists of flues each of which serve typically two or three boilers (two units) 

                        

 

 

 



 

16. Super heater  

The steam produced in the boiler goes to the steam drum and is then piped through the  

primary, platen and final super-heaters where it reaches the outlet temperature of 560°C and  

160 ksc pressure At this point in the process they have now turned the water into a very  

powerful source of Energy This rotates the turbine to which generator is on the other end  

From rotating generator electricity is produced 

 

                                

 

17. High Pressure Turbine  

High pressure steam at 560°C and 160 ksc pressure passes through the high pressure turbine.  

The exhaust steam from this section is returned to the boiler for reheating before being used in  

the next section of the turbine set.The blades in the high pressure turbine are the smallest of  

all the turbine blades, this is because the incoming steam has very high energy and occupies a  

low volume. The blades are fixed to a shaft and as the steam hits the blades it causes the shaft  

to rotate 

 

 



 

18. Boiler Reheater  

After expanding through the high pressure turbine the exhaust steam is returned to the boiler  

at 360°C and 40 ksc pressure for reheating before being used in the intermediate pressure  

turbine The Reheater reheats the steam from a temperature of 360°C back to 560°C 

19. Intermediate Pressure Turbine  

On leaving the boiler Reheater, steam enters the intermediate pressure turbine at 560°C and 

40 ksc pressure (1 ksc = 14.22 psi ) 

From here the steam goes straight to the next section of the turbine set 

The steam has expanded and has less energy when it enters this section, so here the turbine  

blades are bigger than those in the high pressure turbine The blades are fixed to a shaft and as  

the steam hits the blades it causes the shaft to rotate 

 

20. Low Pressure Turbine  

From the intermediate pressure turbines, the steam continues its expansion in the three low  

pressure turbines. The steam entering the turbines is at 300°C and 6 ksc pressure 

To get the most work out of the steam, exhaust pressure is kept very low, just 50 mille-bar  

above a complete vacuum.The tip speed of the largest blades with the shaft spinning at 3,000  

revolutions per minute is 2,000 kmph 

 

 



 

21. Rotor  

The shaft that runs through the turbines is coupled to the rotor, which is a large electromagnet  

inside a cylinder of copper windings called the stator 

The rotor weighs 100 tonnes and rotates at 3,000 revolutions per minute 

 

  

22. Stator  

As the electromagnet rotates inside the copper windings, a magnetic field is created which  

induces a three phase alternating electric current (AC) in the stator windings Together the  

rotor and stator are known as the generator. The stator weighs 300 tonnes Electricity is  

generated at over 80 times the voltage in our homes This is “stepped up” to about 4,00,000  

volts and then “transmitted” 

23. Generator Transformer  

From the generator the electricity then goes to a “transformer” where the voltage is increased  

to 4,00,000 volts before sending it via cables to the “Grid” for distribution Each 1 MW  

generates about 8 million units and gives about Rs 2 crores revenue every yearThis generates  

enough electricity to power around 5,000 avg. homes 

 

 



 

24. Condenser  

With its useful energy spent in the turbines the steam then passes to condensers  

Here it is condensed back into water and pumped back to the boiler  

This happens via a series of low pressure and high pressure feed heaters 

 

25. Condensate Extraction Pump  

The condensate water is drawn from the condenser by the extraction pump and sent to the low  

pressure feed heaters 

 

26. Low Pressure Feed Heaters  

Feedwater from the condensate extraction pumps passes through low pressure feed heaters.  

Steam is used to heat the feedwater  After the last feedheater, the feedwater is at around  

160°C.        

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

27. Deaerator  

From the low pressure feed heaters the water passes through the deaerator before going to the  

high pressure (HP) feed heaters. 

 

28. Boiler Feed Pump  

The boiler feed pump pumps water into the boiler, overcoming the boiler pressure of 160 bar  

to achieve it.The pump is driven by a steam turbine or an electric motor.It runs at 7,000  

revolutions per minute 

 

29. High Pressure Feed Heaters  

With a similar purpose to the low pressure feed heaters, the high pressure feed heaters are the  

last stage of feedwater heating before the feedwater enters the boiler system at the economizer 

Feedwater leaving these heaters is at 250°C 

30. Economizer  

Flue gases leaving the superheater and reheater still contain useful energy 

Water from the high pressure feed heaters is heated in the economiser from 250°C to 290°C  

before it continues to the steam drum Having given up its last heat in the boiler, the flue  

gases move on to the air heater 

31. Drum  

After leaving the economizer, the feedwater reaches the drum, which is a cylindrical vessel at  

the top of the boiler.From here the water flows by natural circulation through downpipes into 

 the boilerSaturated steam collects here ready to go to the superheater 



“Drum” does the important function of “separating steam from a mixture of steam and water” 

32. Cooling Tower  

The warm river water is taken from the condenser tubes to about a quarter of the way up the  

100 metre high cooling tower where it is dropped through honeycombed plastic packing 

This breaks the water up into a very fine spray, increasing the surface area of the water  

droplets making it easier to cool. 

The cooling tower is designed as a natural draught chimney, drawing cold air from outside  

through the falling water.Cool water is collected in pond at the bottom of the cooling tower  

From here it is pumped back to the condensers  

 

33. Circulating Water Pumps  

The circulating water pumps are used to circulate the water from the cooling tower to the  

condenser and back again 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

34. Circulating Water Make-Up Pumps  

These pumps are used to supply water for make-up purpose  

Before going to the cooling Tower the silt is removed in large sedimentation tanks 

 

35. FGD 

After passing through the electrostatic precipitators, the boiler flue gas is increased in pressure  

and then cooled from between 115°C-130°C to 80°C 

It enters the lowest part of the absorber and is further cooled by water used to wash the inlet  

duct to prevent a build up of solids 

The main SO2 absorption process, and the washing out of any remaining pulverised fuel ash,  

occurs as the gas is ‘scrubbed’ by the re-circulating limestone slurry 

This is taken from the bottom of the absorber and is sprayed downwards from nozzles  

arranged at five separate levels in the absorber tower 

As a result of the process chemistry, the recirculating slurry becomes predominantly gypsum  

and a portion is continuously pumped away for gypsum separation and the removal of water  

using a hydro-cyclone system 

A waste water treatment plant ensures any water from the FGD process returned to the river  

meets quality standards set by the regulatory authority 

 

The cleaned flue gas is discharged up the 275 metre high chimney which has been lined with  

steel plates/brick lining.The generated power stepped upto 4 lakh volts is transmitted and handed 

over to distributors  

 



2.  Generator 

The electrical machine can be defined as a device that converts electrical energy into 

mechanical energy or mechanical energy into electrical energy. An Electrical generator can be 

defined as an electrical machine that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 

2.0.1 Synchronous generators 

The synchronous generator or alternator is an electrical machine which converts the mechanical 

power from a prime mover into an AC electrical power at a particular voltage and frequency. 

The synchronous motor are always runs at constant speed called synchronous speed. 

2.0.2 Working principle of synchronous generator  

The synchronous generator works on the principle of Faraday's laws of electromagnetic 

induction. The electromagnetic induction states that electromotive force induced in the armature 

coil if it is rotating in the uniform magnetic field. The EMF will also be generated if the field 

rotates and the conductor becomes stationary. Thus, the relative motion between the conductor 

and the field induces the EMF in the conductor. The waves shape of the induced voltage always 

a sinusoidal curve.  

 

E / phase = 4.44KpKd f Ф Tph 

 

Where,  

Ф = Flux per pole in Weber 

Kd = Distribution Factor 

            
                                        K� =

��� (��/�)

�×���(�/�)                      
       

Kp = Pitch Factor 

                                    𝑲𝒑  =  𝐜𝐨𝐬 (
𝜶

𝟐
)                                                         

F = Frequency of induced emf in hertz 

 

T = Number of coils or turns per phase 

 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is 

                                             𝒇 =  
𝑷𝑵

𝟏𝟐𝟎
 Hz 

 

Where F is the frequency in hertz. P is the number poles and N is the rotational speed in 

revolution per minute. 

 



2.0.3 Classification of alternators  

The AC generator circuit of two types: 

 Rotating armature type alternator 

 Revolving field type alternator  

 Salient pole type alternator 

 Non-salient pole type alternator 

 

2.1 Generator description  

The two pole generator uses direct water cooling for stator winding, phase connectors and 

bushings and direct hydrogen cooling for the rotor winding. The losses in the remaining 

generator components, such as iron losses windage losses and stray losses, are also dissipated 

through hydrogen. 

The generator frame is Pressure-resistant and gas tight and equipped with one stator end shield 

on each side. The hydrogen coolers are arranged vertically inside the turbine end stator end 

shield. 

The generator consists of the following components:  

 Stator 

 Stator frame 

 End shield  

 Stator core 

 Stator winding  

 Hydrogen coolers  

 Rotor 

 Rotor shaft  

 Rotor winding  

 Rotor retaining rings  

 Field connections  

 Bearings 

 Shaft seals. 

 



The following additional auxiliary systems are required for generator operation 

 Oil system 

 Gas system  

 Primary water system 

 Excitation system 

 2.1.1 Gas system 

 The gas system contains all equipment necessary for filling the generator with co2, hydrogen or 

air and removal of this media, and for operation of generator filled with hydrogen. In addition, 

the gas system includes a nitrogen supply. The gas system consists of  

 H2 supply 

 Co2 supply 

 N2 supply  

 Pressure reducers 

 Pressure gauges 

  Miscellaneous shut off valve  

 Purity making equipment  

 Gas dryer  

 CO2 flash evaporator 

  Flow meters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.2 General structure of excitation control system 

 

 
 

2.2.1 Excitation system 

 The system which is used for providing the necessary field current to the rotor winding of the 

synchronous machine, such type of system is called and excitation system.  In other words, 

excitation system is defined as the system which is used for the production of the flux by passing 

current in the field winding. The main requirement of excitation system is reliability under all 

conditions of service, simplicity of control, ease of maintenance, stability and fast transient 

response. 

2.2.2 Types of excitation system 

The excitation system is mainly classified into three types. 

 DC  excitation system  

 AC excitation system  

 Rotor excitation system  

 Brushless excitation system  

 Static excitation system  

The major drawbacks of DC excitation system are large time constant and commutation 

difficulties. And the static excitation system draws the  excitation power from the 

alternator travels through step down Transformer and Rectifier system using arc rectifiers 

of SCR. The AC excitation system provides smooth and maintenance free operation by 

eliminating moving contact such as slip rings and brushes. 

 

 



2.3 Brushless excitation system 

This system is shown in below figure. The reading portion is being enclosed by a dashed 

line rectangle. The brushless excitation system consists of an alternator, rectifier, main 

exciter and permanent magnet generator alternator mounted on same shaft. The main and 

the pilot exciter are driven by the main shaft. The main Exciter has a stationary field and 

rotating armature directly connected, through the Silicon rectifier to the field of the main 

alternators. 

 
 

The pilot exciter is a shaft driven permanent magnet generator having rotating permanent 

magnets attached to the shaft and three phase stationary armature, which feeds the main 

exciter field through silicon rectifiers, in the field of the main alternator. The Pilot exciter 

is a shaft driven permanent magnetic generator having rotating permanent magnets 

attached to the shaft and three phase stationary armature, which feeds the main exciter 

through three phase full wave phase controlled thyristor bridges. 

The system eliminates the use of commutator, collector and brushes have a short time 

constant and a response time of fewer than 0.1 seconds. The short time constant as the 

advantage in improved small signal dynamic performance and facilities the application of 

supplementary power system stabilizing signals. 

Four common excitation methods include: 

 Shunt or Self Excited  

 Excitation Boost System(EBS) 

  Permanent Magnet Generator(PMG)  

 Auxiliary winding  



             Each method has its individual advantages. All methods uses an Automatic voltage 

regulator to supply DC output to the exciter stator. The exciter rotor AC output is rectified to DC 

input for the main generator rotor. More advanced system use an additional input to the AVR. 

 2.4 Permanent magnet generator (PMG)  

 
  

This type of excitation method is used in Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power Station. Generators 

equipped with permanent magnets are among the most well-known separately excited methods. 

A permanent magnet is mounted on the driven end of the generator shaft. PMG supplies isolated 

power to the AVR when the generator shaft rotates. The AVR utilizes the extra power supply in 

nonlinear loads such as starting of Motors. 

 A clean, isolated, uninterrupted 3 phase waveform is produced when the generator shaft is 

turing. 

Some of the benefits of using generator equipped with the permanent magnet generator 

excitation methods are: 

 Excitation field does not collapse allowing for sustained short circuit faults to clear. 

  Changing load does not impact excitation field. 

  Voltage is created on initial startup and does not depend on remaining magnetism in the 

field. 

  During Motors startup excitation field does not collapse because of lack of AVR supply. 



The PMG system adds weight and size to the generator end. It is the most commonly used 

excitation method for applications that use Motors that startup and shutdown and other 

nonlinear loads. 

2.5 Nameplate details of generator: 

 Type: PG- HW- 0500-2 

 Apparent power: 588 MVA 

Active power: 500 MW 

 Stator current: 16200 Amps 

 Stator voltage: 21 KV 

 Speed: 3000 RPM  

Frequency: 50 HZ 

 Power factor:  0.85 lagging  

Interconnection of stator winding: Y-Y 

Hydrogen gas pressure: 4 bar  

Continuous permitted unbalanced load: 8%  

Rotor AMPS: 4040 AMPS 

Rotor volts:  340 Volts 

Number of rectifier wheels: 2 

Coolant for stator: Water (H20)  

               For Rotor: H2 gas 

Insulation class: B 

 

2.6 Nameplate details of Brushless Exciter: 

 Active power: 3780 Watts 

 Voltage: 600 volts 

Ampere: 6300 Amps 

External voltage DC: 107 volts 

External ampere DC: 142 amps  



Speed: 30000 rpm  

Insulation class: F  

     Coolant: Air  

2.7 Nameplate details of permanent magnet generator: 

 Active power: 39 Watts 

 Apparent power: 65 KVA  

Voltage: 220 volts 

Ampere: 195 amps  

Power factor: 0.6 lagging 

Frequency: 400 HZ 

Speed: 3000 RPM  

Insulation class: F 

Coolant: Air 

2.8 Automatic voltage regulator (AVR) 

 The construction of the AVR varies with the execution used. All receive input from the state of 

the generator when it rotates. AVRs with the capability of receiving a secondary input to reduce 

or eliminate internal harmonics caused by load feedback signals are used for nonlinear load 

applications. The two types commonly used are: 

 Silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) - senses power level from the stator and determines its 

firing for the exciter voltage. Can cause troubles when used with nonlinear loads. 

  Field effect transistor (FET) - senses power level from the stator and translates into a 

pulse width modulated signal to the exciter. This style of AVR can be used for excitation 

methods. Non linear loads do not cause feedback resulting excitation break downs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.Construction of sub station. 

3.1 Why we need a Power Transformer: 

The generator ratings in the Dr. Narla tata rao thermal station is 500MW, 21kv and 16162 

amps. It is not possible to carry 16162 amps from generating station to load centre. Because we 

know that size of the conductor increases with increase in current. The conductors available in 

India are Mole, squirrel,weasel,rabbit,racoon,dog,panther,wolf,kundah,zebra,moose,morculla 

Moose conductor is having highest current carrying capacity among all the conductors, it carries 

approximately 800 Amps. But for better use of any conductor we have to load that conductor up 

to it's 60% of maximum current carrying capacity of that conductor. Then,  60% of 800 amps equal 

to approximately 480 amps. If we use two same identical moose conductor, we can carry up to 

9600 amps. So, we must reduce our generated current 16162 amps to 1000 amps, then we can 

transfer the power easily by using the double line of moose conductor.  

For that we need a device called power transformer or generator transformer.  A 

transformer is a static device,  which is used to step up or step down the voltage levels according 

to that the current also step up or step down with out changing the frequency and power. If we use 

transformer for step up purposes then it is called as step up transformer. Generally step up is needed 

at generating station only.  If we use transformer for step down the voltage,  then it is called step 

down transformer.  Generally it is used in transmission and distribution systems. So,  by using the 

power transformer the voltage level of 21KV is step up to 400KV. Because our Indian standard 

voltage levels are 220kv and 400kv. If we step up the voltage to 220KV, the current may be around 

1543.71 Amps, so we have to further increase voltage to reduce the current. The next level is 400 

KV at this voltage level  the current is 849.04 Amps. This current is carried out by using the double 

moose conductor line.  

3.2 Why we need a switch yard:  

By using the feeders we transmit power to the load center there is a chance of fault occurs 

in lines then,circuit breaker trips and there is no power flow so the generator also trips,the 

generated power is always connected to the load centers  For this, we send the power that we have 

generated to the grid. All the load centers are connected to the grid. To make these connections to 

the grid we need a medium switch yard. Through this switch yard the power reaches to grid. Hence, 

this grid acts as a power exchange media. When the power enters switch yard it called as import 

and when the power evacuates it is called as export. 

 

There will be always an export from the generator. To the switch yard, areas like Nellore, 

Nunna, Sattenapalli 1&2, Suryapet 1&2 are connected. At peak time, Nellore, Nunna, Sattenapalli 

1&2 require more power. In such situations, the power we have generated i.e., 500MW is not 

sufficient. So, we will import the power from Suryapet 1&2. At peak time, we will get nearly 

200MW from Suryapet 1&2. So, 400KW switch yard can handle upto 700MW. Switch yard will 

be on live irrespective of the working of generator. 

 

 

So,the regulating equipments are needed to handle power flow are  



 Circuit Breakers 

 Isolators 

 Current Transformers 

 CapacitiveVoltageTransformers. 

3.3 Saftey: 

Saftey is the important aspect while constructing switch yard 

Switch yard will be always in high induction zone. There will be two potentials in switch yard:  

 Touch potential  

 Step potential  

3.3.1 Touch potential:  

The equipment in switch yard is metallic. They will be in high induction zone. If we touch 

them, we get shock. This is called as Touch potential.  

3.3.2 Step potential: 

The voltages in air and ground are different. As a result of this potential difference between 

these two, we get shock if we walk in the switch yard. This is called as Step potential. Even if we 

put one leg on the ground and one leg on the air we get shock. So, in order to work in the switch 

yard we need to nullify these two potentials.  

3.4 Earth Grid or Earth mat: 

Earth grid or earth mat is used to nullify the step and touch potential in the switch yard. 

Earth grid increases the conductivity and decreases the resistivity of the ground. Black soil is a 

good conductor and rocky soil is highly resistive.We have to form earth mat or earth grid in the 

ground.  

Rods are placed in a ground where we have to construct a switch yard, the cross over rods are 

welded together to form like a mesh. Like this way we create Earth grid in the ground. The rod 

size is selected by considering fault conditions and worst atmospheric conditions . For long life we 

may select 10-20% more value to the calculated value. By doing this we can maintain zero 

potential in switch yard. 

The Touch potential is nullified by connecting the all equipments in the switch yard to earth mat. 

The step potential is nullified by creating high conductivity and low resistivity in the ground. 

 

 

 

3.5 Switch yard Layout: 



Now a days two layouts are used to construct any switch yard. They are 

1. I- configuration 

2. D- configuration 

3.5.1 I- configuration: 

In I- configuration all the equipment are placed inside and buses are placed outside. 

Generally this configuration is use in TRANSCO and DISCOM switch yards.The layout of I- 

configuration is shown below. 

 

3.5.2 D- configuration 

In D- configuration all Equipment is placed at outside and buses are placed inside. This 

configuration is Used at generating station. In Dr. NTTPS we use D- Configuration. The 

layout of D- configuration shown below. 

 

3.6 One half Breaker Scheme description: 



In this two buses are provided. These two buses are inter-connected by  three circuit breakers. 

They are designated as 1-52 CB, 2-52 CB, 3-52 CB.  LINE - 1 is connected in between 1-52 CB 

& 2-52 CB. LINE - 2 is connected in between 3-52 CB & 2-52 CB. Line-1 having two feeding 

paths i.e 

 A. VIA BUS-1 & 1-52 CB 

 B. VIA  BUS-2, 3-52 CB & 2-52 CB 

 Line-2 having two feeding paths i.e 

 A. VIA BUS-2 & 3-52 CB 

 B. VIA  BUS-1, 1-52 CB & 2-52 CB 

For interrupting line-1 the 1-52CB and 2-52CB is to be tripped. 

For interrupting line-2 the 3-52CB and 2-52CB is to be tripped. For any problem in line-1 or line-

2 along with main breaker  

      The middle breaker or say tie breaker (2-52 CB) must trip. normally in all types of busbar 

configuarations one breaker is sufficient for one feeder.here two feeders are controlled by three 

breakers.so these two feeders controlled by three circuit breakers It is called one & half breaker 

system  the bay between bus-1 & line-1 is called main bay for feeder-1. The bay between line-1 & 

line-2 is called tie bay for feeder-1 & 2. The bay between bus-2 & line-2 is called main bay for 

feeder-2. In this system full dia means 2 feeders controlled by 3 CB’s half dia means 1 feeder 

controlled by 2 CB’s. 

3.6 CT methods: 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



4. Switch yard - 400kv 

A 400 KV switch yard shall be provided for evacuation of power generated in 500 MW 

generation plant through two double circuit 400 KV transmission lines by making LILO 

arrangement. The starter power for the plant shall be drawn from 200 KV existing switchyard of 

vtps through 220/11.5 KV station Transformer which was extension in existing 200 KV 

switchyard.  

The existing 200 KV switchyard is having two main and one transfer bus arrangement it 

will be added with two new bays one will be for 200/11.5 KV station Transformer and other 

400/220 KV interconnected Transformer. The new 400 KV switchyard shall have one and half 

breaker switching scheme and the enclosed main single line diagram shows the arrangement of the 

circuit. 

4.1 switchyard components and equipment  

 Electrical power transformer ( Generator Transformer) 

 Interconnecting Transformer (400/220KV, 315 MVA) 

 Station Transformer (400/11.5-11.5 KV, 8MVA) 

 Instrument Transformer (420 KV CT’s, CVT’s) 

 Conductors and insulators  

 Isolators 

 Bus bar  

 Lightning arresters (360KV)  

 Circuit breakers (SF6- 420KV) 

 Power Line Carrier Communication system (PLCC) 

  Wave Trap  

 Relays 

 Reactors and miscellaneous equipment. 

 

4.1.1 creepage distance  

creepage distance means the shortest distance along the surface of a solid insulating 

material between two conductive parts. “Creepage distances to avoid failure due to tracking”. 

Considering the location of the switchyard the Creepage distance of 25 mm/KV is provided 

for the following  



 circuit breakers 

 bus post insulator, isolators and lightning arresters  

 insulator strings and Transformer bushings 

  current and voltage Transformers  



 

  

 



4.1.2 Clearance 

Clearance is the shortest distance in the air between to conductive parts. Clearance Shall 

be dimensioned to with stand required impulse withstand voltage. “Clearances to withstand 

transient over voltages” 

 In line with the recommended insulation level is above, the following minimum clearances are 

proposed for 400 KV is shown below. 

1 Phase to Phase 4100mm 

2 Phase to Earth 3500mm 

3 Live part to Ground 8000mm 

4 Section clearance 6500mm 

 

4.2 functions of Switchyard 

 protection of transmission system  

 control in the exchange of energy  

 Ensure steady state and transient stability  

 load shedding and prevention of loss of synchronism.Maintaining the system frequency 

with in  target Limited . 

 voltage control:  reducing reactive power flow by compensation of reactive power, tap 

changing. 

  securing the supply by providing adequate line capacity. 

  data transmission via power line carrier for the purpose of network monitoring, control 

and protection. 

  fault analysis and pinpointing the cause and subsequent improvement in the in that area 

of field. 

  determining the energy transfer through transmission lines. 

  reliable supply by feeding the network at various points. 

 

 

 

 



 

4.2.1 Classification of switch yard 

 400 KV switch gear (EHV System) 

 11.3.3 KV level Switch gear (HT System) 

 415V level Switch gear (LT System) 

 Bus bar : Bus bars receive the power from incoming circuits or we can say a grid and deliver 

the power to an outgoing circuit. It can be single phase and three phase, but most of the cases it is 

three phase and one bus consists of three conductors (R-Y-B). 

Bus bars in 220 KV are of QUAD MOOSE ACSR and in 400 KV they are TABULAR 

HALLOW ALUMINIUM. 

Bus structures 

  IPBD - Isolated Phase Bus Duct - 21 KV 

 SPBS - Segregated Phase Bus Duct - 11KV and 3.3 KV  

 NSPBS - Non Segregated Phase Bus Duct - 415 volts  

4.3 Bus bar arrangement in 400 KV switch yard  

4.3.1one and half breaker scheme 

This is the most advanced and widely used scheme in the modern power plants in this type of 

scheme Two feeders are connected to a two different buses through their circuit breakers 

respectively and these two feeders are connected by third circuit breaker as a tie breaker. During 

Failure of any feeder breaker, the third breaker comes into play and transfer power to the other 

feeder. This scheme increases the availability of the feeder during the maintenance of failure of 

the Other feeder. If there is some fault on the bus - 1 then also without tripping the units we can 

continue the power flow by help of the tiebreaker. 

 



 busbar protection scheme should be: 

 Completely reliable  

 Absolutely stable for heavy through faults 

 Selectivity  

 Accurate and fast operating  

For feeder both bus and opposite tiebreaker CT will be summated and connected to the relay 

beside CT - 1 and  CT - 4 for feeder - 1, CT - 2 and CT - 3 for feedrer 2. 

Bus side CT’s will be utilised for busbar protection 

There is no covered zone in 4 CT’s method. 

4.3.2 Isolator:  

Isolators are generally no-load switches which are used to isolate the electrical lines during 

maintenance. They are only operated for isolation after the circuit breaker is operated. They are 

operated by means of a motor present below the isolator assembly. 

4.3.3 Earth Switches on isolator: 

Earth switch is used to discharge the residual charge on the circuit to the earth safely. Earth 

switch is mounted on the frame of the isolators. After the equipment is isolated than the earth rod 

is connected so that the residual charges present on the device will be grounded. This is mainly 

done for safeguarding human life from getting a shock. 

 



Type of isolators: 

 Horizontal rotating Centre break type (used in 400KV switch yard)  

 Horizontal rotating double break type 

  Vertical pantograph type 

4.3.4 technical details of 400 KV switchyard isolator:  

S.no Details Units Requirements 

1 Rating  420KV 

2 Application  Switch yard/outdoor 

3 Voltage KV 420 

4 Frequency HZ 50 

5 Creepage distance mm 25mm/KV 

6 Short time current rating and 

duration 

KA/sec 40KA for 1.0sec 

7 Rated peak short circuit current KA (peak) 100 

 

4.3.5Wave Trap:  

Wave trap is a resonant circuit connected in series with the HV transmission line to prevent the 

transmission of high frequency signals. The communication wave is having a high frequency of 

150KHZ to 200KHZ and the electric power has a frequency of 50HZ. So to avoid the 

communication waves to travel to the electrical equipment we are using this Wave Trap. It 

creates a high reactance path for the high frequency signal and blocks it. We are employing this 

Wave Trap is due to use of PLCC (power line carrier communication). 



 

4.3.6 PLCC (power line carrier communication): 

This technology is used in all situations for communication with other sub-stations. The 

information regarding the generation and other parameters are transmitted to other substation are 

grid by help of this PLCC. By the help of PLCC, we are avoiding the use of an extra wire for 

communication and the information flows to the transmission lines and it is much faster than any 

other medium. 

4.3.7 Lighting Arrester or Surge Arrester: 

This will protect the equipment from transient, surge and high voltages. They are generally 

connected in parallel to the equipment to be protected and function to divert the Surge current 

safely to the ground. 

4.3.8 Zinc oxide lightning Arrester: 

The normal operation is defined as condition when no surge is presented and the Surge arrester is 

subjected to normal system voltage only. 

The zinc oxide has highly non-uniform electric current voltage (i-v) characteristics. This typical 

I-V characteristic makes zinc oxide very suitable for designing gap less zinc oxide lightning 

arrester  for Surge protection. The nonlinear resistance of the block is an inherent bulk property 

and consists of mainly zinc oxide (90 to 95%) with relatively small amounts of several additives 

of other metal oxides (5- 10%) like alumina, antimony tri-oxide, Bismuth oxide, Cobalt oxide, 

Zirconium etc., On  a macroscopic scale the additives are almost homogeneously distributed 

throughout the arrester blocks. But the micro structure of the metal oxide block represent the 

network of the series and parallel arrangements of highly doped zinc oxide grains separated by 

inter granular junctions. The non linear behaviour is the super imposition of non linear 

characteristics of individual junctions. The electric current carrying capacity of the Surge arrester 

block is proportional to the total cross section of the block. 

 



Technical details of 400KV switch yard lightning arrester: 

i  

 

4.3.9 Earthing: 

In EHT switch yard earthing observation is one of the important aspect. The resistance should be 

maintained below 0.5 ohms in the EHT station (above 220KV), below 1 ohm in 132 KV sub 

stations and below 5 ohms in 33 KV substations. 

4.4 Circuit breaker: 

A circuit breaker is a switching device that interrupts the abnormal or fault current. It is a 

mechanical device that disturbs the flow of high magnitude (fault) current and in addition 

performs the function of a switch. The circuit breaker is mainly designed for closing or opening 

of an electric circuit, thus protects the electrical system from damage.b 

 

 

 



Classification of circuit breakers: 

 Low voltage circuit breakers -less than 2KV 

 Medium voltage circuit breakers : 2KV to 72 KV 

 High Voltage circuit breakers: 123KV to 765 KV 

 Ultra High Voltage circuit breaker: >765 KV 

Types of circuit breaker  

Circuit breakers are mainly Classified on the basis of rated voltage. Circuit breakers below rated 

voltage of 1000V are known as low circuit breakers and above 1000V are called the High 

Voltage circuit breakers. 

The most general way of classification of circuit breaker is on the basis of medium of Arc 

extinction. Such type of circuit breakers are as follows:  

 Oil circuit breakers  

 Bulk oil circuit breaker  

 Minimum oil circuit breaker  

 Minimum circuit breaker 

  Air blast circuit breaker 

  Sulphur Hexa fluoride circuit breaker  

 Vacuum circuit breaker 

 Air break circuit breaker  

 Air break circuit breaker 

Air break circuit breaker : Utilize air at atmospheric pressure for extinction of arc. 

Air blast circuit breaker: Utilize high pressure compressed air for arc extinction. They need 

compressed air plant. 

Bulk oil and Minimum oil circuit breaker : Utilize the dielectric coil for arc extinction. In bulk 

oil circuit breakers, the contacts are separated inside the Steel tank filled with dielectric oil. In 

minimum oil circuit breakers the contacts are separated in an insulating housing filled with 

dielectric oil.  

Vacuum circuit breaker: In vacuum circuit breaker the fixed and moving contacts are housed 

inside the permanently sealed vacuum  interrupter. The arc is quenched as the contacts are 

separated in high vacuum. 



SF6 circuit breaker : Sulphur hexa fluoride gas is used for extinction. There are two types: Single 

pressure puffer type SF6 circuit breaker, in which the entire circuit breaker is filled with SF6 gas 

at single pressure (4-6 kg per centimetre square). The pressure and gas flow required for arc 

extinction is obtained by piston action. 

Double pressure type SF6 circuit breaker in which the gas from high pressure  system is released 

into  low pressure system over the arc during the arc quenching process. This type has been 

suppressed puffer type.  

Types of circuit breaker  

There are mainly three types of SF6 circuit breakers depending upon the voltage level of 

application 

 Single interrupter sf6 circuit breaker applied for up to  245 KV system. 

 Two interrupter sf6 circuit breaker applied for up to 420 KV system. 

 Four interrupter sf6 circuit breaker applied for up to 800 KV System. 

Operating mechanism for opening and closing of the puffer type circuit breaker is Spring to 

Spring force. 

 

 Due to the superior Arc quenching properties of sulphur hexa fluoride gas, the sulphur hexa 

fluoride gas circuit breakers have many advantages over oil circuit breaker and air blast circuit 

breaker. Some of them are listed below: 

 Due to the superior arc quenching property the sulphur hexa fluoride gas, such circuit 

breakers have very short arcing time. They are used in gas insulated substations. 

 Since the dielectric strength of the sulphur hexa fluoride gas is 2 to 3 times that operation 

due to unlike of air, such circuit breakers can interrupt much larger currents. 



 The sulphur hexa fluoride gas circuit breaker gives noiseless operation due to it’s close gas 

circuit and no exhaust to atmosphere, unlike the air blast circuit breaker. 

 The compact design of SF6 gas circuit breaker substantially reduces space requirements and 

building installation cost. 

 The SF6 gas circuit breakers can handle all known switching phenomena. 

 SF6 gas circuit breakers perfectly Can adapt to environmental requirements. They have 

completely enclosed gas system that eliminates any exhaust during stitching operations. 

 Contact operation is minimum in SF6 gas circuit breakers due to dielectric strength provided 

by the high pressure SF6.  

In general, the only disadvantages of the SF6 circuit breaker is their relatively high cost. 

 technical details of a type sf6 circuit breaker: 

Specification ARVEA make SF6 Breaker ABB make SF6 Breaker 

No. Of Breakers 12 2 

Breaker type GL316 LTB420E2 

Mechanism type FK3-4 BLG1002A 

Rated Voltage 420KV 420KV 

Normal current 2000Amps 2000 Amps 

Lightening impulse withstand 

voltage 

1425KVP 1425KVP 

Switching surge withstand 

voltage 

1050KVP 1050KVP 

Power frequency withstand 

voltage across open contact to 

earth 

610/520 KV rms 610/520 KV rms 

Short circuit making current 40KA 40KA 

Short circuit breaking current 100KAP 100KAP 

Out of phase breaking current   

Line charging breaking 

current 

600Amps 600Amps 

Operating SF6 gas pressure 0.85MPa 0.9MPa 

 



 INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS  

instrument Transformers are used in AC system for measurement of electrical quantities I.e, 

voltage, current, power, energy, power factor and frequency. Instrument transformers are also 

used with protective relays for protection of power system. 

Basic function of instrument transformer is to step down the a system voltage and current. The 

voltage and current level of power system is very high. It is very difficult and costly to design the 

measuring instrument for measurement of such high voltage level and current. Generally 

measuring instruments are designed for 5 amps and 110 volts. 

 instrument transformers are two types - 

  current transformer  

 potential Transformer  

Current Transformers: 

Current transformer is used to step down the current of power system to a lower level to make it 

feasible to be measured by small rating ammeter (i.e, 5A ammeter). 

The accuracy class or simply class of measuring current transformer is 0.1, means the maximum 

permissible limits of error is 0.1% ,more clearly, if you try to measure 100A with 0.1 class CT, 

the measured value maybe either 100.1 or 99.9 Amps or anything in between this range. 

In the protection current Transformers, 5P means 5%, 10P means 10%, and 15P Means 15% 

error and P stands for protection. 

The current transformer should be used in vtps are ABB IMB 420 model with rated secondary 

current of 1 amp with 5 cores both of dead tank CT’s and live tank CT’s. 

 



Technical details of current Transformers of 400 KV switchyard : 

S.no  AREVA make CT ABB make CT 

1 Current transformer type IT-400 IMB-420 

2 Nominal system voltage 400KV 400KV 

3 High voltage 420KV 420KV 

4 Number of cores 5 5 

5 Rated n primary current for each core   

 Core 1 2000-1000Amps 2000-1000 Amps 

 Core 2 2000-1000Amps 2000-1000 Amps 

 Core 3 2000-1000-500Amps 2000-1000-500Amps 

 Core 4 2000-1000-500Amps 2000-1000-500Amps 

 Core 5 2000-1000-500Amps 2000-1000-500Amps 

5 Rated secondary current 1 amp 1 amp 

6 Ratio taps for each core   

 Core 1 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

 Core 2 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

 Core 3 2000-1000/1A 

(metering) 

2000-1000/1A 

(metering) 

 Core 4 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

 Core 5 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

7 Minimum knee point voltage at VK 2000V@2000/1 for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

2000V@2000/1 for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

8 Maximum execution current at VK  30MA@2000/1A for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

30MA@2000/1A for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

9 Maximum secondary resistance 10 ohms@2000/1A 

for core 1,2,3,4,5 

10 ohms@2000/1A 

for core 1,2,3,4,5 



10 Short time thermal rating 40KA for 1.0 sec 40KA for 1.0sec 

11 Creepage distance 25mm/KV 25mm/KV 

12 One minimum power frequency 

withstand voltage 

630Kvrm 630Kvrm 

 

potential Transformers 

 potential Transformer is used to step down the voltage of power system to lower level to make 

to feasible to be measured by small rating voltmeter I.e, 110 to 120 voltmeter. A typical 

connection diagram of potential transformer is shown below figure. 

 

Primary of potential transformer is having  large number of turns. Primary is connected across 

the line (generally between line to earth). Hence, sometimes it is called as parallel Transformer. 

Secondary of potential transformer is having few turns and connected directly to a voltmeter. As 

the voltmeter is having large resistance. Hence, the secondary of potential Transformer operates 

almost in open circuited condition. One terminal of secondary of potential Transformer is earthed 

to maintain the secondary voltage with respect to earth. Which assures the safety of operators. 

Capacitive voltage transformer  

Definition: The capacitive voltage Transformer step down the high voltage input Signals and 

provide the low voltage signals which can easily measured Through The measuring instrument. 

The capacitve voltage transformer is also called capacitive potential Transformer. 

  The capacitive potential divider, inductive element and the auxilary Transformer are three main 

parts of the capacitive potential transformer. 



 

For measuring High Voltage (above 132KV) the high insulated transformer is required. The 

highly insulated transformer is quite expensive as compared to the normal transformer. For 

reducing the cost, the capacitive potential Transformer is used in the system. 

The CVT is cheap, and their performance is not much inferior to high insulated Transformers. 

 Technical details of capacitive voltage Transformer of 400 KV switchyard as shown below 

below table 

 AREVA make CVT ABB make CVT 

Number of capacitor voltage 

transformers 

25 6 

Capacitor voltage transformer CCV420 WS420N2 

Highest system voltage 420KV 420KV 

Number of cores 3 3 

Rated insulated level 630KV/1425KVp 420/630KV/1425KVp 

Total thermal burden 720VA 720VA 

Rated voltage 230/63 230/63 
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1. Introduction to Dr. NTTPS 
 

The greatest scientific achievement of nineteenth century is discovery of electricity.  In the 

modern world, electrical power has become vital requirement of livelihood and the growth of 

economical status of country. Most of the electrical power requirement is met with the thermal 

power plants through in the presence of various power generating plants like Hydel, thermal 

(includes fossil fuel and nuclear plants), wind power, solar (PV) etc., Thermal power plants are 

the most reliable- they can work round the clock,  round the year (except for occasional downtime 

for maintenance). As of March 2018, India has a total installed capacity of 222. 90GW. 

Almost 88% of thermal power is obtained from coal and the rest is from diesel and gas. 

The private sector generates close to 45.2 % of India's Thermal Power, whereas states and Centre 

have a share of 24.6 % and 30. 2% respectively. The share of large hydro and nuclear energy in 

total installed capacity is approximately 13.2 % and 2% respectively. 

By February 2013, Andhra Pradesh is the fourth largest power generating state in the country and 

also has the largest hydropower generation capacity in India (Andhra Pradesh is on first position 

for installed hydro power generation capacity). At present, Andhra Pradesh has a total installed 

power generation capacity of 16,817 MW from all the sources. Out of it 11771 MW is from 

thermal, 3737 MW is from hydro, 1036 MW is from renewable energy sources and 276 MW is 

from Nuclear. 

Among the thermal power contribution of 11771 MW, Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power Station, 

which is otherwise called as Vijayawada thermal power plant is one of the major contribution of 

1760 MW(+800MW in coming days) situated in the city of Vijayawada. This is the coal-based 

power project functioning under the Andhra Pradesh power generation Corporation, established in 

1958. 

Power is generated from various resources such as coal, water, gas, diesel, etc. Out of all 

thermal, hydral and nuclear power generation have gain importance because of their availability 

in abundance in nature 64% of the total installed capacity from thermal power plants. Dr.Narala 

Tatarao Thermal Power Station (Dr.NTTPS) is one of the leading thermal power plants in 

India. It is located amidst the Eastern Ghats on the bank of River Krishna at Ibrahimpatnam 

Village, Krishna District, A.P. It has six operating stations each with an installed capacity of 

210MW taking an input of 3000tones/unit/day and One 500MW station taking an input of 6500. 

Sub-Bituminous coal is used as primary fuel. The efficiency of the plant is 34.5%. Daily coal 

consumption is around 24500tones/unit/day. 

We have choose 500MW Station to prepare a Study project on Auto Control loops used in 

Thermal Power Stations. 

 

 

 



Plant Specifications: 

TYPE                     :         THERMAL PLANT 

CAPACITY           :         500MW 

OUTPUT               :         ELECTRICAL POWER  

BY-PRODUCTS   :         ASH AND FLUE GASES 

Load Specifications: 

           Two pole Synchronous Generator with water + Hydrogen cooled 

POWER                 :         524.204 MW, TG VWO, 3% make up 

CURRENT            :         16200 AMP 

VOLTAGE            :         21 KV  

          EFFICIENY      :       98.64% 

          P. F                    :       0.85 LAG 

          Rated Excitation:       4040 Amp / 340 V 

         Short circuit ratio:      0.48 

          Brushless excitation with DAVR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure - 1 Layout of  Typical Power plant 

 

 

 

 

UNIT OVERVIEW 



 

Figure 2: Unit Overview 

 

 



Different Systems: 

The Process 

Different Stages – Project, Commissioning, Operations and Maintenance. 

O&M vs. Non-O&M 

Coal systems 

Water systems 

Furnace systems 

TG systems 

Ash systems 

Power evacuation systems 

Support systems  

       --Technical and  

       --Non-technical 

Differences in Gas based and Hydro power projects 

 

Figure 3: Structural view of Power plant 

 

 



1. Coal-how much and how                                  20.Low Pressure Turbine     21. Rotor  

2. CHP                                                   22. Stator  

3. Coal Conveyor                                                  23. Generator Transformer  

4. Boiler Coal Bunker                                           24. Condenser  

5. Bucket Wheel Machine                                    25. Condensate Extraction Pump  

6. Coal Feeder                                                      26. Low Pressure Feed Heat 

7. Pulverizing Mill                                               27. Deaerator  

8. Primary Air Fan                                               28. Boiler Feed Pump  

9. Boiler light-up                                                  29. High Pressure Feed Heaters                                                          

10. Boiler                                                             30. Economizer  

11. Forced Draught Fan                                       31. Steam Drum  

12. Air Heater                                                      32. Cooling Tower                                                            

13. Electrostatic Precipitator                               33. Circulating Water Pumps  

14. Induced Draught Fan                                     34. Circulating Water Make-Up Pumps  

15. Main Chimney                                               35. FGD  

16. Super heater                     

17. High Pressure Turbine  

18. Boiler Reheater 

19. Intermediate Pressure Turbine 

 

 
1

• Coal is transported from the mine to loading place

• Loading place into train

• Train to the location

• Unloaded at the location  (Wagon Tripler)

• Transported through conveyors into bunkers

• From bunkers into mills (Pulverizes)

• Powdered, put into furnace and burnt

• The heat generated is used to heat water, steam, air

q

1. Coal- How much and how 

• Coal required for a 100 MW plant per year

= Power Plant Wattage x Coal unit/ Hr x 

Hr/ Yr

= 100 x (Per unit Heat Required/ Coal Heat 

Value) x (24 x 365)

= 100 x (10.765/ 20) x 8760 kg/ Yr 

= 471.51 x 1000 kg/ Yr

= 471.51 mT/ Yr



 

                           

 

  

2. CHP – Coal handling plant  

• At the receiving location stock yard 

or sent to coal bunkers

• To make sure to generate electricity 

when you want to, you have to 

make sure the coal is in the right 

place at the right time 

• Typically 15 days stock is 

maintained at site

• The stock yard stocks these and 

helps in times of lean supply 

from the mines or when 

transportation is not available

3. Coal Conveyor  

• Coal conveyors are used to move 

coal around efficiently. Coal 

arriving by train can be stocked 

for later use or taken straight to 

the coal bunkers 

• CHP control room with remote 

control system helps to ensure 

that the conveyors take the coal 

to the right bunkers

q

4. Boiler Coal

• Coal bunker supplies coal to pulverizing 

fuel mills. Each bunker can hold 1,000 

tonnes of coal, and there may be six to 

eight bunkers per unit

•

• Power station coal is not as lumpy as coal 

used in the home. Typically around half 

of it is less than 12.5 millimeters across 

and 95% is less than 50 millimeters

•

• This when powdered is called “200 mesh” 

cleared. That is the powdered coal 

passes through a sieve with so many 

holes in square inch area. It is better 

than the face powder in terms of size

•



5. Stack and Reclaim  

Machines are used to put coal out to the stockpile and reclaim coal from the stockpile. 

Wateris sprayed on coal to stop them from getting burnt when in storage yard due to internal 

heat upor sun heat. Coal when powdered is heated and being lifted by hot air that is sent into 

the“mills” This goes and burns inside the furnace producing ash and converting the water in 

thepipelines into steam 

 

                            

 

7. Pulverisor or Mill  

 

Each of unit may have six to eight pulverizing fuel mills, each capable of pulverizing 40  

tonnes of coal per hour.  

Inside the mills, ten giant hollow steel rollers crush the coal into a fine powder. 

Crushing the coal into a fine powder makes it easier to burn it more completely. 

In other words, “due to the increased surface area, the combustion efficiency increases”  

                                   

 



 

8. Primary Air Fan  

Air to blow the coal from the mill to the boiler, called the primary air, is supplied by a large  

fan driven by a variable speed motor. When mixed with a stream of air the powdered coal  

behaves more like a gas than a solid. Primary air does two jobs – heating the coal powder and  

secondly lifting it into the furnace through pipelines 

                                           

 

9. Boiler light-up 

Spark plug provides the initial ignition. Light Diesel oil is then fed to the burner and it catches  

Fire. This is followed by heavy furnace oil (HFO) Once a stable flame is established the coal/air 

mix is blown through the burner where it lights spontaneously The oil are then shut  

off. Burner position, coal flow and air flow are controlled to achieve desired output of  

temperature, pressure and flow and hence the electricityAt full output 4,000 MW power 

 

                      

 



 

10. Boiler  

To produce steam each boiler converts energy, in the form of coal, into steam .The boiler is  

lined with steel tubing in which pure boiler feed water is turned to steam by the heat created  

from the burning of coal Each boiler is as high as 60 mts and weighs about 40,00,000 kg  

(4000 T)Inside the boiler there is enough steel tubing to stretch the 500 kilometres and they  

are joined together by about 20,000 joints Pressure inside the tubes could be about hundred  

 

   

11. Forced Draught (FD) Fan  

Each unit shall have two forced draught fans The fans draw warm air from the top of the  

boiler house through large air heaters becoming the primary and secondary air used for the  

boiler combustion process The air heater warms the incoming air by transferring heat energy  

from the outgoing flue gases 

                                

12. Air Pre-Heater (APH)  

The air heaters use the remaining heat energy in the flue gas to heat up the combustion air for  

the boiler .Efficiency is increased by using this heat that would otherwise go up the chimney.  

The air temperature leaving the air heaters is at 300°C The air heaters use the remaining heat  

energy and efficiency is increased by using this heat that would otherwise go up the chimney 

 



 

13. Electro-Static Precipitator  

Each boiler has 4 passes with 7 fields each containing high voltage electrodesThese attract the  

dust or ash from the flue gases At regular intervals the electrodes are rapped with motor- 

driven hammers and the PFA falls into hoppers below In a year 1,000 MW station may  

generate 1.5 million ton of ash This is one of the ways to clean up the flue gases or smoke  

sent up the chimney Secondly this ash is used by construction industry for use in building  

 
 

14. Induced Draught (ID) Fan  

Two induced draught fans draw gases out of the boiler 

The gas has already passed through the air heaters and precipitators before it has reached  

these fans The heat from the flue gases or smoke is used in the air heaters to heat up the  

primary and secondary air 

15. Chimney  

The chimney is 275 meters' high and 50,000 tonnes of reinforced concrete were used to make  

it. It consists of flues each of which serve typically two or three boilers (two units) 

                        

 

 

 



 

16. Super heater  

The steam produced in the boiler goes to the steam drum and is then piped through the  

primary, platen and final super-heaters where it reaches the outlet temperature of 560°C and  

160 ksc pressure At this point in the process they have now turned the water into a very  

powerful source of Energy This rotates the turbine to which generator is on the other end  

From rotating generator electricity is produced 

 

                                

 

17. High Pressure Turbine  

High pressure steam at 560°C and 160 ksc pressure passes through the high pressure turbine.  

The exhaust steam from this section is returned to the boiler for reheating before being used in  

the next section of the turbine set.The blades in the high pressure turbine are the smallest of  

all the turbine blades, this is because the incoming steam has very high energy and occupies a  

low volume. The blades are fixed to a shaft and as the steam hits the blades it causes the shaft  

to rotate 

 

 



 

18. Boiler Reheater  

After expanding through the high pressure turbine the exhaust steam is returned to the boiler  

at 360°C and 40 ksc pressure for reheating before being used in the intermediate pressure  

turbine The Reheater reheats the steam from a temperature of 360°C back to 560°C 

19. Intermediate Pressure Turbine  

On leaving the boiler Reheater, steam enters the intermediate pressure turbine at 560°C and 

40 ksc pressure (1 ksc = 14.22 psi ) 

From here the steam goes straight to the next section of the turbine set 

The steam has expanded and has less energy when it enters this section, so here the turbine  

blades are bigger than those in the high pressure turbine The blades are fixed to a shaft and as  

the steam hits the blades it causes the shaft to rotate 

 

20. Low Pressure Turbine  

From the intermediate pressure turbines, the steam continues its expansion in the three low  

pressure turbines. The steam entering the turbines is at 300°C and 6 ksc pressure 

To get the most work out of the steam, exhaust pressure is kept very low, just 50 mille-bar  

above a complete vacuum.The tip speed of the largest blades with the shaft spinning at 3,000  

revolutions per minute is 2,000 kmph 

 

 



 

21. Rotor  

The shaft that runs through the turbines is coupled to the rotor, which is a large electromagnet  

inside a cylinder of copper windings called the stator 

The rotor weighs 100 tonnes and rotates at 3,000 revolutions per minute 

 

  

22. Stator  

As the electromagnet rotates inside the copper windings, a magnetic field is created which  

induces a three phase alternating electric current (AC) in the stator windings Together the  

rotor and stator are known as the generator. The stator weighs 300 tonnes Electricity is  

generated at over 80 times the voltage in our homes This is “stepped up” to about 4,00,000  

volts and then “transmitted” 

23. Generator Transformer  

From the generator the electricity then goes to a “transformer” where the voltage is increased  

to 4,00,000 volts before sending it via cables to the “Grid” for distribution Each 1 MW  

generates about 8 million units and gives about Rs 2 crores revenue every yearThis generates  

enough electricity to power around 5,000 avg. homes 

 

 



 

24. Condenser  

With its useful energy spent in the turbines the steam then passes to condensers  

Here it is condensed back into water and pumped back to the boiler  

This happens via a series of low pressure and high pressure feed heaters 

 

25. Condensate Extraction Pump  

The condensate water is drawn from the condenser by the extraction pump and sent to the low  

pressure feed heaters 

 

26. Low Pressure Feed Heaters  

Feedwater from the condensate extraction pumps passes through low pressure feed heaters.  

Steam is used to heat the feedwater  After the last feedheater, the feedwater is at around  

160°C.        

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

27. Deaerator  

From the low pressure feed heaters the water passes through the deaerator before going to the  

high pressure (HP) feed heaters. 

 

28. Boiler Feed Pump  

The boiler feed pump pumps water into the boiler, overcoming the boiler pressure of 160 bar  

to achieve it.The pump is driven by a steam turbine or an electric motor.It runs at 7,000  

revolutions per minute 

 

29. High Pressure Feed Heaters  

With a similar purpose to the low pressure feed heaters, the high pressure feed heaters are the  

last stage of feedwater heating before the feedwater enters the boiler system at the economizer 

Feedwater leaving these heaters is at 250°C 

30. Economizer  

Flue gases leaving the superheater and reheater still contain useful energy 

Water from the high pressure feed heaters is heated in the economiser from 250°C to 290°C  

before it continues to the steam drum Having given up its last heat in the boiler, the flue  

gases move on to the air heater 

31. Drum  

After leaving the economizer, the feedwater reaches the drum, which is a cylindrical vessel at  

the top of the boiler.From here the water flows by natural circulation through downpipes into 

 the boilerSaturated steam collects here ready to go to the superheater 



“Drum” does the important function of “separating steam from a mixture of steam and water” 

32. Cooling Tower  

The warm river water is taken from the condenser tubes to about a quarter of the way up the  

100 metre high cooling tower where it is dropped through honeycombed plastic packing 

This breaks the water up into a very fine spray, increasing the surface area of the water  

droplets making it easier to cool. 

The cooling tower is designed as a natural draught chimney, drawing cold air from outside  

through the falling water.Cool water is collected in pond at the bottom of the cooling tower  

From here it is pumped back to the condensers  

 

33. Circulating Water Pumps  

The circulating water pumps are used to circulate the water from the cooling tower to the  

condenser and back again 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

34. Circulating Water Make-Up Pumps  

These pumps are used to supply water for make-up purpose  

Before going to the cooling Tower the silt is removed in large sedimentation tanks 

 

35. FGD 

After passing through the electrostatic precipitators, the boiler flue gas is increased in pressure  

and then cooled from between 115°C-130°C to 80°C 

It enters the lowest part of the absorber and is further cooled by water used to wash the inlet  

duct to prevent a build up of solids 

The main SO2 absorption process, and the washing out of any remaining pulverised fuel ash,  

occurs as the gas is ‘scrubbed’ by the re-circulating limestone slurry 

This is taken from the bottom of the absorber and is sprayed downwards from nozzles  

arranged at five separate levels in the absorber tower 

As a result of the process chemistry, the recirculating slurry becomes predominantly gypsum  

and a portion is continuously pumped away for gypsum separation and the removal of water  

using a hydro-cyclone system 

A waste water treatment plant ensures any water from the FGD process returned to the river  

meets quality standards set by the regulatory authority 

 

The cleaned flue gas is discharged up the 275 metre high chimney which has been lined with  

steel plates/brick lining.The generated power stepped upto 4 lakh volts is transmitted and handed 

over to distributors  

 



2.  Generator 

The electrical machine can be defined as a device that converts electrical energy into 

mechanical energy or mechanical energy into electrical energy. An Electrical generator can be 

defined as an electrical machine that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 

2.0.1 Synchronous generators 

The synchronous generator or alternator is an electrical machine which converts the mechanical 

power from a prime mover into an AC electrical power at a particular voltage and frequency. 

The synchronous motor are always runs at constant speed called synchronous speed. 

2.0.2 Working principle of synchronous generator  

The synchronous generator works on the principle of Faraday's laws of electromagnetic 

induction. The electromagnetic induction states that electromotive force induced in the armature 

coil if it is rotating in the uniform magnetic field. The EMF will also be generated if the field 

rotates and the conductor becomes stationary. Thus, the relative motion between the conductor 

and the field induces the EMF in the conductor. The waves shape of the induced voltage always 

a sinusoidal curve.  

 

E / phase = 4.44KpKd f Ф Tph 

 

Where,  

Ф = Flux per pole in Weber 

Kd = Distribution Factor 

            
                                        K� =

��� (��/�)

�×���(�/�)                      
       

Kp = Pitch Factor 

                                    𝑲𝒑  =  𝐜𝐨𝐬 (
𝜶

𝟐
)                                                         

F = Frequency of induced emf in hertz 

 

T = Number of coils or turns per phase 

 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is 

                                             𝒇 =  
𝑷𝑵

𝟏𝟐𝟎
 Hz 

 

Where F is the frequency in hertz. P is the number poles and N is the rotational speed in 

revolution per minute. 

 



2.0.3 Classification of alternators  

The AC generator circuit of two types: 

 Rotating armature type alternator 

 Revolving field type alternator  

 Salient pole type alternator 

 Non-salient pole type alternator 

 

2.1 Generator description  

The two pole generator uses direct water cooling for stator winding, phase connectors and 

bushings and direct hydrogen cooling for the rotor winding. The losses in the remaining 

generator components, such as iron losses windage losses and stray losses, are also dissipated 

through hydrogen. 

The generator frame is Pressure-resistant and gas tight and equipped with one stator end shield 

on each side. The hydrogen coolers are arranged vertically inside the turbine end stator end 

shield. 

The generator consists of the following components:  

 Stator 

 Stator frame 

 End shield  

 Stator core 

 Stator winding  

 Hydrogen coolers  

 Rotor 

 Rotor shaft  

 Rotor winding  

 Rotor retaining rings  

 Field connections  

 Bearings 

 Shaft seals. 

 



The following additional auxiliary systems are required for generator operation 

 Oil system 

 Gas system  

 Primary water system 

 Excitation system 

 2.1.1 Gas system 

 The gas system contains all equipment necessary for filling the generator with co2, hydrogen or 

air and removal of this media, and for operation of generator filled with hydrogen. In addition, 

the gas system includes a nitrogen supply. The gas system consists of  

 H2 supply 

 Co2 supply 

 N2 supply  

 Pressure reducers 

 Pressure gauges 

  Miscellaneous shut off valve  

 Purity making equipment  

 Gas dryer  

 CO2 flash evaporator 

  Flow meters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.2 General structure of excitation control system 

 

 
 

2.2.1 Excitation system 

 The system which is used for providing the necessary field current to the rotor winding of the 

synchronous machine, such type of system is called and excitation system.  In other words, 

excitation system is defined as the system which is used for the production of the flux by passing 

current in the field winding. The main requirement of excitation system is reliability under all 

conditions of service, simplicity of control, ease of maintenance, stability and fast transient 

response. 

2.2.2 Types of excitation system 

The excitation system is mainly classified into three types. 

 DC  excitation system  

 AC excitation system  

 Rotor excitation system  

 Brushless excitation system  

 Static excitation system  

The major drawbacks of DC excitation system are large time constant and commutation 

difficulties. And the static excitation system draws the  excitation power from the 

alternator travels through step down Transformer and Rectifier system using arc rectifiers 

of SCR. The AC excitation system provides smooth and maintenance free operation by 

eliminating moving contact such as slip rings and brushes. 

 

 



2.3 Brushless excitation system 

This system is shown in below figure. The reading portion is being enclosed by a dashed 

line rectangle. The brushless excitation system consists of an alternator, rectifier, main 

exciter and permanent magnet generator alternator mounted on same shaft. The main and 

the pilot exciter are driven by the main shaft. The main Exciter has a stationary field and 

rotating armature directly connected, through the Silicon rectifier to the field of the main 

alternators. 

 
 

The pilot exciter is a shaft driven permanent magnet generator having rotating permanent 

magnets attached to the shaft and three phase stationary armature, which feeds the main 

exciter field through silicon rectifiers, in the field of the main alternator. The Pilot exciter 

is a shaft driven permanent magnetic generator having rotating permanent magnets 

attached to the shaft and three phase stationary armature, which feeds the main exciter 

through three phase full wave phase controlled thyristor bridges. 

The system eliminates the use of commutator, collector and brushes have a short time 

constant and a response time of fewer than 0.1 seconds. The short time constant as the 

advantage in improved small signal dynamic performance and facilities the application of 

supplementary power system stabilizing signals. 

Four common excitation methods include: 

 Shunt or Self Excited  

 Excitation Boost System(EBS) 

  Permanent Magnet Generator(PMG)  

 Auxiliary winding  



             Each method has its individual advantages. All methods uses an Automatic voltage 

regulator to supply DC output to the exciter stator. The exciter rotor AC output is rectified to DC 

input for the main generator rotor. More advanced system use an additional input to the AVR. 

 2.4 Permanent magnet generator (PMG)  

 
  

This type of excitation method is used in Dr. Narla Tata Rao Thermal Power Station. Generators 

equipped with permanent magnets are among the most well-known separately excited methods. 

A permanent magnet is mounted on the driven end of the generator shaft. PMG supplies isolated 

power to the AVR when the generator shaft rotates. The AVR utilizes the extra power supply in 

nonlinear loads such as starting of Motors. 

 A clean, isolated, uninterrupted 3 phase waveform is produced when the generator shaft is 

turing. 

Some of the benefits of using generator equipped with the permanent magnet generator 

excitation methods are: 

 Excitation field does not collapse allowing for sustained short circuit faults to clear. 

  Changing load does not impact excitation field. 

  Voltage is created on initial startup and does not depend on remaining magnetism in the 

field. 

  During Motors startup excitation field does not collapse because of lack of AVR supply. 



The PMG system adds weight and size to the generator end. It is the most commonly used 

excitation method for applications that use Motors that startup and shutdown and other 

nonlinear loads. 

2.5 Nameplate details of generator: 

 Type: PG- HW- 0500-2 

 Apparent power: 588 MVA 

Active power: 500 MW 

 Stator current: 16200 Amps 

 Stator voltage: 21 KV 

 Speed: 3000 RPM  

Frequency: 50 HZ 

 Power factor:  0.85 lagging  

Interconnection of stator winding: Y-Y 

Hydrogen gas pressure: 4 bar  

Continuous permitted unbalanced load: 8%  

Rotor AMPS: 4040 AMPS 

Rotor volts:  340 Volts 

Number of rectifier wheels: 2 

Coolant for stator: Water (H20)  

               For Rotor: H2 gas 

Insulation class: B 

 

2.6 Nameplate details of Brushless Exciter: 

 Active power: 3780 Watts 

 Voltage: 600 volts 

Ampere: 6300 Amps 

External voltage DC: 107 volts 

External ampere DC: 142 amps  



Speed: 30000 rpm  

Insulation class: F  

     Coolant: Air  

2.7 Nameplate details of permanent magnet generator: 

 Active power: 39 Watts 

 Apparent power: 65 KVA  

Voltage: 220 volts 

Ampere: 195 amps  

Power factor: 0.6 lagging 

Frequency: 400 HZ 

Speed: 3000 RPM  

Insulation class: F 

Coolant: Air 

2.8 Automatic voltage regulator (AVR) 

 The construction of the AVR varies with the execution used. All receive input from the state of 

the generator when it rotates. AVRs with the capability of receiving a secondary input to reduce 

or eliminate internal harmonics caused by load feedback signals are used for nonlinear load 

applications. The two types commonly used are: 

 Silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) - senses power level from the stator and determines its 

firing for the exciter voltage. Can cause troubles when used with nonlinear loads. 

  Field effect transistor (FET) - senses power level from the stator and translates into a 

pulse width modulated signal to the exciter. This style of AVR can be used for excitation 

methods. Non linear loads do not cause feedback resulting excitation break downs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.Construction of sub station. 

3.1 Why we need a Power Transformer: 

The generator ratings in the Dr. Narla tata rao thermal station is 500MW, 21kv and 16162 

amps. It is not possible to carry 16162 amps from generating station to load centre. Because we 

know that size of the conductor increases with increase in current. The conductors available in 

India are Mole, squirrel,weasel,rabbit,racoon,dog,panther,wolf,kundah,zebra,moose,morculla 

Moose conductor is having highest current carrying capacity among all the conductors, it carries 

approximately 800 Amps. But for better use of any conductor we have to load that conductor up 

to it's 60% of maximum current carrying capacity of that conductor. Then,  60% of 800 amps equal 

to approximately 480 amps. If we use two same identical moose conductor, we can carry up to 

9600 amps. So, we must reduce our generated current 16162 amps to 1000 amps, then we can 

transfer the power easily by using the double line of moose conductor.  

For that we need a device called power transformer or generator transformer.  A 

transformer is a static device,  which is used to step up or step down the voltage levels according 

to that the current also step up or step down with out changing the frequency and power. If we use 

transformer for step up purposes then it is called as step up transformer. Generally step up is needed 

at generating station only.  If we use transformer for step down the voltage,  then it is called step 

down transformer.  Generally it is used in transmission and distribution systems. So,  by using the 

power transformer the voltage level of 21KV is step up to 400KV. Because our Indian standard 

voltage levels are 220kv and 400kv. If we step up the voltage to 220KV, the current may be around 

1543.71 Amps, so we have to further increase voltage to reduce the current. The next level is 400 

KV at this voltage level  the current is 849.04 Amps. This current is carried out by using the double 

moose conductor line.  

3.2 Why we need a switch yard:  

By using the feeders we transmit power to the load center there is a chance of fault occurs 

in lines then,circuit breaker trips and there is no power flow so the generator also trips,the 

generated power is always connected to the load centers  For this, we send the power that we have 

generated to the grid. All the load centers are connected to the grid. To make these connections to 

the grid we need a medium switch yard. Through this switch yard the power reaches to grid. Hence, 

this grid acts as a power exchange media. When the power enters switch yard it called as import 

and when the power evacuates it is called as export. 

 

There will be always an export from the generator. To the switch yard, areas like Nellore, 

Nunna, Sattenapalli 1&2, Suryapet 1&2 are connected. At peak time, Nellore, Nunna, Sattenapalli 

1&2 require more power. In such situations, the power we have generated i.e., 500MW is not 

sufficient. So, we will import the power from Suryapet 1&2. At peak time, we will get nearly 

200MW from Suryapet 1&2. So, 400KW switch yard can handle upto 700MW. Switch yard will 

be on live irrespective of the working of generator. 

 

 

So,the regulating equipments are needed to handle power flow are  



 Circuit Breakers 

 Isolators 

 Current Transformers 

 CapacitiveVoltageTransformers. 

3.3 Saftey: 

Saftey is the important aspect while constructing switch yard 

Switch yard will be always in high induction zone. There will be two potentials in switch yard:  

 Touch potential  

 Step potential  

3.3.1 Touch potential:  

The equipment in switch yard is metallic. They will be in high induction zone. If we touch 

them, we get shock. This is called as Touch potential.  

3.3.2 Step potential: 

The voltages in air and ground are different. As a result of this potential difference between 

these two, we get shock if we walk in the switch yard. This is called as Step potential. Even if we 

put one leg on the ground and one leg on the air we get shock. So, in order to work in the switch 

yard we need to nullify these two potentials.  

3.4 Earth Grid or Earth mat: 

Earth grid or earth mat is used to nullify the step and touch potential in the switch yard. 

Earth grid increases the conductivity and decreases the resistivity of the ground. Black soil is a 

good conductor and rocky soil is highly resistive.We have to form earth mat or earth grid in the 

ground.  

Rods are placed in a ground where we have to construct a switch yard, the cross over rods are 

welded together to form like a mesh. Like this way we create Earth grid in the ground. The rod 

size is selected by considering fault conditions and worst atmospheric conditions . For long life we 

may select 10-20% more value to the calculated value. By doing this we can maintain zero 

potential in switch yard. 

The Touch potential is nullified by connecting the all equipments in the switch yard to earth mat. 

The step potential is nullified by creating high conductivity and low resistivity in the ground. 

 

 

 

3.5 Switch yard Layout: 



Now a days two layouts are used to construct any switch yard. They are 

1. I- configuration 

2. D- configuration 

3.5.1 I- configuration: 

In I- configuration all the equipment are placed inside and buses are placed outside. 

Generally this configuration is use in TRANSCO and DISCOM switch yards.The layout of I- 

configuration is shown below. 

 

3.5.2 D- configuration 

In D- configuration all Equipment is placed at outside and buses are placed inside. This 

configuration is Used at generating station. In Dr. NTTPS we use D- Configuration. The 

layout of D- configuration shown below. 

 

3.6 One half Breaker Scheme description: 



In this two buses are provided. These two buses are inter-connected by  three circuit breakers. 

They are designated as 1-52 CB, 2-52 CB, 3-52 CB.  LINE - 1 is connected in between 1-52 CB 

& 2-52 CB. LINE - 2 is connected in between 3-52 CB & 2-52 CB. Line-1 having two feeding 

paths i.e 

 A. VIA BUS-1 & 1-52 CB 

 B. VIA  BUS-2, 3-52 CB & 2-52 CB 

 Line-2 having two feeding paths i.e 

 A. VIA BUS-2 & 3-52 CB 

 B. VIA  BUS-1, 1-52 CB & 2-52 CB 

For interrupting line-1 the 1-52CB and 2-52CB is to be tripped. 

For interrupting line-2 the 3-52CB and 2-52CB is to be tripped. For any problem in line-1 or line-

2 along with main breaker  

      The middle breaker or say tie breaker (2-52 CB) must trip. normally in all types of busbar 

configuarations one breaker is sufficient for one feeder.here two feeders are controlled by three 

breakers.so these two feeders controlled by three circuit breakers It is called one & half breaker 

system  the bay between bus-1 & line-1 is called main bay for feeder-1. The bay between line-1 & 

line-2 is called tie bay for feeder-1 & 2. The bay between bus-2 & line-2 is called main bay for 

feeder-2. In this system full dia means 2 feeders controlled by 3 CB’s half dia means 1 feeder 

controlled by 2 CB’s. 

3.6 CT methods: 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



4. Switch yard - 400kv 

A 400 KV switch yard shall be provided for evacuation of power generated in 500 MW 

generation plant through two double circuit 400 KV transmission lines by making LILO 

arrangement. The starter power for the plant shall be drawn from 200 KV existing switchyard of 

vtps through 220/11.5 KV station Transformer which was extension in existing 200 KV 

switchyard.  

The existing 200 KV switchyard is having two main and one transfer bus arrangement it 

will be added with two new bays one will be for 200/11.5 KV station Transformer and other 

400/220 KV interconnected Transformer. The new 400 KV switchyard shall have one and half 

breaker switching scheme and the enclosed main single line diagram shows the arrangement of the 

circuit. 

4.1 switchyard components and equipment  

 Electrical power transformer ( Generator Transformer) 

 Interconnecting Transformer (400/220KV, 315 MVA) 

 Station Transformer (400/11.5-11.5 KV, 8MVA) 

 Instrument Transformer (420 KV CT’s, CVT’s) 

 Conductors and insulators  

 Isolators 

 Bus bar  

 Lightning arresters (360KV)  

 Circuit breakers (SF6- 420KV) 

 Power Line Carrier Communication system (PLCC) 

  Wave Trap  

 Relays 

 Reactors and miscellaneous equipment. 

 

4.1.1 creepage distance  

creepage distance means the shortest distance along the surface of a solid insulating 

material between two conductive parts. “Creepage distances to avoid failure due to tracking”. 

Considering the location of the switchyard the Creepage distance of 25 mm/KV is provided 

for the following  



 circuit breakers 

 bus post insulator, isolators and lightning arresters  

 insulator strings and Transformer bushings 

  current and voltage Transformers  



 

  

 



4.1.2 Clearance 

Clearance is the shortest distance in the air between to conductive parts. Clearance Shall 

be dimensioned to with stand required impulse withstand voltage. “Clearances to withstand 

transient over voltages” 

 In line with the recommended insulation level is above, the following minimum clearances are 

proposed for 400 KV is shown below. 

1 Phase to Phase 4100mm 

2 Phase to Earth 3500mm 

3 Live part to Ground 8000mm 

4 Section clearance 6500mm 

 

4.2 functions of Switchyard 

 protection of transmission system  

 control in the exchange of energy  

 Ensure steady state and transient stability  

 load shedding and prevention of loss of synchronism.Maintaining the system frequency 

with in  target Limited . 

 voltage control:  reducing reactive power flow by compensation of reactive power, tap 

changing. 

  securing the supply by providing adequate line capacity. 

  data transmission via power line carrier for the purpose of network monitoring, control 

and protection. 

  fault analysis and pinpointing the cause and subsequent improvement in the in that area 

of field. 

  determining the energy transfer through transmission lines. 

  reliable supply by feeding the network at various points. 

 

 

 

 



 

4.2.1 Classification of switch yard 

 400 KV switch gear (EHV System) 

 11.3.3 KV level Switch gear (HT System) 

 415V level Switch gear (LT System) 

 Bus bar : Bus bars receive the power from incoming circuits or we can say a grid and deliver 

the power to an outgoing circuit. It can be single phase and three phase, but most of the cases it is 

three phase and one bus consists of three conductors (R-Y-B). 

Bus bars in 220 KV are of QUAD MOOSE ACSR and in 400 KV they are TABULAR 

HALLOW ALUMINIUM. 

Bus structures 

  IPBD - Isolated Phase Bus Duct - 21 KV 

 SPBS - Segregated Phase Bus Duct - 11KV and 3.3 KV  

 NSPBS - Non Segregated Phase Bus Duct - 415 volts  

4.3 Bus bar arrangement in 400 KV switch yard  

4.3.1one and half breaker scheme 

This is the most advanced and widely used scheme in the modern power plants in this type of 

scheme Two feeders are connected to a two different buses through their circuit breakers 

respectively and these two feeders are connected by third circuit breaker as a tie breaker. During 

Failure of any feeder breaker, the third breaker comes into play and transfer power to the other 

feeder. This scheme increases the availability of the feeder during the maintenance of failure of 

the Other feeder. If there is some fault on the bus - 1 then also without tripping the units we can 

continue the power flow by help of the tiebreaker. 

 



 busbar protection scheme should be: 

 Completely reliable  

 Absolutely stable for heavy through faults 

 Selectivity  

 Accurate and fast operating  

For feeder both bus and opposite tiebreaker CT will be summated and connected to the relay 

beside CT - 1 and  CT - 4 for feeder - 1, CT - 2 and CT - 3 for feedrer 2. 

Bus side CT’s will be utilised for busbar protection 

There is no covered zone in 4 CT’s method. 

4.3.2 Isolator:  

Isolators are generally no-load switches which are used to isolate the electrical lines during 

maintenance. They are only operated for isolation after the circuit breaker is operated. They are 

operated by means of a motor present below the isolator assembly. 

4.3.3 Earth Switches on isolator: 

Earth switch is used to discharge the residual charge on the circuit to the earth safely. Earth 

switch is mounted on the frame of the isolators. After the equipment is isolated than the earth rod 

is connected so that the residual charges present on the device will be grounded. This is mainly 

done for safeguarding human life from getting a shock. 

 



Type of isolators: 

 Horizontal rotating Centre break type (used in 400KV switch yard)  

 Horizontal rotating double break type 

  Vertical pantograph type 

4.3.4 technical details of 400 KV switchyard isolator:  

S.no Details Units Requirements 

1 Rating  420KV 

2 Application  Switch yard/outdoor 

3 Voltage KV 420 

4 Frequency HZ 50 

5 Creepage distance mm 25mm/KV 

6 Short time current rating and 

duration 

KA/sec 40KA for 1.0sec 

7 Rated peak short circuit current KA (peak) 100 

 

4.3.5Wave Trap:  

Wave trap is a resonant circuit connected in series with the HV transmission line to prevent the 

transmission of high frequency signals. The communication wave is having a high frequency of 

150KHZ to 200KHZ and the electric power has a frequency of 50HZ. So to avoid the 

communication waves to travel to the electrical equipment we are using this Wave Trap. It 

creates a high reactance path for the high frequency signal and blocks it. We are employing this 

Wave Trap is due to use of PLCC (power line carrier communication). 



 

4.3.6 PLCC (power line carrier communication): 

This technology is used in all situations for communication with other sub-stations. The 

information regarding the generation and other parameters are transmitted to other substation are 

grid by help of this PLCC. By the help of PLCC, we are avoiding the use of an extra wire for 

communication and the information flows to the transmission lines and it is much faster than any 

other medium. 

4.3.7 Lighting Arrester or Surge Arrester: 

This will protect the equipment from transient, surge and high voltages. They are generally 

connected in parallel to the equipment to be protected and function to divert the Surge current 

safely to the ground. 

4.3.8 Zinc oxide lightning Arrester: 

The normal operation is defined as condition when no surge is presented and the Surge arrester is 

subjected to normal system voltage only. 

The zinc oxide has highly non-uniform electric current voltage (i-v) characteristics. This typical 

I-V characteristic makes zinc oxide very suitable for designing gap less zinc oxide lightning 

arrester  for Surge protection. The nonlinear resistance of the block is an inherent bulk property 

and consists of mainly zinc oxide (90 to 95%) with relatively small amounts of several additives 

of other metal oxides (5- 10%) like alumina, antimony tri-oxide, Bismuth oxide, Cobalt oxide, 

Zirconium etc., On  a macroscopic scale the additives are almost homogeneously distributed 

throughout the arrester blocks. But the micro structure of the metal oxide block represent the 

network of the series and parallel arrangements of highly doped zinc oxide grains separated by 

inter granular junctions. The non linear behaviour is the super imposition of non linear 

characteristics of individual junctions. The electric current carrying capacity of the Surge arrester 

block is proportional to the total cross section of the block. 

 



Technical details of 400KV switch yard lightning arrester: 

i  

 

4.3.9 Earthing: 

In EHT switch yard earthing observation is one of the important aspect. The resistance should be 

maintained below 0.5 ohms in the EHT station (above 220KV), below 1 ohm in 132 KV sub 

stations and below 5 ohms in 33 KV substations. 

4.4 Circuit breaker: 

A circuit breaker is a switching device that interrupts the abnormal or fault current. It is a 

mechanical device that disturbs the flow of high magnitude (fault) current and in addition 

performs the function of a switch. The circuit breaker is mainly designed for closing or opening 

of an electric circuit, thus protects the electrical system from damage.b 

 

 

 



Classification of circuit breakers: 

 Low voltage circuit breakers -less than 2KV 

 Medium voltage circuit breakers : 2KV to 72 KV 

 High Voltage circuit breakers: 123KV to 765 KV 

 Ultra High Voltage circuit breaker: >765 KV 

Types of circuit breaker  

Circuit breakers are mainly Classified on the basis of rated voltage. Circuit breakers below rated 

voltage of 1000V are known as low circuit breakers and above 1000V are called the High 

Voltage circuit breakers. 

The most general way of classification of circuit breaker is on the basis of medium of Arc 

extinction. Such type of circuit breakers are as follows:  

 Oil circuit breakers  

 Bulk oil circuit breaker  

 Minimum oil circuit breaker  

 Minimum circuit breaker 

  Air blast circuit breaker 

  Sulphur Hexa fluoride circuit breaker  

 Vacuum circuit breaker 

 Air break circuit breaker  

 Air break circuit breaker 

Air break circuit breaker : Utilize air at atmospheric pressure for extinction of arc. 

Air blast circuit breaker: Utilize high pressure compressed air for arc extinction. They need 

compressed air plant. 

Bulk oil and Minimum oil circuit breaker : Utilize the dielectric coil for arc extinction. In bulk 

oil circuit breakers, the contacts are separated inside the Steel tank filled with dielectric oil. In 

minimum oil circuit breakers the contacts are separated in an insulating housing filled with 

dielectric oil.  

Vacuum circuit breaker: In vacuum circuit breaker the fixed and moving contacts are housed 

inside the permanently sealed vacuum  interrupter. The arc is quenched as the contacts are 

separated in high vacuum. 



SF6 circuit breaker : Sulphur hexa fluoride gas is used for extinction. There are two types: Single 

pressure puffer type SF6 circuit breaker, in which the entire circuit breaker is filled with SF6 gas 

at single pressure (4-6 kg per centimetre square). The pressure and gas flow required for arc 

extinction is obtained by piston action. 

Double pressure type SF6 circuit breaker in which the gas from high pressure  system is released 

into  low pressure system over the arc during the arc quenching process. This type has been 

suppressed puffer type.  

Types of circuit breaker  

There are mainly three types of SF6 circuit breakers depending upon the voltage level of 

application 

 Single interrupter sf6 circuit breaker applied for up to  245 KV system. 

 Two interrupter sf6 circuit breaker applied for up to 420 KV system. 

 Four interrupter sf6 circuit breaker applied for up to 800 KV System. 

Operating mechanism for opening and closing of the puffer type circuit breaker is Spring to 

Spring force. 

 

 Due to the superior Arc quenching properties of sulphur hexa fluoride gas, the sulphur hexa 

fluoride gas circuit breakers have many advantages over oil circuit breaker and air blast circuit 

breaker. Some of them are listed below: 

 Due to the superior arc quenching property the sulphur hexa fluoride gas, such circuit 

breakers have very short arcing time. They are used in gas insulated substations. 

 Since the dielectric strength of the sulphur hexa fluoride gas is 2 to 3 times that operation 

due to unlike of air, such circuit breakers can interrupt much larger currents. 



 The sulphur hexa fluoride gas circuit breaker gives noiseless operation due to it’s close gas 

circuit and no exhaust to atmosphere, unlike the air blast circuit breaker. 

 The compact design of SF6 gas circuit breaker substantially reduces space requirements and 

building installation cost. 

 The SF6 gas circuit breakers can handle all known switching phenomena. 

 SF6 gas circuit breakers perfectly Can adapt to environmental requirements. They have 

completely enclosed gas system that eliminates any exhaust during stitching operations. 

 Contact operation is minimum in SF6 gas circuit breakers due to dielectric strength provided 

by the high pressure SF6.  

In general, the only disadvantages of the SF6 circuit breaker is their relatively high cost. 

 technical details of a type sf6 circuit breaker: 

Specification ARVEA make SF6 Breaker ABB make SF6 Breaker 

No. Of Breakers 12 2 

Breaker type GL316 LTB420E2 

Mechanism type FK3-4 BLG1002A 

Rated Voltage 420KV 420KV 

Normal current 2000Amps 2000 Amps 

Lightening impulse withstand 

voltage 

1425KVP 1425KVP 

Switching surge withstand 

voltage 

1050KVP 1050KVP 

Power frequency withstand 

voltage across open contact to 

earth 

610/520 KV rms 610/520 KV rms 

Short circuit making current 40KA 40KA 

Short circuit breaking current 100KAP 100KAP 

Out of phase breaking current   

Line charging breaking 

current 

600Amps 600Amps 

Operating SF6 gas pressure 0.85MPa 0.9MPa 

 



 INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS  

instrument Transformers are used in AC system for measurement of electrical quantities I.e, 

voltage, current, power, energy, power factor and frequency. Instrument transformers are also 

used with protective relays for protection of power system. 

Basic function of instrument transformer is to step down the a system voltage and current. The 

voltage and current level of power system is very high. It is very difficult and costly to design the 

measuring instrument for measurement of such high voltage level and current. Generally 

measuring instruments are designed for 5 amps and 110 volts. 

 instrument transformers are two types - 

  current transformer  

 potential Transformer  

Current Transformers: 

Current transformer is used to step down the current of power system to a lower level to make it 

feasible to be measured by small rating ammeter (i.e, 5A ammeter). 

The accuracy class or simply class of measuring current transformer is 0.1, means the maximum 

permissible limits of error is 0.1% ,more clearly, if you try to measure 100A with 0.1 class CT, 

the measured value maybe either 100.1 or 99.9 Amps or anything in between this range. 

In the protection current Transformers, 5P means 5%, 10P means 10%, and 15P Means 15% 

error and P stands for protection. 

The current transformer should be used in vtps are ABB IMB 420 model with rated secondary 

current of 1 amp with 5 cores both of dead tank CT’s and live tank CT’s. 

 



Technical details of current Transformers of 400 KV switchyard : 

S.no  AREVA make CT ABB make CT 

1 Current transformer type IT-400 IMB-420 

2 Nominal system voltage 400KV 400KV 

3 High voltage 420KV 420KV 

4 Number of cores 5 5 

5 Rated n primary current for each core   

 Core 1 2000-1000Amps 2000-1000 Amps 

 Core 2 2000-1000Amps 2000-1000 Amps 

 Core 3 2000-1000-500Amps 2000-1000-500Amps 

 Core 4 2000-1000-500Amps 2000-1000-500Amps 

 Core 5 2000-1000-500Amps 2000-1000-500Amps 

5 Rated secondary current 1 amp 1 amp 

6 Ratio taps for each core   

 Core 1 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

 Core 2 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

 Core 3 2000-1000/1A 

(metering) 

2000-1000/1A 

(metering) 

 Core 4 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

 Core 5 2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

2000-1000/1A 

(protection) 

7 Minimum knee point voltage at VK 2000V@2000/1 for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

2000V@2000/1 for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

8 Maximum execution current at VK  30MA@2000/1A for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

30MA@2000/1A for 

core 1,2,3,4,5 

9 Maximum secondary resistance 10 ohms@2000/1A 

for core 1,2,3,4,5 

10 ohms@2000/1A 

for core 1,2,3,4,5 



10 Short time thermal rating 40KA for 1.0 sec 40KA for 1.0sec 

11 Creepage distance 25mm/KV 25mm/KV 

12 One minimum power frequency 

withstand voltage 

630Kvrm 630Kvrm 

 

potential Transformers 

 potential Transformer is used to step down the voltage of power system to lower level to make 

to feasible to be measured by small rating voltmeter I.e, 110 to 120 voltmeter. A typical 

connection diagram of potential transformer is shown below figure. 

 

Primary of potential transformer is having  large number of turns. Primary is connected across 

the line (generally between line to earth). Hence, sometimes it is called as parallel Transformer. 

Secondary of potential transformer is having few turns and connected directly to a voltmeter. As 

the voltmeter is having large resistance. Hence, the secondary of potential Transformer operates 

almost in open circuited condition. One terminal of secondary of potential Transformer is earthed 

to maintain the secondary voltage with respect to earth. Which assures the safety of operators. 

Capacitive voltage transformer  

Definition: The capacitive voltage Transformer step down the high voltage input Signals and 

provide the low voltage signals which can easily measured Through The measuring instrument. 

The capacitve voltage transformer is also called capacitive potential Transformer. 

  The capacitive potential divider, inductive element and the auxilary Transformer are three main 

parts of the capacitive potential transformer. 



 

For measuring High Voltage (above 132KV) the high insulated transformer is required. The 

highly insulated transformer is quite expensive as compared to the normal transformer. For 

reducing the cost, the capacitive potential Transformer is used in the system. 

The CVT is cheap, and their performance is not much inferior to high insulated Transformers. 

 Technical details of capacitive voltage Transformer of 400 KV switchyard as shown below 

below table 

 AREVA make CVT ABB make CVT 

Number of capacitor voltage 

transformers 

25 6 

Capacitor voltage transformer CCV420 WS420N2 

Highest system voltage 420KV 420KV 

Number of cores 3 3 

Rated insulated level 630KV/1425KVp 420/630KV/1425KVp 

Total thermal burden 720VA 720VA 

Rated voltage 230/63 230/63 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and 

defense company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned 

by the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the 

Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was 

founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research,  development  and  manufacture  of 

image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and radio  

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next generation 

bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products displayed 

included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 
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https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
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CHAPTER 1 

                                      INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by the Indian 

Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed 

Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded in 

1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture of image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 

1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralization and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Troop communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programs in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for 

supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula 

the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navy Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to 

focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the 

set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 

75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Opsonic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, and BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year U.S. and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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   In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion marks (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

         On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

    In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense applications; 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

    In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

  BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

  

                   

                                        Table1.1 Bel units and products  
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1.3 PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing: 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest 

b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest 

c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest 

 Durable Test 

a) VibrationTest 

b) Bumptest 

 FunctionalTest 

a) ResolutionTest 
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b) Field OfView 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

            Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Litre to 3000Litre, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra-lowtemperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.41:  Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle platforms, 

civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophe. 
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                                                  CHAPTER 2 

NIGHT VISION DEVICES: 

2.1 Definition: 

Anight vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR 

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

2.3 Working Principle of Image Intensifier: 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve bettervision. A conventional lens captures ambientlight. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifiertube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode andaccelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

moreelectrons. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in eachchannel. Original electrons collide with the 

channel, exciting atoms and causing otherelectrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

achain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit ascreen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on thescreen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

anotherlens. 

2.4 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

All objects emit infrared energy as a function of temperature. 

A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and 
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causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern created is 

translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is 

play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white innature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Fig 2.6:   Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 2.7 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers to 

continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use offlashlights. 

However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better atnight. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to 

see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and 

clusters in the sky in realtime. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray 

machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray
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                                                  CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES 

3.1 Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

1. ObjectGlass 

2. Focus 

3. Image intensifiertube 

4. Eye Pieces 

5. Eye Guard 
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       3.3 Image Intensifier Tube: 

 

Figure 3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological 

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

aresufficientspectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 Image Intensification: 

 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand'srequirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

sothatadimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby thenacademeviavisual output,orstoredAs data for 

later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,”it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that 

strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a 

CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does theemitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne 

platforms.Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source 

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-visiontechnologies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUB STATION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

             A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow 

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to 

change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at 

the interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large 

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying on SCADA for 

remote supervision and control. 

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As 

central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to 

distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own 

generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the generators 

were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station. 

4.2 Alternator: 

        An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy 

in the form of alternating current. For reasons of cost and simplicity, most alternators use a 

rotating magnetic field with a stationary armature. Occasionally, a linear alternator or a rotating 

armature with a stationary magnetic field is used. In principle, any AC electrical generator can be 

called an alternator, but usually the term refers to small rotating machines driven by automotive 

and other internal combustion engines. 

An alternator that uses a permanent magnet for its magnetic field is called a magneto. Alternators 

in power stations driven by steam turbines are called turbo-alternators. Large 50 or 60 Hz three-

phase alternators in power plants generate most of the world's electric power, which is 

distributed by electric power grids. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_station
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Fig 4.1 Alternator 

Principle of operation: 

A conductor moving relative to a magnetic field develops an electromotive force (EMF) in it 

(Faraday's Law). This EMF reverses its polarity when it moves under magnetic poles of opposite 

polarity. Typically, a rotating magnet, called the rotor turns within a stationary set of conductors 

wound in coils on an iron core, called the stator. The field cuts across the conductors, generating 

an induced EMF (electromotive force), as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn. 

The rotating magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the stator windings. Since the currents in 

the stator windings vary in step with the position of the rotor, an alternator is a synchronous 

generator. 

The rotor's magnetic field may be produced by permanent magnets, or by a field coil 

electromagnet. Automotive alternators use a rotor winding which allows control of the 

alternator's generated voltage by varying the current in the rotor field winding. Permanent 

magnet machines avoid the loss due to magnetizing current in the rotor, but are restricted in size, 

due to the cost of the magnet material. Since the permanent magnet field is constant, the terminal 

voltage varies directly with the speed of the generator. Brushless AC generators are usually 

larger than those used in automotive applications. 

An automatic voltage control device controls the field current to keep output voltage constant. If 

the output voltage from the stationary armature coils drops due to an increase in demand, more 

current is fed into the rotating field coils through the voltage regulator (VR). This increases the 

magnetic field around the field coils which induces a greater voltage in the armature coils. Thus, 

the output voltage is brought back up to its original value. 

Alternators used in central power stations also control the field current to regulate reactive 

power and to help stabilize the power system against the effects of momentary faults. Often there 
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are three sets of stator windings, physically offset so that the rotating magnetic field produces 

a three phase current, displaced by one-third of a period with respect to each other. 

 

Fig 4.2 Inner structure of working of an Alternator 

 

Fig 4.3 Working Operation of an Alternator 

Synchronous speeds: 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is, where  is the frequency in 

Hz (cycles per second).  is the number of poles (2, 4, 6, …) and is the rotational speed 

in revolutions per minute (RPM). Very old descriptions of alternating current systems sometimes 

give the frequency in terms of alternations per minute, counting each half-cycle as 

one alternation; so 12,000 alternations per minute correspond to 100 Hz. 

The output frequency of an alternator depends on the number of poles and the rotational speed. 

The speed corresponding to a particular frequency is called the synchronous speed for that 

frequency.  
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Transformation and rectification 

            This method depends on residual magnetism retained in the iron core to generate weak 

magnetic field which would allow a weak voltage to be generated. This voltage is used to excite 

the field coils for the alternator to generate stronger voltage as part of its build up process. After 

the initial AC voltage buildup, the field is supplied with rectified voltage from the alternator. 

Brushless alternators: 

             A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaft. Until 

1966, alternators used brushes with rotating field. With advancement in semiconductor 

technology, brushless alternators are possible. Smaller brushless alternators may look like one 

unit but the two parts are readily identifiable on the large versions. The larger of the two sections 

is the main alternator and the smaller one is the exciter. The exciter has stationary field coils and 

a rotating armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the opposite configuration with a 

rotating field and stationary armature. A bridge rectifier, called the rotating rectifier assembly, is 

mounted on the rotor. Neither brushes nor slip rings are used, which reduces the number of 

wearing parts. The main alternator has a rotating field as described above and a stationary 

armature (power generation windings). 

 

Fig 4.4 Brushless Alternator 

By number of phases: 

                Main articles: Single-phase generator and Polyphase coil. Another way to classify 

alternators is by the number of phases of their output voltage. The output can be single phase, or 

polyphase. Three-phase alternators are the most common, but polyphase alternators can be two 

phase, six phase, or more. 

By rotating part 
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              The revolving part of alternators can be the armature or the magnetic field. The 

revolving armature type has the armature wound on the rotor, where the winding moves through 

a stationary magnetic field. The revolving armature type is not often used. The revolving field 

type has magnetic field on the rotor to rotate through a stationary armature winding. The 

advantage is that then the rotor circuit carries much less power than the armature circuit, making 

the slip ring connections smaller and less costly; only two contacts are needed for the direct-

current rotor, whereas often a rotor winding has three phases and multiple sections which would 

each require a slip-ring connection. The stationary armature can be wound for any convenient 

medium voltage level, up to tens of thousands of volts; manufacture of slip ring connections for 

more than a few thousand volts is costly and inconvenient. 

4.3 Transformer: 

                A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one 

electrical circuit to another or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the 

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a 

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical 

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection 

between the two circuits.Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages 

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step-

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of signal 

processing circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the 

voltage out, with separate coils not electrically bonded to one another. 

 

Fig 4.5 Transformer 
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Principles: 

Ideal transformer: 

            An ideal transformer is a theoretical linear transformer that is lossless and 

perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and 

winding inductances and zero net magneto motive force (i.e. ipnp - isns = 0).  

            A varying current in the transformer's primary winding attempts to create a varying 

magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is also encircled by the secondary winding. This 

varying flux at the secondary winding induces a varying electromotive force (EMF, voltage) in 

the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction and the secondary current so produced 

creates a flux equal and opposite to that produced by the primary winding, in accordance 

with Lenz's law. 

           The windings are wound around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all 

of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage 

source connected to the primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the 

transformer currents flow in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to 

zero. 

           According to Faraday's law, since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary 

and secondary windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding 

proportional to its number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly 

proportional to the winding turns ratio.  

           The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. 5 is a reasonable approximation for the typical 

commercial transformer, with voltage ratio and winding turns ratio both being inversely 

proportional to the corresponding current ratio. 

           The load impedance referred to the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times 

the secondary circuit load impedance.  
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Fig 4.5.1 Transformer Principle: Ideal 

Leakage flux: 

              The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the primary winding 

links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux traverses paths that 

take it outside the windings. Such flux is termed leakage flux, and results in leakage 

inductance in series with the mutually coupled transformer windings. Leakage flux results in 

energy being alternately stored in and discharged from the magnetic fields with each cycle of the 

power supply. It is not directly a power loss, but results in inferior voltage regulation, causing the 

secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the primary voltage, particularly under heavy 

load. Transformers are therefore normally designed to have very low leakage inductance. 

            In some applications increased leakage is desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or 

magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be introduced in a transformer design to limit the short-

circuit current it will supply. Leaky transformers may be used to supply loads that 

exhibit negative resistance, such as electric arcs, mercury- and sodium- vapor lamps and neon 

signs or for safely handling loads that become periodically short-circuited such as electric arc 

welders. 

           Air gaps are also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency 

transformers in circuits that have a DC component flowing in the windings. A saturable 

reactor exploits saturation of the core to control alternating current. 

Equivalent circuit: 

Referring to the diagram, a practical transformer's physical behavior may be represented by 

an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate an ideal transformer. 

Winding joule losses and leakage reactance are represented by the following series loop 

impedances of the model: 

 Primary winding: RP, XP 

 Secondary winding: RS, XS. 

In normal course of circuit equivalence transformation, RS and XS are in practice usually referred 

to the primary side by multiplying these impedances by the turns ratio squared, (NP/NS) 2 = a2. 

Core loss and reactance is represented by the following shunt leg impedances of the model: 
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 Core or iron losses: RC 

 Magnetizing reactance: XM. 

RC and XM are collectively termed the magnetizing branch of the model. 

Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy current effects in the core and are 

proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a given frequency. The finite 

permeability core requires a magnetizing current IM to maintain mutual flux in the core. 

Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two being non-linear 

due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit shown are by 

definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in transformer 

equivalent circuits. With sinusoidal supply, core flux lags the induced EMF by 90°. With open-

circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch current I0 equals transformer no-load current.  

The resulting model, though sometimes termed 'exact' equivalent circuit based 

on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations. Analysis may be simplified by 

assuming that magnetizing branch impedance is relatively high and relocating the branch to the 

left of the primary impedances. This introduces error but allows combination of primary and 

referred secondary resistances and reactances by simple summation as two series impedances. 

Transformer equivalent circuit impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from 

the following tests: open-circuit test, short-circuit test, winding resistance test, and transformer 

ratio test. 

Construction: 

Cores: 

             Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings 

surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the 

transformer is shell form. Shell form design may be more prevalent than core form design for 

distribution transformer applications due to the relative ease in stacking the core around winding 

coils. Core form design tends to, as a general rule, be more economical, and therefore more 

prevalent, than shell form design for high voltage power transformer applications at the lower 

end of their voltage and power rating ranges (less than or equal to, nominally, 230 kV or 

75 MVA). At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to be more 

prevalent. Shell form design tends to be preferred for extra-high voltage and higher MVA 

applications because, though more labor-intensive to manufacture, shell form transformers are 
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characterized as having inherently better kVA-to-weight ratio, better short-circuit strength 

characteristics and higher immunity to transit damage. 

 

Fig 4.5.2 Transformer core 

 

Laminated steel cores: 

Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores made of high 

permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free space and the core 

thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux to a path which closely 

couples the windings. Early transformer developers soon realized that cores constructed from 

solid iron resulted in prohibitive eddy current losses, and their designs mitigated this effect with 

cores consisting of bundles of insulated iron wires. Later designs constructed the core by 

stacking layers of thin steel laminations, a principle that has remained in use. Each lamination is 

insulated from its neighbors by a thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The transformer 

universal EMF equation can be used to calculate the core cross-sectional area for a preferred 

level of magnetic flux. 

 

Fig 4.5.3 Laminated steel cores 

Windings: 
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The electrical conductor used for the windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the 

individual turns must be electrically insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels 

throughout every turn. For small transformers, in which currents are low and the potential 

difference between adjacent turns is small, the coils are often wound from enameled magnet 

wire. Larger power transformers may be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors 

insulated by oil-impregnated paper and blocks of pressboard. 

High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz often have windings 

made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and proximity effect losses. Large power 

transformers use multiple-stranded conductors as well, since even at low power frequencies non-

uniform distribution of current would otherwise exist in high-current windings. Each strand is 

individually insulated, and the strands are arranged so that at certain points in the winding, or 

throughout the whole winding, each portion occupies different relative positions in the complete 

conductor. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the conductor, and 

reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is also more flexible 

than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture. 

The windings of signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to 

improve high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved 

between the sections of the other winding. 

Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate points on the winding, usually on 

the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps may be manually reconnected, or a 

manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing taps. Automatic on-load tap 

changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on equipment such as arc 

furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive loads. Audio-frequency 

transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address loudspeakers, have taps to allow 

adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped transformer is often used in the output 

stage of an audio power amplifier in a push-pull circuit. Modulation transformers 

in AM transmitters are very similar. 

Cooling: 

It is a rule of thumb that the life expectancy of electrical insulation is halved for about every 7 °C 

to 10 °C increase in operating temperature (an instance of the application of the Arrhenius 

equation). 
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Small dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled by natural convection 

and radiation heat dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often cooled by 

forced-air cooling, forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. Large 

transformers are filled with transformer oil that both cools and insulates the 

windings. Transformer oil is a highly refined mineral oil that cools the windings and insulation 

by circulating within the transformer tank. The mineral oil and paper insulation system has been 

extensively studied and used for more than 100 years. It is estimated that 50% of power 

transformers will survive 50 years of use that the average age of failure of power transformers is 

about 10 to 15 years, and that about 30% of power transformer failures are due to insulation and 

overloading failures. Prolonged operation at elevated temperature degrades insulating properties 

of winding insulation and dielectric coolant, which not only shortens transformer life but can 

ultimately lead to catastrophic transformer failure. With a great body of empirical study as a 

guide, transformer oil testing including dissolved gas analysis provides valuable maintenance 

information. 

Building regulations in many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use 

dielectric fluids that are less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. Air-

cooled dry transformers can be more economical where they eliminate the cost of a fire-resistant 

transformer room. 

Insulation: 

Insulation must be provided between the individual turns of the windings, between the windings, 

between windings and core, and at the terminals of the winding. 

Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating varnish on the wire. Layer 

of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of windings, and between primary and 

secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or dipped in a polymer resin to improve the 

strength of windings and protect them from moisture or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated 

into the winding insulation using combinations of vacuum and pressure during the coating 

process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the limit, the entire coil may be placed in a 

mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block, encapsulating the windings. 

Bushings: 

Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made of polymers or 

porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it must provide careful control of 

the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leak oil. 
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Applications: 

Various specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although 

they all share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction 

or electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions. 

In electric power transmission, transformers allow transmission of electric power at high 

voltages, which reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be 

located economically at a distance from electrical consumers. All but a tiny fraction of the 

world's electrical power has passed through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the 

consumer. 

In many electronic devices, a transformer is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring 

to convenient values for the circuit requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or 

through a switch mode power supply. 

4.4 Circuit Breakers: 

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical 

circuit from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. Its basic function 

is to interrupt current flow after a fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then 

must be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume 

normal operation. 

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect low-current circuits or 

individual household appliance, up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits 

feeding an entire city. The generic function of a circuit breaker, or fuse, as an automatic means of 

removing power from a faulty system is often abbreviated as OCPD (Over Current Protection 

Device). 

 

Fig 4.6 Circuit Breaker 

Operation: 
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All circuit breaker systems have common features in their operation, but details vary 

substantially depending on the voltage class, current rating and type of the circuit breaker. 

The circuit breaker must first detect a fault condition. In small mains and low voltage circuit 

breakers, this is usually done within the device itself. Typically, the heating or magnetic effects 

of electric current are employed. Circuit breakers for large currents or high voltages are usually 

arranged with protective relay pilot devices to sense a fault condition and to operate the opening 

mechanism. These typically require a separate power source, such as a battery, although some 

high-voltage circuit breakers are self-contained with current transformers, protective relays, and 

an internal control power source. 

Once a fault is detected, the circuit breaker contacts must open to interrupt the circuit; this is 

commonly done using mechanically stored energy contained within the breaker, such as a spring 

or compressed air to separate the contacts. Circuit breakers may also use the higher current 

caused by the fault to separate the contacts, such as thermal expansion or a magnetic field. Small 

circuit breakers typically have a manual control lever to switch off the load or reset a tripped 

breaker, while larger units use solenoids to trip the mechanism, and electric motors to restore 

energy to the springs. 

 

Fig 4.6.1 Operation of a circuit breaker 

Different techniques are used to extinguish the arc including: 

 Lengthening or deflecting the arc 

 Intensive cooling (in jet chambers) 

 Division into partial arcs 

 Zero point quenching (contacts open at the zero current time crossing of the AC waveform, 

effectively breaking no load current at the time of opening. The zero-crossing occurs at twice 

the line frequency; i.e., 100 times per second for 50 Hz and 120 times per second for 60 Hz 

AC.) 
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 Connecting capacitors in parallel with contacts in DC circuits. 

Finally, once the fault condition has been cleared, the contacts must again be closed to restore 

power to the interrupted circuit. 

Low-voltage miniature circuit breakers (MCB) use air alone to extinguish the arc. These circuit 

breakers contain so-called arc chutes, a stack of mutually insulated parallel metal plates that 

divide and cool the arc. By splitting the arc into smaller arcs the arc is cooled down while the arc 

voltage is increased and serves as additional impedance that limits the current through the circuit 

breaker. The current-carrying parts near the contacts provide easy deflection of the arc into the 

arc chutes by a magnetic force of a current path, although magnetic blowout coils or permanent 

magnets could also deflect the arc into the arc chute (used on circuit breakers for higher ratings). 

The number of plates in the arc chute is dependent on the short-circuit rating and nominal 

voltage of the circuit breaker. 

In larger ratings, oil circuit breakers rely upon vaporization of some of the oil to blast a jet of oil 

through the arc. 

Standard current rating: 

Circuit breakers are manufactured in standard sizes, using a system of preferred numbers to 

cover a range of ratings. Miniature circuit breakers have a fixed trip setting; changing the 

operating current value requires changing the whole circuit breaker. Larger circuit breakers can 

have adjustable trip settings, allowing standardized elements to be applied but with a setting 

intended to improve protection. For example, a circuit breaker with a 400 ampere "frame size" 

might have its overcurrent detection set to operate at only 300 amperes, to protect a feeder cable. 

International Standards, IEC 60898-1 and European Standard EN 60898-1, define the rated 

current In of a circuit breaker for low voltage distribution applications as the maximum current 

that the breaker is designed to carry continuously (at an ambient air temperature of 30 °C). The 

commonly available preferred values for the rated current are 1 A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A, 10 A, 13 A, 

16 A, 20 A, 25 A, 32 A, 40 A, 50 A, 63 A, 80 A, 100 A, and 125 A (similar to the R10 Reynard 

series, but using 6, 13, and 32 instead of 6.3, 12.5, and 31.5 – it includes the 13 A current limit of 

British BS 1363 sockets). The circuit breaker is labeled with the rated current in amperes, but 

excluding the unit symbol, A. Instead, the ampere figure is preceded by a letter, B, C, or D, 

which indicates the instantaneous tripping current — that is, the minimum value of current that 

causes the circuit breaker to trip without intentional time delay (i.e., in less than 100 ms), 

expressed in terms of In: 
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4.5 Protective Relays: 

In electrical engineering, a protective relay is a relay device designed to trip a circuit 

breaker when a fault is detected. The first protective relays were electromagnetic devices, relying 

on coils operating on moving parts to provide detection of abnormal operating conditions such as 

over-current, over-voltage, reverse power flow, over-frequency, and under-frequency. 

Microprocessor-based digital protection relays now emulate the original devices, as well as 

providing types of protection and supervision impractical with electromechanical relays. 

Electromechanical relays provide only rudimentary indication of the location and origin of a 

fault.  In many cases a single microprocessor relay provides functions that would take two or 

more electromechanical devices. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays 

also save capital cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their 

very long life span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels “are still protecting transmission 

lines and electrical apparatus all over the world. Important transmission lines and generators 

have cubicles dedicated to protection, with many individual electromechanical devices, or one or 

two microprocessor relays. 

 

Fig 4.7 Protective relay 

Operation principles: 

Electromechanical protective relays operate by either magnetic attraction, or magnetic 

induction. Unlike switching type electromechanical relays with fixed and usually ill-defined 

operating voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays have well-established, 

selectable, and adjustable time and current (or other operating parameter) operating 

characteristics. Protection relays may use arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole, magnets, 

operating and restraint coils, solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay contacts, and phase-

shifting networks. 

Protective relays can also be classified by the type of measurement they make. A protective relay 

may respond to the magnitude of a quantity such as voltage or current. Induction relays can 
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respond to the product of two quantities in two field coils, which could for example represent the 

power in a circuit. 

 

Fig 4.7.1 Operation of a relay 

Types according to construction: 

Electromechanical 

Electromechanical relays can be classified into several different types as follows: 

 attracted armature 

 moving coil 

 induction 

 motor operated 

 mechanical 

 thermal 

"Armature"-type relays have a pivoted lever supported on a hinge or knife-edge pivot, which 

carries a moving contact. These relays may work on either alternating or direct current, but for 

alternating current, a shading coil on the pole is used to maintain contact force throughout the 

alternating current cycle. Because the air gap between the fixed coil and the moving armature 

becomes much smaller when the relay has operated, the current required to maintain the relay 

closed is much smaller than the current to first operate it. The "returning ratio"[13] or 

"differential" is the measure of how much the current must be reduced to reset the relay. 

A variant application of the attraction principle is the plunger-type or solenoid operator. A reed 

relay is another example of the attraction principle. 

Induction disc overcurrent relay: 

"Induction" disk meters work by inducing currents in a disk that is free to rotate; the rotary 

motion of the disk operates a contact. Induction relays require alternating current; if two or more 

coils are used, they must be at the same frequency otherwise no net operating force is 

produced. These electromagnetic relays use the induction principle discovered by Galileo 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protective_relay#cite_note-13
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Ferraris in the late 19th century. The magnetic system in induction disc overcurrent relays is 

designed to detect overcurrent in a power system and operate with a pre-determined time delay 

when certain overcurrent limits have been reached. 

The relay's primary winding is supplied from the power systems current transformer via a plug 

bridge, which is called the plug setting multiplier (psm). Usually seven equally spaced tapping or 

operating bands determine the relays sensitivity. The primary winding is located on the upper 

electromagnet. The secondary winding has connections on the upper electromagnet that are 

energized from the primary winding and connected to the lower electromagnet. Once the upper 

and lower electromagnets are energized they produce eddy currents that are induced onto the 

metal disc and flow through the flux paths. This relationship of eddy currents and fluxes creates 

torque proportional to the input current of the primary winding, due to the two flux paths being 

out of phase by 90°. 

 

Fig 4.7.2 Induction type over current relay 

Digital: 

A microprocessor-based digital protection relay can replace the functions of many discrete 

electromechanical instruments. These relays convert voltage and currents to digital form and 

process the resulting measurements using a microprocessor. The digital relay can emulate 

functions of many discrete electromechanical relays in one device, simplifying protection design 

and maintenance. Each digital relay can run self-test routines to confirm its readiness and alarm 

if a fault is detected. Digital relays can also provide functions such as communications (SCADA) 

interface, monitoring of contact inputs, metering, waveform analysis, and other useful features. 

Digital relays can, for example, store multiple sets of protection parameters, which allows the 
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behavior of the relay to be changed during maintenance of attached equipment. 

 

Fig 4.7.3 Digital Relay 

Distance relay: 

              Distance relays, also known as impedance relay, differ in principle from other forms of 

protection in that their performance is not governed by the magnitude of the current or voltage in 

the protected circuit but rather on the ratio of these two quantities. Distance relays are actually 

double actuating quantity relays with one coil energized by voltage and other coil by current. The 

current element produces a positive or pick up torque while the voltage element produces a 

negative or reset torque. The relay operates only when the V/I ratio falls below a predetermined 

value (or set value). During a fault on the transmission line the fault current increases and the 

voltage at the fault point decreases. The V/I  ratio is measured at the location of CTs and Pts. 

 

Fig 4.7.4 Distance relay 

Current differential protection scheme: 

                A differential scheme acts on the difference between current entering a protected zone 

(which may be a bus bar, generator, transformer or other apparatus) and the current leaving that 
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zone. A fault outside the zone gives the same fault current at the entry and exit of the zone, but 

faults within the zone show up as a difference in current. Differential protection can be used to 

provide protection for zones with multiple terminals and can be used to protect lines, generators, 

motors, transformers, and other electrical plant. 

Current transformers in a differential scheme must be chosen to have near-identical response to 

high overcurrents. If a "through fault" results in one set of current transformers saturating before 

another, the zone differential protection will see a false "operate" current and may false trip. 

Directional relay: 

            A directional relay uses an additional polarizing source of voltage or current to determine 

the direction of a fault. Directional elements respond to the phase shift between a polarizing 

quantity and an operate quantity. The fault can be located upstream or downstream of the relay's 

location, allowing appropriate protective devices to be operated inside or outside of the zone of 

protection. 

 

4.6 Bus-bar Coupler: 

               Bus coupler is a device which is used to couple one bus to the other without any 

interruption in power supply and without creating hazardous arcs. Bus coupler is a breaker used 

to couple two bus bars in order to perform maintenance on other circuit breakers associated with 

that bus bar.Busbars distribute electricity with greater ease and flexibility than some other more 

permanent forms of installation and distribution. Sometimes spelled bus bar or bus bar, they are 

often metallic strips of copper, brass, or aluminum that both ground and conduct electricity. 

Bus Couplers are non-isolated input devices that provide an interface between dry-contact 

mechanical switches and a C-Bus network. The bus coupler increases the versatility of the C-Bus 

network by facilitating remote access with any dry-contact switch mechanism offered by 

Schneider Electric and other manufacturers. A system's flexibility can be further enhanced by 

using the bus coupler with various other switch types, including reed, pressure, or micro 

switches. 

             Available in two- and four-channel models, the bus coupler is small enough to be used in 

restricted spaces. Configuration options include standard control functions such as ON/OFF, 

toggle, dimmers, and timers. 
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Features: 

 Provides two or four non-isolated inputs for external voltage-free mechanical switches. 

 Two-channel units feature independent remote LED outputs 

 Control options include ON/OFF, toggle, dimmer, or timer 

 Orange LED for each channel to indicate operational status 

 Two-way removable terminal block for the C-Bus connection 

 Terminal block allows connection of up to four external switches (four-channel coupler) 

or     two external switches and two external LEDs (two-channel coupler) 

 Small size for adaptation to restricted spaces 

 Non-volatile memory stores operating status for recovery from a power outage 

 Receives data and power over a network, so it does not require power packs or line 

voltage connections. 

Generally speaking, electric power distribution systems of the busbar type are used in industrial 

and commercial buildings to transfer electric power from a substation or transformer bank to a 

power consuming area. Such power distribution systems are generally made up of a plurality of 

busway sections of fixed or variable lengths, the successive sections being connected or 

interlocked together in end-to-end relation to provide electrical continuity between the power 

source and the power consuming area. The effectiveness of such a busbar power distribution 

system is controlled, to a great extent, by the adequacy of the electrical joints between the 

busbars of successive busway sections. Busway sections are generally manufactured and 

distributed in prefabricated form so that a number of such electrical joints are required during 

installation of an extended length busbar run. Thus, if a busway section, that is, a busbar duct and 

a busbar coupler, is to perform adequately under service conditions the coupler system that 

creates the electrical joints between correspond busbars of successive busway sections must be 

constructed to give minimum chance for effecting improper electrical joints. 

 

Fig 4.7.5 Bus bar coupler 
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4.7 Power factor Correction: 

Power Factor (PF) is the ratio of real power to the apparent power flowing to the load from the 

source. It is measured between 0 and 1.0 (unity) and is usually deemed as either leading or 

lagging, depending on the position of the current waveform with respect to the voltage. 

 

Fig 4.7.6 power triangle  

In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor (tending towards zero) draws more 

current than a load with a high power factor (tending towards one) for the same amount of useful 

power transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system and 

require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger equipment and wasted 

energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost to industrial or commercial customers 

where there is a low power factor. 

Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected with a passive 

network of capacitors or inductors. 

A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce transmission losses 

and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to adjust the power factor of a 

system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the 

apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may be applied by an electrical power 

transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency of the transmission network. 

Individual electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install 

correction equipment to reduce those costs. 
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An automatic power factor correction unit consists of a number of capacitors that are switched by 

means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a regulator that measures power factor in 

an electrical network. Depending on the load and power factor of the network, the power factor 

controller will switch the necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor 

stays above a selected value. 

Methods of Power Factor Improvement: 

There are three main ways to improve power factor: 

 Capacitor Banks 

 Synchronous Condensers 

 Phase Advancers 

Capacitor Banks: 

Improving power factor means reducing the phase difference between voltage and current. Since 

the majority of loads are ofinductive nature, they require some amount of reactive power for 

them to function. 

A capacitor or bank of capacitors installed parallel to the load provides this reactive power. They 

act as a source of local reactive power, and thus less reactive power flows through the line. 

Capacitor banks reduce the phase difference between the voltage and current. 

Synchronous Condensers: 

Synchronous condensers are 3 phase synchronous motor with no load attached to its shaft. 

The synchronous motor has the characteristics of operating under any power factor leading, 

lagging or unity depending upon the excitation. For inductive loads, a synchronous condenser is 

connected towards load side and is overexcited. 

Synchronous condensers make it behave like a capacitor. It draws the lagging current from the 

supply or supplies the reactive power. 

Phase Advancers: 

This is an AC exciter mainly used to improve the PF of an induction motor. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-capacitor/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-motor-working-principle/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-condenser/
https://www.electrical4u.com/induction-motor-types-of-induction-motor/
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They are mounted on the shaft of the motor and are connected to the rotor circuit of the motor. It 

improves the power factor by providing the exciting ampere turns to produce the required flux at 

the given slip frequency. 

Further, if ampere-turns increase, it can be made to operate at leading power factor. 

 

Fig 4.7.7 Power factor correction

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/
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CHAPTER 5 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

         Electrical shock kills and injures hundreds of workers each year. Most of these accidents 

happen because people don’t look, don’t think or just don’t understand the shocking power of 

electricity. 

Electrical shock can only occur when a part of the body completes a circuit between a conductor 

and another conductor or a grounding source. 

Death or injury is not caused by the voltage; the damage is done by the amount of current that 

flows through the body.  Of course, the higher the voltage, the greater amount of current.  Some 

people have survived shocks of several thousand volts, while others have been killed by voltages 

as low as 12. 

Effects of electrical shock depend mainly on the total amount of current flow and the path of the 

current through the victim’s body. To prevent electrical shock, which can cause several types of 

injuries, make sure that your body cannot become part of the electrical flow and the path of the 

current.  Water reduces resistance and allows electricity to flow into wet areas, hands, arms, your 

body.  Electricity and water are a bad mix. 

 

                                             Fig 5.1: Electrical safety 
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5.2 Electrical Hazards and Management System: 

Every year, many accidents at work involving electric shock or burns are reported to the Health 

and Safety Executive (HSE). Within the workplace, electricity can create a number of hazards 

such as: 

 contact with live parts causing shock and burns 

 faults that could cause fire 

 Fire and explosion in a potentially flammable or explosive atmosphere. 

Any voltage above 55 volt alternating current (AC) can be potentially fatal. As well as death, 

electric shock can cause severe injury, including muscular spasms and deep-seated tissue burns. 

Electrical fires and explosions can be caused as a result of: 

 leakage of current due to poor insulation 

 faulty or poorly maintained protective devices 

 overloads of electrical circuits causing overheating 

 Ignition of flammable substances in the working environment. 

Codes of Practice: 

The key piece of legislation is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR 1989), which 

apply to all places where work is done on or near electricity. EWR 1989 requires all systems 

(including equipment) to be constructed so as to prevent danger. In addition, they require the 

following. 

 To prevent danger, all systems to be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, such danger. 

 Every work activity, including operation, use and maintenance of a system and work near 

a system to be carried out in a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, to danger. 

 Persons carrying out work on electrical systems to be competent to do so. 

Management system: 

An effective electrical management system will reduce the risk of harm from electricity by 

ensuring that all key elements that give safety assurance are identified and addressed. The IET 

Code is broken down into four main sections that detail these elements as follows. 
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1. Managing policy aspects, including setting of policy, leadership, planning and design 

factors. 

2. Managing procedure aspects, including the identification and control of risks, safe 

working practices, maintenance, documentation and performance monitoring. 

3. Managing people aspects, including appointments, training, competence and 

communication. 

4. Managing specific issues, including working on live systems, contractors, buried and 

overhead cables. 

The first stage in any management system is to draw up an appropriate policy in relation to 

electrical safety. This will detail an overall statement in relation to the management of electrical 

safety, and the responsibility and arrangements required for such safe management. The exact 

details of this will very much depend on local issues, such as building and equipment ownership, 

use of contractors and so on. 

5.3 Electrical safety rules: 

A safe work environment is not always enough to control all potential electrical hazards. You 

must be very cautious and work safely. Safety rules help you control your and others risk of 

injury or death from workplace hazards. 

If we are working on electrical circuits or with electrical tools and equipment, we need to use 

following golden safety rules: 

Rule 1: 

Treat all electrical devices as if they are live or energized.  

Rule 2: 

Disconnect the power source before servicing or repairing electrical equipment. 

Rule 3: 

Use only tools and equipment with non-conducting handles when working on electrical 

devices. 

Rule 4: 

Never use metallic pencils or rulers, or wear rings or metal watchbands when working with 

electrical equipment. This rule is very easy to forget, especially when you are showing some 

electrical part pointing with metallic pencil. 

Rule 5: 

When it is necessary to handle equipment that is plugged in, be sure hands are dry and, when 

possible, wear nonconductive gloves, protective clothes and shoes with insulated soles.  

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/eplusmenucad
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Rule 6: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 7: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 8: 

If water or a chemical is spilled onto equipment, shut off power at the main switch or circuit 

breaker and unplug the equipment. 

Rule 9: 

If an individual comes in contact with a live electrical conductor, do not touch the equipment, 

cord or person. Disconnect the power source from the circuit breaker or pull out the plug using 

a leather belt. 

Rule 10: 

Never handle electrical equipment when hands, feet, or body are wet or perspiring, or when 

standing on a wet floor. 

 

Fig 5.2 Electrical Safety Tips 

5.4 Electrical Safety Equipment: 

T&D distribute the most extensive range of High Voltage Electrical Safety equipment to ensure 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
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safe working and protection against electrocution during the installation, jointing, terminating 

and testing of medium/high voltage power cables and electrical equipment including switchgear 

and transformers. 

A complete range of HV instruments including voltage detectors, phase comparators, short 

circuiting portable earthing and substation electrical safety equipment used for maintenance and 

repair of cables, connectors and terminations of transmission or distribution cables, power lines 

and switchgear in high voltage substations. 

The electrical personal protective equipment procedure provides guidelines for determining 

when electrical PPE is required and how to select, use and maintain electrical PPE. This 

procedure describes electrical hazards, including electrical shock and burns, arc flash burns, arc-

blast impacts, and other potential electrical safety hazards.  

FLASH AND THERMAL PROTECTION: 

The extremely high temperatures and heat content of an electric arc can cause extremely painful 

and/or lethal burns. Since an electric arc can occur at any time in electrical equipment that has 

not been placed in an electrically safe work condition, the worker must take precautions and 

wear protection when exposed to potential. 

 

 

Fig 5.3: Arc Flash protective PPE levels 

CLOTHING MATERIALS: 

Arc flash clothing is designed to provide a barrier from heat and flame, to minimize total burn 

https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
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injury and to help provide the wearer with extra seconds of protection to help escape possible 

secondary explosions or fires in the work area. 

Arc Flash clothing can increase the chances of survival and decrease the requirement for medical 

treatment (skin grafts) and the likelihood future infections. PPE can also help maintain the 

quality of life of an electrical worker exposed to an electric arc flash accident. Arc Flash PPE is 

not designed to be firefighting gear; it is worn by electrical workers to help minimize the risk of 

serious injury caused by arc flash and arc blast explosions. 

NON-FLAME RESISTANT MATERIALS: 

Non-flammable PPE won’t break down under extreme conditions, like flame-resistant material 

can. Those with occupations, like firefighting, wear non-flammable equipment as it’s heavier and 

has higher resistance to flames. The only downside to this equipment is that it’s extremely 

challenging for heat to escape the material, just as it’s challenging to let heat inside the material. 

It can be difficult to breathe in and cause your body’s core temperature to rise. It’s not 

recommended to wear non-flammable PPE for a long period of time. Most non-flammable gear 

can protect against about 10-15 seconds of fire exposure. This clothing is extremely durable and 

won’t melt or burn, even after intense exposure. 

1. Cotton: Cotton work clothing made of materials such as denim and flannel is a better choice 

than clothing made from synthetic materials. Cotton does not melt into the skin when heated; 

rather, it burns and disintegrates, falling away from the skin. 

2. Wool: Wool clothing has essentially the same thermal properties as cotton clothing. Note the 

following key points: 

a. Certain OSHA standards allow the use of natural cotton or wool clothing when a worker is 

exposed to electrical arcing hazards. 

b. General industrial practice and industry standards have rejected the use of cotton and wool 

even though they are permitted. The  reason for this is that these natural fibers are not flame-

resistant. 

FLAME-RESISTANT MATERIALS:This type of equipment has certain fibers sewn into the 

clothing, or has a certain type of chemical finish, that makes the material flame-resistant. The 

fibers don’t support fire and can defend against heat. Since the material doesn’t absorb a lot of 

heat, flame-resistant clothing doesn’t support combustion. This means the suit can be set on fire 
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if the flame is big enough, but it takes longer to do so. It also self-extinguishes when the source 

of the heat is put out. Most flame-resistant clothing can protect against about three seconds of 

fire exposure. OSHA requires flame-resistant PPE in any occupation and area where the risk of 

clothing catching on fire is high. Clothing made of artificial materials, like polyester and nylon, 

cannot be worn in these situations as they can melt onto the skin if worn in high-heat 

environments. Flame-resistant clothing is extremely durable and won’t get worn out, even after 

going through multiple laundry cycles. 

NOMEX*IIIA: 

NOMEX is an aramid fiber made by the DuPont Company. It has a structure that thickens and 

carbonizes when exposed to heat. This unique characteristic allows NOMEX to provide excellent 

thermal protection. 

POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI): 

It is similar to NOMEX in that it is a synthetic fiber made especially to resist high temperatures. 

PBI is non-flammable, chemically resistant, and heat stable. This heat stability makes it less 

prone to shrinking or embrittlement when exposed to flame or high temperatures. 

KERMEL:It is a synthetic polyamide imide aramid fiber manufactured in France by Rhone-

Poulenc. KERMEL fiber is only offered in fabrics blended with other fibers. Like other synthetic 

flame-retardant materials, KERMEL is flame-resistant and does not drip or melt when 

heated.INSULATING GLOVES: Rubber insulating gloves are among the most important 

articles of personal protection for electrical workers. To be effective, electrical safety gloves 

must incorporate dielectric properties and physical strength, along with flexibility and durability. 

To help ensure safety and performance, they should meet and/or exceed the requirements of the 

ASTM International ASTM D120-14a – Standard Specification for Rubber Insulating Gloves. 

A glove system consists of: 

Rubber insulating gloves – Classified by the level of voltage and protection they provide. 

Liner gloves – Reduce the discomfort of wearing rubber insulating gloves. Liners provide 

warmth in cold weather and absorb perspiration in the warm months. They can have a straight 

cuff or knit wrist. 

Leather protector gloves – Worn over rubber insulating gloves to help provide the mechanical 

protection needed against cuts, abrasions and punctures. 

https://www.grainger.com/search?searchQuery=Rubber+insulating+gloves&op=search&Ntt=Rubber+insulating+gloves&N=0&GlobalSearch=true&sst=subset
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
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Insulating gloves offer personal hand protection for workers against electrical shocks when 

working near or on live wires, cables and electrical equipment including substation switchgear 

and transformers – risk assessment identifies electrical shock during the jointing of cables or 

excavating around live cables as a potential cause of accident which can be avoided when 

appropriate safety precautions and gloves are worn. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.1:Rubber insulating gloves 

Head, Eye and Hand Protection: 

When wearing flash suits, or whenever exposed to arc hazard, employees should wear full 

protection for the head, eyes, and hands. Head and eye protection will be provided if the 

employee is equipped with a flash suit. When not in a flash suit, however, employees should 

wear hard hats and eye shields or goggles. 

Head and eye protection: 

Hard Hats:A hard hat is a type of helmet predominantly used in workplace environments such as 

industrial or construction sites to protect the head from injury due to falling objects, impact with 

other objects, debris, rain, and electric shock. Suspension bands inside the helmet spread the 

helmet's weight and the force of any impact over the top of the head. A suspension also provides 

space of approximately 30 mm (1.2 inches) between the helmet's shell and the wearer's head, so 

that if an object strikes the shell, the impact is less likely to be transmitted directly to the skull. 

Some helmet shells have a mid-line reinforcement ridge to improve impact resistance. 

They have a suspension system that moves the impact force though the body to feet, helping to 

reduce strain to the head, neck, and spine. These hard hats and helmets are ANSI rated and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
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OSHA compliant. Types and classes combine to indicate the impact type (vertical only or 

vertical and angled) and level of electrical protection (none, low voltage, or high voltage) 

provided. Hard hats and helmets should be inspected regularly for structural integrity. Hard hats 

are used by construction workers, road crews, or where required by OSHA safety regulations. 

 

 

                                                      Fig 5.4.2 Hard hats 

Safety Glasses, Goggles, and Face Shields: 

Goggles, or safety glasses, are forms of protective eyewear that usually enclose or protect the 

area surrounding the eye in order to prevent particulates, water or chemicals from striking the 

eyes. They are used in chemistry laboratories and in woodworking. They are often used in snow 

sports as well, and in swimming. The current standard for safety eyewear published by 

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is called the Z87. 1-2010 standards. The 

previous standard it replaced was called Z87. 1-2003. 

 

Fig 5.4.3. Safety Glasses 
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Rubber Mats: 

Rubber mats are one of those very common and often ubiquitous items that most people tend to 

overlook. Despite their lack of ‘showiness’, rubber mats are the humble, hard-working, 

inexpensive products that serve many industries. They are often present in one form or another in 

residential, commercial, and industrial venues. Here at Rubber-Cal, we specialize in bringing to 

market quality rubber matting products for a wide variety of applications. Our line of rubber 

floor mats is classified into several different categories according to their use. We inventory anti-

slip floor mats, boat deck mats, kitchen mats, comfort mats, fitness equipment mats, protector 

mats, industrial mats, stair treads, and even animal stall mats! If you need quality rubber floor 

matting, then you have come to the right place. 

Generally, rubber mats serve a protective purpose. A common feature among them is that they 

protect the existing floors of the area in which they are placed. Having dependable mats in place 

can prevent costly damage to your existing wood, tile, laminate, or even concrete floor surfaces. 

Some of our floor mats come in standard sizes, for example 4ft x 6ft, to protect a specific area 

from harm. It should be noted, however, that just because many segments of rubber mats come 

pre-cut, not all of them do. It can be quite simple to have custom rubber mats fitted to your home 

or office in the event you have specific or unique size requirements. We also offer rolls of rubber 

matting for a wider area of floor protection. Floor protection is crucial for any area, whether it is 

a home or industrial workshop. 

 

Fig 5.4.4. Rubber Mats 

Rubber Blankets: 

For those in the “lineman” profession, every day has the potential to bring the unexpected. 

Linemen must always think safety first, and be diligent when performing even the most routine 

tasks. Every year dozens of linemen are either injured or killed due to unfortunate circumstances 
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involving high voltage mishaps. According to the Safety Fireman’s Archive, in 2002 alone more 

than 50 linemen in the United States were killed while on the job. Safe work procedures and 

personal protective equipment (PPE) greatly reduce exposure risks for linemen.Employers 

should regularly review and revise, where applicable, safe work methods regarding the 

installation and removal of protective equipment, the positioning of aerial lift devices, and all 

procedures used in the construction and maintenance of power lines. One type of equipment that 

is critical to safety, and is a necessity as part of a complete set of cover-up equipment, is the 

rubber blanket. The rubber blanket helps reduce accidental exposure to energized power lines, 

conductors and hardware. The flexibility to wrap, fold and maneuver the rubber blanket also 

allows such equipment as underground transformers and switchgear to be easily covered thus 

allowing adequate protection for the worker. 

 

Fig 5.4.5 Rubber Blankets 

Rubber Sleeves: 

Rubber insulating sleeves are commonly worn with dielectric gloves in high-voltage applications 

to provide added insulation from electrical contact for those working on energized equipment. 

The rubber insulating gloves and rubber insulating sleeves are worn for shock protection; sleeves 

typically are worn with rubber insulating gloves when the arm can cross the minimum approach 

distance or the restricted approach boundary. A protector glove typically is used for arc flash 

protection and for mechanical protection of the rubber insulating glove, but this over-glove does 

not protect the entire glove and does not extend up a rubber insulating sleeve. Many lineworkers 

wear short-sleeved, arc-rated (AR) T-shirts under rubber insulating sleeves, and a concern was 

raised in the industry that the insulating sleeves are not arc-rated. 
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Fig 5.4.6 Rubber Sleeves 

 

Fig 5.4.7 Electrical Safety Equipment 

5.5 ELECTRICAL SAFETY AUDIT: 

             Conducting a workplace safety audit is the most comprehensive way for a company to 

gauge the efficiency, effectiveness and legality of its total health and safety management system. 

In addition to ensuring that a business remains in compliance with local, state and federal 

legislation, safety audits have the potential to identify and correct oversights that could, if left 

unchecked, lead to costly and tragic workplace injuries or fatalities. If successful in uncovering 

weaknesses in an employer’s safety programs or practices, audits can also prove to be important 

tools in designing a new safety plan. 

Consistent regularity: 

Conducting only one workplace safety audit per year can have the unintended consequence of 

making safety and compliance seem like a recurring goal that must be achieved once annually, 

rather than a constant mandate. As the date of an annual audit approaches, there may be a 

“ramping up” atmosphere created by managers and supervisors working to ensure compliance 

ahead of the audit. That might discourage them from developing a sense of urgency the rest of 

the year, leading to relaxed standards. A superior approach could be to schedule various specific 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/health-and-safety
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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safety audits throughout the year on an eleven-month schedule, reserving the final month for one 

comprehensive workplace safety audit. 

Competent and objective auditors: 

A safety audit can only be as good as the professionals conducting it, which is why it pays to 

entrust the process to those with the necessary knowledge and experience. Some companies elect 

to hire outside consultants or safety professionals in order to guarantee such expertise, but many 

prefer to keep the operations in-house. If employing the latter method, businesses should 

create safety audit teams consisting of three to five employees well-versed in current safety 

standards. 

These employees must be educated on all relevant laws, OSHA regulations and other standards, 

and trained in the art of violation and hazard identification. To ensure objectivity, employees 

should never inspect their own work environment. A fresh set of eyes is better at spotting 

whatever issues a supervisor or section manager has failed to notice. 

Advanced Preparation: 

Both those performing the audit and those being audited should be prepared for the experience. 

At least a week prior to a workplace safety audit, the company should inform all affected 

managers and supervisors that they need to have all records, documents and procedures ready 

and available for when the audit begins. 

Thorough Recordkeeping: 

Exhaustive records are a requirement and objective of safety audits. A safety audit team needs to 

consult all incident reports available for the section which they are auditing, so as to assess where 

potential problem areas are most likely to exist. Competent incident reports help auditors better 

apply selective scrutiny to known problem areas. 

Safety audit teams should also strive for comprehensive reporting in their own audits. When 

auditors go to the physical location of the selected area to observe work being done, they should 

ask detailed questions of the employees working in that area to obtain as much relevant 

information as possible. Having audit checklists that manage to cover all safety objectives and 

applicable regulations will help auditors make sure they don’t neglect anything. 

Perceptive Data Analysis: 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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             After inspecting all documents, written programs, procedures, work practices and 

equipment, the safety audit teams should sift through the collected material to put together a 

concise report that details all areas of the program. All safety audit comments, recommendations 

and corrective actions should consider whether the audited program covers all regulatory and 

best industry practice requirements, whether those requirements are being met and whether there 

is documented proof of compliance. It’s also important to reach a conclusion regarding how 

effective employee training has been in producing safe behavior. 

Modern Technology: 

              Ensuring that all of the above safety audit standards are met becomes much easier with 

the use of state-of-the-art EHS management technology, as provided by Dakota Software. 

Dakota’s EHS Auditing application allows safety auditors to more easily and effectively test and 

verify a workplace’s compliance status. In addition to capturing all relevant EHS regulations, the 

application also allows auditors to develop checklists unique to the audit site and scope, migrate 

previous audits to leverage past results, train auditors to perform team-based audits, use custom 

protocols, manage audit data and create corrective action plans. From the planning to the 

auditing to the analysis and use of gathered data, every key stage and element of a 

workplace safety audit can be improved upon through the use of cutting-edge EHS 

management technology. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
https://www.dakotasoft.com/landing/safety-management-software
https://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
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                                                                CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS 

6.1 Military and Police: 

 One of the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a lawenforcement 

ormilitary professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being 

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough 

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ 

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN Throw 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The 

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly 

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a 

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe. 

6.2 Surveillance: 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they workequally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog 

also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques. 

6.3 Energy Audits: 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security and LawEnforcement: 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also use in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5Navigation:  

               The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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                                                       CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillances. 
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                                              ABSTRACT 

 

 

                BHARAT HEAVY ELECTRICALS LIMITED(BHEL) is an Indian 

integrated power plant equipment manufacturer and operates an engineering 

and manufacturing company based in New Delhi Established in 1964, BHEL 

ushered in the indigenous Heavy Electrical Equipment industry in India. The 

company has been earning profits continuously since 1971-72 and paying 

dividends since 1976-78. 

 

                      It is engaged in the design, engineering, manufacture, 

construction, testing, commissioning and servicing of a wide range of 

products and services for the core sectors of the economy, viz power 

Transmission, Industry, Temperature, Renewable Energy, Oil & Gas and 

Defence. 

 
 



 

                                INTRODUCTION OF BHEL 

 

HISTORY: 

 

BHEL was established in 1964 ushering in the indigenous Heavy Electrical 

Equipment industry in India. Heavy Electricals (India) Limited was merged with 

BHEL in 1974. 

 

1991, BHEL was converted into a public limited company. Over time, it developed 

the capability to produce a variety of electrical, electronic and mechanical 

equipments for all sectors, including transmission, transportation, oil and gas and 

other allied industries. However, the bulk of the revenue of the company is derived 

from sale of equipment for power generation such as turbines, boilers, etc. As of 

2017, BHEL supplied equipment contributed to about 55% of the total installed 

power generation capacity of India. The company has also supplied thousands of 

Electric Locomotives to Indian railway as well as defence equipment such as the 

Super Rapid Gun Mount (SRGM) naval guns and Defence Simulators to the Indian 

Armed Forces 

 

 



POWER DISTRIBUTION IN BHEL 

 

                     The 33kv supply is stepped down to 11kv which is received at MAIN 

RECEIVING STATION (MRS) through the underground wiring system (trench & 

armored duct cables) to the following substations by VACCUM CIRCUIT BREAKER. 

The supply is fed by two feeders to each substation. Load monitoring is done at MRS. 

All the substations are independently feed by two feeders for the 2 transformers of each 

substation. Distribution system of the plant is of under RADIAL TYPE. 

 

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE SUBSTATIONS OF THE PLANT (BHEL): 

 

T1                                       -  (2x1260KVA) TRANSFORMERS 

T2                                            -  (2×1250 KVA) TRANSFORMERS 

T3                                            -  (2x1000KVA) TRANSFORMERS 

T4                                            -  (2x1000KVA) TRANSFORMERS 

T5                                            -  (2x1000KVA) TRANSFORMERS 

 

 

AT first the power 33kv is fed to the switch yard of two transformers of capacity 

3.3/3.6MVA. 

 

 



  



                         T1 SUBSTATION SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Transformer Capacity       =         2 x 1260 KVA 

Substation Range               =         11KV /430 V 

ACB Normal Amps           =         2000 AMPS 

OCB Normal Amps            =        2000 AMPS 

 

 

LOADS FEEDING FROM T1: 

 

 MP 16, 

 MP 18 

 AUTOMATIC WELDING 

 COMPRESSOR HOUSE 

 ANNEALING FURNACE 

 MP 2  

 MP4  

 MP 4B 

  MP 6 

MP 6A  



  



                            T2 SUBSTATION SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Transformer Capacity       =       2 x 1250 KVA 

      Substation Range               =      11KV /430 V 

     ACB Normal Amps             =      2000 AMPS 

     OCB Normal Amps             =      2000 AMPS 

 

    LOADS FEEDING FROM T2: 

 MP 7  

 MP 7A  

 MP 3A  

  MP 3  

 MP4A  

 MP C9  

  MP 1 

 MP 1A 

  MP 5 

  MP 5A 

  ML1  

 



 

 

  



               T3 SUBSTATION SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Transformer Capacity    =   2 x 1000 KVA 

Substation Range            =    11KV /430 V 

ACB Normal Amps         =   2000 AMPS 

OCB Normal Amps         =   2000 AMPS 

 

LOADS FEEDING FROM T3: 

 MP 1 

  MP 2 

 ATCEP 1 

 MP4 

 UGR 

  MP 5 

 RTR 

 MP3 

 ML1 

 MP 6 

 



  



                 SUBSTATION 4 SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Transformer Capacity      =      2 x 1000 KVA 

Substation Range              =      11KV /430 v 

ACB Normal Amps           =      1600 AMPS 

OCB Normal Amps           =      1600 AMPS 

 

 

              LOADS FEEDING FROM T4: 

 CRANES  

 LABORATORY  

  LIGHTING  

  STORES COMPLEX  

  COMPRESSOR 1  

 MP 21 

 MP 19  

 BAY 1  

  MP 11  

 MP 14  

 MP 16  

 MP 17  

 ML 13  

 MP12  

 MP20 

 

 



 



                      T5 SUBSTATION SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Transformer Capacity: 1000 KVA each 

Sub Station Rating: 11KV/440V 

ACB Normal Amps: 2000 Amps 

 

LOAD FEEDING FROM T5 S.S: 

• MP 1 

•  MP 2  

• ATC EP 1&2 

•  MP4  

•  UGR 

•  MP 5  

•  MP 7  

•  RTR  

• R&D  

•  MP3  

•  ML 1 

 MP 6 



 



 

PICTORIAL VIEW OF BHEL YARD TRANSFORMER OF RATING            

33/11KV IN SWITCH YARD: 

                 

 

 

 

RATING OF TRANSFORMER: 

MAKE                    :       NGFF IN INDIA 

TRANSFORMER SI NO  :      2800047877 

TYPE                           :       OFTU 4000/30 

SWITCH    :        HV 

STANDARD    :        IS2026 

KVA     :        3.3/3.6 MVA 

VOLTAGE    :        HV-11000V 

                                                             LV-440V 

  CURRENT   :         HV-52.5/63 A 

                                              LV-157.5/189 A 



 

 IMPEDENCE   :         7.87% 

 VECTOR GROUP  :         DYN11 

 PHASES HV/LV   :          3/3 

FREQUENCY   :          50HZ 

TYPE OF COOLING  :          ON AN/ON AF 

YEAR OF MANUFACTURE :          1988 

UNTACKING MASS  :          4860 KG 

MASS OF OIL   :           1945 KG 

TOTAL MASS   :            9660 KG 

VALUE OF OIL   :             2186 LTS 

GUARANTEED MAX TEMP RISE:    45 DEGREES 

DIAGRAM DRAWING NO. :         2156301037 

CUSTOMER REFERENCE :        MM/2/3031/CAP/780699 DT 03.03.1986 

 

 

A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy between 

or more circuits through electromagnetic induction. A varying current in one coil of 

the transformer produces a varying magnetic field, which in turn induces a varying 

electromotive force (emf) or "voltage" in a second coil. Power can be transferred 

between the two coils, without a metallic connection between the two circuits. 

Faraday's law of induction discovered in 1831 described this effect. Transformers are 

used to increase or decrease the alternating voltages in electric power applications. 

 

Since the invention of the first constant-potential transformer in 1885, transformers 

have become essential for the transmission, distribution, and utilization of 

alternating current electrical energy. A wide range of transformer design is  

 



encountered in electronic and electric power applications. Transformers range in size 

from RF transformers less than a cubic centimeter in volume to units interconnecting 

the power grid weighing hundreds of tons. 

A varying current in the transformer's primary winding creates a varying magnetic 

flux in transformer core and a varying magnetic field impinging on the secondary 

winding the This varying magnetic field at the secondary winding induces a varying 

EMF or voltage in the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction. The 

primary and secondary windings are wrapped around a core of infinitely high 

magnetic permeability so that all of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary 

and secondary windings. With a voltage source connected to the primary winding and 

load impedance connected to the secondary winding, the transformer current flow in 

the indicated directions. 

PARTS OF A TRANSFORMER: 

Core 

The core acts as support to the winding in the transformer. It also provides a low 

reluctance path to the flow of magnetic flux. It is made of laminated soft iron core in 

order to reduce eddy current loss and Hysteresis loss. The composition of a 

transformer core depends on such as factors voltage, current, and frequency. The 

diameter of the transformer core is directly proportional to copper loss and is 

inversely proportional to iron loss. If the diameter of the core is decreased, the 

weight of the steel in the core is reduced, which leads to less core loss of the 

transformer and the copper loss increase when the diameter of the core is increased 

the vice versa occurs. 

Winding 

Two sets of winding are made over the transformer core and are insulated from each 

other. Winding consists of several turns of copper conductors bundled together, and 

connected in series. 

Winding can be classified in two different ways: 

1. Based on the input and output supply 

2. Based on the voltage range  

Within the input/output supply classification, winding is further categorized: 



 

 

1.Primary winding. These are the winding to which the input voltage is applied. 

 

2. Secondary winding - These are the winding to which the output voltage is 

applied 

Within the voltage range classification, winding are further categorized: 

1. High voltage winding - It is made of copper conductor. The number of turns 

made shall be the multiple of the number of turns in the low voltage winding. 

The conductor used will be thinner than that of the low voltage winding. 

 

2.  Low voltage winding - It consists of fewer number of turns than the high 

voltage winding. It is made of thick copper conductors. This is because the 

current in the low voltage winding is higher than that of high voltage winding. 

Input supply to the transformers can be applied from either low voltage (LV) or high 

voltage (HV) winding based on the requirement. 

Insulating Materials 

Insulating paper and cardboard are used in transformers to isolate primary and 

secondary winding from each other and from the transformer core. 

Transformer oil is another insulating material. Transformer oil performs two 

important functions: in addition to insulating function, it can also cool the core and 

coil assembly 

The transformer's core and winding must be completely immersed in the oil. 

Normally, hydrocarbon mineral oils are used as transformer oil. Oil contamination is 

a serious problem because contamination robs the oil of its dielectric properties and 

renders it useless as an insulating medium. 

Conservator 

The conservator conserves the transformer oil. It is an airtight, metallic, cylindrical 

drum that is fitted above the transformer. The conservator tank is vented to the 

atmosphere at the top, and the normal oil level is approximately in the middle of the  



 

conservator to allow the oil to expand and contract as the temperature varies. The 

conservator is connected to the main tank inside the transformer, which is completely 

filled with transformer oil through a pipeline. 

 

 

Breather 

The breather controls the moisture level in the transformer. Moisture can arise when 

temperature variations cause expansion and contraction of the insulating oil, which 

then causes the pressure to change inside the conservator. Pressure changes are 

balanced by a flow of atmospheric air in and out of the conservator, which is how 

moisture can enter the system. 

If the insulating oil encounters moisture, it can affect the paper insulation or may even 

lead to internal faults. Therefore, it is necessary that the air entering the tank is 

moisture-free. 

The transformer's breather is a cylindrical container that is filled with silica gel. When 

the atmospheric air passes through the silica gel of the breather, the air's moisture is 

absorbed by the silica crystals. The breather acts like an air filter for the transformer 

and controls the moisture level inside a transformer. It is connected to the end of 

breather pipe. 

Tap Changer 

The output voltage of transformers varies according to its input voltage and the load 

During loaded conditions, the voltage on the output terminal decreases whereas 

during off-load conditions the output voltage increases in order to balance the voltage 

variations, tap changers are used. Tap changers can be either on-load tap changers on 

off-load tap changers. In an on-load tap changer, the tapping can be changed without 

isolating the transformer from the supply. In an off-load tap changer, it is done after 

disconnecting the transformer Automatic tap changers are also available 

Cooling Tubes 

 



Cooling tubes are used to cool the transformer oil. The transformer oil is circulated 

through the cooling lube. The circulation of the oil may either be natural or forced in 

natural circulation, when the temperature of the oil rises the hot oil naturally rises to the 

top and the cold oil sinks downward. Thus, the oil naturally circulates through the tubes 

in forced circulation, an external pump is used to circulate the oil. 

 

 

 

Buchholz Relay 

The Buchholz Relay is a protective device container house over the connecting pipe 

from the main tank to the conservator tank. It is used to sense the faults occurring inside 

the transformer. It is a simple relay that is operated by the gases emitted during the 

decomposition of transformer oil during internal faults. It helps in sensing and 

protecting the transformer from internal faults. 

 

Explosion Vent 

 The explosion vent is used to expel boiling oil in the transformer during heavy internal 

faults in order to avoid the explosion of the transformer. During heavy faults, the oil 

rushes out of the vent. The level of the explosion vent is normally maintained above the 

level of the conservatory tank. 

 



 

E.O.T CRANES

 

“THERE ARE TOTAL 13 EOT CRANES UNDER OUR T2 SUBSTATION IN 

BHEL." 

 

Electric overhead traveling crane or EOT crane is one of the most common types of 

overhead crane, or called bridge cranes, which consist of parallel runways with a 

traveling bridge spanning the gap. As obvious from the name, EOT crane is operate by 

electric, generally there is an operator cabin or a control pendant along with the EOT 

crane. 

 

GENERALLY, EOT CRANE HAS 4 OPERATIONS: 

 

 MAIN HOIST  

 AUXILIARY HOIST  

 LONG TRAVEL  

 CROSS TRAVEL 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

                Our EOT CRANE is fully electronic control and consists of following parts: 

Radio Remote Controller: 

RRC shall comprise of the following 

 

Transmitter: 

              The transmitter shall be lightweight, rugged, reliable and made from ABS plastic. 

It shall be operable from Ni-Cd rechargeable battery, which shall provide minimum 72 

hours of operations with full charge. It shall be supplied housed in a protective leather 

cover 

Receiver: 

                      It shall be supplied housed in a suitable panel and shall have antenna for 

receiving transmitter signals 

 Interface Panel: 

                      The panel shall be of good quality powder coated of IP54 grade, crane duty 

and shall contain following accessories 

                       Microprocessor based digital encoding and decoding system with immunity 

from spurious signals and should use 16 bits identity code unique to each RRC system 

 



3 – PHASE FURNACE 

 

 

3-0 FURNACE 

An electric arc furnace (EAF) is a furnace that heats charged material by means of an 

electric arc industrial arc furnaces range in size from small units of approximately 

one-ton capacity (used in foundries for producing cast iron products) up to about 400-

ton units used for secondary steelmaking. Arc furnaces used in research laboratories 

and by dentists may have a capacity of only a few dozen grams industrial electric arc 

furnace temperatures can be up to 1,800 °C (3,272 °F) while laboratory units can 

exceed 3,000 °C (5,432 °F). 

Arc furnaces differ from induction furnaces in that the charge material is directly 

exposed to an electric arc and the current in the furnace terminals passes through the 

charged material. 

In the 19th century, a number of men had employed an electric arc to melt iron. 

Sir Humphry Davy Conducted an experimental demonstration in 1810; welding was 

investigated by Pepys in 1815: Pinchon attempted to create an electrothermic furnace 

in 1853; and, in 1878-79, Sir William Siemens took out patents for electric furnaces 

of the arc type. The first successful and operational furnace was invented by James 

Burgess Readman in Edinburgh, Scotland in 1888 and patented in 1889. This was 

specifically for the creation of phosphorus. 

 



 

CONSTRUCTION 

An electric arc furnace used for steelmaking consists of a refractory-lined vessel 

usually water-cooled in larger sizes, covered with a retractable roof, and through which 

one or more graphite electrodes enter the furnace. The furnace is primarily split into 

three sections: 

 the shell, which consists of the sidewalls and lower steel “bowl”: 

 the hearth, which consists of the refractory that lines the lower bowl; 

 the roof, which may be refractory-lined or water-cooled, and can be shaped as a 

section of a sphere, or as a frustum (conical section). The roof also supports the 

refractory delta in its center through which one or more graphite electrodes enter. 

The hearth may be hemispherical in shape, or in an eccentric bottom tapping furnace 

(see below), the hearth has the shape of a halved egg. In modern meltshops the furnace 

is often raised off the ground floor, so that ladles and slag pots can easily be 

maneuvered under either end of the furnace. Separate from the furnace structure is the 

electrode support and electrical system, and the tilting platform on which the furnace 

rests. Two configurations are possible: the electrode supports and the roof tilt with the 

furnace, or are fixed to the raised platform. 

Operation 

An arc furnace pouring out steel into a small ladle car. The transformer vault can be 

seen at the right side of the picture. For scale, note the operator standing on the platform 

at upper left. This is a 1941-era photograph and so does not have the extensive dust 

collection system that a modern installation would have, nor is the operator wearing a 

hard hat or dust mask. 

Scrap metal is delivered to a scrap bay, located next to the melt shop. Scrap generally 

comes in two main grades: shred (whitegoods, cars and other objects made of similar 

light-gauge steel) and heavy melt (large slabs and beams), along with some direct 

reduced iron (DRI) or pig iron for chemical balance. Some furnace melts almost 100% 

DRI. The scrap is loaded into large buckets called baskets, with “clamshell” doors for 

a base. Care is taken to layer the scrap in the basket to ensure good furnace operation; 

heavy melt is placed on top of a light layer of protective shred, on top of which is 

placed more shred. These layers should be present in the furnace after  

 



 

         charging. After loading, the basket may pass to a scrap pre-heater, which uses hot  

furnace off-gases to heat the scrap and recover energy, increasing plant efficiency 

The scrap basket is then taken to the melt shop, the roof is swung off the furnace, 

and the furnace is charged with scrap from the basket. Charging is one of the more 

dangerous operations for the EAF operators. A lot of potential energy is released 

by the tons of falling metal; any liquid metal in the furnace is often displaced 

upwards and outwards by the solid scrap, and the grease and dust on the scrap is 

ignited if the furnace is hot, resulting in a fireball erupting. In some twin-shell 

furnace, the scrap is charged into the second shell while the first is being melted 

down, and pre-heated with off-gas from the active shell. 

Other operations are continuous charging-pre-heating scrap on a conveyor belt, 

which then discharges the scrap into the furnace proper, or charging the scrap from 

a shaft set above the furnace, with off-gases directed through the shaft. Other 

furnaces can be charged with hot (molten) metal from other operations. 

After charging, the roof is swung back over the furnace and meltdown commences. 

The electrodes are lowered onto the scrap, an arc is struck and the electrodes are 

then set to bore into the layer of shred at the top of the furnace. 

Lower voltages are selected for this first part of the operation to protect the roof and 

walls from excessive heat and damage from the arcs. Once the electrodes have 

reached the heavy melt at the base of the furnace and the arcs are shielded by the 

scrap, the voltage can be increased and the electrodes raised slightly lengthening 

the arcs and increasing power to the melt. This enables a molten pool to form more 

rapidly, reducing tap-to-tap twice. Oxygen is blown into the scrap, combusting or 

cutting the steel, and extra chemical heat is provided by wall-mounted oxygen-fuel 

burners. Both processes accelerate scrap meltdown. 

Supersonic nozzles enable oxygen jets to penetrate foaming slag and reach the 

liquid bath. 

An important part of steelmaking is the formation of slag, which floats on the 

surface of the molten steel. Slag usually consists of metal oxides, and acts as a 

destination for oxidized impurities, as a thermal blanket (stopping excessive heat 

loss) and helping to reduce erosion of the refractory lining. For a furnace with basic 



refractories, which includes most carbon steel-producing furnaces, the usual slag 

formers are calcium oxide (Cao in the form of burnt lime) and magnesium oxide 

(Mgo in the form of dolomite and magnesite). These slag farmers are either charged 

        with the scrap, or blown into the furnace during meltdown. Another major      

component of EAF slag is iron oxide from steel combusting with the injected oxygen. 

Later in the heat, carbon (in the form of coke or coal) is injected into this slag layer, 

reacting with the iron oxide to form metallic iron and carbon monoxide gas, which then 

causes the slag to foam, allowing greater thermal efficiency, and better arc stability and 

electrical efficiency. The slag blanket also covers the arcs, preventing damage to the 

furnace roof and sidewalls from radiant heat. 

 

  



 

                                           Conclusion 

 

After the completion of industrial training we enhanced competencies & competitiveness 

in our respective area of specialization. We tried to relate the experience in the workplace 

with knowledge learned in the institute & applied the knowledge on the job under 

supervision. 

Here, we gained the experience & knowledge that can be used for suitable job without 

delay after studies. 

We learned to hone soft skills appropriate to the work environment. Also get improvised 

in communication skills. We assessed career ability, knowledge & confidence as well as 

enhanced our marketability to be more competitive. 

With experience, knowledge & skills acquired during industrial training we will be 

better prepared to face working world. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

BSNL is the one of the largest telecom Sector in India headquarted in New Delhi on 15 

September 2000. It provides Fixed line Telephone, Mobile phone, Broadband, Internet 

Television and IPTV services. it is one of the leading company with a gross Revenue of 33 

thousand crores. 

 

It is not viable to expand telecom network in India substantially at the prevalent level 

of per-line investment. However, systems based on new technologies, many developed in India, 

promise to more the half the investment required. 

 

BSNL is the oldest communication Service provider and has a customer base of 115.89 

million(of June 2019). Apart from the above service BSNL also provides opportunity for 

students to undergo industrial training. This training includes various sectors like IP addressing, 

Broadband Services, Switching, GSM model and various Infrastructures that will be used in 

Industrie
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Chapter 1 
 

BROAD BAND SYSTEM AND SERVICES 

 
1.1 Services: 

The confluence of two forces—the globalization of business and the networking of 

information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in telecommunications and data 

technology are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals—just as the 

Industrial Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy is defining how people 

do business, communicate shop, have fun, learn, and live on a global basis—connecting anyone to 

anything. The evolution of Internet has come into existence & Internet service is expanding rapidly. 

The demands it has placed upon the public network, especially the access network, are great. 

However, technological advances promise big increases in access speeds, enabling public networks to 

play a major role in delivering new and improved telecommunications services and applications to 

consumers .The Internet and the network congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the 

first and last mile as well as on creating a different network infrastructure to avoid the network 

congestion and access problems. The solution to this is Broadband. 

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is capable 

of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for Broadband 

connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had stepped in and has 

defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union Broadband is defined as 

“Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5 to 2 Mb/s” But in developing 

countries, as the average financial capability as well as usage, is low, broadband is redefined. 

Recognizing the potential of ubiquitous Broadband service in growth of GDP and 

enhancement in quality of life through societal applications including tele-education, tele- medicine, 

e-governance, entertainment as well as employment generation by way of high speed access to 

information and web-based communication, Government of India have finalized a policy to accelerate 

the growth of Broadband services. 

Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’ data connection supporting 

interactive services including, – Internet access and has the capability of the minimum download 

speed of 256 kilo bits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from the Point Of Presence (POP) 

of the service provider”. 

 
 

  

  

 1.2 Features of Broadband: 

 Fast connection to the Internet 

Access to the services which would otherwise be impossible on a slower dial up connection. 
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These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, listening to your favorite radio 

station or downloading (or sending) large attached files with emails. 

 “Always-on” connection 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, hence no need to dial up a 

connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Flat-rate billing 

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time you are online. 

You can use it as much or as little as you would like, for a fixed fee.  Some  connections are available 

at a lower cost, but limit you to the amount of data being downloaded (known as 'capped rate'). 

 Dedicated connection 

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line. 

 
1.3 Broadband Services: 

 High speed Internet 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to dial up a 
connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD) 

Besides regular BTV services, Time shifted TV provides subscribers with virtual DVD controls 

to pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward live TV programs. Users also have the flexibility 
to watch any previous broadcasted programs without pre-recording. 

 Video on Demand 

Enables the user to select from an online library of content and select any of the available 
choices for viewing at a convenient time with full DVD like controls. This is similar to 
borrowing a Video for viewing. 

 Video Multicasting 

Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the stream begins 
and ends at the pre appointed times. 

 Interactive Gaming  

Enables multiple players to play online games pitted against each other or against computers, 

through gaming servers employed by gaming content providers. 

 Audio and Video Conferencing 

Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio. 

  

Dial VPN Service: 
This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the service 

provider’s core network. 

 Distant Learning 

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication among 
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teachers and students. 

 Bandwidth on Demand: 

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example a customer with 
256 kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session. 

 

Most of these services require the service provider to have tie-ups with the various content providers. 

 

1.4 Network Architecture of Broadband 

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 

1. Core Network 

2. Access Network 

3. Home Network 

1.4.1 Core Network or Provider’s network: It is the Service Provider’s backbone network 

set up to provide the Broadband service. It will be having connectivity extended to all types of service 

or content network, which the service provider intends to extend. Also it will be having nodes 

covering all geographical locations it intends to serve. Basically its function is to route the customer’s 

requests to the particular service/content network. So the basic component in the core network is 

routers. 

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB), as it was 

initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But , now its objective 

has been enhanced. Its objective is to connect anything to anything at anytime. The technology used in 

the core routers is Multi Protocol Label Switching(MPLS), which is much faster and secure than the 

conventional IP routers. 

1.4.2. Access Network: Access network connects subscriber’s home network to the Provider’s 

Core network. It is the last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can 

 be either Wired & Wireless. Wire line technologies include traditional telephone lines, coaxial cable 

lines, and fiber optic lines. Wireless communications involve cellular and fixed wireless technology, 

high speed short range communications and satellite transmission. 

 

 

Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to country, 

technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another.  

Therefore, it is up to each individual locality to determine the technologies that best meet its 

needs. To handle the increasing bandwidth demand, localities are considering upgrading their current 

telecommunications infrastructure or installing new infrastructure. It is essential that communities and 

operators consider the present and future needs of their citizens when examining the most appropriate 

systems. Broadband should be considered an accelerator of economic development. 
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1.4.3 Home Network: It’s the network at subscriber’s premises, connecting his 

various communication devices to the broadband line. 

 
BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through conventional telephone lines using ADSL 

(Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires which have a 

much greater bandwidth or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice without disturbing the 

line's ability to carry phone conversations. The A stands for asymmetric, meaning that data 

transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie.,more bandwidth, or data-carrying capacity, is 

devoted to data traveling downstream-from the Internet to your PC-than to upstream data traveling 

from your PC to the Internet. The reason for the imbalance is that, generally upstream traffic is very 

limited to a few words at a time, like for example –an URL request and downstream traffic, carrying 

graphics, multimedia, and shareware program downloads needs the extra capacity. An ADSL circuit 

connects an ADSL modem on each end of a twisted pair telephone line, creating three information 

channels 

1. A high speed downstream channel 

2. A medium speed duplex channel 

3. A basic telephone service channel 

 

1.5 Factors affecting Broadband Access Choices are 

 Population density 

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber) 

 Government policies 

 Competitive and regulatory dynamics 

 Technology evolution 

The basic telephone service channel is split off from the digital modem by filters, thus 

guaranteeing uninterrupted basic telephone service, even if ADSL fails. 

 

 

1.6 Features of ADSL: 

 

 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer 

 In case of power/ADSL failure, data transmission is lost but basic telephone service will 

be operational 

 ADSL Provides 16-1000 kbps upstream and 1.5-24 Mbps downstream. It can  work up 

to a distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required 

1.7 Advantages of ADSL: 
 

● You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice calls. 
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● The speed is much higher than a regular modem 

● DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you already have. 

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end of the 

telephone line. One end of the line, terminated at Subscriber’s premises is first connected to the splitter 

which filters out the low frequency voice to be connected to the telephone instrument. The higher 

frequency, which carries the data is connected to the modem. The connectivity is shown in the figure 1 

given below. 

 

Fig.1.1 ADSL connection diagram 

 

The various components in the Broadband Access Network are 

● Customer Premises Equipment(CPE) (ADSL Modem & Splitter) 

● Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) 

● LAN Switches: for aggregating DSLAM (Tier -1 & Tier -2 Switch) 

● Broadband Remote Access Server (BRAS) 

What the customer needs in order to be able to use BSNL Broadband? 

● BSNL's B fone (Basic phone) connection 

● Personal Computer with 10/100 Ethernet Port or a USB port 

● ADSL CPE (Customer Premise Equipment). This can be taken from BSNL. 

1.8 Quality of Services 

 Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases in less than or equal to15 

working days (subject to technical feasibility). If not provided within 

15working days, a credit at the rate of Rs 10/- per day, subject to a maximum 

of installation charge at the time of issue of first bill 

 Fault Repair / Restoration Time: By next working day: > 90% and within 3 working 

days: 99%. 

 sBilling Performance: The different parameters are: (a) Less than 2% of billing 

complaints per 100 bills issued. (b) 100% of the billing complaints shall be 

resolved within four weeks. (c) 100% refund cases of deposits after closure to 
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be settled within 60 days 

 Packet loss: Less than 1%. 

 Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node. 

1.9 Applications of Broadband: 

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access 

 Run Servers (Web / FTP) 

 Business tariff, can depend on company 

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL) 

 Video On Demand (VOD) 

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio) 

 Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time). 

 

Comparison: 
 

Application Dialup Modem ISDN Broadband 

 
Download Webpage 

 
14secs 

 
6 secs 

 
1.6 secs 

 
Download 30 sec Video Clip 

 
3.5 mins 

 
1.5 mins 

 
0.4 mins 

 
Download Single mp3 file 

 
12 mins 

 
5 mins 

 
1.3 mins 

 
Download 10mb File 

 
24 mins 

 
10 mins 

 
2.5 mins 

  

Table.no.1.0 Comparison of different Internet provider 
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Chapter-2  

TELECOM NETWORK 

 
2.1 CALL SETUP:  

● When a subscriber calls to another subscriber first its request goes to the nearest switching 

centre that is PSTN (Public Switching Telecommunication Network). Then it processes the 

caller and subscriber’s number if it exists in the same BSC then call setup is completed 

● If subscriber is not in the same BSC (Base Switching Centre) then call transfer to MSC (Main 

Switching Centre) then it transfers the call to prior BSC then call setup is completed. 

● If Caller calls to a mobile subscriber then call transfer is done by MTSO now call transfer is 

done on BTSs (Base Transceiver Station) and call setup is completed. 

 

Fig: 2.1 how line reaches from Subscriber to Exchange 

 

FUNCTION OF EXCHANGE:  

● Exchange of information with subscriber lines with other exchange. This is done by two 

type of signaling:  

1. In channel signaling  

      2. Common channel signaling   

● Processing of signaling information and controlling the operation of signaling network 

● Charging and billing. 

 

2.2 ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE:  

 All control functions by series of instructions are stored in memory. 

  Memories are modifiable and control program can always be rewritten. 
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 For each call processing step decision is taken according to class of service.  

2.3 CARRIER ROOM:  

Leased line connectivity is provided in carrier room. This room has two parts:  

1. Conventional leased line system  

2. MLLN  

2.3.1 CONVENTIONAL LEASED LINE SYSTEM:  

● It consists of modems and routers that are provided by the company requesting for that 

network.  

● Connectivity of different ATM, banks etc. is provided by BSNL here. 

● For this, we have 4 modems (2 in Exchange, 1 at sender and 1 at receiver) 

● Modems are used for short distances i.e. transfer and receive part are received here and local 

lead connection is given to the subscriber. 

● Local lead faults can be handled here but the transfer and receive faults can be handled by the 

department meant for it.   

● Accept 64Kbps or 2 Mbps. 

● For long distance communication we have MUXS and data is sent through optical fibers. 

MUXS are present at both the ends.  

2.3.2 MANAGED LEASED LINE NETWORK:  

● No open wiring. 

● Route can be changed by the computer software 

● In Agra Gate Exchange, we have 3 VMUX of type II. 

2.4 MDF (MAIN DISTRIBUTION FRAME):  

M.D.F. is a media between switching network and subscriber’s line. It is a termination point within 

the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment and terminations of local loops are 

connected by jumper wires. 

2.4.1 FUNCTIONS OF MDF:   

● All cable copper wires supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated and 

distributed through MDF.   

● The most common kind of large MDF is a long steel rack accessible from both sides. Each 

jumper is a twisted wire. 

● It consists of local connection &broadband connection frames the main Exchange  

●  The 0MDF usually holds central office protective devices including heat coils and functions 

as a test point between a line and the office.  

●  It provides testing of calls. 

● It checks whether fault is indoor or external.  

● All lines terminate individually. 
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Fig 2.2 MDF 

 (REF- 2.4.1) 

2.5 POWER PLANT:   

● It provides -48V to the switch rooms and 48V to the connections. 

● Batteries are artificially discharged once in a year for their maintenance.  

● Cooling is provided through fans & AC. 

● There is earth region too for protection.  

2.6 HOW A TELECOM EXCHANGE WORKS:  

It require -48 Vdc 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that connects 

telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant equipment 

including telephone switches, which make telephone calls “work” in the sense of making connections 

and relaying the speech information. The basic block diagram for a telecom exchange is as follows- 

 

Fig: 2.3 Block diagram of telephone exchange 

2.7 Engine and Alternator  

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine provides the 

prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support the exchange 

systems. 150 KV Generator with 6 Silinder, and it require 24 V DC for Starting System 

 2.8 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

 It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It controls 
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the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding and removing of 

facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room.  

2.9 Switch 

 It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch room 

contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. Switching is the 

most important part of the exchange process 
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Chapter-3 

                 SWITCHING 

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

A switch is defined as establishing a temporary connection from the calling subscriber to the called 

subscriber. Switch is a device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. It is a device that 

channels incoming data from any of the multiple input ports to the specific input that will take the data 

toward its intended destination. 

 

 A Digital switching system, in general, is one in which signals are switched in digital form. These 

signals may represent speech or data. The digital signals of several speech samples are time multiplexed 

on a common media before being switched through the system. 

To connect any two subscribers, it is necessary to interconnect the time-slots of the two speech samples 

which may be on same or different PCM highways. The digitalized speech samples are switched in two 

modes, viz., Time Switching and Space Switching. 

 

Fig: 3.1 General diagram of a Digital Switch  

 AU: Subscriber rack for feeding current and other functionalities 

 Interface: Interface between main exchange and subscribers/Trunks 

 Switch: Main switching network and other exchange equipment 

 MDD: Magnetic Disk Drive for storing data 

 MTD: Magnetic Tape Drive for backup and regeneration of the exchange 

 OMT: Operation and Maintenance terminal to issue various commands. 

 Control: Processor to control peripherals and interfacing Main Exchange. 

 Printer: To get hard copy for all the reports. 

Different types of Electronic Switches are – 

(1) C-DOT: Indian Made 

(2) E10B: France Made 

(3) OCB: France Made 
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(4) EWSD: Germany Made 

Of these, the most important ones include C-DOT and EWSD. Which are mostly used now a days. 

 3.2 C-DOT 

The Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT) was established in August 1984 as an autonomous 

body. Its goal was to develop telecommunication technology to meet the needs of the Indian 

telecommunication network. 

In the initial years, a telecom revolution in rural India that was responsible for all-round socio-economic 

development from global connectivity. As part of its development process, C-DOT spawned equipment 

manufacturers and component vendors. Research and development facilities were located at its Delhi 

and Bangalore campuses. 

Within a very short time, telecom switching products suited to Indian conditions appeared in the form of 

small rural automatic exchanges (RAXs) and medium size switches as SBMs for towns. This was 

followed by higher capacity digital switches known as main automatic exchanges (MAXs). C-DOT 

technology spread across the country through its licensed manufacturers. 

 

Beginning with digital switching systems, C-DOT developed products for optical, satellite and wireless 

communication from circuit switching technology, ATM and next generation networks. From a purely 

hardware development centre, it diversified into development of telecom software like IN, NMS, Data 

Clearing House and from a protected environment of closed market to an open and competitive market 

 

Fig: 3.2 C-DOT Rax 

 
 

While developing the RAX/MAX digital switches, C-DOT also evolved processes and procedures for 

manufacturing the switches in Indian factories which set up an Indian manufacturing vendor base. Later, 

C-DOT projects included central monitoring systems for telecom security, for the Indian government. 

 

Block diagram: C-DOT DSS MAX exchange can be configured using four basic modules 
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 Base Module 
 Central Module 

 Administrative Module 

 Input Output Module 

 
Fig: 3.3 C-DOT DSS MAX Basic Architecture 
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Chapter-4 

MOBILE COMMUNICATION 

 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 

A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make mobile telephone calls 

across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, allowing the user to be mobile. By contrast, 

a cordless telephone is used only within the range of a single, private base station, for example within a 

home or an office. 

 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public telephone network which 

includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the world. It does this by connecting to a cellular 

network provided by a mobile network operator. In addition to telephony, modern mobile phones also 

support a wide variety of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short 

range wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, gaming and photography. 

Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are referred to as smart phones. 

4.2 Generation Gap 

Generation#1 

 Analog [routines for sending voice] 

 All systems are incompatible 

 No international roaming 

 

Generation#2 

 Digital [voice encoding] 

 Increased capacity 

 More security 

 Compatibility 

 Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity 

 

Generation#2.5 

 Packet-switching 

 Connection to the internet is paid by packets and not by connection time. 

 Connection to internet is cheaper and faster [up to 56KBps] 

 

 

Generation#3 

 The present future 
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 Permanent web connection at 2Mbps 

 Internet, phone and media: 3 in 1 

 The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

 The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards 3G. 

 

The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small cells. This allows extensive 

frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use cell phones simultaneously. In a typical 

analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier receives about 800 frequencies to use across the city. 

The carrier chops up the city into cells. Each cell is typically sized at about 10squaremiles (26 square 

22ilometres). Cells are normally thought of as hexagons on a big hexagonal grid, like this: 

 
Fig: 4.1 Cell Phones and base stations 

 

4.3 HOW A CALL IS CONNECTED 

 When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control channel. The control 

channel is a special frequency that the phone and base station use to talk to one another about 

things like call set-up and channel changing. If the phone cannot find any control channels to 

listen to, it knows it is out of range and displays a “no service” message. 

 When it receives the SID, the phone compares it to the SID programmed into the phone. If the 

SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is communicating with is part of its home system. 

 Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the MTSO keeps track 

of your phone’s location in a database — this way, the MTSO knows which cell you are in when 

it wants to ring your phone. 

 

 

 The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database to see which cell you are 

in. 

 The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that cell to take the call. 

 The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell it which frequencies 

to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on those frequencies, the call is connected. 

Now, you are talking by two-way radio to a friend. 
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 As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell’s base station notes that your signal 

strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell you are moving toward (which is 

listening and measuring signal strength on all frequencies, not just its own one-seventh) sees.    
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CHAPTER 5 

 INTRANET 

5.1 INTRANET:  
● Smaller private version of Internet. It uses Internet protocols to create enterprise wide network 

which may consists of interconnected LANs. 

● It may or may not include connection to Internet. 

● Intranet is an internal information system based on Internet technology and web protocols for 

implementation within a corporate organization. 

● This implementation is performed in such a way as to transparently deliver the immense 

informational resources of an organization to each individual’s desktop with minimal cost, time 

and effort. 

● The Intranet defines your organization and displays it for everyone to see. 

 

5.2 FEATURES OF INTRANET:  

1. It is scalable. 

2. It is Interchangeable.  

3. It is platform independent  

4. It is Hardware independent. 

5. It is vendor independent.  

5.3 WHY INTRANET FOR AN ORGANIZATION: 

● Quick access to voice, video, data and other resources needed by users. 

● Variety of valuable Intranet applications improves communication and productivity across all     

areas of an enterprise.  

● A 21st Century Telephone. 

● An ISO Tool.  

● A Target Marketing Tool. 

● A Decision Making Tool. 

● A Complete Communication Tool. 

 

Fig: 5.1 INTRANET NETWORK 

5.4 APPLICATIONS OF INTRANET:  

● Publishing Corporate documents.  
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● Access into searchable directories.  

● Excellent Mailing Facilities.  

● Proper Sharing of Information.  

● Developing Groupware Applications. 
 

5.5 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW OF THE INTRANET TECHNOLOGY: 

Intranet runs on open TCP/IP network, enable companies to employ the same type of servers and 

browser used for World Wide Web for internal applications distributed over the corporate LAN.  

A typical Intranet implementation involves a high end machine called a server which can be 

accessed by individual PCs commonly referred to as clients, through the network. The Intranet site 

setup can be quite inexpensive, especially if your users are already connected by LAN.  

5.6 INTRANET APPLICATIONS IN A CIRCLE: 
Every circle must have an intranet server which should have the following:  

● All posting/transfer/relieving orders issued within circle to be hosted on the intranet. 

● All letters circulars/letters issued from different sections of the circle office to be hosted on the 

server for immediate access by SSAs. Each section in circle office Administration, Operations, 

Marketing, Finance, Planning, Computers etc can have web pages hosted on the server.  

● A database can be maintained for MIS reports and all other reports to be sent periodically by 

SSAs to circle office. The database can have front end forms designed in ASP or PHP for the 

SSAs to input the data. Separate programs can be developed to consolidate the data fed by 

SSAs. 

● All data prepared and /or distributed during SSA heads meetings can be hosted on the Intranet.  

The implementation of the above will reduce the usage of paper and also reduce the usage of FAX 
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Chapter 6 

Latest Telecom Services     
6.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service 

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category includes 

incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile wireless 

communication companies. 

 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 

 
 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G) 

 
 Wi-MAX 

 
 IN (Intelligent Network) 

 
 Landlines 

 
 High Speed Broadband access 

 

6.2 FTTH: 

 Fiber To The Home; 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to 

home or business point; 

  Features: 

• Resilience and reliability of service; 

 
• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities; 

 
• Continuous guaranteed service; 

 
• Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbpsmulti play services like 

Voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services; 
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Fig 6.1 BSNL FTTH Architecture 

6.3 Mobile services: 

6.3.1 3G services: 

 Third generation Mobile Technology – HSDPA; 

 
 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G; 

 
 2.05Mbps to stationary devices; 

 
 384 Kbps for slow moving devices; 

 
 128 Kbps for fast moving devices; 

 
6.4 Wi- MAX: 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

 

Features: 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km 

 
 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 

 
 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 

 
 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data 

 

 

6.5 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH) 

• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party 

• All charges are levied on the service subscriber 

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user. 
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• Service is accessible from networks of other operators also. 

 

6.6 Voice VPN 

• Voice VPN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources. 

• PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be 

in a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialling, which is called PNP 

number 

• Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX 
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CHAPTER 7 

GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATION (GSM)  

7.1 INTRODUCTION  

In wireless communication every region is divided into cells. Cell size is constant for whole 

system. GSM is a form of multiplexing, which divides the available bandwidth among the 

different channels. Most of the times the multiplexing used is either TDM (Time division 

multiplexing) or FDM (Frequency Division Multiplexing). SM differs from its predecessor 

technologies in that both signaling and speech channels are digital, and thus GSM is considered 

a second generation (2G) mobile phone system. 

 

Fig: 7.1 A Basic GSM System 

7.2 MAIN FEATURES OF GSM: 

● Support for voice and data services. 

● Better frequency efficiency, smaller cells and more customers per cell High audio quality 

and reliability for wireless, uninterrupted phone calls at higher speeds (e.g. from cars, 

trains) i.e. high transmission quality. 

● Authentication via chip-card and PIN. 

● Worldwide connectivity.  

7.3 GSM SUBSYSTEMS:  

● RADIO SUBSYSTEM (RSS)  

● NETWORK AND SWITCHING SUBSYSTEM (NSS)  

7.3.1 RADIO SUBSYSTEM:  

MOBILE STATION (MS):  

A mobile unit is a transmitter as well as receiver too. It has a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) 

which gives a unique identity of a subscriber. Every mobile unit has a unique IMEI 

(International Mobile Equipment Identity) number.  

BASE TRANSCEIVER STATION (BTS): 

 A base transceiver station or cell site (BTS) is a piece of equipment that facilitates wireless 

communication between user equipment (UE) and a network. It encodes, encrypts, modulates 
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and feeds the RF signal to antenna. It produces time and frequency synchronization signals. 

BASE STATION CONTROLLER (BSC):  

Its main work is to control several transceivers. Switching between BTSs Managing of network 

resources Mapping of radio channels 

 7.3.2 NETWORK AND SWITCHING SUBSYSTEM: 

 This subsystem does mainly switching, mobility management, interconnection to other 

networks, system control.  

7.4 COMPONENTS:  

7.4.1 MOBILE SERVICES SWITCHING CENTRE (MSC):  

It controls all connections via a separated network to/from a mobile terminal within the 

domain of the MSC – several BSC can belong to a MSC.  

7.4.2 DATABASES:  

Home Location Register (HLR):  

Central master database containing user data, permanent and semi-permanent data of all 

subscribers assigned to the HLR (one provider can have several HLRs). 

 Visitor Location Register (VLR):  

Local database for a subset of user data, including data about all user currently in the 

domain of the VLR. 

7.5 FUNCTION OF MAIN SWITCHING CENTER (MSC):  

● Manages communication between GSM and other network (PSTN, Data Network and  

GPRS). 

● Call setup basic switching, call handling.  

● Location register Billing for subscriber. 

  

7.6 FEATURES OF GSM:  

● GSM is already used worldwide with over 450 million subscribers.  

● International roaming permits subscribers to use one phone throughout Western Europe. 

CDMA will work in Asia, but not France, Germany, the U.K. and other popular 

European destinations.  

● GSM is mature, having started in the mid-80s This maturity means a more stable network 

with robust features. CDMA is still building its network. 

● The availability of Subscriber Identity Modules, which are smart cards that provide secure 

data encryption give GSM m-commerce advantages.  
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7.7 GSM Network Structure: 

 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries where a 

mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several within a 

country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, 

ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit exchange. All incoming 

calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway MSC works as an 

incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN network, all mobile-terminated calls 

will be routed to a gateway MSC. 

 
 

      Fig: 7.2 GSM Architecture 
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CHAPTER 8 

 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a CDMA system 

are: 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX) 

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when compared to 

Landline. 

 

Fig: 8.1  General Architecture of CDMA 

8.2 MULTIPLE ACCESS METHODS  

8.2.1 Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

 FDMA is a multiple access method in which users are assigned specific frequency 
bands. The user has sole right of using the frequency band for the entire call duration. 
(Eg: TV broadcasting)  

8.2.2Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)  

In TDMA an assigned frequency band shared among a few users. However, each user 
is allowed to transmit in predetermined time slots. Hence, channelization of user is 
achieved through separation in time. (Eg: GSM).  

8.2.3 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)  

Large number of transmissions are combined on the same RF channel at the same 
time but are Separated by ―codes.  

8.3 Salient Features of CDMA  

● It is an advanced comm. Technology.  
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● It has Anti-jam and security features.  

● Large capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA.  

● It uses spread spectrum technology.  

● Better use of the multipath Frequency Reuse. 

8.4 Advantages of CDMA 

 Systems Over Wire line:  

● Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost  & Mobility  

● Ease of operation and Admn. Mtce.  

● Call drop < 2%  

Over Mobile (GSM System):  

● Large Coverage 

● Large Capacity  
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Chapter 9 

CONCLUSION 
 
Engineering student will have to serve in the public and private sector industries and workshop 

based training and teaching in classroom has its own limitation. The lack of expo sure to real life, 

material express and functioning of industrial organization is the measure hindrance in the 

student employment. 

In the open economy era of fast modernization and tough competition, technical industries should 

procedure pass out as near to job function as possible. 

 

Practical training is one of the major steps in this direction. I did my training from BSNL, 

Vijayawada which is one of the best known communication service provider companies of India. 

The training helps me in gaining in depth knowledge of the working of telephone exchange, various 

technologies of BSNL –GSM, GPRS, WIMAX, Wi-Fi, MLLN and optical fiber transmission. In 

the end, I hereby conclude that I have successfully completed my industrial training on the above 

topics. 
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                                                      ABSTRACT               

               On October 1, 2000 the Department of Telecom Operations, Government of  
India became a corporation and  was christened  Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL).Today, 

BSNL is the  largest  Public  Sector Undertaking of India and it s responsibilities include 

improvement of the already impeccable quality of telecom services, expansion of telecom network 
introduction of new telecom services in all villages and instilling confidence among its customers. At 

present the BSNL is the World's Largest Seventh and India's First Telecommunication Company. 

Responsibilities that BSNL has managed to shoulder remarkably, definitely. BSNL is the largest 
telecom operator in India and is known to everybody for Basic Telephony Services for over 100 years. 

 

               BSNL is the fourth largest ISP in India, with having presence throughout the country. It also 

has the largest fibre-based telecom network in India around 7.5 lakh kilometres among the four 
operators in the country. As per the electrical sector here batteries, power plant, SMPS and all other 

electrical infrastructure are plays a important role in telecom industry.  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_telecom_companies_in_India#Internet_service_providers_(ISPs)
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CHAPTER 1  

                                                                       INTRODUCTION 

               1.1 Evolution of Telecom Sector 

 
Indian telecom sector is more than 165 years old. Telecommunications was first introduced in 

India in 1851 when the first operational land lines were laid by the government near Kolkata (then 

Calcutta), although telephone services were formally introduced in India much later in 1881. Further, in 

1883, telephone services were merged with the postal system. In 1947, after India attained independence, 

all foreign telecommunication companies were nationalized to form the Posts, Telephone and Telegraph 

(PTT), a body that was governed by the Ministry of Communication. The Indian telecom sector was 

entirely under government ownership until 1984, when the private sector was allowed in 

telecommunication equipment manufacturing only. The government concretized its earlier efforts 

towards developing R&D in the sector by setting up an autonomous body – Centre for Development of 

Telematics (C-DOT) in 1984 to develop state-of-the-art telecommunication technology to meet the 

growing needs of the Indian telecommunication network. The actual evolution of the industry started 

after the Government separated the Department of Post and Telegraph in 1985 by setting up the 

Department of Posts and the Department of Telecommunications (DoT). 

The entire evolution of the telecom industry can be classified into three distinct phases. 

Phase I- Pre-Liberalization Era (1980-89) 

Phase II- Post Liberalization Era (1990-99) 

Phase III- Post 2000 

Until the late 90s the Government of India held a monopoly on all types of communications – as 

a result of the Telegraph Act of 1885. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, until the industry was 

liberalized in the early nineties, it was a heavily government-controlled and small-sized market; 

Government policies have played a key role in shaping the structure and size of the Telecom industry in 

India. As a result, the Indian telecom market is one of the most liberalized markets in the world with 

private participation in almost all of its segments. The New Telecom Policy (NTP-99) provided the much 

needed impetus to the growth of this industry and set the trend for liberalization in the industry. 

 

Current scenario of Indian telecom industry 

 

It is a matter of proud to us that the Telecom industry of our India is the second largest emerging 

economies of Asia and third largest in whole world. Today, telecom sector of India is the fastest growing 

market in the world. Indian telecom industry has provided a robust thrust to the economic growth of 

country. 

Status of wireline services: With increasing growth and various facilities of the wireless services, 

the wireline services in the country is almost become motionless. On the other hand, Broadband services’ 

demand has picked up and promises to stabilize growth of wireline. 
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Major Telecom Companies in India  

 

In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country. The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated its 

services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. Delhi and 

Mumbai. 

In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by the Department of 

Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communications, Tata Indicom, and Airtel 

etc. in the sector came up. 

The major players in the mobile phone service industry are enlisted as: - 

 

The Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, country’s largest cellular service operator was set up in the 

year 2000. It is a state owned telecom company with its headquarters located in New Delhi. BSNL is also 

the largest land line telephone establishment in India. As of April, 2011 87.1 million users have been 

reported to be BSNL users. 

 

              1.2 Services of BSNL 
 

 Land lines (Fixed Access) 

 High speed Broad band 

 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 

 Mobile services 

 Wi-MAX 

 IN (Intelligent Network) 
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               1.3 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 
 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fiber up to home or  

                                           Fig 1.1: FTTH Basic Block Diagram 

 

 

Fig 1.2: BSNL FTTH Architecture 

 

Features of FTTH: 

• Resilience and reliability of service; 

• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom 

 

                1.4 WIMAX 
 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access  

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 Mbps up to 10 Km 

 Also called as Wireless MAN( Metropolitan Area Network) 

 Works on OFDMA ( Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 
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                                                            CHAPTER 2 

                                                          IP ADDRESSING 

                                          

 
2.1 Introduction 

 

An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical label assigned to each device connected to 

a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address serves two principal 

functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing. 

 

2.2 IPV4 
 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255 

 The IP address is of the form <networkID,hostID> 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D & E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multicasting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 

 

                                  
 

                                                      Fig 2.1: IPv4 addressing 
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                             Fig 2.2: Address range Subnetting and Supernetting 

 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a Single Network. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits i.e. Converting 0’s into 1’s 

 Subnetting can be performed in two ways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnet mask) 

 Subnetting can be done based on requirement. 

 
Default subnet mask 

 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A : N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is 255.0.0.0 

 Class B : N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is 255.255.0.0 

 Class C : N.N.N.H 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is 255.255.255.0 
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CHAPTER 3 

BROADBAND 

 
               3.1 SERVICES 

 
The confluence of two forces—the globalization of business and the networking of information 

technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in telecommunications and data technology 

are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals— just as the Industrial 

Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy is defining how people do business, 

communicate, shop, have fun, learn, and live on a global basis—connecting anyone to anything. The 

evolution of Internet has come into existence & Internet service is expanding rapidly. The demands it 

has placed upon the public network, especially the access network, are great. However, technological 

advances promise big increases in access speeds, enabling public networks to play a major role in 

delivering new and improved telecommunications services and applications to consumers .The Internet 

and the network congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the first and last mile as well 

as on creating a different network infrastructure to avoid the network congestion and access problems. 

The solution to this is Broadband. 

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is capable 

of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for Broadband 

connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had stepped in and has 

defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union Broadband is defined as 

“Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5 to 2 Mb/s” But in developing 

countries, as the average financial capability as well as usage, is low, broadband is redefined. 

Recognizing the potential of ubiquitous Broadband service in growth of GDP and enhancement 

in quality of life through societal applications including tele-education, tele- medicine, e-governance, 

entertainment as well as employment generation by way of high speed access to information and web-

based communication, Government of India have finalized a policy to accelerate the growth of 

Broadband services. 

Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’ data connection supporting 

interactive services including, – Internet access and has the capability of the minimum download speed 

of 256 kilo bits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from the Point Of Presence (POP) of the 

service provider”. 

The interactive services will exclude any services for which a separate license is specifically 

required, for example, real-time voice transmission, except to the extent that it is presently permitted 

under ISP license with Internet Telephony. 
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                     Features: 

 Fast connection to the Internet 

Access to the services which would otherwise be impossible on a slower 00dial up 

connection. These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, listening to 
your favorite radio station or downloading (or sending) large attached files with emails. 

 “Always-on” connection 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet; hence no need to dial up a 
connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

Flat-rate billing 

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time you are 

online. You can use it as much or as little as you would like, for a fixed fee. Some connections 

are available at a lower cost, but limit you to the amount of data being downloaded (known as 
'capped rate'). 

 Dedicated connection 

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line. 

 High speed Internet 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to dial up a 

connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD) 

Besides regular BTV services, Time shifted TV provides subscribers with virtual DVD 

controls to pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward live TV programs. Users also have the 

flexibility to watch any previous broadcasted programs without pre-recording. 

 Video on Demand 

Enables the user to select from an online library of content and select any of the 

available choices for viewing at a convenient time with full DVD like controls. This is similar 

to borrowing a Video for viewing. 

 Video Multicasting 

Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the stream 

begins and ends at the pre appointed times. 

Interactive Gaming 

Enables multiple players to play online games pitted against each other or against 

computers, through gaming servers employed by gaming content providers. 

 Audio and Video Conferencing 

Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio. 

 Dial VPN Service: 

This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the 

service provider’s core network. 
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 Distant Learning 

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication among 

teachers and students. 

 Bandwidth on Demand 

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example a customer 

with 256 kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session. 

                   3.2 Network Architecture of Broadband 

                          Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 

 Core Network 

 Access Network 

 Home Network 

Core Network or Provider’s network  

 

       It is the Service Provider’s backbone network set up to provide the Broadband service. It will be 

having connectivity extended to all types of service or content network, which the service provider 

intends to extend. Also it will be having nodes covering all geographical locations it intends to serve. 

Basically its function is to route the customer’s requests to the particular service/content network. So 

the basic component in the core network is routers. 

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB), as it was 

initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But , now its objective has 

been enhanced. Its objective is to connect anything to anything at anytime. The technology used in the 

core routers is Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS), which is much faster and secure than the  

      conventional IP routers. 

  

Access Network 

             Access network connects subscriber’s home network to the Provider’s Core network. It is the 

last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can be either Wired & Wireless. Wire line 

technologies include traditional telephone lines, coaxial cable lines, and fiber optic lines. Wireless 

communications involve cellular and fixed wireless technology, high speed short range communications 

and satellite transmission. 

Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to country, 

technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another. Therefore, it is up to 

each individual locality to determine the technologies that best meet its needs. To handle the increasing 

bandwidth demand, localities are considering upgrading their current telecommunications infrastructure 

or installing new infrastructure. It is essential that communities and operators consider the present and 

future needs of their citizens when examining the most appropriate systems. Broadband should be 

considered an accelerator of economic development. 
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                    3.3 Factors Affecting Broadband Access Channels 
 

 Population density 

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber) 

 Government policies 

 Competitive and regulatory dynamics 

 Technology evolution 

 

                 Home Network:  

 

                                  BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through conventional telephone 

lines using ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires 

which have a much greater bandwidth or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice without 

disturbing the line's ability to carry phone conversations. The A stands for asymmetric, meaning that 

data transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie., more bandwidth, or data-carrying capacity, 

is devoted to data traveling downstream-from the Internet to your PC-than to upstream data traveling 

from your PC to the Internet. 

 

Features of ADSL 

 
 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer 

 In case of power/ADSL failure, data transmission is lost but basic telephone service will be 

operational 

 ADSL Provides 16-1000 kbps upstream and 1.5-24 Mbps downstream. It can work up to a 

distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required 

Advantages of ADSL 

 
 You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice calls. 

 The speed is much higher than a regular modem 

 DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you already have. 

 

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end of the     

telephone line. One end of the line, terminated at Subscriber’s premises is first connected to the splitter 

which filters out the low frequency voice to be connected to the telephone instrument. The higher 

Frequency, which carries the data is connected to the modem. The connectivity is shown in the figure 1 

given below. 

 

 
3.4 Quality of Service 

 

 Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases in less than or equal to15 working days 

(subject to technical feasibility). If not provided within 15working days, a credit at the rate of Rs  
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10/- per day, subject to a maximum of installation charge or equivalent usage allowance shall be 

given to the customer, at the time of issue of first bill 

 Fault Repair / Restoration Time: By next working day: > 90% and within 3 working days: 99%. 

 Billing Performance: The different parameters are: (a) Less than 2% of billing complaints per 100 

bills issued. (b) 100% of the billing complaints shall be resolved within four weeks. (c) 100% 

refund cases of deposits after closure to be settled within 60 days 

 Packet loss: Less than 1%. 

 Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node. 

             3.5 Applications and comparison 

 

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access 

 Run Servers (Web / FTP) 

 Business tariff, can depend on company 

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL) 

 Video On Demand (VOD) 

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio) 

Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time) 

 

               Comparison: 
 

 

Application Dialup Modem ISDN Broadband 

 

Download Webpage 

 

14secs 

 

6 secs 

 

1.6 secs 

 

Download 30 sec Video Clip 

 

3.5 mins 

 

1.5 mins 

 

0.4 mins 

 

Download Single mp3 file 

 

12 mins 

 

5 mins 

 

1.3 mins 

 

Download 10mb File 

 

24 mins 

 

10 mins 

 

2.5 mins 

 

Table 3.0: Comparison of different Internet providers 
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                                                    CHAPTER 4 

                                                     SWITCHING 

                4.1 Introduction to Early Signaling 

 
Early Signaling and Telegraphy 

Semaphore - A type of signaling, in which visual cues represent letters or words. 

 

Morse code- The transmission of a series of short and long pulses (dots and dashes) that represented 

characters. 

 

Duplexing - Simultaneously transmitting a signal in both directions along the same wire.  

 

Multiplexing - Simultaneously transmitting of an indeterminate number of multiple signals over one circuit. 

1856 - Western Union Telegraph Company was founded. 

 

                 4.2 Telecom Network and Types of Exchanges 
 

Fig 4.1: Schematic of Telecom Network 
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                                            We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts. 

 

 Access Network  

                   It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises Equipment) to the 

Switching Location. 

Eg: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

 Switching network  

It is the location of the switching station. 

 Eg: Telephone Exchange, MSC etc. 

 Core Network  

        Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core network. 

 

Exchanges 

 
Manual Exchange 

 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end. 

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer premises. 

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the exchange. 

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling customer for giving 

call alert. 

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties. 

                    Automatic Exchanges 

     

 In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented. 

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like matrix) operated by 

electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a particular point in a matrix may be 

operated under the control of these relays 

                     Electronic Exchange 

 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties with the automatic 

exchanges were solved. 

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features. 

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchanges 
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4.3 Types of Switching 
 

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection From the calling 

subscriber to the called Subscriber. 

 Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. 

 Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input ports to the 

specific output that will take the data towards its intended destination. 

 The process performed by a switch is called SWITCHING. 

 The interconnection of circuits in order to establish a temporary connection between 

two or more subscribers is also called as SWITCHING. 

                           Switching types 

 Circuit switching 

 packet switching 

 Message switching 

 

Circuit Switching 
 

 Dedicated communication path established for the entire duration of the conversation 

E.g. telephone network 

 Packet Switching 

 Data sent out in sequence 

 Small chunks (packets) of data at a time 

 Packets passed from node to node between source and destination 

E.g. computer to computer communications 

 
Digital Switching 

 

 The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more exchange 

terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) between these 

terminations in digital form with reliable accuracy. 

 

Switching network can be classified into 
 

 Space Division and 

 Time Division systems. 
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Space Switching: 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. Eg. 

Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since the transfer 

of sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the sample. Different 

highways are interconnected. Eg. Signals received on I/C HWY1 are transmitted on O/G HWY2 

or 3 or any HWY. 

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways X1,X2....Xn and 

several output highways Y1, Y2…..Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns. 

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate cross point 

connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of outgoing PCM 

highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point may be used to connect 

other channels. 

 

Time switching: 

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. For 

example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS18 or any other TS on O/G 

HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are interconnected. Eg. Signals received on I/C 

HWY0 are transmitted on O/G HWY0 only. 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer.       

 Voice frequency ranges from 300 Hz to 3400 Hz 

 Human audible range 20Hz to 20KHz 

 In conventional telephone Voice signal is in analog form. 

 In Exchange it is converted into digital Line1(Analog) -> Exge(Digital) -> Line2(Analog) 



                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   
 

    

  

                                                        CHAPTER 5 

                                                     GSM AND CDMA 
 

           Introduction: 
 

A GSM system is basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network 

subsystem, the radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. In order to ensure that network operators 

will have several sources of cellular infrastructure equipment, GSM decided to specify not only the air interface, 

but also the main interfaces that identify different parts. There are three dominant interfaces, namely, an 

interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an Um interface between the BTS and MS. 

 

5.1 GSM Network Structure 
 

Every telephone network needs a well-designed structure in order to route incoming called to the correct 

exchange and finally to the called subscriber. In a mobile network, this structure is of great importance because 

of the mobility of all its subscribers [1-4]. In the GSM system, the network is divided into the following 

partitioned areas. 

 

 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries where a mobile 

can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several within a country, based on its 

size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level 

of international or national transit exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a 

gateway MSC. A gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN 

network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC. Call connections between PLMNs, or to 

fixed networks, must be routed through certain designated MSCs called a gateway MSC. The gateway MSC 

contains the interworking functions to make these connections. They also route incoming calls to the proper 

MSC within the network. The next level of division is the MSC/VLR service area. In one PLMN there can be 

several MSC/VLR  service  area. MSC/VLR is a role controller of calls within its jurisdiction. In order to 

route a call to a mobile subscriber, the path through links  to the MSC in the MSC area where the subscriber is 

currently located. The mobile location can be uniquely identified since the MS is registered in a VLR, which is 

generally associated with an MSC. 
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The next division level is that of the LA’s within a MSC/VLR combination. There are several LA’s 

within one MSc/VLR combination. A LA is a part of the MSC/VLR service area in which a MS may move 

freely without updating location information to the MSC/VLR exchange that control the LA. Within a LA a 

paging message is broadcast in order to find the called mobile subscriber. The LA can be identified by the 

system using the Location Area Identity (LAI). The LA is used by the GSM system to search for a subscriber 

in a active state. Lastly, a LA is divided into many cells. A cell is an identity served by one BTS. The MS 

distinguishes between cells using the Base Station Identification code (BSIC) that the cell site broadcast over 

the air. 

 

Mobile Station 

The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a subscribe needs in order 

to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be installed in Vehicles or can be portable or 

handheld stations. The MS may include provisions for data communication as well as voice. A mobile transmits 

and receives message to and from the GSM system over the air interface to establish and continue connections 

through the system. Different type of MSs can provide different type of data interfaces. To provide a common 

model for describing these different MS configuration, ”reference configuration” for MS, similar to those 

defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon request, the MS 

sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be used to identify mobile units that 

are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the IMEI identities the mobile equipment, other numbers 

are used to identify the mobile subscriber. Different subscriber identities are used in different phases of call 

setup. The Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the number that the calling party dials in order to 

reach the subscriber. It is used by the land network to route calls toward an appropriate MSC. The 

international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the primary function of the subscriber within the mobile 

network and is permanently assigned to him. The GSM system can also assign a Temporary Mobile 

Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a mobile. This number can be periodically changed by the system and 

protect the subscriber from being identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 

 
 

Functions of MS 

 

The primary functions of MS are to transmit and receive voice and data over the air interface of the 

GSM system. MS performs the signal processing function of digitizing, encoding, error protecting, encrypting, 

and modulating the transmitted signals. It also performs the inverse functions on the received signals from the 

BS.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
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In order to transmit voice and data signals, the mobile must be in synchronization with the system so 

that the messages are the transmitted and received by the mobile at the correct instant. To achieve this, the MS 

automatically tunes and synchronizes to the frequency and TDMA timeslot specified by the BSC. This message 

is received over a dedicated timeslot several times within a multiframe period of 51 frames. We shall discuss 

the details of this in the next chapter. The exact synchronization will also include adjusting the timing advance 

to compensate for varying distance of the mobile from the BTS. 

The MS monitors the power level and signal quality, determined by the BER for known receiver bit 

sequences (synchronization sequence), from both its current BTS and up to six surrounding BTSs. This data is 

received on the downlink broadcast control channel. The MS determines and send to the current BTS a list of  

the six best-received BTS signals. The measurement results from MS on downlink quality and surrounding BTS 

signal levels are sent to BSC and processed within the BSC. The system then uses this list for best cell handover 

decisions. 

MS keeps the GSM network informed of its location during both national and international roaming, even 

when it is inactive. This enables the System to page in its present LA. 

The MS includes an equalizer that compensates for multi-path distortion on the received signal. This 

reduces inter-symbol interface that would otherwise degrade the BER. 

 
Finally, the MS can store and display short received alphanumeric messages on the liquid crystal display 

(LCD) that is used to show call dialing and status information. These messages are limited to 160 characters 

in length. 

 

Power Levels 

 

These are five different categories of mobile telephone units specified by the European GSM system: 

20W, 8W, 5W, 2W, and 0.8W. These correspond to 43-dBm, 39-dBm, 37-dBm, 33-dBm, and 29-dBm 

power levels. The 20-W and 8-W units (peak power) are either for vehicle-mounted or portable station use. 

The MS power is adjustable in 2-dB steps from its nominal value down to 20mW (13 dBm). This is 

done automatically under remote control from the BTS, which monitors the received power and adjusts the 

MS transmitter to the minimum power setting necessary for reliable transmission.  

 

SIM Card 

 

As described in the first chapter, GSM subscribers are provided with a SIM card with its unique 

identification at the very beginning of the service. By divorcing the subscriber ID from the equipment ID, the 

subscriber may never own the GSM mobile equipment set. The subscriber is identified in the system when he 

inserts the SIM card in the mobile equipment. This provides an enormous amount of flexibility to the subscribers 

since they can now use any GSM-specified mobile equipment. Thus with a SIM card the idea of “Personalize” 

the equipment currently in use and the respective information used by the network (location information) needs 

to be updated. The smart card SIM is portable between Mobile Equipment (ME) units. The user only needs to 
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Take his smart card on a trip. He can then rent a ME unit at the destination, even in another country, and insert 

his own SIM. Any calls he makes will be charged to his home GSM account. Also, the GSM system will be 

able to reach him at the ME unit he is currently using. 

 

The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated circuit chip with a 

microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory (ROM). It is inserted in the MS unit 

by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS to make or receive a call. As stated, a SIM also comes in  

a modular from that can be mounted in the subscriber’s equipment. 

 

When a mobile subscriber wants to use the system, he or she mounts their SIM card and provide their 

Personal Identification number (PIN), which is compared with a PIN stored within the SIM. If the user enters 

three incorrect PIN codes, the SIM is disabled. The PIN can also be permanently bypassed by the service 

provider if requested by the subscriber. Disabling the PIN code simplifies the call setup but reduces the 

protection of the user’s account in the event of a stolen SIM. 

 

International Mobile Subscriber Identity 
 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile country code (MSC), mobile 

network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile subscriber identification number (MSIN). The IMSI is not 

hardware-specific. Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is the only absolute identity 

that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists of the MCC followed by the NMSI and shall 

not exceed 15 digits. 

 

Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity 
 

A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user confidentiality. It is assigned 

only after successful subscriber authentication. The correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only occurs during a 

mobile subscriber’s initial transaction with an MSC (for example, location updating). Under certain condition 

(such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC can direct individual TMSIs to 

provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

  
Mobile Station ISDN Number 

 

The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to obtain a mobile 

subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the country code (CC) followed by the 

National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not exceed 15 digits. 

 

The Mobile Station Roaming Number (MSRN) 
 

The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another numbering area. The 

MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. It is assigned upon demand by the HLR on a 

per-call basis. The MSRN for PSTN/ISDN routing shall have the same structure as international ISDN numbers 

in the area in which the MSRN is allocated.  
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The HLR knows in what MSC/VLR service area the subscriber is located. At the reception of the 

MSRN, HLR sends it to the GMSC, which can now route the call to the MSC/VLR exchange where the called 

subscriber is currently registered. 

International Mobile Equipment Identity 
 

The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN and is used to 

determine authorized (white), unauthorized (black), and malfunctioning (gray) GSM hardware. In conjunction 

with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users are granted access to the system. An IMEI is never 

sent in cipher mode by MS. 

 
 

5.2 AUTHENTICATION CENTER 
 

The AUC stores information that is necessary to protect communication through the air interface against 

intrusions, to which the mobile is vulnerable. The legitimacy of the subscriber is established through 

authentication and ciphering, which protects the user information against unwanted disclosure. Authentication 

information and ciphering keys are stored in a database within the AUC, which protects the user information 

against unwanted disclosure and access. 

 

In the authentication procedure, the key Ki is never transmitted to the mobile over the air path, only a 

random number is sent. In order to gain access to the system, the mobile must provide the correct Signed 

Response (SRES) in answer to a random number (RAND) generated by AUC. Also, Ki and the cipher key Kc 

are never transmitted across the air interface between the BTS and the MS. Only the random challenge and the 

calculated response are transmitted. Thus, the value of Ki and Kc are kept secure. The cipher key, on the other 

hand, is transmitted on the SS7 link between the home HLR/AUC and the visited MSC, which is a point of 

potential vulnerability. On the other hand, the random number and cipher key is supposed to change with each 

phone call, so finding them on one call will not benefit using them on the next call. 

 

The HLR is also responsible for the “authentication” of the subscriber each time he makes or receives 

a call. The AUC, which actually performs this function, is a separate GSM entity that will often be physically 

included with the HLR. Being separate, it will use separate processing equipment for the AUC database 

functions. 

 

 EQUIPMENT IDENTIFY REGISTER 
 

EIR is a database that stores the IMEI numbers for all registered ME units. The IMEI uniquely identifies 

all registered ME. There is generally one EIR per PLMN. It interfaces to the various HLR in the PLMN. The 

EIR keeps track of all ME units in the PLMN. It maintains various lists of message. The database stores the ME 

identification and has nothing do with subscriber who is receiving or originating call. There are three classes of 

ME that are stored in the database, and each group has different characteristics. 
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             5.3 CDMA (CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS) 
 

                            Introduction to WLL: 

 

WLL is implemented because 

 Cost 

 Subscriber migration problems 

 Centralized Maintenance 

 

 

 Service breakdowns due to cable fault 

 Less Maintenance 
 

        Multiple Accesses: 
 

                                    Number of user’s access and share 

 

 transmission medium 
 

 bandwidth available 
 

 

For communication at the same time 

 

 

                                              
                                                                  

                                                                  Fig 5.1: Multiple Access 
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5.4 MULTIPLE ACCESS METHODS 
 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

 

FDMA is a multiple access method in which users are assigned specific frequency bands. The user 

has sole right of using the frequency band for the entire call duration. (Eg: TV broadcasting) 

 

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

 

In TDMA an assigned frequency band shared among a few users. However, each user is allowed 

to transmit in predetermined time slots. Hence, channelization of user is achieved through separation in 

time. (Eg: GSM). 

 

CDMA :( CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS (CDMA)) 

  

Large number of transmissions are combined on the same RF channel at the same time but are 

Separated by “codes”. 

 

Salient Features of CDMA 

 

 It is an advanced comm. Technology. 

 It has Anti-jam and security features. 

 Large capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA. 

 It uses spread spectrum technology. 

 Better use of the multipath Frequency Reuse. 

                     5.5 Advantages of CDMA systems 
 

                                     Over Wire line 
 

 Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost 

 Mobility 

 Ease of operation and Admn. Mtce 

 Call drop < 2% 

 

                                    Over Mobile (GSM System) 

    Large Coverage 

    Large Capacity 

•  
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                                                        CHAPTER 6 

                                                      OPTICAL FIBER 
 

 

          6.1 Introduction to Optical fiber 
 

An optical telegraph was built by Claude Chapped in 1790s in France. In 1870, John Tyndall 

demonstrated the principle of guiding light through internal reflections. In 1880, Alexander Graham Bell invented 

the photo phone, which used unguided light to carry speech. 

A major breakthrough leading to high capacity optical communications was achieved with the invention 

of laser in 1960. The laser acted as a narrow–band source of optical radiation suitable for use as a carrier of 

information. In 1966, Charles K. Kao at Standard Telecommunications Laboratories, England fabricated a low loss 

glass fiber, giving a loss of 1000 dB/km or so. Such a fiber could transmit light for a short distance only U.S.A 

developed a low loss fiber giving a loss of 20dB/Km. this was the second major breakthrough to make optical 

communication a practical reality. By 1972, losses were reduced to 4dB/km. Today, the best fibers have a loss of 

< 0.2 dB/km. 

The information travels from the transmitter to the receiver over the information channel. There are 

basically two types of information channels: unguided or guided channels. Atmosphere is an unguided type of 

channel over which waves can propagate. Guided channels are those which guide the electromagnetic waves 

through them. Two wire lines, coaxial cable, waveguide and optic fiber are the examples of Guided information 

channels. Guided channels have the advantages of privacy, no weather dependence and the ability to convey 

messages within, under and around physical structures. An optical fiber is a thin strand of glass or plastic serving 

as the transmission medium over which the information passes. The basic fiber–optic system is a link connecting 

optical transmitter and receiver. 

Transmitter 

It converts an electrical signal into a light signal. The source is either a light–emitting diode or laser diode 

which does the actual conversion. The drive circuitry changes the electrical signal fed to the transmitter into a 

form suitable for the source. 

Receiver 

 

It accepts the light and converts it back into an electrical signal. The generator amplifies, reshapes the 

signal before passing it on. The range of wavelengths in the visible region extends from 0.4 µm to 0.7 µm. The 

visible range is not suitable for light transmission through glass fiber. In this region, the waves are attenuated to 

such an extent that only short transmission links are possible. Losses in the ultraviolet region are even greater. It is 

the infra–red region from 0.8 µm to 1.6 µm which is used for fiber optic transmission. 

                  22 

 
    



                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   
 

    

        6.2 Fiber–Optic Cable 

 

It is the medium for carrying the light. The cable includes the fibers and its protective coverings. 

Advantages of Fibers 

Wide Bandwidth 

The information carrying capacity which increases with the bandwidth of the transmission 

medium, is very large in fibers. The bandwidth available on a pair of single mode fibers is in the order of 

several GHz. Thus, thousands of circuits can be carried on the fibers whether the information is voice, 

data or video or a combination of these. 

Low Loss 

 

Bandwidth is an effective indication of the rate at which information can be sent. Loss indicates 

how far the information can be sent. As a signal travels along a transmission path the signal loses strength. 

This loss of strength is known as attenuation. In a copper cable, attenuation increases with the modulation 

frequency: the higher the frequency of the information signal, the greater is the loss. In an optical fiber, 

attenuation is flat: loss is the same at any signaling frequency until a very high frequency. 

Below fig shows the loss characteristics vs. the channel bandwidth for fibers, and coaxial cable. 

Loss in coaxial cable increases with frequency, whereas loss in the optical cable remains flat. 

 

 

                                          

                                                     Fig 6.1: Optical fiber Graph 
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                                                      CHAPTER 7  

                                       TELECOM INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

 

7.1 TELECOM INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

   Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

 

The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred as the „heart‟ of the 

installation since the communication system can function only if power supply is available. Failure of power 

supply system in any installation renders the communication facilities offered by it to be instantly paralyzed. 

 

    Requirement of Power Supply: 

 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must have two basic 

characteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the power supply. 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or humor large ripple harmonics. 

     The support power system in BSNL consists of: 

     (The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are discharged.) 

 

            7.2 VRLA Battery 

 
Basically VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid Battery. In short terms it means that it is 

a lead acid battery with a valve regulator, which does not allow the gases to escape the battery container 

and there is no need of topping up of the battery. Various capacities of Batteries are 120 AH, 400 AH, 

600 AH, 1000AH, 1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 5000 AH. 

 

Monitoring Of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and leaking etc. 

 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of each cell in the string. 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%) in the impedance or conductance of the cell when 

charger is on as compared to the one recorded at the time of commissioning. 

 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 

 Float current in fully charged battery.                                                                                         24   

 

 



 

                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   
 

 

 
 

 

Temperature 

 

The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the battery. The SMPS power 

plant takes care of the temperature by reducing the charging voltage and it is 3 milli-volt per degree raise 

in temp but still it is important to measure individual cell temp periodically and keep record for study and 

analysis. 

 
Life of VRLA battery 

 

 Batteries up to 200AH: 4 Years 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6 years 

 

7.3 SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant 
 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (-48v). The conventional 

power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs or Ferro-resonant techniques. These 

conventional types of power plants were having following problems: 

 
 Very large size, 

 Large weight 

 Lower efficiency. 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) power plant are used. 

In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished in two stages as given below: 

                  First Stage conversion 

  
The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

 
                  Second Stage Conversion 

 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 KHz and higher) by means of 

very powerful and fast semi-conductor switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of a small high frequency 

transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by means of high frequency 

filters.                                                                                                                                                    25 

 
                   Life of Power Plant 

 



 

                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   
 

 

 Static P/P: 15 years 

SMPS P/P: 15 years 

 
 

                   Advantages of SMPS Power Plant 

 

 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 10 to 15% of the conventional 

SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. This makes the power plant compact due to which a lot of 

saving in floor area is achieved. 

 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone to temperature variations. As 

most of the SMPS Power Plants employ micro-processor control techniques, the introduction of 

temperature compensation logic for batteries has become simple and easier. 

 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up-gradation of the capacity in 

modular system is easy; simply plugging-in the additional modules adds to the capacity, with the limit 

of ultimate capacity and does not require the replacement of existing Power Plant as in the case of 

conventional Power Plants. 

 

         7.4 Earthing 
 

                     Purpose of Earthing: 

Earthing plays a vital role in the protection of equipment’s and the personnel. Apart from protection 

from hazardous stray currents in electrical equipment in Telecommunication circuits and equipment’s, 

Earthing is provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

 
       Types of Earth Electrodes 

 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

 
 Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

 Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a problem. 

 Strip electrodes: In hilly areas where digging beyond 2-3ft depth is not possible and space is available. 

Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being made in which a chemical paste is deposited between the 

plates, which helps in maintaining the required level of moisture and is also known as maintenance free 

earth. It is specifically useful for hilly areas. 
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Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine Alternator 
 

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from Diesel Engine Alternator Set 

.In the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover which rotates the alternator of the engine 

Alternator set and alternator in turn produces Electrical energy. In the first stage of energy conversion, the 

chemical energy of fuel is converted in to the mechanical energy at the common shaft of Engine & Alternator.  

This mechanical energy is then converted into electrical energy at alternator in the second stage of energy 

conversion. 

 

                         Inverter 

                 In most of the telecom installations, inverters are installed to provide uninterrupted AC supply to 

OMC terminals. Capacity of invertors used varies from 1KVA to 10KVA depending on the connected AC 

load. The basic precautions for installation is that inverter should be installed as close to battery room as 

possible so as to reduce DC voltage loss due to cabling. The inverters may not be loaded beyond 80%of its 

rated capacity and initial start up load also needs to be taken into account. Only essential equipment may be 

connected to inverter output. Except few emergency lightings, rest light fittings should be fed from Engine 

set for backup. 

Fire Detection And Alarm  

                    If outbreak of fire is detected promptly in its incipient stage and simultaneously, a correct fire 

fighting media is applied, losses from fire can be minimized. Thus philosophy of fire detection and alarm 

system is to provide an audio visual signal for alerting the building occupants. 

 

 Manual Fire Alarm  

                    All buildings excepting manual local exchange and MAX III, shall have a manual fire alarm 

system. In multi storied buildings, each floor shall constitute one or more zone depending on the area of 

floor. Fire alarm switches shall be mounted at conventional locations in the zones. The call boxes shall be 

accessible to all occupants without having to travel more than 22.5 mtr and shall be mounted at a height of 

1.2 mtr from floor level. It shall be colored red. 
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                                                                              CONCLUSION 

 

In the open economy era of fast modernization and tough competition technical industries should procedure 

to pass out as near to job function as possible 

 

Practical training is the one of the major steps in this direction .I did my industrial training from BSNL, 

Vijayawada which is the one of the best known communication service provider of India. this training helped  me 

to gain deep knowledge in working of telephone exchange , various technologies of BSNL- Switching,Optical fiber 

,latest telecom services, battery, power plant- SMPS, Earthing. In the end ,I hereby conclude that I have 

successfully completed my industrial training on above technologies. 
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UNIT-I RELAY HARDWARE CIRCUITS 

1.1 RELAY AND IT’S USES 

A relay is an electromagnetic switch that is used to turn on and turn off a circuit by a low power 

signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. We know that most of the high-

end industrial application devices have relays for their effective working. Relays are simple 

switches which are operated both electrically and mechanically. Relays consist of an 

electromagnet and a set of contacts. The switching mechanism is carried out with the help of the 

electromagnet. There are also other operating principles for its working. But they differ according 

to their applications. Most of the devices have the application of relays. 

USES: The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be used 

to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control a lot of 

circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They played an 

important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in long distance 

telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to another destination. 

After the invention of computers, they were also used to perform Boolean and other logical 

operations. The high-end applications of relays require high power to be driven by electric motors 

and so on. Such relays are called contactors. 

 There are only four main parts in a relay. They are 

 1. Electromagnet  

2. Movable Armature  

3. Switch point contacts  

4. Spring  

 

 

 

The figures given below show the actual design of a simple relay 
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Fig 1.1: design of simple relay 

 

 

1.2 Working of relay 

         The fig.2  shows an inner section diagram of a relay. An iron core is surrounded by a 

control coil. As shown, the power source is given to the electromagnet through a control 

switch and through contacts to the load. When current starts flowing through the control coil, 

the electromagnet starts energizing and thus intensifies the magnetic field. Thus, the upper 

contact arm starts to be attracted to the lower fixed arm and thus closes the contacts causing a 

short circuit for the power to the load. On the other hand, if the relay was already deenergized 

when the contacts were closed, then the contact move oppositely and make an open circuit. 

As soon as the coil current is off, the movable armature will be returned by a force back to its 

initial position. This force will be almost equal to half the strength of the magnetic force. This 

force is mainly provided by two factors. They are the spring and also gravity. Relays are 

mainly made for two basic operations. One is low voltage application and the other is high 

voltage. For low voltage  
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Fig 1.2: working of relay 

 

applications, more preference will be given to reduce the noise of the whole circuit. For 

high voltage applications, they are mainly designed to reduce a phenomenon called arcing. 8 We 

have added the relay diagram in the section below to ensure the clear understanding of relay 

wiring and relay circuits along with their working. The diagram sheds focus on the internal 

section of the relay in the circuit. There is an iron core delimited with the control coin. The power 

source connects with electromagnet through load contacts and a control switch. When energy is 

supply to the circuit through the control coil, magnetic fields intensifies given the commencement 

of energizing. This way, upper contact arms gets attracted by the lower fixed arm which closes 

the contacts leading to the short circuit. However, if the relay was de-energized, an open circuit is 

created with the opposite movement of the contact. Once the coil current goes off, a movable 

armature is force back to the initial position, and the force is equal to half of the magnetic force 

and electric strength. The main reasons behind this force include gravity and spring. The relays 

perform two basic functions, such as high voltage application and low voltage application. In the 

case of high voltage, arcing is reduced while in the low voltage applications, overall circuit noise 

is reduced to a minimum 
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1.3 Types of relays: 

 Relays are the switches which aim at closing and opening the circuits electronically as well as 

electromechanically. It controls the opening and closing of the circuit contacts of an electronic 

circuit. When the relay contact is open (NO), the relay is not energizing with the open contact. 

However, if it is closed (NC), the relay is not energize given the closed contact.  

However, when energy (electricity or charge) is supplied, the states are prone to change. 

Relays are normally used in the control panels, manufacturing and building automation to control 

the power along with switching the smaller current values in a control circuit. However, the 

supply of amplifying effect can help control the large amperes and voltages because if low 

voltage is applied to the relay coil, a large voltage can be switched by the contacts. 

 If preventive relays are being used, it can detect overcurrent, overload, undercurrent, and 

reverse current to ensure the protection of electronic equipment. Last but not the least; it is 13 

used to heat the elements, switch on audible alarms, switch the starting coils, and pilots the lights. 

In addition to the electromechanical and electromagnetic relay, there is a wide variety of relays 

with different working principles, principles of operation and polarity. 

 Electrothermal Relay – When two different material gets in contact, bimetallic strip is formed, 

and when it is energized, it bends. This bending allows the users to make contact connections. 

 Electromechanical Relay – When different mechanical parts are connected based on the 

electromagnet, contact connection is established. 

 Solid State Relay –This relay uses semiconductor devices to make a connection to ensure the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and easiness of the switching speed. This is commonly used for two 

reasons: faster-switching process and durability. 

Hybrid Relay – It is the name given to the solid-state and electromechanical relays Relay Types 

as Per the Polarity. 

 Polarized Relay – These relays are identical to electromechanical relays except for the presence 

of electromagnet and a permanent magnet. With this relay, the armature movement is based on 

the input polarity applied to the coal and is commonly applicable in telegraphically purposes. 
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 Non-polarized Relay – There are no polarities in this relay, and it executes no change with the 

alteration of the input signal. 

 

 We all are aware of the TV remotes on which we can press one button to make a function, 

relays work similarly to that. Relays are used to eliminate the direct link of users with electronic 

equipment to protect them for expected high voltages. If the vast industries are focused, they are 

using the bigger capacity relays to optimize the motors and pumps operation. The common 

purpose of relays can be understood by analyzing the headlight turn on. The headlight switching 

button can be found on the car dashboard, and if moved, they supply the small value of current to 

the coil which results in contactor switching on. Then, relay comes 14 into action by controlling 

the high-power load (headlights).  

There are many other common examples of relays from our daily life. Everyone has a 

fridge at their home and relays control the equipment responsible for working and production of 

cold temperature. Traffic lights are another application of relays where they are used as the 

switching component. The movement and direction of automatic garage doors are also utilizing 

the relays for optimal switching contacts. It is safe to state that relays are responsible for 

energizing the electronic equipment and work on their functioning to ensure the optimal 

operation. These have eased our lives by bringing in automation factors along with the safe and 

smooth running of electronic equipment. This means that there are no threats involved regarding 

the high voltage as there will be no contact at the time of an electronic breakdown 
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UNIT-2 Automation 

2.1 Automation or Labor-saving technology 

Technology by which a process or procedure is performed with minimal human assistance.  

Automation or automatic control is the use of various control systems for operating equipment 

such as machinery, processes in factories, boilers and heat treating ovens, switching on telephone 

networks, steering and stabilization of ships, aircraft and other applications and vehicles with 

minimal or reduced human intervention. 

Automation covers applications ranging from a household thermostat controlling a boiler, to a 

large industrial control system with tens of thousands of input measurements and output control 

signals. In control complexity, it can range from simple on-off control to multi-variable high-level 

algorithms. 

In the simplest type of an automatic control loop, a controller compares a measured value of a 

process with a desired set value, and processes the resulting error signal to change some input to 

the process, in such a way that the process stays at its set point despite disturbances. This closed-

loop control is an application of negative feedback to a system. The automation begun in the 18th 

century and advanced rapidly in the 20th. 

Automation has been achieved by various means including mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, 

electrical, electronic devices and computers, usually in combination. Complicated systems, such 

as modern factories, airplanes and ships typically use all these combined techniques. The benefit 

of automation includes labor savings, savings in electricity costs, savings in material costs, and 

improvements to quality, accuracy, and precision. 

The World Bank's World Development Report 2019 shows evidence that the new industries and 

jobs in the technology sector outweigh the economic effects of workers being displaced by 

automation. 

Job losses and downward mobility blamed on Automation has been cited as one of many factors 

in the resurgence of nationalist and protectionist politics in the US, UK and France, among other 

countries since the 2010s. 
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The term automation, inspired by the earlier word automatic (coming from automaton ), was not 

widely used before 1947, when Ford established an automation department.  It was during this time 

that industry was rapidly adopting feedback controllers , which were introduced in the 1930s. 

2.2 PLC in Automation : 

A programmable logic controller (PLC) or programmable controller is an industrial digital 

computer which has been ruggedize  and adapted for the control of manufacturing processes, such 

as assembly lines, or robotic devices, or any activity that requires high reliability, ease of 

programming and process fault diagnosis. 

PLCs can range from small modular devices with tens of inputs and outputs (I/O), in a housing 

integral with the processor, to large rack-mounted modular devices with a count of thousands of 

I/O, and which are often networked to other PLC and SCADA systems. 

They can be designed for many arrangements of digital and analog I/O, extended temperature 

ranges, immunity to electrical noise, and resistance to vibration and impact. Programs to control 

machine operation are typically stored in battery-backed-up or non-volatile memory. 

PLCs were first developed in the automobile manufacturing industry to provide flexible, rugged 

and easily programmable controllers to replace hard-wired relay logic systems. Since then, they 

have been widely adopted as high-reliability automation controllers suitable for harsh 

environments. 

A PLC is an example of a "hard" real-time system since output results must be produced in 

response to input conditions within a limited time, otherwise unintended operation will result.  

PLC originated in the late 1960s in the automotive industry in the US and were designed to 

replace relay logic systems. Before, control logic for manufacturing was mainly composed 

of relays, cam timers, drum sequencers, and dedicated closed-loop controllers. 

The hard-wired nature made it difficult for design engineers to alter the process. Changes would 

require rewiring and careful updating of the documentation. If even one wire were out of place, or 

one relay failed, the whole system would become faulty. Often technicians would spend hours 

troubleshooting by examining the schematics and comparing them to existing wiring. When 

general-purpose computers became available, they were soon applied to control logic in industrial 
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processes. These early computers were unreliable and required specialist programmers and strict 

control of working conditions, such as temperature, cleanliness, and power quality. 

The PLC was developed with several advantages over earlier designs. It tolerated the industrial 

environment better than computers and was more reliable, compact and required less maintenance 

than relay systems. It was easily extensible with additional I/O modules, while relay systems 

required complicated hardware changes in case of reconfiguration. This allowed for easier 

iteration over manufacturing process design. Comparing to a computer, PLC in a rack format can 

be more easily extended with additional I/O in the form of I/O cards. With simple programming 

language focused on logic and switching operations it was more user-friendly than computers 

using general-purpose programming languages. It also permitted for its operation to be monitored. 

Early PLCs were programmed in ladder logic, which strongly resembled a schematic diagram of 

relay logic. This program notation was chosen to reduce training demands for the existing 

technicians. Other PLCs used a form of instruction list programming, based on a stack-based logic 

solver. 

2.3 Basic functions: 

The most basic function of a programmable controller is to emulate the functions of electro-

mechanical relays. Discrete inputs are given a unique address, and a PLC instruction can test if the 

input state is on or off. Just as a series of relay contacts perform a logical AND function, not 

allowing current to pass unless all the contacts are closed, so a series of "examine if on" 

instructions will energize its output storage bit if all the input bits are on. Similarly, a parallel set 

of instructions will perform a logical OR. In an electro-mechanical relay wiring diagram, a group 

of contacts controlling one coil is called a "rung" of a "ladder diagram ", and this concept is also 

used to describe PLC logic. Some models of PLC limit the number of series and parallel 

instructions in one "rung" of logic. The output of each rung sets or clears a storage bit, which may 

be associated with a physical output address or which may be an "internal coil" with no physical 

connection. Such internal coils can be used, for example, as a common element in multiple 

separate rungs. Unlike physical relays, there is usually no limit to the number of times an input, 

output or internal coil can be referenced in a PLC program. 

Some PLCs enforce a strict left-to-right, top-to-bottom execution order for evaluating the rung 

logic. This is different from electro-mechanical relay contacts, which in a sufficiently complex 
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circuit may either pass current left-to-right or right-to-left, depending on the configuration of 

surrounding contacts. The elimination of these "sneak paths" is either a bug or a feature, 

depending on programming style. 

More advanced instructions of the PLC may be implemented as functional blocks, which carry out 

some operation when enabled by a logical input and which produce outputs to signal, for example, 

completion or errors, while manipulating variable internally that may not correspond to discrete 

logic. 

 

2.4  Architecture and communication 

Regular programmable logic controller consists of: 

 a processor unit (CPU) which interprets inputs, executes the control program stored in 

memory and sends output signals, 

 a power supply unit which converts AC voltage to DC, 

 a memory unit storing data from inputs and program to be executed by the processor, 

 an input and output interfaces, where the controller receives and sends data from/to external 

devices, 

 a communications interface to receive and transmit data on communication networks from/to 

remote PLCs.  

PLCs require programming device which is used to develop and later download the created 

program into the memory of the controller. 

 

 

 

Communication 

PLCs use built-in ports, such as USB, Ethernet, RS-232,RS-485, or RS-422 to communicate with 

external devices (sensors, actuators) and systems (programming software, SCADA, HMI). 
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Communication is carried over various industrial network protocols, like Modbus, or Ethernet/IP. 

Many of these protocols are vendor specific. 

PLCs used in larger I/O systems may have peer-to-peer (P2P) communication between processors. 

This allows separate parts of a complex process to have individual control while allowing the 

subsystems to co-ordinate over the communication link. These communication links are also often 

used for HMI devices such as keypads or PC -type workstations. 

 

FIG 2.1 Block of PLC 

Formerly, some manufacturers offered dedicated communication modules as an add-on function 

where the processor had no network connection built-in. 
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UNIT-3 Mechanical design 

 There are two types of mechanical design for PLC systems. A single box, or a brick is a 

small programmable controller that fits all units and interfaces into one compact casing, although, 

typically, additional expansion modules for inputs and outputs are available. Second design type – 

a modular PLC – has a chassis (also called a rack) that provides space for modules with different 

functions, such as power supply, processor, selection of I/O modules and communication 

interfaces – which all can be customized for the particular application. Several racks can be 

administered by a single processor, and may have thousands of inputs and outputs. Either a special 

high speed serial I/O link or comparable communication method is used so that racks can be 

distributed away from the processor, reducing the wiring costs for large plants. Options are also 

available to mount I/O points directly to the machine and utilize quick disconnecting cables to 

sensors and valves, saving time for wiring and replacing components 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1: selec hardware 
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Fig 3.2: total hardware of PLC 
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Types of PLCs: The two main types of PLC are fixed / compact PLC and modular PLC. 

 Compact PLC: 

 Within a single case, there would be many modules. It has a fixed number of I/O modules and 

external I/O cards. So, it does not have the capability to expand the modules. Every input and 

output would be decided by the manufacturer. 

 Modular PLC: This type of PLC permits multiple expansion through “modules”, hence referred 

to as Modular PLC. I/O components can be increased. It is easier to use because each component 

is independent of each other. A Modular Type PLC PLC are divided into three types based on 

output namely Relay output, Transistor output, and TRIAC Output PLC. The relay output type 

is best suited for both AC and DC output devices. 

 Transistor output type PLC uses switching operations and used inside microprocessors. 

According to the physical size, a PLC is divided into Mini, Micro, and Nano PLC. Some of the 

manufacturers of PLCs include: Allen Bradley ABB Siemens Mitsubishi PLC Hitachi PLC Delta 

PLC General Electric (GE) PLC Honeywell PLC 
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UNIT-4 Introduction to PLC   

PLC Scan Method: PLC utilizes a standard scan method when evaluating user program. 

Scanning process: 

 

Block diagram: 
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Input signal: 

 PLC reads the ON/OFF status of each input and stores the status into memory before evaluating 

the user program. 

 Once the external input status is stored into internal memory, any change at the external inputs 

will not be updated until next scan cycle starts. 

 Program: 

 PLC executes instructions in user program from top to down and left to right then stores the 

evaluated data into internal memory. Some of this memory is latched. 

 Output:  

When END command is reached the program evaluation is complete. The output memory is 

transferred to the external physical outputs. 

 

Scan time 

 The duration of the full scan cycle (read, evaluate, write) is called “scan time.” With more I/O or 

longer program, scan time becomes longer. 

Read scan time PLC measures its own scan time and stores the value (0.1ms) in register 

D1010, minimum scan time in register D1011, and maximum scan time in 

register D1012 

Measure scan 

time 

Scan time can also be measured by toggling an output every scan and then 

measuring the pulse width on the output being toggled. 

Calculate scan 

time 

Scan time can be calculated by adding the known time required for each 

instruction in the user program. 
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Scan time exception: 

PLC can process certain items faster than the scan time. Some of these items interrupts and halt 

the scan time to process the interrupt subroutine program. A direct I/O refresh instruction REF 

allows the PLC to access I/O immediately during user program evaluation instead of waiting until 

the next scan cycle. 
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4.2 PLC Registers and Relays 

Introduction to the basic internal devices in a PLC 
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4.3 Ladder Logic Symbols 

The following table displays list of symbols their description, command 
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4.4 Creating a PLC ladder program 

The editing of the program should start from the left side bus line to the right side bus line, and 

from up to down. However, the right side bus line is omitted when editing in WPLSoft. A single 

row can have maximum 11 contacts on it. If more than 11 contacts are connected, a continuous 

symbol “0” will be generated automatically and the 12th contact will be placed at the start of next 

row. The same input points can be used repeatedly. See the figure below: 
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When evaluating the user program, PLC scan starts from left to right and proceeds to next row 

down until the PLC reaches END instruction. Output coils and basic / application instructions 

belong to the output process and are placed at the right of ladder diagram. The sample program 

below explains the execution order of a ladder diagram. The numbers in the black circles indicate 

the execution order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Execution order of the sample program: 

 1                   LD                    X0   

2                    OR                   M0 

3                   AND                  X1 

 4                    LD                    X3  

                      AND                  M1 

                      ORB                     

5                      LD                      Y1  

                       AND                    X4  

6                       LD                     T0  

                       AND                    M3  
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                       ORB   

7                    ANB   

 8                    OUT                     Y1  

                       TMR                     T0         K10 
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UNIT-5 Timers and counters 

5.1 TIMER (T) 

The units of the timer are 1ms, 10ms and 100ms and the counting method is counting up. When 

the present value in the timer equals the set value, the associated output coil will be ON. The set 

value should be a K value in decimal and can be specified by the content of data register D. 

 The actual set time in the timer = timer resolution× set value  

Ex: If set value is K200 and timer resolution is 10ms, the actual set time in timer will be 

10ms*200 = 2000ms = 2 sec. 

 General Timer : 

The timer executes once when the program reaches END instruction. When TMR instruction is 

executed, the timer coil will be ON when the current value reaches its preset value. 

 When X0 = ON,  TMR instruction is driven.  When current value achieves K100, the associate 

timer contact T0 is ON to drive Y0. If X0 = OFFor the power is off, the current value in T0 will 

be cleared as 0 and output Y0 driven by contact T0 will be OFF. 

 

 

 

 

 

Accumulative Timer : 

The timer executes once when the program reaches END instruction. When TMR instruction is 

executed, the timer coil will be ON when the current value reaches its preset value. For 

accumulative timers, current value will not be cleared when timing is interrupted.  
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Timer T250 will be driven when X0 = ON. When X0 = OFFor the power is off, timer T250 will 

pause and retain the current value. When X0 is ON again, T250 resumes timing from where it was 

paused. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Timers for Subroutines and Interrupts : 

Timers for subroutines and interrupts count once when END instruction is met. The associated 

output coils will be ON if the set value is achieved when End instruction executes. T184~T199 are 

the only timers that can be used in subroutines or interrupts. Generals timers used in subroutines 

and interrupts will not work if the subroutines or interrupts are not executing. 
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5.2 COUNTER  (C) 

Counters will increment their present count value when input signals are triggered from OFFON. 
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5.3 CONTROL EXAMPLE SHOWN IN LADDER DIAGRAM: 

This is a programming example in ladder diagram which shows the control system. A ladder 

diagram is a method of drawing control circuits which pre-dates PLCs. The ladder diagram 

resembles the schematic diagram of a system built with electromechanical relays. 

As an example, say a facility needs to store water in a tank. The water is drawn from the tank by 

another system, as needed, and our example system must manage the water level in the tank by 

controlling the valve that refills the tank. Shown are: 

 Two inputs (from the low and high level switches) represented by contacts of the float 

switches 

 An output to the fill valve, labelled as the fill valve which it controls 

 An "internal" contact, representing the output signal to the fill valve which is created in the 

program. 

 A logical control scheme created by the interconnection of these items in software 

In ladder diagram, the contact symbols represent the state of bits in processor memory, which 

corresponds to the state of physical inputs to the system. If a discrete input is energized, the 

memory bit is a 1, and a "normally open" contact controlled by that bit will pass a logic "true" 

signal on to the next element of the ladder. Therefore, the contacts in the PLC program that "read" 

or look at the physical switch contacts in this case must be "opposite" or open in order to return a 

TRUE for the closed physical switches. Internal status bits, corresponding to the state of discrete 

outputs, are also available to the program. 

In the example, the physical state of the float switch contacts must be considered when choosing 

"normally open" or "normally closed" symbols in the ladder diagram. The PLC has two discrete 

inputs from float switches (Low Level and High Level). Both float switches (normally closed) 

open their contacts when the water level in the tank is above the physical location of the switch. 

When the water level is below both switches, the float switch physical contacts are both closed, 

and a true (logic 1) value is passed to the Fill Valve output. Water begins to fill the tank. The 

internal "Fill Valve" contact latches the circuit so that even when the "Low Level" contact opens 

(as the water passes the lower switch), the fill valve remains on. Since the High Level is also 

normally closed, water continues to flow as the water level remains between the two switch levels. 
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Once the water level rises enough so that the "High Level" switch is off (opened), the PLC will 

shut the inlet to stop the water from overflowing; this is an example of seal-in (latching) logic. 

The output is sealed in until a high level condition breaks the circuit. After that the fill valve 

remains off until the level drops so low that the Low Level switch is activated, and the process 

repeats again. 

A complete program may contain thousands of rungs, evaluated in sequence. Typically the PLC 

processor will alternately scan all its inputs and update outputs, then evaluate the ladder logic;  

input changes during a program scan will not be effective until the next I/O update. A complete 

program scan may take only a few milliseconds, much faster than changes in the controlled 

process. 

 

 

 

Programmable controllers vary in their capabilities for a "rung" of a ladder diagram. Some only 

allow a single output bit. There are typically limits to the number of series contacts in line, and the 

number of branches that can be used. Each element of the rung is evaluated sequentially. If 

elements change their state during evaluation of a rung, hard-to-diagnose faults can be generated, 

although sometimes (as above) the technique is useful. Some implementations forced evaluation 
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from left-to-right as displayed and did not allow reverse flow of a logic signal (in multi-branched 

rungs) to affect the output. 
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UNIT-6 REAL TIME CLOCK 

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 A real-time clock (RTC) is a computer clock, usually in the form of an integrated circuit that is solely built 

for keeping time. Naturally, it counts hours, minutes, seconds, months, days and even years. RTCs can be 

found running in personal computers, embedded systems and servers, and are present in any electronic 

device that may require accurate time keeping. Being able to still function even when the computer is 

powered down through a battery or independently from the system’s main power is fundamental.  

              RTCs must accurately keep time, even when the device is powered off because, it is often used as 

a trigger for turning the device on or triggering events such as alarm clocks. RTC ICs run on an alternate 

power source, which allows it to continually operate under low power or even when the computer is turned 

off. ICs on older systems utilize lithium batteries, whereas newer systems make use of auxiliary batteries or 

super capacitors.  

RTC ICs that use supercapacitors are rechargeable and can be soldered. But in most consumer-grade 

motherboards, the RTC is powered by a single battery that, when removed, resets the RTC to its starting 

point. RTC ICs regulate time with the use of a crystal oscillator and do not rely on clock signals like most 

hardware clocks. Aside from being responsible for the timing function of the system and its clock, RTC 

ICs ensure that all processes occurring in the system are appropriately synchronized. Although some may 

argue that this is a job for the system clock, the system clock is actually dependent on the RTC, making the 

RTC indirectly responsible for synchronization. An RTC battery should last for three to five years or more. 

RTCs are essential; if the battery fails, it must be replaced to ensure continued operation. A dead battery 

can be diagnosed with an error message at startup or if the user finds that the clock or the setup 

configuration has become corrupted, flaky or odd.  

Benefits of RTCs include: 

 • RTC ICs have proved to be more precise than other methods — like programming the timer of the 

controller.  

• It frees the main system from time-critical tasks. 

 • It has low power consumption and improved frequency stability. 
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Fig 6.1: Ladder diagram of REAL TIME CLOCK 

The above ladder is the PLC ladder for a real time clock 
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CONCLUSION 

       I learnt the way of work in an organization the importance of being punctual, the importance 

of maximum commitment and the importance of team spirit. The training program having three 

destinations was a lot more useful than staying at one place throughout the whole period. In my 

opinion. I have gained lots of knowledge and experience. The training that I received at NSIC was 

deal on applying the knowledge. I have again at our collage. Learning something from books and 

lectures is nothing like having first-hand experience. At NSIC I got to apply my Electrical 

engineering knowledge and programming knowledge. The company gives the full freedom for the 

trainee to get a sufficient training. The trainees can ask and do anything relevant to the training. 

Engineer’s always very enthusiastic on giving us the best training experience. During my training 

at industrial was able to understand about Relay hardware circuits & PLCs. 
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                             ABSTRACT 

 



The purpose of this is to assist attendees in preparation of Transformer Specifications to procure 

economical and reliable transformers which meet system needs. By knowing the implications of 

transformer parameters on operation and on cost, functional specifications can be prepared. Often the 

bid with the lowest evaluated cost does not give the lowest operational cost transformer, but a good 

specification is most influential in achieving this. Specifications should not only reduce the capital 

cost, should also reduce the operational cost. Specifications should help the maintenance and reduce 

the maintenance cost. To repair a transformer quickly at a low cost should be an important aspect in 

finalizing an order and to be covered in the specifications. A clear specification with all system 

requirements is of at most important in procuring reliable and economical transformers. A 

specification with no ambiguities and with no missing information avoids manufacturing design 

engineers to assume the requirements which are not clear or missing. When the manufacturing design 

engineers have to assume, most likely they will assume to obtain the lowest cost transformer, often 

this does not meet the system needs. 
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INTRODUCTION ABOUT TRANSFORMER  

Transformer is an ac machine that transfers electrical energy from one electrical circuit to another without 

changing frequency by the principle of electro magnetic induction.Since it’s basic construction requires no 

moving parts so it is often called the static transformer and it is very rugged machine requiring the minimum 

amount of re pair and maintenance.Owing to the lack of rotating parts there are no friction or winding 

losses.Further ,the other losses are very low so that the efficiency should be high.The efficiency varies from 

97% to 99%. 

 The action of a transformer is based on the principle tha tenergy may be efficiently transferred by induction 

from one set of coils to another by means of varying magnetic flux ,provided that both the sets of coils are on a 

common magnetic circuit.The emfs are induced by the variation in the magnitude of flux with time.It is based 

on Faradays law of electromagnetic induction. 

POWER TRANSFORMER  

 The term is used to include all transformers of large sizes(250kva and above) used in generating stations and 

substations for transforming the voltage at each end of a power transmission line.They may be single or three 

phase and voltage rating of 220/11kv or in high voltage range.They are put in operation during load hours and 

dis connected during light load hours or operated on full load.So power transformer are designed to have 

maximum efficiency at full load(i.e.with iron loss to full load copper loss ratio of 1:1). 

DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER  

 Transformer of rating up to 200kva,used to step down the distribution voltage to a standard service voltage are 

known as distribution transformer.They are kept in operation all the24 hours a day.In such transformer iron loss 

occur for all the time where copper loss occur only when they are loaded.Therefore,distribution transformers 

should be designed with iron loss smaller in comparison to full load copper loss(say with iron loss to full load 

copper loss ratio1:3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Parts: 

                     

Basic parts of transformer: 

1. Laminated Core 

2. Windings 

3. Insulating Materials 

4.Transformer oil 

5.Tap changer 

6.Conservator 

7.Cooling tubes 

8.Buchholz Relay 

9.Explosion Vent 

 

Core:     

                       



                            fig 1 transformer core 

Generally, the name associated with the construction of a transformer is dependant upon how the primary and 

secondary windings are wound around the central laminated steel core. The two most common and basic designs 

of transformer construction are the Closed-core Transformer and the Shell-core Transformer. 

In the “closed-core” type (core form) transformer, the primary and secondary windings are wound outside and 

surround the core ring. In the “shell type” (shell form) transformer, the primary and secondary windings pass 

inside the steel magnetic circuit (core) which forms a shell around the windings. 

WINDINGS: 

              

                        fig 2 transformer windings 

In a single-phase two winding transformer, two windings would be present as shown. The one which is 

connected to the voltage source and creates the magnetic flux called the primary winding, and the second 

winding called the secondary in which a voltage is induced as a result of mutual induction. 

Primary Windings: 

A primary winding is the winding of a transformer that is connected to and receives energy from an external 

source of electrons. ... A primary winding is the winding of a transformer that is connected to and receives 

energy from an external source of electrons. 

Secondary Windings: 

A secondary winding is the winding of a transformer that receives its energy by electromagnetic induction from 

the primary winding. The secondary winding is facilitated with larger-gauge wire because of the increase in 

current, whereas the primary winding is made up of smaller-gauge wire due to less current conduction. 

HIGH VOLTAAGE WINDINGS: 



  High voltage windings are made up of copper coil.The number of turns in it is the multiple of the number of 

turns in the low voltage windings. 

LOW VOLTAAGE WINDINGS: 

  Low voltage windings has lesser number of turns than that of HV windings.It is made up of the thick copper 

conductors. 

Insulating Materials:  

                    

                                 fig 3 Insulating material 

There are two types of insulating materials: radiant barriers and reflective insulation systems. Some of the 

commonly used insulation materials in homes include the following: rock wool, slag wool cellulose, glass wool, 

polystyrene, urethane foam, vermiculite, perlite, wood fiber, and plant fiber. 

Transformer oil:  

                                  

                                   fig 4 transformer oil 

Transformer oil or insulating oil is an oil that is stable at high temperatures and has excellent electrical 

insulating properties. It is used in oil-filled transformers, some types of high-voltage capacitors, fluorescent 

lamp ballasts (North America only), and some types of high-voltage switches and circuit breakers. 

Cooling System:  



                      

                            fig 5 Cooling system 

The two-stage cooling method is a Food and Drug Administration Food Code recommended procedure for 

cooling food in restaurants and food service establishments. In the two-stage cooling method, food must be 

cooled from 140° F (60° C) to 70° F (21° C) within two hours and to 41° F (5° C) or lower within four hours. 

Conservator:  

When transformer is loaded and when ambient temperature rises, the volume of oil inside transformer increases. 

A conservator tank of transformer provides adequate space to this expanded transformer oil. It also acts as a 

reservoir for transformer insulating oil. 

Tap changer:  

                         

                         fig 6  Tap changer 

The purpose of a tap changer is to regulate the output voltage of a transformer. It does this by altering the 

number of turns in one winding and thereby changing the turns ratio of the transformer. There are two types of 

transformer tap changers: an on-load tap changer (OLTC) and a de energised tap changer (DETC). 

Buchholz relay: 



                         

                          fig 7 Buchholz relay 

Buchholz relay in a transformer is an oil container housing the connecting pipe from the main tank to the 

conservator tank. It has mainly two elements. The upper element consists of a float. The float is attached to a 

hinge in such a way that it can move up and down depending upon the oil level in the Buchholz relay Container. 

Explosion Vent: 

                    

                           fig 8 Explosion vent 

The purpose of the explosion vent in a transformer is to prevent damage of the transformer tank be releasing any 

excessive pressure generated inside the transformer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Classification of transformer: 

 On the basis of output voltage: 

a) Step-up :    

          

             Fig 9 Step-up transformer  

b) Step-down :  

       

          Fig 10 Step-down transformer 

 On the basis of core construction: 

       

Fig 11 core-type  transformer                    Fig 12 Shell-type transformer  

 On the basis of no.of phase: 

          

Fig 13 single-phase transformer              Fig 14  Three-phase  transformer    



 On the basis of cooling system: 

1) Naturally Cooled      

2) Oil Cooled 

3) Water Cooled 

4) Forced air Cooled 

 On the basis of output capacity: 

1) Auto Transformer 

2) Instrument Transformer 

 On the basis of Commercial: 

POWER TRANSFORMER  

 The term is used to include all transformers of large sizes(250kva and above) used in generating 

stations and substations for transforming the voltage at each end of a power transmission line.They may 

be single or three phase and voltage rating of 220/11kv or in high voltage range. 

DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER  

 Transformer of rating up to 200kva,used to step down the distribution voltage to a standard service 

voltage are known as distribution transformer.They are kept in operation all the24 hours a day.In such 

transformer iron loss occur for all the time where copper loss occur  only when they are loaded. 

Principle of Operation: 

                   

         Fig 15  principle of transformer    

A transformer consists of two electrically isolated coils and operates on Faraday's principal of “mutual 

induction”, in which an EMF is induced in the transformers secondary coil by the magnetic flux generated by 

the voltages and currents flowing in the primary coil winding. 

Transformer – Working Principle 



The main principle of operation of a transformer is mutual inductance between two circuits which is linked 

by a common magnetic flux. A basic transformer consists of two coils that are electrically separate and 

inductive, but are magnetically linked through a path of reluctance. The working principle of the 

transformer can be understood from the figure below. 

                     

As shown above the electrical transformer has primary and secondary windings. The core laminations are 

joined in the form of strips in between the strips you can see that there are some narrow gaps right through 

the cross-section of the core. These staggered joints are said to be ‘imbricated’. Both the coils have high 

mutual inductance. A mutual electro-motive force is induced in the transformer from the alternating flux 

that is set up in the laminated core, due to the coil that is connected to a source of alternating voltage. Most 

of the alternating flux developed by this coil is linked with the other coil and thus produces the mutual 

induced electro-motive force. The so produced electro-motive force can be explained with the help of 

Faraday’s laws of Electromagnetic Induction as 

e=M*dI/dt 

If the second coil circuit is closed, a current flows in it and thus electrical energy is transferred 

magnetically from the first to the second coil. 

The alternating current supply is given to the first coil and hence it can be called as the primary winding. 

The energy is drawn out from the second coil and thus can be called as the secondary winding.] 

In short, a transformer carries the operations shown below: 

1. Transfer of electric power from one circuit to another. 

2.  Transfer of electric power without any change in frequency. 

3. Transfer with the principle of electromagnetic induction. 

4. The two electrical circuits are linked by mutual induction. 

 

 Transformer Construction 



For the simple construction of a transformer, you must need two coils having mutual inductance and a 

laminated steel core. The two coils are insulated from each other and from the steel core. The device will 

also need some suitable container for the assembled core and windings, a medium with which the core and 

its windings from its container can be insulated. 

In order to insulate and to bring out the terminals of the winding from the tank, apt bushings that are made 

from either porcelain or capacitor type must be used. 

In all transformers that are used commercially, the core is made out of transformer sheet steel laminations 

assembled to provide a continuous magnetic path with minimum of air-gap included. The steel should have 

high permeability and low hysteresis loss. For this to happen, the steel should be made of high silicon 

content and must also be heat treated. By effectively laminating the core, the eddy-current losses can be 

reduced. The lamination can be done with the help of a light coat of core plate varnish or lay an oxide layer 

on the surface. For a frequency of 50 Hertz, the thickness of the lamination varies from 0.35mm to 0.5mm 

for a frequency of 25 Hertz. 

Types Of Transformers: 

 

 

1) Indoor: A padmount or pad-mounted transformer is a ground mounted electric power      

distribution transformer in a locked steel cabinet mounted on a concrete pad. 

       

              Fig 16 - pad mounted transformer        

   



2) Outdoor :   Pole mounted transformers are the common breadbox transformers used  for 

converting distribution voltage to the 120/240 volt power used by homes and low-volume commercial 

installations. Pole mounted electrical transformers are used in extensive rural area. 

                     

                     Fig 17 - pole mounted transformer     

According to KVA ratings: 

       

                                                      Table 1- KVA ratings 

Losses in Transformer: 

There are various types of losses in the transformer such as iron loss, copper loss, hysteresis loss, eddy 

current loss, stray loss, and dielectric loss. The hysteresis losses occur because of the variation of the 

magnetization in the core of the transformer and the copper loss occurs because of the transformer winding 

resistance. 

The various types of losses are explained below in detail. 

Contents: 

 Iron losses 

 Hysteresis losses 



 Eddy current losses 

 Copper loss or Ohmic loss 

 Stray Loss 

 Dielectric loss 

 

Iron Losses 

Iron losses are caused by the alternating flux in the core of the transformer as this loss occurs in the core it 

is also known as Core loss. Iron loss is further divided into hysteresis and eddy current loss. 

 

Hysteresis Loss 

The core of the transformer is subjected to an alternating magnetizing force, and for each cycle of emf, a 

hysteresis loop is traced out. Power is dissipated in the form of heat known as hysteresis loss and given by 

the equation shown below: 

 

Where 

 KȠ is a proportionality constant which depends upon the volume and quality of the    material of 

the core used in the transformer, 

 f is the supply frequency, 

 Bmax is the maximum or peak value of the flux density. 

The iron or core losses can be minimized by using silicon steel material for the construction of the core of 

the transformer. 

 

Eddy Current Loss 

When the flux links with a closed circuit, an emf is induced in the circuit and the current flows, the value 

of the current depends upon the amount of emf around the circuit and the resistance of the circuit. 

Since the core is made of conducting material, these EMFs circulate currents within the body of the 

material. These circulating currents are called Eddy Currents. They will occur when the conductor 

experiences a changing magnetic field. As these currents are not responsible for doing any useful work, 

and it produces a loss (I2R loss) in the magnetic material known as an Eddy  

Current Loss. 

The eddy current loss is minimized by making the core with thin laminations. 

https://circuitglobe.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/transformer-losses-eq1-compressor.jpg


The equation of the eddy current loss is given as: 

 

Where, 

 Ke – coefficient of eddy current. Its value depends upon the nature of magnetic material  like 

volume and resistivity of core material, the thickness of laminations 

 Bm – maximum value of flux density in wb/m2 

 T – thickness of lamination in meters 

 F – frequency of reversal of the magnetic field in Hz 

 V – the volume of magnetic material in m3 

 

Copper Loss Or Ohmic Loss 

These losses occur due to ohmic resistance of the transformer windings. If I1 and I2 are the primary and 

the secondary current. R1 and R2 are the resistance of primary and secondary winding then the copper 

losses occurring in the primary and secondary winding will be I12R1 and I22R2 respectively. 

Therefore, the total copper losses will be 

These losses varied according to the load and known hence it is 

also known as variable losses. Copper losses vary as the square of the load current. 

 

Stray Loss 

The occurrence of these stray losses is due to the presence of leakage field. The percentage of these losses 

are very small as compared to the iron and copper losses so they can be neglected. 

 

Dielectric Loss 

Dielectric loss occurs in the insulating material of the transformer that is in the oil of the transformer, or in 

the solid insulations. When the oil gets deteriorated or the solid insulation gets damaged, or its quality 

decreases, and because of this, the efficiency of the transformer gets affected. 

             

 

https://circuitglobe.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/eddy-current-eq-compressor1.jpg
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Task Performance: 

 Manufacturing Process 

 

                 

                                                       Fig 18 -  Flow chart 

 CORE SECTION 

            The magnetic core of transformer is built up of  cold rolled grain oriented (CRGO) magnetic steel 

laminations.Hi-B grade and laser scribed lamination is used to reduce the no load losses and noise. 

Laminations are cut at an angle of 45o.Core leg and yoke laminations are inter leaved in  mitred joints in 

order to facilitate the passage of the magnetic flux, to avoid hot spots  

And to reduce no load losses and sound level. 

 

 

By using guages and jigs, the laminations are assembled in to a core, taking much care to reduce the air 

gaps between the laminations to the minimum.The laminations of upper yoke are inter leaved after fitting 

the windings. 

 

 

 

 WINDING SECTION 



                      The windings are designed to optimize dynamic, thermal, mechanical and electrical stresses 

depending up on the current and voltage requirements. 

Depending on the specific design criteria, spiral, cross over  Helical, continuous disc, partly interleaved or fully 

interleaved windings are used. 

 

Steel winding mandrels arew used to ensure tight tolerances.The winding machines are equipped with 

hydraulic braking devices which ensure that the proper tension is maintained on the winding. 

                

 TESTING OF TRANSFORMER 

 

Tests done at factory 

1. Type tests 

2. Routine tests 

3. Special tests 

 

Tests done at site 

1. Pre-commissioning tests 

2. Periodic/condition monitoring tests 

3. Emergency tests 

 

Type Test of Transformer 

To prove that the transformer meets customer’s specifications and design expectations, the transformer has 

to go through different testing procedures in manufacturer premises. Some transformer tests are carried out 

for confirming the basic design expectation of that transformer. These tests are done mainly in a prototype 



unit not in all manufactured units in a lot. Type test of transformer confirms main and basic design 

criteria of a production lot. 

Routine Tests of Transformer 

Routine tests of transformer is mainly for confirming the operational performance of the individual unit 

in a production lot. Routine tests are carried out on every unit manufactured. 

Special Tests of Transformer 

Special tests of transformer is done as per customer requirement to obtain information useful to the user 

during operation or maintenance of the transformer. 

Pre Commissioning Test of Transformer 

In addition to these, the transformer also goes through some other tests, performed on it, before actual 

commissioning of the transformer at the site. The transformer testing performed before commissioning the 

transformer at the site is called the pre-commissioning test of transformer. These tests are done to assess 

the condition of transformer after installation and compare the test results of all the low voltage tests with 

the factory test reports. 

Type tests of transformer include: 

1. Winding resistance of test transformer 

2. Transformer ratio test 

3. Transformer vector group test 

4. Measurement of impedance voltage/short circuit impedance (principal tap) and load loss (Short 

circuit test) 

5. Measurement of no-load loss and current  (Open circuit) 

6. Measurement of insulation resistance 

7. Dielectric Test of Transformer 

8. Temperature raise test of transformer 

9. Tests on on-load tap-changer 

10. Vacuum tests on tank and radiators 

Routine tests of transformer include 

1. Winding resistance of test transformer 

2. Transformer ratio test 

3. Transformer vector group test 

4. Measurement of impedance voltage/short circuit impedance (principal tap) and load loss (Short 

circuit test) 

5. Measurement of no load loss and current (Open circuit test) 



6. Measurement of insulation resistance 

7. Dielectric tests of transformer. 

8. Tests on on-load tap-changer. 

9. Oil pressure test on transformer to check against leakages past joints and gaskets 

That means Routine tests of transformer include all the type tests except temperature rise and vacuum tests. 

The oil pressure test on transformer to check against leakages past joints and gaskets is included. 

Special Tests of transformer include 

1. Dielectric tests. 

2. Measurement of zero-sequence impedance of three-phase transformers 

3. Short-circuit test 

4. Measurement of acoustic noise level 

5. Measurement of the harmonics of the no-load current. 

6. Measurement of the power taken by the fans and oil pumps. 

7. Tests on bought out components / accessories such as buchholz relay, temperature indicators, 

pressure relief devices, oil preservation system etc. 

 

Transformer Winding Resistance Measurement 

Transformer Winding Resistance Measurement is carried out to calculate the I2R losses and to calculate 

winding temperature at the end of a temperature rise test. It is carried out as a type test as well as routine 

test. It is also done at site to ensure healthiness of a transformer that is to check loose connections, broken 

strands of conductor, high contact resistance in tap changers, high voltage leads and bushings etc. 

There are different methods for measuring of the transformer winding, likewise: 

 Current-voltage method of measurement of winding resistance. 

 Bridge method of measurement of winding resistance. 

 Kelviin bridge, method of Measuring Winding Resistance. 

 Measuring winding resistance by Automatic Winding Resistance Measurement Kit. 

Note: Transformer winding resistance measurement shall be carried out at each tap. 

Transformer Ratio Test 

The performance of a transformer largely depends upon perfection of specific turns or voltage ratio of 

transformer. So transformer ratio test is an essential type test of transformer. This test also performed as 

a routine test of transformer. So for ensuring proper performance of electrical power transformer, voltage 

and turn ratio test of transformer one of the important tests. 



The procedure of the transformer ratio test is simple. We just apply three phase 415 V supply to HV 

winding, with keeping LV winding open. We measure the induced voltages at HV and LV terminals of the 

transformer to find out actual voltage ratio of the transformer. We repeat the test for all tap position 

separately. 

Magnetic Balance Test of Transformer 

Magnetic balance test of transformer is conducted only on three-phase transformers to check the imbalance 

in the magnetic ciircuit. 

Procedure of Magnetic Balance Test of Transformer 

1. Keep the tap changer of transformer in normal position. 

2. Now disconnect the transformer neutral from ground. 

3. Then apply single phase 230 V AC supply across one of the HV winding terminals 

and neutral terminal. 

4. Measure the voltage in two other HV terminals in respect of neutral terminal. 

5. Repeat the test for each of the three phases. 

           

                                              Table - 2 Magnetic balance test 

In case of an auto transformer, a magnetic balance test of transformer should be repeated for LV winding 

also. 

There are three limbs placed side by side in a core of the transformer. One phase winding is wound in one 

limb. The voltage induced in different phases depends upon the respective position of the limb in the core. 

The voltage induced in different phases of a transformer in respect to neutral terminals given in the table 

below. 

Magnetizing Current Test of Transformer 

Magnetizing current test of transformer is performed to locate defects in the magnetic core structure, 

shifting of windings, failure in between turn insulation or problem in tap changers. These conditions 

change the effective reluctance of the magnetic circuit, thus affecting the current required to establish flux 

in the core. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/


1. Keep the tap changer in the lowest position and open all IV and LV terminals 

2. Then apply three phase 415 V supply on the line terminals for three-phase transformers and single 

phase 230 V supply on single phase transformers 

3. Measure the supply voltage and current in each phase 

4. Now repeat the magnetizing current test of transformer test with keeping tap changer 

in normal position 

5. Repeat the test while keeping the tap at highest position 

Normally, there are two similar higher readings on two outer limb phases on transformer core and one 

lower reading on the center limb phase, in the case of three phase transformers. 

An agreement to within 30% of the measured exciting current with the previous test is usually considered 

satisfactory. If the measured exciting current value is 50 times higher than the value measured during 

factory test, there is a likelihood of a fault in the winding which needs further analysis. 

Caution: This magnetizing current test of a transformer is to be carried out before DC resistance 

measurement. 

Vector Group Test of Transformer 

In a 3 phase Transformer, it is essential to carry out a vector group test of transformer. Proper vector 

grouping in a transformer is an essential criteria for  parallel operation of Transformer. 

There are several internal connections of three-phase transformer are available on the market. These 

several connections give various magnitudes and phase of the secondary voltage; the magnitude can be 

adjusted for parallel operation by suitable choice of turn ratio, but the phase divergence cannot be 

compensated. 

So we have to choose a transformer suitable for parallel operation whose phase sequence and phase 

divergence are same. All the transformers with the same vector ground have same phase sequence and 

phase divergence between primary and secondary. 

Before procuring an electrical power transformer, you should ensure the vector group of the transformer, 

whether it will be matched with his or her existing system or not. The vector group test of transformer 

confirms his or her requirements. 

Insulation Resistance Test or Megger Test of Transformer 

Insulation resistance test of transformer is essential type test. This test is carried out to ensure the 

healthiness of the overall insulation system of an electrical power transformer. 

Procedure of Insulation Resistance Test of Transformer 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-transformer-definition-working-principle-of-transformer/


1. Disconnect all the line and neutral terminals of the transformer 

2. Megger leads to be connected to LV and HV bushing studs to measure insulation resistance IR 

value in between the LV and HV windings 

3. Megger leads to be connected to HV bushing studs and transformer tank earth point to measure 

insulation resistance IR value in between the HV windings and earth 

4. Megger leads to be connected to LV bushing studs and transformer tank earth point to measure 

insulation resistance IR value in between the LV windings and earth 

NB: It is unnecessary to perform insulation resistance test of transformer per phase wise in three-phase 

transformer. IR values are taken between the windings collectively as because all the windings on HV side 

are internally connected together to form either star or delta and also all the windings on LV side are 

internally connected together to form either star or delta. 

Measurements are to be taken as follows: 

 For auto transformer: HV-IV to LV, HV-IV to E, LV to E. 

 For two winding transformer: HV to LV, HV to E, LV to E. 

 Three winding transformers: HV to IV, HV to LV, IV to LV, HV to E, IV to E, LV to E. 

 Oil temperature should be noted at the time of insulation resistance test of the transformer, 

since the IR value of transformer insulating oil may vary with temperature. 

 IR values to be recorded at intervals of 15 seconds, 1 minute and 10 minutes. 

 With the duration of application of voltage, IR value increases. The increase in IR is an indication 

of dryness of insulation. 

 Absorption coefficient = 1 minute value/15 secs. value. 

 Polarization index = 10 minutes value/1 minute value. 

Dielectric Tests of Transformer 

Dielectric test of a transformer is one kind of insulation test. This test is performed to ensure the expected 

overall insulation strength of the transformer. There are several tests performed to ensure the required 

quality of transformer insulation; the dielectric test is one of them. Dielectric test of the transformer is 

performed in two different steps. 

First one is called Separate Source Voltage Withstand Test of transformer, where a single phase power 

frequency voltage of prescribed level, is applied on transformer winding under test for 60 seconds while 

the other windings and tank are connected to the earth, and it is observed that whether any failure of 

insulation occurs or not during the test. 

The second one is the induced voltage test of Transformer where, three-phase voltage, twice of rated 

secondary voltage is applied to the secondary winding for 60 seconds by keeping the primary of the 

transformer open circuited. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/megger-working-principle-types-history-uses-of-megger/


The frequency of the applied voltage should be double of power frequency too. Here also if no failure of 

insulation, the test is successful. 

In addition to dielectric tests of transformers, there are other types of test for checking insulation of 

transformer, such as lightning impulse test, switching impulse test and partial discharge test. 

Induced Voltage Test of Transformer 

 

 

 

 

The induced voltage test of the transformer is intended to check the inter-turn and line end insulation as 

well as main insulation to earth and between windings- 

1. Keep the primary winding of transformer open circuited. 

2. Apply three-phase voltage to the secondary winding. The applied voltage should be twice of the 

rated voltage of secondary winding in magnitude and frequency. 

3. The duration of the test shall be 60 seconds. 

4. The test shall start with a voltage lower than 1/3 the full test voltage, and it shall be quickly 

increased up to the desired value. 

The test is successful if no breakdown occurs at full test voltage during the test. 

Temperature Rise Test of Transformer 

Temperature rise test of transformer is included in type test of transformer. In this test, we check whether 

the temperature-rising limit of the transformer winding and oil as per specification or not. In this type test 

of the transformer, we have to check oil temperature rise as well as winding temperature rise limits of an 

electrical transformer. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Our overall experience at “SVR ELECTRICALS PRIVATE LIMITED” 

was just phenomenal and with guides like you both made it more knowledgeable and useful. 

The experience and the knowledge we have gained here has made us more 

confident to take up the concepts of transformers as our project interest.Thereby  we are enough 

confident technically. 

We learn to emerge as one of the finest technical and electrical engineer of 

higher learning to develop engineering professional who are technically ,ethical competent, ethical, 

environmental friendly for betterment of society and to accomplish stimulating learning environment 

through high quality internship, innovation and industry institute interface. 
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CHAPTER-01 

DRDO 
 

 

 

 
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) established in 1958 is 

an agency of the Government of India, headquartered in New Delhi. It is under the 

control of the Ministry of Defence, charged with the military’s research and development. 

Also, it is India’s largest and most diverse research organisation with a network of 52 

laboratories. 

The organization is contributing in various fields of science and technology- 

i. Aeronautics v. Land Combat Engineering 

ii. Missiles vi. Life Sciences 

iii. Armaments vii. Materials 

iv. Electronics viii. Naval Systems 

‘Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Missile Complex’ has made significant national contributions in 

Missile Systems and Technologies. It comprises three prestigious laboratories- 

 
ASL Advanced Systems Laboratory, Hyd. 

 
DRDL Defence Research And Development Laboratory, 

Hyd. 

 
RCI Research Centre Imarat, Hyd. 

 
 

1. Facilities at ASL- 

Advanced Composites 

Solid Propulsion 

High Temperature Materials 

Aerospace Mechanics 
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2. Facilities at DRDL- 

Advanced Composites 

Solid Propulsion 

High Temperature Materials 

Aerospace Materials 

 

3. Facilities at RCI- 

Avionics 

Control Systems 

Simulation 
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CHAPTER-02 
 

 

DRDL 
 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Defence Research and Development Laboratory (DRDL)is a Missile System laboratory 

working under the prestigious DRDL. Earlier, it was called the ‘Special Weapons Development 

Team (SWDT)’ comprising of a team of Indian scientists. This team was later termed as DRDL 

and came up with its full-fledged laboratory in June 1961. The organisation’s vision statement 

reads: “Be a design and development house for missile based weapon systems required 

for tactical applications from multiple platforms.” 

. 

 
 

2. PROJECTS- MISSILE SYSTEMS 
 

 

 

In military language, a ‘missile’, also known as a ‘guided missile’, is a guided self-propelled 

flying weapon usually propelled by a jet engine or a rocket motor. 

Few of the missile systems developed by the collaboration of DRDO, BDL and Ordnance 

Factory Board and being worked on by DRDL are mentioned as follows- 

1. Prithvi : Ballistic Missile 

2. Agni : Ballistic Missile 

3. Akash : Surface-to-Air Missile 

4. Trishul : Surface-to-Air Missile 

5. Nag : Anti-Tank Missile 

6. Brahmos : Supersonic Ballistic Missile 
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7. Astra : Air-to-Air Missile 

8. K-15 : Ballistic Missile 

9. Helina : HELIcopter Launched NAg 

 

 

Depending on the environment from which the missile is launched and the environment in which 

the target is to be found, the guided missile (or weapon) systems are classified as follows- 

1. Surface-to-Surface Missile / Ballistic Missile : SSM 

2. Surface-to-Air Missile / Tactical Missile : SAM 

3. Surface-to-Underwater Missile : SUM 

4. Air-to-Surface Missile : ASM 

5. Air-to-Air Missile : AAM 

6. Air-to-Underwater Missile : AUM 

7. Underwater-to-Surface Missile : USM 

8. Underwater-to-Air Missile : UAM 

9. Underwater-to-Underwater Missile : UUM 

 

 

 

 
3. POINTS TO KNOW 

The target handling capability could be either single or multiple, i.e. the missile can either destroy 

a single target or multiple targets at a time. Few of the targets that can be destroyed using missiles- 

i. Fighter jets 

ii. Helicopters 

iii. UAVs 
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iv. Missiles 

The ‘Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme (IGMDP)’was an Indian Ministry 

of Defence programme for the research and development of the comprehensive range of missiles. 

The project started in 1982–83 under the leadership of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.On 8thJanuary 2008, 

the DRDO formally announced the successful completion of the IGMDP stating that, the 

programme was completed with its design objectives achieved. Few of the successful examples 

are Prithvi, Trishul, Akash and Nag. 

 

 

 
4. MISSIONS AT DRDL 

 

 

i. AGNI 

The Agni Missile is a family of long range, surface to surface ballistic missile developed in India, 

which is named after one of the five elements in of nature. 

ii. NEW GENERATION ANTI RADIATION MISSILE (NGARM) 

Launched against fixed targets such as radars 

Range: 100 km 

Air launched 

 

 
ii. QUICK REACTION SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE (QRSAM) 

High mobility speed vehicle 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A._P._J._Abdul_Kalam
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Targets- helicopters, aircrafts and UAVs 

Target speed is less than or equal to 500 m/s (max.) 

 

 
I. JOINT VENTURES 

i. BRAHMOS WEAPON SYSTEM 

Indo-Russian Joint Venture 

Supersonic Cruise Missile 

Solid Propulsion 

Mach No.= 3 

Has fire control system 

Can destroy multiple targets 

 

FIG: BRAHMOS MISSILE 

 

 
ii. LRSAM WEAPON SYSTEM 

Indo-Israel Joint Venture 

Multi-Functional Surveillance Threat Alert Radar (MFTAR) 

Weapon Control System (WCS) 

Range: 1-70 km 
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CHAPTER-03 
 

 

MISSILE SYSTEM DESIGN 
 

 

A. MAJOR SUB-SYSTEMS OF A MISSILE 

i. Seeker 

ii. Warhead /Armament Section 

iii. Guidance System 

iv. Control Section 

v. Propulsion System 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

\ 

FIG: BASIC COMPONENTS OF A MISSILE SYSTEM 
 

 

i. Seeker 

The section which helps the weapon to track the target and follow its path is termed as 

the ‘seeker’. Nowadays, infrared homing is used which uses the infrared (IR) light 

emission from a target to track and follow it. 

 
 

ii. Warhead / Armament Section 

This department of the missile handles the weapon which is used to destroy the target. 

It is one of the heaviest sections of the missile. 

 

iii. Guidance System 
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Guidance is the master and autopilot is the servant. It generates command for the 

autopilot. It can be classified as- 

Beam Riding Guidance System 

Command Guidance System 

Homing Guidance System (active and semi-active) 

 

 

 

 

 
iv. Control System 

 

 
a. Missile Control 

Side force to deviate the trajectory 

Can be achieved with aerodynamic control and thrust vectoring 

 

 
b. Aerodynamic Control 

Wing Control (Akash Missile) 

Canard Control ( Thinaka Missile) 

Tail Control (Prithvi Missile) 

 
v. Propulsion System 

The system which deals with propelling section of the missile is the ‘propulsion system’. 

This can either carry a solid propellant or a liquid propellant depending upon on the 

requirement of the missile. 

B. MISSILE SYSTEM DESIGN PROCEDURE 
 

 

Preliminary Design 

Pre-Flight Analysis 

Post-Flight Analysis 

End Game Simulation 

Guidance and Control Design 
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CHAPTER-04 
 

 

MISSILE 
 

 

 

 

BRAHMOS 

The BrahMos (designated PJ-10)[12] is a medium-range ramjet supersonic cruise missile 

that can be launched from submarine, ships, aircraft, or land. It is the fastest supersonic 

cruise missile in the world.[13] It is a joint venture between the Russian Federation's 

NPO Mashinostroyeniya and India's Defence Research and Development Organisation 

(DRDO) who together have formed BrahMos Aerospace.[14] It is based on the Russian 

P-800 Oniks cruise missile and other similar sea-skimming Russian cruise missile 

technology. The name BrahMos is a portmanteau formed from the names of two rivers, 

the Brahmaputra of India and the Moskva of Russia. 

BRAHMOS Supersonic Cruise Missile - BrahMos.com 

English LanguageBrahmos 

BRAHMOS is a two-stage missile with a solid propellant booster engine as its first stage 

which brings it to supersonic speed and then gets separated. The liquid ramjet or the second 

stage then takes the missile closer to 3 Mach speed in cruise phase. Stealth technology and 

guidance system with advanced embedded software provides the missile with special 

features. 

 
 

The missile has flight range of up to 290-km with supersonic speed all through the flight, 

leading to shorter flight time, consequently ensuring lower dispersion of targets, quicker 

engagement time and non-interception by any known weapon system in the world. 

 
 

It operates on ‘Fire and Forget Principle’, adopting varieties of flights on its way to the 

target. Its destructive power is enhanced due to large kinetic energy on impact. Its cruising 

altitude could be up to 15 km and terminal altitude is as low as 10 meters. It carries a 

conventional warhead weighing 200 to 300 kgs. 

 
 

Compared to existing state-of-the-art subsonic cruise missiles, BRAHMOS has: 

3 times more velocity 
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2.5 to 3 times more flight range 

3 to 4 times more seeker range 

9 times more kinetic energy 

 

The missile has identical configuration for land, sea and sub-sea platforms and uses a 

Transport Launch Canister (TLC) for transportation, storage and launch. 

 

 
Special Features 

Universal for multiple platforms 

“Fire and Forget” principle of operation 

High supersonic speed all through the flight 

Long flight range with varieties of flight trajectories 

Low radar signature 

Shorter flight times leading to lower target dispersion and quicker engagement 

Pin point accuracy with high lethal power aided by large kinetic energy on impact 

Status 

BRAHMOS is the first supersonic cruise missile known to be in service. Induction of the 

first version of BRAHMOS Weapon Complex in the Indian Navy commenced from 2005 

with INS Rajput as the first ship. All future ships being built and ships coming for mid-life 

upgradation will be fitted with the missile. 

The Indian Army has also inducted three regiments of BRAHMOS supersonic cruise 

missile.inducted three regiments of BRAHMOS supersonic cruise missile. 
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In Service 

Ship based Weapon Complex (Inclined & Vertical Configuration) 

Land based Weapon Complex ( Vertical Launch Configuration from Mobile Autonomous 

Launcher) 

In Progress 

Air launch version (successfully test-fired in 2017, creating history) 

The cannisterised missile is capable of being launched vertically from underwater and had 

been successfully flight tested from a submerged platform. Deployment depends on the 

requirement of the Indian Navy or navies of friendly countries. 

 
 

The air launched version has been developed and has lesser weight and additional rear fins 

for aerodynamic stability during separation from the aircraft during launch. The missile 

has gone through complete cycle of ground trials. The required modifications in SU-30 

MKI for interface with the missile launcher and integration with the weapon control of the 

aircraft are being carried out together with Indian Air Force and Sukhoi Design Bureau. 

BRAHMOS missile created history on 22nd Nov 2017 after it was successfully flight- 

tested first time from the Indian Air Force's (IAF) frontline fighter aircraft Sukhoi-30MKI 

against a sea based target in the Bay of Bengal. 

 
 

ASTRA 

The Astra missile programme is headed by the Defence Research & Development 

Organisation (DRDO). The goal of this programme is to provide the Indian Air Force (IAF) 

with an indigenously-designed beyond visual range (BVR) air-to-air missile to equip the 

IAF’s Mirage 2000, MiG-29, Su-30MKI and the future Light Combat Aircraft (LCA). A 

model of the Astra was first shown to the public at Aero India in December 1998. On 25 

July 2001 in Indian Parliament, then-incumbent Defence Minister Jaswant Singh said that 

a feasibility study for the Astra has commenced, after the completion of which a project 

for development of the Astra is planned to be undertaken. Development of this missile is 

likely to take about seven to eight years. Unconfirmed reports state that the first ground- 

launched ballistic tests of the Astra airframe are planned for 2003. The Mirage 2000H has 

been designated as the first potential platform for the Astra when the weapon enters service 

at the end of this decade. 

 
 

The Astra missile uses a terminal active radar-seeker to find targets and a mid-course 

internal guidance system with updates, to track targets. The on-board ECCM capability 
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allows it to jam radar signals from an enemy surface-to-air battery, ensuring that the missile 

is not tracked or shot down. This indigenous missile is intended to have performance 

characteristics similar to the R-77RVV-AE (AA-12), which currently forms part of the 

IAF’s missile armoury. The missile is 3.8 metres long and is said to be configured like a 

longer version of the Super 530D, narrower in front of the wings. Astra uses a HTPB solid- 

fuel propellant and a 15 kg HE (high-explosive) warhead, activated by a proximity fuse. 

The missile has a maximum speed of Mach 4+ and a maximum altitude of 20 km. The 

missile can reportedly undertake 40 g turns close to sea level, when attacking a 

manoeuvring target. Although designed to use a locally-developed solid fuel propellant, 

DRDO is also looking at rocket/ramjet propulsion to provide greater range and enhanced 

kinematic performance. 

 

 

 

A model of the medium-range Astra air-to-air missile. The other model in the background 

is another DRDO creation –> the medium-range Akash surface-to-air missile. 

Robert Hewson, editor of Jane’s Air Launched Weapons, in a March 2003 issue of Jane’s 

Defence Weekly stated, “The basic Astra design uses a metallic airframe with a long low 

aspect-ratio wing and a single-stage smokeless rocket motor. After launch, the missile will 

use a combination of inertial mid-course guidance and/or data-linked targeting updates 

before it enters its terminal acquisition phase. In a head-on engagement, the Astra will have 

a maximum range of 80 km. The missile’s onboard radio-frequency seeker has been largely 

designed in India but incorporates a degree of outside assistance, according to DRDO 

sources. It will have an autonomous homing range of 15 km. The missile’s warhead is a 

pre-fragmented directional unit, fitted with a proximity fuze. A radar fuze already exists 

for the Astra, but the DRDO is currently working on a new laser fuze. According to the 

DRDO, the first ground-launched aerodynamic trials of the Astra will begin within the first 

half of this year. This will be followed by the next phase of controlled in-flight test 

launches.” 
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AKASH 

Introduction 

 

 
Akash is an all weather area air defence weapon system for defending vulnerable 

areas against medium range air targets penetrating from low, medium and high altitudes. 

The system is designed to neutralize multiple aerial targets attacking from several 

directions simultaneously. The system is autonomous and its operation is fully automated. 

The system is configured to be cross country mobile on tracked chasses for the Army or 

road mobile on Tatra chasses. This provides flexibility in deployment. 

 
 

Network Centric 

 

 
The weapon system consists of a network of radars and control centers which 

enables it to work in a network centric manner. It also enables robust and reliable 

operations, as data from multiple sensors are fused into a coherent single integrated air 

picture for the commander. The system can also integrate legacy and futuristic radars. 

Computers process information from several radars and also help in automatically 

classifying the targets as friendly or otherwise. The system also provides for cued 

acquisition of multiple targets by weapon control radar based on data from surveillance 

radars. 

 
 

Advanced Battlefield Management Features 

 

 
The system has advanced battlefied management software, which carries out relative threat 

computation and pairing of targets and missiles. It also enables fire control decisions such 

as direction of missile launch, number of missiles to be launched and instant of missile 

launch. The system also helps to assign specific launchers and missiles and monitors the 

health of the various combat elements and reports them to the war fighter. The control 

center provides “fire request” cue to the commander at the earliest instant ensuring 

high kill probability. The system has inbuilt simulation facility as well as self-testing 

before clearing the missile for launch. 
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The communication between various elements of the weapon system is provided 

by frequency hopping secure RF links. The system can operate in a totally automated 

hands free operation mode from target detection to kill . 

 
 

Akash Missile 

The supersonic surface to air missile has a range of about 25 km and carries a 55 

kg fragmentation warhead that is triggered by proximity fuze. The missile uses state-of- 

art integral ram jet rocket propulsion system and the onboard digital autopilot ensures 

stability and control. The missile has all the way command guidance for full range of 

operation. Electro-pneumatic servo actuation system controls cruciform wings for agile 

response, and thermal batteries provide onboard power supply. The Radio Proximity Fuse 

has advanced signal processing features. Together with the pre fragmented warhead and 

safety arming mechanism, a high kill probability of maneuvering targets is assured. 

 
 

Battery Level Radar 

 

 
The Battery Level Radar (BLR) is the heart of the weapon system as it tracks the targets 

and missiles and guides the missiles towards the targets. The multifunction phased array 

radar can simultaneously track upto 64 targets. In addition it can guide eight missiles 

towards four targets at the same time. Electronically steered beams enable agility in 

switching between various functions of the radar. It has a slewing antenna which enables 

360o coverage in azimuth. It has been designed with advanced ECCM features. 

 
 

Missile Flight Tests 

Several development flight tests were conducted during 2005, 2006 in which the 

Akash missile successfully intercepted flying targets consistently at different altitudes and 

ranges. The tests included simultaneous launch of two missiles from two launchers against 

two targets using the same fire control radar and fire control center. All the flight tests 

were conducted at the missile flight test range ITR, Chandipur which is extensively 

instrumented and is one of the world’s best test ranges. 

 
 

Field Mobility Tests 

In recent tests in realistic desert terrain combat conditions, the complete group of 

Akash Weapon System was fielded and its mobility assessed. The rigorous trials have 

established the ruggedness of various electronic and mechanical packages of the ground 
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systems. Also the response of the Akash weapon system to various air threat scenarios has 

been assessed in detail. The tests have been conclusively proved the combat worthiness 

of hardware and software integration of Akash weapon system. The immunity of Akash 

weapon system to electronic countermeasure environment was separately tested and 

proved at Gwalior Airforce base. 

 

 
User Trials 

 

 
IAF had evolved the user Trial Directive to verify the consistency in performance 

of the total weapon system against low flying near range target, long range high altitude 

target, crossing and approaching target and ripple firing of two missiles from the same 

launcher against a low altitude receding target. 

 
 

The user trials of intercepting flying targets were conducted at ITR, Chandipur 

during 14-21 Dec 2007. Akash missile has successfully intercepted targets fifth time in a 

row in this campaign. Fifth and last trial successfully took place at 2.15 pm on 21st Dec at 

Chandipur on sea. The Akash missile destroyed an Unmanned Air Vehicle (Lakshya) 

which was flying a path simulating an air attack. The target vanished from the radar 

screen when the missile was guided precisely in close proximity and warhead blast 

occurred destroying the target instantaneously. This is the grand finale of the tend days 

users campaign meticulously planned by the Indian Air Force. 

 
 

Indian Air Force officials witnessed user trials. With the conclusion of Akash 

evaluation now onus lies with Indian Air Force and Indian Army as the state-of-art surface 

to air missile as required by services is available for indigenous production in India. 
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The ten day user trials saw participation of 300 reps from DRDO, PSUs, Private 

Industries and MSQAA. Dr. Prahlada who conceptualized the Akash weapon system and 

headed the project for nearly for two decades and currently the Chief Controller at DRDO 

HQrs provided the leadership during the campaign. Dr RR Panyam has been the Project 

Director of Akash since 2002. The multifunction phased array radar has been developed 

by LRDE Bangalore and about 1000 scientists from 13 DRDO laboratories have 

contributed to the development of this weapon system. 

 
 

Production Readiness 

M/s. BEL, Bangalore has been identified as the Nodal production agency for Akash 

weapon system. M/s. BDL, Hyderabad, M/s. ECIL, Hyderabad, M/s. L&T Mumbai and 

M/s. TPCL Mumbai are the major production partners. About 300 industries in Public 

and Private sectors contribute to the production of the weapon system. Concurrent 

engineering practices have been adopted to minimize the learning curve in production. The 

vendors have been carefully chosen for their familiarity with critical technologies, 

manpower and quality management systems. Production documentation containing 

detailed specifications of raw-materials processes and products. 

Specifications 

 

 
Length: 3570 mm 

Body Diameter: 178 mm 

Wing Span: N/A 

Launch Weight: 154 kg. 

Warhead: 15 kg pre-fragmented directional. 

Fuze: Radar Proximity (laser proximity to follow). 

Guidance: Inertial midcourse with data-linked updates, active-radar terminal homing. 

Propulsion: Solid rocket motor. 

Range: 80 km head on, 15 km tail chase. 

 

 

 

Hypersonic Technology Demonstrator Vehicle 
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The HSTDV is an unmanned scramjet demonstration aircraft for hypersonic speed 

flight. The HSTDV program is run by the Indian Defence Research and Development 

Organisation. 

 
 

Introduction 

India is pushing ahead with the development of ground and flight test hardware as part of 

an ambitious plan for a hypersonic cruise missile. 

 
 

The Defense Research and Development Laboratory’s Hypersonic Technology 

Demonstrator Vehicle (HSTDV) is intended to attain autonomous scramjet flight for 20 

seconds, using a solid rocket launch booster. The research will also inform India’s interest 

in reusable launch vehicles. The eventual target is to reach Mach 6.5 at an altitude of 32.5 

km (20 miles). 

 
 

Initial flight testing is aimed at validating the aerodynamics of the air vehicle, as well as its 

thermal properties and scramjet engine performance. A mock-up of the HSTDV was shown 

at the Aero India exhibition in Bangalore in February (see photo), and S. Panneerselvam, 

the DRDL’s project director, says engineers aim to begin flight testing a full-scale air- 

breathing model powered by a 1,300-lb.-thrust scramjet engine in near future. 

TESTING 

A 1:16 scale model of the vehicle was tested at a hypersonic wind tunnel operated by Israel 

Aerospace Industries. The isolated intake has been tested at a trisonic wind tunnel at India’s 

National Aerospace Laboratory (NAL) in Bangalore. During the lab testing the scramjet 

engine was tested twice for 20s. A total of five to six tests are required before the test flight. 

The test flight was expected to take place by the end of 2010. 
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In November 2010, DRDO officials told press that they were in the process of opening four 

state-of-the-art facilities inside as well as in the vicinity of Hyderabad at a cost of more 

than ₹10 billion (US$145 million) over the next five years. Reportedly, they will invest ₹3 to 

4 billion (US$66 to 88 million) for setting up a much-needed hypersonic wind tunnel at 

Hyderabad’s Missile Complex.[4] 

 
 

The facility facilitate testing of various parameters of the Hypersonic Technology 

Development Vehicle (HSTDV), including engine performance. 

 
 

"It is pivotal to test the [HSTDV] in the range of up to Mach 12. This will be a unique 

installation in India," Saraswat told AW&ST on 22 November 2010. 

 
 

As of December 2011, the scientists had proved technologies for aerodynamics, aero- 

thermodynamics, engine and hot structures through design and ground testing. "Ahead of 

the launch, we will have to now focus on the mechanical and electrical integration, control 

and guidance system along with their packaging, checkout system, HILS (hardware in loop 

simulation) and launch readiness," sources said. 

 
 

In early 2016, it was announced that the vehicle will be tested by December 2016. In early 

2019, the vehicle was cleared for tests and is expected take off in same year. 
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CHAPTER-05 
 

 

 

 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 

It is a process to ensure desirable system response, under specified operating conditions and 

disturbances. 

Need 

Basic plant 

May be unstable 

Inadequate damping 

Too sluggish or too fast 

Large error 

Objective 

Plant response will be shaped to have 

Adequate stability 

Desired transient response 

Acceptable steady state response 

 

Open loop conrol system 

In open loop control system, the output does not affect the control action of the system. In other words, 

the system whose working depends on time is known as the open loop control system. The open loop 

system is free from the feedback 

 

 

Closed loop control system 
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The closed-loop control system means the output of the system depends on their input. The system has 

one or more feedback loops between its output and input. The closed-loop system design in such a way 

that they automatically provide the desired output by comparing it with the actual input. The closed- 

loop system generates the error signal which is the difference between the input and output. 

 
Controllers 

There are a number of different standard types of control systems that have been studied 

extensively. These controllers, specifically the P, PD, PI, and PID controllers are very common in 

the production of physical systems, but as we will see they each carry several drawbacks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Proportional Controllers 
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A Proportional controller block diagram 

Proportional controllers are simply gain values. These are essentially multiplicative coefficients, 

usually denoted with a K. A P controller can only force the system poles to a spot on the system's 

root locus. A P controller cannot be used for arbitrary pole placement. 

We refer to this kind of controller by a number of different names: proportional controller, gain, 

and zeroth-order controller. 

 
Derivative Controllers 

 
 

 
 

A Proportional-Derivative controller block diagram 

In the Laplace domain, we can show the derivative of a signal using the following notation: 
 

Since most systems that we are considering have zero initial condition, this simplifies to: 
 

 

 
The derivative controllers are implemented to account for future values, by taking the derivative, 

and controlling based on where the signal is going to be in the future. Derivative controllers should 

be used with care, because even small amount of high-frequency noise can cause very large 

derivatives, which appear like amplified noise. Also, derivative controllers are difficult to 

implement perfectly in hardware or software, so frequently solutions involving only integral 

controllers or proportional controllers are preferred over using derivative controllers. 

Notice that derivative controllers are not proper systems, in that the order of the numerator of the 

system is greater than the order of the denominator of the system. This quality of being a non- 

proper system also makes certain mathematical analysis of these systems difficult. 

 

Z-Domain Derivatives 
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We won't derive this equation here, but suffice it to say that the following equation in the Z-domain 

performs the same function as the Laplace-domain derivative: 

Where T is the sampling time of the signal. 

 
Integral Controllers 

 
 

 
 

A Proportional-Integral Controller block diagram 

To implemenent an Integral in a Laplace domain transfer function, we use the following: 
 

 

 
Integral controllers of this type add up the area under the curve for past time. In this manner, a PI 

controller (and eventually a PID) can take account of the past performance of the controller, and 

correct based on past errors. 

 

Z-Domain Integral 
 

The integral controller can be implemented in the Z domain using the following equation: 
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PID Controllers 
 

 
 

A block diagram of a PID controller 

 
PID controllers are combinations of the proportional, derivative, and integral controllers. Because 

of this, PID controllers have large amounts of flexibility. We will see below that there are definite 

limites on PID control. 

 

 
PID Transfer Function 

 

The transfer function for a standard PID controller is an addition of the Proportional, the Integral, 

and the Differential controller transfer functions (hence the name, PID). Also, we give each term 

a gain constant, to control the weight that each factor has on the final output: 

 
 

[PID] 
 

 

 
Notice that we can write the transfer function of a PID controller in a slightly different way: 

 

 

 
This form of the equation will be especially useful to us when we look at polynomial design. 
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PID Signal flow diagram 
 

 

 

 

 

Routh–Hurwitz stability criterion 
 

 

 

 

In control system theory, the Routh–Hurwitz stability criterion is a mathematical test that is a 

necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of a linear time invariant (LTI) control system. 

The Routh test is an efficient recursive algorithm that English mathematician Edward John Routh 

proposed in 1876 to determine whether all the roots of the characteristic polynomial of a linear 

system have negative real parts.German mathematician Adolf Hurwitz independently proposed in 

1895 to arrange the coefficients of the polynomial into a square matrix, called the Hurwitz matrix, 

and showed that the polynomial is stable if and only if the sequence of determinants of its principal 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stable_polynomial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_invariant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_John_Routh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_of_a_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Characteristic_polynomial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Hurwitz
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submatrices are all positive. The two procedures are equivalent, with the Routh test providing a 

more efficient way to compute the Hurwitz determinants than computing them directly. A 

polynomial satisfying the Routh–Hurwitz criterion is called a Hurwitz polynomial. 

 

The importance of the criterion is that the roots p of the characteristic equation of a linear system 

with negative real parts represent solutions ept of the system that are stable (bounded). Thus the 

criterion provides a way to determine if the equations of motion of a linear system have only stable 

solutions, without solving the system directly. For discrete systems, the corresponding stability 

test can be handleed by the Schur–Cohn criterion, the Jury test and the Bistritz test. With the advent 

of computers, the criterion has become less widely used, as an alternative is to solve the polynomial 

numerically, obtaining approximations to the roots directly. 

The Routh test can be derived through the use of the Euclidean algorithm and Sturm's theorem in 

evaluating Cauchy indices. Hurwitz derived his conditions differently 

Bode Stability Criterion: 

1. Definitions: 

 

● The phase crossover frequency, wpc , is the frequency where phase shift is equal to -180o. 

● The gain crossover frequency, wgc, is the frequency where the amplittude ratio is 1, or 

when log modulus is equal to 0. 

1. 2. Stability Criterion: 

2. If at the phase crossover frequency, the corresponding log modulus of G(iwpc) is less than 

0 dB, then the feedback system is stable. 

3. 3. Stability Margins: 

1. Gain Margin: Let x = |G(iwpc)| then the gain margin is given by GM = 

1/x. 

2. Phase Margin: Let q=arg(G(iwgc)) then the phase margin is given by PM 

= 180o + q. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurwitz_polynomial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BIBO_stability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equations_of_motion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jury_stability_criterion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bistritz_stability_criterion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Derivation_of_the_Routh_array
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclid%27s_algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sturm%27s_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cauchy_index
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CHAPTER-06 
 

 

 

 
Content: 

INSTRUMENTATION FOR ROCKET MOTOR TESTING 

a. Basics of instrumentation 

b. Building blocks of measurement chain 

c. Instrumentation for static testing 

d. Calibration 

Instrumentation deals with measurement and control of object. 

Instrumentation is the act of 

a. Measuring 

b. Acquiring 

c. Processing/analysis 

d. Displaying 

 

 
What do we measure and acquire? 

a. Pressure 

b. Thrust/force 

c. Temperature 

d. Displacement 

e. Flow 

f. Voltage/current 

How do we acquire? 

a. Sensors 

b. Signal conditioners 

c. Converters (ADC) 

d. Acquisition software 

e. Communication software 
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Online analysis 

a. Engineering conversion 

b. Alarm management 

c. Other processing 

Logging 

a. Saving into permanent storage 

b. Future reference 

 

 
Offline analysis 

a. Detailed analysis 

b. Play back 

c. Performance evaluation 

 

 
Displaying, sharing, reporting: 

a. Get a feel of what has happened 

b. Graphical representation 

c. Share with experts 

d. Ready reference in future 

 

 
Signal conditioning 

a. Filtering 

b. Amplification 

c. Excitation 

d. Isolation 

e. Linearization 

f. Cold junction compensation 

 

 
Almost in all areas/fields of 

a. Scientific research 
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b. Engineering and technology 

c. Medical application 

d. Industrial application / automation 

e. Agriculture 

 

 
Convention instrumentation is the measurement of 

a. Pressure 

b. Thrust 

c. Temperature 

d. Displacement 

e. Events 

 

 
Transducers: Transducer convert non electrical form of energy to electrical energy i.e., electrical 

signals 

Active transducers: Self generating type 

Passive transducers: not Self generating type 

Pressure transducer: 

a. Sensing element 

b. Transduction element 

c. Signal conditioning 

 

 
Force measurement: 

load cells are force transducers that convert applied force into an electrical output 

 

 

 

Temperature measurement : 

1. skin temperature ( surface mount type) 

2. gas temperature (probe type) 
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Thermocouple : 

a. Optimised 

b. Wide range 

 

 
Resistance temperature detector (RTD): response time is 5 to 10 seconds i.e., slow 

Thermistor: less range and fast response 

Flow measurement: 

a. Volumetric flow meters 

b. Turbine flow meters 

 

 
Classification of transducers 

a. Sensitivity 

b. Accuracy 

c. Linearity 

d. Repeatability 

e. Hysteresis 

f. Speed of response 

g. Ruggedness 

h. Compact 

 

 
Selection factor of transducers 

a. Physical quantity to be measured 

b. Range 

c. Accuracy 

Data acquisition(ADC) 

What does it do? 

a. Samples the analog signals 

b. Holds the sampled signal 

c. Converts into discrete levels 
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d. Encodes 

 

 
Types of ADC 

a. Successive approximation 

b. Flash 

c. Sigma – delta 

 

 
Static testing of propulsion systems and sub systems 

a. Performance evaluation 

b. Design validation 

 

 
Characteristics of testing 

a. Single shot activity 

b. Only source of experimental data 

c. Inputs for design validation 

d. Expensive in terms of time and money 

e. No scope for failure 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre test During test Post test 

a. Measurement plan a. Data acquisition a. Quick look data 

b. Calibration b. Parameter display b. Data processing 

c. System 

configuration 

c. Remote control c. Performance 

analysis 

d. Configuration 

validation 

 d. Data backup 

e. Test report 

e. Dry or dummy runs   
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Requirements: 

a. Capacity 

b. Orientation 

c. Types of propellant 

d. Safety distance 

e. Concurrent tests operations 

 

 
Steps towards realising a measurement 

a. Preparation of measurement plan(range, accuracy, bandwidth,sensitivity) 

b. Selection of suitable sensors 

c. Calibrate the sensors 

d. Setup signal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CALIBRATION 

 

 

 

Calibration is a comparison between a known measurement (the standard) and the measurement 

using your instrument. Typically, the accuracy of the standard should be ten times the accuracy of 

the measuring device being tested. However, accuracy ratio of 3:1 is acceptable by most standards 

organizations. 

 
Calibration of your measuring instruments has two objectives. It checks the accuracy of the 

instrument and it determines the traceability of the measurement. In practice, calibration also 

includes repair of the device if it is out of calibration. A report is provided by the calibration expert, 

which shows the error in measurements with the measuring device before and after the calibration. 
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To explain how calibration is performed we can use an external micrometer as an example. Here, 

accuracy of the scale is the main parameter for calibration. In addition, these instruments are also 

calibrated for zero error in the fully closed position and flatness and parallelism of the measuring 

surfaces. For the calibration of the scale, a calibrated slip gauge is used. A calibrated optical flat 

is used to check the flatness and parallelism. 

 

 

 

 

 

Why calibration is important? 

The accuracy of all measuring devices degrade over time. This is typically caused by normal wear 

and tear. However, changes in accuracy can also be caused by electric or mechanical shock or a 

hazardous manufacturing environment (e.x., oils, metal chips etc.). Depending on the type of the 

instrument and the environment in which it is being used, it may degrade very quickly or over a 

long period of time. The bottom line is that, calibration improves the accuracy of the measuring 

device. Accurate measuring devices improve product quality. 

 

 

 

 

 
When should you calibrate your measuring device? 

A measuring device should be calibrated: 

a. According to recommendation of the manufacturer. 

 

1. After any mechanical or electrical shock. 

2. Periodically (annually, quarterly, monthly) 

 

Hidden costs and risks associated with the un-calibrated measuring device could be much higher 

than the cost of calibration. Therefore, it is recommended that the measuring instruments are 

calibrated regularly by a reputable company to ensure that errors associated with the measurements 

are in the acceptable range. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

Every discipline plays an important role for the manufacturing and well as working of a missile. 

Before getting into the manufacturing part, it is important to have a design of the missile which 

in turn can only be accomplished by the efforts put by all the personnels working on it. 

We learnt that materials play an important role in giving life to the missile, as without them it 

cannot be manufactured. Different missiles demand different material requirement depending upon 

its capacity and life-line. 

. 

Hence, all these subjects together form a missile! 

 

 

 

-*-*-*- 
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ABSTRACT

Automation is the technology by which a process or procedure is performed with
minimal human assistance. Automation or automatic control is the use of various control
systems for operating equipment such as machinery, processes in factories, boilers and heat
treating ovens, switching on telephone networks, steering and stabilization of ships, aircraft
and other applications and vehicles with minimal or reduced human intervention.

Industrial automation is the use of control systems, such as computers or
robots, and information technologies for handling different processes and machineries in
an industry to replace a human being. It is the second step beyond mechanization in the
scope of industrialization

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
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INTRODUCTION

The ARC is an initiative by IndoEuroSync to provide real time industrial automation
solutions in both organizational and academic level. ARC has already been organizing
regular student seminars in Germany including workshops and live experiments at APS in
Germany. ARC provides to the students the access to industrial robotics under production
conditions with remote control. An extensive exchange program for Indian faculty members
guarantees the high quality of the educational lessons and practical courses. These practical
courses allow direct control of the industrial robots in Germany from Indian universities.
Concretely, the students learn simulating, programming and controlling the robots in order to
test their results at these industrial robots, which are equipped with grippers, sensors, etc.

Applied Robot Control for Industrial Automation:

Each participating university receives a software access for simulation and control of
industrial robots.

Students learn individually and as a team to solve concrete industrial tasks which are splits
into various suitable sub-tasks for immediate learning success. These tasks are supervised by
trained Indian faculty members along with remotely participating German experts. The
automation tasks are designed and developed in cooperation with the Indian faculty
members.

Requirement for Indian University:

Indian University/College need to be a member of Indo-Euro Synchronization academic
cluster. For further inquiries on obtaining the membership please contact us
at consult@indoeurosync.com

Benefits of the Membership and Remote robotic lab at Indian University:

Member of our Academic cluster will receive the necessary training for their faculty
members at Germany to run this program.

Software and its server support will be provided to members of the universities to establish
automation lab facilities at their location

These universities are the premium members of our near future Automation Cluster in India
to execute the industrial and research projects in next days.Trained students will be the first
point of contact for internship positions and jobs in our projects and partner automation
industries from India and Germany.

mailto:consult@indoeurosync.com
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CHAPTER 2.1: MECHANICS AND KINEMATICS

Mechanical structure of Industrial Robots:

Robots and Humans share the same underlying structure of links and joints;

The principle of moving joints and transmitting power through the links is common in
both humans and robots;

Robots are roughly categorized in two types: serial link and parallel link arrangements. The
human arm is arranged as a serial link since its joints (shoulder, arm, and wrist) are aligned in
series.

Mechanical structure of Industrial Robots:

Robots with serial chain of links and joints can be classified into two categories such as:

- vertical articulated type, and

- horizontal articulated type.

Vertical articulated  robot Horizontal articulated robot
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Mechanical design of Articulated Industrial Robots:

Robots are built from serveral components and parts. Of particular importance are: Arm
elements, actuators, reduction gears, transmission devices, sensors, and cabling.

Robots are built from numerous parts:

 Arm elements  material= castings of aluminum alloy, carbon steel, or iron
 Actuators AC servo motors,
 Reduction gearsto reduce motor rotation and to multiply motor torque
 Transmission devices to transmit the mechanical power generated by the motors

(for instance by means of belts, spindels, or gears)
 Sensors to measure arm positions and speed of axis motion
 Cabling transmission of electrical power and electrical signals.

v  spur gears: modify direction and/or translate 
     axis of (rotational or translational) motor displacement  

problems: deformations, backlash 

v lead screws, worm gearing: convert rotational into 
translational motion (prismatic joints) 

problems: friction, elasticity, backlash
 
v toothed belts and chains: dislocate the motor with 
    regard to the joint axis 

problems: compliance (belts) or vibrations in-
      duced by larger mass at high speed (chains) 

v harmonic drives: compact, in-line, power efficient,
    with high reduction ratio (up to 150-200:1) 

problems: elasticity
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Robot manipulator: Structure

Shoulder joint

Upperarm

Elbow joint

Forearm
Wrist

Extension of workspace:

Robot workspace extension by linear track systems

Linear gantry axis

1D workspace extension 2D workspace extension

Gantry system
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Linear gantry axis:

Tooling:

Spot-welding gun

Arc welding torch
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CHAPTER 2.2: AUTOMATION AND INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS

Industrial Automation:

 Due to the
globalisation the manufacturing industry is facing an increasing competition on the
international market places.

 Demanded are high
quality products with competitive prices.

 To meet these
challenges successfully, fast response to market needs, short time- to -market based
on adequate manufacturing technologies are required.

Definition:

Industrial automation can be defined as the use of set technologies and automatic control
devices that results the automatic operation and control of industrial processes without
significant human intervention and achieving superior performance than manual control“.

.
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ADVANTAGES:

 To increase productivity

Automation of factory or manufacturing or process plant improves production rate through a

better control of production. It helps to produce mass production by drastically reducing

assembly time per product with a greater production quality. Therefore, for a given labor

input it produces a large amount of output.

 To provide optimum cost of operation

Integration of various processes in industry with automated machineries, minimizes cycle

times and effort and hence the need of human labor gets reduced. Thus, the investment on

employees has been saved with automation.

 To improve product quality

Since the automation reduces the human involvement, the possibility of human errors also

gets eliminated. Uniformity and product quality with a greater conformity can be maintained

with automation by adaptively controlling and monitoring the industrial processes in all

stages right from inception of a product to an end product.
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 To reduce routine checks

Automation completely reduces the need for manual checking of various process parameters.

By taking advantage of automation technologies, industrial processes automatically adjusts

process variables to set or desired values using closed loop control techniques.

 To raise the level of safety

Industrial automation increases the level of safety to personnel by substituting them with

automated machines in hazardous working conditions. Traditionally, industrial robots

and robotic devices are implemented in such risky and hazardous places.

https://www.electricaltechnology.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Manual-Control.Why-Industrial-Automation.jpg
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Manufacturing Automation with Industrial Robots Benefits:

- Improvement of productivity and efficiency in production

- Provide better effectiveness (2-3 shifts)

- Reduction of throughput times

- Improvement of product quality

- increase high repeatability

- High positioning accuracy

- Better working conditions for human

- Reduction of hazards to the work forces

- Better flexibility to change (compared to single-purpose machinery)

- Save of material and energy - save of labour cost

Constraints:

 High initial costs
 Security threats
 High and sometimes unpredictable cost for further development, add-on or

upgrade
 Personnel of higher qualification is requested; operatorsneed sufficient training
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CHAPTER 2.3: END EFFECTORS

In robotics, an end effector the device at the end of a robotic arm, designed to interact with the
environment. The exact nature of this device depends on the application of the robot.

The end effector means the last link (or end) of the robot. At this endpoint the tools are attached.
In a wider sense, an end effector can be seen as the part of a robot that interacts with the work
environment. This does not refer to the wheels of a mobile robot or the feet of a humanoid robot
which are also not end effectors—they are part of the robot's mobility. End effectors may consist
of a gripper or a tool. The gripper can be of two fingers, three fingers or even five fingers.

Mechanism of gripping:
Generally, the gripping mechanism is done by the grippers or mechanical fingers. Though in the
industrial robotics due to less complications, two finger grippers are used. The fingers are also
replaceable. Due to gradual wearing, the fingers can be replaced without actually replacing the
grippers.

Shape of the gripping surface:
The shape of the gripping surface on the fingers can be chosen according to the shape of the
objects that are lifted by the grippers. For example, if the robot is designated a task to lift a round
object, the gripper surface shape can be a negative impression of the object to make the grip
efficient, or for a square shape the surface can be plane.
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Types:
1. Impactive – jaws or claws which physically grasp by direct impact upon the object.
2. Ingressive – pins, needles or hackles which physically penetrate the surface of the object (used
in textile, carbon and glass fibre handling).
3. Astrictive – suction forces applied to the objects surface (whether by vacuum, magneto– or
electro adhesion).
4. Contigutive – requiring direct contact for adhesion to take place (such as glue, surface tension
or freezing).

Mechanical Grippers
A mechanical gripper is used as an end effector in a robot for grasping the objects with its
mechanically operated fingers. In industries, two fingers are enough for holding purposes. As
most of the fingers are of replaceable type, it can be easily removed and replaced.
A robot requires either hydraulic, electric, or pneumatic drive system to create the input power.
The power produced is sent to the gripper for making the fingers react. It also allows the fingers
to perform open and close actions. Most importantly, a sufficient force must be given to hold the
object.
In a mechanical gripper, the holding of an object can be done by two different methods such as:

 Using the finger pads as like the shape of the work part.
 Using soft material finger pads.

In the first method, the contact surfaces of the fingers are designed according to the work part for
achieving the estimated shape. It will help the fingers to hold the work part for some extent.
In the second method, the fingers must be capable of supplying sufficient force to hold the work
part. To avoid scratches on the work part, soft type pads are fabricated on the fingers. As a result,
the contact surface of the finger and co – efficient of friction are improved. This method is very
simple and as well as less expensive. It may cause slippage if the force applied against the work
part is in the parallel direction. The slippage can be avoided by designing the gripper based on the
force exerted.
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Pneumatic gripper:
A pneumatic gripper is a specific type of pneumatic actuator that typically involves either
parallel or angular motion of surfaces, A.K.A. “tooling jaws or fingers” that will grip an
object. When combined with other pneumatic, electric, or hydraulic components, the gripper
can be used as part of a "pick and place" system that will allow a component to be picked up
and placed somewhere else as part of a manufacturing system.

Types of Pneumatic Grippers:
The most popular types of pneumatic grippers are the 2-jaw parallel and 2-jaw angular
gripper styles. Parallel grippers open and close parallel to the object that it will be holding,
these are the most widely used grippers. They are the simplest to tool and can compensate for
some dimensional variation. Angular grippers move the jaws in a radial manner to rotate the
jaws away from the object and therefore require more space.

Adhesive grippers:
A type of end effector that uses a continuously fed ribbon covered with an adhesive that
sticks to the objects the robot manipulates. Adhesive grippers are commonly used for
lightweight materials where other gripper types would be less effective. An adhesion gripper
is a robot end effector that grasps objects by literally sticking to them. In its most primitive
form, this type of gripper consists of a rod, sphere, or other solid object covered with two-
sided tape. A major asset of the adhesive gripper is the fact that it is simple. As long as the
adhesive keeps its “stickiness,” it will continue to function without maintenance. However,
there are certain limitations. The most significant is the fact that the adhesive cannot readily
be disabled in order to release the grasp on an object. Some other means, such as devices that
lock the gripped object into place, must be used.
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Magnetic grippers:
Magnetic grippers are most commonly used in a robot as an end effector for grasping the ferrous
materials. It is another type of handling the work parts other than the mechanical grippers and
vacuum grippers.

Types of magnetic grippers:
The magnetic grippers can be classified into two common types, namely: Magnetic grippers with

Electromagnets:
Electromagnetic grippers include a controller unit and a DC power for handling the materials.
This type of grippers is easy to control, and very effective in releasing the part at the end of
the operation than the permanent magnets. If the work part gripped is to be released, the
polarity level is minimized by the controller unit before the electromagnet is turned off. This
process will certainly help in removing the magnetism on the work parts. As a result, a best
way of releasing the materials is possible in this gripper.

Permanent magnets:
The permanent magnets do not require any sort of external power as like the electromagnets
for handling the materials. After this gripper grasps a work part, an additional device called
as stripper push – off pin will be required to separate the work part from the magnet. This
device is incorporated at the sides of the gripper.
The advantage of this permanent magnet gripper is that it can be used in hazardous
applications like explosion-proof apparatus because of no electrical circuit. Moreover, there
is no possibility of spark production as well.

Benefits:
 This gripper only requires one surface to grasp the materials.
 The grasping of materials is done very quickly.
 It does not require separate designs for handling different size of materials.
 It is capable of grasping materials with holes, which is unfeasible in the vacuum

grippers.
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CHAPTER 2.4 ROBOT MOTION CONTROL

Main controller tasks:

 Motion Control & Path Planning

 Communication (with control
panel,teach box, external PC)

 Operator support (set-up, programming, test /automatic mode)

 Programming

 Control of tools (gripper, etc.), peripheral devices (turn tables, conveyors,
etc.), processes (welding, cutting, grinding, etc.)

 Sensor data processing (adaptive functions)

 Control of I/O processes (digital, analog, serial, fieldbus)

 Data management (display, store, print, delete, etc.)

 Error management

 Safety functions (emergency stop, reduced speed, etc.)
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Information and data flow:

Motion / Path planning:

 The robot controller determines the movement of the robot in consideration
of the programmed movement type

 Each movement is related to the end effectors. It is specified by pose,
velocity and acceleration

 Pose represents position as well as orientation of the end effector

Movement types:

 PTP mode – Point-to-pointmovement (Motion without any interpolation)

 CP mode - Continues pathmovement(Motion on a path with
interpolation)

Point- to- point movement:
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Continuous path movement: linear motion

Motion with Circular interpolation:

CP-Motion / Path planning scheme:

 Any robot movement of the CP type will be performed by
dividing the planned path into small path sections defined by
interpolation points trajectory

 The distance between two interpolation points is determined by the
Interpolation cycle time TIPO.Interpolation is performed in the Cartesian space.
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 For any interpolation, position data (joint angles) have to be transformed from joint
coordinates into Cartesian coordinates

Interpolation Cycle Time TIPO:

TIPO = cycle time spent by the robot controller to calculate a new set of setpoint values (joint
angles) as input to the position control loops of each axis.
currently: 10-12 ms interpolation cycle time
trend: 7- 4ms interpolation cycle time
A shorter TIPO results in higher pathaccuracy

Motion and path planning:
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Information and data flow:

CHAPTER 2.5: ROBOT PROGRAMMING

 Robot programming is a process of setting up of motion sequences of other activities
the robot shall execute on demand.

 Supported is a process of robot programming by special software. The software offers
the user a set of coded commands &instructions that tell the robot system what task to
do.

 In general, the robot software for programming is of highly proprietary nature. Each
robot manufacturer provides their own software.

 There is a lack of standardization. However, enough similarities between different
programming languages help to gain a broad understanding of robot programming
without having explicit knowledge of each language.

Programming Languages:

 ABB robot language: RAPID
 STAUBLI robot language: VAL3
 KUKA robot language: KRL
 COMAU robot language: PDL2
 YASKAWA robot language: INFORM
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 FANUC robot language: KAREL
 UNVERSAL robot language: UR Script
 ONLINE Programming: Program generation with real physical robot
 OFFLINE Programming: Program generation with virtual robot models

Robot Motion Programming:

Basic task in robot motion programming:

 Determination of TCP position tool orientation in the Cartesian space. The
combination of these two entities is known as POSE of a robot.

 Path: Consists of ordered locations of points in 3D space, which the robot shall follow.
A planned path is usually taking into account the avoidance of any collision with
obstacles & the shortest path.

 Trajectory: Represents a path based on two or more-way points including velocities &
accelerations in each of the way points.

There are two movements in robot motion programming:

1. PTP- Point to Point Movement

2. Continuous Path Movement
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Robot Motion Control: Circle

Offline Programming of Industrial Robots:

Robot studio software is used for programming of industrial robots in offline mode. The
robot studio software is only used for ABB robots

ABB Robot Studio:

 Robot studio is a offline programming & robot simulation system.
 The best way to maximize return of interest is to create robot programming offline on

a pc. In this case there is no need to stop the production.
 Robot studio allows tasks like programming, training, simulation, optimization of

application programs.
 Robot studio is using graphical models of ABB robots & is built on ABB virtual robot

controller.
 The ABB virtual robot controller consists of copy of the real control software.

Therefore realistic simulations are provided by the tool.
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Robot Studio Features:

 Design of robot stations (Layout)
 Modelling of objects (solid, curves, surfaces)
 Programming of robot (path, orientation of tools, external axis)
 Virtual Controller (copy of real control software)
 Generation of RAPID code
 Loading & saving programs
 Simulation of programs (collision detection, creating events, simulation time

measurement, I/O simulation)
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CHAPTER 2.6: ROBOT PROGRAMME

(A) Pick & Place in Palletizing

Step1: Measuring sensor to table distance to detect presence & position of table plate

Step2: Measuring sensor to box distance to detect presence of boxes
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Step3: Positioning & release of box to set up a new stack or to fill a stack

(B)Assembly of wind shields in a sidewall of railway wagon

Robot in home position

Moving to window position:
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Measuring of window position laser distance sensor

Moving back to first wind shield

Picking up first windshield
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Windshield into assembly position

Windshield in assembly position

Windshield assembled
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3.CONCLUSION:

ARC is designed to provide news ways of education and training on both industrial
robotics and industrial automation. ARC education and training programs have been
developed and executed in partnership with leading Indian Universities and German experts
from academia and industry. ARC provides an innovative platform for distance learning
on industrial robotics. It combines theoretical knowledge transfer with hands-on
experiences through practical work with real industrial robots under Remote Control.Vision
and Goals ARC-based training complements traditional academic education on industrial
automation technologies. It enables students to get a deeper insight into functionalists and
technical principles of automation systems, in particular of industrial robots and their
application in industrial production scenarios. ARC practical courses allow students of Indian
universities or colleges to access, simulate, and control real industrial robots remotely via
Internet to obtain fundamental skills and experiences, and to learn from specially tailored
practical projects with high industrial relevance. Members of the ARC Academic Cluster
receive the necessary training for their Faculty Members in Germany to run ARC courses
successfully and to establish ARC labs at their home university.Links to the implemented
Robot Studio simulation environment open students multiple opportunities to model and
program robot applications in the virtual world first before they are transferred and tested
in the real world of the ARC lab. Besides fundamental exercises to understand the robot
behavior and control capabilities, the ARC concept offers a couple of experimental projects
which have been designed closely to production automation processes and industrial
needs. Learning outcome after participating in the basic course program ARC 1.0:
Knowledge in industrial robot application, in motion control, in robot programming, in
distance sensing with SICK Laser sensor, and in layout planning and simulation
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DRDO 

 
 

 

 

 

The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) established in 

1958 is an agency of the Government of India, headquartered in New Delhi. It is under the 

control of the Ministry of Defence, charged with the military’s research and development. 

Also, it is India’s largest and most diverse research organisation with a network of 52 

laboratories. 

The organization is contributing in various fields of science and technology- 
 

i. Aeronautics v. Land Combat Engineering 
 

ii. Missiles vi. Life Sciences 
 

iii. Armaments vii. Materials 
 

iv. Electronics viii. Naval Systems 
 

‘Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Missile Complex’ has made significant national contributions in 

Missile Systems and Technologies. It comprises three prestigious laboratories- 
 

 ASL Advanced Systems Laboratory, Hyd. 

 DRDL Defence Research And Development Laboratory, Hyd. 

 RCI Research Centre Imarat, Hyd. 

 

1. Facilities at ASL- 

Advanced Composites 

Solid Propulsion 

High Temperature Materials 

CHAPTER-01 
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Aerospace Mechanics 

 

 

2. Facilities at DRDL- 

Advanced Composites 

Solid Propulsion 

High Temperature Materials 

Aerospace Materials 

 

3. Facilities at RCI- 

Avionics 

Control Systems 

Simulation 
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DRDL 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Defence Research and Development Laboratory (DRDL)is a Missile System laboratory 

working under the prestigious DRDL. Earlier, it was called the ‘Special Weapons Development 

Team (SWDT)’ comprising of a team of Indian scientists. This team was later termed as DRDL 

and came up with its full-fledged laboratory in June 1961. The organisation’s vision statement 

reads: “Be a design and development house for missile based weapon systems required 

for tactical applications from multiple platforms.” 

 

 
2. PROJECTS- MISSILE SYSTEMS 

 

In military language, a ‘missile’, also known as a ‘guided missile’, is a guided self- 

propelled flying weapon usually propelled by a jet engine or a rocket motor. 

Few of the missile systems developed by the collaboration of DRDO, BDL and Ordnance 

Factory Board and being worked on by DRDL are mentioned as follows- 
 

1. Prithvi : Ballistic Missile 

2. Agni : Ballistic Missile 

3. Akash : Surface-to-Air Missile 

4. Trishul : Surface-to-Air Missile 

5. Nag : Anti-Tank Missile 

6. Brahmos : Supersonic Ballistic Missile 

7. Astra : Air-to-Air Missile 

CHAPTER-02 
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8. K-15 : Ballistic Missile 

9. Helina : HELIcopter Launched NAg 

 
 

Depending on the environment from which the missile is launched and the environment in which 

the target is to be found, the guided missile (or weapon) systems are classified as follows- 
 

1. Surface-to-Surface Missile / Ballistic Missile : SSM 

2. Surface-to-Air Missile / Tactical Missile : SAM 

3. Surface-to-Underwater Missile : SUM 

4. Air-to-Surface Missile : ASM 

5. Air-to-Air Missile : AAM 

6. Air-to-Underwater Missile : AUM 

7. Underwater-to-Surface Missile : USM 

8. Underwater-to-Air Missile : UAM 

9. Underwater-to-Underwater Missile : UUM 

 

 

 
3. POINTS TO KNOW 

The target handling capability could be either single or multiple, i.e. the missile can either 

destroy a single target or multiple targets at a time. Few of the targets that can be destroyed using 

missiles- 

i. Fighter jets 
 

ii. Helicopters 
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iii. UAVs 
 

iv. Missiles 
 

The ‘Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme (IGMDP)’was an Indian 

Ministry of Defence programme for the research and development of the comprehensive range of 

missiles. The project started in 1982–83 under the leadership of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.On 

8thJanuary 2008, the DRDO formally announced the successful completion of the IGMDP stating 

that, the programme was completed with its design objectives achieved. Few of the successful 

examples are Prithvi, Trishul, Akash and Nag. 

 
 

4. MISSIONS AT DRDL 
 

 

i. AGNI 
 

The Agni Missile is a family of long range, surface to surface ballistic missile developed in India, 

which is named after one of the five elements in of nature. 
 

ii. NEW GENERATION ANTI RADIATION MISSILE (NGARM) 
 

Launched against fixed targets such as radars 

Range: 100 km 

Air launched 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A._P._J._Abdul_Kalam
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ii. QUICK REACTION SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE (QRSAM) 
 

High mobility speed vehicle 
 

Targets- helicopters, aircrafts and UAVs 
 

Target speed is less than or equal to 500 m/s (max.) 

 

 

I. JOINT VENTURES 
 

i. BRAHMOS WEAPON SYSTEM 
 

Indo-Russian Joint Venture 

Supersonic Cruise Missile 

Solid Propulsion 

Mach No.= 3 
 

Has fire control system 

Can destroy multiple targets 

 

FIG: BRAHMOS MISSILE 

 

 

ii. LRSAM WEAPON SYSTEM 
 

Indo-Israel Joint Venture 
 

Multi-Functional Surveillance Threat Alert Radar (MFTAR) 

Weapon Control System (WCS) 

Range: 1-70 km 
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CHAPTER-03 

MISSILE SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

A. MAJOR SUB-SYSTEMS OF A MISSILE 
 

i. Seeker 
 

ii. Warhead /Armament Section 
 

iii. Guidance System 
 

iv. Control Section 
 

v. Propulsion System 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

\ 
 

FIG: BASIC COMPONENTS OF A MISSILE SYSTEM 
 

 
 

i. Seeker 
 

The section which helps the weapon to track the target and follow its path is termed as 

the ‘seeker’. Nowadays, infrared homing is used which uses the infrared (IR) light 

emission from a target to track and follow it. 

 

 
ii. Warhead / Armament Section 

 

This department of the missile handles the weapon which is used to destroy the target. 

It is one of the heaviest sections of the missile. 
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iii. Guidance System 
 

Guidance is the master and autopilot is the servant. It generates command for the 

autopilot. It can be classified as- 

Beam Riding Guidance System 

Command Guidance System 

Homing Guidance System (active and semi-active) 

 

 

iv. Control System 

 

 

a. Missile Control 
 

Side force to deviate the trajectory 
 

Can be achieved with aerodynamic control and thrust vectoring 
 

b. Aerodynamic Control 

Wing Control (Akash Missile) 

Canard Control ( Thinaka Missile) 

Tail Control (Prithvi Missile) 

v. Propulsion System 
 

The system which deals with propelling section of the missile is the ‘propulsion system’. 

This can either carry a solid propellant or a liquid propellant depending upon on the 

requirement of the missile. 

B. MISSILE SYSTEM DESIGN PROCEDURE 
 

Preliminary Design 

Pre-Flight Analysis 

Post-Flight Analysis 

End Game Simulation 

Guidance and Control Design 
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CHAPTER-04 

MISSILE 

 

 

 

BRAHMOS 
 

The BrahMos (designated PJ-10)[12] is a medium-range ramjet supersonic cruise 

missile that can be launched from submarine, ships, aircraft, or land. It is the fastest 

supersonic cruise missile in the world.[13] It is a joint venture between the Russian 

Federation's NPO Mashinostroyeniya and India's Defence Research and Development 

Organisation (DRDO) who together have formed BrahMos Aerospace.[14] It is based on 

the Russian P-800 Oniks cruise missile and other similar sea-skimming Russian cruise 

missile technology. The name BrahMos is a portmanteau formed from the names of two 

rivers, the Brahmaputra of India and the Moskva of Russia. 

BRAHMOS Supersonic Cruise Missile - BrahMos.com 

English LanguageBrahmos 

BRAHMOS is a two-stage missile with a solid propellant booster engine as its first 

stage which brings it to supersonic speed and then gets separated. The liquid ramjet or the 

second stage then takes the missile closer to 3 Mach speed in cruise phase. Stealth 

technology and guidance system with advanced embedded software provides the missile 

with special features. 

 

 
The missile has flight range of up to 290-km with supersonic speed all through the 

flight, leading to shorter flight time, consequently ensuring lower dispersion of targets, 

quicker engagement time and non-interception by any known weapon system in the world. 

 

 
It operates on ‘Fire and Forget Principle’, adopting varieties of flights on its way to 

the target. Its destructive power is enhanced due to large kinetic energy on impact. Its 

cruising altitude could be up to 15 km and terminal altitude is as low as 10 meters. It carries 

a conventional warhead weighing 200 to 300 kgs. 

 

 
Compared to existing state-of-the-art subsonic cruise missiles, BRAHMOS has: 
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3 times more velocity 
 

2.5 to 3 times more flight range 

3 to 4 times more seeker range 

9 times more kinetic energy 

 

The missile has identical configuration for land, sea and sub-sea platforms and uses a 

Transport Launch Canister (TLC) for transportation, storage and launch. 
 

 

 
Special Features 

 

Universal for multiple platforms 
 

“Fire and Forget” principle of operation 

High supersonic speed all through the flight 

Long flight range with varieties of flight trajectories 

Low radar signature 

Shorter flight times leading to lower target dispersion and quicker engagement 

Pin point accuracy with high lethal power aided by large kinetic energy on impact 

Status 

BRAHMOS is the first supersonic cruise missile known to be in service. Induction of the 

first version of BRAHMOS Weapon Complex in the Indian Navy commenced from 2005 
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with INS Rajput as the first ship. All future ships being built and ships coming for mid-life 

upgradation will be fitted with the missile. 

The Indian Army has also inducted three regiments of BRAHMOS supersonic cruise 

missile.inducted three regiments of BRAHMOS supersonic cruise missile. 

 

 
In Service 

 

Ship based Weapon Complex (Inclined & Vertical Configuration) 
 

Land based Weapon Complex ( Vertical Launch Configuration from Mobile Autonomous 

Launcher) 

In Progress 
 

Air launch version (successfully test-fired in 2017, creating history) 
 

The cannisterised missile is capable of being launched vertically from underwater 

and had been successfully flight tested from a submerged platform. Deployment depends 

on the requirement of the Indian Navy or navies of friendly countries. 

 

 
The air launched version has been developed and has lesser weight and additional 

rear fins for aerodynamic stability during separation from the aircraft during launch. The 

missile has gone through complete cycle of ground trials. The required modifications in 

SU-30 MKI for interface with the missile launcher and integration with the weapon control 

of the aircraft are being carried out together with Indian Air Force and Sukhoi Design 

Bureau. BRAHMOS missile created history on 22nd Nov 2017 after it was successfully 

flight-tested first time from the Indian Air Force's (IAF) frontline fighter aircraft Sukhoi- 

30MKI against a sea based target in the Bay of Bengal. 

ASTRA 

The Astra missile programme is headed by the Defence Research & Development 

Organisation (DRDO). The goal of this programme is to provide the Indian Air Force (IAF) 

with an indigenously-designed beyond visual range (BVR) air-to-air missile to equip the 

IAF’s Mirage 2000, MiG-29, Su-30MKI and the future Light Combat Aircraft (LCA). A 

model of the Astra was first shown to the public at Aero India in December 1998. On 25 

July 2001 in Indian Parliament, then-incumbent Defence Minister Jaswant Singh said that 

a feasibility study for the Astra has commenced, after the completion of which a project 

for development of the Astra is planned to be undertaken. Development of this missile is 
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likely to take about seven to eight years. Unconfirmed reports state that the first ground- 

launched ballistic tests of the Astra airframe are planned for 2003. The Mirage 2000H has 

been designated as the first potential platform for the Astra when the weapon enters service 

at the end of this decade. 

 

 
The Astra missile uses a terminal active radar-seeker to find targets and a mid- 

course internal guidance system with updates, to track targets. The on-board ECCM 

capability allows it to jam radar signals from an enemy surface-to-air battery, ensuring that 

the missile is not tracked or shot down. This indigenous missile is intended to have 

performance characteristics similar to the R-77RVV-AE (AA-12), which currently forms 

part of the IAF’s missile armoury. The missile is 3.8 metres long and is said to be 

configured like a longer version of the Super 530D, narrower in front of the wings. Astra 

uses a HTPB solid-fuel propellant and a 15 kg HE (high-explosive) warhead, activated by 

a proximity fuse. The missile has a maximum speed of Mach 4+ and a maximum altitude 

of 20 km. The missile can reportedly undertake 40 g turns close to sea level, when attacking 

a manoeuvring target. Although designed to use a locally-developed solid fuel propellant, 

DRDO is also looking at rocket/ramjet propulsion to provide greater range and enhanced 

kinematic performance. 
 

 

 

 

 
A model of the medium-range Astra air-to-air missile. The other model in the background 

is another DRDO creation –> the medium-range Akash surface-to-air missile. 

Robert Hewson, editor of Jane’s Air Launched Weapons, in a March 2003 issue of Jane’s 

Defence Weekly stated, “The basic Astra design uses a metallic airframe with a long low 

aspect-ratio wing and a single-stage smokeless rocket motor. After launch, the missile will 

use a combination of inertial mid-course guidance and/or data-linked targeting updates 

before it enters its terminal acquisition phase. In a head-on engagement, the Astra will have 

a maximum range of 80 km. The missile’s onboard radio-frequency seeker has been largely 
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designed in India but incorporates a degree of outside assistance, according to DRDO 

sources. It will have an autonomous homing range of 15 km. The missile’s warhead is a 

pre-fragmented directional unit, fitted with a proximity fuze. A radar fuze already exists 

for the Astra, but the DRDO is currently working on a new laser fuze. According to the 

DRDO, the first ground-launched aerodynamic trials of the Astra will begin within the first 

half of this year. This will be followed by the next phase of controlled in-flight test 

launches.” 

 

 
 

AKASH 

Introduction 

 

 

Akash is an all weather area air defence weapon system for defending vulnerable 

areas against medium range air targets penetrating from low, medium and high altitudes. 

The system is designed to neutralize multiple aerial targets attacking from several 

directions simultaneously. The system is autonomous and its operation is fully automated. 

The system is configured to be cross country mobile on tracked chasses for the Army or 

road mobile on Tatra chasses. This provides flexibility in deployment. 

 

 
Network Centric 

 

 

The weapon system consists of a network of radars and control centers which 

enables it to work in a network centric manner. It also enables robust and reliable 

operations, as data from multiple sensors are fused into a coherent single integrated air 

picture for the commander. The system can also integrate legacy and futuristic radars. 

Computers process information from several radars and also help in automatically 

classifying the targets as friendly or otherwise. The system also provides for cued 

acquisition of multiple targets by weapon control radar based on data from surveillance 

radars. 
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Advanced Battlefield Management Features 
 

The system has advanced battlefied management software, which carries out 

relative threat computation and pairing of targets and missiles. It also enables fire control 

decisions such as direction of missile launch, number of missiles to be launched and instant 

of missile launch. The system also helps to assign specific launchers and missiles and 

monitors the health of the various combat elements and reports them to the war fighter. 

The control center provides “fire request” cue to the commander at the earliest instant 

ensuring high kill probability. The system has inbuilt simulation facility as well as self- 

testing before clearing the missile for launch. 

 

 
The communication between various elements of the weapon system is provided 

by frequency hopping secure RF links. The system can operate in a totally automated 

hands free operation mode from target detection to kill . 

 

 
Akash Missile 

 

The supersonic surface to air missile has a range of about 25 km and carries a 55 

kg fragmentation warhead that is triggered by proximity fuze. The missile uses state-of- 

art integral ram jet rocket propulsion system and the onboard digital autopilot ensures 

stability and control. The missile has all the way command guidance for full range of 

operation. Electro-pneumatic servo actuation system controls cruciform wings for agile 

response, and thermal batteries provide onboard power supply. The Radio Proximity Fuse 

has advanced signal processing features. Together with the pre fragmented warhead and 

safety arming mechanism, a high kill probability of maneuvering targets is assured. 

 

 
Battery Level Radar 

 

 

The Battery Level Radar (BLR) is the heart of the weapon system as it tracks the 

targets and missiles and guides the missiles towards the targets. The multifunction phased 

array radar can simultaneously track upto 64 targets. In addition it can guide eight missiles 

towards four targets at the same time. Electronically steered beams enable agility in 

switching between various functions of the radar. It has a slewing antenna which enables 

360o coverage in azimuth. It has been designed with advanced ECCM features. 
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Missile Flight Tests 
 

Several development flight tests were conducted during 2005, 2006 in which the 

Akash missile successfully intercepted flying targets consistently at different altitudes and 

ranges. The tests included simultaneous launch of two missiles from two launchers against 

two targets using the same fire control radar and fire control center. All the flight tests 

were conducted at the missile flight test range ITR, Chandipur which is extensively 

instrumented and is one of the world’s best test ranges. 

 

 
Field Mobility Tests 

 

In recent tests in realistic desert terrain combat conditions, the complete group of 

Akash Weapon System was fielded and its mobility assessed. The rigorous trials have 

established the ruggedness of various electronic and mechanical packages of the ground 

systems. Also the response of the Akash weapon system to various air threat scenarios has 

been assessed in detail. The tests have been conclusively proved the combat worthiness 

of hardware and software integration of Akash weapon system. The immunity of Akash 

weapon system to electronic countermeasure environment was separately tested and 

proved at Gwalior Airforce base. 
 

 

 
User Trials 

 

 

IAF had evolved the user Trial Directive to verify the consistency in performance 

of the total weapon system against low flying near range target, long range high altitude 

target, crossing and approaching target and ripple firing of two missiles from the same 

launcher against a low altitude receding target. 
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The user trials of intercepting flying targets were conducted at ITR, Chandipur 

during 14-21 Dec 2007. Akash missile has successfully intercepted targets fifth time in a 

row in this campaign. Fifth and last trial successfully took place at 2.15 pm on 21st Dec at 

Chandipur on sea. The Akash missile destroyed an Unmanned Air Vehicle (Lakshya) 

which was flying a path simulating an air attack. The target vanished from the radar 

screen when the missile was guided precisely in close proximity and warhead blast 

occurred destroying the target instantaneously. This is the grand finale of the tend days 

users campaign meticulously planned by the Indian Air Force. 

 

 
Indian Air Force officials witnessed user trials. With the conclusion of Akash 

evaluation now onus lies with Indian Air Force and Indian Army as the state-of-art surface 

to air missile as required by services is available for indigenous production in India. 

 

 
The ten day user trials saw participation of 300 reps from DRDO, PSUs, Private 

Industries and MSQAA. Dr. Prahlada who conceptualized the Akash weapon system and 

headed the project for nearly for two decades and currently the Chief Controller at DRDO 

HQrs provided the leadership during the campaign. Dr RR Panyam has been the Project 

Director of Akash since 2002. The multifunction phased array radar has been developed 

by LRDE Bangalore and about 1000 scientists from 13 DRDO laboratories have 

contributed to the development of this weapon system. 

 

 
Production Readiness 

 

M/s. BEL, Bangalore has been identified as the Nodal production agency for Akash 

weapon system. M/s. BDL, Hyderabad, M/s. ECIL, Hyderabad, M/s. L&T Mumbai and 

M/s. TPCL Mumbai are the major production partners. About 300 industries in Public 

and Private sectors contribute to the production of the weapon system. Concurrent 

engineering practices have been adopted to minimize the learning curve in production. The 

vendors have been carefully chosen for their familiarity with critical technologies, 

manpower and quality management systems. Production documentation containing 

detailed specifications of raw-materials processes and products. 

Specifications 

 

 

Length: 3570 mm 
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Body Diameter: 178 mm 

Wing Span: N/A 

Launch Weight: 154 kg. 
 

Warhead: 15 kg pre-fragmented directional. 
 

Fuze: Radar Proximity (laser proximity to follow). 
 

Guidance: Inertial midcourse with data-linked updates, active-radar terminal homing. 

Propulsion: Solid rocket motor. 

Range: 80 km head on, 15 km tail chase. 

 

 

 

 

Hypersonic Technology Demonstrator Vehicle 

The HSTDV is an unmanned scramjet demonstration aircraft for hypersonic speed 

flight. The HSTDV program is run by the Indian Defence Research and Development 

Organisation. 

Introduction 
 

India is pushing ahead with the development of ground and flight test hardware as 

part of an ambitious plan for a hypersonic cruise missile. 

The Defense Research and Development Laboratory’s Hypersonic Technology 

Demonstrator Vehicle (HSTDV) is intended to attain autonomous scramjet flight for 20 

seconds, using a solid rocket launch booster. The research will also inform India’s interest 

in reusable launch vehicles. The eventual target is to reach Mach 6.5 at an altitude of 32.5 

km (20 miles). 

Initial flight testing is aimed at validating the aerodynamics of the air vehicle, as 

well as its thermal properties and scramjet engine performance. A mock-up of the HSTDV 

was shown at the Aero India exhibition in Bangalore in February (see photo), and S. 

Panneerselvam, the DRDL’s project director, says engineers aim to begin flight testing a 

full-scale air-breathing model powered by a 1,300-lb.-thrust scramjet engine in near future. 
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TESTING 
 

A 1:16 scale model of the vehicle was tested at a hypersonic wind tunnel operated by Israel 

Aerospace Industries. The isolated intake has been tested at a trisonic wind tunnel at India’s 

National Aerospace Laboratory (NAL) in Bangalore. During the lab testing the scramjet engine 

was tested twice for 20s. A total of five to six tests are required before the test flight. The test flight 

was expected to take place by the end of 2010. 
 

 

 
In November 2010, DRDO officials told press that they were in the process of opening four 

state-of-the-art facilities inside as well as in the vicinity of Hyderabad at a cost of more than ₹10 

billion (US$145 million) over the next five years. Reportedly, they will invest ₹3 to 4 billion 

(US$66 to 88 million) for setting up a much-needed hypersonic wind tunnel at Hyderabad’s 

Missile Complex.[4] 

The facility facilitate testing of various parameters of the Hypersonic Technology 

Development Vehicle (HSTDV), including engine performance. 

"It is pivotal to test the [HSTDV] in the range of up to Mach 12. This will be a unique 

installation in India," Saraswat told AW&ST on 22 November 2010. 

As of December 2011, the scientists had proved technologies for aerodynamics, aero- 

thermodynamics, engine and hot structures through design and ground testing. "Ahead of the 

launch, we will have to now focus on the mechanical and electrical integration, control and 

guidance system along with their packaging, checkout system, HILS (hardware in loop simulation) 

and launch readiness," sources said. 

In early 2016, it was announced that the vehicle will be tested by December 2016. In early 

2019, the vehicle was cleared for tests and is expected take off in same year. 
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CHAPTER-05 
 

CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

CONTROL SYSTEM 
 

It is a process to ensure desirable system response, under specified operating conditions and 

disturbances. 

Need 
 

Basic plant 
 

May be unstable 

Inadequate damping 

Too sluggish or too fast 

Large error 

Objective 
 

Plant response will be shaped to have 

Adequate stability 

Desired transient response 

Acceptable steady state response 

 

Open loop conrol system 
 

In open loop control system, the output does not affect the control action of the system. In other words, 

the system whose working depends on time is known as the open loop control system. The open loop 

system is free from the feedback 
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Closed loop control system 
 

The closed-loop control system means the output of the system depends on their input. The system has 

one or more feedback loops between its output and input. The closed-loop system design in such a way 

that they automatically provide the desired output by comparing it with the actual input. The closed- 

loop system generates the error signal which is the difference between the input and output. 
 

 
Controllers 

There are a number of different standard types of control systems that have been studied 

extensively. These controllers, specifically the P, PD, PI, and PID controllers are very common in 

the production of physical systems, but as we will see they each carry several drawbacks 
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Proportional Controllers 
 
 

 
 

 

 

A Proportional controller block diagram 

Proportional controllers are simply gain values. These are essentially multiplicative coefficients, 

usually denoted with a K. A P controller can only force the system poles to a spot on the system's 

root locus. A P controller cannot be used for arbitrary pole placement. 

We refer to this kind of controller by a number of different names: proportional controller, gain, 

and zeroth-order controller. 

 
Derivative Controllers 

 
 

 
 

A Proportional-Derivative controller block diagram 

In the Laplace domain, we can show the derivative of a signal using the following notation: 
 

Since most systems that we are considering have zero initial condition, this simplifies to: 
 

 

 
The derivative controllers are implemented to account for future values, by taking the derivative, 

and controlling based on where the signal is going to be in the future. Derivative controllers should 
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be used with care, because even small amount of high-frequency noise can cause very large 

derivatives, which appear like amplified noise. Also, derivative controllers are difficult to 

implement perfectly in hardware or software, so frequently solutions involving only integral 

controllers or proportional controllers are preferred over using derivative controllers. 

Notice that derivative controllers are not proper systems, in that the order of the numerator of the 

system is greater than the order of the denominator of the system. This quality of being a non- 

proper system also makes certain mathematical analysis of these systems difficult. 

 

Z-Domain Derivatives 
 

We won't derive this equation here, but suffice it to say that the following equation in the Z- 

domain performs the same function as the Laplace-domain derivative: 

Where T is the sampling time of the signal. 

 
Integral Controllers 

 
 

 
 

A Proportional-Integral Controller block diagram 

To implemenent an Integral in a Laplace domain transfer function, we use the following: 
 

 

 
Integral controllers of this type add up the area under the curve for past time. In this manner, a PI 

controller (and eventually a PID) can take account of the past performance of the controller, and 

correct based on past errors. 
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Z-Domain Integral 
 

The integral controller can be implemented in the Z domain using the following equation: 
 

 

 

PID Controllers 
 

 
 

A block diagram of a PID controller 

 
PID controllers are combinations of the proportional, derivative, and integral controllers. Because 

of this, PID controllers have large amounts of flexibility. We will see below that there are definite 

limites on PID control. 

 

 
PID Transfer Function 

 

The transfer function for a standard PID controller is an addition of the Proportional, the Integral, 

and the Differential controller transfer functions (hence the name, PID). Also, we give each term 

a gain constant, to control the weight that each factor has on the final output: 

 
[PID] 
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Notice that we can write the transfer function of a PID controller in a slightly different way: 
 

 

 
This form of the equation will be especially useful to us when we look at polynomial design. 

 

PID Signal flow diagram 
 

 

 

 

 

Routh–Hurwitz stability criterion 
 

 

 

 

In control system theory, the Routh–Hurwitz stability criterion is a mathematical test that is a 

necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of a linear time invariant (LTI) control system. 

The Routh test is an efficient recursive algorithm that English mathematician Edward John Routh 

proposed in 1876 to determine whether all the roots of the characteristic polynomial of a linear 

system have negative real parts.German mathematician Adolf Hurwitz independently proposed in 

1895 to arrange the coefficients of the polynomial into a square matrix, called the Hurwitz matrix, 

and showed that the polynomial is stable if and only if the sequence of determinants of its principal 

submatrices are all positive. The two procedures are equivalent, with the Routh test providing a 

more efficient way to compute the Hurwitz determinants than computing them directly. A 

polynomial satisfying the Routh–Hurwitz criterion is called a Hurwitz polynomial. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stable_polynomial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_invariant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_John_Routh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_of_a_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Characteristic_polynomial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Hurwitz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurwitz_polynomial
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The importance of the criterion is that the roots p of the characteristic equation of a linear 

system with negative real parts represent solutions ept of the system that are stable (bounded). 

Thus the criterion provides a way to determine if the equations of motion of a linear system have 

only stable solutions, without solving the system directly. For discrete systems, the 

corresponding stability test can be handleed by the Schur–Cohn criterion, the Jury test and the 

Bistritz test. With the advent of computers, the criterion has become less widely used, as an 

alternative is to solve the polynomial numerically, obtaining approximations to the roots 

directly. 

The Routh test can be derived through the use of the Euclidean algorithm and Sturm's 

theorem in evaluating Cauchy indices. Hurwitz derived his conditions differently 

Bode Stability Criterion: 

1. Definitions: 

 

● The phase crossover frequency, wpc , is the frequency where phase shift is equal to -180o. 

● The gain crossover frequency, wgc, is the frequency where the amplittude ratio is 1, or 

when log modulus is equal to 0. 

1. 2. Stability Criterion: 

2. If at the phase crossover frequency, the corresponding log modulus of G(iwpc) is less than 

0 dB, then the feedback system is stable. 

3. 3. Stability Margins: 

1. Gain Margin: Let x = |G(iwpc)| then the gain margin is given by GM = 

1/x. 

2. Phase Margin: Let q=arg(G(iwgc)) then the phase margin is given by PM 

= 180o + q. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BIBO_stability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equations_of_motion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jury_stability_criterion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bistritz_stability_criterion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Derivation_of_the_Routh_array
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclid%27s_algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sturm%27s_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sturm%27s_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cauchy_index
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Content: 

CHAPTER-06 
 

INSTRUMENTATION FOR ROCKET MOTOR TESTING 

 

a. Basics of instrumentation 
 

b. Building blocks of measurement chain 
 

c. Instrumentation for static testing 
 

d. Calibration 
 

Instrumentation deals with measurement and control of object. 
 

Instrumentation is the act of 
 

a. Measuring 
 

b. Acquiring 
 

c. Processing/analysis 
 

d. Displaying 

 

 

What do we measure and acquire? 
 

a. Pressure 
 

b. Thrust/force 
 

c. Temperature 
 

d. Displacement 
 

e. Flow 
 

f. Voltage/current 

How do we acquire? 

a. Sensors 
 

b. Signal conditioners 
 

c. Converters (ADC) 
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d. Acquisition software 
 

e. Communication software 
 

Online analysis 
 

a. Engineering conversion 
 

b. Alarm management 
 

c. Other processing 
 

Logging 
 

a. Saving into permanent storage 
 

b. Future reference 
 

Offline analysis 
 

a. Detailed analysis 
 

b. Play back 
 

c. Performance evaluation 
 

Displaying, sharing, reporting: 
 

a. Get a feel of what has happened 
 

b. Graphical representation 
 

c. Share with experts 
 

d. Ready reference in future 
 

Signal conditioning 
 

a. Filtering 
 

b. Amplification 
 

c. Excitation 
 

d. Isolation 
 

e. Linearization 
 

f. Cold junction compensation 
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Almost in all areas/fields of 
 

a. Scientific research 
 

b. Engineering and technology 
 

c. Medical application 
 

d. Industrial application / automation 
 

e. Agriculture 

 

 

Convention instrumentation is the measurement of 
 

a. Pressure 
 

b. Thrust 
 

c. Temperature 
 

d. Displacement 
 

e. Events 

 

 

Transducers: Transducer convert non electrical form of energy to electrical energy i.e., electrical 

signals 

Active transducers: Self generating type 

Passive transducers: not Self generating type 

Pressure transducer: 

a. Sensing element 
 

b. Transduction element 
 

c. Signal conditioning 
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Force measurement: 
 

load cells are force transducers that convert applied force into an electrical output 
 

Temperature measurement : 
 

1. skin temperature ( surface mount type) 
 

2. gas temperature (probe type) 
 

Thermocouple : 
 

a. Optimised 
 

b. Wide range 
 

Resistance temperature detector (RTD): response time is 5 to 10 seconds i.e., slow 

Thermistor: less range and fast response 

Flow measurement: 
 

a. Volumetric flow meters 
 

b. Turbine flow meters 

 

 

Classification of transducers 
 

a. Sensitivity 
 

b. Accuracy 
 

c. Linearity 
 

d. Repeatability 
 

e. Hysteresis 
 

f. Speed of response 
 

g. Ruggedness 
 

h. Compact 

 

 

Selection factor of transducers 
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a. Physical quantity to be measured 
 

b. Range 
 

c. Accuracy 
 

Data acquisition(ADC) 
 

What does it do? 
 

a. Samples the analog signals 
 

b. Holds the sampled signal 
 

c. Converts into discrete levels 
 

d. Encodes 

 

 

Types of ADC 
 

a. Successive approximation 
 

b. Flash 
 

c. Sigma – delta 

 

 

Static testing of propulsion systems and sub systems 
 

a. Performance evaluation 
 

b. Design validation 

 

 

Characteristics of testing 
 

a. Single shot activity 
 

b. Only source of experimental data 
 

c. Inputs for design validation 
 

d. Expensive in terms of time and money 
 

e. No scope for failure 
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Pre test During test Post test 

a. Measurement plan 
 

b. Calibration 
 

c. System 

configuration 

d. Configuration 

validation 

e. Dry or dummy runs 

a. Data acquisition 
 

b. Parameter display 
 

c. Remote control 

a. Quick look data 
 

b. Data processing 
 

c. Performance 

analysis 

d. Data backup 
 

e. Test report 

 
 

Requirements: 
 

a. Capacity 
 

b. Orientation 
 

c. Types of propellant 
 

d. Safety distance 
 

e. Concurrent tests operations 

 

 

Steps towards realising a measurement 
 

a. Preparation of measurement plan(range, accuracy, bandwidth,sensitivity) 
 

b. Selection of suitable sensors 
 

c. Calibrate the sensors 
 

d. Setup signal 
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CALIBRATION 

 

 

Calibration is a comparison between a known measurement (the standard) and the 

measurement using your instrument. Typically, the accuracy of the standard should be ten times 

the accuracy of the measuring device being tested. However, accuracy ratio of 3:1 is acceptable 

by most standards organizations. 

 
Calibration of your measuring instruments has two objectives. It checks the accuracy of 

the instrument and it determines the traceability of the measurement. In practice, calibration also 

includes repair of the device if it is out of calibration. A report is provided by the calibration expert, 

which shows the error in measurements with the measuring device before and after the calibration. 

 
To explain how calibration is performed we can use an external micrometer as an example. 

Here, accuracy of the scale is the main parameter for calibration. In addition, these instruments are 

also calibrated for zero error in the fully closed position and flatness and parallelism of the 

measuring surfaces. For the calibration of the scale, a calibrated slip gauge is used. A calibrated 

optical flat is used to check the flatness and parallelism. 

 
Why calibration is important? 

 

The accuracy of all measuring devices degrade over time. This is typically caused by normal wear 

and tear. However, changes in accuracy can also be caused by electric or mechanical shock or a 

hazardous manufacturing environment (e.x., oils, metal chips etc.). Depending on the type of the 

instrument and the environment in which it is being used, it may degrade very quickly or over a 

long period of time. The bottom line is that, calibration improves the accuracy of the measuring 

device. Accurate measuring devices improve product quality 

 
When should you calibrate your measuring device? 

A measuring device should be calibrated: 

a. According to recommendation of the manufacturer. 

 

1. After any mechanical or electrical shock. 

2. Periodically (annually, quarterly, monthly) 

 

Hidden costs and risks associated with the un-calibrated measuring device could be much higher 

than the cost of calibration. Therefore, it is recommended that the measuring instruments are 

calibrated regularly by a reputable company to ensure that errors associated with the measurements 

are in the acceptable range. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Every discipline plays an important role for the manufacturing and well as working of a 

missile. Before getting into the manufacturing part, it is important to have a design of the 

missile which in turn can only be accomplished by the efforts put by all the personnels 

working on it. 

We learnt that materials play an important role in giving life to the missile, as without them it 

cannot be manufactured. Different missiles demand different material requirement depending upon 

its capacity and life-line. 

. 
 

Hence, all these subjects together form a missile! 
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ABSTRACT 

ECAD (electrical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create electronic 

structures. ECAD software is used to create and modify both diagrams and layouts, including both 

2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). ECAD 

software can produce a number of different deliverables, which can be managed by Product Data 

Management (PDM) software. Designs from ECAD software are often interchanged 

with Mechanical Computer-Aided Design (MCAD) software to generate a 3D model of the PCB. 

 
MCAD (mechanical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create mechanical 

systems. In order to design intelligent products that integrate electrical and mechanical 

characteristics, it is vital that our design and engineering workflows are also integrated. ECAD and 

MCAD need to work together to enable true interoperability. 

National Small Industries Corporation Ltd. (NSIC), is an ISO 9001-2008 certified 

Government of India Enterprise under Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME). 

NSIC has been working to fulfil its mission of promoting, aiding and fostering the growth of small 

industries and industry related micro, small and medium enterprises in the country. Over a period of 

five decades of transition, growth and development, NSIC has proved its strength within the country 

and abroad by promoting modernization, up gradation of technology, quality consciousness, 

strengthening linkages with large medium enterprises and enhancing exports - projects and products 

from small enterprises. 

https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/pdm/
https://www.lifecycleinsights.com/tech-guides/mcad/
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 DEFINITION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both diagrams 

and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed 

Circuit Boards (PCB). 

 OVERVIEW 

 
Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and Electronic design 

automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic systems such as printed circuit boards (PCBs) 

and integrated circuits (ICs). It allows designers to build out different alternatives and options and 

compare them to each other. It also generates manufacturing documentation as part of the 

specification used to source, fabricate, and produce PCBs. 

The design process 

Designing any piece of equipment (not necessarily electronic) is not a straight path from start 

through to product, even when no mistakes are made. At each stage problems occur which may 

require previous decisions to be reviewed. For example, it may be found on simulation that a 

particular part of the design will not operate fast enough to meet the specification. 

Specification 

Every design begins with a customer specification, which describes the function the design is 

intended to perform. This may include not only the logical properties but the speed of operation, the 

output power driving capability, the capability of circuits that drive the design, the power supply 

available, perhaps limits on power dissipation and electromagnetic radiation, operation in the 

presence of external radiation etc. Sometimes it is difficult to satisfy all the criteria. Higher speeds 

will require higher power dissipation and faster clocks. The latter increases the electromagnetic 

radiation. Some criteria may not be important, or only marginally so. With certain pieces of logic the 

power dissipation may be minimal so that power limits are not important. 

EDA and ECAD software for IC design incorporates modular and digital flows, and 

encompasses the logic and circuit design methods required by miniaturized electronic components. 
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2. ELECTRICAL DRAWING 
 

 
 

An electrical drawing, is a type of technical drawing that shows information about power, 

lighting, and communication for an engineering or architectural project. Any electrical working 

drawing consists of lines, symbols, dimensions, and notations to accurately convey an engineering's 

design to the workers, who install the electrical system on the job. A complete set of working 

drawings for the average electrical system in large projects usually consists of: A plot plan showing 

the building's location and outside electrical wiring Floor plans showing the location of electrical 

systems on every floor Power-riser diagrams showing panel boards Control wiring diagrams 

Schedules and other information in combination with construction drawings. Electrical drafters 

prepare wiring and layout diagrams used by workers who erect, install, and repair electrical 

equipment and wiring in communication centres, power plants, electrical distribution systems, and 

buildings. 

  There are many software’s out there for this electrical drawing and Electrical Computer- 

Aided Design (ECAD) is one of the most usable one. ECAD is developed by many companies, 

where as we used Autodesk ECAD 2017 for developing our substation design. 

 

 READING ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS 

  To read the electrical drawing, we have to learn the symbols used to notate components in the 

electric drawing. There are numerous components that are used while making a design. Some of 

them are shown below. 

 

1. SWITCH 
 

 

Fig 2.1: Switch in autodesk 
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2. FUSE 
 

Fig 2.2: Fuse in autodesk 
 
 

3. RESISTORS 
 

 

Fig 2.3: Resistor in autodesk 
 
 

4. WIRES 
 

 

Fig 2.4: wire in autodesk 
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5. POWER SOURCES 
 

 

Fig 2.5: power source in autodesk 

 

 
 ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

Electrical design entails planning, creating, testing, or supervising the development and 

installation of electrical equipment, including lighting equipment, power systems, power distribution, 

fire and life safety systems, electronic components, and voice and data communications 

infrastructure. 

In its most simplistic definition, electrical design is the design of various electrical systems. 

Many electrical design projects start with an idea that emanates from the marketing and sales 

department or the research and development division within a company. Electrical design projects 

might represent a new marketable product or might seek to improve an existing product or system. 

Electrical design mainly encounters projects in 

 Robotics 

 Electrical substations 

 Control systems 

 Communication equipment 

 Electronic circuit design 

 Computer & digital circuit design 

https://learn.org/articles/Electrical_Technology_Associates_Degree.html
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3. 33KV SUBSTATION 

A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow through 

several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to change 

voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at the 

interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

 

 

 
Fig 3.1: 33KV substation view 

 

 

 
3.1 SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM 

 
The single line diagram (SLD) is the most basic of the set of diagrams that are used to 

document the electrical functionality of the substation. Its emphasis is on communicating the 

functions of the power equipment and the associated protection and control system. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
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Fig 3.2: Single line diagram of 33/11KV substation 
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 OVERVIEW 

4. AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

While CAD is usually used for designing a specific part or an assembly, ECAD is used to 

design an entire system of many components connected to each other, usually by electric circuits — 

like the circuit board in your computer. The intricacies of these types of designs are often quite 

complex for a CAD software to handle in an effective way. Looking at a typical circuit board, you 

can see that it is quite complex. However, if you look from the side, you can see that most of the 

components making up the circuit board are quite simple. 

Electrical engineers have found that it is a lot simpler to design their integrated circuits (ICs) 

in 2D, where all of the complexity of positional data can be effectively evaluated and assessed. This 

dimensional data is then incorporated with extra data, such as the height of the circuit board layers 

and their material properties, in an ECAD file as metadata. ECAD files work perfectly for the 

manufacturing industry, as most ICs are produced by depositing metal and oxide layers through 

“masks”. The 2D data is basically the layout of the mask, while the ECAD file’s metadata instructs 

the manufacturing process on the material type and amount of material to be deposited. 

 AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 
 

 

Fig 4.1: Autocad software 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit_layout
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 CAPABILITIES PROVIDED 

 
ECAD software provides some combination of the following capabilities. 

 
Diagramming capabilities allow engineers to define what electronic components are used and what 

signals are used to connect them. Engineers select components from a company-standardized library 

that is centrally controlled. Layout capabilities provide a means to create the PCB’s outline and 

dimensionally place components within its boundaries. These capabilities can be utilized in either 2D 

or 3D models. The list of electronic components used in the diagram is carried over to the layout, 

where it almost becomes a to-do list for placement. 

Trace Routing capabilities allow engineers to define the path the trace follows in a specific layer of 

the PCB between electronic components. This can be done in 2D or 3D, with switching between the 

layers of the PCB. The signals from the diagram, which embody from-to information between 

components, are carried over into the layout, which defines where each component is placed on the 

PCB. Automation capabilities, which automatically routes traces from components to components 

based on interconnect information, is available. This can be done initially and then customized. 

3D Assembly capabilities provide a way to create a 3D model of the PCB. These models are often 

used to check for interference within an enclosure as well as checking for managing the dissipation 

of heat from the electronic components on the PCB. 

Collaboration capabilities deliver tools to capture and coordinate feedback between individuals on a 

team developing the routed system. Viewing capabilities provide the ability to visualize the design of 

the routed system. This is important for non-technical roles that do not have the skills or knowledge 

to use the RSD software directly. Mark-up capabilities allow individuals to capture their feedback in 

the context of the design of the routed system. 

Multi-Board design capabilities provide the capabilities to diagram and layout multiple PCBs that 

work together as a single system. IC and PCB Co-Design capabilities offer a means to assimilate 

Integrated Circuits (ICs) processors into the PCB, optimizing how traces connect to compact 

footprints. Concurrent Design capabilities enable multiple team members to work simultaneously 

on the same PCB or multi-board PCB design. 

Rule or Constraint Checking capabilities automatically compares the design of a PCB against 

industry or company rules, highlighting violations or issues that can affect the performance or 

manufacturability of the PCB. 

Manufacturing Export capabilities provide the ability to generate ECAM deliverables, which can 

then be used to manufacture the layers of the PCB. 
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 STANDARD INPUT DEVICES 

 PUSH BUTTON 

A push switch (button) is a momentary or non-latching switch which causes a temporary 

change in the state of an electrical circuit only while the switch is physically actuated. An automatic 

mechanism (i.e. a spring) returns the switch to its default position immediately afterwards, restoring 

the initial circuit condition. There are two types. 

1. A 'push to make' switch allows electricity to flow between its two contacts when held in. 

When the button is released, the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Open (NO) Switch. 

 

 
 

Fig 4.2: NO push button 

 
 

2. A 'push to break' switch does the opposite, i.e. when the button is not pressed, electricity can 

flow, but when it is pressed the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Closed (NC) Switch. 
 
 

 

Fig 4.3: NC push button 
 

 

Fig 4.4: Temperature switch symbols 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latching_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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Float switch 
 

 

 

 

Fig 4.5: Float switch symbols 

 
 

 OUTPUT DEVICES 

When it comes to output devices, generally used output devices are 

 Lamps 

 Motors 
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 Timer 

 Solenoid wall 

 Contractor 

FEATURES OF AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

Smooth Migration 

Migration is now easier to manage. A new migration interface organizes AutoCAD customization 

settings into groups and categories from which you can generate a migration summary report. 

PDF Support 

You can import the geometry, fills, raster images, and TrueType text from a PDF file into the current 

drawing. The PDF data can come from either an attached PDF in the current drawing, or from any 

specified PDF file. The precision of the data is limited by the precision of the PDF file and of the 

supported object types. Some properties such as PDF scale, layers, lineweights, and colors can be 

preserved. Because SHX text is not supported by PDF, additional tools were added to convert PDF 

geometry into multiline text, and to combine multiple mtext objects. 

Primary command: PDFIMPORT 

Share Design Views 

You can publish design views to a secure, anonymous location within Autodesk A360. You can 

share views of your design by forwarding a generated link to the people that you specify without 

releasing the DWG file itself. Access to these views is provided by any supported web browser, and 

does not require recipients to have an Autodesk A360 account or install any additional software. 

Supported browsers include Chrome, Firefox, and other browsers that support WebGL 3D graphics. 

Primary command: ONLINEDESIGNSHARE 

Associative Center Marks and Centerlines 

You can create center marks that are associated with arcs and circles, and centerlines that are 

associated with selected line and polyline segments. For compatibility, this new feature does not 

replace your current methods, but are provided as an alternative. 

Primary commands: CENTERMARK, CENTERLINE 

Coordination Model: Osnap Support 

You can specify precise locations on an attached coordination model using the standard 2D endpoint 

and center object snaps. This feature is available only for 64-bit AutoCAD. 

Primary system variable: CMOSNAP 

User Interface 

Several conveniences were added to improve your user experience. 
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Several dialog boxes are now resizable: APPLOAD, ATTEDIT, DWGPROPS, EATTEDIT, 

INSERT, LAYERSTATE, PAGESETUP, and VBALOAD. 

The preview areas are expanded in several dialog boxes used for attaching files, and saving and 

opening drawings. 

You can turn on the new LTGAPSELECTION system variable to be able to select objects in the gaps 

of non-continuous linetypes as if they were set to a continuous linetype. 

You can choose whether to use the AutoCAD crosshairs cursor or the Windows arrow cursor in the 

drawing area using the CURSORTYPE system variable. 

You can specify the delay timing for basic tooltips in the Options dialog box, Display tab. 

You can easily send your 3D models from AutoCAD to Autodesk Print Studio for automatic final 

preparation prior to 3D printing. Print Studio support includes Ember, Autodesk's high-precision, 

production-quality (25-micron surface finish) manufacturing solution. This feature is available only 

for 64-bit AutoCAD. 

For product updates, an orange dot automatically displays on new ribbon buttons, dialog box options, 

and palette settings. You can control this option from the Help drop-down menu or the 

HIGHLIGHTNEW command. 

Performance Enhancements 

The performance and reliability of 3DORBIT has been improved for rendered visual styles, 

especially for models with a large number of small blocks containing edges and facets. 

The performance of 2D panning and zooming operations has been improved. 

The visual quality for line types has been improved. 

The performance of object snapping has been improved by skipping geometric center (GCEN) 

computation for polylines with a huge number of segments. 

AutoCAD Security 

Any files in the Program Files folder tree that are under the operating system's UAC protection are 

now trusted. This trust is indicated by displaying the implicitly trusted paths in Trusted Paths UI and 

greying them out. Also, the AutoCAD code itself continues to be hardened against more 

sophisticated attacks. 
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 AUTOCAD ONE KEY SHORTCUTS 
 

 

Fig 4.6: Autocad one key shortcuts 

 

 

 OPENING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

To open the Project Browser, 

 Click       Open Project. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 On the command line, enter aecprojectbrowser. 

 

USING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

In the Project Browser, you create new projects, configure the project settings and project 

standards, add detail information, and select the current project. When you set a project current, 

either from the context menu or by double-clicking the file name, the project is migrated to a format 
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compatible with the current version of AutoCAD Architecture toolset. If you also repath the project, 

all project drawings are migrated as well, and you will be unable to open the project in any older 

version of the software. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.7: sample project view 

 

 

 
On the left side of the Project Browser, you select the current project, create new projects, 

browse existing projects, and view the project history. On the context menu, you can also edit project 

properties, close a project, copy the project structure, eTransmit a project, and archive a project. All 

information you enter here pertains to the project as a whole. On the right side of the Project 

Browser, an embedded Internet Explorer allows you to browse your project home page. 

 

 
 

 CREATING A NEW PROJECT 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 
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 Right-click on an existing project or folder in the project selector, and click New Project. 

Alternatively, you can click in the toolbar below the project selector. 

 In the Add Project dialog box, enter a number for the new project. Each project needs a 

unique identification number. You can use numerals, alphabetic characters, or a combination, 

such as 100A. The project number appears in the project header. 

 The number you assign here can be used as a prefix for all drawings you create in the project. 

You can also use the number as a property for a title block. 

 Enter a name for the new project. 
 

 

 

 

Fig 4.9: creating project 

 
 

 Under Project Description, if desired, enter a description brief enough to be displayed in the 

project header. Details about the project can be entered on a separate worksheet. 

 Verify that Create from template project is not selected. 

 Click OK. 

 
 TO RENAME A PROJECT 

 
Renaming the project renames the following project files: 

 Rename the project display name in Project Browser and Project Navigator 
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 Rename the APJ file 

 Rename the top project folder 

When you rename a project, all internal paths between the projects files are automatically updated, so 

that all relationships between drawings are kept current. 

Then 

 Verify that the project is closed. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser . 

 In the project selector, select the project you want to rename, right-click, and click Rename 

Project. 

 Enter the new name, and click OK. 

 

 USING ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS IN AUTOCAD 

 

 

 Create your set of symbols 

 Add the data to the catalog database 

 Add your symbol to the icon menu and Catalog Browser 

 Insert the symbol 

 
Insert Symbol from Icon Menu 

 Open the Icon Menu, Schematic tab > Insert Components pane > Icon Menu. 

 Locate and select your symbol. 

 Your symbol is attached to your cursor, making it easy to insert  

 Once you select the location, the appropriate Insert\Edit dialog opens.  

 The Tag is automatically assigned based on the Drawing Properties settings. 

 Click Lookup and assign the catalog value as needed. 

 Click OK. If everything goes as expected, wires break as needed. 

https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical-catalog-database.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-the-symbols-to-the-icon-menu-and-catalog-browser.html
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Insert Symbol from CatLog Browser 

 If the Catalog Browser isn't open, click Schematic tab > Insert Components panel > 

Catalog Browser.  

You may need to expand the Icon Menu drop-down to find this command. The Catalog 

Browser can remain open all the time if you use it often. You can use other commands 

while it is open. 

 Search for your catalog value. 

 Click the record in the browser. The menu with any associated symbols displays. 
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If you associated multiple symbols, the menu shows them all. 

 Click the symbol and select the location. 

 The symbols is inserted and the Insert\Edit dialog opens. The catalog value is already 

assigned since it was inserted from the Catalog Browser. 

 Add any other values needed and click OK. 

 
 TO REMOVE THE PROJECT CONTEXT Much of the project-related 

information associated with a drawing file does not reside in the drawing file itself, but in the 

accompanying XML file. This means that you can use all your project files at any time in a 

non-project-related drawing context. However, if you want to work permanently without the 

project context, it is recommended that you clean your file set of the unused project files. 

Project-related information resides in the following files: 

 
 The APJ file, which contains the general, high-level project data like name, number, project 

details, and project standards. 
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 The XML files, each of which stores the project information for an individual drawing file. 

If you delete the APJ file and the XML files, the remaining drawing files no longer have connections 

to a project. They are regular AutoCAD Architecture toolset drawing files and can be copied, edited, 

and deleted like any other drawing file. 

The drawing files can contain standard styles and display settings, if standards have been set 

up for the project. When the XML and APJ files are deleted, any standard styles and display settings 

are no longer synchronized in the now standalone drawings. 

Note: Once the project context has been removed, there is no simple way to recreate it. if you have 

removed the project, and want to re-build a project around the remaining drawing files, build the 

project from scratch, and import the drawing files into it. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder containing the project. 

 In the project folder, delete the APJ file. For example, if you have a project named Office 

Building, delete the file named Office Building.apj. 

 Open the Elements, Constructs, Sheets, and Views folders, and delete the XML files 

associated with your drawing files. 

 For example, if your Constructs folder contains First Floor Construct.dwg, select and delete 

the file named First Floor Construct.xml. 

 Repeat the previous step for each drawing file. 

 Note: If you reorganize files into a different file structure, you may have to manually reset 

broken external reference paths in the drawings. 

 
 TO DELETE A PROJECT 

Deleting a project is a system administrator task. Therefore, you do not perform it from within the 

Project Browser but from Windows Explorer. 

Deleting the project folder deletes all DWG files, XML files, and the APJ file. Before you do this, 

make sure that you really do not need any of these files anymore. If you do not work on a project any 

longer but still want to save the DWG files in it, it is often sufficient to just remove the project 

context. 

Note: Before you delete a project, make sure that is not the current project in AutoCAD Architecture 

toolset. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder of the project you want to delete. 

 Delete the project folder. 
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 TO REPATH THE PROJECT 

Use this procedure to update the external reference paths within the project after making 

changes to the names or locations of elements, constructs, or views. For example, if you move a 

project file into another category, or rename it, you must update the file that references the changed 

drawing to reflect that change on the Project Navigator palette. 

Note: When you repath a project that was saved in a version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010, 

the drawings are saved in the new file format. You will no longer be able to open these drawings in a 

version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010. Synchronizing a project with the project standards 

will also save the project drawings in the new file format. 

A repath is necessary after you make any of the following changes in the project: 

 Move the project to a different location 

 Move a project file to a different category 

 Rename a project file 

 Move a subcategory from one category to another 

In addition to updating the project files, repathing will also update the paths of the 

following files: 

 Paths to support files, folders, and templates stored within the project setup, such as drawing 

templates, tool content root path, or project standards drawings. 

 Paths to images referenced in project drawings 

 Paths for schedules referencing external drawings within project drawings 

When you zip a project and send it to another user who unpacks the project to a different location on 

another computer, the project will be updated in its new location when it is set current for the first 

time on the new computer. For example, if your project resides in C:Project1, and the user you are 

sending it to unpacks it to D:Project1, the path information is updated when the new user sets the 

project current in AutoCAD Architecture toolset. However, this will update only if all project paths 

were correct and current when you zipped them. If, for example, you have moved the project to 

another location on your computer before zipping it, and not repathed it before zipping, the repathing 

on the new user’s machine will not work correctly. Before you zip and send a project, you must 

make sure that all external reference paths in the project are valid. 

You have the choice of repathing. 

 A single project file 

 All files in a category 

 All files in the project 

1. On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Navigator. 
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2. Change the name or the location of a project file or project folder in the Drawing Explorer. 

 

The Project Navigator - Repath Project dialog box displays. 
 

 

Fig 4.12: project repath 
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3. Specify when you want the repathing to be done: 
 

 

If you want to… Then… 

update all project files now click Repath project now. 

update all project files later click Repath project later. If you close the 

project before repathing, the drawing files 

remain in a queue for update and will display in 

the Project Repath Queue dialog box the next 

time you open it. 

The repath queue is shared by all users working 

on a project and it is saved from session to 

session. 

Table 4.1: project repath 

4. Alternatively, click to update all files in the project at any time. 
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 AUTOCAD ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 
 

 

Fig 4.13: some electrical symbols in Autocad 
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SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM OF 33KV SUBSTATION IN AUTODESK 
 

 

Fig 4.14: Single line diagram in autodesk 
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CONCLUSION 

National Small Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC) is a Mini Ratna PSU established 

by the Government of India in 1955. It falls under Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 

of India. NSIC is the nodal office for several schemes of Ministry of MSME such as Performance & 

Credit Rating, Single Point Registration, MSME Databank, National SC ST Hub, etc. 

 
Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both 

diagrams and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical 

Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and 

Electronic design automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic and electrical systems. It allows 

designers to build out different alternatives and options and compare them to each other. It also 

generates manufacturing documentation as part of the specification used to source, fabricate, and 

produce all types of designs. 

 

 
ECAD in autodesk autocad software will help us to learn all types of tools that are used to 

develop drawing not only in electrical but in electronis (EDA), mechanical (MCAD) and many. 

Machine design can be accomplished easily and quickly. Any type of instrument, machine, switches, 

motors and all will be available and it makes design easy. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India
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CHAPTER-1 

 
 

Automation or industrial automation is the use of control systems such as computers, 

controllers to control industrial machinery and processes, to optimize productivity in the 

production of goods and delivery of services. Automation is a step beyond mechanization. 

Whereas mechanization provides human operators with machinery to assist them with the 

muscular requirements of work, automation greatly decreases the need for human sensory 

and mental requirements. 

                     Automation is the control of machines and processes by independent systems 

through the use of various technologies which are based on computer software or robotics. 

Industry implements automation to increase productivity and reduce labour costs. 

                     Industrial automation utilizes various industrial communication devices such as 

programmable logic controllers (PLCs), programmable automatic controllers (PACs) which 

are used to control the industry. In industries, control strategies use a set of technologies 

implemented to achieve the desired result, making automation systems necessary in 

industries.Automation is the technology by which a process or procedure is performed with 

minimal human assistance. Automationor automatic control is the use of various control 

systems for operating equipment such as machinery, processes in factories, boilers and heat 

treating ovens, switching on telephone networks, steering and stabilization of ships, aircraft 

and other applications and vehicles with minimal or reduced human intervention. 

Automation covers applications ranging from a household thermostat controlling a boiler, to a 

large industrial control system with tens of thousands of input measurements and output 

control signals. In control complexity, it can range from simple on-off control to multi-

variable high-level algorithms. 

In the simplest type of an automatic control loop, a controller compares a measured value of a 

process with a desired set value, and processes the resulting error signal to change some input 

to the process, in such a way that the process stays at its set point despite disturbances. This 

closed-loop control is an application of negative feedback to a system. The mathematical 

basis of control theory was begun in the 18th century and advanced rapidly in the 20th. 

Automation has been achieved by various means including mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, 

electrical, electronic devices and computers, usually in combination. Complicated systems, 

such as modern factories, airplanes and ships typically use all these combined techniques. 

The benefit of automation includes labour savings, savings in electricity costs, savings in 

material costs, and improvements to quality, accuracy, and precision. 

 

It increases productivity and reduce cost. It gives emphasis on flexibility and convertibility of 

manufacturing process. Hence gives manufacturers the ability to easily switch from 

manufacturing Product A to manufacturing product B without completely rebuilt the existing 

system/product lines. Automation is now often applied primarily to increase quality in the 

manufacturing process, where the automation can increase quality substantially.Increased 

consistency of output. Replacing human’s tasks in dangerous environments.  

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermostat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_loop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pneumatics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airplane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity
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Automation Impacts: 

1. It increases productivity and reduce cost. 

2. It gives emphasis on flexibility and convertibility of manufacturing process. Hence 

gives manufacturers the ability to easily switch from manufacturing Product A to 

manufacturing product B without completely rebuilt the existing system/product lines. 

3. Automationisnowoftenappliedprimarilytoincreasequalityinthemanufacturing process, 

where automation can increase quality substantially.  

4. Increase the consistency of output.  

5. Replacing humans in tasks done in dangerous environments. 

 

 

AdvantagesofAutomation: 

1. Replacinghumanoperatorsintasksthatinvolvehardphysicalormonotonouswork.Also 

task done in dangerous environments. 

2. Performingtasksthatarebeyondhumancapabilitiesofsize,weight,speed, endurance, etc. 

3. Economy improvement: Automation may improve in economy of enterprises, society 

or most of humanity. 

 

DisadvantagesofAutomation: 

1. Technology limits: Current technology is unable to automate all the desired tasks. 

2. Unpredictable development costs: The research and development cost of 

automating a process may exceed the cost saved by the automation itself. 

3. High initial cost: The automation of a new product or plant requires a huge initial 

investment in comparison with the unit cost of the product. 
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CHAPTER-2 

 
2.1 INTRODUCTIONTO PLC: 

A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a specialized computer like device like device 

used to replace banks of electromagnetic relays in industrial process control. The PLC is also 

knows as a programmable of controller (PC). The title “PLC” for programmable controller 

could be confused in common usage with “PC” used to mean personal computer. To avoid 

this confusion we shall refer to the programmable controller as a programmable logic 

controller or PLC.  

You can think of the programmable logic controller as a heavy-duty computer system 

designed for machine control. Like a general-purpose computer, the plc is based on digital 

logic and can be field-programmed.The programming language is a bit different because the 

purpose of the PLC is to control machine. The PLC is used to time and sequence function that 

might be required in to control machines. The PLC is used to time and sequence function that 

might be required in assembly lines, robots, and chemical processing. It is designed to deal 

with the harsh condition of the industrial environment. Some of the physical environment 

problem could include vibration and shock, dirt, and vapours, and temperature extremes. 

Some input device includes limit and pressure switches, temperature and optical sensor, and 

analogtodigital converts (ADCs). Some output device values, motors and cylinders, and 

DigitaltoAnalog convertors (DAC). 

Before the advent of solid-state logic circuit systems were designed and build exclusively 

around electronic mechanical relays. Relays are far from obsolete in modern design, but have 

been replaced in many of their former roles as logics-level control device, relegated most 

often to those applications demanding high current and or high voltage switching.  

System and processes requiring “on/off” control abound in modern commerce and industry, 

but such control system are rarely built from either electro mechanical relays or discrete 

logics gates. Instead, digital computers fill the need, which may be programmed to do a 

variety of logic functions.  

In the late 1960’s an American company named Bedford Associate released a computing 

device they called the MODICON Digital Controller, and later became the name of a 

company division devoted to the design, manufacture, and sale of these special-purpose 

control computes. Other engineering firms developed their own version of this device, and it 

eventually came to be known in non-proprietary terms as a PLC, or Programmable Logic 

Controller. The purpose of a PLC was to directly replace electro mechanical relays as logic 

elements, substituting instead a solid–state digital computer with a stored program, able to 

emulate the interconnection of many relays to perform certain logical task. 

A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is an industrial computer control system that 

continuously monitors the state of input device and makes decision based upon a custom 

program to control the state of output devices.  

Almost any production line, machine function, or process can be greatly enhances using this 

type of control system. However, the biggest benefit in using a PLC is the ability to change 

and replicate the operation or process while collecting and communication vital information. 
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Fig:2.1-PLC Block Diagram 

 

Need for PLC: 

 Hardwired panel were very time consuming to time and debug and change.  

 The following requirement for computer controller to replace hardware panel.  

 Solid state not mechanical 

 East to modify input and output device  

 Easy programmed and maintained by plant electrician  

 Be able to function in an industrial environment 
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CHAPTER- 3 
 

The PLC, being a microprocessor-based device, has a similar internal structure to many 

embedded controllers and computers.  They consist of the CPU, Memory an I/O device. 

These components are integral to the PLC controller. Additionally, the PLC has a connection 

for the programming and Monitoring Unit or to connect PLC’s in another field. 

The CPU is the brain of a PLC system. It consists of the microprocessor, memory integrated 

circuits, and circuits necessary to store and retrieve information from memory. 

PLC’s or programming terminals. The job of the processor is to monitor status or state of 

input devices, scan and solve the logic of a user program, and control on or off state of output 

devices RAM or Random Access Memory is a volatile memory that would lose its 

information if power were removed, hence some processor units are provided with battery 

backup. Normally CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) type RAM is used.  

 

 ROM is a non-volatile type of memory. This means it stores its data even if no power is 

available. This type of memory information can only be read, it is placed there for the internal 

use and operation of processor units.  

 

EEPROME or Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory is usually an add on 

memory module that is used to back up the main program in CMOS RAM of the processor. 

In many cases, the processor can be programmed to load the EEPROM’S program to RAM, 

if RAM is lost or corrupted. 

 

 

ComponentsofPLC: 

The PLC mainly consists of a CPU, memory areas, and appropriate circuits to receive 

input/output data. We can actually consider the PLC to be a box full of hundreds or thousands 

of separate relays, counters, timers and data storage locations. They don’t physically exist but  

rather they are simulated and can be considered software counters, timers, etc. Each 

component of a PLC has a specific function: 

1. The CPU is the brain of a PLC system. It consists of the microprocessor, memory 

integrated circuits and circuits necessary to store and retrieve information from memory. It 

also includes communication ports to the peripherals, other PLCs or programming terminals. 

The job of the processor is to monitor status or state of input devices, scan and solve the logic 

of a user program, and control on or off state of output devices. 

 2. Counters - These are simulated counters and they can be programmed to countpulses. 

Typically,thesecounterscancountup,downorbothupand down. Since they are simulated, they 

are limited in their counting speed. Some manufacturers also include high-speed counters that 

are hardware based. We can think of these as physically existing. 

 3. Timers–These come in many varieties and increments. The most commontypeisanon-

delay type. Others include off-delay of both retentive and non-retentive types. 

Incrementsvaryfrom1millisecondto1second. 

4.Output Relay (coils) - These are connected to the outside world. They 

physicallyexistandsendon/offsignalstosolenoids,lights,etc. Theycan be transistors, relays 

depending upon the model chosen. 

5.Data Storage:Typically there are registers assigned to simply store data. They are usually 

used as temporary storage for math or data 

manipulation.Theycanalsotypicallybeusedtostoredatawhenpowerisremovedfrom the PLC. 

Upon power-up they will still have the same contents as before power was removed. 
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General PLC Architecture: 

                  PLC inputs must convert a variety of logic levels to the 5V dc logic level used on 

the data bus. This can be done with circuit similar to those shown below. Basically, the 

circuit conditions the input to drive an up to coupler. This electrically isolates the external 

electrical circuitry from the internal circuitry. Other circuit components are used to guard 

against excess or reversed voltage polarity.  

 

PLC output must convert the 5V dc logic levels on the PLC data bus to external voltage 

levels. This can be done with circuits similar to those shown below. Basically, the circuit uses 

an opto coupler to switch external circuitry. This electrically isolated the external electrical 

circuitry from the internal circuitry. Other circuit components are used to guard against 

excess or reversed voltage polarity. 

 

Advantage of PLC:  

 Small size  

 Faster response 

 Wiring reduced up to 80% 

 On-line changes 

 Low Maintenance Cost 

  Easy for Troubleshooting  

 

 

Disadvantages of PLC:  

 Too much work required in connecting wires 

  Difficulty with change or replacement  

 Requiring skilful work force finding error 

  Fixed program application  

 

Programmer Units: 

The programmer unit provides an interface between the PLC and the user during program 

development, start-up, and troubleshooting. The instruction to be performed during each scan 

are coded and inserted into memory with the programmer.  

Programmers vary from small hand-held units. These units the size of a large calculator to 

desktop standalone intelligent CRT-based units. These units come complete with 

documentation, reproducing, I/O status, and on-line and off-line programming ability. Many 

PLC manufactures now offer controller model that can use a personal computer as the 

programming tool.  

Under these circumstances, the manufacture will sell a program for the personal computer 

that usually allows the computer that module installed in programmable controller.  

Programming units are the liaison between what the PLC understands (words) and what the 

engineer desired to occur during the control sequence. Some programmers have the ability to 

store programs on other media, including cassette tapes and floppy disks. Another desirable 

feature is automatic documentation of the existing program. This is accomplished by a printer 

attached to the programmer. With off-line programming the user can write a control program 

on the programming unit, then take unit to the PLC in the field and load the memory with 

new program, all without removing the PLC. Selection of these feature depends on user 

requirement and budget. On-line programming allows caution modification of the program 

while the PLC is controlling the process or the machine. 
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Types of PLC : 

 

Based on Size 

1. Micro PLC or Small PLC: It is the simplest PLC with the Power Supply module, 

CPU, I/O few modules and communication ports in a single chassis. This PLC types 

are usually limited to a few I/O discrete and can be expanded. There are various micro 

PLCs on the market today. The vast majority offer analog I/O with just about any 

micro PLC, or for that matter PLC in general, when the application required the 

monitoring of various analog signals, a separate module is required for each signal. 

Examples of this type are CP1H Omron, Siemens S7-200, and Fuji Electric SPB. 

2.  Medium PLC or Mini: It is PLC which has CPU module, I/O or communication 

ports are separately. Each module is connected by connector or backplane. It has the 

capacity  more than 2000 I/O. Example of this type are Omron CS1, Siemens S7-300. 

3.  Large PLC or Rack: This kind of PLC is nearly equal to the medium one but it has 

large I/O capacity and more able to be connected with the higher control system. 

Examples of this type are CVM1 Omron Siemens S7-400. 

 

 

Classified according to its Output working 

1. Relay based: This type of PLC are used for general purpose application. 

2. Transistor based: This type of PLC are used for High speed application.  

3. SCR based: This type of plc are used for heavy load switching 

 

 Different PLC Manufactures 

1. Siemens  

2. Fatek 

3. Delta  

4. Allen Bradley  

5. Mitsubishi   

6. Omron 

7. ABB 

8. Panasonic 

9.  GE Fanuc 

10.  LG  
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CHAPTER- 4 
 

 

OPERATIONOF PLC: 

                  PLC operates by continually scanning the program and acting upon the 

instructions, one at a time, to switch on or off the various outputs. In order to do this PLC 

first scans all, the inputs and stores their states in memory. Then it carries out program scan 

and decides which outputs should be high according to the program logic. Then finally it 

updates these values to the output table, making the required outputs go high. At his point 

PLC checks its own operating system and if everything is ok, it goes back to scanning inputs 

all over again.   

 

PLC SCAN CYCLE                              

    Whenever a program is executed in a PLC, before changing any output state, the processor 

scans the input table and the entire program, which gives rise to states of the output devices 

according to the program logic. These values are then updated to the output table making the 

device.  

 

SCAN TIME                      

Time taken by plc to execute these three steps (Checking Input status, Executing Program, 

Updating Output Status) is denoted by its scan time. 

 

 
 

Fig:4.1-PLC Scan Cycle 
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CHAPTER-5 

 

 
Programming Languages: 

While Ladder Logic is the most commonly used PLC programming language, but it is not the 

only one. Following table lists some of the Languages that are used to program a PLC.  

 

 Ladder Diagram (LD).  

 Functional block Diagram (FBD)  

 Structured Text (ST)  

 Instruction List (IL)  

 Sequential Functional Chart (SFC) 

 

 

Ladder Diagram (LD): 

It is a graphical programming language, initially programmed with simple contacts that 

simulates the opening and closing of relays. Ladder Logic programming has been expanded 

to include functions such as Counters, Timers, shift Registers and math operations. 

 

 
 

Fig:5.1-Sample Ladder Diagram Model 

 

Ladder logic is a method of drawing electrical logic schematics. It is now a graphical 

language very popular for programming Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). It was 

originally invented to describe logic made from relays. The name is based on the observation 

that programs in this language resemble ladders, with two vertical "rails" and a series of 

horizontal "rungs" between them.                                                                         

   A program in ladder logic, also called a ladder diagram, is similar to a schematic for a set of 

relay circuits. An argument that aided the initial adoption of ladder logic was that a wide 

variety of engineers and technicians would be able to understand and use it without much 

additional training, because of the resemblance to familiar hardware systems.   
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Ladder logic is widely used to program PLCs, where sequential control of a process or 

manufacturing operation is required. Ladder logic is useful for simple but critical control 

systems, or for reworking old hardwired relay circuits. As programmable logic controllers 

became more sophisticated it has also been used in very complex automation systems.                                                                                                             

 Ladder logic can be thought of as a rule-based language, rather than a procedural language. 

A "rung" in the ladder represents a rule. When implemented with relays and other 

electromechanical devices, the various rules "execute" simultaneously and immediately. 

When implemented in a programmable logic controller, the rules are typically executed 

sequentially by software, in a loop.   

 By executing the loop fast enough, typically many times per second, the effect of 

simultaneous and immediate execution is obtained. In this way it is similar to other rule-

based languages, like spreadsheets or SQL. However, proper use of programmable controllers 

requires understanding the limitations of the execution order of rungs. 

Each rung of ladder language typically has one coil at the far right. Some manufacturers may 

allow more than one output coil on a rung.  

 

--( )-- a regular coil, true when its rung is true --(\)-- a "not" coil, false when its rung is true  

 

--[ ]-- A regular contact, true when its coil is true (normally false)  

 

--[\]-- A "not" contact, false when its coil is true (normally true)  

 

The "coil" (output of a rung) may represent a physical output which operates some device 

connected to the programmable controller, or may represent an internal storage bit for use 

elsewhere in the program.   

 

 

 
Fig:5.2- Ladder Logic for Basic Gates 
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Generally Used Instructions & symbol for PLC Programming: 

 

Input Instruction  

     --[ ]— 

This Instruction is Called IXC or Examine If Closed.                        

 If a NO switch is actuated, then only this instruction will be true. If a NC switch is actuated, 

then this instruction will not be true and hence output will not be generated. 

 

--[\]— 

This Instruction is Called IXO or Examine If Open.                          

If a NC switch is actuated, then only this instruction will be true. If a NC switch is actuated, 

then this instruction will not be true and hence output will not be generated. 

 

Output Instruction 

--( )— 

This Instruction Shows the States of Output.                          

 If any instruction either XIO or XIC is true then output will be high. Due to high output a 24-

volt signal is generated from PLC processor.                            

 

 Rung                                                                                             

 

  Rung is a simple line on which instruction are placed and logics are created                   

 E.g.: ---------------------------------------------               

TIMER   

A timer is a programmable instruction that lets you turn on or turn off bits after a preset time. 

The two primary types of timers are TON for “timer on delay” and TOF for “timer off delay”. 

Timers in RSLogix 5000 use tag names for identification.  

 

PLC contains three types of timers. They are: 

 

1. On-delay timer (TON):A timer on-delay (TON) instruction is a programming 

instruction used to delay the start of a machine or process for a set period of time. 

 

2. Off-delay timer (TOF):A timer off-delay (TOF) instruction is a PLC programming 

instruction used to delay the shut down of machinery, such as an external cooling fan 

when a motor has been stopped. 

 

3. Retentive timer (RTO):A retentive timer (RTO) instruction is a PLC programming 

instruction used to track the length of time a machine has been operating or to shut 

down a process after an accumulative time period of recurring faults. 
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 COUNTER 

A counter is a programmable instruction that lets you turn on or turn off bits after a preset 

count has been reached. There are different types of counters available in the RS Logix, but 

the CTU (counter up) instruction covers everything we will talk about here.                         

Counters in RS Logix 5000 use tag names for identification.    

 

PLC contains three types of Counters. They are: 

 

1.UP-Counter:Acount up instruction (CTU) is a PLC programming instruction used to count 

the number of operations or products produced by a system in increasing order. 

 

2.DOWN-Counter:Acount down instruction (CTD) is a PLC programming instruction used 

to count the number of operations or products produced by a system in decreasing order. 

 

3.UP/DOWN-Counter:An up-down counter is a combination of an up-counter and a down-

counter. It can count in both directions, increasing as well as decreasing. 
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CHAPTER-6 
 

SENSOR (connected to PLC Input)  

A sensor is a device that measures a physical quantity and converts it into signal which can 

be read by an observer or by an instrument. For example, a mercury-in-glass thermometer 

converts the measured temperature into expansion and contraction of liquid which can be 

read on a calibrated glass tube. A thermocouple convert temperature converts temperature to 

an output voltage which can be read by a voltmeter. For accuracy, most sensor are calibrated 

against know standard. Sensors are two types. 

 

Digital Sensor: Digital sensor have two unique voltage associated them to represent the two 

unique voltage associated them to represent the two unique digital states of 0 to 1. These 

voltages are commonly 0v to 24v but there are many also types.  

 

Ex. IR sensor, Proximity sensor, Hall sensor, PIR sensor  

 

Analog Sensor: Analog sensor are sensor that vary with respect to time.  

 

Ex. Level sensor, Flow sensor, Temperature sensor, Speed sensor.  

 

Need for Sensors  

Sensors are omnipresent. They embedded in our bodies’ automobiles, airplane, cellular 

telephone, radio, chemical plant, industrial plant and counter less other application.  

 

 Actuator (Connected to PLC Output)  

An Actuator is a mechanical device for moving or controlling a mechanism or system. It is 

operate by a source of energy, usually plant and counter less other application.  

 

Difference between Actuator and Sensor   

A sensor controls the variable for example temperature and pressure and transfer a signal to a 

indicator or transmitter. The actuator is a machine which knocks a value or other machine in 

accordance with control signal transferred to the transducer. The transducer generally 

transforms the control signal to a relative air signal which works the actuator with a great 

diaphragm opposite springs.  

The mainly common actuator of electron-servo or an actuator can be utilized to pull and push 

at a force and fixed length (stroke). This actuator of linear that transfer a piston rod to a place 

force and fixed length. The can be utilized to transfer controls through variable geometry 

example arcs used in conjunction with cranks and rods.  

The actuator of hydraulic has an internal piston to the housing. The present is docked on one 

end, which forces the rod to en large it. Reversing the pressure of hydraulic will caused the 

rod to know back to origin position. The force that it existing is similar to the pressure of 

hydraulic times the piston area. 

A senor or detector is tool that a measures a physical quantity and transforms it into a signal 

which can be interpreted by a separator or by device. Sensors are utilized in every items for 

example touch-sensitive buttons of elevator and lamps which brighten or dim by contacting 

the base. There are also numerous application for sensor of which mainly people are not 

aware. The appliances consist of machine, cars, aerospace, manufacture, robotics and 

medicine.  
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CHAPTER-7 

 
DATA TYPES: 

There are 4 kind of data type supported by most of PLCs, which are as follows: 

 Bit (0,1) 

  Byte (combinational of 8 bits)  

  Word (combinational of 16 bits) =2B  

  Double Word (combinational of 32 bits) =2W 

 

 
Table:1-Different Data Types  
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CHAPTER-8 

 
 

MEMORY TYPES: 

  There are different memory locations, which is represented by memory type abbreviation.  

   In Siemens the memory types are: 

 

Table:2-Memory Types 

 

Memory is the component that stores information, programs, and data in a PLC. 

The process of putting new information into a memory location is called writing. The process 

of retrieving information from a memory location is called reading. 

Types of Memory 

The common types of memory used in PLCs are 

1. Read Only Memory (ROM) and 

2. Random Access Memory (RAM). 

A ROM location can be read, but not written. ROM is used to store programs and data that 

should not be altered. 
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CHAPTER-9 
 

What is relay? 

 

We know that most of the high end industrial application device have relay for their effective 

working. Relay are simple switches which are operated both electrically and mechanically. 

Relays consist of an electromagnet and also a set contact. The switching mechanism is 

carried out with the help of the electromagnet. There is also other operating principle for its 

working. But they are according to their applications. Most of the devices have the 

application of relays. 

 

 
Fig9.1:Basic Relay Circuit 

 

 

Why is a relay used? 

      The main operation of a relay comes in place where only a low-power signal can be used 

to control a circuit. It is also used in place where only one signal can be used to control a lot 

of circuit. The application of relay started during the invention of telephones. They were also 

used in long distance telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one 

source to another destination. After the invention of computer they were used to perform 

Boolean and other logical operations. The high end application of relay required high power 

to be driven by electric motor and so on. Such relay are called contactors. 

 

 
Fig:9.2-Different Types of Relays 
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Relay Logic 

 There are several kinds of logic that are made with the help of relay. 

 These smaller logics are the base of all kind of functioning performed in 

industries. 

 As we get command over this type of logic we can handle even complex 

functionally of plant or process.  

 The panel made by the relay is known as relay logic panel. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig:9.3-Relay Connection in PLC 
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CHAPTER- 10 
 

Often we have a little green "start" button to turn on a motor, and we want to turn it off with a 

big red "Stop" button.  

 

 
 

Fig:10.1- Ladder Logic for Starting/Stopping of Motor 

 

The pushbutton switch connected to input X1 serves as the "Start" switch, while the switch 

connected to input X2 serves as the "Stop." Another contact in the program, named Y1, uses 

the output coil status as a seal-in contact, directly, so that the motor contactor will continue to 

be energized after the "Start" pushbutton switch is released. You can see the normally-closed 

contact X2 appear in a coloured block, showing that it is in a closed ("electrically 

conducting") state. 
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Starting of Motor 

If we were to press the "Start" button, input X1 would energize, thus "closing" the X1 contact 

in the program, sending "power" to the Y1 "coil," energizing the Y1 output and applying 120-

volt AC power to the real motor contactor coil. The parallel Y1 contact will also "close," thus 

latching the "circuit" in an energized state: 

 

 
 

Fig:10.2- Ladder Logic for Starting of Motor 
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Logic for Continuous Running of motor When Start Button is Released 

Now, if we release the "Start" pushbutton, the normally-open X1 "contact" will return to its 

"open" state, but the motor will continue to run because the Y1 seal-in "contact" continues to 

provide "continuity" to "power" coil Y1, thus keeping the Y1 output energized: 

 
Fig:10.3- Ladder Logic for Continuous Running of Motor 
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To Stop the Motor 

To stop the motor, we must momentarily press the "Stop" pushbutton, which will energize the 

X2 input and "open" the normally- closed "contact," breaking continuity to the Y1 "coil: 

 
Fig:10.4- Ladder Logic for Stopping of Motor 

 

 

When the "Stop" pushbutton is released, input X2 will de-energize, returning "contact" X2 to 

its normal, "closed" state. The motor, however, will not start again until the "Start" 

pushbutton is actuated, because the "seal-in" of Y1 has been lost. 
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CHAPTER- 11 
 

Equipment Required:              

    SELEC PLC Software         

    Personal Computer          

    PLC Lab Manual 

 

Theory:                              

 PLC operates by continually scanning the program and acting upon the instructions, one at a 

time, to switch on or off the various outputs. In order to do this PLC first scans all, the inputs 

and stores their states in memory. Then it carries out program scan and decides which outputs 

should be high according to the program logic.                                          

Ladder Logic is a graphical programming language, initially programmed with simple 

contacts that simulates the opening and closing of relays. Ladder Logic programming has 

been expanded to include functions such as Counters, Timers, shift Registers and math 

operations.                                                                                                                                                             

It is now a graphical language very popular for programming Programmable Logic 

Controllers (PLCs). It was originally invented to describe logic made from relays. The name 

is based on the observation that programs in this language resemble ladders, with two vertical 

"rails" and a series of horizontal "rungs" between them. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig:11.1- Process Tank Automation Basic Diagram 
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Procedure: 

Liquid level control is a basic and necessary process for all the process industry. Here the 

level of liquid is to be maintained inside the tank to a specific height. Here there is a water 

reservoir from which the water needs to be pumped out to the process tank. In the process 

tank there are two sensors connected around the edges of the tank according to the required 

heights i.e., one sensor is connected at the near bottom end of the tank called as lower level 

sensor and another one on the near top edge of the tank called as higher-level tank. To let the 

water out of the tank there is a pipe connected at the bottom of the tank with a valve. This 

valve is to be used by user for the process application. The level sensor is a magnetic sensor 

and when the liquid level is above the high-level sensor a HL (high level) signal is send to the 

PLC. When the liquid level goes down the low-level sensor LL (low level) signal is send to 

the PLC. The PLC checks the signals send by these sensors through its input port and give the 

proper signals through its output port as per the ladder logic program. Sequence of process 

control actions done by the PLC:  

1. When the water level in the tank is less than the lower level then the lower level 15 sensor 

senses and turns the motor on to fill the tank.  

2. Then the tank is filled up until it reaches the higher level where the higher-level sensor 

senses and makes the motor off and filling of water stops. 

 

 
 

Fig:11.2- Process Tank Automation Ladder Logic 

 

Result: 

The Ladder logic simulated and Run successfully. The Process tank automation using relay 

logic was worked perfectly with the PLC program. 
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CHAPTER-12 
CONCLUSION:- 

Programmable Logic Circuits like an Arduino that is mainly used for industrial automation. 

However, the main difference between a PLC and an Arduino is their price, as the PLC 

usually has 100 times the price of an Arduino. The PLC has a better processor power & 

memory, can handle more current in the I/O ports, the ports are optocoupled, it is more 

robust, it is closed architecture, it comes with industrial certificates, safety features etc.   

The Logic made in this project is mainly used for controlling water level in a tank and can be 

implemented in the industrial sectors and houses for managing the input and output flow of 

the water and to save the water without wastage.  

At NSIC, the main work was to develop solutions based on the same, and hence the project 

was selected and the simulation was done. 
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ABSTRACT

ThepurposeofthisistoassistattendeesinpreparationofTransformer

Specificationstoprocureeconomicalandreliabletransformerswhichmeetsystem

needs.Byknowingtheimplicationsoftransformerparametersonoperationandon

cost,functionalspecificationscanbeprepared.Oftenthebidwiththelowest

evaluatedcostdoesnotgivethelowestoperationalcosttransformer,butagood

specificationismostinfluentialinachievingthis.Specificationsshouldnotonly

reducethecapitalcost,shouldalsoreducetheoperationalcost.Specifications

shouldhelpthemaintenanceandreducethemaintenancecost.Torepaira

transformerquicklyatalowcostshouldbeanimportantaspectinfinalizinganorder

andtobecoveredinthespecifications.Aclearspecificationwithallsystem

requirementsisofatmostimportantinprocuringreliableandeconomical



transformers.Aspecificationwithnoambiguitiesandwithnomissinginformation

avoidsmanufacturingdesignengineerstoassumetherequirementswhicharenot

clearormissing.Whenthemanufacturingdesignengineershavetoassume,most

likelytheywillassumetoobtainthelowestcosttransformer,oftenthisdoesnot

meetthesystem needs.
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INTRODUCTIONABOUTTRANSFORMER

Transformerisanacmachinethattransferselectricalenergyfrom oneelectricalcircuitto

anotherwithoutchangingfrequencybytheprincipleofelectromagneticinduction.Sinceit’s



basicconstructionrequiresnomovingpartssoitisoftencalledthestatictransformerandit

isveryruggedmachinerequiringtheminimum amountofrepairandmaintenance.Owingto

thelackofrotatingpartstherearenofrictionorwindinglosses.Further,theotherlossesare

verylowsothattheefficiencyshouldbehigh.Theefficiencyvariesfrom 97%to99%.

Theactionofatransformerisbasedontheprinciplethatenergymaybeefficiently

transferredbyinductionfrom onesetofcoilstoanotherbymeansofvaryingmagneticflux

,providedthatboththesetsofcoilsareonacommonmagneticcircuit.Theemfsareinduced

bythevariationinthemagnitudeoffluxwithtime.ItisbasedonFaradayslawof

electromagneticinduction.

POWERTRANSFORMER

Theterm isusedtoincludealltransformersoflargesizes(250kvaandabove)usedin

generatingstationsandsubstationsfortransformingthevoltageateachendofapower

transmissionline.Theymaybesingleorthreephaseandvoltageratingof220/11kvorinhigh

voltagerange.Theyareputinoperationduringloadhoursanddisconnectedduringlightload

hoursoroperatedonfullload.Sopowertransformeraredesignedtohavemaximum

efficiencyatfullload(i.e.withironlosstofullloadcopperlossratioof1:1).

DISTRIBUTIONTRANSFORMER

Transformerofratingupto200kva,usedtostepdownthedistributionvoltagetoastandard

servicevoltageareknownasdistributiontransformer.Theyarekeptinoperationallthe24

hoursaday.Insuchtransformerironlossoccurforallthetimewherecopperlossoccuronly

whentheyareloaded.Therefore,distributiontransformersshouldbedesignedwithironloss

smallerincomparisontofullloadcopperloss(saywithironlosstofullloadcopperloss

ratio1:3)



Parts:

Basicpartsoftransformer:

1.LaminatedCore

2.Windings

3.InsulatingMaterials

4.Transformeroil

5.Tapchanger

6.Conservator

7.Coolingtubes

8.BuchholzRelay

9.ExplosionVent

Core:

fig1transformercore

Generally,thenameassociatedwiththeconstructionofatransformerisdependantupon



howtheprimaryandsecondarywindingsarewoundaroundthecentrallaminatedsteelcore.

ThetwomostcommonandbasicdesignsoftransformerconstructionaretheClosed-core

TransformerandtheShell-coreTransformer.

Inthe“closed-core”type(coreform)transformer,theprimaryandsecondarywindingsare

woundoutsideandsurroundthecorering.Inthe“shelltype”(shellform)transformer,the

primaryandsecondarywindingspassinsidethesteelmagneticcircuit(core)whichformsa

shellaroundthewindings.

WINDINGS:

fig2transformerwindings

Inasingle-phasetwowindingtransformer,twowindingswouldbepresentasshown.Theone

whichisconnectedtothevoltagesourceandcreatesthemagneticfluxcalledtheprimary

winding,andthesecondwindingcalledthesecondaryinwhichavoltageisinducedasa

resultofmutualinduction.

PrimaryWindings:

Aprimarywindingisthewindingofatransformerthatisconnectedtoandreceivesenergy

from anexternalsourceofelectrons....Aprimarywindingisthewindingofatransformerthat

isconnectedtoandreceivesenergyfrom anexternalsourceofelectrons.

SecondaryWindings:

Asecondarywindingisthewindingofatransformerthatreceivesitsenergyby

electromagneticinductionfrom theprimarywinding.Thesecondarywindingisfacilitatedwith

larger-gaugewirebecauseoftheincreaseincurrent,whereastheprimarywindingismadeup

ofsmaller-gaugewireduetolesscurrentconduction.

HIGHVOLTAAGEWINDINGS:



Highvoltagewindingsaremadeupofcoppercoil.Thenumberofturnsinitisthemultipleof

thenumberofturnsinthelowvoltagewindings.

LOW VOLTAAGEWINDINGS:

LowvoltagewindingshaslessernumberofturnsthanthatofHVwindings.Itismadeupof

thethickcopperconductors.

InsulatingMaterials:

fig3Insulatingmaterial

Therearetwotypesofinsulatingmaterials:radiantbarriersandreflectiveinsulationsystems.

Someofthecommonlyusedinsulationmaterialsinhomesincludethefollowing:rockwool,

slagwoolcellulose,glasswool,polystyrene,urethanefoam,vermiculite,perlite,woodfiber,

andplantfiber.

Transformeroil:

fig4transformeroil

Transformeroilorinsulatingoilisanoilthatisstableathightemperaturesandhasexcellent

electricalinsulatingproperties.Itisusedinoil-filledtransformers,sometypesofhigh-voltage

capacitors,fluorescentlampballasts(NorthAmericaonly),andsometypesofhigh-voltage

switchesandcircuitbreakers.

CoolingSystem:



fig5Coolingsystem

Thetwo-stagecoolingmethodisaFoodandDrugAdministrationFoodCoderecommended

procedureforcoolingfoodinrestaurantsandfoodserviceestablishments.Inthetwo-stage

coolingmethod,foodmustbecooledfrom 140°F(60°C)to70°F(21°C)withintwohours

andto41°F(5°C)orlowerwithinfourhours.

Conservator:

Whentransformerisloadedandwhenambienttemperaturerises,thevolumeofoilinside

transformerincreases.Aconservatortankoftransformerprovidesadequatespacetothis

expandedtransformeroil.Italsoactsasareservoirfortransformerinsulatingoil.

Tapchanger:

fig6Tapchanger

Thepurposeofatapchangeristoregulatetheoutputvoltageofatransformer.Itdoesthis

byalteringthenumberofturnsinonewindingandtherebychangingtheturnsratioofthe

transformer.Therearetwotypesoftransformertapchangers:anon-loadtapchanger(OLTC)

andadeenergisedtapchanger(DETC).

Buchholzrelay:



fig7Buchholzrelay

Buchholzrelayinatransformerisanoilcontainerhousingtheconnectingpipefrom themain

tanktotheconservatortank.Ithasmainlytwoelements.Theupperelementconsistsofa

float.Thefloatisattachedtoahingeinsuchawaythatitcanmoveupanddowndepending

upontheoillevelintheBuchholzrelayContainer.

ExplosionVent:

fig8Explosionvent

Thepurposeoftheexplosionventinatransformeristopreventdamageofthetransformer

tankbereleasinganyexcessivepressuregeneratedinsidethetransformer



Classificationoftransformer:

 Onthebasisofoutputvoltage:

a)Step-up:

Fig9Step-uptransformer

b)Step-down:

Fig10Step-downtransformer

 Onthebasisofcoreconstruction:

Fig11core-typetransformer Fig12Shell-typetransformer

 Onthebasisofno.ofphase:

Fig13single-phasetransformer Fig14Three-phasetransformer



 Onthebasisofcoolingsystem:

1)NaturallyCooled

2)OilCooled

3)WaterCooled

4)ForcedairCooled

 Onthebasisofoutputcapacity:

1)AutoTransformer

2)InstrumentTransformer

 OnthebasisofCommercial:

POWERTRANSFORMER

Theterm isusedtoincludealltransformersoflargesizes(250kvaandabove)

usedingeneratingstationsandsubstationsfortransformingthevoltageateachendof

apowertransmissionline.Theymaybesingleorthreephaseandvoltageratingof

220/11kvorinhighvoltagerange.

DISTRIBUTIONTRANSFORMER

Transformerofratingupto200kva,usedtostepdownthedistributionvoltagetoa

standardservicevoltageareknownasdistributiontransformer.Theyarekeptin

operationallthe24hoursaday.Insuchtransformerironlossoccurforallthetime

wherecopperlossoccuronlywhentheyareloaded.

PrincipleofOperation:

Fig15principleoftransformer

A transformer consistsoftwoelectricallyisolatedcoilsandoperatesonFaraday'sprincipal

of“mutualinduction”,inwhichanEMFisinducedinthe transformers secondarycoilbythe

magneticfluxgeneratedbythevoltagesandcurrentsflowingintheprimarycoilwinding.



Transformer–WorkingPrinciple

Themainprincipleofoperationofatransformerismutualinductancebetweentwo

circuitswhichislinkedbyacommonmagneticflux.Abasictransformerconsistsoftwo

coilsthatareelectricallyseparateandinductive,butaremagneticallylinkedthrougha

pathofreluctance.Theworkingprincipleofthetransformercanbeunderstoodfrom the

figurebelow.

Asshownabovetheelectricaltransformerhasprimaryandsecondarywindings.The

corelaminationsarejoinedintheform ofstripsinbetweenthestripsyoucanseethat

therearesomenarrowgapsrightthroughthecross-sectionofthecore.Thesestaggered

jointsaresaidtobe‘imbricated’.Boththecoilshavehighmutualinductance.Amutual

electro-motiveforceisinducedinthetransformerfrom thealternatingfluxthatissetup

inthelaminatedcore,duetothecoilthatisconnectedtoasourceofalternatingvoltage.

Mostofthealternatingfluxdevelopedbythiscoilislinkedwiththeothercoilandthus

producesthemutualinducedelectro-motiveforce.Thesoproducedelectro-motiveforce

canbeexplainedwiththehelpofFaraday’slawsofElectromagneticInductionas

e=M*dI/dt

Ifthesecondcoilcircuitisclosed,acurrentflowsinitandthuselectricalenergyis

transferredmagneticallyfrom thefirsttothesecondcoil.

Thealternatingcurrentsupplyisgiventothefirstcoilandhenceitcanbecalledasthe

primarywinding.Theenergyisdrawnoutfrom thesecondcoilandthuscanbecalledas

thesecondarywinding.]

Inshort,atransformercarriestheoperationsshownbelow:

1. Transferofelectricpowerfrom onecircuittoanother.

2.  Transferofelectricpowerwithoutanychangeinfrequency.

3. Transferwiththeprincipleofelectromagneticinduction.

4. Thetwoelectricalcircuitsarelinkedbymutualinduction.



 TransformerConstruction

Forthesimpleconstructionofatransformer,youmustneedtwocoilshavingmutual

inductanceandalaminatedsteelcore.Thetwocoilsareinsulatedfrom eachotherand

from thesteelcore.Thedevicewillalsoneedsomesuitablecontainerfortheassembled

coreandwindings,amedium withwhichthecoreanditswindingsfrom itscontainercan

beinsulated.

Inordertoinsulateandtobringouttheterminalsofthewindingfrom thetank,apt

bushingsthataremadefrom eitherporcelainorcapacitortypemustbeused.

Inalltransformersthatareusedcommercially,thecoreismadeoutoftransformersheet

steellaminationsassembledtoprovideacontinuousmagneticpathwithminimum ofair-

gapincluded.Thesteelshouldhavehighpermeabilityandlowhysteresisloss.Forthisto

happen,thesteelshouldbemadeofhighsiliconcontentandmustalsobeheattreated.

By effectively laminating the core,the eddy-currentlosses can be reduced.The

laminationcanbedonewiththehelpofalightcoatofcoreplatevarnishorlayanoxide

layeronthesurface.Forafrequencyof50Hertz,thethicknessofthelaminationvaries

from 0.35mm to0.5mm forafrequencyof25Hertz.

TypesOfTransformers:

1)Indoor: A padmount or pad-mounted transformer is a ground mounted electric power

distribution transformer inalockedsteelcabinet mounted onaconcrete pad.

Fig16-padmountedtransformer



2)Outdoor : Pole mounted transformers are the common

breadbox transformers used forconvertingdistributionvoltageto the120/240volt

power used by homes and low-volume commercial installations. Pole

mounted electrical transformers areusedinextensiveruralarea.

Fig17-polemountedtransformer

AccordingtoKVAratings:

Table1-KVAratings

LossesinTransformer:

Therearevarioustypesoflossesinthetransformersuchasironloss,copperloss,

hysteresisloss,eddycurrentloss,strayloss,anddielectricloss.Thehysteresislosses

occurbecauseofthevariationofthemagnetizationinthecoreofthetransformerand

thecopperlossoccursbecauseofthetransformerwindingresistance.

Thevarioustypesoflossesareexplainedbelowindetail.

Contents:

 Ironlosses



 Hysteresislosses

 Eddycurrentlosses

 CopperlossorOhmicloss

 StrayLoss

 Dielectricloss

IronLosses

Ironlossesarecausedbythealternatingfluxinthecoreofthetransformerasthisloss

occursinthecoreitisalsoknownas Coreloss.Ironlossisfurtherdividedinto

hysteresisandeddycurrentloss.

HysteresisLoss

Thecoreofthetransformerissubjectedtoanalternatingmagnetizingforce,andfor

eachcycleofemf,ahysteresisloopistracedout.Powerisdissipatedintheform ofheat

knownashysteresislossandgivenbytheequationshownbelow:

Where

 KȠisaproportionalityconstantwhichdependsuponthevolumeandqualityof

the materialofthecoreusedinthetransformer,

 fisthesupplyfrequency,

 Bmaxisthemaximum orpeakvalueofthefluxdensity.

Theironorcorelossescanbeminimizedbyusingsiliconsteelmaterialforthe

constructionofthecoreofthetransformer.

EddyCurrentLoss

Whenthefluxlinkswithaclosedcircuit,anemfisinducedinthecircuitandthecurrent

flows,thevalueofthecurrentdependsupontheamountofemfaroundthecircuitand

theresistanceofthecircuit.

Sincethecoreismadeofconductingmaterial,theseEMFscirculatecurrentswithinthe

bodyofthematerial.Thesecirculatingcurrentsarecalled EddyCurrents.Theywilloccur

whentheconductorexperiencesachangingmagneticfield.Asthesecurrentsarenot

responsiblefordoinganyusefulwork,anditproducesaloss(I2Rloss)inthemagnetic

materialknownasan Eddy



CurrentLoss.

Theeddycurrentlossisminimizedbymakingthecorewiththinlaminations.

Theequationoftheeddycurrentlossisgivenas:

Where,

 Ke –coefficientofeddycurrent.Itsvaluedependsuponthenatureofmagnetic

material likevolumeandresistivityofcorematerial,thethicknessoflaminations

 Bm –maximum valueoffluxdensityinwb/m2

 T–thicknessoflaminationinmeters

 F–frequencyofreversalofthemagneticfieldinHz

 V–thevolumeofmagneticmaterialinm3

CopperLossOrOhmicLoss

Theselossesoccurduetoohmicresistanceofthetransformerwindings.IfI1 andI2 are

theprimaryandthesecondarycurrent.R1 andR2 aretheresistanceofprimaryand

secondarywindingthenthecopperlossesoccurringintheprimaryandsecondary

windingwillbeI12R1 andI22R2 respectively.

Therefore,thetotalcopperlosseswillbe

Theselossesvariedaccordingtotheloadand

knownhenceitisalsoknownasvariablelosses.Copperlossesvaryasthesquareofthe

loadcurrent.

StrayLoss

Theoccurrenceofthesestraylossesisduetothepresenceofleakagefield.The

percentageoftheselossesareverysmallascomparedtotheironandcopperlossesso

theycanbeneglected.

DielectricLoss

Dielectriclossoccursintheinsulatingmaterialofthetransformerthatisintheoilofthe

transformer,orinthesolidinsulations.Whentheoilgetsdeterioratedorthesolid



insulationgetsdamaged,oritsqualitydecreases,andbecauseofthis,theefficiencyof

thetransformergetsaffected.

TaskPerformance:

 ManufacturingProcess

Fig18-Flowchart

 CORESECTION

Themagneticcoreoftransformerisbuiltupofcoldrolledgrainoriented(CRGO)

magneticsteellaminations.Hi-Bgradeandlaserscribedlaminationisusedtoreducethe

noloadlossesandnoise.Laminationsarecutatanangleof45o.Corelegandyoke

laminationsareinterleavedinmitredjointsinordertofacilitatethepassageofthe

magneticflux,toavoidhotspots

Andtoreducenoloadlossesandsoundlevel.

Byusingguagesandjigs,thelaminationsareassembledintoacore,takingmuchcare



toreducetheairgapsbetweenthelaminationstotheminimum.Thelaminationsofupper

yokeareinterleavedafterfittingthewindings.

 WINDINGSECTION

Thewindingsaredesignedtooptimizedynamic,thermal,mechanicaland

electricalstressesdependinguponthecurrentandvoltagerequirements.

Dependingonthespecificdesigncriteria,spiral,crossoverHelical,continuousdisc,partly

interleavedorfullyinterleavedwindingsareused.

Steelwindingmandrelsarewusedtoensuretighttolerances.Thewindingmachinesare

equippedwithhydraulicbrakingdeviceswhichensurethatthepropertensionismaintained

onthewinding.

 TESTINGOFTRANSFORMER

Testsdoneatfactory

1. Typetests

2. Routinetests

3. Specialtests

Testsdoneatsite

1. Pre-commissioningtests

2. Periodic/conditionmonitoringtests

3. Emergencytests



TypeTestofTransformer

Toprovethatthetransformermeetscustomer’sspecificationsanddesignexpectations,

thetransformerhastogothroughdifferenttestingproceduresinmanufacturerpremises.

Sometransformertestsarecarriedoutforconfirmingthebasicdesignexpectationof

thattransformer.Thesetestsaredonemainlyinaprototypeunitnotinallmanufactured

unitsinalot.Typetestoftransformerconfirmsmainandbasicdesigncriteriaofa

productionlot.

RoutineTestsofTransformer

Routinetestsoftransformerismainlyforconfirmingtheoperationalperformanceofthe

individualunitinaproductionlot.Routinetestsarecarriedoutoneveryunit

manufactured.

SpecialTestsofTransformer

Specialtestsoftransformerisdoneaspercustomerrequirementtoobtaininformation

usefultotheuserduringoperationormaintenanceofthetransformer.

PreCommissioningTestofTransformer

Inadditiontothese,thetransformeralsogoesthroughsomeothertests,performedonit,

beforeactualcommissioningofthetransformeratthesite.Thetransformertesting

performedbeforecommissioningthetransformeratthesiteiscalledthepre-

commissioningtestoftransformer.Thesetestsaredonetoassesstheconditionof

transformerafterinstallationandcomparethetestresultsofallthelowvoltagetests

withthefactorytestreports.

Typetestsoftransformerinclude:



1. Windingresistanceoftesttransformer

2. Transformerratiotest

3. Transformervectorgrouptest

4. Measurementofimpedancevoltage/shortcircuitimpedance(principaltap)and

loadloss(Shortcircuittest)

5. Measurementofno-loadlossandcurrent (Opencircuit)

6. Measurementofinsulationresistance

7. DielectricTestofTransformer

8. Temperatureraisetestoftransformer

9. Testsonon-loadtap-changer

10.Vacuum testsontankandradiators

Routinetestsoftransformerinclude

1. Windingresistanceoftesttransformer

2. Transformerratiotest

3. Transformervectorgrouptest

4. Measurementofimpedancevoltage/shortcircuitimpedance(principaltap)and

loadloss(Shortcircuittest)

5. Measurementof noload lossandcurrent(Opencircuittest)

6. Measurementofinsulationresistance

7. Dielectrictestsoftransformer.

8. Testsonon-loadtap-changer.

9. Oilpressuretestontransformertocheckagainstleakagespastjointsand

gaskets

ThatmeansRoutinetestsoftransformerincludeallthetypetestsexcepttemperature

riseandvacuum tests.Theoilpressuretestontransformertocheckagainstleakages

pastjointsandgasketsisincluded.

SpecialTestsoftransformerinclude

1. Dielectrictests.

2. Measurementof zero-sequence impedanceofthree-phasetransformers

3. Short-circuittest

4. Measurementofacousticnoiselevel

5. Measurementofthe harmonics oftheno-loadcurrent.

6. Measurementofthepowertakenbythefansandoilpumps.

7. Testsonboughtoutcomponents/accessoriessuchas buchholzrelay,

temperatureindicators,pressurereliefdevices,oilpreservationsystem etc.

TransformerWindingResistanceMeasurement

TransformerWindingResistanceMeasurementiscarriedouttocalculatetheI2Rlosses

andtocalculatewindingtemperatureattheendofatemperaturerisetest.Itiscarried

outasatypetestaswellasroutinetest.Itisalsodoneatsitetoensurehealthinessofa



transformerthatistochecklooseconnections,brokenstrandsofconductor,high

contactresistanceintapchangers,highvoltageleadsandbushingsetc.

Therearedifferentmethodsformeasuringofthetransformerwinding,likewise:

 Current-voltagemethodofmeasurementofwindingresistance.

 Bridgemethodofmeasurementofwindingresistance.

 Kelviinbridge,methodofMeasuringWindingResistance.

 MeasuringwindingresistancebyAutomaticWindingResistanceMeasurement

Kit.

Note:Transformerwindingresistancemeasurementshallbecarriedoutateachtap.

TransformerRatioTest

Theperformanceofatransformerlargelydependsuponperfectionofspecificturnsor

voltageratiooftransformer.Sotransformerratiotestisanessentialtypetestof

transformer.Thistestalsoperformedasaroutinetestoftransformer.Soforensuring

properperformanceofelectricalpowertransformer,voltageandturnratiotestof

transformeroneoftheimportanttests.

Theprocedureofthetransformerratiotestissimple.Wejustapplythreephase415V

supplytoHVwinding,withkeepingLVwindingopen.Wemeasuretheinducedvoltages

atHVandLVterminalsofthetransformertofindoutactualvoltageratioofthe

transformer.Werepeatthetestforalltappositionseparately.

MagneticBalanceTestofTransformer

Magneticbalancetestoftransformerisconductedonlyonthree-phasetransformersto

checktheimbalanceinthemagneticciircuit.

ProcedureofMagneticBalanceTestofTransformer

1. Keepthetapchangerof transformer in normal position.

2. Nowdisconnectthetransformerneutralfrom ground.

3. Thenapplysinglephase230VACsupplyacrossoneoftheHVwindingterminals

and neutral terminal.

4. MeasurethevoltageintwootherHVterminalsinrespectofneutralterminal.

5. Repeatthetestforeachofthethreephases.



Table-2Magneticbalancetest

Incaseofanautotransformer,amagneticbalancetestoftransformershouldbe

repeatedforLVwindingalso.

Therearethreelimbsplacedsidebysideinacoreofthetransformer.Onephasewinding

iswoundinonelimb.Thevoltageinducedindifferentphasesdependsuponthe

respectivepositionofthelimbinthecore.Thevoltageinducedindifferentphasesofa

transformerinrespecttoneutralterminalsgiveninthetablebelow.

MagnetizingCurrentTestofTransformer

Magnetizingcurrenttestoftransformerisperformedtolocatedefectsinthemagnetic

corestructure,shiftingofwindings,failureinbetweenturninsulationorproblem intap

changers.Theseconditionschangetheeffectivereluctanceofthemagneticcircuit,thus

affectingthecurrentrequiredtoestablishfluxinthecore.

1. KeepthetapchangerinthelowestpositionandopenallIVandLVterminals

2. Thenapplythree phase 415Vsupplyonthelineterminalsforthree-phase

transformersandsinglephase230Vsupplyonsinglephasetransformers

3. Measurethesupplyvoltageandcurrentineachphase

4. Nowrepeatthe magnetizingcurrenttestoftransformer testwithkeepingtap

changerin normal position

5. Repeatthetestwhilekeepingthetapat highest position

Normally,therearetwosimilarhigherreadingsontwoouterlimbphasesontransformer

coreandonelowerreadingonthecenterlimbphase,inthecaseofthreephase

transformers.

Anagreementtowithin30%ofthemeasuredexcitingcurrentwiththeprevioustestis

usuallyconsideredsatisfactory.Ifthemeasuredexcitingcurrentvalueis50timeshigher

thanthevaluemeasuredduringfactorytest,thereisalikelihoodofafaultinthewinding

whichneedsfurtheranalysis.

Caution:ThismagnetizingcurrenttestofatransformeristobecarriedoutbeforeDC

resistancemeasurement.



VectorGroupTestofTransformer

Ina3phaseTransformer,itisessentialtocarryoutavectorgrouptestoftransformer.

Propervectorgroupinginatransformerisanessentialcriteriaforparalleloperationof

Transformer.

Thereareseveralinternalconnectionsofthree-phasetransformerareavailableonthe

market.Theseseveralconnectionsgivevariousmagnitudesandphaseofthesecondary

voltage;themagnitudecanbeadjustedforparalleloperationbysuitablechoiceofturn

ratio,butthephasedivergencecannotbecompensated.

Sowehavetochooseatransformersuitableforparalleloperationwhosephase

sequenceandphasedivergencearesame.Allthetransformerswiththesamevector

groundhavesamephasesequenceandphasedivergencebetweenprimaryand

secondary.

Beforeprocuringanelectricalpowertransformer,youshouldensurethevectorgroupof

thetransformer,whetheritwillbematchedwithhisorherexistingsystem ornot.The

vectorgrouptestoftransformerconfirmshisorherrequirements.

InsulationResistanceTestorMeggerTestofTransformer

Insulationresistancetestoftransformerisessentialtypetest.Thistestiscarriedoutto

ensurethehealthinessoftheoverallinsulationsystem ofanelectricalpowertransformer.

ProcedureofInsulationResistanceTestofTransformer

1. Disconnectallthelineandneutralterminalsofthetransformer

2. Megger leadstobeconnectedtoLVandHVbushingstudstomeasureinsulation

resistanceIRvalueinbetweentheLVandHVwindings

3. MeggerleadstobeconnectedtoHVbushingstudsandtransformertankearth

pointtomeasureinsulationresistanceIRvalueinbetweentheHVwindingsand

earth

4. MeggerleadstobeconnectedtoLVbushingstudsandtransformertankearth

pointtomeasureinsulationresistanceIRvalueinbetweentheLVwindingsand

earth

NB:Itisunnecessarytoperform insulationresistancetestoftransformerperphase

wiseinthree-phasetransformer.IRvaluesaretakenbetweenthewindingscollectivelyas

becauseallthewindingsonHVsideareinternallyconnectedtogethertoform eitherstar

ordeltaandalsoallthewindingsonLVsideareinternallyconnectedtogethertoform

eitherstarordelta.

Measurementsaretobetakenasfollows:



 Forautotransformer:HV-IVtoLV,HV-IVtoE,LVtoE.

 Fortwowindingtransformer:HVtoLV,HVtoE,LVtoE.

 Threewindingtransformers:HVtoIV,HVtoLV,IVtoLV,HVtoE,IVtoE,LVtoE.

 Oiltemperatureshouldbenotedatthetimeof insulationresistancetestofthe

transformer,sincetheIRvalueoftransformerinsulatingoilmayvarywith

temperature.

 IRvaluestoberecordedatintervalsof15seconds,1minuteand10minutes.

 Withthedurationofapplicationofvoltage,IRvalueincreases.TheincreaseinIR

isanindicationofdrynessofinsulation.

 Absorptioncoefficient=1minutevalue/15secs.value.

 Polarizationindex=10minutesvalue/1minutevalue.

DielectricTestsofTransformer

Dielectrictestofatransformerisonekindofinsulationtest.Thistestisperformedto

ensuretheexpectedoverallinsulationstrengthofthetransformer.Thereareseveral

testsperformedtoensuretherequiredqualityoftransformerinsulation;thedielectric

testisoneofthem.Dielectrictestofthetransformerisperformedintwodifferentsteps.

FirstoneiscalledSeparateSourceVoltageWithstandTestoftransformer,whereasingle

phasepowerfrequencyvoltageofprescribedlevel,isappliedontransformerwinding

undertestfor60secondswhiletheotherwindingsandtankareconnectedtotheearth,

anditisobservedthatwhetheranyfailureofinsulationoccursornotduringthetest.

ThesecondoneistheinducedvoltagetestofTransformerwhere,three-phasevoltage,

twiceofratedsecondaryvoltageisappliedtothesecondarywindingfor60secondsby

keepingtheprimaryofthetransformeropencircuited.

Thefrequencyoftheappliedvoltageshouldbedoubleofpowerfrequencytoo.Herealso

ifnofailureofinsulation,thetestissuccessful.

Inadditiontodielectrictestsoftransformers,thereareothertypesoftestforchecking

insulationoftransformer,suchaslightningimpulsetest,switchingimpulsetestand

partialdischargetest.

InducedVoltageTestofTransformer



Theinducedvoltagetestofthetransformerisintendedtochecktheinter-turnandline

endinsulationaswellasmaininsulationtoearthandbetweenwindings-

1. Keeptheprimarywindingoftransformeropencircuited.

2. Applythree-phasevoltagetothesecondarywinding.Theappliedvoltageshould

betwiceoftheratedvoltageofsecondarywindinginmagnitudeandfrequency.

3. Thedurationofthetestshallbe60seconds.

4. Thetestshallstartwithavoltagelowerthan1/3thefulltestvoltage,anditshall

bequicklyincreaseduptothedesiredvalue.

Thetestissuccessfulifnobreakdownoccursatfulltestvoltageduringthetest.

TemperatureRiseTestofTransformer

Temperaturerisetestoftransformerisincludedintypetestoftransformer.Inthistest,

wecheckwhetherthetemperature-risinglimitofthetransformerwindingandoilasper

specificationornot.Inthistypetestofthetransformer,wehavetocheckoiltemperature

riseaswellaswindingtemperatureriselimitsofanelectricaltransformer.

CONCLUSION

Ouroverallexperienceat“SVRELECTRICALSPRIVATE

LIMITED”wasjustphenomenalandwithguideslikeyoubothmadeitmore

knowledgeableanduseful.



Theexperienceandtheknowledgewehavegainedherehas

madeusmoreconfidenttotakeuptheconceptsoftransformersasourproject

interest.Therebyweareenoughconfidenttechnically.

Welearntoemergeasoneofthefinesttechnicaland

electricalengineerofhigherlearningtodevelopengineeringprofessionalwhoare

technically,ethicalcompetent,ethical,environmentalfriendlyforbettermentof

societyandtoaccomplishstimulatinglearningenvironmentthroughhighquality

internship,innovationandindustryinstituteinterface.
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ABSTRACT 

 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) was established at Bangalore, India, by the 

Government of India under the Ministry of Defense in 1954 to meet the specialized electronic 

needs of the Indian defense services. Over the years, it has grown into a multi-product, multi- 

technology, multi-unit company serving the needs of customers in diverse fields in India and 

abroad. R&D engineers are engaged in the development of new products, cutting edge 

technology modules, subsystem, processes & components in the following major areas:- - Radars 

- Sonar’s & Naval Systems - Communications - Command Control Systems - Electronic Warfare 

Systems & Avionics - Tank and Opto-electronics - Broadcast, Satcom & Telecom - Other 

products & systems – Components. 

 
Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set 

up new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Air 

Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image 

intensifier tubes. 

 
In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

 
In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 
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Chapter - 1  

INTRODUCTION 

History 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defence company with 

about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by the Indian Government and 

primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of 

nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defence of India. It was founded in 1990 with the aim of 

conducting research, development and manufacture of image intensifier tubes and associated high 

voltage power supply units for use in military, security and commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio transmitters for 

AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave tubes. 

In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro circuits. 

1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 1973, BEL 

began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralisation and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up new 

units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at Ghaziabad in 

1974 to manufacture radars and Tropo communication equipment for the Indian Air Force. The third 

unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programmes in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for supply 

of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula the same 

year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navi Mumbai) and the 

ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus to 

naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to focus 

on futuristic research and development. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
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In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the set 

up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 75,000 

electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the foreign 

partner and has been renamed BEL Optronic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed supply 

restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year US and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company was 

able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganised its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

In 2002, BEL became the first defence PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion mark (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of ₹35.60 billion 

(US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one month 

ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will enable 

exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased  its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management multi 

sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defence applications; battlefield 

management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios, next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, 

including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defence weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defence forces. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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BEL Units and Products 

Table no:1.1 
 

S. No BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, Antenna, 

Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam, Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

  

 Product Assurance 

Definition 

A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary resources 

for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and effective. 

 Product Assurance Testing 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 
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 Definition 

Chapter-2 

NIGHT VISION 

DEVICE 

 

A night vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually refers 

to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-resistant 

housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical components such 

as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR illuminator,  

making it an active as opposed to passive night vision device. 

 Working of Night Vision Devices 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 
Working Principle of Image Intensifier 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve better vision. A conventional lens, captures ambient 

light. The gathered light is sent to image - intensifier tube. The light energy released electron from 

the cathode and accelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

more electron. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in each channel. Original electrons collide with 

the channel, exciting atoms and causing other electrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

a chain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit a screen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on the screen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

another lens. 

 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

 
All objects emits infrared energy as a function of temperature. A lens focuses the infrared 

light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and causing others. The focused 

light is scanned and creates temperature pattern. The pattern created is translated into electric 

impulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the information into data for the 

display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is play, and appears as various 

colors. The images are black and white in nature. 
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 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

 Classification of Night Vision Devices 

  

 

Fig 2.1:Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 

   Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow 

soldiers to continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use of flash 

lights. However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better at night. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to see 

more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see clusters in the sky in 

real time. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray machines to be made, 

reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray. 
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Chapter-3 

Case Study of Image Intensifier Tubes 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

 

 Binocular Night Vision Devices 

Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices : 

 Object Glass 

 Focus 

 Image intensifier tube 

 Eye Piece and 

 Eye Guard 
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 Image Intensifier Tube 
 

 
Fig3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 
Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or 

technological means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

are sufficient spectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

 Image Intensification: 

This magnifies the amount of received photons from various natural sources such as 

starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light cameras. 

In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the video signal is 

often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV These are usually integrated into a 

sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used independently or in fused 

mode, depending on the mission at hand's requirements. 

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generating image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) so 

that scene can be view real-time by the naked eye via visual output ,or as data for later analysis. 

While many believe the light is "amplified," it is not. When light strikes a charged photocathode 

plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel plate that cause the 

image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that strikes the 

photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a CRT 

television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does the emitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than 

the incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night 

vision goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne platforms. 

Active illumination  couples imaging  intensification  technology  with  an  active source  of 
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illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-vision technologies. 
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Chapter-4 

Case Study Of Thermal Imaging 

 

 
 Study of Hand Held Thermal Imaging Camera With LRF Product: 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1.1: HHTI with LRF 
 

HHTI with LRF or Multifunction HHTI is a cooled TI based integrated day/night sight with 

in-built eye safe Laser Range Finder, Digital Magnetic Compass, Color CCD and GPS. This 

equipment is capable of giving range, azimuth & elevation and also coordinates of the target. 

This is highly useful to Army and Navy for effective engagement of targets. Weather proof and 

withstand shocks. 

 

Fig 4.1.2: Block diagram of Thermal imaging camera
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Thermal image is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it or 

to locate it. First developed for military purpose in the late 1950s and 1960s by Texas instruments, 

Hughes, Aircraft and Honeywell In recent times it is being used in firefighting, law enforcement, 

industrial applications, security transportation, medical and many other industries. 

 

 
 Thermal Imaging 

It is the technique of using the heat given off by an object to produce an image of it. Works 

in environments without any ambient light and can penetrate obscurants such as smoke, fog and 

haze. 

Normally grey scale in nature: black objects are cold, white objects are hot and the depth 

of the grey indicates variations between the two. Some thermal cameras, however, add color to 

images to help users identify objects at different temperatures. 

 Working of thermal imaging 
 

Here's how thermal imaging works: A special lens focuses the infrared light emitted by all of 

the objects in view. The focused light is scanned by a phased array of infrared-detector elements. 

The detector elements create a very detailed temperature pattern called a thermo gram. 
 

Infrared Light: 

Our eyes are detectors that are designed to detect electromagnetic radiation in the visible 

light spectrum. All other forms of electromagnetic radiation, such as infrared, are invisible to the 

human eye. The existence of infrared was discovered in 1800 by astronomer Sir Frederick William 

Herschel. Curious to the thermal difference between different light colors, he directed sunlight 

through a glass prism to create a spectrum and then measured the temperature of each color. He 

found that the temperatures of the colors increased from the violet to the red part of the spectrum. 

After noticing this pattern Herschel decided to measure the temperature just beyond the red portion 

of the spectrum in a region where no sunlight was visible. To his surprise, he found that this region 

had the highest temperature of all. Infrared radiation lies between the visible and microwave 

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The primary source of infrared radiation is heat or thermal 

radiation. Any object that has a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15 degrees Celsius or 0 

Kelvin) emits radiation in the infrared region. Even objects that we think of being very cold, such as 

ice cubes, emit infrared radiation. 
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The Thermal Imaging Camera: 

Infrared energy (A) coming from an object is focused by the optics (B) onto an infrared 

detector (C). The detector sends the information to sensor electronics (D) for image processing. The 

electronics translate the data coming from the detector into an image (E) that can be viewed in the 

viewfinder or on a standard video monitor or LCD screen. 

Being truly passive in nature, thermal imaging systems are finding wide range of 

applications for surveillance and reconnaissance, target acquisition, engagement, and missile 

guidance. They are true force multipliers as they allow weapons and equipment to be used with 

efficacy during day and night. Recent advancements in optics, detector technology 

and signal processing have enabled revolutionary advancement in the night vision technology 

leading to the realisation of third generation thermal imagers (TIs) having capabilities twice that of 

second generation and four times that of first generation systems. 

DRDO is working in this area for the last two decades and has developed various TIs 

operating in 3-5 μm medium wave infrared (MWIR) and 8-12 μm long wave infrared (LWIR) 

spectral bands. These systems are based on scanning/staring focal plane array (FPA) detectors for 

target acquisition, which can be used, either in standalone mode or as a part of electro-optical fire 

control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long 

range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in 

smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battle field. either in standalone mode or as a part of 

electro-optical fire control system (EOFCS). 

MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and preferred for long range 

applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs perform better in smoke 

and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. Either in standalone mode or as a part of electro- 

optical fire control system (EOFCS). MWIRTI perform better in hot humid environments and 

preferred for long range applications because of better atmospheric transmission where as LWIR TIs 

perform better in smoke and dusty environment prevailing in the battlefield. 

 Principle of Operation and Types 
Infrared energy is just one part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which encompasses 

radiation from gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, a thin region of visible light, infrared, terahertz 

waves, microwaves, and radio waves. These are all related and differentiated in the length of their 

wave (wavelength). All objects emit a certain amount of black body radiation as a function of their 

temperatures. 
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Generally speaking, the higher an object's temperature, the more infrared radiation is emitted 

as black-body radiation. A special camera can detect this radiation in a way similar to the way an 

ordinary camera detects visible light. It works even in total darkness because ambient light level does 

not matter. This makes it useful for rescue operations in smoke-filled buildings and underground. 

A major difference with optical cameras is that the focusing lenses cannot be made of glass, as glass 

blocks long-wave infrared light. Special materials such as Germanium or Sapphire crystals must be 

used. Germanium lenses are also quite fragile, so often have a hard coating to protect against 

accidental contact. The higher cost of these special lenses is one reason why thermo graphic cameras 

are more costly. 

Types: 

                 1.Cooled infra red detectors 

   2.Un Cooled infra red detectors 

 
 Cooled infrared detectors 

Cooled detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or Dewar and cryogenically 

cooled. The cooling is necessary for the operation of the semiconductor materials used. Typical 

operating temperatures range from 4 K to just below room temperature, depending on the detector 

technology. Most modern cooled detectors operate in the 60 K to 100 K range, depending on type 

and performance level. 

Without cooling, these sensors (which detect and convert light in much the same way as 

common digital cameras, but are made of different materials) would be 'blinded' or flooded by their 

own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to 

produce and to run. Cooling is both energy-intensive and time-consuming. 

The camera may need several minutes to cool down before it can begin working. The most 

commonly used cooling systems are rotary Stirling engine cryo coolers. Although the cooling 

apparatus is comparatively bulky and expensive, cooled infrared cameras provide superior image 

quality compared to un cooled ones. 

Additionally, the greater sensitivity of cooled cameras also allow the use of higher F-number 

lenses, making high performance long focal length lenses both smaller and cheaper for cooled 

detectors. An alternative to Stirling engine coolers is to use gases bottled at high pressure, nitrogen 

being a common choice. The pressurised gas is expanded via a micro-sized orifice and passed over a 

miniature heat exchanger resulting in regenerative cooling via the Joule–Thomson effect. For such 

systems the supply of pressurized gas is a logistical concern for field use. 

 
Materials used for cooled infrared  detection  include photo detectors based  on  a  wide 

range of narrow gap semiconductors including: 

 
1. Indium anti monide 

2. Indium Arsenide 
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3. Mercury Cadmium telluride 

4. Lead sulfide 

 Uncooled Infrared Detectors 

Uncooled infrared sensors can be stabilized to an operating temperature to reduce image 

noise, but they are not cooled to low temperatures and do not require bulky, expensive cryogenic 

coolers. This makes infrared cameras smaller and less costly. However, their resolution and image 

quality tend to be lower than cooled detectors. This is due to differences in their fabrication 

processes, limited by currently available technology. 

Uncooled detectors are mostly based on pyroelectric and ferroelectric materials or micro 

bolometer technology. The material are used to form pixels with highly temperature-dependent 

properties, which are thermally insulated from the environment and read electronically. 

Ferroelectric detectors operate close to phase transition temperature of the sensor material the 

pixel temperature is read as the highly temperature-dependent polarization charge. The achieved 

NETD of ferroelectric detectors with f/1 optics and 320x240 sensors is 70-80 mK. A possible sensor 

assembly consists of barium strontium titanate bump-bonded by polyimide thermally insulated 

connection. 

Silicon micro bolometers can reach NETD down to 20 mK. They consist of a layer 

amorphous silicon, or a thin film vanadium(V) oxide sensing element suspended on silicon nitride 

bridge above the silicon-based scanning electronics. The electric resistance of the sensing element is 

measured. 
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Chapter-5 

 

White Images And Black Images 

 

A Thermal Imager can be selected to either ‘black hot’ or ‘white hot'. Camera Palette (also known as 

Polarity) is set by default to White Hot, alternatively the Black Hot palette displays warmer objects as 

black or dark rather than white or light shades. 

The light brown Thermal Bright material shows ‘cold’ to a thermal imager. Anything covering the 

material will appear hot, but only relative to the Thermal Bright. The material is most effective with 

‘white hot’ selected. This will present a clear black image to the imager. Though we offer both polarities, 

‘cold’ targets work best and are visible at significantly greater ranges than ‘hot’. 
 

 
 

 

Fig5.1.1: White Hot Image 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5.1.2: Black Hot Image 
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 Field of View: 

 
The field of view is the extent of the observable world that is seen at any given moment. In 

case of optical instruments or sensors  it  is  a solid  angle  through  which  a  detector  is  

sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. 

 

 

Fig5.1.3: Horizontal Field of View 
 

Fig 5.1.4: Vertical Field Of View 

 

 

 Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera: 
 
 

 
Fig 5.2.1: Intensifier Tube Versus Thermal Imaging Camera 
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Image intensification: Image is Thermal imaging: is not affected by the 

Saturated by looking directly to a light source and produces a clear image. 

Light source. 

 
Image Intensification: suspects Thermal imaging suspect hiding in Hiding in bushes is 

practically bushes is clearly visible since thermal Invisible contrast is practically impossible to 

mask at a light source. 
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Chapter-6 

                                                 Applications 

   1. Military  

             One  of  the  most  common  users   of   a thermal   imager  is   a law enforcement or 

military  professional.  They  need  to  be  able   to   see potential threats without being detected  

and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough enough to 

withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ thermal imaging 

rifle scopes such as the ATN ThOR 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The drawback of using 

thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly effective at detecting 

people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a man in front of you, but 

this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or a foe. 

2. Surveillance 

Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because they 

work equally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for light, and 

night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog also gives 

thermal a leg up on other surveillance techniques. 

3.Energy Audits 

Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where buildings 

are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year on heating 

and cooling bills. 

4.Security And Law Enforcement 

With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any person present at 

there. Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to dramatically improve 
results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. Thermal imaging cameras can also used in search 

and rescue operation as officers may be able to search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 

 Product Assurance Test 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 
 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperature test 

b) Heat and Cold Chamber Test 

c) Rain and Dust Chamber Test 
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 Durable Test 

a) Vibration Test 

b) Bump test 

 Functional Test 

a) Resolution Test 

b) Field Of View 

 
 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Ltier to 3000Liter, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra low temperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 
Our temperature and humidity Test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig6.2.1:Heat and cool chamber test 
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Vibration Test Chamber: 
 

 

Fig6.2.2: Vibration Test Chamber 

 

 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle 

platforms, civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophies. 
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 Conclusion 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and 

defense company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned 

by the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the 

Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was 

founded in 1990 with the aim of conducting research,  development  and  manufacture  of 

image intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, 

security and commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and radio  

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next generation 

bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products displayed 

included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased 

array radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 
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1 

CHAPTER 1 

                                      INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by the Indian 

Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed 

Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded in 

1990 with the aim of conducting research, development and manufacture of image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems.  

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium semiconductors in 1962 and radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 

1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

Under the government's policy of decentralization and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Troop communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programs in 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radars
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Air_Force
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for 

supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula 

the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navy Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to 

focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the 

set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 

75,000 electronic voting machines. 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Opsonic Devices Limited. 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, and BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year U.S. and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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   In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion marks (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

         On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

    In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in-

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense applications; 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

    In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

  BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam,  Andhra 

Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

  

                   

                                        Table1.1 Bel units and products  
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1.3 PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

Definition: 

 A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

 The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing: 

Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 Climate Test 

a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest 

b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest 

c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest 

 Durable Test 

a) VibrationTest 

b) Bumptest 

 FunctionalTest 

a) ResolutionTest 
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b) Field OfView 

Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

            Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Litre to 3000Litre, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra-lowtemperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.41:  Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 

 

Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle platforms, 

civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophe. 
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                                                  CHAPTER 2 

NIGHT VISION DEVICES: 

2.1 Definition: 

Anight vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water-

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR 

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

2.3 Working Principle of Image Intensifier: 

Night vision amplifiers light to achieve bettervision. A conventional lens captures ambientlight. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifiertube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode andaccelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

moreelectrons. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in eachchannel. Original electrons collide with the 

channel, exciting atoms and causing otherelectrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

achain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit ascreen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on thescreen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

anotherlens. 

2.4 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

All objects emit infrared energy as a function of temperature. 

A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and 
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causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern created is 

translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is 

play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white innature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

 The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Fig 2.6:   Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 2.7 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers to 

continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use offlashlights. 

However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better atnight. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to 

see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and 

clusters in the sky in realtime. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray 

machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray
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                                                  CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES 

3.1 Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

1. ObjectGlass 

2. Focus 

3. Image intensifiertube 

4. Eye Pieces 

5. Eye Guard 
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       3.3 Image Intensifier Tube: 

 

Figure 3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological 

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

aresufficientspectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 Image Intensification: 

 This magnifies the  amount  of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand'srequirements. 

 The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

sothatadimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby thenacademeviavisual output,orstoredAs data for 

later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,”it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that 

strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a 

CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does theemitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne 

platforms.Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source 

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

 Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-visiontechnologies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUB STATION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

             A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow 

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to 

change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at 

the interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large 

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying on SCADA for 

remote supervision and control. 

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As 

central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to 

distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own 

generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the generators 

were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station. 

4.2 Alternator: 

        An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy 

in the form of alternating current. For reasons of cost and simplicity, most alternators use a 

rotating magnetic field with a stationary armature. Occasionally, a linear alternator or a rotating 

armature with a stationary magnetic field is used. In principle, any AC electrical generator can be 

called an alternator, but usually the term refers to small rotating machines driven by automotive 

and other internal combustion engines. 

An alternator that uses a permanent magnet for its magnetic field is called a magneto. Alternators 

in power stations driven by steam turbines are called turbo-alternators. Large 50 or 60 Hz three-

phase alternators in power plants generate most of the world's electric power, which is 

distributed by electric power grids. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_station
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Fig 4.1 Alternator 

Principle of operation: 

A conductor moving relative to a magnetic field develops an electromotive force (EMF) in it 

(Faraday's Law). This EMF reverses its polarity when it moves under magnetic poles of opposite 

polarity. Typically, a rotating magnet, called the rotor turns within a stationary set of conductors 

wound in coils on an iron core, called the stator. The field cuts across the conductors, generating 

an induced EMF (electromotive force), as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn. 

The rotating magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the stator windings. Since the currents in 

the stator windings vary in step with the position of the rotor, an alternator is a synchronous 

generator. 

The rotor's magnetic field may be produced by permanent magnets, or by a field coil 

electromagnet. Automotive alternators use a rotor winding which allows control of the 

alternator's generated voltage by varying the current in the rotor field winding. Permanent 

magnet machines avoid the loss due to magnetizing current in the rotor, but are restricted in size, 

due to the cost of the magnet material. Since the permanent magnet field is constant, the terminal 

voltage varies directly with the speed of the generator. Brushless AC generators are usually 

larger than those used in automotive applications. 

An automatic voltage control device controls the field current to keep output voltage constant. If 

the output voltage from the stationary armature coils drops due to an increase in demand, more 

current is fed into the rotating field coils through the voltage regulator (VR). This increases the 

magnetic field around the field coils which induces a greater voltage in the armature coils. Thus, 

the output voltage is brought back up to its original value. 

Alternators used in central power stations also control the field current to regulate reactive 

power and to help stabilize the power system against the effects of momentary faults. Often there 
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are three sets of stator windings, physically offset so that the rotating magnetic field produces 

a three phase current, displaced by one-third of a period with respect to each other. 

 

Fig 4.2 Inner structure of working of an Alternator 

 

Fig 4.3 Working Operation of an Alternator 

Synchronous speeds: 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is, where  is the frequency in 

Hz (cycles per second).  is the number of poles (2, 4, 6, …) and is the rotational speed 

in revolutions per minute (RPM). Very old descriptions of alternating current systems sometimes 

give the frequency in terms of alternations per minute, counting each half-cycle as 

one alternation; so 12,000 alternations per minute correspond to 100 Hz. 

The output frequency of an alternator depends on the number of poles and the rotational speed. 

The speed corresponding to a particular frequency is called the synchronous speed for that 

frequency.  
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Transformation and rectification 

            This method depends on residual magnetism retained in the iron core to generate weak 

magnetic field which would allow a weak voltage to be generated. This voltage is used to excite 

the field coils for the alternator to generate stronger voltage as part of its build up process. After 

the initial AC voltage buildup, the field is supplied with rectified voltage from the alternator. 

Brushless alternators: 

             A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaft. Until 

1966, alternators used brushes with rotating field. With advancement in semiconductor 

technology, brushless alternators are possible. Smaller brushless alternators may look like one 

unit but the two parts are readily identifiable on the large versions. The larger of the two sections 

is the main alternator and the smaller one is the exciter. The exciter has stationary field coils and 

a rotating armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the opposite configuration with a 

rotating field and stationary armature. A bridge rectifier, called the rotating rectifier assembly, is 

mounted on the rotor. Neither brushes nor slip rings are used, which reduces the number of 

wearing parts. The main alternator has a rotating field as described above and a stationary 

armature (power generation windings). 

 

Fig 4.4 Brushless Alternator 

By number of phases: 

                Main articles: Single-phase generator and Polyphase coil. Another way to classify 

alternators is by the number of phases of their output voltage. The output can be single phase, or 

polyphase. Three-phase alternators are the most common, but polyphase alternators can be two 

phase, six phase, or more. 

By rotating part 
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              The revolving part of alternators can be the armature or the magnetic field. The 

revolving armature type has the armature wound on the rotor, where the winding moves through 

a stationary magnetic field. The revolving armature type is not often used. The revolving field 

type has magnetic field on the rotor to rotate through a stationary armature winding. The 

advantage is that then the rotor circuit carries much less power than the armature circuit, making 

the slip ring connections smaller and less costly; only two contacts are needed for the direct-

current rotor, whereas often a rotor winding has three phases and multiple sections which would 

each require a slip-ring connection. The stationary armature can be wound for any convenient 

medium voltage level, up to tens of thousands of volts; manufacture of slip ring connections for 

more than a few thousand volts is costly and inconvenient. 

4.3 Transformer: 

                A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one 

electrical circuit to another or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the 

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a 

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical 

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection 

between the two circuits.Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages 

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step-

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of signal 

processing circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the 

voltage out, with separate coils not electrically bonded to one another. 

 

Fig 4.5 Transformer 
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Principles: 

Ideal transformer: 

            An ideal transformer is a theoretical linear transformer that is lossless and 

perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and 

winding inductances and zero net magneto motive force (i.e. ipnp - isns = 0).  

            A varying current in the transformer's primary winding attempts to create a varying 

magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is also encircled by the secondary winding. This 

varying flux at the secondary winding induces a varying electromotive force (EMF, voltage) in 

the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction and the secondary current so produced 

creates a flux equal and opposite to that produced by the primary winding, in accordance 

with Lenz's law. 

           The windings are wound around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all 

of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage 

source connected to the primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the 

transformer currents flow in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to 

zero. 

           According to Faraday's law, since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary 

and secondary windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding 

proportional to its number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly 

proportional to the winding turns ratio.  

           The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. 5 is a reasonable approximation for the typical 

commercial transformer, with voltage ratio and winding turns ratio both being inversely 

proportional to the corresponding current ratio. 

           The load impedance referred to the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times 

the secondary circuit load impedance.  
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Fig 4.5.1 Transformer Principle: Ideal 

Leakage flux: 

              The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the primary winding 

links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux traverses paths that 

take it outside the windings. Such flux is termed leakage flux, and results in leakage 

inductance in series with the mutually coupled transformer windings. Leakage flux results in 

energy being alternately stored in and discharged from the magnetic fields with each cycle of the 

power supply. It is not directly a power loss, but results in inferior voltage regulation, causing the 

secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the primary voltage, particularly under heavy 

load. Transformers are therefore normally designed to have very low leakage inductance. 

            In some applications increased leakage is desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or 

magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be introduced in a transformer design to limit the short-

circuit current it will supply. Leaky transformers may be used to supply loads that 

exhibit negative resistance, such as electric arcs, mercury- and sodium- vapor lamps and neon 

signs or for safely handling loads that become periodically short-circuited such as electric arc 

welders. 

           Air gaps are also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency 

transformers in circuits that have a DC component flowing in the windings. A saturable 

reactor exploits saturation of the core to control alternating current. 

Equivalent circuit: 

Referring to the diagram, a practical transformer's physical behavior may be represented by 

an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate an ideal transformer. 

Winding joule losses and leakage reactance are represented by the following series loop 

impedances of the model: 

 Primary winding: RP, XP 

 Secondary winding: RS, XS. 

In normal course of circuit equivalence transformation, RS and XS are in practice usually referred 

to the primary side by multiplying these impedances by the turns ratio squared, (NP/NS) 2 = a2. 

Core loss and reactance is represented by the following shunt leg impedances of the model: 
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 Core or iron losses: RC 

 Magnetizing reactance: XM. 

RC and XM are collectively termed the magnetizing branch of the model. 

Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy current effects in the core and are 

proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a given frequency. The finite 

permeability core requires a magnetizing current IM to maintain mutual flux in the core. 

Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two being non-linear 

due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit shown are by 

definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in transformer 

equivalent circuits. With sinusoidal supply, core flux lags the induced EMF by 90°. With open-

circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch current I0 equals transformer no-load current.  

The resulting model, though sometimes termed 'exact' equivalent circuit based 

on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations. Analysis may be simplified by 

assuming that magnetizing branch impedance is relatively high and relocating the branch to the 

left of the primary impedances. This introduces error but allows combination of primary and 

referred secondary resistances and reactances by simple summation as two series impedances. 

Transformer equivalent circuit impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from 

the following tests: open-circuit test, short-circuit test, winding resistance test, and transformer 

ratio test. 

Construction: 

Cores: 

             Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings 

surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the 

transformer is shell form. Shell form design may be more prevalent than core form design for 

distribution transformer applications due to the relative ease in stacking the core around winding 

coils. Core form design tends to, as a general rule, be more economical, and therefore more 

prevalent, than shell form design for high voltage power transformer applications at the lower 

end of their voltage and power rating ranges (less than or equal to, nominally, 230 kV or 

75 MVA). At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to be more 

prevalent. Shell form design tends to be preferred for extra-high voltage and higher MVA 

applications because, though more labor-intensive to manufacture, shell form transformers are 
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characterized as having inherently better kVA-to-weight ratio, better short-circuit strength 

characteristics and higher immunity to transit damage. 

 

Fig 4.5.2 Transformer core 

 

Laminated steel cores: 

Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores made of high 

permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free space and the core 

thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux to a path which closely 

couples the windings. Early transformer developers soon realized that cores constructed from 

solid iron resulted in prohibitive eddy current losses, and their designs mitigated this effect with 

cores consisting of bundles of insulated iron wires. Later designs constructed the core by 

stacking layers of thin steel laminations, a principle that has remained in use. Each lamination is 

insulated from its neighbors by a thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The transformer 

universal EMF equation can be used to calculate the core cross-sectional area for a preferred 

level of magnetic flux. 

 

Fig 4.5.3 Laminated steel cores 

Windings: 
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The electrical conductor used for the windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the 

individual turns must be electrically insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels 

throughout every turn. For small transformers, in which currents are low and the potential 

difference between adjacent turns is small, the coils are often wound from enameled magnet 

wire. Larger power transformers may be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors 

insulated by oil-impregnated paper and blocks of pressboard. 

High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz often have windings 

made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and proximity effect losses. Large power 

transformers use multiple-stranded conductors as well, since even at low power frequencies non-

uniform distribution of current would otherwise exist in high-current windings. Each strand is 

individually insulated, and the strands are arranged so that at certain points in the winding, or 

throughout the whole winding, each portion occupies different relative positions in the complete 

conductor. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the conductor, and 

reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is also more flexible 

than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture. 

The windings of signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to 

improve high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved 

between the sections of the other winding. 

Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate points on the winding, usually on 

the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps may be manually reconnected, or a 

manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing taps. Automatic on-load tap 

changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on equipment such as arc 

furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive loads. Audio-frequency 

transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address loudspeakers, have taps to allow 

adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped transformer is often used in the output 

stage of an audio power amplifier in a push-pull circuit. Modulation transformers 

in AM transmitters are very similar. 

Cooling: 

It is a rule of thumb that the life expectancy of electrical insulation is halved for about every 7 °C 

to 10 °C increase in operating temperature (an instance of the application of the Arrhenius 

equation). 
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Small dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled by natural convection 

and radiation heat dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often cooled by 

forced-air cooling, forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. Large 

transformers are filled with transformer oil that both cools and insulates the 

windings. Transformer oil is a highly refined mineral oil that cools the windings and insulation 

by circulating within the transformer tank. The mineral oil and paper insulation system has been 

extensively studied and used for more than 100 years. It is estimated that 50% of power 

transformers will survive 50 years of use that the average age of failure of power transformers is 

about 10 to 15 years, and that about 30% of power transformer failures are due to insulation and 

overloading failures. Prolonged operation at elevated temperature degrades insulating properties 

of winding insulation and dielectric coolant, which not only shortens transformer life but can 

ultimately lead to catastrophic transformer failure. With a great body of empirical study as a 

guide, transformer oil testing including dissolved gas analysis provides valuable maintenance 

information. 

Building regulations in many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use 

dielectric fluids that are less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. Air-

cooled dry transformers can be more economical where they eliminate the cost of a fire-resistant 

transformer room. 

Insulation: 

Insulation must be provided between the individual turns of the windings, between the windings, 

between windings and core, and at the terminals of the winding. 

Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating varnish on the wire. Layer 

of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of windings, and between primary and 

secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or dipped in a polymer resin to improve the 

strength of windings and protect them from moisture or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated 

into the winding insulation using combinations of vacuum and pressure during the coating 

process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the limit, the entire coil may be placed in a 

mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block, encapsulating the windings. 

Bushings: 

Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made of polymers or 

porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it must provide careful control of 

the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leak oil. 
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Applications: 

Various specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although 

they all share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction 

or electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions. 

In electric power transmission, transformers allow transmission of electric power at high 

voltages, which reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be 

located economically at a distance from electrical consumers. All but a tiny fraction of the 

world's electrical power has passed through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the 

consumer. 

In many electronic devices, a transformer is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring 

to convenient values for the circuit requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or 

through a switch mode power supply. 

4.4 Circuit Breakers: 

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical 

circuit from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. Its basic function 

is to interrupt current flow after a fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then 

must be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume 

normal operation. 

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect low-current circuits or 

individual household appliance, up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits 

feeding an entire city. The generic function of a circuit breaker, or fuse, as an automatic means of 

removing power from a faulty system is often abbreviated as OCPD (Over Current Protection 

Device). 

 

Fig 4.6 Circuit Breaker 

Operation: 
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All circuit breaker systems have common features in their operation, but details vary 

substantially depending on the voltage class, current rating and type of the circuit breaker. 

The circuit breaker must first detect a fault condition. In small mains and low voltage circuit 

breakers, this is usually done within the device itself. Typically, the heating or magnetic effects 

of electric current are employed. Circuit breakers for large currents or high voltages are usually 

arranged with protective relay pilot devices to sense a fault condition and to operate the opening 

mechanism. These typically require a separate power source, such as a battery, although some 

high-voltage circuit breakers are self-contained with current transformers, protective relays, and 

an internal control power source. 

Once a fault is detected, the circuit breaker contacts must open to interrupt the circuit; this is 

commonly done using mechanically stored energy contained within the breaker, such as a spring 

or compressed air to separate the contacts. Circuit breakers may also use the higher current 

caused by the fault to separate the contacts, such as thermal expansion or a magnetic field. Small 

circuit breakers typically have a manual control lever to switch off the load or reset a tripped 

breaker, while larger units use solenoids to trip the mechanism, and electric motors to restore 

energy to the springs. 

 

Fig 4.6.1 Operation of a circuit breaker 

Different techniques are used to extinguish the arc including: 

 Lengthening or deflecting the arc 

 Intensive cooling (in jet chambers) 

 Division into partial arcs 

 Zero point quenching (contacts open at the zero current time crossing of the AC waveform, 

effectively breaking no load current at the time of opening. The zero-crossing occurs at twice 

the line frequency; i.e., 100 times per second for 50 Hz and 120 times per second for 60 Hz 

AC.) 
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 Connecting capacitors in parallel with contacts in DC circuits. 

Finally, once the fault condition has been cleared, the contacts must again be closed to restore 

power to the interrupted circuit. 

Low-voltage miniature circuit breakers (MCB) use air alone to extinguish the arc. These circuit 

breakers contain so-called arc chutes, a stack of mutually insulated parallel metal plates that 

divide and cool the arc. By splitting the arc into smaller arcs the arc is cooled down while the arc 

voltage is increased and serves as additional impedance that limits the current through the circuit 

breaker. The current-carrying parts near the contacts provide easy deflection of the arc into the 

arc chutes by a magnetic force of a current path, although magnetic blowout coils or permanent 

magnets could also deflect the arc into the arc chute (used on circuit breakers for higher ratings). 

The number of plates in the arc chute is dependent on the short-circuit rating and nominal 

voltage of the circuit breaker. 

In larger ratings, oil circuit breakers rely upon vaporization of some of the oil to blast a jet of oil 

through the arc. 

Standard current rating: 

Circuit breakers are manufactured in standard sizes, using a system of preferred numbers to 

cover a range of ratings. Miniature circuit breakers have a fixed trip setting; changing the 

operating current value requires changing the whole circuit breaker. Larger circuit breakers can 

have adjustable trip settings, allowing standardized elements to be applied but with a setting 

intended to improve protection. For example, a circuit breaker with a 400 ampere "frame size" 

might have its overcurrent detection set to operate at only 300 amperes, to protect a feeder cable. 

International Standards, IEC 60898-1 and European Standard EN 60898-1, define the rated 

current In of a circuit breaker for low voltage distribution applications as the maximum current 

that the breaker is designed to carry continuously (at an ambient air temperature of 30 °C). The 

commonly available preferred values for the rated current are 1 A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A, 10 A, 13 A, 

16 A, 20 A, 25 A, 32 A, 40 A, 50 A, 63 A, 80 A, 100 A, and 125 A (similar to the R10 Reynard 

series, but using 6, 13, and 32 instead of 6.3, 12.5, and 31.5 – it includes the 13 A current limit of 

British BS 1363 sockets). The circuit breaker is labeled with the rated current in amperes, but 

excluding the unit symbol, A. Instead, the ampere figure is preceded by a letter, B, C, or D, 

which indicates the instantaneous tripping current — that is, the minimum value of current that 

causes the circuit breaker to trip without intentional time delay (i.e., in less than 100 ms), 

expressed in terms of In: 
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4.5 Protective Relays: 

In electrical engineering, a protective relay is a relay device designed to trip a circuit 

breaker when a fault is detected. The first protective relays were electromagnetic devices, relying 

on coils operating on moving parts to provide detection of abnormal operating conditions such as 

over-current, over-voltage, reverse power flow, over-frequency, and under-frequency. 

Microprocessor-based digital protection relays now emulate the original devices, as well as 

providing types of protection and supervision impractical with electromechanical relays. 

Electromechanical relays provide only rudimentary indication of the location and origin of a 

fault.  In many cases a single microprocessor relay provides functions that would take two or 

more electromechanical devices. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays 

also save capital cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their 

very long life span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels “are still protecting transmission 

lines and electrical apparatus all over the world. Important transmission lines and generators 

have cubicles dedicated to protection, with many individual electromechanical devices, or one or 

two microprocessor relays. 

 

Fig 4.7 Protective relay 

Operation principles: 

Electromechanical protective relays operate by either magnetic attraction, or magnetic 

induction. Unlike switching type electromechanical relays with fixed and usually ill-defined 

operating voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays have well-established, 

selectable, and adjustable time and current (or other operating parameter) operating 

characteristics. Protection relays may use arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole, magnets, 

operating and restraint coils, solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay contacts, and phase-

shifting networks. 

Protective relays can also be classified by the type of measurement they make. A protective relay 

may respond to the magnitude of a quantity such as voltage or current. Induction relays can 
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respond to the product of two quantities in two field coils, which could for example represent the 

power in a circuit. 

 

Fig 4.7.1 Operation of a relay 

Types according to construction: 

Electromechanical 

Electromechanical relays can be classified into several different types as follows: 

 attracted armature 

 moving coil 

 induction 

 motor operated 

 mechanical 

 thermal 

"Armature"-type relays have a pivoted lever supported on a hinge or knife-edge pivot, which 

carries a moving contact. These relays may work on either alternating or direct current, but for 

alternating current, a shading coil on the pole is used to maintain contact force throughout the 

alternating current cycle. Because the air gap between the fixed coil and the moving armature 

becomes much smaller when the relay has operated, the current required to maintain the relay 

closed is much smaller than the current to first operate it. The "returning ratio"[13] or 

"differential" is the measure of how much the current must be reduced to reset the relay. 

A variant application of the attraction principle is the plunger-type or solenoid operator. A reed 

relay is another example of the attraction principle. 

Induction disc overcurrent relay: 

"Induction" disk meters work by inducing currents in a disk that is free to rotate; the rotary 

motion of the disk operates a contact. Induction relays require alternating current; if two or more 

coils are used, they must be at the same frequency otherwise no net operating force is 

produced. These electromagnetic relays use the induction principle discovered by Galileo 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protective_relay#cite_note-13
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Ferraris in the late 19th century. The magnetic system in induction disc overcurrent relays is 

designed to detect overcurrent in a power system and operate with a pre-determined time delay 

when certain overcurrent limits have been reached. 

The relay's primary winding is supplied from the power systems current transformer via a plug 

bridge, which is called the plug setting multiplier (psm). Usually seven equally spaced tapping or 

operating bands determine the relays sensitivity. The primary winding is located on the upper 

electromagnet. The secondary winding has connections on the upper electromagnet that are 

energized from the primary winding and connected to the lower electromagnet. Once the upper 

and lower electromagnets are energized they produce eddy currents that are induced onto the 

metal disc and flow through the flux paths. This relationship of eddy currents and fluxes creates 

torque proportional to the input current of the primary winding, due to the two flux paths being 

out of phase by 90°. 

 

Fig 4.7.2 Induction type over current relay 

Digital: 

A microprocessor-based digital protection relay can replace the functions of many discrete 

electromechanical instruments. These relays convert voltage and currents to digital form and 

process the resulting measurements using a microprocessor. The digital relay can emulate 

functions of many discrete electromechanical relays in one device, simplifying protection design 

and maintenance. Each digital relay can run self-test routines to confirm its readiness and alarm 

if a fault is detected. Digital relays can also provide functions such as communications (SCADA) 

interface, monitoring of contact inputs, metering, waveform analysis, and other useful features. 

Digital relays can, for example, store multiple sets of protection parameters, which allows the 
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behavior of the relay to be changed during maintenance of attached equipment. 

 

Fig 4.7.3 Digital Relay 

Distance relay: 

              Distance relays, also known as impedance relay, differ in principle from other forms of 

protection in that their performance is not governed by the magnitude of the current or voltage in 

the protected circuit but rather on the ratio of these two quantities. Distance relays are actually 

double actuating quantity relays with one coil energized by voltage and other coil by current. The 

current element produces a positive or pick up torque while the voltage element produces a 

negative or reset torque. The relay operates only when the V/I ratio falls below a predetermined 

value (or set value). During a fault on the transmission line the fault current increases and the 

voltage at the fault point decreases. The V/I  ratio is measured at the location of CTs and Pts. 

 

Fig 4.7.4 Distance relay 

Current differential protection scheme: 

                A differential scheme acts on the difference between current entering a protected zone 

(which may be a bus bar, generator, transformer or other apparatus) and the current leaving that 
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zone. A fault outside the zone gives the same fault current at the entry and exit of the zone, but 

faults within the zone show up as a difference in current. Differential protection can be used to 

provide protection for zones with multiple terminals and can be used to protect lines, generators, 

motors, transformers, and other electrical plant. 

Current transformers in a differential scheme must be chosen to have near-identical response to 

high overcurrents. If a "through fault" results in one set of current transformers saturating before 

another, the zone differential protection will see a false "operate" current and may false trip. 

Directional relay: 

            A directional relay uses an additional polarizing source of voltage or current to determine 

the direction of a fault. Directional elements respond to the phase shift between a polarizing 

quantity and an operate quantity. The fault can be located upstream or downstream of the relay's 

location, allowing appropriate protective devices to be operated inside or outside of the zone of 

protection. 

 

4.6 Bus-bar Coupler: 

               Bus coupler is a device which is used to couple one bus to the other without any 

interruption in power supply and without creating hazardous arcs. Bus coupler is a breaker used 

to couple two bus bars in order to perform maintenance on other circuit breakers associated with 

that bus bar.Busbars distribute electricity with greater ease and flexibility than some other more 

permanent forms of installation and distribution. Sometimes spelled bus bar or bus bar, they are 

often metallic strips of copper, brass, or aluminum that both ground and conduct electricity. 

Bus Couplers are non-isolated input devices that provide an interface between dry-contact 

mechanical switches and a C-Bus network. The bus coupler increases the versatility of the C-Bus 

network by facilitating remote access with any dry-contact switch mechanism offered by 

Schneider Electric and other manufacturers. A system's flexibility can be further enhanced by 

using the bus coupler with various other switch types, including reed, pressure, or micro 

switches. 

             Available in two- and four-channel models, the bus coupler is small enough to be used in 

restricted spaces. Configuration options include standard control functions such as ON/OFF, 

toggle, dimmers, and timers. 
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Features: 

 Provides two or four non-isolated inputs for external voltage-free mechanical switches. 

 Two-channel units feature independent remote LED outputs 

 Control options include ON/OFF, toggle, dimmer, or timer 

 Orange LED for each channel to indicate operational status 

 Two-way removable terminal block for the C-Bus connection 

 Terminal block allows connection of up to four external switches (four-channel coupler) 

or     two external switches and two external LEDs (two-channel coupler) 

 Small size for adaptation to restricted spaces 

 Non-volatile memory stores operating status for recovery from a power outage 

 Receives data and power over a network, so it does not require power packs or line 

voltage connections. 

Generally speaking, electric power distribution systems of the busbar type are used in industrial 

and commercial buildings to transfer electric power from a substation or transformer bank to a 

power consuming area. Such power distribution systems are generally made up of a plurality of 

busway sections of fixed or variable lengths, the successive sections being connected or 

interlocked together in end-to-end relation to provide electrical continuity between the power 

source and the power consuming area. The effectiveness of such a busbar power distribution 

system is controlled, to a great extent, by the adequacy of the electrical joints between the 

busbars of successive busway sections. Busway sections are generally manufactured and 

distributed in prefabricated form so that a number of such electrical joints are required during 

installation of an extended length busbar run. Thus, if a busway section, that is, a busbar duct and 

a busbar coupler, is to perform adequately under service conditions the coupler system that 

creates the electrical joints between correspond busbars of successive busway sections must be 

constructed to give minimum chance for effecting improper electrical joints. 

 

Fig 4.7.5 Bus bar coupler 
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4.7 Power factor Correction: 

Power Factor (PF) is the ratio of real power to the apparent power flowing to the load from the 

source. It is measured between 0 and 1.0 (unity) and is usually deemed as either leading or 

lagging, depending on the position of the current waveform with respect to the voltage. 

 

Fig 4.7.6 power triangle  

In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor (tending towards zero) draws more 

current than a load with a high power factor (tending towards one) for the same amount of useful 

power transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system and 

require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger equipment and wasted 

energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost to industrial or commercial customers 

where there is a low power factor. 

Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected with a passive 

network of capacitors or inductors. 

A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce transmission losses 

and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to adjust the power factor of a 

system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the 

apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may be applied by an electrical power 

transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency of the transmission network. 

Individual electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install 

correction equipment to reduce those costs. 
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An automatic power factor correction unit consists of a number of capacitors that are switched by 

means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a regulator that measures power factor in 

an electrical network. Depending on the load and power factor of the network, the power factor 

controller will switch the necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor 

stays above a selected value. 

Methods of Power Factor Improvement: 

There are three main ways to improve power factor: 

 Capacitor Banks 

 Synchronous Condensers 

 Phase Advancers 

Capacitor Banks: 

Improving power factor means reducing the phase difference between voltage and current. Since 

the majority of loads are ofinductive nature, they require some amount of reactive power for 

them to function. 

A capacitor or bank of capacitors installed parallel to the load provides this reactive power. They 

act as a source of local reactive power, and thus less reactive power flows through the line. 

Capacitor banks reduce the phase difference between the voltage and current. 

Synchronous Condensers: 

Synchronous condensers are 3 phase synchronous motor with no load attached to its shaft. 

The synchronous motor has the characteristics of operating under any power factor leading, 

lagging or unity depending upon the excitation. For inductive loads, a synchronous condenser is 

connected towards load side and is overexcited. 

Synchronous condensers make it behave like a capacitor. It draws the lagging current from the 

supply or supplies the reactive power. 

Phase Advancers: 

This is an AC exciter mainly used to improve the PF of an induction motor. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-capacitor/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-motor-working-principle/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-condenser/
https://www.electrical4u.com/induction-motor-types-of-induction-motor/
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They are mounted on the shaft of the motor and are connected to the rotor circuit of the motor. It 

improves the power factor by providing the exciting ampere turns to produce the required flux at 

the given slip frequency. 

Further, if ampere-turns increase, it can be made to operate at leading power factor. 

 

Fig 4.7.7 Power factor correction

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/
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CHAPTER 5 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

         Electrical shock kills and injures hundreds of workers each year. Most of these accidents 

happen because people don’t look, don’t think or just don’t understand the shocking power of 

electricity. 

Electrical shock can only occur when a part of the body completes a circuit between a conductor 

and another conductor or a grounding source. 

Death or injury is not caused by the voltage; the damage is done by the amount of current that 

flows through the body.  Of course, the higher the voltage, the greater amount of current.  Some 

people have survived shocks of several thousand volts, while others have been killed by voltages 

as low as 12. 

Effects of electrical shock depend mainly on the total amount of current flow and the path of the 

current through the victim’s body. To prevent electrical shock, which can cause several types of 

injuries, make sure that your body cannot become part of the electrical flow and the path of the 

current.  Water reduces resistance and allows electricity to flow into wet areas, hands, arms, your 

body.  Electricity and water are a bad mix. 

 

                                             Fig 5.1: Electrical safety 
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5.2 Electrical Hazards and Management System: 

Every year, many accidents at work involving electric shock or burns are reported to the Health 

and Safety Executive (HSE). Within the workplace, electricity can create a number of hazards 

such as: 

 contact with live parts causing shock and burns 

 faults that could cause fire 

 Fire and explosion in a potentially flammable or explosive atmosphere. 

Any voltage above 55 volt alternating current (AC) can be potentially fatal. As well as death, 

electric shock can cause severe injury, including muscular spasms and deep-seated tissue burns. 

Electrical fires and explosions can be caused as a result of: 

 leakage of current due to poor insulation 

 faulty or poorly maintained protective devices 

 overloads of electrical circuits causing overheating 

 Ignition of flammable substances in the working environment. 

Codes of Practice: 

The key piece of legislation is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR 1989), which 

apply to all places where work is done on or near electricity. EWR 1989 requires all systems 

(including equipment) to be constructed so as to prevent danger. In addition, they require the 

following. 

 To prevent danger, all systems to be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, such danger. 

 Every work activity, including operation, use and maintenance of a system and work near 

a system to be carried out in a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, to danger. 

 Persons carrying out work on electrical systems to be competent to do so. 

Management system: 

An effective electrical management system will reduce the risk of harm from electricity by 

ensuring that all key elements that give safety assurance are identified and addressed. The IET 

Code is broken down into four main sections that detail these elements as follows. 
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1. Managing policy aspects, including setting of policy, leadership, planning and design 

factors. 

2. Managing procedure aspects, including the identification and control of risks, safe 

working practices, maintenance, documentation and performance monitoring. 

3. Managing people aspects, including appointments, training, competence and 

communication. 

4. Managing specific issues, including working on live systems, contractors, buried and 

overhead cables. 

The first stage in any management system is to draw up an appropriate policy in relation to 

electrical safety. This will detail an overall statement in relation to the management of electrical 

safety, and the responsibility and arrangements required for such safe management. The exact 

details of this will very much depend on local issues, such as building and equipment ownership, 

use of contractors and so on. 

5.3 Electrical safety rules: 

A safe work environment is not always enough to control all potential electrical hazards. You 

must be very cautious and work safely. Safety rules help you control your and others risk of 

injury or death from workplace hazards. 

If we are working on electrical circuits or with electrical tools and equipment, we need to use 

following golden safety rules: 

Rule 1: 

Treat all electrical devices as if they are live or energized.  

Rule 2: 

Disconnect the power source before servicing or repairing electrical equipment. 

Rule 3: 

Use only tools and equipment with non-conducting handles when working on electrical 

devices. 

Rule 4: 

Never use metallic pencils or rulers, or wear rings or metal watchbands when working with 

electrical equipment. This rule is very easy to forget, especially when you are showing some 

electrical part pointing with metallic pencil. 

Rule 5: 

When it is necessary to handle equipment that is plugged in, be sure hands are dry and, when 

possible, wear nonconductive gloves, protective clothes and shoes with insulated soles.  

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/eplusmenucad
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Rule 6: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 7: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 8: 

If water or a chemical is spilled onto equipment, shut off power at the main switch or circuit 

breaker and unplug the equipment. 

Rule 9: 

If an individual comes in contact with a live electrical conductor, do not touch the equipment, 

cord or person. Disconnect the power source from the circuit breaker or pull out the plug using 

a leather belt. 

Rule 10: 

Never handle electrical equipment when hands, feet, or body are wet or perspiring, or when 

standing on a wet floor. 

 

Fig 5.2 Electrical Safety Tips 

5.4 Electrical Safety Equipment: 

T&D distribute the most extensive range of High Voltage Electrical Safety equipment to ensure 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
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safe working and protection against electrocution during the installation, jointing, terminating 

and testing of medium/high voltage power cables and electrical equipment including switchgear 

and transformers. 

A complete range of HV instruments including voltage detectors, phase comparators, short 

circuiting portable earthing and substation electrical safety equipment used for maintenance and 

repair of cables, connectors and terminations of transmission or distribution cables, power lines 

and switchgear in high voltage substations. 

The electrical personal protective equipment procedure provides guidelines for determining 

when electrical PPE is required and how to select, use and maintain electrical PPE. This 

procedure describes electrical hazards, including electrical shock and burns, arc flash burns, arc-

blast impacts, and other potential electrical safety hazards.  

FLASH AND THERMAL PROTECTION: 

The extremely high temperatures and heat content of an electric arc can cause extremely painful 

and/or lethal burns. Since an electric arc can occur at any time in electrical equipment that has 

not been placed in an electrically safe work condition, the worker must take precautions and 

wear protection when exposed to potential. 

 

 

Fig 5.3: Arc Flash protective PPE levels 

CLOTHING MATERIALS: 

Arc flash clothing is designed to provide a barrier from heat and flame, to minimize total burn 

https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
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injury and to help provide the wearer with extra seconds of protection to help escape possible 

secondary explosions or fires in the work area. 

Arc Flash clothing can increase the chances of survival and decrease the requirement for medical 

treatment (skin grafts) and the likelihood future infections. PPE can also help maintain the 

quality of life of an electrical worker exposed to an electric arc flash accident. Arc Flash PPE is 

not designed to be firefighting gear; it is worn by electrical workers to help minimize the risk of 

serious injury caused by arc flash and arc blast explosions. 

NON-FLAME RESISTANT MATERIALS: 

Non-flammable PPE won’t break down under extreme conditions, like flame-resistant material 

can. Those with occupations, like firefighting, wear non-flammable equipment as it’s heavier and 

has higher resistance to flames. The only downside to this equipment is that it’s extremely 

challenging for heat to escape the material, just as it’s challenging to let heat inside the material. 

It can be difficult to breathe in and cause your body’s core temperature to rise. It’s not 

recommended to wear non-flammable PPE for a long period of time. Most non-flammable gear 

can protect against about 10-15 seconds of fire exposure. This clothing is extremely durable and 

won’t melt or burn, even after intense exposure. 

1. Cotton: Cotton work clothing made of materials such as denim and flannel is a better choice 

than clothing made from synthetic materials. Cotton does not melt into the skin when heated; 

rather, it burns and disintegrates, falling away from the skin. 

2. Wool: Wool clothing has essentially the same thermal properties as cotton clothing. Note the 

following key points: 

a. Certain OSHA standards allow the use of natural cotton or wool clothing when a worker is 

exposed to electrical arcing hazards. 

b. General industrial practice and industry standards have rejected the use of cotton and wool 

even though they are permitted. The  reason for this is that these natural fibers are not flame-

resistant. 

FLAME-RESISTANT MATERIALS:This type of equipment has certain fibers sewn into the 

clothing, or has a certain type of chemical finish, that makes the material flame-resistant. The 

fibers don’t support fire and can defend against heat. Since the material doesn’t absorb a lot of 

heat, flame-resistant clothing doesn’t support combustion. This means the suit can be set on fire 
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if the flame is big enough, but it takes longer to do so. It also self-extinguishes when the source 

of the heat is put out. Most flame-resistant clothing can protect against about three seconds of 

fire exposure. OSHA requires flame-resistant PPE in any occupation and area where the risk of 

clothing catching on fire is high. Clothing made of artificial materials, like polyester and nylon, 

cannot be worn in these situations as they can melt onto the skin if worn in high-heat 

environments. Flame-resistant clothing is extremely durable and won’t get worn out, even after 

going through multiple laundry cycles. 

NOMEX*IIIA: 

NOMEX is an aramid fiber made by the DuPont Company. It has a structure that thickens and 

carbonizes when exposed to heat. This unique characteristic allows NOMEX to provide excellent 

thermal protection. 

POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI): 

It is similar to NOMEX in that it is a synthetic fiber made especially to resist high temperatures. 

PBI is non-flammable, chemically resistant, and heat stable. This heat stability makes it less 

prone to shrinking or embrittlement when exposed to flame or high temperatures. 

KERMEL:It is a synthetic polyamide imide aramid fiber manufactured in France by Rhone-

Poulenc. KERMEL fiber is only offered in fabrics blended with other fibers. Like other synthetic 

flame-retardant materials, KERMEL is flame-resistant and does not drip or melt when 

heated.INSULATING GLOVES: Rubber insulating gloves are among the most important 

articles of personal protection for electrical workers. To be effective, electrical safety gloves 

must incorporate dielectric properties and physical strength, along with flexibility and durability. 

To help ensure safety and performance, they should meet and/or exceed the requirements of the 

ASTM International ASTM D120-14a – Standard Specification for Rubber Insulating Gloves. 

A glove system consists of: 

Rubber insulating gloves – Classified by the level of voltage and protection they provide. 

Liner gloves – Reduce the discomfort of wearing rubber insulating gloves. Liners provide 

warmth in cold weather and absorb perspiration in the warm months. They can have a straight 

cuff or knit wrist. 

Leather protector gloves – Worn over rubber insulating gloves to help provide the mechanical 

protection needed against cuts, abrasions and punctures. 

https://www.grainger.com/search?searchQuery=Rubber+insulating+gloves&op=search&Ntt=Rubber+insulating+gloves&N=0&GlobalSearch=true&sst=subset
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin+Leather&filters=attrs&searchQuery=leather+glove+protectors
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Insulating gloves offer personal hand protection for workers against electrical shocks when 

working near or on live wires, cables and electrical equipment including substation switchgear 

and transformers – risk assessment identifies electrical shock during the jointing of cables or 

excavating around live cables as a potential cause of accident which can be avoided when 

appropriate safety precautions and gloves are worn. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.1:Rubber insulating gloves 

Head, Eye and Hand Protection: 

When wearing flash suits, or whenever exposed to arc hazard, employees should wear full 

protection for the head, eyes, and hands. Head and eye protection will be provided if the 

employee is equipped with a flash suit. When not in a flash suit, however, employees should 

wear hard hats and eye shields or goggles. 

Head and eye protection: 

Hard Hats:A hard hat is a type of helmet predominantly used in workplace environments such as 

industrial or construction sites to protect the head from injury due to falling objects, impact with 

other objects, debris, rain, and electric shock. Suspension bands inside the helmet spread the 

helmet's weight and the force of any impact over the top of the head. A suspension also provides 

space of approximately 30 mm (1.2 inches) between the helmet's shell and the wearer's head, so 

that if an object strikes the shell, the impact is less likely to be transmitted directly to the skull. 

Some helmet shells have a mid-line reinforcement ridge to improve impact resistance. 

They have a suspension system that moves the impact force though the body to feet, helping to 

reduce strain to the head, neck, and spine. These hard hats and helmets are ANSI rated and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
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OSHA compliant. Types and classes combine to indicate the impact type (vertical only or 

vertical and angled) and level of electrical protection (none, low voltage, or high voltage) 

provided. Hard hats and helmets should be inspected regularly for structural integrity. Hard hats 

are used by construction workers, road crews, or where required by OSHA safety regulations. 

 

 

                                                      Fig 5.4.2 Hard hats 

Safety Glasses, Goggles, and Face Shields: 

Goggles, or safety glasses, are forms of protective eyewear that usually enclose or protect the 

area surrounding the eye in order to prevent particulates, water or chemicals from striking the 

eyes. They are used in chemistry laboratories and in woodworking. They are often used in snow 

sports as well, and in swimming. The current standard for safety eyewear published by 

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is called the Z87. 1-2010 standards. The 

previous standard it replaced was called Z87. 1-2003. 

 

Fig 5.4.3. Safety Glasses 
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Rubber Mats: 

Rubber mats are one of those very common and often ubiquitous items that most people tend to 

overlook. Despite their lack of ‘showiness’, rubber mats are the humble, hard-working, 

inexpensive products that serve many industries. They are often present in one form or another in 

residential, commercial, and industrial venues. Here at Rubber-Cal, we specialize in bringing to 

market quality rubber matting products for a wide variety of applications. Our line of rubber 

floor mats is classified into several different categories according to their use. We inventory anti-

slip floor mats, boat deck mats, kitchen mats, comfort mats, fitness equipment mats, protector 

mats, industrial mats, stair treads, and even animal stall mats! If you need quality rubber floor 

matting, then you have come to the right place. 

Generally, rubber mats serve a protective purpose. A common feature among them is that they 

protect the existing floors of the area in which they are placed. Having dependable mats in place 

can prevent costly damage to your existing wood, tile, laminate, or even concrete floor surfaces. 

Some of our floor mats come in standard sizes, for example 4ft x 6ft, to protect a specific area 

from harm. It should be noted, however, that just because many segments of rubber mats come 

pre-cut, not all of them do. It can be quite simple to have custom rubber mats fitted to your home 

or office in the event you have specific or unique size requirements. We also offer rolls of rubber 

matting for a wider area of floor protection. Floor protection is crucial for any area, whether it is 

a home or industrial workshop. 

 

Fig 5.4.4. Rubber Mats 

Rubber Blankets: 

For those in the “lineman” profession, every day has the potential to bring the unexpected. 

Linemen must always think safety first, and be diligent when performing even the most routine 

tasks. Every year dozens of linemen are either injured or killed due to unfortunate circumstances 
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involving high voltage mishaps. According to the Safety Fireman’s Archive, in 2002 alone more 

than 50 linemen in the United States were killed while on the job. Safe work procedures and 

personal protective equipment (PPE) greatly reduce exposure risks for linemen.Employers 

should regularly review and revise, where applicable, safe work methods regarding the 

installation and removal of protective equipment, the positioning of aerial lift devices, and all 

procedures used in the construction and maintenance of power lines. One type of equipment that 

is critical to safety, and is a necessity as part of a complete set of cover-up equipment, is the 

rubber blanket. The rubber blanket helps reduce accidental exposure to energized power lines, 

conductors and hardware. The flexibility to wrap, fold and maneuver the rubber blanket also 

allows such equipment as underground transformers and switchgear to be easily covered thus 

allowing adequate protection for the worker. 

 

Fig 5.4.5 Rubber Blankets 

Rubber Sleeves: 

Rubber insulating sleeves are commonly worn with dielectric gloves in high-voltage applications 

to provide added insulation from electrical contact for those working on energized equipment. 

The rubber insulating gloves and rubber insulating sleeves are worn for shock protection; sleeves 

typically are worn with rubber insulating gloves when the arm can cross the minimum approach 

distance or the restricted approach boundary. A protector glove typically is used for arc flash 

protection and for mechanical protection of the rubber insulating glove, but this over-glove does 

not protect the entire glove and does not extend up a rubber insulating sleeve. Many lineworkers 

wear short-sleeved, arc-rated (AR) T-shirts under rubber insulating sleeves, and a concern was 

raised in the industry that the insulating sleeves are not arc-rated. 
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Fig 5.4.6 Rubber Sleeves 

 

Fig 5.4.7 Electrical Safety Equipment 

5.5 ELECTRICAL SAFETY AUDIT: 

             Conducting a workplace safety audit is the most comprehensive way for a company to 

gauge the efficiency, effectiveness and legality of its total health and safety management system. 

In addition to ensuring that a business remains in compliance with local, state and federal 

legislation, safety audits have the potential to identify and correct oversights that could, if left 

unchecked, lead to costly and tragic workplace injuries or fatalities. If successful in uncovering 

weaknesses in an employer’s safety programs or practices, audits can also prove to be important 

tools in designing a new safety plan. 

Consistent regularity: 

Conducting only one workplace safety audit per year can have the unintended consequence of 

making safety and compliance seem like a recurring goal that must be achieved once annually, 

rather than a constant mandate. As the date of an annual audit approaches, there may be a 

“ramping up” atmosphere created by managers and supervisors working to ensure compliance 

ahead of the audit. That might discourage them from developing a sense of urgency the rest of 

the year, leading to relaxed standards. A superior approach could be to schedule various specific 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/health-and-safety
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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safety audits throughout the year on an eleven-month schedule, reserving the final month for one 

comprehensive workplace safety audit. 

Competent and objective auditors: 

A safety audit can only be as good as the professionals conducting it, which is why it pays to 

entrust the process to those with the necessary knowledge and experience. Some companies elect 

to hire outside consultants or safety professionals in order to guarantee such expertise, but many 

prefer to keep the operations in-house. If employing the latter method, businesses should 

create safety audit teams consisting of three to five employees well-versed in current safety 

standards. 

These employees must be educated on all relevant laws, OSHA regulations and other standards, 

and trained in the art of violation and hazard identification. To ensure objectivity, employees 

should never inspect their own work environment. A fresh set of eyes is better at spotting 

whatever issues a supervisor or section manager has failed to notice. 

Advanced Preparation: 

Both those performing the audit and those being audited should be prepared for the experience. 

At least a week prior to a workplace safety audit, the company should inform all affected 

managers and supervisors that they need to have all records, documents and procedures ready 

and available for when the audit begins. 

Thorough Recordkeeping: 

Exhaustive records are a requirement and objective of safety audits. A safety audit team needs to 

consult all incident reports available for the section which they are auditing, so as to assess where 

potential problem areas are most likely to exist. Competent incident reports help auditors better 

apply selective scrutiny to known problem areas. 

Safety audit teams should also strive for comprehensive reporting in their own audits. When 

auditors go to the physical location of the selected area to observe work being done, they should 

ask detailed questions of the employees working in that area to obtain as much relevant 

information as possible. Having audit checklists that manage to cover all safety objectives and 

applicable regulations will help auditors make sure they don’t neglect anything. 

Perceptive Data Analysis: 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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             After inspecting all documents, written programs, procedures, work practices and 

equipment, the safety audit teams should sift through the collected material to put together a 

concise report that details all areas of the program. All safety audit comments, recommendations 

and corrective actions should consider whether the audited program covers all regulatory and 

best industry practice requirements, whether those requirements are being met and whether there 

is documented proof of compliance. It’s also important to reach a conclusion regarding how 

effective employee training has been in producing safe behavior. 

Modern Technology: 

              Ensuring that all of the above safety audit standards are met becomes much easier with 

the use of state-of-the-art EHS management technology, as provided by Dakota Software. 

Dakota’s EHS Auditing application allows safety auditors to more easily and effectively test and 

verify a workplace’s compliance status. In addition to capturing all relevant EHS regulations, the 

application also allows auditors to develop checklists unique to the audit site and scope, migrate 

previous audits to leverage past results, train auditors to perform team-based audits, use custom 

protocols, manage audit data and create corrective action plans. From the planning to the 

auditing to the analysis and use of gathered data, every key stage and element of a 

workplace safety audit can be improved upon through the use of cutting-edge EHS 

management technology. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
https://www.dakotasoft.com/landing/safety-management-software
https://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
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                                                                CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS 

6.1 Military and Police: 

 One of the   most   common   users   of   a thermal   imager is   a lawenforcement 

ormilitary professional.  They   need   to   be   able   to   see potential threats without being 

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough 

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ 

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN Throw 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The 

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly 

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a 

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe. 

6.2 Surveillance: 

 Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they workequally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog 

also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques. 

6.3 Energy Audits: 

 Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security and LawEnforcement: 

 With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

 Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also use in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5Navigation:  

               The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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                                                       CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillances. 
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Abstract 
 

 

 

 
G.S.ELECTRICALS are the manufactures of IT, DT, it is a well established factory located 

in the Industrial area Autonagar, Vijayawada-7, A.P. G.S. Electricals manufactures the 

transformers under the brand G S E. G S E Brand Instrument Transformers and Distribution 

Transformers of different rating are manufactured in our factory to International standards, 

since more than a decade. We are Manufacturers and Repairers of transformers 

in APTRANSCO connected discoms with quality assurance system. G. Subrahmanyeswara 

Rao, in the proprietor for the M/s. G.S. Electricals. 

G.S.ELETRICALS is manufacturing Instrument Transformers, Distribution Transformers for 

more than a decade. All the G S E Brand Transformers are manufacturers under I S 

standards. We undertake repairs of Instrument transformers, 
transformers and also Ratio Conversion of all rating 

Distribution 

transformers. 

G.S. Electrical is manufacturing IT, with all required facilities and quality standard in own 

premises. We are specialists in Transportation, Loading and Unloading, Erection, Overhauling, 

Oil   Filtration,   Testing,   Commissioning   of Power   Transformers   up   to   315    

MVA. Rectification of minor faults on site, Internal Inspection and overhauling of on load tap 

changers. G S E had got all the Erection equipment, Filter equipment with supported by well 

trained technical and marketing persons. G S E has supplied transformer to APTRANSCO 

connected all discoms in A.P. 
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PART 1: PROCESS MANUAL 

 

 
1.0 Scope 

This process manual describes the minimal requirement for any transformer 

manufacturing plant intending to supply transformers to REA. The manual is designed to 

assist REA deal with manufacturing plants that have established and certified 

management systems addressing all aspects of Health, Safety, Environment and Quality 

(HSEQ) either independently or jointly through an Integrated Management System 

(IMS). 

The manual defines the minimal processes required to ensure that the transformer 

manufacturing plant adequately meets the customer requirements and applicable statutory 

and regulatory requirements and aims to enhance customer satisfaction through effective 

application of the system, including processes for continual improvement and assurance 

of conformity to customer and regulatory requirements. 

It is prepared based on the criteria governing ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and 

OHSAS 18001:2007 International Standards. 

 

2.0 Application 

The process and system describe in this manual shall be applicable to all functional area 

of the transformer manufacturing plant 

 

3.0 Certification 

The transformer manufacturing plant systems and processes shall be certified in 

accordance with ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007 

international standards as a minimum requirement. Relevant certification certificates shall 

be submitted at tender stage. 

Audit: (Valid Certification Certificates) 

 

 
4.0 Documentation 

The transformer manufacturing plant shall have all the systems and processes 

documented for effective planning, operation and control. Every step involved in the 
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process of manufacturing transformers for REA shall be document and this 

documentation shall be kept for the specified period as required by the standard and 

should be presented to REA when called upon. These shall include but not limited to; 

HSEQ Policies and Manuals, Process Manual, System Procedures, Quality Plans, 

Manufacturing Procedures, Inspection Instructions, Test Methods, Process Checklists and 

Forms. 

A document control system shall be maintained, detailing procedures for changes, 

authorization, revisions, approvals, indexing and achieve amongst other. 

Audit: (Availability of above documents & a Document Control System) 

 

 
5.0 Management Commitment 

Management of the transformer manufacturing plant shall demonstrate their commitment 

of promoting all aspects of HSEQ in the manufacturing processes of REA transformer. 

This shall be done through a written and signed off HSEQ Policy indicating SMART 

objectives, actions, responsible persons and support for ensuing adherence to health, 

safety, environment, quality, statutory and regulatory requirements. 

Audit: (Availability of HSEQ Policy Statement, Procedure for Environmental Aspect 

Evaluation, Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment, Legal requirement identification) 

 

6.0 Resource Management 

The quality of the product not only depends on the materials but also on skills, 

workmanship and infrastructure involved in the product realization process. Management 

shall establish a resource management system with the aim of planning and controlling 

resources and determine the required resources to implement and maintain the 

management systems put in place to ensure HSEQ objectives are achieved. 

The following shall be in place: Staff Competency Analysis Records, Job Descriptions, 

Training Records, Sufficient Physical Infrastructure and Machinery. 

Audit: (Staff Competency Analysis Records, Job Descriptions, Training Records, 

Sufficient physical Infrastructure and Machinery) 
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7.0 Operations Control 

The manufacturing operations shall be standardized by activities that are performed by 

qualified resources under defined conditions. The process conditions shall be specified in 

standards, Instructions, Work Orders, Manuals, Procedures, Protocols and contractual 

relations with suppliers and customers. 

The plant shall have systems in place for safe guarding the environmental, promoting 

quality and health and safety. (HSEQ) 

Audit: (Availability of Hazards Register, Environmental Aspect Register, Process 

Manuals, Work Instructions, Inspection Checklists, Test Certificates, Calibration 

Certificates, Safety manuals and Risk Register amongst others) 

 

8.0 Product Realization 

 
8.1 Transformer Design 

The Transformer manufacturing plant shall have processes in place to aid transformer 

designing. 

Client’s specifications and the relevant IEC standards shall be the main input to the 

design process, any necessary requirement not specified but necessary for fitness purpose 

shall be identified and communicated in writing to the client for clarification at design 

stage. 

A system should be in place at design stage to establish and record clients’ technical 

requirements, statutory and regulatory requirements, clarifications, delivery, quality and 

maintenance requirements. 

Product information, outline drawing, design report and fully filled and signed 

Guaranteed technical parameters shall be submitted 

Audit: (Availability of REA Specification, Procedure for identification & review of 

customer requirements, Design Action Plan, Design review checklist) 

8.2 Material Acquisition 

The transformer manufacturing plant shall have an established purchasing process, which 

guides suppliers. 
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Based on the design output, materials specification customized for REA transformers 

shall be development for the supplier. This shall address technical requirements for; 

copper winding wires, core materials, bushings, tank, insulating oil, Surge arrestors, 

arcing horns and Insulating paper. 

The specifications shall also address the appropriate quality, safety and environmental 

management requirement. 

All purchased and outsourced service shall be inspected, verified and tested at receipt 

according to a documented procedure. Both parties shall sign acceptance test reports and 

copies shall be submitted to the client for verification. 

All materials purchased for REA transformers shall be used and where production is not 

yet started, such materials shall be quarantined. 

Audit (Availability of materials specifications and Material acceptance test reports) 

 
8.3 Production 

The production process shall be carried out under controlled conditions, the information 

that describes the characteristics of the product shall be provided to the responsible staff 

in form of detailed drawings, charts, instructions, etc. These shall be made available at 

point of use. 

A production quality plan shall be established and this shall highlight process specific 

quality checks, equipment required, resources requirement, suitable monitoring and 

measuring devices. 

At every stage in the transformer manufacturing, quality & technical compliance checks 

shall be performed by a qualified engineer before part is progressed to the next stage in 

the production line 

There shall be adequate equipment required for each production activity and these shall 

be properly maintained 

Traceability shall be established and maintained in the production process right from 

materials acquisition, part assembly and product testing. Information regarding; material 

supplier, staff name responsible for each activity, approvals at each stage, test done and 

testing personnel among other shall be recorded using a transformer assembly form/card. 

In the production process, items shall be identified by either labels, rating plates, stickers, 

hang-on cards, hard stamping or marking with ink to indicate rating, drawing number, 
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etc. wherever standards are available for identification purposes such standards shall be 

followed. 

8.3.1 Core Construction 

The core shall be of high grade cold rolled grain oriented silicon sheet steel and securely 

clamped. The core material shall be as per REA material specification and the materials 

test report shall be submitted upon request. 

The transformer core shall be of three limbs, step lap stacked at joints to minimize losses 

and sound levels 

Core sheets should be cut using a semi –auto or automated cutter. In a semi-auto 

arrangements, the controls shall be the one manually operated but the cutting shall be of 

automated. 

Samples of core sheet shall be measured for correct dimensions and recorded on the 

transformer inspection board. 

The core flux density shall be as per the specifications and required loss values 

 

 

8.3.2 Primary & Secondary Winding Assembly 

The primary and secondary windings shall be constructed from high conductivity E.C 

grade copper. All turns of the windings shall be adequately supported to prevent 

movement 

The High voltage winding shall be of layered winding and the Low voltage winding shall 

be of either layered or foil winding using copper sheets 

The Primary and secondary winding shall be wound using appropriate winding machines 

with turns counter. 

The name of the staff winding a particular transformer shall be noted on the transformer 

inspection board together with the personnel who checked and approved. 

An appropriate insulating barrier shall separate the primary and secondary windings; 

Inter winding insulation shall be of Diamond Dotted Paper with cooling ducts 
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8.3.3 Core & Winding Assembly 

The windings shall be inserted on the core leg using appropriate tools (Crane, lifting 

bracket with a belt), Insulation strips shall be carefully inserted between core and 

windings 

Insulation resistance between core and LV coil shall be checked using an insulation 

resistance meter and result recorded on the transformer assembly inspection cards. 

Insulation boards shall be placed between the top of the coil and the yoke and no gap 

shall be left between strips of the core leg to complete the core. 

The yoke shall be clamped with wooden frame and earthing strips shall be inserted into 

the core closer to the LV side-lifting traverse 

Stay rods shall be inserted and earthing strip inserted on the stay rod, the upper wooden 

frame must be tightened & the frame foot shall be fixed to stay rods. 

Correct lifting traverses shall be fixed to stay rods and tightened properly, LV copper bus 

bars shall be fixed using appropriate tool & LV flexible leads shall be fixed properly 

using correct bolts with spring washers. 

Insulating paper tubes shall be inserted to tapping leads & the timber used must we 

properly impregnated for 24hrs 

8.3.4 Core & Winding Assembly Drying 

The core and winding assembly shall be dried in an oven to drive away all moisture in 

optimum time (minimum of 24hrs) 

Minimum time shall be taken between drying, tanking and filling with oil (maximum 30 

minutes) to avoid re-absorption of moisture in the active parts. After drying, tank, cover 

plate with accessories and oil should be ready. 

8.3.5 Core & Winding Assembly Tanking 

Cover plate, Rating, surge arrestors, bushing and bushing accessories shall be prepared 

and appropriate tools shall be used. 

Transformer tank shall be kept clean all the time & all required components to the cover 

shall be fixed using appropriate tools. 

Appropriate clearances and seal shall be insured using wooden blocks and silicon sealant 

& cork gaskets. The transformers shall be hermetically sealed. 
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The cover plate with all accessories shall be first mounted to the core & winding 

assembly before tanking, all connections must be checked for strength. 

8.3.6 Oil Filling 

Transformer oil shall be filled in a vacuum chamber to prevent air bubbles 

 
8.3.7 Tank Fabrication 

The tank fabrication process shall be parallel to active part assembly. The tanks for REA 

transformers shall be of fin type with a base, radiator, flange and cover plate. 

The transformer tank and tank cover shall be made of mild steel, hot dip galvanized and 

then powder coated as per the specification 

The welding shall be done using an appropriate method suitable not to damage the 

materials. Preferably Arc & Metal Inactive Gas (MIG) welding shall be used accordingly 

Appropriate machines preferably semi-auto or automated shall perform all the machining 

processes of shearing, bending, punching & drilling 

The materials thickness for the base, cover plate, flange and radiator shall be as per REA 

specification 

The finished tank and cover plate shall be properly cleaned before dipping and painting 

processes. 

Audit (Availability of product information at point of use, production quality plan, 

adequate equipment, traceability system in-place, Approved method and procedures, 

Transformer assembly inspection record, tank fabrication inspection record) 

8.4 Testing 

Test protocols according to IEC standards shall be established and the required  

equipment put in place in a testing laboratory. All transformers shall be inspected and 

tested as per IEC standards & REA specifications 

New design shall be type tested by an internationally recognized testing laboratory and 

type test reports shall be submitted to the client 

Audit: (Availability of test protocols, Type test and routine test reports, Calibration 

Reports) 
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8.5 Product Handling & Packing 

All products shall be handled properly to prevent damage or deterioration throughout the 

production process. Special handling tool should be in place for example cranes and 

forklifts, and these should be inspected regularly. 

Secure storage areas shall be provided to prevent transformers from getting damaged or 

deteriorated before dispatch and all finished transformers shall be suitably marked for 

clear identification. 

Inspection, packing and delivery of finished transformers shall be done according to 

REA’s specification 

Audit: (Availability of proper handling tools, secure storage space, Procedure for 

handling, Packaging, Storage & Dispatch) 
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Properties Unit Value 

PART 2: MATERIAL MANUAL 

 

 
1.0 Transformer Core 

The material for production of the transformer core shall be cold rolled grain orientated 

silicon steel sheet (CRGO) with high permeability, low core loss, low magnetostriction, 

high inter-laminar resistance and high lamination factor manufactured in accordance with 

BS EN 10107:2005, JIS C 2553:2000 standards or any other national and international 

standard that can offer equal or higher but not less quality the standards mentioned above. 

The core shall be of three limbs stacked core type and shall be securely clamped. 

The material shall be free from holes, inclusions, cracks and other imperfections that 

would make it useless for manufacture of transformer cores. The material shall also be 

free of flakes, particles, or other forms of separable electrically conductive materials. 

The maximum thickness of CRGO laminations shall be 0.23mm. Thickness tolerance 

shall not be more than 3% and edge burr height when cut shall be within permissible 

limits (for production 90% below 0.010mm and 100% below 0.02mm). The flatness 

(waviness) must not exceed 15mm/1000mm. the edge deviation (Camber) must not 

exceed 0.3mm over measuring length of 1.5m. The maximum flux density shall not 

exceed 1.6 Testa. 

An inorganic coating shall be applied to both sides of the steel sheets and it shall have the 

following properties: 

1. Shall offer high inter-laminar properties 

2. Shall be thin and bonded to the steel surface so that it never peels off even when 

subjected to shearing or bending. 

3. Shall not be affected by mineral transformer oil, machine oil owing to its anti-rust 

property 

The minimum physical, mechanical and magnetic properties shall be as listed in table 

below. 

 
Physical, mechanical and magnetic properties of CRGO 
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Si content 

Density 

Lamination thickness 

Physical Properties 

 

Kg/dm3 

mm 

 

Approximately 3% 

7.65 

0.23 

Edge Burr height 

Flatness (Waviness) 

mm 0.01 – 0.02 

mm Shall not exceed 15mm over 

1000mm length 

Edge deviation (Camber) mm 

 
 

Mechanical Properties 

Yield strength Rp 0.2 MPa 

RD (Rolling Direction) 

90 degrees to RD 

Shall not exceed 0.3mm over 

1.5mm length 

 
350 

 
 

360 

Ultimate tensile strength 

RD 

90 degrees to RD 

Elongation RD 

MPa 

 
 

MPa 

350 

 
 

400 

10% 

90 degree to RD 30% 

Hardness, HV5 180 

Equivalent Rockwell B 

Modulus of elasticity RD 

76 

MPa 120×103 

55 degrees to RD 

90 degrees to RD 

Curie temperature 

 
Resistivity 

Magnetic Properties 

Specific core loss at 50Hz 

for 1.5T 

Specific core loss at 50Hz 

MPa 

MPa 

0C 

Electrical Properties 

µ Ωm 

 
 

W/kg 

 
 

W/kg 

260×103 

140×103 

746 

 

 
0.48 

 
 

0.69 – 1.11 

 
 

1.17 – 1.57 
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2.0 Transformer Winding 

Shall be made of Enameled copper winding wire and copper strips. However, aluminum 

may be used if expressly asked for in REA specifications. 

2.1 Enameled copper winding wire 

The enameled copper wire used shall conform to the following standards and or the latest 

editions thereof: 

IEC 60317-0-1:2013 

IEC 60317-8:2010 Class 180 (Grade 2) 

IEC 60264-3:1999 

IEC 60851:1996 

 
Items conforming to other national or international standards, which give equal or higher, 

but not less quality requirements can be accepted. 

Enameled round copper winding wire shall be of class 180, with a sole coating based on 

polyesterimide resin. The film coating shall be essentially smooth and continuous, free 

from streaks, blister and foreign material when examined with normal vision as wound on 

the original spool. The copper for electrical purposes E-Cu 57 according to DIN 40500 

teil 4 with minimum copper content of 99.90% shall be used. 

The overall diameter, electrical characteristics and insulating properties of the enamel 

covering shall be in accordance with the standards specified. In addition, copper wire 

shall withstand electrical break through voltage of at least 450V in a salt solution (Water 

+ 5% NaCl, weight to weight). 

The maximum resistance value shall not be greater than the calculated with resistivity of 

1/58 Ωmm2/m. the value shall be calculated for the minimum tolerated cross-sectional 

area of the conductor. The maximum current density shall not exceed 2.5 – 3.0 A/mm2. 

The nominal diameter of copper, its tolerances and the minimum values for elongation at 

fracture shall be as indicated in table below. 

for 1.7T 

Saturation induction T 2.03 
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Nominal diameter and minimum elongation at fracture of enameled for primary 

winding 

Nominal 

diamete 

Minimum  Conductor  Minimum  Maximum 

elongation (% of tolerance (-,+) increase due to overall diameter 

r (mm) nominal diameter) µm the insulation 

(µm) 

(mm) 

 

 Grade Grade 2 Grade Grade 2 

1  1  

0.250 22 4 17 32 0.281 0.297 

0.280 22 4 18 33 0.312 0.329 

0.315 23 4 19 35 0.349 0.367 

0.355 23 4 20 38 0.392 0.411 

0.400 24 5 21 40 0.439 0.459 

0.450 25 5 22 42 0.491 0.513 

0.500 25 5 24 45 0.544 0.566 

0.560 26 6 25 47 0.606 0.630 

0.630 27 6 27 50 0.679 0.704 

0.710 28 7 28 53 0.762 0.789 

0.800 28 8 30 56 0.855 0.884 

0.900 29 9 32 60 0.959 0.989 

1.000 30 10 34 63 1.062 1.094 

1.120 30 11 34 65 1.184 1.217 

1.250 31 13 35 67 1.316 1.349 

1.400 32 14 36 69 1.468 1.502 

1.600 32 16 38 71 1.670 1.706 

1.800 32 18 39 73 1.872 1.909 

2.000 33 20 40 75 2.074 2.112 

2.240 33 22 41 77 2.316 2.355 

2.500 33 25 42 79 2.578 2.618 

2.800 34 28 43 81 2.880 2.922 
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Nominal diameter 

(mm) 

Mandrel 

Diameter (mm) 

Tension (N) Minimum 

springback degrees 

3.150 34 32 45 84 3.233 3.276 

3.550 35 36 46 86 3.635 3.679 

4.000 35 40 47 89 4.088 4.133 

4.500 36 45 49 92 4.591 4.637 

5.000 36 50 50 94 5.093 5.141 
 

 

Springiness of enameled copper wire 
 

 

 

 
 Grade 1 Grade 2 

0.250 12.5 2 49 56 

0.280 12.5 2 47 53 

0.315 19 4 50 55 

0.355 19 4 48 53 

0.400 19 4 45 50 

0.450 25 8 44 48 

0.500 25 8 43 47 

0.560 25 8 41 44 

0.630 37.5 12 46 50 

0.710 37.5 12 44 47 

0.800 37.5 12 41 43 

0.900 50 15 45 48 

1.000 50 15 42 45 

1.120 50 15 39 41 

1.250 50 15 35 37 

1.400 50 15 32 34 

1.600 50 15 28 30 
 

 

For nominal conductor diameter above 1.600mm, the wire shall not exceed the maximum 

spring back of 5 degrees. 

Breakdown Voltage of enameled copper wire 
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Nominal 

diameter (mm) 

Minimum breakdown voltage (r.m.s value) V  

 

 
 

Grade 1 Grade 2 

 
Room Elevated Room Elevated temperature 

 temperature temperature temperature  

0.250 2100 1600 3900 2900 

0.280 2200 1700 4000 3000 

0.315 2200 1700 4100 3100 

0.355 2300 1700 4300 3200 

0.400 2300 1700 4400 3300 

0.450 2300 1700 4400 3300 

0.500 2400 1800 4600 3500 

0.560 2500 1900 4600 3500 

0.630 2600 2000 4800 3600 

0.710 2600 2000 4800 3600 

0.800 2600 2000 4900 3700 

0.900 2700 2000 5000 3800 

1.000 up to and 2700 2000 5000 3800 

including 2.500 

0ver 2.500 

 

1300 

 

1000 

 

2500 

 

1900 
 

 

 

2.2 Enameled aluminum winding wire 

The enameled aluminum wire used shall conform to the following standards and or the 

latest editions thereof: 

IEC 60317-0-3: 2008 Grade 1 Class 180 

DIN 40501 

IEC 60851 

IEC 60264-3: 1999 

BS 1489: 1972 
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Items conforming to any other international or national standards, which are equal to 

higher but not less, rigid than the specifications stipulated may be offered. 

Aluminum for electrical purposes E-Al F7 according to DIN 40501 with a minimum 

aluminum content of 99.5% shall be used. 

Nominal Diameter and minimum breakdown voltage 

Nominal Conductor 

diameter tolerance (- 

(mm) ,+) 

µm 

Minimum 

increase due to 

the insulation 

(µm) 

Maximum  Minimum 

overall diameter breakdown 

(mm)  voltage at room 

temperature (V) 

 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 1 Grade 

     2 

0.250 4 17 32 0.281 0.297 2100 3900 

0.280 4 18 33 0.312 0.329 2200 4000 

0.315 4 19 35 0.349 0.367 2200 4100 

0.355 4 20 38 0.392 0.411 2300 4300 

0.400 5 21 40 0.439 0.459 2300 4400 

0.450 5 22 42 0.491 0.513 2300 4400 

0.500 5 24 45 0.544 0.566 2400 4600 

0.560 6 25 47 0.606 0.630 2500 4600 

0.630 6 27 50 0.679 0.704 2600 4800 

0.710 7 28 53 0.762 0.789 2600 4800 

0.800 8 30 56 0.855 0.884 2600 4900 

0.900 9 32 60 0.959 0.989 2700 5000 

1.000 10 34 63 1.062 1.094 2700 5000 

1.120 11 34 65 1.184 1.217 2700 5000 

1.250 13 35 67 1.316 1.349 2700 5000 

1.400 14 36 69 1.468 1.502 2700 5000 

1.600 16 38 71 1.670 1.706 2700 5000 

1.800 18 39 73 1.872 1.909 2700 5000 

2.000 20 40 75 2.074 2.112 2700 5000 
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2.240 22 41 77 2.316 2.355 2700 5000 

2.500 25 42 79 2.578 2.618 2700 5000 

2.800 28 43 81 2.880 2.922 1300 2500 

3.150 32 45 84 3.233 3.276 1300 2500 

3.550 36 46 86 3.635 3.679 1300 2500 

4.000 40 47 89 4.088 4.133 1300 2500 

4.500 45 49 92 4.591 4.637 1300 2500 

5.000 50 50 94 5.093 5.141 1300 2500 
 

 

 

2.3 Copper strip or foil 

Copper strip (rectangular) and copper foil shall be used for low voltage winding. The 

copper strip used shall comply with or latest editions of EN 1652 or any other standard 

that offers a higher performance. The foil or strip shall be free of short, sharp 

deformations and edge wrappings. The foil or strip shall also be free of holes, bubbles, 

dragon’s teeth, bumps, edge cracks, notches and other deformations which may be 

defined as manufacturing defects. The foil or strip surface shall be shiny and free of 

grease and other impurities. Grease test according to DIN 53364: Testing of plastic films, 

which can also be applied for copper foils or strips can be conducted if required. The 

edges shall be without any blurr. 

In accordance with DIN 40500 Teil 1, material E-Cu57 F20. The minimum copper 

content shall be 99.90%. Current density shall not exceed 3.5A/mm2. Thickness and 

width of the copper strip shall be within the range of 0.1 – 2.5mm and 350 – 1250mm 

respectively. Thickness and width tolerances shall be kept within reasonable limits. 

Physical and mechanical properties 
 

Property Unit Type 

Density Kg/dm3 8.90 

Tensile strength, Rm N/mm2 Minimum 200 

Proof stress, RP0,2 N/mm2 Minimum 120 

Elongation, A5 

Thickness (T) = 0.1 … 1mm 

  

Minimum 38% 
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T = (1) … 10mm 

Hardness 

 Minimum 40% 

HV  40 … 65 

HB  45 … 70 

For cold pressure welding   

hardness, HV  50 … 56 

Thermal conductivity W/(K.m) 398 

Resistivity µΩm Maximum 0.01754 
 

 

 

2.4 Aluminum strip or foil 

The items used shall be in accordance with standards specified below or latest editions 

and amendments thereof; 

DIN 1783 

DIN 1784 

DIN 40501 

DIN 53364 

BS EN 13599: 2002 

 
Items conforming to any other international or national standards, which are equal to or 

higher but not less rigid, the standards and specifications stipulated may be offered. 

The foil or strip shall be free of short, sharp deformations and edge wrappings. The foil or 

strip shall also be free of holes, bubbles, dragon’s teeth, bumps, edge cracks, notches and 

other deformations, which may be defined as manufacturing defects. The foil or strip 

surface shall be shiny and free of grease and other impurities. Grease test according to 

DIN 53364: Testing of plastic films, which can also be applied for copper foils or strips 

can be conducted if required. The edges shall be without any blurr. 

Aluminum for electrical purposes E-Al F7 according to DIN 40501 teil 4 with a 

minimum aluminum content of 99.5% shall be used. 
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Property Unit Type 

Density 

Tensile strength, Rm 

Proof stress, RP0,2 

Elongation, A5 

Hardness 

HV 

HB 

Thermal conductivity 

Resistivity 

Kg/dm3 

N/mm2 

N/mm2 

2.70 

65 … 95 

Max. 55 

Minimum 40% 

W/(K.m) 

µΩm 

Approximately 25 

Approximately 20 

203 

Maximum 0.0282 

Test Test Method Value 

 

Physical and mechanical properties 
 

 
3.0 Transformer Oil 

Transformer oil shall be used dissipate heat generated in the windings and to also provide 

electrical insulation. The raw material for production of transformer oil shall be low 

viscosity transformer oil base stock (TOBS) obtained by fractional distillation and 

subsequent treatment of crude petroleum which is further refined by acid treatment 

process to yield transformer oil. Any other transformer oil shall be accepted as long as  

it’s demonstrated that such oil offers superior performance. 

The oil shall be produced in accordance with standards specified below or later editions 

and or amendments thereof; 

BS 148: 2009 Class 1 

IEC 60296: 2003 

 
Any other national or international standard that offers higher but not less quality 

requirements can be used with prior approval from REA. 

The transformer oil shall have the minimum characteristics of given in table below 

Minimum characteristics of transformer oil 
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Relative density ISO 3675:1998 0.871 

Viscosity 40 deg. C.Cs ISO 3014:1993 12.0 (max) 

Viscosity 20 deg. C.Cs ISO 3014:1993 31.0 

Viscosity 0 deg. C.Cs ISO 3014:1993  

Viscosity -15 deg. C.Cs ISO 3014:1993 350 

Viscosity -30 deg. C.Cs ISO 3014:1993 1800 (max) 

Flash point deg. C ISO 2719: 2002 154 

Pour point deg. C ISO 3016: 1994 -40 

Neutralization value mg.KOH/g IEC 60296: 2003 < 0.03 

Corrosive sulphur BS 2000-315:1998 Non corrosive 

Water content mg/kg IEC 60814: 1997 1.5 

Breakdown Voltage kV IEC 60156: 1995 70 

Resistively Ωm 20 deg. C IEC 60247: 2004 20 

Dielectric dissipation factor 90 

deg. C 

IEC 60247: 2004 0.001 

Gassing tendency mm/min IEC 60628: 1985 -1 

Antioxidant additive IEC 60666: 1979 None 

Oxidation Test:   

Acidity mg.KOH/g IEC 61125: 1992 0.4 

Sludge value % IEC 61125: 1992 0.1 

PCB IEC 61619: 1997 None 
 

 

4.0 Insulating Paper 

Insulating paper shall be used to offer inter turn winding insulation as well as insulation 

between MV and LV windings. 

4.1 Corrugated Boards 

Corrugated boards shall be used provide insulation between MV and LV windings. The 

corrugated board shall be manufactured in accordance with; 

IEC 60641-1: 2007 

DIN EN 60641-3-1: 2009 
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The board shall be of Class A insulation in transformer oil, shall not affect the properties 

of the transformer oil and shall have a minimum dielectric strength of 60 kV/mm in oil. 

Cutting edge of the corrugated board must be free from burrs, any deformations and 

thickness shall not be increased. The designed thickness and curvature of the corrugation 

shall ensure adequate insulation and circulation of transformer oil. 

4.2 Transformer Board 

The transformer board shall be used to provide insulation between core and LV windings, 

between MV phase to phase winding and between the end of windings of every  phase 

and the core. 

The board shall be manufactured in accordance with standards specified below or latest 

editions and or amendments thereof; IEC 60641-1: 2007 

The transformer board shall be of class A insulation in transformer oil, shall not affect the 

properties of the transformer oil and shall have a minimum dielectric strength of 

60kV/mm in oil. 

4.3 Diamond Dotted Paper 

Diamond dotted paper shall be used to provide inter-turn winding insulation for both 

primary and secondary winding. 

It will be manufactured according to the following standards; 

IEC 60641-1:2007 

DIN EN 60641-3-1:2009 

 
The diamond dotted paper shall be diamond patterned epoxy papers and have shall the 

following minimum properties; 

Paper shall contain both sulphate wood pulp and cotton in a 50/50 mixture to 

impart a combination of both favorable stiff and tensile properties. 

The resin shall be on both sides of the paper and shall result in partial adhesion of 

the electrical conductors to the layer insulation at a temperature between 100 0C – 

130 0C. 

Approximately 36% of the total area on each side should be printed with epoxy 

resin of 9.5×9.5mm2 

The thickness of the partial coating of resin shall be 0.01mm on each side. 
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The epoxy resin must not affect the properties of mineral oil used in the 

transformer. 

Single layer diamond dotted paper shall generally have a nominal thickness of 

0.13mm and 0.25mm. 

When the insulation is specified as double layer diamond dotted paper (DDP), it 

shall have two layers of DDP glued under dry conditions. Double layer DDP shall 

generally have a nominal thickness of 0.15mm, comprising of two 0.075mm thick 

insulation paper. 

 

 

5.0 Offload Tap Changer 

Offload tap changer shall be manufactured in accordance with the following standards; 

IEC 60893-1: 2004 

EN 12420: 1999 

EN 13599: 2002 

 
The tap selector shall be suitable for off load operation and immersing in transformer oil 

and to be used in hermetically sealed transformers. These shall be operated generally at 

nominal voltages of 36kV and 12kV with different current ratings. The number of tap 

positions shall be as per REA specifications. 

The materials to be used in different parts of the tap selector are shown in table below 

Materials for different parts of tap selector 
 

Part Material 
 

Steel Parts Stainless steel 

Polyamide Parts 

Aluminum Parts 

oxidation 

Brass Parts 

Copper Parts 

Insulator Parts 

Nylon 66, Strong against UV light 

GAlSi12Cu, Protected from anodic 

 
CuZn40Pb2 Ms60F34 

E-Cu F25 

Paper phenol plastic resin based laminates 
 

 

Any changes to material shall be given prior approval. 
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6.0 Pressure Relief Valve 

Pressure relief valve shall be manufactured in accordance with IEEE Std C57.12.22-1993 

or any other national and international standard that offers equal or higher but not less 

quality requirements. 

The pressure valve shall operate at 0.35 bars and shall reseal at the same pressure. 

 

 
7.0 Transformer Tank 

Mild steel shall be used to manufacture transformer lifting traverse, lifting hook, lifting 

lug, and tank, base, top cover and the flange. This shall be in the form of; 

Mild steel sheets 

Mild steel angles 

Mild steel channels 

Mild steel flat bars 

Mild steel rods 

Items supplied shall be in accordance with the standards specified below or later editions 

and or amendments thereof 

BS EN 10029: 1991 

BS 7668: 2004 

BS EN 10025-1:2004 

BS EN 10025-3:2004 

BS EN 10025-4:2004 

BS EN 10210-1:2006 

 
Items conforming to any other international or national standards, which are equal to or 

higher but not less, rigid than the standards and specifications stipulated may be offered. 

The mild steel components shall be free from corrosion, oil/grease and burrs. The 

minimum thickness of the mild steel for up to 400kVA transformer shall be between 

4mm to 6mm and for 500 – 600kVA shall be 6mm to 10mm. 
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8.0 Radiator 

The radiator shall be used convectional cooling of the transformer so that designed 

temperature rise in the inside transformer is with desired limits. The items used shall be 

formed out of steel in compliance with standards specified below or later editions and or 

amendments thereof; 

DIN EN 10131: 1992 

DIN 1623: 2009 

 
The (items formed out of) steel conforming to any other international or national 

standards which are equal to or higher but not less rigid than the standards and 

specification stipulated may be offered. 

All radiator surfaces should be free from oil and the minimum thickness shall be 0.2mm. 
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PART 3: TESTING PROTOCOLS 

 

 
1.0 Introduction 

The Client in accordance with the relevant IEC and ISO standards shall inspect the 

manufacturing plant, its process and products. The tests on the products shall include: 

 

 

2.0  Transformer Tests 

2.1 
 

Transformer Routine Tests 

 1. Transformer insulation resistance test 

 2. Vector group test 

 3. Voltage ratio test 

 4. DC resistance test/winding resistance test 

 5. Oil dielectric strength test 

 6. Separate source voltage withstand test 

 7. Induced overvoltage withstand test at high frequency. 

 8. No load test 

 9. Full load test/ short circuit test 

2.2 
 

Transformer Type Tests 

 1. Impulse voltage withstand test (Dry power frequency voltage withstand test) 

 2. Electrical break through voltage of copper wire 

 3. Transformer pressure testing 

 4. Sound level test 

The following information about the transformer test equipment shall be provided by all 

transformer manufacturers as it may be required from time to time to ensure acquisition 

of result with minimal errors; Equipment name, Manufacturer, Date of purchase and Last 

date of calibration 
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3.0 TRANSFORMER TEST PROTOCOLS 

 
3.1 Transformer Insulation Resistance Test 

Purpose: 

This test is intended to assess the condition of insulation of all insulated parts of a 

transformer. 

Apparatus: 

Megger Insulation Tester 

Preparation of Sample 

Isolate the transformer. 

Clean all bushings with a clean piece of cloth. 

Procedure 

Set a scale indicator to the discharge position before each test. 

Connect the probes of the tester (P1 & P2) to the points between which insulation 

is measured (e.g. In the case of H/E, connect probes to the winding terminal and 

Earth). 

Select the proper scale: 

Select 1000V scale for winding voltages below 1.0KV. 

Select 5000V scale for winding voltages above 2.5kV. 

Acceptance Criteria 

Measurements taken between 

HV & LV 

HV & E 

LV & E 

Safety 

Minimum acceptable value 

600 Mega Ohms 

600 Mega Ohms 

600 Mega Ohms 

Make sure the test leads are not damaged 

Do not touch the leads while the meter is switched ON 

Always follow general safety instruction of the area 

3.2 Transformer Vector Group Test 

Purpose 
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To confirm the vector group is provided. Test should be performed as per IEC – 60076 

test standards. 

Apparatus 

Transformer Ratio meter (PWR 3A) 

Manual of Transformer Ratio Meter. 

Preparation of samples 

Keep the transformer open circuited 

Make sure that the insulation resistance (Megger) values are sufficient. 

Procedure 

Before the test, the following information about the transformer must be obtained 

and checked 

Primary and secondary voltage 

Voltage ratio values. 

Connect the HV and LV leads of the meter to the HV and LV terminals of the 

transformer. 

Switch ON the meter 

Press “Group” button on Measurement column. 

Acceptance criteria 

On the top of the display screen, the vector group of the transformer will be displayed. 

Work instructions for safety. 

Do not touch the leads while the meter is switched ON. 

Switch OFF the meter before remove of the leads. 

Always follow general safety instructions of the area. 
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3.3 Transformer Voltage Ratio Test 

Purpose: 

To ensure that the turns ratio of the windings is correct and that the tapping on any of the 

windings have been made at correct position. Tests should be performed as per IEC – 

60076 test standards. 

Apparatus 

Transformer turns ratio meter 

Manual for transformer ratio meter 

Preparation of sample 

Keep the transformer open circuited. 

Make sure the insulation resistances (Megger values) are sufficient. 

Procedure 

Before testing, the following information about the transformer must be obtained 

and checked. 

Primary and secondary voltage. 

Voltage ratio values. 

Select the tapping. Connect HV & LV leads of the meter to the HV and LV 

bushing terminals of the transformer respectively. 

Switch on the meter. 

Press “Ratio” button on Measurement column. 

Enter the vector group of the transformer. 

Enter the required phase or A/N (To get ratio of all phases at selected position) 

Record the readings. 

Perform the test for all tap positions. 

Note: The Transformer turns ratio meter has an inbuilt power supply with voltage used 

being low such as 8 -10 Volts, 50HZ. 

Acceptable criteria 

In the event that the voltage ratio does not match the ±0.5% tolerance is allowed from 

specified values. (As per IEC 60076). 

 
Measured values should be in the following range. 
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11kV/415V (2.5% to -7.5% of 33kV/415V (2.5% to -7.5% of 

Rated Voltage) Rated Voltage) 

 

 

 

 

 
Tap 1: 46.82 ≤Measured Value ≤ Tap 1: 140.46 ≤Measured Value ≤ 

47.29     141.88     

Tap 2: 45.68 ≤Measured Value ≤ Tap 2: 137.04 ≤Measured Value ≤ 

46.14     138.42     

Tap 3: 44.54 ≤Measured Value ≤ Tap 3: 133.61 ≤Measured Value ≤ 

44.99     134.96     

Tap 4: 43.39 ≤Measured Value ≤ Tap 4: 130.18 ≤Measured Value ≤ 

43.83     131.50     

Tap 5: 

42.68 

42.25 ≤Measured Value ≤ Tap  5: 

128.04 

126.76 ≤Measured Value ≤ 

 

 

Work instructions for safety: 

Do not touch the leads while the meter is switched ON. 

Switch OFF the meter before removal of leads. 

Always follow general safety instructions on the area 
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3.4 Transformer DC Winding Resistance Test 

Purpose: 

To measure the DC resistance between lines of all windings and to detect faulty or poorly 

made connections. Test should be performed as per IEC – 60076 test standard. Test 

results are important in full load loss measurement. 

Apparatus 

Transformer winding resistance meter. 

Manual for the meter. 

Preparation of the sample 

Isolate the transformer. 

Procedure 

Connect the potential 1 output to the HV winding and potential 2 to the LV 

winding of the transformer to be tested. 

Test current output terminals should be connected to the upper point of the HV 

terminals in which the resistance has to be measured. In the case of Dyn vector 

connected transformers connection sequence for HV is A&B, B&C, C&A. 

Connection sequence for LV is a&b, b&c, c&a. 

Select appropriate ranges of resistance. 

Then switch on the power switch. 

Then press the start switch. 

The meter will inject current and start measuring. 

Do not touch the leads while the danger sign appears. 

Record the resistance values when safe sign appears. 

Winding temperature at the time of measuring the transformer winding has to be 

recorded. 

Work Instructions for safety 

Always make sure the instrument body is earthed before switch ON. 

Do not disconnect the leads until the RED warning light disappears 

Always follow general safety instructions of the area. 

NB: The winding resistance test results obtained above are used in calculating the Full 

load loss 
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3.5 Transformer Oil Dielectric Test 

Purpose 

To confirm the electrical strength of the transformer oil. 

Apparatus 

Oil Dielectric Strength test se 

Preparation of sample 

The sample should be collected from the bottom of the container or transformer. 

Sample should be collected to a clean, dry container. 

Before collecting the sample, allow slug to drain off. 

Procedure 

Fill the oil sample to the test vessel up to a level about 10mm above the electrodes 

level. Put the magnetic stir in to the test vessel. 

The electrodes are set at 2.5mm/±0.1mm gap. If there is any suspicion, check the 

gap. 

Select the mode of operation as Automatic or Manual. In manual operation, the 

rate of rise of applied voltage should be 2kV/second ± 0.2kV/second. 

In the case of automatic operation, machine allows a pause of 2 minutes after each 

breakdown before re-application of the voltage. The machine conducts the test for 

six times on the same cell filling and the mean value of the tests will be 

automatically printed on the attached printer. 

Acceptance criteria 

Average breakdown voltage of the oil must be > 50kV for transformers. 

 
 

Work instructions 

Always make sure that the instrument body is earthed before the meter is 

switched ON. 

Do not try to open the instrument while testing oil. 

Always follow general safety instructions of the area 

3.6 Transformer Separate Source Voltage Withstand Test 
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Purpose: 

To determine the integrity of the insulation between windings and earth. Tests should be 

performed as per IEC – 60076 test standards. 

Apparatus 

AC Dielectric test set. (6T CD 100-10) 

Manual of the AC Dielectric Test Set 

Preparation of sample 

Transformer should be isolated 

Clean the bushings thoroughly with a clean piece of cloth. 

Make sure the oil level of the transformer is at the top level. 

Procedure 

Bushing terminals of the windings under test are connected together using a 

conducting wire. The rest of the windings of the transformer are also connected 

together as above and connected to the tank and then tank is earthed. Then the 

appropriate test voltage is applied as per given under acceptance criteria below. 

Select the rate of voltage rise and apply the voltage. 

This is performed on both HV and LV sides at power frequency. 

The voltage is gradually increased up to the value below. Holding at the above 

voltage up to recommended duration. Reduce the voltage gradually before 

switching off. 

Note: Insulation failure during the test is indicated by sudden increase of leakage current 

indicated on the test set. This would trip-off the test supply voltage. 

Acceptance Criteria 

For 33kV – When the HV side is subjected to 70kV, it should withstand for 1 

minute. 

For 33kV/415V – when the LV side is subjected to 3kV, it should withstand for 1 

minute. 

For 11kV – when the HV side is subjected to 28kV, it should withstand for 1 

minute. 

For 11kV/415V – When the LV side is subjected to 3kV, is should withstand for 1 

minute. 
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Work instructions for safety 

Never switch ON the HV Tester when someone is inside the testing area. 

Switch off the output voltage before change the HV connections. 

Do not operate other electrical instruments while HV Tester is switched ON. 

Always follow general safety instructions of the area 
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3.7 Transformer Induced Over Voltage Test At High Frequency 

Purpose 

To verify voltage withstand strength between the windings and Earth, the withstand 

strength between the phases, and between turns of a phase under test. The test should be 

performed as per IEC – 60076 test standards. 

Apparatus 

High frequency tester 

Manual of the High frequency tester. 

Preparation of sample 

Transformer should be isolated 

Clean the bushings thoroughly with a clean piece of cloth. 

Make sure that the oil level of the transformer is at top level. 

Make sure that the transformer tap selector is at rated tap position. 

Procedure 

Connect the high frequency generator output to the low voltage winding of the 

transformer while high voltage windings are open circuited. Make sure that the 

same output terminal sequence of the generator is connected. 

Increase the voltage slowly by rotating the control switch on the control panel 

until double the rated voltage of low voltage winding is applied. A gradual 

increase of the brightness of the set of bulbs could be observed. 

Note: If the transformer is faulty, the circuit is tripped off in the test set. 

Since the frequency of the test supply is 120 HZ (This value is fixed for newest 

High Frequency Generator), the test duration is 50seconds. 

Acceptance Criteria 

Sustaining the brightness at peak level for 50 seconds indicates the successful voltage 

withstanding strength. 

Work instructions for safety 

Switch ON the HF panel only after connecting the test leads to the transformer. 

Switch OFF the output voltage before remove the leads from the transformer. 

Always follow general safety instruction of the area. 
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3.8 Transformer No Load Test (Core Loss- Hysteresis Loss and Eddy current 

loss 

Purpose 

To determine the No Load losses of a transformer. It also checks whether any damages 

have been caused to windings and insulation from prior tests. The test should be 

performed as per IEC – 60076 test standards. 

Apparatus 

AC Analyser. 

Preparation 

Transformer should be isolated. 

Clean the bushings thoroughly with a clean piece of cloth. 

Make sure that the oil level of the transformer is at top level. 

Make sure that the transformer tap selector is at rated tap position. 

Procedure 

Connect n,a,b,c bushing leads to the respective test leads. 

Maintain HV side open circuited. 

Adjust current transformer tappings to get an appropriate current according to the 

transformer to be tested. Generally, 5% of the rated current could be considered as 

a guide. 

Apply the desired CT, PT ratio values and guaranteed loss value. 

Apply the rated voltage by use of Air Circuit Breaker. 

Measure the parameters by pressing the start/stop button of instrument. 

By pressing the start/stop button again the measured values will be stored. 

Switch off the air circuit breaker. 

Acceptance Criteria 

No load current shall be less than 5% of the rated current. 

The deviation of the No load loss value should be less than 15% of the specified 

value. 

Work instructions 

Make sure the meter body is connected to the Earth before switch ON the meter. 
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Always short circuit the secondary terminals of the current transformers before 

switch off the voltage to the transformer. 

Always follow general safety instructions of the area 
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3.9 Transformer Full Load Loss Test (Copper Losses) 

 

Purpose 

To assess the Full Load Loss (copper loss) and the impedance voltage of a transformer. 

Tests should be performed as per IEC – 60076 test standards. 

Apparatus 

AC Analyser 

Manual for the AC analyser. 

Preparation of sample 

Transformer should be isolated 

Clean the bushings thoroughly with a clean piece of cloth 

Make sure the oil level of the transformer is at the top level. 

Make sure that the transformer tap selector is at the rated tap position. 

Procedure 

Short circuit the low voltage winding bushing terminals using a thick flat copper 

bar which is sufficient to carry rated low voltage current. 

Connect A.B.C bushing leads to the respective test leads. 

Calculate the rated current of the high voltage winding and select the CT tap 

position according to it. 

Apply the CT & PT ratio values to the meter. 

Switch on the air circuit breaker. 

Measure the parameters after injecting the desired rated current by pressing the 

start/stop button of the instrument. Pressing the start/stop button again, the 

measured values can be stored on the display of the meter. 

Switch off the air circuit breaker. 

Care should be taken to avoid supplying current for longer durations during the 

test in order to prevent heating of the windings, which eventually introduce 

additional losses. 

Record the room temperature 

Acceptance criteria 
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Deviation of full load losses corrected to 750 

specified value. 
C shall be within 15% of the 

Total losses – deviation of the component losses should be within 15% while 

maintaining the deviation of the total losses within10% of the specified value. 

Work instructions for safety 

Make sure that the meter body is switched to earth before switch ON the meter. 

Always short circuit the secondary terminals of the current transformers before 

switch off the voltage to the transformer. 

Always follow general safety instruction of the area. 
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3.10 Zero Sequence Impedance Test 

Purpose 

To determine the zero sequence impedance of the transformer. Test should be done as per 

IEC – 76 test standards. 

Apparatus 

AC Analyzer 

Votmeter 

Preparation of sample 

Transformer should be isolated 

Clean the bushings thoroughly with a clean piece of cloth. 

Make sure that the oil level of the transformer is at the top level. 

Make sure that the transformer tap selector is at rated tap position. 

Procedure 

Short-circuit High Voltage bushing terminals of the three phases. 

Connect the circuit as shown in the circuit arrangement. 

Apply a single phase voltage of about 200V with the same frequency as the 

operating frequency of the transformer across the neutral and the short circuited 

point. 

Measure the voltage (V) and current (I). 

Calculate the zero sequence impedance (Z0) using the formula Z0 = 3V/I 

Acceptance Criteria. 

The zero sequence impedance should be within a 10% deviation from the 

designed value. 

Work instructions for safety 

After completion of the circuit wiring, apply a lower voltage and gradually 

increase the voltage up to the required value. 

Switch off the circuit before disconnection. 

Always follow general safety instruction of the area 

 
3.11 Sound Level Test (Type Test). 

Purpose 
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To determine the sound level of the transformer. Test should be performed as per IEC – 

60076 test standards. 

Apparatus 

Integrating sound level meter (NL-05) 

Procedure 

Transformer should be placed and mark points (at least 6 points) 0.3 meters away 

from its boundary. Energize the transformer under rated condition. Measure the 

noise level at the marked points holding the meter at the mid-point of the height  

of the transformer. 

Measure the noise level after shutdown the transformer on the same points, to get 

the surrounding noise level. 

Average value of difference of these two sets of readings give the noise level of 

the transformer. 

Expression of results 

Noise level should be ≤ 52dB. 

Work instructions for safety 

Always stay away from the energized transformer. 

For any reason, do not get closer or touch the transformer before switch it OFF. 

Always follow general safety instruction of the area. 
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3.12 Temperature Rise Test (Type Test) 

Purpose 

To determine the temperature rise of the transformer. Test should be performed as per 

IEC – 60076 test standards. 

Apparatus 

AC Analyser 

Manual of AC Analyser 

Thermometer 

Preparation of sample 

Transformer should be isolated 

Clean the bushings thoroughly with a clean piece of cloth 

Make sure the oil level of the transformer is at the top level. 

Make sure that the transformer tap selector is at rated tap position. 

Procedure 

Connect the A,B,C terminals to the respective test leads. 

Insert a thermometer into the thermometer pocket. 

Sum of the guaranteed of the transformer to be injected during the test. When the 

steady state condition is achieved, the difference between the top oil temperature 

and then room temperature is recorded at three consecutive readings. Reduce the 

current to full load rated current and maintain it for another one hour. Again 

record the top oil temperature and room temperature. 

Maintain the lose figure by varying the current until steady temperature rise is 

obtained. Record the thermometer for every thirty minutes. If constant 

temperature appears at three consecutive readings, it will be considered as the 

steady condition 

Top oil temperature rise can be obtained from the difference between top oil 

temperature reading and the room temperature. 

Stop the supplying of the current and get the resistance values of both HV and LV 

windings. This should be performed until at least six different readings at regular 

intervals are recorded. 
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Plot a graph using the above data and obtain the resistance value at the time of 

switching off the current by extrapolating the graph. Using this value, temperature 

rise of the winding can be calculated using the following formula. 

Θ2 = (235+θ1)xR2/R1 – 235 

Θ1= Room temperature 0C 

R1 = Resistance at room temperature (Ohms) 

Temperature rise = θ2 – Room temperature 

R2 = Resistance at the time of switching off (Ohms) 

Plot the graph for both HV and LV windings. 

 

Acceptance Criteria 

Top oil temperature rise should be less than 550 

C 
Winding temperature rise should be less that 600 

Work instructions for safety 
C

 

Make sure the meter body is connected to the earth, before switching ON the 

meter. 

Always short the secondary terminals of the current transformers before switching 

off the voltage to the transformer. 

Use hand gloves to remove the leads from heated terminals of the transformer. 

Always follow general safety instruction of the area. 
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Diameter of thread 

0.100mm – 0.315mm 

0.315mm – 1.000mm 

1.000mm – 2.240mm 

Diameter of rod 

3.0mm 

18.0mm 

18.0mm 

3.13 Measurement Of Electrical Break Through Voltage Of Copper Wire 

Purpose 

This test is carried out to assess the insulation of copper wire. 

Apparatus 

Voltage regulator (Variable between 0 – 440V) 

Salt solution (Water +5% NaCl, weight to weight) 

Plastic rod (for forming the copper thread according to the table below) 

Safety 

All safety procedures outlined in test method for dielectric voltage withstand test shall be 

followed during this test 

Procedure 

Get a copper sampling with a length of at least 6m. 

Wind the copper sample or the rod in spiral. 

Prepare salt solution (water + salt in 1:5% weight ratio). Note: 1 g of water = 1ml 

of water. 

Place the prepared copper spiral in the salt solution with terminals at least 20mm 

over the surface of the liquid. 

Touch one set probe of voltage regulator to the salt solution and one end of 

copper wire should be isolated and kept 20mm over the liquid level. 

Start with 0V and then increase the voltage up to 440V and maintain it for 30secs 

and check the break through voltage. 

Acceptance Criteria 

There should not be any flash over point throughout the selected length 
 

Work Instructions for safety 

Connect the copper wire to the terminals and immerse in salt water prior to switch 

ON. 

Do not touch the test leads, sample or salt solution while switch ON. 
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Always follow general safety instruction of the area. 
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Nominal Voltage kV (rms) Dry lightning impulse Power frequency withstand 

withstand voltage voltage dry & wet kV (rms) 

3.14 Dry Power Frequency Voltage Withstand Test 

Purpose 

To identify any flashover or punch of the bushings 

Apparatus 

High voltage test set 

Procedure 

Clamp the bushing as its intended use and apply the power frequency voltage as in given 

table 

Acceptance Criteria 

The bushing should be considered to have passed the test if no flashover or puncture 

occurs. If there is a puncture, the bushing shall be considered to have failed the test. If a 

flashover occurs the test shall be repeated once only. If during the repetition of the test no 

flashover or puncture occurs the bushing shall be considered to have passed the test. 

 

 

 
 

 1.2/50micro sec kV (peak)  

3.6 40 10 

7.2 60 20 

12 75 28 

17.5 95 38 

24 125 50 

36 

Work instructions for safety 

170 70 

 

Never switch ON the HV tester when someone is inside the testing area. 

Switch OFF the output voltage before change the HV connections. 

Do not operate other electrical instruments while HV tester is switched ON. 

Always follow general safety instruction of the area. 

 

 

3.15 Transformer Pressure Testing 

Purpose 
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To ensure that the finished transformer withstand high pressure and to detect any leak 

points 

Apparatus 

Pressure testing device 

Preparation of sample 

Isolate the transformer 

Clean all the surfaces of the transformer 

Procedure 

Pump No. 1 for pumping oil to the transformer under test. 

Pump No. 2 for evacuating oil from the tested transformer 

Fix the T-socket for transformers that have drain valve. 

Connect the pressure socket to the pressure relief valve socket, for the 

transformers not having drain valve. 

Fully open the valve at pump No. 2 

Fully close the valve at pump No. 1 

Switch on the control panel 

All sealed transformers (standard/special) 100 – 1000KVA (Having drain valve), 

Transformers that are not having drain valve 100 – 1000 KVA pressure up to 0.27 

bar. (Pressure at cover plate). 

For the seal transformers above 1000 KVA pressure testing is done by pumping 

the maximum temperature rise oil volume. (Design data output sheet for the oil 

volume at maximum temperature rise) 

For conservator type transformers, the conservator is isolated and pressure up to 

0.20 bar. (Pressure at cover plate level). 

Switch on pump 1 and pump the oil to the transformer. 

Keep the tank at that pump for 12 Hours’ time. Check for any leaks. 

Switch on pump No. 2 and open the respective valves. 

Zero the meter readings. Retrieve the same oil from the tank. 

Remove the T-socket after fixing the oil nut. 

Check the pressurized transformer for leaks. 
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To evacuate oil from pressurized transformer (tested), fully open the valve at 

pump No. 1 and fully close the valve at pump No. 2 

Get the reading of the flow meter. Then press the reset button for zero reading. 

Switch on pump No. 2. Open the valfve at pump No. 2 to control the flow and 

evacuate oil from the transformer with reference to preceding flow meter reading. 

Expression of results 

The tested transformer should be free from leaks. 

Work instructions for safety 

Make sure all terminal ends, accessories, pressure relief valve, drain valve cover 

plate bolts are tightened properly. 

Fix the oil inlet hose and inject oil until the required internal pressure is reached. 

Examine quickly whether there is any abnormal oil leakage and if so, remove the 

injected oil as soon as possible. 

Follow all the area safety rules 
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4.0 Post Shipping Inspection 

 
 

It is important that inspection be made upon arrival of the transformer for any signs of 

damage incurred during shipment. This inspection should be made after removal of the 

transformer from the truck. The following items should be inspected closely for damage: 

High voltage and low voltage bushings should be checked for cracks, chips, and 

leaks. 

All external accessories should be checked for breakage, loss, and leaks. 

Tank and radiators should be inspected for leaks, dents, scratches, and other signs 

of rough handling. 

Paint should be inspected for damage. 

Oil level gauge should be noted, along with the ambient temperature measurement 

The factory shall be notified of any defects noted. External damage, or evidence of rough 

handling, may be an indication of internal damage. 

If any parts of the transformer have been removed for shipping, these will be noted on the 

Bill of Lading as separate items. These items should be checked for shipping damage as 

well. 

Post shipping testing: 

All transformers shall be subjected to routine tests according to IEC – 60076, by REA 

after delivery at REA Test Laboratory or any other approved testing facility 

recommended by REA. Test certificates shall be issued before delivery to site. 

Transformers that fail at this stage shall be rejected and the supplier shall replace them at 

his cost. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

The training of which manufacturing of transformer company was very help 

full to me. It has improved my theoretical concept of transformer. We also know that  

a transformer is a device that transfers electrical energy from one circuit to another 

through inductively coupled conductors— the transformer's coils. A varying current in 

the first or primary winding creates a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core 

and thus a varying magnetic field through the secondary winding. This varying 

magnetic field induces a varying electromotive force (EMF), or "voltage", in the 

secondary winding. This effect is called inductive. The training was more than hope to 

me and also help me to understand about manufacturing of transformer more. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inductive_coupling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_current
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_flux
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_induction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromotive_force
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volt
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ABSTRACT 

At present, it  is to such an extent that if the same trend goes on then in the 

future at some point of time, the energy sources will all be exploited. The 

designing in a hydraulic power pack refers to the reduction in the energy 

consumed by the power pack. Many experiments have been conducted to 

reduce the energy consumption and one of those methods is by introducing 

a variable frequency drive. The main objective of the present work is to 

reduce the energy consumed by the hydraulic power pack using variable 

frequency drive. Variable Frequency drive is used to vary the speed of the 

motor by receiving electrical signals from the pressure switch which acts as 

the feedback system. Using this concept, the speed of the motor can be 

varied between the specified limits. In the present work, a basic hydraulic 

power pack and a variable frequency drive based hydraulic power pack 

were designed and compared both of them with the results obtained. The 

comparison was based on the power consumed, rise in temperature, noise 

levels, and flow of oil through pressure relief valve, total oil flow during 

loading cycle. By comparing both the circuits, it is found that for the 

proposed system, consumption of power reduces by 78.4% and is as 

powerful as the present system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

ECAD was founded in August 1982 by Paul Huang and Glen M. 

Antle, who had worked at Texas Instruments, ITT, Teledyne, Data 

General, and (just before founding ECAD), the microelectronics products 

division of Systems Engineering Laboratories (SEL) in Sunnyvale, 

California. While developing a new computer design at SEL, the CAD 

group wrote a new (and very fast) algorithm for Design rule checking 

(DRC). These ideas eventually became the basis of ECAD's products. 

In 1982, SEL was acquired by Gould Inc., and part of the CAD group 

spun out as ECAD. 

ECAD's first product was Dracula, introduced in April 1983. It included a 

design- rule checker, an electrical rule checker, and a layout-versus-

schematic consistency checker among other programs. This was followed 

by SYMBAD, an IC layout product suite. 

ECAD sold only software, an unusual business tactic at this time. However, 

it was consistently profitable. In 1987, it went public on NASDAQ, and in 

1988 in a merger with SDA Systems, it became Cadence Design System. 

Electronic design automation, also referred to as electronic computer-aided 

design, is a category of software tools for designing electronic systems 

such as integrated circuits and printed circuit boards. The tools work 

together in a design flow that chip designers use to design and analyze 

entire semiconductor chips 
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History 

Before EDA, integrated circuits were designed by hand, and manually laid 

out. Some advanced shops used geometric software to generate the 

tapes for the Gerber photoplotter, but even those copied digital recordings 

of mechanically drawn components. The process was fundamentally 

graphic, with the translation from electronics to graphics done manually. 

The best known company from this era was Calma, whose GDSII format 

survives. 

By the mid-1970s, developers started to automate the design along with 

the drafting. The first placement and routing tools were developed. The 

proceedings of the Design Automation Conference cover much of this era. 

The next era began about the time of the publication of "Introduction to 

VLSI Systems" by Carver Mead and Lynn Conway in 1980. This ground 

breaking text advocated chip design with programming languages that 

compiled to silicon. The immediate result was a considerable increase in 

the complexity of the chips that could be designed, with improved access 

to design verification tools that used logic simulation. Often the chips were 

easier to lay out and more likely to function correctly, since their designs 

could be simulated more thoroughly prior to construction. Although the 

languages and tools have evolved, this general approach of specifying the 

desired behavior in a textual programming language and letting the tools 

derive the detailed physical design remains the basis of digital IC design 

today. 

The earliest EDA tools were produced academically. One of the most 

famous was the "Berkeley VLSI Tools Tarball", a set of UNIX utilities used to 

design early VLSI systems. Still widely used are the Espresso heuristic logic 

minimizer and Magic. 

Another crucial development was the formation of MOSIS, a consortium of 

universities and fabricators that developed an inexpensive way to train 

student chip designers by producing real integrated circuits. The basic 

concept was to use reliable, low-cost, relatively low-technology IC 

processes, and pack a large number of projects per wafer, with just a few 

copies of each projects' chips. 

Cooperating fabricators either donated the processed wafers, or sold 

them at cost, seeing the program as helpful to their own long-term 
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growth. 
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Birth of commercial EDA 

1981 marks the beginning of EDA as an industry. For many years, the 

larger electronic companies, such as Hewlett Packard, Tektronix, and Intel, 

had pursued EDA internally. In 1981, managers and developers spun out 

of these companies to concentrate on EDA as a business. Daisy Systems, 

Mentor Graphics, and Valid Logic Systems were all founded around this 

time, and collectively referred to as DMV. Within a few years there were 

many companies specializing in EDA, each with a slightly different 

emphasis. The first trade show for EDA was held at the Design Automation 

Conference in 1984. 

 
 
In 1981, the U.S. Department of Defense began funding of VHDL as a 

hardware description language. In 1986, Verilog, another popular high-

level design language, was first introduced as a hardware description 

language by Gateway Design Automation. Simulators quickly followed 

these introductions, permitting direct simulation of chip designs: 

executable specifications. In a few more years, back-ends were 

developed to perform logic synthesis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. FUNDAMENTALS OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY 

DRIVE 

 Introduction 

VFD is variable frequency drive. VFD can also refer as variable 

speed drive, adjustable speed drive, adjustable 

frequency drive, AC drive, micro drive and inverter. It is a system which 

gets used to control the speed of electric 
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motor by controlling the frequency and voltage. Frequency is directly 

proportional to the speed of electric motor. By 

adjusting the frequency, speed can be varied according to 

requirements or applications. VFD makes the process reliable 

and output variable is easily controlled. Variable frequency drive have 

different types as Voltage source inversion 

(VSI), Current source inversion (CSI) , Pulse width modulation(PWM). 

Mainly PWM based VFD used in industries as 

CSI required large inductor while constructing and VSI have poor power 

factor. VFD increases the life span of motor. 

VFD gets used in many applications to save power. In this paper 

different applications where VFD can be used are 

explained. One of the applications of VFD is cement industry. In 

process of cement making at every stage VFD get 

used. In this paper need of VFD in cement industry is discussed. 

Variable speed drives are very important in conveyors 

to control torque and speed. 

Our many home appliances also use VFD. In air conditioner system VFD is 

used to conserve energy. How energy get 

saved using VFD is explained in paper.VFD can be used in irrigation 

system. It is possible to control the flow of water 

according to the requirement using VFD. Pumping with multi flow is possible 

with VFD. There are many applications 

where VFD is suitable .As it saves lots of amount of energy; it is also used 

in many industries 

 
 
 Diffrent types of variable frequency drives 
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There are three common types of VFDs. Current source inversion (CSI) 

has been successfully used in signal processing and industrial power 

applications. CSI VFDs are the only type that has regenerative power 

capability. In other words, they can absorb power flow back from the motor 

into the power supply. CSI VFDs give a very clean current waveform but 

require large, expensive inductors in their construction and cause cogging 

(pulsating movement during rotation) below 6 Hz. 

 
 
Voltage source inversion (VSI) drives have poor power factor, can cause 

motor cogging below 6 Hz, and are non-regenerative. Consequently, CSI 

and VSI drives have not been widely used. 

Pulse-width modulation (PWM) VFDs are most commonly used in industry 

because of excellent input power factor due to fixed DC bus voltage, no 

motor cogging, higher efficiencies, and lower cost. A PWM VFD uses a 

series of voltage pulses of different lengths to simulate a sinusoidal wave 

(Fig. 1 on page 8). Ideally, the pulses are timed so that the time average 

integral of the drive yields a perfect sinusoid. The current method of choice 

to produce this waveform runs a triangle wave and sine wave through a 

comparator, and outputs a voltage pulse whenever the sine wave's value is 

greater than the triangle wave. The current electric component of choice to 

generate the voltage pulse is the insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), 

although silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) can work as well. In the near 

future, injection-enhanced gate transistors (IEGTs) will be used to perform 

this task. Much more long term, memristors will probably become the 

component of choice for this task. 

 
 
Memristors are the fourth passive circuit element, linking electric charge 

and magnetic flux. Memristors have been hypothesized to exist for more 

than 30 years, but were not fabricated until April 2008 by Hewlett Packard 

Labs. Hewlett Packard hopes to use these devices as a passive transistor, 

reducing their heat generation compared to other types of memory. 

Regardless of the component used to form the sine wave, the switching 

action causes problems. 

Electrically, VFDs run at a high power factor. Any class of induction motors 

usually has a low power factor at half and three-quarters load (0.75 to 0.85). 
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This actually 
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decreases the life of the motor, because the unnecessary increase in 

current overheating the winding insulation. VFDs bypass this problem by 

running the load at a frequency below the fundamental. 

 
 
The most obvious reason to procure a VFD is speed control. This is usually 

done for process, operation, and economic benefits. One economic benefit 

comes from the reduction of maintenance when using a VFD, especially 

not having to deal with the DC motor carbon brushes or mechanical speed-

control gearboxes (transmissions). The most obvious economic benefits of 

VFDs occur with fans and pumps. The power that a pump or fan consumes 

is directly proportional to the cube of the velocity. This means if an operator 

can run a fan at 80% of full speed, it theoretically uses 51% of full load 

power. 

 
 
VFDs also optimize motor starting characteristics. VFDs bring motors up to 

full speed quickly and by drawing only 100% to 150% of full load amps 

(FLAs). This ability to start at normal FLA is very important if the power 

supply cannot withstand the normally six times FLA across-the-line starting 

draw, or even the 350% FLA soft-start device current. VFDs do this by 

managing the magnetic flux of an induction motor. Magnetic flux is directly 

proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional to the frequency. By 

keeping the flux constant, the inrush current does not exceed the FLA 

rating of the motor, and full torque is maintained. This is a significant 

improvement on a soft-start, which has significant voltage drop problems 

and cannot start under full load. 

 working principle of variable frequency drive 

A variable frequency drive converts incoming 50 Hz power into DC, then 

converts to a variable voltage, variable 

frequency output. In [1] block diagram of variable frequency drive 

figure is mentioned 
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Fig.1 shows the block diagram of variable frequency drive. Figure shows 

that VFD has three stages as input converter, 

DC bus, and Output inverter. Input converter is consisting of Diode Bridge. 

Dc bus consists of inductor and capacitor. 

Output converter is consist IGBT. Output inverter is connected to 

motor. The working of three stages of VFD is as follows: 

Converter: 

The first stage of motor controller or VFD is converter. Converter is made up 

of six diodes. Three phase voltage is 

directly supplied to the converter. Converter allows the current to flow 

only in one direction. If one of the phase 

voltages from L1, L2, L3 is greater than another two phase voltages then 

diode connected to that phase voltage get turn 

on and same principal get used at negative side of diode. At the output six 

current pulses occurs, so it is also called as 6 
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pulse VFD. 6 pulse VFD get used in building electrical system such as 

electronics ballast, uninterrupted power supply 

etc. VFD can be configured as 12 pulses VFD and 18 pulse VFD. As 6 pulse 

VFD has more harmonic distortion to 

avoid this drawback mostly 12 pulse VFD or 18 pulse VFD is used. The 

converter unit converts 3 phase incoming AC 

supply into DC. The commonly used configuration of converter is 3 

phase full wave Diode Bridge. 

DC bus: 

The second stage of VFD is DC bus. The basic principal of DC bus is to 

remove ripples. The DC bus is the link 

between converter and inverter. At the output of rectifier circuit we get dc 
signal. 

The output of rectifiers contains large 

number of ripples so dc bus removes ripples from output. It also provides 

protection for the drive. At the output of DC 

bus ripple free Dc is 

present. Inverter: 

The last stage of VFD is inverter. Inverter is made up of transistors. 

Transistors work as switches. In industry IGBT 

that is insulated gate bipolar transistor get most commonly used. If one of 

switch from top get closed then phase of 

electric motor get connected to positive DC bus and voltage on that 

phase becomes positive. Same principal get used 

for the switches at bottom and for these bottom switches phase get negative 

DC bus and voltage on that phase become 

negative. By turning on switches in any order, the phase and the rotation 

of electric motor can be changed. So making 
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phase voltage positive, negative or zero, variable frequency gets at the 

output. As frequency is directly proportional to 

the speed of motor and motor speed get varied according to 

requirement or applications. So Inverter is a unit where 

filtered DC supply is being converted to AC Supply which is supply to the 

electric motor connected to it. 

 
 
The methods used to control speed of electric motors are as follows: 

 

 
1) V/F control 

In electric motor, voltage induced in the stator of electric motor is directly 

proportional to the frequency and air gap 

flux. If we reduce the frequency keeping voltage constant then there is 

increase in air gap flux. This is undesirable 

effect. So to vary speed we must keep V/F ratio constant. V/F method 

uses the technique in which several motors can 

be connected to the single VFD. V/F control techniques has advantages like 

low starting current and have wide range of 

speed. V/F control method does not used where precise speed 

regulation operator is required. 

2) V/F with encoder 

To have precise speed regulation V/F with encoder get used. Encoder 

provides high reference frequency. Thus speed 

regulation depends on the feedback provided by the encoder. But this 

method is costly so not get used in many 

applications. 

3) Open loop V/F control 
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To have dynamic speed response open loop V/F control gets used in 

industries. In this method stator voltage and 

frequency both varied simultaneously. Air gap flux remains 

constant. As frequency and voltage varies at a time, V/f 

ratio remains constant. 

4) Closed loop V/F control 

In closed loop V/F control, feedback system gets used. The measured 

speed of electric motor and reference speed get 

compared. According to difference between both these speed , 

frequency and voltage get varied to remain V/F ratio 

constant. To measure the speed of electric motor sensor get used and to 

change the frequency controller get used. 

Mainly Proportional controller gets used. 

All above control method uses the Pulse Width Modulation technique to 

change the speed by varying the width of fixed 

signal. By varying the width of fixed signal, frequency gets varied. PWM 

provides the firing angle to the transistors or 

switches used in inverter block. PWM generates firing angle by 

comparing the triangular wave with the reference 

signal. In industries mainly PWM based generator used as initial 

transients are less. 

 Applications of Variable Frequency Drive: 

1] Variable frequency drive in cement industry 

Primary elements of cement are limestone and clay. These materials are 

crushed into fine powder and then blended. In 

process of cement making at every stage VFD get used. VFD gets used to 

control the speed of fans, mills, conveyors 
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etc. The control process through variable frequency drives leads to efficient 

speed control, low power losses, energy 

savings, low pollution and significant saving in 

economy. Following figure shows the process of 

cement making: 

 

 
 

Fig.2 shows the block diagram of cement making process. Cement is made 

up of raw materials like clay, limestone. 

Cement making process have different steps involved as shown in figure. 

These steps are crushing, pre blending and 

grinding of raw materials. Clinkerisation is the process where cooling is done 

to avoid further chemical reactions. After 

clinkerisation, final grinding of cement is done. Last step of cement 

making process is transportation of cement. 

The overall process of cement industry is divided into parts . Two 

parts as mentioned below: 

1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 

2. Conveyors 

1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 
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It is required to control the process requirements throughout the operation. 

Previously dampers, vanes, variable slip 

clutches get used to control the speed. But they have disadvantages like 

high power consumption and maintenance is 

required. To overcome this drawback VFD get used. In [2] advantages of 

cement industry are mentioned. 

i} Maintenance of uniform working temperature, reduced fan noise and 

saving of valuable floor space in the plant. 

ii} The ID fan power can be several thousand hp and using a drive to 

control air flow can result in considerable energy 

savings 

ii} VFD optimizes the fan RPM in such a manner that it precisely 

matches the system operating conditions. 

2. Conveyors 

Conveyor is used to handle raw material and finished material. Conveyor 

gets used continuously in the cement making 

process therefore chances of braking conveyor get increased. It 

increases operational cost. To reduce operational costs, 

it is important to extend the belt lifetime and availability. Variable speed 

drives provide accurate torque and speed 

control of conveyors. This reduces the stress on mechanical equipment 

such as gearboxes, pulley and belts, especially 

during start-up and stopping, but also during operation and maintenance 

.With the use of VFD it is possible to control 

the speed of the conveyors to match the production capacity and as such 

reduce wear and save energy. For maintenance 

inspection, belt changes or repairs or avoidance of ice build-up it is 

possible to run the conveyor belt at slow speed [2]. 
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2] Variable frequency drive in air conditioner 

As the rapid development of economy and the improvement of people's 

standard of living, the central air-conditioning 

system has become popular in the hotels, office buildings, supermarkets, 

hospitals, factories, etc. The consumption of 

electricity by air conditioner is increasing day by day. If we adopt 

reasonable and intelligent technology, plus the best 

modern design using VFD, we can conserve energy. The air-conditioning 

system mainly consists of refrigeration 

compressor group, cooling (heat) medium circulating water system, 

cooling circulating water system, cooling tower fan 

and coil pipe fan. However, air-conditioning systems currently have a 

drawback that is it is hard to control their output 

temperature according to seasons. 

From the theory of fluid mechanics, the output flow quantity of the 

centrifugal pump or fan is directly proportional to 

its speed, the output pressure is directly proportional to the square of the 

speed while the output power is directly 

proportional to the cube of the speed. From this, it is easy to draw a 

conclusion that we can adjust the output power of 

the pump and fan through controlling their speed. 

Air conditioning system has Cooling water system Closed-loop control 

block. The standard required circulating water 

temperature for system is 12℃ intake and 7℃outlet, with allowable 

temperature difference of 5℃. If the temperature 

difference between the intake and outlet is 3℃, it shows that the actual 

demand of the supply is 3℃/5℃=60%.By using 
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VFD we can control speed of the pump to 60% of its rated speed which 

ultimately saves the energy 
 
 

 

Fig.3 shows the block diagram of air conditioner system using VFD. Block 

diagram consists of ZCD, VFD, LCD 

display, Microcontroller, Power supply, Temperature reference, Gate 

driver circuit, Induction motor and keypad. 

There is way to save energy in air condition system using VFD (seven 

level inverters). Block diagram of that system is 

mentioned in [3]. It consists of 230V ac supply which is given to the 

rectifier circuit. The rectifier circuit converts ac 

into dc. This regulated dc voltage is given to the seven level inverter 

which produces pure sine wave and it is given to 

the induction motor. The microcontroller is used to produce the PWM 

sequences with references to the temperature 

given. In turn the PWM sequences only control the output of the phase 

controlled rectifier and Seven- level inverter. 

Gate driver circuit is used to efficiently drive the switches in the phase 

controlled rectifier and Seven-level inverter. 
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LCD is used to display the current and set 

temperature [3]. 3] Variable frequency drive in 

irrigation system 

In irragation application VFD helps farmers to control or vary the pressure of 

the flow according to the requirements. It 

is possible to manage various variations in flow. 

1. Single pump with multi head duty points 

VFD can be used to irrigate different areas having different requirements of 

water flow. VFD can be used in most of 

the different irrigation systems from micro/drip to sprinklers and centre 

pivots. In fixed block systems such as micro 

irrigation, the irrigated area can be divided into number of zones and 

each one can have a different pressure 

requirement. For example, if there are different zones requiring 

different pressure levels then VFD will change the 

pump speed at the requirement of the valves as they operate in their 

respective zones. Following figure shows single 

pump with multi head duty points. 
 

Fig.4 shows the motor connected with the VFD to irrigate different areas 

having different water flow requirements. It is 
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possible to adjust the flow of water using VFD. This method is widely 

used in irrigation purpose. 

2 .Pumping with multi flow 

In many applications if there is requirement of change in flow of water it can 

be possible by using the VFD. There are 

many applications which require more than two motors connected in 

same application but requires different speed .So 

in this case VFD helps to keep pressure constant. If there are two pumps 

in parallel, it is possible to use two variable 

frequency drives and allow them to cascade. This means when pump 1 

exceeds its flow and the pressure condition can 

no longer be met as it is pumping too far to the right on the pump curve, 

the 2nd VFD can be called in and then the pumps will balance out in flow 

and supply what is required at the determined pressure. As the flow 

increases ordecreases, the pumps will ramp accordingly until the flow 

decreases and the 2nd pump is no longer needed and it willfall out and 

only pump number 1 will operate. 

3. DESIGNING OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE FOR 

HYDRAULIC POWER PACK 

 
 

 Working: 

Cylinder is in motion: 

Figure 3 explains the working of hydraulic power pack when cylinder is in 
motion. 

The 

hydraulic cylinder moves when the direction control valve is activated in 

either direction. Upon 

activation, oil flows from the direction control valve to the actuator, 

thereby inducing a pressure drop 
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in the system. The motor continues to run at a constant rpm and this leads 

to a constant flow of 

hydraulic oil [5]. A major percentage of this hydraulic oil is used to move 

the actuator and a very small 

percentage of hydraulic flows through the pressure relief valve to the 
reservoir. 

 

The hydraulic cylinder will reach its dead-end positions once the direction 

control valve is activated. On reaching the dead-end position, the cylinder 

stays in that position till the direction control valve is activated again and 

flow occurs in the opposite direction. At the dead-end positions, the pump 

which is coupled to the motor runs at the same rpm as it was when the 

cylinder is in motion. The amount of oil that is pumped into the system 

remains the same. The motor runs at a constant speed of 1400 rpm 

regardless of the load on the system. Once the cylinder reaches either of 

the dead end positions, the pressure increases in the system to the 

maximum pre-set pressure (This is set in the Pressure Relief Valve). Upon 

reaching the pre- set pressure, in order to safeguard the equipment, 

present in the system, the pressure relief valve opens up and the oil flows 

back into the reservoir. As the motor runs at a constant rpm, the oil 

delivered by the pump remains constant. A certain percentage of this 

pumped oil maintains the required system pressure and the excess oil 

flows through the pressure relief 
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valve into the reservoir. This unnecessary pumping of oil due to the 

constant rpm of the motor leads to unnecessary usage of power. 

 
 
 Working of the hydraulic power pack with VFD: 

In conventional open loop hydraulic system, due to the absence of a 

feedback system, the motor runs at a constant speed regardless of the load 

which is due to the constant input AC supply [6]. With the introduction of a 

pressure switch and a Frequency Converter, Proposed System behaves as 

a closed loop system [7]. The pressure switch being the feedback element 

senses the pressure in the pressure ports and accordingly sends voltage 

signals to the frequency convertor. The frequency convertor in turn receives 

this signal and by design changes the input frequency to the motor 

ultimately varying its speed [8]. 

Present Conditions: 

Pressure Relief Valve - 50 bar Pressure Switch - 

40 bar Frequency Converter Settings: 

Lower Frequency - 7 Hz Higher Frequency - 50 Hz Piston in transition 

(loaded condition /Extension / retraction): When the actuator begins to 

extend, or retract, the pressure in the system drops to 20 bar. This drop-in 

pressure below 40 bar is sensed by the pressure switch which is mounted 

on the manifold block. This accordingly sends a voltage signal to the 

frequency convertor. The signals are as follows:  40 bar and above 24 

volts  Below 40 bar 0 volts 

The frequency convertor receives this signal of 0 volts and automatically 

changes the input frequency of the motor to 50 Hz (1500 rpm). This 

increases the discharge from the pump so as to maintain the motion of the 

actuator [9]. When the actuator reaches the clamped position, the pressure 

in the pressure line increases to 50 bar as set by the pressure relief valve. 

But since the pressure switch is set to 40 bar, it detects this increase in 

pressure and sends a signal of 24 Volts to the frequency convertor. Once 

the frequency convertor receives this signal it reduces the input frequency 

of the motor to 7Hz (210 rpm) [10]. This decreases the discharge of oil 

from the pump and thus delivers just enough hydraulic oil so as to maintain 

the clamping pressure at 40 bar and the rest of the 
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oil pumped which flows back to the tank through the pressure relief valve is 

reduced. Therefore, this reduces the unnecessary power consumption of 

the power pack and also reduces the heating of the oil considerably. It is 

because of the feedback mechanism that the efficiency of proposed system 

is much higher than any that of any other hydraulic power pack [11]. 

 Calculations: 

At Frequency-1 

Speed Calculations (N); 

At a frequency f – 1 = 7 Hz 

N = (120 x f – 1) / p rpm= 210 rpm (Where p = number of poles in the 

motor) Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / 

revolution. 

Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 1.155 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.0889 

kW Where P = pressure (in bar), η = efficiency of the motor 

At Frequency - 2 

Speed Calculations 

(N) 

At frequency f – 2 = 50 Hz 

Speed; N = (120 x f – 2) / p rpm = 1500 rpm (Where p = number of 

poles in the motor) 

Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / 

revolution. Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 8.25 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.317 kW 

Total power consumed: 

(Using a 25 % loading cycle: 45 min clamped and 15 min 

loading) In one hour, the total power consumed is as 

follows. 
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Total Power = [(Pw1 x 75 %) + (Pw2 x 25 %) x 60] kJ / hour = 0.1467 kW 
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Heat dissipation in a tank: 

Conversion factors: 

1 gpm = 0.06309 lps 1 psi = 0.06895 bar 

E L = 1.48 Q P (1 − μ) Btu / hr = 280.76 Btu hr 

Where; 

E L = Internal heat loss generated by pump and other components in 

Btu / hr Q = Discharge of the pump in gpm 

P = pump gauge pressure in psi 

μ = System efficiency 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system is advantageous compared to the present system. 

Because of the lack of the feedback system in the present system, motor 

runs at the same speed regardless of the pressure in the circuit and 

consumes more amount of power. But the proposed system has a 

feedback system which uses pressure switch and sends a signal to the 

variable frequency drive when the specified pressure is reached thereby 

reducing the power consumed. The power saved by using the proposed 

system is about 78%, temperature rise is decreased by about 65%, flow is 

reduced by about 91%, noise level reduced by 5.75% and the power 

difference in the systems is 2.57% i.e., the proposed system is quieter and 

is as powerful as the present system. When the proposed system runs for 

the whole day, it saves around 78% of the money annually compared to 

the present system. 

VFD helps to save energy in many applications. It is a power conversion 

device. It converts a basic fixed frequency to a variable frequency, 

variable voltage output. This fixed output voltage is used to control the 

speed of induction motors. 

Primary function of a VFD in a aquatic application is to provide energy 

savings. By controlling speed of a pump rather than controlling flow 

through use of throttling valves, energy savings can be substantial. A VFD 

is used for control of process temperature, pressure or flow without use of 

a separate controller, Suitable sensors and electronics are used to 

interface driven equipment with it 
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ABSTRACT 

At present, it  is to such an extent that if the same trend goes on then in the 

future at some point of time, the energy sources will all be exploited. The 

designing in a hydraulic power pack refers to the reduction in the energy 

consumed by the power pack. Many experiments have been conducted to 

reduce the energy consumption and one of those methods is by introducing 

a variable frequency drive. The main objective of the present work is to 

reduce the energy consumed by the hydraulic power pack using variable 

frequency drive. Variable Frequency drive is used to vary the speed of the 

motor by receiving electrical signals from the pressure switch which acts as 

the feedback system. Using this concept, the speed of the motor can be 

varied between the specified limits. In the present work, a basic hydraulic 

power pack and a variable frequency drive based hydraulic power pack 

were designed and compared both of them with the results obtained. The 

comparison was based on the power consumed, rise in temperature, noise 

levels, and flow of oil through pressure relief valve, total oil flow during 

loading cycle. By comparing both the circuits, it is found that for the 

proposed system, consumption of power reduces by 78.4% and is as 

powerful as the present system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

ECAD was founded in August 1982 by Paul Huang and Glen M. 

Antle, who had worked at Texas Instruments, ITT, Teledyne, Data 

General, and (just before founding ECAD), the microelectronics products 

division of Systems Engineering Laboratories (SEL) in Sunnyvale, 

California. While developing a new computer design at SEL, the CAD 

group wrote a new (and very fast) algorithm for Design rule checking 

(DRC). These ideas eventually became the basis of ECAD's products. 

In 1982, SEL was acquired by Gould Inc., and part of the CAD group 

spun out as ECAD. 

ECAD's first product was Dracula, introduced in April 1983. It included a 

design- rule checker, an electrical rule checker, and a layout-versus-

schematic consistency checker among other programs. This was followed 

by SYMBAD, an IC layout product suite. 

ECAD sold only software, an unusual business tactic at this time. However, 

it was consistently profitable. In 1987, it went public on NASDAQ, and in 

1988 in a merger with SDA Systems, it became Cadence Design System. 

Electronic design automation, also referred to as electronic computer-aided 

design, is a category of software tools for designing electronic systems 

such as integrated circuits and printed circuit boards. The tools work 

together in a design flow that chip designers use to design and analyze 

entire semiconductor chips 
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History 

Before EDA, integrated circuits were designed by hand, and manually laid 

out. Some advanced shops used geometric software to generate the 

tapes for the Gerber photoplotter, but even those copied digital recordings 

of mechanically drawn components. The process was fundamentally 

graphic, with the translation from electronics to graphics done manually. 

The best known company from this era was Calma, whose GDSII format 

survives. 

By the mid-1970s, developers started to automate the design along with 

the drafting. The first placement and routing tools were developed. The 

proceedings of the Design Automation Conference cover much of this era. 

The next era began about the time of the publication of "Introduction to 

VLSI Systems" by Carver Mead and Lynn Conway in 1980. This ground 

breaking text advocated chip design with programming languages that 

compiled to silicon. The immediate result was a considerable increase in 

the complexity of the chips that could be designed, with improved access 

to design verification tools that used logic simulation. Often the chips were 

easier to lay out and more likely to function correctly, since their designs 

could be simulated more thoroughly prior to construction. Although the 

languages and tools have evolved, this general approach of specifying the 

desired behavior in a textual programming language and letting the tools 

derive the detailed physical design remains the basis of digital IC design 

today. 

The earliest EDA tools were produced academically. One of the most 

famous was the "Berkeley VLSI Tools Tarball", a set of UNIX utilities used to 

design early VLSI systems. Still widely used are the Espresso heuristic logic 

minimizer and Magic. 

Another crucial development was the formation of MOSIS, a consortium of 

universities and fabricators that developed an inexpensive way to train 

student chip designers by producing real integrated circuits. The basic 

concept was to use reliable, low-cost, relatively low-technology IC 

processes, and pack a large number of projects per wafer, with just a few 

copies of each projects' chips. 

Cooperating fabricators either donated the processed wafers, or sold 

them at cost, seeing the program as helpful to their own long-term 
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growth. 
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Birth of commercial EDA 

1981 marks the beginning of EDA as an industry. For many years, the 

larger electronic companies, such as Hewlett Packard, Tektronix, and Intel, 

had pursued EDA internally. In 1981, managers and developers spun out 

of these companies to concentrate on EDA as a business. Daisy Systems, 

Mentor Graphics, and Valid Logic Systems were all founded around this 

time, and collectively referred to as DMV. Within a few years there were 

many companies specializing in EDA, each with a slightly different 

emphasis. The first trade show for EDA was held at the Design Automation 

Conference in 1984. 

 
 
In 1981, the U.S. Department of Defense began funding of VHDL as a 

hardware description language. In 1986, Verilog, another popular high-

level design language, was first introduced as a hardware description 

language by Gateway Design Automation. Simulators quickly followed 

these introductions, permitting direct simulation of chip designs: 

executable specifications. In a few more years, back-ends were 

developed to perform logic synthesis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. FUNDAMENTALS OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY 

DRIVE 

 Introduction 

VFD is variable frequency drive. VFD can also refer as variable 

speed drive, adjustable speed drive, adjustable 

frequency drive, AC drive, micro drive and inverter. It is a system which 

gets used to control the speed of electric 
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motor by controlling the frequency and voltage. Frequency is directly 

proportional to the speed of electric motor. By 

adjusting the frequency, speed can be varied according to 

requirements or applications. VFD makes the process reliable 

and output variable is easily controlled. Variable frequency drive have 

different types as Voltage source inversion 

(VSI), Current source inversion (CSI) , Pulse width modulation(PWM). 

Mainly PWM based VFD used in industries as 

CSI required large inductor while constructing and VSI have poor power 

factor. VFD increases the life span of motor. 

VFD gets used in many applications to save power. In this paper 

different applications where VFD can be used are 

explained. One of the applications of VFD is cement industry. In 

process of cement making at every stage VFD get 

used. In this paper need of VFD in cement industry is discussed. 

Variable speed drives are very important in conveyors 

to control torque and speed. 

Our many home appliances also use VFD. In air conditioner system VFD is 

used to conserve energy. How energy get 

saved using VFD is explained in paper.VFD can be used in irrigation 

system. It is possible to control the flow of water 

according to the requirement using VFD. Pumping with multi flow is possible 

with VFD. There are many applications 

where VFD is suitable .As it saves lots of amount of energy; it is also used 

in many industries 

 
 
 Diffrent types of variable frequency drives 
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There are three common types of VFDs. Current source inversion (CSI) 

has been successfully used in signal processing and industrial power 

applications. CSI VFDs are the only type that has regenerative power 

capability. In other words, they can absorb power flow back from the motor 

into the power supply. CSI VFDs give a very clean current waveform but 

require large, expensive inductors in their construction and cause cogging 

(pulsating movement during rotation) below 6 Hz. 

 
 
Voltage source inversion (VSI) drives have poor power factor, can cause 

motor cogging below 6 Hz, and are non-regenerative. Consequently, CSI 

and VSI drives have not been widely used. 

Pulse-width modulation (PWM) VFDs are most commonly used in industry 

because of excellent input power factor due to fixed DC bus voltage, no 

motor cogging, higher efficiencies, and lower cost. A PWM VFD uses a 

series of voltage pulses of different lengths to simulate a sinusoidal wave 

(Fig. 1 on page 8). Ideally, the pulses are timed so that the time average 

integral of the drive yields a perfect sinusoid. The current method of choice 

to produce this waveform runs a triangle wave and sine wave through a 

comparator, and outputs a voltage pulse whenever the sine wave's value is 

greater than the triangle wave. The current electric component of choice to 

generate the voltage pulse is the insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), 

although silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) can work as well. In the near 

future, injection-enhanced gate transistors (IEGTs) will be used to perform 

this task. Much more long term, memristors will probably become the 

component of choice for this task. 

 
 
Memristors are the fourth passive circuit element, linking electric charge 

and magnetic flux. Memristors have been hypothesized to exist for more 

than 30 years, but were not fabricated until April 2008 by Hewlett Packard 

Labs. Hewlett Packard hopes to use these devices as a passive transistor, 

reducing their heat generation compared to other types of memory. 

Regardless of the component used to form the sine wave, the switching 

action causes problems. 

Electrically, VFDs run at a high power factor. Any class of induction motors 

usually has a low power factor at half and three-quarters load (0.75 to 0.85). 
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This actually 
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decreases the life of the motor, because the unnecessary increase in 

current overheating the winding insulation. VFDs bypass this problem by 

running the load at a frequency below the fundamental. 

 
 
The most obvious reason to procure a VFD is speed control. This is usually 

done for process, operation, and economic benefits. One economic benefit 

comes from the reduction of maintenance when using a VFD, especially 

not having to deal with the DC motor carbon brushes or mechanical speed-

control gearboxes (transmissions). The most obvious economic benefits of 

VFDs occur with fans and pumps. The power that a pump or fan consumes 

is directly proportional to the cube of the velocity. This means if an operator 

can run a fan at 80% of full speed, it theoretically uses 51% of full load 

power. 

 
 
VFDs also optimize motor starting characteristics. VFDs bring motors up to 

full speed quickly and by drawing only 100% to 150% of full load amps 

(FLAs). This ability to start at normal FLA is very important if the power 

supply cannot withstand the normally six times FLA across-the-line starting 

draw, or even the 350% FLA soft-start device current. VFDs do this by 

managing the magnetic flux of an induction motor. Magnetic flux is directly 

proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional to the frequency. By 

keeping the flux constant, the inrush current does not exceed the FLA 

rating of the motor, and full torque is maintained. This is a significant 

improvement on a soft-start, which has significant voltage drop problems 

and cannot start under full load. 

 working principle of variable frequency drive 

A variable frequency drive converts incoming 50 Hz power into DC, then 

converts to a variable voltage, variable 

frequency output. In [1] block diagram of variable frequency drive 

figure is mentioned 
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Fig.1 shows the block diagram of variable frequency drive. Figure shows 

that VFD has three stages as input converter, 

DC bus, and Output inverter. Input converter is consisting of Diode Bridge. 

Dc bus consists of inductor and capacitor. 

Output converter is consist IGBT. Output inverter is connected to 

motor. The working of three stages of VFD is as follows: 

Converter: 

The first stage of motor controller or VFD is converter. Converter is made up 

of six diodes. Three phase voltage is 

directly supplied to the converter. Converter allows the current to flow 

only in one direction. If one of the phase 

voltages from L1, L2, L3 is greater than another two phase voltages then 

diode connected to that phase voltage get turn 

on and same principal get used at negative side of diode. At the output six 

current pulses occurs, so it is also called as 6 
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pulse VFD. 6 pulse VFD get used in building electrical system such as 

electronics ballast, uninterrupted power supply 

etc. VFD can be configured as 12 pulses VFD and 18 pulse VFD. As 6 pulse 

VFD has more harmonic distortion to 

avoid this drawback mostly 12 pulse VFD or 18 pulse VFD is used. The 

converter unit converts 3 phase incoming AC 

supply into DC. The commonly used configuration of converter is 3 

phase full wave Diode Bridge. 

DC bus: 

The second stage of VFD is DC bus. The basic principal of DC bus is to 

remove ripples. The DC bus is the link 

between converter and inverter. At the output of rectifier circuit we get dc 
signal. 

The output of rectifiers contains large 

number of ripples so dc bus removes ripples from output. It also provides 

protection for the drive. At the output of DC 

bus ripple free Dc is 

present. Inverter: 

The last stage of VFD is inverter. Inverter is made up of transistors. 

Transistors work as switches. In industry IGBT 

that is insulated gate bipolar transistor get most commonly used. If one of 

switch from top get closed then phase of 

electric motor get connected to positive DC bus and voltage on that 

phase becomes positive. Same principal get used 

for the switches at bottom and for these bottom switches phase get negative 

DC bus and voltage on that phase become 

negative. By turning on switches in any order, the phase and the rotation 

of electric motor can be changed. So making 
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phase voltage positive, negative or zero, variable frequency gets at the 

output. As frequency is directly proportional to 

the speed of motor and motor speed get varied according to 

requirement or applications. So Inverter is a unit where 

filtered DC supply is being converted to AC Supply which is supply to the 

electric motor connected to it. 

 
 
The methods used to control speed of electric motors are as follows: 

 

 
1) V/F control 

In electric motor, voltage induced in the stator of electric motor is directly 

proportional to the frequency and air gap 

flux. If we reduce the frequency keeping voltage constant then there is 

increase in air gap flux. This is undesirable 

effect. So to vary speed we must keep V/F ratio constant. V/F method 

uses the technique in which several motors can 

be connected to the single VFD. V/F control techniques has advantages like 

low starting current and have wide range of 

speed. V/F control method does not used where precise speed 

regulation operator is required. 

2) V/F with encoder 

To have precise speed regulation V/F with encoder get used. Encoder 

provides high reference frequency. Thus speed 

regulation depends on the feedback provided by the encoder. But this 

method is costly so not get used in many 

applications. 

3) Open loop V/F control 
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To have dynamic speed response open loop V/F control gets used in 

industries. In this method stator voltage and 

frequency both varied simultaneously. Air gap flux remains 

constant. As frequency and voltage varies at a time, V/f 

ratio remains constant. 

4) Closed loop V/F control 

In closed loop V/F control, feedback system gets used. The measured 

speed of electric motor and reference speed get 

compared. According to difference between both these speed , 

frequency and voltage get varied to remain V/F ratio 

constant. To measure the speed of electric motor sensor get used and to 

change the frequency controller get used. 

Mainly Proportional controller gets used. 

All above control method uses the Pulse Width Modulation technique to 

change the speed by varying the width of fixed 

signal. By varying the width of fixed signal, frequency gets varied. PWM 

provides the firing angle to the transistors or 

switches used in inverter block. PWM generates firing angle by 

comparing the triangular wave with the reference 

signal. In industries mainly PWM based generator used as initial 

transients are less. 

 Applications of Variable Frequency Drive: 

1] Variable frequency drive in cement industry 

Primary elements of cement are limestone and clay. These materials are 

crushed into fine powder and then blended. In 

process of cement making at every stage VFD get used. VFD gets used to 

control the speed of fans, mills, conveyors 
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etc. The control process through variable frequency drives leads to efficient 

speed control, low power losses, energy 

savings, low pollution and significant saving in 

economy. Following figure shows the process of 

cement making: 

 

 
 

Fig.2 shows the block diagram of cement making process. Cement is made 

up of raw materials like clay, limestone. 

Cement making process have different steps involved as shown in figure. 

These steps are crushing, pre blending and 

grinding of raw materials. Clinkerisation is the process where cooling is done 

to avoid further chemical reactions. After 

clinkerisation, final grinding of cement is done. Last step of cement 

making process is transportation of cement. 

The overall process of cement industry is divided into parts . Two 

parts as mentioned below: 

1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 

2. Conveyors 

1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 
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It is required to control the process requirements throughout the operation. 

Previously dampers, vanes, variable slip 

clutches get used to control the speed. But they have disadvantages like 

high power consumption and maintenance is 

required. To overcome this drawback VFD get used. In [2] advantages of 

cement industry are mentioned. 

i} Maintenance of uniform working temperature, reduced fan noise and 

saving of valuable floor space in the plant. 

ii} The ID fan power can be several thousand hp and using a drive to 

control air flow can result in considerable energy 

savings 

ii} VFD optimizes the fan RPM in such a manner that it precisely 

matches the system operating conditions. 

2. Conveyors 

Conveyor is used to handle raw material and finished material. Conveyor 

gets used continuously in the cement making 

process therefore chances of braking conveyor get increased. It 

increases operational cost. To reduce operational costs, 

it is important to extend the belt lifetime and availability. Variable speed 

drives provide accurate torque and speed 

control of conveyors. This reduces the stress on mechanical equipment 

such as gearboxes, pulley and belts, especially 

during start-up and stopping, but also during operation and maintenance 

.With the use of VFD it is possible to control 

the speed of the conveyors to match the production capacity and as such 

reduce wear and save energy. For maintenance 

inspection, belt changes or repairs or avoidance of ice build-up it is 

possible to run the conveyor belt at slow speed [2]. 
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2] Variable frequency drive in air conditioner 

As the rapid development of economy and the improvement of people's 

standard of living, the central air-conditioning 

system has become popular in the hotels, office buildings, supermarkets, 

hospitals, factories, etc. The consumption of 

electricity by air conditioner is increasing day by day. If we adopt 

reasonable and intelligent technology, plus the best 

modern design using VFD, we can conserve energy. The air-conditioning 

system mainly consists of refrigeration 

compressor group, cooling (heat) medium circulating water system, 

cooling circulating water system, cooling tower fan 

and coil pipe fan. However, air-conditioning systems currently have a 

drawback that is it is hard to control their output 

temperature according to seasons. 

From the theory of fluid mechanics, the output flow quantity of the 

centrifugal pump or fan is directly proportional to 

its speed, the output pressure is directly proportional to the square of the 

speed while the output power is directly 

proportional to the cube of the speed. From this, it is easy to draw a 

conclusion that we can adjust the output power of 

the pump and fan through controlling their speed. 

Air conditioning system has Cooling water system Closed-loop control 

block. The standard required circulating water 

temperature for system is 12℃ intake and 7℃outlet, with allowable 

temperature difference of 5℃. If the temperature 

difference between the intake and outlet is 3℃, it shows that the actual 

demand of the supply is 3℃/5℃=60%.By using 
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VFD we can control speed of the pump to 60% of its rated speed which 

ultimately saves the energy 
 
 

 

Fig.3 shows the block diagram of air conditioner system using VFD. Block 

diagram consists of ZCD, VFD, LCD 

display, Microcontroller, Power supply, Temperature reference, Gate 

driver circuit, Induction motor and keypad. 

There is way to save energy in air condition system using VFD (seven 

level inverters). Block diagram of that system is 

mentioned in [3]. It consists of 230V ac supply which is given to the 

rectifier circuit. The rectifier circuit converts ac 

into dc. This regulated dc voltage is given to the seven level inverter 

which produces pure sine wave and it is given to 

the induction motor. The microcontroller is used to produce the PWM 

sequences with references to the temperature 

given. In turn the PWM sequences only control the output of the phase 

controlled rectifier and Seven- level inverter. 

Gate driver circuit is used to efficiently drive the switches in the phase 

controlled rectifier and Seven-level inverter. 
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LCD is used to display the current and set 

temperature [3]. 3] Variable frequency drive in 

irrigation system 

In irragation application VFD helps farmers to control or vary the pressure of 

the flow according to the requirements. It 

is possible to manage various variations in flow. 

1. Single pump with multi head duty points 

VFD can be used to irrigate different areas having different requirements of 

water flow. VFD can be used in most of 

the different irrigation systems from micro/drip to sprinklers and centre 

pivots. In fixed block systems such as micro 

irrigation, the irrigated area can be divided into number of zones and 

each one can have a different pressure 

requirement. For example, if there are different zones requiring 

different pressure levels then VFD will change the 

pump speed at the requirement of the valves as they operate in their 

respective zones. Following figure shows single 

pump with multi head duty points. 
 

Fig.4 shows the motor connected with the VFD to irrigate different areas 

having different water flow requirements. It is 
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possible to adjust the flow of water using VFD. This method is widely 

used in irrigation purpose. 

2 .Pumping with multi flow 

In many applications if there is requirement of change in flow of water it can 

be possible by using the VFD. There are 

many applications which require more than two motors connected in 

same application but requires different speed .So 

in this case VFD helps to keep pressure constant. If there are two pumps 

in parallel, it is possible to use two variable 

frequency drives and allow them to cascade. This means when pump 1 

exceeds its flow and the pressure condition can 

no longer be met as it is pumping too far to the right on the pump curve, 

the 2nd VFD can be called in and then the pumps will balance out in flow 

and supply what is required at the determined pressure. As the flow 

increases ordecreases, the pumps will ramp accordingly until the flow 

decreases and the 2nd pump is no longer needed and it willfall out and 

only pump number 1 will operate. 

3. DESIGNING OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE FOR 

HYDRAULIC POWER PACK 

 
 

 Working: 

Cylinder is in motion: 

Figure 3 explains the working of hydraulic power pack when cylinder is in 
motion. 

The 

hydraulic cylinder moves when the direction control valve is activated in 

either direction. Upon 

activation, oil flows from the direction control valve to the actuator, 

thereby inducing a pressure drop 
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in the system. The motor continues to run at a constant rpm and this leads 

to a constant flow of 

hydraulic oil [5]. A major percentage of this hydraulic oil is used to move 

the actuator and a very small 

percentage of hydraulic flows through the pressure relief valve to the 
reservoir. 

 

The hydraulic cylinder will reach its dead-end positions once the direction 

control valve is activated. On reaching the dead-end position, the cylinder 

stays in that position till the direction control valve is activated again and 

flow occurs in the opposite direction. At the dead-end positions, the pump 

which is coupled to the motor runs at the same rpm as it was when the 

cylinder is in motion. The amount of oil that is pumped into the system 

remains the same. The motor runs at a constant speed of 1400 rpm 

regardless of the load on the system. Once the cylinder reaches either of 

the dead end positions, the pressure increases in the system to the 

maximum pre-set pressure (This is set in the Pressure Relief Valve). Upon 

reaching the pre- set pressure, in order to safeguard the equipment, 

present in the system, the pressure relief valve opens up and the oil flows 

back into the reservoir. As the motor runs at a constant rpm, the oil 

delivered by the pump remains constant. A certain percentage of this 

pumped oil maintains the required system pressure and the excess oil 

flows through the pressure relief 
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valve into the reservoir. This unnecessary pumping of oil due to the 

constant rpm of the motor leads to unnecessary usage of power. 

 
 
 Working of the hydraulic power pack with VFD: 

In conventional open loop hydraulic system, due to the absence of a 

feedback system, the motor runs at a constant speed regardless of the load 

which is due to the constant input AC supply [6]. With the introduction of a 

pressure switch and a Frequency Converter, Proposed System behaves as 

a closed loop system [7]. The pressure switch being the feedback element 

senses the pressure in the pressure ports and accordingly sends voltage 

signals to the frequency convertor. The frequency convertor in turn receives 

this signal and by design changes the input frequency to the motor 

ultimately varying its speed [8]. 

Present Conditions: 

Pressure Relief Valve - 50 bar Pressure Switch - 

40 bar Frequency Converter Settings: 

Lower Frequency - 7 Hz Higher Frequency - 50 Hz Piston in transition 

(loaded condition /Extension / retraction): When the actuator begins to 

extend, or retract, the pressure in the system drops to 20 bar. This drop-in 

pressure below 40 bar is sensed by the pressure switch which is mounted 

on the manifold block. This accordingly sends a voltage signal to the 

frequency convertor. The signals are as follows:  40 bar and above 24 

volts  Below 40 bar 0 volts 

The frequency convertor receives this signal of 0 volts and automatically 

changes the input frequency of the motor to 50 Hz (1500 rpm). This 

increases the discharge from the pump so as to maintain the motion of the 

actuator [9]. When the actuator reaches the clamped position, the pressure 

in the pressure line increases to 50 bar as set by the pressure relief valve. 

But since the pressure switch is set to 40 bar, it detects this increase in 

pressure and sends a signal of 24 Volts to the frequency convertor. Once 

the frequency convertor receives this signal it reduces the input frequency 

of the motor to 7Hz (210 rpm) [10]. This decreases the discharge of oil 

from the pump and thus delivers just enough hydraulic oil so as to maintain 

the clamping pressure at 40 bar and the rest of the 
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oil pumped which flows back to the tank through the pressure relief valve is 

reduced. Therefore, this reduces the unnecessary power consumption of 

the power pack and also reduces the heating of the oil considerably. It is 

because of the feedback mechanism that the efficiency of proposed system 

is much higher than any that of any other hydraulic power pack [11]. 

 Calculations: 

At Frequency-1 

Speed Calculations (N); 

At a frequency f – 1 = 7 Hz 

N = (120 x f – 1) / p rpm= 210 rpm (Where p = number of poles in the 

motor) Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / 

revolution. 

Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 1.155 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.0889 

kW Where P = pressure (in bar), η = efficiency of the motor 

At Frequency - 2 

Speed Calculations 

(N) 

At frequency f – 2 = 50 Hz 

Speed; N = (120 x f – 2) / p rpm = 1500 rpm (Where p = number of 

poles in the motor) 

Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / 

revolution. Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 8.25 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.317 kW 

Total power consumed: 

(Using a 25 % loading cycle: 45 min clamped and 15 min 

loading) In one hour, the total power consumed is as 

follows. 
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Total Power = [(Pw1 x 75 %) + (Pw2 x 25 %) x 60] kJ / hour = 0.1467 kW 
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Heat dissipation in a tank: 

Conversion factors: 

1 gpm = 0.06309 lps 1 psi = 0.06895 bar 

E L = 1.48 Q P (1 − μ) Btu / hr = 280.76 Btu hr 

Where; 

E L = Internal heat loss generated by pump and other components in 

Btu / hr Q = Discharge of the pump in gpm 

P = pump gauge pressure in psi 

μ = System efficiency 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system is advantageous compared to the present system. 

Because of the lack of the feedback system in the present system, motor 

runs at the same speed regardless of the pressure in the circuit and 

consumes more amount of power. But the proposed system has a 

feedback system which uses pressure switch and sends a signal to the 

variable frequency drive when the specified pressure is reached thereby 

reducing the power consumed. The power saved by using the proposed 

system is about 78%, temperature rise is decreased by about 65%, flow is 

reduced by about 91%, noise level reduced by 5.75% and the power 

difference in the systems is 2.57% i.e., the proposed system is quieter and 

is as powerful as the present system. When the proposed system runs for 

the whole day, it saves around 78% of the money annually compared to 

the present system. 

VFD helps to save energy in many applications. It is a power conversion 

device. It converts a basic fixed frequency to a variable frequency, 

variable voltage output. This fixed output voltage is used to control the 

speed of induction motors. 

Primary function of a VFD in a aquatic application is to provide energy 

savings. By controlling speed of a pump rather than controlling flow 

through use of throttling valves, energy savings can be substantial. A VFD 

is used for control of process temperature, pressure or flow without use of 

a separate controller, Suitable sensors and electronics are used to 

interface driven equipment with it 
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ABSTRACT 

At present, it  is to such an extent that if the same trend goes on then in the 

future at some point of time, the energy sources will all be exploited. The 

designing in a hydraulic power pack refers to the reduction in the energy 

consumed by the power pack. Many experiments have been conducted to 

reduce the energy consumption and one of those methods is by introducing 

a variable frequency drive. The main objective of the present work is to 

reduce the energy consumed by the hydraulic power pack using variable 

frequency drive. Variable Frequency drive is used to vary the speed of the 

motor by receiving electrical signals from the pressure switch which acts as 

the feedback system. Using this concept, the speed of the motor can be 

varied between the specified limits. In the present work, a basic hydraulic 

power pack and a variable frequency drive based hydraulic power pack 

were designed and compared both of them with the results obtained. The 

comparison was based on the power consumed, rise in temperature, noise 

levels, and flow of oil through pressure relief valve, total oil flow during 

loading cycle. By comparing both the circuits, it is found that for the 

proposed system, consumption of power reduces by 78.4% and is as 

powerful as the present system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

ECAD was founded in August 1982 by Paul Huang and Glen M. 

Antle, who had worked at Texas Instruments, ITT, Teledyne, Data 

General, and (just before founding ECAD), the microelectronics products 

division of Systems Engineering Laboratories (SEL) in Sunnyvale, 

California. While developing a new computer design at SEL, the CAD 

group wrote a new (and very fast) algorithm for Design rule checking 

(DRC). These ideas eventually became the basis of ECAD's products. 

In 1982, SEL was acquired by Gould Inc., and part of the CAD group 

spun out as ECAD. 

ECAD's first product was Dracula, introduced in April 1983. It included a 

design- rule checker, an electrical rule checker, and a layout-versus-

schematic consistency checker among other programs. This was followed 

by SYMBAD, an IC layout product suite. 

ECAD sold only software, an unusual business tactic at this time. However, 

it was consistently profitable. In 1987, it went public on NASDAQ, and in 

1988 in a merger with SDA Systems, it became Cadence Design System. 

Electronic design automation, also referred to as electronic computer-aided 

design, is a category of software tools for designing electronic systems 

such as integrated circuits and printed circuit boards. The tools work 

together in a design flow that chip designers use to design and analyze 

entire semiconductor chips 
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History 

Before EDA, integrated circuits were designed by hand, and manually laid 

out. Some advanced shops used geometric software to generate the 

tapes for the Gerber photoplotter, but even those copied digital recordings 

of mechanically drawn components. The process was fundamentally 

graphic, with the translation from electronics to graphics done manually. 

The best known company from this era was Calma, whose GDSII format 

survives. 

By the mid-1970s, developers started to automate the design along with 

the drafting. The first placement and routing tools were developed. The 

proceedings of the Design Automation Conference cover much of this era. 

The next era began about the time of the publication of "Introduction to 

VLSI Systems" by Carver Mead and Lynn Conway in 1980. This ground 

breaking text advocated chip design with programming languages that 

compiled to silicon. The immediate result was a considerable increase in 

the complexity of the chips that could be designed, with improved access 

to design verification tools that used logic simulation. Often the chips were 

easier to lay out and more likely to function correctly, since their designs 

could be simulated more thoroughly prior to construction. Although the 

languages and tools have evolved, this general approach of specifying the 

desired behavior in a textual programming language and letting the tools 

derive the detailed physical design remains the basis of digital IC design 

today. 

The earliest EDA tools were produced academically. One of the most 

famous was the "Berkeley VLSI Tools Tarball", a set of UNIX utilities used to 

design early VLSI systems. Still widely used are the Espresso heuristic logic 

minimizer and Magic. 

Another crucial development was the formation of MOSIS, a consortium of 

universities and fabricators that developed an inexpensive way to train 

student chip designers by producing real integrated circuits. The basic 

concept was to use reliable, low-cost, relatively low-technology IC 

processes, and pack a large number of projects per wafer, with just a few 

copies of each projects' chips. 

Cooperating fabricators either donated the processed wafers, or sold 

them at cost, seeing the program as helpful to their own long-term 
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growth. 
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Birth of commercial EDA 

1981 marks the beginning of EDA as an industry. For many years, the 

larger electronic companies, such as Hewlett Packard, Tektronix, and Intel, 

had pursued EDA internally. In 1981, managers and developers spun out 

of these companies to concentrate on EDA as a business. Daisy Systems, 

Mentor Graphics, and Valid Logic Systems were all founded around this 

time, and collectively referred to as DMV. Within a few years there were 

many companies specializing in EDA, each with a slightly different 

emphasis. The first trade show for EDA was held at the Design Automation 

Conference in 1984. 

 
 
In 1981, the U.S. Department of Defense began funding of VHDL as a 

hardware description language. In 1986, Verilog, another popular high-

level design language, was first introduced as a hardware description 

language by Gateway Design Automation. Simulators quickly followed 

these introductions, permitting direct simulation of chip designs: 

executable specifications. In a few more years, back-ends were 

developed to perform logic synthesis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. FUNDAMENTALS OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY 

DRIVE 

 Introduction 

VFD is variable frequency drive. VFD can also refer as variable 

speed drive, adjustable speed drive, adjustable 

frequency drive, AC drive, micro drive and inverter. It is a system which 

gets used to control the speed of electric 
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motor by controlling the frequency and voltage. Frequency is directly 

proportional to the speed of electric motor. By 

adjusting the frequency, speed can be varied according to 

requirements or applications. VFD makes the process reliable 

and output variable is easily controlled. Variable frequency drive have 

different types as Voltage source inversion 

(VSI), Current source inversion (CSI) , Pulse width modulation(PWM). 

Mainly PWM based VFD used in industries as 

CSI required large inductor while constructing and VSI have poor power 

factor. VFD increases the life span of motor. 

VFD gets used in many applications to save power. In this paper 

different applications where VFD can be used are 

explained. One of the applications of VFD is cement industry. In 

process of cement making at every stage VFD get 

used. In this paper need of VFD in cement industry is discussed. 

Variable speed drives are very important in conveyors 

to control torque and speed. 

Our many home appliances also use VFD. In air conditioner system VFD is 

used to conserve energy. How energy get 

saved using VFD is explained in paper.VFD can be used in irrigation 

system. It is possible to control the flow of water 

according to the requirement using VFD. Pumping with multi flow is possible 

with VFD. There are many applications 

where VFD is suitable .As it saves lots of amount of energy; it is also used 

in many industries 

 
 
 Diffrent types of variable frequency drives 
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There are three common types of VFDs. Current source inversion (CSI) 

has been successfully used in signal processing and industrial power 

applications. CSI VFDs are the only type that has regenerative power 

capability. In other words, they can absorb power flow back from the motor 

into the power supply. CSI VFDs give a very clean current waveform but 

require large, expensive inductors in their construction and cause cogging 

(pulsating movement during rotation) below 6 Hz. 

 
 
Voltage source inversion (VSI) drives have poor power factor, can cause 

motor cogging below 6 Hz, and are non-regenerative. Consequently, CSI 

and VSI drives have not been widely used. 

Pulse-width modulation (PWM) VFDs are most commonly used in industry 

because of excellent input power factor due to fixed DC bus voltage, no 

motor cogging, higher efficiencies, and lower cost. A PWM VFD uses a 

series of voltage pulses of different lengths to simulate a sinusoidal wave 

(Fig. 1 on page 8). Ideally, the pulses are timed so that the time average 

integral of the drive yields a perfect sinusoid. The current method of choice 

to produce this waveform runs a triangle wave and sine wave through a 

comparator, and outputs a voltage pulse whenever the sine wave's value is 

greater than the triangle wave. The current electric component of choice to 

generate the voltage pulse is the insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), 

although silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) can work as well. In the near 

future, injection-enhanced gate transistors (IEGTs) will be used to perform 

this task. Much more long term, memristors will probably become the 

component of choice for this task. 

 
 
Memristors are the fourth passive circuit element, linking electric charge 

and magnetic flux. Memristors have been hypothesized to exist for more 

than 30 years, but were not fabricated until April 2008 by Hewlett Packard 

Labs. Hewlett Packard hopes to use these devices as a passive transistor, 

reducing their heat generation compared to other types of memory. 

Regardless of the component used to form the sine wave, the switching 

action causes problems. 

Electrically, VFDs run at a high power factor. Any class of induction motors 

usually has a low power factor at half and three-quarters load (0.75 to 0.85). 
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This actually 
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decreases the life of the motor, because the unnecessary increase in 

current overheating the winding insulation. VFDs bypass this problem by 

running the load at a frequency below the fundamental. 

 
 
The most obvious reason to procure a VFD is speed control. This is usually 

done for process, operation, and economic benefits. One economic benefit 

comes from the reduction of maintenance when using a VFD, especially 

not having to deal with the DC motor carbon brushes or mechanical speed-

control gearboxes (transmissions). The most obvious economic benefits of 

VFDs occur with fans and pumps. The power that a pump or fan consumes 

is directly proportional to the cube of the velocity. This means if an operator 

can run a fan at 80% of full speed, it theoretically uses 51% of full load 

power. 

 
 
VFDs also optimize motor starting characteristics. VFDs bring motors up to 

full speed quickly and by drawing only 100% to 150% of full load amps 

(FLAs). This ability to start at normal FLA is very important if the power 

supply cannot withstand the normally six times FLA across-the-line starting 

draw, or even the 350% FLA soft-start device current. VFDs do this by 

managing the magnetic flux of an induction motor. Magnetic flux is directly 

proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional to the frequency. By 

keeping the flux constant, the inrush current does not exceed the FLA 

rating of the motor, and full torque is maintained. This is a significant 

improvement on a soft-start, which has significant voltage drop problems 

and cannot start under full load. 

 working principle of variable frequency drive 

A variable frequency drive converts incoming 50 Hz power into DC, then 

converts to a variable voltage, variable 

frequency output. In [1] block diagram of variable frequency drive 

figure is mentioned 
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Fig.1 shows the block diagram of variable frequency drive. Figure shows 

that VFD has three stages as input converter, 

DC bus, and Output inverter. Input converter is consisting of Diode Bridge. 

Dc bus consists of inductor and capacitor. 

Output converter is consist IGBT. Output inverter is connected to 

motor. The working of three stages of VFD is as follows: 

Converter: 

The first stage of motor controller or VFD is converter. Converter is made up 

of six diodes. Three phase voltage is 

directly supplied to the converter. Converter allows the current to flow 

only in one direction. If one of the phase 

voltages from L1, L2, L3 is greater than another two phase voltages then 

diode connected to that phase voltage get turn 

on and same principal get used at negative side of diode. At the output six 

current pulses occurs, so it is also called as 6 
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pulse VFD. 6 pulse VFD get used in building electrical system such as 

electronics ballast, uninterrupted power supply 

etc. VFD can be configured as 12 pulses VFD and 18 pulse VFD. As 6 pulse 

VFD has more harmonic distortion to 

avoid this drawback mostly 12 pulse VFD or 18 pulse VFD is used. The 

converter unit converts 3 phase incoming AC 

supply into DC. The commonly used configuration of converter is 3 

phase full wave Diode Bridge. 

DC bus: 

The second stage of VFD is DC bus. The basic principal of DC bus is to 

remove ripples. The DC bus is the link 

between converter and inverter. At the output of rectifier circuit we get dc 
signal. 

The output of rectifiers contains large 

number of ripples so dc bus removes ripples from output. It also provides 

protection for the drive. At the output of DC 

bus ripple free Dc is 

present. Inverter: 

The last stage of VFD is inverter. Inverter is made up of transistors. 

Transistors work as switches. In industry IGBT 

that is insulated gate bipolar transistor get most commonly used. If one of 

switch from top get closed then phase of 

electric motor get connected to positive DC bus and voltage on that 

phase becomes positive. Same principal get used 

for the switches at bottom and for these bottom switches phase get negative 

DC bus and voltage on that phase become 

negative. By turning on switches in any order, the phase and the rotation 

of electric motor can be changed. So making 
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phase voltage positive, negative or zero, variable frequency gets at the 

output. As frequency is directly proportional to 

the speed of motor and motor speed get varied according to 

requirement or applications. So Inverter is a unit where 

filtered DC supply is being converted to AC Supply which is supply to the 

electric motor connected to it. 

 
 
The methods used to control speed of electric motors are as follows: 

 

 
1) V/F control 

In electric motor, voltage induced in the stator of electric motor is directly 

proportional to the frequency and air gap 

flux. If we reduce the frequency keeping voltage constant then there is 

increase in air gap flux. This is undesirable 

effect. So to vary speed we must keep V/F ratio constant. V/F method 

uses the technique in which several motors can 

be connected to the single VFD. V/F control techniques has advantages like 

low starting current and have wide range of 

speed. V/F control method does not used where precise speed 

regulation operator is required. 

2) V/F with encoder 

To have precise speed regulation V/F with encoder get used. Encoder 

provides high reference frequency. Thus speed 

regulation depends on the feedback provided by the encoder. But this 

method is costly so not get used in many 

applications. 

3) Open loop V/F control 
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To have dynamic speed response open loop V/F control gets used in 

industries. In this method stator voltage and 

frequency both varied simultaneously. Air gap flux remains 

constant. As frequency and voltage varies at a time, V/f 

ratio remains constant. 

4) Closed loop V/F control 

In closed loop V/F control, feedback system gets used. The measured 

speed of electric motor and reference speed get 

compared. According to difference between both these speed , 

frequency and voltage get varied to remain V/F ratio 

constant. To measure the speed of electric motor sensor get used and to 

change the frequency controller get used. 

Mainly Proportional controller gets used. 

All above control method uses the Pulse Width Modulation technique to 

change the speed by varying the width of fixed 

signal. By varying the width of fixed signal, frequency gets varied. PWM 

provides the firing angle to the transistors or 

switches used in inverter block. PWM generates firing angle by 

comparing the triangular wave with the reference 

signal. In industries mainly PWM based generator used as initial 

transients are less. 

 Applications of Variable Frequency Drive: 

1] Variable frequency drive in cement industry 

Primary elements of cement are limestone and clay. These materials are 

crushed into fine powder and then blended. In 

process of cement making at every stage VFD get used. VFD gets used to 

control the speed of fans, mills, conveyors 
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etc. The control process through variable frequency drives leads to efficient 

speed control, low power losses, energy 

savings, low pollution and significant saving in 

economy. Following figure shows the process of 

cement making: 

 

 
 

Fig.2 shows the block diagram of cement making process. Cement is made 

up of raw materials like clay, limestone. 

Cement making process have different steps involved as shown in figure. 

These steps are crushing, pre blending and 

grinding of raw materials. Clinkerisation is the process where cooling is done 

to avoid further chemical reactions. After 

clinkerisation, final grinding of cement is done. Last step of cement 

making process is transportation of cement. 

The overall process of cement industry is divided into parts . Two 

parts as mentioned below: 

1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 

2. Conveyors 

1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 
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It is required to control the process requirements throughout the operation. 

Previously dampers, vanes, variable slip 

clutches get used to control the speed. But they have disadvantages like 

high power consumption and maintenance is 

required. To overcome this drawback VFD get used. In [2] advantages of 

cement industry are mentioned. 

i} Maintenance of uniform working temperature, reduced fan noise and 

saving of valuable floor space in the plant. 

ii} The ID fan power can be several thousand hp and using a drive to 

control air flow can result in considerable energy 

savings 

ii} VFD optimizes the fan RPM in such a manner that it precisely 

matches the system operating conditions. 

2. Conveyors 

Conveyor is used to handle raw material and finished material. Conveyor 

gets used continuously in the cement making 

process therefore chances of braking conveyor get increased. It 

increases operational cost. To reduce operational costs, 

it is important to extend the belt lifetime and availability. Variable speed 

drives provide accurate torque and speed 

control of conveyors. This reduces the stress on mechanical equipment 

such as gearboxes, pulley and belts, especially 

during start-up and stopping, but also during operation and maintenance 

.With the use of VFD it is possible to control 

the speed of the conveyors to match the production capacity and as such 

reduce wear and save energy. For maintenance 

inspection, belt changes or repairs or avoidance of ice build-up it is 

possible to run the conveyor belt at slow speed [2]. 
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2] Variable frequency drive in air conditioner 

As the rapid development of economy and the improvement of people's 

standard of living, the central air-conditioning 

system has become popular in the hotels, office buildings, supermarkets, 

hospitals, factories, etc. The consumption of 

electricity by air conditioner is increasing day by day. If we adopt 

reasonable and intelligent technology, plus the best 

modern design using VFD, we can conserve energy. The air-conditioning 

system mainly consists of refrigeration 

compressor group, cooling (heat) medium circulating water system, 

cooling circulating water system, cooling tower fan 

and coil pipe fan. However, air-conditioning systems currently have a 

drawback that is it is hard to control their output 

temperature according to seasons. 

From the theory of fluid mechanics, the output flow quantity of the 

centrifugal pump or fan is directly proportional to 

its speed, the output pressure is directly proportional to the square of the 

speed while the output power is directly 

proportional to the cube of the speed. From this, it is easy to draw a 

conclusion that we can adjust the output power of 

the pump and fan through controlling their speed. 

Air conditioning system has Cooling water system Closed-loop control 

block. The standard required circulating water 

temperature for system is 12℃ intake and 7℃outlet, with allowable 

temperature difference of 5℃. If the temperature 

difference between the intake and outlet is 3℃, it shows that the actual 

demand of the supply is 3℃/5℃=60%.By using 
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VFD we can control speed of the pump to 60% of its rated speed which 

ultimately saves the energy 
 
 

 

Fig.3 shows the block diagram of air conditioner system using VFD. Block 

diagram consists of ZCD, VFD, LCD 

display, Microcontroller, Power supply, Temperature reference, Gate 

driver circuit, Induction motor and keypad. 

There is way to save energy in air condition system using VFD (seven 

level inverters). Block diagram of that system is 

mentioned in [3]. It consists of 230V ac supply which is given to the 

rectifier circuit. The rectifier circuit converts ac 

into dc. This regulated dc voltage is given to the seven level inverter 

which produces pure sine wave and it is given to 

the induction motor. The microcontroller is used to produce the PWM 

sequences with references to the temperature 

given. In turn the PWM sequences only control the output of the phase 

controlled rectifier and Seven- level inverter. 

Gate driver circuit is used to efficiently drive the switches in the phase 

controlled rectifier and Seven-level inverter. 
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LCD is used to display the current and set 

temperature [3]. 3] Variable frequency drive in 

irrigation system 

In irragation application VFD helps farmers to control or vary the pressure of 

the flow according to the requirements. It 

is possible to manage various variations in flow. 

1. Single pump with multi head duty points 

VFD can be used to irrigate different areas having different requirements of 

water flow. VFD can be used in most of 

the different irrigation systems from micro/drip to sprinklers and centre 

pivots. In fixed block systems such as micro 

irrigation, the irrigated area can be divided into number of zones and 

each one can have a different pressure 

requirement. For example, if there are different zones requiring 

different pressure levels then VFD will change the 

pump speed at the requirement of the valves as they operate in their 

respective zones. Following figure shows single 

pump with multi head duty points. 
 

Fig.4 shows the motor connected with the VFD to irrigate different areas 

having different water flow requirements. It is 
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possible to adjust the flow of water using VFD. This method is widely 

used in irrigation purpose. 

2 .Pumping with multi flow 

In many applications if there is requirement of change in flow of water it can 

be possible by using the VFD. There are 

many applications which require more than two motors connected in 

same application but requires different speed .So 

in this case VFD helps to keep pressure constant. If there are two pumps 

in parallel, it is possible to use two variable 

frequency drives and allow them to cascade. This means when pump 1 

exceeds its flow and the pressure condition can 

no longer be met as it is pumping too far to the right on the pump curve, 

the 2nd VFD can be called in and then the pumps will balance out in flow 

and supply what is required at the determined pressure. As the flow 

increases ordecreases, the pumps will ramp accordingly until the flow 

decreases and the 2nd pump is no longer needed and it willfall out and 

only pump number 1 will operate. 

3. DESIGNING OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE FOR 

HYDRAULIC POWER PACK 

 
 

 Working: 

Cylinder is in motion: 

Figure 3 explains the working of hydraulic power pack when cylinder is in 
motion. 

The 

hydraulic cylinder moves when the direction control valve is activated in 

either direction. Upon 

activation, oil flows from the direction control valve to the actuator, 

thereby inducing a pressure drop 
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in the system. The motor continues to run at a constant rpm and this leads 

to a constant flow of 

hydraulic oil [5]. A major percentage of this hydraulic oil is used to move 

the actuator and a very small 

percentage of hydraulic flows through the pressure relief valve to the 
reservoir. 

 

The hydraulic cylinder will reach its dead-end positions once the direction 

control valve is activated. On reaching the dead-end position, the cylinder 

stays in that position till the direction control valve is activated again and 

flow occurs in the opposite direction. At the dead-end positions, the pump 

which is coupled to the motor runs at the same rpm as it was when the 

cylinder is in motion. The amount of oil that is pumped into the system 

remains the same. The motor runs at a constant speed of 1400 rpm 

regardless of the load on the system. Once the cylinder reaches either of 

the dead end positions, the pressure increases in the system to the 

maximum pre-set pressure (This is set in the Pressure Relief Valve). Upon 

reaching the pre- set pressure, in order to safeguard the equipment, 

present in the system, the pressure relief valve opens up and the oil flows 

back into the reservoir. As the motor runs at a constant rpm, the oil 

delivered by the pump remains constant. A certain percentage of this 

pumped oil maintains the required system pressure and the excess oil 

flows through the pressure relief 
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valve into the reservoir. This unnecessary pumping of oil due to the 

constant rpm of the motor leads to unnecessary usage of power. 

 
 
 Working of the hydraulic power pack with VFD: 

In conventional open loop hydraulic system, due to the absence of a 

feedback system, the motor runs at a constant speed regardless of the load 

which is due to the constant input AC supply [6]. With the introduction of a 

pressure switch and a Frequency Converter, Proposed System behaves as 

a closed loop system [7]. The pressure switch being the feedback element 

senses the pressure in the pressure ports and accordingly sends voltage 

signals to the frequency convertor. The frequency convertor in turn receives 

this signal and by design changes the input frequency to the motor 

ultimately varying its speed [8]. 

Present Conditions: 

Pressure Relief Valve - 50 bar Pressure Switch - 

40 bar Frequency Converter Settings: 

Lower Frequency - 7 Hz Higher Frequency - 50 Hz Piston in transition 

(loaded condition /Extension / retraction): When the actuator begins to 

extend, or retract, the pressure in the system drops to 20 bar. This drop-in 

pressure below 40 bar is sensed by the pressure switch which is mounted 

on the manifold block. This accordingly sends a voltage signal to the 

frequency convertor. The signals are as follows:  40 bar and above 24 

volts  Below 40 bar 0 volts 

The frequency convertor receives this signal of 0 volts and automatically 

changes the input frequency of the motor to 50 Hz (1500 rpm). This 

increases the discharge from the pump so as to maintain the motion of the 

actuator [9]. When the actuator reaches the clamped position, the pressure 

in the pressure line increases to 50 bar as set by the pressure relief valve. 

But since the pressure switch is set to 40 bar, it detects this increase in 

pressure and sends a signal of 24 Volts to the frequency convertor. Once 

the frequency convertor receives this signal it reduces the input frequency 

of the motor to 7Hz (210 rpm) [10]. This decreases the discharge of oil 

from the pump and thus delivers just enough hydraulic oil so as to maintain 

the clamping pressure at 40 bar and the rest of the 
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oil pumped which flows back to the tank through the pressure relief valve is 

reduced. Therefore, this reduces the unnecessary power consumption of 

the power pack and also reduces the heating of the oil considerably. It is 

because of the feedback mechanism that the efficiency of proposed system 

is much higher than any that of any other hydraulic power pack [11]. 

 Calculations: 

At Frequency-1 

Speed Calculations (N); 

At a frequency f – 1 = 7 Hz 

N = (120 x f – 1) / p rpm= 210 rpm (Where p = number of poles in the 

motor) Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / 

revolution. 

Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 1.155 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.0889 

kW Where P = pressure (in bar), η = efficiency of the motor 

At Frequency - 2 

Speed Calculations 

(N) 

At frequency f – 2 = 50 Hz 

Speed; N = (120 x f – 2) / p rpm = 1500 rpm (Where p = number of 

poles in the motor) 

Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / 

revolution. Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 8.25 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.317 kW 

Total power consumed: 

(Using a 25 % loading cycle: 45 min clamped and 15 min 

loading) In one hour, the total power consumed is as 

follows. 
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Total Power = [(Pw1 x 75 %) + (Pw2 x 25 %) x 60] kJ / hour = 0.1467 kW 
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Heat dissipation in a tank: 

Conversion factors: 

1 gpm = 0.06309 lps 1 psi = 0.06895 bar 

E L = 1.48 Q P (1 − μ) Btu / hr = 280.76 Btu hr 

Where; 

E L = Internal heat loss generated by pump and other components in 

Btu / hr Q = Discharge of the pump in gpm 

P = pump gauge pressure in psi 

μ = System efficiency 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system is advantageous compared to the present system. 

Because of the lack of the feedback system in the present system, motor 

runs at the same speed regardless of the pressure in the circuit and 

consumes more amount of power. But the proposed system has a 

feedback system which uses pressure switch and sends a signal to the 

variable frequency drive when the specified pressure is reached thereby 

reducing the power consumed. The power saved by using the proposed 

system is about 78%, temperature rise is decreased by about 65%, flow is 

reduced by about 91%, noise level reduced by 5.75% and the power 

difference in the systems is 2.57% i.e., the proposed system is quieter and 

is as powerful as the present system. When the proposed system runs for 

the whole day, it saves around 78% of the money annually compared to 

the present system. 

VFD helps to save energy in many applications. It is a power conversion 

device. It converts a basic fixed frequency to a variable frequency, 

variable voltage output. This fixed output voltage is used to control the 

speed of induction motors. 

Primary function of a VFD in a aquatic application is to provide energy 

savings. By controlling speed of a pump rather than controlling flow 

through use of throttling valves, energy savings can be substantial. A VFD 

is used for control of process temperature, pressure or flow without use of 

a separate controller, Suitable sensors and electronics are used to 

interface driven equipment with it 
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ABSTRACT 

At present, it  is to such an extent that if the same trend goes on then in the 

future at some point of time, the energy sources will all be exploited. The 

designing in a hydraulic power pack refers to the reduction in the energy 

consumed by the power pack. Many experiments have been conducted to 

reduce the energy consumption and one of those methods is by introducing 

a variable frequency drive. The main objective of the present work is to 

reduce the energy consumed by the hydraulic power pack using variable 

frequency drive. Variable Frequency drive is used to vary the speed of the 

motor by receiving electrical signals from the pressure switch which acts as 

the feedback system. Using this concept, the speed of the motor can be 

varied between the specified limits. In the present work, a basic hydraulic 

power pack and a variable frequency drive based hydraulic power pack 

were designed and compared both of them with the results obtained. The 

comparison was based on the power consumed, rise in temperature, noise 

levels, and flow of oil through pressure relief valve, total oil flow during 

loading cycle. By comparing both the circuits, it is found that for the 

proposed system, consumption of power reduces by 78.4% and is as 

powerful as the present system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

ECAD was founded in August 1982 by Paul Huang and Glen M. 

Antle, who had worked at Texas Instruments, ITT, Teledyne, Data 

General, and (just before founding ECAD), the microelectronics products 

division of Systems Engineering Laboratories (SEL) in Sunnyvale, 

California. While developing a new computer design at SEL, the CAD 

group wrote a new (and very fast) algorithm for Design rule checking 

(DRC). These ideas eventually became the basis of ECAD's products. 

In 1982, SEL was acquired by Gould Inc., and part of the CAD group 

spun out as ECAD. 

ECAD's first product was Dracula, introduced in April 1983. It included a 

design- rule checker, an electrical rule checker, and a layout-versus-

schematic consistency checker among other programs. This was followed 

by SYMBAD, an IC layout product suite. 

ECAD sold only software, an unusual business tactic at this time. However, 

it was consistently profitable. In 1987, it went public on NASDAQ, and in 

1988 in a merger with SDA Systems, it became Cadence Design System. 

Electronic design automation, also referred to as electronic computer-aided 

design, is a category of software tools for designing electronic systems 

such as integrated circuits and printed circuit boards. The tools work 

together in a design flow that chip designers use to design and analyze 

entire semiconductor chips 
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History 

Before EDA, integrated circuits were designed by hand, and manually laid 

out. Some advanced shops used geometric software to generate the 

tapes for the Gerber photoplotter, but even those copied digital recordings 

of mechanically drawn components. The process was fundamentally 

graphic, with the translation from electronics to graphics done manually. 

The best known company from this era was Calma, whose GDSII format 

survives. 

By the mid-1970s, developers started to automate the design along with 

the drafting. The first placement and routing tools were developed. The 

proceedings of the Design Automation Conference cover much of this era. 

The next era began about the time of the publication of "Introduction to 

VLSI Systems" by Carver Mead and Lynn Conway in 1980. This ground 

breaking text advocated chip design with programming languages that 

compiled to silicon. The immediate result was a considerable increase in 

the complexity of the chips that could be designed, with improved access 

to design verification tools that used logic simulation. Often the chips were 

easier to lay out and more likely to function correctly, since their designs 

could be simulated more thoroughly prior to construction. Although the 

languages and tools have evolved, this general approach of specifying the 

desired behavior in a textual programming language and letting the tools 

derive the detailed physical design remains the basis of digital IC design 

today. 

The earliest EDA tools were produced academically. One of the most 

famous was the "Berkeley VLSI Tools Tarball", a set of UNIX utilities used to 

design early VLSI systems. Still widely used are the Espresso heuristic logic 

minimizer and Magic. 

Another crucial development was the formation of MOSIS, a consortium of 

universities and fabricators that developed an inexpensive way to train 

student chip designers by producing real integrated circuits. The basic 

concept was to use reliable, low-cost, relatively low-technology IC 

processes, and pack a large number of projects per wafer, with just a few 

copies of each projects' chips. 

Cooperating fabricators either donated the processed wafers, or sold 

them at cost, seeing the program as helpful to their own long-term 
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growth. 
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Birth of commercial EDA 

1981 marks the beginning of EDA as an industry. For many years, the 

larger electronic companies, such as Hewlett Packard, Tektronix, and Intel, 

had pursued EDA internally. In 1981, managers and developers spun out 

of these companies to concentrate on EDA as a business. Daisy Systems, 

Mentor Graphics, and Valid Logic Systems were all founded around this 

time, and collectively referred to as DMV. Within a few years there were 

many companies specializing in EDA, each with a slightly different 

emphasis. The first trade show for EDA was held at the Design Automation 

Conference in 1984. 

 
 
In 1981, the U.S. Department of Defense began funding of VHDL as a 

hardware description language. In 1986, Verilog, another popular high-

level design language, was first introduced as a hardware description 

language by Gateway Design Automation. Simulators quickly followed 

these introductions, permitting direct simulation of chip designs: 

executable specifications. In a few more years, back-ends were 

developed to perform logic synthesis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. FUNDAMENTALS OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY 

DRIVE 

 Introduction 

VFD is variable frequency drive. VFD can also refer as variable 

speed drive, adjustable speed drive, adjustable 

frequency drive, AC drive, micro drive and inverter. It is a system which 

gets used to control the speed of electric 
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motor by controlling the frequency and voltage. Frequency is directly 

proportional to the speed of electric motor. By 

adjusting the frequency, speed can be varied according to 

requirements or applications. VFD makes the process reliable 

and output variable is easily controlled. Variable frequency drive have 

different types as Voltage source inversion 

(VSI), Current source inversion (CSI) , Pulse width modulation(PWM). 

Mainly PWM based VFD used in industries as 

CSI required large inductor while constructing and VSI have poor power 

factor. VFD increases the life span of motor. 

VFD gets used in many applications to save power. In this paper 

different applications where VFD can be used are 

explained. One of the applications of VFD is cement industry. In 

process of cement making at every stage VFD get 

used. In this paper need of VFD in cement industry is discussed. 

Variable speed drives are very important in conveyors 

to control torque and speed. 

Our many home appliances also use VFD. In air conditioner system VFD is 

used to conserve energy. How energy get 

saved using VFD is explained in paper.VFD can be used in irrigation 

system. It is possible to control the flow of water 

according to the requirement using VFD. Pumping with multi flow is possible 

with VFD. There are many applications 

where VFD is suitable .As it saves lots of amount of energy; it is also used 

in many industries 

 
 
 Diffrent types of variable frequency drives 
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There are three common types of VFDs. Current source inversion (CSI) 

has been successfully used in signal processing and industrial power 

applications. CSI VFDs are the only type that has regenerative power 

capability. In other words, they can absorb power flow back from the motor 

into the power supply. CSI VFDs give a very clean current waveform but 

require large, expensive inductors in their construction and cause cogging 

(pulsating movement during rotation) below 6 Hz. 

 
 
Voltage source inversion (VSI) drives have poor power factor, can cause 

motor cogging below 6 Hz, and are non-regenerative. Consequently, CSI 

and VSI drives have not been widely used. 

Pulse-width modulation (PWM) VFDs are most commonly used in industry 

because of excellent input power factor due to fixed DC bus voltage, no 

motor cogging, higher efficiencies, and lower cost. A PWM VFD uses a 

series of voltage pulses of different lengths to simulate a sinusoidal wave 

(Fig. 1 on page 8). Ideally, the pulses are timed so that the time average 

integral of the drive yields a perfect sinusoid. The current method of choice 

to produce this waveform runs a triangle wave and sine wave through a 

comparator, and outputs a voltage pulse whenever the sine wave's value is 

greater than the triangle wave. The current electric component of choice to 

generate the voltage pulse is the insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), 

although silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) can work as well. In the near 

future, injection-enhanced gate transistors (IEGTs) will be used to perform 

this task. Much more long term, memristors will probably become the 

component of choice for this task. 

 
 
Memristors are the fourth passive circuit element, linking electric charge 

and magnetic flux. Memristors have been hypothesized to exist for more 

than 30 years, but were not fabricated until April 2008 by Hewlett Packard 

Labs. Hewlett Packard hopes to use these devices as a passive transistor, 

reducing their heat generation compared to other types of memory. 

Regardless of the component used to form the sine wave, the switching 

action causes problems. 

Electrically, VFDs run at a high power factor. Any class of induction motors 

usually has a low power factor at half and three-quarters load (0.75 to 0.85). 
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This actually 
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decreases the life of the motor, because the unnecessary increase in 

current overheating the winding insulation. VFDs bypass this problem by 

running the load at a frequency below the fundamental. 

 
 
The most obvious reason to procure a VFD is speed control. This is usually 

done for process, operation, and economic benefits. One economic benefit 

comes from the reduction of maintenance when using a VFD, especially 

not having to deal with the DC motor carbon brushes or mechanical speed-

control gearboxes (transmissions). The most obvious economic benefits of 

VFDs occur with fans and pumps. The power that a pump or fan consumes 

is directly proportional to the cube of the velocity. This means if an operator 

can run a fan at 80% of full speed, it theoretically uses 51% of full load 

power. 

 
 
VFDs also optimize motor starting characteristics. VFDs bring motors up to 

full speed quickly and by drawing only 100% to 150% of full load amps 

(FLAs). This ability to start at normal FLA is very important if the power 

supply cannot withstand the normally six times FLA across-the-line starting 

draw, or even the 350% FLA soft-start device current. VFDs do this by 

managing the magnetic flux of an induction motor. Magnetic flux is directly 

proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional to the frequency. By 

keeping the flux constant, the inrush current does not exceed the FLA 

rating of the motor, and full torque is maintained. This is a significant 

improvement on a soft-start, which has significant voltage drop problems 

and cannot start under full load. 

 working principle of variable frequency drive 

A variable frequency drive converts incoming 50 Hz power into DC, then 

converts to a variable voltage, variable 

frequency output. In [1] block diagram of variable frequency drive 

figure is mentioned 
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Fig.1 shows the block diagram of variable frequency drive. Figure shows 

that VFD has three stages as input converter, 

DC bus, and Output inverter. Input converter is consisting of Diode Bridge. 

Dc bus consists of inductor and capacitor. 

Output converter is consist IGBT. Output inverter is connected to 

motor. The working of three stages of VFD is as follows: 

Converter: 

The first stage of motor controller or VFD is converter. Converter is made up 

of six diodes. Three phase voltage is 

directly supplied to the converter. Converter allows the current to flow 

only in one direction. If one of the phase 

voltages from L1, L2, L3 is greater than another two phase voltages then 

diode connected to that phase voltage get turn 

on and same principal get used at negative side of diode. At the output six 

current pulses occurs, so it is also called as 6 
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pulse VFD. 6 pulse VFD get used in building electrical system such as 

electronics ballast, uninterrupted power supply 

etc. VFD can be configured as 12 pulses VFD and 18 pulse VFD. As 6 pulse 

VFD has more harmonic distortion to 

avoid this drawback mostly 12 pulse VFD or 18 pulse VFD is used. The 

converter unit converts 3 phase incoming AC 

supply into DC. The commonly used configuration of converter is 3 

phase full wave Diode Bridge. 

DC bus: 

The second stage of VFD is DC bus. The basic principal of DC bus is to 

remove ripples. The DC bus is the link 

between converter and inverter. At the output of rectifier circuit we get dc 
signal. 

The output of rectifiers contains large 

number of ripples so dc bus removes ripples from output. It also provides 

protection for the drive. At the output of DC 

bus ripple free Dc is 

present. Inverter: 

The last stage of VFD is inverter. Inverter is made up of transistors. 

Transistors work as switches. In industry IGBT 

that is insulated gate bipolar transistor get most commonly used. If one of 

switch from top get closed then phase of 

electric motor get connected to positive DC bus and voltage on that 

phase becomes positive. Same principal get used 

for the switches at bottom and for these bottom switches phase get negative 

DC bus and voltage on that phase become 

negative. By turning on switches in any order, the phase and the rotation 

of electric motor can be changed. So making 
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phase voltage positive, negative or zero, variable frequency gets at the 

output. As frequency is directly proportional to 

the speed of motor and motor speed get varied according to 

requirement or applications. So Inverter is a unit where 

filtered DC supply is being converted to AC Supply which is supply to the 

electric motor connected to it. 

 
 
The methods used to control speed of electric motors are as follows: 

 

 
1) V/F control 

In electric motor, voltage induced in the stator of electric motor is directly 

proportional to the frequency and air gap 

flux. If we reduce the frequency keeping voltage constant then there is 

increase in air gap flux. This is undesirable 

effect. So to vary speed we must keep V/F ratio constant. V/F method 

uses the technique in which several motors can 

be connected to the single VFD. V/F control techniques has advantages like 

low starting current and have wide range of 

speed. V/F control method does not used where precise speed 

regulation operator is required. 

2) V/F with encoder 

To have precise speed regulation V/F with encoder get used. Encoder 

provides high reference frequency. Thus speed 

regulation depends on the feedback provided by the encoder. But this 

method is costly so not get used in many 

applications. 

3) Open loop V/F control 
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To have dynamic speed response open loop V/F control gets used in 

industries. In this method stator voltage and 

frequency both varied simultaneously. Air gap flux remains 

constant. As frequency and voltage varies at a time, V/f 

ratio remains constant. 

4) Closed loop V/F control 

In closed loop V/F control, feedback system gets used. The measured 

speed of electric motor and reference speed get 

compared. According to difference between both these speed , 

frequency and voltage get varied to remain V/F ratio 

constant. To measure the speed of electric motor sensor get used and to 

change the frequency controller get used. 

Mainly Proportional controller gets used. 

All above control method uses the Pulse Width Modulation technique to 

change the speed by varying the width of fixed 

signal. By varying the width of fixed signal, frequency gets varied. PWM 

provides the firing angle to the transistors or 

switches used in inverter block. PWM generates firing angle by 

comparing the triangular wave with the reference 

signal. In industries mainly PWM based generator used as initial 

transients are less. 

 Applications of Variable Frequency Drive: 

1] Variable frequency drive in cement industry 

Primary elements of cement are limestone and clay. These materials are 

crushed into fine powder and then blended. In 

process of cement making at every stage VFD get used. VFD gets used to 

control the speed of fans, mills, conveyors 
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etc. The control process through variable frequency drives leads to efficient 

speed control, low power losses, energy 

savings, low pollution and significant saving in 

economy. Following figure shows the process of 

cement making: 

 

 
 

Fig.2 shows the block diagram of cement making process. Cement is made 

up of raw materials like clay, limestone. 

Cement making process have different steps involved as shown in figure. 

These steps are crushing, pre blending and 

grinding of raw materials. Clinkerisation is the process where cooling is done 

to avoid further chemical reactions. After 

clinkerisation, final grinding of cement is done. Last step of cement 

making process is transportation of cement. 

The overall process of cement industry is divided into parts . Two 

parts as mentioned below: 

1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 

2. Conveyors 

1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 
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It is required to control the process requirements throughout the operation. 

Previously dampers, vanes, variable slip 

clutches get used to control the speed. But they have disadvantages like 

high power consumption and maintenance is 

required. To overcome this drawback VFD get used. In [2] advantages of 

cement industry are mentioned. 

i} Maintenance of uniform working temperature, reduced fan noise and 

saving of valuable floor space in the plant. 

ii} The ID fan power can be several thousand hp and using a drive to 

control air flow can result in considerable energy 

savings 

ii} VFD optimizes the fan RPM in such a manner that it precisely 

matches the system operating conditions. 

2. Conveyors 

Conveyor is used to handle raw material and finished material. Conveyor 

gets used continuously in the cement making 

process therefore chances of braking conveyor get increased. It 

increases operational cost. To reduce operational costs, 

it is important to extend the belt lifetime and availability. Variable speed 

drives provide accurate torque and speed 

control of conveyors. This reduces the stress on mechanical equipment 

such as gearboxes, pulley and belts, especially 

during start-up and stopping, but also during operation and maintenance 

.With the use of VFD it is possible to control 

the speed of the conveyors to match the production capacity and as such 

reduce wear and save energy. For maintenance 

inspection, belt changes or repairs or avoidance of ice build-up it is 

possible to run the conveyor belt at slow speed [2]. 
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2] Variable frequency drive in air conditioner 

As the rapid development of economy and the improvement of people's 

standard of living, the central air-conditioning 

system has become popular in the hotels, office buildings, supermarkets, 

hospitals, factories, etc. The consumption of 

electricity by air conditioner is increasing day by day. If we adopt 

reasonable and intelligent technology, plus the best 

modern design using VFD, we can conserve energy. The air-conditioning 

system mainly consists of refrigeration 

compressor group, cooling (heat) medium circulating water system, 

cooling circulating water system, cooling tower fan 

and coil pipe fan. However, air-conditioning systems currently have a 

drawback that is it is hard to control their output 

temperature according to seasons. 

From the theory of fluid mechanics, the output flow quantity of the 

centrifugal pump or fan is directly proportional to 

its speed, the output pressure is directly proportional to the square of the 

speed while the output power is directly 

proportional to the cube of the speed. From this, it is easy to draw a 

conclusion that we can adjust the output power of 

the pump and fan through controlling their speed. 

Air conditioning system has Cooling water system Closed-loop control 

block. The standard required circulating water 

temperature for system is 12℃ intake and 7℃outlet, with allowable 

temperature difference of 5℃. If the temperature 

difference between the intake and outlet is 3℃, it shows that the actual 

demand of the supply is 3℃/5℃=60%.By using 
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VFD we can control speed of the pump to 60% of its rated speed which 

ultimately saves the energy 
 
 

 

Fig.3 shows the block diagram of air conditioner system using VFD. Block 

diagram consists of ZCD, VFD, LCD 

display, Microcontroller, Power supply, Temperature reference, Gate 

driver circuit, Induction motor and keypad. 

There is way to save energy in air condition system using VFD (seven 

level inverters). Block diagram of that system is 

mentioned in [3]. It consists of 230V ac supply which is given to the 

rectifier circuit. The rectifier circuit converts ac 

into dc. This regulated dc voltage is given to the seven level inverter 

which produces pure sine wave and it is given to 

the induction motor. The microcontroller is used to produce the PWM 

sequences with references to the temperature 

given. In turn the PWM sequences only control the output of the phase 

controlled rectifier and Seven- level inverter. 

Gate driver circuit is used to efficiently drive the switches in the phase 

controlled rectifier and Seven-level inverter. 
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LCD is used to display the current and set 

temperature [3]. 3] Variable frequency drive in 

irrigation system 

In irragation application VFD helps farmers to control or vary the pressure of 

the flow according to the requirements. It 

is possible to manage various variations in flow. 

1. Single pump with multi head duty points 

VFD can be used to irrigate different areas having different requirements of 

water flow. VFD can be used in most of 

the different irrigation systems from micro/drip to sprinklers and centre 

pivots. In fixed block systems such as micro 

irrigation, the irrigated area can be divided into number of zones and 

each one can have a different pressure 

requirement. For example, if there are different zones requiring 

different pressure levels then VFD will change the 

pump speed at the requirement of the valves as they operate in their 

respective zones. Following figure shows single 

pump with multi head duty points. 
 

Fig.4 shows the motor connected with the VFD to irrigate different areas 

having different water flow requirements. It is 
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possible to adjust the flow of water using VFD. This method is widely 

used in irrigation purpose. 

2 .Pumping with multi flow 

In many applications if there is requirement of change in flow of water it can 

be possible by using the VFD. There are 

many applications which require more than two motors connected in 

same application but requires different speed .So 

in this case VFD helps to keep pressure constant. If there are two pumps 

in parallel, it is possible to use two variable 

frequency drives and allow them to cascade. This means when pump 1 

exceeds its flow and the pressure condition can 

no longer be met as it is pumping too far to the right on the pump curve, 

the 2nd VFD can be called in and then the pumps will balance out in flow 

and supply what is required at the determined pressure. As the flow 

increases ordecreases, the pumps will ramp accordingly until the flow 

decreases and the 2nd pump is no longer needed and it willfall out and 

only pump number 1 will operate. 

3. DESIGNING OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE FOR 

HYDRAULIC POWER PACK 

 
 

 Working: 

Cylinder is in motion: 

Figure 3 explains the working of hydraulic power pack when cylinder is in 
motion. 

The 

hydraulic cylinder moves when the direction control valve is activated in 

either direction. Upon 

activation, oil flows from the direction control valve to the actuator, 

thereby inducing a pressure drop 
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in the system. The motor continues to run at a constant rpm and this leads 

to a constant flow of 

hydraulic oil [5]. A major percentage of this hydraulic oil is used to move 

the actuator and a very small 

percentage of hydraulic flows through the pressure relief valve to the 
reservoir. 

 

The hydraulic cylinder will reach its dead-end positions once the direction 

control valve is activated. On reaching the dead-end position, the cylinder 

stays in that position till the direction control valve is activated again and 

flow occurs in the opposite direction. At the dead-end positions, the pump 

which is coupled to the motor runs at the same rpm as it was when the 

cylinder is in motion. The amount of oil that is pumped into the system 

remains the same. The motor runs at a constant speed of 1400 rpm 

regardless of the load on the system. Once the cylinder reaches either of 

the dead end positions, the pressure increases in the system to the 

maximum pre-set pressure (This is set in the Pressure Relief Valve). Upon 

reaching the pre- set pressure, in order to safeguard the equipment, 

present in the system, the pressure relief valve opens up and the oil flows 

back into the reservoir. As the motor runs at a constant rpm, the oil 

delivered by the pump remains constant. A certain percentage of this 

pumped oil maintains the required system pressure and the excess oil 

flows through the pressure relief 
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valve into the reservoir. This unnecessary pumping of oil due to the 

constant rpm of the motor leads to unnecessary usage of power. 

 
 
 Working of the hydraulic power pack with VFD: 

In conventional open loop hydraulic system, due to the absence of a 

feedback system, the motor runs at a constant speed regardless of the load 

which is due to the constant input AC supply [6]. With the introduction of a 

pressure switch and a Frequency Converter, Proposed System behaves as 

a closed loop system [7]. The pressure switch being the feedback element 

senses the pressure in the pressure ports and accordingly sends voltage 

signals to the frequency convertor. The frequency convertor in turn receives 

this signal and by design changes the input frequency to the motor 

ultimately varying its speed [8]. 

Present Conditions: 

Pressure Relief Valve - 50 bar Pressure Switch - 

40 bar Frequency Converter Settings: 

Lower Frequency - 7 Hz Higher Frequency - 50 Hz Piston in transition 

(loaded condition /Extension / retraction): When the actuator begins to 

extend, or retract, the pressure in the system drops to 20 bar. This drop-in 

pressure below 40 bar is sensed by the pressure switch which is mounted 

on the manifold block. This accordingly sends a voltage signal to the 

frequency convertor. The signals are as follows:  40 bar and above 24 

volts  Below 40 bar 0 volts 

The frequency convertor receives this signal of 0 volts and automatically 

changes the input frequency of the motor to 50 Hz (1500 rpm). This 

increases the discharge from the pump so as to maintain the motion of the 

actuator [9]. When the actuator reaches the clamped position, the pressure 

in the pressure line increases to 50 bar as set by the pressure relief valve. 

But since the pressure switch is set to 40 bar, it detects this increase in 

pressure and sends a signal of 24 Volts to the frequency convertor. Once 

the frequency convertor receives this signal it reduces the input frequency 

of the motor to 7Hz (210 rpm) [10]. This decreases the discharge of oil 

from the pump and thus delivers just enough hydraulic oil so as to maintain 

the clamping pressure at 40 bar and the rest of the 
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oil pumped which flows back to the tank through the pressure relief valve is 

reduced. Therefore, this reduces the unnecessary power consumption of 

the power pack and also reduces the heating of the oil considerably. It is 

because of the feedback mechanism that the efficiency of proposed system 

is much higher than any that of any other hydraulic power pack [11]. 

 Calculations: 

At Frequency-1 

Speed Calculations (N); 

At a frequency f – 1 = 7 Hz 

N = (120 x f – 1) / p rpm= 210 rpm (Where p = number of poles in the 

motor) Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / 

revolution. 

Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 1.155 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.0889 

kW Where P = pressure (in bar), η = efficiency of the motor 

At Frequency - 2 

Speed Calculations 

(N) 

At frequency f – 2 = 50 Hz 

Speed; N = (120 x f – 2) / p rpm = 1500 rpm (Where p = number of 

poles in the motor) 

Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / 

revolution. Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 8.25 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.317 kW 

Total power consumed: 

(Using a 25 % loading cycle: 45 min clamped and 15 min 

loading) In one hour, the total power consumed is as 

follows. 
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Total Power = [(Pw1 x 75 %) + (Pw2 x 25 %) x 60] kJ / hour = 0.1467 kW 
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Heat dissipation in a tank: 

Conversion factors: 

1 gpm = 0.06309 lps 1 psi = 0.06895 bar 

E L = 1.48 Q P (1 − μ) Btu / hr = 280.76 Btu hr 

Where; 

E L = Internal heat loss generated by pump and other components in 

Btu / hr Q = Discharge of the pump in gpm 

P = pump gauge pressure in psi 

μ = System efficiency 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system is advantageous compared to the present system. 

Because of the lack of the feedback system in the present system, motor 

runs at the same speed regardless of the pressure in the circuit and 

consumes more amount of power. But the proposed system has a 

feedback system which uses pressure switch and sends a signal to the 

variable frequency drive when the specified pressure is reached thereby 

reducing the power consumed. The power saved by using the proposed 

system is about 78%, temperature rise is decreased by about 65%, flow is 

reduced by about 91%, noise level reduced by 5.75% and the power 

difference in the systems is 2.57% i.e., the proposed system is quieter and 

is as powerful as the present system. When the proposed system runs for 

the whole day, it saves around 78% of the money annually compared to 

the present system. 

VFD helps to save energy in many applications. It is a power conversion 

device. It converts a basic fixed frequency to a variable frequency, 

variable voltage output. This fixed output voltage is used to control the 

speed of induction motors. 

Primary function of a VFD in a aquatic application is to provide energy 

savings. By controlling speed of a pump rather than controlling flow 

through use of throttling valves, energy savings can be substantial. A VFD 

is used for control of process temperature, pressure or flow without use of 

a separate controller, Suitable sensors and electronics are used to 

interface driven equipment with it 
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Chapter 1 

BROAD BAND SYSTEM AND SERVICES 
 

 
 Services: 

The confluence of two forces—the globalization of business and the networking of 

information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in telecommunications 

and data technology are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals— 

just as the Industrial Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy is 

defining how people do business, communicate shop, have fun, learn, and live on a global 

basis—connecting anyone to anything. The evolution of Internet has come into existence & 

Internet service is expanding rapidly. The demands it has placed upon the public network, 

especially the access network, are great. However, technological advances promise big 

increases in access speeds, enabling public networks to play a major role in delivering new and 

improved telecommunications services and applications to consumers .The Internet and the 

network congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the first and last mile as well 

as on creating a different network infrastructure to avoid the network congestion and access 

problems. The solution to this is Broadband. 

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is 

capable of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for 

Broadband connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had 

stepped in and has defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union 

Broadband is defined as “Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5 to 

2 Mb/s” But in developing countries, as the average financial capability as well as usage, is 

low, broadband is redefined. 

Recognizing the potential of ubiquitous Broadband service in growth of GDP and 

enhancement in quality of life through societal applications including tele-education, tele- 

medicine, e-governance, entertainment as well as employment generation by way of high speed 

access to information and web-based communication, Government of India have finalized a 

policy to accelerate the growth of Broadband services. 

Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’ data connection 

supporting interactive services including, – Internet access and has the capability of the 

minimum download speed of 256 kilo bits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from 



the Point Of Presence (POP) of the service provider”. 



 

 

 

 Features of Broadband: 

 Fast connection to the Internet 

Access to the services which would otherwise be impossible on a slower dial up 

connection. These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, listening to 

your favorite radio station or downloading (or sending) large attached files with emails. 

 “Always-on” connection 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, hence no need to dial up a 

connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Flat-rate billing 

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time you are 

online. You can use it as much or as little as you would like, for a fixed fee. Some connections 

are available at a lower cost, but limit you to the amount of data being downloaded (known as 

'capped rate'). 

 Dedicated connection 

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line. 

 
 Broadband Services: 

 High speed Internet 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to dial up a 

connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD) 

Besides regular BTV services, Time shifted TV provides subscribers with virtual DVD 

controls to pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward live TV programs. Users also have 

the flexibility to watch any previous broadcasted programs without pre-recording. 

 Video on Demand 

Enables the user to select from an online library of content and select any of the available choices 

for viewing at a convenient time with full DVD like controls. This is similar to borrowing a Video for 

viewing. 

 Video Multicasting 

Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the stream begins and 

ends at the pre appointed times. 

 Interactive Gaming 

Enables multiple players to play online games pitted against each other or against 

computers, through gaming servers employed by gaming content providers. 

 Audio and Video Conferencing 

Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio. 



 

 

 

Dial VPN Service: 
 

This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the 

service provider’s core network. 

 Distant Learning 

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication among teachers and 

students. 

 Bandwidth on Demand: 

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example a customer with 256 

kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session. 

 
Most of these services require the service provider to have tie-ups with the various content 

providers. 

 

 Network Architecture of Broadband 

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 

1. Core Network 

2. Access Network 

3. Home Network 

1.4.1 Core Network or Provider’s network: It is the Service Provider’s backbone network 

set up to provide the Broadband service. It will be having connectivity extended to all types of 

service or content network, which the service provider intends to extend. Also it will be having 

nodes covering all geographical locations it intends to serve. Basically its function is to route 

the customer’s requests to the particular service/content network. So the basic component in 

the core network is routers. 

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB), 

as it was initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But , 

now its objective has been enhanced. Its objective is to connect anything to anything at anytime. 

The technology used in the core routers is Multi Protocol Label Switching(MPLS), which is 

much faster and secure than the conventional IP routers. 

1.4.2. Access Network: Access network connects subscriber’s home network to the 

Provider’s Core network. It is the last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can 

be either Wired & Wireless. Wire line technologies include traditional telephone lines, coaxial 

 

 
cable lines, and fiber optic lines. Wireless communications involve cellular and fixed wireless 

technology, high speed short range communications and satellite transmission. 



 

 

 

Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to 

country, technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another. 

Therefore, it is up to each individual locality to determine the technologies that best 

meet its needs. To handle the increasing bandwidth demand, localities are considering 

upgrading their current telecommunications infrastructure or installing new infrastructure. It is 

essential that communities and operators consider the present and future needs of their citizens 

when examining the most appropriate systems. Broadband should be considered an accelerator 

of economic development. 

 Home Network: It’s the network at subscriber’s premises, connecting his 

various communication devices to the broadband line. 
 
 

BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through conventional telephone lines using 

ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires 

which have a much greater bandwidth or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice 

without disturbing the line's ability to carry phone conversations. The A stands for asymmetric, 

meaning that data transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie.,more bandwidth, or 

data-carrying capacity, is devoted to data traveling downstream-from the Internet to your PC- 

than to upstream data traveling from your PC to the Internet. The reason for the imbalance is 

that, generally upstream traffic is very limited to a few words at a time, like for example –an 

URL request and downstream traffic, carrying graphics, multimedia, and shareware program 

downloads needs the extra capacity. An ADSL circuit connects an ADSL modem on each end 

of a twisted pair telephone line, creating three information channels 

1. A high speed downstream channel 

2. A medium speed duplex channel 

3. A basic telephone service channel 

 
 

 Factors affecting Broadband Access Choices are 

 Population density 

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber) 

 Government policies 

 Competitive and regulatory dynamics 

 Technology evolution 

The basic telephone service channel is split off from the digital modem by filters, thus 

guaranteeing uninterrupted basic telephone service, even if ADSL fails. 



 

 

 
 

 Features of ADSL: 

 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer 

 In case of power/ADSL failure, data transmission is lost but basic telephone service will 

be operational 

 ADSL Provides 16-1000 kbps upstream and 1.5-24 Mbps downstream. It can work up 

to a distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required 

 Advantages of ADSL: 

 
● You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice calls. 

● The speed is much higher than a regular modem 

● DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you already have. 

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end 

of the telephone line. One end of the line, terminated at Subscriber’s premises is first connected 

to the splitter which filters out the low frequency voice to be connected to the telephone 

instrument. The higher frequency, which carries the data is connected to the modem. The 

connectivity is shown in the figure 1 given below. 

 

Fig.1.1 ADSL connection diagram 
 
 

The various components in the Broadband Access Network are 

● Customer Premises Equipment(CPE) (ADSL Modem & Splitter) 

● Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) 

● LAN Switches: for aggregating DSLAM (Tier -1 & Tier -2 Switch) 

● Broadband Remote Access Server (BRAS) 

What the customer needs in order to be able to use BSNL Broadband? 

● BSNL's B fone (Basic phone) connection 

● Personal Computer with 10/100 Ethernet Port or a USB port 

● ADSL CPE (Customer Premise Equipment). This can be taken from BSNL. 



 

 

 

 Quality of Services 

 
 Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases in less than or equal to15 

working days (subject to technical feasibility). If not provided within 15working 

days, a credit at the rate of Rs 10/- per day, subject to a maximum of installation 

charge at the time of issue of first bill 

 Fault Repair / Restoration Time: By next working day: > 90% and within 3 working days: 

99%. 

 Billing Performance: The different parameters are: (a) Less than 2% of billing 

complaints per 100 bills issued. (b) 100% of the billing complaints shall be 

resolved within four weeks. (c) 100% refund cases of deposits after closure to be 

settled within 60 days 

 Packet loss: Less than 1%. 

 Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node. 

 Applications of Broadband: 

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access 

 Run Servers (Web / FTP) 

 Business tariff, can depend on company 

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL) 

 Video On Demand (VOD) 

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio) 

 Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time). 

 
Comparison: 

 

Application Dialup 
Modem 

ISDN Broadban
d 

 
Download Webpage 

 
14secs 

 
6 secs 

 
1.6 secs 

 
Download 30 sec Video Clip 

 
3.5 mins 

 
1.5 mins 

 
0.4 mins 

 
Download Single mp3 file 

 
12 mins 

 
5 mins 

 
1.3 mins 

 
Download 10mb File 

 
24 mins 

 
10 

mins 

 
2.5 mins 

Table.no.1.0 Comparison of different Internet provider 



 

 

 

Chapter-2 

TELECOM NETWORK 

 

 CALL SETUP: 

● When a subscriber calls to another subscriber first its request goes to the nearest 

switching centre that is PSTN (Public Switching Telecommunication Network). Then 

it processes the caller and subscriber’s number if it exists in the same BSC then call 

setup is completed 

● If subscriber is not in the same BSC (Base Switching Centre) then call transfer to MSC 

(Main Switching Centre) then it transfers the call to prior BSC then call setup is 

completed. 

● If Caller calls to a mobile subscriber then call transfer is done by MTSO now call 

transfer is done on BTSs (Base Transceiver Station) and call setup is completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig: 2.1 how line reaches from Subscriber to Exchange 

FUNCTION OF EXCHANGE: 

● Exchange of information with subscriber lines with other exchange. This is done by 

two type of signaling: 

1. In channel signaling 

2. Common channel signaling 

● Processing of signaling information and controlling the operation of signaling 

network 

● Charging and billing. 



 

 

 

 ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE: 

All control functions by series of instructions are stored in memory. 

 Memories are modifiable and control program can always be rewritten. 

 For each call processing step decision is taken according to class of service. 

 CARRIER ROOM: 

Leased line connectivity is provided in carrier room. This room has two parts: 

1. Conventional leased line system 

2. MLLN 

 CONVENTIONAL LEASED LINE SYSTEM: 

● It consists of modems and routers that are provided by the company requesting for that 

network. 

● Connectivity of different ATM, banks etc. is provided by BSNL here. 

● For this, we have 4 modems (2 in Exchange, 1 at sender and 1 at receiver) 

● Modems are used for short distances i.e. transfer and receive part are received here and 

local lead connection is given to the subscriber. 

● Local lead faults can be handled here but the transfer and receive faults can be handled 

by the department meant for it. 

● Accept 64Kbps or 2 Mbps. 

● For long distance communication we have MUXS and data is sent through optical 

fibers. MUXS are present at both the ends. 

 MANAGED LEASED LINE NETWORK: 

● No open wiring. 

● Route can be changed by the computer software 

● In Agra Gate Exchange, we have 3 VMUX of type II. 

 MDF (MAIN DISTRIBUTION FRAME): 

M.D.F. is a media between switching network and subscriber’s line. It is a termination point 

within the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment and terminations of local loops 

are connected by jumper wires. 

 FUNCTIONS OF MDF: 

● All cable copper wires supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated 

and distributed through MDF. 

● The most common kind of large MDF is a long steel rack accessible from both sides. 

Each jumper is a twisted wire. 

● It consists of local connection &broadband connection frames the main Exchange 



 

 

 

●  The 0MDF usually holds central office protective devices including heat coils and 

functions as a test point between a line and the office. 

● It provides testing of calls. 

● It checks whether fault is indoor or external. 

● All lines terminate individually. 
 

 

 POWER PLANT: 

Fig 2.2 MDF 

(REF- 2.4.1) 

● It provides -48V to the switch rooms and 48V to the connections. 

● Batteries are artificially discharged once in a year for their maintenance. 

● Cooling is provided through fans & AC. 

● There is earth region too for protection. 

 HOW A TELECOM EXCHANGE WORKS: 

It require -48 Vdc 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that connects 

telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant equipment 

including telephone switches, which make telephone calls “work” in the sense of making 

connections and relaying the speech information. The basic block diagram for a telecom 

exchange is as follows- 

 

Fig: 2.3 Block diagram of telephone exchange 



 

 

 

 Engine and Alternator 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine 

provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support 

the exchange systems. 150 KV Generator with 6 Silinder, and it require 24 V DC for Starting 

System 

 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It 

controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding 

and removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room. 

 Switch 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch 

room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. 

Switching is the most important part of the exchange process 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 INTRODUCTION: 

Chapter-3 

SWITCHING 

A switch is defined as establishing a temporary connection from the calling subscriber to 

the called subscriber. Switch is a device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. It 

is a device that channels incoming data from any of the multiple input ports to the specific input 

that will take the data toward its intended destination. 

 

A Digital switching system, in general, is one in which signals are switched in digital 

form. These signals may represent speech or data. The digital signals of several speech samples 

are time multiplexed on a common media before being switched through the system. 

To connect any two subscribers, it is necessary to interconnect the time-slots of the two speech 

samples which may be on same or different PCM highways. The digitalized speech samples are 

switched in two modes, viz., Time Switching and Space Switching. 

 

Fig: 3.1 General diagram of a Digital Switch 

 AU: Subscriber rack for feeding current and other functionalities 

 Interface: Interface between main exchange and subscribers/Trunks 

 Switch: Main switching network and other exchange equipment 

 MDD: Magnetic Disk Drive for storing data 

 MTD: Magnetic Tape Drive for backup and regeneration of the exchange 

 OMT: Operation and Maintenance terminal to issue various commands. 

 Control: Processor to control peripherals and interfacing Main Exchange. 

 Printer: To get hard copy for all the reports. 

Different types of Electronic Switches are – 

(1) C-DOT: Indian Made 

(2) E10B: France Made 



 

 

 

(3) OCB: France Made 

(4) EWSD: Germany Made 

Of these, the most important ones include C-DOT and EWSD. Which are mostly used now a 

days. 

 C-DOT 

The Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT) was established in August 1984 as an 

autonomous body. Its goal was to develop telecommunication technology to meet the needs of 

the Indian telecommunication network. 

In the initial years, a telecom revolution in rural India that was responsible for all-round socio- 

economic development from global connectivity. As part of its development process, C-DOT 

spawned equipment manufacturers and component vendors. Research and development facilities 

were located at its Delhi and Bangalore campuses. 

Within a very short time, telecom switching products suited to Indian conditions appeared in the 

form of small rural automatic exchanges (RAXs) and medium size switches as SBMs for towns. 

This was followed by higher capacity digital switches known as main automatic exchanges 

(MAXs). C-DOT technology spread across the country through its licensed manufacturers. 

 

Beginning with digital switching systems, C-DOT developed products for optical, satellite and 

wireless communication from circuit switching technology, ATM and next generation networks. 

From a purely hardware development centre, it diversified into development of telecom software 

like IN, NMS, Data Clearing House and from a protected environment of closed market to an 

open and competitive market 

 

Fig: 3.2 C-DOT Rax 



 

 

 

 

While developing the RAX/MAX digital switches, C-DOT also evolved processes and 

procedures for manufacturing the switches in Indian factories which set up an Indian 

manufacturing vendor base. Later, C-DOT projects included central monitoring systems for 

telecom security, for the Indian government. 

 

Block diagram: C-DOT DSS MAX exchange can be configured using four basic modules 

 Base Module 

 Central Module 

 Administrative Module 

 Input Output Module 

Fig: 3.3 C-DOT DSS MAX Basic Architecture 



 

 

 

Chapter-4 

MOBILE COMMUNICATION 

 INTRODUCTION 

A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make mobile telephone 

calls across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, allowing the user to be mobile. 

By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within the range of a single, private base station, 

for example within a home or an office. 

 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public telephone network 

which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the world. It does this by connecting 

to a cellular network provided by a mobile network operator. In addition to telephony, modern 

mobile phones also support a wide variety of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, 

Internet access, short range wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, 

gaming and photography. Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are 

referred to as smart phones. 

 Generation Gap 

Generation#1 

 Analog [routines for sending voice] 

 All systems are incompatible 

 No international roaming 

 

Generation#2 

 Digital [voice encoding] 

 Increased capacity 

 More security 

 Compatibility 

 Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity 

 

Generation#2.5 

 Packet-switching 

 Connection to the internet is paid by packets and not by connection time. 

 Connection to internet is cheaper and faster [up to 56KBps] 



 

 

 

Generation#3 

 The present future 

 Permanent web connection at 2Mbps 

 Internet, phone and media: 3 in 1 

 The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

 The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards 3G. 

 
The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small cells. This allows extensive 

frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use cell phones simultaneously. In a 

typical analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier receives about 800 frequencies to use 

across the city. The carrier chops up the city into cells. Each cell is typically sized at about 

10squaremiles (26 square 22ilometres). Cells are normally thought of as hexagons on a big 

hexagonal grid, like this: 
 

Fig: 4.1 Cell Phones and base stations 

 
 HOW A CALL IS CONNECTED 

 When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control channel. The 

control channel is a special frequency that the phone and base station use to talk to one 

another about things like call set-up and channel changing. If the phone cannot find any 

control channels to listen to, it knows it is out of range and displays a “no service” 

message. 

 When it receives the SID, the phone compares it to the SID programmed into the phone. 

If the SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is communicating with is part of its 

home system. 

 Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the MTSO keeps 

track of your phone’s location in a database — this way, the MTSO knows which cell you 

are in when it wants to ring your phone. 



 

 

 

 The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database to see which cell 

you are in. 

 The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that cell to take the call. 

 The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell it which 

frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on those frequencies, the 

call is connected. Now, you are talking by two-way radio to a friend. 

 As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell’s base station notes that your signal 

strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell you are moving toward 

(which is listening and measuring signal strength on all frequencies, not just its own one- 

seventh) sees. 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 
 
 

INTRANET 

 INTRANET: 

 

● Smaller private version of Internet. It uses Internet protocols to create enterprise wide 

network which may consists of interconnected LANs. 

● It may or may not include connection to Internet. 

● Intranet is an internal information system based on Internet technology and web protocols 

for implementation within a corporate organization. 

● This implementation is performed in such a way as to transparently deliver the immense 

informational resources of an organization to each individual’s desktop with minimal cost, 

time and effort. 

● The Intranet defines your organization and displays it for everyone to see. 

 

 FEATURES OF INTRANET: 

1. It is scalable. 

2. It is Interchangeable. 

3. It is platform independent 

4. It is Hardware independent. 

5. It is vendor independent. 

 WHY INTRANET FOR AN ORGANIZATION: 

● Quick access to voice, video, data and other resources needed by users. 

● Variety of valuable Intranet applications improves communication and productivity 

across all areas of an enterprise. 

● A 21st Century Telephone. 

● An ISO Tool. 

● A Target Marketing Tool. 

● A Decision Making Tool. 

● A Complete Communication Tool. 
 
 

Fig: 5.1 INTRANET NETWORK 



 

 

 

 APPLICATIONS OF INTRANET: 

● Publishing Corporate documents. 

● Access into searchable directories. 

● Excellent Mailing Facilities. 

● Proper Sharing of Information. 

● Developing Groupware Applications. 

 
 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW OF THE INTRANET TECHNOLOGY: 

Intranet runs on open TCP/IP network, enable companies to employ the same type of servers 

and browser used for World Wide Web for internal applications distributed over the corporate 

LAN. 

A typical Intranet implementation involves a high end machine called a server which can be 

accessed by individual PCs commonly referred to as clients, through the network. The 

Intranet site setup can be quite inexpensive, especially if your users are already connected by 

LAN. 

 INTRANET APPLICATIONS IN A CIRCLE: 

Every circle must have an intranet server which should have the following: 

● All posting/transfer/relieving orders issued within circle to be hosted on the intranet. 

● All letters circulars/letters issued from different sections of the circle office to be hosted 

on the server for immediate access by SSAs. Each section in circle office Administration, 

Operations, Marketing, Finance, Planning, Computers etc can have web pages hosted on 

the server. 

● A database can be maintained for MIS reports and all other reports to be sent periodically 

by SSAs to circle office. The database can have front end forms designed in ASP or PHP 

for the SSAs to input the data. Separate programs can be developed to consolidate the 

data fed by SSAs. 

● All data prepared and /or distributed during SSA heads meetings can be hosted on the 

Intranet. 

● The implementation of the above will reduce the usage of paper and also reduce the usage 

of FAX 



 

 

 

 

 

 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 6 

Latest Telecom Services 

 

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service 

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category includes 

incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile wireless 

communication companies. 

 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 

 
 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G) 

 
 Wi-MAX 

 
 IN (Intelligent Network) 

 
 Landlines 

 
 High Speed Broadband access 

 
 FTTH: 

 Fiber To The Home; 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to 

home or business point; 

Features: 

• Resilience and reliability of service; 

 
• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities; 

 
• Continuous guaranteed service; 

 
• Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbpsmulti play services like 

Voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services; 



 

 

 

 

Fig 6.1 BSNL FTTH Architecture 

 Mobile services: 
 

 3G services: 
 

 Third generation Mobile Technology – HSDPA; 

 
 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G; 

 
 2.05Mbps to stationary devices; 

 
 384 Kbps for slow moving devices; 

 
 128 Kbps for fast moving devices; 

 
 Wi- MAX: 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

 
Features: 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km 

 
 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 

 
 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 

 
 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data 

 

 

 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH) 

• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party 

• All charges are levied on the service subscriber 

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user. 

• Service is accessible from networks of other operators also. 



 

 

 

 

 

 Voice VPN 

• Voice VPN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources. 

• PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be 

in a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialling, which is called PNP 

number 

• Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 7 

GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATION (GSM) 

 INTRODUCTION 

In wireless communication every region is divided into cells. Cell size is constant for whole 

system. GSM is a form of multiplexing, which divides the available bandwidth among the 

different channels. Most of the times the multiplexing used is either TDM (Time division 

multiplexing) or FDM (Frequency Division Multiplexing). SM differs from its predecessor 

technologies in that both signaling and speech channels are digital, and thus GSM is considered 

a second generation (2G) mobile phone system. 
 

Fig: 7.1 A Basic GSM System 

 MAIN FEATURES OF GSM: 

●  Support for voice and data services. 

●Better frequency efficiency, smaller cells and more customers per cell High audio quality 

and reliability for wireless, uninterrupted phone calls at higher speeds (e.g. from cars, 

trains) i.e. high transmission quality. 

●  Authentication via chip-card and PIN. 

●  Worldwide connectivity. 

 GSM SUBSYSTEMS: 

●  RADIO SUBSYSTEM (RSS) 

●  NETWORK AND SWITCHING SUBSYSTEM (NSS) 

 RADIO SUBSYSTEM: 

MOBILE STATION (MS): 

A mobile unit is a transmitter as well as receiver too. It has a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) 

which gives a unique identity of a subscriber. Every mobile unit has a unique IMEI (International 

Mobile Equipment Identity) number. 

BASE TRANSCEIVER STATION (BTS): 

A base transceiver station or cell site (BTS) is a piece of equipment that facilitates wireless 

communication between user equipment (UE) and a network. It encodes, encrypts, modulates and 

feeds the RF signal to antenna. It produces time and frequency synchronization signals. 



 

 

 

BASE STATION CONTROLLER (BSC): 

Its main work is to control several transceivers. Switching between BTSs Managing of network 

resources Mapping of radio channels 

 NETWORK AND SWITCHING SUBSYSTEM: 

This subsystem does mainly switching, mobility management, interconnection to other 

networks, system control. 

 COMPONENTS: 

 MOBILE SERVICES SWITCHING CENTRE (MSC): 

It controls all connections via a separated network to/from a mobile terminal within the 

domain of the MSC – several BSC can belong to a MSC. 

 DATABASES: 

Home Location Register (HLR): 

Central master database containing user data, permanent and semi-permanent data of all 

subscribers assigned to the HLR (one provider can have several HLRs). 

Visitor Location Register (VLR): 

Local database for a subset of user data, including data about all user currently in the 

domain of the VLR. 

 FUNCTION OF MAIN SWITCHING CENTER (MSC): 

●Manages communication between GSM and other network (PSTN, Data Network and 

GPRS). 

●  Call setup basic switching, call handling. 

●  Location register Billing for subscriber. 

 

 
 FEATURES OF GSM: 

●  GSM is already used worldwide with over 450 million subscribers. 

● International roaming permits subscribers to use one phone throughout Western Europe. 

CDMA will work in Asia, but not France, Germany, the U.K. and other popular European 

destinations. 

●GSM is mature, having started in the mid-80s This maturity means a more stable network 

with robust features. CDMA is still building its network. 

●The availability of Subscriber Identity Modules, which are smart cards that provide secure 

data encryption give GSM m-commerce advantages. 



 

 

 

 GSM Network Structure: 

 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries 

where a mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several 

within a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, 



 

 

 

 

ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit exchange. 

All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway 

MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN network, 

all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC. 

 
 

Fig: 7.2 GSM Architecture 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 8 

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

 
 INTRODUCTION 

CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a 

CDMA system are: 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX) 

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when 

compared to Landline. 

 

Fig: 8.1 General Architecture of CDMA 

 MULTIPLE ACCESS METHODS 

 Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

FDMA is a multiple access method in which users are assigned specific frequency 

bands. The user has sole right of using the frequency band for the entire call duration. 

(Eg: TV broadcasting) 

 Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

In TDMA an assigned frequency band shared among a few users. However, each user 

is allowed to transmit in predetermined time slots. Hence, channelization of user is 

achieved through separation in time. (Eg: GSM). 

 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

Large number of transmissions are combined on the same RF channel at the same time 

but are Separated by ―codes. 

 Salient Features of CDMA 



 

 

 

 

● It is an advanced comm. Technology. 

● It has Anti-jam and security features. 

● Large capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA. 

● It uses spread spectrum technology. 

● Better use of the multipath Frequency Reuse. 

 Advantages of CDMA 

Systems Over Wire line: 

● Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost & Mobility 

● Ease of operation and Admn. Mtce. 

● Call drop < 2% 

Over Mobile (GSM System): 

● Large Coverage 

● Large Capacity 



 

 

 

Chapter 9 

CONCLUSION 

Engineering student will have to serve in the public and private sector industries 

and workshop based training and teaching in classroom has its own limitation. The lack of 

expo sure to real life, material express and functioning of industrial organization is the 

measure hindrance in the student employment. 

In the open economy era of fast modernization and tough competition, technical 

industries should procedure pass out as near to job function as possible. 

 

Practical training is one of the major steps in this direction. I did my training from 

BSNL, Vijayawada which is one of the best known communication service provider 

companies of India. The training helps me in gaining in depth knowledge of the 

working of telephone exchange, various technologies of BSNL –GSM, GPRS, 

WIMAX, Wi-Fi, MLLN and optical fiber transmission. In the end, I hereby conclude 

that I have successfully completed my industrial training on the above topics 
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Chapter 1 

BROAD BAND SYSTEM AND SERVICES 
 

 
 Services: 

The confluence of two forces—the globalization of business and the networking of 

information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in telecommunications 

and data technology are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals— 

just as the Industrial Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy is 

defining how people do business, communicate shop, have fun, learn, and live on a global 

basis—connecting anyone to anything. The evolution of Internet has come into existence & 

Internet service is expanding rapidly. The demands it has placed upon the public network, 

especially the access network, are great. However, technological advances promise big 

increases in access speeds, enabling public networks to play a major role in delivering new and 

improved telecommunications services and applications to consumers .The Internet and the 

network congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the first and last mile as well 

as on creating a different network infrastructure to avoid the network congestion and access 

problems. The solution to this is Broadband. 

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is 

capable of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for 

Broadband connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had 

stepped in and has defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union 

Broadband is defined as “Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5 to 

2 Mb/s” But in developing countries, as the average financial capability as well as usage, is 

low, broadband is redefined. 

Recognizing the potential of ubiquitous Broadband service in growth of GDP and 

enhancement in quality of life through societal applications including tele-education, tele- 

medicine, e-governance, entertainment as well as employment generation by way of high speed 

access to information and web-based communication, Government of India have finalized a 

policy to accelerate the growth of Broadband services. 

Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’ data connection 

supporting interactive services including, – Internet access and has the capability of the 

minimum download speed of 256 kilo bits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from 



the Point Of Presence (POP) of the service provider”. 



 

 

 

 Features of Broadband: 

 Fast connection to the Internet 

Access to the services which would otherwise be impossible on a slower dial up 

connection. These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, listening to 

your favorite radio station or downloading (or sending) large attached files with emails. 

 “Always-on” connection 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, hence no need to dial up a 

connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Flat-rate billing 

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time you are 

online. You can use it as much or as little as you would like, for a fixed fee. Some connections 

are available at a lower cost, but limit you to the amount of data being downloaded (known as 

'capped rate'). 

 Dedicated connection 

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line. 

 
 Broadband Services: 

 High speed Internet 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to dial up a 

connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD) 

Besides regular BTV services, Time shifted TV provides subscribers with virtual DVD 

controls to pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward live TV programs. Users also have 

the flexibility to watch any previous broadcasted programs without pre-recording. 

 Video on Demand 

Enables the user to select from an online library of content and select any of the available choices 

for viewing at a convenient time with full DVD like controls. This is similar to borrowing a Video for 

viewing. 

 Video Multicasting 

Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the stream begins and 

ends at the pre appointed times. 

 Interactive Gaming 

Enables multiple players to play online games pitted against each other or against 

computers, through gaming servers employed by gaming content providers. 

 Audio and Video Conferencing 

Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio. 



 

 

 

Dial VPN Service: 
 

This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the 

service provider’s core network. 

 Distant Learning 

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication among teachers and 

students. 

 Bandwidth on Demand: 

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example a customer with 256 

kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session. 

 
Most of these services require the service provider to have tie-ups with the various content 

providers. 

 

 Network Architecture of Broadband 

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 

1. Core Network 

2. Access Network 

3. Home Network 

1.4.1 Core Network or Provider’s network: It is the Service Provider’s backbone network 

set up to provide the Broadband service. It will be having connectivity extended to all types of 

service or content network, which the service provider intends to extend. Also it will be having 

nodes covering all geographical locations it intends to serve. Basically its function is to route 

the customer’s requests to the particular service/content network. So the basic component in 

the core network is routers. 

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB), 

as it was initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But , 

now its objective has been enhanced. Its objective is to connect anything to anything at anytime. 

The technology used in the core routers is Multi Protocol Label Switching(MPLS), which is 

much faster and secure than the conventional IP routers. 

1.4.2. Access Network: Access network connects subscriber’s home network to the 

Provider’s Core network. It is the last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can 

be either Wired & Wireless. Wire line technologies include traditional telephone lines, coaxial 

 

 
cable lines, and fiber optic lines. Wireless communications involve cellular and fixed wireless 

technology, high speed short range communications and satellite transmission. 



 

 

 

Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to 

country, technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another. 

Therefore, it is up to each individual locality to determine the technologies that best 

meet its needs. To handle the increasing bandwidth demand, localities are considering 

upgrading their current telecommunications infrastructure or installing new infrastructure. It is 

essential that communities and operators consider the present and future needs of their citizens 

when examining the most appropriate systems. Broadband should be considered an accelerator 

of economic development. 

 Home Network: It’s the network at subscriber’s premises, connecting his 

various communication devices to the broadband line. 
 
 

BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through conventional telephone lines using 

ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires 

which have a much greater bandwidth or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice 

without disturbing the line's ability to carry phone conversations. The A stands for asymmetric, 

meaning that data transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie.,more bandwidth, or 

data-carrying capacity, is devoted to data traveling downstream-from the Internet to your PC- 

than to upstream data traveling from your PC to the Internet. The reason for the imbalance is 

that, generally upstream traffic is very limited to a few words at a time, like for example –an 

URL request and downstream traffic, carrying graphics, multimedia, and shareware program 

downloads needs the extra capacity. An ADSL circuit connects an ADSL modem on each end 

of a twisted pair telephone line, creating three information channels 

1. A high speed downstream channel 

2. A medium speed duplex channel 

3. A basic telephone service channel 

 
 

 Factors affecting Broadband Access Choices are 

 Population density 

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber) 

 Government policies 

 Competitive and regulatory dynamics 

 Technology evolution 

The basic telephone service channel is split off from the digital modem by filters, thus 

guaranteeing uninterrupted basic telephone service, even if ADSL fails. 



 

 

 
 

 Features of ADSL: 

 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer 

 In case of power/ADSL failure, data transmission is lost but basic telephone service will 

be operational 

 ADSL Provides 16-1000 kbps upstream and 1.5-24 Mbps downstream. It can work up 

to a distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required 

 Advantages of ADSL: 

 
● You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice calls. 

● The speed is much higher than a regular modem 

● DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you already have. 

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end 

of the telephone line. One end of the line, terminated at Subscriber’s premises is first connected 

to the splitter which filters out the low frequency voice to be connected to the telephone 

instrument. The higher frequency, which carries the data is connected to the modem. The 

connectivity is shown in the figure 1 given below. 

 

Fig.1.1 ADSL connection diagram 
 
 

The various components in the Broadband Access Network are 

● Customer Premises Equipment(CPE) (ADSL Modem & Splitter) 

● Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) 

● LAN Switches: for aggregating DSLAM (Tier -1 & Tier -2 Switch) 

● Broadband Remote Access Server (BRAS) 

What the customer needs in order to be able to use BSNL Broadband? 

● BSNL's B fone (Basic phone) connection 

● Personal Computer with 10/100 Ethernet Port or a USB port 

● ADSL CPE (Customer Premise Equipment). This can be taken from BSNL. 



 

 

 

 Quality of Services 

 
 Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases in less than or equal to15 

working days (subject to technical feasibility). If not provided within 15working 

days, a credit at the rate of Rs 10/- per day, subject to a maximum of installation 

charge at the time of issue of first bill 

 Fault Repair / Restoration Time: By next working day: > 90% and within 3 working days: 

99%. 

 Billing Performance: The different parameters are: (a) Less than 2% of billing 

complaints per 100 bills issued. (b) 100% of the billing complaints shall be 

resolved within four weeks. (c) 100% refund cases of deposits after closure to be 

settled within 60 days 

 Packet loss: Less than 1%. 

 Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node. 

 Applications of Broadband: 

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access 

 Run Servers (Web / FTP) 

 Business tariff, can depend on company 

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL) 

 Video On Demand (VOD) 

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio) 

 Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time). 

 
Comparison: 

 

Application Dialup 
Modem 

ISDN Broadban
d 

 
Download Webpage 

 
14secs 

 
6 secs 

 
1.6 secs 

 
Download 30 sec Video Clip 

 
3.5 mins 

 
1.5 mins 

 
0.4 mins 

 
Download Single mp3 file 

 
12 mins 

 
5 mins 

 
1.3 mins 

 
Download 10mb File 

 
24 mins 

 
10 

mins 

 
2.5 mins 

Table.no.1.0 Comparison of different Internet provider 



 

 

 

Chapter-2 

TELECOM NETWORK 

 

 CALL SETUP: 

● When a subscriber calls to another subscriber first its request goes to the nearest 

switching centre that is PSTN (Public Switching Telecommunication Network). Then 

it processes the caller and subscriber’s number if it exists in the same BSC then call 

setup is completed 

● If subscriber is not in the same BSC (Base Switching Centre) then call transfer to MSC 

(Main Switching Centre) then it transfers the call to prior BSC then call setup is 

completed. 

● If Caller calls to a mobile subscriber then call transfer is done by MTSO now call 

transfer is done on BTSs (Base Transceiver Station) and call setup is completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig: 2.1 how line reaches from Subscriber to Exchange 

FUNCTION OF EXCHANGE: 

● Exchange of information with subscriber lines with other exchange. This is done by 

two type of signaling: 

1. In channel signaling 

2. Common channel signaling 

● Processing of signaling information and controlling the operation of signaling 

network 

● Charging and billing. 



 

 

 

 ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE: 

All control functions by series of instructions are stored in memory. 

 Memories are modifiable and control program can always be rewritten. 

 For each call processing step decision is taken according to class of service. 

 CARRIER ROOM: 

Leased line connectivity is provided in carrier room. This room has two parts: 

1. Conventional leased line system 

2. MLLN 

 CONVENTIONAL LEASED LINE SYSTEM: 

● It consists of modems and routers that are provided by the company requesting for that 

network. 

● Connectivity of different ATM, banks etc. is provided by BSNL here. 

● For this, we have 4 modems (2 in Exchange, 1 at sender and 1 at receiver) 

● Modems are used for short distances i.e. transfer and receive part are received here and 

local lead connection is given to the subscriber. 

● Local lead faults can be handled here but the transfer and receive faults can be handled 

by the department meant for it. 

● Accept 64Kbps or 2 Mbps. 

● For long distance communication we have MUXS and data is sent through optical 

fibers. MUXS are present at both the ends. 

 MANAGED LEASED LINE NETWORK: 

● No open wiring. 

● Route can be changed by the computer software 

● In Agra Gate Exchange, we have 3 VMUX of type II. 

 MDF (MAIN DISTRIBUTION FRAME): 

M.D.F. is a media between switching network and subscriber’s line. It is a termination point 

within the local telephone exchange where exchange equipment and terminations of local loops 

are connected by jumper wires. 

 FUNCTIONS OF MDF: 

● All cable copper wires supplying services through user telephone lines are terminated 

and distributed through MDF. 

● The most common kind of large MDF is a long steel rack accessible from both sides. 

Each jumper is a twisted wire. 

● It consists of local connection &broadband connection frames the main Exchange 



 

 

 

●  The 0MDF usually holds central office protective devices including heat coils and 

functions as a test point between a line and the office. 

● It provides testing of calls. 

● It checks whether fault is indoor or external. 

● All lines terminate individually. 
 

 

 POWER PLANT: 

Fig 2.2 MDF 

(REF- 2.4.1) 

● It provides -48V to the switch rooms and 48V to the connections. 

● Batteries are artificially discharged once in a year for their maintenance. 

● Cooling is provided through fans & AC. 

● There is earth region too for protection. 

 HOW A TELECOM EXCHANGE WORKS: 

It require -48 Vdc 

A telephone exchange or telephone switch is a system of electronic components that connects 

telephone calls. A central office is the physical building used to house inside plant equipment 

including telephone switches, which make telephone calls “work” in the sense of making 

connections and relaying the speech information. The basic block diagram for a telecom 

exchange is as follows- 

 

Fig: 2.3 Block diagram of telephone exchange 



 

 

 

 Engine and Alternator 

It provides AC output in the event of commercial power supply failure. The diesel engine 

provides the prime mover to the alternator so that the alternating current is generated to support 

the exchange systems. 150 KV Generator with 6 Silinder, and it require 24 V DC for Starting 

System 

 OMC (Operation and Maintenance Control) 

It contains input-output processor terminals, visual display units, printers, cartridges, etc. It 

controls the entire operation of exchange data and billing data. The new connections, adding 

and removing of facilities to the subscriber is done in the OMC room. 

 Switch 

It provides the switching facility and connection to the outside of the exchange. The switch 

room contains actual telephone switching hardware such as cabinets, racks, slots and cards. 

Switching is the most important part of the exchange process 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 INTRODUCTION: 

Chapter-3 

SWITCHING 

A switch is defined as establishing a temporary connection from the calling subscriber to 

the called subscriber. Switch is a device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. It 

is a device that channels incoming data from any of the multiple input ports to the specific input 

that will take the data toward its intended destination. 

 

A Digital switching system, in general, is one in which signals are switched in digital 

form. These signals may represent speech or data. The digital signals of several speech samples 

are time multiplexed on a common media before being switched through the system. 

To connect any two subscribers, it is necessary to interconnect the time-slots of the two speech 

samples which may be on same or different PCM highways. The digitalized speech samples are 

switched in two modes, viz., Time Switching and Space Switching. 

 

Fig: 3.1 General diagram of a Digital Switch 

 AU: Subscriber rack for feeding current and other functionalities 

 Interface: Interface between main exchange and subscribers/Trunks 

 Switch: Main switching network and other exchange equipment 

 MDD: Magnetic Disk Drive for storing data 

 MTD: Magnetic Tape Drive for backup and regeneration of the exchange 

 OMT: Operation and Maintenance terminal to issue various commands. 

 Control: Processor to control peripherals and interfacing Main Exchange. 

 Printer: To get hard copy for all the reports. 

Different types of Electronic Switches are – 

(1) C-DOT: Indian Made 

(2) E10B: France Made 



 

 

 

(3) OCB: France Made 

(4) EWSD: Germany Made 

Of these, the most important ones include C-DOT and EWSD. Which are mostly used now a 

days. 

 C-DOT 

The Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT) was established in August 1984 as an 

autonomous body. Its goal was to develop telecommunication technology to meet the needs of 

the Indian telecommunication network. 

In the initial years, a telecom revolution in rural India that was responsible for all-round socio- 

economic development from global connectivity. As part of its development process, C-DOT 

spawned equipment manufacturers and component vendors. Research and development facilities 

were located at its Delhi and Bangalore campuses. 

Within a very short time, telecom switching products suited to Indian conditions appeared in the 

form of small rural automatic exchanges (RAXs) and medium size switches as SBMs for towns. 

This was followed by higher capacity digital switches known as main automatic exchanges 

(MAXs). C-DOT technology spread across the country through its licensed manufacturers. 

 

Beginning with digital switching systems, C-DOT developed products for optical, satellite and 

wireless communication from circuit switching technology, ATM and next generation networks. 

From a purely hardware development centre, it diversified into development of telecom software 

like IN, NMS, Data Clearing House and from a protected environment of closed market to an 

open and competitive market 

 

Fig: 3.2 C-DOT Rax 



 

 

 

 

While developing the RAX/MAX digital switches, C-DOT also evolved processes and 

procedures for manufacturing the switches in Indian factories which set up an Indian 

manufacturing vendor base. Later, C-DOT projects included central monitoring systems for 

telecom security, for the Indian government. 

 

Block diagram: C-DOT DSS MAX exchange can be configured using four basic modules 

 Base Module 

 Central Module 

 Administrative Module 

 Input Output Module 

Fig: 3.3 C-DOT DSS MAX Basic Architecture 



 

 

 

Chapter-4 

MOBILE COMMUNICATION 

 INTRODUCTION 

A mobile phone, cell phone or hand phone is an electronic device used to make mobile telephone 

calls across a wide geographic area, served by many public cells, allowing the user to be mobile. 

By contrast, a cordless telephone is used only within the range of a single, private base station, 

for example within a home or an office. 

 

A mobile phone can make and receive telephone calls to and from the public telephone network 

which includes other mobiles and fixed-line phones across the world. It does this by connecting 

to a cellular network provided by a mobile network operator. In addition to telephony, modern 

mobile phones also support a wide variety of other services such as text messaging, MMS, email, 

Internet access, short range wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business applications, 

gaming and photography. Mobile phones that offer these more general computing capabilities are 

referred to as smart phones. 

 Generation Gap 

Generation#1 

 Analog [routines for sending voice] 

 All systems are incompatible 

 No international roaming 

 

Generation#2 

 Digital [voice encoding] 

 Increased capacity 

 More security 

 Compatibility 

 Can use TDMA or CDMA for increasing capacity 

 

Generation#2.5 

 Packet-switching 

 Connection to the internet is paid by packets and not by connection time. 

 Connection to internet is cheaper and faster [up to 56KBps] 



 

 

 

Generation#3 

 The present future 

 Permanent web connection at 2Mbps 

 Internet, phone and media: 3 in 1 

 The standard based on GSM is called UMTS. 

 The EDGE standard is the development of GSM towards 3G. 

 
The genius of the cellular system is the division of a city into small cells. This allows extensive 

frequency reuse across a city, so that millions of people can use cell phones simultaneously. In a 

typical analog cell-phone system, the cell-phone carrier receives about 800 frequencies to use 

across the city. The carrier chops up the city into cells. Each cell is typically sized at about 

10squaremiles (26 square 22ilometres). Cells are normally thought of as hexagons on a big 

hexagonal grid, like this: 
 

Fig: 4.1 Cell Phones and base stations 

 
 HOW A CALL IS CONNECTED 

 When you first power up the phone, it listens for an SID on the control channel. The 

control channel is a special frequency that the phone and base station use to talk to one 

another about things like call set-up and channel changing. If the phone cannot find any 

control channels to listen to, it knows it is out of range and displays a “no service” 

message. 

 When it receives the SID, the phone compares it to the SID programmed into the phone. 

If the SIDs match, the phone knows that the cell it is communicating with is part of its 

home system. 

 Along with the SID, the phone also transmits a registration request, and the MTSO keeps 

track of your phone’s location in a database — this way, the MTSO knows which cell you 

are in when it wants to ring your phone. 



 

 

 

 The MTSO gets the call, and it tries to find you. It looks in its database to see which cell 

you are in. 

 The MTSO picks a frequency pair that your phone will use in that cell to take the call. 

 The MTSO communicates with your phone over the control channel to tell it which 

frequencies to use, and once your phone and the tower switch on those frequencies, the 

call is connected. Now, you are talking by two-way radio to a friend. 

 As you move toward the edge of your cell, your cell’s base station notes that your signal 

strength is diminishing. Meanwhile, the base station in the cell you are moving toward 

(which is listening and measuring signal strength on all frequencies, not just its own one- 

seventh) sees. 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 
 
 

INTRANET 

 INTRANET: 

 

● Smaller private version of Internet. It uses Internet protocols to create enterprise wide 

network which may consists of interconnected LANs. 

● It may or may not include connection to Internet. 

● Intranet is an internal information system based on Internet technology and web protocols 

for implementation within a corporate organization. 

● This implementation is performed in such a way as to transparently deliver the immense 

informational resources of an organization to each individual’s desktop with minimal cost, 

time and effort. 

● The Intranet defines your organization and displays it for everyone to see. 

 

 FEATURES OF INTRANET: 

1. It is scalable. 

2. It is Interchangeable. 

3. It is platform independent 

4. It is Hardware independent. 

5. It is vendor independent. 

 WHY INTRANET FOR AN ORGANIZATION: 

● Quick access to voice, video, data and other resources needed by users. 

● Variety of valuable Intranet applications improves communication and productivity 

across all areas of an enterprise. 

● A 21st Century Telephone. 

● An ISO Tool. 

● A Target Marketing Tool. 

● A Decision Making Tool. 

● A Complete Communication Tool. 
 
 

Fig: 5.1 INTRANET NETWORK 



 

 

 

 APPLICATIONS OF INTRANET: 

● Publishing Corporate documents. 

● Access into searchable directories. 

● Excellent Mailing Facilities. 

● Proper Sharing of Information. 

● Developing Groupware Applications. 

 
 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW OF THE INTRANET TECHNOLOGY: 

Intranet runs on open TCP/IP network, enable companies to employ the same type of servers 

and browser used for World Wide Web for internal applications distributed over the corporate 

LAN. 

A typical Intranet implementation involves a high end machine called a server which can be 

accessed by individual PCs commonly referred to as clients, through the network. The 

Intranet site setup can be quite inexpensive, especially if your users are already connected by 

LAN. 

 INTRANET APPLICATIONS IN A CIRCLE: 

Every circle must have an intranet server which should have the following: 

● All posting/transfer/relieving orders issued within circle to be hosted on the intranet. 

● All letters circulars/letters issued from different sections of the circle office to be hosted 

on the server for immediate access by SSAs. Each section in circle office Administration, 

Operations, Marketing, Finance, Planning, Computers etc can have web pages hosted on 

the server. 

● A database can be maintained for MIS reports and all other reports to be sent periodically 

by SSAs to circle office. The database can have front end forms designed in ASP or PHP 

for the SSAs to input the data. Separate programs can be developed to consolidate the 

data fed by SSAs. 

● All data prepared and /or distributed during SSA heads meetings can be hosted on the 

Intranet. 

● The implementation of the above will reduce the usage of paper and also reduce the usage 

of FAX 



 

 

 

 

 

 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 6 

Latest Telecom Services 

 

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) is a type of communications service 

provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar services. This category includes 

incumbent local exchange carriers, competitive local exchange carriers, and mobile wireless 

communication companies. 

 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 

 
 Mobile services (GSM 2G/3G) 

 
 Wi-MAX 

 
 IN (Intelligent Network) 

 
 Landlines 

 
 High Speed Broadband access 

 
 FTTH: 

 Fiber To The Home; 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fibre up to 

home or business point; 

Features: 

• Resilience and reliability of service; 

 
• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom facilities; 

 
• Continuous guaranteed service; 

 
• Download speed up to 2.5Gbps and upload up to 1.2Gbpsmulti play services like 

Voice, Internet access, IPTV, Video on demand, VPN, LAN, VOIP services; 



 

 

 

 

Fig 6.1 BSNL FTTH Architecture 

 Mobile services: 
 

 3G services: 
 

 Third generation Mobile Technology – HSDPA; 

 
 Provides high speed band width compared to 2G; 

 
 2.05Mbps to stationary devices; 

 
 384 Kbps for slow moving devices; 

 
 128 Kbps for fast moving devices; 

 
 Wi- MAX: 

 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

 
Features: 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 up to 10 Km 

 
 Also called as Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 

 
 Works on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 

 
 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data 

 

 

 TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH) 

• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party 

• All charges are levied on the service subscriber 

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user. 

• Service is accessible from networks of other operators also. 



 

 

 

 

 

 Voice VPN 

• Voice VPN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses 

and communities using public network resources. 

• PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be 

in a VPN are given a 3 or 4digit short code for ease of dialling, which is called PNP 

number 

• Ex: POLICE, INCOMETAX 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 7 

GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATION (GSM) 

 INTRODUCTION 

In wireless communication every region is divided into cells. Cell size is constant for whole 

system. GSM is a form of multiplexing, which divides the available bandwidth among the 

different channels. Most of the times the multiplexing used is either TDM (Time division 

multiplexing) or FDM (Frequency Division Multiplexing). SM differs from its predecessor 

technologies in that both signaling and speech channels are digital, and thus GSM is considered 

a second generation (2G) mobile phone system. 
 

Fig: 7.1 A Basic GSM System 

 MAIN FEATURES OF GSM: 

●  Support for voice and data services. 

●Better frequency efficiency, smaller cells and more customers per cell High audio quality 

and reliability for wireless, uninterrupted phone calls at higher speeds (e.g. from cars, 

trains) i.e. high transmission quality. 

●  Authentication via chip-card and PIN. 

●  Worldwide connectivity. 

 GSM SUBSYSTEMS: 

●  RADIO SUBSYSTEM (RSS) 

●  NETWORK AND SWITCHING SUBSYSTEM (NSS) 

 RADIO SUBSYSTEM: 

MOBILE STATION (MS): 

A mobile unit is a transmitter as well as receiver too. It has a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) 

which gives a unique identity of a subscriber. Every mobile unit has a unique IMEI (International 

Mobile Equipment Identity) number. 

BASE TRANSCEIVER STATION (BTS): 

A base transceiver station or cell site (BTS) is a piece of equipment that facilitates wireless 

communication between user equipment (UE) and a network. It encodes, encrypts, modulates and 

feeds the RF signal to antenna. It produces time and frequency synchronization signals. 



 

 

 

BASE STATION CONTROLLER (BSC): 

Its main work is to control several transceivers. Switching between BTSs Managing of network 

resources Mapping of radio channels 

 NETWORK AND SWITCHING SUBSYSTEM: 

This subsystem does mainly switching, mobility management, interconnection to other 

networks, system control. 

 COMPONENTS: 

 MOBILE SERVICES SWITCHING CENTRE (MSC): 

It controls all connections via a separated network to/from a mobile terminal within the 

domain of the MSC – several BSC can belong to a MSC. 

 DATABASES: 

Home Location Register (HLR): 

Central master database containing user data, permanent and semi-permanent data of all 

subscribers assigned to the HLR (one provider can have several HLRs). 

Visitor Location Register (VLR): 

Local database for a subset of user data, including data about all user currently in the 

domain of the VLR. 

 FUNCTION OF MAIN SWITCHING CENTER (MSC): 

●Manages communication between GSM and other network (PSTN, Data Network and 

GPRS). 

●  Call setup basic switching, call handling. 

●  Location register Billing for subscriber. 

 

 
 FEATURES OF GSM: 

●  GSM is already used worldwide with over 450 million subscribers. 

● International roaming permits subscribers to use one phone throughout Western Europe. 

CDMA will work in Asia, but not France, Germany, the U.K. and other popular European 

destinations. 

●GSM is mature, having started in the mid-80s This maturity means a more stable network 

with robust features. CDMA is still building its network. 

●The availability of Subscriber Identity Modules, which are smart cards that provide secure 

data encryption give GSM m-commerce advantages. 



 

 

 

 GSM Network Structure: 

 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries 

where a mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several 

within a country, based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, 



 

 

 

 

ISDN, or PLMN network will be on the level of international or national transit exchange. 

All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway 

MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN network, 

all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway MSC. 

 
 

Fig: 7.2 GSM Architecture 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 8 

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

 
 INTRODUCTION 

CDMA stands for Code Division Multiple Access. The basic requirements for a 

CDMA system are: 

Services (Voice, Low speed data, FAX) 

Capacity- It should be high, PSTN connectivity, Maintainability, Cost- It is low when 

compared to Landline. 

 

Fig: 8.1 General Architecture of CDMA 

 MULTIPLE ACCESS METHODS 

 Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

FDMA is a multiple access method in which users are assigned specific frequency 

bands. The user has sole right of using the frequency band for the entire call duration. 

(Eg: TV broadcasting) 

 Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

In TDMA an assigned frequency band shared among a few users. However, each user 

is allowed to transmit in predetermined time slots. Hence, channelization of user is 

achieved through separation in time. (Eg: GSM). 

 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

Large number of transmissions are combined on the same RF channel at the same time 

but are Separated by ―codes. 

 Salient Features of CDMA 



 

 

 

 

● It is an advanced comm. Technology. 

● It has Anti-jam and security features. 

● Large capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA. 

● It uses spread spectrum technology. 

● Better use of the multipath Frequency Reuse. 

 Advantages of CDMA 

Systems Over Wire line: 

● Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost & Mobility 

● Ease of operation and Admn. Mtce. 

● Call drop < 2% 

Over Mobile (GSM System): 

● Large Coverage 

● Large Capacity 



 

 

 

Chapter 9 

CONCLUSION 

Engineering student will have to serve in the public and private sector industries 

and workshop based training and teaching in classroom has its own limitation. The lack of 

expo sure to real life, material express and functioning of industrial organization is the 

measure hindrance in the student employment. 

In the open economy era of fast modernization and tough competition, technical 

industries should procedure pass out as near to job function as possible. 

 

Practical training is one of the major steps in this direction. I did my training from 

BSNL, Vijayawada which is one of the best known communication service provider 

companies of India. The training helps me in gaining in depth knowledge of the 

working of telephone exchange, various technologies of BSNL –GSM, GPRS, 

WIMAX, Wi-Fi, MLLN and optical fiber transmission. In the end, I hereby conclude 

that I have successfully completed my industrial training on the above topics 
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Chapter1

BROADBANDSYSTEMANDSERVICES

Services:

The confluence oftwo forces—the globalization ofbusiness and the

networkingofinformationtechnology—hascreatedtheInterneteconomy.Advances

in telecommunications anddatatechnologyarecreatingnewopportunities

forcountries,businessesandindividuals—justastheIndustrialRevolutionchanged

fortunesaroundtheglobe.Theneweconomyisdefininghowpeopledobusiness,

communicateshop,havefun,learn,andliveonaglobalbasis—connectinganyoneto

anything.TheevolutionofInternethascomeintoexistence&Internetserviceis

expandingrapidly.Thedemandsithasplaceduponthepublicnetwork,especiallythe

access network,are great.However,technologicaladvances promise big

increasesinaccessspeeds,enablingpublicnetworkstoplayamajorroleindeliveringnewan

dimprovedtelecommunicationsservicesandapplicationstoconsumers.The

Internet and the networkcongestionthatfollowed,hasledpeopletofocus

bothonthefirstandlastmileaswellasoncreatingadifferentnetworkinfrastructureto

avoidthenetworkcongestionandaccessproblems.ThesolutiontothisisBroadband.

Broadbandindicatesameansofconnectivityatahighor‘broad’bandwidth,

whichiscapableofdeliveringmultipleservicessimultaneously.Therewereno

uniformstandardsforBroadbandconnectivityandvariouscountriesfollowedvarious

standards.RecentlyITUhadsteppedinandhasdefinedBroadband.Accordingto

International Telecommunication Union

Broadbandisdefinedas“TransmissioncapacitythatisfasterthanprimaryrateISDN,at1.5t

o2Mb/s”Butindevelopingcountries,astheaveragefinancialcapabilityaswellas

usage,islow,broadbandisredefined.

RecognizingthepotentialofubiquitousBroadbandserviceingrowthofGDP

andenhancementinqualityoflifethroughsocietalapplicationsincludingtele-

education, tele- medicine,e-

governance,entertainmentaswellasemploymentgenerationbywayofhighspeedaccess

toinformationandweb-basedcommunication,GovernmentofIndiahavefinalizeda

policytoacceleratethegrowthofBroadbandservices.



Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’data

connectionsupportinginteractiveservicesincluding,–Internetaccessandhasthe

capabilityoftheminimumdownloadspeedof256kilobitspersecond(kbps)toan

individualsubscriberfrom



thePointOfPresence(POP)oftheserviceprovider”.



FeaturesofBroadband:

 FastconnectiontotheInternet

Accesstotheserviceswhichwouldotherwisebeimpossibleonaslowerdial

upconnection.Theseincludefacilitiessuchasdownloadingmusicorvideofootage,

listeningtoyourfavoriteradiostationordownloading(orsending)largeattached

fileswithemails.

 “Always-on”connection

Meansthatyouarepermanentlyconnectedtotheinternet,hencenoneedto

dialupaconnectioneverytimeyouwanttosurftheweb,sendemail,etc.

 Flat-ratebilling

Ifyouchooseanuncappedratetherewillbenoadditionalchargesforthetime

youareonline.Youcanuseitasmuchoraslittleasyouwouldlike,forafixedfee.

Someconnectionsareavailableatalowercost,butlimityoutotheamountofdata

beingdownloaded(knownas'cappedrate').

 Dedicatedconnection

Simultaneoususeofbothtelephone&dataline.

BroadbandServices:

 HighspeedInternet

Meansthatyouarepermanentlyconnectedtotheinternet,anddon'tneedtodialupa
connectioneverytimeyouwanttosurftheweb,sendemail,etc.

 Broadcast(BTV)&Time-shiftedTV(TVOD)

BesidesregularBTVservices,TimeshiftedTVprovidessubscriberswithvirtual
DVD controlsto
pause,start,stop,rewindandfastforwardliveTVprograms.Usersalsohave the
flexibilitytowatchanypreviousbroadcastedprogramswithoutpre-recording.

 VideoonDemand

Enablestheusertoselectfromanonlinelibraryofcontentandselectanyoftheavailablechoices
forviewingataconvenienttimewithfullDVDlikecontrols.ThisissimilartoborrowingaVideofor
viewing.

 VideoMulticasting

Similartocableorterrestrialbroadcast–theusercanjoinatanytimebutthestreambeginsand
endsatthepreappointedtimes.

 InteractiveGaming

Enablesmultipleplayerstoplayonlinegamespittedagainsteachotheror
againstcomputers,throughgamingserversemployedbygamingcontent
providers.

 AudioandVideoConferencing

Shareideas,information,andapplicationsusingvideooraudio.



DialVPNService:

Thisserviceallowsremoteuserstoaccesstheirprivatenetworksecurelyover

theserviceprovider’scorenetwork.

 DistantLearning

Consistsofelectronicclassroomswithtwo-wayandmulti-waycommunicationamongteachersand
students.

 BandwidthonDemand:

Customercanchangebandwidthasperhis/herrequirement.Forexampleacustomerwith256
kbpscanchangeto1MbpsduringthevideoConferencingsession.

Mostoftheseservicesrequiretheserviceprovidertohavetie-upswiththe

variouscontentproviders.

NetworkArchitectureofBroadband

Networkarchitecturecanbebroadlyclassifiedintothreenetworks:

1.CoreNetwork

2.AccessNetwork

3.HomeNetwork

1.4.1CoreNetworkorProvider’snetwork:ItistheServiceProvider’sbackbonenetwork

setuptoprovidetheBroadbandservice.Itwillbehavingconnectivityextendedtoall

typesof

serviceorcontentnetwork,whichtheserviceproviderintendstoextend.Alsoitwillbehaving

nodescoveringallgeographicallocationsitintendstoserve.Basicallyitsfunctionis

toroutethecustomer’srequeststotheparticularservice/contentnetwork.Sothe

basiccomponentinthecorenetworkisrouters.

InBSNL,thecorenetworkisknownbythenameNationalInternetBackbone

(NIB),asitwasinitiallysetupforextendinginternetaccesstoall,alloverthecountry,

India. But ,

nowitsobjectivehasbeenenhanced.Itsobjectiveistoconnectanythingtoanythingatanyti

me.ThetechnologyusedinthecoreroutersisMultiProtocolLabelSwitching(MPLS),

whichismuchfasterandsecurethantheconventionalIProuters.

1.4.2. AccessNetwork:Accessnetworkconnectssubscriber’shome

networktotheProvider’sCorenetwork.Itisthelastmileconnectingthe

subscriber.Theconnectivitycan

beeitherWired&Wireless.Wirelinetechnologiesincludetraditionaltelephonelines,coaxial

cablelines,andfiberopticlines.Wirelesscommunicationsinvolvecellularandfixed



wirelesstechnology,highspeedshortrangecommunicationsandsatellite

transmission.



Becausephysicalinfrastructureandgeographyarevastlydifferentfrom

countrytocountry,technologythatworkswellinonegeographicareamaynotwork

aswellinanother.

Therefore,itisuptoeachindividuallocalitytodeterminethetechnologiesthat

bestmeetitsneeds.Tohandletheincreasingbandwidthdemand,localitiesare

consideringupgradingtheircurrenttelecommunicationsinfrastructureorinstalling

new infrastructure. Itis

essentialthatcommunitiesandoperatorsconsiderthepresentandfutureneedsoftheirciti

zens

whenexaminingthemostappropriatesystems.Broadbandshouldbeconsideredanaccele

ratorofeconomicdevelopment.

HomeNetwork:It’sthenetworkatsubscriber’spremises,connectinghis

variouscommunicationdevicestothebroadbandline.

BSNLhaslauncheditsBroadbandServicethroughconventionaltelephone

linesusingADSL(AsymmetricDigitalSubscriberLine)technology.ADSLexploitsthe

copperwireswhichhaveamuchgreaterbandwidthorrangeoffrequenciesthanthat

demanded for voice

withoutdisturbingtheline'sabilitytocarryphoneconversations.TheAstandsforasymmetr

ic,meaningthatdatatransmissionrateisnotthesameinbothdirectionsie.,more

bandwidth,ordata-carryingcapacity,isdevotedtodatatravelingdownstream-from

theInternettoyourPC-thantoupstreamdatatravelingfromyourPCtotheInternet.

Thereasonfortheimbalanceisthat,generallyupstreamtrafficisverylimitedtoa

fewwordsatatime,likeforexample–anURLrequestanddownstream traffic,

carryinggraphics,multimedia,andsharewareprogram downloadsneedstheextra

capacity.AnADSLcircuitconnectsanADSLmodemoneachendofatwistedpair

telephoneline,creatingthreeinformationchannels

1.Ahighspeeddownstreamchannel

2.Amediumspeedduplexchannel

3.Abasictelephoneservicechannel

FactorsaffectingBroadbandAccessChoicesare

 Populationdensity

 Existinginfrastructure(e.g.,twistedpair,cable,fiber)

 Governmentpolicies

 Competitiveandregulatorydynamics



 Technologyevolution
Thebasictelephoneservicechannelissplitofffromthedigitalmodemby

filters,thusguaranteeinguninterruptedbasictelephoneservice,evenifADSLfails.



FeaturesofADSL:

 Allowssimultaneousaccesstothelinebythetelephoneandthecomputer

 Incaseofpower/ADSLfailure,datatransmissionislostbutbasictelephone

servicewillbeoperational

 ADSLProvides16-1000kbpsupstreamand1.5-24Mbpsdownstream.Itcan

workuptoadistanceof3.7to5.5kmsdependinguponthespeedrequired

AdvantagesofADSL:

● YoucanleaveyourInternetconnectionopenandstillusethephonelineforvoicecalls.

● Thespeedismuchhigherthanaregularmodem

● DSLdoesn'tnecessarilyrequirenewwiring;itcanusethephonelineyoualreadyhave.

InBSNL,BroadbandAccessNetwork,therehastobeanADSLmodem on

either end

ofthetelephoneline.Oneendoftheline,terminatedatSubscriber’spremisesisfirstconnect

edtothesplitterwhichfiltersoutthelowfrequencyvoicetobeconnectedtothe

telephoneinstrument.Thehigherfrequency,whichcarriesthedataisconnectedto

themodem.Theconnectivityisshowninthefigure1givenbelow.

Fig.1.1ADSLconnectiondiagram

ThevariouscomponentsintheBroadbandAccessNetworkare

● CustomerPremisesEquipment(CPE)(ADSLModem&Splitter)

● DigitalSubscriberLineAccessMultiplexer(DSLAM)

● LANSwitches:foraggregatingDSLAM(Tier-1&Tier-2Switch)

● BroadbandRemoteAccessServer(BRAS)

WhatthecustomerneedsinordertobeabletouseBSNLBroadband?

● BSNL'sBfone(Basicphone)connection

● PersonalComputerwith10/100EthernetPortoraUSBport

● ADSLCPE(CustomerPremiseEquipment).ThiscanbetakenfromBSNL.



QualityofServices

 ServiceProvisioning/ActivationTime:100%casesinlessthanorequal

to15

workingdays(subjecttotechnicalfeasibility).Ifnotprovidedwithin15workin

gdays,acreditattherateofRs10/-perday,subjecttoamaximum

ofinstallationchargeatthetimeofissueoffirstbill

 FaultRepair/RestorationTime:Bynextworkingday:>90%andwithin3workingdays:
99%.

 BillingPerformance:Thedifferentparametersare:(a)Lessthan2%of

billingcomplaintsper100billsissued.(b)100%ofthebillingcomplaints

shall be resolvedwithinfourweeks.(c)100%refundcasesofdeposits

afterclosuretobesettledwithin60days

 Packetloss:Lessthan1%.

 Speed:>80%ofthespeedofferedbetweenUserandISPnode.

ApplicationsofBroadband:

 BasicWWWbrowsingandEmailaccess

 RunServers(Web/FTP)

 Businesstariff,candependoncompany

 Sometechnologiesareasymmetric(cable,ADSL)

 VideoOnDemand(VOD)

 AudioStreams(InternetRadio)

 FastFileTransfers(Possibilityofdownloadinglargefilesinshortperiodoftime).

Comparison:

Application Dialup
Modem

ISDN Broadband

DownloadWebpage 14secs 6secs 1.6secs

Download30secVideoClip 3.5mins 1.5mins 0.4mins

DownloadSinglemp3file 12mins 5mins 1.3mins

Download10mbFile 24mins 10
mins

2.5mins

Table.no.1.0ComparisonofdifferentInternetprovider



Chapter-2

TELECOMNETWORK

CALLSETUP:

● Whenasubscribercallstoanothersubscriberfirstitsrequestgoestothe

nearestswitchingcentrethatisPSTN(PublicSwitchingTelecommunication

Network).Thenitprocessesthecallerandsubscriber’snumberifitexistsin

thesameBSCthencallsetupiscompleted

● IfsubscriberisnotinthesameBSC(BaseSwitchingCentre)thencalltransfertoMSC

(MainSwitchingCentre)thenittransfersthecalltopriorBSCthencallsetup

iscompleted.

● IfCallercallstoamobilesubscriberthencalltransferisdonebyMTSOnow

calltransferisdoneonBTSs(BaseTransceiverStation)andcallsetup

iscompleted.

Fig:2.1howlinereachesfromSubscriberto

ExchangeFUNCTIONOFEXCHANGE:

● Exchangeofinformationwithsubscriberlineswithotherexchange.Thisisdone

bytwotypeofsignaling:

1.Inchannelsignaling

2.Commonchannelsignaling

● Processingofsignalinginformationandcontrollingtheoperationof

signalingnetwork

● Chargingandbilling.



ELECTRONICEXCHANGE:

Allcontrolfunctionsbyseriesofinstructionsarestoredinmemory.

Memoriesaremodifiableandcontrolprogramcanalwaysberewritten.

Foreachcallprocessingstepdecisionistakenaccordingtoclassofservice.

CARRIERROOM:

Leasedlineconnectivityisprovidedincarrierroom.Thisroomhastwoparts:

1.Conventionalleasedlinesystem

2.MLLN

CONVENTIONALLEASEDLINESYSTEM:

● Itconsistsofmodemsandroutersthatareprovidedby

thecompanyrequestingforthatnetwork.

● ConnectivityofdifferentATM,banksetc.isprovidedbyBSNLhere.

● Forthis,wehave4modems(2inExchange,1atsenderand1atreceiver)

● Modemsareusedforshortdistancesi.e.transferandreceivepartarereceivedherea

ndlocalleadconnectionisgiventothesubscriber.

● Localleadfaultscanbehandledherebutthetransferandreceivefaultscanbehandle

dbythedepartmentmeantforit.

● Accept64Kbpsor2Mbps.

● ForlongdistancecommunicationwehaveMUXSanddataissentthrough

opticalfibers.MUXSarepresentatboththeends.

MANAGEDLEASEDLINENETWORK:

● Noopenwiring.

● Routecanbechangedbythecomputersoftware

● InAgraGateExchange,wehave3VMUXoftypeII.

MDF(MAINDISTRIBUTIONFRAME):

M.D.F.isamediabetweenswitchingnetworkandsubscriber’sline.Itisatermination

point

withinthelocaltelephoneexchangewhereexchangeequipmentandterminationsoflocall

oopsareconnectedbyjumperwires.

FUNCTIONSOFMDF:

● Allcablecopperwiressupplyingservicesthroughusertelephonelinesare

terminatedanddistributedthroughMDF.

● ThemostcommonkindoflargeMDFisalongsteelrackaccessiblefrom

bothsides.Eachjumperisatwistedwire.

● Itconsistsoflocalconnection&broadbandconnectionframesthemainExchange



● The0MDFusuallyholdscentralofficeprotectivedevicesincludingheat

coilsandfunctionsasatestpointbetweenalineandtheoffice.

● Itprovidestestingofcalls.

● Itcheckswhetherfaultisindoororexternal.

● Alllinesterminateindividually.

POWERPLANT:

Fig2.2MDF
(REF-2.4.1)

● Itprovides-48Vtotheswitchroomsand48Vtotheconnections.

● Batteriesareartificiallydischargedonceinayearfortheirmaintenance.

● Coolingisprovidedthroughfans&AC.

● Thereisearthregiontooforprotection.

HOWATELECOMEXCHANGEWORKS:

Itrequire-48Vdc

Atelephoneexchangeortelephoneswitchisasystem ofelectroniccomponents

thatconnectstelephonecalls.Acentralofficeisthephysicalbuildingusedtohouse

insideplantequipmentincludingtelephoneswitches,whichmaketelephonecalls

“work”inthesenseofmakingconnectionsandrelayingthespeechinformation.The

basicblockdiagramforatelecomexchangeisasfollows-

Fig:2.3Blockdiagramoftelephoneexchange



EngineandAlternator

ItprovidesACoutputintheeventofcommercialpowersupplyfailure.Thediesel

engine

providestheprimemovertothealternatorsothatthealternatingcurrentisgeneratedtosupp

orttheexchangesystems.150KVGeneratorwith6Silinder,anditrequire24VDC

forStartingSystem

OMC(OperationandMaintenanceControl)

Itcontainsinput-outputprocessorterminals,visualdisplayunits,printers,cartridges,

etc.Itcontrolstheentireoperationofexchangedataandbillingdata.Thenew

connections,addingandremovingoffacilitiestothesubscriberisdoneintheOMC

room.

Switch

Itprovidestheswitchingfacilityandconnectiontotheoutsideoftheexchange.The

switchroomcontainsactualtelephoneswitchinghardwaresuchascabinets,racks,

slotsandcards.Switchingisthemostimportantpartoftheexchangeprocess



Chapter-3

SWITCHING

INTRODUCTION:

Aswitchisdefinedasestablishingatemporaryconnectionfrom thecalling

subscribertothecalledsubscriber.Switchisadevicethatmakestheconnectionand

breakstheconnection.Itisadevicethatchannelsincomingdatafrom anyofthe

multipleinputportstothespecificinputthatwilltakethedatatowarditsintended

destination.

ADigitalswitchingsystem,ingeneral,isoneinwhichsignalsareswitchedin

digitalform.Thesesignalsmayrepresentspeechordata.Thedigitalsignalsofseveral

speechsamplesaretimemultiplexedonacommonmediabeforebeingswitched

throughthesystem.

Toconnectanytwosubscribers,itisnecessarytointerconnectthetime-slotsofthe

twospeechsampleswhichmaybeonsameordifferentPCMhighways.Thedigitalized

speechsamplesareswitchedintwomodes,viz.,TimeSwitchingandSpaceSwitching.

Fig:3.1GeneraldiagramofaDigitalSwitch

 AU:Subscriberrackforfeedingcurrentandotherfunctionalities

 Interface:Interfacebetweenmainexchangeandsubscribers/Trunks

 Switch:Mainswitchingnetworkandotherexchangeequipment

 MDD:MagneticDiskDriveforstoringdata

 MTD:MagneticTapeDriveforbackupandregenerationoftheexchange

 OMT:OperationandMaintenanceterminaltoissuevariouscommands.

 Control:ProcessortocontrolperipheralsandinterfacingMainExchange.

 Printer:Togethardcopyforallthe

reports.DifferenttypesofElectronicSwitches

are–

(1)C-DOT:IndianMade



(2)E10B:FranceMade



(3)OCB:FranceMade

(4)EWSD:GermanyMade

Ofthese,themostimportantonesincludeC-DOTandEWSD.Whicharemostlyused

nowadays.

C-DOT

TheCentreforDevelopmentofTelematics(C-DOT)wasestablishedinAugust1984as

anautonomousbody.Itsgoalwastodeveloptelecommunicationtechnologytomeet

theneedsoftheIndiantelecommunicationnetwork.

Intheinitialyears,atelecomrevolutioninruralIndiathatwasresponsibleforall-round

socio-economicdevelopmentfrom globalconnectivity.Aspartofitsdevelopment

process, C-DOT

spawnedequipmentmanufacturersandcomponentvendors.Researchanddevelopmentfa

cilitieswerelocatedatitsDelhiandBangalorecampuses.

Withinaveryshorttime,telecom switchingproductssuitedtoIndianconditions

appearedintheform ofsmallruralautomaticexchanges(RAXs)andmedium size

switchesasSBMsfortowns.Thiswasfollowedbyhighercapacitydigitalswitches

knownasmainautomaticexchanges(MAXs).C-DOTtechnologyspreadacrossthe

countrythroughitslicensedmanufacturers.

Beginningwithdigitalswitchingsystems,C-DOTdevelopedproductsforoptical,

satelliteandwirelesscommunicationfromcircuitswitchingtechnology,ATMandnext

generationnetworks.

Fromapurelyhardwaredevelopmentcentre,itdiversifiedintodevelopmentoftelecomsoftw

arelikeIN,NMS,DataClearingHouseandfrom aprotectedenvironmentofclosed

markettoanopenandcompetitivemarket

Fig:3.2C-DOTRax



WhiledevelopingtheRAX/MAXdigitalswitches,C-DOTalsoevolvedprocessesand

proceduresformanufacturingtheswitchesinIndianfactorieswhichsetupanIndian

manufacturingvendorbase.Later,C-DOTprojectsincludedcentralmonitoringsystems

fortelecomsecurity,fortheIndiangovernment.

Blockdiagram:C-DOTDSSMAXexchangecanbeconfiguredusingfourbasicmodules
 BaseModule
 CentralModule
 AdministrativeModule
 InputOutputModule

Fig:3.3C-DOTDSSMAXBasicArchitecture



Chapter-4

MOBILECOMMUNICATION

INTRODUCTION

Amobilephone,cellphoneorhandphoneisanelectronicdeviceusedtomakemobiletelephon

ecallsacrossawidegeographicarea,servedbymanypubliccells,allowingtheuserto

bemobile.Bycontrast,acordlesstelephoneisusedonlywithintherangeofasingle,

privatebasestation,forexamplewithinahomeoranoffice.

Amobilephonecanmakeandreceivetelephonecallstoandfromthepublictelephone

networkwhichincludesothermobilesandfixed-linephonesacrosstheworld.Itdoes

thisbyconnectingtoacellularnetworkprovidedbyamobilenetworkoperator.In

addition to telephony, modern

mobilephonesalsosupportawidevarietyofotherservicessuchastextmessaging,MMS,ema

il,

Internetaccess,shortrangewirelesscommunications(infrared,Bluetooth),businessapplic

ations,

gamingandphotography.Mobilephonesthatofferthesemoregeneralcomputingcapabilitie

sarereferredtoassmartphones.

GenerationGap

Generation#1

 Analog[routinesforsendingvoice]

 Allsystemsareincompatible

 Nointernationalroaming

Generation#2

 Digital[voiceencoding]

 Increasedcapacity

 Moresecurity

 Compatibility

 CanuseTDMAorCDMAforincreasingcapacity

Generation#2.5

 Packet-switching

 Connectiontotheinternetispaidbypacketsandnotbyconnectiontime.

 Connectiontointernetischeaperandfaster[upto56KBps]



Generation#3

 Thepresentfuture

 Permanentwebconnectionat2Mbps

 Internet,phoneandmedia:3in1

 ThestandardbasedonGSMiscalledUMTS.

 TheEDGEstandardisthedevelopmentofGSMtowards3G.

Thegeniusofthecellularsystemisthedivisionofacityintosmallcells.Thisallows

extensivefrequencyreuseacrossacity,sothatmillionsofpeoplecanusecellphones

simultaneously.Inatypicalanalogcell-phonesystem,thecell-phonecarrierreceives

about800frequenciestouseacrossthecity.Thecarrierchopsupthecityintocells.

Eachcellistypicallysizedatabout10squaremiles(26square22ilometres).Cellsare

normallythoughtofashexagonsonabighexagonalgrid,likethis:

Fig:4.1CellPhonesandbasestations

HOWACALLISCONNECTED
 Whenyoufirstpowerupthephone,itlistensforanSIDonthecontrolchannel.

Thecontrolchannelisaspecialfrequencythatthephoneandbasestationuse

totalktooneanotheraboutthingslikecallset-upandchannelchanging.Ifthe

phonecannotfindanycontrolchannelstolistento,itknowsitisoutofrange

anddisplaysa“noservice”message.

 WhenitreceivestheSID,thephonecomparesittotheSIDprogrammedintothe

phone.IftheSIDsmatch,thephoneknowsthatthecellitiscommunicatingwith

ispartofitshomesystem.

 AlongwiththeSID,thephonealsotransmitsaregistrationrequest,andthe

MTSOkeeps

trackofyourphone’slocationinadatabase—thisway,theMTSOknowswhichcellyou

areinwhenitwantstoringyourphone.



 TheMTSOgetsthecall,andittriestofindyou.Itlooksinitsdatabasetosee

whichcellyouarein.

 TheMTSOpicksafrequencypairthatyourphonewilluseinthatcelltotakethecall.

 TheMTSOcommunicateswithyourphoneoverthecontrolchanneltotellit

whichfrequenciestouse,andonceyourphoneandthetowerswitchonthose

frequencies,thecallisconnected.Now,youaretalkingbytwo-wayradioto

afriend.

 Asyoumovetowardtheedgeofyourcell,yourcell’sbasestationnotesthat

yoursignalstrengthisdiminishing.Meanwhile,thebasestationinthecellyou

aremovingtoward(whichislisteningandmeasuringsignalstrengthonall

frequencies,notjustitsownone-seventh)sees.



CHAPTER5

INTRANET

INTRANET:

● SmallerprivateversionofInternet.ItusesInternetprotocolstocreateenterprise

widenetworkwhichmayconsistsofinterconnectedLANs.

● ItmayormaynotincludeconnectiontoInternet.

● IntranetisaninternalinformationsystembasedonInternettechnologyandwebprotoc

olsforimplementationwithinacorporateorganization.

● Thisimplementationisperformedinsuchawayastotransparentlydeliverthe

immense

informationalresourcesofanorganizationtoeachindividual’sdesktopwithminimalc

ost,timeandeffort.

● TheIntranetdefinesyourorganizationanddisplaysitforeveryonetosee.

FEATURESOFINTRANET:

1.Itisscalable.

2.ItisInterchangeable.

3.Itisplatformindependent

4.ItisHardwareindependent.

5.Itisvendorindependent.

WHYINTRANETFORANORGANIZATION:

● Quickaccesstovoice,video,dataandotherresourcesneededbyusers.

● VarietyofvaluableIntranetapplicationsimprovescommunicationand

productivityacrossall areasofanenterprise.

● A21stCenturyTelephone.

● AnISOTool.

● ATargetMarketingTool.

● ADecisionMakingTool.

● ACompleteCommunicationTool.

Fig:5.1INTRANETNETWORK



APPLICATIONSOFINTRANET:

● PublishingCorporatedocuments.

● Accessintosearchabledirectories.

● ExcellentMailingFacilities.

● ProperSharingofInformation.

● DevelopingGroupwareApplications.

TECHNICALOVERVIEWOFTHEINTRANETTECHNOLOGY:

IntranetrunsonopenTCP/IPnetwork,enablecompaniestoemploythesametype

ofservers

andbrowserusedforWorldWideWebforinternalapplicationsdistributedoverthecorpora

teLAN.

AtypicalIntranetimplementationinvolvesahighendmachinecalledaserverwhich

canbeaccessedbyindividualPCscommonlyreferredtoasclients,throughthe

network. The

Intranetsitesetupcanbequiteinexpensive,especiallyifyourusersarealreadyconnected

byLAN.

INTRANETAPPLICATIONSINACIRCLE:
Everycirclemusthaveanintranetserverwhichshouldhavethefollowing:

● Allposting/transfer/relievingordersissuedwithincircletobehostedontheintranet.

● Allletterscirculars/lettersissuedfromdifferentsectionsofthecircleofficeto

be hosted

ontheserverforimmediateaccessbySSAs.EachsectionincircleofficeAdministratio

n,Operations,Marketing,Finance,Planning,Computersetccanhavewebpages

hostedontheserver.

● AdatabasecanbemaintainedforMIS

reportsandallotherreportstobesentperiodicallybySSAsto circleoffice.The

databasecanhavefrontendformsdesignedinASPorPHPfortheSSAstoinput

thedata.Separateprogramscanbedevelopedtoconsolidatethedatafed

bySSAs.

● Alldatapreparedand/ordistributedduringSSAheadsmeetingscanbehosted

ontheIntranet.

● Theimplementationoftheabovewillreducetheusageofpaperandalsoreducetheusa

geofFAX
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LatestTelecomServices
INTRODUCTION

Atelecommunicationsserviceprovider(TSP)isatypeofcommunications

serviceproviderthathastraditionallyprovidedtelephoneandsimilarservices.This

categoryincludesincumbentlocalexchangecarriers,competitivelocalexchange

carriers,andmobilewirelesscommunicationcompanies.

 FTTH(FibertotheHome)

 Mobileservices(GSM2G/3G)

 Wi-MAX

 IN(IntelligentNetwork)

 Landlines

 HighSpeedBroadbandaccess

FTTH:

 FiberToTheHome;

 Deliveryofcommunicationsignals(Voice,Data&Video)overopticalfibre

uptohomeorbusinesspoint;

Features:

• Resilienceandreliabilityofservice;

• UnlimitedscalabilityoftheTelecomfacilities;

• Continuousguaranteedservice;

• Downloadspeedupto2.5Gbpsanduploadupto1.2Gbpsmultiplay

serviceslikeVoice,Internetaccess,IPTV,Videoondemand,VPN,LAN,

VOIPservices;



Fig6.1BSNLFTTHArchitecture

Mobileservices:

3Gservices:

 ThirdgenerationMobileTechnology–HSDPA;

 Provideshighspeedbandwidthcomparedto2G;

 2.05Mbpstostationarydevices;

 384Kbpsforslowmovingdevices;

 128Kbpsforfastmovingdevices;

Wi-MAX:

 WorldwideInteroperabilityforMicrowaveAccess

Features:

 Providingwirelessdataoverlongdistances50upto10Km

 AlsocalledasWirelessMAN(MetropolitanAreaNetwork)

 WorksonOFDMA(OrthogonalFrequencyDivisionMultipleAccess)

 SupportsVoice,VideoandInternetdata

TOLLFREENUMBER(FPH)

• Callchargestothisservicewillbepaidbythecalledparty

• Allchargesareleviedontheservicesubscriber

• Theserviceisfreeofanychargetothecallinguser.

• Serviceisaccessiblefromnetworksofotheroperatorsalso.



VoiceVPN

• VoiceVPNisaserviceforprovidingaprivatenetworkforinstitutions,

businessesandcommunitiesusingpublicnetworkresources.

• PNPstandsforPrivateNumberingPlan.Yourtelephonenumberswhich

havetobeinaVPNaregivena3or4digitshortcodeforeaseofdialling,

whichiscalledPNPnumber

• Ex:POLICE,INCOMETAX
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GLOBALSYSTEMFORMOBILECOMMUNICATION(GSM)

INTRODUCTION

Inwirelesscommunicationeveryregionisdividedintocells.Cellsizeisconstantfor
wholesystem.GSM isaform ofmultiplexing,whichdividestheavailablebandwidth
amongthedifferentchannels.MostofthetimesthemultiplexingusediseitherTDM
(Timedivisionmultiplexing)orFDM(FrequencyDivisionMultiplexing).SMdiffersfrom
itspredecessortechnologiesinthatbothsignalingandspeechchannelsaredigital,
andthusGSMisconsideredasecondgeneration(2G)mobilephonesystem.

Fig:7.1ABasicGSMSystem

MAINFEATURESOFGSM:

●Supportforvoiceanddataservices.

●Betterfrequencyefficiency,smallercellsandmorecustomerspercellHighaudio
qualityandreliabilityforwireless,uninterruptedphonecallsathigherspeeds
(e.g.fromcars,trains)i.e.hightransmissionquality.

●Authenticationviachip-cardandPIN.

●Worldwideconnectivity.

GSMSUBSYSTEMS:

●RADIOSUBSYSTEM(RSS)

●NETWORKANDSWITCHINGSUBSYSTEM(NSS)

RADIOSUBSYSTEM:MOBILE

STATION(MS):

Amobileunitisatransmitteraswellasreceivertoo.IthasaSIM(SubscriberIdentity
Module)
whichgivesauniqueidentityofasubscriber.EverymobileunithasauniqueIMEI(International
MobileEquipmentIdentity)number.

BASETRANSCEIVERSTATION(BTS):

Abasetransceiverstationorcellsite(BTS)isapieceofequipmentthatfacilitates
wireless
communicationbetweenuserequipment(UE)andanetwork.Itencodes,encrypts,modulate
sand feeds the RF signalto antenna. It produces time and frequency
synchronizationsignals.



BASESTATIONCONTROLLER(BSC):

Itsmainworkistocontrolseveraltransceivers.SwitchingbetweenBTSsManagingof
networkresourcesMappingofradiochannels

NETWORKANDSWITCHINGSUBSYSTEM:

Thissubsystemdoesmainlyswitching,mobilitymanagement,interconnection
toothernetworks,systemcontrol.

COMPONENTS:

MOBILESERVICESSWITCHINGCENTRE(MSC):

Itcontrolsallconnectionsviaaseparatednetworkto/fromamobileterminal
withinthedomainoftheMSC–severalBSCcanbelongtoaMSC.

DATABASES:

HomeLocationRegister(HLR):

Centralmasterdatabasecontaininguserdata,permanentandsemi-permanent
dataofallsubscribersassignedtotheHLR(oneprovidercanhaveseveral
HLRs).

VisitorLocationRegister(VLR):

Localdatabaseforasubsetofuserdata,includingdataaboutalluser
currentlyinthedomainoftheVLR.

FUNCTIONOFMAINSWITCHINGCENTER(MSC):

●ManagescommunicationbetweenGSMandothernetwork(PSTN,DataNetwork
andGPRS).

●Callsetupbasicswitching,callhandling.

●LocationregisterBillingforsubscriber.

FEATURESOFGSM:

●GSMisalreadyusedworldwidewithover450millionsubscribers.

●InternationalroamingpermitssubscriberstouseonephonethroughoutWestern
Europe.
CDMAwillworkinAsia,butnotFrance,Germany,theU.K.andotherpopularEuropean
destinations.

●GSMismature,havingstartedinthemid-80sThismaturitymeansamorestable
networkwithrobustfeatures.CDMAisstillbuildingitsnetwork.

●TheavailabilityofSubscriberIdentityModules,whicharesmartcardsthatprovide
securedataencryptiongiveGSMm-commerceadvantages.



GSMNetworkStructure:

 GSMservicearea;

 PLMNservicearea;

 MSCservicearea;

 Locationarea;

 Cells.

TheGSM serviceisthetotalareaservedbythecombinationofallmember

countries

whereamobilecanbeserviced.ThenextlevelisthePLMNservicearea.Therecanbeseveral

withinacountry,basedonitssize.ThelinksbetweenaGSM/PLMNnetworkandotherPSTN,



ISDN,orPLMNnetworkwillbeonthelevelofinternationalornationaltransit

exchange.AllincomingcallsforaGSM/PLMNnetworkwillberoutedtoagateway

MSC. A gateway

MSCworksasanincomingtransitexchangefortheGSM/PLMN.InaGSM/PLMNnetwork,

allmobile-terminatedcallswillberoutedtoagatewayMSC.

Fig:7.2GSMArchitecture
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CodeDivisionMultipleAccess(CDMA)

INTRODUCTION

CDMAstandsforCodeDivisionMultipleAccess.Thebasic

requirementsforaCDMAsystemare:

Services(Voice,Lowspeeddata,FAX)

Capacity-Itshouldbehigh,PSTNconnectivity,Maintainability,Cost-Itislow

whencomparedtoLandline.

Fig:8.1GeneralArchitectureofCDMA

MULTIPLEACCESSMETHODS

FrequencyDivisionMultipleAccess(FDMA)

FDMAisamultipleaccessmethodinwhichusersareassignedspecific
frequencybands.Theuserhassolerightofusingthefrequencybandforthe
entirecallduration.(Eg:TVbroadcasting)

TimeDivisionMultipleAccess(TDMA)

InTDMAanassignedfrequencybandsharedamongafewusers.However,
each userisallowed to transmitin predetermined timeslots.Hence,
channelizationofuserisachievedthroughseparationintime.(Eg:GSM).

CodeDivisionMultipleAccess(CDMA)

LargenumberoftransmissionsarecombinedonthesameRFchannelatthe
sametimebutareSeparatedby―codes.

SalientFeaturesofCDMA



● Itisanadvancedcomm.Technology.

● IthasAnti-jamandsecurityfeatures.

● LargecapacityascomparedtootherTechnologylikeFDMAandTDMA.

● Itusesspreadspectrumtechnology.

● BetteruseofthemultipathFrequencyReuse.

AdvantagesofCDMA

SystemsOverWireline:

● EasyInstallation,Maintenance,Lowcost&Mobility

● EaseofoperationandAdmn.Mtce.

● Calldrop<2%

OverMobile(GSMSystem):

● LargeCoverage

● LargeCapacity
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CONCLUSION

Engineeringstudentwillhavetoserveinthepublicandprivatesector

industries andworkshopbasedtraining

andteachinginclassroomhasitsownlimitation.Thelackofexpo sureto reallife,

materialexpressandfunctioningofindustrialorganizationisthemeasure

hindranceinthestudentemployment.

Intheopeneconomyeraoffastmodernizationandtoughcompetition,

technicalindustriesshouldprocedurepassoutasneartojobfunctionas

possible.

Practicaltrainingisoneofthemajorstepsinthisdirection.Ididmytrainingfrom

BSNL,Vijayawadawhichisoneofthebestknowncommunicationserviceprovider

companiesofIndia.Thetraininghelpsmeingainingindepthknowledgeofthe

workingoftelephoneexchange,varioustechnologiesofBSNL–GSM,GPRS,WIMAX,

Wi-Fi,MLLNandopticalfibertransmission.Intheend,IherebyconcludethatIhave

successfullycompletedmyindustrialtrainingontheabovetopics
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                                                ABSTRACT 

At present, it  is to such an extent that if the same trend goes on then in the 

future at some point of time, the energy sources will all be exploited. The 

designing in a hydraulic power pack refers to the reduction in the energy 

consumed by the power pack. Many experiments have been conducted to reduce 

the energy consumption and one of those methods is by introducing a variable 

frequency drive. The main objective of the present work is to reduce the energy 

consumed by the hydraulic power pack using variable frequency drive. Variable 

Frequency drive is used to vary the speed of the motor by receiving electrical 

signals from the pressure switch which acts as the feedback system. Using this 

concept, the speed of the motor can be varied between the specified limits. In the 

present work, a basic hydraulic power pack and a variable frequency drive based 

hydraulic power pack were designed and compared both of them with the results 

obtained. The comparison was based on the power consumed, rise in 

temperature, noise levels, and flow of oil through pressure relief valve, total oil 

flow during loading cycle. By comparing both the circuits, it is found that for the 

proposed system, consumption of power reduces by 78.4% and is as powerful as 

the present system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

ECAD was founded in August 1982 by Paul Huang and Glen M. Antle, who 

had worked at Texas Instruments, ITT, Teledyne, Data General, and (just before 

founding ECAD), the microelectronics products division of Systems Engineering 

Laboratories (SEL) in Sunnyvale, California. While developing a new computer 

design at SEL, the CAD group wrote a new (and very fast) algorithm for Design 

rule checking (DRC). These ideas eventually became the basis of ECAD's products. 

In 1982, SEL was acquired by Gould Inc., and part of the CAD group spun out as 

ECAD. 

ECAD's first product was Dracula, introduced in April 1983. It included a design-

rule checker, an electrical rule checker, and a layout-versus-schematic consistency 

checker among other programs. This was followed by SYMBAD, an IC layout 

product suite. 

ECAD sold only software, an unusual business tactic at this time. However, it was 

consistently profitable. In 1987, it went public on NASDAQ, and in 1988 in a 

merger with SDA Systems, it became Cadence Design System. 

Electronic design automation, also referred to as electronic computer-aided 

design, is a category of software tools for designing electronic systems such as 

integrated circuits and printed circuit boards. The tools work together in a design 

flow that chip designers use to design and analyze entire semiconductor chips 
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History 

Before EDA, integrated circuits were designed by hand, and manually laid out. 

Some advanced shops used geometric software to generate the tapes for the 

Gerber photoplotter, but even those copied digital recordings of mechanically 

drawn components. The process was fundamentally graphic, with the translation 

from electronics to graphics done manually. The best known company from this 

era was Calma, whose GDSII format survives. 

By the mid-1970s, developers started to automate the design along with the 

drafting. The first placement and routing tools were developed. The proceedings 

of the Design Automation Conference cover much of this era. 

The next era began about the time of the publication of "Introduction to VLSI 

Systems" by Carver Mead and Lynn Conway in 1980. This ground breaking text 

advocated chip design with programming languages that compiled to silicon. The 

immediate result was a considerable increase in the complexity of the chips that 

could be designed, with improved access to design verification tools that used 

logic simulation. Often the chips were easier to lay out and more likely to function 

correctly, since their designs could be simulated more thoroughly prior to 

construction. Although the languages and tools have evolved, this general 

approach of specifying the desired behavior in a textual programming language 

and letting the tools derive the detailed physical design remains the basis of 

digital IC design today. 

The earliest EDA tools were produced academically. One of the most famous was 

the "Berkeley VLSI Tools Tarball", a set of UNIX utilities used to design early VLSI 

systems. Still widely used are the Espresso heuristic logic minimizer and Magic. 

Another crucial development was the formation of MOSIS, a consortium of 

universities and fabricators that developed an inexpensive way to train student 

chip designers by producing real integrated circuits. The basic concept was to use 

reliable, low-cost, relatively low-technology IC processes, and pack a large 

number of projects per wafer, with just a few copies of each projects' chips. 

Cooperating fabricators either donated the processed wafers, or sold them at 

cost, seeing the program as helpful to their own long-term growth. 
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Birth of commercial EDA  

1981 marks the beginning of EDA as an industry. For many years, the larger 

electronic companies, such as Hewlett Packard, Tektronix, and Intel, had pursued 

EDA internally. In 1981, managers and developers spun out of these companies to 

concentrate on EDA as a business. Daisy Systems, Mentor Graphics, and Valid 

Logic Systems were all founded around this time, and collectively referred to as 

DMV. Within a few years there were many companies specializing in EDA, each 

with a slightly different emphasis. The first trade show for EDA was held at the 

Design Automation Conference in 1984. 

 

In 1981, the U.S. Department of Defense began funding of VHDL as a hardware 

description language. In 1986, Verilog, another popular high-level design 

language, was first introduced as a hardware description language by Gateway 

Design Automation. Simulators quickly followed these introductions, permitting 

direct simulation of chip designs: executable specifications. In a few more years, 

back-ends were developed to perform logic synthesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE 

2.1 Introduction 

VFD is variable frequency drive. VFD can also refer as variable speed drive, 

adjustable speed drive, adjustable 

frequency drive, AC drive, micro drive and inverter. It is a system which gets used 

to control the speed of electric 
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motor by controlling the frequency and voltage. Frequency is directly proportional 

to the speed of electric motor. By 

adjusting the frequency, speed can be varied according to requirements or 

applications. VFD makes the process reliable 

and output variable is easily controlled. Variable frequency drive have different 

types as Voltage source inversion 

(VSI), Current source inversion (CSI) , Pulse width modulation(PWM). Mainly PWM 

based VFD used in industries as 

CSI required large inductor while constructing and VSI have poor power factor. 

VFD increases the life span of motor. 

VFD gets used in many applications to save power. In this paper different 

applications where VFD can be used are 

explained. One of the applications of VFD is cement industry. In process of 

cement making at every stage VFD get 

used. In this paper need of VFD in cement industry is discussed. Variable speed 

drives are very important in conveyors 

to control torque and speed. 

Our many home appliances also use VFD. In air conditioner system VFD is used to 

conserve energy. How energy get 

saved using VFD is explained in paper.VFD can be used in irrigation system. It is 

possible to control the flow of water 

according to the requirement using VFD. Pumping with multi flow is possible with 

VFD. There are many applications 

where VFD is suitable .As it saves lots of amount of energy; it is also used in many 

industries 

 

2.2 Diffrent types of variable frequency drives 
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There are three common types of VFDs. Current source inversion (CSI) has been 

successfully used in signal processing and industrial power applications. CSI VFDs 

are the only type that has regenerative power capability. In other words, they can 

absorb power flow back from the motor into the power supply. CSI VFDs give a 

very clean current waveform but require large, expensive inductors in their 

construction and cause cogging (pulsating movement during rotation) below 6 Hz. 

 

Voltage source inversion (VSI) drives have poor power factor, can cause motor 

cogging below 6 Hz, and are non-regenerative. Consequently, CSI and VSI drives 

have not been widely used. 

Pulse-width modulation (PWM) VFDs are most commonly used in industry 

because of excellent input power factor due to fixed DC bus voltage, no motor 

cogging, higher efficiencies, and lower cost. A PWM VFD uses a series of voltage 

pulses of different lengths to simulate a sinusoidal wave (Fig. 1 on page 8). Ideally, 

the pulses are timed so that the time average integral of the drive yields a perfect 

sinusoid. The current method of choice to produce this waveform runs a triangle 

wave and sine wave through a comparator, and outputs a voltage pulse whenever 

the sine wave's value is greater than the triangle wave. The current electric 

component of choice to generate the voltage pulse is the insulated gate bipolar 

transistor (IGBT), although silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) can work as well. In 

the near future, injection-enhanced gate transistors (IEGTs) will be used to 

perform this task. Much more long term, memristors will probably become the 

component of choice for this task. 

 

Memristors are the fourth passive circuit element, linking electric charge and 

magnetic flux. Memristors have been hypothesized to exist for more than 30 

years, but were not fabricated until April 2008 by Hewlett Packard Labs. Hewlett 

Packard hopes to use these devices as a passive transistor, reducing their heat 

generation compared to other types of memory. Regardless of the component 

used to form the sine wave, the switching action causes problems. 

Electrically, VFDs run at a high power factor. Any class of induction motors usually 

has a low power factor at half and three-quarters load (0.75 to 0.85). This actually 
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decreases the life of the motor, because the unnecessary increase in current 

overheating the winding insulation. VFDs bypass this problem by running the load 

at a frequency below the fundamental. 

 

The most obvious reason to procure a VFD is speed control. This is usually done 

for process, operation, and economic benefits. One economic benefit comes from 

the reduction of maintenance when using a VFD, especially not having to deal 

with the DC motor carbon brushes or mechanical speed-control gearboxes 

(transmissions). The most obvious economic benefits of VFDs occur with fans and 

pumps. The power that a pump or fan consumes is directly proportional to the 

cube of the velocity. This means if an operator can run a fan at 80% of full speed, 

it theoretically uses 51% of full load power. 

 

VFDs also optimize motor starting characteristics. VFDs bring motors up to full 

speed quickly and by drawing only 100% to 150% of full load amps (FLAs). This 

ability to start at normal FLA is very important if the power supply cannot 

withstand the normally six times FLA across-the-line starting draw, or even the 

350% FLA soft-start device current. VFDs do this by managing the magnetic flux of 

an induction motor. Magnetic flux is directly proportional to the voltage and 

inversely proportional to the frequency. By keeping the flux constant, the inrush 

current does not exceed the FLA rating of the motor, and full torque is 

maintained. This is a significant improvement on a soft-start, which has significant 

voltage drop problems and cannot start under full load. 

2.3 working principle of variable frequency drive 

A variable frequency drive converts incoming 50 Hz power into DC, then converts 

to a variable voltage, variable 

frequency output. In [1] block diagram of variable frequency drive figure is 

mentioned 
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Fig.1 shows the block diagram of variable frequency drive. Figure shows that VFD 

has three stages as input converter, 

DC bus, and Output inverter. Input converter is consisting of Diode Bridge. Dc bus 

consists of inductor and capacitor. 

Output converter is consist IGBT. Output inverter is connected to motor. 

The working of three stages of VFD is as follows: 

Converter: 

The first stage of motor controller or VFD is converter. Converter is made up of six 

diodes. Three phase voltage is 

directly supplied to the converter. Converter allows the current to flow only in 

one direction. If one of the phase 

voltages from L1, L2, L3 is greater than another two phase voltages then diode 

connected to that phase voltage get turn 

on and same principal get used at negative side of diode. At the output six current 

pulses occurs, so it is also called as 6 
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pulse VFD. 6 pulse VFD get used in building electrical system such as electronics 

ballast, uninterrupted power supply 

etc. VFD can be configured as 12 pulses VFD and 18 pulse VFD. As 6 pulse VFD has 

more harmonic distortion to 

avoid this drawback mostly 12 pulse VFD or 18 pulse VFD is used. The converter 

unit converts 3 phase incoming AC 

supply into DC. The commonly used configuration of converter is 3 phase full 

wave Diode Bridge. 

DC bus: 

The second stage of VFD is DC bus. The basic principal of DC bus is to remove 

ripples. The DC bus is the link 

between converter and inverter. At the output of rectifier circuit we get dc signal. 

The output of rectifiers contains large 

number of ripples so dc bus removes ripples from output. It also provides 

protection for the drive. At the output of DC 

bus ripple free Dc is present. 

Inverter: 

The last stage of VFD is inverter. Inverter is made up of transistors. Transistors 

work as switches. In industry IGBT 

that is insulated gate bipolar transistor get most commonly used. If one of switch 

from top get closed then phase of 

electric motor get connected to positive DC bus and voltage on that phase 

becomes positive. Same principal get used 

for the switches at bottom and for these bottom switches phase get negative DC 

bus and voltage on that phase become 

negative. By turning on switches in any order, the phase and the rotation of 

electric motor can be changed. So making 
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phase voltage positive, negative or zero, variable frequency gets at the output. As 

frequency is directly proportional to 

the speed of motor and motor speed get varied according to requirement or 

applications. So Inverter is a unit where 

filtered DC supply is being converted to AC Supply which is supply to the electric 

motor connected to it. 

 

The methods used to control speed of electric motors are as follows: 

 

1) V/F control 

In electric motor, voltage induced in the stator of electric motor is directly 

proportional to the frequency and air gap 

flux. If we reduce the frequency keeping voltage constant then there is increase in 

air gap flux. This is undesirable 

effect. So to vary speed we must keep V/F ratio constant. V/F method uses the 

technique in which several motors can 

be connected to the single VFD. V/F control techniques has advantages like low 

starting current and have wide range of 

speed. V/F control method does not used where precise speed regulation 

operator is required. 

2) V/F with encoder 

To have precise speed regulation V/F with encoder get used. Encoder provides 

high reference frequency. Thus speed 

regulation depends on the feedback provided by the encoder. But this method is 

costly so not get used in many 

applications. 

3) Open loop V/F control 
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To have dynamic speed response open loop V/F control gets used in industries. In 

this method stator voltage and 

frequency both varied simultaneously. Air gap flux remains constant. As 

frequency and voltage varies at a time, V/f 

ratio remains constant. 

4) Closed loop V/F control 

In closed loop V/F control, feedback system gets used. The measured speed of 

electric motor and reference speed get 

compared. According to difference between both these speed , frequency and 

voltage get varied to remain V/F ratio 

constant. To measure the speed of electric motor sensor get used and to change 

the frequency controller get used. 

Mainly Proportional controller gets used. 

All above control method uses the Pulse Width Modulation technique to change 

the speed by varying the width of fixed 

signal. By varying the width of fixed signal, frequency gets varied. PWM provides 

the firing angle to the transistors or 

switches used in inverter block. PWM generates firing angle by comparing the 

triangular wave with the reference 

signal. In industries mainly PWM based generator used as initial transients are 

less. 

2.4 Applications of Variable Frequency Drive: 

1] Variable frequency drive in cement industry 

Primary elements of cement are limestone and clay. These materials are crushed 

into fine powder and then blended. In 

process of cement making at every stage VFD get used. VFD gets used to control 

the speed of fans, mills, conveyors 
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etc. The control process through variable frequency drives leads to efficient speed 

control, low power losses, energy 

savings, low pollution and significant saving in economy. 

Following figure shows the process of cement making: 

 

Fig.2 shows the block diagram of cement making process. Cement is made up of 

raw materials like clay, limestone. 

Cement making process have different steps involved as shown in figure. These 

steps are crushing, pre blending and 

grinding of raw materials. Clinkerisation is the process where cooling is done to 

avoid further chemical reactions. After 

clinkerisation, final grinding of cement is done. Last step of cement making 

process is transportation of cement. 

The overall process of cement industry is divided into parts . Two parts as 

mentioned below: 

 1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 

 2. Conveyors 

1. Induced Draft Fan for Cement Kiln 
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It is required to control the process requirements throughout the operation. 

Previously dampers, vanes, variable slip 

clutches get used to control the speed. But they have disadvantages like high 

power consumption and maintenance is 

required. To overcome this drawback VFD get used. In [2] advantages of cement 

industry are mentioned. 

i} Maintenance of uniform working temperature, reduced fan noise and saving of 

valuable floor space in the plant. 

ii} The ID fan power can be several thousand hp and using a drive to control air 

flow can result in considerable energy 

savings 

ii} VFD optimizes the fan RPM in such a manner that it precisely matches the 

system operating conditions. 

2. Conveyors 

Conveyor is used to handle raw material and finished material. Conveyor gets 

used continuously in the cement making 

process therefore chances of braking conveyor get increased. It increases 

operational cost. To reduce operational costs, 

it is important to extend the belt lifetime and availability. Variable speed drives 

provide accurate torque and speed 

control of conveyors. This reduces the stress on mechanical equipment such as 

gearboxes, pulley and belts, especially 

during start-up and stopping, but also during operation and maintenance .With 

the use of VFD it is possible to control 

the speed of the conveyors to match the production capacity and as such reduce 

wear and save energy. For maintenance 

inspection, belt changes or repairs or avoidance of ice build-up it is possible to run 

the conveyor belt at slow speed [2]. 
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2] Variable frequency drive in air conditioner 

As the rapid development of economy and the improvement of people's standard 

of living, the central air-conditioning 

system has become popular in the hotels, office buildings, supermarkets, 

hospitals, factories, etc. The consumption of 

electricity by air conditioner is increasing day by day. If we adopt reasonable and 

intelligent technology, plus the best 

modern design using VFD, we can conserve energy. The air-conditioning system 

mainly consists of refrigeration 

compressor group, cooling (heat) medium circulating water system, cooling 

circulating water system, cooling tower fan 

and coil pipe fan. However, air-conditioning systems currently have a drawback 

that is it is hard to control their output 

temperature according to seasons. 

From the theory of fluid mechanics, the output flow quantity of the centrifugal 

pump or fan is directly proportional to 

its speed, the output pressure is directly proportional to the square of the speed 

while the output power is directly 

proportional to the cube of the speed. From this, it is easy to draw a conclusion 

that we can adjust the output power of 

the pump and fan through controlling their speed. 

Air conditioning system has Cooling water system Closed-loop control block. The 

standard required circulating water 

temperature for system is 12℃ intake and 7℃outlet, with allowable temperature 

difference of 5℃. If the temperature 

difference between the intake and outlet is 3℃, it shows that the actual demand 

of the supply is 3℃/5℃=60%.By using 
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VFD we can control speed of the pump to 60% of its rated speed which ultimately 

saves the energy 

 

 

Fig.3 shows the block diagram of air conditioner system using VFD. Block diagram 

consists of ZCD, VFD, LCD 

display, Microcontroller, Power supply, Temperature reference, Gate driver 

circuit, Induction motor and keypad. 

There is way to save energy in air condition system using VFD (seven level 

inverters). Block diagram of that system is 

mentioned in [3]. It consists of 230V ac supply which is given to the rectifier 

circuit. The rectifier circuit converts ac 

into dc. This regulated dc voltage is given to the seven level inverter which 

produces pure sine wave and it is given to 

the induction motor. The microcontroller is used to produce the PWM sequences 

with references to the temperature 

given. In turn the PWM sequences only control the output of the phase controlled 

rectifier and Seven- level inverter. 

Gate driver circuit is used to efficiently drive the switches in the phase controlled 

rectifier and Seven-level inverter. 
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LCD is used to display the current and set temperature [3]. 

3] Variable frequency drive in irrigation system 

In irragation application VFD helps farmers to control or vary the pressure of the 

flow according to the requirements. It 

is possible to manage various variations in flow. 

1. Single pump with multi head duty points 

VFD can be used to irrigate different areas having different requirements of water 

flow. VFD can be used in most of 

the different irrigation systems from micro/drip to sprinklers and centre pivots. In 

fixed block systems such as micro 

irrigation, the irrigated area can be divided into number of zones and each one 

can have a different pressure 

requirement. For example, if there are different zones requiring different 

pressure levels then VFD will change the 

pump speed at the requirement of the valves as they operate in their respective 

zones. Following figure shows single 

pump with multi head duty points. 

 

Fig.4 shows the motor connected with the VFD to irrigate different areas having 

different water flow requirements. It is 
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possible to adjust the flow of water using VFD. This method is widely used in 

irrigation purpose. 

2 .Pumping with multi flow 

In many applications if there is requirement of change in flow of water it can be 

possible by using the VFD. There are 

many applications which require more than two motors connected in same 

application but requires different speed .So 

in this case VFD helps to keep pressure constant. If there are two pumps in 

parallel, it is possible to use two variable 

frequency drives and allow them to cascade. This means when pump 1 exceeds its 

flow and the pressure condition can 

no longer be met as it is pumping too far to the right on the pump curve, the 2nd 

VFD can be called in and then the pumps will balance out in flow and supply what 

is required at the determined pressure. As the flow increases ordecreases, the 

pumps will ramp accordingly until the flow decreases and the 2nd pump is no 

longer needed and it willfall out and only pump number 1 will operate. 

3. DESIGNING OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE FOR HYDRAULIC 

POWER PACK 

 

3.1 Working: 

Cylinder is in motion: 

Figure 3 explains the working of hydraulic power pack when cylinder is in motion. 

The 

hydraulic cylinder moves when the direction control valve is activated in either 

direction. Upon 

activation, oil flows from the direction control valve to the actuator, thereby 

inducing a pressure drop 
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in the system. The motor continues to run at a constant rpm and this leads to a 

constant flow of 

hydraulic oil [5]. A major percentage of this hydraulic oil is used to move the 

actuator and a very small 

percentage of hydraulic flows through the pressure relief valve to the reservoir. 

 

The hydraulic cylinder will reach its dead-end positions once the direction control 

valve is activated. On reaching the dead-end position, the cylinder stays in that 

position till the direction control valve is activated again and flow occurs in the 

opposite direction. At the dead-end positions, the pump which is coupled to the 

motor runs at the same rpm as it was when the cylinder is in motion. The amount 

of oil that is pumped into the system remains the same. The motor runs at a 

constant speed of 1400 rpm regardless of the load on the system. Once the 

cylinder reaches either of the dead end positions, the pressure increases in the 

system to the maximum pre-set pressure (This is set in the Pressure Relief Valve). 

Upon reaching the pre- set pressure, in order to safeguard the equipment, 

present in the system, the pressure relief valve opens up and the oil flows back 

into the reservoir. As the motor runs at a constant rpm, the oil delivered by the 

pump remains constant. A certain percentage of this pumped oil maintains the 

required system pressure and the excess oil flows through the pressure relief 
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valve into the reservoir. This unnecessary pumping of oil due to the constant rpm 

of the motor leads to unnecessary usage of power. 

 

3.1 Working of the hydraulic power pack with VFD:  

In conventional open loop hydraulic system, due to the absence of a feedback 

system, the motor runs at a constant speed regardless of the load which is due to 

the constant input AC supply [6]. With the introduction of a pressure switch and a 

Frequency Converter, Proposed System behaves as a closed loop system [7]. The 

pressure switch being the feedback element senses the pressure in the pressure 

ports and accordingly sends voltage signals to the frequency convertor. The 

frequency convertor in turn receives this signal and by design changes the input 

frequency to the motor ultimately varying its speed [8]. 

Present Conditions:  

Pressure Relief Valve - 50 bar Pressure Switch - 40 bar  

Frequency Converter Settings: 

Lower Frequency - 7 Hz Higher Frequency - 50 Hz Piston in transition (loaded 

condition /Extension / retraction): When the actuator begins to extend, or retract, 

the pressure in the system drops to 20 bar. This drop-in pressure below 40 bar is 

sensed by the pressure switch which is mounted on the manifold block. This 

accordingly sends a voltage signal to the frequency convertor. The signals are as 

follows:  40 bar and above 24 volts  Below 40 bar 0 volts 

The frequency convertor receives this signal of 0 volts and automatically changes 

the input frequency of the motor to 50 Hz (1500 rpm). This increases the 

discharge from the pump so as to maintain the motion of the actuator [9]. When 

the actuator reaches the clamped position, the pressure in the pressure line 

increases to 50 bar as set by the pressure relief valve. But since the pressure 

switch is set to 40 bar, it detects this increase in pressure and sends a signal of 24 

Volts to the frequency convertor. Once the frequency convertor receives this 

signal it reduces the input frequency of the motor to 7Hz (210 rpm) [10]. This 

decreases the discharge of oil from the pump and thus delivers just enough 

hydraulic oil so as to maintain the clamping pressure at 40 bar and the rest of the 
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oil pumped which flows back to the tank through the pressure relief valve is 

reduced. Therefore, this reduces the unnecessary power consumption of the 

power pack and also reduces the heating of the oil considerably. It is because of 

the feedback mechanism that the efficiency of proposed system is much higher 

than any that of any other hydraulic power pack [11]. 

3.2  Calculations: 

At Frequency-1 

Speed Calculations (N); 

At a frequency f – 1 = 7 Hz 

N = (120 x f – 1) / p rpm= 210 rpm (Where p = number of poles in the motor) 

Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / revolution. 

Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 1.155 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.0889 kW 

Where P = pressure (in bar), η = efficiency of the motor 

At Frequency - 2 

Speed Calculations (N) 

At frequency f – 2 = 50 Hz 

Speed; N = (120 x f – 2) / p rpm = 1500 rpm (Where p = number of poles in the 

motor) 

Displacement of the pump (v) = 5.5 cc/rev = 5.5x10^-3 litres / revolution. 

Discharge by the pump (Q) = v x N lpm = 8.25 lpm 

Power Consumed (Pw) = (P x Q) / (612 x η) kW = 0.317 kW 

Total power consumed: 

(Using a 25 % loading cycle: 45 min clamped and 15 min loading) 

In one hour, the total power consumed is as follows. 

Total Power = [(Pw1 x 75 %) + (Pw2 x 25 %) x 60] kJ / hour = 0.1467 kW 
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Heat dissipation in a tank: 

Conversion factors: 

1 gpm = 0.06309 lps 1 psi = 0.06895 bar 

E L = 1.48 Q P (1 − μ) Btu / hr = 280.76 Btu hr 

Where; 

E L = Internal heat loss generated by pump and other components in Btu / hr 

Q = Discharge of the pump in gpm 

P = pump gauge pressure in psi 

μ = System efficiency 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system is advantageous compared to the present system. Because 

of the lack of the feedback system in the present system, motor runs at the same 

speed regardless of the pressure in the circuit and consumes more amount of 

power. But the proposed system has a feedback system which uses pressure 

switch and sends a signal to the variable frequency drive when the specified 

pressure is reached thereby reducing the power consumed. The power saved by 

using the proposed system is about 78%, temperature rise is decreased by about 

65%, flow is reduced by about 91%, noise level reduced by 5.75% and the power 

difference in the systems is 2.57% i.e., the proposed system is quieter and is as 

powerful as the present system. When the proposed system runs for the whole 

day, it saves around 78% of the money annually compared to the present system. 

VFD helps to save energy in many applications. It is a power conversion device. It 

converts a basic fixed frequency to a variable frequency, variable voltage output. 

This fixed output voltage is used to control the speed of induction motors. 

Primary function of a VFD in a aquatic application is to provide energy savings. By 

controlling speed of a pump rather than controlling flow through use of throttling 

valves, energy savings can be substantial. A VFD is used for control of process 

temperature, pressure or flow without use of a separate controller, Suitable 

sensors and electronics are used to interface driven equipment with it 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
BSNL is the one of the largest telecom Sector in India headquarter in New 

Delhi on 15 September 2000. It provides Fixed line Telephone, Mobile phone, 

Broadband, Internet Television and IPTV services. it is one of the leading companies 

with a gross Revenue of 33 thousand crores. 

 

It is not viable to expand telecom network in India substantially at the prevalent 

level of per-line investment. However, systems based on new technologies, many 

developed in India, promise to more the half the investment required. 

 

BSNL is the oldest communication Service provider and has a customer base of 

115.89 million (of June 2019). Apart from the above service BSNL also provides 

opportunity for students to undergo industrial training. This training includes various 

sectors like IP addressing, Broadband Services, Switching, GSM model and various 

Infrastructures that will be used in Industries. 
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CHAPTER-1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Evolution of Telecom Sector 

Indian telecom sector is more than 165 years old. Telecommunications was first 

introduced in India in 1851 when the first operational land lines were laid by the government 

near Kolkata (then Calcutta), although telephone services were formally introduced in India 

much later in 1881. Further, in 1883, telephone services were merged with the postal system. In 

1947, after India attained independence, all foreign telecommunication companies were 

nationalized to form the Posts, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT), a body that was governed by the 

Ministry of Communication. The Indian telecom sector was entirely under government 

ownership until 1984, when the private sector was allowed in telecommunication equipment 

manufacturing only. The government concretized its earlier efforts towards developing R&D in 

the sector by setting up an autonomous body – Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT) 

in 1984 to develop state-of-the-art telecommunication technology to meet the growing needs of 

the Indian telecommunication network. The actual evolution of the industry started after the 

Government separated the Department of Post and Telegraph in 1985 by setting up the 

Department of Posts and the Department of Telecommunications (DoT). 

The entire evolution of the telecom industry can be classified into three distinct 

phases. Phase I- Pre-Liberalization Era (1980-89) 

Phase II- Post Liberalization Era 

(1990-99) Phase III- Post 2000 

Until the late 90s the Government of India held a monopoly on all types of 

communications – as a result of the Telegraph Act of 1885. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, 

until the industry was liberalized in the early nineties, it was a heavily government-controlled 

and small-sized market; Government policies have played a key role in shaping the structure and 

size of the Telecom industry in India. As a result, the Indian telecom market is one of the most 

liberalized markets in the world with private participation in almost all of its segments. The New 

Telecom Policy (NTP-99) provided the much needed impetus to the growth of this industry and 

set the trend for liberalization in the industry. 

 

Current scenario of Indian telecom industry 
 

 

It is a matter of proud to us that the Telecom industry of our India is the second largest 

emerging economies of Asia and third largest in whole world. Today, telecom sector of India is 

the fastest growing market in the world. Indian telecom industry has provided a robust thrust to 
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the economic growth of country. 

 

 
Status of wireline services: With increasing growth and various facilities of the wireless services, 

the wireline services in the country is almost become motionless. On the other hand, Broadband 

services’ demand has picked up and promises to stabilize growth of wireline. 

 

Telecom Sector Policies: 

A Communication Convergence Bill was introduced in the Parliament in 

2001.Unrestricted entry is allowed in National Long Distance Service (NLD)Also the 

International Long Distance Services (ILDS) have been kept opened. Cellular operators have the 

permission of providing all types of service, as voice and non-voice messages, data services etc. 

The New Telecom Policy revised in 1999 encourages participation of private companies 

in services as Global Mobile Personal Communication by Satellite (GMPCS) Service, digital 

Public Mobile Trunked Service (PMRTS) and Voice Mail/ Audiotex/Unified Messaging 

Services. 

To fulfill Universal Service Obligation (USO) funding and administration, several 

measures are being taken. To initiate Community Phone Service, an announcement has been 

made. Guidelines regarding the Multiple Fixed Service Providers (FSPs) have been announced. 

For establishing 

 

International Internet Gateways, which include both Satellite and Landing Stations, the 

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have been permitted. The Government of India also has set up 

various guidelines to establish Internet telephony (IP). 

 
Major Telecom Companies in India: 

 
In 1975, the Department of Telecom (DoT) was given separate authority for running the 

telephone services in the country.The Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) initiated 

its services in the year 1985 for carrying out the telephone operations in the metros of India, viz. 

Delhi and Mumbai. 

In October 2000, the Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) was set up by the 

Department of Telecom. Thereafter several private companies as Reliance Communicat ions, 

Tata Indicom, and Airtel etc. in the sector came up. 
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The major players in the mobile phone service industry are enlisted as: - 

The Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, country’s largest cellular service operator was set 

up in the year 2000. It is a state owned telecom company with its headquarters located in New 

Delhi. BSNL is also the largest land line telephone establishment in India. As of April, 2011 87.1 

million users have been reported to be BSNL users. 

1.2 Services of BSNL 

 Land lines (Fixed Access) 

 
 High speed Broad band 

 
 FTTH (Fibre to the Home) 

 
 Mobile services 

 
 Wi-MAX 

 
 IN (Intelligent Network) 

 

1.3 FTTH (Fiber to the Home) 

 Delivery of communication signals (Voice, Data & Video) over optical fiber up to home or 

business point. 

 

Fig 1.1: FTTH Basic Block Diagram 
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Fig 1.2: BSNL FTTH Architecture. 
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Features of FTTH: 
 

 

• Resilience and reliability of service; 

 

• Unlimited scalability of the Telecom 

 

 

1.4 WIMAX 

 
 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 

Access WIMAX Features: 

 Providing wireless data over long distances 50 Mbps up to 10 Km 

 

 Also called as Wireless MAN( Metropolitan Area Network) 
 

 Works on OFDMA ( Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 

 

 Supports Voice, Video and Internet data 

 
 

TOLL FREE NUMBER (FPH) 

 
• Call charges to this service will be paid by the called party. 

 

• All charges are levied on the service subscriber 

 

• The service is free of any charge to the calling user. 

 

• Service is accessible from networks of other Operators also. 

 

 

1.5 TELEVOTING: 

 

 Televoting is unique service used in collecting public opinion. 

 

 A user who wishes to vote, can dial the specific voting number to register his vote of choice. 
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1.6 VOICE VPN: 

 Voice VPN is a service for providing a private network for institutions, businesses and 

communities using public network resources. 

 PNP stands for Private Numbering Plan. Your telephone numbers which have to be in a 

VPN are given a 3 or 4 digit short code for ease of dialing, which is called PNP number 

Ex: AP POLICE, INCOMETAX 
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Chapter 2 

 
IP ADDRESSING 

 
2.1 Introduction: 

An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical label assigned to each device 

connected to a computer network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. An IP address 

serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing. 

 

2.2 IPV4 

 In decimal the address range is 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255 

 The IP address is of the form <networkID,hostID> 

 There are five classes of addresses A, B, C, D & E. 

 A, B & C classes are used to represent host and network address. 

 Class D is a special type of address used for multicasting. 

 Class E is reserved for experimental use. 
 

 

 

Fig 2.1: IPv4 addressing 
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Fig 2.2: Class A address 
 

Fig 2.3: Class B address 
 

 

Fig 2.4: Class C address 
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Fig 2.5: Class D&E address 
 

Fig 2.6: Address range Subnetting and Supernetting 
 

 Creating multiple independent Networks from a Single Network. 

 Converting Host bits into Network Bits i.e. Converting 0’s into 1’s 

 Subnetting can be performed in two ways. 

 FLSM (Fixed Length Subnet Mask) 

 VLSM (Variable Length subnet mask) 

 Subnetting can be done based on requirement . 

 
Default subnet mask 

 

 Subnet Mask differentiates Network portion and Host Portion 

 Represented with all 1’s in the network portion and with all 0’s in the host portion. 

 Class A : N.H.H.H 

 11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class A is 255.0.0.0 

 Class B : N.N.H.H 

 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class B is 255.255.0.0 
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 Class C : N.N.N.H 

 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

 Default Subnet Mask for Class C is 255.255.255.0 

 
SUPER NETTING 

 

 Supernetting is nothing but “Aggregation” 

 Supernetting is “Combining many small networks into one big network” 

 The Main purpose of aggregation or Supernetting is to decrease the size of routing table. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.7: Supernetting 

 

Conditions for Supernetting 
 

 Continuous 

 Same Size [ More over they should be of 2n] 

 First Network ID should be divisible by size of the block [2n] 
 

 

 

 

 

. 
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Routing Table 

N/W ID SN Mask Interface 

200.1.0.0 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.1 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.2 255.255.255.0 A 

200.1.0.3 255.255.255.0 A 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2.8: Super net Mask 

IPv4 vs IPv6: 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2.9: Comparison of IPv4 and IPv6 
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CHAPTER-3  

BROADBAND 

3.1 Services 
 

The confluence of two forces—the globalization of business and the networking of 

information technology—has created the Internet economy. Advances in telecommunications 

and data technology are creating new opportunities for countries, businesses and individuals— 

just as the Industrial Revolution changed fortunes around the globe. The new economy is defining 

how people do business, communicate, shop, have fun, learn, and live on a global basis— 

connecting anyone to anything. The evolution of Internet has come into existence & Internet 

service is expanding rapidly. The demands it has placed upon the public network, especially the 

access network, are great. However, technological advances promise big increases in access 

speeds, enabling public networks to play a major role in delivering new and improved 

telecommunications services and applications to consumers .The Internet and the network 

congestion that followed, has led people to focus both on the first and last mile as well as on 

creating a different network infrastructure to avoid the network congestion and access problems. 

The solution to this is Broadband. 

Broadband indicates a means of connectivity at a high or ‘broad’ bandwidth, which is 

capable of delivering multiple services simultaneously. There were no uniform standards for 

Broadband connectivity and various countries followed various standards. Recently ITU had 

stepped in and has defined Broadband. According to International Telecommunication Union 

Broadband is defined as “Transmission capacity that is faster than primary rate ISDN, at 1.5 to 

2 Mb/s” But in developing countries, as the average financial capability as well as usage, is low, 

broadband is redefined. 

Recognizing the potential of ubiquitous Broadband service in growth of GDP and 

enhancement in quality of life through societal applications including tele-education, tele- 

medicine, e-governance, entertainment as well as employment generation by way of high speed 

access to information and web- based communication, Government of India have finalised a 

policy to accelerate the growth of Broadband services. 

Broadband Policy 2004 defines Broadband as “An ‘always-on’ data connection 

supporting interactive services including, – Internet access and has the capability of the 

minimum download speed of 256 kilo bits per second (kbps) to an individual subscriber from 

the Point Of Presence (POP) of the service provider”. 

The interactive services will exclude any services for which a separate licence is 

specifically required, for example, real-time voice transmission, except to the extent that it is 

presently permitted under ISP licence with Internet Telephony. 
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3.2 Features 

 
 Fast connection to the Internet 

Access to the services which would otherwise be impossible on a slower dial up 

connection. These include facilities such as downloading music or video footage, 

listening to your favourite radio station or downloading (or sending) large attached files 

with emails. 

 “Always-on” connection 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet;hence no need to dial 

up a connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Flat-rate billing 

If you choose an uncapped rate there will be no additional charges for the time 

you are online. You can use it as much or as little as you would like, for a fixed fee. 

Some connections are available at a lower cost, but limit you to the amount of data being 

downloaded (known as 'capped rate'). 

 Dedicated connection 

 

Simultaneous use of both telephone & data line. 

 High speed Internet 

 

Means that you are permanently connected to the internet, and don't need to dial 

up a connection every time you want to surf the web, send email, etc. 

 Broadcast (BTV) & Time-shifted TV (TVOD) 

 

Besides regular BTV services, Time shifted TV provides subscribers with virtual 

DVD controls to pause, start, stop, rewind and fast forward live TV programs. Users 

also have the flexibility to watch any previous broadcasted programs without pre- 

recording. 

 Video on Demand 

 

Enables the user to select from an online library of content and select any of the 

available choices for viewing at a convenient time with full DVD like controls. This is 

similar to borrowing a Video for viewing. 

 Video Multicasting 

 
Similar to cable or terrestrial broadcast – the user can join at any time but the 

stream begins and ends at the pre appointed times. 

 Interactive Gaming 

 
Enables multiple players to play online games pitted against each other or 

against computers, through gaming servers employed by gaming content 
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providers. 

 

 Audio and Video Conferencing 

 

Share ideas, information, and applications using video or audio. 

 Dial VPN Service: 

This service allows remote users to access their private network securely over the 

service provider’s core network. 

 Distant Learning 

Consists of electronic classrooms with two-way and multi-way communication 

among teachers and students. 

 Bandwidth on Demand: 

Customer can change bandwidth as per his / her requirement. For example a 

customer with 256 kbps can change to 1 Mbps during the video Conferencing session. 

3.3 Network Architecture of Broadband 

Network architecture can be broadly classified into three networks: 

 

 Core Network 

 

 Access Network 

 

 Home Network 

 

Core Network or Provider’s network: 

 
It is the Service Provider’s backbone network set up to provide the Broadband service. It will 

be having connectivity extended to all types of service or content network, which the service 

provider intends to extend. Also it will be having nodes covering all geographical locations it 

intends to serve. Basically its function is to route the customer’s requests to the particular 

service/content network. So the basic component in the core network is routers. 

In BSNL, the core network is known by the name National Internet Backbone (NIB), as 

it was initially set up for extending internet access to all, all over the country, India. But , now 

its objective has been enhanced. Its objective is to connect anything to anything at anytime. The 

technology used in the core routers is Multi Protocol Label Switching(MPLS), which is much 

faster and secure than the 

Conventional IP routers. 

Access Network: Access network connects subscriber’s home network to the Provider’s 

Core network. It is the last mile connecting the subscriber. The connectivity can be either Wired 
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& Wireless. Wire line technologies include traditional telephone lines, coaxial cable lines, and 

fiber optic lines. Wireless communications involve cellular and fixed wireless technology, 

high-speed short-range communications and satellite transmission. 

Because physical infrastructure and geography are vastly different from country to 

country, technology that works well in one geographic area may not work as well in another. 

Therefore, it is up to each individual locality to determine the technologies that best meet its 

needs. To handle the increasing bandwidth demand, localities are considering upgrading their 

current telecommunications infrastructure or installing new infrastructure. It is essential that 

communities and operators consider the present and future needs of their citizens when 

examining the most appropriate systems. Broadband should be considered an accelerator of 

economic development. 

3.4 Factors Affecting Broadband Access Channels 

 Population density 

 Existing infrastructure (e.g., twisted pair, cable, fiber) 

 Government policies 

  Competitive and regulatory dynamics 

Technology evolution 
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Home Network: 

 
 

It’s the network at subscriber’s premises, connecting his various communication 

devices to the broadband line. BSNL has launched its Broadband Service through 

conventional telephone lines using ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) 

technology. ADSL exploits the copper wires which have a much greater bandwidth 

or range of frequencies than that demanded for voice without disturbing the line's 

ability to carry phone conversations. The A stands for asymmetric, meaning that 

data transmission rate is not the same in both directions ie.,more bandwidth, or data- 

carrying capacity, is devoted to data traveling downstream-from the Internet to your 

PC-than to upstream data traveling from your PC to the Internet. The reason for the 

imbalance is that, generally upstream traffic is very limited to a few words at a time, 

like for example –an URL request and downstream traffic, carrying graphics, 

multimedia, and shareware program downloads needs the extra capacity. An ADSL 

circuit connects an ADSL modem on each end of a twisted pair telephone line, 

creating three information channels. 

1. A high speed downstream channel 

2. A medium speed duplex channel 

3. A basic telephone service channel 

The basic telephone service channel is split off from the digital modem by filters, 

thus guaranteeing uninterrupted basic telephone service, even if ADSL fails. 

Features of ADSL 

 Allows simultaneous access to the line by the telephone and the computer 

 In case of power/ADSL failure, data transmission is lost but basic telephone service 

will be operational 

 ADSL Provides 16-1000 kbps upstream and 1.5-24 Mbps downstream. It can work up to a 

distance of 3.7 to 5.5 kms depending upon the speed required 
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Advantages of ADSL 

 You can leave your Internet connection open and still use the phone line for voice calls. 

 The speed is much higher than a regular modem 

 DSL doesn't necessarily require new wiring; it can use the phone line you alreadyhave. 

 
 

In BSNL, Broadband Access Network, there has to be an ADSL modem on either end of 

the telephone line. One end of the line, terminated at Subscriber’s premises is first connected to 

the splitter which filters out the low frequency voice to be connected to the telephone instrument. 

The higher Frequency, which carries the data is connected to the modem. The connectivity is 

shown in the figure 1 given below. 

 
 

3.5 Quality of Service 

 Service Provisioning / Activation Time: 100% cases in less than or equal to15 working 

days (subject to technical feasibility). If not provided within 15working days, a credit at 

the rate of Rs 10/- per day, subject to a maximum of installation charge or equivalent usage 

allowance shall be given to the customer, at the time of issue of first bill 

 Fault Repair / Restoration Time: By next working day: > 90% and within 3 working days: 99%. 

 Billing Performance: The different parameters are: (a) Less than 2% of billing complaints 

per 100 bills issued. (b) 100% of the billing complaints shall be resolved within four 

weeks. (c) 100% refund cases of deposits after closure to be settled within 60 days 

 Packet loss: Less than 1%. 

 Speed : > 80% of the speed offered between User and ISP node. 

 
 

3.6 Applications and comparison 

 

 Basic WWW browsing and Email access 

 Run Servers (Web / FTP) 

 Business tariff, can depend on company 

 Some technologies are asymmetric (cable, ADSL) 

 Video On Demand (VOD) 

 Audio Streams (Internet Radio) 

 

Fast File Transfers (Possibility of downloading large files in short period of time) 
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Comparison: 
 

 

Application Dialup Modem ISDN Broadband 

 
Download Webpage 

 
14secs 

 
6 secs 

 
1.6 secs 

 
Download 30 sec Video Clip 

 
3.5 mins 

 
1.5 mins 

 
0.4 mins 

 
Download Single mp3 file 

 
12 mins 

 
5 mins 

 
1.3 mins 

 
Download 10mb File 

 
24 mins 

 
10 mins 

 
2.5 mins 

 

Table 3.0: Comparison of different Internet providers 
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CHAPTER-4  

SWITCHING 

 
4.1 Introduction to Early Signaling 

 

Early Signaling and Telegraphy 

Semaphore - A type of signaling, in which visual cues represent letters or words. 

Morse code- The transmission of a series of short and long pulses (dots and dashes) that 

represented characters. 

Duplexing - Simultaneously transmitting a signal in both directions along the same wire. 

Multiplexing - Simultaneously transmitting of an indeterminate number of multiple signals over 

one circuit. 1856 - Western Union Telegraph Company was founded. 

 

 
 

4.2 Telecom Network and Types of Exchanges 
Fig 4.1: Schematic of Telecom Network 



 

 

 

We can broadly classify any telecom network as three parts. 

1) Access Network : 

 

It is the one which connects the CPE (Customer premises Equipment) to the 

Switching Location. 

Eg: Copper wire, Microwave, OFC. 

2) Switching network : 

It is the location of the switching 

station. Eg: Telephone Exchange, 

MSC etc. 

3) Core Network : 
 

Different switching networks will be combined to form a Core network. 

 
Exchanges: 

Manual Exchange: 
 

 In this generation, number dialing facility in not available at the customer end. 

 

 A transmitter, receiver and the ringer equipment is available at Customer premises. 

 

 Call connectivity will be arranged manually by an operator present in the exchange. 

 

 The operator feeds the ringing supply from the exchange to the calling customer 

for giving call alert. 

 After that the operator physically connects the calling and the called parties. 

 

Automatic Exchanges: 
 

 In this generation, complete automatic call connectivity was invented. 

 

 Selectors in crossbar exchanges have horizontal and vertical bars (like matrix) 

operated by electromagnetic relay coils, so that the contacts at a particular point in 

a matrix may be operated under the control of these relays 

Electronic Exchange 
 

 With the invention of electronic exchanges the practical difficulties with the 

automatic exchanges were solved. 

 The customer was provided with lot of advanced features. 



 

 

 

 Chronological Development of Electronic Exchange 

 
 

4.3 Types of Switching: 

 Switch is defined as Establishing a Temporary Connection From the 

calling subscriber to the called Subscriber. 

 Switch is a Device that makes the connection and breaks the connection. 

 Switch is a device that channels incoming data from any of multiple input 

ports to the specific output that will take the data towards its intended 

destination. 

 The process performed by a switch is called SWITCHING. 

 The interconnection of circuits in order to establish a temporary connection 

between two or more subscribers is also called as SWITCHING. 

 Switching types 

 Circuit switching 

 

 packet switching 

 

 Message switching 

 
Circuit Switching 

 

 Dedicated communication path established for the entire duration of the 

conversation E.g: telephone network 

Packet Switching 

 Data sent out in sequence 

 

 Small chunks (packets) of data at a time 

 

 Packets passed from node to node between source and destination 

 

E.g. computer to computer communications 

 

Digital Switching 

 

 The switching network sets up a temporary connection between two or more 

exchange terminations and ensures transmission of signals (speech & data) 

between these terminations in digital form with reliable accuracy. 

 

Switching network can be classified into 

 

 Space Division and 
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Space Switching: 

Same time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are interconnected. 

Eg. Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in TS6 on O/G HWYS. Since 

the transfer of sample takes place in the same time slot, there is no delay in switching the 

sample. Different highways are interconnected. Eg. Signals received on I/C HWY1 are 

transmitted on O/G HWY2 or 3 or any HWY. 

 

Digital Space Switch: This switch consists of several input highways X1,X2. Xn and 

several output highways Y1, Y2… Ym inter connected by a matrix of n rows and m columns. 

Individual cross point in this matrix consists of AND gate. Operation of an appropriate 

cross point connects a TDM channel of an incoming PCM high way to same channel of 

outgoing PCM highway during each time slot. During other time slots, same cross point 

may be used to connect other channels. 

 
Time switching: 

 

Different time slots of the incoming and outgoing PCM highways are 

interconnected. For example Signals received in TS6 on I/C HWYS are transmitted in 

TS18 or any other TS on O/G HWYS including TS6. Same highways only are 

interconnected. Eg. Signals received on I/C HWY0 are transmitted on O/G HWY0 only. 

This involves time delay. A time switch is basically a time slot changer. 

 Voice frequency ranges 

from 300 Hz to 3400 Hz 

 Human audible range 20Hz to 20KHz 

 

 In conventional telephone Voice signal is in analog form. 

 

 In Exchange  it is converted into 

digital Line1(Analog) -> Exge(Digital) -> 

Line2(Analog) 
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Chapter 5  

 

5.1 Introduction: 
 

A GSM system is basically designed as a combination of three major subsystems: the network 

subsystem, the radio subsystem, and the operation support subsystem. In order to ensure that network 

operators will have several sources of cellular infrastructure equipment, GSM decided to specify not 

only the air interface, but also the main interfaces that identify different parts. There are three dominant 

interfaces, namely, an interface between MSC and the base Transceiver Station (BTS), and an Um 

interface between the BTS and MS. 

 
5.2 GSM Network Structure 

 

Every telephone network needs a well-designed structure in order to route incoming called to the 

correct exchange and finally to the called subscriber. In a mobile network, this structure is of great 

importance because of the mobility of all its subscribers [1-4]. In the GSM system, the network is 

divided into the following partitioned areas. 

 GSM service area; 

 PLMN service area; 

 MSC service area; 

 Location area; 

 Cells. 

 

The GSM service is the total area served by the combination of all member countries where a 

mobile can be serviced. The next level is the PLMN service area. There can be several within a country, 

based on its size. The links between a GSM/PLMN network and other PSTN, ISDN, or PLMN network 

will be on the level of international or national transit exchange. All incoming calls for a GSM/PLMN 

network will be routed to a gateway MSC. A gateway MSC works as an incoming transit exchange for 

the GSM/PLMN. In a GSM/PLMN network, all mobile-terminated calls will be routed to a gateway 

MSC. Call connections between PLMNs, or to fixed networks, must be routed through certain 

designated MSCs called a gateway MSC. The gateway MSC contains the interworking functions to 

make these connections. They also route incoming calls to the proper MSC within the network. The 

next level of division is the MSC/VLR service area. In one PLMN there can be several MSC/VLR 

GSM AND CDMA 



 

 

 

service area. MSC/VLR is a role controller of calls within its jurisdiction. In order to route a call to a 



 

 

 

mobile subscriber, the path through links to the MSC in the MSC area where the subscriber is currently 

located. The mobile location can be uniquely identified since the MS is registered in a VLR, which is 

generally associated with an MSC. 

 
The next division level is that of the LA’s within a MSC/VLR combination. There are several 

LA’s within one MSc/VLR combination. A LA is a part of the MSC/VLR service area in which a MS 

may movefreely without updating location information to the MSC/VLR exchange that control the 

LA. Within a LA a paging message is broadcast in order to find the called mobile subscriber. The LA 

can be identified by the system using the Location Area Identity (LAI). The LA is used by the GSM 

system to search for a subscriber in a active state. Lastly, a LA is divided into many cells. A cell is an 

identity served by one BTS. The MS distinguishes between cells using the Base Station Identification 

code (BSIC) that the cell site broadcast over the air. 

 

Mobile Station 

The MS includes radio equipment and the man machine interface (MMI) that a subscribe needs 

in order to access the services provided by the GSM PLMN. MS can be installed in Vehicles or can be 

portable or handheld stations. The MS may include provisions for data communication as well as voice. 

A mobile transmits and receives message to and from the GSM system over the air interface to establish 

and continue connections through the system. Different type of MSs can provide different type of data 

interfaces. To provide a common model for describing these different MS configuration, ”reference 

configuration” for MS, similar to those defined for ISDN land stations, has been defined. 

Each MS is identified by an IMEI that is permanently stored in the mobile unit. Upon request, 

the MS sends this number over the signaling channel to the MSC. The IMEI can be used to identify 

mobile units that are reported stolen or operating incorrectly. Just as the IMEI identities the mobile 

equipment, other numbers are used to identify the mobile subscriber. Different subscriber identities 

are used in different phases of call setup. The Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) is the 

number that the calling party dials in order to reach the subscriber. It is used by the land network to 

route calls toward an appropriate MSC. The international mobile subscribe identity (IMSI) is the 

primary function of the subscriber within the mobile network and is permanently assigned to him. The 

GSM system can also assign a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identity a mobile. 

This number can be periodically changed by the system and protect the subscriber from being 

identified by those attempting to monitor the radio channel. 
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Functions of MS 

 

The primary functions of MS are to transmit and receive voice and data over the air interface 

of the GSM system. MS performs the signal processing function of digitizing, encoding, error 

protecting, encrypting, and modulating the transmitted signals. It also performs the inverse functions 

on the received signals from the BS. 

In order to transmit voice and data signals, the mobile must be in synchronization with the 

system so that the messages are the transmitted and received by the mobile at the correct instant. To 

achieve this, the MS automatically tunes and synchronizes to the frequency and TDMA timeslot 

specified by the BSC. This message is received over a dedicated timeslot several times within a 

multiframe period of 51 frames. We shall discuss the details of this in the next chapter. The exact 

synchronization will also include adjusting the timing advance to compensate for varying distance of 

the mobile from the BTS. 

 
The MS monitors the power level and signal quality, determined by the BER for known 

receiver bit sequences (synchronization sequence), from both its current BTS and up to six surrounding 

BTSs. This data is received on the downlink broadcast control channel. The MS determines and send 

to the current BTS a list of 

the six best-received BTS signals. The measurement results from MS on downlink quality and 

surrounding BTS signal levels are sent to BSC and processed within the BSC. The system then uses this 

list for best cell handover decisions. 

MS keeps the GSM network informed of its location during both national and international 

roaming, even when it is inactive. This enables the System to page in its present LA. 

The MS includes an equalizer that compensates for multi-path distortion on the received signal. 

This reduces inter-symbol interface that would otherwise degrade the BER. 

Finally, the MS can store and display short received alphanumeric messages on the liquid crystal 

display (LCD) that is used to show call dialing and status information. These messages are limited to 

160 characters in length. 
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Power Levels 
 

 

These are five different categories of mobile telephone units specified by the European GSM 

system: 20W, 8W, 5W, 2W, and 0.8W. These correspond to 43-dBm, 39-dBm, 37-dBm, 33-dBm, and 

29-dBm power levels. The 20-W and 8-W units (peak power) are either for vehicle-mounted or 

portable station use. 

The MS power is adjustable in 2-dB steps from its nominal value down to 20mW (13 dBm). 

This is done automatically under remote control from the BTS, which monitors the received power and 

adjusts the MS transmitter to the minimum power setting necessary for reliable transmission. 

 
SIM Card 

 

 

As described in the first chapter, GSM subscribers are provided with a SIM card with its 

unique identification at the very beginning of the service. By divorcing the subscriber ID from the 

equipment ID, the subscriber may never own the GSM mobile equipment set. The subscriber is 

identified in the system when he inserts the SIM card in the mobile equipment. This provides an 

enormous amount of flexibility to the subscribers since they can now use any GSM-specified mobile 

equipment. Thus with a SIM card the idea of “Personalize” the equipment currently in use and the 

respective information used by the network (location information) needs to be updated. The smart card 

SIM is portable between Mobile Equipment (ME) units. The user only needsto 

 

Take his smart card on a trip. He can then rent a ME unit at the destination, even in another country, 

and insert his own SIM. Any calls he makes will be charged to his home GSM account. Also, the GSM 

system will be able to reach him at the ME unit he is currently using. 

 

The SIM is a removable SC, the size of a credit card, and contains an integrated circuit chip 

with a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), and read only memory (ROM). It is inserted 

in the MS unit by the subscriber when he or she wants to use the MS to make or receive a call. As 

stated, a SIM also comes in a modular from that can be mounted in the subscriber’s equipment. 
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When a mobile subscriber wants to use the system, he or she mounts their SIM card and provide 

their Personal Identification number (PIN), which is compared with a PIN stored within the SIM. If 

the user enters three incorrect PIN codes, the SIM is disabled. The PIN can also be permanently 

bypassed by the service provider if requested by the subscriber. Disabling the PIN code simplifies the 

call setup but reduces the protection of the user’s account in the event of a stolen SIM. 

 

International Mobile Subscriber Identity. 

 

An IMSI is assigned to each authorized GSM user. It consists of a mobile country code (MSC), 

mobile network code (MNC), and a PLMN unique mobile subscriber identification number (MSIN). 

The IMSI is not hardware-specific. Instead, it is maintained on a SC by an authorized subscriber and is 

the only absolute identity that a subscriber has within the GSM system. The IMSI consists of the MCC 

followed by the NMSI and shall not exceed 15 digits. 

 

Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity 

 

A TMSI is a MSC-VLR specific alias that is designed to maintain user confidentiality. It is 

assigned only after successful subscriber authentication. The correlation of a TMSI to an IMSI only 

occurs during a mobile subscriber’s initial transaction with an MSC (for example, location updating). 

Under certain condition (such as traffic system disruption and malfunctioning of the system), the MSC 

can direct individual TMSIs to provide the MSC with their IMSI. 

 
Mobile Station ISDN Number 

 

The MS international number must be dialed after the international prefix in order to obtain a 

mobile subscriber in another country. The MSISDN numbers is composed of the country code (CC) 

followed by the National Significant Number (N(S)N), which shall not exceed 15 digits. 

 

The Mobile Station Roaming Number (MSRN) 

 

The MSRN is allocated on temporary basis when the MS roams into another numbering area. 

The MSRN number is used by the HLR for rerouting calls to the MS. It is assigned upon demand by 

the HLR on a per-call basis. The MSRN for PSTN/ISDN routing shall have the same structure as 

international ISDN numbers in the area in which the MSRN is allocated. The HLR knows in what 

MSC/VLR service area the subscriber is located. At the reception of the MSRN, HLR sends it to the 

GMSC, which can now route the call to the MSC/VLR exchange where the called subscriber is 

currently registered. 
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International Mobile Equipment Identity 
 

The IMEI is the unique identity of the equipment used by a subscriber by each PLMN and is used to 

determine authorized (white), unauthorized (black), and malfunctioning (gray) GSM hardware. In 

conjunction with the IMSI, it is used to ensure that only authorized users are granted access to the 

system. An IMEI is never sent in cipher mode by MS. 

Base Station System 

 

The BSS is a set of BS equipment (such as transceivers and controllers) that is in view by the 

MSC through a single A interface as being the entity responsible for communicating with MSs in a 

certain area. The Radio equipment of a BSS may be composed of one or more cells. A BSS may consist 

of one or more BS. The interface between BSC and BTS is designed as an A-BIS interface. The BSS 

includes two types of machines: the BTS in contact with the MSs through the radio interface and the 

BSC, the latter being in contact with the MSC. 

The function split is basically between transmission equipment, the BTS, and managing 

equipment at the BSC. A BTS compares radio transmission and reception devices, up to and including 

the antennas, and also all the signal processing specific to the radio interface. A single transceiver 

within BTS supports eight basic radio channels of the same TDM frame. A BSC is a network 

component in the PLMN that function for control of one or more BTS. It is a functional entity that 

handles common control functions within a BTS. 

 

A BTS is a network component that serves one cell and is controlled by a BSC. BTS is typically 

able to handle three to five radio carries, carrying between 24 and 40 simultaneous communication. 

Reducing the BTS volume is important to keeping down the cost of the cell sites. 

 

An important component of the BSS that is considered in the GSM architecture as a part of the 

BTS is the Transcoder/Rate Adapter Unit (TRAU). The TRAU is the equipment in which coding and 

decoding is carried out as well as rate adoption in case of data. Although the specifications consider the 

TRAU as a subpart of the BTS, it can be sited away from the BTS (at MSC), and even between the 

BSC and the MSC. 

 

The interface between the MSC and the BSS is a standardized SS7 interface (A-interface) that, 

as stated before, is fully defined in the GSM recommendations. This allows the system operator to 

purchase switching equipment from one supplier and radio equipment and the controller from another. 

The interface between the BSC and a remote BTS likewise is a standard the A-bis. In splitting the BSS 

functions between BTS and BSC, the main principle was that only such functions that had to reside 

close to the radio transmitters/receivers should be placed in BTS. This will also help reduce the 

complexity of the BTS. 
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Functions of BTS 

 

As stated, the primary responsibility of the BTS is to transmit and receive radio signals from a 

mobile unit over an air interface. To perform this function completely, the signals are encoded, 

encrypted, multiplexed, modulated, and then fed to the antenna system at the cell site. Trans-coding to 

bring 13-kbps speech to a standard data rate of 16 kbps and then combining four of these signals to 64 

kbps is essentially a part of BTS, though, itcan be done at BSC or at MSC. The voice communication 

can be either at a full or half rate over logical speech channel. In order to keep the mobile synchronized, 

BTS transmits frequency and time synchronization signals over frequency correction channel (FCCH 

and BCCH logical channels. The received signal from the mobile is decoded, decrypted, and equalized 

for channel impairments. 

 

Random access detection is made by BTS, which then sends the message to BSC. The channel 

subsequent assignment is made by BSC. Timing advance is determined by BTS. BTS signals the 

mobile for proper timing adjustment. Uplink radio channel measurement corresponding to the 

downlink measurements made by MS has to be made by BTS. 
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BTS-BSC Configurations 

 

There are several BTS-BSC configurations: single site; single cell; single site; multicell; and 

multisite, multicell. These configurations are chosen based on the rural or urban application. These 

configurations make the GSM system economical since the operation has options to adapt the best 

layout based on the traffic requirement. Thus, in some sense, system optimization is possible by the 

proper choice of the configuration. These include Omni directional rural configuration where the BSC 

and BTS are on the same site; chain and multidrop loop configuration in which several BTSs are 

controlled by a single remote BSC with a chain or ring connection topology; rural star configuration in 

which several BTSs are connected by individual lines to the same BSC; and sectorized urban 

configuration in which three BTSs share the same site and are controlled by either a collocated or 

remote BSC. 

In rural areas, most BSs are installed to provide maximum coverage rather than maximum capacity. 

 
Transcoder 

 

Depending on the relative costs of a transmission plant for a particular cellular operator, there 

may be some benefit, for larger cells and certain network topologies, in having the transcoder either at 

the BTS, BSC or MSC location. If the Trans coder is located at MSC, they are still considered 

functionally a part of the BSS. This approach allows for the maximum of flexibility and innovation in 

optimizing the transmission between MSC and BTS. 

 

The transcoder is the device that takes 13-Kbps speech or 3.6/6/12-Kbps data multiplexes and 

four of them to convert into standard 64-Kbps data. First, the 13 Kbps or the data at 3.6/6/12 Kbps are 

brought up to the level of 16 kbps by inserting additional synchronizing data to make up the difference 

between a 13-Kbps speech or lower rate data, and then four of them are combined in the transcoder to 

provide 64 kbps channel within the BSS. Four traffic channel can then be multiplexed on one 64-Kpbs 

circuit. Thus, the TRAU output data rate is 64 kbps. Then, up to 30 such 64-Kpbs channels are 

multiplexed onto a 2.048 Mbps if a CEPT1 channel is provided on the A-bis interface. This channel 

can carry up to 120-(16x 120) traffic and control signals. Since the data rate to the PSTN is normally 

at 2 Mbps, which is the result of combining 30-Kbps by 64-Kbph channels, or 120- Kbps by 16-Kpbs 

channels. 
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BSC  

The BSC, as discussed, is connected to the MSC on one side and to the BTS on the other. The 

BSC 

performs the Radio Resource (RR) management for the cells under its control. It assigns and release 

frequencies and timeslots for all MSs in its own area. The BSC performs the intercell handover for 

MSs moving between 

BTS in its control. It also reallocates frequencies to the BTSs in its area to meet locally heavy 

demands during peak hours or on special events. The BSC controls the power transmission of both 

BSSs and MSs in its area. The minimum power level for a mobile unit is broadcast over the BCCH. 

The BSC provides the time and frequency synchronization reference signals broadcast by its BTSs. 

The BSC also measures the time delay of received MS signals relative to the BTS clock. If the received 

MS signal is not centered in its assigned timeslot at the BTS, The BSC can direct the BTS to notify the 

MS to advance the timing such that proper synchronization takes place. The functions of BSC are as 

follows. 

The BSC may also perform traffic concentration to reduce the number of transmission lines 

from the BSC to its BTSs, as discussed in the last section. 

 

Network Switching Subsystems: 

 

Mobile Switching Center and Gateway Switching Center 

 

The network and the switching subsystem together include the main switching functions of 

GSM as well as the databases needed for subscriber data and mobility management (VLR). The main 

role of the MSC is to manage the communications between the GSM users and other 

telecommunication network users. The basic switching function of performed by the MSC, whose main 

function is to coordinate setting up calls to and from GSM users. The MSC has interface with the BSS 

on one side (through which MSC VLR is in contact with GSM users) and the external networks on the 

other (ISDN/PSTN/PSPDN). The main difference between a MSC and an exchange in a fixed network 

is that the MSC has to take into account the impact of the allocation of RRs and the mobile nature of 

the subscribers and has to perform, in addition, at least, activities required for the location registration 

and handover. 

 

The MSC is a telephony switch that performs all the switching functions for MSs located in a 

geographical area as the MSC area. The MSC must also handle different types of numbers and identities 

related to the same MS and contained in different registers: IMSI, TMSI, ISDN number, and MSRN. 

In general identities are used in the interface between the MSC and the MS, while numbers are used 

in the fixed part of the network, such as, for routing. 
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Functions of MSC 

 

As stated, the main function of the MSC is to coordinate the setup of calls between GSM mobile 

and PSTN users. Specifically, it performs functions such as paging, resource allocation, location 

registration, and encryption. 

 

Specifically, the call-handling function of paging is controlled by MSC. MSC coordinates the 

setup of call to and from all GSM subscribers operating in its areas. The dynamics allocation of access 

resources is done 

in coordination with the BSS. More specifically, the MSC decides when and which types of channels 

should be assigned to which MS. The channel identity and related radio parameters are the 

responsibility of the BSS, The MSC provides the control of interworking with different networks. It is 

transparent for the subscriber authentication procedure. The MSC supervises the connection transfer 

between different BSSs for MSs, with an active call, moving from one call to another. This is ensured 

if the two BSSs are connected to the same MSC but also when they are not. In this latter case the 

procedure is more complex, since more than one MSC in involved. The MSC performs billing on calls 

for all subscribers based in its areas. When the subscriber is roaming elsewhere, the MSC obtains data 

for the call billing from the visited MSC. Encryption parameters transfers from VLR to BSS to 

facilitate ciphering on the radio interface are done by MSC. The exchange of signaling information on 

the various interface toward the other network elements and the management of the interface 

themselves are all Controlled by the MSC. Finally, the MSC serves as a SMS gateway to forward SMS 

messages from Short Message Service Centers (SMSC) to the subscribers and from the subscribers to 

the SMSCs. It thus acts as a message mailbox and delivery system. 

 
VLR 

 

The VLR is collocated with an MSC. A MS roaming in an MSC area is controlled by the VLR 

responsible for that area. When a MS appears in a LA, it starts a registration procedure. The MSC for 

that area notices this registration and transfers to the VLR the identity of the LA where the MS is 

situated. A VLR may be in charge of one or several MSC LA’s. The VLR constitutes the databases 

that support the MSC in the storage and retrieval of the data of subscribers present in its area. When 

an MS enters the MSC area borders, it signals its arrival to the MSC that stores it’s identify in the VLR. 

The information necessary to manage the MS is contained in the HLR and is transferred to the VLR so 

that they can be easily retrieved if sorequired. 

 

Data Stored in VLR 

 

The data contained in the VLR and in the HLR are more or less the same. Nevertheless the data 

are present  in the VLR only as  long  as the MS  is registered  in the area related  to  that  VLR. Data 

associated with the movement of mobile are IMSI, MSISDN, MSRN, and TMSI. The terms permanent 
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and temporary, in this case, are meaningful only during that time interval. Some data are mandatory, 

others are optional. 

 

HOME LOCATION REGISTER 

 

The HLR is a database that permanently stores data related to a given set of subscribers. The 

HLR is the reference database for subscriber parameters. Various identification numbers and addresses 

as well as authentication parameters, services subscribed, and special routing information are stored. 

Current subscriber status including a subscriber’s temporary roaming number and associated VLR if 

the mobile is roaming, are maintained. 

The HLR provides data needed to route calls to all MS-SIMs home based in its MSC area, even 

when they are roaming out of area or in other GSM networks. The HLR provides the current location 

data needed to support searching for and paging the MS-SIM for incoming calls, wherever the MS- 

SIM may be. The HLR is responsible for storage and provision of SIM authentication and encryption 

parameters needed by the MSC 

where the MS-SIM is operating. It obtains these parameters from the AUC. 

 
 

The HLR maintains record of which supplementary service each user has subscribed to and 

provides 

 
 

permission control in granting services. The HLR stores the identification of SMS gateways that have 

messages for the subscriber under the SMS until they can be transmitted to the subscriber and receipt is 

knowledge. Some data are mandatory, other data are optional. Both the HLR and the VLR can be 

implemented in the same equipment in an MSC (collocated). A PLMN may contain one or several 

HLRs. 
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AUTHENTICATION CENTER 
 

 

The AUC stores information that is necessaryto protect communication through the air interface 

against intrusions, to which the mobile is vulnerable. The legitimacy of the subscriber is established 

through authentication and ciphering, which protects the user information against unwanted disclosure. 

Authentication information and ciphering keys are stored in a database within the AUC, which protects 

the user information against unwanted disclosure and access. 

 
In the authentication procedure, the key Ki is never transmitted to the mobile over the air path, 

only a random number is sent. In order to gain access to the system, the mobile must provide the correct 

Signed Response (SRES) in answer to a random number (RAND) generated by AUC. Also, Ki and 

the cipher key Kc are never transmitted across the air interface between the BTS and the MS. Only the 

random challenge and the calculated response are transmitted. Thus, the value of Ki and Kc are kept 

secure. The cipher key, on the other hand, is transmitted on the SS7 link between the home HLR/AUC 

and the visited MSC, which is a point of potential vulnerability. On the other hand, the random number 

and cipher key is supposed to change with each phone call, so finding them on one call will not benefit 

using them on the next call. 

 

The HLR is also responsible for the “authentication” of the subscriber each time he makes or 

receives a call. The AUC, which actually performs this function, is a separate GSM entity that will 

often be physically included with the HLR. Being separate, it will use separate processing equipment 

for the AUC database functions. 

 
 EQUIPMENT IDENTIFY REGISTER 

 

EIR is a database that stores the IMEI numbers for all registered ME units. The IMEI uniquely 

identifies all registered ME. There is generally one EIR per PLMN. It interfaces to the various HLR in 

the PLMN. The EIR keeps track of all ME units in the PLMN. It maintains various lists of message. 

The database stores the ME identification and has nothing do with subscriber who is receiving or 

originating call. There are three classes of ME that are stored in the database, and each group has 

different characteristics. 



 

 

 

CDMA 
 

5.4 Introduction to WLL: 

 

WLL is implemented because 
 Cost 
 Subscriber migration problems 

 Centralized Maintenance 

 

 Service breakdowns due to cable fault 
 Less Maintenance 

 

5.5 Multiple Accesses: 

 

Number of user’s access and share 

• transmission medium 

 

• bandwidth available 

 

For communication at the same time. 
 

Fig 5.1: Multiple Access 

 

MULTIPLE ACCESS METHODS 

 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

 

FDMA is a multiple access method in which users are assigned specific frequency bands. 

The user has sole right of using the frequency band for the entire call duration. (Eg: TV 

broadcasting) 

 

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

 

In TDMA an assigned frequency band shared among a few users. However, each user is 



 

 

 

allowed to transmit in predetermined time slots. Hence, channelization of user is achieved through 

separation in time. (Eg: GSM). 

 
CDMA :( CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS (CDMA)) 

 

Large number of transmissions are combined on the same RF channel at the same 

time but are Separated by “codes”. 

 

Salient Features of CDMA 

 

• It is an advanced comm. Technology. 

• It has Anti-jam and security features. 

• Large capacity as compared to other Technology like FDMA and TDMA. 

• It uses spread spectrum technology. 
• Better use of the multipath Frequency Reuse. 

 
 

5.6 Advantages of CDMA systems 

 

1. Over Wire line: 

 

• Easy Installation, Maintenance, Low cost 

 

• Mobility 

 

• Ease of operation and Admn. Mtce. 

 
• Call drop < 2% 

 

2. over Mobile (GSM System): 

 

• Large Coverage 

 

• Large Capacity 
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Chapter 6 

  

6.1 SYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL HIERARCHY FUNDAMENTALS 

Introduction 

It is an international standard networking principle and a multiplexing method. The name of 

hierarchy has been taken from the multiplexing method which is synchronous by nature. The evolution of 

this system will assist in improving the economy of operability and reliability of a digital network. 

Merits of SDH 

 

(i) Simplified multiplexing/de-multiplexing techniques. 

 
(ii) Direct access to lower speed tributaries, without need to multiplex/ De-multiplex the entire high 

speed signal. 

(iii) Enhanced operations, Administration, Maintenance and provisioning capabilities. 

 

(iv) Easy growth to higher bit rates in step with evolution of transmission technology. 

 

(v) Capable of transporting existing PDH signals. 

 

(vi) Capable of transporting future broadband (ATM) channel bit rates. 

 

(vii) Capable of operating in a multi-vendor and multi-operator environment. 

 
 

Advantages 
 

(i) Multi-vendor environment (mid span meet) : Prior to 1988 international agreement on SDH all 

vendors used proprietary non-standard techniques for transporting information on fiber. The only 

way to interconnect was to convert to the copper transmission standards (G702/703/704). The cost 

and complexity levels were very high. 

(ii) Synchronous networking: SDH supports multi-point or hub configurations whereas, asynchronous 

networking only supports point-to-point configurations. 

(iii) Enhanced OAM&P: The telecoms need the ability to administer, survey, provision, and control the 

network from a central location. 

(iv) Positioning the network for transport on new services: LAN to LAN, HDTV, and interactive 

 Transmission 



 

 

 

multimedia, video conferencing. 
 

(v) HUB: A hub is an intermediate site from which traffic is distributed to 3 or more spur. It allows 

the nodes to communicate as an angle network, thus reducing the back-to-back multiplexing and 

de-multiplexing. 

S.D.H. Evolution 

 
S.D.H. Evolution is possible because of the following factors: 

 

(i) Fiber Optic Bandwidth: The bandwidth in Optical Fiber can be increased and there is no limit 

for it. This gives a great advantage for using SDH. 

(ii) Technical Sophistication: Although, SDH circuitry is highly complicated, it is possible to have 

such circuitry because of VLSI technique which is also very cost effective. 

(iii) Intelligence: The availability of cheaper memory opens new possibilities. 

 

(iv) Customer Service Needs: The requirement of the customer with respect to different bandwidth 

requirements could be easily met without much additional equipment. 

 

The different services it supports are: 

 

1. Low/High speed data. 

2. Voice 

3. Interconnection of LAN 

4. Computer links 

5. Feature services like H.D.T.V. 

6. Broadband ISDN transport (ATM transport) 

 

Principles of SDH 

 

 SDH defines a number of “Containers”, each corresponding to an existing plesiochronousrate. 

 

 Each container has a “Path Overhead” added to it POH provides network management capability. 

 Container plus POH form a “Virtual Container”. 

 

 All equipment is synchronized to a national clock. 

 

 Delays associated with a transmission link may vary slightly with time–causing location of VC 

within the STM–1 frame to move. 

 Variations accommodated by use of a Pointer points to beginning of VC. Pointer may be 

incremented or decremented. 

 G.709 defines different combinations of VCs which can be accommodated in the “payload” of an 

STM–1 frame. 



 

 

 

 When STM–1 payload is full, more network management capability is added to form the 

“Section Overhead”. 

 SOH remains with payload for the fiber section between synchronous multiplexers. 

 

 SOH bytes provide communication channels to cater for : 

 
 OA&M facilities. 

 User channels. 

 Protection switching. 

 Section performance 

 Frame alignment 

 Other functions. 

6.2 Basis of DWDM 

 
Since the very beginning of telecommunications, the need to extend the capacity of a 

communications channel has been present. The purpose could be to allow the use of this channel by 

multiple users, to perform a better management of the available resource or just to boost the transmission 

capacity. Development of these systems was always limited by the maximum capacity allowed by the 

communications channel and the available technology. Several techniques can be used to improve the use 

of a communication channel. 

The principles are, e.g: 

 

 Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) 

 Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) 

 

These are commonly used techniques in radio and copper transmission systems. 
 
 

 

 

users. 

With TDM each user is assigned to a certain time slot thus making the transmission time shared by 

all the 

 

With FDM each user is assigned to a certain frequency slot transmitting only with the corresponding 

carrier. This way the available bandwidth is shared. In the case of optical systems the available bandwidth 

can exceed several Terahertz (1012 Hz). TDM could not be used to take advantage of this tremendous 

bandwidth due to limitations on electrical technology. Electrical circuits simply cannot work on these 

frequencies. Typical FDM was also a problem in the same way, it was not possible to use frequency 

multiplexing at the electrical level. The solution was to use frequency multiplexing at the optical level or 

Wavelength Division Multiplexing. The basic idea is to use different optical carriers or colors to transmit 

different signals in the same fiber. 



 

 

 

WavelengthPlan: 
 

Transmission window 

If one looks at the possible wavelengths for the transmission of signals one has to look at 

the fiber properties. Optical fibers are not suitable for transmission at all wavelengths but only in 

certain windows. Today, usually the second transmission window (around 1300 nm) and the third 

and fourth transmission windows from 1530 to 1565 nm (also called conventional band) and from 

1565 to 1620 nm (also called Long Band) are used. Technological reasons limit DWDM 

applications at the moment to the third and fourth window. 

 

The losses caused by the physical effects on the signal due by the type of materials used to produce 

fibers limit the usable wavelengths to between 1280 nm and 1650 nm. Within this usable range the 

techniques used to produce the fibers can cause particular wavelengths to have more loss so we avoid the 

use of these wavelengths as well. The principle behind the working of the project lies in the functioning 

of IR Sensor. We are going to use a Tran’s missive type IR Sensor in this project. 



 

 

 

6.3 Introduction to Optical fiber: 

An optical telegraph was built by Claude Chapped in 1790s in France. In 1870, John Tyndall 

demonstrated the principle of guiding light through internal reflections. In 1880, Alexander Graham Bell 

invented the photo phone, which used unguided light to carry speech. 

A major breakthrough leading to high capacity optical communications was achieved with the 

invention of laser in 1960. The laser acted as a narrow–band source of optical radiation suitable for use as 

a carrier of information. In 1966, Charles K. Kao at Standard Telecommunications Laboratories, England 

fabricated a low loss glass fiber, giving a loss of 1000 dB/km or so. Such a fiber could transmit light for a 

short distance only U.S.A developed a low loss fiber giving a loss of 20dB/Km. this was the second major 

breakthrough to make optical communication a practical reality. By 1972, losses were reduced to 4dB/km. 

Today, the best fibers have a loss of 

< 0.2 dB/km. 

 

The information travels from the transmitter to the receiver over the information channel. There 

are basically two types of information channels: unguided or guided channels. Atmosphere is an unguided 

type of channel over which waves can propagate. Guided channels are those which guide the 

electromagnetic waves through them. Two wire lines, coaxial cable, waveguide and optic fiber are the 

examples of Guided information channels. Guided channels have the advantages of privacy, no weather 

dependence and the ability to convey messages within, under and around physical structures. An optical 

fiber is a thin strand of glass or plastic serving as the transmission medium over which the information 

passes. The basic fiber–optic system is a link connecting optical transmitter and receiver. 

Transmitter 

 

It converts an electrical signal into a light signal. The source is either a light–emitting diode or laser 

diode which does the actual conversion. The drive circuitry changes the electrical signal fed to the 

transmitter into a form suitable for the source. 

Receiver 

 
It accepts the light and converts it back into an electrical signal. The generator amplifies, reshapes 

the signal before passing it on. The range of wavelengths in the visible region extends from 0.4 µm to 0.7 

µm. The visible range is not suitable for light transmission through glass fiber. In this region, the waves 

are attenuated to such an extent that only short transmission links are possible. Losses in the ultraviolet 

region are even greater. It is the infra–red region from 0.8 µm to 1.6 µm which is used for fiber optic 

transmission. 



 

 

 

6.4 Fiber–Optic Cable 

It is the medium for carrying the light. The cable includes the fibers and its 

protective coverings. 
 

Advantages of Fibers: 

Wide Bandwidth 

The information carrying capacity which increases with the bandwidth of the transmission 

medium, is very large in fibers. The bandwidth available on a pair of single mode fibers is in the 

order of several GHz. Thus, thousands of circuits can be carried on the fibers whether the 

information is voice, data or video or a combination of these. 

Low Loss 

Bandwidth is an effective indication of the rate at which information can be sent. Loss 

indicates how far the information can be sent. As a signal travels along a transmission path the 

signal loses strength. This loss of strength is known as attenuation. In a copper cable, attenuation 

increases with the modulation frequency: the higher the frequency of the information signal, the 

greater is the loss. In an optical fiber, attenuation is flat: loss is the same at any signaling frequency 

until a very high frequency. 

Below fig shows the loss characteristics vs. the channel bandwidth for fibers, and coaxial 

cable. 

Loss in coaxial cable increases with frequency, whereas loss in the optical cable remains flat. 
 

 

 

Fig 6.1: Optical fiber Graph 
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                             Chapter 7 

                  Telecom Infrastructure 
 

F) TELECOM IFRASTRUCTURE: 
 

Battery, Power Plant and Earthing 

 
The power plant of any telecommunication system is usually referred 

as the „heart‟ of the installation since the communication system can 

function only if power supply is available. Failure of power supply system in 

any installation renders the communication facilities offered by it to be 

instantly paralyzed. 

Requirement of Power Supply: 

 

 Any power supply arrangement for a communication system must 

have two basiccharacteristics. 

 Reliability of the components of the power plant and continuity of the 

power supply. 

 

 The power fed to the equipment should be free from noise or 

humor large rippleharmonics. The support power system in BSNL 

consists of: 

(The power plant has the capability to recharge the battery once they are 

discharged.) 

 
1. VRLA Battery: 

 

Basically VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid Battery. In short 

terms it means that it is a lead acid battery with a valve regulator, which does not 

allow the gases to escape the battery container and there is no need of topping up of 

the battery. Various capacities of Batteries are 120 AH, 400 AH, 600 AH, 1000AH, 

1500 AH, 2000 AH, 2500 AH, 3000 AH, 4000 AH & 5000 AH. 

 

Monitoring Of VRLA Batteries 

Following steps are required for monitoring of the VRLA Batteries: 

 Periodic physical inspection of each cell of the battery for cracks and 

leaking etc. 
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 Discharge of battery for a short duration and recording the voltages of 

each cell in thestring. 

 

 Measurement of a mark deviation (>30%) in the impedance or 

conductance of the cell when charger is on as compared to the one 

recorded at the time of commissioning. 

 Measurement & recording of cell temp periodically. 

 

 Float Voltage of cells & its comparison with the midpoint voltage. 

 

 
Temperature:- 

 
The rise in battery temperature increases the chemical reaction in the 

battery. The SMPS power plant takes care of the temperature by reducing 

the charging voltage and it is 3 milli-volt per degree raise in temp but still it 

is important to measure individual cell temp periodically and keep record 

for study and analysis. 

 

Life of VRLA battery: 

 
 Batteries up to 200AH: 4 Years 

 

 Batteries more than 200 AH: 6 years 

 
2. SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) Power plant: 

 

The power plant is used to rectify the ac input supply to desired output dc (- 

48v). The conventional power plants which were in use earlier were based on SCRs 

or Ferro-resonant techniques. These conventional types of power plants were 

having following problems: 

 

 Very large size, 

 

 Large weight 

 

 Lower efficiency. 

 

 No scope for modular expansion. 

To get rid of all these problems now SMPS (Switched Mode Power System) 
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power plant are used. In these systems, the conversion of AC to DC is accomplished 

in two stages as given below: 

First Stage conversion: 
The input AC voltage is directly rectified to high voltage DC. 

 

Second Stage Conversion: 

 

 Rectified high voltage DC is stored in a capacitor. 

 

 High voltage DC is then converted into a very high frequency AC (20 

KHz and higher) by means of very powerful and fast semi-conductor 

switching devices. 

 High frequency AC is stepped down to the required level, by means of 

a small high frequency transformer. 

 Stepped down AC is rectified to DC of desired voltage and filtered by 
means of high frequency filters. 

 

 

 

 
Advantages of SMPS Power Plant: 

 

 Due to high frequency the size of transformers and chokes is reduced to 

10 to 15% of the conventional SCR/Thyristor controlled power plants. 

This makes the power plant compact due to which a lot of saving in floor 

area is achieved. 

 The batteries (both VRLA as well as flooded Lead acid) are more prone 

to temperature variations. As most of the SMPS Power Plants employ 

micro-processor control techniques, the introduction of temperature 

compensation logic for batteries has become simple and easier. 

 Being small and light in weight, fit perfectly in modular concept. Up- 

gradation of the capacity in modular system is easy; simply plugging-in 

the additional modules adds to the capacity, with the limit of ultimate 

capacity and does not require the replacement of existing Power Plant as 

in the case of conventional Power Plants. 

3. Earthing: 
 

Purpose of Earthing: 
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Earthing plays a vital role in the protection of equipment’s and the 

personnel. Apart from protection from hazardous stray currents in electrical 

equipment in Telecommunication circuits and equipment’s, Earthing is 

provided for the purpose to reduce Crosstalk and Noise. 

 

Types of Earth Electrodes: 

 

Three types of earth electrodes are commonly used for earthing systems. 

 

 Spike electrodes: are used where space is not a problem. 

 
 Plate electrodes: Where there is not much space but digging is not a 

problem. 

 
 Strip electrodes: In hilly areas where digging beyond 2-3ft depth is not 

possible and space is available. Nowadays Chemical Earth is also being 

made in which a chemical paste is deposited between the plates, which 

helps in maintaining the required level of moisture and is also known as 

maintenance free earth. It is specifically useful for hilly areas. 

 

Engine Alternator, Air Conditioning & Fire Protection Engine 

Alternator: 

 

The standby power supply commonly used in T.E buildings is from 

Diesel Engine Alternator Set.  

 

In the Engine Alternator Set, the Diesel engine is the prime mover 

which rotates the alternator of the engine Alternator set and alternator 

in turn produces Electrical energy. In the first stage of energy 

conversion, the chemical energy of fuel is converted in to the 

mechanical energy at the common shaft of Engine & Alternator. 

This mechanical energy is then converted into electrical energy at alternator 

in the second stage of energy conversion. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 
In the open economy era of fast modernization and tough 

competition technical industries should procedure to pass out as near to 

job function as possible 

 
Practical training is the one of the major steps in this direction. I did 

my industrial training from BSNL, Vijayawada which is the one of the 

best-known communication service providers of India. the training 

helps me to gain deep knowledge of working of telephone exchange, 

various technologies of BSNL- Switching, Transmission, Broad band, 

Mobile communication, Latest telecom services, Telecom 

infrastructure. In the end, I hereby conclude that I have successfully 

completed my industrial training on above technologies. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and 

defense company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India. It is owned by 

the Indian Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian 

Armed Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It was founded 

in 1990 with the aim of conducting research, development  and  manufacture  of  image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and  radio 

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

Till now company has produced very diverse products including night vision goggles, night 

vision sniper heads etc. 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next generation 

bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products displayed 

included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and identification 

friend or foe. Also on display were the complete range of optoelectronic equipment, including 

night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land navigation system. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerospace
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Government
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Armed_Forces
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(India)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_intensifier
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)


CHAPTER 1 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 History 

 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defense 

company with about nine factories, and several regional offices in India.It is owned by the Indian 

Government and primarily manufactures advanced electronic products for the Indian Armed 

Forces. BEL is one of nine PSUs under the Ministry of Defense of India. It  was  founded  in 

1990 with the  aim  of  conducting  research,  development  and  manufacture  of image 

intensifier tubes and associated high voltage power supply units for use in military, security and 

commercial systems. 

Starting with the manufacture of a few communication equipment in 1956, BEL started 

producing receiving valves in 1961, germanium  semiconductors  in  1962  and radio  

transmitters for AIR in 1964. 

In 1966, BEL set up a radar manufacturing facility for the army and in-house R&D. In 1967, 

BEL began manufacturing transmitting tubes, silicon devices and integrated circuits. The PCB 

manufacturing facility was established in 1968. 

In 1970, BEL started making black & white TV picture tubes, X-ray tubes and microwave 

tubes. In 1971, BEL set up facilities for the manufacture of integrated circuits and hybrid micro 

circuits. 1972, BEL established manufacturing facilities for TV transmitters for Doordarshan. In 

1973, BEL began manufacturing frigate radars for the navy. 

 

Under the government's policy of decentralization and due to strategic reasons, BEL set up 

new units at different location across the country. The second unit of BEL was set up at 

Ghaziabad in 1974 to manufacture radars and Troop communication equipment for the Indian 

Air Force. The third unit was established at Pune in 1979 to manufacture image converter and 

image intensifier tubes. 

In 1980, the first overseas office of BEL was set up in New York for the procurement of 

components and materials. 

In 1981, a manufacturing facility for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries was set up at 

Pune. The Space Electronic Division was set up at Bangalore to support the satellite programs in 

 

1982. That year, BEL achieved a turnover of Rs. 1 billion (US$21 million). 

1 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
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In 1983, the Andhra Scientific Company (ASCO) was taken over by BEL converted it to its 

fourth manufacturing unit at Machilipatnam. In 1985, the fifth unit was set up in Chennai for 

supply of tank electronics, with proximity to HVF, Avadi. The sixth unit was set up at Panchkula 

the same year to manufacture military communication equipment. 

In 1986, BEL set up three units. Its seventh unit was set up at Kotdwara to manufacture 

switching equipment, the eighth unit to manufacture TV glass shell at Taloja (Navy Mumbai) 

and the ninth unit at Hyderabad to manufacture electronic warfare equipment. 

In 1987, a separate Naval Equipment Division was set up at Bangalore to give greater focus 

to naval projects. The first Central Research Laboratory was established at Bangalore in 1988 to 

focus on futuristic research and development. 

In 1989, BEL started manufacturing telecom switching and transmission systems and also the 

set up the Mass Manufacturing Facility in Bangalore and the manufacture of the first batch of 

75,000 electronic voting machines. 

 

The agreement for setting up BEL's first joint venture company, BE DELFT, with M/s Delft 

of Holland, was signed in 1990. This later became a subsidiary of BEL with the exit of the 

foreign partner and has been renamed BEL Opsonic Devices Limited. 

 

The second Central Research Laboratory was established at Ghaziabad in 1992. The first 

disinvestment (20%) and listing of the company's shares in the Bangalore and Mumbai Stock 

Exchanges took place in same year-1992. 

 

In 1996, BEL achieved ₹10 billion (US$215 million) turnover. 

 

In 1997, GE BEL, the second joint venture company with M/s GE, USA, was formed as also 

the third JVC with M/s Multitone, UK, and BEL Multitone. The same year, the US imposed 

supply restrictions on BEL. 

In 1998, BEL set up its second overseas office at Singapore to source components from 

South East Asia. In the same year U.S. and Europe imposed sanctions on BEL. The company 

was able to overcome the effects of the sanctions and kept up the promised deliveries to 

customers. 

In 2000, BEL reorganized its Bangalore unit into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). The 

R&D groups in Bangalore were also restructured into Specific Core Groups and Product 

Development Groups. The same year, BEL shares were listed in the National Stock Exchange. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_Vehicles_Factory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_business_unit
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In 2002, BEL became the first defense PSU to achieve operational Mini Ratna Category I 

status. In 2003, the company's turnover crossed the ₹25 billion marks (US$540 million). In 2005, 

BEL had a turnover of ₹32.20 billion (US$695 million). BEL achieved a turnover of 

₹35.60 billion (US$767 million) in 2005–06. 

 
On May 12, 2010, Boeing announced that it received the Data Link II communications 

technology for the Indian Navy’s P-8I from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in April, one 

month ahead of schedule. BEL delivered the Indian-designed communications system that will 

enable exchange of tactical data and messages between Indian Navy aircraft, ships and shore 

establishments. Boeing will install the system during P-8I final assembly. 

In 2011, the Indian government-owned Bharat Electronic Limited (BEL) showcased its 

entire range of C4ISR capabilities including network centric warfare technologies developed in- 

house at Aero India 2011. These include command and control system, air space management 

multi sensor tracking, situation simulator and tactical algorithm for air defense applications; 

battlefield management system and an all-weather 24/7 coastal surveillance system. 

 

In addition, new products and technologies including software defined radios; next 

generation bulk encryptor and high data tactical radio were also on show. Airborne products 

displayed included radar finger printing system, data link, digital flight control computer and 

identification friend or foe. Also  on display were the complete range of optoelectronic 

equipment, including night vision devices, digital handheld compass and an advanced land 

navigation system. 

 

BEL is the lead integrator of Akash, the Indian-made guided missile air defense weapon 

system. Another major system is weapon locating radar, the state-of-the-art passive, phased array 

radar which has undergone successful user trials by the Indian defense forces. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-8_Poseidon
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akash_(missile)
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1.2 BEL PRODUCTS: 

BEL Units and Products: 

 

 

S.no BEL Unit BEL Products 

1. Bangalore Military communication, Radars, 

 
Navy, Solar Products 

2. Panchkula (Haryana) Military communication, 

 
Encryption products 

3. Kotdwara (Uttarakhand) Tele communication systems, Military 

communications 

4. Ghaziabad(UP) Network Centric systems, Radars, 

Antenna, Satellite communications. 

5. Pune X-ray tubes, Batteries, Electro 

 
Optics 

6. Hyderabad, Telangana Electronic systems 

7. Machilipatnam, Andhra 

 
Pradesh 

Electro Optics(night vision 

 
devices) 

8. Mumbai Security systems 

9. Kolkata Solar Energy equipment system 

 

 

 

 
 

Table1.1 Bel units and products 
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1.3 PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 

 
Definition: 

 
A discipline devoted to the study, planning and implementation of activities intended to 

assure that the design, controls, methods and techniques in a project result in a satisfactory level 

of quality in a product. 

The verification by a management function that customer requirements are satisfied by 

ensuring (1) the identification of critical activities, (2) The availability of the necessary 

resources for each process, (3) The use of the resources in a manner that is efficient and 

effective. 

1.4 Product Assurance Testing: 

 
Product assurance testing is conducted in order to evaluate a system in its operating 

environment. Product assurance testing is primarily used to find the faults that are not shown 

within the development or test environments. 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST: 

 
ESS(Environment Stress Strain) Test: 

 

 

 
 Climate Test 

 
a) High temperature and Low temperaturetest 

 
b) Heat and Cold ChamberTest 

 
c) Rain and Dust ChamberTest 

 
 Durable Test 

 
a) VibrationTest 

 
b) Bumptest 

 
 FunctionalTest 

 
a) ResolutionTest 
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b) Field OfView 

 
Heat and Cool Chamber Test: 

 
Temperature and humidity test chambers are ranging in size from 50Litre to 3000Litre, 

including bench top, standard type and walk in. Included are ultra-lowtemperature test chamber, 

high rate of change of temperature chambers (15℃/min) and climate with humidity chambers.  

 
 

 
Figure 1.41: Heat and Cool Chamber Test 

 
Our temperature and humidity test chambers are available in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including bench top / vertical/ walk in constant temperature humidity chambers. 

Temperature Range: -70°C to +180°C; Humidity range:10% to98%R.H. 

Vibration Test Chamber: 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.42: Vibration Test Chamber 

 
We perform structural dynamic finite element modeling and simulation of vehicle platforms, 

civil structures, and machines and study their response to shock and vibration during 

operation, accident, and natural catastrophe. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
NIGHT VISION DEVICES: 

 
2.1 Definition: 

 
Anight vision device (NVD), also known as a night optical/observation device (NOD), is an 

optoelectronic device that allows images to be produced in levels of light approaching total 

darkness. The image may be a conversion to visible light of both visible light and near-infrared, 

while by convention detection of thermal infrared is denoted thermal imaging. The image 

produced is typically monochrome, e.g. shades of green. NVDs are most often used by the 

military and law enforcement agencies, but are available to civilian users. The term usually 

refers to a complete unit, including an image intensifier tube, a protective and generally water- 

resistant housing, and some type of mounting system. Many NVDs also include optical 

components such as a sacrificial lens, or telescopic lenses or mirrors. An NVD may have an IR 

illuminator, making it an active as opposed to passive night visiondevice. 

2.2 Working of Night Vision Devices: 

 
Technical Night Vision can work in two different ways 

 
2.3 Working Principle of Image Intensifier: 

 
Night vision amplifiers light to achieve bettervision. A conventional lens captures ambientlight. 

The gathered light is sent to image – intensifiertube. The light energy released electron from the 

cathode andaccelerated. These electrons enter micro channel plate and bounce off and generate 

moreelectrons. 

Thousands of other electrons to be released in eachchannel. Original electrons collide with the 

channel, exciting atoms and causing otherelectrons. New electrons collide with atoms, creating 

achain. In image-intensifier tube, the electrons hit ascreen. The energy of the electrons release 

photons and create green image on thescreen. The green phosphor image is viewed through 

anotherlens. 

2.4 Working Principle of Thermal Imaging 

 
All objects emit infrared energy as a function of temperature. 

 
A lens focuses the infrared light. Original electrons collide with the channel, exciting atoms and 
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causingothers. The focused light is scanned and creates temperaturepattern.The pattern created is 

translated into electricimpulses. The impulses are sent to a circuit board that translates the 

information into data for the display. The signal-processing unit sends the information to the is 

play, and appears as various colors. The images are black and white innature. 

2.5 Purpose of Night Vision Devices: 

 
The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 

2.6 Classification of Night Vision Devices: 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig 2.6: Classification of Night Vision Devices 

 

2.7 Advantages of Night Vision Cameras: 

 
The most common use is the military, and the quick answer would be that they allow soldiers to 

continue operations at night, without giving away their position through the use offlashlights. 

However night vision has many other uses. People with night blindness can use night vision 

devices to see better atnight. Astronomers use night vision to improve their view of the stars, to 

see more stars in the city, amplify the image post hydrogen-alpha filters or to see nebula and 

clusters in the sky in realtime. The technology in night vision allows for far more sensitive x-ray 

machines to be made, reducing the doses necessary for anx-ray 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

CASE STUDY OF IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBES 

 
3.1 Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Passive Night Vision Binocular 

 

3.2 Parts of Binocular Night Vision Devices: 

 
1. ObjectGlass 

 
2. Focus 

 
3. Image intensifiertube 

 
4. Eye Pieces 

 
5. Eye Guard 
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3.3 Image Intensifier Tube: 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Image Intensifier Tube 

 
Night vision is the ability to see in low light conditions. Whether by biological or technological 

means, night vision is made possible by a combination of two approaches. They 

aresufficientspectral range and sufficient intensity range. 

3.4 Image Intensification: 

 
This magnifies the  amount of  received  photons  from  various  natural  sources  such  

as starlight or moonlight. Examples of such technologies include night glasses and low light 

cameras. In the military context, Image Intensifiers are often called "Low Light TV" since the 

video signal is often transmitted to a display within a control center. LLLTV these are usually 

integrated into a sensor containing both visible and IR detectors and the streams are used 

independently or in fused mode, depending on the mission at hand'srequirements. 

The image intensifier is a vacuum-tube based device (photomultiplier tube) that can 

generate an image from a very small number of photons (such as the light from stars in the sky) 

sothatadimlylitscenecanbeviewedinreal-timeby thenacademeviavisual output,orstoredAs data for 

later analysis. While many believe the light is "amplified,”it is not. When light strikes a charged 

photocathode plate, electrons are emitted through a vacuum tube that strike the micro channel 

plate that cause the image screen to illuminate with a picture in the same pattern as the light that 

strikes the photocathode, and is on a frequency that the human eye can see. This is much like a 

CRT television, but instead of color guns the photocathode does theemitting. 

The image is said to become "intensified" because the output visible light is brighter than the 

incoming light, and this effect directly relates to the difference in passive and active night vision 
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goggles. Currently, the most popular image intensifier is the drop-in ANVIS module, though 

many other models and sizes are available at the market. Recently, the US Navy announced 

intentions to procure a dual-color variant of the ANVIS for use in the cockpit of airborne 

platforms.Active illumination couples imaging intensification technology with an active source 

of illumination in the near infrared (NIR) or shortwave infrared (SWIR)band. Examples of such 

technologies include low light cameras. 

Active infrared night-vision combines infrared illumination of spectral range 700– 1,000 

nm (just below the visible spectrum of the human eye) with CCD cameras sensitive to this light. 

The resulting scene, which is apparently dark to a human observer, appears as a monochrome 

image on a normal display device. Because active infrared night-vision systems can incorporate 

illuminators that produce high levels of infrared light, the resulting images are typically higher 

resolution than other night-visiontechnologies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
SUB STATION 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 
A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow 

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to 

change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at 

the interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large 

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying on SCADA for 

remote supervision and control. 

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As 

central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to 

distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own 

generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the generators 

were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station. 

4.2 Alternator: 
 

An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy 

in the form of alternating current. For reasons of cost and simplicity, most alternators use a 

rotating magnetic field with a stationary armature. Occasionally, a linear alternator or a rotating 

armature with a stationary magnetic field is used. In principle, any AC electrical generator can be 

called an alternator, but usually the term refers to small rotating machines driven by automotive 

and other internal combustion engines. 

An alternator that uses a permanent magnet for its magnetic field is called a magneto. Alternators 

in power stations driven by steam turbines are called turbo-alternators. Large 50 or 60 Hz three- 

phase alternators in power plants generate most of the world's electric power, which is  

distributed by electric power grids. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_station
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Fig 4.1 Alternator 
 

Principle of operation: 
 

A conductor moving relative to a magnetic field develops an electromotive force (EMF) in it 

(Faraday's Law). This EMF reverses its polarity when it moves under magnetic poles of opposite 

polarity. Typically, a rotating magnet, called the rotor turns within a stationary set of conductors 

wound in coils on an iron core, called the stator. The field cuts across the conductors, generating 

an induced EMF (electromotive force), as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn. 

The rotating magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the stator windings. Since the currents in 

the stator windings vary in step with the position of the rotor, an alternator is a synchronous 

generator. 

The rotor's magnetic field may be produced by permanent magnets, or by a field coil 

electromagnet. Automotive alternators use a rotor winding which allows control of the 

alternator's generated voltage by varying the current in the rotor field winding.  Permanent 

magnet machines avoid the loss due to magnetizing current in the rotor, but are restricted in size, 

due to the cost of the magnet material. Since the permanent magnet field is constant, the terminal 

voltage varies directly with the speed of the generator. Brushless AC generators are usually 

larger than those used in automotive applications. 

An automatic voltage control device controls the field current to keep output voltage constant. If 

the output voltage from the stationary armature coils drops due to an increase in demand, more 

current is fed into the rotating field coils through the voltage regulator (VR). This increases the 

magnetic field around the field coils which induces a greater voltage in the armature coils. Thus, 

the output voltage is brought back up to its original value. 

Alternators used in central power stations also control the field current to regulate reactive 

power and to help stabilize the power system against the effects of momentary faults. Often there 
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are three sets of stator windings,  physically offset so that the rotating  magnetic  field  produces  

a three phase current, displaced by one-third of a period with respect to each other. 

 

Fig 4.2 Inner structure of working of an Alternator 
 

Fig 4.3 Working Operation of an Alternator 
 

Synchronous speeds: 
 

One cycle of alternating current is produced each time a pair of field poles passes over a point on 

the stationary winding. The relation between speed and frequency is, where is the frequency in 

Hz  (cycles  per  second).  is  the  number  of  poles  (2,  4,  6,  …)  and is  the  rotational  speed  

in revolutions per minute (RPM). Very old descriptions of alternating current systems sometimes 

give  the  frequency  in  terms  of   alternations   per   minute,   counting   each   half-cycle   as 

one alternation; so 12,000 alternations per minute correspond to 100 Hz. 

The output frequency of an alternator depends on the number of poles and the rotational speed. 

The speed corresponding to a particular frequency is called the synchronous speed for that 

frequency. 
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Transformation and rectification 
 

This method depends on residual magnetism retained in the iron core to generate weak 

magnetic field which would allow a weak voltage to be generated. This voltage is used to excite 

the field coils for the alternator to generate stronger voltage as part of its build up process. After 

the initial AC voltage buildup, the field is supplied with rectified voltage from the alternator. 

Brushless alternators: 
 

A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaft. Until 

1966, alternators used brushes with rotating field. With advancement in semiconductor 

technology, brushless alternators are possible. Smaller brushless alternators may look like one 

unit but the two parts are readily identifiable on the large versions. The larger of the two sections 

is the main alternator and the smaller one is the exciter. The exciter has stationary field coils and 

a rotating armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the opposite configuration with a 

rotating field and stationary armature. A bridge rectifier, called the rotating rectifier assembly, is 

mounted on the rotor. Neither brushes nor slip rings are used, which reduces the number of 

wearing parts. The main alternator has a rotating field as described above and a stationary 

armature (power generation windings). 

 

 

Fig 4.4 Brushless Alternator 
 

By number of phases: 

 
Main articles: Single-phase generator and Polyphase coil. Another way to classify 

alternators is by the number of phases of their output voltage. The output can be single phase, or 

polyphase. Three-phase alternators are the most common, but polyphase alternators can be two 

phase, six phase, or more. 

By rotating part 
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The revolving part of alternators can be the armature or the magnetic field. The 

revolving armature type has the armature wound on the rotor, where the winding moves through 

a stationary magnetic field. The revolving armature type is not often used. The revolving field 

type has magnetic field on the rotor to rotate through a stationary armature winding. The 

advantage is that then the rotor circuit carries much less power than the armature circuit, making 

the slip ring connections smaller and less costly; only two contacts are needed for the direct- 

current rotor, whereas often a rotor winding has three phases and multiple sections which would 

each require a slip-ring connection. The stationary armature can be wound for any convenient 

medium voltage level, up to tens of thousands of volts; manufacture of slip ring connections for 

more than a few thousand volts is costly and inconvenient. 

4.3 Transformer: 
 

A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one 

electrical circuit to another or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the 

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which  induces  a  

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical  

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection 

between the two circuits.Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages 

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step- 

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of  signal 

processing circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the 

voltage out, with separate coils not electrically bonded to one another. 

Fig 4.5 Transformer 
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Principles: 

 
Ideal transformer: 

 
An  ideal  transformer  is  a  theoretical linear transformer  that   is   lossless   and 

perfectly coupled. Perfect coupling implies infinitely high core magnetic permeability and 

winding inductances and zero net magneto motive force (i.e. ipnp - isns = 0). 

A varying current in the transformer's primary winding attempts to create a varying 

magnetic flux in the transformer core, which is also encircled by the secondary winding. This 

varying flux at the secondary winding induces a varying electromotive force (EMF, voltage) in 

the secondary winding due to electromagnetic induction and the secondary current so produced 

creates a flux equal and opposite to that  produced  by  the  primary  winding,  in  accordance 

with Lenz's law. 

The windings are wound around a core of infinitely high magnetic permeability so that all 

of the magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary windings. With a voltage 

source connected to the primary winding and a load connected to the secondary winding, the 

transformer currents flow in the indicated directions and the core magnetomotive force cancels to 

zero. 

According to Faraday's law, since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary 

and secondary windings in an ideal transformer, a voltage is induced in each winding 

proportional to its number of windings. The transformer winding voltage ratio is directly 

proportional to the winding turns ratio. 

The ideal transformer identity shown in eq. 5 is a reasonable approximation for the typical 

commercial transformer, with voltage ratio and winding turns ratio both being inversely 

proportional to the corresponding current ratio. 

The load impedance referred to the primary circuit is equal to the turns ratio squared times 

the secondary circuit load impedance. 
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Fig 4.5.1 Transformer Principle: Ideal 
 

Leakage flux: 
 

The ideal transformer model assumes that all flux generated by the primary winding 

links all the turns of every winding, including itself. In practice, some flux traverses paths that 

take it outside the windings. Such flux is termed leakage  flux,  and  results  in leakage 

inductance in series with the mutually coupled transformer windings. Leakage flux results in 

energy being alternately stored in and discharged from the magnetic fields with each cycle of the 

power supply. It is not directly a power loss, but results in inferior voltage regulation, causing the 

secondary voltage not to be directly proportional to the primary voltage, particularly under heavy 

load. Transformers are therefore normally designed to have very low leakage inductance. 

In some applications increased leakage is desired, and long magnetic paths, air gaps, or 

magnetic bypass shunts may deliberately be introduced in a transformer design to limit the short- 

circuit current  it  will  supply. Leaky  transformers  may  be  used  to   supply   loads   that 

exhibit negative resistance, such as electric arcs, mercury- and sodium- vapor lamps and neon 

signs or for safely handling loads that become periodically short-circuited such as electric arc 

welders. 

Air gaps are also used to keep a transformer from saturating, especially audio-frequency 

transformers in circuits that have a DC component  flowing  in  the  windings.  A saturable 

reactor exploits saturation of the core to control alternating current. 

Equivalent circuit: 
 

Referring to the diagram, a  practical transformer's  physical behavior  may be  represented  by 

an equivalent circuit model, which can incorporate an ideal transformer. 

Winding joule losses and leakage reactance are represented by the following series loop 

impedances of the model: 

 

 Primary winding: RP, XP 

 Secondary winding: RS, XS. 
 

In normal course of circuit equivalence transformation, RS and XS are in practice usually referred 

to the primary side by multiplying these impedances by the turns ratio squared, (NP/NS) 2 = a2. 

Core loss and reactance is represented by the following shunt leg impedances of the model: 
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 Core or iron losses: RC 

 Magnetizing reactance: XM. 
 

RC and XM are collectively termed the magnetizing branch of the model. 
 

Core losses are caused mostly by hysteresis and eddy current effects in the core and are 

proportional to the square of the core flux for operation at a given frequency. The finite 

permeability core requires a magnetizing current IM to maintain mutual flux in the core. 

Magnetizing current is in phase with the flux, the relationship between the two being non-linear 

due to saturation effects. However, all impedances of the equivalent circuit shown are by 

definition linear and such non-linearity effects are not typically reflected in transformer 

equivalent circuits. With sinusoidal supply, core flux lags the induced EMF by 90°. With open- 

circuited secondary winding, magnetizing branch current I0 equals transformer no-load current. 

The   resulting   model,    though    sometimes    termed    'exact'    equivalent    circuit    based   

on linearity assumptions, retains a number of approximations. Analysis may be simplified by 

assuming that magnetizing branch impedance is relatively high and relocating the branch to the 

left of the primary impedances. This introduces error but allows combination of primary and 

referred secondary resistances and reactances by simple summation as two series impedances. 

Transformer equivalent circuit impedance and transformer ratio parameters can be derived from 

the following tests: open-circuit test, short-circuit test, winding resistance test, and transformer 

ratio test. 

Construction: 

 
Cores: 

 
Closed-core transformers are constructed in 'core form' or 'shell form'. When windings 

surround the core, the transformer is core form; when windings are surrounded by the core, the 

transformer is shell form. Shell form design may be more prevalent than core form design for 

distribution transformer applications due to the relative ease in stacking the core around winding 

coils. Core form design tends to, as a general rule, be more economical, and therefore more 

prevalent, than shell form design for high voltage power transformer applications at the lower 

end of their voltage and power  rating  ranges  (less  than  or  equal to,  nominally,  230 kV  or  

75 MVA). At higher voltage and power ratings, shell form transformers tend to be more 

prevalent. Shell form design tends to be preferred for extra-high voltage and higher MVA 

applications because, though more labor-intensive to manufacture, shell form transformers are 
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characterized as having inherently better kVA-to-weight ratio, better short-circuit strength 

characteristics and higher immunity to transit damage. 

 

 
Fig 4.5.2 Transformer core 

 

 

 
Laminated steel cores: 

 
Transformers for use at power or audio frequencies typically have cores made of high 

permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free space and the core 

thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux to a path which closely 

couples the windings. Early transformer developers soon realized that cores constructed from 

solid iron resulted in prohibitive eddy current losses, and their designs mitigated this effect with 

cores consisting of bundles of insulated iron wires. Later designs constructed the core by 

stacking layers of thin steel laminations, a principle that has remained in use. Each lamination is 

insulated from its neighbors by a thin non-conducting layer of insulation. The transformer 

universal EMF equation can be used to calculate the core cross-sectional area for a preferred 

level of magnetic flux. 

 

 

Fig 4.5.3 Laminated steel cores 
 

Windings: 
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The electrical conductor used for the windings depends upon the application, but in all cases the 

individual turns must be electrically insulated from each other to ensure that the current travels 

throughout every turn. For small transformers, in which currents are low and the potential 

difference between adjacent turns is small, the coils are often wound from enameled magnet 

wire. Larger power transformers may be wound with copper rectangular strip conductors 

insulated by oil-impregnated paper and blocks of pressboard. 

High-frequency transformers operating in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz often have windings 

made of braided Litz wire to minimize the skin-effect and proximity effect losses. Large power 

transformers use multiple-stranded conductors as well, since even at low power frequencies non- 

uniform distribution of current would otherwise exist in high-current windings. Each strand is 

individually insulated, and the strands are arranged so that at certain points in the winding, or 

throughout the whole winding, each portion occupies different relative positions in the complete 

conductor. The transposition equalizes the current flowing in each strand of the conductor, and 

reduces eddy current losses in the winding itself. The stranded conductor is also more flexible 

than a solid conductor of similar size, aiding manufacture. 

The windings of signal transformers minimize leakage inductance and stray capacitance to 

improve high-frequency response. Coils are split into sections, and those sections interleaved 

between the sections of the other winding. 

Power-frequency transformers may have taps at intermediate points on the winding, usually on 

the higher voltage winding side, for voltage adjustment. Taps may be manually reconnected, or a 

manual or automatic switch may be provided for changing taps.  Automatic  on-load tap  

changers are used in electric power transmission or distribution, on equipment such as arc 

furnace transformers, or for automatic voltage regulators for sensitive loads. Audio-frequency 

transformers, used for the distribution of audio to public address loudspeakers, have taps to allow 

adjustment of impedance to each speaker. A center-tapped transformer is often used in the output 

stage   of   an    audio    power amplifier in    a push-pull    circuit.    Modulation    transformers  

in AM transmitters are very similar. 

Cooling: 

 
It is a rule of thumb that the life expectancy of electrical insulation is halved for about every 7 °C 

to 10 °C increase in operating temperature (an instance of the application of the Arrhenius 

equation). 
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Small dry-type and liquid-immersed transformers are often self-cooled  by natural convection 

and radiation heat dissipation. As power ratings increase, transformers are often cooled by 

forced-air cooling, forced-oil cooling, water-cooling, or combinations of these. Large 

transformers   are   filled   with transformer   oil that   both   cools   and    insulates    the 

windings. Transformer oil is a highly refined mineral oil that cools the windings and insulation 

by circulating within the transformer tank. The mineral oil and paper insulation system has been 

extensively studied and used for more than 100 years. It is estimated that 50% of power 

transformers will survive 50 years of use that the average age of failure of power transformers is 

about 10 to 15 years, and that about 30% of power transformer failures are due to insulation and 

overloading failures. Prolonged operation at elevated temperature degrades insulating properties 

of winding insulation and dielectric coolant, which not only shortens transformer life but can 

ultimately lead to catastrophic transformer failure. With a great body of empirical study as a 

guide, transformer oil testing including dissolved gas analysis provides valuable maintenance 

information. 

Building regulations in many jurisdictions require indoor liquid-filled transformers to either use 

dielectric fluids that are less flammable than oil, or be installed in fire-resistant rooms. Air- 

cooled dry transformers can be more economical where they eliminate the cost of a fire-resistant 

transformer room. 

Insulation: 

 
Insulation must be provided between the individual turns of the windings, between the windings, 

between windings and core, and at the terminals of the winding. 

Inter-turn insulation of small transformers may be a layer of insulating varnish on the wire. Layer 

of paper or polymer films may be inserted between layers of windings, and between primary and 

secondary windings. A transformer may be coated or dipped in a polymer resin to improve the 

strength of windings and protect them from moisture or corrosion. The resin may be impregnated 

into the winding insulation using combinations of vacuum and pressure during the coating 

process, eliminating all air voids in the winding. In the limit, the entire coil may be placed in a 

mold, and resin cast around it as a solid block, encapsulating the windings. 

Bushings: 

 
Larger transformers are provided with high-voltage insulated bushings made of polymers or 

porcelain. A large bushing can be a complex structure since it must provide  careful control of  

the electric field gradient without letting the transformer leak oil. 
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Applications: 
 

Various specific electrical application designs require a variety of transformer types. Although 

they all share the basic characteristic transformer principles, they are customized in construction 

or electrical properties for certain installation requirements or circuit conditions. 

In electric power transmission, transformers allow transmission of electric power at high 

voltages, which reduces the loss due to heating of the wires. This allows generating plants to be 

located economically at a distance from electrical consumers. All but a tiny fraction of the 

world's electrical power has passed through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the 

consumer. 

In many electronic devices, a transformer is used to convert voltage from the distribution wiring 

to convenient values for the circuit requirements, either directly at the power line frequency or 

through a switch mode power supply. 

4.4 Circuit Breakers: 
 

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical 

circuit from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. Its basic function 

is to interrupt current flow after a fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then 

must be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume 

normal operation. 

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect low-current circuits or 

individual household appliance, up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits 

feeding an entire city. The generic function of a circuit breaker, or fuse, as an automatic means of 

removing power from a faulty system is often abbreviated as OCPD (Over Current Protection 

Device). 

 

Fig 4.6 Circuit Breaker 
 

Operation: 



All circuit breaker systems have common features in their operation, but details vary 

substantially depending on the voltage class, current rating and type of the circuit breaker. 

The circuit breaker must first detect a fault condition. In small mains and low voltage circuit 

breakers, this is usually done within the device itself. Typically, the heating or magnetic effects 

of electric current are employed. Circuit breakers for large currents or high voltages are usually 

arranged with protective relay pilot devices to sense a fault condition and to operate the opening 

mechanism. These typically require a separate power source, such as a battery, although some 

high-voltage circuit breakers are self-contained with current transformers, protective relays, and 

an internal control power source. 

Once a fault is detected, the circuit breaker contacts must open to interrupt the circuit; this is 

commonly done using mechanically stored energy contained within the breaker, such as a spring 

or compressed air to separate the contacts. Circuit breakers may also use the higher current 

caused by the fault to separate the contacts, such as thermal expansion or a magnetic field. Small 

circuit breakers typically have a manual control lever to switch off the load or reset a tripped 

breaker, while larger units use solenoids to trip the mechanism, and electric motors to restore 

energy to the springs. 

Fig 4.6.1 Operation of a circuit breaker 

Different techniques are used to extinguish the arc including: 

 Lengthening or deflecting the arc 

 Intensive cooling (in jet chambers) 

 Division into partial arcs 

 Zero point quenching (contacts open at the zero current time crossing of the AC waveform, 

effectively breaking no load current at the time of opening. The zero-crossing occurs at twice 

the line frequency; i.e., 100 times per second for 50 Hz and 120 times per second for 60 Hz 

 

AC.) 
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 Connecting capacitors in parallel with contacts in DC circuits. 
 

Finally, once the fault condition has been cleared, the contacts must again be closed to restore 

power to the interrupted circuit. 

Low-voltage miniature circuit breakers (MCB) use air alone to extinguish the arc. These circuit 

breakers contain so-called arc chutes, a stack of mutually insulated parallel metal plates that 

divide and cool the arc. By splitting the arc into smaller arcs the arc is cooled down while the arc 

voltage is increased and serves as additional impedance that limits the current through the circuit 

breaker. The current-carrying parts near the contacts provide easy deflection of the arc into the 

arc chutes by a magnetic force of a current path, although magnetic blowout coils or permanent 

magnets could also deflect the arc into the arc chute (used on circuit breakers for higher ratings). 

The number of plates in the arc chute is dependent on the short-circuit rating and  nominal 

voltage of the circuit breaker. 

In larger ratings, oil circuit breakers rely upon vaporization of some of the oil to blast a jet of oil 

through the arc. 

Standard current rating: 
 

Circuit breakers are manufactured in standard sizes, using a system of preferred numbers to  

cover a range of ratings. Miniature circuit breakers have a fixed trip setting; changing the 

operating current value requires changing the whole circuit breaker. Larger circuit breakers can 

have adjustable trip settings, allowing standardized elements to be applied but with a setting 

intended to improve protection. For example, a circuit breaker with a 400 ampere "frame size" 

might have its overcurrent detection set to operate at only 300 amperes, to protect a feeder cable. 

International Standards, IEC 60898-1 and European Standard EN 60898-1, define the rated 

current In of a circuit breaker for low voltage distribution applications as the maximum current 

that the breaker is designed to carry continuously (at an ambient air temperature of 30 °C). The 

commonly available preferred values for the rated current are 1 A, 2 A, 4 A, 6 A,  10 A, 13 A, 

16 A, 20 A, 25 A, 32 A, 40 A, 50 A, 63 A, 80 A, 100 A, and 125 A (similar to the R10 Reynard 

series, but using 6, 13, and 32 instead of 6.3, 12.5, and 31.5 – it includes the 13 A current limit of 

British BS 1363 sockets). The circuit breaker is labeled with the rated current in amperes, but 

excluding the unit symbol, A. Instead, the ampere figure is preceded by a letter, B, C, or D,  

which indicates the instantaneous tripping current — that is, the minimum value of current that 

causes the circuit breaker to trip without intentional time delay (i.e., in less than 100 ms), 

expressed in terms of In: 
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4.5 Protective Relays: 

 
In electrical  engineering,  a protective  relay is  a relay device  designed  to  trip  a circuit  

breaker when a fault is detected. The first protective relays were electromagnetic devices, relying 

on coils operating on moving parts to provide detection of abnormal operating conditions such as 

over-current, over-voltage, reverse power flow, over-frequency, and under-frequency. 

Microprocessor-based digital protection relays now emulate the original devices, as well as 

providing types of protection and supervision impractical with electromechanical relays. 

Electromechanical relays provide only rudimentary indication of the location and origin of a 

fault. In many cases a single microprocessor relay provides functions that would take two or 

more electromechanical devices. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays 

also save capital cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their 

very long life span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels “are still protecting transmission 

lines and electrical apparatus all over the world. Important transmission lines and generators  

have cubicles dedicated to protection, with many individual electromechanical devices, or one or 

two microprocessor relays. 

 

Fig 4.7 Protective relay 
 

Operation principles: 
 

Electromechanical protective relays operate by either magnetic  attraction,  or magnetic 

induction. Unlike switching type electromechanical relays with fixed and usually ill-defined 

operating voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays have well-established, 

selectable, and adjustable time and current (or other operating parameter) operating 

characteristics. Protection relays may use arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole, magnets, 

operating and restraint coils, solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay contacts, and phase- 

shifting networks. 

Protective relays can also be classified by the type of measurement they make. A protective relay 

may respond to the magnitude of a quantity such as voltage or current. Induction relays can 
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respond to the product of two quantities in two field coils, which could for example represent the 

power in a circuit. 

 

 
Fig 4.7.1 Operation of a relay 

 

Types according to construction: 

 
Electromechanical 

 
Electromechanical relays can be classified into several different types as follows: 

 
 attracted armature 

 moving coil 

 induction 

 motor operated 

 mechanical 

 thermal 

 
"Armature"-type relays have a pivoted lever supported on a hinge or knife-edge pivot, which 

carries a moving contact. These relays may work on either alternating or direct current, but for 

alternating current, a shading coil on the pole is used to maintain contact force throughout the 

alternating current cycle. Because the air gap between the fixed coil and the moving armature 

becomes much smaller when the relay has operated, the current required to maintain the relay 

closed is much smaller than the current to first operate it. The "returning  ratio"[13] or 

"differential" is the measure of how much the current must be reduced to reset the relay. 

A variant application of the attraction principle is the plunger-type or solenoid operator. A reed 

relay is another example of the attraction principle. 

Induction disc overcurrent relay: 

 
"Induction" disk meters work by inducing currents in a disk that is free to rotate; the rotary 

motion of the disk operates a contact. Induction relays require alternating current; if two or more 

coils are used, they must be at the same frequency otherwise no net  operating  force  is  

produced. These electromagnetic relays use the induction principle discovered by Galileo 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protective_relay#cite_note-13
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Ferraris in the late 19th century. The magnetic system in induction disc overcurrent relays is 

designed to detect overcurrent in a power system and operate with a pre-determined time delay 

when certain overcurrent limits have been reached. 

The relay's primary winding is supplied from the power systems current transformer via a plug 

bridge, which is called the plug setting multiplier (psm). Usually seven equally spaced tapping or 

operating bands determine the relays sensitivity. The primary winding is located on the upper 

electromagnet. The secondary winding has connections on the upper electromagnet that are 

energized from the primary winding and connected to the lower electromagnet. Once the upper 

and lower electromagnets are energized they produce eddy currents that are induced onto the 

metal disc and flow through the flux paths. This relationship of eddy currents and fluxes creates 

torque proportional to the input current of the primary winding, due to the two flux paths being 

out of phase by 90°. 

 

Fig 4.7.2 Induction type over current relay 
 

Digital: 

 
A microprocessor-based digital protection relay can replace the functions of many discrete 

electromechanical instruments. These relays convert voltage and currents to digital form and 

process the resulting measurements using a microprocessor. The digital relay can emulate 

functions of many discrete electromechanical relays in one device, simplifying protection design 

and maintenance. Each digital relay can run self-test routines to confirm its readiness and alarm 

if a fault is detected. Digital relays can also provide functions such as communications (SCADA) 

interface, monitoring of contact inputs, metering, waveform analysis, and other useful features. 

Digital relays can, for example, store multiple sets of protection parameters, which allows the 



(which may be a bus bar, generator, transformer or other apparatus) and the current leaving that 

behavior of the relay to be changed during maintenance of attached equipment. 

 

 
Fig 4.7.3 Digital Relay 

 
Distance relay: 

 
Distance relays, also known as impedance relay, differ in principle from other forms of 

protection in that their performance is not governed by the magnitude of the current or voltage in 

the protected circuit but rather on the ratio of these two quantities. Distance relays are actually 

double actuating quantity relays with one coil energized by voltage and other coil by current. The 

current element produces a positive or pick up torque while the voltage element produces a 

negative or reset torque. The relay operates only when the V/I ratio falls below a predetermined 

value (or set value). During a fault on the transmission line the fault current increases and the 

voltage at the fault point decreases. The V/I ratio is measured at the location of CTs and Pts. 

 

 

Fig 4.7.4 Distance relay 

Current differential protection scheme: 

A differential scheme acts on the difference between current entering a protected zone 
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zone. A fault outside the zone gives the same fault current at the entry and exit of the zone, but 

faults within the zone show up as a difference in current. Differential protection can be used to 

provide protection for zones with multiple terminals and can be used to protect lines, generators, 

motors, transformers, and other electrical plant. 

Current transformers in a differential scheme must be chosen to have near-identical response to 

high overcurrents. If a "through fault" results in one set of current transformers saturating before 

another, the zone differential protection will see a false "operate" current and may false trip. 

Directional relay: 

 
A directional relay uses an additional polarizing source of voltage or current to determine 

the direction of a fault. Directional elements respond to the phase shift between a polarizing 

quantity and an operate quantity. The fault can be located upstream or downstream of the relay's 

location, allowing appropriate protective devices to be operated inside or outside of the zone of 

protection. 

 

 
4.6 Bus-bar Coupler: 

 

Bus coupler is a device which is used to couple one bus to the other without any 

interruption in power supply and without creating hazardous arcs. Bus coupler is a breaker used 

to couple two bus bars in order to perform maintenance on other circuit breakers associated with 

that bus bar.Busbars distribute electricity with greater ease and flexibility than some other more 

permanent forms of installation and distribution. Sometimes spelled bus bar or bus bar, they are 

often metallic strips of copper, brass, or aluminum that both ground and conduct electricity. 

Bus Couplers are non-isolated input devices that provide an interface between dry-contact 

mechanical switches and a C-Bus network. The bus coupler increases the versatility of the C-Bus 

network by facilitating remote access with any dry-contact switch mechanism offered by 

Schneider Electric and other manufacturers. A system's flexibility can be further enhanced by 

using the bus coupler with various other switch types, including reed, pressure, or micro 

switches. 

 
Available in two- and four-channel models, the bus coupler is small enough to be used in 

restricted spaces. Configuration options include standard control functions such as ON/OFF, 

toggle, dimmers, and timers. 
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constructed to give minimum chance for effecting improper electrical joints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.7.5 Bus bar coupler 

Features: 

 Provides two or four non-isolated inputs for external voltage-free mechanical switches. 

 Two-channel units feature independent remote LED outputs 

 Control options include ON/OFF, toggle, dimmer, or timer 

 Orange LED for each channel to indicate operational status 

 Two-way removable terminal block for the C-Bus connection 

 Terminal block allows connection of up to four external switches (four-channel coupler) 

or two external switches and two external LEDs (two-channel coupler) 

 Small size for adaptation to restricted spaces 

 Non-volatile memory stores operating status for recovery from a power outage 

 Receives data and power over a network, so it does not require power packs or line 

voltage connections. 

Generally speaking, electric power distribution systems of the busbar type are used in industrial 

and commercial buildings to transfer electric power from a substation or transformer bank to a 

power consuming area. Such power distribution systems are generally made up of a plurality of 

busway sections of fixed or variable lengths, the successive sections being connected or 

interlocked together in end-to-end relation to provide electrical continuity between the power 

source and the power consuming area. The effectiveness of such a busbar power distribution 

system is controlled, to a great extent, by the adequacy of the electrical joints between the 

busbars of successive busway sections. Busway sections are generally manufactured and 

distributed in prefabricated form so that a number of such electrical joints are required during 

installation of an extended length busbar run. Thus, if a busway section, that is, a busbar duct and 

a busbar coupler, is to perform adequately under service conditions the coupler system that 

creates the electrical joints between correspond busbars of successive busway sections must be 
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Power Factor (PF) is the ratio  of real power to the apparent  power flowing to  the  load from the 

 

source. It is measured between 0 and 1.0 (unity) and is usually deemed as either leading or 

 
In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor (tending towards zero) draws more 

current than a load with a high power factor (tending towards one) for the same amount of useful 

power transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system and 

require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger equipment and wasted 

energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost to industrial or commercial customers 

where there is a low power factor. 

 
Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected with a passive 

network of capacitors or inductors. 

 
A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce transmission losses 

and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to adjust the power factor of a 

system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the 

apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may be applied by an electrical power 

transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency of the transmission network. 

Individual electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install 

correction equipment to reduce those costs. 

lagging, depending on the position of the current waveform with respect to the voltage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 4.7.6 power triangle 

4.7 Power factor Correction: 
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An automatic power factor correction unit consists of a number of capacitors that are switched by 

means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a regulator that measures power factor in 

an electrical network. Depending on the load and power factor of the network, the power factor 

controller will switch the necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor 

stays above a selected value. 

 
Methods of Power Factor Improvement: 

 
There are three main ways to improve power factor: 

 

 Capacitor Banks 

 Synchronous Condensers 

 Phase Advancers 

Capacitor Banks: 

Improving power factor means reducing the phase difference between voltage and current. Since 

the majority of loads are ofinductive nature, they require some amount of reactive power for 

them to function. 

 
A capacitor or bank of capacitors installed parallel to the load provides this reactive power. They 

act as a source of local reactive power, and thus less reactive power flows through the line. 

Capacitor banks reduce the phase difference between the voltage and current. 

Synchronous Condensers: 

Synchronous condensers are 3 phase synchronous motor with no load attached to its shaft. 

 

The synchronous motor has the characteristics of operating under any power factor leading, 

lagging or unity depending upon the excitation. For inductive loads, a synchronous condenser is 

connected towards load side and is overexcited. 

Synchronous condensers make it behave like a capacitor. It draws the lagging current from the 

supply or supplies the reactive power. 

 
Phase Advancers: 

 
This is an AC exciter mainly used to improve the PF of an induction motor. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-capacitor/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-motor-working-principle/
https://www.electrical4u.com/synchronous-condenser/
https://www.electrical4u.com/induction-motor-types-of-induction-motor/
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They are mounted on the shaft of the motor and are connected to the rotor circuit of the motor. It 

improves the power factor by providing the exciting ampere turns to produce the required flux at 

the given slip frequency. 

Further, if ampere-turns increase, it can be made to operate at leading power factor. 
 

 

 

Fig 4.7.7 Power factor correction 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/
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CHAPTER 5 

 
ELECTRICAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT 

 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Electrical shock kills and injures hundreds of workers each year. Most of these accidents 

happen because people don’t look, don’t think or just don’t understand the shocking power of 

electricity. 

Electrical shock can only occur when a part of the body completes a circuit between a conductor 

and another conductor or a grounding source. 

Death or injury is not caused by the voltage; the damage is done by the amount of current that 

flows through the body. Of course, the higher the voltage, the greater amount of current. Some 

people have survived shocks of several thousand volts, while others have been killed by voltages 

as low as 12. 

Effects of electrical shock depend mainly on the total amount of current flow and the path of the 

current through the victim’s body. To prevent electrical shock, which can cause several types of 

injuries, make sure that your body cannot become part of the electrical flow and the path of the 

current. Water reduces resistance and allows electricity to flow into wet areas, hands, arms, your 

body. Electricity and water are a bad mix. 

 
 

 
Fig 5.1: Electrical safety 
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5.2 Electrical Hazards and Management System: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every year, many accidents at work involving electric shock or burns are reported to the Health 

and Safety Executive (HSE). Within the workplace, electricity can create a number of hazards 

such as: 

 contact with live parts causing shock and burns 

 faults that could cause fire 

 Fire and explosion in a potentially flammable or explosive atmosphere. 

Any voltage above 55 volt alternating current (AC) can be potentially fatal. As well as death, 

electric shock can cause severe injury, including muscular spasms and deep-seated tissue burns. 

Electrical fires and explosions can be caused as a result of: 

 leakage of current due to poor insulation 

 faulty or poorly maintained protective devices 

 overloads of electrical circuits causing overheating 

 Ignition of flammable substances in the working environment. 

Codes of Practice: 

The key piece of legislation is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR 1989), which 

apply to all places where work is done on or near electricity. EWR 1989 requires all systems 

(including equipment) to be constructed so as to prevent danger. In addition, they require the 

following. 

 To prevent danger, all systems to be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, such danger. 

 Every work activity, including operation, use and maintenance of a system and work near 

a system to be carried out in a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably 

practicable, to danger. 

 Persons carrying out work on electrical systems to be competent to do so. 

Management system: 

An effective electrical management system will reduce the risk of harm from electricity by 

ensuring that all key elements that give safety assurance are identified and addressed. The IET 

Code is broken down into four main sections that detail these elements as follows. 
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1. Managing policy aspects, including setting of policy, leadership, planning and design 

factors. 

2. Managing procedure aspects, including the identification and control of risks, safe 

working practices, maintenance, documentation and performance monitoring. 

3. Managing people aspects, including appointments, training, competence and 

communication. 

4. Managing specific issues, including working on live systems, contractors, buried and 

overhead cables. 

The first stage in any management system is to draw up an appropriate policy in relation to 

electrical safety. This will detail an overall statement in relation to the management of electrical 

safety, and the responsibility and arrangements required for such safe management. The exact 

details of this will very much depend on local issues, such as building and equipment ownership, 

use of contractors and so on. 

5.3 Electrical safety rules: 
 

A safe work environment is not always enough to control all potential electrical hazards. You 

must be very cautious and work safely. Safety rules help you control your and others risk of 

injury or death from workplace hazards. 

If we are working on electrical circuits or with electrical tools and equipment, we need to use 

following golden safety rules: 

Rule 1: 

Treat all electrical devices as if they are live or energized. 

Rule 2: 

Disconnect the power source before servicing or repairing electrical equipment. 

Rule 3: 

Use only tools and equipment with non-conducting handles when working on  electrical  

devices. 

Rule 4: 

Never use metallic pencils or rulers, or wear rings or metal watchbands when working with 

electrical equipment. This rule is very easy to forget, especially when you are showing some 

electrical part pointing with metallic pencil. 

Rule 5: 

When it is necessary to handle equipment that is plugged in, be sure hands are dry and, when 

possible, wear nonconductive gloves, protective clothes and shoes with insulated soles. 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/eplusmenucad
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Rule 6: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 7: 

If it is safe to do so, work with only one hand, keeping the other hand at your side or in your 

pocket, away from all conductive material. This precaution reduces the likelihood of accidents 

that result in current passing through the chest cavity. 

Rule 8: 

If water or a chemical is spilled onto equipment, shut off power at the main switch or circuit 

breaker and unplug the equipment. 

Rule 9: 

If an individual comes in contact with a live electrical conductor, do not touch the equipment, 

cord or person. Disconnect the power source from the circuit  breaker or pull out the plug using  

a leather belt. 

Rule 10: 

Never handle electrical equipment when hands, feet, or body are wet or perspiring, or when 

standing on a wet floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig 5.2 Electrical Safety Tips 

 

5.4 Electrical Safety Equipment: 

 
T&D distribute the most extensive range of High Voltage Electrical Safety equipment to ensure 

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/fundamental-characteristics-circuit-breaker
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safe working and protection against electrocution during the installation, jointing, terminating 

and testing of medium/high voltage power cables and electrical equipment including switchgear 

and transformers. 

A complete range of HV instruments including voltage detectors, phase comparators, short 

circuiting portable earthing and substation electrical safety equipment used for maintenance and 

repair of cables, connectors and terminations of transmission or distribution cables, power lines 

and switchgear in high voltage substations. 

The electrical personal protective equipment procedure provides guidelines for  determining 

when electrical PPE is required and how to select, use and maintain electrical PPE. This 

procedure describes electrical hazards, including electrical shock and burns, arc flash burns, arc- 

blast impacts, and other potential electrical safety hazards. 

FLASH AND THERMAL PROTECTION: 

 
The extremely high temperatures and heat content of an electric arc can cause extremely painful 

and/or lethal burns. Since an electric arc can occur at any time in electrical equipment that has 

not been placed in an electrically safe work condition, the worker must take precautions  and 

wear protection when exposed to potential. 

 

 

 

 
Fig 5.3: Arc Flash protective PPE levels 

CLOTHING MATERIALS: 

Arc flash clothing is designed to provide a barrier from heat and flame, to minimize total burn 

https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
https://www.powerandcables.com/product/electrical-safety/short-circuit-portable-earthing-kits-substation-overhead-lines/
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injury and to help provide the wearer with extra seconds of protection to help escape possible 

secondary explosions or fires in the work area. 

 

Arc Flash clothing can increase the chances of survival and decrease the requirement for medical 

treatment (skin grafts) and the likelihood future infections. PPE can also help maintain the 

quality of life of an electrical worker exposed to an electric arc flash accident. Arc Flash PPE is 

not designed to be firefighting gear; it is worn by electrical workers to help minimize the risk of 

serious injury caused by arc flash and arc blast explosions. 

 

NON-FLAME RESISTANT MATERIALS: 

Non-flammable PPE won’t break down under extreme conditions, like flame-resistant material 

can. Those with occupations, like firefighting, wear non-flammable equipment as it’s heavier and 

has higher resistance to flames. The only downside to this equipment is that it’s extremely 

challenging for heat to escape the material, just as it’s challenging to let heat inside the material. 

It can be difficult to breathe in and cause your body’s core temperature to rise. It’s not 

recommended to wear non-flammable PPE for a long period of time. Most non-flammable gear 

can protect against about 10-15 seconds of fire exposure. This clothing is extremely durable and 

won’t melt or burn, even after intense exposure. 

 
1. Cotton: Cotton work clothing made of materials such as denim and flannel is a better choice 

than clothing made from synthetic materials. Cotton does not melt into the skin when heated; 

rather, it burns and disintegrates, falling away from the skin. 

 
2. Wool: Wool clothing has essentially the same thermal properties as cotton clothing. Note the 

following key points: 

 
a. Certain OSHA standards allow the use of natural cotton or wool clothing when a worker is 

exposed to electrical arcing hazards. 

 
b. General industrial practice and industry standards have rejected the use of cotton and wool 

even though they are permitted. The reason for this is that these natural fibers are not flame- 

resistant. 

 
FLAME-RESISTANT MATERIALS:This type of equipment has certain fibers sewn into the 

clothing, or has a certain type of chemical finish, that makes the material flame-resistant. The 

fibers don’t support fire and can defend against heat. Since the material doesn’t absorb a lot of 

heat, flame-resistant clothing doesn’t support combustion. This means the suit can be set on fire 



protection needed against cuts, abrasions and punctures. 

if the flame is big enough, but it takes longer to do so. It also self-extinguishes when the source  

of the heat is put out. Most flame-resistant clothing can protect against  about three seconds of 

fire exposure. OSHA requires flame-resistant PPE in any occupation and area where the risk of 

clothing catching on fire is high. Clothing made of artificial materials, like polyester and nylon, 

cannot be worn in these situations as they can melt onto the skin if worn in high-heat 

environments. Flame-resistant clothing is extremely durable and won’t get worn out, even after 

going through multiple laundry cycles. 

 
NOMEX*IIIA: 

 
NOMEX is an aramid fiber made by the DuPont Company. It has a structure that thickens and 

carbonizes when exposed to heat. This unique characteristic allows NOMEX to provide excellent 

thermal protection. 

 
POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI): 

 
It is similar to NOMEX in that it is a synthetic fiber made especially to resist high temperatures. 

PBI is non-flammable, chemically resistant, and heat stable. This heat stability makes it less 

prone to shrinking or embrittlement when exposed to flame or high temperatures. 

 
KERMEL:It is a synthetic polyamide imide aramid fiber manufactured in France by Rhone- 

Poulenc. KERMEL fiber is only offered in fabrics blended with other fibers. Like other synthetic 

flame-retardant materials, KERMEL is flame-resistant and does not drip or melt when 

heated.INSULATING GLOVES: Rubber insulating gloves are among the most important 

articles of personal protection for electrical workers. To be effective, electrical safety gloves 

must incorporate dielectric properties and physical strength, along with flexibility and durability. 

To help ensure safety and performance, they should meet and/or exceed the requirements of the 

ASTM International ASTM D120-14a – Standard Specification for Rubber Insulating Gloves. 

 
A glove system consists of: 

Rubber insulating gloves – Classified by the level of voltage and protection they provide. 

Liner gloves – Reduce the discomfort of wearing rubber insulating gloves. Liners provide 

warmth in cold weather and absorb perspiration in the warm months. They can have a straight 

cuff or knit wrist. 

Leather protector gloves – Worn over rubber insulating gloves to help provide the mechanical 
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https://www.grainger.com/search?searchQuery=Rubber%2Binsulating%2Bgloves&amp;op=search&amp;Ntt=Rubber%2Binsulating%2Bgloves&amp;N=0&amp;GlobalSearch=true&amp;sst=subset
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin%2BLeather&amp;filters=attrs&amp;searchQuery=leather%2Bglove%2Bprotectors
https://www.grainger.com/search?attrs=Material%7CGoatskin%2BLeather&amp;filters=attrs&amp;searchQuery=leather%2Bglove%2Bprotectors
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Insulating gloves offer personal hand protection for workers against electrical shocks when 

working near or on live wires, cables and electrical equipment including substation switchgear 

and transformers – risk assessment identifies electrical shock during the jointing of cables or 

excavating around live cables as a potential cause of accident which can be avoided when 

appropriate safety precautions and gloves are worn. 

 
 

 
Fig 5.4.1:Rubber insulating gloves 

 
Head, Eye and Hand Protection: 

 
When wearing flash suits, or whenever exposed to arc hazard, employees should wear full 

protection for the head, eyes, and hands. Head and eye protection will be provided if the 

employee is equipped with a flash suit. When not in a flash suit, however, employees should 

wear hard hats and eye shields or goggles. 

 
Head and eye protection: 

 
Hard Hats:A hard hat is a type of helmet predominantly used in workplace environments such as 

industrial or construction sites to protect the head from injury due to falling objects, impact with 

other objects, debris, rain, and electric shock. Suspension bands inside the helmet spread the 

helmet's weight and the force of any impact over the top of the head. A suspension also provides 

space of approximately 30 mm (1.2 inches) between the helmet's shell and the wearer's head, so 

that if an object strikes the shell, the impact is less likely to be transmitted directly to the skull. 

Some helmet shells have a mid-line reinforcement ridge to improve impact resistance. 

 
They have a suspension system that moves the impact force though the body to feet, helping to 

reduce strain to the head, neck, and spine. These hard hats and helmets are ANSI rated and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
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OSHA compliant. Types and classes combine to indicate the impact type (vertical only or 

vertical and angled) and level of electrical protection (none, low voltage, or high voltage) 

provided. Hard hats and helmets should be inspected regularly for structural integrity. Hard hats 

are used by construction workers, road crews, or where required by OSHA safety regulations. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 5.4.2 Hard hats 

 

Safety Glasses, Goggles, and Face Shields: 

 

Goggles, or safety glasses, are forms of protective eyewear that usually enclose or protect the 

area surrounding the eye in order to prevent particulates, water or chemicals from striking the 

eyes. They are used in chemistry laboratories and in woodworking. They are often used in snow 

sports  as  well,  and  in  swimming.  The  current  standard  for  safety  eyewear  published  by 

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is called the Z87. 1-2010 standards. The 

previous standard it replaced was called Z87. 1-2003. 

 
 

 

Fig 5.4.3. Safety Glasses 
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Rubber Mats: 

 
Rubber mats are one of those very common and often ubiquitous items that most people tend to 

overlook. Despite their lack of ‘showiness’, rubber mats are the humble, hard-working, 

inexpensive products that serve many industries. They are often present in one form or another in 

residential, commercial, and industrial venues. Here at Rubber-Cal, we specialize in bringing to 

market quality rubber matting products for a wide variety of applications. Our line of rubber 

floor mats is classified into several different categories according to their use. We inventory anti- 

slip floor mats, boat deck mats, kitchen mats, comfort mats, fitness equipment mats, protector 

mats, industrial mats, stair treads, and even animal stall mats! If you need quality rubber floor 

matting, then you have come to the right place. 

Generally, rubber mats serve a protective purpose. A common feature among them is that they 

protect the existing floors of the area in which they are placed. Having dependable mats in place 

can prevent costly damage to your existing wood, tile, laminate, or even concrete floor surfaces. 

Some of our floor mats come in standard sizes, for example 4ft x 6ft, to protect a specific area 

from harm. It should be noted, however, that just because many segments of rubber mats come 

pre-cut, not all of them do. It can be quite simple to have custom rubber mats fitted to your home 

or office in the event you have specific or unique size requirements. We also offer rolls of rubber 

matting for a wider area of floor protection. Floor protection is crucial for any area, whether it is 

a home or industrial workshop. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.4. Rubber Mats 

 

Rubber Blankets: 

 
For those in the “lineman” profession, every day has the potential to bring the unexpected. 

Linemen must always think safety first, and be diligent when performing even the most routine 

tasks. Every year dozens of linemen are either injured or killed due to unfortunate circumstances 
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involving high voltage mishaps. According to the Safety Fireman’s Archive, in 2002 alone more 

than 50 linemen in the United States were killed while on the job. Safe work procedures and 

personal protective equipment (PPE) greatly reduce exposure risks for linemen.Employers 

should regularly review and revise, where applicable, safe work methods regarding the 

installation and removal of protective equipment, the positioning of aerial lift devices, and all 

procedures used in the construction and maintenance of power lines. One type of equipment that 

is critical to safety, and is a necessity as part of a complete set of cover-up equipment, is the 

rubber blanket. The rubber blanket helps reduce accidental exposure to energized power lines, 

conductors and hardware. The flexibility to wrap, fold and maneuver the rubber blanket also 

allows such equipment as underground transformers and switchgear to be easily covered thus 

allowing adequate protection for the worker. 

Fig 5.4.5 Rubber Blankets 

 

Rubber Sleeves: 

 

Rubber insulating sleeves are commonly worn with dielectric gloves in high-voltage applications 

to provide added insulation from electrical contact for those working on energized equipment. 

The rubber insulating gloves and rubber insulating sleeves are worn for shock protection; sleeves 

typically are worn with rubber insulating gloves when the arm can cross the minimum approach 

distance or the restricted approach boundary. A protector glove typically is used for arc flash 

protection and for mechanical protection of the rubber insulating glove, but this over-glove does 

not protect the entire glove and does not extend up a rubber insulating sleeve. Many lineworkers 

wear short-sleeved, arc-rated (AR) T-shirts under rubber insulating sleeves, and a concern was 

raised in the industry that the insulating sleeves are not arc-rated. 
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Fig 5.4.6 Rubber Sleeves 
 

 

Fig 5.4.7 Electrical Safety Equipment 

 
5.5 ELECTRICAL SAFETY AUDIT: 

 

Conducting a workplace safety audit is the most comprehensive way for a company to 

gauge the efficiency, effectiveness and legality of its total health and safety management system. 

 
In addition to ensuring that a business remains in compliance with local, state and federal 

legislation, safety audits have the potential to identify and correct oversights that could, if left 

unchecked, lead to costly and tragic workplace injuries or fatalities. If successful in uncovering 

weaknesses in an employer’s safety programs or practices, audits can also prove to be important 

tools in designing a new safety plan. 

 
Consistent regularity: 

 

Conducting only one workplace safety audit per year can have the unintended consequence of 

making safety and compliance seem like a recurring goal that must be achieved once annually, 

rather than a constant mandate. As the date of an annual audit approaches, there may be a 

“ramping up” atmosphere created by managers and supervisors working to ensure compliance 

ahead of the audit. That might discourage them from developing a sense of urgency the rest of 

the year, leading to relaxed standards. A superior approach could be to schedule various specific 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/health-and-safety
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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safety audits throughout the year on an eleven-month schedule, reserving the final month for one 

comprehensive workplace safety audit. 

 
Competent and objective auditors: 

 

A safety audit can only be as good as the professionals conducting it, which is why it pays to 

entrust the process to those with the necessary knowledge and experience. Some companies elect 

to hire outside consultants or safety professionals in order to guarantee such expertise, but many 

prefer to keep the operations in-house. If employing the latter  method,  businesses  should  

create safety audit teams consisting of three to five employees well-versed in current safety 

standards. 

 
These employees must be educated on all relevant laws, OSHA regulations and other standards, 

and trained in the art of violation and hazard identification. To ensure objectivity, employees 

should never inspect their own work environment. A fresh set of eyes is better at spotting 

whatever issues a supervisor or section manager has failed to notice. 

 
Advanced Preparation: 

 

Both those performing the audit and those being audited should be prepared for the experience. 

At least a week prior to a workplace safety audit, the company should inform all affected 

managers and supervisors that they need to have all records, documents and procedures ready 

and available for when the audit begins. 

 
Thorough Recordkeeping: 

 

Exhaustive records are a requirement and objective of safety audits. A safety audit team needs to 

consult all incident reports available for the section which they are auditing, so as to assess where 

potential problem areas are most likely to exist. Competent incident reports help auditors better 

apply selective scrutiny to known problem areas. 

 
Safety audit teams should also strive for comprehensive reporting in their own audits. When 

auditors go to the physical location of the selected area to observe work being done, they should 

ask detailed questions of the employees working in that area to obtain as much relevant 

information as possible. Having audit checklists that manage to cover all safety objectives and 

applicable regulations will help auditors make sure they don’t neglect anything. 

 
Perceptive Data Analysis: 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
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After inspecting all documents, written programs, procedures, work practices and 

equipment, the safety audit teams should sift through the collected material to put together a 

concise report that details all areas of the program. All safety audit comments, recommendations 

and corrective actions should consider whether the audited program covers all regulatory and 

best industry practice requirements, whether those requirements are being met and whether there 

is documented proof of compliance. It’s also important to reach a conclusion regarding how 

effective employee training has been in producing safe behavior. 

 
Modern Technology: 

 

Ensuring that all of the above safety audit standards are met becomes much easier with 

the use of state-of-the-art EHS management technology, as provided by Dakota Software. 

Dakota’s EHS Auditing application allows safety auditors to more easily and effectively test and 

verify a workplace’s compliance status. In addition to capturing all relevant EHS regulations, the 

application also allows auditors to develop checklists unique to the audit site and scope, migrate 

previous audits to leverage past results, train auditors to perform team-based audits, use custom 

protocols, manage audit data and create corrective action plans. From the planning to  the 

auditing to the analysis and use of gathered  data,  every  key  stage  and  element  of  a 

workplace safety audit can be improved upon through the  use  of  cutting-edge EHS 

management technology. 

http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
https://www.dakotasoft.com/landing/safety-management-software
https://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/solutions/ehs-auditing
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
http://www.dakotasoft.com/video
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CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS 
 

6.1 Military and Police: 

 
One of the most  common  users   of   a thermal   imager  is   a  lawenforcement 

ormilitary professional.  They  need  to  be  able  to   see  potential threats  without  being 

detected and thermal units give them this chance. Modern thermal imaging technology is tough 

enough to withstand the abuse of recoil, so many police officers and soldiers now employ 

thermal imaging rifle scopes such as the ATN Throw 640 Thermal Imaging Weapon Sight. The 

drawback of using thermal imagers in life-and- death situations is that while they're incredibly 

effective at detecting people or animals, identification is far more challenging. You may see a 

man in front of you, but this doesn't mean you'll be able to tell if he's a friend or afoe. 

6.2 Surveillance: 

 
Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because 

they workequally well in the day and night. A regular CCTV camera is limited by its need for 

light, and night vision doesn't function during the day. The chance to see through smoke and fog 

also gives thermal a leg up on other surveillancetechniques. 

6.3 Energy Audits: 

 
Heating and cooling companies have used thermal imagers for years to see where 

buildings are leaking heat. Small cracks or holes cause homes to lose hundreds of dollars a year 

on heating and cooling bills. 

6.4 Security and LawEnforcement: 

 
With a thermal imager, an officer can stop and scan the property at a distance identify any 

person present at there. 

Perimeter Surveillance is another application in which thermal imaging is used to 

dramatically improve results and reduce time committed to a particular operation. 

Thermal imaging cameras can also use in search and rescue operation as officers may be able to 

search up to 1,500 feet in any direction. 
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6.5Navigation: 

 
The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and targeting. 

Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement technology, 

particularly for surveillance. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The original purpose of night vision was to locate enemy targets at night. It is still used 

extensively by the military for that purpose, as well as for navigation, surveillance and 

targeting. Police and security often use both thermal-imaging and image-enhancement 

technology, particularly for surveillances. 
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OVER VIEW OF ORGANIZATION 

Repalle  substation  was established  on 2058 BS.  Which  is  located  in  Repalle  municipality, Guntur  

district  is  the  result  of Andhra pradesh Electricity  Authority.  It is  responsible  for  the  protection of 

the transmission system, controlling the Exchange of energy, load shedding, fault analysis and pin-

pointing the cause and subsequent improvement in the area of field. 

 About 33/11 kV Repalle substation 

The main bus 33KV is connected to national grid. Now the transmission line first parallel 

connected with lightning arrester to diverge surge, followed by CT connected parallel. CT 

measures voltage and steeps down at 110V A.C for control panel. A current transformer is 

connected in series with line which measure current and step down current at ratio 800:1 for 

control panel. 

Switchgear equipment is  provided,  which  is  the  combination  of a circuit  breaker having  an 

isolator at each end. After that the  line  is  connected  to Bus  bar. From Bus  bar 33kV line  is 

supplied to Guntur district. Lightning arrester  is  also connected  in  Bus  bar. From busbar 33kv line 

is stepped down to 11kv with power transformer connected through isolator. The power transformer 

is of 3MVA. 11KV line is supplied to  whole town. A step  down transformer of 11KV/440V is 

connected to control panel to provide supply to the equipment of the substation. Battery bank of 

110v is provided for dc supply to operate relay 

 Mission of Repalle substation 

1. Ensure steady State & Transient stability. 

2. Controlling the exchange of energy. 

3. Load shedding and prevention of loss of synchronism. Maintaining the system frequency 

within targeted limits. 

4. Voltage Control and protection of transmission line. 

5. Securing the supply by proving adequate line capacity. 

6. Fault analysis and pin-pointing the cause and subsequent improvement in that area of field. 

7. Determining the energy transfer through transmission lines. 

8. Reliable supply by feeding the network at various points. 

9. Establishment of economic load distribution and several associated functions 



 

 Layout diagram of substation. 

 
Figure  shows the  civil  structure layout of  substation. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Layout diagram of substation



 
Figure 2: Single Line Diagram 
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1.1.6 Organization Structure 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3: Organization Structure 
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 Switch yard Component use in substation: 

Following are the substation equipment:- 
 

 Transformer 

 Power Transformer 

 Distribution Transformer 

 Current Transformer 

 Potential Transformer 

 Circuit Breaker 

 Isolator 

 Capacitor Bank 

 Lightning Arrester 

 Conductors 

 Switchgear 

 Insulator 

 Earthing 

 Bus-bars etc. 
 

 Transformer: 

Transformer is a static machine, which transforms the potential of  alternating  current  at  same frequency.  

It  means  the  transformer  transforms  the  low  voltage  into  high  voltage   &  high  voltage to low voltage 

at same frequency. It works on the principle of static induction principle. 

When the energy is transformed into a higher voltage, the transformer is called step up 

transformer but in case of other is known as step down transformer. 

Following are the types of transformers: 
 

 Power Transformer 

 Distribution Transformer 

 Current Transformer 

 Potential Transformer 



1) Power Transformer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Power Transformer 

 

The  power  transformer  generally  used  in  the  generating  station  and  substation.   The size 

of the power transformer is above   than  250  KVA.  They  are  delta/delta  or star/delta 

connected transformers. They are  operated  from  normal  load  to  peak  load and are 

disconnected during  light  load  period.  Therefore  they  have  generally  ratio  of iron loss to 

copper loss is 1:1. This is the  reason  that  the  power  transformer  is designed to  have 

maximum efficiency at  load.  They  are  designed  to   have  large reactance since current 

controlling is much more importance than that of voltage regulation.  This  is  the  most  

important   component  of  the  substations.  The  main  work of a substation is to distribute 

power  at  a  low  voltage,  by stepping  down  the  voltage that it  receives in  its  incoming 

lines. Power  is  generally  transmitted   over   long distances at very high voltages, generally 

in the range of 400 KV, 200 KV, 132 KV, 66KV, 33KV to the substations. However a 

consumer requires power at rather low voltages, 11 KV for industries and 440V or 230V for  

domestic  consumers.  The substations use step-down transformers to attain this voltage  and  

then  distribute  this power. 

In phidim substation transformers rating of 3MVA is used  for  33/11KV  for  supply power 

in transmission and distribution lines. 



2) Distribution Transformer: 

A distribution transformer is a transformer that provides the final 

voltage transmission in  the  electrical  power  distribution  system,  stepping  down  voltage  to 

the level used by customers. These transformers are located near the consumer’s  localities  and 

step down to 400V, 3-phase, 4-wire for supplying to the consumers. The voltage between any two 

phases is 400V & between any phase  and neutral it  is  230V.  Distribution transformers  may be oil  

filled  or  dry-filled.  Distribution  Transformers  consist   of  two   primary   components: Core and 

Coil. Coil  is  a  conductor,  or  winding,  typically  made  of  a  low  resistance material such  as  

aluminum  or copper.  Copper or aluminum  conductors  are  wound  around  a magnetic core 

to  transform current from one  voltage  to  another. Liquid insulation material or air (dry-

type)  surrounds the transformer core and conductors to cool  and electrically  insulated  the  

transformer.  A  core  made   of  magnetically   permeable   material like grain oriented steel. 

 

 
Distribution transformers are either mounted on an overhead pole or on a concrete pad at ground  

level.  There  is  some  evidence  to  suggest  that pole   mounted   transformers dissipates heat 

more easily than pad mounted units and  may  therefore  be  more fully loaded. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Pole mounted Distribution Transformer 



Figure 7: Potential Transformer 

3) Current Transformer: 

Current transformer is an 

instrument   transformer,   used   along   with   measuring or 

protective devices,  in  A  which  the  secondary current is  

proportional  to the  primary  current. Current  

transformers  supply   the   protective   relays with currents 

of magnitude proportional to those of power circuit  but  

sufficiently  reduced   in  magnitude. The measuring  devices 

cannot  be  directly  connected  to the high magnitude 

supplies. Hence current transformers are used to  supply 

those devices with currents of magnitude proportional  to  

those  of power. A current transformer also isolates the 

measuring instruments  from high  voltage  circuits.  The  

ratio   of CT is 75/5 A used in phidim substation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Current Transformer 

 

4) Potential Transformer: 

Voltage transformers (VT) 

(also called potential transformers (PT)) are a parallel 

connected type of instrument transformer, used for 

metering and protection in  high-voltage  circuits  or pharos 

phase shift isolation. They are  designed  to present 

negligible load to  the  supply  being  measured and to  have 

an accurate voltage  ratio  to  enable accurate metering. A 

potential transformer may have several secondary 

windings on the same core as a primary winding, for use in 

different metering or protection circuits. The ratio of PT 

use  in  substation  was 33000/110 V incoming feeder and 

11000/110  V for outgoing feeder. 

Figure 7: Potential Transformer 



Figure 8: Vacuum Circuit Breaker 

 Circuit Breaker 

Electrical circuit breaker is a switching device which can be operated  manually  and automatically  

for controlling  and   protection   of electrical   power system   respectively.   As the modern power 

system deals with huge currents, the  special  attention  should  be  given during   designing    of 

circuit    breaker for    safe    interruption    of    arc    produced    during  the operation of circuit 

breaker. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Vacuum Circuit Breaker 

 

Vacuum circuit breakers are circuit breakers which are used to protect medium  and  high  voltage 

circuits from dangerous electrical situations. Like other types of circuit breakers, vacuum circuit 

breakers literally break the circuit so that energy cannot  continue  flowing through it, thereby 

preventing fires, power surges, and other problems  which  may  emerge. These devices have been 

utilized since the 1920s, and several companies have introduced refinements to make them even 

safer and more effective. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/electric-power-single-and-three-phase/


 Isolator  

 
Figure 10: Center Rotating Isolator 

 

A mechanical switching device which is used to make or break the circuit  under  no  load condition  

is  known  as  isolator. it  is  also called  disconnecting switch and used extensively for 

disconnection  feeder,  circuit  breaker,  bus-bar  etc.  for  their  regular  repair  and maintenance 

work because this device is  designed  to  operate  under no load condition. It is very simple in 

construction and is a cheapest device used in power system controlled. An isolator is used in bus-

bar system for generating station, power substation and distribution substation for switching of bus-

bar for repair and maintenance work. Because its simple constructional feature and being cheapest 

among  the  switchgear.  They  are  also  used  to   require the circuit breaker for economy. 

Centre break isolator are use in phidim substation. 

Types of isolator are as follows: 

 Central break 

 Vertical  swing 

 Central rotating 

 Pento graph 



Figure 11: Shackle Insulator 

Figure 12: Pin Type Insulator 

 

 
 Lighting Arrestor 

A lightning    arrestor     is     a     device     used     in power 

systems  and telecommunications systems  to protect the 

insulation and  conductors  of  the  system from the 

damaging effects of lightning. The  typical lightning arrester 

has  a high-voltage terminal  and  a ground  terminal.  When   

a   lightning   surge   (or switching  surge,  which  is  very  

similar)  travels   along the power line to the  arrester,  the  

current  from  the surge is diverted through the arrestor, in 

most cases to earth. 

 

 
 

 Insulator 

 

 

Figure 11: Lighting Arrestor 

An electrical insulator is a material whose internal electric charges do not  flow  freely,  and therefore 

make it very hard  to  conduct  an electric  current under the influence of an electric field. The 

insulator serves two purposes.  They  support  the  conductors  (bus  bar)  and  confine the current to 

the conductors.  The  most common used  material  for the  manufacture  of insulator is porcelain. 

There are several types of insulators 

 
 Shackle Insulator 

In early days, the shackle insulators were used  as  strain  insulators.  But now 

a day, they are frequently used  for  low  voltage  distribution  lines. Such 

insulators can be used either  in  a  horizontal  position  or  in  a  vertical 

 
Figure 12: Shackle Insulator 

 

 Pin type Insulator 

As the name suggests, the pin type  insulator  is  mounted  on a pin on the 

cross-arm on the pole. There  is  a  groove  on the  upper  end  of the 

insulator. The  conductor  passes  through  this  groove  and  is  tied to the 

insulator with annealed wire of the same material as the conductor. Pin 

type insulators are used  for  transmission  and distribution of electric 

power at voltages up to  33 kV. Beyond operating voltage of 33 kV,  the  

pin  type  insulators  become  too bulky and hence uneconomical. 

 

 

Figure 13: Pin Type Insulator 



 
 
 

 

 Suspension Insulator 

For voltages greater than 33 kV, it is a usual practice to use 

suspension type insulators shown  in  Figure.  Consist  of  a number 

of porcelain  discs  connected  in  series  by  metal  links in the form 

of a string. The conductor is  suspended  at  the bottom end of this 

string while the other end of the string is secured to the cross-arm 

of the  tower.  The  number  of  disc units used depends on the 

voltage. 

 

 

 
 

 Strain Insulator 

A dead end or anchor pole or tower  is used where  a straight 

section of line ends, or angles off  in  another direction. These 

poles  must  withstand  the  lateral (horizontal)  tension  of  the  

long  straight  section  of  wire. In order to support this lateral 

load, strain insulators  are used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Strain Insulator 

 

For low voltage lines (less than 11 kV), shackle insulators  are  used  as  strain  insulators. However,  

for  high  voltage  transmission  lines,  strings  of  cap-and-pin  (disc)  insulators   are used, attached 

to the cross arm in a horizontal direction. When the tension load in lines is exceedingly high, such as 

at  long  river  spans,  two  or  more  strings  are  used  in  parallel position. They can be directly fixed 

to the pole with a bolt or to the cross arm. 

Figure 14: Suspension Insulator 



Figure 15: Bus-bar 

 Bus-bar 

 
Figure 16: Bus-Bar 

 

When numbers of generators or feeders operating at  the  same  voltage  have  to  be  directly connected 

electrically, bus bar is  used  as  the  common  electrical  component.  Bus  bars  are  made  up of copper 

rods operate at constant voltage. The  following  are  the  important  bus  bars arrangements used at 

substations: 

 Single bus bar system 

 Single bus bar system with sectionalized. 

 Duplicate bus bar system 

In large stations  it  is  important  that  break  downs  and  maintenance  should  interfere  as  little  as 

possible with continuity of supply to achieve this, duplicate bus bar system is used. Such a system 

consists of two bus bars, a main bus bar and a spare bus bar with the help of bus coupler, which consist 

of the circuit breaker and isolator. In substations,  it  is  often  desired  to disconnect a  part of the system  

for  general  maintenance  and  repairs.  An  isolating  switch  or  isolator accomplishes this. Isolator  

operates  under  no  load  condition.  It  does  not  have  any  specified current breaking capacity or  current 

making  capacity.  In  some  cases  isolators are  used  to breaking charging currents or transmission 

lines. 

While opening a circuit, the circuit breaker is opened first then isolator while closing  a  circuit  the isolator 

is closed first, then circuit breakers. Isolators are  necessary  on  supply  side  of  circuit breakers, in order 

to ensure isolation of the circuit breaker from live parts for the purpose of maintenance. In phidim 

substation single busbar system type of bus bar are used. 



Figure 16: Earthing 

 Earthing 
 

In an electrical installation or an electricity supply system an  earthing  system  or  grounding  system  

connects  specific  parts  of  that  installation  with  the  Earth's  conductive  surface   for safety and 

functional purposes. The point of reference is the Earth's conductive  surface,  or  on ships, the surface 

of the sea. The choice of earthing system can affect the safety  and  electromagnetic compatibility of 

the  installation.  Regulations  for  earthing  systems  vary considerably among countries and among 

different  parts  of  electrical  systems,  though  many follow the recommendations of the International 

Electro  technical  Commission  which  are described below. This article only concerns grounding for 

electrical power. 

Examples of other earthing systems are listed below with links to articles: 

 
 To  protect  a  structure  from  lightning  strike,  directing  the   lightning   through   the   earthing 

system and into the ground rod rather than passing through the structure. 

 As part of a single-wire earth return power and signal lines, such as were used for low 
wattage power delivery and for telegraph lines. 

 In radio, as a ground plane for large monopole antenna. 

 

A functional earthing connection serves a purpose other than electrical safety, and  may  carry current 
as part of normal operation. The most important example of a  functional  earth  is  the neutral in an 

electrical supply system when it is a current-carrying conductor  connected  to  the earth electrode at 
the source of electrical power.  Other  examples  of  devices that use functional earth connections 

include surge suppressors and electromagnet interference filters. 

Figure 17: Earthing 



Figure 17: Differential Relay 

Figure 18: Over Current Relay 

 Relay and Panel Section Component 

 

 Relay 

In a power system it is inevitable that  immediately  or  later  some  failure  does  occur  somewhere  in the 

system. When a failure occurs on any part of the system, it must be quickly detected and disconnected 

from the system. Rapid disconnection  of  faulted  apparatus  limits  the  amount  of damage to it and 

prevents the effects of fault from spreading into the system. For high voltage circuits  relays  are  

employed  to  serve  the  desired  function  of  automatic  protective  gear.  The  relays detect the fault and 

supply the information to the circuit breaker. 

The electrical quantities which may change under  fault  condition  are  voltage,  frequency,  current,  phase 

angle.  When a  short  circuit  occurs  at any point  on the transmission line the current flowing in the 

line increases to the  enormous  value.  This  result  in  a  heavy  current  flow  through  the  relay coil, causing 

the relay to operate by closing its contacts. This in turn closes  the  trip  circuit  of the breaker making the 

circuit breaker open  and  isolating  the  faulty  section  from  the  rest  of  the system. In this way, the relay 

ensures the safety of  the  circuit  equipment  from  the  damage  and  normal working of the healthy portion 

of  the  system.  Relay  works  on  two  main  operating principles, Electromagnetic attraction and 

Electromagnetic Induction 

RELAY USED IN CONTROLLING PANEL OF SUBSTATION 

.Differential Relay 

A differential relay is one  that  operates  when  vector  difference  of the  two or 

more electrical quantities exceeds a predetermined value. If this differential  

quantity  is  equal  or  greater  than  the  pickup  value,  the  relay will operate and 

open the circuit breaker to isolate the faulty section. 

 

 
. Over Current Relay 

This type of relay works when current in the circuit exceeds  the predetermined 

value. The actuating source is the  current  in  the  circuit supplied to the relay 

from a current transformer. These relay are used on 

A.C. circuit only and  can  operate  for  fault flow in the either direction. This 

relay operates when phase to phase fault occurs. 

Figure 18: Differential Relay 

 
 

 

Figure 19: Over Current Relay 



Figure 19: Earth Fault Relay 

Figure 20: Tripping Relay 

Figure 21: Auxiliary Relay 

 
 
 

. Earth Fault Relay 

This type of relay sense the fault between the lines and the earth. It checks 

the vector sum of all the line  currents.  If it  is  not  equal to  zero, it trips. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

. Tripping Relay 

This type of relay is in the  conjunction  with  main  relay.  When main 

relay sense  any  fault  in  the  system,  it   immediately operates the 

trip relay to disconnect the faulty section from the section. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

. Auxiliary Relay 

An auxiliary relay is used to indicate the fault by glowing bulb or 

showing various flags. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 20: Earth Fault Relay 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 21: Tripping Relay 

 
 

Figure 22: Auxiliary Relay 



 Control panel 
 
 
 

Figure 23: Control  Panel 

 

Metal-clad  cubicles  designed  with  withdraw  able  trucks  and  divided  into  several  compartments  are 

usually employed. The several compartments in which the cubicle is divided are  control compartment,  

indicating  and  metering  instrument  and  protective  device  compartment,  circuit breaker and operating 

mechanism compartment,  main  bus-bar  compartment  and  current  transformers  and  cable  sealing  box  

compartment.  The  circuit  breaker  and   its   operating mechanism are mounted on the truck, which can 

be withdrawn from the cubicle.  In  withdraw able-truck unit-type cubicles the isolating  device  is  of  the  

plug-in  type.  When  the  truck  is  rolled  out from the cubicle the holes n which  the  isolating  device  

enters  for  making  contact  are automatically close by metal shutters serving to isolate the live part  from  

possible  casual  contact. When the truck is rolled back into the cubicle, the shutters open automatically. 

To prevent any possible  opening  or  closing  of the  disconnecting  devices  when  the  circuit  breaker is  

closed,  these   cubicles  are  designed  with  interlocks  which  prevent  the  truck  from  being  rolled in or 

withdraw when the circuit breaker is closed. 



 Battery Bank 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is used to supply the backup power to the  specified  feeder  and  the  indicating  lamps  of the 

panel board. Its rating is 110V. The most critical component of a protection,  control  and 

monitoring (PCM) system is the auxiliary dc control  power system.  The  heart  of a substation  is 

the battery bank. If this  were  to fail,  an electric  utility  could  expose all feeders associated with 

the station to a condition where  they  could  not ever trip  in a fault. Any backup devices, such  as 

the main breaker on the low-voltage side or the high-voltage side protection of the power 

transformer, would all be inoperative. 



 Conductors use in Substation Design 

An ideal conductor should fulfill the following requirements: 

a) Should be capable of carrying the specified load currents and short time currents. 

b) Should be able to withstand forces on it due to its situation.  These  forces  comprise  self- weight, 

and  weight  of  other  conductors  and  equipment,  short  circuit  forces  and atmospheric forces 

such as wind and ice loading. 

c) Should be corona free at rated voltage. 

d) Should have the minimum number of joints. 

e) Should need the minimum number of supporting insulators. 

f) Should be economical. 

 
The most suitable material for the conductor  system  is  copper  or  aluminums.  Steel  may  be 

used but has limitations of poor conductivity and high susceptibility to corrosion. 

In an effort to make the conductor ideal, three different types have been utilized, and these 

include: Flat surfaced Conductors, Stranded Conductors, and Tubular Conductors 



Figure 24: Buchholz Relay 

Figure 25: Breather 

 Sub-station Protection 

 Transformer Protection 

Transformers are totally enclosed static devices and  generally  oil  immersed. 

Therefore chances of fault occurring on them are very easy rare, however the 

consequences of even a rare fault may be very serious unless the transformer is 

quickly disconnected from the system. This provides adequate  automatic  protection 

for transformers against possible faults. Various protection methods used for 

transformers are:- 

 Buchholz Relay 

Buchholz relay is a safety device  mounted  on  some oil-filled power 

transformers and reactors, equipped with an external overhead  oil  

reservoir  called  a conservator.  The   Buchholz Relay  is  used  as  a  

protective   device   sensitive   to   the   effects of dielectric failure  inside  

the  equipment.Depending   on   the model, the relay has multiple 

methods to  detect  a  failing transformer. On a slow accumulation  of  

gas,  due  perhaps  to  slight  overload,  gas  produced   by   

decomposition   of insulating oil accumulates in the top of the relay 

and forces  the  oil  level down. A float switch in the relay  is  used  to  

initiate  an  alarm signal. 
 

Depending on design, a second float may also serve  to  detect slow 

oil leaks.If an arc forms, gas accumulation is  rapid, and oil  flows  

rapidly  into the conservator. This flow of oil operates a switch 

attached to a  vane  located  in  the  path  of  the  moving oil.  This  

switch  normally   will   operate   a circuit   breaker to isolate the 

apparatus before the fault causes additional damage. 

 
 Conservator and Breather 

When the oil expands or  contacts  by  the  change  in  the  temperature, the 

oil level goes either up or  down  in  main  tank.  A  conservator  is used to  

maintain the oil level up to  predetermined value in the transformer main 

tank by placing it above the  level  of the  top  of the tank. Breather is 

connected to conservator tank for the purpose of extracting moisture as it 

spoils  the  insulating  properties  of  the  oil. During the contraction and 

expansion of oil air is drawn in  or  out  through breather silica gel crystals 

impregnated  with  cobalt  chloride. Silica gel  is  checked regularly and  

dried  and  replaced  when necessary. 

 

Figure 25: Buchholz Relay 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 26: Silica Gel Breather 



Figure 26: Marshalling Box 

 
 Marshalling box 

It has two meter which indicate the temperature of the oil and 

winding of main  tank.  If  temperature  of  oil  or  winding exceeds 

than specified value, relay operates to  sound an alarm. If there 

is further increase in temperature then relay completes the trip  

circuit  to open the circuit breaker controlling the transformer. 

 

 

 
 Transformer cooling 

 

 

Figure 27: Marshalling Box 

When the transformer is in operation heat is generated due to iron losses the removal  of heat is 

called cooling. 

There are several types of cooling methods, they are as follows: 
 

1. Air natural cooling 

In a dry  type  of  self-cooled  transformers,  the  natural  circulation  of  surrounding  air  is  used 

for its  cooling.  This  type  of  cooling  is  satisfactory  for  low  voltage  small  transformers. 

 

2. Air blast cooling 

It is similar to that of dry  type  self-cooled  transformers  with  to  addition  that  continuous blast 

of filtered cool air is forced through the core and winding for better cooling. A fan produces the 

blast. 

 

3. Oil natural cooling 

Medium  and  large  rating  transformers  have  their  winding  and  core  immersed  in   oil, which 

act both as a cooling medium and an insulating medium.  The  heat  produce  in  the cores and 

winding is passed to the oil becomes lighter and  rises  to  the  top  and  place  is taken by cool 

oil from the bottom of the cooling tank. 

 
 

4. Oil blast cooling 

In this type of cooling, forced air is  directed  over  cooling  elements  of  transformers  immersed 

in oil. 



 

 

5. Forced oil and forced air flow (OFB) cooling 

Oil is circulated from the top  of  the  transformers  tank  to  a  cooling  tank  to  a  cooling  

plant. Oil is then returned to the bottom of the tank. 

 

 
6. Forced oil and water (OWF) cooling 

In this type of cooling oil flow with water cooling of the oil in external water  heat 

exchanger takes place. The water is circulated in cooling tubes in the heat exchanger. 

 

 

 Busbar Protection 

Faults in a power system can be either apparatus faults or bus faults. Apparatus fault  refer to  faults 

in feeders, transformers, generators or motors. On the other hand bus is an external interconnection 

point for  terminals  of  different  apparatus.  A  bus  fault  is  usually  rare,  but  if and when it happens 

its consequences  can  be  quite  severe.  It  can  lead  loss of  multiple feeders or transmission  lines  

and  hence  has  a  potential  to  create  a  large  enough  disturbance to induce  transient  instability. 

Even if it does not lead to transient instability, loss of load from an important substation  can  

be  quite  high.  Because  of  these  reasons,  bus rearrangement can have sufficient  redundancy  so  

that  in  case  of  a  bus  fault,  an  alternative bus automatically takes over the functions of the ‘main 

bus'. Thus,  the  end  user  sees  no disruption in  service except  during  the  fault  interval.  This  can  

however  involve  significant costs, via the cost of new busbar  and additional circuit breakers to 

configure a parallel arrangement.  Hence,  different  bus  configurations  are  used  in  practice  –  each   

one representing a different tradeoff between cost, flexibility and redundancy. 

 
Also there are various methods of bus protection given as following: 
• Overcurrent 

• Trip Blocking Schemes 

• Communication-Based Schemes 

• High-Impedance Current Differential 

• Low-Impedance Current Differential 

• Distance 

• Linear Coupler 

• Arc Flash Detection 



 

 
 Feeders Protection 

Faults  occurring  on  overhead  and  underground  distribution  feeders  caused  by  various 

sources including: 

• Faulty equipment 

• Environmental induced faults: wind, lightning, ice, snow-storm, sag due to extreme 
temperature, salt spray 

• Falling tree limbs 

• Animal contacts 

• People induced including: pole and overhead contacts and underground digging 
 

Faults  occurring  in  the  distribution  system  must  be  sensed  quickly  and  immediately  isolated to 

prevent hazards to the general public and  utility  personnel.  Protective  relays  are  used  to  sense 

short circuit conditions caused  by  faults  in  distribution  protection  schemes  and  the  use of proper 

schemes and settings can help to maximize sensitivity and selectivity. 

Some permanent faults can be  equipment  failures  or  cables  cut  or  short-circuited  by excavation 

equipment. The  type  of  grounding  of  the  distribution  system  affects  the  voltage and current 

characteristics during a fault. Proper protection strategies should  be  employed  to make 

dependability an utmost criterion. 

Basic feeder protection principles are well-known. Phase and  ground  overcurrent  functions reliably 

detect most faults. Reclosing is often  applied  to  restore  service  following  temporary faults on 
overhead circuits. Security is  maintained through time and  pickup coordination between 

overcurrent devices that may operate for a  specific  fault event.  The  challenge  in  feeder protection 

is reliable operation during  unusual  fault events  such  as  high  impedance ground faults and adjacent 
feeder faults. A key  advantage  of  microprocessor  based  feeder relays is the  ability  to  protect  

against  these  unusual  faults,  while  improving  the  operation  of the distribution system through 
flexibility, programmability and communications. 



Figure 27: Silica Gel Breather 

 

CHAPTER-2 

 
INTERNSHIP DETAILS 

 Replacement of Silica Gel 
 
 
 

Figure 28: Silica Gel Breather 

 
 

 

Silica gel crystal has tremendous capacity of absorbing moisture. When air passes through these crystals 

in the breather; the moisture  of the  air  is  absorbed  by them.  Therefore,  the  air  reaches  to the 

conservator is quite dry, the dust  particles  in  the  air  get  trapped  by the oil in the oil seal cup. The oil 

in the oil sealing cup  acts  as  barrier  between  silica gel crystal  and  air  when  there  is  no flow of air 

through silica gel breather. The color of silica  gel  crystal  is  dark  blue  but,  when  it absorbs moisture; 

it becomes pink. When there is sufficient difference between the air inside the conservator and the outside 

air, the oil level in two  components  of  the  oil  seal  changes  until  the lower oil level just reaches the rim 

of the inverted cup, the air then moves from high pressure compartment to the low pressure compartment  

of the oil seal. Both of these  happen when  the  oil  acts as core filter and removes the dust from the 

outside air. 

When gel absorbs moisture its colour slowly changes into  dark  blue  to  light  blue  to  pink.  Pink  colour 

indicates the gel is saturated and should be replaced. 



Figure 28: Tripping coil 

 

 Replacement of Tripping coil of Outgoing Feeder 

Tripping coil  is  a control device  that  utilizes  a solenoid  to open circuit  breaker. Trip  coil  is used 

to serve the purpose of tripping the breaker while current  exceeds  the  certain  limit  (Due  to 

overload or fault) . 

 

Figure 29: Tripping Coil 

 
 
 

Tripping coil was burnt out that is  why  while  checking  the  trip  health  in  control  panel  board  its light 

didn’t glow. So replacement of tripping coil was done. 

Perhaps occasionally a coil on a solenoid valve may burn out  because   of  a  defect  in  its manufacture. 

But usually the cause can be traced to some abnormal condition either in operating conditions of the 

machine on which the valve is installed, or to unusual environmental conditions 



CHAPTER-3 

 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

 Suggestion for Improvement: 

 There is no any capacitor bank so we suggest for connection of capacitor bank for PF 

improvement. 

 Some measuring instrument on control panel was not reading the value properly, so  these 

should be replaced or repair. 

 Testing of equipment whether they are operating  well  or  not  should  be  checked  time  to 

time. 

 Replacement of the analog measuring instrument with digital instrument. 

 Regular cutting of tall bushes and climbing grass which may touch the live conductor. 

  Means of communication is telephone so we recommended for optical fiber 

communication to communicate between substations. 

 

 

 Conclusion 
Now from this report we can conclude that electricity plays an important role  in  our  life.  We are made  aware 

of how the transmission of electricity is done. We too came to know about the various parts of the Substation 

system. The major stations include a control room from which  operations  are  coordinated. Smaller  

distribution  substations  follow  the   same   principle   of  receiving  power  at  higher   voltage on one side 

and sending out a number  of  distribution  feeders  at  lower  voltage  on  the  other,  but they serve a 

more limited local area and are generally unstaffed. The central component  of  the substation is the 

transformer, as it provides  the  effective  in  enface between  the  high-  and  low- voltage parts  of  the  

system.  Other   crucial  components  are  circuit  breakers  and  switches. Breakers serve as  protective  

devices  that  open  automatically  in  the  event  of a  fault,  that  is,  when a protective relay indicates 

excessive current due to  some abnormal condition. Switches are control devices that can be opened 

or closed deliberately to establish or break a connection 
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ABSTRACT 

   

Electronic design automation (EDA), also referred to as electronic computer-aided 

design (ECAD), is a category of software tools for designing electronic systems such as integrated 

circuits and printed circuit boards. The tools work together in a design flow that chip designers use to 

design and analyze entire semiconductor chips. Since a modern semiconductor chip can have billions 

of components, EDA tools are essential for their design. 

MCAD (mechanical computer-aided design) software is used to design and create mechanical 

systems. In order to design intelligent products that integrate electrical and mechanical 

characteristics, it is vital that our design and engineering workflows are also integrated. ECAD and 

MCAD need to work together to enable true interoperability. 

National Small Industries Corporation Ltd. (NSIC), is an ISO 9001-2008 certified 

Government of India Enterprise under Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME). 

NSIC has been working to fulfil its mission of promoting, aiding and fostering the growth of small 

industries and industry related micro, small and medium enterprises in the country. Over a period of 

five decades of transition, growth and development, NSIC has proved its strength within the country 

and abroad by promoting modernization, up gradation of technology, quality consciousness, 

strengthening linkages with large medium enterprises and enhancing exports - projects and products 

from small enterprises. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DEFINITION 

Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both diagrams 

and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical Printed 

Circuit Boards (PCB). 

1.2 OVERVIEW 

Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and Electronic design 

automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic systems such as printed circuit boards (PCBs) 

and integrated circuits (ICs). It allows designers to build out different alternatives and options and 

compare them to each other. It also generates manufacturing documentation as part of the 

specification used to source, fabricate, and produce PCBs. 

The design process 

Designing any piece of equipment (not necessarily electronic) is not a straight path from start 

through to product, even when no mistakes are made. At each stage problems occur which may 

require previous decisions to be reviewed. For example, it may be found on simulation that a 

particular part of the design will not operate fast enough to meet the specification.  

Specification 

Every design begins with a customer specification, which describes the function the design is 

intended to perform. This may include not only the logical properties but the speed of operation, the 

output power driving capability, the capability of circuits that drive the design, the power supply 

available, perhaps limits on power dissipation and electromagnetic radiation, operation in the 

presence of external radiation etc. Sometimes it is difficult to satisfy all the criteria. Higher speeds 

will require higher power dissipation and faster clocks. The latter increases the electromagnetic 

radiation. Some criteria may not be important, or only marginally so. With certain pieces of logic the 

power dissipation may be minimal so that power limits are not important. 

EDA and ECAD software for IC design incorporates modular and digital flows, and 

encompasses the logic and circuit design methods required by miniaturized electronic components. 
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2. ELECTRICAL DRAWING 

 

 An electrical drawing, is a type of technical drawing that shows information about power, 

lighting, and communication for an engineering or architectural project. Any electrical working 

drawing consists of lines, symbols, dimensions, and notations to accurately convey an engineering's 

design to the workers, who install the electrical system on the job. A complete set of working 

drawings for the average electrical system in large projects usually consists of: A plot plan showing 

the building's location and outside electrical wiring Floor plans showing the location of electrical 

systems on every floor Power-riser diagrams showing panel boards Control wiring diagrams 

Schedules and other information in combination with construction drawings. Electrical drafters 

prepare wiring and layout diagrams used by workers who erect, install, and repair electrical 

equipment and wiring in communication centres, power plants, electrical distribution systems, and 

buildings. 

 There are many software’s out there for this electrical drawing and Electrical Computer-

Aided Design (ECAD) is one of the most usable one. ECAD is developed by many companies, 

where as we used Autodesk ECAD 2017 for developing our substation design. 

 

2.1 READING ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS 

 To read the electrical drawing, we have to learn the symbols used to notate components in the 

electric drawing. There are numerous components that are used while making a design. Some of 

them are shown below. 

 

1. SWITCH 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Switch 
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2. FUSE 

 

Fig 2.2: Fuse 

 

3. RESISTORS 

 

 

Fig 2.3: Resistor 

 

4. WIRES 

 

 

Fig 2.4: wire in autodesk 
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5. POWER SOURCES 

 

 

Fig 2.5: power source in autodesk 

 

2.2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

Electrical design entails planning, creating, testing, or supervising the development and 

installation of electrical equipment, including lighting equipment, power systems, power distribution, 

fire and life safety systems, electronic components, and voice and data communications 

infrastructure. 

In its most simplistic definition, electrical design is the design of various electrical systems. 

Many electrical design projects start with an idea that emanates from the marketing and sales 

department or the research and development division within a company. Electrical design projects 

might represent a new marketable product or might seek to improve an existing product or system. 

Electrical design mainly encounters projects in 

 Robotics 

 Electrical substations 

 Control systems 

 Communication equipment 

 Electronic circuit design 

 Computer & digital circuit design 

 

 

 

 

https://learn.org/articles/Electrical_Technology_Associates_Degree.html
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3. 33KV SUBSTATION 

 A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system. 

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other 

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow through 

several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers to change 

voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or at the 

interconnection of two different transmission voltages. 

  

 

Fig 3.1: 33KV substation view 

 

3.1 SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM 

The single line diagram (SLD) is the most basic of the set of diagrams that are used to 

document the electrical functionality of the substation. Its emphasis is on communicating the 

functions of the power equipment and the associated protection and control system. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
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Fig 3.2: Single line diagram of 33/11KV substation 
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4. AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

While CAD is usually used for designing a specific part or an assembly, ECAD is used to 

design an entire system of many components connected to each other, usually by electric circuits — 

like the circuit board in your computer. The intricacies of these types of designs are often quite 

complex for a CAD software to handle in an effective way. Looking at a typical circuit board, you 

can see that it is quite complex. However, if you look from the side, you can see that most of the 

components making up the circuit board are quite simple. 

Electrical engineers have found that it is a lot simpler to design their integrated circuits (ICs) 

in 2D, where all of the complexity of positional data can be effectively evaluated and assessed. This 

dimensional data is then incorporated with extra data, such as the height of the circuit board layers 

and their material properties, in an ECAD file as metadata. ECAD files work perfectly for the 

manufacturing industry, as most ICs are produced by depositing metal and oxide layers through 

“masks”. The 2D data is basically the layout of the mask, while the ECAD file’s metadata instructs 

the manufacturing process on the material type and amount of material to be deposited. 

4.2 AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

 

Fig 4.1: Autocad software 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit_layout
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4.3 CAPABILITIES PROVIDED 

ECAD software provides some combination of the following capabilities. 

Diagramming capabilities allow engineers to define what electronic components are used and what 

signals are used to connect them. Engineers select components from a company-standardized library 

that is centrally controlled. Layout capabilities provide a means to create the PCB’s outline and 

dimensionally place components within its boundaries. These capabilities can be utilized in either 2D 

or 3D models. The list of electronic components used in the diagram is carried over to the layout, 

where it almost becomes a to-do list for placement. 

Trace Routing capabilities allow engineers to define the path the trace follows in a specific layer of 

the PCB between electronic components. This can be done in 2D or 3D, with switching between the 

layers of the PCB. The signals from the diagram, which embody from-to information between 

components, are carried over into the layout, which defines where each component is placed on the 

PCB. Automation capabilities, which automatically routes traces from components to components 

based on interconnect information, is available. This can be done initially and then customized. 

3D Assembly capabilities provide a way to create a 3D model of the PCB. These models are often 

used to check for interference within an enclosure as well as checking for managing the dissipation 

of heat from the electronic components on the PCB. 

Collaboration capabilities deliver tools to capture and coordinate feedback between individuals on a 

team developing the routed system. Viewing capabilities provide the ability to visualize the design of 

the routed system. This is important for non-technical roles that do not have the skills or knowledge 

to use the RSD software directly. Mark-up capabilities allow individuals to capture their feedback in 

the context of the design of the routed system. 

Multi-Board design capabilities provide the capabilities to diagram and layout multiple PCBs that 

work together as a single system. IC and PCB Co-Design capabilities offer a means to assimilate 

Integrated Circuits (ICs) processors into the PCB, optimizing how traces connect to compact 

footprints. Concurrent Design capabilities enable multiple team members to work simultaneously 

on the same PCB or multi-board PCB design. 

Rule or Constraint Checking capabilities automatically compares the design of a PCB against 

industry or company rules, highlighting violations or issues that can affect the performance or 

manufacturability of the PCB. 

Manufacturing Export capabilities provide the ability to generate ECAM deliverables, which can 

then be used to manufacture the layers of the PCB. 
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4.4 STANDARD INPUT DEVICES 

     4.4.1 PUSH BUTTON 

 A push switch (button) is a momentary or non-latching switch which causes a temporary 

change in the state of an electrical circuit only while the switch is physically actuated. An automatic 

mechanism (i.e. a spring) returns the switch to its default position immediately afterwards, restoring 

the initial circuit condition. There are two types. 

1. A 'push to make' switch allows electricity to flow between its two contacts when held in. 

When the button is released, the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Open (NO) Switch.  

 

 

Fig 4.2: NO push button 

 

2. A 'push to break' switch does the opposite, i.e. when the button is not pressed, electricity can 

flow, but when it is pressed the circuit is broken. This type of switch is also known as 

a Normally Closed (NC) Switch. 

 

Fig 4.3: NC push button 

 

 

And the other standard input devices are  

Toggle switch 

NO: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latching_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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Fig 4.4: NO toggle switch 

 

 

NC: 

 

Fig 4.5: NC toggle switch 

Pressure switch 

 

 

Fig 4.6: Pressure switch symbols 
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Temperature switch 

 

 

Fig 4.7: Temperature switch symbols 

 

 

 

Float switch 

 

Fig 4.8: Float switch symbols 

 

4.4.2 OUTPUT DEVICES 

 When it comes to output devices, generally used output devices are  

 Lamps 

 Motors 
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 Timer 

 Solenoid wall 

 Contractor 

4.5 FEATURES OF AUTODESK AUTOCAD SOFTWARE 

Smooth Migration 

Migration is now easier to manage. A new migration interface organizes AutoCAD customization 

settings into groups and categories from which you can generate a migration summary report. 

PDF Support 

You can import the geometry, fills, raster images, and TrueType text from a PDF file into the current 

drawing. The PDF data can come from either an attached PDF in the current drawing, or from any 

specified PDF file. The precision of the data is limited by the precision of the PDF file and of the 

supported object types. Some properties such as PDF scale, layers, lineweights, and colors can be 

preserved. Because SHX text is not supported by PDF, additional tools were added to convert PDF 

geometry into multiline text, and to combine multiple mtext objects. 

Primary command: PDFIMPORT 

Share Design Views 

You can publish design views to a secure, anonymous location within Autodesk A360. You can 

share views of your design by forwarding a generated link to the people that you specify without 

releasing the DWG file itself. Access to these views is provided by any supported web browser, and 

does not require recipients to have an Autodesk A360 account or install any additional software. 

Supported browsers include Chrome, Firefox, and other browsers that support WebGL 3D graphics. 

Primary command: ONLINEDESIGNSHARE 

Associative Center Marks and Centerlines 

You can create center marks that are associated with arcs and circles, and centerlines that are 

associated with selected line and polyline segments. For compatibility, this new feature does not 

replace your current methods, but are provided as an alternative. 

Primary commands: CENTERMARK, CENTERLINE 

Coordination Model: Osnap Support 

You can specify precise locations on an attached coordination model using the standard 2D endpoint 

and center object snaps. This feature is available only for 64-bit AutoCAD. 

Primary system variable: CMOSNAP 

User Interface 

Several conveniences were added to improve your user experience. 
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Several dialog boxes are now resizable: APPLOAD, ATTEDIT, DWGPROPS, EATTEDIT, 

INSERT, LAYERSTATE, PAGESETUP, and VBALOAD. 

The preview areas are expanded in several dialog boxes used for attaching files, and saving and 

opening drawings. 

You can turn on the new LTGAPSELECTION system variable to be able to select objects in the gaps 

of non-continuous linetypes as if they were set to a continuous linetype. 

You can choose whether to use the AutoCAD crosshairs cursor or the Windows arrow cursor in the 

drawing area using the CURSORTYPE system variable. 

You can specify the delay timing for basic tooltips in the Options dialog box, Display tab. 

You can easily send your 3D models from AutoCAD to Autodesk Print Studio for automatic final 

preparation prior to 3D printing. Print Studio support includes Ember, Autodesk's high-precision, 

production-quality (25-micron surface finish) manufacturing solution. This feature is available only 

for 64-bit AutoCAD. 

For product updates, an orange dot automatically displays on new ribbon buttons, dialog box options, 

and palette settings. You can control this option from the Help drop-down menu or the 

HIGHLIGHTNEW command. 

Performance Enhancements 

The performance and reliability of 3DORBIT has been improved for rendered visual styles, 

especially for models with a large number of small blocks containing edges and facets. 

The performance of 2D panning and zooming operations has been improved. 

The visual quality for line types has been improved. 

The performance of object snapping has been improved by skipping geometric center (GCEN) 

computation for polylines with a huge number of segments. 

AutoCAD Security 

Any files in the Program Files folder tree that are under the operating system's UAC protection are 

now trusted. This trust is indicated by displaying the implicitly trusted paths in Trusted Paths UI and 

greying them out. Also, the AutoCAD code itself continues to be hardened against more 

sophisticated attacks. 
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4.6 AUTOCAD ONE KEY SHORTCUTS 

 

 

Fig 4.9: Autocad one key shortcuts 

 

4.7 OPENING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

To open the Project Browser, 

 Click   Open  Project. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 

 On the command line, enter aecprojectbrowser. 

 

 USING THE PROJECT BROWSER 

In the Project Browser, you create new projects, configure the project settings and project 

standards, add detail information, and select the current project. When you set a project current, 

either from the context menu or by double-clicking the file name, the project is migrated to a format 
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compatible with the current version of AutoCAD Architecture toolset. If you also repath the project, 

all project drawings are migrated as well, and you will be unable to open the project in any older 

version of the software. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.10: sample project view 
 

 

On the left side of the Project Browser, you select the current project, create new projects, 

browse existing projects, and view the project history. On the context menu, you can also edit project 

properties, close a project, copy the project structure, eTransmit a project, and archive a project. All 

information you enter here pertains to the project as a whole. On the right side of the Project 

Browser, an embedded Internet Explorer allows you to browse your project home page. 

 

 

4.8 CREATING A NEW PROJECT 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser. 
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 Right-click on an existing project or folder in the project selector, and click New Project. 

Alternatively, you can click in the toolbar below the project selector. 

 In the Add Project dialog box, enter a number for the new project. Each project needs a 

unique identification number. You can use numerals, alphabetic characters, or a combination, 

such as 100A. The project number appears in the project header. 

 The number you assign here can be used as a prefix for all drawings you create in the project. 

You can also use the number as a property for a title block. 

 Enter a name for the new project. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.10: creating project 

 

 Under Project Description, if desired, enter a description brief enough to be displayed in the 

project header. Details about the project can be entered on a separate worksheet. 

 Verify that Create from template project is not selected. 

 Click OK. 

4.9 TO RENAME A PROJECT 

Renaming the project renames the following project files: 

 Rename the project display name in Project Browser and Project Navigator 
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 Rename the APJ file 

 Rename the top project folder 

When you rename a project, all internal paths between the projects files are automatically updated, so 

that all relationships between drawings are kept current. 

Then 

 Verify that the project is closed. 

 On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Browser . 

 In the project selector, select the project you want to rename, right-click, and click Rename 

Project. 

 Enter the new name, and click OK. 

 

4.10 USING ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS IN AUTOCAD 

 

 Create your set of symbols 

 Add the data to the catalog database 

 Add your symbol to the icon menu and Catalog Browser 

 Insert the symbol 

Insert Symbol from Icon Menu 

 Open the Icon Menu, Schematic tab > Insert Components pane > Icon Menu.  

 Locate and select your symbol. 

 

 

 

 Your symbol is attached to your cursor, making it easy to insert. 

https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-content-to-autocad-electrical-catalog-database.html
https://autodesk.typepad.com/systemsdesign/2015/11/adding-the-symbols-to-the-icon-menu-and-catalog-browser.html
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 Once you select the location, the appropriate Insert\Edit dialog opens. The Tag is 

automatically assigned based on the Drawing Properties settings. 

 Click Lookup and assign the catalog value as needed. 

 Click OK. If everything goes as expected, wires break as needed. 

 

 

Insert Symbol from CatLog Browser 

 If the Catalog Browser isn't open, click Schematic tab > Insert Components panel > 

Catalog Browser.  

You may need to expand the Icon Menu drop-down to find this command. The Catalog 

Browser can remain open all the time if you use it often. You can use other commands 

while it is open. 

 Search for your catalog value. 

 Click the record in the browser. The menu with any associated symbols displays. 
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If you associated multiple symbols, the menu shows them all. 

 Click the symbol and select the location. 

 The symbols is inserted and the Insert\Edit dialog opens. The catalog value is already 

assigned since it was inserted from the Catalog Browser. 

 

 

 Add any other values needed and click OK. 

 

4.11 TO REMOVE THE PROJECT CONTEXT 

Much of the project-related information associated with a drawing file does not reside in the 

drawing file itself, but in the accompanying XML file. This means that you can use all your project 

files at any time in a non-project-related drawing context. However, if you want to work permanently 

without the project context, it is recommended that you clean your file set of the unused project files. 

Project-related information resides in the following files: 

 

 The APJ file, which contains the general, high-level project data like name, number, project 

details, and project standards. 
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 The XML files, each of which stores the project information for an individual drawing file. 

If you delete the APJ file and the XML files, the remaining drawing files no longer have connections 

to a project. They are regular AutoCAD Architecture toolset drawing files and can be copied, edited, 

and deleted like any other drawing file. 

The drawing files can contain standard styles and display settings, if standards have been set 

up for the project. When the XML and APJ files are deleted, any standard styles and display settings 

are no longer synchronized in the now standalone drawings. 

Note: Once the project context has been removed, there is no simple way to recreate it. if you have 

removed the project, and want to re-build a project around the remaining drawing files, build the 

project from scratch, and import the drawing files into it. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder containing the project. 

 In the project folder, delete the APJ file. For example, if you have a project named Office 

Building, delete the file named Office Building.apj. 

 Open the Elements, Constructs, Sheets, and Views folders, and delete the XML files 

associated with your drawing files. 

 For example, if your Constructs folder contains First Floor Construct.dwg, select and delete 

the file named First Floor Construct.xml. 

 Repeat the previous step for each drawing file. 

 Note: If you reorganize files into a different file structure, you may have to manually reset 

broken external reference paths in the drawings. 

 

4.12 TO DELETE A PROJECT 

Deleting a project is a system administrator task. Therefore, you do not perform it from within the 

Project Browser but from Windows Explorer. 

Deleting the project folder deletes all DWG files, XML files, and the APJ file. Before you do this, 

make sure that you really do not need any of these files anymore. If you do not work on a project any 

longer but still want to save the DWG files in it, it is often sufficient to just remove the project 

context. 

Note: Before you delete a project, make sure that is not the current project in AutoCAD Architecture 

toolset. 

 In Windows Explorer, navigate to the folder of the project you want to delete. 

 Delete the project folder. 
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4.13 TO REPATH THE PROJECT 

Use this procedure to update the external reference paths within the project after making 

changes to the names or locations of elements, constructs, or views. For example, if you move a 

project file into another category, or rename it, you must update the file that references the changed 

drawing to reflect that change on the Project Navigator palette. 

Note: When you repath a project that was saved in a version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010, 

the drawings are saved in the new file format. You will no longer be able to open these drawings in a 

version of AutoCAD Architecture prior to 2010. Synchronizing a project with the project standards 

will also save the project drawings in the new file format. 

A repath is necessary after you make any of the following changes in the project: 

 Move the project to a different location 

 Move a project file to a different category 

 Rename a project file 

 Move a subcategory from one category to another 

In addition to updating the project files, repathing will also update the paths of the following files: 

 Paths to support files, folders, and templates stored within the project setup, such as drawing 

templates, tool content root path, or project standards drawings. 

 Paths to images referenced in project drawings 

 Paths for schedules referencing external drawings within project drawings 

When you zip a project and send it to another user who unpacks the project to a different location on 

another computer, the project will be updated in its new location when it is set current for the first 

time on the new computer. For example, if your project resides in C:Project1, and the user you are 

sending it to unpacks it to D:Project1, the path information is updated when the new user sets the 

project current in AutoCAD Architecture toolset. However, this will update only if all project paths 

were correct and current when you zipped them. If, for example, you have moved the project to 

another location on your computer before zipping it, and not repathed it before zipping, the repathing 

on the new user’s machine will not work correctly. Before you zip and send a project, you must 

make sure that all external reference paths in the project are valid. 

You have the choice of repathing. 

 A single project file 

 All files in a category 

 All files in the project 

1. On the Quick Access toolbar, click Project Navigator. 

2. Change the name or the location of a project file or project folder in the Drawing Explorer. 
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The Project Navigator - Repath Project dialog box displays. 

 

 

Fig 4.11: project repath 

 

3. Specify when you want the repathing to be done: 

 

If you want to… Then… 

update all project files now click Repath project now. 

update all project files later click Repath project later. If you close the 

project before repathing, the drawing files 

remain in a queue for update and will display in 

the Project Repath Queue dialog box the next 

time you open it. 

The repath queue is shared by all users working 

on a project and it is saved from session to 

session. 

Table 4.1 : project repath 

4. Alternatively, click to update all files in the project at any time. 
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4.14 AUTOCAD ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 

 

 

Fig 4.12: some electrical symbols in Autocad 
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SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM OF 33KV SUBSTATION IN AUTODESK 

 

 

Fig 4.13: Single line diagram in autodesk 
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CONCLUSION  

 National Small Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC) is a Mini Ratna PSU established 

by the Government of India in 1955. It falls under Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 

of India. NSIC is the nodal office for several schemes of Ministry of MSME such as Performance & 

Credit Rating, Single Point Registration, MSME Databank, National SC ST Hub, etc. 

  

 Electrical Computer-Aided Design (ECAD) software is used to create and modify both 

diagrams and layouts, including both 2D and 3D, in order to design, assess and document electrical 

Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Electrical or electronic computer-aided design software (ECAD) and 

Electronic design automation (EDA) designs and develops electronic and electrical systems. It allows 

designers to build out different alternatives and options and compare them to each other. It also 

generates manufacturing documentation as part of the specification used to source, fabricate, and 

produce all types of designs. 

  

 ECAD in autodesk autocad software will help us to learn all types of tools that are used to 

develop drawing not only in electrical but in electronis (EDA), mechanical (MCAD) and many. 

Machine design can be accomplished easily and quickly. Any type of instrument, machine, switches, 

motors and all will be available and it makes design easy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India
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                             ABSTRACT 

 

The purpose of this is to assist attendees in preparation of Transformer Specifications to procure 

economical and reliable transformers which meet system needs. By knowing the implications of 

transformer parameters on operation and on cost, functional specifications can be prepared. Often the 



bid with the lowest evaluated cost does not give the lowest operational cost transformer, but a good 

specification is most influential in achieving this. Specifications should not only reduce the capital 

cost, should also reduce the operational cost. Specifications should help the maintenance and reduce 

the maintenance cost. To repair a transformer quickly at a low cost should be an important aspect in 

finalizing an order and to be covered in the specifications. A clear specification with all system 

requirements is of at most important in procuring reliable and economical transformers. A 

specification with no ambiguities and with no missing information avoids manufacturing design 

engineers to assume the requirements which are not clear or missing. When the manufacturing design 

engineers have to assume, most likely they will assume to obtain the lowest cost transformer, often 

this does not meet the system needs. 
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INTRODUCTION ABOUT TRANSFORMER  

Transformer is an ac machine that transfers electrical energy from one electrical circuit to another without 

changing frequency by the principle of electro magnetic induction.Since it’s basic construction requires no 

moving parts so it is often called the static transformer and it is very rugged machine requiring the minimum 

amount of re pair and maintenance.Owing to the lack of rotating parts there are no friction or winding 

losses.Further ,the other losses are very low so that the efficiency should be high.The efficiency varies from 

97% to 99%. 

 The action of a transformer is based on the principle tha tenergy may be efficiently transferred by induction 

from one set of coils to another by means of varying magnetic flux ,provided that both the sets of coils are on a 

common magnetic circuit.The emfs are induced by the variation in the magnitude of flux with time.It is based 

on Faradays law of electromagnetic induction. 

POWER TRANSFORMER  

 The term is used to include all transformers of large sizes(250kva and above) used in generating stations and 

substations for transforming the voltage at each end of a power transmission line.They may be single or three 

phase and voltage rating of 220/11kv or in high voltage range.They are put in operation during load hours and 

dis connected during light load hours or operated on full load.So power transformer are designed to have 

maximum efficiency at full load(i.e.with iron loss to full load copper loss ratio of 1:1). 

DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER  

 Transformer of rating up to 200kva,used to step down the distribution voltage to a standard service voltage are 

known as distribution transformer.They are kept in operation all the24 hours a day.In such transformer iron loss 

occur for all the time where copper loss occur only when they are loaded.Therefore,distribution transformers 

should be designed with iron loss smaller in comparison to full load copper loss(say with iron loss to full load 

copper loss ratio1:3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Parts: 

                     

Basic parts of transformer: 

1. Laminated Core 

2. Windings 

3. Insulating Materials 

4.Transformer oil 

5.Tap changer 

6.Conservator 

7.Cooling tubes 

8.Buchholz Relay 

9.Explosion Vent 

 

Core:     

                       



                            fig 1 transformer core 

Generally, the name associated with the construction of a transformer is dependant upon how the primary and 

secondary windings are wound around the central laminated steel core. The two most common and basic designs 

of transformer construction are the Closed-core Transformer and the Shell-core Transformer. 

In the “closed-core” type (core form) transformer, the primary and secondary windings are wound outside and 

surround the core ring. In the “shell type” (shell form) transformer, the primary and secondary windings pass 

inside the steel magnetic circuit (core) which forms a shell around the windings. 

WINDINGS: 

              

                        fig 2 transformer windings 

In a single-phase two winding transformer, two windings would be present as shown. The one which is 

connected to the voltage source and creates the magnetic flux called the primary winding, and the second 

winding called the secondary in which a voltage is induced as a result of mutual induction. 

Primary Windings: 

A primary winding is the winding of a transformer that is connected to and receives energy from an external 

source of electrons. ... A primary winding is the winding of a transformer that is connected to and receives 

energy from an external source of electrons. 

Secondary Windings: 

A secondary winding is the winding of a transformer that receives its energy by electromagnetic induction from 

the primary winding. The secondary winding is facilitated with larger-gauge wire because of the increase in 

current, whereas the primary winding is made up of smaller-gauge wire due to less current conduction. 

HIGH VOLTAAGE WINDINGS: 



  High voltage windings are made up of copper coil.The number of turns in it is the multiple of the number of 

turns in the low voltage windings. 

LOW VOLTAAGE WINDINGS: 

  Low voltage windings has lesser number of turns than that of HV windings.It is made up of the thick copper 

conductors. 

Insulating Materials:  

                    

                                 fig 3 Insulating material 

There are two types of insulating materials: radiant barriers and reflective insulation systems. Some of the 

commonly used insulation materials in homes include the following: rock wool, slag wool cellulose, glass wool, 

polystyrene, urethane foam, vermiculite, perlite, wood fiber, and plant fiber. 

Transformer oil:  

                                  

                                   fig 4 transformer oil 

Transformer oil or insulating oil is an oil that is stable at high temperatures and has excellent electrical 

insulating properties. It is used in oil-filled transformers, some types of high-voltage capacitors, fluorescent 

lamp ballasts (North America only), and some types of high-voltage switches and circuit breakers. 

Cooling System:  



                      

                            fig 5 Cooling system 

The two-stage cooling method is a Food and Drug Administration Food Code recommended procedure for 

cooling food in restaurants and food service establishments. In the two-stage cooling method, food must be 

cooled from 140° F (60° C) to 70° F (21° C) within two hours and to 41° F (5° C) or lower within four hours. 

Conservator:  

When transformer is loaded and when ambient temperature rises, the volume of oil inside transformer increases. 

A conservator tank of transformer provides adequate space to this expanded transformer oil. It also acts as a 

reservoir for transformer insulating oil. 

Tap changer:  

                         

                         fig 6  Tap changer 

The purpose of a tap changer is to regulate the output voltage of a transformer. It does this by altering the 

number of turns in one winding and thereby changing the turns ratio of the transformer. There are two types of 

transformer tap changers: an on-load tap changer (OLTC) and a de energised tap changer (DETC). 

Buchholz relay: 



                         

                          fig 7 Buchholz relay 

Buchholz relay in a transformer is an oil container housing the connecting pipe from the main tank to the 

conservator tank. It has mainly two elements. The upper element consists of a float. The float is attached to a 

hinge in such a way that it can move up and down depending upon the oil level in the Buchholz relay Container. 

Explosion Vent: 

                    

                           fig 8 Explosion vent 

The purpose of the explosion vent in a transformer is to prevent damage of the transformer tank be releasing any 

excessive pressure generated inside the transformer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Classification of transformer: 

 On the basis of output voltage: 

a) Step-up :    

          

             Fig 9 Step-up transformer  

b) Step-down :  

       

          Fig 10 Step-down transformer 

 On the basis of core construction: 

       

Fig 11 core-type  transformer                    Fig 12 Shell-type transformer  

 On the basis of no.of phase: 

          

Fig 13 single-phase transformer              Fig 14  Three-phase  transformer    



 On the basis of cooling system: 

1) Naturally Cooled      

2) Oil Cooled 

3) Water Cooled 

4) Forced air Cooled 

 On the basis of output capacity: 

1) Auto Transformer 

2) Instrument Transformer 

 On the basis of Commercial: 

POWER TRANSFORMER  

 The term is used to include all transformers of large sizes(250kva and above) used in generating 

stations and substations for transforming the voltage at each end of a power transmission line.They may 

be single or three phase and voltage rating of 220/11kv or in high voltage range. 

DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER  

 Transformer of rating up to 200kva,used to step down the distribution voltage to a standard service 

voltage are known as distribution transformer.They are kept in operation all the24 hours a day.In such 

transformer iron loss occur for all the time where copper loss occur  only when they are loaded. 

Principle of Operation: 

                   

         Fig 15  principle of transformer    

A transformer consists of two electrically isolated coils and operates on Faraday's principal of “mutual 

induction”, in which an EMF is induced in the transformers secondary coil by the magnetic flux generated by 

the voltages and currents flowing in the primary coil winding. 

Transformer – Working Principle 



The main principle of operation of a transformer is mutual inductance between two circuits which is linked 

by a common magnetic flux. A basic transformer consists of two coils that are electrically separate and 

inductive, but are magnetically linked through a path of reluctance. The working principle of the 

transformer can be understood from the figure below. 

                     

As shown above the electrical transformer has primary and secondary windings. The core laminations are 

joined in the form of strips in between the strips you can see that there are some narrow gaps right through 

the cross-section of the core. These staggered joints are said to be ‘imbricated’. Both the coils have high 

mutual inductance. A mutual electro-motive force is induced in the transformer from the alternating flux 

that is set up in the laminated core, due to the coil that is connected to a source of alternating voltage. Most 

of the alternating flux developed by this coil is linked with the other coil and thus produces the mutual 

induced electro-motive force. The so produced electro-motive force can be explained with the help of 

Faraday’s laws of Electromagnetic Induction as 

e=M*dI/dt 

If the second coil circuit is closed, a current flows in it and thus electrical energy is transferred 

magnetically from the first to the second coil. 

The alternating current supply is given to the first coil and hence it can be called as the primary winding. 

The energy is drawn out from the second coil and thus can be called as the secondary winding.] 

In short, a transformer carries the operations shown below: 

1. Transfer of electric power from one circuit to another. 

2.  Transfer of electric power without any change in frequency. 

3. Transfer with the principle of electromagnetic induction. 

4. The two electrical circuits are linked by mutual induction. 

 

 Transformer Construction 



For the simple construction of a transformer, you must need two coils having mutual inductance and a 

laminated steel core. The two coils are insulated from each other and from the steel core. The device will 

also need some suitable container for the assembled core and windings, a medium with which the core and 

its windings from its container can be insulated. 

In order to insulate and to bring out the terminals of the winding from the tank, apt bushings that are made 

from either porcelain or capacitor type must be used. 

In all transformers that are used commercially, the core is made out of transformer sheet steel laminations 

assembled to provide a continuous magnetic path with minimum of air-gap included. The steel should have 

high permeability and low hysteresis loss. For this to happen, the steel should be made of high silicon 

content and must also be heat treated. By effectively laminating the core, the eddy-current losses can be 

reduced. The lamination can be done with the help of a light coat of core plate varnish or lay an oxide layer 

on the surface. For a frequency of 50 Hertz, the thickness of the lamination varies from 0.35mm to 0.5mm 

for a frequency of 25 Hertz. 

Types Of Transformers: 

 

 

1) Indoor: A padmount or pad-mounted transformer is a ground mounted electric power      

distribution transformer in a locked steel cabinet mounted on a concrete pad. 

       

              Fig 16 - pad mounted transformer        

   



2) Outdoor :   Pole mounted transformers are the common breadbox transformers used  for 

converting distribution voltage to the 120/240 volt power used by homes and low-volume commercial 

installations. Pole mounted electrical transformers are used in extensive rural area. 

                     

                     Fig 17 - pole mounted transformer     

According to KVA ratings: 

       

                                                      Table 1- KVA ratings 

Losses in Transformer: 

There are various types of losses in the transformer such as iron loss, copper loss, hysteresis loss, eddy 

current loss, stray loss, and dielectric loss. The hysteresis losses occur because of the variation of the 

magnetization in the core of the transformer and the copper loss occurs because of the transformer winding 

resistance. 

The various types of losses are explained below in detail. 

Contents: 

 Iron losses 

 Hysteresis losses 



 Eddy current losses 

 Copper loss or Ohmic loss 

 Stray Loss 

 Dielectric loss 

 

Iron Losses 

Iron losses are caused by the alternating flux in the core of the transformer as this loss occurs in the core it 

is also known as Core loss. Iron loss is further divided into hysteresis and eddy current loss. 

 

Hysteresis Loss 

The core of the transformer is subjected to an alternating magnetizing force, and for each cycle of emf, a 

hysteresis loop is traced out. Power is dissipated in the form of heat known as hysteresis loss and given by 

the equation shown below: 

 

Where 

 KȠ is a proportionality constant which depends upon the volume and quality of the    material of 

the core used in the transformer, 

 f is the supply frequency, 

 Bmax is the maximum or peak value of the flux density. 

The iron or core losses can be minimized by using silicon steel material for the construction of the core of 

the transformer. 

 

Eddy Current Loss 

When the flux links with a closed circuit, an emf is induced in the circuit and the current flows, the value 

of the current depends upon the amount of emf around the circuit and the resistance of the circuit. 

Since the core is made of conducting material, these EMFs circulate currents within the body of the 

material. These circulating currents are called Eddy Currents. They will occur when the conductor 

experiences a changing magnetic field. As these currents are not responsible for doing any useful work, 

and it produces a loss (I2R loss) in the magnetic material known as an Eddy  

Current Loss. 

The eddy current loss is minimized by making the core with thin laminations. 

https://circuitglobe.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/transformer-losses-eq1-compressor.jpg


The equation of the eddy current loss is given as: 

 

Where, 

 Ke – coefficient of eddy current. Its value depends upon the nature of magnetic material  like 

volume and resistivity of core material, the thickness of laminations 

 Bm – maximum value of flux density in wb/m2 

 T – thickness of lamination in meters 

 F – frequency of reversal of the magnetic field in Hz 

 V – the volume of magnetic material in m3 

 

Copper Loss Or Ohmic Loss 

These losses occur due to ohmic resistance of the transformer windings. If I1 and I2 are the primary and 

the secondary current. R1 and R2 are the resistance of primary and secondary winding then the copper 

losses occurring in the primary and secondary winding will be I12R1 and I22R2 respectively. 

Therefore, the total copper losses will be 

These losses varied according to the load and known hence it is 

also known as variable losses. Copper losses vary as the square of the load current. 

 

Stray Loss 

The occurrence of these stray losses is due to the presence of leakage field. The percentage of these losses 

are very small as compared to the iron and copper losses so they can be neglected. 

 

Dielectric Loss 

Dielectric loss occurs in the insulating material of the transformer that is in the oil of the transformer, or in 

the solid insulations. When the oil gets deteriorated or the solid insulation gets damaged, or its quality 

decreases, and because of this, the efficiency of the transformer gets affected. 

             

 

https://circuitglobe.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/eddy-current-eq-compressor1.jpg
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Task Performance: 

 Manufacturing Process 

 

                 

                                                       Fig 18 -  Flow chart 

 CORE SECTION 

            The magnetic core of transformer is built up of  cold rolled grain oriented (CRGO) magnetic steel 

laminations.Hi-B grade and laser scribed lamination is used to reduce the no load losses and noise. 

Laminations are cut at an angle of 45o.Core leg and yoke laminations are inter leaved in  mitred joints in 

order to facilitate the passage of the magnetic flux, to avoid hot spots  

And to reduce no load losses and sound level. 

 

 

By using guages and jigs, the laminations are assembled in to a core, taking much care to reduce the air 

gaps between the laminations to the minimum.The laminations of upper yoke are inter leaved after fitting 

the windings. 

 

 

 

 WINDING SECTION 



                      The windings are designed to optimize dynamic, thermal, mechanical and electrical stresses 

depending up on the current and voltage requirements. 

Depending on the specific design criteria, spiral, cross over  Helical, continuous disc, partly interleaved or fully 

interleaved windings are used. 

 

Steel winding mandrels arew used to ensure tight tolerances.The winding machines are equipped with 

hydraulic braking devices which ensure that the proper tension is maintained on the winding. 

                

 TESTING OF TRANSFORMER 

 

Tests done at factory 

1. Type tests 

2. Routine tests 

3. Special tests 

 

Tests done at site 

1. Pre-commissioning tests 

2. Periodic/condition monitoring tests 

3. Emergency tests 

 

Type Test of Transformer 

To prove that the transformer meets customer’s specifications and design expectations, the transformer has 

to go through different testing procedures in manufacturer premises. Some transformer tests are carried out 

for confirming the basic design expectation of that transformer. These tests are done mainly in a prototype 



unit not in all manufactured units in a lot. Type test of transformer confirms main and basic design 

criteria of a production lot. 

Routine Tests of Transformer 

Routine tests of transformer is mainly for confirming the operational performance of the individual unit 

in a production lot. Routine tests are carried out on every unit manufactured. 

Special Tests of Transformer 

Special tests of transformer is done as per customer requirement to obtain information useful to the user 

during operation or maintenance of the transformer. 

Pre Commissioning Test of Transformer 

In addition to these, the transformer also goes through some other tests, performed on it, before actual 

commissioning of the transformer at the site. The transformer testing performed before commissioning the 

transformer at the site is called the pre-commissioning test of transformer. These tests are done to assess 

the condition of transformer after installation and compare the test results of all the low voltage tests with 

the factory test reports. 

Type tests of transformer include: 

1. Winding resistance of test transformer 

2. Transformer ratio test 

3. Transformer vector group test 

4. Measurement of impedance voltage/short circuit impedance (principal tap) and load loss (Short 

circuit test) 

5. Measurement of no-load loss and current  (Open circuit) 

6. Measurement of insulation resistance 

7. Dielectric Test of Transformer 

8. Temperature raise test of transformer 

9. Tests on on-load tap-changer 

10. Vacuum tests on tank and radiators 

Routine tests of transformer include 

1. Winding resistance of test transformer 

2. Transformer ratio test 

3. Transformer vector group test 

4. Measurement of impedance voltage/short circuit impedance (principal tap) and load loss (Short 

circuit test) 

5. Measurement of no load loss and current (Open circuit test) 



6. Measurement of insulation resistance 

7. Dielectric tests of transformer. 

8. Tests on on-load tap-changer. 

9. Oil pressure test on transformer to check against leakages past joints and gaskets 

That means Routine tests of transformer include all the type tests except temperature rise and vacuum tests. 

The oil pressure test on transformer to check against leakages past joints and gaskets is included. 

Special Tests of transformer include 

1. Dielectric tests. 

2. Measurement of zero-sequence impedance of three-phase transformers 

3. Short-circuit test 

4. Measurement of acoustic noise level 

5. Measurement of the harmonics of the no-load current. 

6. Measurement of the power taken by the fans and oil pumps. 

7. Tests on bought out components / accessories such as buchholz relay, temperature indicators, 

pressure relief devices, oil preservation system etc. 

 

Transformer Winding Resistance Measurement 

Transformer Winding Resistance Measurement is carried out to calculate the I2R losses and to calculate 

winding temperature at the end of a temperature rise test. It is carried out as a type test as well as routine 

test. It is also done at site to ensure healthiness of a transformer that is to check loose connections, broken 

strands of conductor, high contact resistance in tap changers, high voltage leads and bushings etc. 

There are different methods for measuring of the transformer winding, likewise: 

 Current-voltage method of measurement of winding resistance. 

 Bridge method of measurement of winding resistance. 

 Kelviin bridge, method of Measuring Winding Resistance. 

 Measuring winding resistance by Automatic Winding Resistance Measurement Kit. 

Note: Transformer winding resistance measurement shall be carried out at each tap. 

Transformer Ratio Test 

The performance of a transformer largely depends upon perfection of specific turns or voltage ratio of 

transformer. So transformer ratio test is an essential type test of transformer. This test also performed as 

a routine test of transformer. So for ensuring proper performance of electrical power transformer, voltage 

and turn ratio test of transformer one of the important tests. 



The procedure of the transformer ratio test is simple. We just apply three phase 415 V supply to HV 

winding, with keeping LV winding open. We measure the induced voltages at HV and LV terminals of the 

transformer to find out actual voltage ratio of the transformer. We repeat the test for all tap position 

separately. 

Magnetic Balance Test of Transformer 

Magnetic balance test of transformer is conducted only on three-phase transformers to check the imbalance 

in the magnetic ciircuit. 

Procedure of Magnetic Balance Test of Transformer 

1. Keep the tap changer of transformer in normal position. 

2. Now disconnect the transformer neutral from ground. 

3. Then apply single phase 230 V AC supply across one of the HV winding terminals 

and neutral terminal. 

4. Measure the voltage in two other HV terminals in respect of neutral terminal. 

5. Repeat the test for each of the three phases. 

           

                                              Table - 2 Magnetic balance test 

In case of an auto transformer, a magnetic balance test of transformer should be repeated for LV winding 

also. 

There are three limbs placed side by side in a core of the transformer. One phase winding is wound in one 

limb. The voltage induced in different phases depends upon the respective position of the limb in the core. 

The voltage induced in different phases of a transformer in respect to neutral terminals given in the table 

below. 

Magnetizing Current Test of Transformer 

Magnetizing current test of transformer is performed to locate defects in the magnetic core structure, 

shifting of windings, failure in between turn insulation or problem in tap changers. These conditions 

change the effective reluctance of the magnetic circuit, thus affecting the current required to establish flux 

in the core. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-flux-types-of-flux/


1. Keep the tap changer in the lowest position and open all IV and LV terminals 

2. Then apply three phase 415 V supply on the line terminals for three-phase transformers and single 

phase 230 V supply on single phase transformers 

3. Measure the supply voltage and current in each phase 

4. Now repeat the magnetizing current test of transformer test with keeping tap changer 

in normal position 

5. Repeat the test while keeping the tap at highest position 

Normally, there are two similar higher readings on two outer limb phases on transformer core and one 

lower reading on the center limb phase, in the case of three phase transformers. 

An agreement to within 30% of the measured exciting current with the previous test is usually considered 

satisfactory. If the measured exciting current value is 50 times higher than the value measured during 

factory test, there is a likelihood of a fault in the winding which needs further analysis. 

Caution: This magnetizing current test of a transformer is to be carried out before DC resistance 

measurement. 

Vector Group Test of Transformer 

In a 3 phase Transformer, it is essential to carry out a vector group test of transformer. Proper vector 

grouping in a transformer is an essential criteria for  parallel operation of Transformer. 

There are several internal connections of three-phase transformer are available on the market. These 

several connections give various magnitudes and phase of the secondary voltage; the magnitude can be 

adjusted for parallel operation by suitable choice of turn ratio, but the phase divergence cannot be 

compensated. 

So we have to choose a transformer suitable for parallel operation whose phase sequence and phase 

divergence are same. All the transformers with the same vector ground have same phase sequence and 

phase divergence between primary and secondary. 

Before procuring an electrical power transformer, you should ensure the vector group of the transformer, 

whether it will be matched with his or her existing system or not. The vector group test of transformer 

confirms his or her requirements. 

Insulation Resistance Test or Megger Test of Transformer 

Insulation resistance test of transformer is essential type test. This test is carried out to ensure the 

healthiness of the overall insulation system of an electrical power transformer. 

Procedure of Insulation Resistance Test of Transformer 

https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-transformer-definition-working-principle-of-transformer/


1. Disconnect all the line and neutral terminals of the transformer 

2. Megger leads to be connected to LV and HV bushing studs to measure insulation resistance IR 

value in between the LV and HV windings 

3. Megger leads to be connected to HV bushing studs and transformer tank earth point to measure 

insulation resistance IR value in between the HV windings and earth 

4. Megger leads to be connected to LV bushing studs and transformer tank earth point to measure 

insulation resistance IR value in between the LV windings and earth 

NB: It is unnecessary to perform insulation resistance test of transformer per phase wise in three-phase 

transformer. IR values are taken between the windings collectively as because all the windings on HV side 

are internally connected together to form either star or delta and also all the windings on LV side are 

internally connected together to form either star or delta. 

Measurements are to be taken as follows: 

 For auto transformer: HV-IV to LV, HV-IV to E, LV to E. 

 For two winding transformer: HV to LV, HV to E, LV to E. 

 Three winding transformers: HV to IV, HV to LV, IV to LV, HV to E, IV to E, LV to E. 

 Oil temperature should be noted at the time of insulation resistance test of the transformer, 

since the IR value of transformer insulating oil may vary with temperature. 

 IR values to be recorded at intervals of 15 seconds, 1 minute and 10 minutes. 

 With the duration of application of voltage, IR value increases. The increase in IR is an indication 

of dryness of insulation. 

 Absorption coefficient = 1 minute value/15 secs. value. 

 Polarization index = 10 minutes value/1 minute value. 

Dielectric Tests of Transformer 

Dielectric test of a transformer is one kind of insulation test. This test is performed to ensure the expected 

overall insulation strength of the transformer. There are several tests performed to ensure the required 

quality of transformer insulation; the dielectric test is one of them. Dielectric test of the transformer is 

performed in two different steps. 

First one is called Separate Source Voltage Withstand Test of transformer, where a single phase power 

frequency voltage of prescribed level, is applied on transformer winding under test for 60 seconds while 

the other windings and tank are connected to the earth, and it is observed that whether any failure of 

insulation occurs or not during the test. 

The second one is the induced voltage test of Transformer where, three-phase voltage, twice of rated 

secondary voltage is applied to the secondary winding for 60 seconds by keeping the primary of the 

transformer open circuited. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/megger-working-principle-types-history-uses-of-megger/


The frequency of the applied voltage should be double of power frequency too. Here also if no failure of 

insulation, the test is successful. 

In addition to dielectric tests of transformers, there are other types of test for checking insulation of 

transformer, such as lightning impulse test, switching impulse test and partial discharge test. 

Induced Voltage Test of Transformer 

 

 

 

 

The induced voltage test of the transformer is intended to check the inter-turn and line end insulation as 

well as main insulation to earth and between windings- 

1. Keep the primary winding of transformer open circuited. 

2. Apply three-phase voltage to the secondary winding. The applied voltage should be twice of the 

rated voltage of secondary winding in magnitude and frequency. 

3. The duration of the test shall be 60 seconds. 

4. The test shall start with a voltage lower than 1/3 the full test voltage, and it shall be quickly 

increased up to the desired value. 

The test is successful if no breakdown occurs at full test voltage during the test. 

Temperature Rise Test of Transformer 

Temperature rise test of transformer is included in type test of transformer. In this test, we check whether 

the temperature-rising limit of the transformer winding and oil as per specification or not. In this type test 

of the transformer, we have to check oil temperature rise as well as winding temperature rise limits of an 

electrical transformer. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Our overall experience at “SVR ELECTRICALS PRIVATE LIMITED” 

was just phenomenal and with guides like you both made it more knowledgeable and useful. 

The experience and the knowledge we have gained here has made us more 

confident to take up the concepts of transformers as our project interest.Thereby  we are enough 

confident technically. 

We learn to emerge as one of the finest technical and electrical engineer of 

higher learning to develop engineering professional who are technically ,ethical competent, ethical, 

environmental friendly for betterment of society and to accomplish stimulating learning environment 

through high quality internship, innovation and industry institute interface. 
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